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PREFACE.

The present volume is number twenty of the Alphabetical Index of the Births, Marriages and Deaths recorded in the City of Providence, and is the first of a set of three volumes to contain an index of the births, marriages and deaths recorded in this city for the years 1921 to 1930, inclusive.

It is an index of the births recorded for the above named years. It is printed from a card index which is made as the births are recorded. It will appear in two parts. This is Part II.

The following table shows the number of births recorded each year from 1921 to 1930, inclusive, and also the birth rate, i.e., the number of living born to each 1,000 of the population:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Living Births</th>
<th>Stillborn</th>
<th>Total of Population</th>
<th>Living Birth Rate (Per 1,000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>6,586</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>6,858</td>
<td>25.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>6,371</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>6,587</td>
<td>24.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>6,400</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>6,634</td>
<td>24.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>6,572</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>6,787</td>
<td>24.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>6,281</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>6,518</td>
<td>23.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>6,090</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>6,304</td>
<td>22.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>6,035</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>6,245</td>
<td>22.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>5,939</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>6,142</td>
<td>22.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>5,629</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>5,832</td>
<td>21.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>5,710</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>5,907</td>
<td>22.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>61,616</td>
<td>2,235</td>
<td>63,851</td>
<td>23.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The records from which the above table was made are contained in the bound volumes of Records of Births, and extend from page 1 of volume XXV to page 311 of volume XXIX.

CHARLES V. CHAPIN,
City Registrar.

Providence, December, 1931.
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Kopit Aaron M of Joseph and Sophie July 17 1922.............. 25: 274
Kopit Bernard of Jacob and Jennie Mar 16 1928................. 28: 199
Kopit Martin of Hyman and Clara Apr 11 1921.................. 25: 42
Kopoian Yetvart of Sarkis and Annig Dec 25 1929.............. 29: 150
Koppelman Helen of Joseph E and Edith F May 2 1923........... 26: 61
Koran Helen C of William and Frances June 9 1926............. 27: 247
Koran Russell V of Samuel H and Alice M Oct 8 1923............ 26: 139
Korb Helene R of Samuel and Rosa Apr 14 1930................... 29: 199
Kordalewski Andrew of Vaclaw L A and Emma J July 23
1923............................................................. 26: 97
Koretsky Delores B of Hyman and Anna June 28 1923............. 26: 84
Koretsky —— d of Hyman and Anna Apr 6 1921.................... 25: 41
Koritz Rebecca of Louis and Gussie Feb 27 1922................... 25: 205
Korkne Helen of Michael and Anna Mar 24 1922.................... 25: 218
Korman Manuel N of Isadore and Jeanie B July 13 1923.......... 26: 93
Korman Melvin of William and Tillie Feb 9 1925................... 27: 19
Korman Rosalie M of William and Tillie Mar 17 1927............. 28: 33
Korn —— d of Solomon and Claire Apr 9 1929..................... 29: 43
Kornstein Gilbert B of Samuel and Hattie Apr 4 1921............. 25: 40
Koroloczyk Edward of Stanislaw and Sophya Sept 26 1926........ 27: 296
Korpacz Stanislaw J of Wietold I and Mary June 5 1928........ 28: 235
Kortick Albert M of Abram M and Bertha Apr 25 1928............. 28: 217
Kortick David N of Louis M and Beatrice Sept 28 1929.......... 29: 114
Kortick Douglas M of Abram M and Bertha Oct 25 1923............ 26: 147
Kortick Gloria J of Abram M and Bertha Sept 17 1925............ 27: 124
Kortick Josephine of Abram M and Bertha Oct 12 1921............. 25: 137
Kortick Morris of Harry and Fannie Sept 4 1921................... 25: 117
Kortick —— s of Louis M and Beatrice Aug 12 1927................. 28: 110
Kosciow Olga M of Nicolaus and Franca Mar 21 1926.............. 27: 208
Kosciow Paul W of Nicolaus and Franca July 29 1921.............. 25: 96
Kosciow Pauline of Nicolaus and Franca Feb 8 1929.............. 29: 17
Koshgarian Avedis of Soukias and Arek Mar 30 1925.............. 27: 41
Koshgarian Haroutune of Zakar and Anna Sept 6 1925............. 27: 120
Koshgarian Mary of Zakar and Anna Apr 9 1924.................... 26: 230
Koshgarian Samuel of Zakar and Anna Dec 9 1927................. 28: 154
Koshgerian Agavine of Nishan and Zaries Sept 19 1926........... 27: 294
Koshmatian Bedros of Krikor and Azadoof Nov 14 1923............ 26: 157
Kosiba Wanda of Frank W and Anna C Oct 2 1925................. 27: 132
Kosinkiewicz Veronica L of Joseph and Magdalena Jan 14
1926............................................................. 27: 180
Kosinski Frances M of Wladyslaw and Anna May 21 1923........... 26: 68
Kosinski Joseph P of Andre and Aniela Jan 15 1928.............. 28: 173
Kosinski Jozefen of Andro and Nellie June 30 1921.............. 25: 78
Kosinski Stanley of Andre and Aniela May 31 1923................. 26: 72
Kosinski Veronica of Andre and Aniela Jan 7 1926............... 27: 177
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Kosinski — d of Wladislaw and Antonina Apr 5 1922............. 25:238
Kosinski — d of Wladislaw and Antonina Aug 28 1924........... 26:302
Koski Harold F of Felix and Lydia Feb 23 1924.................. 26:207
Koski — d of Edward and Mary Aug 22 1929....................... 29:100
Koslooski Dominic of Dominic and Annie Apr 20 1924........... 26:234
Koslowsky Vera E of Alex and Emilia S Sept 26 1928............. 28:284
Kosmeskey Peter of Victor and Mary July 9 1922.................. 25:271
Kosofsky Frank B of Jack and Margaret May 17 1929............. 29: 57
Kosowski Irene H of Edward and Mary Aug 22 1929................ 29:100
Kosser Anita B of Isidore and Rose Dec 30 1924............... ... 26:361
Kostakos Marie of Costas and Stamatio July 22 1921............ 25: 93
Kostakos Stanley G of George S and Ellen G June 20 1928.... 28:241
Koste Alfred of Dan and Rose Jan 19 1925....................... 27:  8
Kostokas Christine of George S and Ellen G Jan 30 1930.... ... 29:167
Kotkowski Henryk of Roman and Gertrude May 17 1921........ 25: 58
Kotkowski Jeslaw of Roman and Gertruda Jan 8 1925............ 27:  4
Kotlen Marion of Joseph and Molloy Feb 16 1929................ 29: 20
Kotlen Robert A of Harry L and Pauline B Feb 26 1927........ 28: 23
Kotlen Shirley of Joseph and Molloy July 17 1926.............. 27:266
Kotlen — s of Harry L and Pauline B Nov 14 1930.............. 29:295
Koubetes Maria of Keriacos and Cleonick Apr 17 1923........... 26: 52
Kouffman Charlotte E of Henry A and Fanny Nov 15 1924........ 26:341
Kouffman Everett W of Joseph and Nettie June 21 1930........... 29:228
Koufoudakis Helen of John and Anastasia Jan 21 1926........... 27:182
Kouny Robert of Wehbe and Freda Feb 26 1923................... 26: 26
Kovaleski Edward J of Edmund and Madeline M Jan 4 1923........ 26:  2
Kovachelik Edward of Machislof and Alma July 6 1928........... 28:249
Kovachelik Patricia V of Machislof and Alma Sept 14 1929..... 29:109
Kowa Lelokadja of Wojciech and Franciszka Oct 28 1925........ 27:142
Kowal Mary of Peter and Mary Feb 26 1926........................ 27:197
Kowalczyk Irene M of Wasil and Emilia Sept 10 1930............ 29:262
Kowalczyk John E of Wasil and Emilia Aug 8 1928.............. 28:264
Kowalczyk Mary of Wasil and Emilia June 25 1926.............. 27:254
Kowalczyk Leon of Peter and Mary Apr 11 1929................... 29: 43
Kowalik Stefan G of Stefan G and Leona Feb 22 1930............ 29:176
Kowalski Helen of Peter and Katarzyna Oct 27 1921.............. 25:144
Kowalski Helena of Andrew and Josephine Nov 26 1922........... 25:336
Kowalski Jenny of Peter and Katarzyna Sept 19 1924............. 26:314
Kozan Ernest of John and Walerya Mar 22 1925................... 27:  38
Kozurky Elizabeth M of William and Mary R Mar 12 1930....... 29:185
Kozuszkko Blanche of Michael and Walerja Aug 31 1921........... 25:113
Kozuszkko Florence of Michael and Walerja Aug 22 1924........ 26:209
Kozuszkko Frank of Michael and Walerja Oct 4 1925............. 27:133
Kozuszkko Walerja of Michael and Walerja Sept 23 1922........ 25:307
Kozuszkko — s of Michael and Walerja June 27 1923............ 26: 87
Krajewski Stanislaw of Wincenty and Mary Dec 22 1925........ 27:166
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Krajewski Teodor of Vincenty and Mary July 23 1924 .................. 26: 284
Krakowsky David of Abraham and Gussie Sept 13 1925 .................. 27: 123
Kramer Bernard of Israel J and Ida Feb 3 1923 .................. 26: 17
Kramer Charles J of Charles R and Anna C Mar 8 1928 .................. 28: 196
Kramer Doris of Samuel and Naomi May 22 1925 .................. 27: 68
Kramer Frederick S of Louis I and Jessie Nov 3 1930 .................. 29: 284
Kramer June M of Charles R and Anna C June 4 1929 .................. 29: 66
Kramer Louis R of Louis R and Ellen A June 1 1925 .................. 27: 74
Kramer —— d of Nathan and Dora Mar 29 1926 .................. 27: 214
Krautl Dorothy E of Fritz H and Bertha Nov 7 1922 .................. 25: 330
Krapf Albert L of Albert and Agnes B May 28 1929 .................. 29: 61
Krapf Anna M of Joseph and Alice Jan 20 1924 .................. 26: 190
Krasner Albert J of David and Elizabeth Dec 21 1924 .................. 26: 357
Krasner Alvin M of Jacob and Lillian B July 7 1928 .................. 28: 249
Krasner Blanche F of Jacob and Lillian B Nov 21 1926 .................. 27: 321
Krasner Harold N of Jacob and Lillian B Aug 28 1925 .................. 27: 115
Krasner Harriet E of David and Elizabeth Jan 23 1923 .................. 26: 10
Krasner Julius of Aaron and Isabel Feb 14 1925 .................. 27: 21
Krasner Robert I of Jacob and Lillian B Dec 3 1929 .................. 29: 142
Krasnow Arthur of David and Rose Aug 25 1924 .................. 26: 300
Krasnow Georgia L of David and Rose May 31 1922 .................. 25: 251
Krasnow Jean of David and Rose July 26 1929 .................. 29: 88
Krasnow Robert M of Joseph and Reba Nov 12 1921 .................. 25: 152
Kraunelis Mildred A of Walter and Delia June 25 1930 .................. 29: 229
Kraus Bernard of Louis and Gussie Mar 12 1922 .................. 25: 212
Kraus Eugene F of Joseph and Helen Aug 19 1924 .................. 26: 298
Kraus Martin A of Louis and Gussie June 29 1926 .................. 27: 256
Kraus Richard E of Joseph A and Helen B Mar 18 1927 .................. 28: 33
Kravitz Alice of Samuel and Ida Mar 3 1925 .................. 27: 30
Kravitz Beatrice of Samuel and Ida Nov 20 1927 .................. 28: 144
Krawczyk Olga A of John and Annie Oct 10 1921 .................. 25: 136
Krejwis —— s of John and Barbara Sept 10 1925 .................. 27: 131
Krekorian Catherine of Stefan and Aghavni June 25 1927 .................. 28: 78
Kretschmer Franz of Franz and Marie July 27 1922 .................. 25: 278
Kreutler Robert G of Joseph W and Mary Oct 5 1923 .................. 26: 138
Krevolin Sonya of Jacob P and Sarah Feb 8 1928 .................. 28: 183
Kreydatus George A of Andrew and Sophie Oct 31 1925 .................. 27: 143
Kreydatus Helen of Andrew and Sophie Jan 26 1927 .................. 28: 10
Krichmar Robert A of Morris L and Dorothy Aug 30 1930 .................. 29: 256
Krichmar —— s of Morris L and Dorothy June 17 1929 .................. 29: 77
Kricker Ruth C of Dallas D and Mary July 22 1922 .................. 25: 335
Krieger —— d of Albert and Josephine M Mar 26 1922 .................. 25: 223
Krikis Anastasios of Panagiotes and Nastar Dec 7 1929 .................. 31: 144
Krikis Athanasios of Peter and Nastar Oct 24 1927 .................. 28: 133
Krikis Nicolaos of Peter N and Anastasia Oct 26 1924 .................. 26: 331
Krikis — s of Peter and Nastar Oct 20 1923.................26:151
Krikorian Anahid of Kabriel and Marnos Nov 2 1929........29:130
Krikorian Edna I of Paul and Rena Jan 14 1927..............28: 5
Krikorian Garabed of Krikore and Azniv Oct 13 1923........26:142
Krikorian Gourkan S of Setrag and Yevnikle Aug 28 1923....26:116
Krikorian Haig of Sarkis and Vartouhi June 6 1921..........25: 68
Krikorian Hovhannes of Nushan and Heropsime June 16 1922.25:260
Krikorian Krikore S of Sarkis and Gulevart Aug 1 1922.....25:282
Krikorian Lucille M of Paul and Rena Sept 24 1929..........29:113
Krikorian Marderos of Sarkis and Gulevart Mar 22 1930.....29:189
Krikorian Margaret G of Paul and Rena Oct 18 1921........25:140
Krikorian Mariam of Stefan and Aghavni Dec 27 1921......25:172
Krikorian Mariam of Kabriel and Marnos May 31 1925......27: 71
Krikorian Mariam of Antranig and Nouhimaz Nov 11 1926...27:317
Krikorian Millicent E of Paul and Rena E Nov 20 1924.....26:343
Krikorian Monooshag of Antranig and Nouhimaz Jan 6 1924,26:185
Krikorian Osi of Kaprial and Marinus Feb 7 1924............26:200
Krikorian Queen of Sarkis and Zarouhey Apr 2 1922........25:225
Krikorian Robert P of Paul and Rena Dec 26 1922..........25:349
Krikorian Samuel E of Samuel and Ogasan May 11 1930.....29:210
Krikorian Yaratune A of Airsh and Ethel M Feb 26 1923......26:20
Krimski Nellie of Farjadjan and Edakia Dec 12 1921.......25:166
Krinnec — d of Abraham and Ida June 22 1921.................25: 73
Kritz Karl S of Morris and Minnie Sept 5 1929..............29:106
Kroll Sumner I of George and Rose Jan 9 1925..............27: 4
Kropis John of Joseph and Salomea Mar 8 1921..............25: 29
Krowkansky Loretta of Abraham and Gussie Mar 11 1924.....25: 30
Krueger Alexander E of Alexander and Jeanette Jan 14 1928,28:173
Krukel Kuzinierz of Julian and Julia Apr 20 1925.........27: 52
Krupa — s of Stanislaw and Wiktorya Aug 31 1925...........27:116
Krupka Helena of Theophil and Rosalia Sept 28 1925.......27:129
Krupka Henry of Theophil and Rosalia Feb 27 1924...........26:208
Krupowicz Alfred of Joseph and Catherine Sept 8 1928.....28:278
Krupowicz Zygmunt of Joseph and Catherine Oct 31 1922...25:324
Kruszyna Raymond of Stanley J and Nellie June 29 1930....29:231
Krysztotn Joseph of Michal and Mary July 25 1927..........28: 92
Krzyszton Stanislaw of Michal and Mary Feb 2 1929.........29: 15
Krywicki John F of Stanislaw and Anna Dec 27 1929.......29:151
Krywicki Leonarda A of Stanislaw and Anna Feb 23 1922...25:203
Krywicki Mary of Stanislaw and Anna July 3 1926..........27:260
Krywicki Sophie of Stanislaw and Anna Jan 4 1921...........25: 2
Krywicki Stephanie G of Stanislaw and Anna Dec 1 1923....26:166
Kuba Albert J of Albert A and Grace E May 1 1922..........25:239
Kubecak Arthur S of Stanley and Pauline June 3 1925......27: 74
Kucen Aileen M of Stanley and Josephine A May 2 1925.....27: 59
Kuczynski Janina of Charles and Rosie Oct 20 1924..........26:329
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Kudlik Florence D of Gustave and Dorothy C M Dec 9 1923... 26: 168
Kudron Dolores A of John and Irene Oct 25 1930........... 29: 310
Kudzma Kazimiera of Jan and Teresa Mar 4 1923............ 26: 31
Kudzma — s of Jan and Teresa July 28 1925.............. 27: 103
Kudzma — d of Jan and Teresa July 8 1929............. 29: 91
Kuehner Helen A of Wilhelm and Susan Oct 10 1922.... 25: 316
Kuhl Constance A of Herbert and Constance E July 9 1929... 29: 81
Kuhl Herbert of Herbert and Constance E July 13 1928... 28: 252
Kuhn Edith L of Joseph A and Ida M Sept 26 1922 .... 25: 308
Kuhn Vivian A of Joseph and Ida Feb 7 1921............. 25: 15
Kulisch Beatrice M of William F and Beatrice A May 21 1924... 26: 251
Kullberg John E of Edwin T and Margaret A June 12 1924... 26: 263
Kulman Lawrence B of Ira and Sara L Jan 17 1930.... 29: 162
Kulman Ruth of Harold R and Sara Apr 6 1926............ 27: 216
Knolowski Eugene of John and Elsie Dec 16 1924........ 26: 355
Kulz Emma M of George A and Josephine M Mar 25 1923... 26: 40
Kulz Josephine M of George A and Josephine M Jan 7 1921... 25: 3
Kulz Rita E of George A and Josephine M Oct 28 1925.... 27: 142
Kunciewicz Edmund of Anthony and Anna Nov 3 1922... 25: 328
Kuntz Matthew of Adolph and Helen Oct 21 1927...... 28: 133
Kurczap Helen of Yan and Bronislawa Oct 4 1923... 26: 138
Kurda Renee A of Mike and Mary Jan 20 1925........... 27: 8
Kurkoski Celia of Henry and Celia Nov 18 1928.... 28: 307
Kurkoski Henry of Henry and Celia Dec 4 1926........ 27: 327
Kurkowski Viola of Joseph and Margaret Apr 25 1925... 27: 55
Kurlander John L of John H and Martha Oct 2 1929... 29: 117
Kurowsky — d of William and Helen Dec 20 1923.... 26: 172
Kurtigian Eliza of Hampartzoom and Margaret Mar 25 1922... 25: 218
Kushigian Arpeni of Simon and Horomseme Nov 22 1921... 25: 156
Kushigian Tsolag of Simon and Horomseme Apr 24 1923... 26: 55
Kusher Abraham of Morris and Dora Dec 26 1925.... 27: 167
Kusher Beatrice of Maurice D and Gladys July 3 1925... 27: 89
Kusher Bernard of Jacob and Ethel Aug 6 1928.... 28: 263
Kusher Doris M of Maurice D and Gladys June 27 1927... 28: 79
Kusher Frances of Maurice D and Gladys Sept 8 1929... 29: 107
Kusher Harriet E of Jacob and Dora Mar 16 1921.... 25: 32
Kusher Isadore W of Hyman and Sarah Oct 1 1924... 26: 322
Kusher — d of Joseph and Annie Aug 3 1922... 25: 297
Kusher — s of Joseph and Annie Apr 8 1924... 26: 230
Kusiak Joseph M of Stanislaw and Kataryna Mar 16 1922... 25: 214
Kutcher Daniel J of Teddy and Anastasia Mar 7 1926... 27: 202
Kutcher Josephine A of Teddy and Stella Apr 17 1924... 26: 233
Kutcher Theodore J of Theodore J and Anastasia Mar 16 1929... 29: 32
Kutniewski Anna M of Joseph and Catherine L June 13 1930... 29: 224
Kutniewski Dorothy V of Amelia May 12 1929............ 29: 56
Kutniewski Jozef of Ludwik and Rozalia Apr 20 1921... 25: 46
Kutniewski Mary E of John and Viola M Mar 8 1930 ....... 29: 183
Kuysas Mary of Andrew and Eva Sept 12 1924 ............... 26: 311
Kuzirian Hagop of Kevork and Vartouhi June 15 1924 ...... 26: 265
Kuzirian Haroutune of Toros and Heropsime July 13 1925 ... 27: 93
Kuzirian Mourad of Kevork and Vartouhi Feb 7 1930 ....... 29: 171
Kuzirian Sarkis of Kevork and Vartouhi Sept 29 1921 ....... 25: 128
Kuzmetsky Katherine of Victor and Mary Jan 5 1925 ....... 27: 3
Kuzmicki Amilia of Maciej and Josepha May 27 1923 ........ 26: 70
Kuzniki Joseph W of Kostanty and Amelia B Sept 12 1923 .. 26: 125
Kuzniki Rita of Kostanty and Emma July 4 1921 ............. 25: 86
Kuzoian Asadon S of Stephen A and Paris June 3 1921 ...... 25: 67
Kwashka Helene of Isadore and Marion Sept 17 1926 ......... 27: 293
Kwetkowsk Helen S of Adam and Josephine July 6 1922 ...... 25: 270
Kwiatkowska Jennie A of Adam and Bronislava Oct 20 1925 .. 27: 139
Kwiatkowski Alice C of Adam and Bronislava Mar 22 1928 ... 28: 202
Kwiatkowski Eleanor of Kajetan and Eva June 1 1928 ....... 28: 233
Kwiatkowski Julia A of Adam and Bronislava Apr 5 1923 ..... 26: 48
Kwiatkowski Stanislaw of John and Anna Jan 4 1930 ...... 29: 158
Kwiatkowski Stanley of Sylvester and Ewa Feb 19 1924 ...... 26: 205
Kwiatkowski Wladyslaw of Sylvester and Ewa Apr 27 1922 ... 25: 234
Kwietkowsk Edward J of John and Anna May 21 1923 ........ 26: 68
Kwietkowsk Eva L of John and Anna Nov 6 1921 .......... 25: 150
Kwietkowski Grzegorz A of John and Anna Mar 12 1928 ...... 28: 198
Kyd John A of John A and Amy L Mar 8 1921 ............... 25: 29
Kyle Lois P of Robert and Mary E June 28 1926 ............ 27: 255
Kyle —— (c) d of George and Elnora F July 12 1922 ....... 25: 272
Laager Creston F of Creston F and Florence Jan 3 1924 .... 26: 184
LaBagnara Addolorata A of Filippo and Rosa Mar 10 1922 ... 25: 211
Labagnare Romeo of Filippo and Rosa Oct 28 1923 .......... 26: 148
LaBanca Alfred of Anthony and Marion C May 20 1924 ...... 26: 250
LaBanca Anna I of Fred and Emma Apr 2 1925 .......... 27: 44
LaBanca Carl of Fred and Emma Aug 5 1921 ................. 25: 101
LaBanca —— d of Alfred and Emma M May 7 1922 ........... 25: 241
LaBanca —— s of Anthony and Marion C Dec 22 1925 ...... 27: 166
Labattaglia Donato G of Rocco and Catarina Jan 5 1922 .... 25: 179
Labbadia Americo of Angelo and Maria May 2 1923 ........ 26: 61
Labbadia Carmine of Angelo and Maria July 12 1929 ....... 29: 82
Labbadia Celestina of Angelo and Maria Apr 24 1926 ....... 27: 224
Labbadia Filomena of Angelo and Maria July 18 1924 ....... 26: 282
Labbadia —— d of Angelo and Maria July 22 1927 .......... 28: 96
Labbbee Joseph F B of Albert A and Alice M Jan 16 1921 ... 25: 6
LaBella Dante of Hario and Angelina Oct 21 1921 .......... 25: 141
LaBella Mario of Hario and Angelina Nov 28 1924 .......... 26: 346
LaBelle Daniel of Dora Feb 1 1922 .................. 25: 193
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Labelle Irene of Mabel June 24 1923..............................26: 82
LaBianco Francesco of Vincenzo and Lucia Nov 2 1929...........29: 130
Laboissonniere Gerard P of Alice M July 5 1928................28: 249
Laboissonniere Marie T S of Alfred and Mary Mar 11 1929.....29: 30
Laboissonniere Richard E of Ernest J and Lillian A Dec 23
1930.........................................................................29: 304
Laboissonniere — d of Arnaud and Lucy July 22 1930.........29: 241
LaBonte Alice M of Jovite and Madeleine E Mar 21 1924......26: 229
LaBonte Dora E of Jovite and Madeleine E Sept 22 1925......27: 127
LaBonte Dorothy M of Jovite and Madeleine E May 3 1927....28: 55
LaBonte Lois G of John H and Marion V Nov 15 1922.........25: 332
Labonte Marie A D of Alfred and Alice Mar 23 1929.........29: 35
Labonte Marie T of Alfred and Alice Feb 25 1927............28: 23
LaBonte Xadene B of Joseph and Jacqueline Apr 5 1930......29: 196
Labonte Paul H J of Alfred and Alice Aug 24 1930............29: 254
Labonty Ann A of Phillip E and Mary A Aug 29 1924..........26: 302
Labonty Edward P of Philip and Mary A Nov 15 1921.........25: 133
Labonty Jerome T of Phillip E and Mary A July 28 1927......28: 93
Labonville — s of George J and Eva Apr 12 1930..............29: 199
Laborio Maria L of Manuel E and Maria L May 31 1926......27: 241
Laborio Thomas E of Manuel and Maria L Aug 26 1930........29: 255
Labrie Albert of Albert J and Rosanna July 31 1926.........27: 271
Labrie Doris C of Arthur and Leah June 30 1928..............28: 245
Labrie Joseph R of Elzear and Delia Apr 20 1921.............25: 177
LaBrie Mary J of Albert J and Rose A May 2 1925.............27: 59
LaBrie Norman E of Elzear E and Delia Mar 22 1923.........26: 38
Labrie Therese C of Theodore J and Cora Oct 3 1924.........26: 323
Labrire Rita of Frank and Josephine B June 25 1921.........25: 76
Labriolo — d of Michele and Maria May 4 1926.................27: 230
Labush Bernard of George and Evelyn Jan 1 1928...............28: 168
Labush Pearl of Samuel and Eva June 20 1927..................28: 76
Labush Philip of George and Evelyn Dec 3 1930.................29: 296
Labush Selma M of Samuel and Eva Jan 24 1930.................29: 165
Lacailade Ernest L G of Ernest and Yvonne Mar 17 1922......25: 215
Lacas George W D of Wilfred D and Rose Aug 2 1923.........26: 104
Lacas Ernest J of Ernest and Delvina M Apr 11 1928..........28: 212
Lacas Joseph A R of Amedee O and Angeline Apr 29 1925......27: 56
Lacasse Marie E G of Amedee and Angeline L Sept 9 1922....25: 301
Lacasse Marie M M of Amedee O and Angeline Dec 26 1923....26: 174
Lacasse Richard N of Ernest and Delvina M July 27 1929.....29: 88
LaCava Emanuela of Tomaso and Emanuela Apr 7 1929.........29: 42
LaCava Giovanni F of Vincenzo and Tubiana Mar 1 1922.....25: 208
Lacerenza Beatrice A of Pasquale and Filomena July 15 1921.25: 90
Lacerenza Giulia F of Pasquale and Filomena June 28 1928..28: 244
Lacerenza Irma M A of Pasquale and Filomena July 18 1924.26: 282
Lacerenza — d of Pasquale and Filomena Jan 4 1923.........28: 15
Lacey Alfred E (c) of Sadie Nov 14 1929..........................29:134
Lacey Ernest E (c) of Sadie June 23 1927......................28:77
Lachance Clara G M of Joseph A and Mary E Apr 22 1922....25:232
Lachance Dolores M of Omer J and Marie R Nov 28 1927.....28:147
Lachance Marion M of Omer J and Marie R Dec 8 1922.......25:343
Lachance Priscilla E of Omer J and Marie R May 17 1929.....29:57
Lachance Robert J of Omer J and Marie R June 5 1924.......26:261
Lachapelle Edward E of Edward E and Marie L Oct 30 1927..28:136
LaChapelle Elizabeth I of Arthur and Winnifred Feb 5 1923..26:18
Lachapelle Marie of Rodolphe and Alice Oct 3 1926..........27:301
Lacheta Eleanor S of Stanley R and Anna Dec 15 1926......27:331
Lackey Marie C of Frank A and Mary E Sept 14 1921.........25:122
Lackey — d of John H and Lilla Sept 22 1921...............25:131
Lacombe Dorothy M of Ephrem and Emelda Feb 1 1923.........26:16
Lacombe Edward P of Joseph E and Florence Dec 10 1930....29:299
Lacombe Joseph of Joseph E and Florence July 17 1928......28:253
Lacombe Robert J of Joseph E and Florence Nov 5 1922......25:329
LaComte — s of Pierre and Marie R Apr 5 1923..............26:60
LaCosta Ida M of Alida Nov 11 1928............................28:305
Lacour Barbara A of Paul D and Ann R Sept 13 1929........29:109
Lacour Catherine L of Paul D and Ann R......................28:113
Lacour Helen P of Paul D and Ann R Mar 17 1926..............27:206
Lacour Isabella D of Louis R and Isabella Jan 29 1924......26:194
Lacour Louise H of Louise R and Isabelle June 5 1929......29:66
Lacour Paul D of Paul D and Margaret June 10 1921........25:69
LaCourse Madaline B of Oscar and Inza I B Sept 20 1924....26:365
Lacouratte Henry W J of Arthur and Alma Oct 3 1922........25:313
LaCroix Alfred A of Alfred A and Charlotte A Jan 15 1929..29:7
LaCroix Annette L of Louis P and Eva P Sept 7 1926........27:287
LaCroix Eileen of George and Irene Apr 5 1922.............25:226
LaCroix Morris N of Endore and Annie Feb 7 1927...........28:16
LaCroix Raymond J of George L and Mary I Apr 5 1925......27:45
Lacy Barbara J of Frank W and Ada M K June 4 1928.........28:234
Lacy Beverley H of Frank W and Mabel Oct 31 1921...........25:145
Lacy Harriet E of Samuel J and Mary E Oct 21 1924.........26:329
Lacy James D of Samuel J and Mary E May 2 1926.............27:229
Ladd Doris E of Israel and Rose Aug 9 1928..................28:264
Ladd Howard P of David and Gertrude Apr 5 1921.............25:40
Ladd Muny of Myer and Sarah Mar 22 1924....................26:221
Ladd Seymore of Myer and Sarah June 5 1928................28:235
Ladd Sumner B of David and Gertrude Oct 15 1924............26:327
Ladeffian Avedis of Boghos and Haiganoush Aug 5 1926.......27:274
Ladeffian Garabed of Boghos and Haiganoush Aug 25 1922.....25:293
Ladeffian Levon of Boghos and Haiganoush Oct 9 1923.........26:140
Ladeffian Louise of Asadoor S and Anna Dec 15 1929........29:147
Ladeffian Mary A of Asadoor S and Anna Nov 4 1927.........28:138
Ladeian —— s of Asadoor S and Anna Apr 2 1925........27: 58
Ladis Mary J of John and Nellie June 23 1924..............26: 269
Ladis —— s of John and Nellie Nov 2 1921...................25: 148
Ladman Nathan of Samuel and Rebecca Sept 12 1924........26: 311
Ladouceur Alice M of Walter D and Palmira June 26 1927...28: 79
LaDouceur Rita T of Herve J and Teresa R Apr 22 1926....27: 223
LaDouceur Shirley M of Herve J and Teresa R Jan 27 1930...29: 166
Ladone Joseph F of Joseph G W and Irene M Mar 15 1922...25: 214
Ladow Joseph S of Hyman M and Dora A Apr 27 1928........28: 217
Ladow Zelda C of Hyman M and Dora A July 21 1930.....29: 241
LaDuke Ramon G of Louis A and Ruth Oct 14 1929........29: 122
LaDuke Richard A of Arthur J and Rose Apr 30 1929........29: 30
Lafariere —— s of John L and Mildred M Oct 18 1926......27: 306
LaFauci Bernardo G of Giovanni M and Giuseppina Aug 8

1921..............................................................25: 102
LaFauci Giuseppe of Silvestro and Caterina Oct 21 1927...28: 133
LaFauci Giuseppina M of Stellario and Maria July 28 1924..26: 286
LaFauci Orazio of Orazio and Assunta Jan 8 1929..........29: 3
LaFauci Silvestro of Silvestro and Caterina Oct 1 1924....26: 322
LaFauci Stellario of Silvestro and Caterina Dec 12 1921....25: 166
LaFauci Viviana J of Luciano and Eda E Dec 30 1926.......27: 335
LaFazia Anna of Domenico and Antonetta Jan 24 1926.......27: 183
LaFazia Antonio T of Tomasso and Palma July 9 1926.....27: 262
LaFazia Carlo A L of Domenico and Antonetta Feb 7 1922...25: 195
LaFazia Carmela of Domenico and Antonetta June 20 1923..26: 81
LaFazia Catherine E of John and Kathryn E May 11 1922...25: 243
LaFazia Catherine M of Emilio and Anna June 10 1930....29: 223
LaFazia Evelina of Domenico and Antonetta Feb 6 1928.....28: 182
LaFazia Giuseppe S of Salvatore A and Mafalda Jan 28 1930...29: 166
LaFazia Guglielmo of Tomaso and Palma June 17 1924........26: 266
LaFazia John F of John and Kathryn E May 1 1924..........26: 242
LaFazia Leonora of Domenico and Maria Oct 18 1922.......25: 319
LaFazia Palma of Tomaso and Palma Aug 18 1922..............25: 289
LaFazia Pietro of Pasco and Assunta M Apr 26 1927........28: 51
LaFazia Vincenzo of Giovanni and Margherita Apr 24 1922..25: 233
Laferriere Barbara of William J and Myra C July 10 1925...27: 91
Laferriere Joseph P R of Paul and Germanie Sept 20 1926...27: 294
Laferriere Marguerite of William J and Myra C Mar 18 1923..26: 37
Laferriere Pauline S of Romeo and Ramanda Aug 21 1928.....28: 263
Laferriere Raymond J of Cecile Nov 21 1928................28: 308
Laffan Thelma E of David F and Exolia J Oct 1 1923........26: 137
Lafferty Francis T of Martin T and Sophie June 16 1921...26: 265
Laffey Annie of Thomas and Margaret J June 23 1921.......25: 75
Laffey John J of Thomas A and Elizabeth C Feb 27 1923....26: 26
Laffey Joseph J of Joseph J and Lillian Dec 7 1924........26: 352
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Laffey Katherine of James A and Elizabeth C May 19 1925...27: 66
Laffey Mary C of Thomas B and Hanna Dec 25 1921........25: 172
Laffey Patrick J of Patrick J and Charlotte Mar 17 1927...28: 33
Laffey Rita of James A and Elizabeth C Nov 20 1930........29: 200
Laffey —— d of James A and Elizabeth C July 17 1927.....28: 96
LaFlamme Eleanore J of Frank II and Eleanore June 26 1926.27: 254
LaFlamme Frank W of Bert E and Josephine Aug 30 1921....25: 112
LaFlamme Harold J of Harvey A and Lena Apr 3 1926.......27: 226
LaFlamme Lawrence C J of Harvey and Lena Nov 26 1924...26: 346
LaFlamme —— d of Georgette G Nov 5 1924................26: 349
LaFlamme —— d of Joseph A H and Pauline J June 6 1929...29: 67
LaFond Clifford of Leroy P and Lillian May 9 1923.........26: 64
LaFond Marie M of Leonard and Valentine Sept 11 1924....26: 310
LaFond Maurice T of Leonard and Valentine Sept 19 1927..28: 177
LaFontaine Arthur P of Arthur and Margaret Apr 19 1928...28: 214
LaFontaine Charles R of Arthur and Margaret Jan 27 1930...29: 166
LaFontaine Loretta S of Arthur and Margaret July 12 1925..27: 92
LaFontaine Lucienne A of Arcelia Apr 25 1927...............28: 50
Lafontaine Mary A B of William and Rena June 16 1922.....25: 260
LaFrenais Barbara of James and Mary V July 25 1929........29: 88
LaFrenaye Alice of Stanislas and Alexina Feb 2 1923........26: 16
LaFrenaye Joseph E of Hormisdas and Mary Aug 30 1924...25: 112
LaFreniere John P of Hector A and Mary L Jan 9 1926.....27: 178
LaGasse Evelyn R of Alfred and Malvina Aug 6 1929........29: 94
LaGasse Richard E of Frank and Florence Feb 7 1929........29: 17
LaGasse Ronald E of Elmore L A and Lydia H May 30 1929..29: 62
Lagerquist Kenneth A of Ralph G and Myrtle E Sept 10 1928..28: 279
Lagerstrom Frances H of Oscar R and Holly Sept 22 1930....29: 267
Lagne Paul L of Oswald A and Dora A Mar 5 1921...........25: 38
Lagunowicz Anthony of Peter and Agata Apr 19 1923........26: 53
Lagunowicz Peter P of Peter and Agata June 1 1930.........29: 220
Lahondere John F of Frank J and Mae Aug 11 1928.........28: 263
Lahti Lloyd E of Larry and Ingeborg Dec 28 1930............29: 305
Laftler Jean of Joseph M and Bessie Apr 18 1923............26: 53
Laine Louise E of Henry J and Florence G June 18 1927.....28: 75
Lajaunesse Evelina L of Fred and Helen E Oct 12 1921....25: 137
Lajaunesse Fredrick of Fred and Helen E Oct 14 1927......28: 129
Lajaunesse William J of William E and Mary L July 16 1930..29: 239
Lajoie Armand of Armand J and Marie R A Jan 27 1925.....27: 12
Lajoie Gloria A of Edward and Lillian P June 19 1925......27: 81
Lajoie Joseph M L of Joseph D and Jeanette Oct 21 1929....29: 124
Lajoie Joseph U R of Joseph D and Jeanne d'A May 27 1928..28: 229
Lajoie Lillian C of Edward and Lillian P Feb 27 1923........26: 26
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Lajoie Marie G L of Joseph D and Jeanne d'A May 10 1927... 28: 58
Lajoie Yvette A of Albert and Germaine Aug 19 1928........... 28: 268
Lajoie —— s of Edward and Lillian P Aug 27 1929............. 29: 102
Lakakis Peter of Louis and Stomalike Aug 28 1922.............. 25: 293
Lakakis —— d of Louis and Stomalike Mar 7 1924.............. 26: 214
Lake Bernice M of Christopher B and Mazelle F July 13 1930,29: 238
Lake Chester A of Christopher B and Mazelle F Oct 8 1927... 28: 127
Lake Clare E of Leslie A and Olive L Sept 7 1927............ 28: 113
Lake Dorothy E of Waldo A and Helen M Feb 19 1922....... 25: 201
Lake Eleanor L (twin) of Everett L and Margaret V Apr 19

1928.................................................... 28: 214
Lake Ernest N of Christopher B and Mazelle F Nov 12 1925... 27: 149
Lake Everett E of Addie Nov 4 1927.......................... 28: 138
Lake Everett L (twin) of Everett L and Margaret V Apr 19

1928.................................................... 28: 214
Lake Frederick H of Frederick H and Amy A Nov 3 1925...... 27: 146
Lake Jane M of Everett L and Margaret V Aug 25 1930........ 29: 253
Lake John F of Waldo A and Helen M Dec 11 1925.......... 27: 162
Lake Lillian F of Christopher B and Mazelle F Oct 3 1923... 26: 137
Lake Mary E of Arthur L and Elizabeth G May 11 1928..... 28: 224
Lake Muriel L of Leslie A and Olive L Oct 27 1928........ 28: 297
Lake Waldo A of Waldo A and Helen M July 17 1924......... 26: 281
Lakey Ralph H of Ralph F and Ada L Oct 11 1923............ 26: 141
Lakin Charles W of Charles W and Evangeline Jan 3 1925.... 27: 2
Lakomski Helena M of Bronislaw and Feliksa Jan 27 1923.... 26: 11
Lakomski Irene of Bronislaw and Feliksa Mar 23 1930....... 29: 190
Lakomski Wladyslaw of Waclaw and Anna Jan 3 1923......... 26: 2
Laliberte Albert J of Alfred J and Philanor L June 3 1926... 27: 243
Laliberte Clarence F of Saul and Flora E May 16 1924...... 26: 249
Laliberte Doris M of Saul and Flora E Aug 13 1926......... 27: 277
Laliberte Edouard J of Alfred J and Philanor L Nov 23 1921. 25: 156
Laliberte Marie E of Joseph A and May E May 19 1921..... 25: 59
Laliberte Marie L of Alfred J and Philanor L Feb 5 1924.... 26: 199
Laliberte Paul A of Joseph A R and Marie E Mar 11 1927.... 28: 30
Laliberte Wilfred G of Joseph A R and Mary Feb 18 1923...... 26: 23
Laliberte Wilfrid L of Napoleon A and Antoinette Mar 10

1924.................................................... 25: 30
Laliberte —— s of Leo W and Anna J June 17 1926........... 27: 251
Lalli Carolina of Celestino and Rosa Mar 18 1921......... 25: 33
Lalli Elena of Francesco and Elisa May 6 1928................. 28: 222
Lally Anna of Raphael and Maria Feb 9 1923................. 26: 19
Lally James D of Joseph F and Margaret E Feb 20 1927..... 28: 21
Lally Margaret A of Thomas J and Anna E July 26 1926...... 27: 269
Lally Marjorie of Joseph F and Margaret E Aug 16 1922..... 25: 288
Lally Mildred of Joseph F and Margaret E Apr 26 1924...... 26: 237
Lally Thomas J of Thomas J and Anna E May 6 1924.......... 26: 241
LaMake Claire of John and Abigail C Jan 13 1927 ............ 28:  5
LaManna Angelo of Michele and Emilia Mar 27 1924 ........... 26: 223
Lamantia —— d of Bartolo and Angelina Jan 1 1923 .......... 26:  15
LaMarra Alberto D of Benedetto and Angelina Sept 9 1921 .... 25:129
LaMarra Antonetta A of Pasquale and Angelina Apr 19 1926 .. 27:222
LaMarra Eda G of Benedetto and Angelina Aug 17 1923 ....... 26:111
LaMarra Emma M of Pasquale and Angelina Dec 26 1923 ..... 26:174
LaMarra Esterina of Benedetto and Angelina Apr 22 1929 .... 29:  47
LaMarra Mafalda of Pasquale and Angelina Aug 25 1921 ....... 25:110
LaMarra Olga G of Benedetto and Angelina Jan 28 1927 ....... 28:  10
LaMarra Pasquale J of Pasquale and Angelina Dec 6 1928 .... 28:315
Lamaze George E of Marcel A and Viola A Sept 1 1921 ....... 25:116
Lamb Edward of Manuel and Johanna Dec 20 1926 ............ 27:332
Lamb Edwin I of Edwin I and Rosa July 17 1926 ........... 27: 266
Lamb Gerard H of Adelard and Jessie Sept 15 1928 ....... 28:281
Lamb John V of John V and Helen May 29 1928 ........ ...... 28:230
Lamb Martha M of David K and Ethel E July 1 1922 ....... 25:268
Lamb Richard C of Lester C and Evelyn M Dec 23 1929 ....... 29:150
Lamb Ruth M of Clarence F and Ruth G Dec 23 1921 ....... 25:171
Lamb William N of Clarence A and Elizabeth F June 8 1921 .... 25:  68
Lambardi John M of Michael M and Antonette Sept 20 1926 ... 27:294
Lambert Adrien R (c) of Nelson F and Nellie May 22 1922 .... 25:247
Lambert Anne A of Clifford Q and Esther E Mar 24 1924 ....... 26:221
Lambert Cedric P (c) of Nelson F and Nellie Nov 11 1925 .... 27:149
Lambert Daniel B of Clifford Q and Esther E Apr 2 1928 ...... 28:208
Lambert Edgar S (c) of Nelson and Nellie Jan 11 1930 ....... 29:160
Lambert Evelyn J of Louis J and Arselia Jan 27 2925 .... ... 27:  12
Lambert Joseph E of Elphage and Catherine Sept 1 1924 .... 26:306
Lambert Joseph R R of Valmore P and Olive May 5 1924 ...... 26:243
Lambert Marie P C of Valmore P and Olivine Oct 23 1930 .... 29:279
Lambert Marie R E of Valmore P and Olive Apr 10 1922 ...... 25:228
Lambert Mary L of Sadie Sept 21 1924 .................. 26:315
Lambert Pauline M R of Horace and Marie R Nov 24 1926 .... 27:222
Lambert Thomas J of Thomas J and Annie M Apr 4 1923 ...... 26: 47
Lambert —— d of Thomas J and Anna M June 12 1921 ...... 25:  82
Lambert —— s of Willis E and Charlotte E Feb 1 1925 ...... 27:  28
Lambert —— s of Frank W and Yvonne July 25 1925 .......... 27:103
Lambert —— s of Edward and Mary B Oct 11 1929 .......... 29:129
Lamberton David B of Robert and Agnes F Sept 6 1926 .... 27:289
Lamberton Elizabeth McK of Robert and Agnes F July 1 1922. .... .... 25:268
Lamberton John of Robert and Agnes F June 28 1924 ....... 26:271
Lamborghini Luciana M M of Luigi and Silvia Jan 28 1927 .... 28:  11
Lamborghini Raffael E of Luigi and Silvia Apr 6 1923 .......... 26:48
Lamchick Jerome of Benjamin and Anna B Dec 29 1922 ....... 25:351
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Lamere Alice F of Edward A and Bertha M Dec 8 1922........ 25:343
Lamere Evelyn L of Edward A and Bertha M Oct 8 1926........ 27:363
LaMoia Antonetta V of Giovanni and Maria Nov 29 1928....... 28:311
LaMoia Pasquale L of Giovanni and Maria June 21 1922....... 25:262
Lamou Elaine A of Joseph and Helen Jan 9 1928............... 28:171
LaMonaco Cesare V of Cesare and Elisa June 22 1924......... 26:268
Lamont Jeanne A of Paul A and Mary A Nov 27 1930............ 29:293
Lamont Joseph of Alphonse F and Jane V Jan 26 1925......... 27:11
Lamont Mary A of Paul A and Mary A Apr 28 1928.............. 28:218
Lamont Paul A of Paul A and Mary A Nov 25 1926.............. 27:322
Lamont — d of Paul A and Mary A June 24 1927.............. 28:78
Lamontagne Albert M of Philip and Ernestine July 13 1927.... 28:88
Lamontagne Alice L of Philip J and Augustine Nov 2 1928.... 28:301
Lamontagne Eva J of Philip J and Augustine Oct 11 1930..... 29:275
Lamontagne Henry E of Philip and Ernestine Sept 22 1925... 27:127
Lamontagne Joseph P of Philip and Ernestine Feb 20 1924.... 26:203
LaMontagne Mary of Joseph and Annie M July 30 1924......... 26:287
LaMontagne Lydia of Joseph and Claudine May 6 1926........ 27:231
LaMontagne — d of Pearl Sept 22 1929........................ 29:112
LaMonte Charlotte C of Charles E and Margaret E Dec 28 1924.................................................. 26:360
LaMonte Helen V of Harvey L and Mary July 16 1922......... 25:274
LaMonte Lucile M of Harvey L and Marion A Jan 23 1927..... 28:8
LaMonte Mertyle P of Howard S and Emma M Apr 24 1924..... 26:236
LaMonte Marguerite E of Charles E and Margaret E Dec 15 1922.................................................. 25:345
Lamore Barbara J of Frank J and Adeline Oct 6 1926........ 27:302
Lamore Clara of Raymond P and Irene A July 2 1926......... 27:259
Lamore Margaret R of William E and Cecilia Sept 4 1926.... 27:288
Lamore Raymond F of Raymond and Irene A May 16 1925... B-1:71
Lamore William E of William E and Cecilia May 2 1925...... 27:59
Lamorge Dorothy H of Dona A and Beatrice P July 1 1926.... 27:279
Lamorge Edward J of Edward J and Mary A Sept 17 1924...... 26:313
Lamorge Eileen D of Edward J and Mary A Oct 29 1928....... 28:298
Lamorge Francis W of Edward J and Mary A Dec 30 1925...... 27:169
Lamorge Harold D of Dona A and Beatrice P Aug 29 1927.... 28:108
Lamorte Archangela of Vito M and Elisabetta Dec 29 1923.... 26:176
Lamorte Donato of Vito M and Elisabetta Aug 15 1927........ 28:103
Lamorte Filomena of Vito M and Elisabetta Dec 16 1925...... 27:164
Lamorte Vincenzo N of Vito M and Elisabetta Jan 2 1922...... 25:178
Lamothe Estelle of Wilfrid and Agathe July 11 1922......... 25:272
Lamothe Rita M of Joseph P and Georgianna Aug 15 1924.... 26:297
Lamothe — d of Blandine Jan 14 1928......................... 28:173
Lamothe — s of Onesime and Gabrielle June 23 1928......... 28:246
LaMotte Samuel of Samuel and Dolores July 12 1927......... 28:87
LaMountain David T of Charles J and Ethel B Aug 30 1922.. 25:294
Lamoureux Joan T of Norbert R and Naoma Nov 30 1929... 29: 140
Lamoureux Louis E of Louis E and Irene A July 6 1924... 26: 277
Lamoureux Marcel P C of Albert and Ernestine May 28 1929. 29: 61
Lamoureux Marie A of Joseph A and Alice Apr 28 1930... 29: 265
Lamoureux Marie O R of Joseph A A and Domithilde May
24 1923 .................................................... 26: 69
Lamoureux Rita A of Joseph R and Alice L Feb 3 1929... 29: 13
Lamoureux Robert R of Joseph A A and Domithilde Sept 6 1926. .................................................... 27: 289
Lamoureux Robert W J of Raymond J and Mary Oct 5 1930. 29: 273
Lamoureux Rolland J of Raymond J and Mary Nov 14 1929. 29: 134
Lamphaer Helen of Daniel T and M Eva Mar 9 1921. .................................................... 25: 29
Lampheur Frances E of Walter A and Alphonsina Mar 23 1922. .................................................... 25: 218
Lamphere Florence M of Walter A and Alphonsine Oct 26 1926. .................................................... 27: 309
Lamphere James R of Walter A and Alphonsina Nov 12 1927. 28: 141
Lamphere Kathleen M of Walter A and Alphonsina July 11 1923. .................................................... 26: 92
Lamphere Rita H of Walter A and Alphonsine Nov 23 1924. 26: 345
Lamphere — d of Walter A and Alphonsina Jan 25 1930. 29: 165
Lampkin Josephine F (c) of Joseph L and Jessie M Sept 5 1926. .................................................... 27: 288
Lampkin Marie C (c) of Joseph L and Jessie M Mar 22 1922. 25: 217
Lampkin Walter L (c) of Joseph L and Jessie M Sept 25 1923. .................................................... 26: 131
Lamson Clinton E of Clinton B and Alice M Nov 21 1924... 26: 344
Lamson Joseph J of John J and Hope C Nov 11 1921. .................................................... 25: 151
Lamson Lillian of Walter H and Mary Aug 23 1925. .................................................... 27: 113
Lamza Agostino of Giovanni and Genoveffa Oct 4 1926. .................................................... 27: 301
Lanard Marguerite G of Philip A and Gertrude C Aug 8 1924. 26: 294
Lanau Isobel of William A and Martha Jan 14 1929. .................................................... 29: 6
Lancaster Barbara S (c) of Mildred July 13 1929. .................................................... 29: 83
Lancaster — d of Raymond and Mary June 20 1929. .................................................... 29: 77
Lance Sarah H of Harold J and Nancy Mar 14 1928. .................................................... 28: 198
Lancelloti — s of Luigi and Michelina Oct 23 1921. .................................................... 25: 147
Lancellotti Albina of Clemente and Elisabetta May 26 1930. 29: 216
Lancellotti Albina M M of Clemente and Elisabetta Oct 15 1925. .................................................... 27: 137
Lancellotti Alfredo E of Gaetano and Angelina June 3 1924. 26: 260
Lancellotti Antonio of Clemente and Elisabetta Oct 23 1928. 28: 296
Lancellotti Celia A L of Alfonso and Maria July 26 1923. .................................................... 26: 98
Lancellotti Gaetano of Gaetano and Angelina Jan 19 1922. .................................................... 25: 185
Lancellotti Giuseppe of Alfonso and Maria Nov 13 1926. .................................................... 27: 317
Lancellotti Guglielmo E of Luca and Michelina Nov 9 1926. 27: 316
Lancellotti Iolanda of Alfonso and Maria Feb 18 1925. .................................................... 27: 22
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Lancellotti Luca of Vincenzo and Annina Nov 6 1922........... 25:329
Lancellotti Michele R of Luca and Michelina Jan 9 1923........ 26: 4
Lancellotti Riccardo T of Luca and Michelina Sept 7 1929........ 29: 107
Lancellotti Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Annina Feb 9 1926........ 27:191
Lancellotti Viola V of Clemente and Elisabetta June 25 1927.28: 78
Lancellotti —— s of Vincenzo and Annina July 21 1928........ 28:260
Lancellotti Enrico A of Gaetano and Angelina Mar 3 1926........ 27:200
Lancia Antonio G of Giuseppe and Domenica Aug 1 1929........ 29: 92
Lancia Bernardo of Francesco and Luisa June 22 1925............ 27: 82
Lancia Francesco E of Giovanni and Virginia Sept 10 1930........ 29:262
Lancia Giovannina of Giovanni and Virginia Mar 23 1923........ 26: 39
Lancia Ines D of Vincenzo and Antonina Oct 23 1927............. 28:133
Lancia Lucia of Francesco and Luisa Dec 21 1926................. 27:332
Lancia Oliva of Bernardino and Maria Jan 15 1922.............. 25:183
Lancia Silvio of Vincenzo and Antonina Nov 16 1922............ 25:333
Lancia Teresa of Francesco and Luisa Oct 19 1923............. 26:144
Lancor Frederick A of Frederick A and Sadie M May 3 1928..... 28:221
Lancor Frederick C of Joseph H and Mary Mar 6 1922........... 25:210
Landano Giuseppe of Giovanni and Rosina Apr 6 1925........... 27: 46
Lander Shirley L of Harold M and Mabel Nov 2 1929............ 29:130
Landers David E of David E and Margaret Sept 15 1925....... 27:123
Landers John D of David E and Margaret Aug 4 1928........... 28:262
Landers Thomas of Mary Nov 10 1926............................. 27:324
Landi Amalia A of Vincenzo and Maria Nov 29 1925............ 27:155
Landi Angelo of Raffaele and Giovannina Feb 15 1922........... 25:199
Landi Anna M of Vincenzo and Maria July 24 1927.............. 28: 92
Landi Anthony of Filippo and Bettina A May 22 1925........... 27: 68
Landi Carmine of Raffaele and Giovannina Nov 14 1923......... 26:157
Landi Davide (twin) of Lorenzo M and Maria Jan 2 1922........ 25:178
Landi Doris M of Primo J L and Beatrice Jan 17 1929........... 29: 8
Landi Elda C of Giovanni and Filomena July 16 1922........... 25:274
Landi Elena of Nello and Anita Aug 3 1927...................... 28: 98
Landi Elenora I of Vincenzo and Maria Nov 22 1928............. 28:309
Landi Engenio of Filippo and Bettina A Dec 10 1926........... 27:329
Landi Filippo A of Filippo and Bettina A Feb 1 1924............ 26:198
Landi Flavio G of Vincenzo and Maria Mar 4 1922............... 25:209
Landi Giovanni of Carmine and Lina June 29 1929.............. 29: 75
Landi Guglielmo (twin) of Lorenzo M and Maria Jan 2 1922.25:178
Landi Guglielmo of Angelo and Elvira Mar 31 1926.............. 27:212
Landi Ida of Emilio and Emilia Nov 28 1921.................... 25:138
Landi Joseph of Rocco and Anna C Dec 19 1926.................. 27:336
Landi Leopoldo U of Emilio and Emilia Dec 24 1924............. 26:358
Landi Leroy of Rocco and Anna C Aug 15 1924................... 26:303
Landi Luigi V of Vincenzo and Maria Oct 3 1924................ 26:323
Landi Robert J of Rocco and Anna Oct 14 1921................. 25:138
Landi Roberto V of Nello and Anita July 20 1925          27: 96
Landi Salvatore of Michael and Flora Sept 13 1922          23: 303
Landi Thomas of Rocco and Anna C Sept 16 1925          27: 124
Landi —— s of Lorenzo M and Maria Mar 21 1924          26: 226
Landolfi Chiara of Maurizio and Angelina M May 22 1929          29: 59
Landolfi Concetta E of Francesco and Anna Apr 4 1921          25: 40
Landolfi Federico of Francesco and Anna May 12 1926          27: 233
Landolfi Giovanni of Vincenzo and Marianna Apr 13 1924          26: 231
Landolfi Giovanni of Antonio and Marianna Mar 30 1925          27: 41
Landolfi John M of Maurizio and Angelina M Nov 7 1927          28: 140
Landolfi Lucrezia P of Antonio and Marianna Apr 1 1923          26: 46
Landolfi Luigi of Vincenzo and Marianna Mar 22 1925          27: 38
Landolfi Maria C of Antonio and Marianna Oct 15 1929          29: 122
Landolfi Pasquale of Francesco and Anna Feb 20 1923          26: 24
Landolfi Teresa C of Antonio and Marianna Mar 24 1924          26: 221
Landolfi —— s of Vincent and Maria Jan 5 1928          28: 180
Landrie Beatrice C of Joseph E and Louise Mar 31 1923          26: 42
Landrie Claire I of William H and Alice M Mar 9 1923          26: 33
Landrie Dorothy A of George A and Addie A Apr 1 1922          25: 224
Landrie George J of George A and Addie A Dec 2 1927          28: 151
Landrie Loretta N of Joseph E and Louise Dec 25 1925          27: 167
Landrie Mary O of George A and Addie A Sept 3 1929          29: 105
Landrie Patrick W of Joseph E and Louise Mar 17 1922          25: 215
Landrie William H of William H and Alice M June 7 1921          25: 68
Landry Charles F of Charles E and Rose F Aug 15 1925          27: 110
Landry Chester A of Chester A and Lillie A Dec 9 1925          27: 161
Landry Dolores I of James and Laura B Sept 28 1928          28: 285
Landry Edna I of Ora Oct 8 1922                                      
Landry Eileen M of Alfred C and Annie M May 18 1923          26: 67
Landry Florence B of James and Laura B Dec 12 1930          29: 300
Landry Lillian M of Alfred C and Annie M Nov 4 1924          26: 337
Landry Louis F of Chester A and Lillie A Aug 5 1927          28: 98
Landry Maurice F of Maurice L and Frances A May 18 1924          26: 250
Landry Nathalie A of Leona E Apr 1 1929                                      
Landry Patrick W C of James and Laura B Mar 27 1924          26: 223
Landry Robert of Herbert P and Elizabeth M Nov 11 1921          25: 151
Landry Theresa N A of James and Laura B Sept 7 1926          27: 289
Landry —— d of Charles E and Rose F Aug 17 1924          26: 305
Landry —— s of Chester A and Lillie A Nov 22 1924          26: 349
Landy Annette of Nathan and Sadie June 28 1927          28: 80
Landy Francis of William C and Mary Dec 3 1930          29: 296
Landy Mildred of Nathan and Sadie Feb 13 1922          25: 198
Landy Mildred E of Samuel and Ethel M Apr 23 1923          26: 55
Landy Shirley L of Samuel and Ethel M Oct 19 1927          28: 132
Landy William of William and Mary Feb 21 1924          26: 206
Lane Arthur C (twin) of John F and Anna Z Mar 16 1930          29: 187
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Lane Barbara of Roland P and Mary H Jan 15 1922........... 25:183
Lane Charles L of Roland P and Mary H Jan 9 1921........... 25: 4
Lane Daniel of Irene Jan 11 1926................................. 27:179
Lane Dorothy R of John F and Anna Z Aug 24 1924........... 26:300
Lane Everett of Everett and Lottie Aug 14 1929.............. 29: 97
Lane George V of John F and Anna Z July 6 1927.............. 28: 85
Lane Howard D of William and Violet E May 23 1927........... 28: 63
Lane John of Frederick and Marie F July 29 1927.............. 28: 94
Lane Kenneth L of Leonard and Florence Jan 14 1921......... 25:  5
Lane Margaret H of George W and Winifred A Mar 9 1925..... 27: 32
Lane Marie (c) of Frederick and Marie F June 30 1925....... 27: 86
Lane Mary I of John F and Anna Z Sept 11 1922.............. 25:302
Lane Robert E of James E and Mary A June 14 1929........... 29: 70
Lane Russell M of George E and Eleanor July 18 1928....... 28:254
Lane Ruth E of George W and Winifred A Dec 29 1921......... 25:173
Lane Walter E of John F and Anna Z July 23 1926............. 27:268
Lane William G of William and Violet E Jan 2 1925......... 27:  4
Lane William F of William F and Winifred H Aug 6 1926..... 27:275
Lane William H of John F and Anna Z Oct 20 1921............ 25:144
Lane — (twin) s of John F and Anna Z Mar 16 1930......... 29:191
Langfedi Dora A of Giuseppe and Francesca June 4 1923..... 26: 75
Lang Alice L of James T and Laurina Oct 1 1922.............. 25:313
Lang Charles F of Charles F and Sarah M May 18 1926...... 27:236
Lang Justin P of John J and Rose Feb 21 1921................. 25:  5
Lang Katherine V of Wilfred J and Katherine V Sept 22 1924  26:315
Lang Mary M of Charles F and Sarah M May 4 1928.......... 28:221
Lang William T of Charles F and Sarah M Oct 5 1929........ 29:118
Langan James P of Peter P and Katherine M Mar 8 1930.... 29:183
Langan Thomas A of Thomas A and Claire L July 25 1930..... 29:212
Langanfeld Elsbeth of Carl and Emma L Mar 17 1921....... 25:  32
Langberg Evelyn of David and Sarah Apr 21 1922.............. 25:231
Langberg — s of David and Sarah June 23 1929................. 29:  73
Langdon Duncan of Duncan and Lois S Jan 7 1928............. 28:170
Lang Alfred D of Damase and Rose May 8 1927................. 28:  53
Lang Dorothy M of Robert R and Marie E July 7 1930....... 29:235
Lang Helene of Paul and Helen June 11 1926................... 27:248
Lang Paul J of Paul and Helen Aug 10 1922.................... 25:285
Lang Phyllis I of Walter L and Alexina P Oct 15 1925...... 27:137
Langelier Leo A of Leo A and Edith W Aug 24 1930.......... 29:254
Langella Antonetta M of Giovanni and Valentina C Dec 10
1929................................................................. 29:145
Langella Antonio G of Camillo G and Luisa M Aug 30 1926... 27:284
Langella Giuseppina L of Camillo G and Luisa M Oct 14 1930 29:276
Langella Luigi of Vincenzo and Antonetta Aug 28 1923...... 26:116
Langella Vincenzo of Camillo G and Luisa M Apr 5 1925...27: 45
Langevain Earl of Clarence V and Anna Nov 7 1924......26: 338
Langevin Elsie T of Lucien H and Mary L Aug 27 1926....27: 283
Langevin Florena M of Arthur F and Florena M Aug 1 1927.28: 97
Langevain Frank E of Arthur F and Alphonse Jan 17 1928.28: 174
Langevin George E of Arthur F and Alphonse Dec 10 1929.29: 145
Langevin Robert F of George E and Aurelie Apr 30 1930...29: 205
Langevain —— d of Delphis G and Georgiana May 15 1927...28: 60
Langford Florence G of Arthur and Bertha Nov 20 1925....27: 151
Langford Marion A of William A and Alice R May 17 1925..27: 65
Langille Emery A of William A and Lottie E Mar 1 1925....27: 29
Langione Anna L of Angelo and Restituta May 21 1923....26: 68
Langione Luisa R of Raffaele and Anna Dec 20 1922......25: 347
Langione Raffaele A of Raffaele and Anna Nov 18 1924....30: 348
Laniglais Joseph E of Ernest and Doris A Dec 3 1925.....27: 158
Langley Earl M of Roland E and Florence Apr 15 1925....27: 50
Langley Estelle D of Calvin E and Ambrosine Mar 21 1928..28: 201
Langlois Rita M of Amedee and Anna Dec 21 1928.......28: 321
Langlois William E of William E and Emily Oct 11 1930..29: 275
Langon Alice M of Peter P and Katherine M Aug 11 1925...27: 108
Langone Anna M of Michael A and Maria July 24 1924....26: 285
Langton Bernard F of Frederick J and Margaret J Oct 24

1927.................................................28: 133
Langton Catherine of John R and Catherine G Jan 19 1929..29: 8
Langton Edward B of Frederick J and Margaret J Sept 24

1929..................................................29: 113
Langton Eleanor T of Joseph T and Mary A Nov 8 1927....28: 140
Langton Frederick J of Frederick J and Margaret J Oct 6

1924..................................................26: 324
Langton Joseph of John F and Maria May 8 1924........26: 245
Langton Josephine (twin) of Joseph T and Mary A Sept 16

1921..................................................25: 123
Langton Mary (twin) of Joseph T and Mary A Sept 16 1921.25: 123
Langton Mary E of John P and Margaret M May 1 1929....29: 52
Langton Robert A of Adolph and Lois May 5 1925........27: 60
Langton Robert F of John F and Maria May 27 1922.....25: 219
Langton Thomas A of Thomas E and Ellen June 30 1930....29: 231
Languedoc Adrian H of Henry and Nativia Jan 10 1926....27: 178
Languedoc Raymond A of Henry and Nativia June 4 1927..28: 70
Languedoc Robert A of Henry and Nativia Feb 2 1930.....29: 169
Languedoc —— d of Henry and Eva Nov 15 1924........26: 349
Langwell Ann R of John F and Katherine Apr 15 1926....27: 220
Langwell John F of John F and Katherine M Sept 13 1927..28: 115
Langwell —— d of John F and Catherine May 31 1922.....25: 253
Lanier Irene I of Augustus H and Della V Feb 8 1924.....26: 200
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Lanier Pauline H of Augustus H and Della V May 11 1926...27:233
Lanier Vera of Gus and Dela Oct 9 1921..........................25:136
Laniewski Joseph of Peter and Justina May 11 1922........25:243
Lanifero Felice M of Gelsomino and Vittoria Mar 2 1925...27:29
Lanigan Eugene P of James A and Sarah C Mar 17 1928..28:200
Lanigan Hope M of James A and Sarah C Nov 2 1921......25:148
Lanigan Joseph X of John E and Martha L July 17 1922..25:274
LaNinfa Emma R of Rocco and Rosa Jan 31 1927..........28:11
LaNinfa Lidia I of Tomaso and Angelina Mar 21 1921...25:31
LaNinfa Tomaso of Tomaso and Angelina Feb 1 1923....26:16
Lank Ruth J of Clinton L and Ruth May 4 1930...............29:208
Lankowicz Anna H of Bazil and Stephanie Feb 3 1927.....28:13
Lankowicz Joseph of Basil and Stephanie Apr 25 1924...26:237
Lanni Anna of Carmino and Adelina Feb 4 1925..............27:17
Lanni Anna M of Fred and Susie M Apr 10 1921..........25:42
Lanni Anna M of Domenico and Theresa M S Feb 11 1926..27:191
Lanni Antonetta E of Guglielmo and Lena Jan 22 1923...26:9
Lanni Antonio of Giuseppe and Maddalena Aug 21 1921...25:108
Lanni Antonio of Giovanni and Giuseppina May 16 1923..26:66
Lanni Carmela M of Giuseppe and Carmela M Mar 18 1925..27:36
Lanni Carolina O M of Guglielmo and Adelina June 16 1921.25:72
Lanni Domenico of Domenico and Teresa M S Oct 4 1922..25:314
Lanni Domenico G of Giovanni and Giuseppina Sept 25 1929..29:113
Lanni Eduardo of Giuseppe and Maddalena June 1 1924...26:259
Lanni Elizabeth J of Joseph A and Mary J Dec 9 1925...27:161
Lanni Federico F of Antonio and Lucia Feb 23 1925......27:24
Lanni Francesco of Guglielmo and Adelina Aug 8 1930...29:248
Lanni Giovanna of Carmino and Adelina Jan 1 1923......26:1
Lanni Giovanna of Andrea and Maria G Mar 19 1925......27:36
Lanni Giovanni of Giuseppe and Maddalena Apr 12 1923...26:50
Lanni Giovanni G of Giovanni and Giuseppina Mar 30 1925..27:41
Lanni Giuseppe I of Giuseppe and Nicoletta June 25 1929..29:74
Lanni Giuseppina of Giovanni and Giuseppina May 15 1926..27:234
Lanni Iolanda V of Benedetto and Elena May 20 1923...26:68
Lanni Leonardo of Andrea and Maria G May 19 1922.........25:246
Lanni Lorenzo C of Lorenzo and Maria Feb 16 1927........28:29
Lanni Marion A of Giuseppe and Nicoletta June 10 1926...27:248
Lanni Michelangelo of Carmino and Adelina Feb 21 1921...25:21
Lanni Michele E of Domenico and Teresa M S Mar 26 1921..25:36
Lanni Rita of Antonio and Lucia Oct 28 1922...............25:323
Lanni Robert of Joseph A and Mary J July 26 1928..........28:256
Lanni Roberto A of Antonio and Lucia Jan 22 1924..........26:191
Lanni Rosa of Giovanni and Giuseppina Mar 7 1922.........25:210
Lanni Sabatina II of Carmine and Adelina Jan 15 1927...28:5
Lanni Teresa F of Giovanni and Giuseppina Jan 5 1928..28:170
Lanni Viola of Pietro and Rachela July 17 1923...........26:94
Lanni Walter A of Joseph A and Mary J Oct 26 1921........ 25:143
Lanni —— d of Guglielmo and Adelina Oct 16 1928........ 28:300
Lannigan Mary I of Joseph A and Irene V Feb 6 1926........ 27:189
Lanning George C of Frank C and Reba Nov 12 1928.......... 28:305
Lannon Arthur of Thomas H and Mildred C June 19 1922...... 25:262
Lannon Donald F of Alvin J and Ethel M Aug 15 1926...... 27:278
Lannon Edward P of Thomas F and Sarah C May 29 1922..... 25:250
Lannon Eleanor M of James V and Katherine A Aug 29 1927.. 28:108
Lannon Elsie of William E and Elsie Feb 12 1922........... 25:198
Lannon Esther of John A and Esther J July 6 1927......... 28:85
Lannon James F of James V and Katherine A Aug 19 1930.... 29:252
Lannon Lorraine of Raymond C and Beatrice F July 22 1930.. 29:241
Lannon Mildred of James J and Catherine Mar 21 1923...... 26:38
Lannon Rose of John A and Esther J Jan 4 1923............... 26:2
Lannon Virginia E of Timothy G and Catharine M Jan 27
1924. ...................................................................... 26:197
Lannon —— s of Thomas H and Mildred C Nov 2 1923....... 26:152
Lannon —— d of James J and Catherine Feb 23 1928....... 28:193
Lanoue Armand L of Armand L and Mary R A June 30 1927. 28:81
Lanoue Doris O of Louis A and Florida I Feb 5 1926...... 27:189
Lanoue Raymond A of Louis A and Florida I Apr 1 1923.... 26:46
Lanone —— s of Henry and Lodia Jan 29 1928............. 28:227
Lanone Frank R of Frank and Francoise May 7 1930....... 29:209
Lanone Albert G of Henry and Lodia Feb 22 1929.......... 29:22
Lanone Elizabeth of Henry and Lodia Dec 10 1930......... 29:299
Lanone Henry of Henry and Lodia Sept 14 1925............ 27:123
Lanone Virginia E of Oliver J and Blanche E Sept 1 1929. 29:105
Lanone William O of Oliver J and Blanche E June 29 1927. 28:86
Lanphear Beatrice C of Daniel T and Marie E Mar 21 1923.. 26:38
Lanphear Charles H of Charles H and Mary E June 10 1926. 27:248
Lanphear Clayton D of Clayton D and Olive W Nov 10 1923. 26:155
Lanphear Jessie M of Daniel T and Marie E Feb 21 1922.... 25:206
Lansie —— s of William and Elizabeth Oct 20 1922....... 25:320
Lansing Joan C of George D and Martha June 19 1924...... 26:267
Lansing Willard I of George D and Martha Sept 14 1921... 25:122
Lantagne Bernard M of Beatrice L June 17 1926............ 27:251
Lantagne Rita M of Adolphe J and Pearl E Apr 7 1922..... 25:226
Lanz Alfred F of Herman and Mary S Aug 12 1924......... 26:295
Lanz Dorothy E of Ernest J and Eliza M Sept 8 1927....... 28:113
Lanza Antonio of Giovanni and Genoveffa Oct 12 1927..... 28:129
Lanza Giovanni (twin) of Giovanni and Genoveffa Aug 23
1928. ...................................................................... 28:270
Lanza Maria L (twin) of Giovanni and Genoveffa Aug 23
1928. ...................................................................... 28:270
Lanzi Annita of Bernardino and Giuseppina Apr 11 1923... 26:50
Lanzi Annita E of Bernardino and Peppina May 15 1925... 27:64
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event Date</th>
<th>Event Type</th>
<th>Days</th>
<th>Years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lanzi Enrico</td>
<td>Aug 6 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanzi Giovanni</td>
<td>July 4 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanzi Giovanni B</td>
<td>June 2 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanzi Italo</td>
<td>Feb 3 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanzi Rosa of Giuseppe</td>
<td>June 26 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanzi Veronica</td>
<td>May 1 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanzi Vincenzo</td>
<td>Aug 8 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanzi Viola</td>
<td>Apr 7 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanzi</td>
<td>Nov 16 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanzier Arthur</td>
<td>July 28 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanzieri John</td>
<td>July 16 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanzisera Adamo I A</td>
<td>June 13 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanziser Luciana C</td>
<td>Jan 1 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanzisera Maria L</td>
<td>Apr 2 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laorenza Dante</td>
<td>Apr 14 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapan Richard L</td>
<td>Mar 15 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPan</td>
<td>June 6 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapati Alberto</td>
<td>Sept 24 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapati Americo of</td>
<td>Sept 11 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapati Americo D</td>
<td>Nov 2 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapati Domenico M</td>
<td>Mar 7 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapati Elena</td>
<td>June 26 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapati Giovanni</td>
<td>Jan 14 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapati Giovanni of</td>
<td>Feb 13 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapati</td>
<td>Oct 15 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPearl Inez Y</td>
<td>Sept 1 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPerche Ann M</td>
<td>Aug 2 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPerche George L</td>
<td>Aug 4 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPerche Irene B</td>
<td>Nov 8 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPerche Lucile T</td>
<td>Aug 17 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPerche Raoul J</td>
<td>Apr 22 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPerche Raymond C</td>
<td>Aug 19 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laperriere Roland J</td>
<td>Feb 4 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapham Barbara</td>
<td>Feb 5 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapham Marjorie</td>
<td>Jan 29 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapidus Howard P</td>
<td>Jan 31 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapierre Doris J</td>
<td>Oct 17 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapierre Dorothy M</td>
<td>Aug 11 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapierre Ernest J</td>
<td>May 9 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapierre John of Alfred and Regina May 22 1925.</td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapierre Lillian M of Edward J and Lillian M</td>
<td>Mar 18 1921</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1921</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapierre Regina</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapierre Robert W of Arnold and Alma June 28 1930.</td>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapierre Roy J of Leo O and Beatrice May 16 1930.</td>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

LaPorte Thomas A of Adrienne R Jan 12 1925...27: 5
LaPorte —— s of Paulidore and Celiner June 12 1928...28: 238
LaPin Nathan of Zalmon and Sarah Mar 21 1928...28: 250
LaPin Nathan H of Harry and Dora Mar 17 1922...25: 215
LaPinsky George C of Peter J and Elizabeth M May 1 1927...28: 55
LaPinsky Mary E of Peter J and Elizabeth M Oct 16 1928...28: 294
LaPlant Edgar O of Hormidas L and Rose A Oct 9 1928...28: 291
LaPlante Alfred J of Florence Aug 10 1924...26: 294
LaPlante Arnold W of Howard R and Eleanor V Nov 1 1928...28: 301
LaPlante Eleanor E of Howard R and Eleanor V Aug 5 1924...26: 292
LaPlante Emily C of Fred and Anna Apr 12 1926...27: 219
LaPlante Howard F of Howard R and Eleanor V Jan 9 1926...27: 178
LaPlante Joseph L R of Joseph M and Marie R June 3 1927...28: 69
LaPlante Louis G of Joseph M and Marie R Mar 2 1925...27: 29
LaPlante Marie F of Albert and Bertha Mar 11 1930...29: 184
LaPlante Victor O of Leon and Odila Feb 15 1923...26: 22
LaPlume Anetta L of —— and Orpha June 11 1922...25: 258
LaPlume Bernice E of Albertha July 26 1927...28: 93
LaPointe Dorothy M of Herbert and Evelyn July 11 1923...26: 92
LaPointe Evėlyn B of Herbert and Evelyn May 4 1921...25: 53
LaPointe Hazel F of Herbert R and Evelyn Oct 29 1925...27: 142
LaPointe Joseph A L of Louis and Cecelia Aug 4 1921...25: 100
LaPointe Warren C of Herbert R and Evelyn M Dec 31 1928...28: 325
LaPolla Anna of Giuseppe and Addolorata Aug 19 1922...25: 289
LaPolla Donato of Giovanni and Rosaria Nov 5 1927...28: 139
LaPolla Dorothy of Giuseppe and Concetta Sept 14 1925...27: 123
LaPolla Giovanna of Giovanni and Rosaria Nov 24 1924...26: 345
LaPolla Guglielmo F of Francesco and Anna Dec 30 1923...26: 176
LaPolla Pasqualina of Giuseppe and Concetta Oct 2 1929...29: 117
LaPolla Raffaele of Luigi and Concetta Sept 30 1921...25: 129
LaPolla —— d of Salvatore and Angelina May 19 1922...25: 246
LaPollo Lucia F of Michele and Luigia Dec 22 1921...25: 171
LaPorte Aileen A of Leo J and Elizabeth July 13 1929...29: 83
LaPorte Albert H of Horace E and Mary A Feb 25 1928...28: 190
LaPorte Albert L of William H and Jessie Apr 25 1923...26: 56
LaPorte Bernard E of Alexander J and Estella Nov 17 1930...29: 289
LaPorte Corinne of Raymond F and Ethel Aug 18 1925...27: 111
LaPorte Donald A of Joseph S and Evelina M Jan 26 1923...26: 11
LaPorte Doris E of William H and Jessie Oct 14 1928...28: 293
LaPorte Dorothy C of Ernest and Helen Nov 22 1930...29: 291
LaPorte Frederick E of Horace E and Mary A Mar 18 1926...27: 206
LaPorte George A of Bernice L Apr 11 1928...28: 212
LaPorte George A F of George E and Ida L Feb 11 1925...27: 20
LaPorte George E of George E and Catherine M June 11 1929...29: 69
LaPorte George L of Leo J and Elizabeth Sept 7 1925...27: 120
LaPorte Kenneth H of William H and Jessie July 8 1930...29: 235
LaPorte Louis E of Ernest and Helen Jan 2 1929.............29:  1
LaPorte Marie O L of George E and Ida L July 28 1921.....25:  95
LaPorte Raymond F of Raymond F and Ethel Oct 11 1927..28:128
LaPorte Rose E of Leo J and Elizabeth Aug 2 1923.........26:104
Laporte Roy E of Joseph A and Florence Apr 12 1924......26:231
LaPorte —— d of Joseph A and Florence F May 27 1921....25:  63
Lappin Margaret of William J and Katherine F Feb 13 1924..26:202
LaPrad Barbara E of Irving J and Edna Nov 19 1930......29:290
LaPrad Ernest of Ernest E and Alice G Mar 26 1927........28:  37
LaPrad George of Seymour R J and Mabel J Aug 3 1923....26:105
LaPrad Henry L of Ernest E and Alice G May 26 1929.....29:  61
LaPrad Marie H of Seymour R J and Mabel J Jan 4 1925...27:  2
LaPrad Mary L of Alfred J and Eliza E Oct 7 1921........25:135
LaPrad Richard A of Raymond A and Gladys H Oct 6 1928..28:290
LaPrad Therese A of Edmund and Emma Dec 17 1924.......26:355
LaPre Charles E of Alphonse and Arthemise June 10 1923..26:  77
LaPre George J A of Remi F and Rose Feb 6 1923.........26:  18
LaProva Emma B of Pietro and Annunziata Oct 25 1924....26:331
LaProva Giovanna of Pietro and Annunziata Apr 20 1923..26:  53
LaProva Viola E of Pietro and Annunziata July 5 1927....28:  84
Laptik Helen of Kazimier and Anna May 22 1927...........28:  63
Laquale Vito of Savino and Rosaria May 30 1922..........25:250
Laramie Ann C of George A and Harriet L Jan 23 1926....27:183
Laramie Anthony G of George A and Harriet L Apr 4 1922..25:225
Larangeira Manuele of Antonio E and Maria Dec 14 1928..28:319
Larangeira Francis of Sylva and Helene June 9 1925......27:  77
Larangeira Jean J of Edgar and Armande June 17 1927.....28:  75
Larangeira Jeanne M of Edgar and Armande June 24 1925...27:  83
Larangeira Joseph A of Joseph H and Gladys V Apr 16 1925..B-1:42
Larangeira Joseph C A of Edgar and Armande Mar 13 1929..29:  31
Larangeira Mary R of Edgar E and Armande Mar 20 1930...29:188
Larangeira Pauline C of Sylva and Helene Dec 9 1922.....25:343
Larangeira —— s of Sylva and Helene Oct 15 1926.........27:312
Larangeira Martin of Sylva A and Helene Nov 11 1921.....25:151
Larangeira Libera of Giovanni and Maria Feb 27 1925.....27:  25
Larangeira Mary L (twin) of Aurelle T and Marie M June 22

1930. .................................................29:228
Larangeira Vina of Walter and Luentta M Jan 28 1922......25:188
Larangeira (twin) d of Aurelle T and Marie M June 22 1930..29:232
Larangeira Doris M of Joseph H and Ruth A Mar 7 1930....29:183
Larangeira Elleen A of Wilfred G and Lena M Oct 13 1922..25:318
Larangeira Joseph H of Joseph H and Ruth A Jan 21 1929..29:  9
Larangeira Marie A of Aldege N and Lora Aug 15 1924....26:297
Larangeira Mary R of Joseph and Ruth June 27 1927.......28:  79
Larangeira Mozart of Joseph C M and Maybelle F Feb 14 1922..25:199
### Births Recorded in Providence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date and Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lariviere Raymond E</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Louis M</td>
<td>Mabel C</td>
<td>June 20 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lariviere Robert P</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Louis J</td>
<td>Mabel C</td>
<td>Jan 28 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lariviere</td>
<td></td>
<td>s of Edward J</td>
<td>Rosalie L</td>
<td>Nov 2 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lark</td>
<td></td>
<td>d of Hoyt W</td>
<td>Helen L</td>
<td>Apr 11 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkham Claire A</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stanley B</td>
<td>Mary J H</td>
<td>Feb 16 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkham Helen V</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ernest</td>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>Jan 25 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkham Phyllis M</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stanley B</td>
<td>Mary J H</td>
<td>Mar 31 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Anna M</td>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph F</td>
<td>Anna M</td>
<td>Jan 20 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Catherine I</td>
<td></td>
<td>Thomas M</td>
<td>Helena I</td>
<td>Sept 18 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Elizabeth M</td>
<td></td>
<td>(twin)</td>
<td>Leo F</td>
<td>Oct 20 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Francis (twin)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Edward F</td>
<td>Margaret M</td>
<td>Mar 23 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Fred II</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fred H</td>
<td>Lucy D</td>
<td>Dec 1 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Harold V</td>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph F</td>
<td>Anna M</td>
<td>Dec 5 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Helen L</td>
<td></td>
<td>Leo F</td>
<td>Ruth M</td>
<td>Aug 25 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin James R</td>
<td></td>
<td>(twin)</td>
<td>Leo F</td>
<td>Oct 20 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin James W</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Leo F</td>
<td>and Ruth M</td>
<td>Oct 24 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Joseph T</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Leo F</td>
<td>Ruth M</td>
<td>June 22 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Louise L</td>
<td></td>
<td>of James W</td>
<td>and Sarah C</td>
<td>Sept 6 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Mary</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Peter</td>
<td>and Maria</td>
<td>Jan 30 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Norma E</td>
<td></td>
<td>of James E</td>
<td>and Elizabeth</td>
<td>May 3 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Peter</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Sam</td>
<td>and Yenna</td>
<td>July 1 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Thomas (twin)</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Edward F</td>
<td>and Margaret M</td>
<td>Mar 23 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Thomas</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Thomas F</td>
<td>and Helena A</td>
<td>Nov 4 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Vincent P</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Michael</td>
<td>and Mary</td>
<td>June 27 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin William E</td>
<td></td>
<td>of William E</td>
<td>and Mildred</td>
<td>July 2 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Thomas</td>
<td>and Mary</td>
<td>May 5 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Peter</td>
<td>and Maria</td>
<td>Jan 17 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larmie Dorothy M</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Charles A</td>
<td>and Clara</td>
<td>Oct 22 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larney Dorothy A</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Fred A</td>
<td>and Susan</td>
<td>Aug 28 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laroque Eugene E</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Joseph A</td>
<td>and Georgiana C</td>
<td>Dec 24 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laroque Evelyn M</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Andrew G</td>
<td>and Evelyn</td>
<td>Dec 28 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laroque Joseph A</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Joseph A</td>
<td>and Georgiana C</td>
<td>July 2 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laroque Robert E</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Euclid D</td>
<td>and Helen</td>
<td>July 2 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laroque Jeanette B</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Henry O</td>
<td>and Beatrice</td>
<td>Apr 20 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaRosa Maria of</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ignazio</td>
<td>and Paolina M</td>
<td>Jan 27 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaRosa Maria of</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vincenzo</td>
<td>and Anna</td>
<td>Jan 23 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaRose Harry E</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Howard D</td>
<td>and Anna</td>
<td>Mar 3 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaRose Howard D</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Howard</td>
<td>and Anna</td>
<td>Mar 14 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaRose Joseph D</td>
<td></td>
<td>W of Orvila</td>
<td>and Beatrice</td>
<td>Dec 14 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaRossia Norma M</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Rose M</td>
<td>Feb 25 1926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaRotonda Antonio</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Oscar</td>
<td>and Lena</td>
<td>Jan 19 1929</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

LaRotonda Giorgio of Nicola and Annunziata Apr 2 1928. 28:208
LaRotonda Vittorio of Nicola and Annunziata June 10 1929. 29:68
Larrabee Barbara J of Harold G and Florinda Sept 28 1930. 29:269
Larrabee Dorothea A of William and Julia May 17 1928. 28:226
Larrivee Bernard E of Evariste J and Gladys Aug 29 1926. 27:284
Larrivee Johnathan J of Evariste and Mary E Oct 3 1921. 25:133
Larrivee Mildred of Evariste J and Mary E July 13 1924. 26:280
Larsen Arthur S of Olaf A and Sigrid Mar 6 1928. 28:196
Larsen Henry W of Bernt and Thora Sept 6 1927. 28:113
Larsen Jeanne of William O and Irene E July 18 1922. 25:275
Larsen John E of Hans E and Alice Jan 7 1924. 26:185
Larsen Lillian E of Louis W and Hilma M Oct 12 1921. 25:137
Larsen Mary C of Hans E and Alice Mar 25 1922. 25:218
Larsen Norma M of Ernest O and Annie Oct 8 1928. 28:291
Larsen Olga S of Ole A and Sigrid Dec 18 1925. 27:164
Larsen --- s of Olaf A and Sigrid Apr 3 1923. 26:47
Larsen Albert E of Carl A and Sophia L Jan 24 1923. 26:10
Larsen Albin of Albin and Hazel L Sept 1 1925. 27:118
Larsen Alice E of Arthur L and Alma E June 9 1926. 27:247
Larsen Arnold B of Emil O and Anna Dec 31 1924. 26:361
Larsen Arthur W of Oscar and Mabel Sept 8 1927. 28:113
Larsen Barbara E of Albert L and Evelyn Apr 23 1925. 27:54
Larsen Carl A of Carl A and Sophia L Feb 15 1921. 25:19
Larsen Clary A M of Teddy B O and Martha C Mar 3 1921. 25:27
Larsen Edith C of Helge V and Loretta Nov 30 1929. 29:140
Larsen Elizabeth A of Carl J and Mildred C Aug 12 1930. 29:310
Larsen Florence M of Oscar and Mabel Feb 24 1925. 27:24
Larsen Fred A of Carl F and Hulda E Nov 25 1924. 26:346
Larsen John P of John P and Marie E Aug 15 1929. 29:97
Larsen Joseph B of Bertil and Martha Oct 26 1923. 26:147
Larsen Mabel of Oscar and Mabel Jan 17 1923. 26:7
Larsen Madeleine D of Oscar and Mabel Dec 30 1923. 26:176
Larsen Mildred E of Emil O and Anna Dec 31 1922. 25:351
Larsen Muriel H of Oscar W and Gertrude I Nov 13 1929. 29:134
Larsen Phyllis A of Gustaf D and Emily S Feb 12 1925. 27:20
Larsen Richard A of Albert L and Evelyn Apr 27 1927. 28:51
Larsen Richard S of Carl G and Esther M Sept 2 1928. 28:276
Larsen --- s of Oscar and Mabel Sept 18 1930. 29:271
Larvin Winifred J of John J and Rebecca D Mar 2 1927. 28:26
Lasalle --- s of Oswald J and Ada L Sept 18 1930. 29:271
Lasca Doris R of Wilfrid and Rose Feb 15 1921. 25:19
Lasell Archie W of Archie W and Annie R May 4 1924. 26:243
Lasell Cynthia A of Archie W and Annie R June 25 1925. 27:83
Lasell Dorothy C of Archie W and Annie R Dec 17 1927. 28:157
Lasell Rhoda J of Archie W and Annie R Oct 6 1926. 27:302
Lash Anna of Stephen P and Anastasia M Dec 3 1924. 26:351
Laskine Statia V of Benjamin and Anna Oct 2 1921

Lasky Lois E of Stephen and Gladys Nov 4 1928

LaSorse Mafalda of Francesco and Francesca Sept 2 1930

Lastowski Bronislawa A of Edmund and Mary June 20 1923

Lastowski John P of Edmund and Mary Oct 24 1925

Lastowski Julian of Edmund and Marianna Mar 30 1921

LaTerra Lucia of Giuseppe and Elisabetta Jan 31 1924

LaTerra Salvatore of Giuseppe and Elisabetta Apr 27 1926

Laterra — d of Venerando and Giuditta Sept 30 1925

Laterra — d of Venerando and Giuditta Oct 17 1926

Latessa Ernesto R of Ernesto and Rosa M May 13 1928

Latessa Maria R of Ernesto and Rosa M Sept 7 1922

Latham Bradford E of John M and Mildred G W Apr 7 1928

Latham Dorothy of Louis C and Gladys K Mar 22 1922

Latham Elizabeth G of Ernest R and Violet July 8 1924

Latham Gladys M of Carrie M Mar 2 1921

Latham John M of John M and Mildred G W Apr 29 1925

Latham Shirley of John M and Mildred G W Jan 4 1930

Latham Walter A of Nathaniel M and Mae H July 2 1923

Lathrop — d of Alfred J and Edith M Jan 21 1922

Latimer Helen L of David E and Margaret M July 17 1922

Latimer Louis LeV of Louis and Irene M June 16 1921

Latimer Margaret J of Charles and Margaret M June 11 1924

Latina Elena V of Pasquale and Virginia May 7 1923

Latina Eva P of Vincenzo and Rosina June 7 1924

Latina Gloria M of Pasquale and Virginia May 5 1926

Latina Guglielmo A of Pasquale and Virginia Jan 21 1921

Latina Olindo E of Paride and Rosina Apr 24 1921

Latina Rosina G of Vincenzo and Rosina Apr 4 1928

Latina Vincenzino of Luigi and Palma Dec 28 1922

Lato Antonio of Sebastiano and Nunziata July 6 1925

Lato Carmino of Sebastiano and Nunziata Apr 1 1924

Lato Elisabetta of Sebastiano and Nunziata July 30 1929

Lato Gloria of Sebastiano and Nunziata Apr 2 1928

Lato Maria of Sebastiano and Nunziata Oct 15 1926

Lato Rodolfo D of Carmine and Amelia May 18 1924

Lato — d of Carmine and Amelia Oct 25 1921

LaTorre Antonio D of Pietro and Maria Apr 10 1928

Latos Costas J of James C and Haido Jan 21 1930

Latos Polerea of James C and Haido Dec 29 1930

LaTour Bertha M of George W and Rose A Apr 30 1928

Latour Robert of Sherman and Mary July 19 1923

Latvis Rita of Joseph and Eva Apr 1 1922

Landano Eva V of Michele and Rosina Jan 13 1923

Landano Michele G of Antonio F and Rosina Feb 21 1924

Landati Elaine F of Pietro A T and Maddalena C Feb 17 1924
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Laudati Maria M of Pietro A T and Maddalena C Feb 19 1922.... 25: 201
Laudati Rita A M of Ruggiero and Josephine Apr 5 1927..... 28: 42
Laudati Ruggiero A C of Ruggiero and Josephine Apr 22 1928, 28: 215
Laughlin Cora E (c) of Richard D and Cora May 21 1926.... 27: 237
Laughlin Ethel M (c) of Richard D and Cora Jan 8 1925..... 27: 4
Laughlin Laura (c) of Richard D and Cora Oct 22 1922..... 25: 321
Laurent Joseph H of Joseph H and Amelia F Apr 8 1925.... 27: 47
Laurenza Alfredo D of Paolo and Palma Apr 28 1929......... 29: 49
Laurenza Giovanni of Antonio and Teresa Jan 21 1927..... 28: 8
Laurenza Martha M of Luigi and Maria Jan 27 1929......... 29: 11
Laurenza Raymond of Paolo and Palma July 22 1927...... 28: 91
Laurenza s of Antonio and Teresa Apr 24 1925........... 27: 58
Laurenzo Paolina of Giovanni and Maria Mar 28 1922...... 25: 220
Laurie Bruce L of George and Viola June 12 1922........... 25: 266
Laurie Lorraine H M of Arthur P and Odina M July 27 1926. 27: 270
Laurie Mary H of Edmund and Mary H Aug 21 1929....... 29: 99
Laurie Mildred of William and Mary E Oct 25 1927........ 28: 134
Laurie Murriel M of George and Viola Feb 6 1925.......... 27: 23
Launienzo Alida D of Domenico and Ernestina Oct 28 1921... 25: 144
Launienzo Gabriele A G of Domenico and Ernestina Mar 6 1928. ............................................ 28: 196
Lauriola Maria G of Giovanni and Maria B Mar 17 1927...... 28: 33
Lauriola Nicola of Giovanni and Maria B Apr 23 1923....... 26: 55
Lauro Giovanni of Marco and Giovanna Dec 17 1923........ 26: 171
Lauro Giorgio A of Michele A and Anna May 5 1928........ 28: 222
Lauro James J of James and Helen Oct 23 1924........... 26: 330
Lauro Raffaele of Tomaso and Teresina July 17 1924........ 26: 281
Lautiere Anthony E C of Antonio and Adelina Jan 7 1929... 29: 3
Lautieri Angelina V of Salvatore and Carmela Feb 19 1926. 27: 194
Lautieri Angelo A of Antonio and Anna Mar 13 1921........ 25: 31
Lautieri Anna A of Antonio and Anna Mar 12 1929........ 29: 31
Lautieri Armand di Giuseppe and Palma Jan 23 1926........ 27: 183
Lautieri Giuseppe di Giuseppe and Felicetta Aug 15 1923... 26: 110
Lautieri Giuseppe A di Salvatore and Maria C Oct 21 1927... 28: 133
Lautieri Lucia I di Giuseppe and Palma Oct 3 1928......... 28: 289
Lautieri Mafalda di Antonio and Anna Apr 3 1923........... 26: 47
Lautieri Maria T of Benedetto and Violanda June 1 1928.... 28: 233
Lautieri Raffaele G di Giuseppe and Palma May 11 1930..... 29: 210
Lautieri Romilda E di Antonio and Anna Apr 12 1927...... 28: 45
Launiers Paul J of Joseph and Grace June 23 1928......... 28: 242
Launiere Marie B of Josephat and Robea Oct 19 1924....... 26: 328
Lauzon Paul R of Paul and Berthe Sept 20 1925.............. 27: 126
Lavallee Eugene R of Richard F and Helen A Dec 4 1925..... 27: 159
LaVallee Helen B of Corinne Sept 13 1928.................. 28: 280
LaVallée Joseph W P of Joseph A and Albina C Apr 28 1921... 26: 238
Lavallee Leonard R of Raymond H and Rosella Nov 1 1930... 29: 284
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Lavallee Louise L M of Archie J and Leona Sept 23 1929.. 29:113
Lavallee Marie I of Benjamin and Rose M Sept 26 1921.. 25:127
Lavallee Mary B T of Joseph A and Albina C Apr 14 1929.. 29: 44
Lavallee Rene L of Joseph and Fannie Dec 17 1922.. 25:346
Lavallee Walter J of Frederick O and Bertha F Apr 8 1928.. 28:219
Lavallee —— s of Joseph and Dora Aug 31 1922.. 25:295
Lavallee —— d of Elie and Fabiola Dec 3 1928.. 28:314
Lavallee Amelia P of George W and Diana Sept 1 1925.. 27:118
Lavallee Beatrice E of Joseph and Mary July 11 1926.. 27:263
Lavallee Dorris of George W and Diana July 22 1929.. 29: 86
Lavallee Frank H of Frank and Minnie Dec 1 1924.. 26:350
Lavallee Genevieve E of Arthur and Genevieve Mar 15 1921.. 25: 31
Lavallee Paul of George W and Diana T Oct 26 1930.. 29:280
Lavallee Robert G of Frank B and Minnie Sept 13 1922.. 25:303
Lavallee —— (twin) d of Frank B and Minnie L Jan 15 1927.. 28: 13
Lavallee —— (twin) d of Frank B and Minnie L Jan 15 1927.. 28: 13
Lavellle Raymond E of Raymond E and Abby M Nov 5 1924.. 26:337
Laventman Pearl of Harry and Bertha Jan 31 1923.. 26: 13
Lavergue Wilfred J of Wilfred J and Novia M June 30 1928.. 28:245
Lavertie Irene T of Louis and Clara Jan 21 1925.. 27: 9
Laverty Helen of Thomas J and Helen T Nov 18 1923.. 26:158
Lavery Alma R of Frederick A and Mary A Nov 10 1923.. 26:155
Lavery Joseph of Henry T and Mary July 23 1929.. 29: 87
Lavery Marie B of Everett J and Marie R I May 3 1924.. 26:243
Lavery Marie D of Everett J and Marie R I Feb 11 1926.. 27:191
Lavery Marie E of Everett J and Marie R I Jan 26 1928.. 28:177
Lavery Mary C of John J and Mary C Mar 25 1925.. 27: 39
Lavery Mary C A of Frederick A and Mary A Mar 8 1930.. 29:183
Lavery Mary E of Maurice A and Maria July 14 1926.. 27:264
Lavery Maurice A of Maurice and Mary Apr 14 1924.. 26:222
Lavery Rita A of Frederick A and Mary A Oct 17 1927.. 28:131
Lavery Theresa F of John J and Mary C Feb 3 1930.. 29:170
Lavery Thomas F of Thomas F and Alice A Apr 22 1923.. 26: 54
Lavery William of Thomas F and Alice A June 22 1925.. 27: 82
Lavey James of William A and Amelia C Dec 24 1921.. 25:171
Lavey Margaret of John J and Margaret T Aug 12 1922.. 25:286
Lavey Raymond of William A and Amelia C Sept 9 1924.. 26:309
Lavigne Charlotte A of Wilfred A and Julia C Apr 5 1924.. 26:228
Lavigne Doris B of Harold W and Mildred Apr 23 1928.. 28:216
Lavigne Eleanor C of Conrad S and Anna L Aug 19 1929.. 29: 98
Lavigne Emery J of Joseph and Yvonne Apr 25 1924.. 26:237
Lavigne Madeline E of Alfred and Julia C Jan 24 1923.. 26: 10
Lavigne Martha J of Joseph F and Julia C Oct 23 1925.. 27:140
Lavigne Robert A (twin) of Alfred and Julia C Dec 10 1921. 25:165
Lavigne Russell E of Frederick and Jennie Apr 25 1929.. 29: 48
Lavigne Virginia H (twin) of Alfred and Julia C Dec 10 1921. 25:165
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Lavin Barbara L of Walter A and Esther M Oct 2 1928........28:288
Lavin Edmund of Edward and Sarah A Mar 11 1924.............26:216
Lavin Sophie of Frank and Celia Feb 1 1923..................26:16
Lavina Benito J of Luigi and Antonetta Sept 23 1925........27:127
Lavina Giulio C (twin) of Luigi and Antonetta Jan 24 1923.26:10
Lavina Vittorio E (twin) of Luigi and Antonetta Jan 24 1923.26:10
LaVine Irene C of Roy H and Margaret Mar 27 1929...........29:36
LaVine Royal F of Roy H and Margaret Feb 4 1925.............27:17
Laviolette Paul A of Paul A and Etta M Nov 1 1925...........27:145
LaVoie Alexander of Alexander and Ellen E Feb 11 1930....29:173
Lavoie Alfred of Fabien and Eva May 21 1929...............29:58
Lavoie Beatrice of Fabien and Eva June 17 1930.............29:226
Lavoie Clarence A of Albertine Feb 11 1927...............28:18
Lavoie George R of Fabian and Eva Apr 7 1928..............28:210
LaVoie Kenneth F of Frederick and Ada Nov 26 1928.......28:310
Lavoie Marie E G of Fabian and Eva Feb 24 1927............28:23
Lavoie Paul of George I and Agnes L Mar 16 1922..........25:214
Lavoie Raymond R of Leo C and Catherine C July 19 1930..29:240
Lavornia Carmina E of Antonio and Anna M July 16 1921.25:90
Law Allen S of Harry and Rose Aug 16 1927.................28:103
Law Audrey (twin) of Albert and Clara Apr 25 1927......28:50
Law Dorothea E of Joseph A and Dorothea Mar 27 1923...26:41
Law John W of John W and Florence M May 23 1921....25:61
Law Lawton A F of Joseph A and Dorothea M Aug 27 1921.25:111
Law Rosalie (twin) of Albert and Clara Apr 25 1927.....28:50
Lawless Aileen L of Edward F and Mary W Jan 2 1925....27:1
Lawless Christina D of George F and Kate A Aug 30 1925.27:116
Lawless Dorothy L of William and Olive L Dec 31 1921.25:174
Lawless Earl J of John B and Genevieve R May 30 1922..25:250
Lawless Ethel M of Edward F and Mary W Apr 30 1922....25:236
Lawless Gene A of John B and Genevieve R Nov 15 1930.29:288
Lawless James A of George F and Kate A Apr 15 1922...25:229
Lawless Norbert of John B and Genevieve R Mar 2 1925....27:29
Lawless Paul of John B and Genevieve R Sept 21 1929....29:112
Lawless Robert L of John B and Genevieve R Sept 23 1927..28:119
Lawlor George M of Michael J and Louise G Nov 4 1921..25:149
Lawlor John B of John B and Evelyn R June 23 1926.....27:253
Lawlor Robert C of John B and Evelyn R Sept 21 1928.....28:282
Lawrell Arthur R of Roswell B and Hattie R July 11 1923.26:92
Lawrell Evelyn J of Roswell B and Hattie R Aug 19 1921.25:107
Lawrence Anna M of Frank and Anna M July 7 1923.......26:90
Lawrence Antone of Alexander and Georgiana July 7 1925..27:90
Lawrence Arthur of James and Lena Mar 11 1923.........26:34
Lawrence Cecile of Victor and Elizabeth July 4 1921....25:86
Lawrence Charles of Benjamin and Georgina Nov 27 1923..26:162
Lawrence Charles of Charles L and Charlotte C Jan 5 1930...29:158
Lawrence Donald J of William G and Rose E June 24 1921...25:75
Lawrence Edna R of Faround F and Beatrice M Mar 4 1923...26:31
Lawrence Eileen of Joseph and Margaret Aug 3 1927....28:98
Lawrence Herbert A of Chisbourne M and Hannah T Feb 22
1926. ..............................................................27:196
Lawrence Leroy P of Edward S and Bertha P July 10 1921...25:88
Lawrence Lotta H B of Harry and Fan Nov 14 1930......29:288
Lawrence Marie of William and Louise Mar S 1922....25:211
Lawrence Marie G L of Edmund A and Antoinette May 19
1921. ..................................................................25:59
Lawrence Marion C of Chisbourne M and Hannah T Oct 28
1924. ..................................................................26:332
Lawrence Mary T of Joseph L and Marie A Jan 10 1926...27:178
Lawrence Nancy L of Arthur L and Elizabeth Feb 16 1930..29:174
Lawrence Peter W of Peter and Bertha H June 15 1922....25:260
Lawrence Samuel A of William A and Hannah Sept 20 1928...28:282
Lawrence William T of Herbert and Emily F Mar 4 1924...26:213
Lawrence —— d of Alice Oct 2 1921............................25:147
Lawrence —— d of Chester and Hannah M Oct 11 1923....26:151
Lawrence —— d of Walter J and Evelyn Nov 21 1929....29:136
Lawry Harold B of Harold B and Lelia D Nov 20 1922....25:334
Lawrynnowicz Frank of Andrew and Annie Mar 24 1921...25:84
Lawsone Alice M of Walter H and May May 30 1924.......26:256
Lawson Barbara E of John A and Mary K Mar 14 1922...25:213
Lawson Carl F of Carl J and Catherine R Oct 23 1930....29:279
Lawson Carl G of Carl G and Esther M May 28 1924.......26:254
Lawson Charles L of Thomas and Mary L Oct 17 1927....28:131
Lawson Clarinda A of Robert H and Marion Aug 22 1924...26:299
Lawson Donald E of Minnie Aug 14 1925....................27:173
Lawson Dorothy L of Robert H and Marion R Feb 26 1927...28:23
Lawson Dorothy M of John P and Jenette July 26 1925....27:99
Lawson George F of George F and Florence E Dec 6 1929...29:143
Lawson Henry W of Thomas and Mary L Oct 25 1922.......25:322
Lawson Howard C (c) of Arthur L and Beatrice M June 23
1929. ..................................................................29:73
Lawson Imogene L (c) of Arthur L and Beatrice M Aug 30
1924. ..................................................................26:303
Lawson John B of Robert H and Marion Aug 9 1925.......27:107
Lawson John D of Carl J and Catherine R Apr 16 1929...29:45
Lawson Josephine F of Arthur L and Beatrice M Mar 31 1928...28:206
Lawson Kenneth of Abiel and Madeline I Nov 8 1926......27:315
Lawson Lillian E of Thomas W and Anna June 12 1927....28:73
Lawson Marguerite (c) of Arthur L and Beatrice M Feb 9
1927. ..................................................................28:17
Lawson Mary E of Theodore J and Bessie L Jan 20 1921...25:8
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Lawson Muriel M of Thomas and Anna Sept 21 1925........... 27:126
Lawson Richard L of Albert and Alice E Apr 3 1930........... 29:196
Lawson Richard O (c) of Arthur L and Beatrice M Dec 25
1930............................. 29:304
Lawson Robert T of Theodore J and Bessie L Dec 25 1922... 25:349
Lawson Thomas of Thomas W and Anna Jan 23 1929............ 29:10
Lawton Alfred J of Alfred L and Maude B May 5 1929...... 29:53
Lawton Ann E of Charles W and Catherine V July 12 1927... 28:87
Lawton Bernice M of Everett L and Mary M July 6 1929..... 29:80
Lawton Carolyn of Charles H and Sarah Nov S 1927........... 28:140
Lawton Catherine A of Charles W and Catherine V Aug 28
1930................................. 29:257
Lawton Chester F of Walter J and Evelyn F Mar 9 1929..... 29:29
Lawton Dorothy A of Charles and Alice E June 5 1921...... 25:67
Lawton Dorothy R of Percy and Ruth E July 30 1923...... 26:101
Lawton Edmund W of Willis and Ethel Nov 18 1928......... 28:307
Lawton Edward P of Joseph and Jessie July 27 1921......... 25:93
Lawton Florence A of Percy and Ruth E Aug 1 1921......... 25:99
Lawton Frederick of Frederick M and Mary E May 24 1930... 29:215
Lawton Frederick L of Frederick L and Mary E June 7
1926.................................. 27:246
Lawton George C of Charles and Alice E Sept S 1923...... 26:124
Lawton Geraldine E of Frederick M and Mary E Nov 13 1927 28:142
Lawton Hazel R of Charles and Alice E Nov 4 1928......... 28:302
Lawton Louise F of Charles H and Cora E Mar 27 1923...... 26:41
Lawton Madge A of John T and Elizabeth A May 9 1925.... 27:62
Lawton Marguerite V of Benjamin J and Helen M Feb 23
1928.................................. 28:190
Lawton Marjorie A of Alfred L and Maude B Dec 4 1927.... 28:152
Lawton Mary E of Fredrick M and Mary E Aug 17 1921...... 25:106
Lawton Mary T of William J G and Ursula F Oct 23 1928.... 28:296
Lawton Mildred A of Fredrick M and Mary E Aug 11 1924.... 26:295
Lawton Mildred F of Charles and Alice E June 29 1926.... 27:256
Lawton Norma E of David and May Sept 20 1921............. 25:124
Lawton Pearl E of Anna Sept 14 1926.......................... 27:292
Lawton Stephen G of Stephen G and Nellie M Aug 26 1926. 27:282
Lawton Suzanne of Charles H and Sarah Apr 11 1925....... 27:48
Lawton Thomas of Walter J and Evelyn F Dec 11 1925..... 27:162
Lawton Ursula F of William J G and Ursula F Aug 28 1930.. 29:257
Lawton Vincent J of Vincent J and Dorothy I Oct 16 1930... 29:277
Lawton Walter J of Walter J and Evelyn F Dec 2 1926...... 27:326
Lawton Warren W of Alfred L and Maude B Apr 27 1925..... 27:55
Lawton William E of Benjamin J and Helen M June 19 1929. 29:72
Lawton William J G of William J G and Ursula F Nov 16
1927.................................. 28:143
Lawton —— s of Walter E and Lula M Jan 9 1927............. 28:13
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Lawton —— s of Everett L and Mary M June 22 1928......28:246
Laycock Albert E of Albert E and Gladys M Nov 24 1927...28:146
Laycock Harold T of Harold and Ruth Jan 6 1925........27:3
Laycock Mildred M of Albert E and Gladys M Mar 28 1924..26:223
Laycock Roy E of William and Anna J Sept 29 1921......25:128
Laycock Ruth V of Harold W and Ruth C June 13 1926.....27:249
Laycock —— d of Thomas A and Edith M Dec 2 1929......29:154
Layden John C of John and Nora Oct 12 1929.............29:121
Layden Marguerite of Martin J and Mary A Oct 22 1921..25:142
Lazarakis Konstantino of Nicholas J and Paraskave K June
28 1924. ..................................................26:271
Lazarakis Panajota of Nicholas J and Paraskave K Oct 23
1922. .....................................................25:322
Lazarakis —— s of Nicholas J and Paraskave K Nov 17 1927.28:143
Lazareff Carl of Morris and Rose Nov 12 1921............25:152
Lazareck Victoria L of William J and Antonia Dec 1 1921..25:162
Lazarovich —— d of Joseph and Minnie Mar 23 1930.....29:194
Lazarovich Ethel of Harry and Katherine Jan 1 1923.....26:1
Lazarus Helen of Isadore and Ida July 29 1925.........27:100
Lazarus Helen B of Peter and Bella Aug 7 1928.........28:263
Lazarus Leonard I of Frank and Rose Oct 11 1926.......27:304
Lazarus Lester of Harry and Minnie Jan 19 1925........27:8
Lazarus Maurice H of Samuel P and Gertrude July 16 1923.26:94
Lazarus Philip J of Samuel P and Gertrude Aug 25 1927...28:107
Lazouras William G of George and Irene May 14 1930.....29:211
Lazzareschi Anna of Martino and Maria Jan 24 1929......29:10
Lazzareschi Caterina M of Luigi and Grace July 22 1921..25:93
Lazzareschi Clara A of Martino and Maria Mar 10 1925...27:41
Lazzareschi Dorothee E R of Federico and Eva L July 25
1921. .....................................................25:94
Lazzareschi Luigi G of Luigi and Grace July 13 1928.....28:252
Lazzareschi Margaret of Cesare E M and Maria Nov 12 1929.29:133
Lazzareschi Martino of Martino and Maria July 22 1922....25:276
Lazzareschi Viola M of Cesare E M and Maria Dec 3 1927...28:151
Lazzarino Antonio of Pietro and Filomena Nov 25 1927....28:146
Lazzarino Giuseppina of Pietro and Filomena June 2 1929...29:65
Lazzarino Ida C of Pietro and Julia A Sept 1 1924......26:306
Lazzarino Ida C of Pietro and Filomena Apr 12 1926......27:219
Lea Marjorie R of Wallace B and Marguerite E June 27 1930.29:230
Lea Virginia of Wallace B and Marguerite E Oct 9 1925....27:135
Lea Wallace B of Wallace B and Marguerite E Feb 1 1929...29:15
Leacey George A of George and Grace Dec 5 1921........25:163
Leach Alden E of Albert E and Mildred R Jan 11 1925......27:5
Leach Alfred F of Alfred and Eva L Mar 19 1925..........27:36
Leach Catherine L of Walter W and Catherine L Nov 7 1921..23:150
Leach Charles D of Malcolm and Eleanor Jan 5 1928.......28:170
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Leach Claire L of John F and Agnes E Oct 7 1924.................. 26: 324
Leach Danforth H of Walker and Miriam D Sept 6 1928............ 28: 277
Leach Dorothy A of Edwin L and Rose Feb 18 1930................. 29: 175
Leach George M of Albert E and Mildred R Feb 10 1922............ 25: 197
Leach Harold L of Charles E and Lola G July 15 1921............. 25: 90
Leach Irene L of Alfred and Eva L Apr 9 1927..................... 28: 44
Leach James B of James B and Kathryn M Nov 6 1930............. 29: 286
Leach James E of Nahum F and Alice S Apr 25 1926................. 27: 224
Leach Jane P of William J and Matilda S Nov 25 1930............. 29: 292
Leach John A of Nahum F and Alice S July 4 1927................. 28: 84
Leach John F of John F and Agnes E Oct 1 1925................... 27: 132
Leach Lester F of Charles E and Lola G Nov 26 1923............. 26: 161
Leach Lois T of William J and Matilda S Feb 18 1928............ 28: 187
Leach Margaret M of George F and Margaret J Aug 31 1926...... 27: 285
Leach Marilyn E of Arthur E and Saidee W Apr 27 1923........... 26: 56
Leach Paul E of Paul E and Thelma A May 7 1929............... 29: 51
Leach Robert of John and Dorothy Nov 7 1924.................... 26: 338
Leach Robert M of Walker and Miriam D June 28 1923............. 27: 85
Leach Willis F of Frank K and Ruth D Feb 4 1925................. 27: 17
Leach —— s of George F and Margaret J Aug 9 1925.............. 27: 117
Leacy Gertrude of George A and Grace C Jan 10 1927............. 28: 4
Leadwell Mary of Francis and Gertrude July 18 1921............. 25: 91
Leahy Ann of Edward L and Fern Mar 5 1923....................... 26: 32
Leahy Edward F of John J and Catherine M Aug 26 1930......... 29: 255
Leahy John F of John D and Martha Sept 21 1922................. 25: 306
Leal Joao D of Jose D and Maria R Sept 4 1924................ 26: 307
Leal Joseph of Manuel B and May B Dec 16 1922................. 25: 346
Leal Manuel B of Manuel B and May B Jan 30 1927.............. 28: 11
Leal —— d of Louise Apr 21 1927............................. 28: 49
Leaman Charles E of Charles E and Ettie A Sept 25 1923...... 26: 131
Leaman Doris M of Charles E and Ettie A Mar 19 1922......... 25: 216
Leaman Frederick E of Charles E and Ettie A Dec 19 1928...... 28: 320
Leaming Hugo P of Silas T and Lillian July 28 1924............ 26: 286
Leamy George E of David and Mary E Feb 11 1921................ 25: 17
Leamy Harriet D of David F and Ellen E June 20 1930......... 29: 228
Leamy Raymond P of Raymond A and Stacia F Aug 7 1929........ 29: 94
Leamy Richard J of Richard J and Katherine G Dec 16 1921.... 25: 168
Leamy Thomas F of Richard J and Katherine G Jan 26 1925...... 27: 11
Leard Hazel V of Addison J and Alice Apr 10 1928............. 28: 211
Learned Marguerite M of Harry A and Laura A Oct 21 1922...... 25: 321
Learned Ruth S of Harry A and Laura A Mar 4 1925............. 27: 30
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Leary Bernard F of Frank D and Josephine May 26 1928...........28:229
Leary Margaret of Arthur J and Jessie A Mar 29 1921...........25:37
Leary Ruth L of Clarence E and Esther May 9 1924.............26:245
Leary —— s of William P and Winifred Feb 20 1929..........29:22
Lease Dorothy L of Albert A and Marguerite S Aug 13 1929...29:96
Lease Louise T M of Albert A and Marguerite S May 17 1927.25:61
Lease Marguerite E of Albert A and Marguerite S Sept 5 1922.25:299
Leath Colin W of Thomas and Lizzie July 22 1929..............29:86
Leath Roderick of Thomas and Lizzie Apr 17 1925.............27:51
Leathers Dorothy J of Adelbert L and Alice Nov 27 1921.....25:158
Leaver Eugene H of Harry and Elsa A June 21 1923...........26:81
Leaver Harold G of Harold E and Isabella Mar 19 1921......25:33
Leavitt Dorothy F of Joseph and Lillian July 25 1922........25:278
Leavitt Nanette of Marion E Jan 16 1924......................26:189
Leavitt Nathalie B of Joseph and Lillian Dec 21 1925.......27:165
Leavitt Robert E of Ralph W and Cecelia A Mar 6 1924......26:214
LeBeau Joseph F of Thomas and Alice A Nov 27 1921.........25:158
LeBeau Mary I of Arthur J and Isabelle M June 12 1921.....25:70
LeBel Marie J T of Horace and Regina May 16 1926...........27:235
LeBelle Phyllis J of Eugene E and Ethel E Dec 12 1929......29:156
LeBer Constance C of Charles E and Corinne M Oct 14 1924..26:327
LeBer Foster C of Charles E and Corinne M Dec 2 1921.......25:162
LeBer —— d of Charles E and Corinne M Apr 16 1923..........26:60
Lebin —— s of Warani Mar 27 1928..........................28:327
LeBlanc Alice of Francis H and Mary B G Aug 18 1926.......27:279
LeBlanc Arthur N of Solomon and Blanche A June 12 1927...28:73
LeBlanc Barbara P of Treffe A and Mary Oct 27 1929........29:126
LeBlanc Clifford E of Elzear and Ada E Dec 27 1929.........29:151
LeBlanc Clifford J of Henry and Bernice M Apr 11 1928......28:212
LeBlanc Edward J of Joseph and Cordelia Aug 14 1923........26:110
LeBlanc Frances J of Albert and Edna M June 13 1922.......25:259
LeBlanc Joseph E O of Leo and Marie L Y Mar 12 1924.......26:216
LeBlanc Joseph R of Adelard and Rose June 8 1928...........28:236
LeBlanc Leo of Elzear and Ada E Oct 28 1926................27:310
LeBlanc Leo P of Romeo L J and Anna June 2 1923..........26:74
LeBlanc Lucille of Francis H and Mary B G Jan 7 1928.......28:170
LeBlanc Marie M of John H and Leonice E Sept 28 1924......26:318
LeBlanc Marie R of Joseph and Cordelia May 18 1926........27:236
LeBlanc Marie M of John and Lucy Feb 12 1928............28:192
LeBlanc Raymond F of Elzear and Ada E July 2 1928........28:247
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

LeBlanc Reta of Edmon J and Irene M Mar 18 1923..................26: 37
LeBlanc Richard E of Francis H and Mary B G May 1 1925........27: 59
LeBlanc Viola of Romeo L and Anna L Jan 22 1921.................25: 9
Leblanc Yvonne of Joseph and Cordelia Jan 16 1929..............29: 7
Lebow —— s of Morris and Lillian Sept 29 1922..................25: 309
Lebow —— d of Morris and Lillian July 6 1921...................25: 97
LeBrun Arthur J of Rose May 16 1921.......................25: 58
Lebrun Joseph E P of Euclide and Juliette Dec 4 1926........29: 327
Lech Pavarvaka of Andro and Katryryna Oct 15 1922............25: 318
Lecht Daniel of Morris and Lillian L Apr 1 1929................29: 40
Lecht Esther I of David and Bertha Dec 19 1930................29: 302
Lecht Irwin M of Joseph H and Bessie A July 20 1929............29: 85
Lechtman Ruth P of Abraham J and Beatrice Apr 14 1925........27: 50
Leckenby Robert C of James R and Dogma Mar 5 1922............25: 221
Leckenby Wallace R of James R and Dagma E Jan 21 1924........26: 194
Leckie Joan M of Arthur J and Mildred Mar 3 1929.............29: 27
Leckie Kenneth J of James B and Annie Oct 12 1922..............25: 317
Leclair Ernest of John B L and Louise Jan 30 1921............25: 11
LeClair Frederick J of Frederick J and Hazel E Mar 13 1922....25: 213
LeClair Hazel E of Frederick J and Hazel E Dec 21 1923.......26: 172
LeClair Joan M of Albert R and Constance W July 6 1925........27: 90
LeClair Richard A of Albert R and Constance W Mar 5 1922.....25: 209
LeClair Richard D of Henry and Amanda Aug 10 1929.............29: 95
LeClaire Donald J of William V and Ruffine July 28 1924......26: 286
LeClaire Gerald P of Albert C and Laura J Aug 24 1927.......28: 106
LeClaire Mary R of William V and Ruffine Mar 13 1926.........27: 204
LeClerc Eleanor of F Vincent and Myrtle Nov 26 1926..........27: 323
Leclerc Jacqueline of Walter N and Anna M July 3 1927.......28: 84
Leclerc Marie of Walter N and Anna M Sept 11 1928.............28: 279
Leclerc —— d of Alcide and Amelia M Sept 28 1928.............28: 287
Leco Armando P of Armando and Assunta Feb 6 1927.............28: 16
Leco Domenico E of Armando and Assunta V Aug 27 1922.......25: 355
Leconi —— d of Raffaele and Raffaela June 17 1924..............26: 266
LeCount Edwin (c) of Myrtle I Dec 10 1927...................28: 154
LeCount George L (c) of Ralph and Mary V July 28 1923.......26: 99
LeCount Gerard U (c) of Gerard C and Myrtle I Feb 5 1926....27: 189
LeCount Marjorie A (c) of Ralph E and Mary V Sept 19 1925....27: 125
LeCount Norma J (c) of Myrtle I Sept 13 1929................29: 109
Leddy Bernardine of William F and Anna Sept 19 1926.........27: 294
Leddy Dorothy M of Joseph J and Mary Oct 8 1929..............29: 119
Leddy James of James A and Frances G Apr 20 1921.............25: 46
Leddy William F of William F and Anna E Nov 6 1928.........28: 302
Ledka Francis E of Ernest and Louise July 14 1921............25: 90
LeDoux Aran J of Joseph and Dolores Dec 2 1928............28: 314
Ledoux Barbara F of Howard and Lillie Jan 30 1924...........26: 195
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leeburn</td>
<td>Leo L</td>
<td>Grace M</td>
<td>1921</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeburn</td>
<td>Leo J</td>
<td>Grace M</td>
<td>1921</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeburn</td>
<td>Leo L</td>
<td>Grace M</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeburn</td>
<td>Leo L</td>
<td>Grace M</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeburn</td>
<td>Leo J</td>
<td>Grace M</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeburn</td>
<td>Leo L</td>
<td>Grace M</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeburn</td>
<td>Leo J</td>
<td>Grace M</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeburn</td>
<td>Leo L</td>
<td>Grace M</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeburn</td>
<td>Leo J</td>
<td>Grace M</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeburn</td>
<td>Leo L</td>
<td>Grace M</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeburn</td>
<td>Leo J</td>
<td>Grace M</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Leech Thomas A of Francis R and Cecelia L M July 23 1929. 29: 87
Leeber Elizabeth A of Frederick C and Elizabeth F Aug 5

1930. 29: 247
Leeder Mary of Frederick and Elizabeth F Feb 17 1928. 28: 187
Leedham Thomas R of Thomas and Isabella Nov 4 1929. 29: 131
Leeman Anthony K of Anthony K and Marion July 28 1929. 29: 89
Leeman Mary A of William H and Blanche M Nov 15 1927. 28: 142
Leeman Patricia of Anthony K and Marion Apr 28 1928. 28: 218
Leeming George of George and Beatrice Dec 4 1925. 27: 159
Lees Florence A of Konstanty and Florence Ang 1 1921. 25: 99
Lees Hubert L of Harold R and Stella June 28 1930. 29: 231
Lefebvre Beatrice R (twin) of Telesphere and Orise Aug 5

1927. 28: 98
Lefebvre Edward G of Edward S and Marie L Dec 15 1922. 25: 345
Lefebvre Françoise M M T of Philiodore A and Celina Jan 8

1924. 26: 185
Lefebvre Helena T of Telesphere and Aurise June 21 1929. 29: 73
Lefebvre Henry L W of Hector and Fabiola M July 4 1926. 27: 260
LeFebvre Joseph C W of Joseph A O and Mae Sept 15 1930. 29: 264
Lefebvre Joseph F L of Philiodore A and Celina June 30 1921. 25: 78
Lefebvre Joseph R P of Adrian J and Blanche E Apr 17 1921. 25: 45
Lefebvre Lydia H of Edward S and Marie L May 11 1924. 26: 246
Lefebvre Marie B of Alfred and Alice Aug 16 1928. 28: 267
Lefebvre Marie R of Alfred and Alice Apr 1 1930. 29: 195
Lefebvre Mary A of George F and Mary E Oct 18 1925. 27: 138
Lefebvre Norma J of Theodore R and Marguerite G May 4

1930. 29: 208
Lefebvre Patricia C of Adrian J and Blanche E Apr 15 1927. 28: 47
Lefebvre Paul R of Adrian J and Blanche E Jan 23 1930. 29: 164
Lefebvre Rita A of Alphonse J and Virginie Aug 16 1922. 25: 288
Lefebvre — s of Adrian J and Blanche E Sept 8 1925. 27: 131
Lefebvre — d of Ovide and Yvonne B Mar 19 1928. 28: 207
LeFevre Arthur of Arthur and Mina Jan 31 1929. 29: 12
LeFevre John E of John and Mary E Jan 28 1926. 27: 185
LeFevre — s of John and Mary E Jan 10 1925. 27: 15
LeFingwell Mary L of George W and Jeannie Jan 14 1930. 29: 161
Lefian Harry of Nazaret and Surbannii Oct 6 1928. 28: 290
Lefian Milton of Nazaret and Surpouni May 31 1930. 29: 218
Lefkovitz Carl of Myer and Ida July 29 1929. 29: 89
Lefkovitz Sydney of Meyer and Ida Feb 12 1924. 26: 202
Le Foley Francis A of John E and Mary A Sept 8 1929. 29: 107
Le Foley Gerald M of John E and Mary A June 10 1928. 28: 237
Le Foley Joseph G of John E and Mary A May 19 1927. 28: 61
LeGare Earl W of Philip and Rose Feb 11 1923. 26: 20
Legare Louise E of Herman J and Emma L Sept 27 1928. 28: 285
Legare Philip J of Philip J and Rose Oct 28 1921. 25: 144
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Legere Mary E of Francis D and Marie E Aug 31 1930...29: 257
Legg George W of George W and Isabel T Sept 30 1927...28: 122
Legge George C of Frank T and Mary Dec 6 1925.........27: 160
Legris Helen M of Joseph and Helene Nov 25 1926.......27: 324
Lehman Carol V of Marsland J and Carrie E July 20 1928..28: 255
Lehman John M of Marsland J and Carrie E Jan 3 1927...28: 1
Lehmann Corinne M of Clarence and Blanche May 19 1925...27: 66
Lehmann Jean L of Herman M and Agnes L July 29 1927...28: 94
Leibowitz Arlene of Saul and Shirley Dec 25 1927......28: 159
Leibowitz Rosalie of Saul and Shirley Jan 4 1929........29: 2
Leichter Miriam of Isadore M and Minnie May 28 1921...26: 63
Leichter Paul of Nathan and Bertha Dec 22 1923.........26: 173
Leigh Arthur B of Arthur H and Helen M May 1 1928....28: 220
Leigh Dorothy H of Arthur H and Helen M Apr 14 1930...29: 199
Leigh Ruth N of John H and Susie E Nov 6 1921........25: 150
Leighton Beverly B of Joseph E and Jennie V Dec 7 1924..26: 352
Leighton Hope I of Raymond and Mary A Sept 13 1924...26: 311
Leighton John G of John G and Hazel A Aug 8 1921.......25: 102
Leighton Joseph of —— and Veronica F Apr 21 1922......25: 231
Leighton Lois R of Joseph E and Jennie V June 21 1930...29: 228
Leighton Richard F of Joseph E and Jennie V May 27 1929..29: 61
Leighton Ruth L of Emma May 3 1930.....................29: 207
Leighton Shirley A of Lewis C and Esther Feb 19 1927....28: 21
Leitner Jane B of Frederick C and Harriet Feb 15 1922...25: 199
Leite George C of Manuel C and Maria I Apr 3 1929....29: 40
Leite Ronald of Manuel C and Mary I Jan 11 1928........28: 172
Leith Gordon B of Fred G and Frances L May 13 1922....25: 355
Leith Marie P R of Arthur and Doris May 27 1923........26: 70
Leitner Fanny of Isidor and Mary S Mar 16 1922.........25: 214
Lekmen Edward N of Nickolas and Catherine July 30 1922...25: 280
Leland Forrest K of Benjamin T and Clara M Aug 24 1922...25: 292
Leland Samuel C of Richard C and Katherine L Apr 4 1923...26: 47
Lema Anthony R (c) of Manuel S and Clara June 20 1925...27: 81
Lema Charles M of Manuel and Edith F Apr 26 1925.......27: 55
Lema Constantina of Antone and Francesca Sept 14 1922...25: 303
Lema Darlene E of Manuel and Edith F Sept 6 1926.......27: 289
Lema Donald F of Joseph and Amelia M Sept 20 1930....29: 266
Lema Elizabeth F O'N of John F and Catherine I Oct 2 1926..27: 300
Lema Gilbert of Mary May 2 1923..........................26: 61
Lema Helen of Edward G and Helen W Jan 24 1923.........26: 10
Lema John F of John F and Katherine June 28 1921.......25: 77
Lema Manuel A of Jose A and Adelina July 8 1928.........28: 250
Lema Manuel F of John F and Catherine Aug 15 1923......26: 110
Lema Robert J of John F and Catherine May 15 1922.......25: 244
Lema Warren J of Joseph and Amelia M Sept 3 1927.......28: 111
Lema — (c) s of Robert and Celia Apr 9 1930 29:198
Lemaire Margaret M of Herbert J and Margaret Oct 5 1922 25:314
Lemaire — d of Jessie M May 6 1927 28:165
Lemaire — d of Eugene and Sarah June 5 1930 29:232
Leman Grace C of Lloyd L and Susie Mar 7 1930 29:183
LeMar Andrew L (c) of Andrew S and Viola Apr 4 1929 29:41
LeMar Inez A (c) of Andrew S and Viola Oct 25 1930 29:280
Lemay Rose M of Annie Apr 13 1927 28:46
Lembo Ada (twin) of Giuseppe and Concetta Dec 6 1922 25:342
Lembo Filomena of Nicola and Maria Jan 11 1922 25:182
Lembo Giuseppe (twin) of Giuseppe and Concetta Dec 6 1922 25:342
Lembo Nicholas R of Nicholas and Maria G Mar 8 1930 29:184
Lembo Raimondo P of Michele and Victoria May 3 1929 29:52
Lembo Silvia of Nicola and Maria Dec 26 1923 26:174
Lembo William F of Michele and Victoria Nov 14 1926 27:318
Lembo — s of Michele and Victoria Aug 20 1925 27:117
Lembo — s of Giuseppe and Concetta Nov 23 1925 27:157
Lemelin Anna M of Oliver and Annie M Nov 13 1922 25:332
Lementowicz Anthony M of Casimir and Jadwiga Sept 4 1928 28:277
LeMier Shirley E of Albert F and Hilda Jan 15 1930 29:161
Lemieux Alice P of John P and Lydia Mar 28 1930 29:192
Lemieux Donald G E of Donald and Margaret H Apr 10 1921 25:42
Lemieux Joseph A of Albert J B and Marie Mar 3 1927 28:27
Lemieux Joseph G G of Arthur and Odeliska July 12 1928 28:252
Lemieux Joseph W of Philip J and Rose V Nov 27 1921 25:158
Lemieux Marie J A Y of Arthur and Odeliska Dec 13 1930 29:300
Lemieux Marie R G G of Arthur and Odeliska May 18 1927 28:61
Lemieux Mary D E of Philip J and Rose V Oct 3 1926 27:301
Lemieux Shirley I of Leo A and Viola M Oct 31 1930 29:282
Lemieux William E of Philip J and Rose V Oct 29 1923 26:149
Lemieux — s of Albert and Mary Jan 31 1930 29:167
Lemire Dorothy A of — and Mary Nov 19 1922 25:333
Lemmis Anna C of James W and Eleanor E Mar 16 1925 27:35
Lemmis James W of James W and Eleanor E Feb 7 1924 26:200
Lemmis Mary E of James W and Eleanor E Dec 8 1927 28:154
Lemoi Dina C of George and Dina July 9 1927 28:165
Lemoi Joseph A of Alfred and Emelda Mar 6 1925 27:31
Lemoi Lucy E of Frederick J and Catherine Apr 11 1925 27:48
Lemoi — s of Alfred and Emelda Aug 21 1927 28:110
Lemoi — s of Frederick J and Catherine Dec 15 1929 29:154
Lemoine Bernice V of Eugene D and Bernice G Aug 8 1921 25:102
Lemoine Francis G of Eugene D and Bernice G Mar 3 1925 27:20
Lemon Richard C of Alfred B and Charlotte A July 13 1930 29:238
Lemontovicz Helen J of Charles and Evelyn Dec 14 1921 25:167
Lemos — s of Marianno J and Mary L Nov 13 1923 26:165
Lenahan Ethel L of Peter and Mildred A Feb 14 1922 25:199

FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
Lenahan Jeannette E of Peter and Mildred A June 6 1929...29: 67
Lenahan Lloyd A of Peter and Mildred A Mar 20 1925....27: 37
Lenahan Thomas of John and Martha Nov 1 1921...........25: 148
Lenahan —— s of Peter and Mildred A Nov 24 1926......27: 322
Lenan Shirley H of Harry M and Marjorie Feb 1 1926......27: 188
Lenan Eleanor M of Harry M and Marjorie Aug 7 1923...26: 107
Lenau Harry M of Harry M and Marjorie Aug 6 1921.....25: 101
Lenau Virginia C of Edmund W and McKinley M Jan 17 1922, 25: 184
Lencheck Norman of Benjamin M and Anna May 3 1926...27: 229
Lenders Dorothy R of Harry J and Alexandra Mar 29 1929...29: 37
Lenders Lillian A of Harry J and Alexandra July 2 1925...27: 88
Lendry Joseph R of Malina Mar 9 1925....................27: 172
Lendry Joseph W R of Wilfred J and Alice July 31 1922..25: 280
Lendry Marie T R of Wilfrid J and Alice Oct 23 1924....26: 330
Lenhart —— d of Joseph B and Nora Oct 26 1927........28: 134
Lenihan Anna T of Anna Aug 20 1928......................28: 269
Lenk Anna E of George T and Anna R Feb 19 1927........28: 21
Lenk Ruth F of Charles W and Lillian M Sept 24 1926....27: 296
Lenkiewicz Costanty of Jaroslaw and Alexandra Sept 19 1924, 26: 314
Lenkiewicz Stasia of Jaroslaw and Aleksandra Nov 15 1921, 25: 153
Lenney Eleanor L of Roy and Beatrice Dec 17 1928.....28: 320
Lennon Bernard of John J and Marjorie C Mar 14 1924....26: 217
Lennon Bernice I of Bernard J and Ella I May 23 1927....28: 63
Lennon Doris W of Walter W and Edith Apr 19 1921....25: 46
Lennon Emmett R of Emmett F and Margaret H Jan 25 1925, 27: 10
Lennon Francis J of Frank J and Margaret M Feb 5 1924...26: 199
Lennon Hugh of Hugh H and Mary July 24 1921..........25: 97
Lennon John F of John F and Bertha Feb 17 1928.......28: 187
Lennon John S of Daniel T and Anna I July 28 1922....25: 279
Lennon Joseph of Thomas F and Margaret M May 10 1924...26: 246
Lennon Leo H of Philip R and Mary July 17 1930.......29: 239
Lennon Marguerite of Thomas F and Margaret M Jan 13 1922, 25: 182
Lennon Paul S of John F and Bertha A May 13 1930.....29: 211
Lennon Philip R of Philip R and Mary Mar 15 1929.......29: 31
Lennon Ralph E of John J and Marjorie C Aug 25 1922...25: 292
Lennon Raymond of Thomas F and Margaret M May 27 1926, 27: 240
Lennon Robert J of Bernard J and Ella I June 13 1929....29: 69
Lennon Ruth L of Bernard J and Ella I July 17 1922....25: 274
Lennox Shirley A of Thomas F and Margaret Dec 12 1928, 28: 318
Lennox Thomas J of Francis J and Marguerite M June 23...

1925..................27: 82
Lennox Walter W of Walter W and Edith Apr 8 1926.....27: 217
Lennox —— s of Daniel T and Anna I Apr 17 1928.........28: 213
Lennox Bertha L of James W and Frances July 16 1930...29: 239
Lennox Elenor F of James W and Frances L Feb 28 1924...26: 210
Leonox James J of James W and Frances L May 25 1925...... 27: 69
Leonox Janet C of Edward W and Yvonne M Sept 26 1928..... 28: 284
Leonox Veronica of Edward J and Mary Jan 21 1921......... 25: 8
Lenoir Eugene R of Gaston A and Margaret M Mar 5 1930.... 29: 182
Leonox Barbara G of Adelard H and Grace E Feb 1 1927..... 28: 14
Leonox Clifford N of Adelard and Grace May 16 1925........ 27: 65
Lent Dorothy of John M and Marion H Nov 16 1923.......... 26: 158
Lent David W of George M and Grace S July 26 1927......... 28: 93
Lenth George M of George M and Grace S Nov 21 1923........ 26: 160
Lentini Francesco V of Vincenzo and Antonetta Aug 3 1924.. 26: 291
Lentini Maria E of Vincenzo and Antonetta Sept 22 1930.... 29: 267
Lentini Maria G of Vincenzo and Antonetta Feb 9 1926..... 27: 191
Lentini Vincenzo F of Vincenzo and Antonetta Mar 13 1928... 29: 198
Lenzi Gloria H of Americo and Esotta M Dec 8 1923......... 26: 168
Leo Angelo of Michele and Concetta N Aug 3 1924.......... 26: 291
Leo Assunta of Alessandro and Emilia July 13 1930......... 29: 238
Leo Eva of Alessandro and Emilia Mar 10 1927............. 28: 30
Leo Faustina of Marco and Filomena Apr 1 1922............ 25: 224
Leo Filomena of Michele and Concetta N Nov 11 1921....... 25: 151
Leo Filomena of Marco and Filomena Feb 24 1929........... 29: 23
Leo Guglielmo of Alessandro and Emilia Dec 5 1928....... 28: 315
Leo Janice M of Evelyn W Sept 23 1924.................. 26: 316
Leo Roberto of Michele and Concetta N June 28 1930....... 29: 231
Leoffler Elizabeth F of William J and Margaret G Aug 21

1921.................................................. 25: 108
Leon Alice A of John A and Alice Dec 6 1927.............. 28: 153
Leonard Alfred G of John P and Grace M Nov 21 1929...... 29: 136
Leonard Alice M L of John S and Catherine E Aug 1 1925... 27: 104
Leonard Anna M of James A and Bridget T Feb 28 1930..... 29: 179
Leonard Arthur H of Arthur H and Lillian R May 19 1928... 28: 226
Leonard Barbara F of Louis P and Josephine T May 22 1925.. 27: 68
Leonard Beatrice C of Edgar B and Grace C Oct 14 1924.... 26: 327
Leonard Beverly J of Kenneth and Benlah Mar 20 1928...... 28: 201
Leonard Cathleen C of James A and Bridget T Sept 12 1928.. 28: 279
Leonard Constance M of Clarence J and Mary A June 30 1926. 27: 256
Leonard Edward L of Joseph F and Helen L Mar 18 1928..... 28: 200
Leonard Emily I M of James H and Julia E Nov 16 1923..... 26: 158
Leonard Florence L of Regis and Margaret Dec 16 1930..... 29: 301
Leonard Frank V of Frank and Myrtle Dec 24 1929.......... 29: 150
Leonard Frederick J of Philip J and Madge H Jan 6 1930.... 29: 158
Leonard George of Joseph and Mae Feb 22 1924........... 26: 206
Leonard Harold E of Philip J and Madge H Dec 26 1930.... 29: 305
Leonard Herman J of Herman J and Gladys F May 25 1926... 27: 238
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Leonard Hope M of Edward F and Edith M Oct 16 1923........26: 143
Leonard James E of James A and Bridget T Oct 30 1926........27: 310
Leonard John D of Matthew J and Anna Mar 11 1923...........26: 34
Leonard John S of John P and Grace M May 27 1928...........28: 229
Leonard Joseph F of Joseph F and Helen L Apr 12 1925........27: 49
Leonard Joyce D of Francis J and Dorotha May 26 1930........29: 216
Leonard Kenneth M of Louis P and Josephine T Mar 15 1922....25: 214
Leonard Laura M of William A and Marie E July 16 1921........25: 98
Leonard Margaret F of James A and Bridget T Dec 3 1924.......26: 351
Leonard Margaret P of John J and May F May 31 1929..........29: 62
Leonard Mary A of Matthew J and Anna May 27 1921............25: 63
Leonard Mary E of James A and Bridget T Nov 28 1921...........25: 158
Leonard Owen D of Walter B and Edith A May 16 1922..........25: 245
Leonard Philip J of Philip J and Madge II Jan 19 1929.........29: 8
Leonard Robert E of George H and Ellen L Apr 14 1926........27: 220
Leonard Ruth L of William E and Lillian G Feb 13 1921........25: 18
Leonard Theresa I of John J and Mary I Mar 7 1929.............29: 29
Leonard Thomas J of John P and Grace M Nov 20 1930..........29: 290
Leonard Vivien of Daniel A and Elizabeth J Dec 10 1927........28: 154
Leonard —— s of Matthew J and Anna M Dec 22 1925............27: 171
Leonard —— s of John P and Helen M Apr 7 1926...............27: 228
Leonardo Alice of Manuel and Agnes Sept 29 1924.............26: 318
Leonardo Antonio V of Vincenzo and Lucia Oct 5 1929..........29: 118
Leonardo Barbara G of Francesco and Francesca Dec 21 1927...28: 158
Leonardo Beatriz S of Jose S and Luiza Sept 21 1923..........26: 129
Leonardo Domenico of Giovanni and Helen Aug 1 1921...........25: 99
Leonardo Dorotea A of Domenico and Fannie Dec 1 1921........25: 162
Leonardo Dorothy M of Anthony and Concetta L Sept 29 1923...26: 133
Leonardo Emilia L of Vincenzo and Lucia Jan 1 1926...........27: 175
Leonardo Giorgio S of Giuseppe and Margherita July 22 1921...25: 97
Leonardo Jorge of Manoel and Ignez Nov 18 1926..............27: 319
Leonardo Jose G of Manuel and Agnes Mar 11 1923..............26: 34
Leonardo Leona of Giovanni and Helen Dec 12 1923............26: 170
Leonardo Maria of Manuel G and Agnes July 17 1928.............28: 253
Leonardo Maria G of Giuseppe and Margherita May 15 1924......26: 248
Leonardo Maria M of Antonio and Sophia Nov 5 1925...........27: 146
Leonardo Marie R T of John and Rose Dec 6 1924..............26: 365
Leonardo Marion of Giovanni and Giulietta Sept 19 1928.......28: 282
Leonardo Pasco J of John and Rose July 2 1928..............28: 247
Leonardo Paul A of Anthony and Concetta L Aug 27 1925.......27: 114
Leonardo Sophranie A of John and Rose Aug 5 1926............27: 338
Leonardo —— s of Vincenzo and Fortunata July 15 1927........28: 96
Leoncavallo Henry J of Domenico and Carmen M A Feb S 1921......25: 16
Leone Angela M of Michele and Rosa Aug 3 1923 .................. 26: 105
Leone Emanuele of Michele and Rosa Oct 30 1921 ................. 25: 145
Leone Emilio A of Giovanni and Annie Sept 4 1923 ............... 26: 122
Leone Eugene T of Giuseppe and Isabell F Oct 23 1923 ......... 26: 146
Leone Genoveffa C O of Francesco and Giuseppina Jan 2 1921 .... 25: 1
Leone Giuseppe of Sebastiano and Giuseppina Apr 2 1923 ....... 26: 46
Leone Gloria E of Pasquale and Elvira Dec 28 1921 ............... 25: 173
Leone Hilda E of Cesdio and Colombina Oct 22 1927 .............. 28: 133
Leone Joseph R of Giuseppe and Isabel F Dec 13 1925 ........... 27: 163
Leone Louis C of Giuseppe and Isabel F Apr 8 1928 ............. 28: 218
Leone Luisa L of Luigi and Giuseppina Dec 13 1927 .............. 28: 135
Leone Luisa M of Nicolino and Celia Oct 19 1928 ................ 28: 295
Leone Maria C of Fedele and Giuseppina May 3 1921 .............. 26: 243
Leone Maria G A of Paolo and Emilia July 1 1928 ................. 28: 247
Leone Maria M of Sebastiano and Anna Jan 22 1923 ............... 26: 9
Leone Maria V of Francesco and Giuseppina May 2 1923 ........... 26: 61
Leone Salvatore R of Paolo and Emilia Oct 15 1924 ............... 26: 327
Leone Sebastiano of Paolo and Paola Apr 26 1923 ................. 26: 56
Leone Stella of Luigi and Santa Sept 3 1921 ..................... 25: 117
Leone —— s of Pasquale and Elvira Jan 7 1924 ............. 26: 197
Leone —— s of Giuseppe and Isabel F Nov 13 1924 ............... 26: 340
Leone —— s of Giovanni and Anna Nov 5 1924 .................. 26: 337
Leonelli William A of Filomeno and Lucia Aug 25 1921 ........... 25: 110
Leonhardt Charles A of Charles A and Annie A Nov 7 1923 ....... 26: 154
Leonhardt Leland R of Henry R and Susie M Sept 12 1921 ........ 25: 121
Leonhardt William D of Henry R and Susie M Oct 9 1923 .......... 26: 140
Leonhart Dorothy E of George F and Margaret Aug 26 1929 ....... 29: 101
Leoni Armando of Antonio and Carmina Oct 6 1922 ............... 25: 315
Leoni Evelina F I of Pilade and Irene M Apr 26 1923 .......... 26: 56
Leoni Giuseppina of Antonio and Carmina Oct 12 1924 ........... 26: 326
Leoni Irma of Antonio and Carmina Nov 19 1926 ............... 27: 320
Leoni Leone C G of Pilade and Irene M Dec 28 1921 .......... 25: 173
LePage Gerald J of Louis and Rose Nov 7 1927 .............. 28: 140
Lepera Jewel A of Biagio and Minnie M May 16 1922 .............. 25: 245
Lepera Kenneth J of Biagio and Minnie M Sept 4 1928 ........... 28: 277
Lepera Louis E of Biagio and Minnie M Jan 8 1926 ............... 27: 177
Lepera Minnie of Biagio and Minnie M Dec 27 1923 .......... 26: 175
Lepine Marie T R of Jean and Exilia Nov 1 1929 ............... 29: 130
Lepler Edward H of Jacob and Minnie R Sept 3 1929 ............. 29: 105
Lepler William S of Jacob and Minnie June 19 1925 .......... 27: 81
Lepore Anna of Fiore and Lovisa Jan 9 1928 .............. 28: 171
Lepore Anna L of Francesco and Carmela Nov 12 1922 .......... 25: 331
Lepore Elena of Antimo and Giuseppina Oct 23 1928 .......... 28: 296
Lepore Enrico of Antimo and Giuseppina Oct 20 1925 .......... 27: 139
Lepore Evelina A of Antonio and Concetta Mar 6 1928.....28: 196
Lepore Fernanda of Antimo and Giuseppina Mar 6 1921.....25: 28
Lepore Florence of Carmine and Pasqualina Apr 3 1924.....26: 227
Lepore Gennaro S of Serafino A and Filomena Jan 10 1929.....29: 4
Lepore Giovanni A of Antonio and Civita June 25 1921.....25: 76
Lepore Giovanna M of Giuseppe and Giovanna Dec 15 1925.....27: 163
Lepore Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Grazia July 10 1926.....27: 262
Lepore Lina M of Luigi and Rosaria May 14 1930.....29: 211
Lepore Louis of Louis and Catherine Nov 30 1928.....28: 312
Lepore Maria of Mariano and Amelia Sept 16 1924.....26: 313
Lepore Maria D of Giuseppe and Giovannina July 19 1927.....28: 90
Lepore Mary of Fiore and Lovisa June 28 1922.....25: 267
Lepore Norma L of Umberto and Angela R Nov 10 1930.....29: 287
Lepore Norman T of Louis and Catherine Mar 18 1930.....29: 188
Lepore Olga E of Raffaele and Caterina June 18 1921.....25: 73
Lepore Pasco of Fiore and Lovisa Feb 5 1926.....27: 189
Lepore Raimondo of Erasmo and Carmela May 6 1928.....28: 222
Lepore Rosa of Antimo and Giuseppina May 20 1923.....26: 68
Lepore Teresa of Fiore and Lovisa Apr 27 1929.....29: 49
Lepore Teresa G of Giuseppe and Giovanna July 18 1924.....26: 282
Lepore Vincenzo of Luigi and Rosaria Apr 22 1924.....26: 235
Lpre Amelia E of Canizia J Jan 21 1924.....26: 364
Lpre Clemente G of Clemente and Carmela June 22 1922.....25: 263
Lpre Geltrude of Pietro and Carolina Sept 18 1926.....27: 293
Lpre Giuseppina A of Natale and Teresa June 1 1921.....25: 66
Lpre Maddalena G of Natale and Teresa Sept 20 1926.....27: 294
Lpre Maria of Natalino and Teresa Sept 20 1922.....25: 305
Lpre Michele E of Natale and Teresa Nov 13 1927.....28: 142
Lpre Natale of Clemente and Carmela May 29 1929.....29: 62
Lpre Olga of Clemente and Carmela Oct 2 1924.....26: 322
Lpre Orlando of Natale and Teresa June 2 1925.....27: 74
Lpre Pasqualina of Clemente and Carmela Feb 20 1927.....28: 21
Lpre Rodolfo of Natale and Teresa Feb 2 1924.....26: 198
Lpre ——d of Natalino and Teresa Apr 11 1929.....29: 51
Lner Abner of Oscar and Miriam Oct 6 1921.....25: 134
Lner Harold G of Joshua and Miriam June 5 1926.....27: 246
Lner Ida B of David and Bessie Oct 20 1925.....27: 139
Lner Joseph of Joshua and Miriam Apr 5 1923.....26: 48
Lner Martin of William M and Tillie Jan 18 1922.....25: 185
Lresethe Madeleine P of —— and Clara M Nov 6 1922.....25: 329
Lrow Helen of Henry H and Mary M July 6 1923.....26: 90
LeRoy Michael M of Michael M and Irene R Sept 12 1923.....26: 125
Lesanskas Josephine of John and Agatha Mar 12 1930.....29: 185
Lesogor Samuel of Julius and Sarah Nov 3 1925.....27: 146
Lessa Alice (c) of Jose N and Maria J Mar 27 1922.....25: 220
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE. 781

Lessa Dorothy (c) of Caetano and Matilda May 19 1926...27: 236
Lessa Joao (c) of Caetano and Matilda Dec 21 1923........26: 172
Lessa Joao (c) of Jose N and Maria J Apr 4 1925...........27: 45
Lessa Jose (c) of Jose N and Maria J Feb 14 1930.........29: 174
Lessa Luisa (c) of Jose N and Marie J Apr 23 1927.........28: 50
Lessa Virginia (c) of Jose N and Maria J July 4 1923....26: 89
Lessard Barbara L of Arthur J and Mildred A Feb 9 1930...29: 172
Lessard George of Felix and Donalda Feb 22 1924.........26: 206
Lessard Hope C of Felix and Donalda Dec 5 1926.........27: 227
Lessard Marie C of Felix and Donalda Oct 9 1921.........25: 136
Lessard Marie L of Felix and Donalda Apr 29 1925.......27: 56
Lessard Mary L of Felix and Donalda Nov 14 1930.........29: 288
Lessard Mary R C L of Placide and Mathilda Feb 26 1923...26: 26
Lessard Theresa of Felix and Donalda Nov 27 1928......28: 311
Lesser Richard J of William and Katherine Apr 17 1926...27: 221
Lester Adelaide of Clarence J and Irene E May 25 1928...28: 229
Lester Clarence J of Clarence J and Irene E Nov 4 1926...27: 314
Lester Dorothy E of Leonard C and Mabel J Dec 30 1929...29: 152
Lester Edith B of George H and Nora C Apr 14 1929.......29: 44
Lester Edna I of Clarence J and Irene E June 10 1929....29: 68
Lester Eileen J of Edward J and Mary A June 30 1930.....29: 231
Lester Gloria of Harold and Margaret M May 8 1924.....26: 245
Lester Mary J of George H and Nora C Aug 10 1926......27: 276
Lester Raymond E of Edward J and Mary A Mar 11 1927...28: 30
Lester Richard E of Harold W and Hattie Sept 21 1930...29: 266
LeSuer Bernard E of Bernard R and Josephine C Oct 14 1924,26: 327
Letizia Alfredo G of Rocco and Rosa Mar 18 1930.........29: 188
Letizia Anna N of Antonio and Alfonsina Mar 25 1930.....29: 191
Letizia Raffaele V of Antonio and Alfonsina Apr 5 1929...29: 41
Letourneau Alfred C of George and Hattie July 22 1929...29: 86
Letourneau Henriette O C of Alfred J and Theresa Jan 10
1927. ..................................................28: 4
Letourneau Joseph A H of Francois and Delia Oct 18 1923..26: 144
Letourneau Marie J A of Francois and Delia Mar 13 1921..25: 31
Letourneau Marie R R of George and Hattie Feb 3 1927...28: 15
Letts Catherine M of Sylvester P and Delia Sept 19 1925..27: 125
Letts Eleanor of Ira L and Madeline H Feb 21 1925........27: 23
Letts Eleanor H of Charles E and Pearl E Aug 31 1923....26: 117
Letts Houghton of Ira L and Madeline H Nov 18 1921.....25: 154
Leuranger —— s of Omer N and Elizabeth V Mar 20 1927...28: 31
Leuzzi Agostino R of Pietro and Maria Aug 9 1927......28: 100
Leuzzi Giuseppe A of Pietro and Maria Apr 15 1925......27: 50
Leuzzi Lucia D of Pietro and Maria June 18 1930.........29: 227
Leva Giuseppe A of Lucio and Pasqualina July 26 1930...29: 242
Leva Rosina of Lucio and Pasqualina Aug 12 1925.......27: 109
LeValley Mary of Arthur E and Genevieve M May 29 1922...25: 250
Levander Alfred R of Alfred R and Alice E S Jan 3 1930.
Levander Dorothy A of Alfred R and Alice E S May 31 1924.
Leveille Charles R of Rudolf and Yvonne Feb 26 1926.
Leveille Mary F of Victor N and Albertine May 17 1923.
Leveille Marie A R of Victor N and Albertine Nov 19 1925.
Leveille Raymond E of Elzear J and Nathalie May 1 1921.
Leveille Rena T of Alfred J and Rena B Sept 26 1930.
Leveille Rene A of Rudolph and Yvonne Dec 24 1924.
Leveille Alice S M of Aime J and Florida July 12 1929.
Leveille Marie L D of Joseph and Fabiola Aug 3 1924.
Leven Phyllis R of Philip T and Dorothy A Mar 25 1927.
LeVenesse Guy P of Paul and Anne Oct 13 1927.
Levenson Edith F of Abraham A and Florence R Jan 20 1930.
Levenson Eleanor Z of Joseph H and Sarah C Nov 8 1929.
Leveque Irene E of Joseph P and Anna V July 11 1924.
Leveque John J of John and Jennie F June 28 1922.
Leveque Leo J of John and Jennie F Feb 10 1930.
Leveque Louise M R of Joseph P and Anna V Nov 22 1926.
Leveque Mary L of John and Jennie F Apr 25 1927.
Leveque Alice A of Charles A and Rose E Oct 22 1924.
Leveque Antoinette of Alcide and Dora Jan 8 1924.
Levesque Arthur L of John and Jennie F Feb 20 1926.
Levesque Claire of Joseph E and Emma E Jan 7 1926.
Levesque Clairette J of Eugene and Ida M Jan 10 1928.
Levesque Cora B of Joseph T and Cora I Feb 3 1925.
Levesque Donald A of Adrien F and Irene Sept 15 1922.
Levesque Doris M of Emery J and Marie R B Apr 13 1925.
Levesque Gloria E of Joseph and Louise Aug 19 1923.
Levesque Henri E of Eugene and Ida M Dec 2 1924.
Levesque Janet L of Theophile and Loretta Feb 5 1930.
Levesque Joseph L of Alcide and Dora July 16 1921.
Levesque Joseph L of Rose May 14 1925.
Levesque Joseph L R of Edouard and Aureole May 27 1929.
Levesque Leo F of Germaine B Jan 30 1928.
Levesque Louise D of Alcide P and Rosanna C Dec 14 1929.
Levesque Marguerite O Y of Eugene C and Claire Oct 8 1930.
Levesque Mildred A of Alfred and Bertha Oct 10 1923.
Levesque Pauline of John and Janie F Jan 23 1921.
Levesque Rose M of Charles A and Rose E Nov 23 1922.
Levesque —— s of Germaine Nov 21 1927.
Levesque —— d of Mary G Dec 22 1928.
Levesque —— s of Legorie and Sophie May 23 1927.
Levey George A of Max R and Lena Jan 7 1921.
Levin Alack of Israel and Sophy Apr 23 1923 .......... 26: 55
Levin Arthur H of Jacob and Sarah Sept 1 1926 .......... 27: 287
Levin Avis E of Joseph and Rose Feb 15 1922 .......... 25: 199
Levin Barbara I of Max and Dorothy E Jan 1 1928 .......... 28: 168
Levin Bernard of Leo and Bella Aug 31 1928 .......... 28: 273
Levin Berton P of Abraham and Rose Mar 27 1930 .......... 29: 192
Levin Bruce G of Benjamin and Mary May 9 1928 .......... 28: 223
Levin Doris of Samuel and Beckie June 11 1922 .......... 25: 258
Levin Dorothy of Leo and Bella Oct 17 1922 .......... 25: 319
Levin Ernestine F of Israel and Jennie Feb 12 1928 .......... 28: 185
Levin Ethel M of Benjamin and Flora May 20 1927 .......... 23: 62
Levin Ethel R of Louis I and Anna Aug 10 1929 .......... 29: 95
Levin Harold A of Paul and Lena June 25 1923 .......... 26: 83
Levin Henry of Samuel and Sarah I Nov 27 1929 .......... 29: 138
Levin John of Peter and Dora Sept 23 1922 .......... 25: 307
Levin Julius M of Joseph and Rose Sept 5 1929 .......... 20: 106
Levin Leonard L of Paul and Lena July 7 1929 .......... 29: 80
Levin Maurice J of Solomon and Bessie Jan 21 1921 .......... 25: 8
Levin Max of Solomon and Bessie Sept 27 1924 .......... 26: 317
Levin Melvin N of Israel and Edith L Sept 18 1924 .......... 26: 314
Levin Mollie Z of Samuel and Sarah I Sept 27 1924 .......... 26: 317
Levin Philip of Morris and Ettel Feb 19 1927 .......... 28: 21
Levin Shirley of Joseph and Rose June 8 1924 .......... 26: 262
Levin Shirley R of Harry and Rebecca Dec 27 1928 .......... 28: 323
Levin Sidney of Morris and Ettel Nov 4 1930 .......... 29: 285
Levin Stanley W of Benjamin and Mary Oct 16 1929 .......... 29: 122
Levin Sylvia of Jacob and Sarah Aug 15 1924 .......... 26: 297
Levin — d of Morris and Ettel Mar 5 1926 .......... 27: 214
Levin — d of Solomon and Bessie Nov 19 1926 .......... 27: 320
Levin — d of Benjamin and Rose Apr 14 1929 .......... 29: 44
Levine Anna of Max and Sarah Apr 29 1922 .......... 25: 235
Levine Bernice S of Harry and Fay Dec 18 1926 .......... 27: 331
Levine Doris M of Robert and Rebecca July 2 1926 .......... 27: 239
Levine Frances S of Jerome F and Marion E Dec 8 1921 .......... 25: 164
Levine George A of Robert and Rebecca Apr 24 1924 .......... 26: 236
Levine Herbert A of David and Ester Sept 6 1921 .......... 25: 118
Levine Jason Z of Robert and Rebecca Apr 24 1921 .......... 25: 48
Levine Jean A of George E and Grace Feb 8 1929 .......... 29: 17
Levine Selma of Harry and Fay Apr 28 1923 .......... 26: 57
Levinsky — s of William and Poly July 20 1922 .......... 25: 281
Levy Bernard W of Samuel and Annie Oct 18 1928 .......... 28: 294
Levy Carl I of Albert A and Esther May 25 1925 .......... 27: 69
Levy Doris L of Albert M and Ruth Apr 10 1930 .......... 29: 198
Levy Jack K of Isaac and Bessie July 6 1924..............26:364
Levy Mildred of Samuel and Annie Mar 17 1922...........25:215
Levy Rosalie S of Adolph J and Florence Dec 7 1929.....29:144
Levy —— s of Louis and Ida Sept 2 1921..............25:131
Levye Hope R of Ralph P and Frances Jan 22 1923.......26:9
Levye Millard A of Ralph P and Frances May 19 1921....25:59
Levye Robert G of David and Frances M Aug 4 1923.....26:105
Lew Gloria (c) of Harold and Ethel L June 28 1925.....27:85
Lew Theron L (c) of Harold and Ethel F Aug 1 1928.....28:261
Lewers Edith M of James A and Edith H Aug 9 1927.....28:100
Lewin Frances C of James E and Mildred H Feb 21 1926....27:195
Lewin Shirley H of James E and Mildred H Aug 19 1927....28:105
Lewinstein Blanche R of Louis and Annie Nov 27 1929....29:139
Lewis Agnes S of Frank and Agnes A Oct 1 1930........29:727
Lewis Albert E of Arthur and Edith Sept 21 1927.......28:118
Lewis Anna M (twin) of John P and Nellie F July 28 1924.26:286
Lewis Anne W of Arthur H W and Mildred M Oct 20 1929....29:124
Lewis Arthur J of Arthur and Edith May 17 1924.........26:249
Lewis Arthur V (c) of George H and Otelia X Feb 19 1928.28:188
Lewis Barbara E (c) of Allen A and Eva M Jan 25 1927....28:10
Lewis Catherine E of John P and Nellie F Mar 28 1926....27:211
Lewis Charity M (c) of Allen A and Eva M Sept 20 1925....27:126
Lewis Charles J of Christie C and Mary B Feb 8 1921.....25:16
Lewis Charles R of Morel P and Dorothy R Feb 27 1921....25:24
Lewis Charles W of Charles W and Mildred L Oct 23 1923...26:146
Lewis Charles W of Frank and Agnes A Feb 17 1924.......26:204
Lewis Curtis of Frank and Agnes A Aug 20 1922.........25:290
Lewis Donald E (c) of Dorothy M July 29 1928.........28:258
Lewis Doris L (c) of Allen A and Eva M Apr 10 1924.....26:230
Lewis Doris M of Christopher C and Mary B Oct 24 1922....25:322
Lewis Dorothy L of Arthur E and Ruth R June 16 1929...29:70
Lewis Dorothy M of Walter and Pearl Nov 14 1926......27:318
Lewis Edward of Leo and Catherine Oct 26 1928.........28:297
Lewis Eileen C of Frank and Mary Dec 24 1928.........28:322
Lewis Elizabeth V of John P and Nellie F Feb 5 1929.....29:16
Lewis Ellen L (twin) of John P and Nellie F July 28 1924..26:286
Lewis Estelle of Max and Anna M Nov 17 1923...........26:158
Lewis Frank of Frank and Mary Sept 2 1927............28:111
Lewis George H (c) of George H and Otelia N July 6 1926..27:261
Lewis Grace F (c) of Edward A and Helen M Feb 21 1925....27:24
Lewis Harriet B G of Charles E and Katherine Oct 7 1923..26:139
Lewis Herbert R of Max and Anna M Sept 8 1921.........25:119
Lewis Hobart K (c) of Hilda I Aug 22 1921.............25:109
Lewis Holmer D (c) of George H and Otelia N Mar 5 1929...29:28
Lewis Howard C of Howard C and Elizabeth May 7 1926.....27:231
Lewis James E of Levi and Bridget M May 8 1925.........27:62
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Lewis James E (c) of Carrie E Nov 25 1925 ...................... 27: 153
Lewis Jean F (c) of Allen A and Eva M Sept 23 1929 ........... 29: 113
Lewis John B of John B and Edith Apr 28 1928 .................. 28: 218
Lewis Katherine A (twin) of Anthony P and Katherine June
26 1922 .................................................................. 25: 264
Lewis Kenneth C of Charles P and Edith W Nov 11 1923 ........ 26: 156
Lewis Lawrence J of Lawrence J and Gertrude V June 23
1930 .................................................................. 29: 229
Lewis Leon of Jacob and Goldie July 15 1928 ................. 28: 253
Lewis Leonard of Daniel and Anna Nov 12 1923 .............. 26: 156
Lewis Louisa J of Leroy A and Catherine E Jan 30 1927 ....... 28: 11
Lewis Louise M of Alfred J and Orilla L Sept 1 1923 ......... 26: 121
Lewis Madeline J of Henry and Elizabeth A June 26 1926 .... 27: 254
Lewis Marilyn E of Wilbur H and Margaret Sept 19 1924 .... 26: 314
Lewis Marion B of William A and Elizabeth N Sept 12 1921 .. 25: 121
Lewis Marion B of Byron W and Marion E June 28 1929 ..... 29: 75
Lewis Marjorie M of Harold D and Grace I Dec 27 1922 ....... 25: 530
Lewis Mary A of Frank and Agnes A Oct 14 1926 .............. 27: 305
Lewis Mary L of Herbert B and Leah F Jan 14 1921 ......... 25: 6
Lewis Mary R of John P and Nellie F June 14 1923 ........... 26: 78
Lewis Mildred G T M of Charles W and Mildred L Aug 13
1925 .................................................................. 27: 109
Lewis Nancy J of Arthur H W and Mildred M Apr 30 1927 ...... 28: 52
Lewis Patricia A of Edward T and Florence May 10 1929 ....... 29: 55
Lewis Paul E (c) of Lewis and Mary Dec 7 1929 ............... 29: 144
Lewis Peter of John J and Matilda Feb 14 1927 ............... 28: 19
Lewis Philomena A (twin) of Anthony P and Katherine June
26 1922 .................................................................. 25: 264
Lewis Ralph T of Ralph T and Justine E Oct 3 1926 .......... 27: 301
Lewis Raymond of Manuel C and Christina Sept 6 1922 ....... 25: 300
Lewis Raymond of Edwin F and Florence N Jan 19 1922 ....... 25: 185
Lewis Raymond G of Arthur and Edith Nov 13 1929 ........... 29: 134
Lewis Robert A of Wellington P and Jessie Oct 30 1930 ....... 29: 281
Lewis Robert C of Ralph C and Carmen Apr 27 1923 .......... 26: 56
Lewis Robert J of William A and Elizabeth N Aug 6 1924 .... 26: 293
Lewis Robert N (c) of George H and Otelia N Aug 31 1930 ..... 29: 257
Lewis Russell W (c) of Allen A and Eva M Sept 12 1922 ...... 25: 302
Lewis Ruth V of Arthur and Inez Apr 23 1925 ............... 27: 54
Lewis Shirley E (c) of George R and Greta R Nov 3 1924 ..... 26: 336
Lewis Vincent of John J and Matilda July 8 1924 ............. 26: 278
Lewis Walter of Charles E and Elsie July 3 1921 .............. 25: 86
Lewis Walter E of Bridget M Oct 10 1926 ...................... 27: 339
Lewis William M of Israel B and Anna July 4 1930 ........... 29: 234
Lewis — d of Magnolia and Maria July 5 1921 .............. 27: 86
Lewis — d of Sydney B and Rae B July 19 1922 ............... 26: 275
Lewis — s of Arthur and Mary E Jan 8 1924. 26: 197
Lewis — s of Joseph and Mary I Feb 27 1924. 26: 208
Lewis — d of Leon C and Rose July 27 1927. 28: 93
Lewis — d of John H and Dorothy Dec 3 1929. 29: 156
Lewistein Elsie of Louis and Annie Nov 30 1921. 25: 150
Ley William B of William B and Clara B Nov 29 1930. 29: 293
Leyden Katherine M (twin) of Matthew J and Mary A Mar 8 1927. 28: 29
Leyden Katherine M of Thomas J and Katherine Oct 21 1928. 28: 295
Leyden Margaret P of Matthew J and Mary A Aug 20 1928. 28: 260
Leyden Mary V of Martin J and Bridget M Feb 4 1922. 25: 194
Leyden Matthew R (twin) of Matthew J and Mary A Mar 8 1927. 28: 29
Leyden Thomas J of Thomas J and Katherine Jan 21 1927. 28: 8
Leyland Albert J of Fred and Sarah Mar 11 1922. 25: 212
Leylegian Giragos of Donabed and Persope Oct 14 1930. 29: 276
Leylegian Hagop of Bagdasar and Martha Mar 25 1928. 28: 203
Leylegian Hovsep of Bagdasar and Martha Mar 3 1926. 27: 200
L'Heureux Charles A of Charles A and Florence S May 21 1922. 25: 247
L'Heureux Edward J of Charles A and Florence S May 13 1925. 27: 64
Liard Eleanor B of Anthony J and Rachel June 12 1924. 26: 263
Libby Charlotte J of George F and Mary E Oct 22 1923. 26: 146
Libby Donald J of Reuel W and Minnie M Apr 12 1922. 25: 228
Libby Elinor L (twin) of Harold and Sadie Mar 22 1928. 28: 202
Libby Marcia N of Herbert E and Helen F Aug 14 1927. 28: 102
Libby Patricia A of Raymond W and Selma J Dec 15 1928. 28: 319
Libby Paula F of Harold and Sadie June 22 1926. 27: 253
Libby Richard G of Maxon R and Marion Aug 31 1924. 26: 303
Libby Robert R of Maxon R and Marion May 24 1927. 28: 64
Libby Roland E of Reuel W and Minnie M July 10 1923. 26: 91
Libby Rosamond L (twin) of Harold and Sadie Mar 22 1928. 28: 202
Libby — s of Herbert E and Helen F Oct 6 1929. 29: 129
Liberati Armando R of Pietro and Virginia May 23 1925. 27: 68
Liberati Eugenio A of Pietro and Virginia Sept 8 1923. 26: 124
Liberati Tilda M F of Pietro and Virginia Feb 27 1922. 25: 205
Liberatore Anna of Antonio and Gaetana Apr 29 1924. 26: 239
Liberatore Anna E of Santi and Teresina Aug 5 1922. 25: 283
Liberatore Antonio of Antonio and Gaetana July 5 1929. 29: 79
Liberatore Carlo of Giuseppe and Nice Apr 26 1924. 26: 237
Liberatore Clatinoro of Antonio and Clelia Mar 17 1921. 25: 32
Liberatore Eva of Santi and Teresina Aug 31 1924. 26: 303
Liberatore Francesco of Antonio and Gaetana June 1 1922. 25: 254
Liberatore Ida of Antonio and Gaetana Oct 29 1925. 27: 143
Liberatore Loreto of Bernardino and Benedetta July 11 1929. 29: 82
FROM 1921 TO 1950 INCLUSIVE.

Liberatore Loreto P of Berardino and Benedetta July 11 1924. . . 26: 279
Liberatore Marino of Santi and Teresina Feb 12 1927. . . 28: 18
Liberatore Nicola A of Santo and Teresina Feb 15 1928. . . 28: 186
Liberatore —— d of Santi and Teresina Oct 1 1929. . . 29: 129
Liberti Giovanni of Giovanni and Palma Aug 7 1925. . . 27: 106
Liberti Vincenzina of Giovanni and Palmina Dec 31 1922. . . 25: 251
Liborio Edward of Jose F and Ernestina Dec 11 1921. . . 25: 166
Liborio Maria of Jose F and Ernestina May 24 1924. . . 26: 252
Libovitz Israel of Hyman and Esther Dec 18 1921. . . 25: 169
Libowitz Edyward C of Charles and Dorothy July 24 1928. . . 28: 256
Librandi Vincenzo A of Giuseppe and Angelina P Jan 22 1925. . 27: 82
Libuta Alphonse of Henry and Katarzina June 15 1924. . . 26: 265
Libucha Eugene S of Stanislaus A and Loretta M July 20 1926. . 27: 267
Liburd Andrew (c) of Miriam Nov 28 1928. . . 28: 311
Liburd Anna (c) of Miriam May 20 1930. . . 29: 214
Libutti Donaldo of Michele A and Rosina Apr 27 1922. . . 25: 234
Libutti Flora of Michele A and Rosina Sept 22 1923. . . 26: 130
Libutti Mario M E of Clorindo and Erminia Jan 1 1921. . . 25: 1
Libutti —— d of Michele A and Rosina Mar 9 1928. . . 28: 197
Licciardi Antonio of Tindaro and Rosa Nov 19 1929. . . 29: 135
Licciardi Francesco C of Tindaro and Rosa June 21 1922. . . 25: 262
Licciardi Giuseppa M of Antonio and Benedetta July 10 1930. . 29: 236
Licciardi Giuseppe of Tindaro and Rosa June 29 1924. . . 26: 271
Licciardi Maria of Giovanbattisto and Filomena May 23 1921. . 25: 61
Licciardi Rosaria of Tindaro and Rosa Apr 23 1926. . . 27: 223
Licciardi Teresa of Tindaro and Rosa Dec 29 1927. . . 28: 161
Licht Aaron L of Hyman and Fannie July 29 1921. . . 25: 96
Lichtenstein Caroline of Samuel and Dorothy Feb 2 1928. . . 28: 327
Licker Flora of Morris and Helen Sept 4 1925. . . 27: 119
Licker Morton of Simon and Sarah E June 3 1922. . . 25: 255
Liddle Alfred H of Alfred H and Mabel B May 28 1924. . . 26: 364
Liddle Helen M of Alfred H and Mabel B Jan 23 1922. . . 25: 186
Lieberman George A of Henry and Gilda Dec 24 1928. . . 28: 322
Liebeman James (twin) of Abraham and Ethel Jan 29 1922. . 25: 189
Liebeman Ruth of Benjamin and Ida Oct 18 1927. . . 28: 131
Lieberman Theodore F (twin) of Abraham and Ethel Jan 29 1922. . . 25: 189

Liebovitz Theodore of Abraham and Mary Mar 4 1921. . . 25: 27
Liebrich Robert E of George A and Lillian A M Oct 16 1925. . . 27: 137
Liebrich William C of William C and Edith P June 9 1923. . . 26: 77
Liedel Marion L of Ralph and Stella June 3 1924. . . B-I: 68
Lifrieri Fannie of Joseph and Margaret May 27 1925. . . 27: 70
Lifschitz John of Maurice S and Bertha Dec 8 1921. . . 25: 164
Lifftman Naomi A of Irving and Rose Sept 17 1926. . . 27: 293
Lightbown Frederick L of William and Eliza Oct 8 1926. . . 27: 303
Lightbown Lillian A of William and Eliza Sept 8 1922. . . 25: 301
BIRTHS

Lightman Beverly R of Hyman and Etta Aug 18 1925......... 27: 111
Lightman Selma of Hyman and Etta Sept 30 1923........... 26: 134
Lightowler Malcolm U of Herbert U and Carrie H Sept 15
1929. ............................................................... 29: 110
Ligouri Frederick A of Irma F Sept 3 1924.................. 26: 365
Lilholt Horace E of Horace E and Anna May 16 1928........ 28: 225
Liljendahl Gladys A of Swen and Astrid E Mar 14 1921.... 25: 31
Lilley Daniel J of William H and Helen J Apr 14 1925..... 27: 50
Lilley Myrtle I of William H and Helen J May 6 1922..... 25: 241
Lillibridge Doris L of Frank T and Evelyn Sept 17 1923... 26: 128
Lillibridge Gladys E of Charles L and Ruth E July 10 1929... 29: 81
Lillibridge Jean L of Burton and Pearl June 30 1925..... 27: 86
Lillibridge Phillips of Jesse W S and Eva Mar 8 1922...... 25: 211
Lillibridge ——s of Charles L and Ruth E July 18 1930..... 29: 239
Lillie Robert E of Samuel M and Mary Mar 4 1930......... 29: 182
Lillo Carmina A of Angelo and Maria A Apr 27 1921....... 25: 49
Lillo Elisontina of Angelo and Maria A Jan 28 1927........ 28: 11
Lillo Luigi N of Francesco and Sanitella Sept 3 1923........ 26: 122
Lima Adelina of Jose A and Adelina Apr 5 1926............. 27: 216
Lima Dorothy A of Daniel A and Maria E June 16 1924...... 26: 265
Lima Ernesto of Jose V and Maria B Sept 16 1925.......... 27: 124
Lima Eunice D (c) of Joao S and Joaquina M Aug 10 1925.... 27: 108
Lima Francesca (c) of Manuel and Virginia Mar 9 1925..... 27: 32
Lima Francisco of Frank J and Sarah Apr 3 1921........... 25: 40
Lima Frank C of Francisco and Rosa P Apr 19 1924......... 26: 234
Lima George of Manuel C and Olinda July 11 1924.......... 26: 279
Lima Gilbert of Manuel and Teresa June 16 1924........... 26: 265
Lima Hermelinda of Antone and Francisca Oct 6 1923....... 26: 139
Lima Irene A of Daniel A and Maria E Aug 21 1925......... 27: 112
Lima Joao (c) of Joao S and Joaquina M Sept 12 1923....... 26: 125
Lima Joao of Jose V and Maria B Oct 16 1929.............. 29: 122
Lima Jose of Daniel and Maria E Apr 17 1924.............. 25: 45
Lima Jose of Jose V and Maria B Mar 20 1924.............. 26: 219
Lima Jose A of Jose A and Adelina Mar 25 1922............ 25: 218
Lima Josephine V (c) of Manuel and Virginia L Apr 25 1923.. 26: 56
Lima Julia M (c) of Antone and Maria Oct 1 1927.......... 28: 124
Lima Lordes A of Jose S and Adelina Oct 2 1924........... 26: 322
Lima Luisa (c) of Mary Apr 5 1923......................... 26: 48
Lima Luisa F (c) of Manuel and Virginia L Aug 24 1926..... 27: 282
Lima Maddalena of Frank J and Sarah Aug 17 1922........... 25: 289
Lima Manuel of Jose V and Maria B Mar 31 1922............ 25: 221
Lima Maria (c) of Joao and Joaquina Mar 25 1927........... 28: 36
Lima Maria A of Daniel A and Maria E Sept 8 1922......... 25: 301
Lima Mary O (c) of Jose C and Anna M Dec 2 1927........... 28: 151
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Lima Paulina S (c) of Joao S and Joaquina M June 2 1922...25:254
Lima Sidney (c) of Joao S and Joaquina M June 18 1928...28:240
Lima —— d of Manuel and Nora Aug 10 1921.................25:115
Limb Irene M of Charles A and Irene C Jan 17 1922...25:184
Limer Harry of Fred and Rebecca Mar 3 1923.............26:31
Limer Ruth of Fred and Rebecca May 12 1925.............27:64
Limerick Edward of John and Nellie E May 10 1922...25:242
Limoges Beverly E of Edgar L and Alberta M May 13 1929...29:56
Limoges Micheline M of Michel F and Mildred I Apr 21 1923...26:54
Limoges Ronald E of Wallace J and Lillian E Feb 8 1930...29:171
Limoges Wallace J of Wallace J and Lillian E Nov 26 1928...28:310
Lincoln Anne W of James P and Adeline Jan 15 1922...25:190
Lincoln Barbara M (c) of Harrison T and Suzanne S Nov 23
1929..........................29:137
Lincoln Frederick W of Howard W and Pearl I June 28 1925...27:85
Lincoln Howard W of Howard W and Pearl I Aug 23 1922...25:291
Lincoln John W of John X and Lillie X May 19 1930........29:213
Lincoln Kenneth R (c) of Harrison T and Suzanne Jan 6 1928...28:170
Lincoln Lillian R of John X and Lily Jan 26 1925...........27:11
Lincoln Mary J (c) of Harrison and Mary Nov 23 1921...25:156
Lincourt Gerald L of Anthony J and Rosanna July 31 1921...25:97
Lincourt Gloria L of Rodolphe and Dorris Nov 14 1927...28:142
Lincourt Jean A of Anthony J and Rosanna Mar 16 1926...27:206
Lincourt Olive R J of Anthony J and Rosana June 6 1923...26:75
Lincourt Pauline R of Anthony J and Rosanna Jan 19 1930...29:162
Lind Frank O of Frank O and Amanda E July 30 1924...26:287
Lind John H of Frank O and Amanda E Mar 4 1927...........28:27
Lind Louise J of Frank O and Amanda E Mar 19 1922........25:216
Lind Mildred E of Raymond L and Ruth E Oct 15 1928...28:293
Lindahl —— d of Harold E and Lillian V May 6 1927........28:68
Lindberg Elisabeth of Vilget A and Esther May 7 1930...29:209
Lindberg Raymond E of Charles E and Pearl R Aug 16 1921...25:106
Lindbloom Robert G of Robert A and Marjorie Jan 21 1930...29:164
Lindell Earl E of Earl D and Margaret A Feb 20 1923...26:24
Lindell Florence E of John L and Alice M Apr 7 1923...26:49
Lindemann Agnes P of Albert P and Agnes W Dec 25 1925...27:167
Lindemann Dolores M of Albert P and Agnes W Mar 16 1927...28:32
Lindemann Joan C of Albert P and Agnes W July 7 1930...29:235
Lindemann John H of Julian and Helen F Feb 12 1926...27:192
Lindemann Richard J of Julian and Helen F Mar 7 1925...27:31
Lindemann —— s of Richard J and Patrocinio May 17 1921...25:82
Linden Calvin A of Fritz G and Elsa C Dec 17 1930........29:301
Linden Elsa J of Oscar E and Christy A Aug 18 1928...28:268
Linden Elwin E of Oscar F F and Minnie W A Nov 12 1923...26:156
Linden Ilmna M of Oscar E and Christy A July 31 1929...29:90
Linden Marjorie H of Oscar E and Christy A Apr 16 1927...28:47
Linden Pauline B of Bernard W and Mary F Nov 27 1930...29:293
Linden Robert J of John A and Pauline Aug 15 1925......27:110
Linden Walter E of Bernard W and Mary F July 18 1927....28:90
Linden —— d of Oscar F F and Minnie W A Feb 27 1921...25:80
Linden —— s of Fritz G and Elsa C July 23 1929.........29:87
Lindgren Norman A of George A and Beatrice E Apr 4 1923,26:47
Lindgren Robert G of George A and Beatrice E Feb 18 1926,27:194
Lindhag —— s of Oscar E and Edith E Dec 13 1927......28:155
Lindholm Gustaf C of Axel C and Mary A Sept 17 1924....26:313
Lindner Martha of John J and Martha June 3 1923........26:74
Lindner Robert E of Robert E and Alma L Sept 23 1929...29:113
Lindquist Barbara H of Frederick A and Helen M Sept 14
1924.................................................26:365
Lindquist Barbara L of Albert W and Olga C Nov 24 1926...27:322
Lindquist Beatrice V of Carl A and Hilma M Aug 22 1923...26:114
Lindquist Carol H of Charles G and Martha B Mar 18 1923...26:37
Lindsay Jean G of James G and Margaret May 30 1927.....28:66
Lindsay William J L of Andrew and Marion D July 5 1928...28:249
Lindsjog Hope E of William A and Mabel H Aug 26 1922...25:293
Lindskog Thurstom A of William A and Mabel H Apr 18 1921...25:46
Lindsley Bradford M of Ogden R and Mildred F May 4 1925...27:60
Lindsley Louise I of Thomas E S and Vera L Nov 29 1928...28:311
Lindsley Ogden R of Ogden R and Mildred F Aug 11 1922...25:286
Lindstrom Phyllis of Harriet Oct 22 1923....................B:1:30
Lindwood Dean R of William A and Mabel H May 21 1927...28:62
Linebarger —— d of Luther E and Madeline Jan 14 1927....28:13
Linehan Anna M of William A and Anna E Sept 17 1924...26:313
Linehan Carol of James B and Rachel May 27 1928........28:229
Linehan Evelyn T of William A and Anna E Oct 26 1929...29:126
Linehan Helen E of William A and Anna E Mar 2 1923......26:30
Linehan Madaline I of William A and Anna E Feb 13 1922...25:198
Linehan Marguerite A of William A and Anna E Mar 18 1928...28:200
Linehan Rachael of James B and Rachael M July 24 1926....27:269
Linehan Virginia of John J and Lois M Aug 26 1923........26:115
Linehan William P of William A and Anna E May 11 1926...27:233
Linek Norbert J of Norbert J and Alice B June 19 1929...29:72
Linendoll John A of Henry A and Ester I July 22 1921......25:93
Linge Everett V of Everett V and Margaret A Apr 1 1926...27:215
Lingenhoelin Ellen M of Ludwig and Bertha R Feb 12 1927...28:18
Lingenhoelin Norma M of Ludwig and Bertha R Dec 15 1925...27:163
Linhares Alfredo of Jose and Conceicao J Apr 7 1930.......29:197
Linhares Anibal of Antonio F and Evangelina May 10 1925...27:63
Linhares Maria R of Antone J and Maria S Oct 30 1921.......25:145
Linhares Norbert N of Antonio F and Evangelina Mar 10 1921...25:30
Link Robert B of Robert L and Gladys M July 9 1930.........29:236
Linkiewicz Frank of Basil and Stephanie Jan 23 1922.......25:190
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Lintlop Robert of Robert and Alice Feb 10 1924 .............. 26: 201
Lintlop Irene N of Adam and Ivy B July 24 1925 .............. 27: 98
Lintlop John C of John H and Amy July 4 1922 .............. 25: 269
Lioce Armando of Gregorio and Angelina Feb 26 1922 ........ 25: 205
Lioce Edith of Giuseppe and Concetta Feb 4 1922 ........... 25: 194
Lionti Joseph of Rosario and Amalia Mar 26 1926 ............ 27: 210
Lipman Charlotte of Hyman and Rose Aug 4 1921 ............. 25: 100
Lippack Arthur S of Arthur S and Hope S June 6 1921 ....... 25: 68
Lippack Donald M of Arthur S and Hope S Jan 15 1926 ...... 27: 180
Lipphardt George W of George B and Lois I May 24 1928 .... 28: 228
Lipphardt Marjorie A of George B and Lois I Feb 6 1926 .... 27: 189
Lippitt Alexander F of Gorton T and Katharine Sept 18 1923 26: 128
Lippitt Charles W of Charles W and Frances Nov 13 1922 .... 25: 332
Lippitt Rhoda of Charles W and Frances Mar 27 1926 ......... 27: 210
Lippman Arline B of Herman and Ella L Apr 24 1922 ....... 25: 233
Lippman Margaret J of Nicholas and Catherine Apr 26 1921 25: 49
Lippman Marie T of Nicholas and Catherine Apr 29 1925 .... 27: 56
Lippold Beverly J of Herbert W and Bertha June 13 1925 .... 27: 78
Lipsy Bernstein J of David M and Lillian I May 10 1923 ... 26: 64
Lipshtitz Robert (twin) of Hyman and Bessie Sept 10 1923 ... 26: 125
Lipshtitz Sanford (twin) of Hyman and Bessie Sept 10 1923 26: 125
Lipson Beverly E of Reuben and Rachel June 1 1922 ......... 25: 254
Lipson Edward H of Louis and Bessie July 7 1921 .......... 25: 87
Lipson Janet M of Louis and Bessie May 26 1930 .......... 29: 216
Lipson John B of George and Mary I Jan 27 1930 .......... 29: 309
Lipson Robert L of Reuben and Rachel Aug 21 1928 ......... 28: 269
Lipson Selma E of Samuel and Ethel J Nov 19 1926 ......... 27: 320
Liquori Caterina P of Carmine and Francesca Nov 24 1923 ... 26: 161
Liquori Veturia M of Ruggiero and Clelia Oct 2 1921 ... 26: 322
Lisa Angelina of Giovanni and Rosa Apr 27 1923 ............ 26: 56
Lisa Angelo of Vincenzo and Maria A June 20 1925 .......... 27: 81
Lisa Anna F of Vincenzo and Maria A July 2 1927 .......... 28: 83
Lisa Assunta of Vincenzo and Maria A Mar 5 1930 .......... 29: 182
Lisa Assunta M of Salvatore and Clementina Aug 14 1921 ... 25: 105
Lisa Domenico of Giovanni and Rosa Oct 26 1924 .......... 26: 333
Lisa Filomena of Salvatore and Clementina Mar 12 1926 ... 27: 204
Lisa Grimoaldo of Vincenzo and Maria A Sept 25 1923 .... 26: 131
Lisa Maria C of Giovanni and Rosa Dec 6 1928 .......... 28: 315
Lisa Vincenzo of Antonio and Annamaria Nov 18 1925 .... 27: 151
Lischio Erasmo of Erasmo and Angela Sept 19 1926 .......... 27: 294
Lischio Maria P of Erasmo and Angela Mar 10 1923 .......... 26: 34
Lischio Michele of Erasmo and Angela June 30 1928 .... 28: 245
Lischio Paolo of Erasmo and Angela Jan 3 1925 .......... 27: 2
Lischio Raffaele of Erasmo and Angela Sept 6 1921 .... 25: 118
Lischio Rita of Erasmo and Angela Feb 21 1930 .......... 29: 176
Liscio Clara of Raffaele and Maria Mar 20 1927.................28: 34
Lise Domenico of Salvatore and Clementina July 2 1923........26: 88
Lisi Alfredo of Tomaso and Ursula July 10 1921...............25: 38
Lisi Amelia of Giovanni and Vincenza Apr 29 1925............27: 52
Lisi Anthony T of Antonio and Teresa Jan 28 1923.............26: 12
Lisi Antonio of Luigi and Maria Oct 19 1925....................27: 138
Lisi Arthur W of Vincenzo and Lena Mar 18 1930.................29: 188
Lisi Elizabeth of Pasco and Rose A June 16 1922.................25: 260
Lisi Ernest of Vincenzo and Lena Feb 14 1928...................28: 186
Lisi Evelina of Luigi and Maria June 1 1930......................29: 220
Lisi Filomena of Giovanni and Vincenza Sept 15 1922...........25: 363
Lisi Florence L of Vincenzo and Lena Jan 23 1922..............25: 186
Lisi Giovanni V of Giovanni and Vincenza Dec 31 1926...........27: 336
Lisi Giuseppe of Pasco and Rose A Aug 19 1923..................26: 112
Lisi Giuseppe T of Giuseppe and Pasqualina Jan 17 1924........26: 189
Lisi Gloria A of Rinaldo and Virginia Dec 22 1925.............27: 166
Lisi Guglielmo E of Giuseppe and Pasqualina Jan 1 1925........27: 1
Lisi Guglielmo E of Giuseppe and Pasqualina Apr 23 1926........27: 223
Lisi Guirino of Pasquale and Maria Jan 2 1923....................26: 1
Lisi Maddalena E of Antonio and Teresa Feb 7 1921..............25: 15
Lisi Marguerite A of Philip and Marguerite Aug 9 1925........27: 107
Lisi Maria V of Pasquale and Maria July 2 1921..................25: 85
Lisi Pasquale of Pasquale and Rosanna Apr 14 1926..............27: 220
Lisi Raffaele R of Rinaldo and Virginia Feb 27 1922............25: 205
Lisi Savina of Luigi and Maria Oct 30 1921......................25: 145
Lisi Teresa E of Antonio and Teresa Oct 15 1928.................28: 293
Lisi Tomaso of Tomaso and Lucia V July 15 1929.................29: 83
Lisi Umberto L of Giovanni and Vincenza July 9 1929...........29: 81
Lisi Virginia M of Rinaldo and Virginia Mar 10 1924..........26: 215
Lisi — s of Pasquale and Rosanna Oct 3 1927......................28: 125
Lisi — s of Rinaldo and Virginia Oct 24 1928....................28: 300
Lisi — d of Rinaldo and Virginia May 9 1930.....................29: 219
Lisker Eleanor V of Arnold and Viola Sept 9 1930..............29: 262
Liso Antonio B of Bennardo and Maddalena July 23 1924........26: 284
Liso Bernardo of Bernardo and Maddalena Apr 16 1927............28: 47
List Gilbert of Percy and Hilda Jan 1 1928.....................28: 168
Lister Alfred H of Harvey W and Thelma E June 22 1930........29: 228
Lister Frances M of William and Lillian Oct 15 1926..........27: 305
Lister Gloria of Harold and Margaret M May 8 1924.............26: 245
Lister Harriet of John J and Harriett Jan 26 1926..............27: 184
Lister Mildred S of Richard and Alice June 20 1926.............27: 252
Lister Minnie E of Richard and Alice June 16 1928..............28: 239
Lister Philip I of Benjamin F and Annie Feb 23 1922............25: 263
Lister William R of William F and Lillian Oct 16 1927........28: 130
Lisy Alexander of Alexander and Veronica K Aug 26 1922.......25: 293
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Lisy Barbara C of Alexander and Veronica K July 31 1929. ...29: 90
Litchfield Robert B of Ernest I and Ethel A Feb 6 1929. ...29: 17
Litchfield Henry M of David and May Aug 23 1929. ...29: 100
Lithgoe John C of James H and Isabel V May 7 1927. ...28: 57
Litterio Francesco A of Giovanni and Maria S Mar 18 1925. ...27: 36
Litterio Ugo M of Ernesto and Peppina Jan 15 1922. ...25: 183
Littieri Maria of Luigi and Costanza Apr 21 1921. ...25: 47
Littieri Raffaele of Luigi and Costanza May 15 1926. ...27: 234
Little Allan M of Allan V and Ann M Apr 29 1929. ...29: 49
Little Dorothy of James and Evangeline V Feb 10 1921. ...26: 201
Little Edward T of Doris E Sept 9 1929. ...29: 107
Little Elizabeth A of William C and Elizabeth A Aug 27 1930. ...29: 255
Little Eugene T of Thomas H and Augusta A Nov 13 1925. ...27: 150
Little Francis E of Francis E and Mary A May 19 1926. ...27: 236
Little Gertrude A of William and Ardella G Oct 23 1926. ...27: 308
Little Joan C of Elizabeth A May 30 1930. ...29: 218
Little John E of LeRoy A and Albina R July 22 1926. ...27: 268
Little John W of John W and Mary June 1 1923. ...26: 74
Little Joseph T of Francis E and Mary A June 11 1927. ...28: 72
Little Kathryin I of Norman B and Estera Mar 13 1922. ...25: 213
Little Martha of John W and Mary H Feb 27 1929. ...29: 25
Little Mary A of James and Evangeline Oct 3 1922. ...25: 313
Little Mary A of Francis E and Mary A Oct 4 1929. ...29: 118
Little Mary L of William C and Ardella G May 5 1924. ...26: 244
Little Peter K of Arthur F and Edith C Mar 15 1927. ...28: 32
Little Robert C of Charles R and Winifred M Nov 3 1924. ...26: 336
Little Robert K of John W and Mary Dec 29 1924. ...26: 360
Little Virginia G of William and Ardella G Oct 3 1921. ...25: 133
Little Walter E of James and Evangeline V Feb 26 1926. ...27: 198
Little Walter F of William C and Elizabeth Feb 25 1928. ...28: 190
Little Willbur J of Joseph and Bertha M Apr 19 1930. ...29: 201
Little William C of William C and Elizabeth Apr 17 1929. ...29: 45
Little William F of Thomas H and Augusta A Feb 10 1929. ...29: 18
Little William J of Leroy A and Albinna R Apr 12 1928. ...28: 212
Littlefield Charles P of Frank B and Margaret E Mar 8 1930. ...29: 184
Littlefield Charles S of Alden L and Mary Dec 1 1922. ...25: 340
Littlefield David B of James B and Maybelle G Aug 23 1921. ...25: 113
Littlefield Dorothy of Edward E and Elizabeth M Nov 12 1921. ...25: 152
Littlefield Dorothy M of Edward and Mae Mar 25 1929. ...29: 35
Littlefield Frances K of James B and Maybelle G Aug 6 1923. ...26: 107
Littlefield Gertrude D of Ezra M and Gladys Mar 8 1921. ...25: 29
Littlefield Gilbert G of Arlon and Nettie L July 15 1922. ...25: 273
Littlefield Ivory of Ivy and May R Dec 25 1924. ...26: 358
Littlefield John W of Ivory and Mary R Dec 3 1925. ...27: 158
Littlefield Lois X of William C and Caroline Sept 7 1921. ...25: 119
Littlefield Richard B of James B and Maybelle G June 1 1926. ...27: 244
Littlefield Richmond G of Alden L and Mary Feb 2 1928... 28: 181
Littlefield Russell C of Russell W and Katherine L Aug 26
1921. .................................................. 25: 111
Littlefield Russell J of Russell W and Katherine L Nov 29
1922. .................................................. 25: 337
Littlefield Shirley I of William C and Caroline July 2 1925... 27: 88
Littlefield William of Russell W and Katherine L Apr 5 1924. 26: 228
Littleton Dorothy of James A and Mary C May 28 1921... 25: 63
Littleton Mary R of William F and Sarah A Sept 5 1926... 27: 288
Litwin Abraham of Joseph and Fanny Aug 16 1923... 26: 111
Litwin Paul D of Joseph and Fanny Apr 28 1922... 25: 235
Livesey Alice M of Everett G and Loyola M Dec 22 1924... 26: 357
Livesey Austin G of Austin G and Mildred A June 16 1930... 29: 226
Livesey Austin H of William J and Doris Sept 11 1929... 29: 108
Livesey Ella B of Everett G and Loyola M July 10 1930... 29: 236
Livesey Loyola M of Everett G and Loyola M Nov 29 1926. 27: 324
Livesley Jessie E (twin) of Samuel B and Jessie July 25 1926. 27: 269
Livesley Samuel A (twin) of Samuel B and Jessie July 25
1926. .................................................. 27: 269
Livingston — d of Albert and Susan Apr 11 1930... 29: 206
Livingston Charles W of Charles W and Christine Mar 9
1925. .................................................. 27: 32
Livingstone Helen M of Hugh D F and Helen S May 22 1921. 25: 60
Livingstone John A of Charles W and Christine June 7 1927. 28: 71
Livingstone Violet D of Fred T and Margaret May 23 1930... 29: 215
Livoy Antone S (c) of Antone S and Matilda June 16 1930... 29: 226
Livoy Marion S (c) of Antone S and Matilda Mar 23 1929... 29: 35
Lizotte Blanche O of Wilfrid and Florida Nov 12 1930... 29: 287
Lizotte Edward of Edward and Florence Apr 4 1927... 28: 42
Lizotte Eileen M of Edward and Florence June 19 1928... 28: 241
Lizotte Gertrude R of William C and Christina June 24 1927. 28: 78
Lizotte Gladys P of Mary A Nov 21 1924... 26: 344
Lizotte Marie D of Alfred and Alice M Dec 6 1929... 29: 143
Lizotte Roland H of Warren F and Lucy Apr 9 1926... 27: 218
Lizotte William V of Edward and Florence Oct 4 1929... 29: 118
Lizotte Norman G of William C and Christina Mar 14 1923. 26: 36
Lloyd Evelyn of William W and Ellen T June 6 1925... 27: 76
Lloyd Evelyn O of George and Olga Feb 7 1929... 29: 17
Lloyd Harold E of William W and Ellen T Jan 1 1924... 26: 183
Lloyd Helen A of George and Olga Apr 3 1930... 29: 196
Lloyd Jane M of Walter C and Mary R Sept 26 1929... 29: 114
Lloyd Kenneth F (c) of George and Ethel L Nov 8 1922... 25: 330
Lloyd Nathaniel (c) of George and Ethel L Sept 23 1921... 25: 131
Lloyd Shirley M of Thomas F and Anna M Apr 22 1930... 29: 202
Lloyd — d of Thomas F and Ellen T July 25 1922... 25: 281
Lloyd — (c) s of George and Ethel L Feb 15 1925... 27: 28
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Lloyd — d of Howard and Pearl Nov 3 1930 29: 295
Luanian Alexander of Hovhaness and Araksi Sept 23 1925 27: 127
Luanian Anaht of Hovhaness and Araksi June 22 1922 25: 263
Lobel Abe B of Morris and Anna Apr 4 1922 25: 225
Lobel Jerome S of Morris and Anna Jan 16 1928 28: 173
Lobello Alberto of Antonio and Margherita Aug 11 1923 26: 109
Lobello Concetta of Antonio and Margherita Dec 27 1925 27: 168
Lobello Giovanni of Giovanni and Giovannina Apr 23 1922 25: 233
Lobello Lottie F of Angelo and Maria Aug 7 1928 28: 263
Lobello Thomas of Tomaso and Rosina Aug 4 1926 27: 274
Loberto Antonio of Antonio and Filomena Jan 1 1928 28: 168
Loberto Paolo G of Antonio and Filomena Feb 22 1926 27: 196
LoBianco Providenza L of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Dec 13 1926 27: 330
LoBianco Salvatore of Giuseppe and Giuseppina June 26 1921 26: 272
LoBianco Vincenzo of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Apr 8 1930 29: 197
LoBish — d of Godell and Annie Mar 28 1926 27: 214
Lock Beatrice of David and Eva Dec 7 1921 25: 164
Lock Betty I of Perley and Glenn Apr 5 1928 28: 209
Locke Frank E of Frank E and Pauline F Nov 17 1923 26: 158
Locke Margaret of Harold A and Lillian A Jan 6 1923 26: 3
Locke Norma F of Athur L and Bertha E Nov 24 1926 27: 322
Locke — d of Harold A and Lillian A Sept 8 1924 26: 309
Lockett Paul R of James and May M June 8 1930 29: 223
Lockwood Alice C of Joseph W and Madeline Oct 8 1926 27: 303
Lockwood Calvin J of Charles T and Mary H Aug 25 1921 25: 110
Lockwood Harry B of Harry B and Anna L Mar 18 1927 28: 33
Lockwood Phila E of Irving H and Blanche Aug 9 1924 26: 294
Lockwood Virginia L of William E and Ethel A Oct 15 1927 28: 130
Lodge Joseph T of Joseph T and Marion Aug 28 1925 27: 115
Lodge Thomas of Joseph T and Marion Feb 13 1927 28: 19
Loelher Barbara M of David and Betty May 4 1925 27: 60
Loffredo Anna F of Antimo and Anna Mar 2 1924 26: 212
Loffredo Antonetta of Francesco and Pietrina June 12 1927 28: 73
Loffredo Arturo of Antonio and Concetta Nov 17 1926 27: 319
Loffredo Camilluccia of Atilio and Maria L May 2 1922 25: 239
Loffredo Carmela G of Antonio and Clementina July 10 1926 27: 263
Loffredo Carolina L of Antonio and Clementina June 21 1922 25: 262
Loffredo Domenico of Antonio and Clementina July 30 1924 26: 287
Loffredo Edmondo E of Antimo and Anna Jan 10 1927 28: 4
Loffredo Filomena of Francesco and Pietrina Mar 9 1921 25: 29
Loffredo Gloria G of Girolamo and Maria May 26 1925 27: 69
Loffredo Gloria R of Antimo and Anna Mar 22 1922 25: 217
Loffredo Helen E of Antonio and Clementina June 8 1928 28: 236
Loffredo Paolina of Giroliano and Maria Apr 22 1923. 26: 54
Loffredo Raymond A (twin) of Antimo and Anna May 19 1925. 27: 66
Loffredo Rudolph A (twin) of Antimo and Anna May 19 1925. 27: 66
Loffredo Umberto N of Attilio and Maria L Mar 1 1927. 28: 26
Loffredo — d of Francesco and Petrina Feb 23 1925. 27: 28
Loffredo — d of Antimo and Anna June 30 1929. 29: 76
Loffredo Alberto of Francesco and Pietrina Dec 17 1922. 25: 346
Lofgren George M of Harry and Eliza D June 5 1922. 25: 256
Lofgren Virginia C of Harry O and Kathleen Aug 22 1925. 27: 112
Lofthouse Jane E of Eda M Sept 28 1924. 26: 318
Loftus Elizabeth of Martin J and Elizabeth Aug 25 1924. 26: 300
Loftus Joseph of Martin J and Elizabeth Nov 23 1928. 28: 309
Logan Beverly A of Earl P and Esther L Aug 9 1928. 28: 264
Logan Carol J of Leo and Sarah F Apr 15 1924. 26: 232
Logan Clarence S of Clarence G and Susie July 23 1921. 25: 94
Logan Doris M of Earl P and Esther L Jan 24 1924. 26: 192
Logan Dorothy P of Raymond J and Florence M Mar 14 1929. 29: 31
Logan Elizabeth S of Harry T and Mary L July 3 1922. 25: 269
Logan Florence M of Raymond J and Florence M Apr 27 1921. 25: 49
Logan Frances A of John A and Nellie Aug 2 1921. 25: 100
Logan Frederick L (c) of Lena N Apr 6 1926. 27: 216
Logan George E of Raymond J and Florence M Aug 5 1923. 26: 106
Logan John P of John P and Helen V June 21 1925. 27: 81
Logan John T of Harry T and Mary L Jan 28 1926. 27: 185
Logan Marjorie C of Alfred W and Martha M June 8 1926. 27: 247
Logan Martha E (c) of Paul A L and Christina M Oct 5 1927. 28: 126
Logan Mary A of James P and Mary V Oct 17 1929. 29: 123
Logan Mildred I of Raymond J and Florence M Feb 8 1926. 27: 190
Logan Olive (c) of Paul A L and Christina M Dec 12 1928. 28: 318
Logan Raymond J of Raymond J and Florence M May 17 1922. 25: 245
Logan Virginia F of Alfred W and Martha M Apr 9 1924. 26: 230
Logan — d of Thomas J and Anna M June 27 1923. 26: 87
Loignon Charles A of Charles A and Clara L Feb 11 1926. 27: 191
Loignon Joseph A of Beatrice June 13 1930. 29: 224
Loignon Joseph A R of Omer F and Marie L C June 27 1930. 29: 230
Loignon Marie T of Omer F and Marie L C Oct 13 1927. 28: 129
Loiselle Alice M of Arthur P and Amelia M May 27 1928. 28: 229
Loiselle Anna L of Walter A and Anna L Nov 11 1925. 27: 149
Loiselle Arthur H of Arthur N and Clarissa M Apr 1 1923. 26: 46
Loiselle Donald A of Arthur N and Clarissa M Oct 5 1930. 29: 273
Loiselle Dorothy A of Arthur N and Clarissa M July 27 1929. 29: 88
Loiselle George A of Arthur C and Amelia M Apr 20 1930. 29: 201
Loiselle Harold A of Arthur N and Clarissa M Dec 15 1921. 25: 168

BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Lombardi Joseph A of Arthur N and Clarissa M July 2 1924... 26: 275
Lombardi Lydia F of Walter A and Anna L Apr 19 1923... 26: 53
Lombardi Mildred H of Arthur N and Clarissa M Nov 29 1925... 27: 155
Lojko Mathew A of Adam and Mary June 9 1929... 29: 68
Lolio Agnes M of Ernest and Hope V May 17 1928... 28: 226
Lolio Elsie M of Fidele and Maria June 29 1924... 26: 271
Lolio Grace E of Ernest and Hope V Sept 10 1929... 29: 108
Lolio Lena A of Ernest and Hope V Apr 30 1923... 26: 58
Lolio Lillian M of Ernest and Hope V Nov 2 1925... 27: 145
Lolio Pietro of Pietro and Sabatina Jan 2 1923... 26: 1
Lolio Virginia R of Joseph and Marion Aug 7 1930... 29: 248
Lolli Carolina of Raffaele and Carmela June 21 1925... 27: 81
Lomartire Giovanni of Michele and Emilia Sept 16 1921... 25: 123
Lomas Donald R of James F and Dorothy G July 31 1926... 27: 271
Lomas Elizabeth J of James F and Dorothy G Feb 24 1928... 28: 190
Lomas Estelle R of William H and Inez M B C Mar 14 1924... 26: 217
Lomas George G of George G and Ruth July 13 1925... 27: 93
Lomas Holmes of George G and Ruth Mar 9 1930... 29: 184
Lomas Nathaniel D of George B and Marjorie P Feb 19 1930... 29: 399
Lomas Robert J of James F and Dorothy G Feb 7 1924... 26: 200

N

Lomastro Anna D of Domenico and Giulietta Aug 5 1929... 29: 93
Lomastro Carmela E of Pasquale and Elisabetta May 15 1925... 27: 64
Lomastro Domenico G of Domenico and Giulietta Sept 7 1925... 27: 120
Lomastro Francesco C of Giuseppe and Maria July 3 1926... 27: 260
Lomastro Gemma of Giuseppe and Giovanna Mar 22 1923... 26: 38
Lomastro Giovanna of Giuseppe and Maria Aug 31 1923... 26: 117
Lomastro Luigi D of Pasquale and Elisabetta Oct 14 1928... 28: 293
Lomastro Pasquale of Pasquale and Elisabetta July 6 1923... 26: 90
Lomastro — of Giuseppe and Giovanna Apr 4 1922... 25: 225
Lomattere John P of Salvatore and Mildred Sept 11 1930... 29: 262
Lomba Barbara E (c) (twin) of Charlotte Dec 6 1927... 28: 153
Lomba Domingo (c) of Mary Oct 29 1922... 25: 324
Lomba Ella J (c) of Manuel and Pearl L Feb 27 1926... 27: 197
Lomba Evelyn P (c) (twin) of Charlotte Dec 6 1927... 28: 153
Lomba Frank H (c) of Manuel and Pearl L June 11 1928... 28: 237
Lomba — (c) d of Jose and Mary G Feb 3 1924... 26: 211
Lombard Edith W of Arthur W and Mary E Sept 18 1923... 26: 128
Lombardi Alberto D of Carmine and Elisabetta Feb 6 1921... 25: 15
Lombardi Alessandro of Alessandro and Francesca Oct 31
1929... 29: 127
Lombardi Anacleto of Salvatore and Caterina July 12 1923... 26: 92
Lombardi Aniele of Pasquale and Carmela July 4 1923... 26: 89
Lombardi Anna of Vincenzo and Lucia Mar 15 1925... 27: 34
Lombardi Anna of Domenico and Emelia July 26 1925... 27: 99
Lombardi Anna F of Antonio M and Cora Jan 12 1930... 29: 160
Lombardi Anna H of Charles A and Anna Apr 16 1930... 29: 200
Lombardi Anna M A of Valentino and Maria Feb 2 1929. ... 29: 15
Lombardi Annita O of Carmine and Elisabetta Aug 8 1922... 25: 284
Lombardi Annunziata of Sossio and Carmela Aug 30 1921... 25: 112
Lombardi Annunziata A of Domenico and Emelia Oct 9 1923... 26: 140
Lombardi Antonio of Salvatore and Caterina Nov 27 1921... 25: 158
Lombardi Buonaventuro F of Costantino and Giovannina

Apr 16 1926................................................. 27: 220
Lombardi Charles A of Charles A and Anna Sept 27 1928... 28: 285
Lombardi Domenico of Giuseppe and Cristina July 2 1924... 26: 275
Lombardi Edward M of James J and Adele B June 16 1930... 29: 226
Lombardi Elena of Ludovico and Elena Mar 21 1923........... 26: 38
Lombardi Elena of Vincenzo and Olimpia May 26 1924....... 26: 253
Lombardi Emilia of Ludovico and Giovanna Dec 19 1921.... 25: 169
Lombardi Emilio of Giovanni and Innocenza Aug 22 1921... 25: 109
Lombardi Filomena of Giuseppe and Cristina Dec 4 1927.... 28: 152
Lombardi Francesco of Salvatore and Teresa Oct 30 1921... 25: 145
Lombardi Francesco of Salvatore and Teresa Jan 18 1924.... 26: 189
Lombardi Francis M of Harris and Helen Sept 27 1928...... 28: 285
Lombardi Giuseppina A of Salvatore and Giovannina M Aug

15 1928 .................................................... 28: 266
Lombardi Guido of Ludovico and Giovanna Sept 24 1925... 27: 127
Lombardi James J of James J and Adele B May 9 1928..... 28: 223
Lombardi Lola of Giuseppe and Maria S June 10 1927...... 28: 72
Lombardi Luisa (twin) of Vincenzo and Lucia May 26 1928... 28: 229
Lombardi Maria D of Salvatore and Caterina Dec 3 1925... 27: 158
Lombardi Maria G of Pasquale and Carmela May 24 1922... 25: 248
Lombardi Matteo of Giuseppe and Filomena Feb 15 1921.... 25: 19
Lombardi Michele of Raffaele and Angelina Jan 24 1924.... 26: 192
Lombardi Nicola of Valentino and Maria Apr 8 1922........ 25: 227
Lombardi Olga M of Domenico and Emelia Mar 1 1928....... 28: 194
Lombardi Paolo of Valentino and Maria Dec 27 1923....... 26: 175
Lombardi Peter of Pietro and Anna Oct 1 1928.............. 28: 288
Lombardi Raffaele of Vincenzo and Lucia July 17 1923..... 26: 94
Lombardi Raffaele G of Raffaele and Vincenzina Nov 29 1923... 26: 163
Lombardi Raffaela (twin) of Vincenzo and Lucia May 26

1928 ...................................................... 28: 229
Lombardi Rodolfo R of Ferdinando and Gilda Feb 18 1927... 28: 21
Lombardi Rosina A of Carmine and Elisabetta Mar 5 1925... 27: 31
Lombardi Salvatore R of Salvatore and Giovannina M Sept

1 1930 .................................................... 29: 259
Lombardi Thelma D of Raffaele and Elisabetta Dec 1 1930... 29: 296
Lombardi —— d of Pietro and Anna Dec 27 1925.............. 27: 171
Lombardi —— s of Salvatore and Maria June 1 1927......... 28: 69
Lombardi —— s of Salvatore and Teresa June 17 1929...... 29: 77
Lombardo Alfredo of Carmine and Concetta Feb 19 1930..... 29: 175
Lombardo Alice C of Angelo and Immacolata May 3 1922... 25: 239
Lombardo Angelo of Angelo and Immacolata July 18 1928. 28: 254
Lombardo Antonio P of Antonio and Adeline Mar 23 1930... 29: 190
Lombardo Benjamin L of Bernardino and Caterina Mar 24
1928. ............................................ 28: 203
Lombardo Eduardo of Antonio and Pasquale Apr 29 1922... 25: 235
Lombardo Edward E of Francesco and Concetta V Mar 20
1925. ............................................ 27: 37
Lombardo Francesco of Carmine and Concetta July 24 1928.. 28: 256
Lombardo Francesco A of Benjamin A and Jeanette Apr 26
1929. ............................................ 29: 48
Lombardo Francesco P (twin) of Francesco and Concetta
June 26 1923..................................... 26: 83
Lombardo Giuseppe A of Antonio and Angelina Dec 30 1921.. 25: 173
Lombardo Giuseppe C of Carmine and Concetta Jan 11 1927.. 28: 4
Lombardo Grazia L of Leonardo and Francisca G Nov 20
1923. ............................................ 26: 159
Lombardo Gregorio A of Leonardo and Francisca G Mar 12
1927. ............................................ 28: 30
Lombardo Immacolata M of Antonio and Adeline Jan 3 1928.. 28: 169
Lombardo James J of James and Carmella Jan 7 1926.... 27: 177
Lombardo Lucia M of Vincenzo and Olimpia Dec 13 1928.... 28: 318
Lombardo Luigi of Angelo and Immacolata Sept 26 1925.... 27: 128
Lombardo Lydia (twin) of Francesco and Concetta June 26
1923............................................ 26: 83
Lombardo Margherita C of Joseph and Elsie C Nov 26 1928.. 28: 310
Lombardo Rachela of Bernardino and Caterina June 28 1922... 25: 265
Lombardo Rachela M of Bernardino and Caterina Oct 1 1929.. 29: 117
Lombardo Raymond B of Benjamin A and Jeanette May 20
1930. ............................................ 29: 214
Lombardo Virginia of Francesco and Concetta Apr 6 1927... 28: 43
Lombari Leonora V of Pasquale and Giovannina Dec 26 1929.. 29: 151
Lombari Nicola A of Pasquale and Giovannina June 11 1927... 28: 72
Lombari Salvatore of Salvatore and Liberina June 2 1921... 25: 66
Lombari Salvatore of Domenico and Lucia Oct 5 1925.... 27: 133
Lombari Teresina of Domenico and Lucia Nov 20 1921... 25: 155
Lombresa Anna R of Antonio and Rosina July 12 1929... 29: 82
Lombresa Brígida of Antonio and Rosina Jan 29 1922... 25: 189
Lombredi Maria A of Giuseppe and Francesca Dec 14 1921.... 25: 167
Lomotowski Irene of Alkszander P and Rozalija Feb 1 1928... 28: 181
Lonardo Alberto of Serafino and Palmarosa May 22 1922... 25: 247
Lonardo Albert P of Angelo and Eva Oct 8 1929... 29: 119
Lonardo Angelo G of Alessandro and Anna M Apr 21 1930... 29: 202
Lonardo Anna of Pasquale and Carmela Apr 6 1929... 29: 41
Lonardo Antonietta of Domenico and Filomena Mar 23 1924... 26: 221
Lonardo Antonio of Domenico and Filomena Jan 12 1921... 27: 5
Lonardo Antonio T of Domenico and Filomena Nov 26 1922... 25: 336
Lonardo Armando of Vincenzo and Irene Sept 22 1922......25: 306
Lonardo Assunta M of Luigi and Carmela July 2 1921......25: 85
Lonardo Dolly P A of Serafino and Palmarosa Dec 4 1927......28: 152
Lonardo Dolores of William G and Frances Sept 29 1928......28: 286
Lonardo Domenico T of Domenico T and Filomena Oct 27

1926 ..............................................................27: 310
Lonardo Doris M of Angelo and Eva Oct 2 1921.............25: 132
Lonardo Eduardo R A of Serafino and Palmarosa Mar 1 1929......29: 27
Lonardo Esta V of Pasquale and Carmela Feb 16 1922........25: 200
Lonardo Gilda A of Silvestro C and Ida Dec 6 1923........26: 167
Lonardo Giuseppina E of Emilio and Margherita A July 28

1928 ..............................................................28: 257
Lonardo Grace L of Angelo and Eva Dec 15 1930.............29: 300
Lonardo Graziella N C of Serafino and Palmarosa Dec 6 1923......26: 167
Lonardo Hilda V of Pasquale and Innocenza Sept 4 1926......27: 288
Lonardo Josephine of William G and Frances June 15 1927......28: 71
Lonardo Luigi A of Luigi and Carmela Apr 20 1923..........26: 53
Lonardo Margherita of Emilio and Margherita A Oct 30 1930......29: 281
Lonardo Maria A of Emilio and Margherita A June 7 1927......28: 71
Lonardo Maria A of Vincenzo and Fortuna July 21 1928......28: 235
Lonardo Maria A A of Silvestro C and Ida Dec 31 1930........29: 307
Lonardo Michele D of Serafino and Palmarosa Aug 18 1925......27: 111
Lonardo Paolo F of Domenico and Filomena Apr 5 1925......27: 47
Lonardo Pasqualino C of Pasquale and Carmela Jan 1 1925......27: 1
Lonardo Raffaela of Emilio and Margherita Apr 13 1923......26: 51
Lonardo Robert E of Domenico and Filomena Feb 28 1929......29: 29
Lonardo Richard P of Angelo and Eva Jan 14 1925...........27: 6
Lonardo Rosaria C of Luigi and Carmela Dec 5 1927......28: 152
Lonardo Serafino G of Serafino and Palmarosa Mar 19 1921......25: 33
Lonardo Stella M of Luigi and Lena Dec 26 1930.............29: 305
Lonardo Vincenzo of Silvestro C and Ida Jan 15 1922........25: 183
Lonardo Vittoria of Luigi and Carmela Oct 14 1925......27: 137
Lonardo ——s of Luigi and Carmela July 27 1929.............29: 88
Lonczak Walter of John and Bertha July 13 1926............27: 264
Lonergan Annie of Thomas J and Annie May 16 1921........26: 249
Lonergan Christiana A of John P and Elizabeth Dec 2 1922......25: 340
Lonergan George T of Edmund T and Isabel M July 7 1930......29: 235
Lonergan John C of John P and Elizabeth Mar 3 1927......28: 27
Lonergan John F of Thomas J and Annie Aug 30 1925......27: 116
Lonergan Joseph of Thomas J and Annie Dec 2 1921......25: 162
Lonergan Margaret of Cornelius M and Margaret M Aug 10

1930 ..............................................................29: 249
Lonergan Mary of Edmund T and Isabel M Aug 29 1927......28: 88
Lonergan Robert M of John L and Olive Mar 31 1923......26: 108
Lonergan Theresa A of John P and Elizabeth July 26 1925......27: 42
Lonergan Virginia A of John P and Elizabeth May 5 1921......25: 53
Long Audrey H of George A and Gertrude M Nov 18 1924...26:342
Long Celestin W of Celestin W and Hortense L Dec 1 1922...25:340
Long Evelyn E of Augustus and Mary A Mar 17 1926......27:206
Long Gertrude I of Arthur E and Nettie S July 1 1929......29:78
Long Grace M of Edward D and Beatrice M July 20 1924...26:283
Long Jacqueline W of John S and Dorothy L Apr 22 1926...27:223
Long John C of Edgar H and Ethel M Aug 8 1923............26:108
Long John F of John E and Viola Aug 31 1923..............26:117
Long Joseph F of William H and Mary E May 6 1925.....27:61
Long Kenneth M of Charles H and Margaret E May 29 1922...25:250
Long Louise M of Celestin W and Hortense L Aug 8 1925....27:107
Long Malcolm V of Thomas X V and Florence E Apr 14 1928..28:212
Long Margaret of John E and Viola Nov 10 1926............27:316
Long Robert C of Frank R and Rose Feb 7 1930...........29:171
Long Sylvester F of Charles H and Margaret E Apr 18 1924...26:233
Long Thomas J of William H and Mary E Oct 31 1922......25:824
Long Virginia of John E and Viola E Feb 20 1929..........29:22
Long William E of John E and Viola Jan 24 1925...........27:13
Long —— s of John P and Anna T Apr 5 1924..............26:241
Longella Isolanda L of Vincenzo and Antonetta Mar 13 1922...25:213
Longfellow Jeanne E of Edmund H and Dorris E Mar 6
1922. ..... ..................................................25:210
Longiaro Giovannina of Giovanni and Angiolina Aug 14 1921.25:105
Longiaru Alessandro A of Giovanni and Angelina June 19
1927. ..........................................................28:76
Longiaru —— d of Giovanni and Angelina Apr 5 1926......27:228
Longley Betty B of Elizabeth C Nov 18 1921..............25:154
Longo Alberto of Giuseppe and Teresa Mar 11 1922......25:212
Longo Anna F of Carmine and Civita Dec 1 1925........27:158
Longo Anna M of Francesco and Teresa Apr 13 1927.......28:46
Longo Angelina of Antonio and Vittoria Dec 29 1925.....27:168
Longo Avelina of Giuseppe and Enrichetta Sept 25 1921...25:127
Longo Carmela of Alessandro and Angelina Mar 11 1922...25:212
Longo Caterina C of Francesco and Teresa May 6 1923...26:62
Longo Cosmo L of Giuseppe and Enrichetta Aug 20 1926...27:280
Longo Ernesto of Giuseppe and Clelia Sept 21 1923......26:129
Longo Filippo of Giovanni and Maria July 2 1927.........28:83
Longo Francesco of Antonio and Vittoria Feb 29 1924....26:209
Longo Francesco di Alessandro and Angelina Sept 9 1926...27:290
Longo Francesco E of Francesco and Teresa Jan 9 1930...29:159
Longo Gilda of Giovanni and Virginia Aug 20 1925........27:112
Longo Giovanni di Alessandro and Angelina Sept 18 1924...26:314
Longo Giuseppe di Giuseppe and Enrichetta Dec 24 1922...25:349
Longo Irene L of John and Catherine Mar 12 1927.........28:30
Longo John F of John and Catherine Sept 29 1928.......28:286
Longo Mafalda I M of Giuseppe and Enrichetta Aug 7 1928...28:264
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Longo Michele of Giuseppe and Clelia Sept 3 1921........... 25: 117
Longo Paolina S of Paolo and Sofia Nov 21 1928........... 28: 308
Longo Raffaele V of Francesco and Teresa Sept 15 1921.... 25: 122
Longo Raymond A of Anthony and Elizabeth F Aug 15 1925... 27: 110
Longo Rosalina E of Antonio and Vittoria Oct 9 1930........ 29: 274
Longo Rosina of Alessandro and Angelina May 6 1923........ 26: 62
Longo Vincenzo D of Francesco and Teresa July 9 1925...... 27: 91
Longo —s of Carmine and Civita Apr 11 1923.............. 26: 50
Longo —s of Giovanni and Maria Nov 2 1925.............. 27: 157
Longobardi Angelica of Nicola and Lucy Apr 4 1921....... 25: 40
Longobardo John P of Armando and Rosina Dec 9 1926..... 27: 328
Longton Doris A of Arthur and Elsie May 12 1928........ 28: 221
Longworth John C of Ralph and Alice Oct 11 1925........ 27: 136
Looby Edmund F of Edmund F and Pauline Jan 4 1923....... 26: 2
Looff Gloria of Charles and Emma F Mar 15 1922.......... 25: 214
Loomis George R of Lawrence E and Iva July 15 1927.... 28: 89
Loomis Lawrence E of Lawrence E and Ina R Mar 5 1929.... 29: 28
Loomis Phyllis L of Lawrence E and Iva May 21 1926...... 27: 237
Lopardo Americo P of Cataldo and Anna Sept 29 1923..... 26: 133
Lopati Filomena of Andrea and Giuseppina July 3 1921.... 25: 86
Lopes Adelaide (c) of Vincent and Adelaide F Apr 9 1930... 29: 309
Lopes Alcina of Alfredo S and Rosalina Mar 11 1930...... 29: 184
Lopes Antone J (c) of Jose A and Teresa May 24 1926..... 27: 238
Lopes Bernice E (c) of Antonio G and Fannie Y Aug 28 1929... 29: 102
Lopes Clara (c) of John and Sarah M Aug 17 1927........ 28: 104
Lopes Dolores E (c) of Jose A and Virginia Oct 1 1927.... 28: 124
Lopes Dorothy of William and Julia Sept 15 1927......... 28: 116
Lopes Ernestine V (c) of Jose A and Virginia Mar 18 1924... 26: 219
Lopes Evelyn of Maria Sept 30 1926..................... 27: 298
Lopes Francesca (c) of Manuel and Roselina Aug 13 1927... 28: 102
Lopes Francisco of Manuel A and Francesca Feb 1 1921.... 25: 13
Lopes Gertrude M (c) of Jose M and Maria L Apr 10 1924.... 26: 230
Lopes Guilherme (c) of Joao L and Maria Feb 22 1922..... 25: 203
Lopes Guilherme (c) of Joao and Maria C Apr 1 1922...... 25: 224
Lopes Hilda of Francisco and Maria deJ Aug 25 1926...... 27: 282
Lopes Hilda W (c) of Antonio G and Fannie Y Nov 15 1927... 28: 142
Lopes Irene (c) of August and Annie Dec 21 1923........ 26: 173
Lopes Joaquim of Antonio and Maria Oct 15 1921.......... 25: 139
Lopes Jose (c) of Guilherme and Antonia June 4 1921...... 25: 67
Lopes Jose (c) of Joao and Maria C Oct 2 1929........... 29: 117
Lopes Kenneth A (c) of Jose A and Virginia Nov 18 1930... 29: 289
Lopes LeRoy A (c) of Jose A and Virginia Apr 30 1926..... 27: 226
Lopes Louis of James and Rachel Sept 17 1926............. 27: 293
Lopes Manoel (c) of William and Antonia Mar 13 1923...... 26: 33
Lopes Marcus M (c) of Miguel M and Maria R S Feb 17 1925... 27: 22
Lopes Maria (c) of Jose A and Teresa Aug 15 1927........ 28: 103
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.  

Lopes Maria (c) of Manuel and Rosalina Feb 5 1930 29: 170
Lopes Matilda (c) of Manuel and Rosalina Dec 18 1925 27: 164
Lopes Perfidio J (c) of Jose A and Teresa Feb 16 1930 29: 174
Lopes Rosa (c) of Joao and Maria C May 14 1924 26: 247
Lopes Rosa N (c) of Joao L and Maria Nov 6 1927 28: 139
Lopes Virginia (c) of Alfredo and Mary July 17 1929 29: 84
Lopes William P (c) of Peter and Florine G May 1 1925 27: 60
Lopes — (c) s of Mary H Aug 15 1921 25: 115
Lopez Anibale of Augusto and Rosalinda Oct 20 1927 28: 132
Lopez Anita M (c) of Matthew and Marie Dec 7 1921 25: 164
Lopez Edward J of Louis A and Hazel U Feb 9 1928 28: 184
Lopez Francis L of Louis A and Hazel U Sept 7 1926 27: 289
Lopez Marion D (c) of Matthew and Marie C Aug 31 1923 26: 117
Lopez Richard of Louis A and Hazel U June 12 1929 29: 69
Lopomardo — d of Francesco and Rosa Sept 10 1925 27: 131
Loporcho Antonio D of Pasquale and Gabriela Mar 13 1921 25: 31
Loporcho Carlo M of Pasquale and Gabriela July 9 1927 28: 86
Loporcho Carmela G of Pasquale and Gabriela Oct 9 1922 25: 316
Loporcho Giuseppe C of Pasquale and Gabriela Jan 2 1924 26: 183
Loporcho Margherita S of Michele and Maria D Dec 5 1927 28: 152
Loporcho Maria D of Michele and Mary D Oct 10 1926 27: 304
LPorchio Maria L A of Pasquale and Gabriella Mar 15 1926 27: 205
Loporcho Vincenzo of Michele and Maria D Aug 25 1925 27: 114
LoPresti Antonio of Michelangelo and Assunta Jan 12 1923 26: 5
Lopresti Febronja of Giuseppe and Vincenzina Aug 21 1923 28: 113
LoPresti Fortunata of Michelangelo and Assunta Dec 7 1926 27: 328
Lorang Helen B of Charles J and Pauline C June 26 1927 28: 79
Lorange — d of George and Dorilda Aug 31 1927 28: 109
Lord Alice M of Raymond S and Mabel A Sept 19 1924 26: 314
Lord Acury N A of Avery E and Wilba Sept 1 1929 29: 105
Lord David O of George and Vera Sept 11 1926 27: 291
Lord Donald K of Ephraim E and Eunice July 17 1929 29: 84
Lord Eleanor of Ralph H and Eleanor A Apr 22 1927 28: 49
Lord George E of G Elmer and Mildred F Jan 5 1927 28: 2
Lord Howard S of Raymond S and Mabel A May 27 1922 25: 249
Lord June L of Maynard E and Edna M Dec 25 1926 27: 334
Lord Marie R of George A and Roselda M May 17 1921 25: 58
Lord Marjorie H of Wilfred A and Lilian L Mar 11 1922 25: 212
Lord Ralph H of Ralph H and Eleanor A Oct 9 1921 25: 136
Lord Raymond F of Raymond F and Edith L Apr 26 1927 28: 51
Lord Richard H of Raymond F and Edith L July 9 1929 29: 81
Lord Robert M of Robert M and Margaret I July 18 1925 27: 95
Lord Sally A of Robert M and Margaret I Mar 2 1927 28: 26
Lord Shirley L of George E and Mildred F Nov 13 1923 26: 156
Lord Stuart L of Ralph H and Eleanor A Jan 22 1923 26: 9
Lord Vera M of George F and Vera G Sept 9 1927 28: 114
Lorenzo Maria of Giuseppe and Raffaela Nov 13 1922 ............. 25; 332
Lorenzo Raymond C of Samuel C and Etta Aug 12 1928 .......... 28; 265
Lorenzo Regina J of Guerino and Maria S Mar 24 1928 .......... 28; 203
Lorenzo Rosa C of Giuseppe and Raffaela Jan 30 1930 .......... 29; 167
Lorenzo Samuel C of Samuel and Etta Feb 18 1927 .......... 28; 21
Lorenzo Teresa of Giuseppe and Raffaela Feb 5 1926 ........... 27; 189
Loreto Esther of Marco and Giovannina Jan 25 1928 .......... 28; 177
Loreto Francesca of Marco and Giovannina Feb 9 1930 .......... 29; 172
Loreto Marco of Marco and Giovannina Oct 11 1925 .......... 27; 136
Lorey Barbara E of Louis L and Doris I Jan 29 1922 .......... 25; 189
Lorey Marcia D of Louis L and Doris I Apr 3 1923 .......... 26; 47
Lorimer Robert J of John A and Virginia Aug 16 1930 .......... 29; 251
Loring Atherton of Atherton and Anne Nov 4 1928 .......... 28; 302
Loring Mary L of Raymond A and Dorothy F Nov 17 1922 .......... 25; 333
Loring —— s of Nathaniel T and Ethel P Oct 17 1923 .......... 26; 144
Lorion —— d of Clara July 9 1925 .......... 27; 172
Losorsa Guglielmo of Francesco and Francesca Feb 10 1929 .......... 29; 18
Losorsa Rosa of Francesco and Francesca Aug 7 1927 .......... 28; 99
Lossini Iolanda of Luigi and Angela Nov 30 1926 .......... 27; 324
Lossini Maria D of Luigi and Angela Apr 6 1925 .......... 27; 46
Lossini Nunzio A of Luigi and Angela Oct 6 1928 .......... 28; 290
Lostocco Dorotea E of Alessandro and Beatrice P May 10 1929 .......... 29; 55
Lostocco Elviro M of Alessandro and Beatrice P Aug 1 1923 .......... 26; 105
Lotito Audry M of Raffaele and Teresa July 1 1926 .......... 29; 259
Lotito Ciro J of Joseph and Elizabeth Apr 16 1923 .......... 26; 56
Lotito Dorothy A of Antonio E and Angelina Mar 23 1923 .......... 26; 39
Lotito Francesca M of Giuseppe and Elisabetta Nov 16 1928 .......... 28; 307
Lotito Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Elisabetta July 1 1926 .......... 27; 259
Lotocka Helen of George and Karalina Sept 3 1921 .......... 25; 117
Lotti Dorothy of Leon R and Julia L Jan 20 1924 .......... 26; 190
Lotti —— s of Leon R and Julia L Dec 15 1924 .......... 26; 355
Loud Priscilla C of John E and Lela A Sept 14 1923 .......... 26; 126
Lough Mildred K of John J and Mary E June 23 1923 .......... 26; 82
Loughery Hope of William F and Jennie I Dec 23 1921 .......... 25; 171
Loughery James J of Charles J and Mary E Oct 16 1927 .......... 28; 130
Loughlin Lilla A of Henry B and Josephine F Aug 31 1923 .......... 26; 117
Loughlin Mary of Samuel W and Mary F June 11 1922 .......... 25; 258
Loughran Gertrude of Edward J and Florence M June 1 1922 .......... 25; 254
Loughran John of Richard J and Elizabeth M Feb 7 1930 .......... 29; 171
Loughran Margaret A of Patrick and Mary A Dec 16 1925 .......... 27; 164
Loughran Mary of Patrick and Mary A Jan 12 1923 .......... 26; 5
Loughran Richard of Richard J and Elizabeth M Feb 28 1926 .......... 27; 198
Loughran Robert of Edward J and Florence M Nov 2 1923 .......... 26; 152
Loughran Thomas J of Walter and Anna Jan 4 1927 .......... 28; 2
Loughran Walter J of Walter J and Anna Nov 24 1924 .......... 26; 345
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Loukakos Catherine of John and Ellen Sept 1 1921........ 25:116
Loukakos Sofia of John and Ellen Apr 25 1925.............. 27:55
Loukakos Sofia of John and Ellen Sept 29 1926............. 27:298
Loukakos Stella of John and Ellen Feb 10 1923............. 26:20
Loukakos Stella of John and Ellen Jan 29 1924............. 26:194
Loukakos ——d of John and Ellen Oct 24 1929................. 29:129
Louth James V of Thomas P and Margaret T June 11 1926.... 27:248
Louth Joseph A of Thomas P and Margaret T Sept 24 1923.... 26:131
Louttit Zoe of William and Doris M Sept 24 1926............ 27:296
Louvado Jose S of Jose daS and Luiza Oct 28 1926........... 27:310
Louvado Margaret of Jose DaS and Luiza Aug 27 1922........ 25:293
Loux Dolores M of George E and Margaret H Sept 19 1930.... 29:266
Loux Donald F of George E and Margaret H Feb 8 1929....... 29:17
Loux Everett D of George E and Margaret H Dec 25 1927..... 28:159
Loux George E of George E and Margaret H Oct 31 1925..... 27:143
Loux Margaret R of George E and Margaret H Dec 17 1926.... 27:331
Louzton Alfred L of Alfred E and Anna F Sept 30 1924...... 26:319
Louzton Anna of Alfred E and Anna F Sept 26 1927......... 28:120
Lovatt Anne M of John T and Hannah C Jan 21 1924......... 26:191
Lovatt Francis X of John T and Hannah C July 10 1921..... 25:88
Lovatt John G of John T and Hannah C Apr 7 1927.......... 28:43
Love Dorothy C of Ernest J and Julia A Apr 27 1926....... 27:225
Love Frances M of Robert S and Julia June 15 1925........ 27:79
Love Mary R of Ernest J and Julia A Sept 1 1924........... 26:306
Lovegreen Albert J of Axel I and Blanch M Jan 30 1928..... 28:179
Lovegreen Charles W of Charles W and Elizabeth E Nov 29 1926. ........................................... 27:324
Lovegreen Douglas K of Charles W and Elizabeth E Sept 17 1929. .................................................................. 29:110
Lovegreen Harold W of Oscar B and Louise M July 13 1921.25: 89
Lovegreen Helen B of Axel I and Blanch M May 15 1926..... 27:234
Lovegreen Lawrence R of Charles W and Elizabeth E Mar 30 1928. .......................................................... 28:205
Lovejoy Carol E of Edward G and Susan M Feb 26 1926...... 27:197
Lovelace Evelyn I of Rey G and Anna B Apr 6 1923......... 26:48
Lovelace Thomas of Rey G and Anna B Oct 11 1928........... 28:292
Loveless Alice of Frederick H and Alice Aug 7 1923........ 26:107
Loveless Evelyn R of Cornelius E and Mary F Dec 26 1923... 26:174
Lovell John P of Joseph W and Hazel Oct 16 1926........... 27:306
Lovell Joseph W of Joseph W and Hazel June 23 1925........ 27:82
Lovell Louise X of Ray P and Jennie M Apr 16 1925......... 27:50
Lovell Roy F of Roy F and Edna P Nov 18 1927.............. 28:143
Lovely Alice R of George F and Katherine A June 20 1922.25: 262
Lovely Catherine M of Joseph C and Catherine Feb 2 1928... 28:181
Lovely Dorothy of Joseph C and Catherine June 28 1926.... 27:256
Lovely Eleanor of Joseph C and Catherine Nov 21 1924 ... 26:344
Lovely Joseph C of Joseph C and Catherine Sept 21 1923 ... 26:129
Lovenberg Charles C of Clifton N and Frances A Oct 26 1926 ... 27:309
Lovenberg Elizabeth D of Clifton N and Frances A Jan 21 1930 ...
29:164

Lovember —- s of Clifton N and Frances A Apr 8 1925 ... 27:47
Loverde Bartolomeo U of Bartolomeo and Ida Jan 1 1930 ... 29:157
LoVerde Caterina I of Bartolomeo and Ida Feb 28 1925 ... 27:26
Loveride Paul G of George Y and Luisita D Jan 20 1928 ... 28:175
Loveridge Leonard Y of George Y and Luisita D Oct 22 1930 ... 29:279
Lovering Donald F of Henry and Myrtis F May 18 1925 ... 27:66
Lovett Alice F of Daniel F and Mary M Aug 23 1928 ... 28:270
Lovett Charles J of Frank A and Elizabeth June 15 1923 ... 26:79
Lovett Eileen V of William H and Catherine L Aug 14 1926 ... 27:278
Lovett Elsie of Israel and Gertrude June 14 1924 ... 26:264
Lovett Eunice T of Samuel and Jeanne May 16 1929 ... 29:57
Lovett Frances R of Israel and Gertrude Aug 23 1929 ... 29:100
Lovett Frank A of Frank A and Elizabeth July 16 1921 ... 25:91
Lovett Jeane F of Carlton A and Lillian F Apr 7 1926 ... 27:217
Lovett Merrill F of Samuel and Jean Mar 11 1928 ... 28:198
Lovett Pearl of Israel and Gertrude Dec 31 1925 ... 27:169
Lovett Virginia M of Joseph P and Jennie V Aug 13 1927 ... 28:102
Lovett William E of Charlotte II Mar 27 1923 ... 26:41
Lovett — d of William H and Catherine L Oct 26 1921 ... 25:147
Lovett — d of Carlton A and Lillian F Feb 8 1923 ... 26:19
Lovett — d of William H and Catherine L Sept 5 1923 ... 26:136
Low Allan E of Allan F and Dora C Jan 6 1930 ... 29:158
Low Brenda L of Isadore S and Cecile Dec 1 1930 ... 29:296
Low Theodore F of Isadore S and Cecile Mar 31 1927 ... 28:39
Low William E of Frederick E and Gertrude E May 16 1921 ...
25:58

Lowe Egbert W of Egbert W and Thelma Oct 21 1928 ... 28:296
Lowe Ellen J of Harold T and Anna L June 19 1925 ... 27:81
Lowe George H of George H and Mary A Oct 25 1925 ... 27:141
Lowe Grace A of George H and Mary A Aug 10 1923 ... 26:108
Lowe Harold W of Harold and Anna Oct 26 1921 ... 25:143
Lowe Helen M of George H and Mary A July 22 1921 ... 25:93
Lowe Irene A of James M and Irene M July 9 1930 ... 29:236
Lowe Lester F of Roland C and Hazel Mar 28 1929 ... 29:36
Lowe Patricia A of Egbert W and Thelma Oct 4 1930 ... 29:272
Lowe Patricia G of Frederick E and Gertrude E Jan 25 1930 ... 29:165
Lowe William T of William and Lea Dec 3 1926 ... 27:326
Lowell Arthur L of Leslie A and Isabella Oct 3 1921 ... 25:133
Lowery Mary G of Thomas and Beatrice M May 9 1921 ... 25:55
Lowery Paul W of Charles D and Phoebe Dec 13 1922 ... 25:345
Lowery William W of Charles D and Phoebe Feb 16 1925 ... 27:21
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Loweth Hugh F of Douglas H and Emma F Jan 29 1922................. 25:189
Lown Louise C of Phillip W and Anna Dec 2 1922.................... 25:340
Lowney Eleanor E of Daniel J and Mary Nov 20 1921.................. 25:155
Loynds Dorothy O of Percy and Olive Mar 24 1923..................... 26:46
Loynds Marion E of Percy and Olive M Sept 4 1924................. 26:307
Lozeau Joseph F of Juliette M Apr 24 1924......................... 26:236
Lozito Alberto C of Sebastiano and Rosa Feb 20 1928.............. 28:188
Lozito Claire S of Sebastiano and Rosa Oct 24 1924............... 26:330
Lozito Cristina of Salvatore and Giuseppina Mar 28 1929........... 29:36
Lozito Salvatrice of Concetto and Concetta Oct 2 1921............ 25:132
Lozito Salvatrice of Salvatore and Giuseppina Apr 13 1924......... 26:231
Lozo —— s of Joseph J and Elizabeth M Dec 17 1930................ 29:308
Lozow Dave of Joseph and Rebecca Oct 17 1924...................... 26:328
Lozow Edith of Samuel and Fannie Sept 19 1924..................... 26:314
Lozow Sampson of Samuel and Fannie June 13 1921.................... 25:70
Lozow Sydney S of Myer and Rosa Sept 3 1926....................... 27:287
Lozowska Eleanor P of Joseph A and Mae A June 26 1930............. 29:230
Lozowski George of Stephen and Rosella Feb 22 1925................ 27:23
Lozowski Joseph (twin) of Stephen and Rosella Aug 31 1923........ 26:117
Lozowski Joseph F of Joseph and Mae Mar 15 1928................... 28:199
Lozowski Stanley (twin) of Stephen and Rosella Aug 31 1923........ 26:117
Luber George B of Israel H and Rebecca Oct 12 1922................. 26:317
Luber Nancy S of David and Gertrude Aug 3 1929..................... 29:93
Luber Robert S of David and Gertrude Dec 4 1927.................... 28:152
Luber —— s of David and Gertrude Feb 15 1926....................... 27:193
Lubin Esther of Michael and Gladys Aug 31 1924.................... 26:303
Lubin Richard of Michael and Gladys Sept 1 1927.................... 28:111
Luca Antonio of Stefano and Giuseppa Oct 1 1922.................... 25:313
Luca Concetta G of Domenico and Raffaela Apr 21 1923.............. 26:54
Luca Giovanni of Domenico and Raffaela Aug 25 1921................ 25:110
Luca Giovannina of Domenico and Raffaela Sept 10 1927............ 28:114
Luca Lucia of Tindaro and Carolina Feb 1 1921....................... 27:13
Luca —— s of Tindaro and Carolina Aug 28 1925..................... 27:117
Lucas Mary E of Vincent E and Sarah E Oct 23 1930................ 29:279
Lucas Ruth A of George R and Ethel June 22 1924................. 26:268
Lucas Vincent E of Vincent E and Sarah E Mar 2 1929.............. 29:27
Lucas —— d of Laura Dec 31 1921.................................. 25:174
Lucas —— s of Frank R and Mary R Dec 25 1925..................... 27:171
Lucas Antonio of Salvatore and Rosa May 21 1930................. 29:214
Lucea Carolina of Lorenzo and Adelaide Oct 4 1922................. 25:314
Lucea Caterina of Antonio and Maria July 3 1927.................... 28:84
Lucca Esther C of Lorenzo and Adelaide Mar 27 1925 ....... 27: 40
Lucca Giuseppe of Salvatore and Rosa Nov 25 1928 ....... 28: 310
Lucca Maria of Lorenzo and Adelaide May 8 1928 .......... 28: 223
Lucca Mattia of Antonio and Maria Apr 25 1929 .......... 29: 48
Lucca Stefano of Salvatore and Rosa Mar 14 1924 .......... 26: 217
Luccardi Evelina C of Guido and Naomi Oct 19 1923 ....... 26: 144
Lucceschi Carlo of Cesare and Clara May 19 1921 .......... 25: 59
Luce Katherine H of Charles H and Katherine F Feb 11 1926. 27: 191
Luce Virginia M of Virginia Feb 17 1927 .................. 28: 20
Luce William E of Laura Mar 2 1923 ..................... 26: 30
Lucey Audrey R of John H and Elizabeth M Sept 24 1929 .... 29: 113
Lucey June F of John J and Lilian B June 19 1930 ....... 29: 227
Lucey Robert F of John H and Elizabeth M Dec 21 1926 .... 27: 322
Lucey Roberta J of John H and Elizabeth M Nov 11 1930 ... 29: 287
Lucchka Thomas of Harry and Fannie Dec 22 1922 .......... 25: 348
Luchten — d of Philip and Bessie Oct 29 1922 .......... 25: 326
Luchten — s of Philip and Bessie Apr 27 1924 .......... 26: 241
Lucia Frederick C of Frederick C and Sarah Sept 15 1926 .... 27: 292
Lucia Raymond J of Edmund R and Lillian H Aug 22 1926 ... 27: 281
Lucia Shirley D of Edmund R and Lillian H Mar 16 1929 .... 29: 32
Luciano Elisabetta of Giovanni and Anna May 30 1923 ....... 26: 72
Luciano Stefano of Giovanni and Anna Aug 25 1924 .......... 26: 300
Luciano Stefano G of Giovanni and Anna Mar 5 1929 ....... 29: 28
Lucidi Francesco of Nicola and Maria F Oct 24 1921 .......... 25: 142
Lucier Irene G of Alfred J and Mary A Mar 29 1929 ....... 29: 37
Lucier Mary T of Alfred J and Mary A Sept 28 1927 ....... 28: 121
Lucier Roland J of Roland and Flora Jan 24 1929 .......... 29: 10
Lucisano Antonio of Rocco and Maria July 13 1925 ....... 27: 93
Lucisano Giulia L of Rocco and Maria Dec 20 1926 .......... 27: 332
Luco Francesco of Antonio and Inez Dec 28 1924 .......... 26: 360
Ludden Doris of Charles and Anna Oct 9 1929 .......... 29: 120
Ludman Harold of Samuel and Rebecca Mar 31 1927 ....... 28: 39
Ludman Norma of Samuel and Rebecca June 23 1930 ....... 29: 229
Luescher Edna of Oscar and Ella Apr 17 1923 .......... 26: 52
Luescher Lorraine of Edward and Cora E Dec 19 1930 ....... 29: 302
Lufkin Barbara C of Cheever S and Elsie G Jan 13 1930 ....... 29: 161
Lufkin Howard S of Cheever S and Elsie G Jan 7 1927 ....... 28: 3
Lufkin Raymond M of Harry M and Myrtle J June 20 1924 .... 26: 267
Lufkin William D of Cheever S and Elsie G Dec 31 1924 ....... 26: 361
Luglio Maria of Eliseo and Antonia Feb 21 1924 .......... 26: 210
Luisi Antonetta of Michele and Angelina Sept 5 1926 ....... 27: 288
Luisi David A of Giovanni and Frieda A F Mar 14 1930 ....... 29: 193
Luisi Francesco of Michele and Angelina Mar 23 1921 ....... 25: 34
Luisi Savina of Michele and Angiolina July 30 1923 .......... 26: 100
Luisi — d of Giovanni and Frieda A F June 24 1928 ....... 28: 243
Luiso Angelina of John and Maria Jan 18 1921 ...... 25: 7
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Luise Michele of Giovanni and Maria Nov 6 1922 ....25:329
Luiz Deolinda (twin) of Maria R Feb 25 1924 ....26:208
Luiz Elidia of Antonio and Maria Jan 4 1921 ....25:2
Luiz Eva (twin) of Maria R Feb 25 1924 ....26:208
Luiz James of Manuel and Maria I Sept 22 1923 ....26:130
Luiz Madeline of Manuel and Sabina June 5 1927 ....28:70
Luiz Olimpia of Francisco and Maria A Mar 10 1922 ....25:211
Luiz —— s of Manuel and Sabina Dec 17 1930 ....29:301
Luizzi Fernando A of Domenico and Carmela Dec 2 1921 ....25:162
Luizzi Fernando A of Domenico and Carmela Oct 5 1923 ....26:138
Lukerson Dorothy of Joseph and Annie M Aug 5 1922 ....25:283
Lukshis Beatrice A of James and Eva Feb 10 1923 ....26:20
Lules Anna C of Thomas and Rosina Sept 10 1930 ....29:262
Lules Thomas of Thomas and Rosina Nov 17 1927 ....28:143
Lulu Tony of Mary Dec 24 1921 ....25:171
Lumb Betty of Ralph G and Mary Oct 15 1924 ....26:327
Lumb Norman J of William C H and Bernadette Nov 30 1930 ....29:294
Lumbra Alma R of Harvey and Lillian E July 7 1929 ....29:80
Luminello Ernesto of Carmine and Angelina Sept 29 1925 ....27:129
Luminello Gaetano of Carmine and Angelina Dec 14 1921 ....25:167
Luminello Leonora of Carmine and Angelina June 27 1924 ....26:271
Luminello Robert E of Thomas and Fannie Oct 30 1926 ....27:311
Lunley Thomas H of Henry C B and Charlotte A P Nov 16 1921 ....25:153
Lummis Charity M of John M and Grace P Aug 16 1924 ....26:297
Lummis John M of John M and Grace P Mar 29 1929 ....29:37
Lund Edith M of George G and Ellen Jan 14 1921 ....25:6
Lund Emily E of George G and Ellen F Mar 22 1923 ....26:38
Lund Harold A of Samuel and Minnie Dec 4 1922 ....25:341
Lund Ralph of George G and Ellen F Jan 4 1929 ....29:2
Lund Russell A of Amelia Apr 6 1929 ....29:41
Lund Virginia H of Charles and Clara H June 11 1922 ....25:258
Lundberg Alva M of Carl M and Hulda E Feb 21 1930 ....29:176
Lundberg Ann H of Carl M and Hulda Sept 18 1928 ....28:282
Lundberg Carl E of Carl and —— Dec 1 1922 ....25:340
Lundberg Marion H of John L and Agda H Oct 9 1921 ....25:136
Lundberg Ralph G of Carl V and Vilma Sept 23 1927 ....28:119
Lundberg Yingve T of Adolf and Elsa Feb 7 1930 ....29:171
Lundblad Mary L of Leroy B and Harrietta E July 23 1928 ....28:255
Lunden Andrey E of Henry F and Blanche G Jan 7 1925 ....27:3
Lunden Blanche I of Henry F and Blanche G Mar 14 1922 ....25:213
Lunden George E of Gustaf R and Irene Feb 22 1926 ....27:196
Lundgren Edna M of Henry G and Olga June 5 1922 ....25:256
Lundgren Philip A of Alfonso and Agnes Dec 3 1927 ....28:151
Lundh Earl W of Gustave L and Esther M Apr 28 1924 ....26:238
Lundh Howard A of Gustave L and Esther M Aug 30 1927 ....28:108
BIRTHS Recorded in Providence

Lundin Albert R of Edwin O and Vivienne May 29 1930. . . . . 29: 217
Lundin Edwin A of Edwin O and Vivienne Dec 4 1926. . . . . 27: 327
Lundin Oke (twin) of Oke and Nellie Dec 9 1923. . . . . 26: 169
Lundin Roland (twin) of Oke and Nellie Dec 9 1923. . . . . 26: 169
Lundin Ruth C of Oke and Nellie Feb 10 1922. . . . . 25: 197
Lundy Herbert W of Samuel and Ethel M Aug 10 1921. . . . . 25: 103
Lundy William E of Samuel and Ethel M July 16 1925. . . . . 27: 94
Lunn Gerald E of Frederick and Selma Dec 7 1922. . . . . 25: 342
Luongo Adelaida of Luigi and Carmela Apr 3 1924. . . . . 26: 227
Luongo Antonetta L of Antonio and Maria July 10 1928. . . 28: 251
Luongo Assunta M A of Tomaso S and Virginia Aug 19 1923. 26: 112
Luongo David L of Vincenzo and Olive M Feb 23 1926. . . . . 27: 196
Luongo Filomena of Luigi and Carmela Nov 26 1922. . . . . 25: 336
Luongo Giovanni of Luigi and Carmela Aug 30 1921. . . . . 25: 112
Luongo Harvey S of Vincenzo and Olivene M Dec 31 1921. . 25: 174
Luongo Luigi of Tomaso S and Virginia Dec 29 1921. . . . . 25: 173
Luongo Luigi of Luigi and Carmela Feb 7 1926. . . . . 27: 190
Luongo Tomaso S of Tomaso S and Virginia June 19 1925. . 27: 81
Lupien Hervey A of Moise J and Maria Jan 29 1920. . . . . 29: 12
Lupien Joseph A L of Moise J and Maria Oct 7 1925. . . . . 27: 134
Lupien Marie E A of Moise J and Maria Oct 5 1922. . . . . 25: 315
Lupien —— d of Moise J and Maria Aug 17 1921. . . . . 25: 115
Lupo Alberto O of Antonio and Amalia Jan 21 1926. . . . . 27: 182
Lupo Alberto O of Antonio and Amalia May 18 1929. . . . . 29: 58
Lupo Antonetta G of Francesco and Concettina Feb 9 1923. 26: 19
Lupo Antonio of Pellegrino and Amalia June 6 1923. . . . . 26: 75
Lupo Carolina of Pellegrino and Amalia Jan 26 1921. . . . . 25: 10
Lupo Ester (twin) of Michele and Adelina C Feb 28 1930. . 29: 179
Lupo Eva of Angelo and Letizia Oct 13 1922. . . . . 25: 318
Lupo Giuseppe F L of Francesco and Concettina Jan 31 1929. 29: 12
Lupo Lillian H of Alfonzo and Giuseppina Apr 16 1921. . . 25: 45
Lupo Luigi V of Antonio and Amalia Aug 5 1924. . . . . 26: 292
Lupo Margherita of Margherita May 4 1922. . . . . 25: 240
Lupo Patrick (twin) of Michele and Adelina C Feb 28 1930. 29: 179
Lupo Rita A of Demetrio and Mary Feb 20 1929. . . . . 29: 22
Lupo Violanta of Alfonso and Josephine July 28 1923. . . . . 26: 99
Lupo —— s of Angelo and Letizia May 27 1921. . . . . 25: 82
Lupoli Filomena of Americo and Maria R C Sept 3 1927. . . 28: 111
Lupoli Gino of Pasquale and Carmela Mar 11 1921. . . . . 25: 30
Lupoli Ida M C of Pasquale and Carmela July 24 1928. . . 28: 256
Lupoli Livio of Bernardino and Caterina Mar 21 1927. . . . 28: 35
Lupoli Silvia A of Pasquale and Carmela June 1 1922. . . . 25: 254
Lurgio Evelina E of Vincenzo and Filomena Mar 20 1924. . . 26: 219
Lurgio Jennie P of Alfredo and Jennie E June 12 1928. . . 28: 238
Lurgio Melvin of Jennie E Nov 4 1925. . . . . 27: 114
Lurgio Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Filomena Oct 15 1921. . . 25: 139
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
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Lurgio — s of Antonio and Ermalinda F Aug 15 1930........ 29: 258
Lurie Roberta L of Meyer and Sadie Oct 30 1930........ 29: 281
Lury Martha of Frank and Frieda May 28 1925.............. 27: 70
Lury Nathan of Morris and Ida July 29 1926.............. 27: 270
Lusignan Alma T of Leo A and Mary L O Nov 21 1929........ 29: 137
Lusignan Arthur L of Victor D and Mae I Dec 5 1929........ 29: 143
Lusignan Augustine F of Francis and Silvia Dec 13 1927...... 28: 155
Lusignan Dolore V of Dolore V and Mae I Jan 20 1924........ 26: 190
Lusignan Doris J of Leo A and Mary L O Apr 23 1926........ 27: 227
Lusignan Eugene of Victor D and Mae I Apr 29 1928........ 28: 218
Lusignan John J of Victor D and Mae I May 30 1926........ 27: 241
Lusignan Leo A of Leo A and Mary L O Nov 29 1924........ 26: 347
Lusignan Olive M of Victor D and Mae I Mar 22 1922........ 25: 217
Lusignan Robert J of Leo A and Mary L O July 8 1927........ 28: 86
Lusignan Theresa S of Augustine F and Sylvia June 7 1930... 29: 222
Lussier Albert L A of Robert and Alma June 6 1922........ 25: 256
Lussier Helen M of Arthur G and Bertha M July 9 1925........ 27: 91
Lussier Jeanne D'A of Blanche Oct 23 1923................. 26: 146
Lussier Rose B of Omer A and Delia B May 9 1925........... 27: 62
Lussier Violet P of William A and Mary Apr 5 1924........ 26: 228
Luster Ernest L (c) of Ernest and Mildred G July 14 1928... 28: 252
Luth Clayothing F of Frank W and Clayothing F Aug 23 1930... 29: 254
Luth George T of George F and Mary E May 15 1923........ 26: 66
Luther Charles G of Charles H and Rena J Jan 30 1922...... 25: 189
Luther Charles H of Charles H and Rena J Sept 26 1924...... 26: 317
Luther Clinton F (twin) of George F and Rozilda H June 7 1923. 26: 76
Luther Clinton H of Charles E and Etta A Oct 25 1923....... 26: 147
Luther Edwin J of Charles A and Mary Aug 20 1922....... 25: 290
Luther Frances M of John F and Veronica L May 5 1927...... 28: 56
Luther Herbert R of Herbert A and Emily Mar 14 1927...... 28: 31
Luther Lucille M of William A and Ethel Apr 25 1923........ 26: 56
Luther Mervin F of George F and Rozilda H Jan 6 1926...... 27: 177
Luther Mildred A of Walter R and Sarah A Mar 2 1922....... 25: 208
Luther Patricia of Charles H and Rena J Dec 6 1926........ 27: 327
Luther Phyllis E of Edgar H and Rose M Mar 19 1926........ 27: 207
Luther Robert C of Carlisle H and Lillian E C Apr 13 1929... 29: 44
Luther Robert L of Guernsey E and Veva B May 20 1926...... 27: 237
Luther Russell J (twin) of George F and Rozilda H June 7 1923. 26: 76
Luther Sheldon P of Sheldon E and Lillian Oct 29 1924...... 26: 332
Luther Shirley D of Ralph M and Charlotte Apr 19 1929...... 29: 46
Luther Thelma M of Guernsey and Eva Dec 14 1921........ 25: 167
Luther Thomas A of Henry A and Anna E Apr 14 1922........ 25: 229
Luther Veronica of John F and Veronica Mar 25 1922........ 25: 218
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Luther Vincent E of Charles II and Rena J Aug 9 1928.......
Luther Virginia A of Carlisle II and Lillian E C Feb 4 1927....
Luther Walter R of Walter R and Sarah A June 5 1924.......
Luther William A of William A and Ethel Jan 31 1926.......
Luther — d of Charles A and Mary W July 16 1924.......
Luther — s of Albert T and Maria F Jan 25 1930.......
Lutrario Alberto of Alfredo and Maria Aug 3 1926.......
Lutrario Giorgio G of Isidore G and Lucia May 23 1929.......
Lutrario Lucia A of Isidore G and Lucia Dec 13 1921.......
Lutrario Raimondo P of Isidore G and Lucia July 18 1923....
Lutrario Raymond G of Isidore G and Lucia Feb 9 1926.......
Luttrell Ruth A of Guy E and Agnes J June 21 1924.......
Luty John W of John W and Gertrude May 30 1926.......
Lutynski Helen of Stanislaw and Maryanna Mar 8 1925.......
Lutz Anna M (twin) of Edward A and Anna Sept 8 1923.......
Lutz Donald H of Edward A and Anna Feb 24 1929.......
Lutz Edmund A (twin) of Edward A and Anna Feb 27 1925....
Lutz Edward A (twin) of Edward A and Anna Feb 27 1925....
Lutz Frederick F of Edward A and Anna M Feb 1 1927.......
Lutz Lois I of Charles and Lily May 31 1924.......
Lutz Mary E (twin) of Edward A and Anna Sept 8 1923.......
Lutz Mildred E of Henry G and Edith M Jan 6 1922.......
Lutz Norman E of Edward A and Anna Oct 31 1930.......
Lutz Roy E of Charles and Lily July 9 1929.......
Lutz — s of Leo F and Mabel Mar 24 1928.......
Luvero Eva R of Domenico and Eva Sept 6 1921.......
Luvero Rachela of Domenico and Eva Feb 19 1923.......
Luzzi Amelia T of Mariano and Anna Mar 26 1926.......
Luzzi Anna M of Mariano and Anna Dec 8 1929.......
Luzzi Eduard N of Mariano and Anna July 19 1923.......
Luzzi Leonardo F of Francesco and Maria Nov 16 1926....
Luzzi Michele of Mariano and Annie Sept 30 1921.......
Luzzi Michele G of Francesco and Maria Nov 26 1923....
Luzzi Teresa M of Francesco and Maria Mar 12 1922.......
Luzzi Virginia E of Mariano and Anna Mar 5 1928.......
Lyall Marie T of Paul C and Sybil M June 9 1923.......
Lyall — d of Paul C and Sybil M June 9 1923.......
Lyden Donald of Francis J and Lillian C May 16 1924....
Lyden Francis of Francis J and Lillian C Nov 19 1921....
Lyden Lillian B of Francis J and Lillian C Feb 3 1923.......
Lyle James of John and Mary Sept 26 1928.......
Lyman Alice M of Alfred E and Bertha M July 17 1923....
Lyman Geraldine M of Alfred E and Bertha M Oct 20 1929....
Lyman Helen G of Joseph J and Theresa Feb 24 1925.......
Lyman Jane of Christopher A and Mabel M Feb 16 1927....
Lyman Louise of Christopher A and Mabel M Jan 1 1929....
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Lyman Philip F of Christopher A and Mabel M Apr 11 1924... 26: 231
Lynch Anna M of John E and Mary O Sept 9 1926.......................... 27: 290
Lynch Anna M of James F and Caterina Mar 21 1924..................... 26: 220
Lynch Barbara A of Edward P and Sarah A Aug 5 1929..................... 29: 95
Lynch Bernard J of James B and Eliza May 26 1924......................... 26: 253
Lynch Bertha of James F and Anna M Oct 27 1926......................... 27: 310
Lynch Catherine E of Thomas and Mary July 26 1928....................... 28: 256
Lynch Catherine M of Patrick J and Nora M Sept 29 1924.................. 26: 319
Lynch Charles (twin) of Terence and Ellen July 11 1928................. 28: 259
Lynch Charles A of Charles A and Bernadette Jan 31 1921............... 26: 195
Lynch Claire M of Joseph H and Emma E May 30 1929....................... 29: 62
Lynch Cornelius B of William J and Anna M Mar 18 1928................. 28: 200
Lynch Edmond B of John J and Mary E Jan 8 1922......................... 25: 180
Lynch Edward J of John J and Marie H June 10 1921...................... 25: 69
Lynch Edward L of Thomas and Mary Nov 9 1921............................ 25: 151
Lynch Edward C of John J and Edna A Nov 17 1923....................... 27: 151
Lynch Eileen of Timothy and Mary M Sept 23 1922........................ 25: 307
Lynch Eileen of James P and Catherine L Sept 3 1924.................... 26: 307
Lynch Elizabeth A of Patrick J and Nora M Mar 20 1927.................... 28: 34
Lynch Evelyn A of John W and Hilda Sept 18 1922......................... 25: 305
Lynch Frances of Francis P and Hazel L Dec 7 1926....................... 27: 328
Lynch Francis J of Thomas F and Margaret L Aug 2 1923.................. 26: 104
Lynch Frederick of Francis P and Hazel L May 22 1928..................... 28: 227
Lynch Frederick E of Matthew J and Giovannina Nov 14 1923............. 26: 157
Lynch Gertrude of Charles and Ida Oct 9 1923............................. 26: 150
Lynch Helen of Robert H and Sarah G Oct 21 1921......................... 25: 141
Lynch Helen E of Dennis J and Catherine Sept 7 1921..................... 25: 119
Lynch Hugh E of William F and Rita F Dec 20 1930....................... 29: 302
Lynch James M of John J and Mary E Sept 27 1923........................ 26: 132
Lynch Joan L of James V and Evelyn May 16 1930.......................... 29: 212
Lynch John of Michael J and Mary Sept 13 1924........................... 25: 121
Lynch John of John M F and Mary V July 15 1924.......................... 26: 280
Lynch John of Francis P and Hazel L Jan 27 1923......................... 27: 12
Lynch John F of John J and Marie H Apr 18 1923.......................... 26: 53
Lynch John H of William H and Mildred June 20 1930...................... 29: 228
Lynch John M of John M and Irene L June 30 1922......................... 25: 265
Lynch John W of John W and Hilda Aug 1 1926............................... 27: 273
Lynch Joseph of Francis P and Hazel L Aug 7 1922......................... 25: 284
Lynch Joseph F of John M F and Mary V Nov 3 1928....................... 28: 301
Lynch Joseph H of Joseph H and Emma E Apr 9 1925....................... 27: 47
Lynch Margaret B of Michael J and Mary Feb 9 1925...................... 27: 19
Lynch Margaret M of William J and Anna S Sept 14 1925................. 27: 123
Lynch Marguerite M of Edwin P and Sarah A Sept 10 1927...28: 114
Lynch Marilyn H of Charles B and Marion M Dec 16 1929...29: 147
Lynch Mary A of Thomas and Mary Nov 13 1923................26: 156
Lynch Mary H of John J and Marie H Dec 18 1925...........27: 164
Lynch Mary J of James H and Alice E Dec 29 1929...........29: 152
Lynch Mary L of Robert H and Sarah G Dec 25 1924...........26: 359
Lynch Mary L of Joseph and Mary June 16 1925................27: 79
Lynch Mary V of Michael J and Mary June 30 1927..........28: 81
Lynch Monica of John J and Mary May 28 1924.................26: 254
Lynch Olive R of Mathew and Sarah J Mar 26 1925............31: 71
Lynch Orea E of William J and Orea M Mar 10 1929..........29: 30
Lynch Paul R (c) of James F and Anna M Sept 19 1930........29: 266
Lynch Paul V of John J and Marie H July 26 1928..............28: 256
Lynch Ralph M (twin) of James J and Caroline B Jan 2 1925...27: 1
Lynch Raymond A of James V and Evelyn June 11 1923........26: 77
Lynch Richard of Terrence J and Ellen M Aug 15 1925........27: 110
Lynch Richard of Robert D and Helen D Sept 13 1930.........29: 263
Lynch Robert B of Charles B and Marion M Sept 12 1921.....25: 121
Lynch Robert P of James V and Evelyn May 4 1927.............28: 56
Lynch Roland R of Francis R and Mary E Sept 25 1924.......26: 317
Lynch Sarah L of Francis E and Margaret L July 10 1921.....25: 88
Lynch Shirley H of James H and Helen M June 20 1929........29: 72
Lynch Theresa M of John J and Cora A Jan 3 1927............28: 2
Lynch Thomas J of Thomas and Mary Dec 25 1929..............29: 150
Lynch Vincent F of Michael J and Mary Mar 1 1923............26: 30
Lynch William J of William J and Anna S May 17 1924.......26: 249
Lynch —— d of Thomas and Susan Jan 25 1921..................25: 80
Lynch —— (twin) s of James J and Caroline B Jan 2 1925.....27: 1
Lynch —— s of Arthur and Bernadette Feb 17 1926.............27: 194
Lynch —— s of Cornelius J and Gertrude J Feb 28 1927.......28: 24
Lynch —— (twin) s of Terence J and Ellen M July 11 1928....26: 260
Lynch —— d of Cornelius J and Gertrude J Nov 12 1929.......29: 133
Lynd Genevieve of Henry A and Elizabeth Apr 5 1924........26: 228
Lynd Henry of Henry A and Elizabeth Nov 23 1921............25: 156
Lynn Paul R of Carl and Ann June 22 1926....................27: 338
Lynski Kathren of Peter and Justyna Mar 26 1924..............26: 222
Lynsky Mildred M of Lawretta Oct 19 1923....................26: 144
Lynsky —— d of Joseph W and Ernelinda A Aug 1 1929........29: 104
Lynnum William H of Henry and Barbara E Aug 5 1928........28: 263
Lyon Anna R E of David and Annie Jan 14 1924.................26: 188
Lyon Betty C of Chester L and Sophie June 7 1923............26: 76
Lyon Caroline J of Chester L and Sophie Sept 29 1928.......28: 286
Lyon Edward L of Chester L and Sophia Sept 28 1925........27: 129
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Lyons Hope L of Chester L and Sophie Mar 31 1921.............25: 38
Lyons Jean L K of David and Annie July 25 1925.............27: 98
Lyons Joseph D of Joseph P and Alice E Apr 23 1930........29: 203
Lyons Mary F of Edward G and Dorothy B Feb 6 1922........25: 195
Lyons Murray L of Nathan and Ethel H Feb 19 1930...........29: 175
Lyons Peter B of Edward G and Dorothy B Oct 19 1925........27: 138
Lyons William J of Chester L and Sophie July 26 1930........29: 242
Lyons Anna L of Edward F and Annie M June 8 1922...........25: 257
Lyons Anne M of James T A and Mary E Apr 25 1929...........29: 48
Lyons Babette F of Stanley H and Edna G May 30 1921........25: 64
Lyons Barbara L of Charles F and Anna Mar 21 1929...........21: 34
Lyons Charles of Dennis A and Julfa A Apr 2 1921............25: 39
Lyons Edmund of Henry J and Emma H Feb 3 1930..............29: 170
Lyons Edna of James T and Edna July 24 1924..................26: 285
Lyons Edward I of Max and Mary Apr 27 1921.................25: 49
Lyons Eleanor G of Edward F and Anna M June 29 1929........29: 72
Lyons Elizabeth G of Richard A and Delia A June 25 1924....26: 270
Lyons Esther of John and Mary Jan 16 1928 ...................28: 173
Lyons Francis G of John D and Mary L Sept 10 1924...........26: 309
Lyons Helen L of James P and Catherine T Jan 25 1928.......28: 177
Lyons Irene of James J and Sarah A Apr 19 1921................25: 46
Lyons James W of John W and Delia M Dec 13 1926............27: 330
Lyons John E of John R and Mary G Sept 15 1925............27: 123
Lyons John T of James T A and Mary E Nov 16 1927...........28: 143
Lyons Lawrence A of Owen C and Jessie June 16 1929...........29: 70
Lyons Leah M of Leo and Sara E Sept 23 1928.................28: 283
Lyons Leo L of Robert E and Mary G Nov 2 1923..............26: 152
Lyons Louis S of Stanley H and Edna G Sept 21 1924.........26: 315
Lyons Louise of Joseph F and Mary L Aug 31 1922............25: 295
Lyons Marguerite E of Michael J and Margaret M Apr 25 1929........29: 48
Lyons Marion of Edward F and Annie M June 2 1924............26: 259
Lyons Mary E of John J and Isabelle Aug 20 1925.............27: 112
Lyons Mary J of John J and Ellen M June 21 1924.............26: 268
Lyons Mary T of James J and Mary G Apr 9 1929..............29: 43
Lyons Owen C of Owen C and Jessie Mar 3 1927.................28: 27
Lyons Raymond A of Leo J and Sara E Sept 28 1930.............29: 269
Lyons Regina of John R and Mary G Nov 25 1923..............26: 161
Lyons Richard of Joseph E and Matilda R Apr 8 1921.........25: 41
Lyons Richard D of Richard A and Delia A Nov 3 1921.......25: 148
Lyons Rita of Michael J and Margaret M June 14 1922.........25: 260
Lyons Robert of George J and May E Dec 28 1926..............27: 335
Lyons Robert E of Henry D and Alice K Oct 14 1921...........26: 227
Lyons Robert E of Joseph E and Matilda R Feb 20 1928.......28: 188
Lyons Robert F of James J and Sarah A Nov 12 1929........ 29: 133
Lyons Thomas of James J and Sarah A July 21 1923........ 26: 101
Lyons Walter L of John R and Mary G Oct 16 1921........ 25: 139
Lyons — d of Frederick W and Genevieve V Jan 17 1922... 25: 184
Lyons — (twin) s of Michael J and Margaret M Feb 21
1924............................................... 26: 206
Lyons — (twin) s of Michael J and Margaret M Feb 21
1924............................................... 26: 206
Lyons — s of Joseph F and Mary L Aug 20 1924......... 26: 305
Lyons — s of Robert E and Mary G Feb 4 1925........ 27: 28
Lyons — (c) s of Edith A Mar 3 1925........................ 27: 43
Lyons — d of Joseph E and Matilda R Feb 12 1926........ 27: 192
Lyons — d of Jeremiah A and Mary J July 19 1926....... 27: 272
Lyons — s of Patrick A and Nora P Sept 25 1926......... 27: 299
Lyons — s of Edward F and Annie M Oct 2 1926.......... 27: 312
Lyons — s of Francis C and Madeline Mar 9 1927......... 28: 29
Lyons — s of Francis E and Madeline Oct 8 1928........ 28: 291
Lyons — d of Mortimer A and Margaret Dec 19 1930..... 29: 308
Lysohir Nadia of Petro and Katherine July 7 1924.... 26: 277
Lyttle Eileen E of William J and Mary May 31 1926.... 27: 241
Lyttle Frances of William J and Mary Aug 27 1927..... 28: 107
Lyttle John P of William J and Mary Jan 26 1923...... 26: 11
Lyttle Joseph of William J and Mary Apr 1 1924...... 26: 227
Lyttle Margaret M of William J and Mary July 8 1930... 29: 235
Lyttle William of William J and Mary Aug 12 1921...... 25: 121

Mabay Dolores E (c) of James G and Clara F Oct 29 1924.. 26: 332
Mabay James G (c) of James G and Clara F Aug 17 1923.. 26: 111
Mabray Benjamin (c) of Arnold L and Adel M Jan 4 1928... 28: 169
Mabray Dorothy L (c) of Arnold L and Adel M Aug 5 1924.. 26: 292
Mabray Genevieve H (c) of Arnold L and Adel M July 7 1926.. 27: 261
Mabray Horace D (c) of William A and Iola M May 22 1928.. 28: 227
Mabray James G (c) of James G and Germaine June 27 1924.. 26: 271
Mabray William A (c) of William A and Iola A Mar 23 1927.. 28: 35
Mabray — (c) s of William A and Iola M Mar 31 1929... 29: 37
Macabota Eva B of Frank and Blanche Aug 5 1926.. 27: 275
Macari Antonio di Giuseppe and Giocindina A June 27 1921.. 25: 77
Macari Antonio di Eugenio and Michelina Aug 16 1923... 26: 111
Macari Eulio di Gabriele and Elisabetta June 4 1921... 25: 67
Macari Eulio di Eugenio and Michelina July 22 1926..... 27: 268
Macari Lillian di Eugenio and Michelina July 28 1928... 28: 257
Macari Maria G of Giuseppe and Giocondina A Jan 3 1923.. 26: 2
Macari Teresina di Eugenio and Michelina June 27 1921... 25: 77
MacArthur Anne E of Andrew and Elizabeth Mar 23 1926... 27: 209
Macaruuso Antonio di Anthony and Maria June 13 1930... 29: 224
Macaruso Gloria di Nicola and Angelina Apr 23 1924... 26: 240
Macaruso Michelina of Nicola and Emelia E Aug 17 1929...29: 98
Macaruso Ralph of Ralph A and Helene M Feb 25 1928...28: 190
Macaruso Rocco A of Margaret Feb 17 1929................29: 20
Macaruso —— s of Ralph A and Helene M Feb 21 1930...29: 176
Macaruus Filomena G of Luigi and Maria T Jan 24 1928...28: 176
Macaruso Giovanni of Luigi and Maria T June 14 1921...25: 71
MacAuley Evelyn J of Herbert T and Amelia G Apr 1 1930..29: 195
MacAuley Jacqueline B of Herbert T and Amelia G Dec 23
1928..................................................28: 322
MacAuley Robert H of Herbert T and Margaret M July 14
1926....................................................27: 264
MacCadante Serafina of Giuseppe M and Maria Mar 8 1927...28: 29
MacCallum Esther J of Hugh R and Mary R B May 4 1921..25: 53
MacCallum Gilbert P of Cecil L and Alice Dec 10 1929....29: 145
MacCardell Cameron H of Frank C and Winifred Feb 20 1929...29: 22
MacCarone Alberto of Giuseppe and Annuziata Apr 8 1928...28: 210
MacCarone Anna of Giovanni and Petrina Sept 8 1927....28: 113
MacCarone Anna C of Vincenzo and Elisabetta May 2 1924...26: 242
MacCarone Anna T of Antonio and Filomena Nov 3 1929...29: 130
MacCarone Costantino of Giuseppe and Annuziata June 10
1924....................................................26: 262
MacCarone Domenico of Vincenzo and Elisabetta Sept 27 1922...25: 308
MacCarone Edoardo D of Edoardo and Maria Feb 7 1928...28: 183
MacCarone Emma C of Vincenzo and Giovannina Jan 15 1922...25: 183
MacCarone Esther of Francesco and Antonetta Oct 12 1925....27: 136
MacCarone Fiorenza M of Edoardo and Maria Mar 31 1925...27: 41
MacCarone Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Annuziata Feb 20 1923...26: 24
MacCarone Giuseppe A of Vincenzo and Ida July 25 1923...26: 98
MacCarone James J of Luigi and Fannie May 8 1924...........26: 245
MacCarone Louis E of Luigi and Fannie Jan 7 1922...........25: 180
MacCarone Maddalena of Giuseppe and Nunziata Mar 25 1922...25: 218
MacCarone —— d of Giovanni and Petrina Sept 9 1925......27: 121
Macaroni Francesco A of Alfonso and Maria Apr 18 1927...28: 48
Macaroni Iolanda C of Alfonso and Maria Jan 13 1924.......26: 187
Macaruso Luigi of Salvatore and Angelina Aug 21 1930....29: 253
Macchiario Giuseppe of Antonio and Carmela July 15 1925...27: 94
Macchiarelli Elvira E of Esterino and Maria Apr 30 1922...25: 236
Macchiarelli —— s of Esterino and Anna June 27 1929......29: 77
Macchio Antonio of Pasquale and Beatrice May 4 1925......27: 60
Macchio Joseph M of Pasquale and Beatrice Apr 3 1926.....27: 215
Macchio Tomaso of Antonio and Giuseppina May 21 1922....25: 247
Macchio —— s of Pasco and Beatrice Apr 18 1923............26: 60
Macchio —— s of Antonio and Giuseppina June 4 1924......26: 274
Macchio —— d of Antonio and Giuseppina July 2 1927......28: 83
Macci Salvatore of Domenico and Diamante Apr 23 1923.....26: 55
MacClenman Paul H of Harold and Ethel Oct 21 1925......27: 139
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Births Recorded in Providence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MacColl Elizabeth C</td>
<td>of Kenneth D</td>
<td>Mar 19 1925</td>
<td>27: 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacColl Janet R</td>
<td>of Hugh F</td>
<td>Nov 23 1921</td>
<td>25: 136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacColl Jean of William B</td>
<td>and Mabel</td>
<td>Aug 16 1924</td>
<td>26: 297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacColl Joan of Norman A</td>
<td>and Mary</td>
<td>Mar 10 1930</td>
<td>29: 154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacColl Louise of Norman A</td>
<td>and Mary</td>
<td>July 9 1925</td>
<td>27: 91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacColl Nancy of Norman A</td>
<td>and Mary</td>
<td>Nov 5 1926</td>
<td>28: 314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacColl Ernest D</td>
<td>of Forrest C</td>
<td>Nov 9 1922</td>
<td>25: 281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacColl Ernest D</td>
<td>of Forrest C</td>
<td>Nov 9 1922</td>
<td>25: 148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacColl Ernest D</td>
<td>of Frank</td>
<td>July 20 1925</td>
<td>27: 172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacColl ——— d of Samuel W</td>
<td>and Mildred</td>
<td>July 18 1929</td>
<td>29: 91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacCrae Kenneth G</td>
<td>of Alexander</td>
<td>Dec 30 1923</td>
<td>26: 176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacCue Shirley J</td>
<td>of Orrin E</td>
<td>June 5 1928</td>
<td>28: 235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacCullough Muriel G</td>
<td>of Alexander</td>
<td>Dec 1 1921</td>
<td>25: 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacColl Alvin of Alvin</td>
<td>and Irene</td>
<td>Aug 25 1928</td>
<td>28: 271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald Barbara of George R</td>
<td>and Velma</td>
<td>Mar 29 1929</td>
<td>29: 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald Clyde H</td>
<td>of Clyde H</td>
<td>May 13 1922</td>
<td>25: 243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald Colin F</td>
<td>of Colin F</td>
<td>Sept 6 1928</td>
<td>28: 277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald Daniel J</td>
<td>of Leslie A</td>
<td>Nov 3 1927</td>
<td>28: 138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald David A</td>
<td>of David A</td>
<td>Aug 24 1930</td>
<td>29: 254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald Donald J</td>
<td>of Donald J</td>
<td>Dec 1 1930</td>
<td>29: 176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald Doris M</td>
<td>of Walter</td>
<td>May 1 1923</td>
<td>26: 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald Elaine of Archie R</td>
<td>and Edna</td>
<td>Nov 4 1924</td>
<td>26: 337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald Elizabeth of Errol S</td>
<td>and Amy</td>
<td>Nov 5 1921</td>
<td>25: 149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald Ellen E</td>
<td>of Raymond F</td>
<td>May 23 1921</td>
<td>25: 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald Ian R</td>
<td>of Robert G</td>
<td>Dec 4 1930</td>
<td>29: 297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald James E</td>
<td>of James E</td>
<td>Apr 22 1928</td>
<td>28: 215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald Jean of George E</td>
<td>and Marjorie</td>
<td>Mar 28 1923</td>
<td>26: 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald Jean A</td>
<td>of Errol S</td>
<td>May 6 1927</td>
<td>28: 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald John of Willaim S</td>
<td>and Clara</td>
<td>Nov 28 1924</td>
<td>26: 346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald John of John A</td>
<td>and Ruth</td>
<td>Dec 11 1923</td>
<td>26: 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald John A</td>
<td>of Raymond F</td>
<td>Nov 25 1927</td>
<td>28: 146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald John M</td>
<td>of John M</td>
<td>Sept 1 1927</td>
<td>27: 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald Kenneth W</td>
<td>of George W</td>
<td>Oct 22 1925</td>
<td>27: 140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald Margaret of George W</td>
<td>and Julia</td>
<td>Jun 19 1928</td>
<td>28: 241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald Marjorie E</td>
<td>of A Wilfred</td>
<td>Dec 11 1926</td>
<td>27: 329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald Martha J</td>
<td>of Edward J</td>
<td>Oct 31 1930</td>
<td>29: 310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald Muriel A</td>
<td>of Colin F</td>
<td>Dec 27 1929</td>
<td>29: 151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald Neil J</td>
<td>of David A</td>
<td>Dec 12 1928</td>
<td>28: 318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald Raymond M</td>
<td>of Raymond F</td>
<td>Feb 13 1923</td>
<td>26: 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacDonald Richard G</td>
<td>of John M</td>
<td>Aug 3 1927</td>
<td>28: 88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Macdonald Robert G of John and Edith A July 21 1923, 26: 96
Macdonald Ruth J of Robert M and Mary A Apr 25 1923, 26: 56
Macdonald Ruth P of Clarissa Feb 5 1922, 25: 194
Macdonald Stewart W of George W and Mabel K July 16 1929, 29: 84
MacDonald Stuart P of Stuart P and Alice E Sept 2 1924, 26: 306
MacDonald Virginia M of Leslie A and Florence M Sept 10 1926, 27: 290
MacDonald — d of Milton C and Martha Mar 25 1928, 28: 203
MacDonald — s of Arthur B and Margaret M Oct 29 1930, 29: 283
MacDonnell Phylis A of Howard M and Edith M June 12 1921, B-1: 48
MacDuff George W of James H and Berenice June 28 1929, 29: 75
MacDuff Nita A of Milton and Myrtle M Sept 1 1923, 26: 121
MacDuff Shirley F of Milton and Myrtle July 7 1925, 27: 90
Mace Eduardo A of Nicola and Carmela Jan 1 1922, 25: 178
Macedo Antonio of Antonio and Teresa July 30 1928, 28: 258
Macedonio Anna F of Giovanni and Maria Apr 15 1928, 28: 213
Macedonio Antonio of Giovanni and Maria Nov 1 1929, 29: 130
Macedonio Enrichetta of Luigi and Giuseppina M July 27 1921, 25: 95
Macedonio Iolanda M of Luigi and Maria G June 17 1930, 29: 226
Maceroni Anna of Bernardo and Maria G July 29 1921, 25: 96
Maceroni Luisa of Bernardo and Giuseppa July 30 1923, 26: 100
Maceroni Saverio B of Bernardo and Giuseppa Dec 5 1925, 27: 159
Maceroni Teresa of Arduino and Angelina July 30 1922, 25: 280
MacFarlane Beverly M of John A and Helen Aug 2 1927, 28: 97
MacFarlane John R of John A and Dorothy Feb 10 1922, 25: 197
MacGillivray Shirley L of Laurence and Sarah I July 29 1930, 29: 243
MacGratty Ellen of John J and Nancy Feb 9 1923, 26: 20
MacGregor Elizabeth R of Joseph and Margaret Oct 7 1921, 25: 135
MacGregor William T of William A and Florence A May 20 1927, 28: 62
MacGregor — d of George C and Sarah Sept 5 1929, 29: 106
MacGuyer Richard of Herman F and Ida A May 26 1921, 25: 62
Machado Agnese of Jose and Elvira Sept 21 1926, 27: 294
Machado Antonio of Francisco and Maria Mar 28 1922, 25: 220
Machado Fernando of Fernando and Clara M Sept 5 1929, 29: 106
Machado Francisco T of Jose and Elvira Mar 7 1930, 29: 183
Machado Gabriel of Manuel I M and Maria A Feb 24 1926, 27: 196
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Machado George of Joao and Paulina P Feb 18 1921...........25: 20
Machado Henrietta of Ernesto and Henrique H F July 20
1927...........................................28: 91
Machado Joao of Joao and Evangelina Dec 24 1929..........29: 150
Machado Jose of Jose and Elvira Nov 12 1922.............25: 331
Machado Juliet DeC of Manuel and Emily Feb 13 1930.......29: 179
Machado Lidia R of Jose H and Palmera Feb 7 1930.........29: 171
Machado Manuel of Manuel and Maria May 13 1924..........26: 247
Machado Maria D of Jose and Elvira Feb 26 1925............27: 25
Machado Maria I of Jose B and Maria I Dec 13 1926........27: 330
Machado Rita M of Jose H and Palmera Aug 16 1928........28: 267
Machon Archibald T of Archie T and Gertrude H July 11
1925...........................................27: 92
Machon Effie B of Charles V and Lillian June 14 1921......25: 71
Machon Ethel M of Percy and Mary V Nov 22 1927.........28: 145
Machon John T of John T and Ethel Feb 28 1930...........29: 179
Machon Norman K of Norman H and Thea L May 30 1930.....29: 218
Machon William P of Percy and Mary V Apr 24 1924.......26: 236
Machon ______ s of John T and Ethel Jan 28 1928.........28: 178
Macariello Muriel H of Mattio and Louise Oct 6 1929......29: 119
MacInnes Dorothy M of John and Dorothy M June 6 1925....27: 76
MacInnes Elizabeth C of Murdoch H and Ruth U Oct 6 1930..29: 273
MacInnes Kenneth McK of Kenneth McK and Jean R Apr 7
1927...........................................28: 43
MacIntosh Frances L of Roy N and Sarah Aug 17 1926......27: 279
MacIntosh Frederic H of Frederic H and Alice Feb 1 1927...28: 14
MacIntosh Harold W of Roy N and Sarah C July 3 1924.....26: 276
MacIntosh Roy N of Roy N and Sarah Dec 25 1921.........25: 172
MacIntosh ______ s of Fred H and Alice May 24 1921.......25: 82
MacIntosh ______ d of Roy N and Sarah C Feb 25 1929......29: 24
MacIntyre John E of Bernard J and Agnes C Jan 13 1922....25: 182
MacIntyre Mary V of James I and Anna R Apr 15 1929......29: 45
Macioci Joseph J of Pietro and Giovannina Feb 19 1923....26: 23
Macioci Giovanni P of Pietro and Giovannina Jan 18 1925..27: 8
Macirowski Helen of Sylvester and Anna Jan 2 1922........25: 178
Macirowski Mary A of Sylvester and Anna May 7 1926.....27: 231
Mack Celia A of John A and Isabel C Sept 22 1925.........27: 127
Mack ______ s of John A and Isabel C Mar 8 1924..........26: 215
MacKay Daniel A of Alexander M and Alice G June 17 1921..25: 72
MacKay Guinevere E of William and Mary E June 10 1924...26: 262
MacKay Louise of Charles B and Pauline Apr 25 1924.......26: 237
MacKay Marilyn M of Sidney F and Mary M Nov 27 1929....29: 139
MacKay Theron N of Theron N G and Lilly July 13 1924.....26: 280
MacKeever John F of James and Elizabeth May 18 1924......26: 256
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Mackenzie Charles A of Charles A and Dorothy B July 4 1926.27:260
Mackenzie Charlotte M of Carleton C and Hazel G Mar 13
1924. .......................................................... 26:217
MacKenzie Dorothy M of Kenneth and Ida July 18 1923........ 26:101
MacKenzie Ernestine I of Neil D and Leona F Feb 3 1929..... 29:15
MacKenzie Frank M of Frank M and Jennie F Aug 3 1923...... 26:105
MacKenzie Jean M of Neil D and Leona F July 12 1927....... 28:87
MacKenzie Jeannie C of William H and Jeannie P May 23
1924. .......................................................... 26:252
MacKenzie Joyce L of Carlton C and Hazel G Sept 6 1929.... 29:106
MacKenzie Marie E of Ira M and Marie T June 12 1927....... 28:73
MacKenzie Norma of Melville and Vera June 4 1924........... 26:272
MacKenzie Patricia G of Frank E and Grace Dec 18 1928...... 28:520
MacKenzie Robert E of J Duncan and Louise Nov 26 1930...... 29:292
MacKenzie Roland E of Isabelle July 7 1925.................... 27:90
MacKenzie Warren E (c) of Wilhelm E and Madelyne R L
Aug 17 1930.................................................. 29:251
MacKenzie William H of William H and Jeannie P Mar 8
1927. .......................................................... 28:29
Macker — — s of Arthur W and Ethel Nov 30 1930.............. 29:294
Mackey Claire F of Earl V and Clara F Nov 28 1923............ 26:162
Mackey Cyril D of Peter and Janie E June 24 1923............. 26:82
Mackey Edward of Edward A and Hazel M M July 19 1928...... 28:254
Mackey John L of Peter and Janie E July 23 1921.............. 25:94
Mackie Edward C of Joseph I and Margaret J June 24 1924.... 26:269
McKillop Paul of Patrick H and Alice G Nov 3 1923............ 26:153
Mackinney Adrienne of Herbert F and Adrienne H July 5
1921. .......................................................... 25:86
Mackinney Bartlett of Harold A and Ruth Oct 26 1923.......... 26:147
Mackinney Donald B of Harold A and Ruth July 6 1925....... 27:90
MacKinnon Barbara E of Norman R and Martha Nov 11 1928.... 28:305
MacKinnon Dorothy A of Norman R and Martha Dec 17 1926.... 27:331
MacKinnon James E of James E and Roberta May 26 1929....... 29:61
MacKinnon James E of J Myron and Ethel June 26 1929........ 29:74
MacKinnon Margaret L of Norman R and Martha Nov 30
1930. .......................................................... 29:294
Mackintosh Gilbert N of Bentley and Florence Sept 10 1926.... 27:290
Mackle Betty P of Robert J and Margaret I Feb 12 1923....... 26:21
Mackle Roberta R of Robert J and Margaret I May 13 1924.... 25:57
Macklin Shirley A of Robert and Ethyl F Sept 2 1923.......... 26:121
MacLane Laura of Harold E and Mary E Nov 10 1926........... 27:316
Maclan Thomas D of Harold E and Mary E Apr 10 1928........ 28:211
MacLaughian Ruth J of Alexander J and Ruth Aug 3 1928. 28: 262
MacLaughlin Archie R of Joseph A and Helen K Apr 3 1923. 26: 47
MacLean Catherine S of Thomas L and Susan Nov 26 1928. 28: 310
MacLean Henry J of Henry G and Mary A Jan 1 1923. 26: 1
MacLean James R of James R and Eda M Mar 4 1926. 27: 201
MacLean John C of John G and Sadie July 22 1925. 27: 97
MacLean Lloyd G of John G and Sadie B Sept 12 1923. 26: 125
MacLean Patricia R of James R and Eda Sept 15 1921. 26: 312
MacLean Shirley J of James R and Eda July 28 1923. 26: 99
MacLean — d of Donald B and Gertrude C Jan 4 1928. 28: 180
MacLean — (twin) s of Dollie Mar 7 1928. 28: 196
MacLean — (twin) s of Dollie Mar 7 1928. 28: 196
MacLellan Robert B of Bruce J and Josephine Mar 7 1928. 28: 196
MacLellan Robert H of Bruce and Josephine Dec 11 1926. 27: 329
MacLellan Wallace O of Bruce J and Josephine C Nov 24

1922. ............................................... 25: 385
MacLeod Anne of Colin G and Virginia Mar 30 1922. 25: 221
MacLeod Donald R of Norman D and Maud Apr 2 1923. 26: 46
MacLeod George R of George R and Lillie Feb 20 1921. 25: 21
MacLeod Grace E of Colin G and Virginia Jan 26 1925. 27: 11
MacLeod Hanna C of George R and Lillie May 18 1923. 26: 67
MacLeod James D of James D and Florence Apr 22 1925. 27: 53
MacLeod Janet S of Kenneth B and Rebecca S Nov 29 1923. 26: 163
MacLeod John A of John R and Amelia Apr 23 1926. 27: 223
MacLeod John S of Donald C and Maria F Dec 29 1928. 28: 324
MacLeod Mary J of MacIntosh and Mary G May 15 1924. 26: 248
MacLeod Norman A of Norman A and Bertha M Sept 9 1929. 29: 107
MacLeod Norman D of Norman D and Maud Jan 21 1921. 25: 8
MacLeod Paul F of Paul D and Verdie July 25 1929. 29: 88
MacLeod Roderick B of Norman D and Maud Sept 2 1925. 27: 118
MacLeod Sheldon S of Kenneth B and Rebecca S Jan 21 1928. 28: 175
MacLeod Virginia of Colin G and Virginia July 26 1923. 26: 98
MacLeod — d of Norman D and Maud Aug 21 1927. 28: 105
MacManners Malcolm R of James V and Margaret M Aug 29

1926. ............................................... 27: 284
MacMillan Dorothy H of John D and Mary J Jan 30 1923. 26: 12
MacMillan John D of John D and Mary J Apr 16 1921. 25: 45
MacMillan Louis M of John D and Mary J Nov 2 1926. 27: 313
MacMillan Wilbur D of William D and Eva Apr 23 1929. 29: 47
MacNab Andrew J of James and Mary H Aug 4 1927. 28: 98
MacNaught Jean M of Robert and Jean G Sept 16 1927. 28: 116
MacNaughton Marilyn E of Joseph and Gladys M June 4 1929. 29: 66
MacNaughton — s of Simon and Mildred Aug 26 1930. 29: 258
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

MacNeil Arthur W of James P and Mabel W Feb 16 1927...28: 20
MacNeil Lawrence W of John D and Bertha M Sept 25 1921...25: 127
MacNeil Robert J of Steward T and Louise Jan 15 1924...26: 188
MacNeil Thomas M of Joseph F and Christina Feb 19 1929...29: 21
MacNeill Albert G of William G and Ada Mar 28 1924...25: 25
MacNoughton John S of Archibald K and Xora Jan 29 1921...25: 11
Macomb Bernice of David G and Mary May 3 1926...27: 229
Macomb —— d of Howard B and Mary E Nov 20 1929...29: 141
Macomber Edward S of Edward S and Ruth H Sept 9 1926...27: 290
Macomber Harkless R of Harkless R and Dorothy May 28
1927...28: 65
Macomber Harriett P of Henry C and Hilda July 26 1924...26: 286
Macomber Henry C of Henry C and Hilda C Sept 4 1926...27: 288
Macomber Phillip E of Henry C and Hilda C June 9 1929...29: 68
Macomber Wanda H of Wallace J and Hope S Feb 13 1930...29: 173
MacPhail Nancy J of Andrew H and Margaret May 27 1930...29: 216
MacPherson Constance M of John F and Mary May 16 1926...27: 235
MacPherson Mildred S of John F and Mary May 4 1928...28: 221
Macrane Charlotte T of Farquhar A and Gladys Nov 2 1921...25: 159
Macrane Jean G of Howard A and Elizabeth May 22 1927...28: 63
MacRae Robert W of Wilfred R and Lois Aug 11 1926...27: 276
MacRae Thomas F of William and Mary E Oct 21 1922...25: 321
Macreading Virginia of Howard S and Edith E Feb 25 1923...26: 26
Macri Domenica of Antonio and Maria Sept 14 1922...25: 303
Macri Iolanda of Antonio and Maria Sept 18 1924...26: 314
MacRusso Raymond J of Ralph and Helena M Mar 21 1929...29: 155
MacSweeney Eithne K of Sean and Mary A Sept 24 1921...25: 126
MacVittie Dorothy R of Ann Oct 15 1928...28: 293
MacVittie Florence A of Annie Sept 19 1926...27: 294
Maczkiewicz Mary B of Anton and Eva Oct 22 1921...25: 112
Maddalena Alberto of Orazio and Rosina Apr 7 1921...25: 41
Maddalena Angelina of Michele and Rosina June 22 1924...26: 268
Maddalena Anna A of Orazio and Rosina Nov 20 1930...29: 290
Maddalena Armando of Orazio and Rosina Dec 30 1922...25: 351
Maddalena Carmine of Salvatore and Giuseppe Mar 9 1927...28: 29
Maddalena Dorothy D of Giuseppe and Marietta Dec 28 1928...28: 324
Maddalena Filomena of Salvatore and Giuseppa Sept 3 1923...26: 122
Maddalena Giuseppa of Michele and Rosina Dec 8 1921...25: 165
Maddalena Isabella of Orazio and Rosina Jan 24 1927...28: 9
Maddalena Louise R of Giuseppe and Marietta Dec 16 1927...28: 156
Maddalena Vincenzo of Salvatore and Giuseppina Aug 18
1921...25: 107
Maddalina Carmen J of Biagio G A and Antonetta July 15
1927...28: 89
Maddalina Dante B of Biagio G A and Antonetta Jan 14
1926...27: 180
Madden Agnes E of Joseph G and Jane K Feb 11 1921...........25: 17
Madden Alan E of Earl E and Clara P July 2 1920..........29: 78
Madden Alice of Thomas J and Sarah B July 27 1924........26: 286
Madden Ann E of Louis F and Lillian Nov 25 1926.........27: 322
Madden Annie E of Joseph M and Alice Apr 8 1924.........26: 230
Madden Edward N of Louis F and Lillian Aug 7 1924.......26: 293
Madden George of Peter V and Anna M May 26 1926.......27: 239
Madden Irene B of James A and Jenny V Nov 2 1925.......27: 145
Madden James A of James J and Gertrude E Jan 17 1921...25: 7
Madden James J of James A and Jennie V Oct 11 1922.....25: 317
Madden John of James J and Gertrude E July 22 1924.....26: 284
Madden John E of James A and Jennie V Dec 6 1928......28: 315
Madden Joseph R of Joseph J and Marietta Sept 2 1923...26: 121
Madden Lewis of Martin J and Mary A Mar 10 1926......27: 203
Madden Louise F of William F and Marion E May 19 1923..26: 67
Madden Marilyn H of James C and Mary G Jan 2 1928.....28: 168
Madden Martin J of Louis F and Lillian Sept 5 1929.....29: 106
Madden Mary J of Thomas J and Jennie L June 5 1930.....29: 221
Madden Norman of Martin J and Mary A Aug 30 1927......28: 108
Madden Patricia of Earl E and Clara P Apr 23 1924.....26: 236
Madden Raymond of Martin J and Mary A Jan 25 1923....26: 10
Madden Robert of Joseph J and Julia A June 1 1922.....25: 266
Madden Robert S of Martin J and Mary A Oct 19 1921....25: 140
Madden Stephen of Martin J and Mary A Mar 19 1925.....27: 36
Madden Thomas J of Thomas J and Jennie L Dec 1 1926....27: 326
Madden Walter A of James A and Jennie V June 8 1927...28: 71
Madden William J of William J and Dorothy L Apr 11 1930.29: 198
Madden s of Thomas J and Sarah B Apr 30 1923.........26: 58
Madden s of Earl E and Clara P June 28 1925.........27: 85
Madden d of Thomas J and Sarah B May 14 1926.........27: 234
Maddox d of John H and Esther A Feb 24 1923..........26: 29
Maddren Dorothy M of William J and Beatrice Jan 1 1927..28: 1
Maderis James of Mary Jan 20 1924.....................26: 190
Madigan Barbara P of Alfred J and Emma Sept 3 1926....27: 287
Madigan Ernest of Thomas and Annie E Sept 24 1923....26: 131
Madigan Jeanette E of Alfred J and Emma C Mar 31 1925..27: 41
Madison Claire E of Arthur W and Mary E Aug 12 1922...25: 286
Madison George W of George W and Doris G Feb 11 1930...29: 173
Madison Joseph E of Arthur W and Mary E June 2 1925....27: 74
Madison Ralph S of Francis S and Minnie E Aug 5 1923...26: 106
Madoian Hermine of Dickran and Ogene June 4 1922......25: 255
Madonia Angelina of Giuseppe and Lorenza Apr 7 1927....28: 43
Madonia Rosaria of Giuseppe and Lorenza Aug 3 1923.....26: 105
Madonna Andrea G of Nicola and Albina Jan 11 1925.....27: 5
Madonna Anna M of Nicola and Albina Apr 24 1930.....29: 203
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Madonna Giulia of Nicola and Adelina Jan 31 1923.........26: 13
Madonna Giuseppe N of Nicola and Albina June 2 1927.......28: 69
Madonna Maria of Raffaele and Rosa Dec 30 1923............26: 176
Madonna Marie J of Vincent and Grace Jan 2 1924............26: 183
Madonna Raffaele of Nicola and Adelina E Feb 1 1926.........27: 188
Madonna — d of Nicola and Maddalena June 21 1924...........26: 274
Madonna — d of Raffaele and Rosa May 31 1929.................29: 62
Madres — d of Jose and Sadie Apr 21 1928.......................28: 215
Madsen Alice M of Mads K and Esther Jan 11 1928..............28: 172
Madsen Esther of Mads K and Esther Aug 5 1930................29: 248
Madsen Martha L of Mads K and Esther Feb 13 1929............29: 19
Madsen Ola B of Ola B and Margaret Aug 2 1923.............26: 104
Maeheart Carolyn A of William W and Anna E Mar 29 1922..25: 220
Maelnert Elaine M of William W and Anna E Dec 18 1928....28: 320
Maffei Ida M of Pietro and Vittoria Jan 13 1926..............27: 179
Maffei Lucia of Pietro and Vittoria Dec 21 1924..............26: 357
Maffei Raffaele D of Pietro and Vittoria Sept 18 1927....28: 117
Magarian Aghavni of Hovhannes and Kachikatoum July 29 1929..29: 89
Magean Anna of Leo and Catherine Sept 10 1921............26: 310
Magee Edwin of Henry J and Elizabeth M May 29 1922.......25: 250
Magee George S of George S and Ellen R Feb 21 1929........29: 22
Magee Irene of Arthur E and Irene G Sept 4 1926...........27: 288
Magee James H of James H and Viola Aug 12 1929..............29: 96
Magee Marie C of George S and Ellen R Feb 9 1928.........28: 184
Magee Rita of Arthur E and Irene G Jan 20 1922..............25: 185
Magee Samuel J of George S and Ellen R Sept 28 1924.......26: 318
Magee — s of John H and Marilda Dec 29 1927..............28: 161
Magee — d of George S and Ellen R June 5 1930............29: 221
Magellan Anthony R (el of Anthony R and Louise Jan 17
1930....................................................29: 162
Magnio Filippo of Nicola and Angela M Aug 13 1928...........28: 266
Magnio Giuseppe of Nicola and Angela M Feb 22 1930........29: 176
Magnio Maria G of Francesco and Giuseppina May 11 1930...29: 210
Magnitti Eduardo R of Giovanni and Dolores Sept 26 1922..25: 308
Magid Miriam of Samuel M and Rose Oct 4 1923............26: 138
Maglin Richard B of Samuel B and Louise M May 2 1930..29: 207
Maglin Samuel of Samuel B and Louise M Jan 16 1929.......29: 7
Maglin Virginia of Samuel B and Louise M Feb 10 1923....26: 20
Maglio Avelino L C of Lawrence A and Marie J E May 9 1924..26: 256
Maglio Antonio G of Antonio and Giovanna Jan 17 1921....25: 6
Maglio Antonio L of Lawrence and Elfreda M Apr 7 1923....26: 180
Maglio Elfreda E of Lawrence A and Marie J E Oct 9 1927..28: 127
Maglio Elsie D of Lawrence A and Marie J E Nov 28 1930..29: 293
Maglio Giovanna E of Lawrence A and Marie J E June 10
1925......................................................27: 77
Maglio Marie A of Lawrence A and Marie J E May 2 1929... 29: 52
Magliocca —— d of Giuseppe and Rosa Nov 5 1928........... 28: 302
Magliola Armando of Giuseppe and Maria Apr 9 1928..... 28: 211
Magliola Cristina of Giuseppe and Maria Sept 27 1921..... 25: 127
Magliola Errico of Giuseppe and Maria July 14 1923..... 27: 93
Magliola Raffaele A of Giuseppe and Maria Sept 22 1930.. 29: 267
Magliola Rosalba of Giuseppe and Maria Feb 22 1923..... 26: 25
Maglioli Elisabetta of Gabriele and Angela Apr 26 1922.. 25: 234
Maglione Vittorio of Domenico and Filomena Sept 27 1924.. 26: 317
Maglione Antonio V G of Domenico and Filomena Mar 18 1921. 25: 33
Magnan Bertha of Leonile and Yvonne E Feb 9 1923..... 26: 27
Magnan Colin J of Henry L and Marion Oct 11 1922..... 25: 317
Magnan Doris M of Wilfred L and Julia B June 21 1922.... 25: 262
Magnan James W of Henry L and Marion July 11 1926... 27: 263
Magnan Lillian L of Eugene G and Marieene Nov 1 1930... 29: 284
Magnan Loretta A of Leonile and Yvonne E Mar 6 1926..... 27: 202
Magnan Mary L of Albert E and Mary T Dec 20 1930..... 29: 302
Magnan Maurice L of Leonile and Yvonne E Feb 18 1925... 27: 22
Magnan Ralph E of Albert E and Mary T Nov 21 1928..... 28: 308
Magnan Wilfred L of Wilfred L and Julia B Dec 6 1928... 28: 315
Magnani Francesco L of Luigi and Ida Dec 31 1930... 29: 307
Magnanini Aida of Paolo and Maria Apr 29 1922..... 25: 235
Magnanini Alfredo of Daniele and Carmela Sept 26 1923... 26: 132
Magnant Margaret R of Napoleon and Eva Dec 30 1924..... 26: 361
Magnanti Giuseppina of Giuseppe and Vincenza Oct 14 1923.. 26: 142
Magnatta Angelina M of Antonio and Carmela Jan 7 1927... 28: 3
Magnatta Carolina A of Antonio and Carmela Sept 9 1925... 27: 121
Magnatta Carolina D of Giuseppe P and Assunta V Sept 16
Magnelli Eduardo of Fiorino and Maria A June 28 1921.... 25: 77
Magnelli Fiorino of Fiorino and Maria A Nov 28 1928.... 28: 311
Magnelli Mabel A of Fiorino and Maria A Jan 1 1927.... 28: 1
Magnelli Ursula of Fiorino and Maria A Jan 28 1924..... 26: 194
Magnier Claire of Dennis and Nora Nov 2 1928..... 28: 301
Magnier Norma F of Dennis and Nora Sept 29 1927... 28: 121
Magnianti Luigi P of Constantino and Sofia Oct 18 1923... 26: 144
Magno Giovanni of Alfonso M and Luisa Feb 16 1924..... 26: 204
Magno Iolanda of Alfonso M and Luisa May 29 1922.... 25: 230
Magno Saverio of Alfonso and Luisa Aug 7 1927... 28: 99
Magno Vincenza of Alfonso M and Luisa Oct 3 1925..... 27: 132
Magno —— s of Vittorio and Maddalena Aug 7 1930... 29: 278
Magnon Marie R F of Eugene G and Marieene Feb 18 1923... 26: 23
Magnone Teresa of Annunziato and Carmela Jan 11 1923... 26: 5
Magnoni Silvia of Ferdinando and Amina Feb 25 1922... 25: 204
Magnoti Flora of Gabriele and Angelina Sept 24 1927... 28: 120
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magnuson Edith E</td>
<td>of Gastave A and Anna</td>
<td>28 Apr 1921</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnuson Eleanor B</td>
<td>of Vernon and Hazel</td>
<td>Jan 1927</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magrath —— s of</td>
<td>Linwood H and Emily J</td>
<td>May 1930</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magrey —— d of</td>
<td>Joseph and Doris</td>
<td>Mar 1929</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magri Anna of</td>
<td>Francesco and Angelina</td>
<td>May 1921</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Ann J of</td>
<td>John H and Anne T</td>
<td>June 1</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Ann L of</td>
<td>William J and Sarah C</td>
<td>June 21</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Anna C of</td>
<td>Anna R</td>
<td>Dec 2</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Anna R F</td>
<td>of Peter and Delia A</td>
<td>Apr 1930</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Bernice L</td>
<td>of John F and Laurenetta</td>
<td>July 2</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Edward J</td>
<td>of Hugh J and Mary E</td>
<td>Oct 28</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Edward L</td>
<td>of Bernard and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Sept 17</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Edward L</td>
<td>of Edward L and Helen M</td>
<td>Dec 1</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Eleanor F</td>
<td>of William S and Gertrude</td>
<td>Jan 10</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Elizabeth</td>
<td>of Thomas R and Margaret</td>
<td>C Apr</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Estelle of</td>
<td>John F and Stella P</td>
<td>Sept 28</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Frances L</td>
<td>of Hugh J and Mary E</td>
<td>July 15</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Francis B</td>
<td>of Patrick J and Ellen</td>
<td>Sept 26</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Francis L</td>
<td>of Edward J and Bertha B</td>
<td>Apr 10</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Helen C of</td>
<td>James E and Della M</td>
<td>Sept 18</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire James F of</td>
<td>James F and Bridget A</td>
<td>Feb 10</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Joann T of</td>
<td>James A and Mary H</td>
<td>Oct 1</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire John B of</td>
<td>John B and Elizabeth G</td>
<td>Mar 16</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire John H of</td>
<td>John H and Nora K</td>
<td>July 15</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire John V of</td>
<td>Frank M and Rose A</td>
<td>Aug 10</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Joseph of</td>
<td>Michael J and Elizabeth J</td>
<td>July 2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Joseph E of</td>
<td>Joseph B and Katherine M</td>
<td>Dec 23</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Katherine C</td>
<td>of Peter and Della V</td>
<td>Apr 12</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Katherine M</td>
<td>of Patrick J and Ellen</td>
<td>Mar 7</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Kathryn of</td>
<td>John T and Eleanor S</td>
<td>Feb 13</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Lillian M</td>
<td>of James and Mary E</td>
<td>Dec 16</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Marion A of</td>
<td>Michael A and Marion B</td>
<td>July 15</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Marion F of</td>
<td>Walter J and Bertha</td>
<td>Jan 21</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Mary of</td>
<td>Joseph P and Anna G</td>
<td>Jan 15</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Mary E of</td>
<td>John B and Elizabeth G</td>
<td>May 4</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Mary L of</td>
<td>Joseph P and Anna G</td>
<td>May 16</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire Mary M of</td>
<td>Edward J and Bertha</td>
<td>Jan 16</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Maguire Matthew G of Frank M and Rose A Sept 27 1922...25:308
Maguire Maurice J of Maurice J and Gertrude E July 28 1926...27:270
Maguire Patricia of John H and Anne T Nov 6 1929...29:131
Maguire Patrick J E of Peter and Delia Feb 25 1927...28:23
Maguire Peter J of Peter and Delia V Feb 19 1922...25:201
Maguire Raymond of Hugh J and Mary E Feb 4 1922...25:194
Maguire Richard of Philip F and Minnie M June 22 1925...27:82
Maguire Robert of Michael J and Elizabeth J Sept 14 1923...26:126
Maguire Robert A of John B and Elizabeth G May 23 1930...29:215
Maguire Robert M of John H and Nora K Dec 7 1928...28:316
Maguire Robert W of Maurice J and Gertrude E July 26 1930...29:212
Maguire Rosaleen M of James P and Julia M Sept 28 1926...27:297
Maguire Thomas of John F and Stella P Dec 28 1925...27:168
Maguire Thomas F of James and Bridget A May 14 1923...26:65
Maguire Thomas R of Charles J and Henrietta N Feb 23 1921...25:22
Maguire Thomas R of Thomas R and Margaret C Dec 3 1921...25:162
Maguire William of John H and Anne T Oct 9 1924...26:325
Maguire William E of Frank P and Martha E Mar 21 1923...26:38
Maguire William J of William J and Sarah L Apr 26 1928...28:217
Maguire William J of Charles J and Henrietta N Dec 13 1929...29:146
Maguire —— d of Francis M and Rose A Dec 17 1921...26:355
Maguire —— d of John B and Elizabeth G Nov 17 1927...28:143
Maguire —— s of Charles A and Cecelia M June 2 1925...27:87
Mahan Eva M of James and Eva May 26 1922...27:249
Mahan John J of William J and Catherine Apr 20 1924...26:234
Mahan Richard L of Bernard L and Hilda G May 31 1930...29:218
Mahan William J of William J and Catherine Dec 25 1921...25:172
Mahar Dorothy M of Thomas F and Agnes S Nov 13 1922...25:332
Mahar James of Thomas F and Agnes S Jan 25 1927...28:10
Maharin Jean A of Edward T and Anna Dec 4 1929...29:143
Mahdesian Avedis of Harry and Yeghsig Jan 10 1928...28:171
Mahdesian Mariam of Harry and Yeghsig May 24 1929...29:60
Maher Claire F of Walter R and Alfreda A Oct 23 1923...27:140
Maher Dennis J of Thomas F and Annie M Apr 28 1921...25:50
Maher Edna M of William C and Madeline T July 31 1923...26:100
Maher Edward R of Edward M and Alexandria A Aug 14 1928...28:266
Maher Frances of Edward M and Alexandria A Dec 14 1926...27:330
Maher Frederick of Thomas F and Katherine F Mar 4 1923...26:31
Maher Helen V of William F and Ellen I Oct 19 1921...25:140
Maher Hughberta R of Walter L and Mary L Oct 6 1928...28:290
Maher Jean M of James O and Louise C Sept 28 1928...28:285
Maher John J of John J and Margaret L Feb 27 1927...28:24
Maher Joseph of Edward M and Alexandria A Feb 25 1930...29:177
Maher Marguerite of Christopher J and Marguerite J June 1 1922...25:254
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Maher Mary E of William V and Mary Aug 26 1928.......28:271
Maher Mary R of Albert J and Mary K Oct 23 1929.......29:125
Maher Monica of Christopher J and Marguerite J Aug 2 1926.27:273
Maher Muriel M of William F and Ellen I Jan 1 1925.......27: 1
Maher Raymond P of William P and Rosanna E Oct 3 1921.25:133
Maher Richard L of Raymond P and Rosanna E July 26 1926.27:269
Maher Robert G of Thomas F and Annie M Apr 20 1923.....26: 53
Maher Rosella L of James H and Flora July 13 1926.......27:264
Maher Virginia of Christopher J and Marguerite J May 8

1924. ........................................ 26:245
Maher William C of William C and Madeline T Apr 5 1925.27: 45
Maher William J of Walter R and Alfreda A Mar 6 1921....25: 28
Maher William V of William V and Mary Aug 2 1926.....27:273
Maher ——s of William H and Anna M Sept 27 1925.......27:131
Mahon Irene B of George O and Agnes E Sept 5 1929.......29:106
Mahon Raymond E of Albert and Olivine L May 27 1921.....25: 63
Mahokian Magrath of Michael and Agnes July 12 1930.....29:237
Mahon James T of James T and Mary M Apr 4 1930.........29:196
Mahon Jean T of John J and Minnie Apr 16 1927..........28: 47
Mahon Marilyn K of Leo P and Mary E Nov 12 1930.......29:287
Mahon Patricia M of Raymond T and Laura Mar 20 1930....29:189
Mahon Raymond T of Raymond T and Laura Dec 23 1928....28:322
Mahon ——s of John H and Mary E Apr 2 1930..............29:195
Mahoney Andrew W of Andrew W and Catherine D Nov 17

1924. ........................................ 26:342
Mahoney Ann E of William A and May V Jan 12 1928....28:172
Mahoney Catherine A of Andrew W and Catherine D Aug 9

1930. ........................................ 29:249
Mahoney Charles of Timothy J and Elizabeth C Feb 3 1925.27: 17
Mahoney Charles H of Charles H and Florence M Feb 18 1926.27:194
Mahoney Dorothy H of Daniel A and Sabina M Aug 10 1922..25:285
Mahoney Eileen of James M and Mary U Aug 20 1924.....26:298
Mahoney Florence R of Charles H and Florence M Nov 19

1923. ........................................ 26:159
Mahoney Frederick J of Frederick J and Marion July 28 1930.29:243
Mahoney Helen F of John A and Mary V Jan 3 1926.......27:175
Mahoney James F of Andrew W and Catherine D Jan 5 1928.28:170
Mahoney James G of John R and Ada Nov 18 1927.......28:144
Mahoney John A of John A and Mary V Dec 13 1923.......26:170
Mahoney John L of Timothy J and Elizabeth C Aug 13 1922..25:287
Mahoney Lillian E of Michael J and Abdea D Jan 10 1929..29: 4
Mahoney Marie L of Daniel A and Sabina M Feb 24 1921....25: 23
Mahoney Marjorie L of William A and May V Aug 31 1930..29:257
Mahoney Marie U of James M and Mary U June 19 1922....25:262
Mahoney Raymond W of Thomas J and Louise E Sept 12 1922.25:302
Mahoney Robert V of John P and Mary J Oct 26 1924.......26:331
Mahoney Sarah of James A and Sarah T Nov 23 1921......25:156
Mahoney Thomas E of John A and Mary V Oct 16 1928......28:294
Mahoney Vincent of John J and Mary E July 22 1923......26:97
Mahoney Vincent I of Ethel D Sept 16 1922.............25:304
Mahoney William A of William A and May V July 19 1925..27:96
Mahoney William H of William A and Catherine C Apr 2
1927. ..................................................28:41
Mahoney —— d of James A and Sarah T Jan 13 1923......28:15
Mahoney Owen W of Timothy A and Agnes May 26 1926....27:239
Maïello Bianca L of Guglielmo and Louisa C Nov 3 1930...29:284
Maïello Michael of Michele and Giuseppina A Aug 19 1930...29:252
Maigret Marie D of Joseph and Albertina June 8 1923....26:76
Maigret Normand J of Joseph and Albertina Apr 20 1925..27:52
Maigret Rita B of Joseph and Albertina May 17 1921....25:65
Mailey Lillian H of Henry E and Alene B Jan 18 1921....25:7
Mailhot Edward X of Ovila J and Gertrude M Aug 2 1927...28:97
Maille Elaine M of William A and Marie A Sept 22 1925...27:127
Maille Enniece G of William A and Marie A Sept 14 1928...28:250
Main Anna J of Frederick J and Minnie A Apr 24 1922....25:233
Main Charlotte G (twin) of John and May Aug 2 1923.....26:104
Main Laura A (twin) of John and May Aug 2 1923........26:104
Main Marcia of Joseph H and Gladys July 23 1922....25:277
Main —— s of John B and May C Mar 11 1927...........28:40
Maine Catherine F of Mary A July 14 1924..............26:250
Maine Clifford S of Raymond R and Evelyn C S May 28 1922.25:249
Maine Henry C L of Henry C and Madeline E Apr 19 1930...29:201
Maine William H of Henry C and Madeline E June 5 1927..28:70
Mainelli Appollonia M of Michele D and Concetta A V Oct 13
1924. ..................................................26:326
Mainelli Carmela G of Nicola and Filomena Aug 30 1924...26:303
Mainelli Domenico G of Michele D and Concetta A V Apr 7
1926. ..................................................27:217
Mainelli Genevieve of Michele D and Concetta A V Dec 19
1929. ..................................................29:148
Mainelli Giulio C of Nicola and Filomena May 4 1926......27:230
Mainelli Michela of Nicola and Filomena Aug 9 1922.....25:285
Mainelli Nicola D of Michele and Almerinda Mar 20 1924..26:219
Maines Mildred of Grace L July 12 1926.................27:264
Mainey Dorothy of James R and Madelyn G Feb 16 1923...26:22
Mainey Elizabeth A of James R and Madelyn G Oct 8 1925..27:135
Mainey Jane F of John F and Julia E Dec 8 1924........26:332
Mainey Madelyn of James and Madeline G July 3 1921....25:86
Mainey Marilyn of James R and Madelyn G June 7 1927....28:71
Mainey Norma of James R and Madelyn G June 11 1929....29:69
Maini Angelo of Giuseppe and Anna Oct 29 1925...........27:143
Maini Anna of Antonio and Concetta Mar 31 1923...........26:42
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elsie A</td>
<td>of Giuseppe and Anna</td>
<td>Nov 17 1928</td>
<td>28:307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giuseppe</td>
<td>of Giuseppe and Anna</td>
<td>Feb 8 1930</td>
<td>29:171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidia</td>
<td>of Luigi and Brigida</td>
<td>Sept 5 1921</td>
<td>25:118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michele</td>
<td>of Francesco and Serafina</td>
<td>May 25 1923</td>
<td>26:70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mario</td>
<td>Domenico of Francesco and Giuseppina</td>
<td>Aug 29 1928</td>
<td>28:273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maddalena</td>
<td>of Francesco and Giuseppina</td>
<td>Aug 17 1926</td>
<td>27:279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mario</td>
<td>E of Francesco and Giuseppina</td>
<td>Apr 20 1924</td>
<td>26:234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriele P</td>
<td>of Gabriele and Vincenza</td>
<td>Oct 21 1925</td>
<td>27:139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maioli</td>
<td>Gloria of Gabriele and Vincenza</td>
<td>Mar 31 1923</td>
<td>26:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raffaele</td>
<td>of Gabriele and Vincenza</td>
<td>May 26 1924</td>
<td>26:253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsie L</td>
<td>of Joseph R and Lillian H</td>
<td>June 6 1922</td>
<td>25:256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julius R</td>
<td>of Joseph R and Lillian H</td>
<td>Aug 17 1923</td>
<td>26:111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean E</td>
<td>of Giuseppe F and Evelyn W</td>
<td>Aug 8 1930</td>
<td>29:249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna</td>
<td>of Raffaele and Domenica</td>
<td>Nov 5 1921</td>
<td>25:149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concetta</td>
<td>of Giuseppe and Filomena</td>
<td>May 30 1927</td>
<td>28:66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filippo G</td>
<td>of Philip and Violet A</td>
<td>Apr 24 1924</td>
<td>26:236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francesco</td>
<td>of Raffaele and Domenica</td>
<td>May 20 1927</td>
<td>28:62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raffaele A</td>
<td>of Michele and Adelina</td>
<td>June 22 1924</td>
<td>26:268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincenza</td>
<td>of Raffaele and Domenica</td>
<td>May 30 1924</td>
<td>26:256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John P (twin)</td>
<td>of William C and Jean C</td>
<td>May 22 1921</td>
<td>25:60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William C (twin)</td>
<td>of William C and Jean C</td>
<td>May 22 1921</td>
<td>25:60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie C</td>
<td>of Joseph and Sophia</td>
<td>Mar 24 1927</td>
<td>28:36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward F</td>
<td>of Joseph and Sophia</td>
<td>Mar 21 1930</td>
<td>29:189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry S</td>
<td>of Joseph and Sophia</td>
<td>Jan 8 1924</td>
<td>26:185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice M</td>
<td>of Samuel J and Irene B</td>
<td>Nov 27 1924</td>
<td>26:346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allan E</td>
<td>of Edward A and Helena</td>
<td>July 9 1927</td>
<td>28:86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald R</td>
<td>of Isaac T and Cecilia G</td>
<td>Dec 25 1923</td>
<td>26:174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doris I</td>
<td>of Samuel J and Irene B</td>
<td>July 1 1929</td>
<td>29:78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorothy M</td>
<td>of Thomas and Mary A</td>
<td>Aug 11 1921</td>
<td>25:103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edna (twin)</td>
<td>of Henri and Malvina</td>
<td>E Aug 22 1922</td>
<td>25:291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward (twin)</td>
<td>of Henri and Malvina</td>
<td>E Aug 22 1922</td>
<td>25:291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward II</td>
<td>of James A and Grace E</td>
<td>Dec 26 1922</td>
<td>25:349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleanor I</td>
<td>of Frank W and Rozilla M</td>
<td>Jan 29 1929</td>
<td>29:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth R</td>
<td>of David A and Catherine G</td>
<td>Jan 3 1921</td>
<td>25:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everett P</td>
<td>of Isaac T and Cecelia G</td>
<td>Mar 18 1921</td>
<td>25:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florence D</td>
<td>of Samuel J and Irene B</td>
<td>Apr 28 1923</td>
<td>26:57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George A</td>
<td>of John and Lillian G</td>
<td>June 14 1921</td>
<td>25:71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace E</td>
<td>of James A and Grace E</td>
<td>June 6 1921</td>
<td>25:68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harriet E (c)</td>
<td>of Harold E and Mildred L</td>
<td>Oct 4 1928</td>
<td>28:289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen E</td>
<td>of James W and Evelyn S</td>
<td>Aug 1 1923</td>
<td>26:104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell W</td>
<td>of Samuel J and Irene B</td>
<td>Apr 28 1927</td>
<td>28:52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter A</td>
<td>of Isaac T and Cecilia G</td>
<td>June 11 1922</td>
<td>25:258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren C</td>
<td>of John and Matilda A</td>
<td>Feb 26 1921</td>
<td>25:24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William A</td>
<td>of James A and Grace E</td>
<td>Nov 19 1924</td>
<td>26:343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—— d of Henri and Malvina</td>
<td>E Sept 29 1926</td>
<td>27:299</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Major — d of John and Lillian G Apr. 10, 1928.................28: 219
Makant Joseph E of Joseph E and Ruth Mar. 16, 1929........29: 32
Makant Walter M of W Leslie and Olive M Jan. 16, 1923....26: 7
Makant William L of William L and Olive M Jan. 23, 1925...27: 10
Makepeace Anne R (twin) of Roderick F and Roberta Aug. 26
1928..................................................28: 271
Makepeace Charles R of Charles R and Marian Mar. 27, 1925.27: 40
Makepeace Charles S (twin) of Charles S and Constance F
Aug. 23, 1925..............................................27: 113
Makepeace Colman M of Colin M and Maria F May 17, 1929.29: 57
Makepeace Frances N of Charles S and Constance F Jan. 25
1923.............................................................26: 10
Makepeace Jean S of Roderick F and Roberta July 22, 1930...29: 241
Makepeace Katharine S of Colin M and Maria F May 1, 1927..28: 55
Makepeace Katherine P (twin) of Roderick F and Roberta
Aug. 26, 1928..................................................28: 271
Makepeace Louise N of Colin MacR and Maria F Feb. 6, 1925.27: 18
Makepeace William N (twin) of Charles S and Constance F
Aug. 23, 1925..................................................27: 113
Maker Barbara F of Edwin A and Harriet L Nov. 7, 1923...26: 154
Maklar Edna E of Samuel and Elsie I May 18, 1924.........26: 250
Makler — s of Samuel and Elsie July 11, 1928..............28: 260
Mako Mary J of John and Wilhelma M July 25, 1930........29: 242
Maksimowicz Anna of John and Rozalia July 25, 1923.....26: 98
Maksymowicz Henryk of Daniel and Alice Jan. 18, 1924....26: 189
Malacarne — s of Alfredo and Maria Feb. 17, 1923........26: 29
Malachowsky Anna of Hyman and Becky Feb. 25, 1927.....28: 23
Malachowsky Leo I of Hyman and Becky Sept. 7, 1922.....25: 300
Malafronda Luigi of Giovanni and Teresa July 5, 1924......26: 276
Malafronti Francesco of Aniello and Elvira May 18, 1926...27: 236
Malafronti Genevieve of Pasquale and Constance Oct. 2, 1929.29: 117
Malafronti Luigi of Aniello and Elvira Oct. 23, 1928.....28: 296
Malafronti Domenico of Giovanni and Teresa Apr. 4, 1922...25: 225
Malafronti Genoiffa R of Onofrio and Maria Jan. 23, 1921...25: 9
Malanowski Joseph of Leo and Catherine Nov. 19, 1927....28: 144
Malardo Michelle of Potito and Maria Apr. 2, 1929........29: 40
Malardo — s of Potito and Maria Apr. 24, 1928..............28: 219
Malarkey James R of James R and Regina M Sept. 7, 1922...25: 300
Malarkey Kenneth A of James R and Regina M Nov. 10, 1927..28: 141
Malarkey Margaret of Bernard J and Mary Sept. 23, 1921...25: 126
Malarkey Thomas B of James R and Regina M Aug. 11, 1925...27: 108
Malascitza Angelina of Pasquale and Raffaela Feb. 23, 1930...29: 177
Malascitza Margherita of Pasquale and Raffaela Nov. 19, 1928.28: 308
Malatian Arshaluce of Khoren and Yazgul June 15, 1922.....25: 260
Malatian Keqham of Khoren and Yazgul Aug. 20, 1924........26: 298
Malatian Vartouhi of Khoren and Rosie June 21, 1921........25: 74
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Malatt Jewdish of Wolf J and Jennie Apr 21 1924......26:235
Malcolm Doris A of William and Antoinette Feb 12 1924......26:202
Malcolm Robert W of William and Antoinette June 22 1922......25:263
Maleenbaum Marion B of Nathan and Bessie Oct 9 1930......29:274
Males George of Joseph J and Helen B Aug 28 1925......27:115
Malian Mariam of Kevork and Araxy July 27 1922......25:279
Malian Siranoush of George and Anna May 16 1928......28:225
Malian Takouhey G of George and Anna Jan 26 1927......28:10
Malian Valentine of Kevork and Araxy Aug 30 1923......26:116
Malignaggi Giuseppe of Paolo and Maria June 21 1921......25:74
Malin Meyer J of David and Ida Aug 16 1922......25:288
Malinowitz Edward of Harry and Gussie July 1 1923......26:88
Maljanian Anahid of Sarkis K and Azat June 14 1925......27:78
Maljanian Elizabeth of Avedis and Aghavni Aug 31 1924......26:303
Maljanian Krikor of Avedis and Aghavni Mar 4 1922......25:209
Maljanian Lucy S of Sarkis K and Azat May 27 1927......28:65
Malkasian Bidros of Ohannes and Harmena May 19 1926......27:236
Malkiasian Elizabeth of Sahag and Eva June 9 1926......27:247
Malkiewicz Dorothy T of Walter and Helen R Sept 25 1930......29:268
Malkiewicz Karolina of Walter and Helen R Feb 23 1924......26:207
Malkiewicz Veronica of Walter and Helen R Nov 21 1926......27:321
Malkowski Irena M of Frank and Helen Dec 10 1927......28:154
Mallace Alexander D G StC of Malcolm G StC and Beatrice
Oct 20 1929......29:124
Mallaghan Catherine of Edward and Sarah A Dec 18 1921......25:174
Mallardo —— d of Biaggio and Michelena May 4 1924......26:258
Mallett Alice J of Clarence D and Laura M Jan 27 1924......26:193
Mallett Dora E of Albert J and Mary E Mar 14 1923......26:36
Mallett Frederick J of Clarence D and Laura M Feb 26 1928......28:191
Mallett Joseph A of Clarence D and Laura M Feb 1 1926......27:188
Mallett Kathleen B of Leo M and Rose Aug 26 1928......28:271
Mallett Milton W of Lillian Jan 18 1928......28:174
Mallett Rita M of Albert J and Mary E Apr 14 1927......28:46
Mallett Robert G of Clarence D and Laura M Dec 8 1929......29:144
Mallett William D of William D and Gladys June 2 1928......28:233
Mallet —— s of Mary Nov 26 1930......29:292
Mallette Alvic of Alvic and Mary Apr 14 1921......25:81
Mallette Henry A of Clarence and Laura July 11 1922......25:272
Malley Eileen L of Stephen C and Elizabeth C Aug 9 1926......27:276
Malley Joseph W of Michael J and Grace June 20 1925......27:81
Malley Patricia M of Stephen C and Elizabeth C May 10 1929......29:55
Malley Raymond E of Patrick J and Ellen E Mar 5 1921......25:27
Malley Roberta J of Stephen C and Elizabeth C Nov 29 1927......28:148
Mallinson Alice L of James F and Harriet J Apr 10 1927......28:45
Mallinson Andrew K of Frank P and Blanche Aug 25 1929......29:101
Mallinson Florence R of Frank and Blanche Jan 23 1923…… 26: 10
Mallinson Mathew E of James F and Harriet J Mar 21 1922…… 25: 217
Mallon John S of John D and Lucille G Nov 7 1926…… 27: 329
Maloney Eileen M of James A and Elizabeth M Apr 8 1926…… 27: 217
Maloney James H of James A and Elizabeth M Dec 17 1923…… 26: 171
Maloney Rose M of James A and Elizabeth M May 29 1922…… 25: 250
Malloy Alice of Michael J and Helen G Apr 13 1924…… 26: 231
Malloy Mary of James M and Mary Nov 22 1922…… 25: 337
Malloy Thomas of Katherine June 27 1928…… 28: 244
Malloy Thomas C of Thomas F and Florence R July 4 1927…… 28: 84
Malloy Virginia C of Raymond J and Elizabeth M May 13 1924…… 26: 247
Mallozzi Americo of Luigi and Marineccia June 3 1926…… 27: 245
Mallozzi Annina of Domenico and Filomena May 20 1921…… 25: 60
Mallozzi Ercolino of Giuseppe and Adelina Jan 30 1923…… 26: 12
Mallozzi Federico G of Luigi and Marineccia May 7 1924…… 26: 244
Mallozzi Filippo of Giuseppe and Adelina Jan 13 1922…… 25: 182
Mallozzi Giuseppe A of Giovanni and Michelina Oct 23 1929…… 29: 125
Mallozzi Luigi of Domenico and Filomena Apr 28 1922…… 25: 235
Mallozzi Maria of Francesco and Petrina Sept 23 1922…… 25: 307
Mallozzi Maria G of Antonio and Elvira L Oct 4 1924…… 26: 323
Mallozzi Mario of Antonio and Elvira L Aug 27 1928…… 28: 272
Mallozzi Michele F of Michele and Amelia G June 9 1928…… 28: 236
Mallozzi Michele T of Giuseppe and Adelina May 28 1930…… 29: 217
Mallozzi Olga of Giuseppe and Adelina Sept 22 1927…… 28: 118
Mallozzi Pasquale A of Michele and Amelia G Nov 28 1929…… 29: 139
Mallozzi Rodolfo of Antonio and Elvira L June 26 1923…… 26: 83
Mallozzi Rodolfo of Antonio and Elvira L Oct 22 1926…… 27: 308
Mallozzi —— d of Giovanni and Michelina Nov 7 1930…… 29: 286
Malluk Elizabeth of Mike and Annie G Feb 20 1925…… 27: 23
Malm Ruth of Martin H and Agnes Sept 3 1921…… 25: 117
Malmbach —— s of William L and Mae H Mar 1 1924…… 26: 226
Malmborg Norma V of Tallace F and Hedvig I Nov 14 1926…… 27: 318
Malmborg Ralph T of Tallace F and Hedvig Feb 1 1924…… 26: 198
Malo Alfred of Adolphe and Alice L Oct 28 1921…… 25: 145
Malo Alfred R of Joseph and Exilda Nov 17 1926…… 27: 319
Malo Arthur R J of Amede and Florence M Apr 14 1924…… 26: 232
Malo Edward H of Arthur and Helen F M Aug 19 1922…… 25: 289
Malo Ernest A of Alfred and Marie L A Aug 15 1926…… 27: 278
Malo George A of Adelard and Marie L Feb 14 1922…… 25: 199
Malo George J B of Joseph and Exilda Mar 10 1922…… 25: 211
Malo Henry L of Amede and Florence M Oct 28 1922…… 25: 324
Malo James H of Amede and Florence M Aug 19 1929…… 29: 98
Malo James O of James and Annie Dec 29 1924…… 26: 360
Malo Jeanette A of Herbert T and Anna M J Oct 12 1929…… 29: 121
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
Mambro Olga of Giuseppe and Antonetta Aug 10 1927...........28: 101
Mamet ——s of Louise M July 27 1924..........................26: 286
Manis Jacob E of Abraham and Ann Feb 18 1929.............29: 21
Manasian Elizabeth of Dickran and Helen July 11 1925......27: 92
Manasian Manasi of Dickran and Helen June 29 1923..........26: 85
Manchester Alan L of Herbert L and Ruth F June 20 1930....29: 228
Manchester Alma A of H Dallas and Edith Aug 20 1929......29: 99
Manchester Claire of Frank E and Edith M Sept 27 1930....29: 268
Manchester Frank E of Frank E and Edith M Jan 11 1929....29: 5
Manchester Frederick L of Ernest B and Marion E May 16 1930.................................................................29: 212
Manchester Harold L of Harold L and Ida M Oct 13 1922....25: 318
Manchester Harold W of Harold W and Alice Apr 30 1927...28: 52
Manchester Jean F of Herbert L and Ruth F Jan 29 1927....28: 11
Manchester Margaret B of Berl A and Gladys A Feb 16 1926..27: 193
Manchester Maureen of Frederick E and Anne C Mar 28 1922.25: 220
Manchester Muriel of Harold L and Ida M May 18 1921......25: 59
Manchester Oscar of Gertrude I Apr 24 1927..................28: 50
Manchester Robert of Frederick E and Anne C May 1 1923...26: 61
Manchester Shirley B of Harold W and Alice Nov 11 1930....29: 287
Mancinho ——d of Manuel S and Cecilia June 3 1929...........29: 77
Mancini Adelina G of Armando and Mariannina June 24 1927..28: 78
Mancini Alberto of Domenico and Alfosina Dec 17 1922....25: 364
Mancini Alberto of Silvio and Giulia Jan 19 1930.............29: 163
Mancini Alessandro A of Amedeo L and Angelina June 1 1929.29: 65
Mancini Alfredo of Silvio and Giulia May 27 1925.............27: 70
Mancini Alfredo of Alfredo and Giovannina Nov 24 1925.....27: 133
Mancini Alfredo A of Antonio and Carmela May 19 1924.....26: 230
Mancini Amedeo G of Silvio and Giulia Feb 9 1924............26: 201
Mancini Amelio S of Benedetto and Anna Sept 2 1927......28: 111
Mancini Angela of Giuseppe and Stella Apr 27 1921...........25: 49
Mancini Angela M of George and Adeline M Nov 25 1925.....27: 153
Mancini Angelo of Mario J and Elizabeth Oct 13 1930.......29: 276
Mancini Anita C of Silvio and Giulia Dec 8 1926..............27: 328
Mancini Anna M of Giovanni and Consiglia July 26 1924.....26: 286
Mancini Anna M of Anthony and Antonetta July 30 1929.....29: 90
Mancini Antonetta of Benedetto and Anna Nov 25 1930......29: 262
Mancini Antonetta G of Pasquale L and Cristina Oct 29 1922.25: 324
Mancini Antonio of Armando and Mariannina June 8 1930.....29: 223
Mancini Antonio G of Angelo and Nancy July 5 1923........26: 89
Mancini Caterina of Amedeo L and Angelina Mar 15 1927....28: 32
Mancini Dorotea B of Enrico P and Berenice Apr 9 1930.....29: 198
Mancini Eduardo of Francesco and Lucia June 22 1923.........26: 82
Mancini Elena of Domenico and Alfosina July 8 1921........25: 88
Mancini Elma A of Carmine and Margherita Sept 4 1922....25: 299
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Mancini Emilio of Domenico and Alfonsina Sept 13 1924......26:311
Mancini Emma L of Pierino and Teresa Aug 21 1923......26:113
Mancini Enio of Ernesto and Emilia Oct 1 1922.............25:313
Mancini Federico of Fiorentino and Anita Feb 4 1926.....27:189
Mancini Filomena E of Giovanni and Contilia Apr 21 1923, 26: 54
Mancini Frances of Antonio and Antonetta Dec 5 1925.....27:169
Mancini George E of George E and Adeline Jan 24 1921....25: 9
Mancini Giovanni of Vincenzo and Josephine June 8 1923..26: 76
Mancini Giovanni A of Giovanni and Consiglia Mar 12 1926,27:204
Mancini Giovanni M of Pierino and Teresa Dec 22 1926....27:333
Mancini Giuliana L of Antonio and Carmela Nov 29 1927...28:148
Mancini Giuseppe of Samuele and Teresina July 13 1922....25:272
Mancini Guglielmo of Fiorentino and Anita Jan 13 1929....29: 6
Mancini Guglielmo A of Domenico and Alfonsina Nov 9 1926,27:316
Mancini Guido of Antonio and Caterina Feb 8 1927......28: 17
Mancini Ida of Antonio and Caterina July 2 1922.........25:268
Mancini Ida of Francesco and Lucia May 16 1928..........28:225
Mancini Irena L of Pierino and Teresa Nov 29 1928.......28:311
Mancini Ita of Francesco and Lucia Sept 13 1925......27:123
Mancini John of John and Caterina July 3 1927........28: 84
Mancini Margaret of Domenico C and Maria G May 17 1930..29:212
Mancini Mario A of Emilio and Enrichetta Oct 7 1924....26:324
Mancini Mario J of Mario J and Elizabeth May 17 1929....29: 57
Mancini Maurizio V of Carmine and Margherita July 24 1925,27: 98
Mancini Nicolina of Andrea and Agata Nov 30 1923......26:163
Mancini Pasquale of Fiorentino and Anita Feb 26 1924....26:210
Mancini Pietro of Antonio and Carmela Sept 4 1921.......25:117
Mancini Pietro of Giuseppe and Maria Mar 27 1928........28:204
Mancini Raaffaele of Antonio and Caterina Nov 25 1924....26:346
Mancini Raaffaele of Domenico C and Maria G Aug 1 1925...27:104
Mancini Raimondo A of Alfredo and Giovannina Jan 26 1930.29:166
Mancini Roberto F of Angelo and Nancy June 6 1922......25:256
Mancini Rocco of Giuseppe and Maria June 18 1921.......25: 73
Mancini Rosa of Raimondo and Maria July 21 1926.........27:267
Mancini Rosa M of Fiorentino and Anita Apr 14 1923......26: 51
Mancini Salvatore of Pierino and Teresa Sept 20 1925....27:126
Mancini Teresa of Antonio and Caterina May 18 1925.......27: 66
Mancini Thomas E of Mario J and Elizabeth Nov 20 1926....27:320
Mancini Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Adelina Mar 15 1923....26: 36
Mancini Viola C of Emilio and Enrichetta Aug 31 1922....25:295
Mancini s of Vincenzo and Adelina Mar 15 1923........26: 45
Mancini s of Andrea and Agata June 23 1928..............28:246
Mancini d of Giovanni and Consiglia Jan 16 1929.........29: 7
Mancini s of Benedetto and Anna Mar 29 1929.............29: 39
Mancini s of Francesco and Lucia Nov 7 1929..............29:144
Mancino Guido of Antonio and Caterina Aug 10 1928......28:264
Mancino Luisa of Leo and Vita Nov 21 1928.............. 28:308
Mancino Placido A of Joseph and Maria Nov 10 1926...... 27:316
Manko Carlo J of Biagio A and Olive Nov 15 1930........ 29:288
Manco Emilia N of Gabriele D and Elvira V Nov 4 1930... 29:285
Manco Gabriele A of Gabriele D and Elvira V Mar 10 1929... 29:30
Manco Giuseppina C of Carlo and Giuseppina May 16 1925... 27:65
Manco Irene A of Gaetano and Villermina Mar 23 1930..... 29:190
Mancone Joseph of Joseph and Dorothy Dec 14 1929..... 29:146
Mancone Louis W of Louis and Lena May 21 1926......... 27:237
Mancone Norman of Louis and Lena Mar 24 1930............ 29:190
Manconi Antonio of Francesco and Clelia Dec 16 1921..... 25:168
Mancuso Giovanni D of Luciano and Albina Apr 3 1929.... 29:40
Mancuso Americo G of Michele and Grazia Mar 19 1924.... 26:219
Mancuso Giovanni G of Francesco and Maria Jan 7 1926... 27:177
Mancuso Giuseppe C of Antonio and Providenza Apr 12 1922. 25:228
Mancuso Gloria G of Michele and Grazia Apr 13 1929...... 29:44
Mancuso Maria E of Antonio and Providenza Dec 5 1924.... 26:351
Mancuso Vilma H (twin) of Giovanni and Eva Jan 10 1929... 29:4
Mancuso Vincenzo F (twin) of Giovanni and Eva Jan 10 1929... 29:4
Mancuso — d of Antonio and Providenza June 2 1929...... 29:65
Mandalian Lucille G of George and Marion May 8 1928..... 28:223
Mandalian Priscilla G of George and Miriam B Aug 31 1926. 27:285
Mandalian Ruth G of George and Miriam Oct 31 1924....... 26:333
Mandarini Luigi A of Giuseppe and Marietta June 15 1928... 28:239
Mandarini Luigi C of Giuseppe and Marietta Oct 25 1922.... 25:322
Mandato Anna V V of Vincenzo and Rosina Apr 10 1921.... 25:42
Mandato Giuseppe A S of Vincenzo and Rosina June 3 1924.. 26:260
Mandel —— s of John and Katie June 25 1921.............. 25:83
Mandell Estelle of Jack and Betty Sept 18 1926........... 27:293
Mandell Harold (twin) of Jack and Betty Oct 19 1924...... 26:328
Mandell Herbert E of George H and Etta E Apr 15 1929.... 29:45
Mandell Leonard I of Jack and Betty Nov 26 1930.......... 29:292
Mandell —— (twin) d of Jack and Betty Oct 19 1924........ 26:328
Mandella Angelo of Vincenzo and Caterina May 31 1922..... 25:251
Mandella Antonio V of Michele and Chiarina Feb 12 1930... 29:173
Mandella Ella A of Michele and Chiarina Dec 10 1923....... 26:169
Mandella Maria E of Michele and Chiarina Feb 11 1922..... 25:197
Mandella Michele A of Michele and Chiarina July 18 1925.... 27:95
Mandes Ellane of Gus E and Laura Sept 12 1925........... 27:122
Mandes —— s of Gus and Laura Aug 8 1924.................. 26:294
Mandeville Francis O of Frank A and Eva O Dec 8 1926..... 27:328
Mandeville June A of Frank A and Eva O Dec 1 1921....... 25:177
Mandio Giuseppe of Bartolo and Angela Mar 18 1924......... 26:219
Mandis Carlson N (c) of Carlson N and Harriet B Jan 4 1927.. 28:2
Mandovitz Seymour C of Joseph and Rebecca June 3 1921... 25:67
Manduca Domenica T of Antonio and Anna May 20 1922...... 25:246
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Maneda Francesca F of Antonio and Anna Mar 15 1928........28:199
Manecofsky Irwin L of Samuel and Martha Mar 22 1929........29:34
Manecofsky Marilyn of Samuel and Martha Oct 18 1926........27:306
Manera Angelo C of Angelo and Elisena June 9 1926...........27:247
Manera Anna R of Antonio and Caterina July 4 1927...........28:84
Manera Antonio of Domenico A and Caterina Feb 11 1924........26:292
Manera Barbara L of Francesco A and Maria M Mar 1 1929........29:27
Manera Eduardo C of Antonio and Caterina June 16 1926........27:251
Manera Ernest C of Fiora and Ernestine L Mar 14 1927...........28:31
Manera Francesco of Luigi and Maria G Nov 5 1927.............28:139
Manera Gilda of Antonio and Caterina Sept 19 1921...........25:124
Manera Rosa M of Angelo and Elisena Oct 6 1929..............29:118
Manera Vittorio R of Luigi and Maria G Oct 24 1922...........25:322
Manera —— d of Angelo and Elisena May 4 1924..............26:258
Manes Yvette of Harry and Florence July 13 1929..............29:83
Manetta Dorothy of Tomas and Katherine F June 14 1926......27:250
Manetta William of Alberto and Ladislava May 5 1925...........27:60
Maney Helen A of Walter E and Helen I Aug 17 1929...........29:98
Maney William J of Walter E and Helen I Apr 1 1927............28:41
Manfredi Angelo of Angelo and Francesca Mar 24 1922...........25:218
Manfredi Anna of Giuseppe and Teresina May 8 1925...........27:62
Manfredi Francesco of Camillo and Maria M S Dec 8 1921.......25:165
Manfredi Giovanni of Camillo and Maria M S Mar 21 1927.......28:35
Manfredi Giulia G of Francisco and Generosa Mar 26 1930......29:191
Manfredi Loreto of Camillo and Maria M S Dec 19 1929.........29:148
Manfredi Maria of Camillo and Maria M S Mar 6 1923...........26:32
Manfredi Michele of Michele and Assunta Nov 17 1929..........29:135
Manfredi Sara of Camillo and Maria M May 13 1925.............27:64
Manfredi Vincenzo of Alberico and Antonetta Aug 28 1924......26:302
Manfredo Anna of Francesco and Rosina Oct 18 1926.............27:306
Manfredo Francesco of Francesco and Rosina May 26 1930.......29:216
Manfredo Loreto of Francesco and Rosina Sept 1 1923...........26:121
Mang Joan W of William A and Winifred Aug 8 1930..............29:249
Manganaro Francesco of Nicola and Concetta Jan 11 1921.......25:4
Manganaro Francesco F of Raphael and Ada T S Feb 27 1925....27:25
Manganaro Olympia C of Raphael and Ada T S May 3 1927.......28:55
Mangan Ida of Antonio and Lucietta July 22 1922..............25:276
Mangarian Angele of George and Vartouhi May 29 1926...........27:241
Mangiapapa Luciano of Luciano and Anna Feb 11 1928............28:185
Mangiapapa Luisa of Giuseppe and Rosina May 19 1921...........25:59
Mangiapapa Angelina of Raffaele and Rosina Aug 12 1924........26:295
Mangiapapa Antonetta of Raffaele and Rosina Apr 24 1923......25:233
Mangiapapa Assunta of Raffaele and Rosina Aug 15 1923........26:111
Mangiante Achille W of Achille and Alvina V Jan 13 1924........26:187
Mangiante Carlo of Eracio and Aida July 12 1930.............29:237
Mangiante Erclio of Erclio and Aida May 12 1923...........26: 65
Mangiante Evelyn V of Achille and Alvina V Sept 10 1921....25: 120
Mangiante Francesco A of Erclio and Aida Aug 31 1921....25: 113
Mangiante Henry R of Achille and Alvina V Nov 21 1926....27: 321
Mangiante Maria A of Luigi and Grazia July 21 1925........27: 96
Mangianteine Aldo G of Vittorio and Mary Apr 23 1922.....25: 233
Mangiarelli Antonio of Croce and Lucia Oct 29 1926.......27: 310
Mangiarelli Carmela of Croce and Lucia July 14 1922.....25: 273
Mangiarelli Raffaele of Croce and Lucia Feb 27 1924.......26: 208
Mangione Francesca A of Filippo and Filomena Jan 11 1927.28: 4
Mangione Lucia of Bernardino and Marianna Sept 12 1922....25: 302
Mangione Lucia A of Liberato and Domenica Aug 14 1930..29: 250
Mangione Michelangelo A of Liberato and Adele Apr 15 1926..27: 220
Manheim Barbara C of Joseph S and Anna Oct 31 1926.....27: 311
Maniatokos Catherine of John and Maria July 18 1924.....26: 282
Maniatokos —— s of John and Maria Oct 21 1922..........25: 321
Maniatokos Antonia of Panagiotis and Cornelia Jan 22 1924..25: 9
Maniatokos Bessie of Panagiotis and Cornelia June 2 1922..25: 254
Maniatokos Theodore of Panagiotis and Cornelia Feb 19

1927. 

Maniatokos —— d of Panagiotis and Cornelia Aug 9 1923..26: 108
Manick Estella R of Jack and Dora Mar 25 1921...........25: 177
Maniere Antonio of Giuseppe and Angelina Feb 1 1929....29: 15
Manieri Vincenzo A of Giuseppe and Angelina Aug 21 1922..25: 290
Manikis Nikolik of Antonias and Tasier June 24 1924....26: 269
Manion Joseph of Mathew and Margaret Nov 13 1924....26: 340
Manley Nancy J of J Raymond and Thora Apr 3 1928....28: 208
Manley Noma A (c) of Beatrice Dec 30 1927..............28: 161
Mann Barbara L of Earl R and Edna M Nov 22 1927.......28: 145
Mann Earl R of Earl R and Edna M Mar 14 1925............27: 34
Mann Edmund T of Edmund V and Jennie M May 27 1930..29: 216
Mann Ednamac of Earl R and Edna M Sept 23 1929........29: 113
Mann Elizabeth A of William F and Bertha L Jan 27 1929..29: 11
Mann Gloria H of Robert and Abbie Sept 22 1925.........27: 127
Mann Helen of John G and Helen May 9 1929.............29: 54
Mann June A of George T and Beulah Jan 11 1926........27: 179
Mann Lucie I of Henry W and Hazel E June 18 1921......26: 266
Mann Regina A of William F and Bertha L Feb 10 1930.....29: 172
Mann Walter K (twin) of Jesse T and Loretta M June 13

1927. 

Mann William A B of Georgiana Apr 1 1928.............28: 208
Mann —— (twin) s of Jesse T and Loretta M June 13 1927..28: 82
Manna Edith of Tommaso and Maria Nov 23 1928...........28: 309
Manna George W of Zak and Anna Feb 22 1930..............29: 176
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Manna Gilda of Tommaso and Maria Jan 30 1925 .......... 27: 13
Manna Iolanda of Tommaso and Maria Feb 28 1922 .......... 25: 205
Mannarelli Adamo D of Alfonso and Concetta May 25 1925 .. 27: 69
Mannarelli Alfonso of Alfonso and Concetta Aug 18 1927 ... 28: 104
Mannarelli Gino U of Romolo and Giuseppina Sept 9 1925 .. 27: 121
Mannarelli Petrina M of Romolo and Giuseppina Sept 17 1923. 26: 128
Mannarelli Remoli I of Romolo and Giuseppina Jan 20 1928 .. 28: 175
Mannarelli Rodolfo G of Alfonso and Concetta May 22 1926 .. 27: 238
Mannette Arthur W of Arthur and Margaret Apr 27 1929 .... 29: 49
Mannette Russell T of Arthur and Margaret Mar 2 1925 .... 27: 29
Manni Cristina of Vito and Giuseppina Dec 11 1924 ......... 26: 339
Manning Adelaide B of Earl L F and Louise E Aug 12 1930 .. 29: 250
Manning Albert W (c) of Charles T and Doris M Feb 27 1929, 29: 25
Manning Charles T (c) of Charles T and Doris M June 8 1927, 28: 71
Manning Edward P of John J and Margaret M Nov 16 1924 .. 26: 342
Manning Frederick V of Vincent F and Bernice May 18 1928 .. 28: 226
Manning Gladys L of Isabelle F June 7 1922 ............... 25: 256
Manning Gloria A of Christian W and Ruby Apr 20 1924 .... 26: 234
Manning John of William H and Elizabeth J Sept 21 1929 .... 29: 112
Manning John J of John J and Margaret M Sept 18 1922 .... 25: 305
Manning John J of Lester P and Anna O Jan 23 1930 ....... 29: 164
Manning Judith of Frederick A and Eunice C Mar 14 1930 .... 29: 186
Manning Lester W of Lester P and Anna O Dec 26 1925 .... 27: 167
Manning Mary J of William H and Elizabeth J Apr 17 1927 .. 28: 47
Manning Mary M of Gerald and Elizabeth J June 4 1927 .... 28: 69
Manning Thomas F of Lester P and Anna O Aug 5 1927 .... 28: 98
Manning Winifred of James A and Alice L Jan 9 1924 ....... 26: 186
Mannix Bessmar L of John P and Mary A Apr 25 1921 ....... 25: 49
Mannix Olive T of John P and Mary Nov 26 1922 .......... 25: 336
Mannix William F of Eva Aug 19 1929 ...................... 29: 98
Mannix s of William and Nellie F July 15 1929 ......... 29: 83
Manno Rodolfo G of Gaetano and Severina Oct 3 1929 ....... 29: 117
Mannolini Agata of Rocco and Albertina B June 4 1924 .... 26: 260
Mannolini Andrea of Rocco and Albertina B June 18 1928 .. 28: 240
Mannolini Antonio G of Rocco and Albertina B Apr 5 1930 .. 29: 196
Mannolini Luisa of Remualdo and Clotilda July 14 1923 .... 26: 93
Mannolini Matilda of Rocco and Albertina B Oct 22 1926 ..... 27: 308
Manocchia Antonio X of Gennaro and Giuseppina July 2 1923 .. 26: 88
Manocchia Helena of Antimino and Angelina Oct 10 1921 .... 25: 136
Manocchio Andrea F of Nicola and Maria M Feb 5 1922 .... 25: 194
Manocchio Giuseppe of Pasquale and Viola Sept 13 1930 .... 29: 263
Manocchio Luigi G of Nicola and Anna M June 23 1927 .... 28: 77
Manoian Hamazash of Kaspar and Mary May 17 1922 ....... 25: 245
Manoian Vehanoush B of Kaspar and Mary Apr 23 1930 .... 29: 203
Manoogian Antranig of Robbie and Verkena Oct 9 1921 ....... 25: 136
Manoogian Kachikatoom of Bagdasar and Verkin Dec 11 1922 .... 25: 344
Manoogian Manoog of Robbie and Verkena Nov 29 1926 ... 27: 324
Manoogian Manoog of Mesack and Zarouhi Aug 16 1928 ... 28: 267
Manoogian Margaret of Zakar and Noovart Nov 2 1923 .... 26: 152
Manoogian Zuart of Zakar and Noovart Sept 6 1925 .... 27: 120
Manookian Navart of Ardash and Perooz July 20 1925 .... 27: 96
Manoroni Alfredo of Pietro and Caterina July 30 1924 .... 26: 287
Manouidian Edward of Vartan and Anoosh Feb 12 1928 .... 28: 185
Manoukian Alice of Ardashes and Perous Aug 30 1927 .... 28: 108
Manoukian Beatrice of Ardashes and Perous Sept 3 1929 .... 29: 105
Mansfield Ernestine of Anmas A and Isabelle Feb 28 1924 ... 26: 364
Mansfield Eugene O of Ernest A and Isabelle May 26 1928 ... 28: 229
Mansfield George E of Ernest and Isabelle Jan 17 1926 .... 27: 181
Mansfield John W of John B and Berthe M Dec 31 1921 .... 25: 174
Mansfield Llewellyn F of John B and Berthe M May 20 1923 ... 26: 68
Mansfield — s of Edward B and Bertha L Oct 26 1923 .... 26: 151
Mansi Anna V of Matteo and M Jennie Sept 16 1928 .... 28: 281
Mansi — s of Luigi and Felicia Dec 15 1930 .... 29: 300
Mansinho Antone of Antone and Virginia June 1 1924 .... 26: 259
Mansinho Manuel of Antonio S and Virginia Mar 31 1921 .... 25: 38
Mansinho Maria of Antonio S and Virginia Dec 25 1922 .... 25: 349
Mansolillo Antonio of Giuseppe and Vittoria Jan 9 1921 .... 25: 4
Mansolillo Anna of Alfonso and Filomena May 11 1929 .... 29: 55
Mansolillo Antonetta of Giuseppe and Filomena Jan 12 1927 .... 28: 5
Mansolillo Antonio of Donato and Maria Aug 22 1928 .... 28: 270
Mansolillo Eleanor A of Giuseppe and Amelia May 11 1929 .... 29: 55
Mansolillo Federico of Giovanni and Assunta Oct 25 1926 .... 27: 309
Mansolillo Giovanni E of Vincenzo and Antonetta Apr 29 1929 .... 29: 49
Mansolillo Giovannina N of Giuseppe and Filomena Mar 25 1929 .... 29: 35
Mansolillo Giuseppe F of Giuseppe and Amelia June 18 1925 .... 27: 80
Mansolillo Giuseppina M of Vincenzo and Antonette Oct 3 1926 .... 27: 301
Mansolillo Grazia of Giuseppe and Antonetta July 16 1922 .... 25: 274
Mansolillo Lidia T of Giovanni and Giuseppina Feb 27 1930 .... 29: 178
Mansolillo Luigi G of Donato and Maria Apr 12 1927 .... 28: 46
Mansolillo Maria G of Donato and Maria Mar 12 1929 .... 29: 31
Mansolillo Michelina M of Giovanni and Giovannina Apr 8 1927 .... 28: 44
Mansolillo Pietro A of Giuseppe and Antonetta Jan 9 1924 .... 26: 186
Mansolillo Rema A of Giuseppe and Antonetta June 20 1928 .... 28: 241
Mansolillo — s of Donato and Maria Apr 5 1925 .... 27: 45
Manson Donald V of Donald and Gwendolyn II Aug 14 1923 .... 26: 110
Manson — d of Frederick A and Helen T Feb 13 1922 .... 25: 207
Mansour George M of Mansour S and Mary Nov 24 1921........ 25: 157
Mansour Norman J of Mansour S and Mary Sept 29 1930........ 29: 269
Manueto Alfredo of Bernardino and Maria A Sept 27 1925...... 27: 129
Manueti Luigi of Bernardino and Maria A Sept 23 1922...... 25: 308
Mansur Malik of John and Annie Jan 15 1923.................. 26: 7
Mantaian Derted of Bedros and Oghdo Jan 16 1926............ 27: 180
Mantais Helen L of Stanford J and Ethel H Sept 22 1922...... 25: 306
Manter William E of Edwin C and Mildred H Dec 5 1929...... 29: 143
Mantia Filippo of Antonino and Michelina Jan 28 1921...... 25: 11
Mantia Giuseppe of Pietro and Giuseppina July 10 1921...... 25: 88
Mantsis George E of Harold L and Gladys V May 27 1925...... 27: 70
Mantsis Harold L of Harold L and Gladys V Oct 24 1922...... 25: 322
Mantley Frances A (c) of James A and Juliet L May 5 1930... 29: 208
Manton Mary of George and Rose May 29 1923.................. 26: 71
Mantoosh Stanislas of Joseph and Louise May 24 1928....... 28: 228
Manuell Manuel of Abraham and Amelia Apr 22 1922......... 25: 232
Manuell Robert J of Anthony J and Nora A July 5 1929...... 29: 79
Manuppelli Michelina of Enrico and Vittoria Sept 18 1926.... 27: 293
Manuppelli Rosa C of Fedele and Vincenza Dec 6 1923........ 26: 167
Manville Raymond G of David A and Elizabeth S Oct 27 1923. 26: 148
Manz Ruth of Louis P and Armandina J Sept 17 1922......... 25: 304
Manzello Antonio M of Michele and Giovannina Oct 13 1930... 29: 276
Manzer Anita M of Harold J and Vera June 12 1928........... 28: 238
Manzi Antonetta D of Pasquale and Concetta Dec 18 1928.... 28: 320
Manzi Teresa of Salvatore and Maria M Dec 27 1930........... 29: 305
Manzini Carolina of Armando and Marianna Aug 19 1925...... 27: 111
Manzo Aida F of Giovanni and Carmela Mar 12 1927........... 28: 30
Manzo Anna of Giovanni and Carmela Jan 3 1930............... 29: 157
Manzo Antonio of Filippo and Maria M Sept 27 1928......... 28: 285
Manzo Antonio G of Pasquale and Sabatina Aug 2 1925........ 27: 104
Manzo Filomena I V of Giovanni and Carmela Mar 23 1921.... 25: 34
Manzo Giovannina A of Giovanni and Carmela Sept 18 1922... 25: 305
Manzo Mafalda A A of Giovanni and Carmela June 1 1924..... 26: 259
Manzo Maria of Filippo and Maria M Mar 10 1924............. 26: 216
Manzo Maria of Pasquale and Sabatina Apr 21 1927........... 28: 49
Manzo Nicola of Filippo and Maria M Dec 18 1922............ 25: 347
Manzo Nicola of Filippo and Maria M Feb 3 1926............. 27: 188
Manzo —— s of Giovanni and Carmela Mar 3 1926............. 27: 214
Manzoian Boghos of Hoyhannes and Aghavni Sept 27 1925.... 27: 129
Manzolillo Celestino of Giovanni and Grazia Mar 26 1922.... 25: 219
Manzolillo Domenico of Domenico and Assunta Feb 15 1926... 27: 193
Manzolillo Maria di Giovanni and Grazia Mar 23 1927......... 28: 35
Manzone Eugene A of Joseph and Mildred Oct 8 1926......... 27: 303
Manzone Mary A of Giuseppe and Mildred Apr 23 1925......... 27: 54
Manzotti Dolores A of Agostino and Angelina June 20 1928... 28: 241
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Marcaccia Kenneth R of Edwin M and Ethel C Aug 13 1926.........27: 277
Marcabian Elizabeth of Vartan and Margaret May 9 1926.......27: 292
Marcabian Nazly of Bahlig and Vartonihi Dec 30 1925.........27: 169
Marcabian Shonshah of Vartan and Margaret Oct 3 1924.......26: 323
Marcabian Tavit of Vartan and Margaret Dec 17 1930........29: 301
Maragos Constantine X of Nicholas C and Demetroula Jan 30 1926.27: 185
Maragos Peter X of Nicholas C and Demetroula Oct 15 1927...28: 130
Maragola Theodora of Nicholas C and Demetroula Aug 14 1923.26: 110
Maragola Alfred J of Luigi and Jeanette C Aug 24 1930.....29: 254
Maragola Arthur G of Antonio and Erminia Jan 10 1922.....25: 181
Maragola Colomba of Angelo and Onesta Feb 9 1925..........27: 19
Maragola Emily M D of Francesco and Amelia Oct 21 1929....29: 124
Maragola Eva (twin) of Giuseppe and Domenica June 3 1929.9: 65
Maragola Giovanni of Alberto and Emilia Jan 2 1926.......27: 175
Maragola Gladys M of Giacomo and Marie A Oct 13 1923....26: 142
Maragola James of Giacomo and Marie A O Jan 4 1926......27: 176
Maragola Margherita (twin) of Giuseppe and Domenica June 3 1929.................29: 65
Maragola Marlan X of Matteo and Margherita Oct 9 1930....29: 274
Maragola Marie R of Giacomo and Marie A O Jan 29 1928.28: 178
Maragola Matilda of Alberto and Emilia Sept 2 1922.....25: 298
Maragola Michele of Matteo and Margherita Jan 9 1928....28: 171
Maragola Pietro of Alberto and Emilia Dec 20 1923......26: 172
Maragola Raymond J of Thomas D and Juliette Dec 28 1929.29: 151
Maragola Raymond L of Luigi and Jeanette C May 23 1927.28: 63
Marasco Maria R L of Giovanni and Maria Feb 20 1925.....27: 23
Marasco ——s of Giovanni and Mary May 1 1924........26: 226
Maratapa Francesco of Paolo and Rosa Jan 25 1924.......26: 193
Maratapa Pietro of Paolo and Rosa Aug 23 1926.......27: 281
Marble Eugene S of Norman W and Emma F Sept 2 1924...26: 306
Marble Theodore F of Norman W and Emma F June 2 1921.25: 66
Marcaieia Alberto P of Vito and Margherita Aug 20 1927...28: 105
Marcaieia Cleonice X of Vito A and Margherita Jan 19 1923.26: 8
Marcaieia Vito A of Vito A and Margherita Jan 16 1929....29: 7
Marcaicci Emma V of Federico and Elizabeth June 18 1930.29: 227
Marcaicci Maria A of Antonio and Antonetta July 12 1923..26: 101
Marcaicci Nicola F of Francesco A and Maria A Jan 1 1921.26: 183
Marcaicci Rocco M of Vito A and Margherita June 8 1921....25: 68
Marcaicci Thomas L of Tomaso L and Dolorata F Sept 22 1928.................28: 283
Marcaicciante Micheile of Giuseppe and Maria Sept 20 1923.26: 129
Marcantonio Alberto A of Raffaele and Elisabetta Oct 10 1922..................25: 316
Marcantonio Claudia L of Alessandro and Giovanna June 3 1922..................25: 255
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Marcellino George S of George and Anna Jan 5 1926 27 176
Marcello Adelina A of Matteo and Louise Dec 21 1926 27 332
Marcello Alessandro of Antonio and Anna Mar 14 1927 28 31
Marcello Anna of Luigi and Nellie Aug 7 1930 29 248
Marcello Arthur O of Arthur O and Elena M Oct 30 1929 29 127
Marcello Carminella of Giuseppe and Filomena Oct 5 1924 26 324
Marcello Domenico F of Domenico and Isabella June 26 1928 28 244
Marcello Eda —— d of Joseph and Francesca July 10 1922 25 271
Marcello Elena G of Giuseppe and Chiarina Mar 20 1924 26 219
Marcello Ethel E of William and Ethel J Feb 4 1925 27 26
Marcello Filomena of Luigi and Anna Oct 1 1924 26 322
Marcello Giuseppe P of Edoardo and Nellina Mar 30 1924 26 224
Marcello Gloria P C of Francesco and Marianna June 10 1922 25 258
Marcello Ida V of Giuseppe and Chiarina Apr 12 1927 28 46
Marcello Jean X of James V and Katherine Dec 1 1926 27 336
Marcello Joseph E of Edoardo and Nellina Jan 4 1928 28 169
Marcello Joseph W of Elia A and Anna E June 19 1928 28 241
Marcello Lillian E of Giuseppe and Francesca May 3 1927 27 59
Marcello Maria of Luigi and Nellie Dec 29 1926 27 335
Marcello Mary E of James V and Katherine July 29 1924 26 288
Marcello Muriel M of Alfredo and Maria Mar 14 1926 27 265
Marcello Paolo L of Giuseppe and Filomena Sept 15 1921 25 122
Marcello Pasquale T of Domenico and Isabella Apr 20 1924 26 234
Marcello Paul A of Luigi and Anna Aug 21 1925 27 112
Marcello Roberto A of Alfredo and Maria Aug 12 1930 29 250
Marcello Shirley M of James V and Katherine Apr 23 1929 29 50
Marccewicz Vitantas J of Joseph and Helena Mar 28 1922 25 220
Marchak Joseph T of Nicholas and Pauline Jan 18 1923 26 8
Marchant Albion J of Albion J and Elizabeth J Oct 2 1929 29 117
Marchant Helen W of Telesphore J and Wilhelmina Mar 5 1923 26 32
Marchant Henry A of Henry A and Elizabeth Oct 30 1923 26 149
Marchant John of William L and Louise June 28 1922 25 265
Marchant William L of William L and Louise Feb 13 1921 25 18
BIRTHS

Marchesault George E of Rodique and Claire Jan 3 1926...27:338
Marchesi Anna L of Giuseppe and Santina July 3 1929...29:78
Marchesi Giovanni C of Giuseppe and Santina July 3 1925...27:89
Marchesi Giuseppe M of Giuseppe and Santina Aug 11 1922...25:286
Marchesi Lucia M of Giuseppe and Santina Nov 28 1923...26:162
Marchesi Maria N of Giuseppe and Santina Oct 31 1927...28:136
Marchetti Anna (twin) of Antonio and Lucia Jan 26 1922...25:188
Marchetti Antonio of Francesco and Antonetta Jan 31 1924...26:195
Marchetti Antonio of Antonio and Lucia Mar 1 1926...27:200
Marchetti Antonio S of Gaetano and Vincenza Oct 1 1922...25:313
Marchetti Armando M of Giuseppe and Giovannina Feb 2 1922...25:193

Marchetti Concetta of Antonio and Donata Sept 5 1928...28:277
Marchetti Concetta R of Augusto and Adelina Oct 17 1925...27:138
Marchetti Dante G of Antonio and Donata Feb 27 1927...28:24
Marchetti Ernesto of Angelo and Maria C Sept 11 1923...26:125
Marchetti Eugene L of Lawrence and Anna Oct 26 1929...29:126
Marchetti Eva C A of Domenico and Maria A Mar 14 1923...26:36
Marchetti Evelina of Francesco and Antonetta Mar 13 1927...28:31
Marchetti Francesco of Augusto and Adelina Apr 8 1923...26:49
Marchetti Francesco of Antonio and Donata July 30 1924...26:287
Marchetti Francesco R P of Domenico and Maria A June 26 1927...28:79

Marchetti Gaetano of Salvatore and Rosina Nov 3 1930...29:284
Marchetti George of Pasquale and Ruth L July 19 1924...26:282
Marchetti Giuseppe of Antonio and Lucia Sept 15 1929...29:110
Marchetti Gloria M of Giuseppe and Giovannina Jan 27 1926...27:184
Marchetti Laura (twin) of Antonio and Lucia Jan 26 1922...25:188
Marchetti Lillian E of Giuseppe and Giovannina Mar 29 1928...28:205
Marchetti Loreta A of Antonio and Lucia Oct 8 1923...26:140
Marchetti Maria A of Francesco and Antoinetta Sept 21 1922...25:306
Marchetti Mary E of Amerigo G and Mary E Jan 29 1930...29:166
Marchetti Roberta of Michele and Emma July 8 1930...29:236
Marchetti Silvia of Gaetano and Maria V Mar 16 1925...27:35
Marchetti Vincenzo A of Angelo and Maria Nov 29 1924...26:347
Marchetti —— s of Patrick and Ruth L Apr 15 1921...25:44
Marchetti —— d of Gaetano and Maria V June 3 1930...29:232
Marchick Joseph F of Joseph F and Helen C Apr 23 1925...27:54
Marchione Alberto of Alberto and Potenza Dec 12 1922...25:344
Marchione Annie of Santa June 12 1923...26:180
Marchione Crescenzo of Alberto and Potenza Jan 5 1927...28:2
Marchione Iolanda of Alberto and Potenza Jan 3 1929...29:2
Marchione Nicholas H of Rocco and Maria D June 27 1924...26:271
Marchione Nicodino of Alberto and Potenza Mar 21 1925...27:37
Marchione Rocco of Rocco and Maria D May 11 1926...27:233
Marchetti Concetta of Angelo and Maria C Oct 3 1927...28:125
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March 27, 1923</td>
<td>Eduardo of Domenico and Albina</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 29, 1923</td>
<td>Laura of Raffaele and Maria</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 15, 1922</td>
<td>Salvatore of Angelo and Maria C</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2, 1924</td>
<td>Anna G A of Antonio and Annunziata</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 19, 1921</td>
<td>Gregory of Yemilian and Teodora</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 29, 1928</td>
<td>Alberto of Alberto and Adelina</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 12</td>
<td>Alfredo (twin) of Raffaele and Alessandra</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 3</td>
<td>Americo A of Alberto and Adelina</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 7</td>
<td>Americo A of Alberto and Adelina</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 15</td>
<td>Antonio G of Antonio and Giovannina</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 25</td>
<td>Carlo T of Vincenzo and Rosalia</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 27</td>
<td>Carmela U of Raffaele and Alessandra</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept 8</td>
<td>Geraldine M of Alberto and Adelina</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 18</td>
<td>Nicandro of Nicandro and Nicolina</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 12</td>
<td>Giovannina of Nicandro and Nicolina</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 22</td>
<td>Gloria V of Ferruccio and Amelia</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 12</td>
<td>Iolanda L of Antonio and Giulia</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 17</td>
<td>James J of Catherine</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 26</td>
<td>Luigi A of Ferruccio and Amelia</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 17</td>
<td>Maria E of Ferruccio and Amelia</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 15</td>
<td>Natale R of Natale and Assunta</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 18</td>
<td>Nicandro of Nicandro and Nicolina</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 12</td>
<td>Raffaella of Vincenzo and Rosalia</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 18</td>
<td>Virginia C of Antonio and Giovannina</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept 1</td>
<td>d of Alberto and Adelina</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 9</td>
<td>s of James and Evelyn</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 8</td>
<td>s of Caterina</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 13</td>
<td>Giovanna of Antonio and Giulia</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 27</td>
<td>Vincenzo M of Antonio and Giulia</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 26</td>
<td>Robert V of Frederick J and Gertrude J</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 17</td>
<td>Kazymiez of Wincenty and Susanna Mar</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 25</td>
<td>George R of Anicetas and Agnes</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 16</td>
<td>Adolfo of GiovanniBattista and Sossia</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 5</td>
<td>Anna F of GiovanniBattista and Sossia</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 28</td>
<td>Francesco of GiovanniBattista and Sossia</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 27</td>
<td>Umberto of GiovanniBattista and Sossia</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 27</td>
<td>Andreea of Eleuterio and Teresa</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 27</td>
<td>Angelo of Eleuterio and Rosa</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 13</td>
<td>Antonio C of Francesco and Anna B</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 24</td>
<td>Antonio A of Eleuterio and Rosa</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 13</td>
<td>Antonio A of Eleuterio and Rosa</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Marcoecio Assunta of Giovanni Battista and Sossia Oct 3
1929 .............................................. 29:117
Marcoecio Bernardo A of Pasquale and Brigida Oct 13 1929 29:121
Marcoecio Carmine G of Donato and Filomena July 16 1926 27:266
Marcoecio Deolanda of Donato and Filomena July 1 1923 26:88
Marcoecio Giovanna of Eleuterio and Teresa June 17 1924 26:266
Marcoecio Luisa E of Donato and Filomena Mar 18 1928 28:200
Marcoecio Maria of Eleuterio and Teresa June 14 1926 27:250
Marcoecio Maria R of Francesco and Anna B Aug 5 1925 27:105
Marcoecio Mario C of Donato and Filomena Oct 22 1924 26:330
Marcoecio Antonio of Michele and Maria Apr 18 1923 26:53
Marcoelvio Antonio of Luigi and Rose A Nov 6 1928 28:302
Marcoelvio Elio A of Michele and Maria Mar 31 1924 26:224
Marcoelvio Giulio C of Michele and Maria Oct 9 1925 27:135
Marcoelvio Mary A of Luigi and Rose A May 20 1927 28:62
Marcoelvio Vincenza C of Luigi and Rose A July 31 1930 29:244
Marcone Iolanda I of Domenico and Maria Jan 13 1925 27:6
Marcone Raffaele D of Domenico and Maria July 6 1930 29:235
Marcopoulous Blanche M of Christy and Annie Sept 20 1928 28:282
Marcotrigiano Anna M of Michael S and Vittoria Aug 4 1929 29:46
Marcotrigiano Annie of Alfonso and Camela Apr 8 1927 28:165
Marcotrigiano Filomena of Alfonso and Carmela Sept 4 1925 27:119
Marcotrigiano Mildred of Alfonso and Carmela Nov 23 1929 29:137
Marcotrigiano Fortuna of Alfonso and Carmela Jan 30 1922 25:189
Marcotrigiano Francesco of Alfonso and Carmela Jan 16 1924 26:189
Marcotte James D of Archie J and Mary Oct 14 1925 27:137
Marcotte Joseph O of Archie J and Mary E Nov 19 1921 25:154
Marcotte Leroy of Arthur and Marion June 24 1921 25:75
Marcotte Mary B D of Joseph U and Marie Jan 4 1921 25:2
Marcotte William of Archie J and Mary E July 12 1923 26:92
Marcouillier Robert J of Medrick and Ida Mar 14 1927 28:31
Marcoux Frances E of Joseph F and Lillian B Nov 24 1925 27:153
Marcoux Harry J of Joseph F and Lurline B Feb 16 1927 28:20
Marcus Allan R of Philip V and Rosalie O July 10 1922 25:271
Marcus Bernard of Norman L and Clara D June 2 1929 29:65
Marcus Edna R of Philip V and Rosalie O July 10 1926 27:263
Marcus Hilda R of Louis and Rebecca Feb 16 1929 29:20
Marcus Irving E of Louis and Becky Jan 29 1928 28:178
Marcus Myrna R of Joseph H and Julia E Nov 21 1926 27:321
Marcus Sandra P of Ira and Mildred E Jan 27 1929 29:11
Marcus —— d of Israel and Bessie E Dec 13 1921 25:176
Marcus —— s of Sam and Jennie Jan 14 1923 26:6
Marcuson Evelyn I of Samuel D and Sarah Apr 27 1921 25:49
Marcuson Ira R of Samuel D and Sarah June 22 1923 26:82
Marcuson Rita G of Samuel D and Sarah Jan 13 1925 27:6
Marcyan Irene G of Stanislaw and Jane Oct 28 1930 29:281
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
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Marcyan Stefan of Stanislaw and Antonina Nov 7 1924........ 26: 338
Marden Barbara J of Frank O and Mary W Mar 20 1921..... 25: 34
Mardenborough Ruth C of Allan and Kathleen G Mar 20 1929.29: 33
Mardenosian Antranig of Krikor and Lucy Jan 30 1929......... 29: 12
Mardirossian Mardiros of Bagdasar and Azgoul Apr 13 1929... 29: 44
Marenaro Alice P of Alphonse and Martha May 30 1930........ 29: 218
Maresco Antonio of Luigi and Costanza July 5 1927............. 28: 84
Maresco Maria of Luigi and Costanza May 4 1929................. 29: 53
Marfei Francesco of Savino and Lucia Dec 1 1921............. 25: 162
Marfco Eduardo T of Savino and Lucia May 13 1923........... 26: 65
Marfco Rodolfo G of Savino and Lucia Apr 13 1926............ 27: 219
Marfco Savino of Savino and Lucia Jan 3 1929............... ... 29: 2
Margadonna Christina of Raymond and Josephine July 17 1926. ........ 27: 266
Margadonna Dolores A of Giuseppe and Teresa Aug 13 1930... 29: 230
Margadonna Raymond of Raymond and Josephine Mar 19 1929. ........ 29: 33
Margolis Irene L of Max and Lydia Aug 12 1921.............. 25: 104
Mari Giuseppe of Pietro and Natalina Sept 25 1928........... 28: 284
Mari Rodolfo of Pietro and Natalina June 27 1923............. 26: 84
Marianetti Armando L of Felice and Ernestina Dec 1 1922...... 25: 340
Marianetti Ernestina of Enio and Rachela Nov 26 1930........ 29: 292
Marianno Liliana P of Gaetano and Francesca Apr 13 1924...... 26: 231
Marianno Angelo of Arcangelo and Loreta Nov 2 1925........ 27: 145
Marianno Assunta of Arcangelo and Loretta May 23 1921........ 25: 61
Marianno Eduardo A of Gaetano and Francesca Nov 22 1928.... 28: 309
Marianno Elena of Arcangelo and Loretta Nov 22 1923........ 26: 160
Marianno Francesco A of Raffaele and Giuseppina Sept 17 1929 29: 110
Marianno Frank of Raffaele and Flora Apr 18 1928............ 28: 214
Marianno Ines C (c) of James C and Rosa Jan 21 1921......... 25: 8
Marianno Michele of Raffaele and Flora A June 17 1929........ 29: 71
Marianno Salino G of Gaetano and Francesca Dec 15 1922...... 25: 345
Mariano —— d of Antonio and Angelina Oct 2 1927............ 28: 124
Mariannotti Alessandrina of Maurice and Maria June 12 1923. 26: 78
Marinaccio Francesco N of Nicola and Teresa Dec 11 1925..... 27: 162
Marinaccio Luisa R of Nicola and Teresa Feb 19 1927........ 28: 21
Marinaccio Marco A of Nicola and Teresa L July 25 1929...... 29: 88
Marinaro Anna M of Raimondo and Laura Mar 2 1929............ 29: 27
Marinaro Costanzo of Vincenzo and Francesca June 2 1929..... 29: 65
Marinaro Delia L of Vincenzo and Francesca Oct 31 1923...... 26: 149
Marinaro Giovanna of Vincenzo and Francesca June 24 1922.... 25: 263
Marinaro Michele of Pasquale and Antonietta June 27 1925..... 27: 84
Marinaro Pasquale C of Pasquale and Antoinetta July 16 1930 29: 239
Marinelli Arturo C of Nicola and Eva Mar 24 1924............. 26: 221
Marinelli Ernesto V of Nicola and Eva Oct 30 1921............ 25: 145
Marinelli Felix of Felice and Luigia June 3 1928.............. 28: 254
Marinelli Giuseppina of Felice and Luigia Dec 30 1922.................. 25: 352
Marinelli Gloria of Valenzio and Santella July 31 1926.................. 27: 271
Marinelli Rosa of Valenzio and Santella Apr 11 1921.................... 25: 42
Marinelli —— s of Valenzio and Santella Mar 30 1923.................... 26: 45
Marinelli —— s of Valenzio and Santella Jan 22 1924.................... 26: 197
Mariner William E of Herbert and Isla Mar 15 1921...................... 25: 31
Marinetti Katerina S of Edward and Barbara Dec 19 1921................ 25: 169
Marini Armando D of Massimo and Angela May 5 1921..................... 25: 53
Marini Norma of Massimo and Angelina Dec 9 1924....................... 26: 353
Marino Anna L of Guglielmo and Virginia Feb 5 1930.................... 29: 309
Marino Anne F of Peter and Pasqualina Aug 7 1924....................... 26: 293
Marino Betty A of Amelia Nov 12 1926.................................. 27: 317
Marino Edith E of Peter P and Pasqualina Dec 13 1921.................. 25: 167
Marino Esther C of Paolo and Rachel May 5 1927......................... 28: 56
Marino Francesco G of Francesco and Sarah June 1 1930.................. 29: 220
Marino Gennaro of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Nov 16 1922.................. 25: 333
Marino Giuseppe P of Paolo and Rachel Nov 19 1925...................... 27: 151
Marino Giuseppina of Domenico and Antonetta M Oct 6 1928................ 28: 290
Marino Iole R M of Guglielmo and Virginia Aug 8 1925.................. 27: 107
Marino Maria A of Domenico and Antonetta M Dec 2 1926.................. 27: 326
Marino Mario P S of Guglielmo and Virginia Feb 3 1928.................. 28: 181
Marino Paolina R (twin) of Paolo and Rachel Dec 23 1928................. 28: 322
Marino Paolo (twin) of Paolo and Rachel Dec 23 1928.................... 28: 322
Marino Potito G of Potito and Mariangela May 19 1927.................... 28: 61
Marino Silvia A M of Guglielmo and Virginia Nov 19 1923................ 26: 181
Marino —— s of Nicholas and Teresa June 24 1921....................... 25: 83
Marinosas Vincenzo of Arcangelo and Alessandra June 4 1921............. 25: 67
Marinotti Assunta of Maurizio and Maria Aug 15 1925.................... 27: 110
Marion Dorothy M of Edward J and Elizabeth M Aug 17 1922.............. 25: 289
Marion Evelyn M of Edward J and Elizabeth M Sept 16 1923.............. 26: 127
Marion John T of Edward J and Elizabeth M Aug 29 1921.................. 25: 112
Marionetti Isolda of Mario and Lavinia Sept 17 1922.................... 25: 304
Marionetti Mario of Mario and Lavinia June 12 1925..................... 27: 78
Mariorenzi Biagio of Tommaso and Erminia Jan 2 1929.................... 29: 1
Mariorenzi Filomena of Tommaso and Erminia Sept 12 1927............... 28: 115
Mariorenzi Teresa M of Francesco and Angelina May 22 1924.............. 26: 251
Mariotti Nicola of Domenico and Almerinda July 1 1929.................. 29: 78
Mark Frank (chi) of Chung Ming Mark and See Ho Mar 10 1925............ 27: 32
Mark Lillian (chi) of Chung Ming Mark and See Ho Aug 13 1926........... 27: 277
Markarian Alice of Ardashe and Santoukhd July 18 1929.................. 29: 85
Markarian Andon of Peter and Vartouhi Aug 22 1922..................... 25: 291
Markarian Aram of Peter and Vartouhi Apr 30 1926........................ 27: 226
Markarian Eliesha R of Dikran and Elizabeth Feb 7 1923................ 26: 19
FROM 1921 TO 1950 INCLUSIVE.

Markarian Hagop of Peter and Vartouhi Mar 23 1925........27:38
Markarian Haroutune of David and Mariam May 13 1922........25:243
Markarian Josephine D of David and Mariam Dec 5 1929........29:143
Markarian Lazaros of Ardashes and Santoukhdi May 8 1927....28:57
Markarian Louise of David and Mariam Feb 18 1928............28:187
Markarian Margaret of Donig and Varvar May 30 1928...........28:231
Markarian Mariam of Donig and Varvar Aug 2 1929..............29:92
Markarian Martha of Andrew and Lucy Feb 3 1929..............29:15
Markarian Shogher of Harootune and Satenig Feb 13 1926......27:192
Markarian Surpooohi of Peter and Vartouhi Feb 11 1924.......26:202
Markarian Vasken of Peter and Vartouhi Oct 7 1929............29:119
Marker Catherine A of Frederick H and Katherine J Jan 19
1923..............................26:8
Marker Frederick P of Frederick H and Katherine J Dec 11
1927................................28:162
Marker Helen G of Frederick H and Katherine J July 19 1925 27:96
Markewicins Rose of Mike and Paulina Nov 15 1925...........27:150
Markery Catherine G of Edward P and Catherine E Dec 1 1922 25:340
Markery Catherine M of Edward T and Catherine A Jan 10
1923..............................26:5
Markery Catherine T of Thomas J and Mary A Aug 21 1928....28:269
Markery Earl F of Edward P and Catherine E Apr 29 1929.....29:49
Markery Elizabeth J of Hugh J and Mary A Mar 12 1925.......27:33
Markery Hugh J of Hugh J and Mary A Aug 1 1928.............28:261
Markery James of Edward T and Catherine A Apr 30 1921.....25:51
Markery John V of Christopher H and Alice M Feb 23 1923...26:25
Markery Joseph T of Thomas J and Mary A May 4 1927........28:56
Markery Marion of Hugh J and Mary A Feb 27 1924............26:209
Markery Raymond J of Edward P and Catherine E Sept 9 1921 25:120
Markery Robert H of Hugh J and Mary A Apr 3 1922............25:225
Markery Thomas W of Hugh J and Mary A Oct 18 1929...........29:123
Markery William A of William J and May Sept 9 1930.......29:262
Markham Carleton E of Robert W and Hattie M July 16 1921 25:91
Markham Raymond L of Raymond L and Harriet A Nov 24
1927..............................28:146
Markiewicz Eva of Michael and Apolonia Dec 31 1921........25:174
Markoe Elaine of Simon B and Anna Aug 28 1929.............29:102
Markoff Aaron M of Allen and Lillian Apr 3 1924.............26:227
Markoff Arthur A of Samuel A and Ruth Nov 14 1922........25:332
Markoff Burton of Allen and Lillian Nov 8 1928.............28:304
Markoff David A of Aaron E and Ida Oct 27 1923..............26:148
Markoff Gloria of Samuel A and Ruth Dec 5 1926..............27:327
Markoff Helene S of Maurice E and Rose Jan 12 1930........29:160
Markoff Hilda of Aaron E and Ida June 5 1926..............27:246
Markoff Phyllis S of Maurice E and Rose Oct 6 1925........27:134
Markoff Sibyl J of Fred E and Rose Oct 23 1927..............28:133
Markopoulos Filippas V of Vasilios and Zaferia Jan 27 1922 25:188
Markopoulos Helen V of Vasilios and Zaferia Sept 15 1924 26:312
Markopoulos —— d of Vasilios and Zaferia Aug 12 1923 26:109
Markowitz Phyllis R of Benjamin and Edith Oct 3 1922 25:313
Markowitz Lenore A of Maurice S and Rose M Dec 18 1926 27:331
Markowitz Stanley of Benjamin and Edith Aug 8 1928 28:264
Marks Doris F of George C and Mary E May 27 1928 28:230
Marks George F of George and Kathryn J Mar 26 1921 25:36
Marks George F of Henry and Ella Mar 27 1921 25:36
Marks Gertrude of Henry F and Ella A Sept 10 1922 25:302
Marks Gladys M of David L and Annie M Aug 10 1921 25:103
Marks Israel X of Aaron and Lottie Feb 22 1924 26:206
Marks James E of George and Kathryn J June 19 1922 25:262
Marks Lela of Leo and Clare Oct 14 1926 27:305
Marks Mary E of George C and Mary E Apr 16 1926 27:220
Marks Miriam of Morris and Annie Dec 5 1925 27:159
Marks Ruben of Aaron and Lottie Apr 15 1922 25:229
Marks —— s of Joseph and Caroline Nov 30 1925 27:155
Markland Helen V of Howard J and Helen F Jan 31 1929 29:12
Markland Margaret M of William A and Anna May 21 1924 26:251
Marley Henry F of Henry F and Josephine R M May 22 1925 27:68
Marley James J of Harry and Nellie F Aug 9 1922 25:285
Marley Raymond C of Raymond C and Anna V Dec 1 1927 28:151
Marley —— s of Arthur J and Marguerita L July 3 1922 25:281
Marlor Nancy R of Earl W and Violet A June 24 1923 26:82
Marmaras Irene M of George J and Nellie M June 4 1926 27:245
Marmaras John G of George and Nellie July 2 1922 25:268
Marko Anna of Raffaele and Rosina Feb 4 1927 28:15
Marro Lucia N of Raffaele and Rosina Dec 25 1921 25:172
Marnane Catherine M of James J and Esther L May 3 1922 25:239
Marnell Edward of Margaret A Apr 30 1926 27:226
Marocco Anna of Anacleto and Mary Oct 19 1927 28:132
Marocco Attilio of Antonio and Stella Mar 31 1922 25:221
Marocco Clarinda (twin) of Giuseppe and Maria June 15 1925 27:79
Marocco Edvige of Angelo and Ermelinda Jan 30 1925 27:13
Marocco Elena of Angelo and Marinda Apr 28 1930 29:205
Marocco Eleonora (twin) of Angelo and Marinda Oct 19 1927 28:132
Marocco Eligio of Angelo and Ermelinda Feb 1 1921 25:13
Marocco Elisabetta (twin) of Angelo and Marinda Oct 19 1927 28:132
Marocco Esterina of Angelo and Marinda Feb 14 1923 26:21
Marocco Giacinto of Giuseppe and Maria Nov 29 1926 27:324
Marocco Gloria B of Giuseppe and Maria July 11 1928 28:251
Marocco Luigi of Anacleto and Maria May 25 1929 29:60
Marocco Luisa of Giuseppe and Maria Feb 28 1923 26:27
Marocco —— (twin) d of Giuseppe and Maria June 15 1925 27:87
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Marold Carl A of Ernest R and Lillian M Dec 30 1921.....25:173
Marold Eleanor F of Ernest R and Lillian M June 4 1927.....28:70
Marold Elizabeth P of Ernest R and Lillian M Apr 25 1926.....27:224
Marold Ernst R of Ernest R and Lillian M Jan 8 1921.....25:3
Marold Jesse H of Ernest R and Lillian M Apr 1 1923.....26:46
Marold Maurice of George and Elizabeth A Mar 30 1921.....25:38
Marold Muriel M of Ernest R and Lillian M May 11 1924.....26:246
Marolla Americo of Vincenzo and Angelina Jan 16 1925.....27:7
Marolla Filippo M of Vincenzo and Angelina Apr 10 1926.....27:218
Marolla Maria of Vincenzo and Angelina Mar 4 1928.....28:195
Maroney Barbara M of Daniel J and Elsie E Sept 10 1924.....26:310
Maroney Constance A of Daniel J and Elsie E June 24 1929.....29:76
Maroney Helen of Stephen M and Elizabeth F Oct 3 1922.....25:314
Maroni Arnold H of William M and Gertrude M Oct 28 1926.....27:310
Maroni William F of William M and Gertrude M Nov 9 1924.....26:338
Marooon Rose of Eddy and Lena Nov 5 1924.....26:237
Marot Ernest R of Arthur and Mary E Apr 4 1921.....25:40
Marot George A of Armand J and Alice Nov 7 1921.....25:150
Marot Joseph P of Emile P and Florence M July 13 1926.....27:264
Marot Lionel E of Emile P and Florence M Dec 1 1928.....28:314
Marot Norman H of Armand J and Alice Apr 15 1923.....26:51
Marot Ralph E M of Arthur and Mary E Aug 21 1922.....25:290
Marot Viola C of Arthur and Mary E June 10 1924.....26:262
Marotta Carmela of Raffaele and Angelina Jan 9 1925.....27:4
Marotta Carmina of Angelo and Carolina Feb 15 1923.....26:22
Marotta Giuseppe of Raffaele and Angelina Apr 27 1926.....27:225
Marotta Maria of Raffaele and Angelina Jan 21 1923.....26:9
Marotta Rachela of Raffaele and Angelina Apr 15 1929.....29:45
Marotti Rosa of Raffaele and Angelina Mar 28 1921.....25:36
Marotto Anna L of Antonio and Andimina June 24 1922.....25:263
Marotto Ernest R of Ernest R and Anna Nov 9 1922.....25:330
Marotto Gaetano G of Giovanni F and Rosa July 15 1930.....29:238
Maroukian Siroun (twin) of Hovagim and Yongaper Feb 19

1922.....25:201
Maroukian Souren (twin) of Hovagim and Yongaper Feb 19

1922 .....25:201
Maroukian Souren of Hovagim and Yongaper Jan 29 1925 .....27:12
Maroun George of Edward and Lena Dec 27 1926 .....27:334
Maroun Rose M of George and Rose Sept 1 1922 .....25:298
Maroun Sadie G of George and Rose June 25 1926 .....27:254
Marozik John of Adam and Helen May 13 1923 .....26:65
Marquen Marelia of Gilbert and Luisa May 30 1921 .....25:64
Marques Alice D of Jack and Carrie L Nov 18 1923 .....26:158
Marques Luis P of Gilbert and Luisa July 14 1924 .....26:280
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marques Lydia P</td>
<td></td>
<td>Aug 20 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marr Charles H (twin)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb 20 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marr Donald I (twin)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb 20 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marr Elizabeth L</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 21 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marr Patricia of Albert R</td>
<td></td>
<td>July 30 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marr Robert T of Robert T</td>
<td></td>
<td>June 3 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marra Annie of Philip</td>
<td></td>
<td>Aug 13 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marra Antonio of Joseph</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov 21 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marra Antonio R</td>
<td></td>
<td>May 7 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marra Luigi A</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 21 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marra Michele of Antonio</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 8 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marra Michele of Giuseppe</td>
<td></td>
<td>July 27 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marra Michele of Philip</td>
<td></td>
<td>Aug 30 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marra Roy of Antonio</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov 17 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrafiina Andrea of Giovanni</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dec 24 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrafiina Giovanni of Giovanni</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dec 12 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrafiina Maria S of Giovanni</td>
<td></td>
<td>July 6 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrapese Angelina of Luigi</td>
<td></td>
<td>May 25 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrapese Angelo of Luigi</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mar 6 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrapese Assunta of Luigi</td>
<td></td>
<td>Aug 15 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrapese Carmine of Luigi</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov 2 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrapese Elisa of Pasquale</td>
<td></td>
<td>Aug 20 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrapese Francesco of Luigi</td>
<td></td>
<td>May 7 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrapese Giuseppe of Luigi</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oct 9 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marren Jeanne of Frank C</td>
<td></td>
<td>Aug 4 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrese Lillian of Clemente</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 27 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrese Pasquale G of Giuseppe</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oct 9 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marriott Marjorie E of George</td>
<td></td>
<td>July 26 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Pasquale</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mar 10 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Concetta of Antonio</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dec 8 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Frank of Ethel</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 4 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Giuseppe of Antonio</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb 15 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Guglielmo of Antonio</td>
<td></td>
<td>May 21 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Jane E of Ethel</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb 13 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Pio of Antonio</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 30 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Raimondo A of Antonio</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb 3 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Vincenzo of Pasquale</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sept 28 1921</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Marrone Anita of Nicola and Minnie July 7 1921 ............... 25 : 87
Mars Margaret L (c) of Asa and Ella T Apr 23 1921 ........... 25 : 48
Marsden Constance H of Robert E and Florence E Nov 16
1929 ........................................... 29 : 135
Marsden Gwendolyn L of Thomas H and Ellen Dec 22 1927 ...... 28 : 158
Marsden Mary H of John and Elizabeth Oct 31 1921 ........... 25 : 145
Marsden Thomas H of Thomas H and Ellen F Mar 25 1930 ....... 29 : 191
Marsella Angelo of Angelo and Luisa M D Dec 20 1924 ......... 26 : 360
Marsella Anna M of Giuseppe and Bernarda Sept 24 1923 ...... 26 : 131
Marsella Aurora T of Augusto and Giovannina Feb 15 1922 .... 25 : 199
Marsella Candida P of Francesco A and Francesca C Sept 8
1923 ........................................... 26 : 124
Marsella Carmela of Charles and Maria Dec 31 1930 .......... 29 : 307
Marsella Giovanni S of Paolo and Clementina Oct 1 1923 .... 26 : 137
Marsella Giuseppe A of Giuseppe and Filomena Jan 14 1930 .... 29 : 161
Marsella Maria A of Charles and Maria Apr 25 1929 ......... 29 : 48
Marsella Maria D of Antonio and Anna June 9 1929 ........... 29 : 68
Marsella Maria F of Paolo and Clementina May 31 1925 ....... 27 : 71
Marsella Marie F of Paul and Florence M Oct 16 1930 .......... 29 : 277
Marsella Stephen C of Charles and Maria Apr 7 1928 ........... 28 : 210
Marsella William R of Francesco A and Francesca C Mar 18
1922 ........................................... 25 : 215
Marselli Anna of Domenico and Maria C May 21 1923 ........... 26 : 68
Marselli Luigi of Domenico and Maria Aug 30 1923 .......... 27 : 116
Marsello Luigi G of Luigi and Merinda M Apr 20 1928 ......... 28 : 215
Marsello Maria F of Luigi and Merinda M Nov 21 1926 ....... 27 : 321
Marsh Beverly B of Clarence A and Elsadie B Sept 11 1929 .... 29 : 108
Marsh Francis of John F and Catherine A Apr 22 1926 ......... 27 : 223
Marsh Frederick J of Irving and Ethel A July 30 1924 ......... 26 : 287
Marsh Irving J of Irving and Ethel A Nov 20 1922 ............. 25 : 334
Marsh James of John F and Catherine A Apr 5 1925 ........... 27 : 45
Marsh John F of John F and Catherine A July 27 1922 ......... 25 : 279
Marsh Joseph E of John F and Catherine A Sept 14 1929 ....... 29 : 109
Marsh Marion A of Irving and Ethel A Jan 12 1926 .......... 27 : 179
Marsh Mary R of Alfred J and Esther M May 29 1921 ......... 25 : 64
Marsh Myrtle F of Walter E and Irene M Apr 20 1922 ......... 25 : 231
Marsh Ruth of Ebenezer M and Jane F Jan 18 1924 ............. 26 : 189
Marsh Shirley F of Clarence A and Elsadie B Mar 5 1926 ....... 27 : 201
Marsh Theresa of James H and Frances R Sept 4 1926 ......... 27 : 288
Marshak Arnold LeR of Harry and Bessie July 11 1928 ......... 28 : 251
Marshak Hope B of Harry and Bessie Apr 8 1922 .............. 25 : 227
Marshall Alfred of Alfred and Ruby F Apr 18 1921 .......... 25 : 46
Marshall Audrey J of George H and Bernice E Jan 24 1929 .... 29 : 9
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name 1</th>
<th>Name 2</th>
<th>Name 3</th>
<th>Date 1</th>
<th>Date 2</th>
<th>Date 3</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>Marshall Breckenridge</td>
<td>Charles C</td>
<td>Esther B</td>
<td>Nov 15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>Marshall Charles I</td>
<td>of Charles I</td>
<td>and Mary</td>
<td>Apr 28</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>Marshall David C</td>
<td>of William C</td>
<td>and Bertha G</td>
<td>July 28</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>Marshall Dolores S</td>
<td>of Charles I</td>
<td>and Mary</td>
<td>Dec 15</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>Marshall Doris M</td>
<td>of Charles I</td>
<td>and Mary</td>
<td>May 5</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>Marshall Doris M</td>
<td>of Donald N</td>
<td>and Mary</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Sept 10</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>Marshall Edward of Peter</td>
<td>and Catherine</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>Marshall Edwina A (c)</td>
<td>of Henry E</td>
<td>and Grace J</td>
<td>Mar 23</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>Marshall Elizabeth of John H</td>
<td>and Louise</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Dec 27</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>Marshall Esther I</td>
<td>of Frank G</td>
<td>and Katherine M</td>
<td>Mar 26</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Marshall Frances K</td>
<td>of Frank L</td>
<td>and Gertrude H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Mar 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Marshall George F</td>
<td>of George F</td>
<td>and Edith L</td>
<td>May 9</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>Marshall George H</td>
<td>of John S</td>
<td>and Elizabeth MacA</td>
<td>July 24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>Marshall George J</td>
<td>of Rothwell A</td>
<td>and Catherine C</td>
<td>July 17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>Marshall Gertrude of Frank L</td>
<td>and Gertrude H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>July 28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Marshall Gordon E</td>
<td>of Samuel S</td>
<td>and Kathrine I</td>
<td>Feb 26</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Marshall Grace J (c)</td>
<td>of Henry E</td>
<td>and Grace J</td>
<td>Apr 5</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Marshall Henry E (c)</td>
<td>of Henry E</td>
<td>and Grace J</td>
<td>Apr 5</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>Marshall Irene M</td>
<td>of Frank</td>
<td>and Gertrude May 27</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>Marshall Jean E</td>
<td>of John S</td>
<td>and Elizabeth MacA</td>
<td>Jan 9</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>Marshall Jeane E</td>
<td>of James N</td>
<td>and Eva A</td>
<td>Oct 8</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942</td>
<td>Marshall Jessie of John H</td>
<td>and Margaret D</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Oct 12</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>Marshall Jessie E</td>
<td>of Elizabeth</td>
<td>Dec 18</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944</td>
<td>Marshall Joan H</td>
<td>of Charles C</td>
<td>and Esther B</td>
<td>Dec 2</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>Marshall John of John S</td>
<td>and Marion</td>
<td>Feb 6</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>Marshall John N</td>
<td>of James N</td>
<td>and Eva A</td>
<td>Sept 11</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>Marshall June E</td>
<td>of James L</td>
<td>and Anna J</td>
<td>June 3</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948</td>
<td>Marshall June F</td>
<td>of Charles I</td>
<td>and Mary June</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
<td>Marshall June S</td>
<td>of Theodore</td>
<td>and Flora</td>
<td>Oct 7</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>Marshall Kenneth A</td>
<td>of William C</td>
<td>and Bertha G</td>
<td>Apr 14</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951</td>
<td>Marshall Laura M</td>
<td>of Samuel S</td>
<td>and Kathrine I</td>
<td>Nov 5</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td>Marshall Loretta G of Rothwell</td>
<td>A and Catherine</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Feb 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
<td>Marshall Marguerite of Adeleen</td>
<td>P and Quiteria</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Dec 17</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Marshall Marilyn L</td>
<td>of Arthur</td>
<td>and Jennie D</td>
<td>July 21</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>Marshall Mary E (c)</td>
<td>of Thomas S</td>
<td>and Hannah McK</td>
<td>Feb 15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956</td>
<td>Marshall Mary J</td>
<td>of James L</td>
<td>and Anna J</td>
<td>May 18</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957</td>
<td>Marshall Merry of Austin H</td>
<td>and Helen</td>
<td>Apr 19</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>Marshall Philip W</td>
<td>of William C</td>
<td>and Bertha G</td>
<td>Feb 2</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Marshall Raymond J (c) of Gladys June 4 1925.................. 27: 75
Marshall Richard of John and Margaret D L June 17 1922...... 25: 261
Marshall Robert A of Samuel S and Katherine I Nov 24 1922... 25: 355
Marshall Robert F of Manuel R and Catherine E Oct 28 1925... 27: 142
Marshall Ruthwell A of Ruthwell A and Catherine C Sept 11 1925........................................ 27: 123
Marshall Ruth E of Charles A and Violet P June 15 1923....... 26: 79
Marshall Ruth M of Victor E and Edna Jan 29 1924.............. 26: 191
Marshall Ursula M of George F and Edith L Sept 9 1921......... 25: 120
Marshall Walter V of Victor E and Edna June 7 1922............ 25: 256
Marshall William of Peter W and Catherine Apr 27 1928........ 28: 217
Marshall —— s of Nicholas J and Mary L Aug 17 1921............ 25: 106
Marshall —— s of John S and Marion June 16 1924.............. 26: 274
Marsigliano Laura of Giacomo and Adella Feb 24 1926........... 27: 195
Marsigliano Pasquale G of Giacomo and Adele Mar 28 1925...... 27: 40
Marsland Arthur of James and Beatrice W Nov 4 1924............ 26: 337
Marsland Gerald E of James and Beatrice W Apr 2 1929........... 29: 40
Marsland James of James and Beatrice W Nov 9 1922.............. 25: 330
Marsland —— s of Harry and Agnes M June 27 1926................. 27: 255
Marsocci Amelia A C of Tomasso and Assunta Aug 10 1921...... 25: 163
Marsocci Arturo of Tommaso and Assunta Jan 3 1923............. 26: 2
Marsocci Dora of Luigi and Adelina Jan 24 1928................ 28: 176
Marsocci Elmarinda L B of Tommaso and Assunta Dec 5 1924..... 26: 351
Marsocci Errico of Luigi and Adelina Aug 12 1924.............. 26: 295
Marsocci Eugenio of Michelangelo and Clotilde Dec 28 1921..... 25: 173
Marsocci Gena C of Michelangelo and Clotilde June 19 1926..... 27: 252
Marsocci Gilda L of Luigi and Adelina May 19 1923.............. 26: 67
Marsocci Helen M of Michelangelo and Clotilde Apr 16 1929..... 29: 45
Marsocci Lucia G of Oreste and Marietta Dec 13 1925........... 27: 163
Marsocci Serafina A of Oreste and Marietta Jan 7 1930........ 29: 159
Marsoccio Amelia of Beniamino and Rosalina Aug 23 1921........ 25: 109
Marsoccio Giuseppina of Beniamino and Rosalina Nov 28 1926...... 27: 323
Marszall Sophia of Tomasz and Apolonina Aug 20 1921.......... 25: 108
Martell Albert N of Albert E and Aureole May 11 1923......... 26: 64
Martell Helen J of William and Lucy Dec 2 1927................. 28: 151
Martell Loretta I of Jennie V July 15 1926........................ 27: 265
Martell —— d of Louis J S and Agnes Jan 12 1929.............. 29: 14
Martella Angelo M of Angelo and Italia May 27 1928............ 28: 230
Martella Joseph T of Achille and Teresa Sept 8 1927............ 28: 113
Martella Rose V of Achille and Teresa Aug 11 1921............. 25: 104
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Martelle Leo A of Louis J G and Agnes Sept 13 1924........... 26: 311
Martelli Maria R of Nicola and Rosina Mar 23 1925........... 27: 38
Martelli — s of Nicola and Rosina Mar 24 1924........... 26: 221
Martellini Dolores C of Paul and Elvira May 14 1930........... 29: 211
Martellini Rosa of Costantino and Vincenza Oct 15 1921........... 25: 139
Martellini Salvatore of Giuseppe and Amalia May 23 1922........... 25: 248
Martellini Verna of Paul and Elvira Apr 23 1928........... 28: 216
Martello Francesco P of Francesco P and Madelina May 13 1924........... 26 247
Martellaccio Ernesto of Brigidta Oct 3 1921........... 25: 133
Marten Jose of Manuel and Isabella Sept 11 1926........... 27: 291
Marti Harold L of Arnold W and Mary Oct 4 1925........... 27: 133
Marti Walter A of Arnold W and Mary July 3 1923........... 26: 89
Martin Agnes M of Samuel and Florence Apr 29 1924........... 26: 239
Martin Albert H of Edwin and Mary T Aug 25 1923........... 26: 115
Martin Albert J of Edward J and Louise Dec 9 1927........... 28: 154
Martin Alberta I of Albert F and Mary June 25 1927........... 28 78
Martin Aldrich E (e) of James E and Marjorie S Mar 23 1921........... 25: 31
Martin Alfredo of Jose and Severina A Jan 8 1921........... 25: 3
Martin Alice E of Edward P and Alice G July 29 1928........... 28: 258
Martin Ambrose W of Ambrose and Iva E Mar 20 1924........... 25: 34
Martin Anna E of Harold E and Alice Dec 11 1930........... 29: 299
Martin Arthur of Edward J and Louise O Mar 10 1929........... 29: 30
Martin Arthur A of Arthur A and Edna M June 8 1928........... 28: 327
Martin Arthur B L of Justus C and Maude Nov 20 1926........... 27: 320
Martin Arthur E of Charles E and Ethel M Jan 7 1921........... 25: 3
Martin Barbara of William J and Mary July 23 1923........... 26: 97
Martin Barbara V of Francis B and Mary E Mar 1 1928........... 28: 194
Martin Beatrice of Ambrose and Mary I E June 2 1922........... 25: 254
Martin Catherine R of John and Catherine Feb 21 1926........... 27: 195
Martin Clarence F P of Emile J and Margaret Mar 17 1924........... 26: 218
Martin Clarence L of Frank L and Ruth L Nov 26 1921........... 25: 157
Martin Constance of Clifford and Florence R Mar 29 1921........... 25: 37
Martin David B of John and Gertrude Aug 2 1929........... 29: 92
Martin Diana L T of William and Marie Jan 8 1930........... 29: 159
Martin Donald E of Merle E and Bernice E Sept 7 1924........... 26: 308
Martin Donald F of Clarence A and Elizabeth Apr 30 1921........... 25: 51
Martin Donald J of Roland and Louise Mar 31 1929........... 29: 38
Martin Doris G of Clarence F and Clara A Feb 22 1921........... 25: 22
Martin Dorothy D of Napoleon and Delia June 23 1921........... 25: 75
Martin Dorothy E of Albert J and Margaret H Oct 28 1921........... 25: 144
Martin Dorothy R of Edward P and Elizabeth T Oct 24 1921........... 25: 142
Martin Eamon V of Matthew J and Theresa I July 9 1921........... 25: 88
Martin Earl F of Raymond H and Emma S May 17 1923........... 26: 67
Martin Edith M of Frank A and Edith Dec 22 1924........... 26: 357
Martin Edna of Rose June 10 1925........... 27: 77
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Martin Eduardo C</td>
<td>of Lucean G</td>
<td>Mar 23 1926</td>
<td>27: 209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Edward F</td>
<td>of Edward P</td>
<td>May 9 1926</td>
<td>27: 232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Edward J</td>
<td>of Raymond H</td>
<td>Aug 22 1928</td>
<td>28: 270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Edward W</td>
<td>of Harold G</td>
<td>May 27 1921</td>
<td>25: 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Edwin J</td>
<td>of Edwin</td>
<td>Apr 17 1921</td>
<td>25: 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Eileen M</td>
<td>of John J</td>
<td>Feb 1 1924</td>
<td>26: 198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Elsie H</td>
<td>of Royland C</td>
<td>Dec 12 1922</td>
<td>25: 344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Ernest W</td>
<td>of Ernest W</td>
<td>Oct 30 1930</td>
<td>29: 281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Estelle S</td>
<td>of Charles E</td>
<td>Mar 31 1923</td>
<td>26: 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Eugene G</td>
<td>of Eugene G</td>
<td>May 31 1927</td>
<td>28: 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Eugene T</td>
<td>of Eugene T</td>
<td>Apr 19 1922</td>
<td>25: 231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Evaristo</td>
<td>of Jose</td>
<td>Aug 25 1923</td>
<td>26: 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Evelyn</td>
<td>of Harry</td>
<td>May 6 1927</td>
<td>28: 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Evelyn G</td>
<td>of Harold G</td>
<td>Sept 4 1923</td>
<td>26: 122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Everett M</td>
<td>of James E</td>
<td>Oct 3 1922</td>
<td>25: 314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Fern F</td>
<td>of Anthony F</td>
<td>Apr 16 1927</td>
<td>28: 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Florence E</td>
<td>of Eugene G</td>
<td>Feb 13 1925</td>
<td>27: 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Francis</td>
<td>of Arthur J</td>
<td>Aug 15 1923</td>
<td>26: 111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Frank A</td>
<td>of Frank A</td>
<td>Aug 15 1929</td>
<td>29: 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Frank S</td>
<td>of Joseph</td>
<td>Virginia 18</td>
<td>29: 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Frederick</td>
<td>of Frederick</td>
<td>July 20 1930</td>
<td>29: 240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin George</td>
<td>of Jose</td>
<td>Oct 29 1929</td>
<td>29: 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin George C</td>
<td>of Clarence</td>
<td>Apr 15 1924</td>
<td>26: 232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin George II</td>
<td>of George H</td>
<td>Jan 23 1926</td>
<td>27: 183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin George W</td>
<td>of Royland C</td>
<td>Apr 27 1921</td>
<td>25: 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Georgina</td>
<td>of Manuel</td>
<td>Jan 23 1922</td>
<td>25: 187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Geraldine</td>
<td>of John</td>
<td>July 18 1923</td>
<td>26: 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Gertrude</td>
<td>of Joseph</td>
<td>Mar 20 1922</td>
<td>25: 216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Gloria</td>
<td>of William J</td>
<td>Mar 3 1921</td>
<td>25: 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Grace</td>
<td>of Ambrose</td>
<td>Oct 12 1924</td>
<td>26: 326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Harold E</td>
<td>of Harold E</td>
<td>Nov 12 1927</td>
<td>28: 141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Harry</td>
<td>of Samuel</td>
<td>Sep 8 1926</td>
<td>27: 177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Helen</td>
<td>of Joseph T</td>
<td>Dec 6 1926</td>
<td>27: 327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Helen</td>
<td>of Harold E</td>
<td>Mar 2 1924</td>
<td>26: 212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Helen</td>
<td>of Westley L</td>
<td>Aug 26 1929</td>
<td>29: 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Herman</td>
<td>of Estelle</td>
<td>Dec 14 1929</td>
<td>29: 156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Horace</td>
<td>of William</td>
<td>July 26 1924</td>
<td>26: 286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Irene</td>
<td>of Ambrose</td>
<td>July 3 1923</td>
<td>26: 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Irene A</td>
<td>of Charles W</td>
<td>Oct 15 1924</td>
<td>26: 327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Irving</td>
<td>of Anton F</td>
<td>Nov 20 1922</td>
<td>25: 334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin James</td>
<td>of Anthony B</td>
<td>Oct 19 1925</td>
<td>27: 139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin James</td>
<td>of Joseph T</td>
<td>May 1 1928</td>
<td>28: 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin James M</td>
<td>of Reynol H</td>
<td>Sept 21 1928</td>
<td>28: 282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Jean</td>
<td>of William J</td>
<td>May 19 1928</td>
<td>28: 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Jean E</td>
<td>of William E</td>
<td>Feb 9 1921</td>
<td>25: 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Jean E</td>
<td>of John W</td>
<td>Dec 9 1930</td>
<td>29: 299</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIRTHS

Martin Jeanne B of Gordon E and Vera W Feb 18 1930
Martin Joao of Jose and Severina A Oct 6 1924
Martin John of Josephine July 8 1928
Martin John A of William H and Margaret Aug 18 1926
Martin John C of John C and Gertrude J Nov 25 1925
Martin John F of Mary R Oct 5 1926
Martin John K of Francis H and Ethel M Feb 7 1927
Martin John W of Harold G and Jennie Apr 25 1922
Martin Jose of Jose and Alceda July 23 1924
Martin Joseph (twin) (c) of Samuel and Dorothy Jan 24 1924
Martin Joseph of Joseph T and Ella M Mar 30 1924
Martin Joseph of Joseph and Agnes Apr 10 1925
Martin Joseph of William and Maria Nov 4 1930
Martin Joseph E of Joseph E and Margaret Aug 9 1930
Martin Joseph W of Agnes Nov 16 1927
Martin June K of Winifred A May 31 1927
Martin Justus C of Justus C and Maude Jan 5 1925
Martin Katherine M of Jonathan S and Katherine Feb 20 1925
Martin Kenneth V of Raymond H and Emma S Sept 14 1930
Martin Leroy E of Leroy E and Ellen M Apr 1 1930
Martin Louis J of Mary R Oct 11 1927
Martin Louise E (twin) (c) of Samuel and Dorothy Jan 24 1924
Martin Lucie R of William and Marie Sept 2 1927
Martin Manuel of Lena Apr 7 1921
Martin Manuel of Jose and Elizabeth Sept 11 1923
Martin Manuel of Manuel and Mary I R Aug 23 1930
Martin Margaret of William J and Mary Aug 19 1921
Martin Margaret of Albert J and Margaret H Aug 28 1924
Martin Margaret of Edwin and Mary T Feb 3 1925
Martin Margaret M of George W and Irene M Feb 12 1929
Martin Marguerite of Alfreda L Feb 2 1924
Martin Marguerite R of John J and Agnes F July 29 1921
Martin Maria C T of George and Gabrielle Dec 21 1924
Martin Marian L of William H and Margaret July 31 1921
Martin Marie J A of Eugene and Georgianna Nov 13 1930
Martin Marilyn A of Richard G and Lillian Aug 10 1930
Martin Marilyn D of Euclide J and Evelyn F Jan 29 1929
Martin Marilyn L of Robert F and Edith M Nov 15 1930
Martin Marion G of Lewis N and Esther G Jan 2 1924
Martin Marion J of Thomas L and Maude C Dec 11 1930
Martin Mary of Joseph T and Ella M July 24 1925
Martin Mary C of Thomas A and Mabel C May 21 1930
Martin Mary D of Frederick and Laura Jan 1 1926
Martin Mary E of Justin C and Maude C Dec 29 1921
Martin Mary E of Reynol H and Mary C May 12 1927
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Martin Mary F of Francis and Mary Jan 14 1924.................. 26 : 188
Martin Mary F T of Emile J and Margaret Mar 21 1928........... 28 : 201
Martin Mildred E of Everett E and Margaret M Apr 21 1922.... 25 : 232
Martin Mildred L of Francis H and Ethel M Oct 21 1922...... 25 : 321
Martin Nancy of Edward L and Lillian Feb 8 1924.............. 26 : 200
Martin Natalie L of Charles E and Jessie Mar 3 1922.......... 25 : 208
Martin Norma C of Roy F and Doris C Dec 12 1928.............. 28 : 318
Martin Norma E of James and Neppie A Apr 8 1922.............. 25 : 227
Martin Olive F of Anthony F and Fern A Apr 18 1924........... 26 : 233
Martin Paul F of Jose F and Margaret M May 2 1930............ 29 : 207
Martin Phoebe S of Antonio and Phoebe Mar 26 1922............. 25 : 219
Martin Raymond of Josephine Dec 4 1921.......................... 25 : 163
Martin Raymond E of Bernard A and Anna L May 10 1924...... 26 : 246
Martin Raymond T of George and Katherine June 24 1922..... 25 : 264
Martin Reynol of Reynol H and Mary C May 10 1925......... 27 : 63
Martin Richard A of Thomas and Theodora July 30 1926..... 27 : 271
Martin Robert E of Charles R and Elizabeth Aug 13 1922..... 25 : 287
Martin Robert E of George O and Dorothy A Aug 28 1930.... 29 : 256
Martin Robert G of Albert G and Harriet E Jan 19 1923..... 26 : 8
Martin Robert L of James T and Elizabeth Dec 31 1922........ 25 : 351
Martin Robert L of Robert F and Edith M Feb 10 1925........ 27 : 19
Martin Roy of Samuel and Florence July 14 1927............. 28 : 88
Martin Ruth of Helen G May 4 1922.............................. 25 : 240
Martin Ruth of Eugene G and Eva F Nov 8 1929................. 29 : 132
Martin Ruth H of James and Lillian May 14 1925.............. 27 : 64
Martin Teresa L of Thomas F and Dorothy Apr 4 1924........ 26 : 228
Martin Thelma (twin) (c) of James E and Marjorie S Apr 7
1928. ........................................................................... 28 : 210
Martin Therese I of Matthew J and Theresa I Apr 7 1927..... 28 : 43
Martin Thomas of Francis and Alice F Dec 3 1927............. 28 : 152
Martin Thomas J of Thomas J and Helen E Aug 4 1929....... 29 : 155
Martin Vincent L of Rose Dec 29 1928.............................. 28 : 324
Martin Wilfred R of William and Lillian Apr 11 1927 ....... 28 : 45
Martin William of William and Maria Jan 17 1929........... 29 : 8
Martin William A of Ambrose and Mary I E Jan 12 1926..... 27 : 179
Martin William C of Emile J and Margaret Sept 7 1921...... 25 : 119
Martin Winslow of Edward L and Lillian Oct 3 1921......... 25 : 133
Martin —— s of William E and Mary J Jan 4 1921............. 25 : 80
Martin —— d of John and Mary A Mar 21 1921.................. 25 : 34
Martin —— (c) s of Jennie Nov 2 1921...................... 25 : 161
Martin —— d of James and Annie May 20 1922.................. 25 : 253
Martin —— d of William J and Catherine A July 24 1923.... 26 : 98
Martin —— d of Edwin and Mary T Feb 22 1926................. 27 : 199
Martin —— d of John and Catherine Mar 8 1926................. 27 : 214
Martin —— s of Francis and Alice F June 30 1926............ 27 : 256
Martin —— s of Edward L and Lillian July 28 1927.................. 28: 93
Martin —— (twin) (c) s of James E and Marjorie S Apr 7
1928............................................................ 28: 219
Martin —— s of Mary B I May 9 1928............................... 28: 223
Martin —— s of Caroline Nov 1 1929................................ 29: 130
Martin —— s of Anthony F and Fern A Mar S 1930.............. 29: 194
Martina Viola M of Serafinio and Maria Feb 9 1925............. 27: 19
Martindale Dorothy M of Clifford A and Beatrice Oct 9 1929... 29: 120
Martindale Richard E of Richard E and Elizabeth June 10
1929............................................................. 29: 68
Martinian Albert P of Berthelemy and Soufrina E Aug 8 1923. 26: 108
Martinian Alfred of Marion Aug 19 1922............................. 25: 289
Martinian Ann M of Berthelemy and Soufrina E Oct 26 1929... 29: 126
Martinian Arthur of Effie M May 24 1925............................ 27: 69
Martinian Claire D of Charles and Dora Aug 16 1928............ 28: 267
Martinian Leo J of Leo T and Louisa M Apr 18 1923.............. 26: 53
Martinian Marie T J of Ainice and Laura Dec 12 1928........... 28: 318
Martinian Marjorie of Frederick J and Eugenie R June 30
1926............................................................. 27: 256
Martinian Mary A S of Berthelemy and Soufrina E Jan 19
1922............................................................. 25: 185
Martinian Mary L R of Ainise and Laura July 31 1930.......... 29: 244
Martinian Raymond F of Frederick J and Eugenia R Mar 22
1928............................................................. 28: 202
Martinian Therese M of Leo T and Louisa M Sept 7 1926........ 27: 289
Martinian —— d of Leo T and Louisa M Mar 23 1922.............. 25: 223
Martinelli Americo of Antonio and Assunta June 19 1922........ 25: 262
Martinelli Angelo G of Angelo and Anna Aug 13 1929............ 29: 96
Martinelli Anna of Francesco and Giuseppina Mar 15 1924...... 26: 217
Martinelli Anna M of Vincenzo and Carmela Jan 27 1930....... 29: 166
Martinelli Antonio of Vincenzo and Carmela June 6 1924....... 26: 261
Martinelli Antonio of Giovanni and Maddalena Dec 28 1928... 28: 324
Martinelli Antonio M of Francesco and Mariana Mar 10 1927... 28: 30
Martinelli Edward C of Pasquale and Mary May 12 1924........ 26: 247
Martinelli Elena M C of Antonio and Assunta July 16 1927..... 28: 89
Martinelli Giovanna of Giovanni and Marianna F Jan 11 1921... 25: 4
Martinelli Giovanna of Michele A and Anastasia Sept 28 1925. 27: 129
Martinelli Giulia of Vincenzo and Giovannina May 27 1923..... 26: 71
Martinelli Giuseppina of Michele A and Anastasia Mar 19
1924............................................................. 26: 219
Martinelli Giuseppina of Michele A and Anastasia Sept 26
1930............................................................. 29: 268
Martinelli Guido of Vincenzo and Giovannina Aug 20 1921...... 25: 108
Martinelli Louise I of Pasquale and Marie L Mar 5 1926....... 27: 201
Martinelli Lucia A of Michele A and Anastasia Dec 12 1922.... 25: 344
Martinelli Palma V of Vincenzo and Carmela Apr 1 1928....... 28: 208
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Martinelli Raffaele A</td>
<td>of Michele</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinelli Rose M</td>
<td>of Olga I</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinelli s of Michele A</td>
<td>and Anastasia</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinelli s of Pasquale and Marie L</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinese Teresa of Michele and Maria</td>
<td>June</td>
<td>1921</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinese Violanda of Michele and Maria Nov</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinez Dolores of Manuel A and Rosa</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinez Irene of Manuel A and Rosa</td>
<td>June</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Alfonsina of Alfonso and Angela Nov</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Almerindo of Michele and Maria</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1921</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Antonio (twin) of Luigi and Giovannina</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Armando of Luigi and Assunta</td>
<td>June</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Clara of Luigi and Giovannina</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Costantino of Luigi and Giovannina</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Costanza of Tomaso and Rina</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Francesco R of Luigi and Giovannina</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini George A of Louis and Rose E</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Giovanna A of Tomaso and Rina</td>
<td>June</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Giuseppe of Luigi and Assunta</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Henry J of Louis and Rose E</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Leonora of Alfonso and Angela Nov</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Louis A of Louis and Rose E</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Lucia of Tomaso and Rina</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Mafalda of Alfonso and Angela</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Olga of Alfonso and Angela</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Raymond of Giovanni and Mary</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Rita S of Tomaso and Rina</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Rodolfo of Alfonso and Angela</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Rosa of Salvatore and Assunta</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Rosa V of Alfonso and Angelina</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Silvia of Pasquale and Maria</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Viola of Pasquale and Maria</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin (twins) s of Luigi and Giovannina</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Aileen T of Umberto V and Angelina</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Alberto of Carmine and Concetta</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Alfonzina R of Pietro and Giulia</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Alvina M of Pietro and Giulia</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Americo of Luigi and Giovannina</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Angelo of Tomaso and Annantonia</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Anna (twin) of Carmine and Concetta</td>
<td>Sept</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Anna T of Giovanni B and Maria</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Antonio of Domenico and Saveria</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Antonio (twin) of Carmine and Concetta</td>
<td>Sept</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Antonio of Luigi and Assunta</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Antonio C of Giuseppe and Alfonsina</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Arduino of Paolo and Concetta</td>
<td>June</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Arduino</td>
<td>Sept 20 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Ascenzio</td>
<td>Apr 17 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Betty R J</td>
<td>May 8 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Carlo A</td>
<td>Sept 13 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Domenico A</td>
<td>Aug 14 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Elda</td>
<td>Aug 24 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Elena L (twin)</td>
<td>Aug 26 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Emma</td>
<td>Oct 13 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Errico</td>
<td>Jan 8 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Ester</td>
<td>May 1 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Evelyn E (twin)</td>
<td>Aug 26 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Francesco</td>
<td>Jan 15 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Frank T</td>
<td>Oct 15 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Giovanni C M</td>
<td>Nov 5 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Giovanni of Luigi</td>
<td>Mar 20 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Giovanniina P</td>
<td>Apr 13 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Giuseppe of Tomaso</td>
<td>Jan 24 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Giuseppe of Tomaso</td>
<td>May 3 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Giuseppe of Salvatore</td>
<td>July 19 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Giuseppe of Giuseppe</td>
<td>Nov 30 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Guglielmo M</td>
<td>Apr 23 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Idia of Vincenzo</td>
<td>May 1 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Jacinta M</td>
<td>Mar 14 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Jennie M</td>
<td>Aug 21 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino John of Harry A</td>
<td>Aug 6 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Luigia of Carmello</td>
<td>Mar 26 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Margherita of Carmelo</td>
<td>Jan 5 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Maria A</td>
<td>May 3 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Mario of Giuseppe</td>
<td>Oct 13 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Norma A</td>
<td>Aug 24 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Paolo B</td>
<td>Jan 21 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Raimondo of Giacinto</td>
<td>Sep 17 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Roberto</td>
<td>Dec 11 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Rodolfo U A</td>
<td>May 19 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Rolando A</td>
<td>Dec 19 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Rosa A</td>
<td>May 2 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Rosina of Tomaso</td>
<td>Mar 15 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Teresa D</td>
<td>Sep 19 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Vincenzo of Luigi</td>
<td>Jul 27 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Vittoria A</td>
<td>Aug 29 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Vittorio of Tomaso</td>
<td>Aug 9 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino William J</td>
<td>May 6 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Martino — s of Beniamino and Maria Apr 7 1923............. 26: 60
Martino — d of Luigi and Gemma July 23 1924............. 26: 290
Martino — s of Luigi and Assunta Feb 2 1926............. 27: 199
Martinos Amelia M of Mershed M and Flora Feb 9 1924............. 26: 201
Martinos Annie M of Mershed M and Flora July 2 1922............. 25: 268
Martinos John M of Mershed M and Flora Dec 21 1929............. 29: 149
Martinos Joseph M of Mershed M and Flora Jan 29 1928............. 28: 178
Martinos Michael M of Mershed M and Flora Nov 23 1925............. 27: 152
Martins Charles E of Jose and Alzira July 16 1921............. 25: 91
Martins Dorothy G of Luciano G and Rosa Sept 23 1921............. 25: 126
Martins Elizabeth of Manuel and Isabella Aug 11 1923............. 26: 109
Martins Gerald of Luiz C and Angela A A Sept 16 1925............. 27: 124
Martins Jose of Antonio and Gloria Sept 29 1926............. 27: 298
Martins Manuel F of Jose A and Maria L Sept 8 1928............. 28: 278
Martins Maria C of Antonio and Mabilia Feb 17 1921............. 25: 20
Martins Sarah C of Armand and Aurora Nov 6 1924............. 26: 337
Martinson Margaret I. of John A and Margaret Dec 15 1921............. 25: 168
Martinson Martha K of John A and Margaret Aug 13 1923............. 26: 110
Martinuzzi Evelina F of Engenio and Antonia Aug 14 1921............. 25: 105
Martinuzzi — d of Giovanni and Veronica Dec 29 1923............. 26: 178
Martone Adele A G of Biagio and Anna June 27 1928............. 28: 244
Martone Alberto A of Antonio and Elvira Aug 1 1925............. 27: 104
Martone Antonio G of Luigi and Angelina Feb 21 1928............. 28: 189
Martone Armando S of Spedito and Civita Jan 1 1925............. 27: 1
Martone Cesare B of Domenico and Giuseppina July 21 1921............. 25: 93
Martone Edith E of Biagio and Anna Nov 12 1925............. 27: 149
Martone Emilia of Biagio and Anna Sept 12 1924............. 26: 311
Martone Giovanna of Salvatore and Elvira Feb 22 1923............. 26: 25
Martone Jean A of Vittuccio and Mariannina Aug 1 1930............. 29: 246
Martone Luigi A of Salvatore and Elvira Feb 9 1921............. 25: 16
Martone Luigi G of Luigi and Angelina Apr 6 1924............. 26: 229
Martone Luisa A of Biagio and Anna Dec 5 1929............. 29: 143
Martone Mario V of Antonio and Maria G July 8 1922............. 25: 271
Martone Teresa F of Spedito and Civita June 22 1928............. 28: 242
Martone Vittorio C of Spedito and Civita June 7 1926............. 27: 246
Martone — d of Luigi and Erminia Aug 16 1923............. 26: 111
Martone — s of Spedito and Civita Dec 11 1923............. 26: 169
Martone — s of Luigi and Erminia Dec 7 1926............. 27: 337
Martone — d of Salvatore and Elvira Feb 28 1927............. 28: 25
Martoni Bartholomew V of Vittuccio and Mariannina June 18 1929............. 29: 71
Martorelli Francesco F of Caldino and Angelina Aug 25 1921............. 25: 110
Martucci Ernesto of Giuseppe and Concetta Apr 19 1925............. 27: 52
Martucci Maria of Vito and Virginia Feb 6 1925............. 27: 18
Martucci Salvatore of Giuseppe and Concetta July 28 1923............. 26: 99
BIRTHS Recorded in PROVIDENCE

Martufi Antonio of Pio and Maria Aug 3 1922..........................25: 282
Martyn Evelyn V. of Joseph K and Laura Sept 8 1924................26: 309
Marullo Lucia C. of Giuseppe and Chiara Sept 21 1921...........25: 125
Marusich Andrew V. of Andrew and Agnes Dec 22 1924...........26: 337
Marusich —— s of Andrew and Agnes Nov 28 1923..................26: 162
Marvel Phyllis F. (twin) of Alton C and Florence May 17 1924.26: 249
Marvel Raymond H. (twin) of Alton C and Florence May 18
1924..........................................................26: 249
Marvin Leora of Frank W. and Rosalind Oct 17 1924.............26: 328
Marwell Charles of Charles and Ethel Aug 24 1921..............25: 113
Marx Anthony of Louis and Georgiana Oct 1 1927................28: 124
Marx Lillian L. of Irving A. and Lillian E. May 5 1929........29: 26
Marx Ruth M. of Edward L. and Mildred F. Sept 15 1930......29: 264
Marx Walter N. of Walter N. and Helene F. B. Dec 25 1924.....26: 359
Marx William J. of William S. and Jane C. July 10 1923......26: 91
Marx —— s of Irving A. and Lillian E. Aug 30 1927.............28: 109
Marzella Adelina S. of Nicola and Maria T. Oct 28 1922......25: 324
Marzella Elena of Pasquale and Maria May 22 1928...............28: 227
Marzella Mario A. of Nicola and Maria T. July 28 1925........27: 100
Marzella —— d. of Paul and Clementina Oct 14 1921.............25: 138
Marzello Alfredo of Rocco and Maria Aug 5 1926...............27: 275
Marzello Pietro of Stefano and Raffaela Nov 7 1924............26: 338
Marzello Salvatore D. of Rocco and Maria Oct 14 1923........26: 142
Marzilli Adaligisa of Gerarde and Palmira Oct 23 1921......25: 142
Marzilli Angelina of Amato and Annamaria May 28 1926........27: 240
Marzilli Antonio of Giovanni and Raffaela June 26 1927.......28: 79
Marzilli Bernardo V. of Vittorio and Michelina Aug 22 1925...27: 112
Marzilli Evelina of Giovanni and Raffaela Feb 22 1921........25: 22
Marzilli Giovanni of Angelo and Lucia Feb 21 1928..........28: 189
Marzilli Giovanni A. L. of Eleuterio and Assunta Oct 17 1924..26: 328
Marzilli Giovannina of Angelo and Lucia Oct 31 1926........27: 311
Marzilli Mafalda of Angelo and Lucia Feb 7 1922.................25: 195
Marzilli Marie A. of Ernesto and Maria L. Mar 27 1922.......25: 220
Marzilli Mario of Angelo and Lucia Dec 24 1930.................29: 304
Marzilli Rocco of Eleuterio and Assunta Aug 23 1928........28: 270
Marzilli Vincenzo of Rocco and Annina Mar 30 1924...........26: 224
Marzilli Vittoria of Giuseppe and Giuditta Mar 17 1922........25: 215
Marzilli Vittoria of Rocco and Annina Sept 1 1925............27: 118
Marzilli —— s of Vittorio and Michelina Jan 4 1928............28: 169
Marzinelli Giovanni A. of Angelo and Giulia May 7 1922....25: 241
Marzocchi Melina of Vincenzo and Felicetta Jan 8 1928.....28: 171
Marzocchi Ralph B. of Ralph and Marion May 19 1928........28: 226
Marzullo Giuseppe of Erasmo and Beatrice Mar 5 1923........26: 32
Mascaro Assunta of Francesco and Angelina Jan 19 1927.......28: 7
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Mascaro Caterina of Angelina July 8 1930..........................29: 236
Mascaro Giuseppe of Francesco and Angelina Mar 26 1925...........27: 39
Mascaro Teresa of Francesco and Angelina May 14 1923.............26: 65
Mascaro Vincenzo of Francesco and Angelina Nov 26 1921...........25: 157
Mase Raymmond R of Michele G and Genoveffa Dec 4 1929..........29: 143
Mascia Amalia A of Luigi and Madeline July 28 1922................25: 279
Mascia Ernesto of Pietro and Silvia June 9 1921....................25: 69
Mascia Luigi A of Luigi and Madeline Oct 16 1926...................27: 306
Mascia Maria A of Pietro and Ersilia June 23 1922..................25: 263
Masciarelli Luisa of Eugenio and Teresa Nov 8 1926................27: 315
Masciarelli Antonio C of Alfredo and Sebastiana June 14 1928.....28: 239
Masciarelli Augusto of Alfredo and Sebastiana July 14 1921.......25: 90
Masciarelli Lilio S of Alfredo and Sebastiana May 7 1926...........27: 231
Maselli Adelina A of Gelsominio and Teresa Mar 24 1927............28: 36
Maselli Michele of Michele and Teresa May 8 1927...................28: 57
Maselli Nicola of Michele and Teresa Nov 2 1923....................26: 152
Maselli Rosa A of Gelsominio and Teresa Sept 2 1922...............25: 298
Masello Elisabetta M of Carlo and Angelina Apr 23 1923.............26: 55
Masi Antonio P of Antonio and Consiglia July 18 1924..............26: 282
Masi Gemma of Nicola and Maria May 17 1921........................25: 58
Masi Giuseppe of Nicola and Maria Mar 19 1925......................27: 36
Masi Joseph of Gabriele and Alice Mar 19 1929......................29: 33
Masi Luigi of Nicola and Maria Nov 27 1922........................25: 336
Masi Roberto A of Antonio G and Consiglia Sept 17 1922............25: 304
Masiello Alfredo of Salvatore and Mariannina Feb 13 1922.........25: 198
Masiello Alfredo of Salvatore and Mariannina June 24 1926........27: 254
Masiello Angelica of Salvatore and Mariannina Jan 2 1924.........26: 183
Masiello Anna of Luigi and Filomena Oct 7 1922....................25: 315
Masiello Francesco of Carlo and Angelina Sept 29 1924..............26: 318
Masiello Giovanni of Salvatore and Mariannina July 31 1930, 29..29: 244
Masiello Maria of Antonio and Barbarella Aug 7 1921..............25: 102
Masiello Mario G of Carlo and Angelina Aug 28 1921.................25: 111
Masiello Nancy B of Antonio and Barbarella Mar 25 1925...........27: 39
Masiello —— d of Luigi and Filomena Mar 1 1921....................25: 80
Maskalyk Marion M of Dmytro and Nancy May 1 1921...............25: 52
Mason Ann of Norman L and Emma Nov 2 1929.........................29: 130
Mason Arthur E of Arthur E and Ruth A July 5 1922...............25: 270
Mason Audrey H of Harold E and Ethel M Feb 21 1923..............26: 24
Mason Betty J of Peyton L and Gertrude C Nov 14 1922.............25: 332
Mason Beverly J of Walter E and Jennie C July 5 1927..............28: 84
Mason Charles of Charles J and Bessie Jan 2 1922..................25: 190
Mason Chester L of Chester L and Gertrude M Jan 20 1921..........25: 8
Mason Curtis W of Curtis B and Mary F Aug 20 1924.................26: 298
Mason Earl B (twin) of Curtis B and Mary F Nov 17 1921...........25: 154
Mason Edgar E of Catharine Jan 19 1928..........................28: 174
Mason Frederick of Frederick and Marion H Oct 13 1921.....25:138
Mason George W of George W and Mildred A Mar 9 1925.....27:32
Mason Henry M (twin) of Curtis B and Mary F Nov 17 1921.25:154
Mason Herbert Y of Charles and Elizabeth Aug 10 1927.....28:101
Mason Janet of Stanley A and Gladys A June 30 1925.....27:86
Mason John of Gavin W and Gladys Sept 27 1929......29:114
Mason Lemuel W of Lemuel W and Ruth M Oct 27 1924.....26:332
Mason Louis W of Emerson E and Lou Feb 21 1922...........25:202
Mason Louise of Norman L and Emma Mar 6 1923.........26:32
Mason May E of Harold E and Ethel M Dec 1 1930.........29:296
Mason Mildred M (c) of Grover C and Annie Dec 24 1922...25:349
Mason Pearl V (c) of Grover C and Annie Jan 4 1921....25:2
Mason Richard D of Chester L and Gertrude M Mar 13 1927...28:31
Mason Robert H of Charles H and Elizabeth Feb 23 1922...25:203
Mason Robert H of Malcolm W and Carolyn E Dec 19 1929..29:148
Mason Shirley A of Harold E and Ethel M May 23 1927......25:63
Mason Shirley A of William V and Agnes L Jan 12 1930.....29:160
Mason Shirley D of Walter E and Jennie C Jan 27 1926.....27:184
Mason William R of Earl H and Mabel V Nov 2 1924......26:336
Mason William G of William G and Florence G July 23 1930..29:241
Mason William H of Herbert J and Mildred E Mar 13 1925..27:33
Mason — s of Irving P and Lily W Mar 27 1921.............25:81
Mason — d of Fred and Anna Feb 24 1922..................25:355
Mason — d of Raymond E and Mabel A July 13 1929.......29:83
Mass Anna of Vincenzo and Angelina Apr 12 1922.........25:228
Mass Anna M of Vincenzo and Angelina Dec 30 1927......28:161
Mass Antonio L of Vincenzo and Angelina Aug 8 1930.....29:249
Mass Francesco of Fioravante and Rosa Apr 25 1925.......27:55
Mass Giuseppe of Fioravante and Rosa May 23 1923........26:69
Mass — s of Fioravante and Rosa July 5 1921.............25:98
Massanisso Guido A R of Michele and Maria Mar 17 1922...25:215
Massard Leone M of Rene J and Isabella Apr 26 1929........29:48
Massarelli Leonilda E of Francesco and Nicolina Aug 27 1927.28:107
Massaro Filomena of Angelo and Letizia Nov 13 1921......25:152
Massaro Paolo E of Angelo and Letizia Feb 13 1924........26:202
Massaro Teresa M F of Giovanni and Renata Mar 21 1927.28:35
Massarone Alfredo S of Michele and Margherita June 6 1930.29:222
Massarone Clara of Michele and Margherita Jan 30 1929......29:12
Massarone Giuseppina of Michele and Margherita Mar 9 1926.27:203
Massarone Irma G of Michele and Margherita Feb 18 1924...26:204
Massarone Pasqualina of Michele and Margherita Apr 15 1922.25:229
Massarone Vincenzo of Alessandro and Valinda June 8 1926..27:247
Massart Lewis E of Lewis II and Anna May 9 1926...........B:1:56
Masse Albert W of John H and Florence M Sept 28 1923.....26:133
Masse Alfred A of Adelard and Aurore July 15 1923........26:93
Masse Amedee of Ovide and Rose A Mar 3 1921.............25:27
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Masse Edward of Cecelia T Dec 5 1924 ................... 26: 351
Masse Edward T of Edward W and Gladys T Mar 7 1928 ... 28: 196
Masse Florence M of Ovide A and Rose A May 9 1924 ... 26: 245
Masse Helen M of John H and Florence M Oct 3 1922 ... 25: 314
Masse Marie M D of Ovide A and Rose A Aug 14 1922 ... 25: 287
Masse Paul W of Peter P and Lillian R Dec 18 1930 ... 29: 302
Masse William E of Joseph E and Rose M Nov 8 1922 ... 25: 330
Masse ——— s of Russel E and Alice V May 28 1928 ...... 28: 232
Massemi Luigi S of Antonio and Clelia June 21 1922 ... 25: 262
Massemi ——— d of Antonio and Clara Mar 14 1930 ... 29: 194
Masseo Mario of Potito and Incoronata May 7 1923 ...... 26: 63
Massee Anne A of Armand C and Adeline July 25 1929 ... 29: 88
Massee Anthony F of Armand C and Adeline M Jan 22 1928 ... 28: 175
Massee Armand C of Armand C and Adeline M Jan 27 1921 ... 25: 10
Massee Joseph T of Armand C and Adeline Nov 4 1923 ... 26: 153
Massee Patrick X of Armand C and Adeline M Mar 17 1925 ... 27: 35
Massey Arthur of Benedict J and Lillian Nov 9 1928 ... 28: 304
Massey Betty G of Hugh E and Nellie M Apr 1 1921 ...... 25: 39
Massey Clifford F of Clifford F and Mary J Feb 23 1930 ... 29: 177
Massey Doris M X of Hugh E and Nellie M Nov 13 1922 ... 25: 332
Massey Douglas C of Norman E and Mary E Nov 27 1921 ... 25: 158
Massey Herbert T of Harry and Delia Sept 22 1922 ... 25: 355
Massicotte Louise D M of Joseph P and Noelia Mar 15 1923 ... 26: 36
Massie Claire L of Frederick H and Mary C L Oct 28 1922 ... 25: 324
Massie Frederick F of Frederick H and Mary C L May 11 1925 ... 27: 63
Massie Raymond H of Frederick H and Mary C L Aug 13 1927 ... 28: 102
Massimo ——— d of Saverio and Nunzia Mar 17 1924 ... 26: 218
Masso Albino of Albino and Mary C Sept 20 1927 ... 28: 118
Masso Anna M of Vincenzo and Angelina Feb 23 1925 ... 27: 24
Masso Barbara A of Albino and Mary C Mar 23 1929 ... 29: 35
Masso Eugenia A of Giacomo G and Giuseppina Oct 6 1925 ... 27: 134
Masso Giovanni of Vincenzo and Angelina Oct 11 1926 ... 27: 304
Masso Giovanni L of Vincenzo and Angelina Sept 15 1923 ... 26: 127
Masso Margherita M of Giacomo G and Giuseppina June 12

1923: 26: 78
Masso Mary T of Albino and Mary C May 3 1930 ... 29: 208
Masso Michele of Albino and Mary C Oct 16 1926 ... 27: 306
Masso Thomas J of Thomas and Marie H M Sept 21 1923 ... 26: 129
Massotti Alfred of Alfred and Anna May 24 1928 ... 28: 228
Massotti Patrick of Pasquale and Lillie M Mar 17 1930 ... 29: 187
Massotti Vincent R of Pasquale and Lillie Jan 4 1929 ... 29: 2
Mastantuono Doris L of Domenic and Viola Jan 15 1927 ... 28: 5
Mastantuono John T of Domenico A and Viola E Aug 4 1930 ... 29: 247
Mastantuono Thomas J of Domenic and Viola July 20 1929 ... 29: 85
Masterson Anne T of Peter and Rose July 20 1930 ... 29: 240
Masterson Arthur R of Arthur R and Claire H Feb 27 1930 ... 29: 178
Masterson Bernard F of Bernard F and Hedwig F Nov 24
1928. .............................................. 28: 310
Masterson Donald G of James J and Doris P Dec 5 1928. .... 28: 315
Masterson Doris A of William H and Gladys I Mar 2 1926. .... 27: 200
Masterson Eileen M of James J and Doris P Apr 8 1927. .... 28: 44
Masterson Gertrude M of Francis E and Gertrude M Feb 8
1930. .............................................. 29: 171
Masterson Joan C of Joseph L and Lillian Dec 5 1930. .... 29: 297
Masterson John of Peter and Rose Jan 13 1928. .............. 28: 172
Masterson Marion of William H and Gladys I Dec 20 1929. ... 29: 148
Masterson Mary E of James E and Mary M Aug 3 1927. .... 28: 98
Masterson Mary T of Joseph L and Lillian Aug 31 1928. .... 28: 273
Masterson Raymond J of James J and Doris P Jan 11 1925. .... 27: 5
Masterson William H of William H and Gladys Jan 23 1924. 26: 192
Masterton Thelma L of Hazel G Dec 11 1924. .................. 26: 365
Mastone Vittoria of Salvatore and Elvira Feb 24 1922. .... 25: 204
Mastracchio Assunta R of Vito A and Concetta Aug 16 1922. 25: 288
Mastrangelo Anna G of Angelo and Giovannina Oct 22 1922. 25: 321
Mastrangelo Domenico F of Angelo and Giovannina July 13
1924. .............................................. 26: 280
Mastrangelo Esther R of Angelo and Giovannina Mar 14 1926. 27: 205
Mastrangelo Giovannina R of Dando and Antonetta May 7
1923. .............................................. 26: 63
Mastrangelo Maria of Dando and Antonetta June 27 1926. .... 27: 255
Mastrangelo Teresa R of Nicola and Fortuna June 9 1928. .... 28: 236
Mastrangelo —— s of Francesco and Antonia Apr 17 1921. ... 25: 82
Mastrangelo —— s of Francesco and Antonia May 17 1921. .... 26: 258
Mastrati Armando of Giuseppe and Maria Nov 25 1925. .... 27: 153
Mastriacchio Gelardo of Serafino and Maria Dec 26 1922. .... 25: 350
Mastriacchio Rosina of Serafino and Maria July 29 1921. .... 25: 96
Mastranni Giuseppe of Michele and Maria Jan 24 1927. .... 28: 9
Mastrianni Vincenzo of Michele and Maria July 28 1928. .... 28: 257
Mastriano Antonetta of Marco and Lucia Jan 24 1928. .... 28: 176
Mastriano Fiorina of Giuseppe and Vittoria May 15 1921. .... 25: 58
Mastriano Giuseppe of Marco and Lucia July 1 1924. .... 26: 275
Mastrobuono Vincenzo G of Guglielmo and Petrina Feb 19
1928. .............................................. 28: 188
Mastrodicasa Lena V of Angelo and Anna Jan 22 1927. .... 28: 8
Mastrofini Lena of Valentino and Lena Jan 20 1924. .... 26: 190
Mastrofini Quirino of Valentino and Lena Apr 24 1921. .... 25: 48
Mastrofini Stanislao of Valentino and Lena Nov 12 1922. .... 25: 331
Mastroianni —— s of Giovanni and Concetta Jan 3 1925. .... 27: 15
Mastroianno —— s of Francesco and Mariantonia Feb 18
1924. .............................................. 26: 211
Mastronardi Antonietta of Domenico and Carmela Apr 25
1921. .............................................. 25: 49
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Mastronardi Domenico A of Domenico and Carmela May 28
1924. 26: 254
Mastronardi Giovanna A of Domenico and Carmela May 11
1927. 28: 58
Mastronardi Lucia M of Domenico and Carmela Dec 11 1930. 29: 299
Mastronardi Nicola A of Giovanni and Regina Feb 19 1922. 25: 201
Mastrostefano Antonio A of Vincenzo and Annina May 5 1921. 25: 53
Mastrostefano Edward J of Carmela Dec 14 1927. 28: 156
Mastrostefano Giuseppe of Vincenzo and Annina June 1 1924. 26: 259
Mastrostefano Giuseppina A of Pasquale and Anna Mar 11
1923. 26: 34
Mastrostefano Vincenzo of Pasquale and Anna June 20 1925. 27: 81
Mastrostefano —— d of Giovanni and Luisa Sept 19 1922. 25: 312
Masukwicz Henry of Alex and Mary June 9 1928. 28: 236
Matano Caterina of Giuseppe and Maria May 14 1927. 28: 60
Matano Salvatore of Antonio and Teresa June 8 1921. 25: 68
Matarana Giuseppa of Francesco and Maria July 3 1922. 25: 269
Matarese Americano of Ciro and Carolina July 8 1922. 25: 271
Matarese Anastasia of Luigi and Maria O Mar 2 1928. 28: 194
Matarese Angelina of Michele A and Rosina Jan 31 1926. 27: 186
Matarese Antonio E of Aniello and Pia Mar 6 1926. 27: 202
Matarese Arturo (twin) of Arcangelo and Assunta Dec 26
1930. 29: 305
Matarese Assunta of Aniello and Pia Jan 23 1921. 25: 9
Matarese Ciro of Filippo and Anna Oct 8 1922. 25: 316
Matarese Eduardo G of Nicola and Elmelinda Jan 30 1923. 26: 12
Matarese Emilia of Aniello and Pia Mar 31 1924. 26: 224
Matarese Evelyn of Nicola and Elmelinda Aug 22 1928. 28: 270
Matarese Gloria A of Nicola and Elmelinda Mar 23 1926. 27: 209
Matarese Lucia of Luigi and Maria Aug 19 1924. 26: 298
Matarese Lucia of Vito and Filomena May 26 1927. 28: 64
Matarese Marianna of Michele A and Rosina Feb 26 1930. 29: 178
Matarese Pasquale of Pasquale and Vincenza Dec 20 1925. 27: 165
Matarese Pasquale of Vito and Filomena Apr 2 1926. 27: 215
Matarese Petruccio of Filippo and Anna May 7 1925. 27: 61
Matarese Raffaele of Vito and Filomena July 29 1929. 29: 89
Matarese —— (twin) s of Arcangelo and Assunta Dec 26
1930. 29: 308
Matchetti Gaetano of Augusto and Adelina June 4 1924. 26: 260
Mateer William C of Edward and Elizabeth Dec 20 1927. 28: 158
Matera Domenico of Rocco and Eugenia Mar 23 1925. 27: 38
Matera Domenico J of Anthony and Amalia July 24 1925. 27: 98
Matera Isabella of Anthony and Amalia May 12 1921. 25: 56
Matera Lucia E of Anthony and Amalia Nov 18 1922. 25: 333
Matera Vincenzo G of Rocco and Eugenia July 18 1923. 26: 95
Matera Grazia of Vito and Teresa Mar 3 1921. 25: 27
Materese Teresina of Vito and Teresa July 17 1924............. 26: 281
Materese Vito of Vito and Teresa Jan 1 1923.................. 26: 1
Materese — d of Vito and Teresa Nov 25 1929.................. 29: 144
Materra Ovidio V of Leopoldo and Lillie Nov 4 1929........... 29: 131
Mathyr Florence R of Leo E and Mildred R E Feb 12 1930.... 29: 173
Mather Lois B of Arthur and Alice A Jan 5 1928.............. 28: 110
Mather Ruth B of Arthur and Alice A June 2 1923............. 26: 74
Mather — s of Leo E and Mildred R E Dec 6 1928.............. 28: 316
Mather — d of Clifford and Germaine June 27 1930............ 29: 230
Matheson James V of Arthur C and Viola M May 5 1928...... 28: 222
Matheson Meryl L of Arthur C and Viola M Dec 2 1925....... 27: 138
Matheson Ruth of Cecil E and Tena July 11 1923............. 26: 92
Matheson William E of Cecil E and Tena S Oct 21 1923..... 27: 139
Mathen Juanita of Francisco and Johanna May 22 1930..... 29: 215
Mathens Daniel D of Jose D and Bernardina Mar 8 1930..... 29: 184
Mathew Miguel of Miguel and Maria Nov 6 1923.............. 26: 154
Mathews Barbara of Frank H and Elizabeth H July 19 1921... 25: 92
Mathewson Bernice M of Amasa L and Beatrice Jan 5 1923... 26: 3
Mathewson Bradford L of Daniel L and Maude B Sept 26
1924. ............. 26: 317
Mathewson Byron L of Charles L and Maude E July 2 1924... 26: 275
Mathewson Carleton J of Edward and Ruth July 18 1922...... 25: 275
Mathewson Charles L of Charles L and Maude E Aug 15 1922.. 25: 287
Mathewson Daniel O of Daniel L and Maude B June 1 1921... 25: 66
Mathewson David B of Earl P and Ruth LeB Feb 28 1928..... 28: 191
Mathewson Donald W of Robert E and Dorothy A May 19
1923. ............. 26: 67
Mathewson Doris W of Elmer S and Mildred W Nov 2 1923.... 26: 152
Mathewson Evelyn of Edward and Ruth M Aug 18 1924....... 26: 298
Mathewson Howard P of Charles L and Maude E Apr 18 1927.. 28: 48
Mathewson Joyce M of Howard A and Edith A Jan 6 1927..... 28: 3
Mathewson Nathan L of Frank and Doris Mar 19 1928....... 28: 201
Mathewson Pearse LeB of Earl P and Ruth LeB Dec 13 1922... 25: 345
Mathewson Robert E of Robert E and Dorothy A Feb 23 1925... 27: 24
Mathewson Robert F of Walter W and Edith G Nov 5 1930... 29: 283
Mathewson Thomas S (twin) of Walter W and Edith G July
29 1921 ......... 25: 96
Mathewson Vivian M of Arthur and Cora F Mar 20 1922...... 25: 216
Mathewson Walter W (twin) of Walter W and Edith G July
29 1921 ......... 25: 96
Mathewson Warren R of Robert W and Myrtle A Oct 20 1921... 25: 141
Mathewson — d of Walter W and Edith G Oct 17 1925......... 27: 144
Mathias Anthony E of Jacinthe F and Olida May 6 1927...... 28: 57
Mathias Ilda d'A of Manuel and Maria Sept 30 1925....... 27: 130
Mathien Robert P of Peter and Ida June 6 1926.............. 27: 246
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Mathison Barbara H of Neil L and Geraldine W June 10 1924. 26: 262
Mathison John L of Neil L and Geraldine W Aug 9 1927. 28: 100
Mathos Andre (c) of Joseph and Mary A May 16 1922. 25: 245
Mathurin Leah of Leah O Apr 21 1928. 28: 216
Mathurin —— s of Eugene J and Alma Feb 18 1923. 26: 29
Matteacci —— s of Francesco and Seraphina July 26 1927. 28: 96
Mattias Jose of Maria Sept 7 1922. 25: 300
Matracia Michael J of Michele and Frances Apr 7 1926. 27: 217
Matrocio Giovanna of Michele and Angelina Sept 6 1921. 25: 118
Matrocio Pietro of Michele and Angelina Feb 24 1924. 26: 207
Matruolo Maria of Paolo and Andrea Feb 23 1928. 28: 190
Matrunolo Angelina C of Francesco and Giulia Mar 11 1927. 28: 30
Matteau Palma E of Bella Mar 4 1930. 29: 182
Matteo Giovanni A of Carlo and Rosa June 25 1930. 29: 229
Matteo Giuseppino of Antonio and Annunziata Dec 20 1926. 27: 332
Matteo Kathleen E of Frank I and Teresa V May 11 1924. 26: 246
Matteo Maria E A of Frank I and Teresa V May 10 1922. 25: 242
Matteo —— s of Pietro and Maria Feb 5 1929. 29: 16
Matteodo Eugenia L of Salvatore and Mariangiola July 28 1923. 26: 99
Matteodo Simone of Simone and Maria July 12 1928. 28: 232
Matteira Carlo T of Salvatore and Santa M Apr 28 1927. 28: 52
Matteira Cristina of Antonio and Nunziata Jan 28 1922. 25: 188
Matteira Elvira of Antonio and Annunziata Sept 17 1924. 26: 313
Matteira Filomena A of Paolo F and Anna M Oct 22 1927. 28: 133
Matteira Gemaro of Giovanni and Fortuna June 11 1930. 29: 223
Matteira Giovanni of Paolo and Maria G Feb 6 1921. 25: 15
Matteira Giovanni of Paolo F and Anna M May 31 1922. 25: 251
Matteira Giovanni of Giuseppe and Fortuna Sept 29 1921. 25: 128
Matteira Giovanni A of Ignazio and Maria V June 10 1928. 28: 237
Matteira Giuseppe of Paolo and Maria G July 5 1923. 26: 89
Matteira Maria of Giuseppe and Fortuna Apr 11 1926. 27: 220
Matteira Maria A of Salvatore and Santa M Aug 4 1924. 26: 292
Matteira Mario S of Paolo F and Anna M Nov 15 1923. 26: 157
Matteira Paolo F of Paolo F and Anna M May 18 1929. 29: 58
Matteira Salvatore of Giovanni and Fortuna Sept 10 1922. 25: 302
Matteira Stefano of Giovanni and Angela May 2 1921. 25: 52
Matteira Vito G of Paolo F and Anna M July 19 1925. 27: 96
Mattero —— s of Giovanni B and Giuseppina Aug 15 1926. 27: 278
Matteison Anna D of Walter R and Hilda C Sept 1 1928. 28: 276
Matteison Everett H of Everett H and Margaret G Feb 6 1927. 28: 16
Matteison Grace R of Adelbert B and Grace I Aug 5 1924. 26: 292
Matteison Paul S of Ralph R and Edith G July 20 1930. 29: 240
Matteison Robert P of Adelbert B and Grace I July 18 1923. 26: 95
Matteison —— s of Archibald C and Alys May 26 1923. 26: 75a
Matthews Austin F of Austin F and Marguerita Mar 18 1924. 26: 219
MATTHEWS

Beatrice E of James and Lilian Mar 25 1925
Matthews Catherine R of Earl B and Clara A Dec 4 1924
Matthews Claire L of Austin F and Margherita Sept 29 1930
Matthews June A of John H and Germaine June 20 1923
Matthews Virginia A of Wilfred E and Edith M June 20 1930
Matthews Vivian M of Bernard B and Ethel M May 2 1923
Matthews —— d of Clifford C and Cornelia A July 12 1929
Mattia Guido C of Arcangelo and Ernestina Aug 3 1926
Mattia Mario of Emilio and Anna Zia Nov 20 1922
Mattiaccio Angela of Francesco and Serena Mar 19 1922
Mattiaccio Giuseppe of Francesco and Serena Aug 28 1928
Mattiaccio —— s of Francesco and Serena Jan 30 1924
Mattiaccio —— s of Francesco and Serena Mar 2 1925
Mattio Giovanni B of Arcangelo and Ernesta May 19 1921
Mattis George E of William and Mary J July 21 1921
Mattison Beatrice C of August E and Emma A Mar 18 1923
Mattison Elizabeth of Albert E and Helen L Jan 21 1925
Mattison Walter E of Albert E and Helen L Mar 10 1923
Mattoni Alberto of Gaetano and Agata July 17 1927
Mattoni Maria G of Gaetano and Agata Apr 20 1921
Mattoni —— s of Vincenzo and Genoella Dec 17 1929
Mattos Dorothy E of Francisco C and Evangeline May 26 1928
Mattos Eugenio of Manuel C and Adelaide T Jan 5 1927
Mattos Manuel of Francisco C and Evangeline Nov 13 1926
Mattos Manuel C of Manuel C and Adelaide T Jan 7 1929
Mattos Nancy J of Francisco C and Evangeline Sept 15 1930
Mattox Balfour D of Nathan D and Margaret May 23 1921
Mattscheek Thomas E of Harry and Almira Jan 3 1927
Mattson Alfred W of Edward and Marie J Mar 21 1928
Mattson Allen E of George A H and Elizabeth June 23 1923
Mattson Edward M of Edward and Marie J Sept 18 1926
Mattson Eleanor E of Frederick G and Eleanor P Aug 11 1929
Mattson Helen E of George A H and Elizabeth May 2 1922
Mattson Maria J of Edward and Marie J Apr 20 1925
Mattson Marie C M of Edward and Marie J Aug 27 1923
Mattson Marilyn M of Alfred E and Marjorie July 27 1929
Matuszek Margaret I of Peter F and Margaret M Sept 10 1928
Maucher Carol M of Charles A and Mae B Nov 20 1929
Mauran Duncan H of Frank and Marion A Feb 3 1926
Mauran Frank of Frank and Marion A Oct 1 1924
Maurath Clara E of William C and Hope Oct 16 1927
Mauren —— s of Edward C and Marion Mar 5 1927
Mauricia Antonio (c) of Joao A and Maria P Nov 22 1926
Mauricia Perpetua (c) of Joao A and Maria P Oct 5 1923
Mauricio Alda M of John A and Mary P Feb 5 1925
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Date of Death</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mauricio Eugenia M</td>
<td>Dec 27 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauricio Manuel</td>
<td>Dec 8 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td>25: 165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauricio Manuel of Jacinto d'A</td>
<td>Jan 18 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauricio Roberto J</td>
<td>Dec 9 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurino Eva of Giovanni and Virginia</td>
<td>July 6 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td>25: 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauro Caterina of Antonio and Michelina</td>
<td>Sept 12 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauro Costanzo of Antonio and Michelina</td>
<td>Aug 25 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauro Domenico of Antonio and Michelina</td>
<td>Sept 5 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauro Ernestina of Ernesto and Cristina</td>
<td>Aug 14 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauro Ida T of Ercole and Emma</td>
<td>Oct 10 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauro Matilda of Ernesto and Cristina</td>
<td>Jan 4 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td>25: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauro Roberta E of Edmund M</td>
<td>June 17 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauro Thelma C of Giovanni and Anna</td>
<td>Feb 27 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauro —— s of Antonio and Michelina</td>
<td>Jan 16 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td>25: 184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manso Eduardo J of Antonio J and Angelina</td>
<td>Apr 16 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mawby Shirley E of Archibald and Anna E</td>
<td>July 3 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Harvey A of Theodore and Hattie</td>
<td>Apr 28 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Herbert T of Bertram and Esther</td>
<td>Nov 30 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Irving of Hyman and Ida</td>
<td>Jan 15 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max —— s of Hyman and Ida</td>
<td>May 15 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxey Frank E of Frank E and Naoma M</td>
<td>Jan 31 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxey Naoma L of Frank E and Naoma M</td>
<td>May 6 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxey —— s of Elsie L</td>
<td>Aug 13 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxham —— s of Charles L and Sophie B</td>
<td>Apr 18 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxson Henry U of Edgar P and Mary S</td>
<td>Dec 6 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td>25: 342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell Eugene J of Herbert F and Rose E</td>
<td>Oct 30 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell Herbert F of Herbert F and Rose E</td>
<td>Aug 11 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell Jean E of John F and Irene M</td>
<td>Apr 25 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell Joan E of Hugh J and Brigid F</td>
<td>Aug 11 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell Louise M of John F and Irene M</td>
<td>Nov 29 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell Raymond A of Raymond A and Mary M</td>
<td>Jan 21 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell Robert M of James M and and Ruth E</td>
<td>June 12 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Barbara L of James W and Albertina</td>
<td>Mar 15 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Helen M of Arthur F and Helen D</td>
<td>Mar 8 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May James W of James W and Albertina</td>
<td>Nov 13 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td>25: 332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Lillian E of Henry W and Elizabeth L</td>
<td>Feb 1 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td>25: 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Lucille V of John L and Veronica</td>
<td>Oct 23 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td>31: 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Norma of Richard and Nora</td>
<td>Dec 3 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Philip A of James W and Albertina</td>
<td>June 6 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Raymond T of Henry W and Elizabeth L</td>
<td>Aug 16 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td>25: 288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Robert F of William II and Eleanor I</td>
<td>May 29 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Robert O of Arthur F and Helen D</td>
<td>Feb 2 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Robert R of John L and Veronica H</td>
<td>May 16 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Shirley E of William II and Eleonor I</td>
<td>Aug 24 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 113</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
May Violet of John A and Bertha I Feb 6 1924. 26: 200
May William H of William H and Eleanor I Mar 24 1923. 26: 40
Mayberg Howard H of Louis and Beatrice Apr 1 1930. 29: 195
Mayberg Morton H of Benjamin and Freda Apr 2 1927. 28: 41
Mayberg Norma S of Morris J and Elizabeth July 20 1927. 28: 91
Mayberg Sessile E of Benjamin and Freda June 18 1928. 28: 240
Mayberg Stanley R of Louis and Beatrice Dec 30 1925. 27: 169
Mayberry Francis R of Ralph T and Gertrude July 6 1924. 26: 277
Mayberry John E of John T and Jennie C Jan 12 1924. 26: 187
Mayberry Vincent of Harriet Jan 25 1925. 27: 10
Mayer Albert C of Albert C and Mildred C Nov 21 1930. 29: 290
Mayer Carolyn L of Albert C and Mildred C May 3 1929. 29: 52
Mayer Dorothy M of Albert R and Mary C Jan 17 1926. 27: 181
Mayers Frederick H of Frederick H and Ruth L Nov 1 1928. 28: 301
Mayers Rose E of Frederick H and Ruth L May 14 1927. 28: 60
Mayers —— s of Andrew and May Mary May 31 1921. 25: 65
Mayerson Rosalyn R of Max and Bertha Dec 6 1922. 25: 342
Mayes Hilda of Carey and Charlotte B Dec 13 1926. 27: 330
Mayette Jeanne of Louis V and Helen Z Mar 12 1930. 29: 185
Mayhew Walter J of Walter J and Jean Aug 16 1926. 27: 279
Maykis Richard W of Peter W and Helen Aug 20 1930. 29: 253
Maymon Doris E of Chester L and Ethel July 18 1923. 26: 95
Maymon George A of Chester L and Ethel July 27 1927. 28: 93
Maymon Gilbert W of Howard B and Mabel R Oct 12 1927. 28: 129
Maymon Grace B of Chester L and Ethel Jan 9 1925. 27: 4
Maymon Kathryn L of Albert T and Alys C July 4 1926. 27: 260
Maymon Nancy K of Albert T and Alys C Sept 17 1927. 28: 117
Maymon Richard L of Chester L and Ethel June 15 1921. 25: 71
Maymon Russell J of Chester L and Ethel Dec 10 1928. 28: 317
Maymon Thomas B of Chester L and Ethel Apr 24 1926. 27: 224
Maymon Wilbur LeR of Chester L and Ethel May 7 1930. 29: 209
Maynard Arthur of Arthur and Bertha Nov 12 1928. 28: 305
Maynard Barbara C of Leonard E and Caterina Sept 21 1922. 25: 306
Maynard Carl R of Clifton E and Florence May 2 1928. 28: 220
Maynard Donald F of Loretta Sept 14 1927. 28: 115
Maynard Edward C of Edward C and Eugenia Jan 23 1930. 29: 164
Maynard Elaine A of James W and Mary Sept 29 1929. 29: 115
Maynard Ernest E of Joseph E and Eva May 25 1925. 27: 69
Maynard Eugene C of Eugene U and Sylvia T July 15 1923. 26: 93
Maynard Francois X of George W and Rose Feb 6 1924. 26: 200
Maynard George H of Arthur J and Bertha M Dec 2 1929. 29: 142
Maynard Harry D of Harry D and Thelma E Mar 29 1930. 29: 309
Maynard Harry J (c) of Harry and Mary F May 16 1924. 26: 249
Maynard Hazel M of Frederick L and Grace J B Aug 6 1922. 25: 284
Maynard Herbert C of Clifton E and Florence O July 18 1923. 26: 95
Maynard Joseph E of Edward and Catherine May 7 1921. 25: 54
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Maynard Joseph G of Joseph E and Eva Oct 30 1930... 29: 281
Maynard Leo R of Joseph E and Eva Feb 6 1929... 29: 17
Maynard Leonard of Leonard T and Bertha Sept 12 1925... 27: 122
Maynard Leonie V of George W and Rose July 20 1921... 25: 92
Maynard Lorna R of John A and Elvira July 10 1927... 28: 87
Maynard Louis A of Louis A and Elise Jan 8 1930... 29: 159
Maynard Mary R G of Ernest and Eva Jan 3 1927... 28: 2
Maynard Nathalie L C of Lionel G and Marion E June 15 1921... 25: 71
Maynard Patricia R of Frederick L and Bertha Sept 20 1930... 29: 266
Maynard Richard C of Alfred A and Marion V May 28 1927... 28: 65
Maynard Robert E of Leon C and Violet Oct 22 1925... 27: 140
Maynard Robert J of Alfred A and Marion V Nov 16 1922... 25: 333
Maynard Virginia B of John R and Marjorie Aug 21 1930... 29: 253
Maynard Wentworth W of Curtiss C R and Ruth K F Oct 27 1922... 25: 323
Mayo Anna of Francis T and Lois L Oct 3 1922... 25: 314
Mayo Joseph R of Rocco and Stella Sept 30 1925... 27: 130
Mayo Marjorie of Walter C and Elizabeth M Apr 20 1928... 28: 215
Mayo Phyllis R of Leland R and Lydia K Sept 18 1922... 25: 305
Mayo Walter C of Walter C and Elizabeth M Apr 30 1924... 26: 239
Mayo William J of Rocco and Stella Oct 13 1929... 29: 121
Mayrson Abraham L of Clara Mar 16 1924... 26: 218
Mays Alice H of William C S and Alice Mar 1 1921... 25: 26
Maytum Caroline H of Joseph A and Bertha Aug 26 1928... 28: 271
Mazgardian Haroute of Mousheg and Haiganoush July 1 1930... 29: 233
Mazgardian Hermine of Mousheg and Haiganoush Mar 4 1928... 28: 195
Mazgardian Koohar of Mousheg and Haiganoush Nov 21 1926... 27: 321
Mazgardian Levon of Mousheg and Haiganoush May 15 1929... 29: 57
Mazick Rita of Samuel and Ida May 6 1923... 26: 62
Mazick Ruth of Samuel and Ida May 13 1921... 25: 57
Mazika Alexander E of Peter and Mary Nov 21 1921... 25: 155
Mazika Leo E of Peter and Mary Dec 28 1928... 28: 322
Mazika Malvina of Jeka and Eva May 24 1924... 26: 252
Mazika —— of Peter and Mary Jan 4 1923... 26: 2
Mazmanian Garabed of Boghos and Beatrice Aug 12 1923... 26: 109
Mazmanian Hurant of Boghos and Beatrice Dec 22 1924... 26: 357
Mazmanian Mary of Boghos and Beatrice May 21 1927... 28: 62
Mazo Charlotte of Nathan and Eva Apr 27 1926... 27: 225
Mazo Gerald S of Nathan and Eva Oct 17 1928... 28: 294
Mazur Eugenia A of Michal and Stella Jan 2 1924... 26: 183
Mazur Jennie W of Jacob and Nellie July 22 1926... 27: 268
Mazur John of Jacob and Nellie July 10 1930... 29: 236
Mazur Joseph of Jacob and Nellie Mar 14 1922... 25: 213
Mazur Wladyslaw of Jacob and Nellie Jan 17 1924... 26: 189
Mazza Giuseppe C of Carmine L and Catherine T May 26 1921... 25: 62
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Mazza Louis F of Carmine L and Catherine T June 30 1923.  26: 85
Mazza Pasquale of Antonio and Margherita Feb 13 1921.  25: 18
Mazza Vincenzo of Francesco and Filomena Aug 15 1922.  25: 287
Mazzarella Martha A of Augusto A and Maria S Sept 20 1921.  25: 124
Mazzarella Morris A of Augusto A and Maria S Mar 16 1923.  26: 43
Mazzarelli Italo C of Biagio and Maddalena June 28 1930.  29: 231
Mazzina Nunzio C of Potito and Incoronata Jan 19 1922.  25: 185
Mazzei Lucietta of Potito and Incoronata June 9 1927.  28: 71
Mazzei Michele of Potito and Incoronata Jan 5 1930.  29: 158
Mazzei Paolina of Potito and Incoronata Mar 29 1925.  27: 40
Mazzeo Coluccia of Pietro and Angelina May 16 1921.  25: 58
Mazzeo Lucia of Pietro and Angelina Dec 27 1922.  25: 350
Mazzocca Alfredo of Antonio and Elvira May 28 1922.  25: 249
Mazzocca Antonio of Antonio and Cristina July 3 1927.  28: 84
Mazzocca Pasqualina of Francesco and Addolorata Apr 16 1923.  26: 52
Mazzoncini Dina M of Orlando and Isabella May 28 1924.  26: 254
Mazzoncini Evelina of Orlando and Reta May 8 1929.  29: 54
Mazzone Albert A of Antonio A and Irene V Jan 28 1923.  26: 12
Mazzone Daniel II of Antonio A and Irene V Nov 10 1927.  28: 141
Mazzone Francis J of Antonio A and Irene V Jan 2 1926.  27: 175
Mazzucco Giovanni N of Giovanni and Elvira Aug 1 1923.  26: 104
Mazzucco Helen of Giovanni and Elvira May 5 1922.  25: 240
McAdam Angus of Angus J and Madeleene M June 4 1926.  27: 245
McAdam Mary of Angus J and Madeleene M Feb 11 1929.  29: 18
McAdam — d of Alexander J and Rosalind M Nov 21 1928.  28: 313
McAdam — d of Alexander J and Rosalind M Mar 17 1930.  29: 194
McAdams Barbara M L of Albert E and Marjory Mar 27 1928.  28: 204
McAdams Harold G of Albert and Marjory May 4 1923.  26: 62
McAleer Florence E of Robert A and Florence E June 30 1926.  27: 256
McAleer Francis of Edward J and Margaret M Jan 29 1926.  27: 185
McAleer James R of James R and Winnifred E July 5 1921.  25: 87
McAleer Mary T of James R and Elizabeth J July 20 1929.  29: 85
McAlevy Rosalie of James A and Rose M Jan 3 1921.  25: 1
McAlice Bernard J of Robert P and Alice E Apr 20 1930.  29: 201
McLister Ruth M of Michael J and Elizabeth Oct 17 1922.  25: 319
McLister William of Michael J and Elizabeth Aug 21 1926.  27: 281
McLister Ann E of William and Elizabeth C June 13 1921.  25: 70
McLister Barbara A of Wallace J and Gertrude T Sept 10 1928.  28: 279
McLister Donald R of Wallace J and Gertrude T Oct 22 1929.  29: 124
McLister Dorothea G of Wallace J and Gertrude T May 7 1922.  25: 241
McLister George H of George II and Hildegarde E Dec 23 1927.  28: 159
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

McAllister James J of Michael J and Elizabeth Mar 26 1924. 26: 222
McAllister John of John and Anna June 20 1924. 26: 267
McAllister Joseph S of John and Anastasia May 6 1928. 28: 222
McAllister Joyce U of George H and Hildegarde E Aug 2 1930. 29: 246
McAllister Lilian of William M and Mary L Sept 19 1925. 27: 125
McAllister Richard of William M and Mary L Sept 17 1930. 29: 265
McAllister Thomas W of John and Anna S Jan 19 1926. 27: 181
McAllister William M of William M and Mary L Sept 22 1926. 27: 295
McAllister —— s of John B and Anastasia July 21 1930. 29: 245
McAlpine Gertrude of Mary July 30 1928. 28: 258
McAlpine Carlotta L of Alfred F and Carlotta M May 29 1921. 25: 84
McAnany John J of Frederick A and Jennie C June 12 1924. 26: 263
McAndrew Helen of John J and Mary A Feb 15 1924. 26: 263
McAndrew John L of John J and Mary A Oct 6 1922. 25: 315
McAndrews Raymond of Joseph V and Mary V Dec 31 1922. 25: 351
McArdle Alice B of Francis E and Alice L Dec 6 1926. 27: 327
McArdle Donald J of Peter and Florence E M Jan I 1921. 25: 1
McArdle Francis J of Francis E and Alice L May 9 1929. 29: 54
McArdle Margaret L of Francis E and Alice L Apr 15 1921. 25: 44
McArdle Mary of John A and Catherine May 30 1923. 26: 72
McArdle Mary C of Francis E and Alice L Nov 24 1923. 26: 160
McArdle William F of William F and Annie G Mar 19 1922. 25: 185
McArdle —— d of John A and Catherine Mar 10 1922. 25: 223
McAreavey Anna M of John W and Annie M Feb 9 1930. 29: 172
McAreavey James H of Joseph J and Mary A Sept 30 1924. 26: 319
McAreavey James J of John W and Annie M May 4 1928. 28: 221
McAreavey Joseph T of Joseph J and Mary A Aug 7 1927. 28: 99
McAreavey Margaret J of Joseph J and Mary A Dec 5 1925. 27: 139
McArthur Donald A of Donald A and Isabelle Jan 6 1926. 27: 177
McAssey Grace J of James and Mary Sept 26 1921. 25: 127
McAssey Joseph E of May E Sept 8 1924. 26: 309
McAteer Alfred B of Patrick J and Mabel Z Mar 17 1921. 25: 38
McAteer Barbara of Patrick J and Mabel Z May 31 1930. 29: 218
McAteer Helen H of Patrick J and Helen Apr 1 1928. 28: 208
McAteer Joseph E of Patrick J and Mabel Z Nov 29 1923. 26: 163
McAteer Raymond L of Patrick J and Mabel Z Aug 10 1925. 27: 108
McAuliffe David G of Simon F and Catherine C Aug 2 1925. 27: 104
McAuliffe Dennis of Frederick F and Emma Aug 29 1924. 26: 302
McAuliffe Dorothy of William B and Ellen E Mar 2 1921. 25: 26
McAuliffe Leona F of Frederick F and Emma Mar 15 1921. 25: 32
McAuliffe William B of William B and Ellen E May 17 1923. 26: 67
McAuslan Norman S of Frederic T and Mary E Mar 1 1924. 26: 212
McAvoy Faustina L of Donald and Faustina Nov 8 1928. 28: 304
McAvoy John of John and Mary A Feb 3 1926. 27: 188
McAvoy Lois A of John and Mary A July 3 1929. 29: 79
McAvoy Margaret of John and Mary A June 23 1927. 28: 77
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

McAvoy Sarah C of John and Mary A Feb 7 1922 .......................... 25: 195
McAvoy —— s of Thomas and Sarah June 2 1924 .......................... 26: 274
McAvoy —— d of Thomas and Sarah Jan 1 1926 .......................... 27: 187
McAvoy —— d of Everett J S and May M Jan 26 1927 .......................... 28: 10
McAvoy —— s of Thomas and Sarah July 23 1929 .......................... 29: 87
McBride Donald K of Rosanna July 17 1929 .......................... 29: 84
McBride Francis C of Sadie Sept 19 1925 .......................... 27: 125
McBride Francis E of George C and Irene L Apr 16 1928 .......................... 28: 213
McBride Francis M of Francis E and Alberta L Dec 20 1923 .......................... 26: 172
McBride Kathleen P of Michael and Winifred R Sept 1 1921 .......................... 25: 116
McBride Louis E of Francis E and Alberta L June 17 1921 .......................... 25: 73
McBride Mary A of John T and Anna T May 17 1922 .......................... 25: 245
McBride Paul J of Francis E and Alberta L July 23 1928 .......................... 28: 255
McBride Peter F of Peter F and Elizabeth E Sept 6 1928 .......................... 28: 277
McBride Robert of Robert and Laura Feb 10 1921 .......................... 27: 16
McBride Robert J of George C and Irene L Dec 5 1925 .......................... 27: 159
McBride Ruth E of James G and Blanche L Sept 1 1923 .......................... 26: 121
McBurnie Josephine L of Joseph M and Beatrice A June 22 1925 .......................... 27: 82
McBurnie —— s of Joseph M and Beatrice A Dec 9 1929 .......................... 29: 154
McCabe Berthe E of Eugene M and Bertha E Sept 23 1925 .......................... 27: 127
McCabe Catherine C of Francis J and Estelle S July 13 1927 .......................... 28: 88
McCabe Catherine D of Patrick B and Kathrine D Mar 28 1928 .......................... 28: 204
McCabe Edward of Bernard E and Rose E Sept 28 1929 .......................... 29: 114
McCabe Edward F of Eugene M and Eva I C Apr 27 1925 .......................... 27: 55
McCabe Elaine of Eugene M and Eva I C Aug 1 1926 .......................... 27: 273
McCabe Esther of Eugene M and Eva I C Apr 9 1928 .......................... 28: 211
McCabe Francis H of Patrick H and Helen June 3 1928 .......................... 28: 234
McCabe Francis J of Francis J and Estelle S Apr 8 1924 .......................... 26: 230
McCabe Helen of Patrick J and Elizabeth M Aug 16 1925 .......................... 27: 110
McCabe Helen L of John H and Mary E Feb 8 1928 .......................... 28: 183
McCabe Herbert of John and Hilda Apr 19 1929 .......................... 29: 46
McCabe James of Ruth June 2 1929 .......................... 29: 65
McCabe James P of Patrick S and Bridget E Apr 22 1921 .......................... 25: 47
McCabe John of John and Vora Mar 19 1927 .......................... 28: 34
McCabe John F (twin) of Patrick J and Elizabeth M Jan 16 1923 .......................... 26: 7
McCabe John F of Theodore A and Margaret E May 1 1928 .......................... 28: 220
McCabe John J (twin) of John H and Mary E Apr 29 1921... 26: 239
McCabe Joseph of Bernard E and Rose E Mar 2 1924... 26: 212
McCabe Joseph of Theodore A and Margaret E Oct 3 1929... 29: 117
McCabe Mary E (twin) of John H and Mary E Apr 29 1924... 26: 239
McCabe Rose M (twin) of Patrick J and Elizabeth M Jan 16
1923... 26: 7
McCabe Sarah E of John T and Emma V Dec 2 1922... 25: 340
McCabe Theodore A of Theodore A and Margaret E Sept 28
1926... 27: 297
McCabe Theresa B of Bernard E and Rose E May 25 1927... 28: 64
McCabe Veronica of Bernard E and Rose E Jan 25 1922... 25: 187
McCabe William A of William A and Sarah V May 20 1921... 25: 60
McCabe William F of Lillian F Oct 22 1921... 27: 142
McCabe — s of Edward E and Agnes H Mar 17 1922... 25: 223
McCabe — d of Edward T and Clara B Aug 31 1927... 28: 110
McCabe — d of Eugene M and Eva L C Sept 10 1929... 29: 116
McCaffrey George T of William F and Florence Mar 21 1924... 26: 221
McCaffrey Mary E of William F and Florence Aug 26 1928... 28: 271
McCaffrey Anna A of Thomas A and Lillian L Feb 10 1928... 28: 184
McCaffrey Barbara T of James F and Bridget A July 13 1925... 27: 93
McCaffrey Francis J of Frank J and Rose A Nov 16 1923... 26: 158
McCaffrey Helen of James P and Ellen A July 4 1921... 25: 86
McCaffrey Irene M of Bernard and Leona Aug 11 1929... 29: 96
McCaffrey John E of Thomas E and Anna M June 28 1927... 28: 80
McCaffrey John F of Thomas J and Margaret E Sept 29 1928... 28: 286
McCaffrey John J of John J and Cora C Jan 28 1928... 28: 179
McCaffrey Joseph A of Peter T and Roseanna Sept 7 1928... 28: 278
McCaffrey Lillian M of Thomas A and Lillian Aug 13 1924... 26: 296
McCaffrey Marie C of John J and Cora C July 14 1923... 27: 93
McCaffrey Robert J of Hugh and Sara Jan 24 1921... 25: 9
McCaffrey Rosanna of Peter and Rosanna Aug 7 1926... 27: 275
McCaffrey Thomas F of Thomas A and Lillian Dec 16 1921... 25: 168
McCaffrey Thomas J of Thomas J and Margaret E Jan 29
1925... 27: 12
McCaffrey Vincent J of Thomas J and Margaret E July 9
1927... 28: 86
McCaffrey William M of Eugene J and Catherine V Apr 6
1930... 29: 197
McCaffrey — s of Thomas J and Margaret E Dec 17 1922... 25: 353
McCaffrey — d of Walter J and Grace M Oct 28 1921... 26: 335
McCaffrey — s of Hugh and Sarah June 24 1926... 27: 258
McCagney Edward P of Andrew L and Helen F May 20 1930... 29: 214
McCagney Eileen F of Leo and Frances Sept 11 1926... 27: 291
McCagney Leo E of Andrew L and Lila A Mar 25 1922... 25: 218
McCagney Robert A of Andrew L and Helen F June 12 1928... 28: 238
McCahey Helen M of John A and Helen M Dec 14 1922... 25: 345
McCall Alfred E of William E and Ellen G Apr 25 1925... 27: 55  
McCall Charlotte of Joseph L and Mary F Aug 20 1925... 27: 112  
McCall Edith M of Joseph L and Mary F Nov 27 1930... 29: 293  
McCall Evelyn of Michael and Catherine Mar 3 1921... 25: 25  
McCall Gerald A of William E and Ellen G Jan 16 1922... 25: 184  
McCall James R of James H and Gladys E Aug 30 1926... 27: 284  
McCall James T of Joseph L and Mary F July 24 1929... 29: 87  
McCall Mary R of Joseph L and Mary F Aug 10 1924... 26: 294  
McCallum Alvin J of Percy L and Margaret E Aug 20 1926... 27: 280  
McCallum Dorothy E of Percy L and Margaret E July 10 1928... 28: 251  
McCallum Edith E of Robert T and Elizabeth D Feb 6 1922... 25: 195  
McCallum Elmer O of John P and Nora O Nov 23 1923... 27: 152  
McCallum John P of John P and Nora O Aug 2 1923... 26: 104  
McCallum Rhoda A of George H and Rhoda V Mar 21 1923... 26: 38  
McCallum — d of Alexander and Marion I May 31 1921... 25: 82  
McCallum — d of Alexander and Marion I July 4 1923... 26: 180  
McCallAnna M of Francis L and Mary M June 16 1921... 25: 72  
McCann Blanche J of Edward and Blanche Nov 20 1927... 28: 144  
McCann Catherine of William V and Esther V Feb 5 1921... 25: 14  
McCann Edmund J of Edmund J and Irene I Sept 14 1928... 28: 280  
McCann Elizabeth of Charles J and Sarah A May 11 1921... 25: 56  
McCann Frank J of Francis L and Mary M Sept 3 1927... 28: 111  
McCann James of John and Georgianna E Oct 3 1927... 28: 125  
McCann Jane F of Francis L and Mary M Jan 1 1924... 26: 183  
McCann Joan M of Thomas and Grace Jan 6 1930... 29: 158  
McCann John B of John J and Katherine M Dec 19 1924... 26: 356  
McCann John F of Mary July 7 1930... 29: 235  
MacCann Joseph W of Joseph W and Mildred H Apr 5 1927... 28: 42  
MacCann Lillian L of Henry P and Alice H Oct 15 1922... 25: 318  
MacCann Mae G of John J and Veronica M July 5 1926... 27: 260  
MacCann Margaret C of John J and Katherine M Nov 15 1921... 25: 153  
MacCann Robert L of Edmund J and Irene I Oct 30 1930... 29: 281  
MacCann Virginia of Frances X Mar 9 1927... 28: 29  
MacCann — d of Charles B and Margaret M Nov 26 1921... 25: 161  
MacCann — d of John J and Veronica M Dec 6 1928... 28: 316  
MacCann — d of Edward J and Marie B Feb 7 1930... 29: 180  
MacCanna Francis of Albert P and Anna V Oct 17 1930... 29: 277  
MacCanna Geraldine A of Francis I and Geraldine Aug 14 1924... 26: 296  
McCarron Berton S of John J and Ella C July 4 1925... 27: 89  
McCarron Leonard of Patrick T and Marion C June 11 1930... 29: 223  
McCarron Margaret M of Edward and Sarah Sept 15 1921... 25: 122  
McCarron Marion of Patrick T and Marion C Mar 21 1926... 27: 208  
McCarron Anna of Edward and Mary E Sept 4 1922... 25: 299  
McCarron Donald P of Charles J and Margaret T Feb 8 1925... 27: 18
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

McCarron Edward T of Charles J and Margaret T Oct 8 1923...26:140
McCarron Eileen of Edward J and Mary E May 28 1924......26:254
McCarron Eugene M of Eugene M and Alice V July 18 1923...26:95
McCarron Frances of John T and Catherine V Aug 4 1922...25:283
McCarron Gertrude E of Thomas F and Gertrude J Nov 6
1924. ..................................................26:337
McCarron Harold (twin) of Rose May 28 1924..............26:254
McCarron Howard (twin) of Rose May 28 1924...........26:254
McCarron James J of Eugene M and Alice V June 29 1925..27:85
McCarron Louise M of Thomas F and Gertrude J Mar 25 1923.26:10
McCarron Mary of George R and Mary Mar 25 1922.........25:219
McCarron Mary V of Eugene and Alice Dec 8 1921........25:165
McCarron —— d of George R and May Feb 4 1921.........25:80
McCarty Alice E of Thomas and Elizabeth Aug 10 1923....26:108
McCarty Alice G of William J and Catherine T July 27 1921.25:95
McCarty Alice M of Jeremiah and Nora A Sept 13 1925....27:123
McCarty Andrew of Andrew J and Margaret M Nov 5 1926...27:314
McCarty Andrew L of Charles and Harriet M Oct 1 1927...28:124
McCarty Anita F of Edmund H and Viola M Feb 15 1930...29:174
McCarty Anna of George T and Gertrude F Nov 4 1927.....28:138
McCarty Anna M of John J and Annie T Jan 1 1929........29:1
McCarty Caroline of Francis P and Helen M Apr 19 1929...29:46
McCarty Catherine of Daniel D and Amelia Aug 23 1929...29:100
McCarty Catherine S of Timothy J and Teresa Dec 26 1927.28:160
McCarty Charles of George T and Gertrude F Mar 11 1930...29:185
McCarty Charles G of Charles G and Margaret E Oct 15 1924.26:327
McCarty Claire B of Joseph F and Lilian M July 6 1926...27:261
McCarty Clare of Daniel D and Amelia June 11 1927......28:72
McCarty Clare M of Vincent L and Agnes L Jan 31 1923...26:13
McCarty Constance A of Daniel V and Bessie A Jan 7 1928..28:170
McCarty Daniel of Daniel D and Amelia Dec 18 1925......27:164
McCarty Daniel T of Daniel T and Ethel M Aug 16 1926....27:279
McCarty Danmird J F of Jeremiah and Jane J Oct 30 1926..27:311
McCarty David of David and Katherine Oct 6 1926........27:392
McCarty Dennis J of Dennis J and Margaret May 16 1930...29:212
McCarty Dorothy L of Stephen F and Alva M Mar 21 1922..25:217
McCarty Dorothy L of Daniel T and Ethel M Feb 4 1928....28:182
McCarty Edward D of Patrick J and Margaret M Jan 5 1928.28:170
McCarty Eileen of Andrew J and Margaret M Feb 23 1928...28:190
McCarty Eileen R of John J and Mary E Dec 19 1925.....27:165
McCarty Elizabeth (twin) of Justin and Agnes S Mar 4 1921.25:38
McCarty Elizabeth of Daniel A and Theodora E Nov 8 1921..25:150
McCarty Elizabeth D of Eugene F and Dorothy C Jan 1 1929...29:1
McCarty Elizabeth F of John E and Katherine Apr 26 1927..28:51
McCarty Emery R of Laura L Sept 14 1925..................27:123
McCarty Eugene (twin) of Justin and Agnes S Mar 4 1921..25:38
McCarthy Eugene C of Eugene F and Dorothy C June 13 1926. 27: 249
McCarthy Eugene P of Vincent L and Agnes L Jan 8 1929. 29: 3
McCarthy Eugenia M of Dennis P and Margaret M July 19
1923. 26: 27: 28: 29: 188
McCarthy Evelyn V of William and Mary A Oct 14 1923. 26: 150
McCarthy Frances of John E and Martha M June 26 1922. 25: 264
McCarthy Francis of Timothy J and Teresa Apr 15 1921. 25: 44
McCarthy Frederic F of George T and Gertrude F July 28
1922. 25: 279
McCarthy George F of Sarah E May 23 1928. 28: 327
McCarthy Gerald of Andrew J and Margaret M Dec 8 1930. 29: 298
McCarthy Gerald of Francis P and Helen M Nov 19 1930. 29: 290
McCarthy Gertrude C of John and Rose Sept 5 1923. 26: 123
McCarthy Grace V of Timothy J and Teresa Apr 7 1930. 29: 205
McCarthy Hannah M of David and Katherine Jan 9 1925. 27: 4
McCarthy Helen E of Timothy J and Teresa Feb 17 1926. 27: 194
McCarthy Helen L of Michael J and Katherine Sept 23 1926. 27: 295
McCarthy Helene of Francis P and Helen M Oct 4 1927. 28: 125
McCarthy Helene M of John J and Margaret M June 21 1930. 29: 228
McCarthy Hope A of John F and Anna A Sept 5 1924. 26: 308
McCarthy James of Marian Feb 1 1926. 27: 188
McCarthy James F of Eugene F and Dorothy F Nov 13 1924. 26: 340
McCarthy James J of James J and Avis I Sept 29 1923. 26: 133
McCarthy James J of Clarence H and Eva L Mar 6 1927. 28: 28
McCarthy James J of William J and Ruth July 19 1930. 29: 240
McCarthy Jean B of Daniel and Irene July 24 1926. 27: 269
McCarthy Jean M of James V and Genevieve July 19 1929. 29: 85
McCarthy Jerome J of Patrick J and Margaret M Oct 27 1925. 27: 142
McCarthy Jerome R of Jerome and Margaret Jan 2 1930. 29: 157
McCarthy Joan of Joseph D'A and Margaret H Nov 16 1930. 29: 289
McCarthy John of Edward F and Margaret E July 19 1922. 25: 275
McCarthy John C of John A and Mabel R May 10 1929. 29: 63
McCarthy John F of John and Elizabeth Mar 31 1928. 28: 206
McCarthy John J of Charles G and Margaret E Dec 17 1925. 27: 164
McCarthy John L of David and Katherine July 1 1929. 29: 78
McCarthy Joseph E of Joseph F and Madeline C Dec 26 1924. 26: 359
McCarthy Joseph F of Joseph F and Lillian M Nov 2 1930. 29: 284
McCarthy Joseph J of Justin J and Agnes G Jan 29 1925. 27: 12
McCarthy Joseph L of Henry P and Susie Feb 17 1924. 26: 294
McCarthy Justin G of Justin G and Elizabeth A Aug 3 1930. 29: 247
McCarthy Katherine A of Michael T and Alice C Dec 17 1924. 26: 355
McCarthy Katherine C of David and Katherine Feb 13 1922. 25: 198
McCarthy Loretta M of William H and Loretta M Apr 16 1930. 29: 200
McCarthy Mabel C of Edward and Mabel C Mar 20 1921. 25: 34
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

McCarthy Madeline of Joseph E and Madeline C Dec 22 1925...27:166
McCarthy Margaret of Joseph F and Maude Sept 30 1927...28:122
McCarthy Margaret M of John E and Catherine Dec 9 1928...28:317
McCarthy Mary of John J and Rosalie M Apr 17 1922...25:230
McCarthy Mary of Daniel D and Amelia Feb 4 1924...26:199
McCarthy Mary of Justin G and Elizabeth A May 11 1929...29:55
McCarthy Mary E of Marion May 6 1927...28:57
McCarthy Mary G of Jeremiah and Nora A Sept 29 1921...25:128
McCarthy Mary M of Daniel A and Theodora E Mar 26 1924...26:222
McCarthy Mary M of Charles G and Margaret E Dec 7 1927...28:153
McCarthy May E of John A and Mabel Sept 7 1927...28:113
McCarthy Michael of George T and Gertrude F Aug 16 1926...27:279
McCarthy Michael G of Michael J and Katherine Aug 19 1928...28:268
McCarthy Mildred E of John J and Mildred B Aug 12 1928...28:265
McCarthy Patricia A of Douglas F and Anna T Dec 12 1928...28:318
McCarthy Patricia M of Francis E and Christina M Aug 5 1929...29:93
McCarthy Richard of Richard W and Josephine K Dec 25 1928...28:323
McCarthy Robert of Thomas F and Elizabeth V Jan 12 1924...26:187
McCarthy Robert E of William and Mabel L Feb 3 1922...25:193
McCarthy Robert E of Joseph F and Lillian M Jan 7 1924...26:185
McCarthy Robert K of John R and Hilda M Dec 3 1926...27:226
McCarthy Robert S of Robert S and Blanche Dec 13 1925...27:163
McCarthy Robert S of Elmer S and Blanche Aug 3 1928...28:262
McCarthy Ruth of Joseph F and Lillian M Nov 14 1922...25:332
McCarthy Ruth C of Michael T and Alice C Dec 26 1925...27:167
McCarthy Teresa R of Timothy J and Teresa Sept 7 1923...26:123
McCarthy Timothy J of Jeremiah and Nora A Jan 19 1922...25:185
McCarthy Viola M of Edmund H and Viola M Dec 16 1924...26:355
McCarthy Virginia A of Stephen F and Alfa M Dec 27 1925...27:168
McCarthy Virginia T of Charles J and Mary E Aug 21 1928...28:269
McCarthy Westell I (c) of Gwendolyn Mar 19 1930...29:188
McCarthy William F of Henry P and Susie Mar 24 1922...25:218
McCarthy —— d of John E and Winifred A Oct 19 1924...26:335
McCarthy —— d of Richard W and Josephine K Oct 15 1927...28:137
McCarthy —— s of Charles and Josephine Oct 12 1928...28:328
McCarthy —— s of Thomas F and Elizabeth July 13 1929...29:91
McCarthy —— d of Charles and Harriet M Apr 27 1930...29:206
McCartin John M of James F and Irene M May 21 1921...25:60
McCartin Thomas J of Thomas J and Bertha F Oct 11 1927...28:128
McCartin —— d of John H and Mabel Mar 15 1921...25:81
McCartin —— d of John H and Mabel Apr 22 1922...25:238
McCartin —— d of John H and Mabel Oct 2 1923...26:151
McCartin —— s of John H and Mabel July 3 1925...27:103
McCartin —— s of John H and Mabel Feb 3 1927...28:25
McCaughey Charles H of Charles H and Mary Nov 1 1921...25:148
McCauley Claire L of Francis M and Margaret P Aug 5 1929. 29: 93
McCauley Edmund J of Charles H and Mary Nov 25 1927. 28: 146
McCauley Edward of Edward H and Josephine Feb 6 1924. 26: 200
McCauley Elinor T of Edward M and Josephine L Nov 7 1926. 27: 315
McCauley John A of John A and Angela X Jan 2 1921. 25: 1
McCauley Joseph P of John A and Angela X Oct 14 1922. 25: 318
McCauley Leo A of Leo A and Mary S Mar 22 1928. 28: 202
McCauley Rita A of Edward H and Josephine L Sept 8 1928. 28: 278
McCauley Rita C of Francis M and Margaret P Nov 4 1927. 28: 138
McCauley Robert F of Charles H and Mary Aug 18 1930. 29: 252
McCauley Sarah R of John F and Helen Jan 7 1929. 29: 3
McCaughin William J of Joseph M and Helen L May 22 1924. 26: 251
McCaughin William J of Charles H and Mary Oct 25 1925. 27: 141
McCaughin — d of Edward and Josephine Jan 31 1922. 25: 190
McCaughin — s of Everett and Mary May 22 1928. 28: 237
McCaughin June P of Archie P and Gladys S June 13 1928. 28: 238
McCauley Catherine E of Thomas A and Catherine E Nov 24 1924. 26: 345
McCauley David F of David F and Jennie Oct 30 1925. 27: 143
McCauley Dorothy J of Edward J and Dorothy Jan 9 1930. 29: 160
McCauley Edith of Richard and Gladys L Mar 15 1924. 26: 217
McCauley Frank of William X and Edna L Feb 25 1923. 26: 26
McCauley Gladys L of Richard and Gladys L Feb 15 1926. 27: 193
McCauley Helen M of John L and Helen M Feb 7 1927. 28: 16
McCauley Mary F of William F and Edna L June 1 1924. 26: 259
McCauley Muriel L of Charles L and Helen Feb 23 1929. 29: 23
McCauley Neil H of Beatrice L Aug 17 1925. 27: 110
McCauley Rachel L (twin) of Beatrice L Jan 16 1929. 29: 7
McCauley Richard T of John L and Helen M July 8 1923. 26: 91
McCauley Robert L (twin) of Beatrice L Jan 16 1929. 29: 7
McCauley Thomas H of Thomas A and Catherine E Dec 9 1926. 27: 329
McCauley William of Richard and Gladys L Feb 6 1922. 25: 195
McCaw Cynthia of Arthur and Mary May 24 1927. 28: 64
McCaw Donald W of John and Elsie Aug 10 1930. 29: 249
McCaw Gilbert of John and Elsie July 22 1925. 27: 97
McCaw Norman of John and Elsie Jan 23 1927. 28: 8
McCaw Ralph G of Leon E and Gladys A May 26 1927. 28: 64
McCaw William C of Leon E and Gladys A Apr 17 1924. 26: 233
McCchrystal James C of John W and Margaret May 28 1930. 29: 217
McCchrystal John W of John W and Margaret Nov 15 1928. 28: 306
McClellan John P of Frank A and Josephine E July 26 1925. 27: 99
McClellan Joseph E of Frank A and Josephine E Apr 9 1923. 26: 49
McCloskey Agnes L of William F and Mary E Jan 14 1927. 28: 5
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McCloskey Charles F of Thomas A and Nina B Dec 9 1921... 25: 165
McCloskey Charles M of John P and Jane A Jan 30 1923... 26: 12
McCloskey Reita L of William F and Mary E Feb 5 1921... 25: 14
McCloskey William F of William F and Mary E Aug 19 1922... 25: 290
McCloud Anna M of James and Mary Sept 21 1922... 25: 306
McCloud Bernard G (c) of Robert E and Gertrude M Nov 28 1922... 25: 336
McCloud Dorothy J of James and Mary J Feb 4 1921... 25: 14
McCluskey Mary P of Patrick and Mary June 22 1930... 29: 228
McCluskey Thomas M of Patrick and Mary Apr 16 1929... 29: 45
McCoart Charles C of James J and Anne M Nov 27 1928... 28: 311
McCoart Frances D of Joseph R and Frances E Sept 8 1925... 28: 64
McCoart Gertrude of Edward F and Gertrude C Aug 26 1927... 28: 107
McCoart Richard F of Richard F and Catherine J Apr 17 1928... 28: 214
McCombes Mary D of David G and Mary D May 5 1925... 27: 61
McCombs Alice of Thomas A L G and Ellen Mar 29 1926... 27: 211
McCombs Russell D of William and Signe Aug 8 1924... 26: 294
McCombs —— d of William and Ellen Jan 9 1925... 27: 15
McConnell Catherine of John A and Ellen M Sept 13 1923... 26: 126
McConnell of John A and Ellen M May 15 1929... 29: 57
McConnell Dolores F of John F and Mary July 7 1930... 29: 235
McConnell Ellicott of Chrystie and Grace Mar 4 1924... 26: 213
McConnell Eunice A of John I and Anna T Nov 2 1926... 27: 313
McConnell Francis of John J and Katherine E Aug 19 1922... 25: 290
McConnell Grace F of Francis B and Grace F C Sept 13 1924... 26: 311
McConnell James E of Ethel M Feb 23 1922... 25: 263
McConnell James F of James F and Mary E Oct 15 1923... 26: 143
McConnell Janet M of Samuel W and Mildred V Feb 25 1926... 27: 197
McConnell John J of John J and Mary C Aug 17 1930... 29: 252
McConnell Margaret M of Ethel M Aug 9 1924... 26: 294
McConnell Marie H of Thomas F and Marie A Mar 13 1924... 26: 217
McConnell Marion S of John A and Ellen M Apr 16 1921... 25: 45
McConnell Raymond J of John A and Ellen M Sept 8 1927... 28: 113
McConnell Rita F of James F and Mary E Feb 2 1922... 25: 193
McConnell Walter of Francis J and Elizabeth Dec 11 1921... 25: 166
McConnell Walter J of Walter T and Clara E Jan 8 1925... 27: 4
McCommon George of Patrick H and Lillian Sept 15 1924... 26: 312
McConville Claire of James T and Lucy A Aug 7 1922... 25: 284
McConville Patricia M of John and Winifred Aug 15 1928... 28: 266
McCool Charles R of Charles E and Alice Apr 3 1930... 29: 196
McCoombs Dorothy V of William J and Dorothy Feb 14 1929... 29: 19
McCoramac Nellie of John and Helena Apr 3 1925... 27: 44
McCoramac Alice G of Thomas B and Alice G Apr 29 1924... 26: 239
McCoramac Catherine of Charles A and Mary E Aug 29 1925... 27: 115
McCoramac Margaret of Charles A and Mary E Feb 23 1927... 28: 22
McCormack Matthew J of Matthew J and Adeline T May 6 1922. ................................. 25:241
McCormack Rita M of Matthew J and Adeline T July 25 1928. 28:256
McCormack —— s of John and Sadie I July 16 1922. ................................. 25:281
McCormick Agnes of William H and Rose E Apr 29 1930. 29:205
McCormick Anna M of Vincent A and Rose Oct 11 1922. ................................. 25:317
McCormick Arthur E of Joseph H and Rose M Feb 19 1928. 28:188
McCormick Bernad of Patrick and Ellen Mar 13 1925. ................................. 27:33
McCormick Brendan of Michael B F and Winifred C Dec 21 1925. ................................. 27:165
McCormick Chester F of James and Delia A Jan 13 1928. 28:172
McCormick Clarence B of Clarence B and Regina A Aug 21 1923. ................................. 26:113
McCormick Daniel T of Matthew and Adeline T July 17 1926. 27:206
McCormick Donald I of George J and Fannie E July 20 1924. 26:283
McCormick Dorothy M of George F and Bertha M Feb 2 1922. ................................. 25:193
McCormick Dorothy R of Vincent A and Rose Aug 29 1925. 27:115
McCormick Edith I of Nelson and Doris Apr 5 1925. ................................. 27:45
McCormick Edward F of Matthew J and Mary E Dec 19 1926. 27:332
McCormick Eileen F of Eugene J and Lillian B July 28 1922. ................................. 25:279
McCormick Esther of John F and Jane V Feb 24 1924. ................................. 26:207
McCormick Eugene J of Eugene J and Lillian B Feb 4 1928. 28:182
McCormick Francis C of Francis C and Mary I June 24 1928. 28:243
McCormick Francis S of John F and Helena F Dec 23 1922. ................................. 25:349
McCormick Fred M of Fred M and Laura Oct 9 1930. ................................. 29:274
McCormick George J of George F and Bertha M July 22 1923. 26:97
McCormick George V of George J and Fannie E May 18 1921. 25:59
McCormick Gertrude T of Ronald V and Laura Sept 17 1925. 27:124
McCormick Gloria M of Elizabeth Apr 8 1927. ................................. 28:44
McCormick Grace T of William J and Greta E Aug 30 1924. 26:303
McCormick Helen of William H and Rose E July 29 1928. 28:258
McCormick Helen F of James J and Helen F July 8 1926. ................................. 27:262
McCormick Isabelle E of Matthew J and Mary E Sept 4 1929. 29:106
McCormick Jacqueline M of Joseph H and Marie Apr 13 1925. 27:49
McCormick James E of James E and Edna Nov 5 1927. 28:139
McCormick James W of Eugene J and Lillian B July 28 1929. 29:89
McCormick John F of John F and Helen V July 1 1927. ................................. 28:83
McCormick John J of Patrick and Ellen Mar 16 1923. ................................. 26:36
McCormick Madeleine E of Joseph H and Marie J June 17 1926. ................................. 27:254
McCormick Martha of William B and Katharine Dec 4 1927. 28:152
McCormick Mary A of James J and Helen F Oct 29 1928. 28:298
McCormick Merrill of William B and Katharine Jan 15 1929. 29:7
McCormick Michael A of Vincent A and Rose M Mar 9 1924. 26:215
McCormick Patricia J of James and Delia A Mar 15 1923.. 26: 36
McCormick Patricia R M of Joseph H and Rose M Dec 3 1929.. 29: 153
McCormick Raymond J of Alfred J and Margaret M July 10 1923.. 26: 91
McCormick Raymond P of Matthew J and Mary E Mar 20 1925.. 27: 37
McCormick Robert of Michael F and Marguerite A Mar 22 1930.. 29: 189
McCormick Robert F of Robert F and Mary A June 21 1921.. 25: 74
McCormick Robert J of Alfred J and Margaret M July 10 1929.. 29: 81
McCormick Ronald J of Ronald V and Laura Nov 11 1929.. 29: 133
McCormick Rose G of James and Delia A Dec 27 1921.. 25: 172
McCormick Rose M of William H and Rose E Aug 30 1923.. 26: 116
McCormick Sarah L of Ronald and Sarah Jan 29 1922.. 20: 54
McCormick Shirley A of James J and Helen F July 2 1930.. 29: 233
McCormick Thomas J of Michael B F and Winifred C June 1 1922.. 25: 254
McCormick Thomas J of James and Delia A Nov 10 1925.. 27: 118
McCormick William F of William H and Rose E June 9 1922.. 25: 257
McCormick —— s of James and Delia A Nov 26 1924.. 26: 316
McCormick —— s of William H and Rose E Oct 17 1925.. 27: 144
McCorry Robert E of Patrick and Alice Sept 26 1922.. 25: 308
McCoul —— d of Charles R J and Elizabeth July 6 1926.. 27: 272
McCourt Hugh R of Hugh B and Clarice I June 2 1929.. 29: 65
McCoy Alice M (c) of Rodman A and Lucetta M Dec 5 1925.. 27: 159
McCoy Allan W of Allan and Muriel Oct 10 1925.. 27: 135
McCoy Catherine E (c) of William E and Mary M M June 24 1921.. 25: 75
McCoy Dorothy E of Walter R and Marguerite D Feb 17 1928.. 28: 187
McCoy Dorothy V of William J and Mary H May 1 1928.. 28: 220
McCoy Elwin of Elwin and Margaret May 30 1929.. 29: 63
McCoy Estelle (c) of William E and Mary M M June 18 1927.. 28: 75
McCoy Frances M (c) of William E and Mary M M Sept 22 1925.. 27: 127
McCoy George F of George F and Alice M Jan 21 1925.. 27: 9
McCoy Harriet E (c) of Isaiah A and Minnette P Feb 24 1923.. 26: 25
McCoy Kenneth A (c) of Rodman A and Lucetta M May 27 1924.. 26: 234
McCoy Marion M of William J and Mary H Jan 20 1926.. 27: 182
McCoy Rita E of Walter R and Marguerite D Apr 8 1926.. 27: 217
McCoy Sarah B of Joseph E and Bella Feb 1 1927.. 28: 14
McCoy William F of William J and Mary H July 2 1924.. 26: 275
McCoy William J of Joseph L and Mary M July 15 1921.. 25: 90
McCracken George E of George E and Ruth A Mar 4 1929.. 29: 28
McCracken Harold L of George E and Ruth May 2 1930.. 29: 207
McCrae Duncan A of Duncan and Isabel Nov 23 1928.. 28: 309
McCrave Agnes L of Charles A and Clara L Apr 7 1921.... 25: 41
McCrave Gilbert B of Charles A and Clara L May 20 1927.. 28: 62
McCrave John E of Charles A and Clara L Sept 20 1928.... 28: 252
McCrave William of Charles A and Clara L May 30 1924... 26: 256
McCrea Jane (c) of John W and Maytell June 22 1921..... 25: 75
McCrea John W (c) of John W and Maytell July 21 1922... 25: 276
McCrea Lavinia I (c) of John W and Maytell Apr 19 1924.. 26: 234
McCree Eleanor M of John F and Mildred June 11 1927.... 28: 72
McCree John P of John F and Mildred June 27 1930...... 29: 230
McCree Patricia T of John and Mildred May 17 1925..... 27: 65
McCretton Joseph H of Michael J and Margaret July 16 1928. 28: 253
McCrillis Rodney E of Elisha W and Georgia B Mar 28 1921. 26: 36
McCrink Anne of Bernard E and Elizabeth M Nov 23 1928.. 28: 309
McCrink Mary of Bernard E and Elizabeth M Nov 4 1930... 29: 285
McCrink Paul of Bernard E and Elizabeth M Oct 15 1926.... 27: 305
McCrudden Bernardine of Bernard and Margaret M Apr 24
1924. ........................................ 26: 236
McCrudden Cathleen H of Bernard and Margaret M Aug 29
1922. ........................................ 25: 294
McCrudden Cornelius B of Bernard and Margaret M Sept 28
1926. ........................................ 27: 297
McCrudden Ester F (twin) of Francis and Julia J Apr 9 1922. 25: 227
McCrudden Hope A (twin) of Francis and Julia J Apr 9 1922. 25: 227
McCrudden James F of John J and Mary A June 25 1924.... 26: 270
McCrudden James P of James and Catherine Feb 28 1923.... 26: 27
McCrudden Mary of Bernard and Margaret M July 3 1925.. 27: 89
McCrudden Mary of John J and Mary A July 10 1928.... 28: 254
McCue Arthur B of Daniel L and Mary M June 27 1926.... 27: 255
McCue Joseph P of Daniel L and Mary M Sept 13 1924.... 26: 314
McCue Richard of Daniel L and Mary M Feb 9 1928....... 28: 184
McCullagh William of William J and Mary M Oct 7 1929.... 29: 119
McCulloch Neil P of Norman E and Mary E Sept 22 1928.... 28: 283
McCulloch Norman E of Norman E and Mary E July 21 1926.27: 267
McCulloch Robert of William F and Elsie C Dec 13 1928.... 28: 318
McCulloch William L of William F and Elsie C Mar 11 1921.. 25: 30
McCullough Catherine M of William A and Katharine V July
7 1923. ....................................... 26: 90
McCullough Donald A of Arthur and Helen J Oct 31 1923.... 26: 149
McCullough Edith M of Robert E and Violet R E Dec 5 1923.26: 167
McCullough Helen K of Arthur and Helen J Sept 22 1921.... 25: 125
McCullough Louise G of Francis R and Agnes G Apr 25 1921. 25: 49
McCullough Madelyn J of Arthur L and Helen J Dec 2 1925.. 27: 138
McCullough Virginia M of James and Evelyn Sept 7 1929.... 29: 107
McCurdy Francis E of Francis E and Grace A Jan 18 1925.... 27: 8
McCurdy Jeannie M of Francis E and Grace A June 3 1922.... 25: 255
McCurdy John II of John H and Mary E June 26 1921.... 25: 78
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McCurdy Marie of Irving E G and Helen U Sept 5 1922 25 299
McCurdy Richard J of John H and Mary E Mar 1 1929 29 27
McCurdy Robert L of Francis E and Grace A Jan 14 1927 28 5
McCurdy Vincent E of John H and Mary E Jan 28 1923 26 12
McCuuser Bertha F of Thomas H and Jennie C Jan 19 1923 26 8
McCuuser Daniel of Daniel J and Celia E Jan 1 1929 29 1
McCuuser Eva J of Arthur J and Mary A Aug 10 1925 27 108
McCuuser Francis W of Edmund A and Helen B Aug 8 1922 25 284
McCuuser Henry of Henry M and Vittoria Jan 7 1923 26 3
McCuuser Joseph H of John H and Ellamay V Aug 5 1929 29 93
McCuuser Leo of Daniel J and Celia E Aug 8 1921 25 102
McCuuser Madelyn M of Thomas H and Jennie C Mar 2 1924 26 212
McCuuser Marie of Daniel J and Celia E May 3 1930 29 208
McCuuser Marjorie H of Patrick F and Rose M Nov 16 1924 26 342
McCuuser Mary of Henry and Alice Aug 28 1928 28 272
McCuuser Raymond of Daniel J and Celia E July 14 1925 27 93
McCuuser Robert E of Edmund A and Helen B July 22 1925 27 97
McCuuser Sarah A of Henry M and Vittoria Nov 19 1924 26 343
McCuuser Barbara A of James H and Gertrude M Feb 20

1927
McCuuser Claire E of Emmett J and Melissa E Dec 24 1930 29 304
McCuuser John H of James H and Gertrude M Jan 20 1928 28 175
McDeed Arthur P of Arthur P and Alice Nov 26 1922 25 336
McDeed Elizabeth E of Arthur P and Alice Jan 24 1921 25 9
McDeed — d of Arthur V and Hannah C Dec 8 1929 29 154
McDermott Alice T of William L and Alice Y Aug 21 1928 28 269
McDermott Aileen A of Martin A and Margaret E Aug 9 1924 26 294
McDermott Catherine M of Edward J and Ellen R Jan 31

1929
McDermott Charles A of William C and Katherine T July 21

1923
McDermott Charles H of William E and Margaret T Apr 8

1921
McDermott Donald of Owen C and Katherine V Oct 8 1924 26 325
McDermott Donald J of Robert A and Lillian G Nov 19 1925 27 151
McDermott Dorothy M of Frank T and Nellie C Mar 5 1927 28 27
McDermott Edward H of John F and Irma A July 13 1930 29 238
McDermott Eugene L of William L and Alice Y Jan 11 1930 29 160
McDermott Frances O of William L and Alice Y Oct 1 1925 27 132
McDermott Francis W of Frank T and Nellie C Oct 7 1928 28 290
McDermott Helen C of John and Alice G Apr 8 1922 25 236
McDermott Helen M of John F and Irma A May 15 1924 26 248
McDermott Irma P of John T and Irma A Mar 6 1928 28 196
McDermott James J of James J and Hilda T Jan 28 1930 29 166
McDermott Joan M of Peter F and Margaret M Sept 3 1926 27 287
McDermott John E of James H and Ruth M Aug 23 1929 29 100
BIRTHSRecorded in PROVIDENCE

McDermott John F of John F and Irna A Dec 10 1925...27: 161
McDermott John J of Michael J and Bridget A Mar 13 1922...25: 213
McDermott Josephine F of William M and Margaret May 2
1925...27: 59
McDermott Madeline C of William C and Katherine T June 24
1926...27: 254
McDermott Margaret E (twin) of Martin A and Margaret E
Sept 24 1922...25: 307
McDermott Margaret E of William M and Margaret Feb 20
1924...26: 205
McDermott Margaret F of James J and Hilda T Mar 13 1927...28: 31
McDermott Margaret M of Owen C and Catherine V July 2
1921...25: 85
McDermott Margaret P of Peter F and Margaret M Feb 23
1925...27: 24
McDermott Marie E (twin) of Martin A and Margaret E Sept
24 1922...25: 307
McDermott Marion R of James J and Hilda T Nov 26 1928...28: 310
McDermott Mildred A of James F and Mildred L Feb 5 1930...29: 170
McDermott Owen C of Owen C and Catherine V July 19 1922...25: 275
McDermott Peter L of Peter L and Alice F Aug 23 1921...25: 110
McDermott Richard A of Edward J and Ellen R June 12 1930...29: 224
McDermott Robert of Hugh P and Mary E Oct 19 1922...25: 320
McDermott Robert J of William L and Alice Y Jan 7 1922...25: 180
McDermott Sigurd A of Owen C and Catherine V May 22
1928...28: 227
McDermott Stephen G of William L and Alice Y Apr 30 1924...26: 239
McDermott Thomas P of William L and Alice Y Apr 3 1927...28: 42
McDermott Thomas W of Eugene E and Mary G Oct 15 1923...26: 143
McDermott William E of William E and Margaret T Aug 30
1922...25: 294
McDermott — s of William and Margaret Apr 8 1921...25: 81
McDermott — s of John J and Mary H Apr 11 1921...25: 42
McDermott — s of Henry J and Winifred E M July 13 1923...26: 103
McDermott — s of Edward J and Winifred Apr 5 1928...28: 219
McDevitt Helen V of Daniel B and Agnes L Apr 14 1922...25: 229
McDevitt Janet G of John N and Margaret J Mar 10 1929...29: 30
McDevitt Joseph of Daniel B and Agnes L Dec 28 1923...26: 175
McDevitt Mary J of John N and Elizabeth C July 29 1922...25: 279
McDevitt Mildred of William J and Cassie J Mar 4 1923...26: 31
McDevitt Robert of William J and Cassie J July 15 1925...27: 94
McDevitt Sally S of John N and Margaret J July 9 1926...27: 262
McDevitt William F of John F and Gertrude V Feb 13 1921...25: 18
McDevitt William H of William H and Eva A Aug 18 1927...28: 104
McDole Elizabeth M of Thomas F and Elizabeth M July 9
1923...26: 91
McDole Frances of Thomas F and Elizabeth M Apr 17 1925. 27: 51
McDole —— d of Joseph and Mary Oct 28 1930. 29: 283
McDonald Alice C of William L and Catharine T Dec 21 1921. 25: 170
McDonald Anna M of Hugh A and Anna M Mar 12 1922. 25: 212
McDonald Anna M of William and Mary A Mar 2 1928. 28: 194
McDonald Arline R of Philip R and Anna Nov 5 1927. 28: 139
McDonald Catherine E of George J and Laura B Apr 11 1923. 26: 50
McDonald Claire of John B and Gertrude L Apr 18 1928. 28: 214
McDonald Dorothy of John B and Gertrude L Jan 4 1923. 26: 2
McDonald Dorothy M of William H and Loretta Aug 18 1923. 26: 112
McDonald Dorothy M of Hugh A and Anna M Sept 1 1921. 26: 306
McDonald Eileen G of Joseph L and Sadie Aug 22 1921. 25: 109
McDonald Eileen M of Leo F and Mary Jan 21 1929. 29: 9
McDonald Ella M of Allan and Clara Nov 11 1928. 28: 305
McDonald Francis of Joseph A and Hazel G June 4 1924. 26: 260
McDonald George E of Cornelius E and Helen L Mar 1 1928. 28: 194
McDonald George J of George J and Laura B July 8 1924. 26: 278
McDonald Helen M of John F and Ellen J Apr 8 1921. 25: 41
McDonald Henry LeR of Henry L and Mildred W Aug 22 1922. 25: 291
McDonald James P of James and Margaret Aug 8 1922. 25: 284
McDonald James F of William and Mary A Oct 27 1925. 27: 142
McDonald James T of James T and Catherine R Nov 6 1930. 29: 286
McDonald James W of Arthur J and Julia E Sept 5 1926. 27: 288
McDonald Jane M of William and Florence Jan 3 1925. 27: 2
McDonald Jeannette J of Arthur J and Julia E Aug 29 1925. 27: 115
McDonald Joan of Herbert X and Julia M Oct 24 1930. 29: 279
McDonald John of Raymond A and Martha Sept 20 1924. 26: 315
McDonald John E of John E and Mary H Nov 9 1922. 25: 330
McDonald John J of George E and Marjorie M Nov 4 1921. 25: 149
McDonald John J of George and Catherine June 1 1923. 26: 86
McDonald John J of William and Mary A Jan 22 1924. 26: 194
McDonald John J of James F and Elizabeth F Feb 6 1927. 28: 16
McDonald Joseph A of Joseph A and Hazel G Feb 26 1923. 26: 26
McDonald Joseph E of George E and Marjorie M Mar 20 1926. 27: 207
McDonald Joseph L of Joseph L and Edna July 2 1930. 29: 233
McDonald Kathleen of Thomas F and Catherine G July 11

1922. 25: 272
McDonald Lawrence L of Raymond F and Ethel M Aug 20 1925. 27: 112
McDonald Lenore V of Joseph M and Nellie M Sept 8 1921. 25: 119
McDonald Lillian F of Hugh L and Anna M July 28 1926. 27: 270
McDonald Margaret (twin) of John F and Ellen J Feb 6 1923. 26: 18
McDonald Margaret A of Allan and Clara Aug 18 1927. 28: 104
McDonald Marguerite of James F and Elizabeth F Aug 21 1922. 25: 290
McDonald Marion (twin) of John F and Ellen J Feb 6 1923. 26: 18
McDonald Marjorie of William and Mary A Aug 1 1930, 29: 246
McDonald Mary E of William T and Margaret M Jan 1 1930, 29: 157
McDonald Mary P of John E and Mary II Mar 25 1924, 26: 222
McDonald Natalie A of Eben W and Florence M Mar 13 1925, 27: 34
McDonald Priscilla E of Henry and Mildred Dec 15 1924, 26: 355
McDonald Raymond E of Robert and Lucy D Nov 21 1924, 26: 344
McDonald Robert L of Robert and Lucy D Feb 12 1921, 25: 17
McDonald Rose of George E and Marjorie M Apr 29 1928, 28: 218
McDonald Virginia R of Philip and Anna June 22 1923, 26: 82
McDonald Walter C of Eben W and Florence M Mar 7 1921, 25: 28
McDonald William J of Martin J and Helen Nov 23 1926, 27: 322
McDonald William W of William F and Julia A June 16 1926, 27: 251
McDonald — d of James E and Ann K Feb 14 1921, 25: 80
McDonald — s of Robert and Emma F Nov 22 1921, 25: 161
McDonald — s of Robert and Emma F Dec 12 1922, 25: 353
McDonald — s of Robert and Emma F Jan 11 1924, 26: 197
McDonald — s of Robert E and Emma F July 13 1925, 27: 103
McDonald — d of Allan and Clara May 31 1926, 27: 241
McDonald — s of Robert and Emma F June 20 1926, 27: 258
McDonald — d of Jack and Sadie June 24 1926, 27: 258
McDonald — s of Robert and Emma F Aug 11 1928, 28: 275
McDonald — d of James F and Elizabeth F Mar 11 1929, 29: 30
McDonnell Annie G of James J and Mary Dec 2 1921, 25: 162
McDonnell Katherine R of Arthur J and Anna G Jan 5 1924, 26: 184
McDonnell Margaret A of John J and Margaret M June 28 1925, 27: 85
McDonough Barbara T of Joseph W and Anna T Feb 3 1930, 29: 170
McDonough Donald E of Oscar C and Hazel Sept 13 1929, 29: 109
McDonough Edward F of Joseph B and Mary E Nov 12 1926, 27: 317
McDonough Edward R of John T and Charlotte G Nov 8 1925, 27: 147
McDonough Eileen P of Michael L and Frances G Nov 14 1930, 29: 288
McDonough Frances F of Walter A and Frances E Oct 15 1921, 25: 137
McDonough Frederick A of Oscar C and Hazel Dec 28 1923, 26: 175
McDonough Frederick J of John T and Charlotte G Nov 11 1923, 26: 156
McDonough George R of John T and Charlotte G June 2 1928, 28: 233
McDonough Gerald G of John F and Hope G Feb 23 1922, 25: 203
McDonough Helen C of Patrick J and Helen C Mar 25 1922, 25: 219
McDonough James A of James P and Mary F Dec 29 1922, 25: 354
McDonough James F of John T and Charlotte G July 4 1921, 25: 86
McDonough James M of William J and Winifred Sept 11 1928, 28: 279
McDonough John J of John and Margaret Aug 8 1924, 26: 294
McDonough John J of John J and Vina L June 10 1927, 28: 72
McDonough Joseph P of William and Eva Mar 19 1923, 26: 37
McDonough June D of Oscar C and Hazel July 31 1925, 27: 101
McDonough Marie of Joseph W and Anna T Jan 10 1928, 28: 171
McDonough Raymond L of Joseph W and Anna T Nov 30 1922, 25: 337
McDonough Rita M of Timothy M and Mary E Feb 28 1923, 26: 27
McDonough Robert E of John J and Margaret M Jan 10 1927, 28: 4
McDonough Thaddena A of Timothy M and Mary E Jan 31 1928, 28: 179
McDonough Timothy of John T and Charlotte G Mar 14 1930, 29: 185
McDonough Timothy M of Timothy M and Mary E Dec 30 1924, 26: 361
McDonough William of Michael J and Catherine M Dec 8 1921, 25: 165
McDonough William F of William and Gertrude Nov 15 1927, 28: 142
McDonough — s of Charles M and Phoebe M Aug 9 1923, 26: 119
McDonough — s of John T and Charlotte G Apr 22 1927, 28: 49
McDougall Edward J of Frank and Clara E June 14 1930, 29: 225
McDougall Gladys H of Edmund J and Amanda L Apr 25 1924, 26: 237
McDowell Edith A of John T and Jennie M July 1 1922, 25: 268
McDowell Barbara of George W and Nora M Oct 5 1927, 28: 126
McDowell George B of George W and Nora M Nov 21 1921, 25: 155
McDowell Hope I (c) of Victor G and Ariana Dec 22 1923, 26: 173
McDowell Janie M of Russell T and Virginia K Mar 19 1925, 27: 36
McDowell John J of George W and Nora M Nov 25 1923, 26: 161
McDowell Meredith K of Russell T and Virginia K Apr 19 1927, 28: 48
McDowell Nancy C of James L and Katherine Apr 4 1928, 28: 269
McDuff Helene Z of Frank E and Helene J Apr 27 1924, 26: 238
McDuff Joseph G of William T and Elizabeth M June 17 1927, 28: 75
McDuff Nancy of Henry C and Ethel R Jan 4 1923, 26: 2
McDuff Robert J of Frank E and Helene J Oct 22 1928, 28: 296
McEachern Richard H of Hector D and Sarah Jan 20 1929, 29: 9
McElaney Lenore M (twin) of Brendan J and Lenora A Aug 1 1922, 25: 282
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McElaney Paul J (twin) of Brendan J and Lenora A Aug 1 1922.................................................. 25: 282
McElhinney Robert F of Francis J and Belinda K Aug 29 1928.................................................. 28: 273
McElmead Barbara of Owen F and Louise M May 8 1926.................................................. 27: 231
McElroy Alice C of Joseph H and Alice C Aug 27 1927.................................................. 28: 107
McElroy Ann of Walter M and Helen Sept 10 1930.................................................. 29: 310
McElroy Anna A of Terence and Agnes Apr 1 1925.................................................. 27: 44
McElroy Anne of Edward F and Agnes Sept 15 1926.................................................. 29: 292
McElroy Anne M of Eugene A and Mary A Nov 16 1930.................................................. 29: 289
McElroy Arleen R of James F and Hortense J Nov 6 1924.................................................. 26: 337
McElroy Bartholomew J of James E and Margaret C June 15 1928.................................................. 28: 239
McElroy Catherine E of James E and Margaret C May 16 1929.................................................. 29: 57
McElroy Charlotte of John F and Lillian M Mar 1 1929.................................................. 29: 27
McElroy Edward F of Patrick and Mary July 18 1925.................................................. 27: 95
McElroy Grace C of William J and Gladys R Dec 8 1921.................................................. 25: 165
McElroy Helen F of Terence and Agnes Aug 25 1926.................................................. 27: 282
McElroy James E of Eugene J and Louise M June 20 1923.................................................. 26: 81
McElroy James E of James E and Margaret C Oct 4 1924.................................................. 26: 323
McElroy James T of Terence and Agnes Mar 22 1928.................................................. 28: 202
McElroy John J of Patrick J and Mary B Aug 15 1926.................................................. 27: 278
McElroy Katherine L of Raymond P and Louise T Feb 17 1928.................................................. 28: 187
McElroy Madeline M of Edward P and Madeline M Aug 28 1930.................................................. 29: 256
McElroy Margaret A of Terence and Agnes Aug 28 1923.................................................. 26: 116
McElroy Margaret C of James E and Margaret C Oct 4 1922.................................................. 25: 314
McElroy Margaret M of Arthur V and Grace C Mar 27 1926.................................................. 27: 210
McElroy Margaret M of Charles F and Margaret M Apr 22 1927.................................................. 28: 49
McElroy May A of William A and Mary C Jan 27 1924.................................................. 26: 193
McElroy Sarah S of James E and Margaret C Nov 14 1926.................................................. 27: 318
McElroy Veronica L of William A and Mary C Nov 11 1928.................................................. 28: 305
McElroy Virginia of Matthew and Dorothy C Dec 10 1927.................................................. 28: 154
McElroy Virginia A of Arthur V and Grace C June 29 1929.................................................. 29: 75
McElroy Virginia F of Patrick J and Mary B May 20 1929.................................................. 29: 58
McElroy Virginia M of Terence and Agnes Oct 5 1929.................................................. 29: 118
McElroy Walter B of Walter B and Olive R July 21 1921.................................................. 25: 93
McElroy William E of William and Elizabeth Dec 10 1925.................................................. 27: 162
McElroy William E E of William E and Alberta G Apr 19 1923.................................................. 26: 53
McElroy William T of William T and Mary Mar 9 1927.................................................. 28: 29
McElroy —— d of Arthur V and Grace C Sept 13 1921.................................................. 25: 131
McElroy —— s of James E and Dorothy June 19 1927.................................................. 28: 76
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McElvogue Catherine S of William H and Marie E Apr 25 1922. 25: 234
McElvogue Claire T of Cornelius F and Mary C Aug 13 1929. 29: 96
McElvogue Esther L of John J and Esther L Jan 2 1921. 25: 1
McElvogue Gerald F of Cornelius F and Mary C Aug 19 1923. 26: 112
McElvogue John W of William H and Marie E Jan 4 1930. 29: 158
McElvogue Mary J of John J and Mary C Oct 16 1930. 29: 277
McElvogue Norma M of William H and Marie E Sept 7 1925. 27: 120
McEnaney Bernice of Bernard A and Jane R Apr 24 1924. 26: 236
McEnaney Ida F of Peter J and Gladys M Feb 21 1921. 25: 21
McEnaney Bernard J of Bernard J and Alice D Oct 5 1930. 29: 273
McEnery David of James and Nora F July 28 1921. 25: 96
McEnery John B of William and Ellen A Oct 3 1929. 29: 128
McEnery Margaret M of James and Nora F Nov 17 1922. 25: 333
McEnery Margaret M of William and Ellen A Feb 24 1925. 27: 26
McEnery Mary A of William and Ellen A Sept 1 1923. 26: 121
McEnery Mary M of Patrick and Nora Jan 8 1925. 27: 4
McEnery Richard of James and Nora F Dec 19 1926. 27: 332
McEnery William of James and Nora F Oct 18 1929. 29: 123
McEnery William F of William and Ellen A Feb 13 1927. 28: 19
McEneny Mary F of James F and Mary R June 10 1922. 25: 258
McEvay Irene E of Thomas F and Nina Aug 24 1930. 29: 254
McEvay Thomas F of Thomas F and Nina July 31 1928. 28: 258
McEvay — d of Thomas and Nina Aug 24 1930. 29: 254
McEvilly Clair J of Dennis and Mary E Sept 23 1923. 26: 130
McEvoy Eugene V of Eugene V and Annie C Aug 31 1925. 27: 116
McEvoy Rita of John and Mary Dec 3 1924. 26: 354
McEvoy — s of John J and Theresa Oct 23 1924. 26: 330
McFadden Bernard W of Daniel and Mary July 27 1929. 29: 88
McFadden Charles F of Thomas and Margaret R Nov 22 1921. 25: 156
McFadden John F of John F and Helen M June 19 1924. 26: 267
McFadden Mary F of John F and Helen M Apr 21 1922. 25: 232
McFadden Raymond E of William and Rosa T Dec 23 1922. 25: 349
McFadden Robert M of John F and Helen M May 15 1930. 29: 212
McFarland Cecilia A of Edgar C and Alta Nov 11 1925. 27: 149
McFarland Howard of Joseph J and Margaret May 9 1926. 27: 232
McFarland James F of James and Marie June 14 1921. 25: 71
McFarland John J of James F and Mary T Mar 21 1928. 28: 201
McFarland Marion of Joseph J and Margaret Apr 2 1925. 27: 44
McFarland Maurice W of James F and Mary T Oct 12 1923. 26: 141
McFarland William J of Joseph J and Margaret May 10 1928. 28: 223
McFarlane Barbara of Robert B and Sadie July 2 1929. 29: 78
McFarlane Joan K of Robert B and Sadie Jan 6 1928. 28: 170
McFarlane John R of John W and Mary Mar 16 1930. 29: 187
McFetters Robert J of Robert J and Dorothy Jan 24 1929. 29: 10
McGair Cecelia of Frank and Cecelia Aug 24 1924.............26:300
McGair Helen G of William F and Katherine V Jan 16 1926........27:180
McGair Janet of Henry R and Bertha L Aug 28 1924.............26:302
McGann Barbara F (twin) of George J and Mary A Feb 28
1922. .................................................................25:205
McGann George (twin) of George J and Mary A Feb 28 1922..25:205
McGann Helen C of George J and Mary A Dec 25 1924...........26:539
McGann John J of John J and Mary J Apr 14 1923.............26:51
McGann John J of Patrick J and Mary T Aug 13 1924...........26:296
McGann Margaret of George W and Maude Aug 27 1922...........25:293
McGann Philip of John J and Mary Jan 13 1921...................25:5
McGann Thomas P of Patrick J and Mary T Aug 25 1923...........27:114
McGann — s of John J and Mary J Sept 15 1929...................29:110
McGarv Charles D of Thomas J and Margaret M Sept 15
1925. .................................................................27:124
McGarv Donald of William T and Frances July 28 1922...........25:279
McGarv Edward F of Joseph A and Anna L Jan 29 1925..........27:12
McGarv Elizabeth A of Patrick J and Mary F Sept 26 1926....27:297
McGarv Ellen F of Frank T and Mary I Jan 18 1921.............25:7
McGarv Francis of Peter and Winifred C Aug 17 1927............28:104
McGarv Francis T of Frank T and Mary I Dec 12 1922..........25:344
McGarv Hobart F of Margaret L July 27 1923....................26:99
McGarv James (twin) of Peter and Winifred C May 17 1926....27:235
McGarv James M of James M and Ida M Dec 28 1923.............26:175
McGarv Jane E of James M and Ida M June 11 1921..............25:69
McGarv John of Peter and Winifred C Oct 12 1924...............26:326
McGarv John B of John B and Margaret Jan 14 1926............27:158
McGarv John P of Joseph A and Anna L July 22 1923............26:97
McGarv Katherine of Francis and Delia Sept 3 1924.............26:307
McGarv Kathleen A of Thomas J and Margaret M Mar 13
1927. .................................................................28:31
McGarv Kenneth V of Thomas J and Margaret M Mar 13
1927. .................................................................28:31
McGarv Lillian E of Peter and Winifred C Sept 2 1930.........29:259
McGarv Marguerite M of Thomas J and Margaret M Jan 5
1922. .................................................................25:179
McGarv Mary of Patrick J and Mary F Feb 21 1925.............27:23
McGarv Mary (twin) of Peter and Winifred C May 17 1926....27:235
McGarv Patricia of Joseph A and Anna L Apr 13 1926..........27:219
McGarv Robert J of John B and Margaret M May 23 1928.........28:228
McGarry Stephen of Peter and Winifred C Apr 22 1922...25:232
McGarry William H of Thomas J and Margaret M June 19

1924. ................................................................. 26:267
McGarry Winifred of Peter and Winifred C Jan 15 1921...25: 6
McGarty Barbara H of James and Mildred H Feb 11 1927..28: 18
McGarty James I of James and Mildred H Mar 25 1923...26: 40
McGarty Marilyn F of Raymond and Margaret Mar 2 1930...29:181
McGarty Mary E of Walter V and Sarah A Jan 18 1924...26:189
McGarty William R of James and Mildred H Dec 3 1924...26:351
McGary Leo of Frank and Bridget Sept 30 1922.............25:309
McGeary Jane A of James E and Evelyn F Sept 2 1930...29:259
McGeary Margaret K of Charles O and Jessie M June 14

1924. ................................................................. 26:264
McGee Agnes C of John J and Agnes C June 1 1925...27: 74
McGee Agnes M of John J and Catherine J Feb 15 1923...26: 22
McGee Anna M of Thomas H and Annie M Sept 6 1930...29:261
McGee Bernice E of William S and Elizabeth F Apr 16 1928.28:213
McGee John J of John J and Alice M July 11 1928...28:251
McGee Joseph P of Joseph P and Claire E Jan 30 1928...28:179
McGee Margaret of Thomas F and Margaret F July 27 1924..26:286
McGee Margaret A of John J and Alice M Mar 28 1927...28: 38
McGee Richard J of Joseph P and Claire E Aug 27 1930...29:255
McGee Thomas H of Thomas H and Annie M Aug 3 1929...29: 93
McGee —— s of John J and Alice M Oct 28 1923..............26:151
McGehearty Raymond K of Francis A and Mary T Dec 21

1921. ................................................................. 25:170
McGehearty Steven K of Francis A and Mary T Jan 16 1924..26:189
McGeough Rita of Owen L and Mary A May 17 1924...26:249
McGetrick Catherine E of James F and Margaret M Oct 1

1923. ................................................................. 26:137
McGetrick Helen R of Joseph T and Helen V Sept 4 1925...27:119
McGetrick James F of James F and Margaret M Jan 26 1922.25:188
McGetrick Joseph T of Joseph T and Helen V June 27 1927...28: 79
McGetrick Margery A of James F and Margaret M June 20

1930. ................................................................. 29:228
McGetrick Mary P of James F and Margaret M Dec 26 1928..28:323
McGetrick Rita V of Joseph T and Helen V Apr 2 1923...26: 46
McGetrick Vincent G of James F and Margaret M May 5

1925. ................................................................. 27: 61
McGettrick David W of Lloyd and Gertrude Aug 15 1928..28:266
McGettrick Jeanne M of Lloyd and Gertrude L Dec 16 1924..26:355
McGettrick John L of Lloyd and Gertrude L Aug 16 1927..28:103
McGill Justine S of John H and Olive F May 22 1923...26: 68
McGill Margaret M of John F and Agnes J Nov 12 1925...27:149
McGill Martha T of George A and May May 20 1928...28:227
McGill Robert G of John F and Agnes J Nov 14 1923...26:157
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McGill Robert J (twin) of Robert J and Anna R Apr 11 1929. 29: 43
McGill —— (twin) s of Robert J and Anna R Apr 11 1929. 29: 51
McGillieuddy Louise J of Joseph F and Bertha Apr 12 1921. 25: 43
McGillivary Barbara of Elmer H and Anna J July 25 1926. 27: 269
McGillivary Herbert C of Elmer H and Anna J Sept 17 1927. 28: 117
McGillivray Dolores A of John A L and Blanche E Sept 9 1928. 28: 278
McGillivray Hugh F of Hugh A F and Lillian Nov 9 1928. 28: 304
McGillivray John A of Hugh A F and Lillian Dec 2 1929. 29: 142
McGillivray Virginia B of John A L and Blanche E May 25 1927. 28: 64
McGinley James A of Edward and Jane A May 16 1922. 25: 245
McGinley Patricia of James J and Mary A Apr 8 1930. 29: 197
McGinn Agnes of Walter P and Mary E Mar 26 1924. 26: 222
McGinn Alice R of James B and Mary F Jan 5 1922. 25: 179
McGinn Ann R of James F and Anna A Aug 19 1927. 28: 105
McGinn Byron of John J and Pauline C July 5 1928. 28: 249
McGinn Charles T of Charles T and Lillian S May 29 1922. 25: 250
McGinn Dorothy M of Charles H and Betsy T Oct 7 1925. 27: 134
McGinn Edward L of Charles T and Lillian S May 27 1926. 27: 240
McGinn Edward R of Edward R and Rose Feb 3 1929. 29: 15
McGinn Eileen R of Joseph A and Myra C Aug 2 1930. 29: 246
McGinn James F of James F and Anna A Feb 12 1929. 29: 19
McGinn John of Charles H and Betsy T Aug 18 1922. 25: 289
McGinn John C of Leo F and Helen M Jan 6 1922. 25: 180
McGinn Mary M of Edward R and Rose Sept 3 1930. 29: 259
McGinn Paul of John J and Pauline C June 28 1926. 27: 256
McGinn Virginia D of Terrence F and Dora V Nov 1 1924. 26: 336
McGinnes John E of John and Margaret Feb 18 1921. 25: 20
McGinnes John J of Robert J and Agnes Feb 6 1923. 26: 18
McGinnis Dorothy H of Frank E and Anna Mar 22 1927. 28: 35
McGinnis Shirley R of Joseph V and Myrtle June 26 1929. 29: 74
McGirl Mary of John and Alice June 4 1921. 25: 67
McGirl Raymond H of Catherine Apr 25 1924. 26: 237
McGirr Adelaide L of John and Julia Feb 15 1922. 25: 206
McGirr Alfred L of Lawrence J and Marguerite M Nov 11 1928. 28: 365
McGirr Clare A (twin) of John P and Julia F July 7 1929. 29: 80
McGirr Constance M of Thomas A and Theresia E Nov 3 1929. 29: 130
McGirr Marie I of Arthur L and Josephine R Sept 25 1922. 25: 308
McGirr Norma T (twin) of John P and Julia F July 7 1929. 29: 80
McGirr Thomas A of Thomas A and Theresia Sept 9 1928. 28: 278
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McGirr William P of Arthur L and Josephine R June 17 1924.. 26: 266
McGlinchey Mary M A of William A and Emma July 31 1927.. 28: 95
McGloin Francis N of Lawrence J and Margaret M May 22
1928. .................................................. 28: 227
McGloin John J of Lawrence J and Margaret M Aug 6 1925.. 27: 106
McGloin Lawrence of Lawrence J and Margaret M Nov 11
1923. .................................................. 26: 156
McGloin Richard of Agnes Sept 30 1929. ..................... 29: 115
McGloin Theresa of Thomas P and Christine A Dec 30 1930. 29: 306
McGloin Thomas of Thomas P and Christine May 27 1929.. 29: 61
McGloin Virginia M of Laurence J and Margaret M Dec 8
1930. .................................................. 29: 298
McGloin William of Lawrence J and Margaret M Sept 18
1926. .................................................. 27: 293
McGlone Peter M of Martin and Victoria Oct 11 1929. .... 29: 121
McGoldrick Gloria E of Stephen and Katherine A July 28
1925. .................................................. 27: 100
McGoldrick James W of Stephen and Katherine A May 11
1930. .................................................. 29: 211
McGoldrick Mary A of Stephen and Katherine A Aug 20 1927. 28: 105
McGoldrick Stephen T of Stephen and Katherine A Dec 10
1923. .................................................. 26: 169
McGonigle —— d of William F and Alice Aug 1 1928. .... 28: 261
McGorty Margaret M of Matthias and Mary J Feb 25 1921.. 25: 23
McGough Mary E of Walter V and Mary E Dec 22 1927.. 28: 138
McGough Mary F of Francis A and Hilda M Apr 17 1923. .. 26: 52
McGovern Anna B (twin) of Charles S and Gertrude R M May
15 1929. .................................................. 29: 57
McGovern Barbara of Peter J and Mary K Mar 24 1922. .... 27: 218
McGovern Bernard J of Edward and Georrianna Oct 10 1927. 28: 128
McGovern Brendan J of Francis J and Rosella Sept 8 1928. 28: 278
McGovern Catherine of —— and Catherine Aug 14 1922. .... 25: 287
McGovern Charles G of Charles S and Gertrude R M Aug 27
1927. .................................................. 28: 107
McGovern Dorothy M of Mark A and Nora T Aug 5 1927. .... 28: 99
McGovern Edmund F of John F and Mary H D Nov 17 1927. 28: 143
McGovern Edward of Edward F and Mary A Dec 3 1923. .... 26: 166
McGovern Edward J of Francis J and Mabel C May 10 1927. 28: 58
McGovern Edwin A of James P and Susie Feb 24 1921. .... 25: 23
McGovern Eileen X of Mark A and Nora T Nov 14 1921. .... 25: 153
McGovern Elaine A of James and Mary J Mar 26 1930. .... 29: 191
McGovern Ellen R of James and Mary Apr 22 1921. .... 25: 47
McGovern Felix C of Patrick and Mary A Mar 18 1922. .... 25: 215
McGovern Francis E of Francis J and Mabel C July 10 1923. 26: 91
McGovern Francis J of Charles and Bridget Oct 2 1921......25:132
McGovern Francis J of John and Anna July 14 1926......27:264
McGovern Francis P of Francis and Margaret Apr 7 1930......29:197
McGovern Gertrude T of Charles S and Gertrude R M July 30
1925........................................27:101
McGovern James F of Mark A and Nora T Feb 17 1923.....26:22
McGovern James P of James and Mary Jan 12 1926......27:179
McGovern James R of Charles and Bridget Aug 11 1923....26:109
McGovern John E of John E and Mary E June 24 1924.....26:269
McGovern John J of John and Anna June 2 1923..........26:74
McGovern John J of John F and Mary H D Dec 4 1925.....27:159
McGovern John S of Frederick and Christine A Dec 29 1925..27:168
McGovern Joseph of Bernard H and Catherine May 8 1923...26:63
McGovern Joseph of Edward F and Mary A Feb 21 1927....28:22
McGovern Joseph H of Frederick and Christine A Oct 7 1922..25:315
McGovern Joseph M of Charles and Bridget May 28 1927....28:65
McGovern Katherine of Edward and Georgiana July 14 1925..27:93
McGovern Kathleen of Edward F and Mary A Aug 22 1928....28:270
McGovern Kevin F of Francis J and Rosella July 15 1926....27:265
McGovern Lawrence E of Charles and Bridget Dec 27 1924..26:359
McGovern Leo of Michael and Rosanna Apr 22 1924.........26:235
McGovern Margaret M of Edward F and Mary A July 14 1925..27:93
McGovern Margaret M of Francis L and Margaret M G June
24 1927........................................28:78
McGovern Mark A (twin) of Charles S and Gertrude R M May
15 1929........................................29:57
McGovern Mary C of James and Mary Sept 23 1923.........26:130
McGovern Mary H of John F and Mary H D Dec 18 1921....25:169
McGovern Mary M of John J and Alice G Aug 1 1930.......29:246
McGovern Mary R of Charles S and Gertrude R M Mar 26
1922........................................25:219
McGovern Patricia A of Francis L and Margaret M G Oct 23
1930........................................29:279
McGovern Peter J of Charles S and Gertrude R M Nov 18
1923........................................26:158
McGovern Raymond T of Edward F and Mary A Jan 16 1930..29:161
McGovern Robert of John F and Mary V July 9 1923.......26:91
McGovern Thomas M of Michael and Margaret M Sept 15 1923..26:127
McGovern William J of Francis J and Mabel C Mar 31 1925..27:41
McGovern William J of William J and Adeline E Apr 28 1929..29:49
McGovern — d of Thomas and Minnie Feb 10 1921............25:80
McGowan Barbara M of Henry D and Mary A May 6 1922....25:241
McGowan Charlotte R of Joseph and Ida Jan 1 1922........25:190
McGowan Donald A of William M and Enid M Nov 5 1928... 28: 302
McGowan Donald E of John A and Mabel Aug 3 1923..... 26: 105
McGowan Earl A of Joseph A and Isabel May 16 1921..... 25: 58
McGowan Eileen F of John A and Mabel Aug 9 1926...... 27: 276
McGowan Emnne of Joseph A and Isabel Sept 24 1922.... 25: 307
McGowan Evelyn A of John A and Mabel July 25 1922.... 25: 278
McGowan Frederick J of John and Margaret Aug 13 1921... 25: 104
McGowan Gerald J of Joseph A and Isabel Jan 22 1925.... 27: 9
McGowan Irving of John A and Mabel Aug 30 1924....... 26: 303
McGowan James E of Joseph E and Ida M July 16 1928.... 28: 253
McGowan Jeanne C of Charles E and Mary A Oct 30 1921... 25: 145
McGowan John of Peter and Ellen M Mar 25 1925.......... 27: 39
McGowan John F of John F and Gertrude June 8 1926..... 27: 247
McGowan John J of Louis E and Rose A Nov 14 1923..... 26: 157
McGowan Joseph of Andrew J and Helen M July 20 1930... 29: 240
McGowan Joseph L of Frank E and Lucile July 6 1924.... 26: 277
McGowan Mary L of John F and Gertrude June 23 1929.... 29: 73
McGowan Ralph J of Joseph F and Sarah June 14 1926.... 27: 250
McGowan Raymond of John and Mabel July 4 1921......... 25: 86
McGowan Richard J of Charles E and Mary A Apr 6 1928... 28: 209
McGowan Ruth H of William M and Enid M July 8 1926.... 27: 262
McGowan Virginia A of Henry D and Mary A Dec 4 1923... 26: 167
McGowan William D of William M and Enid M May 10 1924.. 26: 246
McGowan William F of William F and Florence M Feb 23 1924. ............................................ 26: 207
McGowan —— s of Edward F and Jennie Jan 17 1930........ 29: 168
McGrady Robert T of Edward F and Greta M Aug 29 1922... 25: 294
McGrail Beverly of Wayne H T and Alice S Jan 3 1928.... 28: 169
McGrail John of Joseph A and Pearl W May 29 1926........ 27: 241
McGrail Rose H of Joseph A and Pearl W Nov 29 1928..... 28: 311
McGrail —— s of Joseph A and Pearl W Nov 26 1929....... 29: 141
McGrane Charles W of Robert L and Hannah T June 14 1930.. 29: 225
McGrane Doris E of Paul A and Doris Jan 24 1924......... 26: 192
McGrane Joseph F of Paul A and Doris Aug 23 1925....... 27: 113
McGrane Mary L of Robert L and Hannah T June 12 1923.... 26: 78
McGrane Robert L of Robert L and Hannah T May 31 1927... 28: 66
McGrath Alice E of Michael J and Alice E Feb 1 1925...... 27: 16
McGrath Alice M of John F and Hellen Apr 21 1925......... 27: 53
McGrath Alice V of John A and Irene M Mar 31 1921....... 25: 38
McGrath Barbara L of James H and Mary E Jan 16 1921.... 25: 6
McGrath Catherine H of John T and Mary J Jan 19 1924.... 26: 190
McGrath Dorothy L of Edward and Mary A June 27 1924..... 26: 271
McGrath Edward A of John T and Josephine Apr 22 1929..... 29: 47
McGrath Edward F of Edward and Mary A June 1 1926...... 27: 244
McGrath Flora L of John J and Hope II June 22 1929........ 29: 73
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McGrath Frances J of John T and Mary J Mar 3 1926 ........ 27: 200
McGrath Helen of Michael J and Alice E Feb 26 1921 ........ 25: 24
McGrath Jean C of John T and Josephine Oct 9 1930 .......... 29: 274
McGrath John of John A and Irene M Dec 15 1922 .......... 25: 345
McGrath John of John P and Mary E Mar 1 1929 ............ 29: 38
McGrath John E of Michael J and Alice E Dec 4 1927 ....... 28: 152
McGrath John E of Martin A and Alice V Dec 30 1930 ...... 29: 306
McGrath John M of John J and Hope II Feb 20 1927 ....... 28: 21
McGrath John P of William F and Frederica June 13 1930 .. 29: 224
McGrath John T of John T and Mary J Aug 7 1927 ......... 28: 99
McGrath John W of Anna Sept 5 1923 ..................... 26: 123
McGrath Margaret R of Jeremiah J and Annie M Nov 21 1923. 26: 160
McGrath Marguerite A of John J and Hope II Feb 11 1925 .. 27: 20
McGrath Marjorie I of John A and Irene M Feb 14 1930 .... 29: 174
McGrath Mary of John P and Mary E May 27 1924 .......... 26: 254
McGrath Mary E of John T and Josephine Nov 26 1921 .... 25: 157
McGrath Mary E of Daniel A and Ellen T Feb 7 1926 ...... 27: 190
McGrath Mildred of Michael and Alice E July 4 1926 ...... 27: 260
McGrath Patricia of Theron F and Elizabeth V Jan 20 1928 .. 28: 175
McGrath Raymond of John F and Hellen Jan 1 1922 .. ...... 25: 178
McGrath Raymond J of Michael J and Alice E Oct 24 1922 .. 25: 322
McGrath Rose M of Daniel and Mary Nov 2 1921 ......... 25: 159
McGrath Thomas of Mary E Jan 7 1929 ..................... 29: 3
McGrath William J of Edward and Mary A Nov 3 1927 ...... 28: 138
McGreen Henry W of Thomas E and Ellen E Feb 26 1928 .... 28: 191
McGreen John C of Thomas E and Ellen E Mar 18 1925 ...... 27: 36
McGreen Jean of John J and Gertrude Feb 26 1924 .......... 26: 208
McGregor Dorothy L of John W and Gertrude L July 22 1928 . 28: 255
McGregor Hugh J of John W and Gertrude L May 28 1922 ... 25: 249
McGregor James F of John and Catherine Apr 15 1930 .... 29: 200
McGregor John M of Malcolm C and Marion July 10 1927 .. 28: 87
McGregor Mary F of John T and Rose E June 8 1921 ....... 25: 82
McGregor Mildred C of William R and Selma Feb 8 1926 .. 27: 190
McGregor Virginia of William and Ellen Mar 19 1928 ...... 28: 201
McGrillies Jean G of John D and Jennie Feb 5 1923 ....... 26: 18
McGrory Earl F of William L and Katherine Oct 28 1924 .. 26: 332
McGrory George R of William L and Katherine C July 9 1926. 27: 262
McGrory Katherine G of William L and Katherine Sept 27 1923 ............................................. 26: 132
McGuickian Elizabeth M of John E and Elizabeth L Aug 6 1921 ................................................. 25: 101
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McGuckian John E of John E and Elizabeth L Sept 3 1930... 29: 259
McGuigan Helen M D of John E D and Esther L Apr 13 1926... 27: 219
McGuigan John E D of John E D and Esther L May 1 1925... 27: 59
McGuigan Karaline A (twin) of James B and Karaline May 17
1922... 25: 251
McGuigan Kathrynn M of John E D and Esther L Dec 6 1923... 26: 167
McGuigan Mary E (twin) of James B and Karaline May 17
1922... 25: 251
McGuiness Helen of Bernadine Nov 24 1929... 29: 137
McGuiness Thomas of Luke and Margaret May 3 1928... 28: 221
McGuinn Barbara (twin) of James T and Mary E May 5 1921... 25: 53
McGuinn Catherine (twin) of James T and Mary E May 5
1921... 25: 53
McGuinn Dorothy of James T and Mary E Apr 25 1922... 25: 234
McGuinn Francis J of Frank G and Annie G Mar 19 1921... 25: 33
McGuinn Madelyn G of Frank G and Annie G Nov 14 1923... 26: 137
McGuinn Richard D of James L and Winifred M Nov 6 1930... 29: 286
McGuiness Bernard A of Bernard A and Virginia Aug 22
1930... 29: 253
McGuiness Daniel L of Daniel L and Margaret E Feb 16 1929... 29: 20
McGuiness Edward J of Howard D and Katherine L Mar 9
1929... 29: 29
McGuiness Frances of Frederick T and Grace R Aug 27 1929... 29: 102
McGuinness Howard D of Howard D and Katherine L Feb 27
1928... 28: 191
McGuiness Nancy G of William F and Gertrude R Sept 9
1928... 28: 279
McGuinness William T of Howard D and Katherine L July 5
1930... 29: 234
McGuinness —— d of Matthew M and Esther A May 9 1922... 25: 233
McGuinness —— d of John J and Marguerite M Aug 19 1923... 26: 112
McGuire Albert J of Albert J and Laura M June 16 1927... 28: 81
McGuire Barbara A of Frank J and Margaret Apr 19 1927... 28: 165
McGuire Bertram I of James J and Grace W Apr 17 1925... 27: 51
McGuire Dorothy L of Bernard A and Elizabeth M May 26
1923... 26: 70
McGuire Edward T of Francis J and Maude E July 20 1927... 28: 91
McGuire Eleanor G of John and Anastasia Dec 24 1922... 25: 352
McGuire Elizabeth L of Arthur and Doris Mar 2 1927... 28: 26
McGuire Francis J of Francis J and Maude E Dec 30 1925... 27: 169
McGuire Frank L of Francis L and Catherine G Jan 31 1927... 28: 12
McGuire Frederick V of Frederick V and Mae E July 19 1929... 29: 85
McGuire Janice A of Arthur and Doris D Feb 15 1928... 28: 186
McGuire John F of John F and Anastasia June 11 1921... 25: 69
McGuire John W of Francis J and Maude E Aug 2 1924... 26: 291
McGuire Katharine of Walter G and Catherine Oct 12 1921... 25: 137
McGuire Leo of Patrick J and Rose L Dec 7 1923..............26: 168
McGuire Lorraine E of Bernard A and Elizabeth M Oct 13
1930. ........................................................................29: 276
McGuire Marion E of Walter G and Katherine Nov 30 1924..26: 347
McGuire Mildred F of Francis L and Catherine G Apr 19
1925. ........................................................................27: 52
McGuire Milton W of James J and Grace W Jan 1 1923.....26: 1
McGuire Robert W of Francis J and Maude E Sept 7 1929..29: 107
McGuire Ruth A of Robert H and Sadie Jan 8 1923........26: 4
McGuire —— s of Francis J and Margaret G July 11 1929..29: 82
McGuirk Doris M of Louis F and Anna M Feb 8 1929......29: 17
McGuirk Edward of Thomas F and Clara M Apr 27 1927...28: 51
McGuirk Francis of Thomas F and Clara M Oct 31 1922....25: 324
McGuirk Joseph of Thomas F and Clara M Apr 7 1928.....28: 210
McGuirk Mary of Thomas F and Clara M July 12 1930.....29: 237
McGuirk Mary F of Peter B and Irene A Sept 7 1924......26: 308
McGuirk Mary H (twin) of Edward F and Jane M Apr 4
1922. ........................................................................25: 225
McGuirk Robert L of Louis F and Anna M June 24 1927...28: 78
McGuirk William R (twin) of Edward F and Jane M Apr 4
1922. ........................................................................25: 225
McGuirl Elinor M of Peter F and Jessie May 16 1930......29: 212
McGuirl William F of John M and Mary A Apr 21 1923...26: 54
McGunagle John A of John A and Kathryn G June 22 1921..25: 75
McGunagle John E of John E and Katherine M June 16 1927..28: 74
McGunagle Kathryn G of John A and Kathryn G Aug 7 1924.26: 293
McGurn Agnes A of Philip and Anna A June 21 1930......29: 228
McGurn Celia J of Philip and Anna A Apr 16 1928........28: 213
McGurn Dolores H of Helen Oct 29 1930....................29: 310
McGurn Elizabeth M of Philip and Anna A May 26 1923....26: 70
McGurn James F of Philip and Anna A Aug 23 1924........26: 300
McGurn John T of Philip and Anna A Oct 30 1921.........25: 145
McGurn Owen P of Philip and Anna A Aug 26 1926........27: 282
McGuy Lenora C of William H and Mary E Sept 4 1922....25: 299
McGuy Muriel A of William H and Mary E Jan 23 1924...26: 192
McGwin James of Raymond J and Marie A June 8 1928....28: 236
McGwin Mary of Raymond J and Marie A Feb 23 1930....29: 177
McGwin —— d of Raymond J and Marie A Mar 21 1927.....28: 40
McHale Jeannette C of John P and Marie R C July 7 1930...29: 235
McHale John P of John P and Marie R C Mar 16 1929....29: 32
McHale Mildred A of William H and Bessie Oct 30 1928....28: 298
McHale Ursula of Walter F and Clair U Apr 16 1924......26: 233
McHale —— s of James F and Anna E Feb 1 1926...........27: 199
McHenry John L of John L and Margaret M July 19 1928..28: 254
McHugh Ann of Thomas P and Emily E Aug 29 1924......26: 302
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

McHugh Donald J of Patrick J and Elsie R May 30 1928........ 28:231
McHugh Edward J of John F and Mary B Oct 17 1930........... 29:277
McHugh Eileen E of William J and Gladys E Mar 25 1924...... 26:222
McHugh Eileen F of Patrick and Annie Jan 6 1921............ 25:3
McHugh Emily M of Thomas P and Emily E Aug 30 1926...... 27:284
McHugh Francis of Helen W Nov 14 1922.......................... 25:355
McHugh Francis E of Patrick J and Elsie R June 18 1926.... 27:252
McHugh Francis J of Francis B and Rose E Jan 17 1924...... 26:189
McHugh John F of John F and Rose S M Nov 2 1926........... 27:313
McHugh John F of John F and Mary B June 8 1929............ 29:68
McHugh John J of Patrick J and Elsie R June 21 1925...... 27:82
McHugh Joseph (twin) of Raymond F and Margaret C Feb 17 1926.................. 27:194
McHugh Margaret M of Raymond F and Margaret C June 18 1927.............................................. 28:75
McHugh Mary A of Thomas H and Catherine E Oct 14 1925.... 27:137
McHugh Mary B of John F and Mary B June 24 1928........... 28:243
McHugh Raymond (twin) of Raymond F and Margaret C Feb 17 1926.......................... 27:194
McHugh Raymond E of Thomas H and Catherine E Jan 8 1924.................................................. 26:186
McHugh Raymond F of Raymond F and Margaret C July 29 1930.................................................. 29:243
McHugh Robert A of John P and Rose S M July 3 1929........ 29:79
McHugh Thomas of Thomas P and Emily E July 17 1922........ 25:274
McHugh Vincent F of Thomas H and Catherine E July 7 1922 25:270
McHugh William C of John F and Rose S M Nov 3 1927...... 28:138
McHugh ______ of John and Marie Sept 8 1927................. 28:113
McHugh ______ d of Raymond F and Margaret C Jan 29 1929... 29:14
McInnis Alan J of Walter J and Irene May 12 1925............ 27:64
McIntosh Andrew J of Andrew J and Grace Apr 26 1926...... 27:225
McIntosh Catherine M of David K and Williamina Feb 19 1924.................................................. 26:205
McIntosh Dorothy F of Hugo D and Marion E Aug 7 1925.... 27:116
McIntosh Florence L K of David and Williamina Feb 27 1921 25:24
McIntosh Jean of John T and Elizabeth Sept 19 1928......... 28:282
McIntosh John K of John T and Elizabeth Feb 7 1922........ 25:195
McIntosh Robert P of Thomas F and Margaret H May 17 1921.................................................. 25:59
McIntyre Adelbert of Adelbert and Lucy F Jan 1 1929...... 29:1
McIntyre Alfred S of John T and Elizabeth A Dec 26 1928... 28:323
McIntyre Allen P of Allen P and Winifred C Dec 13 1924... 26:354
McIntyre Ann T of John and Ann May 6 1927.................. 28:57
McIntyre Charles S of Harris B and Eleanor June 14 1927... 28:74
McIntyre Edward (twin) of Edward J and Mary E June 5
  1923. ................................................................. 26: 75
McIntyre Estelle E of Russell A and Ella A Sept 21 1927. . 28: 118
McIntyre Joseph A of Robert T and Anna Oct 23 1930. .... 29: 279
McIntyre Marguerite E of Russell A and Ella A May 11 1922. 25: 243
McIntyre Marie M of John E and Ann Dec 1 1928. ........... 28: 344
McIntyre Marilyn of Edward J and Mary E June 19 1926. .... 27: 252
McIntyre Marilyn E of Adelbert and Lucy F Nov 15 1930. . 29: 288
McIntyre Mary A of Russell A and Ella A May 29 1923. ....... 26: 71
McIntyre Philip A of Philip E and Marie L Aug 29 1923. .... 26: 116
McIntyre Robert R of Allen P and Winifred C June 14 1928. . 28: 239
McIntyre Walter E (twin) of Edward J and Mary E June 5
  1923. ................................................................. 26: 75
McIntyre William N of Adelbert and Lucy F Apr 30 1926. .. 27: 226
McIsaac Douglass W of William and Louise Mar 8 1923. .... 26: 33
McKay Barbara L of William and Florence Feb 26 1924. .... 26: 210
McKay Catherine B of Raymond W and Bertha A Nov 29
  1929. ................................................................. 29: 139
McKay Cornelius F of Daniel and Mary Dec 10 1930. ....... 29: 299
McKay Eugene T of Robert J and Eva C June 13 1929. .... 29: 69
McKay Evelyn F of Edward E and Mary E Jan 21 1929. ..... 29: 9
McKay Gerald A of Jennie Dec 13 1928.......................... 28: 318
McKay Kenneth K of Kenneth K and Ethel M Jan 6 1921. ... 25: 3
McKay Margaret J of Patrick and Sarah Jan 1 1921. ....... 26: 183
McKay Mildred M of Edward E and Mary E Feb 4 1925. ....... 27: 17
McKay Rita G of Elliott and Winnie May 9 1926. .............. 27: 232
McKay Thomas H of Thomas H and Annie Feb 29 1924. ....... 26: 209
McKay William of William and Florence Mar 18 1923. ....... 26: 43
McKay ——s of Patrick W and Katherine T Feb 24 1922. .... 25: 207
McKean Catherine H of John R and Beatrice I July 14 1922. 27: 273
McKean Helen L of Charles and Helen June 8 1924. ......... 26: 262
McKean John S of John R and Beatrice May 22 1926. ....... 27: 238
McKeever Cecelia of James F and Elizabeth A Mar 30 1927. . 28: 39
McKeever Elizabeth H of James F and Elizabeth A Aug 12
  1930. ................................................................. 29: 250
McKeever John F of James F and Elizabeth A May 18 1924. .. B: 1: 38
McKeever Virginia M of James F and Elizabeth A May 17
  1929. ................................................................. 29: 57
McKeever William of James F and Elizabeth A June 28 1922. . 25: 265
McKeever ——d of James F and Elizabeth A Mar 11 1926. .... 27: 214
McKellips Cherida B of Herbert and Blanche W Mar 17 1925. . 27: 35
McKellips Jacqueline (twin) of Herbert and Blanche W July
  22 1928. ............................................................ 28: 255
McKellips Jane (twin) of Herbert and Blanche W July 22
  1928. ................................................................. 28: 255
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

McKelvie Robert D of Robert D and Jane May 7 1925..............27: 61
McKendall Benjamin W of Benjamin W and Mary C Oct 21
           1930. ..........................................................29: 278
McKendall Enrico R of George and Jennie Feb 28 1923........26: 27
McKendall Esther of Benjamin W and Mary C June 17 1929. 29: 71
McKenna Agnes of Charles J and Louise F Aug 25 1926. ....27: 282
McKenna Ann of Thomas H and Mary T Aug 25 1928...........28: 271
McKenna Anna L of John F and Marguerite L July 4 1921. 27: 86
McKenna Barbara A of Daniel J and Mary E Mar 15 1930. 29: 186
McKenna Bernard of Bernard and Sarah L Feb 25 1921. ....25: 23
McKenna Blanche of David F and Blanche E May 24 1921. 25: 61
McKenna Blanche M of John J and Elizabeth B June 22 1921. 25: 75
McKenna Cecilia E of James F and Josie K Jan 29 1922. ....25: 189
McKenna Charles of James and Mary Oct 21 1922.............25: 321
McKenna Charles E of Charles E and Susie F Aug 2 1921. 25: 100
McKenna Charles E of Charles E and Antoinette L Apr 17
           1930. ..........................................................29: 200
McKenna Charles J of Charles J and Johnsie July 28 1928. 28: 257
McKenna Charles L of Charles L and Margaret E Sept 28
           1927. ..........................................................28: 121
McKenna Charles O of Charles J and Avis Jan 24 1929. ....29: 10
McKenna Claire of Frank L and Isabella C Apr 26 1924. 26: 237
McKenna Claire A of William F and Mildred P Feb 20 1922. 25: 201
McKenna Cora I of Christopher S and Louise M Mar 15 1923. 26: 36
McKenna Donald of Eugene S and Mary A Aug 11 1926. ....27: 277
McKenna Donald J of Michael T and Clemmie M Nov 10 1922. 25: 337
McKenna Doris M of Leo T and Emma M Dec 24 1925. ....27: 166
McKenna Dorothy J of Daniel J and Mary E Oct 1 1928. ....28: 288
McKenna Dorothy M of James T and Sophie M Dec 12 1924. 26: 354
McKenna Edmund J of John T and Flora Nov 2 1924. ....26: 336
McKenna Edward of Edward J and Veronica May 26 1922. ....25: 249
McKenna Edward of James and Mary Jan 2 1926.............27: 186
McKenna Eileen M of Eugene S and Mary A July 27 1924. ....26: 286
McKenna Elizabeth I of William J L and Elizabeth A Mar 9
           1928. ..........................................................28: 197
McKenna Ethel A of William H and Ethel M Nov 28 1926. B-1: 50
McKenna Eugene of Eugene S and Mary A May 23 1923. ....26: 69
McKenna Eugene A of James and Mary Apr 24 1924.............26: 236
McKenna Evelyn of Thomas and Maria E Aug 3 1925. ....27: 105
McKenna Evelyn M of Charles L and Margaret E Dec 8 1928. 28: 316
McKenna Francis of Charles J and Louise F May 16 1922. ....25: 251
McKenna Frederick P of Frederick A and Helen M Oct 26
           1929. ..........................................................29: 126
McKenna George T of Alphonse F J and Mildred C May 22
           1921. ..........................................................25: 60
McKenna George V of John J and Helena Feb 21 1926. ....27: 195
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

McKenna Gerald of Frank L and Isabella C May 8 1922... 25: 241
McKenna Gerald V of James A and Bertha July 7 1927... 28: 85
McKenna Gerard E of James J and Margaret Nov 27 1927... 28: 147
McKenna Hazel L of John F and Katherine Feb 23 1929... 29: 23
McKenna Helen C of Charles and Ellen M Dec 26 1921... 25: 172
McKenna Helen E of James J and Margaret T Apr 9 1924... 26: 230
McKenna Helen L of John J and Helena Mar 14 1928... 28: 199
McKenna Helen M of John J and Georgia June 15 1929... 29: 70
McKenna James C of James J and Susan T Mar 26 1922... 25: 219
McKenna James J of James J and Margaret Mar 24 1922... 25: 218
McKenna Joan M of Patrick A and Mary June 1 1930... 29: 220
McKenna John J of John J and Georgia Apr 4 1925... 27: 45
McKenna John J of Thomas and Maria E Sept 20 1928... 28: 282
McKenna John J of Michael T and Clemmie M Sept 20 1930... 29: 266
McKenna John M of Francis J and Mary I Oct 11 1927... 28: 128
McKenna Joseph of Thomas H and Katie Feb 11 1921... 25: 17
McKenna Joseph of Bernard and Sarah L Feb 8 1923... 26: 19
McKenna Joseph C of John F and Anna M Sept 7 1930... 29: 261
McKenna Joseph F of Annie T Jan 21 1926... 27: 182
McKenna Kathleen of Thomas and Maria E Dec 31 1926... 27: 336
McKenna Kathleen V of James F and Josie K May 16 1927... 28: 60
McKenna Kenneth F of John T and Flora Oct 11 1927... 28: 128
McKenna Lawrence E of William F and Mildred P Oct 4 1923... 26: 138
McKenna Leo T of Leo T and Emma M Mar 30 1921... 25: 38
McKenna Louis G of Louis and Lillian M Apr 23 1929... 29: 47
McKenna Louise M of William F and Kathryn J Nov 17 1921... 25: 154
McKenna Madeline M of John T and Flora Oct 18 1929... 29: 123
McKenna Margaret M of Patrick and Margaret July 6 1924... 26: 277
McKenna Marguerite A of James F and Josie K Feb 28 1924... 26: 209
McKenna Marion of Thomas and Mary E Aug 6 1923... 26: 107
McKenna Martin J of Martin J and Margaret Jan 1 1927... 28: 1
McKenna Mary of Charles and Ellen M Feb 19 1924... 26: 205
McKenna Mary of James C and Susan M Feb 19 1925... 27: 52
McKenna Mary E of Francis P and Anna M Oct 17 1923... 26: 144
McKenna Mary E of James F and Josie K Feb 26 1926... 27: 197
McKenna Norma L of William F and Kathryn J July 25 1924... 26: 285
McKenna Peter of Thomas H and Mary Apr 9 1927... 28: 44
McKenna Raymond of Bernard E and Loretta E Aug 10 1922... 25: 285
McKenna Raymond of William J and Helen V Feb 3 1923... 26: 17
McKenna Rose K of William F and Susan Nov 23 1926... 27: 322
McKenna Shirley T of Evelyn J Apr 11 1928... 28: 172
McKenna Theresa of Owen and Theresa June 20 1926... 27: 252
McKenna Theresa of Charles J and Louise F Nov 23 1927... 28: 145
McKenna Thomas F of Thomas and Maria E June 5 1930... 29: 221
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

McKenna Virginia II of Edward B and Madelyn R Oct 23
1927. ............................................................... 28: 166
McKenna Virginia R of Bernard and Sarah L Feb 21 1924. 26: 210
McKenna Virginia R of Amy Jan 25 1925. ....................... 27: 10
McKenna William of William T and Catherine J Dec 26 1928. 28: 325
McKenna William C of William P and Pearl D Mar 31 1924. 26: 224
McKenna William F of William A and Adeline May 22 1923. 26: 68
McKenna William J of James and Mary Feb 13 1923. ............ 26: 21
McKenna William J of James and Margaret June 27 1925. .... 27: 84
McKenna William J L of William J L and Elizabeth A Oct 6
1926. ............................................................... 27: 302
McKenna William V of Michael F and Annie C Dec 5 1922. 25: 341
McKenna —— d of Arthur L and Mary E Jan 4 1922. ......... 25: 192
McKenna —— s of James and Mary June 12 1921. ............... 25: 70
McKenna —— s of Owen and Theresa Apr 21 1925. .............. 27: 58
McKenna —— s of William P and Pearl D May 24 1929. ....... 29: 64
McKenney Alfred L of Lillian May 29 1928. ...................... 28: 230
McKenney Arline F of Edward J and Ethel July 6 1927. ....... 28: 85
McKenney Barbara K of Frederick E and Madeline E Sept 3
1924. ....................................................................... 26: 307
McKenney Donald V of Fred E and Madeline E Jan 22 1929. 29: 9
McKenney Estelle of Thomas F and Helen T Aug 30 1923. .... 26: 116
McKenney Frederick E of Fred E and Madeline E June 7 1926. 27: 246
McKenney Julia L of Edward J and Ethel Nov 5 1929. ........ 29: 131
McKenney Richard H of Henry and Martha M Aug 7 1926. .... 27: 276
McKenney Thomas of Thomas F and Helen T May 12 1925. .... 27: 64
McKenny William H of Ira W and Nora Mar 28 1927. ......... 28: 38
McKenzie Corinne K of Thomas P and Corine E Sept 25 1928. 28: 284
McKenzie Francis M of Alexander and Augusta M Mar 2 1928. 28: 194
McKenzie Gertrude D of Thomas P and Corine E Aug 3 1924. 26: 291
McKenzie Jane T of John D and Beatrice May 30 1929. ....... 29: 62
McKenzie John II of Alexander and Augusta Oct 22 1924. ..... 26: 330
McKenzie Leon N of Leon N and Mildred A Feb 10 1924. ...... 26: 201
McKeon Annie E of Eugene J and Marie Mar 18 1923. .......... 26: 37
McKeon Charles F of Christopher J and Mary Aug 11 1928. 28: 265
McKeon Edward of Patrick and Katherine Jan 27 1921. ....... 25: 10
McKeon Eleanor of Eugene J and Marie Aug 9 1926. ........... 27: 276
McKeon Eugene T of Eugene J and Marie Oct 4 1924. ........... 26: 323
McKeon George H of George and Catherine June 20 1923. ...... 26: 81
McKeon Helen M of William C and Ellen M Sept 29 1927. .... 28: 121
McKeon Henry of James P and Mary C Feb 25 1923. .......... 26: 26
McKeon Jacqueline L of John J and Loretta B June 14 1929. 29: 70
McKeon John L of Peter and Paulette June 23 1923. .......... 26: 82
McKeon Joseph P of Patrick and Katherine Aug 24 1924. ..... 26: 300
McKeon Marguerite of Eugene J and Marie Jan 27 1929. .... 29: 11
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

McKeon Shirley L of James F and Leona E Aug 30 1924... 26: 303
McKeon Veronica I of Frank E and Veronica I Sept 29 1923... 26: 133
McKeon William J of William J and Ethel M May 9 1927... 28: 67
McKeough Anne M of Frank J and Annie Jan 6 1924... 26: 185
McKeough Mary E of Frank J and Annie M Aug 6 1929... 29: 94
McKeough Paul of Frank J and Annie M Aug 22 1926... 27: 281
McKetrich — s of James J and Johanna C Feb 13 1922... 25: 198
McKiernan Cecelia E of Patrick and Bridget July 12 1923... 26: 92
McKiernan Edward of John F and Loretta May 12 1926... 27: 233
McKiernan George F of William F and Maud T Nov 19 1921... 25: 155
McKiernan Gladys T of Bernard and Gladys July 3 1924... 26: 290
McKiernan Joseph of John F and Loretta Sept 22 1924... 26: 315
McKiernan Lawrence of John F and Loretta Dec 29 1922... 25: 351
McKiernan Loretta M of Raymond and Ella Oct 23 1922... 25: 322
McKiernan Margaret H of Patrick and Bridget July 8 1921... 25: 97
McKiernan Rita E of William R and Ella V Dec 20 1926... 27: 332
McKiernan William of John F and Loretta L June 14 1921... 25: 71
McKiernan — s of Thomas A and Catherine Oct 17 1930... 29: 283
McKinnon George E of George L and Ann M Apr 16 1921... 25: 45
McKinnon John of John and Ursula Mar 6 1930... 29: 182
McKinnon Richard J of George L and Ann M Aug 15 1924... 26: 297
McKinnon Robert S of George L and Ann M Mar 21 1923... 26: 38
McKitchen Joseph R of Joseph and Anna E Mar 9 1922... 25: 211
McKnight Albert J of Girvan T and Erna June 1 1930... 29: 220
McKnight Shirley G of William A and Mercy June 7 1930... 29: 222
McKnight William A of William A and Mercy Oct 3 1927... 28: 125
McKnight — s of Burns E and Maud H Feb 28 1923... 26: 29
McKnight — s of William and Cecile Apr 17 1929... 29: 45
McKone Margaret of Vincent L and Dora M Jan 16 1929... 29: 7
McKone Mary J of Vincent L and Dora M Nov 6 1926... 27: 315
McKone Vincent L of Vincent L and Dora M May 1 1925... 27: 59
McLachlan Anna of Donald and Hannah Sept 20 1925... 27: 126
McLachlan Mary of Donald and Hannah Aug 18 1922... 25: 289
McLachlan Valma L of Gregor D and Josephine A Sept 22
1924... 26: 316
McLachlan — s of Gregor D and Josephine A July 24 1928... 28: 260
McLachlan — s of Catherine Oct 25 1928... 28: 300
McLachlan — s of Albert F and Alice M V Feb 15 1924... 26: 203
McLachlan — s of Robert and Eunice Aug 7 1929... 29: 94
McLane Roy E of Roy E and Margaret Aug 15 1928... 28: 267
McLaren Francis D of Vincent H and Gertrude D June 12
1922... 25: 259
McLaren Gordon A of Hugh and Mary S N Jan 28 1922... 25: 189
McLaren Jeannette of Enoch E and Marion B Nov 9 1928... 28: 304
McLaren Shirley R of Enoch E and Marion B May 27 1927... 28: 65
McLaughlin Agatha of Henry J and Serena M Sept 10 1930... 29: 262
McLaughlin Alice of James J and Mary E July 17 1921 ... 25: 91
McLaughlin Angela J of William J and Mary A July 5 1927 ... 28: 84
McLaughlin Beverley J of Edward B and Laura L June 19

1930. ................................................................. 29: 227
McLaughlin Catherine of John and Xellie Nov 8 1927 ........ 28: 140
McLaughlin Charles F of Charles F and Barbara B Apr 2 1927 ... 28: 41
McLaughlin Charles H of William E and Albina J Feb 25

1926. ................................................................. 27: 197
McLaughlin Charles P of Charles A and Pauline R E Jan 3

1927. ................................................................. 28: 2
McLaughlin Cora L of George H and Irene E Apr 29 1928 ... 28: 218
McLaughlin Doris M of John and Eleanor M Feb 4 1928 ... 28: 182
McLaughlin Dorothy of Timothy F and Mary E H Oct 10 1921 ... 25: 136
McLaughlin Edward of Henry J and Serena M Apr 19 1929 ... 29: 46
McLaughlin Edward F of Edward F and Agnes M June 27

1925. ................................................................. 27: 84
McLaughlin Elizabeth of William H and Eva L June 19 1921 ... 25: 73
McLaughlin Elizabeth of Henry J and Serena M Aug 2 1927 ... 28: 97
McLaughlin Ellen G of James F and Margaret Oct 8 1928 ... 28: 291
McLaughlin Florence A of Joseph D and Florence E July 5

1929. ................................................................. 29: 79
McLaughlin Frederick of Thomas E and Marie I Feb 10 1921 ... 25: 17
McLaughlin Grace A of William G and Grace A June 3 1927 ... 28: 69
McLaughlin Helen B of Michael and Bridget Feb 9 1921 ... 25: 16
McLaughlin Henry T of Henry S and Margaret E June 16

1921. ................................................................. 25: 72
McLaughlin Herbert J of Thomas E and Marie I Nov 25 1930 ... 29: 292
McLaughlin James of James E and Anna V Apr 17 1925 ... 27: 51
McLaughlin James A of James A and Bertha July 20 1923 ... 26: 96
McLaughlin James C of James J and Julia M Apr 17 1922 ... 25: 230
McLaughlin James H of Archibald C and Margaret A July 25

1930. ................................................................. 29: 242
McLaughlin Jane of Henry J and Serena M June 13 1923 ... 26: 78
McLaughlin John of Martin and Annie June 27 1923 ... 26: 84
McLaughlin John of William H and Eva L Apr 13 1924 ... 26: 231
McLaughlin John E of John M and Eleanor M Oct 13 1924 ... 26: 326
McLaughlin John J of James W and Agnes E Sept 13 1924 ... 26: 311
McLaughlin John J of Augustus H and Eva Mar 29 1927 ... 28: 38
McLaughlin John J of Patrick F and Jane F Jan 13 1929 ... 29: 6
McLaughlin John T of William F and Mary V Feb 21 1926 ... 27: 195
McLaughlin Joseph of Margaret June 2 1928 ... 28: 233
McLaughlin Joseph H of Archibald C and Margaret A Oct 26

1925. ................................................................. 27: 141
McLaughlin Joseph M of Edward F and Agnes M Apr 16 1927 ... 28: 47
McLaughlin Margaret M of Joseph D and Florence E June 25

1926. ................................................................. 27: 254
McLaughlin Marion R of Patrick F and Jane F June 25 1923...26: 83
McLaughlin Mary F of Edward A and Mary F July 29 1928...28: 238
McLaughlin Mary L of Bernard J and Mary L Aug 28 1921...25: 111
McLaughlin May H of Patrick F and Jane F July 7 1926...27: 261
McLaughlin Mederic D of Andrew J and Annie I July 14 1930...29: 238
McLaughlin Mildred M of Charles A and Jeannette A July 25
1921. .................................................. 25: 94
McLaughlin Raymond F of William H and Helen E Sept 21
1927. .................................................. 28: 118
McLaughlin Richard A of Richard A and Ruth M Aug 8 1927...28: 100
McLaughlin Richard G of James F and Margaret Feb 16 1930...29: 174
McLaughlin Robert of Augustus II and Eva Feb 3 1923...26: 17
McLaughlin Rose M of Joseph H and Rose V July 2 1927...28: 83
McLaughlin Ruth G of Richard A and Ruth M July 15 1922...25: 273
McLaughlin Serena of Henry J and Serena M July 4 1925...27: 89
McLaughlin Shirley A of Thomas L and Madella Nov 5 1927...28: 139
McLaughlin Thomas of Edward A and Mary F Feb 26 1927...28: 23
McLaughlin Thomas E of Thomas E and Marie I May 19 1922...25: 246
McLaughlin Thomas H of Patrick F and Jane F Mar 4 1925...27: 30
McLaughlin William of John F and Helen E Jan 20 1922...25: 185
McLaughlin William E of William E and Mary Aug 9 1929...29: 95
McLaughlin William G of William G and Grace A Aug 20
1925. .................................................. 27: 112
McLaughlin William J of William H and Helen E June 2 1924...26: 259
McLaughlin —— s of Andrew J and Annie I Aug 30 1921...25: 112
McLaughlin —— s of John F and Alice M Nov 10 1921...25: 161
McLaughlin —— d of John and Helen E Jan 4 1924...26: 197
McLaughlin —— s of William C and Katherine R Jan 30 1924...26: 197
McLay Carolyn A of Allan R and Alma H Nov 21 1926...27: 321
McLean Audrey E of Chester W and Eleanora H Mar 29 1929...29: 37
McLean Beatrice V of James F and Mary E Mar 12 1930...29: 185
McLean Clifton W of James F and Mary E June 5 1924...26: 261
McLean Donald J of Donald A Dec 8 1925. ................. 27: 161
McLean Helen B of James F and Mary E Dec 22 1926...27: 333
McLean John W of Norman W and Florence B May 1 1930...29: 207
McLean Minnie M of James F and Mary E Sept 9 1922...25: 301
McLean Myrtle J of James F and Mary E Aug 1 1925...27: 104
McLean Walter H of James F and Mary E Oct 30 1928...28: 298
McLean William (c) of John E and Mary E Dec 5 1925...27: 159
McLellan Edmund M of Michael U and Catherine L Sept 11
1925. .................................................. 27: 122
McLellan Francis J (twin) of Michael U and Catherine L
May 17 1924. ........................................... 26: 249
McLellan Frederick F of Michael U and Catherine L Jan 11
1922. .................................................. 25: 182
McLellan Hazel of James A and Catherine Mar 28 1928...28: 204
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McLellan Loretta E of Mary A Sept 4 1923 .............................. 26: 122
McLellan Mary Z (twin) of Michael U and Catherine L Jan 1 1929 ......................... 29: 1
McLellan — (twin) s of Michael U and Catherine L May 17 1924 ......................... 26: 249
McLellan — (twin) d of Michael U and Catherine L Jan 1 1929. ........................ 29: 14
McLeod Dorcas McS of Angus and Margaret Mar 14 1924. .......................... 26: 217
McLeod Jean of William W and Helen F Jan 31 1930. ............................... 29: 167
McLeod Joyce H of Austin L H and Virginia Oct 25 1929. ........................... 29: 125
McLeod Natalie of Arthur W and Lois D May 24 1929. ............................. 29: 60
McLeod — d of Herbert A and Gretchen Dec 16 1923. ............................ 26: 181
McLinden Arline M of Thomas and Loretta M July 17 1923. .......................... 26: 94
McLinden Catherine L of Raymond E and Helen E Jan 10 1927. ......................... 28: 1
McLinden Loretta C of Thomas and Loretta M Dec 25 1926. .......................... 27: 334
McLoughlin Alice of James W and Catherine Nov 24 1927. ........................... 28: 146
McLoughlin Daniel J of James W and Catherine Aug 27 1924. ........................ 26: 301
McLoughlin Elizabeth M of Michael and Mary Dec 23 1930. .......................... 29: 304
McLoughlin John F of Michael and Mary Apr 26 1928. .............................. 28: 217
McLoughlin John T of Alice Feb 9 1929. ........................................... 29: 17
McLoughlin Rose M of Margaret Apr 22 1929. ........................................ 29: 155
McLoughlin — s of Richard H and Ida T Dec 10 1921. .............................. 25: 176
McLoughlin — s of Martin and Annie Mar 22 1922. ................................. 25: 223
McLynch — d of Walter and Lucille July 4 1928. ................................. 28: 248
McMahan Margaret of Michael J and Mary A Oct 22 1927. ........................... 28: 106
McMahan Albert J of Joseph F and Alice Mar 28 1927. ............................. 28: 38
McMahan Alice G of Joseph and Alice July 9 1921. ................................. 25: 88
McMahan Dorothy M of Walter G and Mary B May 6 1927. ........................... 28: 57
McMahan Edward S of John P and Ellen C June 21 1925. ........................... 27: 82
McMahan Evelyn A of Joseph F and Alice Sept 11 1925. ............................ 27: 122
McMahan Florence C of Vincent O and Teresa M Apr 6 1926. ........................ 27: 216
McMahan James P of Thomas F and Mary E Feb 19 1928. ............................ 28: 188
McMahan John of Walter W and Mary P July 14 1923. ............................... 26: 93
McMahan John F of John J and Margaret Jan 9 1924. .............................. 25: 4
McMahan John F of John P and Ellen C July 2 1923. ............................... 26: 88
McMahan John T of James P and Clara F Oct 14 1928. ............................... 28: 293
McMahan Joseph F of Joseph and Alice Aug 26 1922. ............................... 25: 293
McMahan Katherine L of Thomas F and Mary E Dec 1 1925. ........................ 27: 158
McMahan Mary E of Thomas F and Mary E Sept 28 1923. ............................ 26: 133
McMahan Owen of Joseph and Alice Mar 6 1924. ................................. 26: 214
McMahan Patrice M of Vincent O and Patrice Mar 1 1922. .......................... 25: 208
McMahan Patricia R of Patrick and Rebecca Mar 17 1929. .......................... 29: 32
McManus Raymond F of William P and Esther R Aug 16

1929. ............................................................. 29: 97
McManus Richard of John W and Mary P Feb 14 1927... 28: 19
McManus Shirley A of Joseph F and Alice June 18 1930... 29: 227
McManus Thomas F of Thomas F and Mary E Dec 7 1924... 26: 352
McManus Wallace F of Walter G and Mary B Oct 31 1925... 27: 143
McManus Walter G of Walter G and Mary B Apr 24 1930... 29: 309
McManus William of Joseph M and Mary A Nov 19 1925... 27: 173
McManus William of John W and Mary P Nov 22 1930... 29: 291
McManus William R of William P and Esther R Nov 4 1926... 27: 314
McManus —— s of Hugh and Philomena May 31 1921... 25: 82
McManus —— d of James P and Clara F Dec 14 1926... 27: 337
McManus George W of George W A and Helen T Sept 26 1924... 26: 317
McManus Albert E of Albert E and Gladys M Dec 22 1926... 27: 333
McManus Albert E of Albert E and Gladys M Dec 30 1930... 29: 306
McManus Barbara of John J and Helena E May 21 1927... 28: 62
McManus Clare L of John H and Genevieve K Aug 26 1922... 25: 293
McManus Dorothy M of Frederick A and Mabel A Dec 17

1929. ............................................................. 29: 301
McManus Dorothy J of James J and Helena E Sept 25 1925... 27: 128
McManus Ethel L of Phillip J and Etta M Sept 30 1929... 20: 115
McManus Helen L of William H and Mary T Nov 14 1921... 25: 153
McManus James of James J and Helena E July 9 1924... 26: 278
McManus James P of Patrick J and Mary H Nov 4 1924... 26: 337
McManus John C of John C and Madlyn H Dec 25 1924... 26: 359
McManus Margaret I of John C and Madlyn H Oct 25 1926... 27: 309
McManus Mary E of Patrick J and Mary H Mar 27 1922... 25: 220
McManus Mary E of Samuel J and Mary July 29 1927... 28: 94
McManus Mildred E of Samuel J and Mary Apr 14 1925... 27: 50
McManus Patricia A of Patrick J and Mary H Aug 14 1929... 29: 97
McManus Phyllis A of Albert E and Gladys M May 27 1928... 28: 230
McManus Phyllis R of Patrick J and Etta M Mar 7 1927... 28: 28
McManus Regina of John C and Madlyn H Apr 15 1929... 29: 45
McManus Rita H of James J and Helena E Jan 15 1922... 25: 183
McManus Valentine J of James V and Margaret M Sept 26

1921. ............................................................. 25: 127
McManus Vincent of William H and Mary T Jan 9 1921... 26: 186
McManus William of William H and Mary T Oct 1 1929... 29: 117
McManus —— s of Frederick A and Mabel A Mar 10 1929... 29: 30
McManus Helen of Peter J and Agnes E Mar 21 1921... 25: 34
McManus James E of Peter J and Agnes E Sept 16 1924... 26: 313
McManus Muriel of Francis E and Ethel M Aug 22 1926... 27: 281
McManus Raymond of Peter J and Agnes E Feb 1 1927... 28: 14
McMeekin Ivan E of David E and Gertrude Sept 21 1930... 29: 266
McMullan Frances L of Guy and Mary I L Jan 31 1923... 26: 13
McMullan Mary E of Guy and Mary I L May 13 1921... 25: 57

BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

McMullen Jane of John and Alice M Nov 4 1923 .................. 26: 153
McMullen Phyllis T of Walter A and Ada L Nov 11 1924 ...... 26: 339
McMurrough Mary C of Frank A and Anastasia C May 13 1922 ........................................ 25: 243
McMurrough Thomas J of Frank A and Anastasia C Apr 16 1925 ........................................ 27:  50
McMurtrie Kenneth A of John Y and Adele E Oct 15 1921 .. 25: 139
McNab Jane H of James and Mary H Nov 5 1925 .......... 27: 146
McNabb Thomas J (twin) of Thomas H and Martha Feb 9 1926 ........................................ 27: 191
McNabb —— (twin) s of Thomas H and Martha Feb 9 1926 .. 27: 191
McNabb —— s of Frederick L and Florence M Apr 27 1930 .. 29: 204
McNally Andrew T of Owen F and Elsie E May 14 1929 ..... 29:  56
McNally Ann E of James E and Catherine A Mar 8 1922 .... 25: 211
McNally Dorothea B of Edward J and Rhea G Dec 26 1925 .. 27: 167
McNally Dorothy A of Francis and Dorothy E Feb 4 1924 ... 26: 199
McNally Dorothy M H of Owen F and Elsie E Oct 27 1926 .. 27: 310
McNally Edward of John and Hazel L Nov 30 1925 ......... 27: 153
McNally Edward L of Frederick S and Claire E July 19 1923, 26: 95
McNally Frederick G of Frederick S and Claire Jan 20 1921 .. 25:  S
McNally Frederick J of John and Hazel L May 17 1922 ....... 25: 245
McNally Hazel (twin) of John and Hazel Dec 13 1926 ....... 27: 330
McNally James M of John and Hazel V Apr 25 1921 ....... 25:  49
McNally John J of John and Hazel L Mar 22 1924 ......... 26: 221
McNally Joseph of John and Hazel L Feb 18 1928 ........... 28: 188
McNally Kenneth E of Edward J and Rhea G Nov 6 1923 ..... 26: 154
McNally Marion A of Thomas and Flossie July 15 1927 ...... 28:  89
McNally Mary C of John J and Catherine E Oct 22 1928 .... 28: 296
McNally Mary E of James V and Mary Apr 6 1929 ........... 29:  41
McNally Owen F of Owen F and Caroline Sept 26 1923 ...... 26: 134
McNally Raymond G of Hervey and Alice E Aug 1 1921 .... 25:  99
McNally Theresa E of John D and Yvonne M June 1 1928 ... 28: 233
McNally Viola F of Francis and Dorothy Sept 30 1921 ..... 25: 129
McNally —— d of Alice M Nov 4 1925 ......................... 27: 157
McNally —— (twin) d of John and Hazel Dec 13 1926 ....... 27: 337
McNally —— d of Owen F and Elsie Jan 3 1928 .............. 28: 180
McNamara Anna M of James A and Anna M Apr 21 1928 .... 28: 215
McNamara Barbara of Charles E and Mary J Nov 28 1927 .... 28: 147
McNamara Barbara A of John E and Ardelle Oct 11 1928 ... 28: 292
McNamara Charles T of Charles H and Clara M Apr 9 1921 .. 25:  42
McNamara Dorothy E of Charles H and Clara M July 22 1928 .. 28: 255
McNamara Elizabeth of John F and Elizabeth A July 3 1921 .. 25:  86
McNamara Francis of Luke and Anna C Aug 6 1923 ........... 26: 107
McNamara Francis of Peter J and Katherine Feb 1 1925 ... 27:  16
McNamara Gladys L of Charles H and Clara M Dec 8 1922 .. 25: 343
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname</th>
<th>First Name</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| McNamara  | Hanora     | May 15 1923   | Providence| 1923 | 26:79
| McNamara  | Helen      | July 17 1925  | Providence| 1925 | 27:95
| McNamara  | Irene      | June 15 1923  | Providence| 1923 | 26:79
| McNamara  | James      | Feb 14 1926   | Providence| 1926 | 27:192
| McNamara  | John       | Apr 25 1924   | Providence| 1924 | 26:237
| McNamara  | Joseph     | Mar 31 1923   | Providence| 1923 | 26:43
| McNamara  | Margaret   | Mar 26 1926   | Providence|      | 27:210
| McNamara  | Mary       | May 15 1923   | Providence| 1923 | 26:66
| McNamara  | Mary       | Dec 25 1925   | Providence| 1925 | B-1:71
| McNamara  | Patricia   | Aug 4         | Providence|      | 1929 | 29:93
| McNamara  | Rita       | Sept 23 1923  | Providence| 1923 | 26:130
| McNamara  | Shirley    | Apr 4 1927    | Providence| 1927 | 28:42
| McNamara  | William    | Apr 15 1922   | Providence| 1922 | 25:229
| McNamara  | ———        | July 18 1930  | Providence| 1930 | 29:239
| McNamee   | Augustine  | M Aug 26      | Providence| 1929 | 27:153
| McNamee   | Catherine  | Mar 31 1930   | Providence| 1930 | 29:193
| McNamee   | Eleanor    | Aug 14        | Providence| 1928 | 26:11
| McNamee   | James      | Jan 28 1921   | Providence| 1921 | 25:11
| McNamee   | John       | Mar 21 1922   | Providence| 1922 | 25:217
| McNamee   | Mary       | Apr 25 1930   | Providence| 1930 | 29:204
| McNamee   | Mildred    | Nov 8 1926    | Providence| 1926 | 27:315
| McNamee   | Patricia   | Feb 22 1929   | Providence| 1929 | 29:22
| McNamee   | Rose       | Mar 21 1928   | Providence| 1928 | 28:201
| McNamee   | ———        | Feb 29 1924   | Providence| 1924 | 26:209
| McNanna   | Ann        | July 9 1929   | Providence| 1929 | 29:81
| McNanna   | Raymond    | Dec 20        | Providence|      | 1930 | 29:302
| McNay     | Dorothy    | Apr 16 1925   | Providence| 1925 | 27:50
| McNay     | Mary       | Jul 9 1929    | Providence| 1929 | 29:81
| McNay     | Ruth       | Jul 9 1929    | Providence| 1929 | 26:132
| McNealy   | Edward     | Nov 16 1926   | Providence| 1926 | 27:319
| McNealy   | Rita II    | Mar 14 1923   | Providence| 1923 | 26:36
| McNealy   | William    | Jun 18 1929   | Providence| 1929 | 29:71
| McNeil    | Bernard    | Feb 20 1927   | Providence| 1927 | 28:21
| McNeil    | Donald     | Oct 26 1929   | Providence| 1929 | 29:126
| McNeil    | Dorothy    | Aug 5 1921    | Providence| 1921 | 25:101
| McNeil    | Grace      | Oct 4 1924    | Providence| 1924 | 26:323
| McNeil    | Peter      | Jan 8 1929    | Providence| 1929 | 29:4
| McNeill   | Elizabeth  | Feb 5 1923    | Providence| 1923 | 26:18
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

McNeill Jean M of Eugene F and Anna E July 31 1929........ 29: 90
McNeill John D of John A and Catherine Apr 6 1930........ 29: 197
McNeill Paulinus A of Paulinus W and Elizabeth Sept 23 1924.26: 319
McNeill Rita M of Florence Dec 31 1921.......................... 25: 174
McNeary Ardis D of George F and Florence I Sept 22 1923.26: 130
McNicholas Gertrude V of William J and Minnie Mar 28 1921.25: 36
McNiff George R of Thomas and Flossie M Dec 27 1925........ 27: 168
McNiff Martha S of George and Anna July 14 1928............ 28: 252
McNiff Mary E of Bernard J and Mary Oct 20 1922............ 25: 320
McNiff Mary E of George and Anna Sept 13 1926.............. 27: 291
McNiff Thomas of Thomas and Flossie M Feb 27 1923........ 26: 26
McNiff William of James T and Mary M Mar 5 1923......... 26: 32
McNulty Andrew J of Andrew J and Nora Mar 24 1927....... 28: 39
McNulty Bernard J of Cornelius and Helen Oct 17 1929... 29: 123
McNulty Charles F of Charles F and Elizabeth R July 4 1927.28: 84
McNulty John T of John T and Emma M Apr 26 1921........ 25: 49
McNulty Joseph H of Joseph H and Mary Sept 10 1927..... 28: 114
McNulty Karl J of Karl J and Elizabeth A Mar 19 1925... 27: 36
McNulty Marian V of Raymond J and Marion A Jan 8 1925... 27: 4
McNulty Mildred of Joseph H and Mary Mar 13 1925...... 27: 34
McNulty Mildred V of Raymond J and Marion A Aug 13 1928.. 28: 266
McNulty Rita C of Daniel J and Mary Sept 28 1924........ 26: 318
McNulty Rodman B of Karl J and Elizabeth A Apr 23 1928... 28: 216
McNulty William E of Charles F and Elizabeth R Nov 5 1921.25: 149
McNulty William J of Karl J and Elizabeth A June 5 1926... 27: 246
McNulty Winifred D of Karl J and Elizabeth A Dec 14 1929... 29: 146
McNulty —— (twin) d of Patrick J and Margaret A Oct 16
1921. ............................................................... 25: 139
McNulty —— (twin) d of Patrick J and Margaret A Oct 17
1921. ............................................................... 25: 139
McNulty —— d of Charles F and Elizabeth R Feb 22 1926.... 27: 196
McOsker Alma M of John L and Janet M Aug 27 1925........ 27: 114
McOsker Charles E of Daniel V and Helen D Mar 24 1926.... 27: 209
McOsker Daniel J of John L and Janet M Jan 30 1922....... 25: 189
McOsker Madeline of Joseph A and Mary A Apr 23 1923...... 26: 55
McOsker Margaret A (twin) of Fergus J and Mary F Aug 16
1928. .................................................................... 28: 267
McOsker Marie C (twin) of Fergus J and Mary F Aug 16 1928.28: 267
McOsker Roselyn of John L and Janet M Dec 3 1927....... 28: 152
McPeake Richard B of Leo and Eugenie Feb 7 1930......... 29: 171
McPherson Barbara L of George and Annie E June 9 1925... 27: 77
McPherson  Barbara L (c) of William G and Kathleen F Mar 30
1930.  .............................................................. 29: 193
McPherson  Cortland E (c) of John H and Phoebe A Oct 2
1925.  .............................................................. 27: 132
McPherson  Gertrude M (c) of John and Phoebe Nov 25 1922.  25: 335
McPherson  Jane G (c) of John H and Phoebe A Aug 14 1921.  25: 105
McPherson  Mary J of Leo J and Mary Jan 27 1929.  . 29: 11
McPherson  Mildred of Daniel and Josephine M Dec 14 1925.  27: 163
McPherson  Susan E (c) of John and Phoebe Apr 22 1924.  26: 235
McPhillip  Charles B of Charles B and Gertrude M July 10
1921.  .............................................................. 25: 88
McPhillips  Anna B of Joseph M and Catherine F Oct 27 1925..  27: 142
McPhillips  Catherine F of Joseph M and Catherine F Oct 11
1923.  .............................................................. 26: 141
McPhillips  Everett L of Leonard D and Leona M May 27 1930.  29: 216
McPhillips  Helen M of Joseph M and Catherine F Oct 5 1930.  29: 273
McPhillips  Irene of William C and Mary E Jan 9 1924.  . 26: 186
McPhillips  John F of Joseph M and Catherine F May 8 1929.  29: 54
McPhillips  Joseph M of Joseph M and Catherine F Mar 21
1922.  .............................................................. 25: 217
McPhillips  Leo A of Joseph M and Catherine F Dec 23 1926.  27: 333
McPhillips  Mary E of Joseph M and Catherine F Sept 27 1924.  26: 317
McPhillips  Mary M of John L and Agnes R Aug 31 1928.  . 28: 273
McPhillips  Patricia E of Joseph M and Catherine F Mar 13
1928.  .............................................................. 28: 198
McPhillips  Thomas A of Charles B and Gertrude M June 8
1924.  .............................................................. 26: 262
McQuade  Arthur F of Henry F and Jane A Feb 24 1921.  . 25: 23
McQuade  Edward L of Henry F and Jane A Mar 12 1926.  . 27: 204
McQuade  John P of Patrick and Mary A July 25 1927.  . 28: 92
McQuade  Mary C of Henry F and Jane A Oct 31 1923.  . 26: 149
McQueney  Catherine M of Daniel C and Marie A Sept 3 1921.  25: 117
McQuirk  Andrew of Thomas and Clara June 24 1924.  . 26: 272
McQuiiston  John A of Andrew T and Millicent A Feb 18 1923.  26: 23
McRae  Edna E of Alexander and Edna B Aug 5 1921.  . 25: 101
McSally  Bernard G of John J and Sarah F May 6 1925.  . 27: 61
McShane  Bernard A of Arthur F and Florence D Aug 29 1925.  27: 115
McSheffery  Mary of John and Ethel G Apr 3 1922.  . 25: 225
McSherry  James D of Michael J and Mary F May 29 1921.  . 25: 64
McSkimmon  Mary K of Donald and Belle June 1 1928.  . 28: 233
McSoley  Charles H of Charles H and Mary E Feb 7 1922.  . 25: 195
McSoley  Dorothy L of Joseph F and Nora M Dec 3 1922.  . 25: 340
McSoley  Kenneth E of Edward J and Laura May 28 1921.  . 25: 63
McSoley  Vincent of James E and Katherine T Apr 5 1921.  . 25: 40
McSweeney  Ann M of Charles P and Esther July 18 1928.  28: 254
McSweeney  Catherine of John J and Mary A Feb 24 1928...28: 190
McSweeney  Eugene F of Eugene F and Mary L Nov 12 1921...25: 152
McSweeney  Kevin J of John and Mary J Feb 23 1923...26: 25
McSweeney  Margaret F of John J and Mary A Dec 28 1925...27: 168
McSweeney  Mary E of Mortimer J and Stella C Dec 24 1928...28: 322
McSweeney  Ruth E of Eugene F and Mary L Apr 19 1923...26: 53
McSweeney  Thomas D of John J and Mary A Nov 23 1929...29: 137
McSweeney  (twin) s of John J and Mary A Sept 7 1924...26: 308
McSweeney  (twin) s of John J and Mary A Sept 7 1924...26: 321
McSweeney  s of Dennis F and Winifred M Mar 25 1930...29: 194
McTammamy  John A of Charles and Minnie L Jan 31 1925...27: 13
McTammamy  Wallace of Charles and Minnie L Sept 16 1921...23: 123
McTernan  Helen M of William F and Mary B Jan 28 1924...26: 194
McTernan  Henry of Henry A and Catherine C July 29 1928...28: 258
McTernan  Joseph C of William F and Mary B Dec 1 1927...28: 151
McTernan  William F of William F and Mary B Aug 21 1921...25: 108
McVay  Beverly A of Raymond S and Florence Aug 28 1930...29: 256
McVay  George W of Howard W and Marjorie A Nov 9 1921...23: 151
McVay  Howard W of Howard W and Marjorie A Sept 11 1927...28: 114
McVay  Ira of Ira and Josephine Feb 5 1923...26: 18
McVay  Jane of Francis V and Mary Sept 9 1921...25: 120
McVay  Kenneth A of Howard W and Marjorie A Oct 9 1929...29: 120
McVay  Mary E of Francis V and Mary Feb 9 1924...26: 201
McVay  Robert F of James H and Lillian R E Feb 12 1921...23: 17
McVay  Robert W of Francis V and Mary Sept 11 1922...25: 302
McVay  Ruth M of James H and Lillian R E May 5 1924...26: 244
McVeigh  James F of James C and Rose E Apr 12 1928...28: 212
McVeigh  Joseph F of James and Mary F June 21 1922...23: 262
McVeigh  Raymond of Agnes R Nov 23 1928...28: 328
McVeigh  William R of James and Mary F Nov 23 1925...27: 152
McVeigh  s of Michael and Margaret A Aug 11 1921...25: 104
McVicker  John J of John J and Margaret T Apr 27 1930...29: 204
McWaid  Mary M of James L and Clara Sept 7 1925...27: 120
McWeeney  Edward S of Edward S and Ellen I Nov 14 1921...23: 153
McWeeney  Evelyn M of William E and Mary A Oct 5 1927...28: 126
McWeeney  Francis A of Edward S and Ellen I Dec 1 1927...23: 151
McWeeney  Genevieve I of William E and Mary A Oct 24 1924...26: 330
McWeeney  Helen L of George H and Mary E Nov 24 1925...27: 173
McWeeney  Hope R of William E and Mary A July 19 1930...29: 240
McWeeney  James J of Edward S and Ellen I Dec 6 1924...26: 352
McWeeney  James T of Raymond F and Ella R May 7 1921...23: 54
McWeeney  John B of George H and Mary E Aug 20 1927...28: 105
McWeeney  Stuart of John J and Jennie V Apr 13 1921...23: 43
McWeeney  Vincent L of Edward G and Ellen I Apr 20 1923...26: 53
McWeeney  William F of George H and Mary E Jan 12 1921...27: 5
Mead  Harry B of Henry B and Ruth E Mar 7 1921...25: 28
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Mead Minnie A of Roy R and Emily B July 30 1926 ........... 27: 271
Mead John F of Alfred J and Helen F Jan 17 1928 ........... 28: 174
Mead Mary M of Alfred J and Helen F Mar 26 1924 ........... 26: 222
Meader Charlotte E of W Granville and Charlotte July 17 1923. . . 26: 94
Meader Mary E of Robert O and Mary Feb 27 1930 .......... 29: 178
Meadowcroft —— s of Henry D and Ruth C June 28 1922 ....... 25: 267
Megan Edna F of Thomas E and Marion I July 1 1921 ....... 25: 85
Megan Marion E of Thomas E and Marion I Aug 24 1923 ....... 26: 114
Meagher Dorothy of Joseph R and Elizabeth V June 10 1927 ... 28: 72
Meagher Dorothy L of John J and Louise May 24 1926 ....... 27: 238
Meagher Edward F of Mary T May 28 1925 ............. 27: 172
Meagher James L of James L and Grace Dec 19 1923 ....... 26: 172
Meagher Jane M of Leo F and Florence A Apr 8 1928 ...... 28: 210
Meagher Mary E of Joseph R and Elizabeth V Mar 20 1925 .... 27: 37
Meakin —— d of Theophilus and Elizabeth Jan 11 1928 ...... 28: 180
Mealey Frederick B of William H and Emogene J Apr 16 1930. . . 29: 200
Mealey John of John and Anna J Aug 30 1928 ........... 28: 273
Mealey William H of William and Emma Nov 7 1927 ....... 28: 140
Meanerhan Eleanor M of William C and Mary E May 22 1921. . . . 27: 60
Meanerhan Mary P (twin) of William C and Mary E Nov 14 1923. . . . 26: 157

Meanerhon William R (twin) of William C and Mary E Nov 14 1923. . . 26: 157

Meanerhon Barbara M of Joseph A and Helen B Dec 25 1929. . . 29: 150
Mearon Jack A of Frank C and Ethel Aug 3 1926 ........... 27: 273
Meda Dorothy of James A and Helen Mar 19 1923 ........ 26: 37
Medbery Ann D of Earl M and Dorothy Nov 23 1927 ....... 28: 145
Medbery Mary F of Earl M and Dorothy Oct 5 1923 ....... 26: 138
Medbury —— s of Harold B and Jessie F July 14 1926 ....... 27: 265
Medeiros Anthony of Anthony C and Maria Dec 22 1929 .... 29: 149
Medeiros Antonio D of John D and Rosaline A Oct 10 1927 ... 28: 128
Medeiros Arturo of Joao X and Roza A Nov 25 1929 ....... 29: 138
Medeiros Avelino of Joao and Maria R Oct 3 1922 ....... 25: 314
Medeiros Cecilia of Quintilliano P and Maria I Aug 16 1923 . . 26: 111
Medeiros Dolores of John and Mary Apr 22 1930 ........ 29: 202
Medeiros Dorothy of Joseph and Florence Dec 10 1923 .... 26: 169
Medeiros Dorothy of Jesse and Mary Oct 14 1927 ........... 28: 129
Medeiros Edulino F of Lauriano F and Maria Mar 25 1929 .... 29: 35
Medeiros Edward of Joao and Maria J Feb 21 1924 ....... 26: 211
Medeiros Erondina of Joao and Maria R Aug 4 1921 ....... 25: 100
Medeiros Evangelina of Joao and Katherine Dec 20 1925 .... 27: 165
Medeiros Everett L of Joseph and Florence Dec 11 1926 ... 27: 329
Medeiros Francisco of Frank G and Anna M July 7 1929 .... 29: 80
Medeiros Francisco P of Francisco and Maria F May 7 1921 ... 25: 54
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family Name</th>
<th>First Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Geraldine</td>
<td>A of Gerald A and Anna</td>
<td>May 9 1930</td>
<td>29: 210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Gilbert P</td>
<td>of Manuel P and Ermelinda M</td>
<td>Aug 19 1927</td>
<td>28: 165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Guilherme M</td>
<td>of Joao and Conceicao</td>
<td>Oct 26 1929</td>
<td>29: 126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Helen</td>
<td>of Jesse and Maria</td>
<td>Sept 6 1926</td>
<td>27: 239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Henrique</td>
<td>of Joao and Maria</td>
<td>Jan 2 1923</td>
<td>27: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Hilda</td>
<td>of Manuel and Mary</td>
<td>Mar 28 1930</td>
<td>29: 192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>James</td>
<td>of Mary</td>
<td>Feb 16 1927</td>
<td>28: 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Jaymes</td>
<td>of Joao and Maria</td>
<td>Oct 29 1923</td>
<td>26: 149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Joao of Jose G and Maria F</td>
<td>May 6 1922</td>
<td>25: 241</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Joao of Jose C and Oslinda C</td>
<td>Jan 4 1925</td>
<td>27: 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Joao I of Joao I and Rosalina</td>
<td>Jan 2 1921</td>
<td>25: 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Joaquim I of Joaquim I and Maria G</td>
<td>Jan 10 1927</td>
<td>27: 13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>John J of Joseph V and Mary</td>
<td>June 22 1925</td>
<td>27: 82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Jose (twin) of Jose G and Maria F</td>
<td>May 2 1921</td>
<td>25: 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Jose of Joao and Conceicao</td>
<td>Dec 6 1922</td>
<td>25: 342</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Jose of Jose J and Maria</td>
<td>Feb 25 1924</td>
<td>26: 207</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Jose of Manuel and Maria</td>
<td>Mar 26 1928</td>
<td>28: 204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Jose C of Jose C and Oslinda C</td>
<td>June 9 1923</td>
<td>26: 77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Laura of Joao and Julia</td>
<td>June 7 1925</td>
<td>27: 76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Lillian of Joseph R and Rose F</td>
<td>Dec 17 1927</td>
<td>28: 157</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Louisa of Francisco and Irena</td>
<td>Oct 7 1924</td>
<td>26: 324</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Manuel of Ernesto and Maria</td>
<td>Sept 14 1921</td>
<td>25: 122</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Manuel of Jose C and Oslinda C</td>
<td>June 11 1922</td>
<td>25: 266</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Manuel of Manuel G and Anna E</td>
<td>Mar 13 1923</td>
<td>26: 35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Manuel of Carlos and Maria</td>
<td>Jan 26 1925</td>
<td>27: 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Manuel of Salvador and Maria</td>
<td>Mar 12 1926</td>
<td>27: 204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Manuel P of Manuel P and Ermelinda P</td>
<td>Aug 17 1925</td>
<td>27: 110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Manuel R of Manuel R and Maria</td>
<td>May 10 1921</td>
<td>25: 55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Maria (twin) of Jose G and Maria F</td>
<td>May 2 1921</td>
<td>25: 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Maria of Manuel and Maria</td>
<td>Dec 10 1923</td>
<td>26: 169</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Maria of Manuel T and Maria P</td>
<td>June 9 1930</td>
<td>29: 223</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Maria I of Manuel R and Maria</td>
<td>Jan 4 1923</td>
<td>26: 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Maria J of Joaquim I and Maria G</td>
<td>Nov 24 1922</td>
<td>25: 335</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Maria L of Jose C and Oslinda C</td>
<td>Mar 3 1928</td>
<td>28: 195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Marion R of Manuel and Rose</td>
<td>Sept 4 1924</td>
<td>26: 307</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Mary B of Anthony C and Maria</td>
<td>June 17 1925</td>
<td>27: 80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Norbert F of Lauriano F and Maria</td>
<td>June 6 1926</td>
<td>27: 246</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Raymond R of Joseph R and Rose F</td>
<td>June 14 1925</td>
<td>27: 79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Ricardo of Anthony and Alice</td>
<td>Feb 13 1928</td>
<td>28: 185</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Richard of Manuel P and Ermelinda M</td>
<td>Jan 26 1930</td>
<td>29: 166</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Rose of Jose and Alice</td>
<td>Dec 23 1927</td>
<td>28: 159</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Rozia of Joao N and Rozia A</td>
<td>Oct 18 1927</td>
<td>28: 131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Rudolph of Alfred and Elsie</td>
<td>July 6 1928</td>
<td>28: 249</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medeiros</td>
<td>Urban of John D and Rosaline A</td>
<td>Nov 9 1926</td>
<td>27: 316</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Medeiros Vangelena of Joao and Katherine Feb 21 1928... 28: 189
Medeiros Wallace V of Alfred G and Mary Feb 14 1928... 28: 186
Medeiros — d of Manuel and Maria July 29 1923... 26: 103
Medeiros — s of Manuel and Maria Mar 29 1927... 28: 40
Medeiros — s of Richard C and Mary A Jan 26 1930... 29: 166
Medena Adelena (c) of Jack and Anna Dec 1 1921... 25: 162
Mederos Arthur of Stina Sept 20 1924... 26: 315
Medica Amalia F of Luigi and Genovetla Jan 5 1924... 26: 184
Medice Americo L of Luigi and Genovetla Dec 30 1925... 27: 169
Medici Albert E of Emilio and Palma Aug 28 1929... 29: 102
Medici Antonio of Emilio and Palma Nov 11 1924... 26: 339
Medici Dorothy of Ugo and Faustina P Dec 19 1925... 27: 165
Medici Raimondo of Emilio and Palma Apr 5 1922... 25: 226
Medici Tomaso A of Nunzio and Antonetta Apr 6 1922... 25: 226
Medici Ugo A of Ugo and Faustina P Oct 9 1929... 29: 129
Medina Joao of Manuel C and Maria P Dec 3 1930... 29: 296
Medina Jorge of Manuel and Maria P Jan 18 1927... 28: 7
Medina Mannel of Manuel C and Maria P Jan 8 1929... 29: 4
Medina Maria de Manuel C and Maria P Aug 19 1922... 25: 290
Medina Raymond (c) of Jack and Anna Jan 6 1923... 26: 3
Medley Kenneth R of Ralph and Alice M July 19 1927... 28: 90
Medlock Florence I of Wade H and Maude I Nov 20 1927... 28: 144
Medlock Roger W of Wade H and Maude I Aug 10 1926... 27: 276
Medro Dorothy V of Elizabeth Jan 7 1927... 28: 3
Medway Rose C of Petrine July 15 1926... 27: 265
Meeg William F of William H and Anna L Mar 1 1922... 25: 208
Meegam Edwin C of Edwin C and Anna M Apr 8 1921... 25: 42
Meegam Elizabeth of Joseph J and Minnie A May 5 1926... 27: 250
Meegam Frances M of Joseph J and Minnie A Apr 2 1924... 26: 227
Meegam James of Joseph J and Minnie A Aug 5 1927... 28: 99
Meegam James D of Edwin C and Anna M July 30 1930... 29: 244
Meegam Ruth C of Joseph J and Minnie A May 28 1922... 25: 249
Meegam William H of Edwin C and Anna M Nov 23 1926... 27: 322
Meegam Agnes of Dennis J and Margaret M May 12 1925... 27: 64
Meegam Carol A of George V and Helen Nov 3 1927... 28: 138
Meegam David J of George V and Helen July 25 1925... 27: 98
Meegam Gertrude of Dennis J and Margaret M Sept 17 1928... 28: 281
Meegam Helen T of Dennis J and Margaret M Apr 17 1930... 29: 200
Meegam Hubert of John J and Mary A July 2 1923... 26: 88
Meegam John E of John J and Mary M Dec 10 1927... 28: 154
Meegam John T of Thomas A and Louise G Dec 26 1921... 25: 172
Meegam Margaret M of Dennis J and Margaret M Sept 29 1923... 26: 133
Meegam Mary M of John J and Mary Jan 29 1927... 28: 11
Meegam Richard H of John J and Mary M Sept 14 1930... 29: 263
Meegam Thomas F of Thomas F and Gertrude Jan 11 1921... 25: 4
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Meenagh John F of Michael J and Mary A Nov 20 1924........ 26:316
Meenagh Joseph T of Michael J and Mary A Mar 31 1928........ 28:206
Meenagh —— s of Michael J and Mary A Mar 5 1922........ 25:223
Meenagh —— s of Michael J and Mary A Mar 28 1923........ 26:45
Meenan Elizabeth M of Joseph M and Elizabeth Nov 16 1924.26:342
Meenan Francis E of Sarah Nov 9 1926........ 27:316
Meenan Joseph R of Thomas E and Nora A June 3 1925........ 27:74
Meenan Joseph W of Joseph F and Grace E Mar 5 1926........ 27:201
Meers Frederick J of Frederick J and Mary E June 19 1922.. 25:262
Mega Amedo of Antonio and Vincenza Feb 26 1926........ 27:197
Mega Concetta of Antonio and Vincenza July 23 1924........ 26:284
Megerichian —— s of Simon and Satenig F Aug 13 1929........ 29:104
Meglio Angelina of Nicola and Maria G Dec 20 1925........ 27:165
Meglio Angelo V of Tommaso and Restituta July 2 1927...... 28:83
Meglio Carmela of Nicola and Maria G Sept 28 1924........ 26:318
Meglio Dorothy of Nicola and Maria G Mar 13 1930........ 29:186
Meglio Emma of Francesco and Arduino Feb 15 1921........ 25:19
Meglio Laura of Nicola and Maria G July 10 1923........ 26:101
Meglio Vitangelo A of Tommaso and Restituta Mar 25 1926... 27:209
Mehaffey Charles R of Chester B and Elsie Aug 4 1927....... 28:98
Mehaffey Earl R of Chester B and Elsie Jan 5 1929........ 29:2
Mehaffey Lawrence W of Chester B and Elsie Jan 4 1921..... 25:2
Mehaffey Richard B of Chester B and Elsie Mar 4 1924........ 26:213
Mehaffey Thomas B of Chester B and Elsie Apr 11 1926...... 27:218
Meiggs Catherine F of James F and Elizabeth Apr 17 1923.... 26:52
Meikle —— d of John M and Josephine Dec 7 1925........ 27:171
Meister Ruth A of Paul R and Florence M Jan 27 1922....... 25:188
Mekalian Dalita of Adreamacj and Muska Apr 12 1924........ 26:240
Mekuto Anna B of Alfred and Philomena Oct 2 1928........ 28:288
Mekuto Barbara E of Alfred and Philomena Jan 10 1930...... 29:160
Mekuto Louise P of Alfred and Philomena Apr 25 1926....... 27:224
Melamut Gerald L of Izidore and Anna May 8 1929........ 29:54
Melamut Tamara of Jacob and Anna M Dec 19 1929........ 29:148
Melandsee Ruth of Alf and Ina June 14 1929........ 29:70
Melaragno Amelia of Alfredo and Giovanna July 10 1929...... 29:81
Melaragno Pasquale E A of Amico and Josephine June 30...... 1930.

29:231
Melchiorre Anthony W of Elmer and Louise July 15 1923.... 26:93
Meldonian Arshag of Avedis and Sara Aug 2 1921........ 25:100
Meldonian Richard A of Anthony and Rose Jan 27 1930....... 29:166
Mele Antonetta of Francesco and Donata Nov 15 1923........ 26:137
Male Benedetta V of Giuseppe and Marietta June 16 1929.... 29:70
Mele Ciro G of Giuseppe and Marietta Apr 5 1922........ 25:226
Mele Maria of Giuseppe and Marietta Feb 22 1924........ 26:296
Mele Michele of Francesco and Donata Nov 6 1921........ 25:150
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Melidy Carolyn G of John and Grace M July 31 1921...........25: 97
Melidy Margaret V of Joseph I and Margaret C Oct 26 1921..25:143
Melidy Mary W A of Joseph I and Margaret C Feb 2 1923....26:16
Melidy Rita A of Joseph I and Margaret C June 12 1926....27:249
Melidy Theresa E of William T and Helen M Apr 1 1927....28:41
Melico Errico G of Luigi and Angelina Aug 22 1925.............27:112
Melico Giuseppina E of Luigi and Angelina Nov 27 1922....25:336
Melieau John N of Albert W and Irene Oct 18 1929...........29:123
Melio Antonio of Nicola and Teresa Jan 29 1921..............25:11
Melio Maria C of Nicola and Teresa Feb 28 1927..............28:24
Melie Maria C of Nicola and Teresa Mar 1 1924..............26:212
Melfi Agnese of Antonio and Maria Apr 2 1921.................25:39
Melfi Antonio of Antonio and Maria Jan 4 1925..............27:2
Melfi Robert A of John M and Mary Jan 25 1928..............28:177
Melia Raymond F of Frank and Ada Dec 10 1927..............28:154
Melie Giusepppe E of Tomaso and Maddalena June 27 1925....27:84
Melikian Aram K of Thros and Arousiag June 18 1922........25:261
Melikian Araxiy of Boghos and Azniv Apr 20 1924............26:234
Melikian Harron E of Earle and Antranouhi Oct 13 1930..29:276
Melikian Kachadour of Vartan and Zarmine Feb 15 1922.......25:199
Melikian Margaret of Vartan and Zarmine Jan 26 1924.......26:193
Melikian Margaret of Vartan and Zarmine Nov 1 1925.......27:145
Melikian Nouhart of Boghos and Azniv Apr 4 1927............28:42
Melikian Varseanig of Kevork and Tourvanda Oct 22 1926...27:308
Melillo Anna of Domenico and Maria C Apr 20 1926........27:222
Melillo Annunziata of Domenico and Maria C Mar 22 1923....26:38
Melillo Domenica of Pasquale and Domenica Aug 4 1923....26:105
Melillo Doris M of Joseph and Esther Jan 30 1928.........28:179
Melillo Filomena of Domenico and Maria C Nov 2 1924.......26:336
Melillo Francesco C of Domenico and Maria C Apr 25 1928..28:217
Melillo Giusepppe of Fedele and Maria C Dec 15 1924.......26:355
Melillo Giusepppe I of Joseph and Esther July 14 1926....27:265
Melillo Marion L of Joseph and Esther June 23 1929........29:73
Melillo Rosa V of Domenico and Maria C Oct 9 1929........29:120
Melillo Sappia of Fedele and Maria C Sept 13 1923........26:126
Melillo —— d of Pasquale and Domenica Apr 3 1922........25:238
Melino Anna of Pasquale and Pasqualina Dec 19 1929....29:148
Melino Antonio of Pasquale and Pasqualina Dec 22 1921...25:171
Melino Antonio of Pasquale and Pasqualina Apr 26 1926...27:225
Melino Giovanni of Vito and Antoinetta Aug 18 1928.......28:268
Melino Giusepppe D of Donato and Maria G Sept 15 1924..26:312
Melino Rosaria of Pasquale and Pasqualina Dec 18 1922...25:317
Melio Elena of Antonio and Vincenza Jan 12 1921........25:5
Melio Sarah C of Antonio and Vincenza July 16 1925......27:94
Melisi Alberto of Antonio and Annunziata June 23 1926...27:254
Melisi Iolanda of Antonio and Annunziata Nov 13 1923.....26:156
Melisi — d of Antonio and Annunziata Nov 4 1921........ 25:161
Melkonian Harold of George and Mary Mar 21 1924.......... 26:220
Melkonian Perooz of Garabed and Mariam Apr 13 1924......... 26:231
Melkonian Perouz of Garabed and Mariam Sept 25 1925........ 27:128
Melkonian Vahan R of Richard and Azadoohi Jan 17 1927..... 28: 6
Melkonian Vartanounsh of Garabed and Mariam Aug 25 1922.... 25:292
Melkonian Vartouhi of Ohan and Surpouhi Mar 5 1922......... 25:209
Melkonion Florence G of George and Mary Oct 12 1921....... 25:137
Melleney Bertha S of Thomas and Loretta G Feb 17 1924...... 26:204
Melleney George T of George L and Ruth E May 20 1925....... 27: 67
Melleney Marion I of George L and Ruth E June 16 1928...... 28:239
Melleney Mary of Thomas F and Loretta G June 16 1921...... 25: 72
Meller Fannie M of Adolf and Rosa Jan 13 1923............. 26:  6
Mellin Linea of Algot W and Anna F K Sept 15 1930......... 29:264
Mellion Joseph M of Maurice J and Ida S Mar 23 1930....... 29:190
Mellion Millon D of Benjamin J and Jennie Apr 7 1923....... 26: 49
Mellion Miriam of Benjamin J and Jennie Dec 24 1926........ 27:333
Mellion Stanley J of Benjamin J and Jennie Sept 11 1924..... 26:310
Mello Agnes E of Ferdinando and Amelia Feb 27 1925......... 27: 25
Mello Alfred of Joao L and Liduina Mar 22 1930............. 29:189
Mello Alfredo of Alfredo F and Helena E Aug 26 1928........ 28:271
Mello Anthony D of Anthony J and Adelia M May 26 1926..... 27:239
Mello Beatrice of Elsie Dec 12 1929.......................... 29:146
Mello Elizabeth (c) of Diego and Anna May 12 1922......... 25:243
Mello Esther E of Manuel S and Emilienne Jan 6 1930....... 29:167
Mello Fernanda C of Jose and Emilia Jan 23 1926............ 27:183
Mello Gerald L of Anthony J and Adelia M Oct 15 1923...... 26:143
Mello Gilbert of Guilherme and Christina Nov 6 1926........ 27:315
Mello Gilberto of Joao and Adelina Aug 11 1930............. 29:250
Mello Guilherme of Guilherme and Christina Dec 30 1923..... 13:1 26
Mello Harold G of Anthony J and Adelia M June 20 1927..... 28: 76
Mello Helena of Alfred F and Helena E Sept 3 1930........... 29:279
Mello Jose of Annibale B and Maria T Apr 29 1921.......... 25: 50
Mello Jose of Joao and Adelina Nov 24 1924.................. 26:345
Mello Manuel L of Manuel L and Yvonne Aug 13 1928......... 28:266
Mello Margaret M of Arthur and Lillian May 16 1929......... 29: 57
Mello Marguerite A of Joao and Arlinda Apr 10 1923......... 26: 49
Mello Marie B of Manuel L and Eva May 8 1927.............. 28: 57
Mello Mary L of Joao and Adelina July 4 1928................ 28:259
Mello Mildred J of Joseph R and Alexandra S July 13 1927... 28: 88
Mello Norman of Joao and Adelina Apr 20 1927............... 28: 49
Mello Teresa of Alfred F and Helena E Jan 13 1925.......... 27:  6
Mello Walter L of Manuel L and Mary Y Sept 25 1929......... 29:113
Mello —(c) s of Diego and Anna Oct 8 1923............... 26:140
Mello — (c) d of Diego and Anna Mar 9 1925. ................. 27: 32
Mellor Claire of William F and Mary V Oct 9 1921. ......... 25: 136
Mellone Antonio A of Giuseppe and Maria Oct 21 1921. .... 25: 141
Mellor Barbara J of Robert and Mary A July 25 1930. ....... 29: 242
Mellor Betty L of Herbert I and Annie L Apr 25 1930. ....... 29: 309
Mellor Daniel J of Herbert I and Annie L Sept 23 1926. .... 27: 339
Mellor Donald F of Friend and Lydia M Feb 22 1921. ....... 25: 22
Mellor Frank of Frank and Violet F T May 29 1930. ......... 29: 217
Mellor Joseph F of John F and May E Mar 6 1924. .......... 26: 214
Mellor Maurice S of John F and May E July 14 1921. ....... 25: 97
Mellors Charles A of Charles A and Carlotta Mar 14 1928. .. 28: 199
Mellors Muriel C of Charles A and Carlotta Feb 14 1926. .... 27: 192
Mellow Irene A of John L and Irene A Sept 9 1927. .......... 28: 114
Mellow William T of Jesse and Elizabeth Aug 31 1922. .... 25: 295
Melnick Edward A of Andriw and Annie Feb 9 1922. .......... 25: 196
Melnick — — d of Andriw and Annie Oct 22 1926. ........... 27: 312
Melocchero — — d of Valentine and Clotilde Sept 26 1926. .. 27: 299
Melone Carlo A of Anthony and Flora June 12 1930. ......... 29: 224
Melone Francesco M of Anthony and Flora Sept 21 1926. .... 27: 295
Melone Jean of R Anthony and Winnifred G June 5 1926. .... 27: 246
Melone Josephine of Pasco and Jeanette June 6 1930. ....... 29: 222
Melone Robert A of R Anthony and Winnifred G Apr 19 1929. 29: 46
Melone Thomas of Thomas and Filomena Feb 5 1928. ......... 28: 182
Melucci Alfredo of Modesto and Antonetta Nov 20 1923. ..... 26: 159
Melucci Alfredo A of Modesto and Antonetta Oct 20 1924. ... 26: 329
Melucci Andrea of Pasquale and Rosina Oct 23 1925. ......... 27: 140
Melucci Arabella N of Antonio and Palmira May 25 1926. ..... 27: 239
Melucci Carmela P of Pasquale and Rosina Apr 16 1927. ..... 28: 47
Melucci Dora G M of Angelo and Pia Aug 15 1928. .......... 28: 267
Melucci Edward A of Edward A and Caroline June 7 1928. ... 28: 236
Melucci Emma of Modesto and Antonetta June 3 1927. ....... 28: 69
Melucci Francesco P of Angelo and Pia July 30 1924. ....... 26: 287
Melucci Giuseppe of Modesto and Antonetta Nov 10 1929. ... 29: 133
Melucci Giuseppe A of Modesto and Antonetta July 29 1922. 25: 279
Melucci Graziano M of Carlo and Maria G Mar 30 1921. ....... 25: 38
Melucci Laura (twin) of Modesto and Antonetta Sept 7 1921. 25: 119
Melucci Lena of Angelo and Pia Apr 13 1927. ............... 28: 46
Melucci Leonora M of Pasquale and Rosina May 28 1929. .... 29: 61
Melucci Maria (twin) of Modesto and Antonetta Sept 7 1921. 25: 119
Melucci Maria G of Antonio and Palmira July 28 1924. ....... 26: 286
Melucci Modesto of Modesto and Antonetta Sept 29 1928. .... 28: 282
Melucci Raffaele C of Carlo and Margherita Apr 8 1925. .... 27: 47
Melucci Vincenzo A of Carlo and Margherita Dec 26 1926. .... 27: 334
Melucci — — d of Carlo and Margherita Feb 15 1923. ....... 26: 29
Melucci — — s of Carlo and Margherita Jan 26 1924. ....... 26: 193
Melucci — — s of Pasquale and Rosina Aug 24 1924. ....... 26: 305
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
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Melville Helen J of Martin J and Sarah A Mar 25 1923 .... 26: 40
Melville Martin J of Martin J and Sarah A July 26 1925 .... 27: 99
Melville Sarah A of Martin J and Sarah A Aug 10 1930 .... 29: 249
Melvin John P of John B and Susie L June 15 1926 .... 27: 250
Menard Dorothy B of Raymond and Dorothy Aug 22 1929 .... 29: 100
Menard Ernest A of Walter II and Katherine A May 3 1924 .... 26: 243
Menard Joseph D L V of Leonard G and Mary R Aug 24 1929 .... 29: 100
Menard Joseph S of Joseph S and Loretta Oct 10 1927 .... 28: 128
Menard Katherine A of Walter II and Katherine A Jan 9 1929 .... 29: 4
Menard Kathleen X of Louis and Mabel E Feb 25 1923 .... 26: 26
Menard Walter M of Walter II and Catharine Nov 26 1922 .... 25: 336
Menasian ——— d of Arakel and Zastes Sept 19 1924 .... 26: 314
Menoff Harvey C of Samuel and Pauline May 9 1928 .... 28: 223
Mende August W of Edgar A and Grace L July 17 1925 .... 27: 95
Mendella Angelina L of Vincenzo and Anna May 15 1921 .... 25: 58
Mendelovitz Dolores J of Esmond D and Rose Nov 23 1929 .... 29: 137
Mendelovitz Richard A of Hyman and Bertha Dec 16 1923 .... 26: 171
Mendelson Dorothy of Benjamin and Rose Dec 24 1921 .... 25: 171
Mendelson Ida S of Benjamin and Rose Aug 2 1927 .... 28: 97
Mendelson Max of Benjamin and Rose Sept 6 1923 .... 26: 123
Mendence Frank of Frank and Assunta M June 28 1928 .... 28: 244
Mendence Grace J A of Frank A and Assunta A July 5 1927 .... 28: 84
Menders Edward R of Joseph B and Agnes J Nov 19 1922 .... 25: 333
Menders Norma R of Joseph B and Agnes J Nov 24 1926 .... 27: 322
Mendes Abilo of Jose and Ermelinda Nov 1 1925 .... 27: 145
Mendes Adelina (c) of Nicholas and Maria Sept 29 1923 .... 26: 133
Mendes Anna (c) of Jose and Maria L Jan 1 1925 .... 27: 1
Mendes Antonio of Antonio and Claudina Jan 20 1924 .... 26: 190
Mendes Fremino (c) of Jose and Maria L Mar 30 1928 .... 28: 205
Mendes James of Manuel and Julia Sept 20 1928 .... 28: 282
Mendes Jose (c) of Jose and Maria Dec 12 1921 .... 25: 174
Mendes Jose of Manuel and Julia May 24 1926 .... 27: 238
Mendes Jose (c) of Fortunato and Mary Feb 17 1927 .... 28: 20
Mendes Maria of Jose and Ermelinda Jan 20 1924 .... 26: 190
Mendes Maria 1 (c) of Manuel and Lucinda Jan 24 1921 .... 25: 9
Mendes Norbert C of Jose C and Maria C Jan 31 1926 .... 27: 186
Mendes Vivian (c) of Nicholas and Maria July 31 1925 .... 27: 101
Mendillo Antonio of Vincenzo and Luisa Apr 24 1928 .... 28: 216
Menditto Clementina F of Andrew and Margaret Aug 30 1930 .... 29: 256
Mendonca Jayme J of Manuel J and Ermelinda Dec 27 1926 .... 27: 334
Mendonca Joao of Manuel and Ermelinda Mar 4 1921 .... 25: 27
Mendonca Joao of Joao and Elvira Jan 2 1925 .... 27: 1
Mendonca Manuel J of Manuel J and Ermelinda Dec 30 1924 .... 26: 361
Mendonca Mary C of Jose and Mary E July 17 1928 .... 28: 253
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Mendouce Jose P of Manuel P and Ella V Apr 17 1923.........26: 52
Mendoza Dorothy of Joao and Elvira Dec 26 1922............25: 350
Mendoza Edward (twin) of Fernando and Clarinda Dec 21
1924. ..................................................26: 357
Mendoza Fernando (twin) of Fernando and Clarinda Dec 21
1924. ..................................................26: 357
Mendoza Maria (twin) of Joaquim and Cacao Aug 15 1925...27: 110
Mendoza Virginia (twin) of Joaquim and Cacao Aug 15 1925...27: 110
Menese Anthony of Anthony and Filomena G Dec 30 1929...29: 152
Menese Genevieve of Anthony and Filomena G Oct 16 1927...28: 130
Mengel Donald B of George F and Annetta C Mar 20 1922...25: 216
Menichelli Normand A of Umberto and Eligne Oct 8 1930...29: 274
Menina Alberto of Alberto and Filomena C Feb 27 1930...29: 178
Menina Annunziata F of Luigi and Maria Mar 25 1925......27: 39
Menina Bianca of Antonio and Angela June 12 1924.........26: 263
Menina Caterina of Angelo and Antonetta Apr 8 1921.......25: 42
Menina Elenora M of Alberto and Filomena C May 12 1928...28: 224
Menina Elvira of Benedetto and Ginevra Nov 18 1922...25: 333
Menina Emma of Angelo and Antonietta June 28 1925......27: 86
Menina Filippo A of Stefano and Ida July 21 1930.........29: 241
Menina Gaetano of Angelo and Antonietta July 21 1923....26: 96
Menina Gaetano N of Angelo and Antonietta Dec 24 1927...28: 162
Menina Giacomo V of Gino and Maria Apr 29 1923........26: 57
Menina Giovanni of Angelo and Antonietta Nov 6 1929....29: 140
Menina Giuseppe A of Stefano and Ida July 1 1928.........28: 247
Menina Luigi A of Luigi and Assunta July 6 1926.........27: 261
Menina Maria of Luigi and Assunta Apr 27 1923............26: 57
Menina Thomas F of Thomas and Carolina Jan 13 1928.....28: 172
Menina Travisa of Luigi and Maria Feb 5 1923............26: 18
Mennucci Giovanni V of Giulio and Ida May 5 1924.......26: 244
Menochie Marguerite T of Eugene and Alice M Jan 24 1926...27: 183
Meunies Audrey A of George O and Marion F Nov 29 1922...25: 337
Meunies John C of George O and Marion F E June 24 1927...28: 78
Meunies Mildred D of William S and Margaret M July 2 1924...26: 275
Meunies William T of James W and Harriet H July 3 1928...28: 248
Meuzoian Angell A of Simon K and Mariam Apr 17 1930...29: 200
Meuzoian Kevork S of Simon K and Mariam Feb 2 1928......28: 181
Meuzoian Margaret M of Michael and Arshalous May 15 1923..26: 66
Meuzoian Melania of John and Agavan Mar 5 1923.........26: 32
Meuzoian Michael of Michael and Arshalous June 24 1927...28: 78
Meo Anna of Francesco and Anna Jan 25 1925.............27: 10
Meo Antonino of Francesco and Anna Nov 16 1927.........28: 113
Meo Antonio of Salvatore and Giovannina D Aug 20 1924...26: 208
Meo Giovanni of Salvatore and Giovannina D Feb 3 1922....25: 193
Meo Rocco of Francesco and Anna Oct 9 1926.............27: 303
Meola Antonetta A of Nicola and Maria June 13 1926......27: 249
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Meola Lucia G of Giuseppe and Assunta Aug 20 1922. 25:290
Meola — d of Girolamo and Giannina Feb 12 1925. 27:28
Meolo Anita A of Carlo and Filomena Sept 4 1923. 26:122
Meolo Florence I of Carlo and Filomena Jan 5 1925. 27:3
Merambelis Mary of Mathew and Sofy Nov 7 1922. 25:330
Meranda Jose (c) of Manuel and Julia Sept 10 1923. 26:125
Merbler Florence M of Andrew J and Mary Mar 11 1929. 29:30
Mercadante Emilio D of Giuseppe M and Maria Apr 19 1925. 27:52
Mercer Arthur T of Frank A and Nellie Jan 15 1924. 26:188
Mercer Charles B of Arthur B and Pearl Feb 9 1930. 29:172
Mercer George D of Frederick and Evelyn Sept 29 1927. 28:121
Mercer Gladys H of Frederick W and Evelyn Feb 10 1926. 27:191
Mercer Grace E of Frederick W and Evelyn Oct 28 1930. 29:281
Merchant Donald A of John and Alice E Mar 18 1922. 25:215
Merchant John S of Mason B and Helen R May 24 1927. 28:165
Mercer Alfred W of Charles J and Elsie F Feb 28 1926. 27:198
Mercer Doris D of Alfred A and Blanche H Aug 3 1923. 26:105
Mercer Florence B of Charles A and Bernice B Apr 11 1922. 25:228
Mercer Harvey C of Charles A and Bernice B Jan 22 1927. 28:8
Mercer John D of Delphis O and Sarah Feb 20 1925. 27:26
Mercer — s of Eli D and Margaret N Oct 10 1930. 29:283
Mercuro Adolfo of Adolfo and Maria June 8 1926. 27:247
Mercuro Anna R of Francesco and Giuseppina Sept 6 1925. 27:120
Mercuro Antonio of Antonio and Antonina Mar 15 1922. 25:214
Mercuro Antonio of Gaetano and Loretta July 31 1929. 29:90
Mercuro Antonio G of Bernardino and Angelina June 24 1924. 26:269
Mercuro Arturo F (twin) of Adolfo and Maria Aug 21 1924. 26:293
Mercuro Balilla B of Adolfo and Maria June 29 1921. 25:78
Mercuro Berardino R (twin) of Adolfo and Maria Aug 21 1924. 26:299
Mercuro Clelia of Bernardino and Angelina Aug 1 1922. 25:282
Mercuro Columbia of Michele and Carmela Mar 21 1926. 27:208
Mercuro Cosimo of Giuseppe and Maria Oct 22 1922. 25:324
Mercuro Cristina M of Adolfo and Maria Jan 28 1923. 26:12
Mercuro Dolores B of Joseph and Louise M Dec 23 1927. 28:159
Mercuro Domenica L of Giovanni and Anna Dec 13 1925. 27:163
Mercuro Flora G M of Francesco and Rosina T Aug 24 1929. 29:100
Mercuro Giovanni of Giovanni and Anna May 10 1927. 28:58
Mercuro Giovanni B of Gaetano and Loretta May 14 1928. 28:225
Mercuro Giovanni G of Gaetano and Mary July 12 1930. 29:237
Mercuro Giovanni L of Michele and Carmela Dec 22 1924. 26:357
Mercuro Giuseppe of Giovanni B and Eva Nov 28 1928. 28:311
Mercuro Giuseppe A of Giovanni and Maria Sept 5 1923. 26:123
Mercuro Giuseppe B of Biagio and Carmela Dec 27 1924. 26:359
Mercuro Giuseppe C of Salvatore and Margaret Mar 21 1921. 25:34
Mercuro Guglielmo of Lena May 5 1926. 27:230
Mercurio Jeanne Y of Thomas and Mary July 24 1924... 26: 285
Mercurio John A of Giovanni and Maria A June 16 1929... 29: 70
Mercurio Luigi M of Michele and Carmela July 18 1928... 28: 254
Mercurio Maria (twin) of Giuseppe and Teresa Mar 15 1922: 25: 214
Mercurio Paolina I of Biagio and Carmela Apr 5 1928... 28: 209
Mercurio Rachela M of Alberto and Assunta Nov 13 1929... 29: 134
Mercurio Raymond J of Christie A and Florence M Mar 20
1930. ............................................................. 29: 189
Mercurio Rosa C of Francesco and Giuseppina June 25 1927... 28: 78
Mercurio Salvatore of Giuseppe and Maria Oct 5 1921... 25: 134
Mercurio Salvatore (twin) of Giuseppe and Teresa Mar 15
1922. ............................................................. 25: 214
Mercurio Salvatore of Antonio and Antonina Dec 18 1923... 26: 172
Mercurio Samuele L of Vito E and Antonetta Dec 3 1921... 25: 162
Mercurio Teresa M of Francesco and Giuseppina Feb 9 1924... 26: 201
Mercurio Valdo A of Giulio and Giulia Feb 24 1927... 28: 23
Mercurio Victor L of Victor L and Hazel M July 11 1926... 27: 263
Mercurio —— d of John and Antonina Nov 10 1924... 26: 339
Mercurio —— s of Giovanni and Maria Mar 2 1928... 28: 194
Meredith Doris G (c) of Ethel Apr 4 1923... 26: 58
Meredith Geraldine F (c) of Ethel F Jan 11 1922... 25: 182
Meredith Margaret A of Paul W and Gladys V Aug 6 1921... 25: 101
Merigold Raymond W of Earl C and Lillian M R June 24 1924... 26: 269
Merikoski Linnea O of John W and Ilma G Nov 6 1924... 26: 337
Merithew Alice L of Chester C and Helen L Oct 31 1923... 26: 149
Merithew Milton L of Henry L and Lucy M July 26 1926... 27: 269
Merithew Richard A of Chester C and Helen L Jan 25 1926... 27: 184
Merlet Helene L (twin) of Maurice C and Pauline Jan 20
1930. ............................................................. 29: 163
Merlet Rita J (twin) of Maurice C and Pauline Jan 20 1930... 29: 163
Merlino Anna of John and Clara July 31 1926... 27: 271
Merlino Anthony F of Anthony F and Carmela M Jan 21 1930... 29: 164
Merlino Francesco of Giovanni and Clara Sept 11 1924... 26: 310
Merlino Francesco of Salvatore and Giovannina July 27 1925... 27: 99
Merlino Giovanni B of Salvatore and Maria G Apr 5 1927... 28: 42
Merlino John of John and Clara May 16 1928... 28: 225
Merlino Romeo E of Eduardo and Teresa Nov 24 1926... 27: 324
Merlo Rosaria E of Louis and Jessie M May 28 1925... 27: 70
Mernick Doris V of William F and Cecilia V Aug 31 1924... 26: 304
Mernick Edward G of Joseph J and Mary L Nov 22 1926... 27: 321
Mernick Edward J of Frederick J and Mary C Jan 19 1926... 27: 181
Mernick George H of George H and Eva June 28 1929... 29: 75
Mernick Hope M of Frederick J and Mary C July 31 1924... 26: 288
Mernick Joseph F of Joseph J and Mary Oct 20 1923... B-1: 27
Mernick Leonard of Joseph J and Mary L Apr 15 1925... 27: 50
Mernick Raymond of William P and Rose E May 3 1923... 26: 61
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Merlina Robert T of Frederick J and Mary C Mar 29 1927...28: 38
Merlina William J of William J and Emily F Dec 12 1921...25: 166
Merlo Alba of Pietro and Brigida Aug 16 1923.............26: 111
Merola Alba E of Erminio and Annina June 12 1924.........26: 263
Merola Alessandra of Guido and Vincenzina Nov 29 1923...26: 163
Merola Alfonso of Luigi and Maria Apr 26 1926...........27: 225
Merola Angelica of Ignazio and Elena May 20 1927.........28: 62
Merola Angelica V of Ignazio and Elena June 13 1921......25: 70
Merola Angelina A of Giacomo and Maria Jan 4 1926.......27: 176
Merola Antonio of Pasquale and Giuseppina Feb 19 1923...26: 23
Merola Antonio of Guido and Vincenza May 18 1926.........27: 236
Merola Arturo of Raffaele and Rosina Apr 5 1925...........27: 45
Merola Carlo A of Carlo G and Florence Dec 27 1928......28: 323
Merola Carmela A of Vincenzo and Giuseppina July 15 1929..29: 83
Merola Carolina A of Giacomo and Maria Mar 10 1927......28: 30
Merola Dora of Ignazio and Elena Feb 25 1924..............26: 208
Merola Elena of Michele and Conceiia July 3 1921.........25: 86
Merola Eugenio of Ignazio and Elena Apr 7 1929...........29: 42
Merola Francesco of Guido and Vincenzina Nov 15 1924.....26: 341
Merola Germano of Ignazio and Elena July 31 1922.........25: 280
Merola Giusepp (twin) of Angelo and Carmela Sept 28 1927..28: 121
Merola Grazia of Giacomo and Maria Dec 29 1929...........29: 152
Merola James J of James and Theresa Mar 26 1923..........26: 41
Merola Lena of Luigi and Maria May 24 1923................26: 69
Merola Luigina of Giacomo and Maria Mar 13 1924..........26: 217
Merola Maria G of Pasquale and Giuseppina Mar 3 1928.....28: 195
Merola Michele (twin) of Angelo and Carmela Sept 28 1927..28: 121
Merola Nicola E of Erminio and Annina May 2 1922.........25: 239
Merola Nicolina of Guido and Vincenzina Dec 3 1927......28: 152
Merola Pasquale of Pasquale and Giuseppina May 20 1925....27: 67
Merola Pasquale of Carlo G and Florence Sept 14 1930......29: 263
Merola Roger A of Silvestro and Theresa G Dec 12 1929....29: 146
Merola Silvestro C of Giacomo and Maria May 14 1922......25: 244
Merola Simone V of Vincenzo and Maria C Oct 6 1922.......25: 315
Merola Vincenzo of Luigi and Maria July 26 1924...........26: 286
Merola Vincenzo of Ignazio and Elena Jan 17 1926..........27: 181
Merola Viola A of Guido and Vincenza June 4 1930.........29: 224
Merola Virginia of Raffaele and Rosina Aug 23 1926........27: 281
Merola ———s of Andrew and Grace B Feb 9 1922...........25: 196
Merolla Amedeo C of Giovanni and Olympia Apr 24 1929.....29: 48
Merolla Angelina of Carmine and Sabatina Oct 25 1921.....25: 143
Merrow Joseph R of Edward J and Mary E Oct 23 1925.......27: 140
Merrett Virginia J (c) of Norton and Alice J June 17 1922..25: 261
Merriam John L of Paul A and Marian L Nov 9 1921.........25: 151
Merriam Robert W of Paul A and Marian L July 18 1923.....26: 95
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Merrill Avis J of Ellard C and Mildred J Feb 28 1926......27:198
Merrill Barbara M of Ellard C and Mildred J July 19 1924......26:282
Merrill Carleton H of Ellard C and Mildred J Mar 19 1923......26:37
Merrill Marilyn J of Russell B and Gladys Jan 13 1929......29:7
Merrill Virginia of Remington and Alice Aug 17 1923......26:111
Merrill —— s of George E and Winnette M June 5 1922......25:256
Merriman Harold T of Harold T and Jeannette W July 3 1928......28:328
Merritt Arnold H of Harold and Doris H Dec 22 1925......27:166
Merritt Catherine V of George L and Annie M Nov 14 1923......26:157
Merritt Charles J of George L and Annie M Mar 12 1921......25:30
Merritt John of William F and Nancy Dec 6 1922......25:342
Merritt Leonard A of Ernest A and Isabelle M Jan 29 1923......26:12
Merritt Margaret E of Raymond E and Mary E Feb 10 1929......29:18
Merritt Mary E of William and Mary Mar 26 1926......27:210
Merritt Mary M of George L and Annie M July 19 1922......25:275
Merritt Mary M of William G and Susan Aug 10 1928......28:265
Merritt Olive of William F and Nancy Jan 13 1921......25:5
Merritt Richard K of Frank W and Mary E Apr 30 1928......28:218
Merritt Rita E of Raymond E and Mary E Aug 8 1930......29:249
Merritt William H J of William H and Lillian Feb 19 1927......28:21
Merritt —— (c) s of Norton L and Alice J Dec 17 1927......28:157
Merz Richard E (twin) of Ernest J and Elsie Nov 15 1927......28:142
Merz Robert W (twin) of Ernest J and Elsie Nov 15 1927......28:142
Meschino Salvatore of Salvatore and Concetta Feb 26 1923......26:29
Meschino —— d of Salvatore and Concetta Nov 7 1921......25:161
Meschino —— d of Salvatore and Concetta Mar 25 1925......27:43
Mesckinis —— d of Mojzess and Mary Dec 30 1925......27:169
Meservey Eleanor M of Joseph W and Mabel Mar 4 1930......29:182
Mesolella Vincenzo of Michele and Rosina June 4 1923......26:75
Mesolello Arturo of Michele and Rosa Feb 27 1921......25:24
Mesrobian Couhar of Kevork and Paris Mar 29 1923......26:42
Mesrobian Hovhaness M of Minas and Siranoush Oct 11 1923......26:141
Mesrobian Krikor J of Minas and Siranoush July 20 1926......27:267
Mesrobian Mesrob of Kevork and Paris June 9 1927......28:71
Mesrobian Zabelle of Hovnan and Dikramoohi Jan 14 1928......28:173
Mesrobian —— s of Kevork and Paris Aug 14 1924......26:305
Mesrobian —— s of Seppan and Miriam Nov 24 1930......29:292
Messa Francesco (twin) of Giuseppe and Rosina July 4 1923......26:89
Messa Giovanna (twin) of Giuseppe and Rosina July 4 1923......26:89
Messa William of Giuseppe and Rosina Jan 26 1928......28:177
Messerlian Leon H of Leon J and Eugenie Mar 18 1930......29:188
Messerlian Theodore S of Setrak and Nevart T Feb 10 1930......29:172
Messier Cecilia M of Homer J and Catherine Mar 21 1924......26:220
Messier Raymond A of Raymond A and Marie L Apr 5 1928......28:209
Messier —— d of Alphage and Rose Jan 8 1922......25:192
Messier —— s of Charles and Emma G Apr 24 1922......25:238
Messina Grazi of Giuseppe and Francesca Dec 10 1921........25:165
Messina Iolanda of Vincenzo and Fortunata Feb 11 1923........26: 20
Messineo Angelina (twin) of Salvatore and Verna May 10 1925.27: 63
Messineo Francesca (twin) of Salvatore and Verna May 10
1925. ..................................................27: 63
Messineo Rosa R of Giovanni and Giuseppina Mar 5 1926....27: 201
Messineo Viola A of Giovanni and Giuseppina June 7 1923....26: 76
Messineo —— d of Salvatore and Verna Mar 25 1924........26:226
Messinger Elizabeth L of Lucien E and Lylian E July 28 1930.29:243
Messinger Harley B of Harry C and Helen V Nov 29 1924....26:347
Messinger Lucien E of Lucien E and Lylian E Aug 7 1925....27:106
Messinger Marion L of Charles E and Alice A Sept 29 1921..25:128
Messore Antonio of Antonio and Virginia May 12 1928........28:224
Messore Antonio of Benedetto and Letitia June 9 1928......28:236
Messore Carmine of Antonio and Virginia Mar 16 1921......25: 32
Messore Carmine of Angelantonio and Maria July 16 1922....25:274
Messore Carmine of Benedetto and Letitia July 1 1926......27:259
Messore Edmondo B of Benedetto and Letitia May 18 1930..29:213
Messore Elena of Antonio and Virginia Aug 5 1923.........26:106
Messore Eva of Emilio and Amelia Oct 31 1929..............29:127
Messore Giovanni of Benedetto and Letitia May 25 1925....27: 69
Messore Rocco of Antonio and Virginia Aug 16 1924.........26:297
Mesyna Sophie of Bazyli and Annie May 18 1922.............25:246
Meszaros George B of George and Barbara Nov 8 1925......27:147
Metayer Albert F of Louis P and Anna M May 12 1928......28:224
Metayer Germaine E of Joseph M and Eva M June 15 1921....25: 71
Metayer Robert L of Louis P and Anna M Apr 24 1926......27:224
Metcalfe Daphne of Edward H and Winifred July 29 1922.....25:279
Metcalfe Edward DeF of George and Nina Aug 3 1924.......26:291
Metcalfe Eleanor of Houghton P and Katharine Sept 22 1921.25:125
Metcalfe Gloria C of LeRoy E and Bessie Jan 11 1928 ......28:172
Metcalfe Jesse of Rowe B and Mary Mar 19 1924.............26:219
Metcalfe John of Roger and Mary Oct 15 1922...............25:355
Metcalfe Rosalind of Houghton and Lucile E Oct 27 1924....25:144
Metcalfe Rowe B of Rowe B and Mary Mar 3 1925.............27:172
Metcalfe William H of Edward G and Grace L Jan 13 1923...26: 6
Metcalfe Winslow H of Edward H and Winifred Jan 28 1926...27:185
Metcalfe Ethel M of Joseph and Edith A Jan 23 1924........26:192
Metcalfe Joseph of Joseph and Edith A Oct 7 1928...........28:290
Mete Elena of Francescantonio and Rosina Oct 31 1921....25:145
Mete Francesca of Antonio and Maria Aug 6 1925............27:106
Mete Giuseppe of Francescantonio and Rosa Mar 18 1927....28: 33
Mete Luigi of Antonio and Maria Feb 5 1928................28:182
Mete Matteo C of Antonio and Maria May 4 1921.............25: 53
Mete Natalie F of Antonio and Maria Dec 25 1922...........25:349
Metivier Elizabeth D of Dora Aug 3 1926.....................27:274
BIRTHS RecorderED IN PROVIDENCE

Metivier Mary A of Alphonse L and Marion I Oct 24 1926.................. 27: 309
Metivier Mildred M of William E and Elizabeth I May 25 1927........ 28: 64
Metivier Miriam of Dora Sept 21 1928........................................ 28: 282
Metro Bertha D of Louis H and Bertha E Jan 31 1929.................... 29: 13
Metro Robert C of Louis H and Bertha E Apr 21 1925.................... 27: 53
Metts Benjamin D (c) of Elmer D and Louise T Feb 3 1922............. 25: 193
Metts Doris D (c) of Joseph D and Mabel H Nov 6 1928.................. 28: 302
Metts Joseph D (c) of Joseph D and Mabel H Dec 12 1926............... 27: 330
Metts Marie D (c) of Joseph and Mabel H Jan 9 1930..................... 29: 160
Metz Naftule M of Louis and Etta June 10 1922............................. 25: 258
Meyer Jeanine F of Arthur S and Lillian June 18 1929................... 29: 71
Mennier John L of Loyola and Giuseppina Feb 12 1922................... 25: 198
Mennier Raymond N of Loyola and Giuseppina Oct 13 1923............... 26: 142
Mennier —— d of George and Irene Dec 30 1929......................... 29: 152
Mexal Virginia B of James R and Dorothy June 10 1929................... 29: 68
Mey Walter C of Walter E and Irene J Aug 21 1926......................... 27: 281
Meyer Cynthia C of Frank H and Bonnie A Apr 17 1930................... 29: 200
Meyer Dorothea M of Harry F and Olga M Mar 27 1924..................... 26: 223
Meyer Jane R of Frank H and Bonnie A Dec 12 1922....................... 25: 344
Meyer Joel of Jacob A and Jeanette Nov 27 1922.......................... 25: 336
Meyer Leo E of Harry and Doris R Aug 28 1924............................. 26: 302
Meyer Ruth F of Harry and Doris R Jan 9 1923.............................. 26: 4
Meyers Elizabeth G of Robert and Lillian Nov 22 1922............... 25: 334
Meyers Gerald M of Adolph and Jennie Aug 19 1923....................... 27: 111
Meyers Newton I of Samuel F and Lulu R Feb 9 1925..................... 27: 19
Meyers Rhea J of Samuel F and Lulu R Aug 24 1923....................... 26: 114
Meyers Robert C of Robert C and Lillian H Feb 18 1924............... 26: 204
Meyett Joseph A L of Joseph and Florence Dec 29 1923.................. 26: 176
Mezzini Nicola of Pasquale and Consiglia Oct 24 1923.................... 26: 147
Mezzoria Esther of Francesco and Dora May 10 1923....................... 27: 63
Miale Anna A of Cosimo and Elisa Feb 14 1929......................... 29: 19
Miale Grace P of Cosimo and Elisa Nov 28 1926.......................... 27: 323
Miale Raffaele S of Cosimo and Elisa Sept 10 1923...................... 26: 125
Micallef Arturus C of Arturus G A R G and Maria A Aug 26 1921........ 25: 111
Micarelli Clemente G of Domenico and Pacifica June 19 1929........... 29: 72
Micarelli Edmondo C of Domenico and Pacifica Jan 29 1923............. 26: 12
Michael Buddy of Peter and Affefey Jan 18 1924........................ 26: 189
Michael Charles of Peter and Affefey June 15 1930...................... 29: 225
Michael Isaac of Peter and Affefey Jan 8 1929................................ 29: 4
Michael John of Thomas and Angelina Apr 14 1930....................... 29: 199
Michael Joseph of Peter and Affefey June 12 1926...................... 27: 249
Michael Mantora A of Assad and Dorothy June 3 1924.................... 26: 260
Michael Mary of Peter and Affefey Oct 30 1927.......................... 28: 136
Michael Michael A of Assad and Dorothy Aug 16 1928.................... 28: 267
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Michael Paul of Thomas and Angelina Aug 15 1926............. 27: 278
Michael Peter of Tom and Angelina June 3 1924................ 26: 260
Michael —— d of Tom and Angiolina Sept 21 1922............. 25: 312
Michael —— s of Assod and Dorothy June 8 1921............. 25: 82
Michael —— s of Assad and Dorothy Oct 26 1925............. 27: 144
Michaelian Arsen of Mesia and Haiganoush Oct 24 1923........ 26: 147
Michaelian Daritza of Antranig and Moushginaz Apr 11 1924. 26: 231
Michaelian Kevork of Hampartsoom and Shoushan Aug 26
1922......................... 25: 293
Michaelian Manoog of Hampartsoom and Shoushan Aug 6
1923......................... 26: 107
Michaelian Oski of Mesia and Haiganoush Nov 2 1928........... 28: 301
Michaelian Siranoush of Mesia and Haiganoush Dec 22 1921.... 25: 171
Michaelian Tarvez of Stefan and Loucy Oct 30 1924........... 26: 333
Michaelian Zaronou of Nushan and Eya June 6 1922............ 25: 256
Michaelian —— s of George and Mariam Apr 8 1928............ 28: 219
Michaels Helen of William A and Mary May 16 1929............ 29: 57
Michael Charles of Charles A and Mildred L May 1 1925........ 27: 59
Michael Gloria M of Laura R June 7 1928....................... 28: 236
Michael Joseph E of Pierre and Mary Oct 8 1921.............. 25: 135
Michael Joseph L of Pierre and Mary A May 27 1927............ 28: 65
Michael Louise J of Napoleon and Lena July 17 1930............ 29: 310
Michael Maria A M of Pierre and Mary Dec 23 1924............ 26: 358
Michael Marie A J T of Pierre and Mary A Mar 24 1926........ 27: 209
Michael Marie G C of Pierre and Marie A Apr 12 1923........ 26: 50
Michael Pauline C of Rosanna Jan 31 1929...................... 29: 13
Michael Roland A of Napoleon O and Lena Dec 6 1926........ 27: 328
Michael Wilfrid T C of Pierre and Mary A Nov 7 1929........ 29: 132
Michele Antonio G of Rudolfo and Maria Aug 6 1926............ 27: 275
Micheletti Alberto P of Paolo and Maria G May 5 1930........ 29: 208
Micheletti Anna of Domenico and Maria C Aug 8 1921........... 25: 102
Micheletti Anna of Nicola and Annunziata Nov 11 1924........ 26: 339
Micheletti Antonio of Paolo and Maria G Dec 29 1923........ 26: 176
Micheletti Carlo of Domenico and Maria C June 5 1928........ 28: 235
Micheletti Elena of Paolo and Maria G July 1 1926............ 27: 259
Micheletti Giovanni of Domenico and Maria C Oct 25 1930........ 29: 280
Micheletti Maria F of Paolo and Maria G Dec 5 1928........... 28: 315
Micheletti Rosaria of Paolo and Maria G Apr 1 1922........... 25: 224
Micheli Ferdinando of Rodolfo and Maria July 25 1922........ 25: 280
Micheli Luigi of Rodolfo and Maria D Aug 31 1928.............. 28: 273
Micheli Margherita of Rodolfo and Maria Oct 27 1923........ 26: 148
Micheli Rodolfo P of Rodolfo and Maria Mar 25 1923........... 27: 39
Michelotti Nunziata G of Giuseppe and Olimpia Aug 6 1923.... 26: 107
Michelovitch Barbara (twin) of Harry and Marguerite July
30 1926 ......................................................... 27: 271
Michelovitch Harry of Harry and Marguerite Aug 3 1922... 25: 282
Michelovitch Harvey D of Thomas and Martha May 30 1928.. 28: 231
Michelovitch Patricia (twin) of Harry and Marguerite July
30 1926 ......................................................... 27: 271
Michelovitch Rhoda of Harry and Marguerite Nov 26 1930... 29: 292
Michelovitch William M of Thomas and Martha Mar 21 1930... 29: 189
Michen Stanley of Joseph and Eva Oct 26 1921 ................. 25: 143
Michie George K of Kenneth C and Lillian M Sept 18 1923... 26: 128
Michin Bernard of Joseph and Eva Aug 29 1924 .............. 26: 302
Michols William of William and Mary Dec 13 1927 ......... 28: 155
Micieli Maria of Gaetano and Maria A Jan 23 1928 ......... 28: 176
Mickus Julia of John and Rose Aug 10 1921 ......... 25: 103
Middlebrook Beatrice M of James A and Sarah E Mar 7 1925.. 27: 31
Middlebrook Hope M of James A and Sarah E Nov 9 1926 ... 27: 316
Middlebrook Marilyn J of James A and Sarah E Mar 8 1930... 29: 184
Middlebrook Ruth A of James A and Sarah E Mar 21 1921 ... 25: 34
Middleton Barbara E of Theodore F and Angela L Mar 1 1930.. 29: 181
Midgley Eileen S of Gibson V and Georgina M Jan 6 1928 ... 28: 170
Midgley Richard J of Joseph V and Anna G Nov 2 1923 .... 26: 152
Midgley —— d of Ernest and Polly S Oct 25 1924 ....... 26: 335
Midwood Mariland of Fred T and Bertha Sept 9 1923 ....... 26: 181
Midwood Norman H of Fred T and Bertha Oct 22 1921 .... 26: 33
Midwood William H of Louis C and Ethel M Feb 13 1923 .... 26: 21
Michls Elizabeth J of Albert L and Bertha M Oct 16 1927 ... 28: 130
Miele Armando of Vincenzo and Anna June 14 1923 ....... 26: 78
Miele Caterina of Vincenzo and Anna Apr 1 1930 ....... 29: 195
Miele Evelina of Vincenzo and Anna Oct 27 1921 ....... 25: 144
Miele Giuseppe of Stefano and Michelina Feb 10 1922 .... 25: 197
Miele Guido of Vincenzo and Anna Oct 28 1925 ....... 27: 142
Miele Ida of Amedeo and Mariannina June 3 1921 .... 25: 67
Miele Joseph of Raffaele and Michelina June 15 1930 .... 29: 225
Miele Lucia of Amedeo and Mariannina Dec 14 1922 ....... 25: 345
Miele Mario P of Vincenzo and Lucrezia Nov 16 1921 .... 25: 153
Miele Pasquale of Gennaro and Telina July 31 1921 .... 23: 97
Miele Vincenza of Amedeo and Mariannina Sept 23 1924 .... 26: 316
Miei Vincenzo of Amedeo and Mariannina Nov 1 1925 .... 27: 145
Miga John of Wladyslaw and Helena May 26 1921 .... 25: 62
Miga Joseph S of Joseph M and Bernice A July 26 1926 .... 27: 269
Migliaccio Gennaro of Domenico and Luisa Nov 15 1929 .... 29: 134
Migliaccio Giovanni of Domenico and Luisa Oct 7 1928 .... 28: 291
Migliaccio Vito N of Domenico and Luisa July 10 1927 .... 28: 87
Migliozzi Giuseppe A of Nicola and Michelina Mar 6 1925 .... 27: 31
Mignacco Virgilio of Antonio and Lena Sept 10 1921 .... 25: 120
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Mignacco Luigi of Luigi and Elvira Jan 2 1921.................. 25: 1
Mignanelli Aldo G of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Jan 1 1928...... 28: 168
Mignanelli Anna X of Vittorio and Alfonzina July 27 1928..... 28: 257
Mignanelli Antonetta A of Pasquale and Erminia A Oct 4
1929. .......................................................... 29: 118
Mignanelli Giuseppe R of Vittorio and Alfonzina Mar 19 1927. 28: 34
Mignanelli Marino of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Sept 26 1925. 27: 128
Mignanelli Rosa V of Filiberto and Maria C Sept 25 1927..... 28: 120
Mignano Rose C of Sannuele A and Mary A Nov 12 1924...... 26: 340
Migneault Anita T of Philip and Charlotte R Nov 19 1929.... 29: 135
Migneault Bernice J of Philip J and Charlotte R May 7 1928. 28: 222
Migneault Joseph L X of Louis A and Marie A Aug 13 1924.... 26: 296
Migneault Phyllis C of Philip and Charlotte R May 5 1927.... 28: 56
Mignella Filippo of Filippo and Anna M July 13 1925......... 27: 93
Mignella Francesca A of Filippo and Anna M May 9 1930..... 29: 210
Mignella Luciano F of Filippo and Anna M Aug 25 1921...... 25: 110
Mignone Maria A of Severino and Giovannina Oct 21 1924..... 26: 329
Mignone Mario R of Severino and Giovannina Mar 28 1927.... 28: 38
Mignone Palmina M of Severino and Giovannina Apr 9 1922.... 25: 227
Mignonelli Caterina of Andrea and Antonetta Oct 19 1921.... 25: 140
Mignonelli Emanuele of Pasquale and Deloresa Jan 16 1921... 25: 6
Migor Adam of Morciej and Tekla Sept 12 1921............... 25: 121
Miguel Diamantino of Joao and Maria Oct 19 1923............. 26: 145
Mihailides George of Peter and Kaliore Apr 13 1928........... 28: 218
Mihopoulos Georgia of Leonidas B and Gianoula T May 1
1925. .................................................................. 27: 59
Mihopoulos Theodora of Leonidas B and Gianoula T Dec 18
1927. .................................................................. 28: 162
Mihopoulos William of Leonidas B and Gianoula T May 31
1926. .................................................................. 27: 241
Mikaelian Garabed of Krikore and Mariam Nov 26 1926..... 27: 323
Mike Doris of Sam and Jennie Dec 13 1925.................... 27: 163
Mike Rose E of Samuel and Dora Feb 13 1924............... 26: 202
Mike Simon of Sam and Jennie Sept 1 1922................. 25: 298
Mikelian Garabed of Nishan and Aivay Feb 15 1924......... 26: 203
Mikijaniec Annie of Michael and Rose Sept 20 1922......... 25: 306
Mikijaniec Mary of Michael and Rose July 21 1927......... 28: 91
Mikkola Mary H of Konsta A and Anna May 21 1930......... 29: 214
Miklusis Vetos of Vincent and Zuzana Oct 6 1928.......... 28: 290
Mikut Frances of Frank A and Grace E June 3 1925......... 27: 74
Mikut Norma M of Frank A and Grace E Jan 11 1927......... 28: 4
Mikut Raymond of Frank A and Grace E May 6 1922........ 25: 241
Milan Elizabeth J of John W and Ellen H May 29 1928....... 28: 230
Milan Marilyn R of John W and Helen Jan 24 1926.......... 27: 183
Milano Luigi A of Francesco and Anna M G Oct 31 1921..... 25: 145
Milazzo Anna of Domenico and Giuseppina Jan 12 1925...... 27: 5
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milazzo</td>
<td>March 3, 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milazzo</td>
<td>January 6, 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25: 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millard</td>
<td>February 6, 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milburn</td>
<td>March 13, 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mildner-Sternbach</td>
<td>Stephen S of David and Mary V June 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mildner</td>
<td>January 29, 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mildner</td>
<td>January 12, 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mildner</td>
<td>September 16, 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles</td>
<td>October 10, 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles</td>
<td>March 21, 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles</td>
<td>June 21, 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles</td>
<td>January 13, 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles</td>
<td>November 30, 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles</td>
<td>February 24, 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milewicz</td>
<td>April 14, 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milewski</td>
<td>March 3, 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25: 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milewski</td>
<td>June 19, 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miley</td>
<td>August 4, 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miley</td>
<td>March 5, 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miley</td>
<td>July 24, 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miley</td>
<td>May 9, 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25: 242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miley</td>
<td>August 2, 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milia</td>
<td>August 30, 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milia</td>
<td>February 18, 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milici</td>
<td>May 6, 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25: 241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milkman</td>
<td>May 29, 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill</td>
<td>October 13, 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill</td>
<td>February 17, 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millar</td>
<td>August 30, 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millar</td>
<td>April 27, 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millar</td>
<td>June 20, 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millar</td>
<td>February 28, 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millard</td>
<td>June 26, 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25: 76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millard</td>
<td>January 4, 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millard</td>
<td>October 3, 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millard</td>
<td>July 31, 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millard</td>
<td>July 8, 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millard</td>
<td>May 8, 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millard</td>
<td>December 15, 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millard</td>
<td>August 23, 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millard</td>
<td>July 7, 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millard</td>
<td>July 11, 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25: 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millard</td>
<td>April 30, 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Millard William A of Edwin C and Martha Sept 20 1924... 26: 315
Millard William E of Alfred E and Fanny Jan 9 1929.....29: 4
Millberry Marguerite L (e) of Alonzo and Artemisia T Nov

7 1928 ......................................................28: 303
Millea Rosalie E of Alfred J and Rose A June 26 1921...25: 76
Miller Allan C of John R and Harriet M Mar 27 1930.....29: 192
Miller Anna B of William H and Margaret Dec 2 1923...26: 166
Miller Anna M of Fred M and Annie Sept 29 1927.......28: 121
Miller Andrew R of Andrew R and Lillian M Nov 25 1925...27: 153
Miller Anna L of Frederick and Freda Feb 4 1922........25: 194
Miller Anna M of Leo J and Mary E Oct 26 1925..........27: 111
Miller Arline L of Joseph and Margaret P Dec 29 1930...29: 306
Miller Arthur P (e) of Arthur R and Leona T Oct 6 1925...27: 134
Miller Barbara of Raymond H and Gladys Feb 20 1926.....27: 338
Miller Barbara of Gilbert DeB and Ruth E Dec 21 1928...28: 321
Miller Barbara A of William and Marion L Apr 1 1930...29: 195
Miller Barbara E of Frederick N and Margaret G Aug 15

1925 ........................................................27: 110
Miller Barbara R of Ralph W and Alice Mar 14 1929.....29: 31
Miller Beatrice M of Benjamin F and Viola E Jan 18 1921...25: 7
Miller Benjamin F of Benjamin F and Viola E Aug 19 1929...29: 98
Miller Caroline E of Irving F and Ruth Jan 5 1925........27: 3
Miller Carolyn J of Maurice and Bessie L July 10 1924....26: 278
Miller Charles F of Ralph E and Mira M Aug 17 1921.....25: 113
Miller Charlotte of Joseph and Rose June 22 1927........28: 77
Miller Claire A of Harold F and Alice M July 13 1927.....28: 88
Miller Constance H of Kenneth E and Helen Aug 26 1930...29: 235
Miller Daniel R of Cornelius W and Ethel L May 28 1924...26: 234
Miller David of Harry and Rose Oct 30 1924.............26: 333
Miller David I of Mathew and Beatrice Aug 3 1923........26: 105
Miller Doris G of Frederick J A and Lillian Aug 16 1929...29: 97
Miller Dorothy F of Francis H and Elsie M Aug 14 1929...29: 97
Miller Dorothy L of Joseph and Irene May 7 1930.........29: 209
Miller Dorothy M of Benjamin S and Agnes G July 24 1921...25: 94
Miller Dorothy M of Joseph W and Anna Sept 6 1928......28: 277
Miller Earl W of Frederick and Freda Feb 17 1926........27: 194
Miller Edith L J (e) of William and Lenora A July 5 1922...25: 270
Miller Edward T of Edward F and Helen V Mar 15 1927.....28: 32
Miller Elaine of Simon A and Lillian Mar 25 1925.........27: 39
Miller Eleanor C of Ragnar V and Signe M Aug 31 1927....28: 109
Miller Elmer F of Frederick and Ellen Nov 25 1926.......27: 322
Miller Elsie S of Hobrick J and Ogrita M Nov 15 1923.....27: 150
Miller Francis N of Clifford F and Ester M June 18 1927...28: 75
Miller Frederick of Frederick N and Margaret G July 23 1927.28: 92
Miller Frederick J of William H and Mary T C Dec 24 1928...28: 322
Miller George E of Virgil G and Abbie Nov 5 1926.........27: 314
Miller George N of Thomas J and Lucinda A Aug 30 1923... 26: 117
Miller Gerald H of Leo A and Emma H Jan 11 1928...... 28: 172
Miller Gilbert J of Percival R and Mary E June 6 1929.... 20: 67
Miller Gordon H of Percival and Gertrude E Nov 6 1924... 26: 337
Miller Harold E of Harold E and Maude Sept 15 1921..... 25: 122
Miller Harold K of Harold F and Edith F Dec 5 1925.... 27: 159
Miller Harriet J of Simon A and Lillian Dec 30 1929.... 29: 152
Miller Helen of Frederick N and Margaret G Feb 9 1924.... 26: 291
Miller Helen F of William J and Frances E Aug 14 1921... 25: 105
Miller Helen F of Frank C and Mary F Apr 19 1922...... 23: 231
Miller Helena of Paul and Ida Aug 28 1930............. 29: 256
Miller Henry J of Henry J and Hortense C Sept 20 1922... 27: 306
Miller Henry W of Max B and Wilhelmina Mar 25 1927.... 28: 36
Miller Hope of Leo J and Mary E Jan 13 1924............. 26: 187
Miller Hope F of James I and Agnes L May 30 1922...... 25: 250
Miller Jacqueline A of Milton E and Anna Dec 1 1929.... 29: 142
Miller James I of James I and Agnes L Jan 22 1924...... 26: 191
Miller James O of Otis J and Nellie M Dec 5 1922.... 25: 341
Miller Janet D of Leo A and Emma H Aug 3 1929.... 29: 93
Miller Janet R of Irving F and Ruth Nov 2 1928........ 28: 301
Miller Janice of Reginald and Esther Sept 20 1924...... 26: 315
Miller Jean E of Frank C and Mary F Nov 11 1926...... 27: 317
Miller Jean McL of Robert K and Clara Aug 23 1930.... 29: 254
Miller Jeanette P of Lawrence E and Mary M Apr 25 1922... 25: 234
Miller John E of Robert L and Helen July 31 1925.... 27: 101
Miller John H of Frank C and Margaret F Dec 25 1929.... 29: 150
Miller John W of Clarence W and Georgianna Jan 8 1921... 25: 3
Miller Joseph A of James A and Alice C Feb 21 1925..... 27: 23
Miller Joseph E of Joseph E and Catherine E Sept 19 1922... 25: 305
Miller Joseph H of Henry M and Frances Feb 19 1929.... 29: 21
Miller Joshua of Charles and Anna May 11 1925...... 27: 63
Miller Joyce M of James A and Eugenie W July 12 1930... 29: 237
Miller Leonard StP of Clifford F and Lena W Apr 8 1925.. 27: 47
Miller Lincoln F of Lincoln F and Blanche Aug 25 1929... 29: 101
Miller Margaret L of Charles and Jennie G Jan 29 1924.... 26: 194
Miller Margaret M of Leo J and Mary E Apr 16 1921...... 25: 84
Miller Margaret T of Frederick N and Margaret G Aug 3 1922... 25: 282
Miller Marguerite M of William H and Margaret V Jan 2 1925.... 27: 1
Miller Marilyn E of Francis L and Elizabeth M July 14 1930... 29: 238
Miller Marilyn R of Frederick G and Ruth E May 18 1929.... 29: 58
Miller Marion H of Francis E and Edith Apr 22 1924.... 26: 235
Miller Marjorie V of Walter E and Eliza Aug 2 1930.... 29: 246
Miller Martha M of Eleanor May 8 1920............. 29: 54
Miller Mary of Ralph and Julia Aug 6 1922............ 25: 284
Miller Mary C of Agnes Nov 11 1925............. 27: 149
Miller Mary G of Frederick X and Margaret G Mar 19 1921. 25: 33
Miller Melville of Maurice and Bessie L Apr 13 1923............. 26: 60
Miller Mildred I (twin) of Walter E and Eliza Jan 4 1922.. 25: 179
Miller Milton J of Ralph W and Alice Dec 3 1926................ 27: 326
Miller Morton I of Jacob M and Bella Aug 19 1929............. 29: 98
Miller Muriel F (twin) of Walter E and Eliza Jan 4 1922.. 25: 179
Miller Muriel L of Daniel L and Marion V Nov 16 1922.... 27: 333
Miller Murray E of Harry and Eva Dec 19 1922............. 25: 347
Miller Noah of Joseph H and Rose Apr 3 1927.................. 28: 42
Miller Philip of Fred and Annie Mar 14 1922................... 25: 213
Miller Raymond H of Sylvester J and Laura Apr 28 1930... 29: 205
Miller Raymond V of Vincent R and Theresa L May 17 1921.. 25: 59
Miller Richard E of Richard and Gertrude F Sept 3 1925.... 27: 119
Miller Rita of William G and Mary J Aug 30 1921............. 25: 112
Miller Robert E of Robert C and Elsie W June 29 1926...... 27: 256
Miller Robert F of William H and Mary T C Jan 4 1928...... 28: 169
Miller Robert F of Harold F and Alice M Dec 16 1930...... 29: 301
Miller Robert M of Joe and Margaret P Sept 20 1923..... 26: 129
Miller Robert S of Frederick R and Ellen Nov 28 1930..... 29: 293
Miller Ruth of Myer H and Sarah June 10 1921.............. 25: 69
Miller Ruth of Harry and Rose Jan 13 1923.................. 26: 6
Miller Ruth E of Fred and Freda Feb 11 1927.............. 28: 18
Miller Sema R of Harry and Rose June 27 1921............ 27: 77
Miller Shirley A of Richard and Gertrude July 10 1922.... 25: 271
Miller Shirley F of Clarence E and Charlotte E Mar 15 1925. 27: 34
Miller Stanley R (c) of Isadore F and Margaret E June 14
1921. ........................................... 25: 71
Miller Stephen A of James A and Alice C Sept 15 1923..... 26: 127
Miller Thomas of Thomas and Amelia Aug 2 1924............. 26: 291
Miller Thomas W of Thomas W and Matilda June 12 1929..... 29: 69
Miller Veronica M of George E and Veronica M Apr 7 1922... 25: 227
Miller Virginia A of Ray O and Sarah Oct 13 1928....... 28: 293
Miller Walter of Oscar and Mary Sept 13 1922............. 25: 303
Miller William C of William C and Louise A Sept 2 1921... 25: 116
Miller William C of Fred and Annie June 24 1925........ 27: 83
Miller William H of William H and Margaret Sept 22 1922.. 25: 306
Miller William H of William H and Margaret V Apr 20 1926.. 27: 227
Miller William J of Virgil G and Abbie Aug 24 1929....... 29: 100
Miller Winifred C of Robert C and Elsie W Nov 6 1922.... 25: 329
Miller —— d of Francis and Edith Mar 30 1927......... 28: 40
Miller —— s of Raphael and Louise Oct 1 1927........... 28: 137
Miller —— s of Lloyd J and Alice M Oct 10 1927............ 28: 128
Miller —— s of Hugh and Christina Mar 20 1928............ 28: 201
Miller —— d of Maxwell and Mary R Nov 26 1929........ 29: 141
Miller — d of Harry E and Grace E Dec 23, 1929...........29: 154
Miller — s of William H and Mary T C July 7 1930...........29: 235
Millerick Eleanor M of William T and Marietta V June 12 1929......................................................29: 69
Millerick Elizabeth E of George J and Margaret A Feb 8 1928.28: 183
Millerick Walter J of William T and Marietta V July 19 1926.27: 267
Millett Geraldine M of Raymond O and Eileen Nov 26 1929.29: 138
Millett Halford A of Bernard F and Gertrude M Sept 30 1921.25: 129
Millett Martha J of Chester R and Mabel Oct 26 1923........26: 147
Millette Claire of John and Grace Sept 23 1921.............25: 126
Millette Leon J of Leon D and Mary J Aug 14 1922...........25: 295
Millette Priscilla M of Delina I Feb 16 1928.................28: 186
Millican Edward of James and Theresa E Dec 11 1922........25: 344
Milligan Janet M of William T and Jean Sept 14 1923....26: 126
Milligan Janice M of Lowell A and Lily Sept 26 1929........29: 114
Milligan John of John R and Annie M June 3 1924...........26: 260
Milliken Barbara F of Howard J and Irene F July 1 1928....28: 247
Milliken Joan F of Raymond G and Florence B Jan 20 1930.29: 163
Milliken Pearl R of James P and Helen Aug 26 1928.......28: 271
Millman Annette S of Meyer and Jennie June 12 1922.......25: 259
Millman Arnold H of Solomon S and Lena Nov 6 1928....28: 303
Millman Ernest E of Leo and Yvonne A Aug 13 1922........25: 287
Millman George L of Peter and Nettie May 25 1922.........25: 248
Millman Lester J of Jacob and Lillian June 8 1921.........25: 68
Millman Natalie B of Meyer and Jennie Sept 16 1926....27: 292
Millman Samuel of Albert and Rose Aug 6 1924.............26: 293
Millmather Helene E of Ernest and Helene L Nov 18 1923...26: 181
Millmather Ruth H of Ernest and Helene L May 9 1922.....25: 242
Millmather Virginia N of Ernest and Helene L Nov 18 1925..27: 151
Millmather William E A of William and Dorothy E June 13
1923.................................................................26: 78
Millozzi Giuseppe of Luigi and Maria Apr 3 1923...........26: 47
Mills Albert of David and Ida Aug 20 1923.................26: 113
Mills Albert E of Albert and Olive E June 20 1926.........27: 252
Mills Arthur L of Arthur and Irene E Feb 19 1928.........28: 188
Mills Barbara J of Ralph B and Marguerite Dec 4 1929.....29: 143
Mills Constance R of Parker and Millie M July 28 1925....27: 100
Mills Elaine A of Frederick H and Madeline F Feb 25 1930..29: 177
Mills Ellen L of Frederick W and Annie L July 15 1922....25: 273
Mills Eric R of Horace W and Esther Nov 10 1923........26: 155
Mills Evelyn of Horace W and Esther Jan 16 1930...........29: 161
Mills Evelyn M of Frederick W and Annie L July 21 1924....26: 283
Mills Frederick H of Frederick H and Madeline E Mar 6 1922.25: 210
Mills George W of Loftus and Mary A Dec 11 1922...........25: 344
Mills Howard G of Howard G and Maude I June 29 1922....25: 265
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
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Mills James of Horace W and Esther Aug 13 1928......... 28: 266
Mills James H of Robert P and Dorothy A Mar 10 1926...... 27: 203
Mills John W of Robert P and Dorothy A Sept 5 1928...... 28: 277
Mills Lucey M of Loftus and Mary A Apr 21 1921......... 25: 47
Mills Madeleine of Irving and Elizabeth M Apr 3 1923..... 26: 47
Mills Mary C of Irving J and Mary L Aug 27 1928......... 28: 272
Mills Parker of Robert P and Dorothy A Feb 27 1930....... 29: 178
Mills Richard C of Frederick H and Madeline E Feb 22 1924.. 26: 206
Mills Robert K of Frederick H and Madeline E May 20 1925.. 27: 67
Mills Sanford of David and Ida Sept 2 1921.............. 25: 116
Mills William H of William H and Anna Sept 9 1924....... 26: 365
Mills William H of Loftus and Mary A Mar 15 1927......... 28: 32
Mills — s of Parker and Millie M Nov 20 1921........... 25: 155
Mills — s of David and Ida Dec 14 1925.................. 27: 171
Mills — s of William and Bessie L Mar 14 1926........... 27: 205
Mills — d of Horace W and Esther Apr 12 1926........... 27: 219
Mills — (twin) s of Horace W and Esther Mar 2 1927....... 28: 40
Mills — (twin) d of Horace W and Esther Mar 2 1927....... 28: 40
Mills — (e) d of Edna M Dec 16 1929..................... 29: 154
Milne John J of Patrick and Elizabeth Oct 1 1929......... 29: 117
Milne Andrew D of Andrew W and Annie Y Aug 14 1922...... 25: 295
Milne Andrew W of Albert and Alice Apr 19 1921......... 25: 46
Milne Edward of Albert and Alice Jan 18 1924............ 26: 189
Milne Elizabeth of Albert and Alice Jan 10 1927........... 28: 4
Milne Jean of William and Hester Feb 27 1921............. 25: 24
Milne Margaret of Andrew W and Annie Y May 10 1924...... 26: 246
Milne — d of William and Hester Feb 3 1924.............. 26: 211
Milner-Orpen John R of John R and Mary L B Mar 30 1921.. 25: 37
Milner-Orpen Mary A of John R and Mary L B Apr 1 1922..... 25: 224
Milnes Shirley V of Charles I and Beatrice A Aug 29 1921.. 25: 112
Milot Paul J of Lucien J and Marie July 12 1922........... 25: 272
Milot Therese M A of Lucien J and Marie May 20 1924...... 26: 250
Milroy Kenneth (twin) of Robert J and Hannah Jan 14 1924.. 26: 188
Milroy Victor (twin) of Robert J and Hannah Jan 14 1924..... 26: 188
Milstead Russell D of James A and Amy W Jan 4 1929........ 29: 2
Milstead William N of James A and Amy W July 18 1927...... 28: 90
Miluck Dorothy R of Julian and Ennice Dec 31 1924........ 26: 361
Miluck George L of Julian and Ennice Dec 31 1925......... 27: 169
Miluck Joyce A of Julian and Ennice Aug 4 1930........... 29: 247
Milmane Rita C of Ernest N and Louise July 14 1922........ 25: 273
Milnaugh Catherine of Patrick J and Catherine P Jan 15
1921..................................................... 25: 6
Milnaugh Margaret of Patrick J and Catherine P Aug 15
1922..................................................... 25: 287
Milnaugh Mary R of Thomas and Mary July 2 1921........... 25: 85
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Minnagh Peter L of Patrick J and Catherine P May 11 1924...26: 246
Minadeo Salvatore of Alfredo and Teresa Jan 15 1926.....27: 180
Minahan Agnes C of Joseph A and Agnes June 29 1922....25: 265
Minahan Catherine A of Timothy P and Agnes M Mar 6 1924.26: 214
Minahan Joseph A of Joseph A and Agnes Dec 11 1927....28: 155
Minahan Marie T of Joseph A and Agnes Sept 10 1924....26: 310
Minard Richard A of Henry and Veronica May 16 1929...29: 57
Minariino Ernesto of Vincenzo and Francesca Nov 21 1925....27: 152
Minasian Armenoohi of Arakiel and Zartar Mar 21 1927.....28: 35
Minasian Minas of Garabed and Sarah Feb 14 1927.......28: 19
Minassian John of Arakiel and Zartar July 30 1928.......28: 258
Minassian Nishan of Arakiel and Zartar Jan 16 1923.....26: 7
Minassian Samuel of Movses and Zartoohi Sept 11 1921...25: 121
Minassian Sandoon of Movses and Zarouhi June 9 1924....26: 262
Minassian Shahnazar of Movses and Zartoohi Dec 1 1922....25: 340
Minassian Vartoohi of Arakiel and Zartar Dec 1 1925.....27: 159
Minassian Vijkan of Leon and Serarp Dec 18 1927.......28: 157
Minassian —— s of Movses and Zarouhi Dec 20 1927....28: 163
Mincarelli Francesco of Francesco and Margherita July 28
1923. ..........................................................26: 99
Miner Charles L of Ernest F and Ida M Nov 27 1927....28: 147
Miner Dorothy J of Vincent L and Lucy P Feb 18 1926....27: 194
Miner Evelyn G of Martin and Germaine May 24 1926.....27: 238
Miner Frederick of James J and Mae M Jan 16 1923.....26: 7
Miner Helen V of Ernest F and Ida M June 9 1922........25: 257
Miner James J of James J and Mae M Jan 11 1921........25: 4
Miner Jared M of Martin R and Germaine May 18 1930.....29: 213
Miner Jean W of Ralph W and Edith L Aug 12 1922......25: 286
Miner John R of William A and Mary E Feb 9 1928.....28: 184
Miner Leonard of James J and Mae M Mar 23 1927......28: 35
Miner Leslie G of Ralph W and Edith L June 16 1924....26: 265
Miner Marion D of Milton C and Doris Oct 16 1929....29: 122
Miner Marjorie A of Harold C and Edith D Sept 12 1923..26: 125
Miner Mary E of William A and Mary E Mar 30 1921....25: 38
Miner Mary I of Ernest F and Ida M Feb 15 1924.........26: 203
Miner Ralph W of Ralph W and Edith L Nov 30 1926.....27: 324
Miner Robert of James J and Mae M Jan 18 1925.........27: 8
Mingelewicz Anna of Yan and Marcelia Nov 14 1929.....29: 134
Mingian Henry of Thomas and Ahavne Oct 5 1921........25: 134
Mingelewicz Baronichia of John and Myrtzel Oct 2 1921...25: 132
Minicucci Anna of Salvatore and Giuseppina June 20 1924..26: 267
Minicucci Antonio of Gregorio and Domenica Feb 9 1925...27: 19
Minicucci Davide of Davide and Anna Feb 12 1929........29: 19
Minicucci Davido S of Silvestro and Lucia June 26 1922....25: 264
Minicucci Dorothy V of Anthony and Santina May 11 1928..28: 224
Minicucci Elisabetta of Anthony and Santina Feb 22 1921...25: 22
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Minicucci Eva of Anthony and Santina Dec 17 1922...... 25:346
Minicucci Evelyn of Pietro and Rosina Mar 29 1930...... 29:192
Minicucci Giovanna T of Davide and Anna Dec 3 1925...... 27:158
Minicucci Lucia T of Silvestro and Lucia Oct 11 1925...... 27:136
Minicucci Maria of Gregorio and Domenica Aug 16 1921...... 25:106
Minicucci Maria of Salvatore and Giuseppina May 5 1922...... 25:240
Minicucci Maria of Davide and Anna Sept 20 1924...... 26:315
Minicucci Pietro of Pietro and Rosina May 24 1925...... 27:69
Minicucci Raymond A of Anthony and Santina Jan 14 1930...... 29:161
Minicucci Salvatore A of Pietro and Rosina Feb 13 1928...... 28:185
Minicucci Sylvester A of Silvestro and Lucia May 18 1930...... 28:213
Minieri Elvira T of Felix J and Theresa June 26 1928...... 28:244
Miniscalco Antonio of Olindo and Filomena May 25 1927...... 28:64
Miniscalco — d of Pietro and Anna Mar 15 1924...... 26:226
Miniscalco — d of Giuseppe and Antonia Feb 26 1927...... 28:25
Mink Albert E (twin) of Albert H and Sadie A Jan 13 1929...... 28:6
Mink Dorothy P (twin) of Albert H and Sadie A Jan 13 1929...... 28:6
Mink Robert H of Albert H and Sadie A June 2 1930...... 29:220
Minkema Claire of Wilhelmina July 31 1930...... 29:244
Minor Joseph of Ernest O and Elizabeth V Dec 27 1921...... 25:172
Minton Claude L of Claude L and Grace K Oct 8 1923...... 26:149
Minutili Anna of Giuseppe and Angelina Feb 25 1924...... 26:208
Minutili Armando of Giuseppe and Angelina Sept 17 1925...... 27:124
Minutili Fortunata of Giuseppe and Angelina July 16 1929...... 29:55
Minutili Giuseppe S of Giuseppe and Angelina Nov 2 1930...... 29:284
Minutillo Sassio of Giuseppe and Angelina Feb 7 1922...... 25:195
Minuto Angelina G of Vincenzo and Flavia Oct 3 1922...... 28:314
Minuto Flavia M of Vincenzo and Flavia Sept 30 1927...... 28:122
Minuto Francesco A of Vincenzo and Flavia Feb 14 1921...... 25:18
Minuto Gaetana F of Vincenzo and Flavia July 2 1926...... 27:239
Minutilli — d of Giuseppe and Angelina Mar 13 1921...... 25:81
Miozza Joseph A of Michele and Mary J Dec 8 1926...... 27:328
Miozza Michele A V of Michele and Mary J July 2 1928...... 28:247
Mirabassi David E of Olinio and Concetta S Mar 21 1928...... 28:201
Mirabella Michele of Giovanni and Theresa July 12 1924...... 26:279
Mirabella Rosina of Giovanni and Teresa June 3 1926...... 27:245
Miraldest Archie W of Manoel A and Emma Jan 9 1930...... 29:160
Miranda Anna X (twin) of Joao M and Antonia M Dec 3 1930...... 29:296
Miranda Anthony (twin) of Anthony and Angelina Jan 6 1930...... 29:158
Miranda Antone (twin) of Manuel M and Rosa M July 24 1921...... 25:94
Miranda Edward of Jose F and Virginia May 22 1929...... 29:59
Miranda Elena of Jose F and Virginia Apr 15 1924...... 26:232
Miranda Ilda of Jose F and Virginia July 25 1923...... 27:98
Miranda James F of Jose F and Virginia Aug 22 1930...... 29:253
Miranda Jesse (twin) of Anthony and Angelina Jan 6 1930...29:158
Miranda Joao F of Jose F and Virginia Aug 16 1922........25:288
Miranda Jose of Jose F and Virginia Apr 3 1927.............23:42
Miranda Leonora F of Joseph F and Mary Feb 24 1930.........29:179
Miranda Lewis F of Jose F and Virginia Apr 28 1928.........25:218
Miranda Manuel of Jose F and Virginia May 31 1921...........25:65
Miranda Manuel S (c) of Alexander S and Maria Aug 5 1927.................28:99
Miranda Miguel J (c) of Joao M and Antonia M July 21 1926..........................27:272
Miranda —— (c) d of Manoel M and Rosa L Oct 24 1927......28:133
Mirando Felix A of Felix A and Irene Sept 17 1924..........26:313
Mirando Filomena M of Felix A and Irene Feb 9 1930..........29:172
Miricatokos —— d of John and Georgia Oct 21 1927..............28:133
Mirwald Clara A of Josef J and Annie Sept 23 1927...........28:119
Misano John F of Salvatore and Carolina July 19 1928.......28:254
Miscewicz Doris M of Josephine Jan 2 1926....................27:175
Misch Donald of Walter P and Ruth C Jan 1 1929..............29:1
Misch Dorothy L of Walter P and Ruth C July 15 1921..........25:90
Misch Robert C of Walter P and Ruth C Oct 22 1923............26:146
Misch Walter R of Walter P and Ruth C Apr 12 1927............28:46
Mischler Alvin F of Frank F and Genevieve E Dec 20 1927....28:158
Mischler —— d of Frank F and Genevieve E Oct 12 1925........27:144
Misievicz Walter J of Jan and Kostancya Apr 27 1928........28:217
Miskinis Virginia V of Gasper and Julia June 5 1923........26:75
Misorella Rosa M of Michele and Assunta Oct 14 1922........25:318
Missirlian Beverly M of Mihran and Peprom M Feb 22 1929.....29:22
Mistkowski Leo of Josef and Ludwika Aug 8 1922.............25:284
Misto Rose M of Louis I and Rose Mar 30 1929.................29:37
Mistofsky Sydney of Samuel and Rose Apr 27 1921.............23:49
Mistofsky Zelda of Louis M and Tillie Feb 14 1922.............25:199
Mistofsky —— d of Louis M and Tillie Jan 17 1921.............23:7
Mistowsky Leona E of Samuel and Lillian E Jan 24 1926.....27:183
Mitchell Andrew J of Andrew S and Margaret G Nov 16 1924..26:342
Mitchell Anna of James F and Cecelia E Dec 28 1925..........27:168
Mitchell Anne O’N of Albert C and Anne F Oct 23 1923.........26:146
Mitchell Beatrice of Leonard and Mabel M A May 4 1925.....27:60
Mitchell Bernice H of Carl R and Gertrude May 29 1926......27:241
Mitchell Carl R of Carl R and Gertrude Nov 6 1930...........29:286
Mitchell Catherine V of Thomas and Margaret M July 13 1926..................................................27:271
Mitchell Charles E of Joseph H and Theresa E Nov 19 1930...29:290
Mitchell Christina F of Stephen H and Christina F July 13 1921......................................................25:89
Mitchell Clinton J (twin) of Thomas and Margaret M Aug 7 1929......................................................29:94
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Mitchell Daniel of Daniel and Gladys Oct 19 1922 25: 320
Mitchell Donald P of George H and Ruth L May 11 1929 29: 55
Mitchell Dorothy B of Thomas A and Muriel June 13 1928 28: 238
Mitchell Edith S of Philip H and Alice Oct 23 1921 25: 142
Mitchell Edward J of James F and Cecelia E June 20 1929 29: 72
Mitchell Emma M of James F and Emma M Jan 13 1929 29: 6
Mitchell Ernest L of Samuel L and Abbie L June 17 1923 26: 79
Mitchell Everett L of Samuel L and Abbie L M Dec 14 1926 27: 330
Mitchell Florence E (twin) of Thomas and Margaret M Aug 7 1929 29: 94
Mitchell Frances M of Stephen H and Christina F May 10 1927 28: 58
Mitchell Francis J of John J and Margaret M Mar 14 1923 26: 36
Mitchell Francis R of Francis R and Marguerite C Jan 19 1924 26: 190
Mitchell Frederick A of Frederick G and Emma Jan 21 1924 26: 191
Mitchell Gene T of Francis R and Marguerite C May 25 1929 29: 60
Mitchell George M of Carl R and Gertrude June 3 1929 29: 66
Mitchell George W of Francis R and Marguerite C Sept 9 1927 28: 114
Mitchell George W of George and Hazel May 29 1930 29: 217
Mitchell Granville P of Samuel L and Abby L July 15 1925 27: 94
Mitchell Irene F of Thomas and Margaret M Jan 29 1928 28: 178
Mitchell James C of James C and Idella G Mar 13 1926 27: 203
Mitchell James F of James F and Cecelia E Dec 30 1926 27: 335
Mitchell Jean of Frank W and Margaret M June 25 1925 27: 83
Mitchell John A of John A and Blanche G Apr 27 1925 27: 55
Mitchell John F of Frank W and Margaret M Oct 16 1923 26: 143
Mitchell John F of Charles and Edna Jan 8 1929 29: 4
Mitchell John O of Thomas and Margaret M Nov 24 1923 26: 161
Mitchell John R of John R and Grace June 5 1930 29: 221
Mitchell Joseph H of Joseph H and Theresa Jan 23 1928 28: 176
Mitchell Leonard of Leonard and Mabel M A Mar 11 1922 25: 221
Mitchell Leonard R of Leonard R and Dorothy E Sept 7 1930 29: 261
Mitchell Margaret of Mary Feb 24 1929 29: 23
Mitchell Margaret M of Thomas and Margaret M July 17 1921 25: 91
Mitchell Mary A of Francis R and Marguerite C May 29 1926 27: 241
Mitchell Mary A of Frank W and Margaret Aug 25 1927 28: 107
Mitchell Mary A of Charles P and Edna Mar 15 1930 29: 186
Mitchell Mary McI H of Edward B and Mary Aug 2 1926 27: 273
Mitchell Ralph M of John A and Carrie M Aug 31 1923... 26:117
Mitchell Robert J of Robert J and Anna A Nov 1 1930... 29:284
Mitchell Stewart (c) of Anita Sept 17 1921... 25:123
Mitchell Theodore of Herbert P and Marion Apr 30 1924... 26:239
Mitchell Thomas P of Thomas and Margaret M Oct 3 1922... 25:314
Mitchell Virginia D of Virginia Aug 25 1929... 29:101
Mitchell Virginia E of George E and Margaret Mar 15 1923... 26:36
Mitchell Warren H of Warren H and Esther Mar 27 1928... 28:204
Mitchell William of Manuel and Susan M Aug 19 1927... 28:105
Mitchell William J of Leonard and Mabel M Feb 19 1924... 26:205
Mitchell —- d of Stephen H and Christina F July 4 1923... 26:163
Mitchell —- s of George E and Frances M Mar 31 1926... 27:214
Mitchinson —- d of George and Mary Dec 24 1925... 27:171
Mitchinson —- s of George and Mary R Sept 20 1923... 26:136
Mitenius Jane A of Edward and Winifred H Dec 13 1926... 27:330
Mitenius Winifred H of Edward and Winifred H Dec 6 1924... 26:532
Mitola Grace I of Joseph and Martha I Nov 24 1930... 29:292
Mitola Vincenzo of Joseph and Martha I Apr 5 1927... 28:42
Mitschke Norma D of Alfred and Hattie A Oct 4 1928... 28:299
Mitschke Raymond A of Alfred and Hattie A Nov 17 1923... 26:158
Mitsmenn Arthur C of Clarence E and Marion Nov 6 1925... 27:146
Mitsmenn Dorothy M of Clarence E and Marion Apr 2 1921... 25:39
Mitsmenn George U of Clarence E and Marion May 5 1927... 28:36
Mitson Dorothy M of Peter H and Susan Feb 15 1926... 27:198
Mitson Joseph E of George H and Eliza R Apr 23 1924... 26:236
Mix Roberta F of Paul E and Cora H June 26 1929... 29:74
Mizen Rhoda E of Ralph F and Ellenor F Aug 2 1929... 29:92
Mizzoni Anna of Marco and Angelina Dec 19 1924... 26:336
Mizzoni Luigi of Marco and Angelina Nov 15 1923... 26:157
Mizzoni Natalino of Marco and Angelina June 23 1922... 25:263
Mizzoni Tomaso of Marco and Angelina July 17 1929... 29:84
Moakler Edmund J of Edmund J and Marguerite A Feb 23 1929... 29:23
Moan Betty L of John J and Irene C June 12 1930... 29:224
Moan Charles E of Charles E and Mary A Dec 5 1924... 26:351
Moan Irene M of John J and Irene C Nov 11 1928... 28:305
Moan James of Katherine July 3 1927... 28:84
Moan Mary M of Thomas A and Margaret M Feb 16 1926... 27:193
Moan Robert B of Charles E and Mary A Oct 28 1929... 29:126
Moan Sibina M of Thomas A and Margaret M Mar 21 1928... 28:201
Mobilia Carmelo of Francesco and Margaret M Mar 2 1929... 29:27
Mobilia Carmeno of Giuseppe and Elvira Jan 28 1928... 28:178
Mobilia Filomena of Giuseppe and Elvira Nov 26 1921... 25:157
Mobilia Francesca of Giuseppe and Elvira June 9 1925... 27:77
Mobilia —- s of Giuseppe and Elvira Sept 16 1923... 26:136
Moccia Elena of Luigi and Michelina June 30 1925... 27:86
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Moccia Ernesto of Luigi and Michelina July 11 1923........... 26: 92
Moccia Maria of Luigi and Michelina Oct 29 1921............. 25: 144
Moccio Anna C of Luigi and Michelina Jan 15 1930........... 29: 161
Moccio Charles F of Joseph J and Bertha M Apr 18 1924...... 26: 233
Mochan John of Prochor and Nellie Aug 29 1922............. 25: 294
Mockler Genevieve V of Edward J and Genevieve M E Jan 31
1928...................... 28: 179
Mockler Maureen J of Edward J and Genevieve M E May 28
1930........................ 29: 217
Mocksch Arline M of Charles T and Hilda June 25 1922...... 25: 263
Mocksch Gladys I of William T and Annie May 8 1924....... 26: 245
Mocquinn Beatrice M of Frederick and Delfina May 16 1926.. 27: 235
Mocquinn Rita L of Alfred and Delfina July 18 1922........ 25: 275
Modelski Mary E of Joseph P and Esther M Mar 31 1922...... 25: 221
Modlewski Phyllis J of Sophie Oct 20 1927.................. 28: 132
Moffa Giuseppe G of Luigi and Filomena Mar 20 1925........ 27: 37
Moffa Hilda O of Luigi and Filomena Sept 16 1930.......... 29: 265
Moffa --- s of Luigi and Filomena Mar 20 1925.............. 27: 43
Moffatt Alexander McL of Alexander and Janet McL Sept 8
1926.................... 27: 289
Moffat Donald L of George and Grace L Nov 19 1922........ 25: 333
Moffat Elizabeth R of Alexander and Janet McL Nov 23 1923. 26: 161
Moffat Helen M of William E and Violet V Jan 9 1926...... 27: 178
Moffat Janet S of Alexander and Janet McL Nov 2 1929..... 29: 130
Moffat John S of James A and Jennie F July 24 1925........ 27: 98
Moffat Mildred R of William II and Mary Apr 30 1923....... 26: 58
Moffat Ruth L of Alexander and Janet McL Apr 16 1922...... 25: 230
Moffatt James A of James F and Winifred M Dec 27 1925.... 27: 168
Moffatt Raymond of James A and Winifred M Dec 25 1927..... 28: 159
Moffitt Ada of Samuel A and Alice Aug 13 1924............. 26: 296
Moffitt Carol L of Walter S and Linna C Jan 6 1930...... 29: 158
Moffitt John of Henry A and Margaret A Apr 23 1926...... 27: 223
Moffitt June M of Walter S and Linna C May 31 1922........ 25: 251
Moffitt Raymond of William A and Ethel V Apr 23 1924...... 26: 236
Moffitt Theresa M of Henry A and Margaret A Aug 21 1927... 28: 195
Moffitt Walter R of Walter R and Eva L Nov 13 1926...... 27: 318
Mogatti Anna M of Guido and Giovannina Aug 19 1921...... 25: 107
Mogatti Eva M of Guido and Giovannina June 18 1923...... 26: 80
Mogatti Gloria C of Guido and Giovannina Dec 9 1925...... 27: 161
Mogatti Ines A of Guido and Giovannina Oct 24 1928........ 28: 297
Mogel Ellen H of Robert and Jennie G Aug 12 1924....... 26: 295
Mogel John R of Robert and Ada Aug 8 1930............... 29: 249
Mogil Barry M of Harry and Faye July 1 1930.............. 29: 233
Moglia Doris M of Andrew C and Anna May 18 1930......... 29: 311
Moia Rita M A of Charles L and Ida July 7 1929.......... 29: 80
Moiosano Giuseppe D of Antonio and Luisa Aug 21 1921.... 25: 108
Moise Michael F of Francesco M and Lillian Nov 23 1929......29: 137
Mojkowski Dorothy H of Frank J and Helen Nov 28 1928......28: 311
Mojkowski Edward of Ignacy and Ludwika Sept 19 1925......27: 125
Mojkowski Julins H (twin) of Theodore and Stephania Oct 13
1923..............................................26: 142
Mojkowski Mary of Ignacy and Ludwika Mar 3 1921.........25: 27
Mojkowski Sophia J (twin) of Theodore and Stephania Oct 13
1923..............................................26: 142
Moles John of Joseph and Victoria Apr 6 1922..............25: 226
Moles William of Joseph and Victoria Jan 3 1929............29: 2
Molis Anna (twin) of Dominikas and Antonetta Aug 18 1927..28: 104
Mols Mildred (twin) of Dominikas and Antonetta Aug 18
1927..............................................28: 104
Molis Vitantas J of Dominikas and Antonina June 28 1922...25: 265
Moll Evelyn C of Charles J and Clara Nov 19 1923.........26: 159
Molla Giovannina of Giuseppe and Rosa Aug 5 1921.........25: 101
Molley Edward S of John and Mabel Apr 3 1923..............27: 44
Mollica Salvatore of Giuseppe and Carmela Nov 6 1925......27: 146
Mollichelli Alma M of Vincenzo D and Elisabetta June 8 1926.27: 247
Mollichelli Edward V of Vincenzo D and Elisabetta Mar 11
1930..............................................29: 185
Mollicone Alessandro of Alessandro and Maria F Dec 7 1922.25: 342
Mollicone Angela of Alessandro and Maria Sept 20 1921....25: 124
Mollicone Angela R of Giovanni and Florinda Aug 26 1925..27: 114
Mollicone Angelina of Bernardo and Maria Dec 24 1925......27: 166
Mollicone Anna L of Giovanni and Florinda Apr 1 1930......29: 195
Mollicone Armando (twin) of Giuseppe and Angelina Mar 5
1930..............................................29: 182
Mollicone Armelinda of Alessandro and Maria F July 28 1924.26: 286
Mollicone Arturo T of Giovanni and Florinda Jan 10 1924...26: 186
Mollicone Domenico M of Giuseppe and Angelina Jan 1 1925.27: 1
Mollicone Dorotea A of Alessandro and Maria F Sept 15 1930.29: 264
Mollicone Elvira of Bernardo and Maria Mar 13 1922........25: 213
Mollicone Giovanni B of Giovanni and Florinda Mar 31 1922.25: 221
Mollicone Giuseppe (twin) of Giuseppe and Angelina Mar 5
1930..............................................29: 182
Mollicone Giuseppina of Bernardo and Maria Apr 17 1928.....28: 214
Mollicone Immacolata of Alessandro and Maria F July 13
1926..............................................27: 264
Mollicone Maria R of Alexander and Maria F May 25 1928....28: 229
Mollicone Mario of Giuseppe and Angelina Feb 18 1921......25: 20
Mollicone Mario G of Eugenio and Angelina Apr 17 1922.....25: 230
Mollicone Michele of Eleuterio and Rosina Mar 12 1923......26: 35
Mollicone —— s of Bernardo and Maria Mar 10 1924.........26: 225
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Mollo Clementina C F of Giuseppe and Olimpia May 28 1924. . . . 29: 254
Mollo Costantino M A of Loretto and Teresa July 20 1925. . . . 27: 96
Mollo Dante A of Giuseppe P L and Maria July 3 1923. . . . . . 26: 89
Mollo Duilio D R of Giuseppe and Clara Oct 2 1928. . . . . . 28: 288
Mollo Giovanni N of Aurelio and Santina Oct 5 1922. . . . . . 25: 315
Mollo Giuseppe L of Giuseppe P L and Maria Apr 7 1928. . . . 28: 210
Mollo Isola of Giuseppe and Clara June 27 1926. . . . . . . . . 27: 255
Mollo — d of Domenico and Giuseppina Nov 2 1923. . . . . . 26: 165
Mollo — s of Domenico and Giuseppina Feb 28 1927. . . . . . 28: 25
Mollo — d of Aurelio and Santina June 18 1929. . . . . . . . 29: 71
Mollo — s of Domenico and Giuseppina July 12 1929. . . . . . 29: 82
Molloy Barbara A of Edward D and Catherine G June 12 1928. . . . 28: 238
Molloy Bernard J of John B and Emma May 1 1930. . . . . . 29: 207
Molloy David of Henry W and Amy E Aug 17 1924. . . . . . 26: 297
Molloy Edward D of Edward D and Catherine G Mar 7 1930. . . 29: 183
Molloy Edward F of Henry W and Amy E Dec 20 1929. . . . . 29: 148
Molloy John E of Henry W and Amy E Aug 31 1926. . . . . . 27: 285
Molloy Richard A of Henry W and Amy E July 12 1922. . . . . 25: 272
Molloy — s of Edward D and Catherine G Dec 13 1926. . . . . 27: 337
Moller David A of Arthur M L and Frances May 7 1925. . . . . 27: 61
Monacchino Albert A of Anthony and Melia Mar 12 1924. . . 26: 216
Monacelli Antonetitia of Vincenzino and Agnesina E Apr 17 1929. . . . 29: 45
Monacelli Filomena of Vincenzino and Agnesina E Nov 11 1930. . . . . 29: 287
Monacelli Vincenzo of Vincenzino and Agnesina E Oct 21 1927. . 28: 133
Monaco Domenico of Angelo and Gilda Dec 12 1929. . . . . . 29: 146
Monaco Gaetano P of Carmelo and Anna June 29 1927. . . . . 28: 80
Monaco James of Joseph and Elisabetta May 25 1930. . . . . 29: 216
Monaco Lucia G of Carmelo and Anna Oct 22 1930. . . . . . 29: 279
Monaco Marguerite M of Albert L and Evelyn B Mar 9 1926. . 27: 203
Monaco Maria B C of Salvatore and Lucia Jan 6 1922. . . . . 25: 180
Monaco Maria C of Angelo and Julia Oct 4 1928. . . . . . . . 28: 289
Monaco Maria L A of Vincenzo and Giuseppina Dec 13 1926. . 27: 330
Monaco Vincenzo C of Carmelo and Anna Dec 5 1928. . . . . . 28: 315
Monahan Charles G of Douglas and Margaret July 7 1930. . . . 29: 235
Monahan Constance H of Hugh T and Stella A Aug 27 1927. . 28: 107
Monahan Dorothea E of John J and Frances E Jan 8 1928. . . . 28: 171
Monahan Ellen of James B and Mary Oct 15 1921. . . . . . . 25: 139
Monahan George H of Louis A and Mary June 4 1927. . . . . 28: 70
Monahan Grace M of Patrick J and Katherine E Dec 1 1922. . 25: 340
Monahan Helen M of William L and Ida Dec 26 1925. . . . . . 27: 167
Monahan Hugh T of Hugh T and Stella A Oct 12 1924. . . . . 26: 326
Monahan John E of John J and Frances E Apr 5 1923. . . . . 26: 48
Monahan Joseph E of Joseph E and Margaret F Apr 21 1925. . 27: 53
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Monahan June M of John J and Frances E Mar 25 1924..... 26: 222
Monahan Margaret M of Thomas J and Margaret Feb 21 1922. 25: 206
Monahan Mary C of Paul J and Catherine May 8 1925..... 27: 62
Monahan Owen of Patrick and Catherine July 3 1921..... 25: 86
Monahan Raymond F of Joseph E and Margaret F Jan 20
1930. ........................................................................... 29: 163
Monahan Robert of Jerome E and Margaret F Nov 12 1928. 28: 305
Monahan Vincent E of Hugh J and Elizabeth M May 13 1922. 25: 243
Monahan Walter H of William H and Ora I Nov 1 1926. 27: 313
Monahan Walter J of William L and Ida Apr 7 1928. .... 28: 210
Monahan William of William and Agnes J May 14 1927. 28: 60
Monahan William J of Thomas and Margaret Jan 21 1929. 29: 9
Monahan William L of William L and Ida Sept 18 1924. 26: 314
Monahan —— s of Frank C and Margaret J Feb 27 1925. 27: 28
Monahan —— s of Agnes July 3 1925. ............................. 27: 89
Monda Amalia of Luigi and Rosina Jan 17 1923. .... 26: 7
Monda Giuseppc of Luigi and Rosina Aug 4 1921. .... 25: 100
Mondella Alfredo S of Vincenzo and Caterina Aug 14 1924. 26: 296
Mondella Angelo of Raffaele and Natallina Mar 11 1922. 25: 212
Mondella Assunta of Raffaele and Natalina Oct 20 1924. 26: 329
Mondella Salvatore of Raffaele and Natalina Jan 12 1928. 28: 172
Mondella Vincenzo of Raffaele and Natalina Feb 7 1921. 25: 15
Mondello Vincenzo of Salvatore and Elizabeth Sept 26 1928. 28: 284
Mondillo Pasquale of Carmine and Clementina Dec 9 1923. 26: 169
Mondlick Joan E of Solomon and Evelyn Oct 8 1930. 29: 274
Monente Phyllis M of Pasco and Florence Nov 9 1930. 29: 286
Monez Doris I of Manuel P and Ethel V Mar 6 1927. 28: 28
Monez Manuel P of Manuel P and Ethel V May 9 1924. 26: 246
Mongean Wilfred J of Wilfred J and Hazel L June 24 1928. 28: 243
Monigan Catherine H of Mary June 15 1926. .... 27: 250
Monigan Edward C of Edward and Margaret V Feb 4 1923. 26: 17
Monigan Marcella M of Edward and Margaret V July 7 1925. 27: 90
Monigan Rita M of Joseph F and Blanche G May 9 1922. 25: 242
Moniz Antonio M R of Maria C May 14 1921. .... 25: 65
Moniz Antoinetta S of Antonio and Victoria Aug 10 1927. 28: 101
Moniz Elias C of Manuel and Louise June 20 1924. 26: 267
Moniz Iilda of Antonio and Rose Sept 23 1923. .... 26: 130
Moniz James (twin) of James and Virginia Sept 25 1930. 29: 268
Moniz Joseph P of Manuel P and Julia Mar 22 1929. 29: 34
Moniz Maria C of Manuel C and Luisa May 25 1921. 25: 62
Moniz Raymond of Lucindo B and Urminda Apr 23 1922. 25: 233
Moniz Terry (twin) of James and Virginia Sept 25 1930. 29: 268
Monk William F of George H and Lucy F Mar 9 1925. 27: 32
Monof Giuseppina of Vincenzo and Rosa June 11 1925. 27: 77
Monopoli Maria C of Pietro and Vincenza June 3 1923. 26: 74
Monopoli Richard V of Donato and Santa Nov 22 1930. 29: 291
Monroe Charlotte F of William F and Louise Jan 2 1922...25:178
Monroe Elizabeth J (twin) of Parker E and Margaret M Sept
14 1926...........................................27:292
Monroe Frank A of Jerome A and Jennie E M July 18 1922...25:275
Monroe Frank E of Frank E and Millicent D Sept 22 1927...28:118
Monroe Hazel M of Charles B and Rosella Sept I 1921......25:116
Monroe Nancy M (twin) of Parker E and Margaret M Sept 14
1926...........................................27:292
Monroe Parker L of Parker E and Margaret M July 13 1928.28:252
Monroe Shirley B of Uriah J B and Almira E May 26 1923...26:70
Monroe Shirley L of Walter B and Edna D Dec 26 1929......29:151
Monschein Janet F of Joseph and Sadie A May 5 1924.......26:244
Monschein Lenore of Joseph and Sadie A Aug 16 1922......25:288
Mons Virginia R of John and Lucy E Oct 10 1925.........27:135
Mons ——s of John and Lucy E Sept 14 1924.............26:312
Monsigian Phenoritza of Moses and Annie June 29 1922....25:265
Monson Cleo L of Nels A and Madeline L May 13 1921.....25:65
Monson Robert A of Nels A and Madeline L Jan 14 1925....27:6
Monsour Annie of Harry and Marion Jan 12 1928..........28:172
Monsour James R of Harry and Marion June 9 1926.......27:247
Monsour Rosalie M of Harry D and Marion Feb 3 1930.....29:170
Monsour ——s of Harry and Marion Mar 6 1925.............27:31
Montagano Adelina of Luigi and Maria L Feb 4 1925.....27:17
Montagano Antonio of Luigi and Maria L Dec 20 1921.....25:170
Montagano Mariana E of Arturo and Mariana June 17 1922..25:261
Montague James H of James and Jennie Apr 3 1922.....25:225
Montague Joseph A of James V and Dorothy Nov 8 1928...28:304
Montague May A of John and Annie Mar 15 1921..........25:31
Montalbano Pietro of Giuseppe and Rosalia Jan 21 1928....28:175
Montanari Caterina of Carmine and Pasqualina Aug 24 1929.29:100
Montanaro Angelo F of Francesco and Isabella Apr 20 1929..29:46
Montanaro Arturo G of Raffaele and Teresa Sept 30 1928...28:286
Montanaro Enrico of Luigi and Maria C May 21 1922.....25:247
Montanaro Guglielmo J of Francesco and Isabella May 26
1924...........................................26:254
Montanaro Mafalda D of Luigi and Maria C Apr 23 1925....27:51
Montanaro Norma I of Angelo and Lucrezia Apr 3 1926.....27:215
Montanaro Raffaele of Giovanni and Giovannina Feb 2 1922.25:193
Montanaro Salvatore G of Giovanni and Giovannina Mar 19
1925...........................................27:36
Montaquila Cosmo V of Girolamo and Giuseppina Mar 12
1926...........................................27:204
Montaquila Roberto F of Antonio and Maria Oct 20 1923....26:145
Montaquila Vincenzo of Beniamino F and Carmine P June 9
1922...........................................25:257
Montaquila ——s of Girolamo and Giuseppina Aug 1 1923...26:119
Montecalvo Cristina of Giuseppe and Angelina June 16 1927... 28: 74
Montecalvo Ada E of William and Clara M June 25 1929... 29: 74
Montecalvo Alessandro of Giuseppe and Lena M L Sept 14
  1930. .......................................................... 29: 263
Montecalvo Anna of Antonio and Anna Oct 22 1925........ 27: 140
Montecalvo Antonio of Giuseppe and Angelina Nov 30 1922... 25: 337
Montecalvo Antonio of Luigi and Carmela Aug 20 1930... 29: 253
Montecalvo Cristina of Raffaele and Reginalda July 9 1930... 29: 236
Montecalvo David of Raffaele and Reginalda Apr 23 1927... 28: 50
Montecalvo Ester A of Antonio and Anna Feb 15 1927... 28: 19
Montecalvo Francesca C of Luigi and Carmela Oct 8 1927... 28: 127
Montecalvo Giovanni A of Giovanni and Carmela Feb 17 1925... 27: 22
Montecalvo Giuseppina of Luigi and Carmela Apr 4 1922... 25: 225
Montecalvo Giuseppina of Raffaele and Reginalda Dec 1 1923... 26: 166
Montecalvo Ines M of William and Clara M Apr 6 1926... 27: 216
Montecalvo Innocenzo F of Luigi and Carmela May 30 1925... 27: 71
Montecalvo Lawrence A of Giuseppe and Lena M L Aug 14
  1929. .......................................................... 29: 97
Montecalvo Luigi of Giuseppe and Angelina Jan 26 1925... 27: 11
Montecalvo Maddalena of Giuseppe and Luisa Mar 7 1924... 26: 214
Montecalvo Margherita L of Antonio and Anna Nov 19 1930... 29: 290
Montecalvo Michele of Raffaele and Reginalda Mar 8 1925... 27: 32
Montecalvo Raffaele of Giovanni and Filomena Aug 30 1923... 26: 117
Montecalvo Saverio of Giuseppe and Luisa July 18 1921... 25: 91
Montecalvo Silvio N of Giovanni and Carmela Feb 23 1929... 29: 23
Montecalvo Vincenzo of Nicola and Celestina Dec 22 1921... 25: 171
Montecalvo — d of Giuseppe and Luisa Mar 24 1925........ 27: 43
Montecalvo — s of William and Clara M Jan 16 1928... 28: 173
Montecalvo — s of Luigi R and Anna L Oct 15 1930... 29: 276
Montefusco Adelaide of Giuseppe and Annunziata Apr 3 1925... 27: 44
Montefusco Aldivino D of Aldivino and Anastasia Aug 4 1928... 28: 274
Montefusco Antonio of Giuseppe and Annunziata Apr 13
  1930. .......................................................... 29: 199
Montefusco Carmine of Giuseppe and Annunziata Mar 3 1928... 28: 195
Montefusco Domenico of Giuseppe and Annunziata Aug 28
  1926. .......................................................... 27: 283
Montefusco Filomena of Giuseppe and Annunziata May 22
  1922. .......................................................... 25: 247
Montefusco Luisa of Aldivino and Anastasia O July 5 1927... 28: 84
Montefusco Nicolino of Aldivino and Anastasia Dec 8 1921... 25: 165
Montefusco Raffaele of Giuseppe and Annunziata Nov 17
  1923. .......................................................... 26: 158
Montefusco Virginia M of Aldivino and Anastasia Aug 8 1923... 26: 117
Montegna Rodinonti of Bruno and Annina Jan 8 1922... 25: 180
Monteiro Adeline E (c) of Pedro M and Ida E Feb 12 1924... 26: 202
Monteiro Amadeo of Antonio and Gloria Aug 26 1930... 29: 253
Monteiro Anna (c) of Francisco and Maria May 20 1922...25:247
Monteiro Bernard (c) of Francisco and Maria Jan 1 1927...28: 1
Monteiro Catherine E (c) of Manuel L and Josephine Sept 5
1924. .................................................................26:308
Monteiro David C (c) of Manuel L and Josephine Nov 5 1930.29:285
Monteiro David V (c) of Manuel L and Josephine Jan 24
1923. .................................................................26: 10
Monteiro Frances L (c) of Alexander and Margaret Aug 27
1921. .................................................................25:111
Monteiro Gertrude (c) of Pedro M and Ida E June 20 1928. 28:241
Monteiro Gilbert (c) of Alexander and Margaret H Feb 4
1923. .................................................................26: 17
Monteiro James L (c) of Manuel L and Josephine Dec 5 1926.27:327
Monteiro John E (c) of Pedro M and Ida E May 24 1926...27:238
Monteiro John J (c) of John and Eva Dec 19 1927. ............28:157
Monteiro Jose J (c) of Joao and Maria Aug 29 1924.............26:302
Monteiro Jose P (c) of Pedro M and Ida E Mar 8 1922...........25:211
Monteiro Luiz (c) of Francisco and Maria Feb 21 1921...........25: 21
Monteiro Luiza M (c) of Sylvester and Maria L Oct 8 1922...25:316
Monteiro Miguel J (c) of Joao A and Maria June 29 1928...28:241
Monteiro Pedro (c) of Joao and Maria J June 9 1926.............27:247
Monteiro Sebastian of Jose and Margaret D Apr 2 1926......27:215
Monteiro Viola (c) of Alexander and Margaret Oct 13 1926....27:305
Monteiro —— (c) d of Antone and Joao Feb 26 1921.............25: 80
Monteiro —— (c) d of Antonio E and Joana July 13 1922....25:281
Monteiro —— (c) s of Alexander and Margaret Sept 22 1924.26:321
Monteiro —— (c) s of Gregory and Laura Dec 1 1928..........28:326
Monteith Louise E of Sherman R and Doris Aug 28 1928....28:272
Monteliberto Anna L of Luigi and Giacomina Apr 13 1925....27: 49
Monteliberto Gilda of Luigi and Giacomina July 28 1921....25: 98
Monteliberto Giuseppina of Luigi and Giacomina Apr 7 1923...26: 49
Montella Anna F (twin) of Mariano and Maria Jan 28 1927. 28: 11
Montella Antonio P of Antonio and Elisabetta Jan 10 1922. 25:181
Montella Antonio S of Vincenzo and Caterina Nov 30 1926...27:324
Montella Carmine of Antonio and Flora Dec 8 1926...........27:328
Montella Celestina D of Andrea and Maria May 8 1925........27: 62
Montella Claire F of Antonio and Flora Mar 24 1930.........29:190
Montella Dorothy R of Peter and Anna B June 21 1928......28:242
Montella Francesca A of Mariano and Maria May 3 1924....26:243
Montella Giovanni B of Raffaele and Natalina May 19 1930.29:213
Montella Gloria C of Andrea and Maria Jan 5 1923..............26:  3
Montella Guido of Vincenzo and Caterina Apr 3 1929.........29: 40
Montella Lilian A of Peter and Anna B Dec 6 1924.............26:352
Montella Lucia G (twin) of Mariano and Maria Jan 28 1927...28: 11
Montella Maria C of Antonio and Flora Nov 21 1925.........27:152
Montella Michele G of Philip A and Jennie M Oct 11 1924...26:326
Montella Oreste A of Philip A and Jennie M Nov 28 1922........25:337
Montella Raffaele of Raffaele and Natalina Dec 15 1925...........27:164
Montero Antone (c) of Cazmiro and Julia Mar 24 1924............26:222
Montero Maria (c) of Cazmiro and Julia Feb 5 1928...............28:182
Montero Maurice (twin) of Joseph and Anna Apr 12 1926.........27:219
Montero Samford (twin) of Joseph and Anna Apr 12 1926.........27:219
Montgomery Arnold (c) of Benjamin T and Margaret L Aug
15 1924 ............................................................................26:297
Montgomery Elizabeth P of David R and Mary Aug 13 1926......27:277
Montgomery Margaret R of Thomas J and Catherine F Apr 4
1921 ....................................................................................25:40
Montgomery Oliver (c) (twin) of Benjamin T and Margaret
L Apr 26 1923 .......................................................................26:56
Montgomery Orlando (c) (twin) of Benjamin T and Margaret
L Apr 25 1923 .......................................................................26:56
Monti Aniello B of Aniello and Clorinda Feb 3 1930..............29:170
Monti Anthony A of Arcangelo S and Clara V May 22 1928......28:227
Monti Antonio A of Giuseppe and Maria Aug 18 1928.............28:268
Monti Cazmiro of Nicola and Annina Apr 10 1930...............29:198
Monti Domenico G of Nicola and Solferina July 12 1927.........28:87
Monti Erminia R of Aniello and Clorinda Oct 2 1927..............28:124
Monti Francesco G of Raffaele and Loreta Apr 19 1929...........29:46
Monti Giuseppe of Nicola and Annina Nov 21 1927...............28:145
Monti Gloria of Fanny Apr 27 1926 ....................................27:338
Monti John of Nicola and Annina Nov 2 1925.......................B-1:65
Monti Louise M of Vincent G and Lillian Mar 24 1927..........28:36
Monti Maria of Nicola and Annina May 16 1924 .................26:249
Monti Pasquale of Francesco and Maddalena June 3 1922......25:255
Monti Pietro of Aniello and Clorinda Sept 26 1928.................28:284
Monti Restituta A of Vincenzo and Maria Nov 21 1924..........26:344
Monti Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Maria Mar 23 1929..............29:35
Monti Vincenzo F of Giuseppe and Maria Apr 6 1930..........29:197
Monti Vincenzo G of Arcangelo S and Clara V Mar 17 1924....26:218
Montigny Alice V of Alfred and Eleas Jan 24 1922..............25:187
Montigny Catherine E of Homer and Winifred V Feb 28 1930...29:179
Montigny Raymond J of Alfred and Eleas Mar 17 1927..........28:33
Montognese Natalina E of Francesco and Assunta Dec 24
1922 .................................................................................25:349
Montour Joseph A of Joseph A and Catherine Sept 12 1922....25:302
Montour Stuart D of Joseph A and Catherine Sept 12 1923.....27:122
Montrond Frederick of Michael and Lucinda Apr 27 1922.......25:236
Montuori Alberto P of Carmine and Rosa C May 27 1923......26:71
Montuori Americo G of Carmine and Rosa C Jan 22 1927......28:8
Montuori Antonio of Carmine and Rosa C July 28 1930........29:243
Montuori Lucia P of Carmine and Rosa C Mar 13 1925.........27:34
Montuori —— s of Nicola and Carmina June 3 1922............25:267
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Montville Leo J of Leo J and Anna T July 31 1926........... 27: 271
Montville Mary E of Leo J and Anna T June 28 1924........ 26: 271
Montville Mary I of Edward J and Mary I Oct 6 1921........ 25: 134
Monty Ernestine L of Philip and Lazelia Sept 25 1922...... 25: 308
Monty Joseph E of Joseph E and Helen Jan 6 1928.......... 28: 170
Mootch Anthony T of John T and Vincenza Oct 12 1930...... 29: 275
Moody Dorothy M of Walter L and Florence Dec 11 1928.... 28: 317
Moody Genevieve E of Irving W and Geraldine B Mar 23 1923. 26: 39
Moody Norma M E of Lawrence H and Anna E May 15 1921.. 25: 177
Moody Raymond J of Raymond J and Catherine V Apr 10 1922. 25: 228
Moody William V of Verne S and Ella Mar 22 1924......... 26: 221
Moogalian Antranig of Harry and Pasqualina Dec 3 1927... 28: 152
Moogalian Mariam of Harry and Pasqualina Mar 30 1925.... 27: 41
Moogalian Siranoush of Harry and Pasqualina Nov 3 1923... 26: 153
Moogalian Vartan of Harry and Pasqualina Sept 21 1921... 25: 125
Moone Hazel C of Edward E and Ethel M Jan 29 1925........ 27: 12
Mooney Annabelle B of Thomas C and Annie Aug 24 1929... 29: 100
Mooney Aline C of Daniel H and Irene C Aug 30 1922...... 25: 294
Mooney Daniel H of Daniel H and Irene C Dec 31 1923...... 26: 177
Mooney Howard T of Howard T and Ella M Aug 22 1929...... 29: 100
Mooney Laurence A of Laurence A and Mary P Jan 28 1929... 29: 11
Mooney Pauline M of Laurence A and Mary P Sept 5 1924... 26: 308
Mooney Shirley T of Laurence A and Mary P Feb 8 1926.... 27: 190
Mooney Wallace H of Walter H and Norene L June 26 1923... 26: 84
Moonjian Laura of Sumpad J and Helen Oct 14 1924....... 26: 365
Moor Barbara A of Henry B and Jessie F Sept 7 1922....... 25: 300
Moorachian Sandookt of Sarkis and Bishgou May 4 1930.... 29: 208
Moorachian Sarah of Nihan and Zartar Oct 11 1927......... 28: 128
Mooradian Alice of Abraham and Vehanoush Sept 21 1925... 27: 126
Mooradian Egisa of Magar and Mary May 30 1922........... 25: 250
Mooradian Elizabeth of Abraham and Vehanoush May 16 1923... 26: 66

Mooradian Elsie of Philip H and Celia A Apr 12 1923........ 26: 50
Mooradian Kourken of David and Katoon Mar 9 1928........ 28: 197
Mooradian Magar of Nishan and Mary Oct 30 1928.......... 28: 298
Mooradian Mary of Magar and Bayzar June 12 1926......... 27: 249
Mooradian Mary A of Melkon and Zermot Jan 13 1929....... 29: 6
Mooradian Moorad (twin) of Minas and Anna Dec 13 1926... 27: 330
Mooradian Sarkis (twin) of Minas and Anna Dec 13 1926... 27: 330
Mooradjian Araxi A of Hatsig H and Asdghig Aug 22 1922... 25: 291
Mooradjian Herant H of Hatchig G and Asdghig H Oct 23 1924... 26: 330
Mooradjian Jerayre of Hatchig G and Asdghig H Jan 29 1927... 28: 11
Mooradjian Paramaz of Bedros and Mariam Feb 16 1926...... 27: 193
Mooradjian Sirarpi of Varastad and Marcos Jan 17 1922... 25: 184
Moore Shirley E of Lawrence and Jennie Sept 29 1926....27:298
Moore Verna A of Lawrence and Jennie Mar 6 1928....28:196
Moore Agnes G of Samuel J and Agnes June 9 1925....27:77
Moore Albert T of Raymond F and Mary M Apr 27 1922....25:234
Moore Allen J of John J B and Elizabeth L Sept 16 1926....27:292
Moore Arlene M of Earl E and Mary L July 20 1922....25:276
Moore Arthur E of Anthony and Nellie Oct 21 1923....26:145
Moore Barbara J of Irwin L and Pamela L Nov 28 1922....25:337
Moore Beverly of Milton and Helen Oct 30 1924....26:333
Moore Calip (c) of Charles H and Cora B Mar 25 1921....25:35
Moore Catherine M of John J and Margaret Dec 25 1924....26:359
Moore Charles E of Charles E and Edna Sept 11 1924....26:310
Moore Charles of Charles and Bertha H Feb 2 1925....27:16
Moore Cynthia I of Thomas F and Isabelle E June 1 1924....26:259
Moore Donald C of Irwin L and Pamela L Apr 17 1925....27:51
Moore Donald R of George H and Ruth L Aug 14 1930....29:250
Moore Donald W of William E and Beatrice M Dec 7 1922....25:342
Moore Dorothy of Joseph and Margaret T Sept 22 1923....26:130
Moore Dorothy F of George J and Harriet C Jan 13 1926....27:179
Moore Earl of Joseph and Margaret T Oct 29 1924....26:333
Moore Eleanor L of Ellery L and Lucy G June 7 1922....25:256
Moore Eleanor C of Thomas and Catherine I June 30 1930....29:231
Moore Elizabeth M of Peter A and Margaret A Nov 19 1923....26:139
Moore Ellery L of Ellery L and Lucy G Nov 28 1930....29:293
Moore Esther M of Thomas and Catherine I Mar 31 1923....26:43
Moore Eugene of Eugene A and Eva July 16 1928....28:253
Moore Frances R of John and Margaret Mar 13 1921....25:31
Moore Francis of Joseph and Margaret T July 27 1927....28:93
Moore Frederick W of Arthur R and Mildred Feb 15 1930....29:174
Moore George H of George H and Ruth L Aug 22 1925....27:113
Moore George R of George T and Eva I June 27 1927....28:79
Moore Gladys of Joseph and Margaret T Dec 21 1928....28:321
Moore Gloria E of Walter I and Mary Sept 3 1923....26:122
Moore Gloria E of Thomas and Catherine I Apr 20 1927....28:49
Moore Harold W of Joseph and Margaret T May 6 1922....25:241
Moore Harwood B of Phillip M and Lois Mar 9 1928....28:197
Moore Jane of Charles E and May Feb 24 1929....29:23
Moore Janice H of James S and Fanny Dec 5 1925....27:159
Moore Joan T of Samuel J and Agnes G May 17 1927....28:61
Moore Joanne M of Philip M and Lois Feb 8 1930....29:171
Moore John L of John L and Annabelle June 24 1927....28:78
Moore John S of Karl R and Phyllis July 31 1922....25:280
Moore Joseph E of Joseph and Giovannina Apr 18 1930....29:291
Moore Leo F of Thomas and Catherine I Mar 13 1925....27:34
Moore Leonard E of Eugene A and Eva L Dec 6 1929....29:143
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Moore Margaret M of Chester and Elizabeth Oct 27 1929.......... 29: 126
Moore Marjorie of Charles and May Apr 28 1921................. 25: 50
Moore Mary D of Margaret Mar 12 1927.......................... 28: 31
Moore Mary E of Joseph H and Emily M Oct 6 1928.............. 28: 290
Moore Mary H of Phillip E and Catherine E Jan 29 1923........ 26: 12
Moore Mildred R of Ray K and Mildred L Aug 4 1924............ 26: 292
Moore Murray of Paul E and Vivian Nov 26 1927............... 28: 147
Moore Patricia of John J and Margaret Dec 16 1927............. 28: 157
Moore Robert L of Walter and Gladys May 8 1930.............. 29: 209
Moore Robert R of Harold R and Rose Nov 18 1923............ 26: 158
Moore Rose M of Phillip and Stella Jan 23 1929.............. 29: 10
Moore Russell of Karl R and Phyllis Feb 16 1924............. 26: 204
Moore Russell G of John S and Ethel P Oct 2 1928........... 28: 288
Moore Ruth A of Everett and Isabelle Jan 18 1928............ 28: 174
Moore Ruth C of George J and Harriet C July 19 1923......... 26: 95
Moore Ruth D of William H and Marie Mar 15 1922............ 25: 355
Moore Ruth E of Ellery L and Lucy G Apr 3 1926.............. 27: 215
Moore Ruth R of John F and Mabel F Apr 27 1922............ 25: 234
Moore Shirley M of George T and Eva I Jan 18 1929........... 29: 8
Moore Shirley M of Charles and Bertha II Jan 23 1929........ 29: 10
Moore Susan of Paul E and Vivian Apr 3 1929.................. 29: 40
Moore Walter of Joseph and Margaret T Dec 6 1930............ 29: 297
Moore Warren B of William H and Matilda Aug 12 1921......... 25: 104
Moore —— s of Ralph and Alice Dec 15 1924.................. 26: 355
Moorhouse Harry B of Harry B and Dorothea May 23 1929...... 29: 59
Mooy Leonard H of Leonard H and Helen F May 19 1924......... 26: 250
Moquin Marie I of Alfred and Delphina Nov 9 1927............ 28: 140
Moquin Marion C of Alfred J and Emily May 5 1928............ 28: 222
Moquin Melina B of Alfred and Delvina Feb 5 1921............. 25: 14
Moquin —— s of Alfred and Mary D Jan 31 1924............... 26: 197
Moran Agnes G of Daniel and Mary E Jan 31 1921............. 25: 12
Moran Anna T of John J and Anna E July 14 1928............. 28: 252
Moran Beatrice V of Cornelius and Mary A Dec 3 1922........ 25: 340
Moran Catherine B of James T and Catherine A Apr 17 1930.... 29: 201
Moran Claire (twin) of Daniel J and Mary E June 10 1927..... 28: 72
Moran Dorothy (twin) of Daniel J and Mary E June 10 1927.... 28: 72
Moran Edward of Raymond A and Alice M Mar 6 1921.......... 25: 28
Moran Evelyn F of Bernard P and Delia A July 4 1923......... 26: 89
Moran Evelyn M of Michael E and Katherine A Jan 12 1928.... 28: 172
Moran Francis J of Francis J and Katherine A May 29 1924.... 26: 255
Moran George B of George and Madeline Apr 18 1924........... 26: 233
Moran Helen R (twin) of Michael J and Maria Feb 19 1925.... 27: 22
Moran Hope of John W and Laura A Sept 13 1925............. 27: 123
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Moran James R of Frank and Anna Mar 5 1928 .......... 28:195
Moran John of Carl and Anna Jan 22 1925 .......... 27: 9
Moran John J of John J and Irene M Nov 20 1927 .......... 28:144
Moran John P of Francis J and Katherine A June 22 1926 .......... 27:253
Moran John S of John S and Irene M Apr 17 1925 .......... 27: 51
Moran John W of John W and Laura A Nov 4 1923 .......... 26:153
Moran Joseph of Joseph H and Elizabeth June 1 1924 .......... 26:259
Moran Madeline A of Cornelius and Mary A Aug 2 1927 .......... 28:97
Moran Madelyn of Alfred C and Mary M Sept 30 1928 .......... 28:286
Moran Margaret F of John W and Laura A Apr 11 1930 .......... 29:198
Moran Mary of James J and Katherine Jan 11 1922 .......... 25:182
Moran Mary of Michael J and Maria May 2 1922 .......... 25:239
Moran Mary of John J and Anna E July 24 1924 .......... 26:288
Moran Mary A of Thomas H and Annabelle Oct 18 1922 .......... 25:320
Moran Mary D of William J and Ella L Oct 2 1925 .......... 27:132
Moran Mary E of Elizabeth Oct 21 1923 .......... 26:145
Moran Mary E of John J and Elizabeth K Feb 21 1928 .......... 28:189
Moran Mary E of Joseph H and Elizabeth Mar 28 1930 .......... 29:192
Moran Mary J of Carl and Anna Mar 13 1922 .......... 25:213
Moran Mary L of James F and Annie L Oct 11 1921 .......... 25:137
Moran Raymond M (twin) of Michael J and Maria Feb 19
1925 .......... 27: 22
Moran Rita V of Daniel J and Mary E Oct 7 1923 .......... 26:139
Moran Robert of Joseph H and Elizabeth May 19 1926 .......... 27:236
Moran Roberta C of Charles F and Violet V Dec 24 1924 .......... 26:358
Moran Thomas F of Thomas F and Mary A July 7 1922 .......... 25:270
Moran Thomas H of Thomas H and Anna G July 10 1923 .......... 26:91
Moran —— d of James J and Katherine Apr 6 1923 .......... 26:48
Morancey Beatrice I of George A and Mary D Sept 13 1930 .......... 29:263
Morancey Charles II of George A and Mary D Dec 9 1928 .......... 28:317
Morancey Helen E of George A and Mary D Oct 25 1926 .......... 27:309
Morancey Joseph A of George A and Mary D Dec 14 1924 .......... 26:354
Morancy Katherine of Frederick and Catherine Jan 11 1927 .......... 27: 4
Morancy Margaret of Frederick and Catherine Jan 5 1927 .......... 28: 2
Moranto Anna of Salvatore and Petrina Nov 19 1923 .......... 26:159
Moranto Lucia of Salvatore and Petrina Apr 24 1925 .......... 27: 54
Moranto Maria of Salvatore and Petrina Jan 24 1922 .......... 25:187
Morcoux Alfred of George W and Antoinette Feb 18 1924 .......... 26:204
Moreau Albert of Albert N and Irene C Jan 12 1921 .......... 25: 5
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Moreau Albert J of Hermand F and Evelyn L Nov 24 1927 28 146
Moreau Barbara M of Philicas A and Lenora W May 14 1926 27 234
Moreau Dorothy of Joseph and Ethel M Oct 10 1928 28 292
Moreau Dorothy L of Philicas A and Lenora W Aug 4 1923 26 165
Moreau Joseph of Joseph and Ethel M Mar 31 1926 27 212
Moreau Margaret J of Levi and Delia Nov 21 1922 25 334
Moreau Marjorie R of Peter A and Dora Aug 19 1923 26 112
Moreau Richard P of Peter A and Dora Jan 24 1922 25 187
Moreau Thomas E of Albert and Irene C Aug 16 1923 26 111
Moreau —— d of Arthur and Eva A Aug 18 1927 28 104
Moreid Lejia of Jafar and Anna M Sept 18 1929 29 111
Morein Charlotte A of Harry J and Ida M Nov 28 1926 27 323
Morein Gilbert S of Harry J and Ida M Oct 24 1930 29 279
Morein Shirley E of Harry J and Ida M Oct 28 1928 28 298
Moreira Agnes of Jose V and Margaret Mar 4 1921 25 27
Moreira Ida of Seraphim A and Beatriz May 25 1924 26 253
Moreira Rosa E (c) of Antonio and Annie V Dec 1 1923 27 158
Morel Doris L of Frank and Palmer June 6 1923 26 76
Morelli Antonio of Antonio and Maria Oct 26 1929 29 126
Morelli Assunta of Antonio and Maria Apr 23 1926 27 223
Morelli Domenico of Angelo and Filomena Feb 6 1922 25 195
Morelli Domenico G of Angelo and Filomena Nov 2 1923 26 152
Morelli Flora B of Angelo and Filomena June 4 1926 27 245
Morelli Giovanni of Erminio A and Anna E Jan 11 1928 28 172
Morelli Luigi G of Antonio and Maria Jan 29 1928 28 178
Morelli Matteo S of Erminio A and Anna E Sept 24 1925 27 128
Morelli Minnie J of Angelo and Filomena Jan 3 1928 28 169
Morelli Vincenzia A of Vincenzo and Lidia Feb 10 1929 29 18
Morelli Vincenzo of Matteo and Assunta Mar 29 1923 26 42
Moren Esther M of Carl and Minnie July 6 1923 26 90
Morena Carmela of Sabbito and Santa Feb 10 1925 27 19
Morena Robert A of Albert A and Irene E Jan 10 1923 26 5
Morency Helena C of Alfred J and Cathry C Mar 19 1921 25 33
Moreno Dolores of Joseph and Kathleen Sept 10 1930 29 262
Moreno W Edward J of Angelo and Gertrude D May 17 1926 27 235
Morenzi Helen M of Angelo and Gertrude D Mar 15 1925 27 34
Moretta Anna of Giuseppe and Maria Apr 4 1930 29 196
Moretti Alberto of Enrico and Celia Feb 18 1929 29 21
Moretti Americo of Angelo and Maria Mar 30 1925 27 41
Moretti Antonio of Angelo and Maria June 14 1926 27 250
Moretti Antonio of Antonio and Vittoria Aug 19 1926 27 250
Moretti Evelina of Enrico and Celia Oct 11 1921 26 326
Moretti Giovannina M of Filomena and Maria Apr 19 1926 27 222
Moretti Giovannina G of Filomena and Maria Mar 6 1927 28 28
Moretti Ida of Vincenzo and Maria Sept 21 1928 28 283
Moretti Linda of Pasquale and Adelaide Nov 10 1923 26 155
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Moretti Luisa of Filomeno and Maria Jan 4 1929...... 29: 2
Moretti Michele A F of Michele A and Mary Oct 4 1929..... 29: 118
Moretti Vincent A of Emilio and Jennie Aug 10 1927..... 28: 101
Moretti Vittoria of Costantino and Maria Mar 30 1930..... 29: 193
Moretti — s of Antonio and Angelina Oct 19 1923...... 26: 151
Moretti — s of Antonio and Angelina Mar 18 1928..... 28: 207
Moretti — s of Benedetto and Filomena Dec 21 1930..... 29: 308
Morey Cynthia E of Chester T and Elizabeth May 9 1924..... 26: 364
Morey Hartson W of Hartson W and Mary Mar 18 1926..... 27: 206
Morfeo Guglielmo of Savino and Lucia Oct 11 1924..... 26: 326
Morgan Anna of Joseph H and Anne M Sept 15 1929..... 29: 110
Morgan Barbara A of Charles M and Sarah S Mar 16 1921..... 25: 32
Morgan Bertram S of Charles H and Alice W Sept 4 1922..... 25: 299
Morgan Carolyn E of Edwin F and May C Jan 1 1925..... 27: 1
Morgan Charles M of Charles M and Sarah May 29 1924..... 26: 255
Morgan Dolores X of Gladys Nov 9 1928..... 28: 304
Morgan Dorothy M of Edwin F and May C Apr 22 1921..... 25: 47
Morgan Gladys V of George E and Theresa June 16 1930..... 29: 226
Morgan Henry of James E and Margaret June 20 1923..... 26: 81
Morgan Jean E of Frank and Muriel II July 24 1930..... 29: 242
Morgan John of John A and Mina June 28 1927..... 28: 80
Morgan John B of Charles M and Sarah S Apr 30 1922..... 25: 236
Morgan Julian P of LeRoy H and Lilian F June 26 1926..... 27: 255
Morgan Justin C of Boris H and Estelle M Mar 15 1921..... 25: 32
Morgan Kenneth F of Louise R Aug 23 1925..... 27: 113
Morgan Malcolm of Marshall and Martha Nov 18 1930..... 29: 289
Morgan Margaret M of Edward P and Katherine M Apr 22
1930. 29: 202
Morgan Marion of John L and Marion C Feb 3 1927..... 28: 15
Morgan Mary E of Patrick A and Agnes G May 8 1921..... 25: 55
Morgan Mary M of Harry E and Annie E Dec 5 1927..... 28: 153
Morgan Melvin H of Michael and Silvia Mar 3 1926..... 27: 201
Morgan Shirley R of Forrest B and Ethel A Feb 12 1924..... 26: 202
Morgan William T of Forrest B and Ethel A May 19 1926..... 27: 236
Morgan — s of Charles H and Alice W May 2 1921..... 25: 82
Morgan — d of Sidney J and Elizabeth June 7 1921..... 25: 82
Morgan — s of Max and Martha June 23 1930..... 29: 232
Morgera Antonetta P of Vincenzo and Maria Mar 20 1921..... 25: 34
Morgera Muriel B of Salvatore and Gertrude Feb 1 1930..... 29: 169
Morgera Restituta of Vincenzo and Maria Aug 29 1923..... 26: 116
Morgera Thomas B of Salvatore and Gertrude Feb 6 1926..... 27: 189
Moriarty Barbara E of John J and Ruby F Nov 17 1928..... 28: 307
Moriarty Barbara J of Raymond J and Mary C Apr 26 1929..... 29: 48
Moriarty Catherine N of Walter N and Marion Dec 14 1925..... 27: 173
Moriarty Daniel F of Patrick and Hannah June 5 1925..... 27: 75
Moriarty David J of John and Julia Sept 24 1921..... 25: 126
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Moriarty Frances K of John J and Katherine F Sept 7 1930.... 29:261
Moriarty Joseph L of Daniel E and Olga M Oct 9 1929......... 29:120
Moriarty Joseph P of Patrick J and Hannah Feb 2 1921....... 25: 13
Moriarty Mary E of John and Mary Feb 21 1927............... 28: 22
Moriarty Mary V of Patrick and Hannah July 28 1922......... 25:279
Moriarty Raymond J of Raymond J and Mary C Sept 22 1930.... 29:267
Moriarty Rosalind M of Thomas L and Lillian H Dec 7 1928... 28:316
Moriarty Vincent B of Patrick and Hannah Mar 21 1930........ 29:189
Moriarty William F of William M and Mary Dec 6 1923....... 26:167
Moriarty William J of William J and Antoinette Dec 10 1930... 29:299
Moriarty — s of Robert and Nora June 17 1924.............. 26:274
Morin Anna H of Felix J and Mary L Jan 20 1929............. 29: 9
Morin Barbara I of Leo E and Elizabeth E Jan 27 1925..... 27: 12
Morin Cecelia L of Felix J and Mary L Nov 24 1922......... 25:235
Morin Charles X of Norman W and Hope A Sept 24 1925....... 27:128
Morin Charles R of George H and Marie B Feb 24 1923....... 26: 25
Morin Clair M of Leo E and Elizabeth E Oct 22 1929.......... 29:124
Morin Edward C of Edward C and Marita Apr 27 1926........ 27:225
Morin Ernest W of Ernest W and Gertrude Nov 28 1924.... B-1: 38
Morin Evelyn E of Felix J and Mary L Nov 22 1927......... 28:145
Morin Evelyn V of George A and Evelyn V Sept 21 1926..... 27:295
Morin Gladys E of Norman W and Hope A June 25 1930........ 29:229
Morin Helen A (twin) of Samuel Z and Adelina R Mar 5 1921... 25: 27
Morin Helen E of Leo E and Elizabeth E Sept 17 1922...... 25:304
Morin Isabelle M A of J George and Marie B Feb 16 1923.... 26: 22
Morin James E of Norman W and Hope A Mar 31 1928........ 28:206
Morin Janette P of Laura M Mar 1 1930..................... 29:309
Morin Jean C of James C and Margaret Dec 4 1922........... 25:341
Morin Joseph A of Arthur X and Annie V Dec 28 1923....... 27:168
Morin Joseph R J P of Leon and Eugenie Mar 28 1927....... 28: 38
Morin Louise E of Edward C and Marita July 14 1930........ 29:238
Morin Lydia A of George A and Evelyn V June 21 1923....... 26: 81
Morin Marie C of Samuel Z and Adelina R June 22 1922...... 25:263
Morin Marie E of Aubrey L and Margaret M May 26 1926...... 27:239
Morin Marie R R of Leon and Eugenie Apr 30 1926........... 27:226
Morin Marie Y R of Francis J and Alma Aug 19 1922......... 25:290
Morin Marilyn M of James C and Margaret Oct 21 1924....... 26:329
Morin Raymond F of Frank and Alice Jan 26 1921........... 25: 10
Morin Raymond F of Ernest W and Mary G Mar 21 1930....... 29:189
Morin Rita D of Felix J and Mary L Sept 18 1924............ 26:314
Morin Rita Y (twin) of Samuel Z and Adelina R Mar 5 1921... 25: 27
Morin Rose A of George H and Marie B Apr 1 1921........... 27: 39
Morin Rose J of Samuel Z and Adelina R Sept 1 1923......... 26:121
Morin Ruth I of Arthur J and Ruth A Jan 8 1930............. 29:159
Morin Sophie of John and Julia June 29 1923.....................26:85
Morin William L of Aubrey L and Margaret M July 23 1928..28:256
Morizen Stanley W of Stanley and Iva Dec 17 1924.............26:356
Morlando Erasmo B of Andrea and Maria Aug 29 1924........B-1:42
Morley Betty A of Michael J and Annie M Dec 22 1924.......26:357
Morley Catherine V of Thomas J and Annie Feb 7 1924.........26:200
Morley Grace M of Thomas J and Annie Dec 11 1921............25:166
Morley John J of Michael J and Annie M Feb 14 1923.........26:27
Morley John L of Leonard S and Olga N May 19 1922.........25:246
Morley Mildred of Robert and May Jan 23 1927.................28:8
Morley Robert J of Thomas J and Annie Nov 21 1929.........29:136
Morlock William F of William F and Edith A May 21 1926...27:237
Morning Ernestine of Margaret Mar 28 1927....................28:38
Moroni Antonio of Ciriaco and Teresa Dec 11 1930.............29:299
Moroni Enrico of Ciriaco and Teresa Sept 29 1926.............27:298
Moroni Luigi of Ciriaco and Teresa Aug 12 1924..............26:295
Morra Anna M of Rocco and Ernestina A June 17 1929........29:71
Morra Antonetta S of Michele and Antonetta Feb 27 1924....26:209
Morra Concetta of Angelo M and Maria May 22 1929..........29:59
Morra Gabriela A of Michele and Anna June 4 1928............28:234
Morra Michelina of Michele and Anna Nov 11 1925............27:149
Morra Michele of Michele and Anna Nov 24 1926..............27:322
Morra —— s of Rocco and Ernestina A Jan 31 1926..............27:186
Morrell Harold A of Catherine A May 19 1924...............26:364
Morrell Norman A of Clarence S and Nancy Dec 9 1930......29:299
Morrell Phyllis of Albert and Lillian Jan 1 1921.............25:1
Morrell William E of —— and Laura M Nov 6 1922..............25:329
Morretti —— d of Giovanni and Etta July 14 1930.............29:238
Morrill Betty M of Byron and Henrietta May 18 1927........28:61
Morrill Mary of Edward D and Mary L Oct 1 1924.............26:322
Morrill Nina J of Myron C and Henrietta Sept 20 1928......28:282
Morrin June L of Morris J and Bessie July 15 1921.............25:90
Morris Alfred J of James and Elizabeth L Dec 21 1921.......25:170
Morris Alice T (e) of William H and Helen J Aug 3 1925....27:105
Morris Anna C (e) of James and Sarah Jan 31 1923...........26:13
Morris Arthur L of John E and Pearl I Sept 25 1929........29:113
Morris Arthur R of Edward and Agnes R Sept 27 1927........28:120
Morris Barbara G of James A and Gertrude I Feb 6 1927.....28:16
Morris Charles S of Charles and Freda Feb 22 1927..........28:22
Morris Daniel E of Edward and Ernestie June 1 1928.........28:233
Morris Daniel J of James and Esther L Sept 11 1927.......28:113
Morris Dorothy G of Walter J and Leona Aug 12 1922.......25:286
Morris Dorothy R of Cutbert W and Margaret Aug 4 1921....25:100
Morris Edith F of Abraham and Ruth Nov 6 1923.................26:154
Morris Edna M of Arthur and Edith Aug 24 1923...............26:114
Morris Edward F of Edward F and Gertrude F July 19 1923.26:95

BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Morris Edward McK of Patrick J and Mary A Nov 30 1923... 26: 163
Morris Elaine M of Joseph A and Imelda Nov 9 1923....... 26: 155
Morris Ellinor D of Leo J and Lena Jan 13 1923........... 26: 6
Morris Ethel E of Leo J and Lena Apr 16 1926............ 27: 220
Morris Ethel E of Harry W and Margaret B July 7 1929.... 29: 80
Morris Evelyn M of John C and Catherine I Oct 14 1925.... 27: 137
Morris Francis A (c) of Adolph and Lulu M May 15 1925... 27: 64
Morris Genevieve M of Mabel M Mar 21 1926............. 27: 208
Morris George R of Anthony D and Anna Apr 9 1927.... 28: 44
Morris George V of Patrick J and Mary A Nov 18 1930..... 29: 289
Morris Gordon E of Reginald C and Grace E June 1 1927... 28: 69
Morris Gwendolyn J of Charles and Freda Mar 3 1930..... 29: 181
Morris Harriett E (c) of Adolph and Lulu M Feb 18 1923... 26: 23
Morris Harriette L of Thomas and Nina P May 20 1924…… 26: 251
Morris Helen W of William and Mary July 21 1927......... 28: 166
Morris Irene L of Leo J and Rose June 18 1923.......... 26: 80
Morris James A (c) of James and Sarah M Nov 20 1925.... 27: 151
Morris James P of Patrick J and Mary A Nov 2 1925....... 27: 145
Morris John H of Philip and Helen June 23 1927........ 28: 77
Morris John J of Patrick J and Mary A Dec 8 1922....... 25: 343
Morris Kathleen of Samuel J and Isabella Feb 20 1922..... 25: 202
Morris Lillian V of James H and Florence E July 2 1923... 27: 88
Morris Lucy A of Seconda and Annie Oct 12 1922........ 25: 317
Morris Manuel R of Manuel and Mary M Aug 31 1930...... 29: 257
Morris Mary E of Edward F and Gertrude E Sept 2 1924... 26: 306
Morris Michael J of Samuel J and Isabella May 2 1924.... 26: 242
Morris Milton B (c) of William and Inez May 12 1924..... 26: 247
Morris Phyllis A of Phillip and Helen Feb 9 1926......... 27: 191
Morris Raymond F of James A and Gertrude I June 12 1921, 25: 70
Morris Richard E (c) of Howard E and Alice L Jan 14 1922, 25: 183
Morris Richard P (c) of Paul L and Alice R Feb 18 1926... 27: 194
Morris Rose of Wolf and Lillian Jan 22 1926............. 27: 182
Morris Ruth of Edward and Agnes R June 24 1926.......... 27: 254
Morris Ruth L of Temple L and Jessie B Oct 15 1927..... 28: 130
Morris Ruth M of Cuthbert W and Margaret Sept 14 1923... 26: 126
Morris Samuel N of Samuel and Louise Mar 23 1930...... 29: 190
Morris Walter R of James H and Florence E July 23 1928... 28: 255
Morris Walter W of Walter W and Helen Mar 4 1929........ 29: 28
Morris William F of Patrick J and Mary A Dec 9 1926..... 27: 329
Morris William J of Cuthbert W and Margaret Apr 4 1925... 27: 45
Morris —— s of Kendrick J and Julia V Apr 17 1921....... 25: 45
Morris —— s of Temple L and Rowena E Jan 20 1922....... 25: 192
Morris —— d of David P and Caroline L Sept 1 1923...... 26: 136
Morris —— s of Leo J and Lena E Oct 27 1924........... 26: 335
Morris — d of George J and Laura Oct 4 1926 27:301
Morrish Elizabeth A of Roy A and Ethel Jan 27 1930 29:165
Morrison Alfred C of Leon A and Hope E Dec 9 1925 27:161
Morrison Claire M of Earl J and Eva M Nov 16 1928 28:307
Morrison Daniel L of Daniel L and Mary E Nov 19 1924 26:343
Morrison Dolores F of John A and Mary Mar 29 1929 29:37
Morrison Donald Mcl of Thomas and Elizabeth Oct 16 1929 29:122
Morrison Donald P of Peter and Gladys May 30 1928 28:231
Morrison Doris of Edward J and Gertrude V May 31 1930 29:218
Morrison Dorothy J of Peter and Gladys Oct 9 1930 29:274
Morrison Edna J of George L and Florence Feb 16 1929 29:20
Morrison Elaine H of Morris and Lena June 2 1925 27:74
Morrison Eleanor R of William E and Louise O Oct 7 1923 26:139
Morrison Everett J of Everett L and Beatrice M May 14 1929 29:56
Morrison Francis P of Frank J and Catherine E July 27 1923 26:99
Morrison Gertrude T of Joseph W and Winifred A Feb 13 1925 27:26
Morrison Harry K of Harry C and Eleanor V May 26 1928 28:229
Morrison Helen L of Michael J and Mary E Mar 23 1924 26:221
Morrison Henry M of Malcolm and Marie B L Sept 15 1925 27:124
Morrison Herbert B of Herbert A B and Anna F J May 26 1929 29:61
Morrison Herman P of Morris and Lena May 23 1923 26:69
Morrison James of Anna July 14 1923 26:93
Morrison Jean M of John A and Mary Nov 20 1930 29:290
Morrison John B of Leon A and Hope Nov 25 1929 29:138
Morrison John E (twin) of Archibald H and Lillian M Oct 26 1927 28:134
Morrison John F of Daniel L and Mary E July 18 1923 26:95
Morrison Joseph of Michael J and Mary E Mar 1 1922 25:208
Morrison Joseph A of Joseph E and Winifred Oct 18 1921 25:140
Morrison Margaret T of John E and Mary A Aug 7 1922 25:284
Morrison Mary J of Herbert A B and Anna F J Sept 7 1926 27:289
Morrison Mary M of Joseph M and Mary E June 20 1927 28:76
Morrison Mary P of Eugene and Regina May 21 1926 27:237
Morrison Mary V of Earl J and Eva M June 26 1927 28:79
Morrison Penny J of Perry J and Isabelle T July 7 1926 27:261
Morrison Rita of Daniel L and Mary E June 21 1921 25:74
Morrison Shirley C of Theodore C and Shirley I Apr 21 1929 29:47
Morrison William J (twin) of Archibald H and Lillian M Oct 26 1927 28:134
Morrison — d of George L and Florence July 10 1923 26:91
Morrison — s of George L and Florence Dec 22 1924 26:363
Morrison — d of Marcella Sept 18 1925 27:125
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Morrison — d of George L and Florence Mar 2 1926........27: 214
Morrissette Elsie L of William and Mary A June 13 1926........27: 249
Morrissette Arthur E of Edmond and Rose A Nov 27 1929........29: 139
Morrissette Irene D of Ulric and Marie R Apr 22 1930........29: 202
Morrissette Jeanette D of Ulric and Marie R Sept 30 1927........28: 122
Morrissette John F of Frank A and Florette Sept 13 1930........29: 263
Morrissette Lawrence E of Edward and Ivah May 10 1922........25: 242
Morrissette Richard E of Adelard and Helen June 28 1929........29: 75
Morrissette Roland J of Adelard and Helen July 23 1924........26: 284
Morrissette Theresa M of Adelard and Helen Oct 17 1927........28: 131
Morrissette Anna L of Alfred J and Catherine C Sept 1 1922........25: 298
Morrissette E of Thomas J and Katherine J May 14 1928........28: 225
Morrissette Daniel of Daniel L and Rosalind M May 15 1927........28: 60
Morrissette Daniel H and Grace E Dec 30 1930........29: 306
Morrissette Edward F of Earl W and Mildred H Sept 19 1924........26: 314
Morrissette Eugene L of Thomas J and Katherine J Aug 9 1929........29: 95
Morrissette Evelyn M of Earl W and Mildred H July 21 1926........27: 267
Morrissette Gerald F of Thomas J and Katherine J Sept 20 1926........27: 294
Morrissette Grace of Edward H and Mary I Nov 25 1921........25: 157
Morrissette James R of Earl W and Mildred H Dec 7 1930........29: 298
Morrissette Joseph T of Thomas J and Katherine J Jan 1 1922........25: 178
Morrissette Kenneth M of Mark J and Eva E Nov 27 1928........28: 311
Morrissette Leo of Leo and Helen Nov 4 1923........26: 153
Morrissette Lillian D of Earl W and Mildred H Mar 21 1928........28: 201
Morrissette Mary of Leo and Helen June 28 1926........27: 256
Morrissette Mary T of Raymond V and Rose A June 21 1928........28: 212
Morrissette Mildred E of Earl W and Mildred H July 11 1923........26: 92
Morrissette Patricia of Harry R and Kathryn A Feb 4 1924........26: 199
Morrissette Thomas J of Thomas J and Katherine J Jan 29 1925........27: 12
Morrissette William R of Earl W and Mildred H Feb 24 1922........25: 204
Morrissette s of James and Ella Feb 18 1930........29: 175
Morrocco James H of Frank and Ethel Aug 23 1926........27: 281
Morrocco Maria of Antonio and Stella Apr 24 1925........27: 54
Morrocco s of Pasquale and Rosa Apr 20 1923........26: 60
Morrono Arthur of Nicola and Minnie Oct 16 1926........27: 306
Morrono Elenora of Antonio and Emilia Oct 14 1923........26: 142
Morrono Fiorentino of Antonio and Emilia Mar 6 1930........29: 183
Morrono Giovanni of Giovanni and Florence Mar 22 1928........28: 202
Morrono Maria of Antonio and Maria M Feb 14 1923........26: 21
Morrow Andrew G of Andrew G and Ethel G May 4 1926...27:230
Morrow George H of Robert J and Alice Mar 16 1924........26:218
Morrow Janet of Herbert S and Vivian Oct 20 1921.........25:141
Morrow Mary E of Robert J and Alice Feb 12 1927.....28:18
Morrow Robert of Frank and Myrtle Apr 29 1930...........29:205
Morrow Robert E of Andrew G and Ethel G July 24 1927...28:92
Morrow William J of William J and Rachel Aug 9 1928...28:264
Morse Arthur E of Robert and Ann July 29 1929...........28:94
Morse David of David and Marion Sept 21 1930............29:266
Morse Donald B of Theodore A and Evelyn July 12 1929.....29:82
Morse Edith A of Ralph B and Helena C July 28 1927......28:93
Morse Elizabeth H of Ralph B and Helena C Dec 4 1925...27:159
Morse George W (twin) of William H and Odile H July 29
1926. ........................................27:270
Morse Harriet P of Alfred L and Annette Dec 13 1930.....29:300
Morse Henry of Louis E and Catherine V Nov 4 1927.....28:138
Morse Henry J (twin) of William H and Odile H July 29 1926.27:270
Morse Joseph of William H and Odile H Feb 13 1930......29:173
Morse Leoda W of Charles E and Violet W C Nov 30 1921...25:159
Morse Marie of Louis and Catherine Sept 14 1922..........25:303
Morse Marion E of Robert C and Svea T A July 21 1926...27:267
Morse Orrin J of Orrin J and Florence E Mar 11 1929.....29:30
Morse Ralph B of Ralph B and Helena C Dec 3 1929.......29:142
Morse Robert C of Robert C and Svea T A June 2 1928....28:233
Morse Robert E of William H and Odile H May 21 1925....27:67
Morse Robert M of Raymond M and Ruth E Mar 14 1922....25:213
Morse Sheldon A of Charles E and Violet W C Feb 13 1927...28:19
Morse Virginia L of Orrin J and Florence E Jan 11 1925...27:5
Morse —— d of Lewis E and Catherine V Jan 14 1924......26:188
Morse —— s of Alfred L and Annette Mar 26 1929.........29:36
Morsilli Giorgio P of Pietro and Lena Aug 21 1928........28:269
Morsilli Luigi of Vincenzo and Vincenza Dec 27 1923....26:175
Morsilli Violanda of Vincenzo and Vincenza July 31 1921...25:97
Mortensen Earl R of Frederick O G and Cora I Jan 3 1925..27:2
Mortensen Gilbert A of Frederick O G and Cora I Apr 18
1926. ........................................27:221
Mortensen Russell F of Frederick O G and Cora I Apr 26 1929.29:48
Mortenson Thelma R of Eric R and Dora Apr 7 1930........29:197
Morth George H of George and Katherine June 8 1930....29:223
Morriher Eleanor M of Frank R and Margaret J May 9 1926.27:323
Morriher Grace M of Frank R and Margaret J July 25 1928...28:256
Morton Anna M of James R and Blanche M Nov 2 1922.....25:328
Morton Betty H of Albert J and Margaret M Sept 4 1928....28:277
Morton Elizabeth M of Harry and Georgianna Nov 22 1923...26:160
Morton Joyce E of Arthur E and Irene P May 14 1924.....26:214
Morton Martha V of George W and Susannah Feb 22 1925....27:23
Morton Thelma G of George W and Susannah Aug 28 1923 .................. 26: 116
Morton —— s of William D and Edith M Feb 25 1921 .................. 25: 24
Morvillo Lidia G of Carlo and Alga Feb 13 1921 .................. 25: 25
Mosafski Edward L of John J and Mary M Aug 25 1921 .................. 26: 300
Mosby Gordon W of Sigfrid B and Amanda S Jan 19 1927 ........ 28: 7
Mosca Angelo of Angelo and Maria Sept 30 1927 .................. 28: 122
Mosca Antonio of Antonio and Giovannina Dec 16 1928 .............. 28: 319
Mosca Antonio C of Carlo and Elisabetta Mar 7 1926 ................ 27: 202
Mosca Carlo of Antonio and Giovannina Apr 5 1927 ................. 28: 42
Mosca Filomena of Antonio and Giovannina Feb 7 1925 ................ 27: 18
Mosca Giovannina of Antonio and Giovannina Feb 19 1921 ........... 25: 21
Mosca Giovannina of Angelo and Maria Dec 20 1923 .................. 26: 172
Mosca Joseph F of Carlo and Elisabetta Jan 17 1928 .................. 28: 174
Mosca Leopoldo of Leopoldo and Angelina July 15 1929 ................ 29: 83
Mosca Palma C of Angelo and Maria Dec 28 1922 ...................... 25: 350
Mosca Sabatino C of Carlo and Elisabetta Oct 4 1923 .................. 26: 138
Mosca Salvatore of Antonio and Giovannina Mar 1 1923 ................ 26: 30
Mosca —— d of Salvatore and Lucia Sept 16 1922 ...................... 25: 312
Moscatelli Maria of Eugenio and Nicolina July 22 1924 ................ 26: 284
Moschetti Antonetta D of Francesco and Vittoria Apr 3 1923 ........ 26: 47
Moschetti Irene H of Jan and Stasia Aug 22 1930 ...................... 29: 253
Mosco Salvatore of Salvatore and Lucia Mar 6 1927 .................... 28: 28
Mosco Sisto A of Leopoldo and Angelina Dec 8 1922 ................... 25: 343
Moseliski Jennie of John and Mary Sept 18 1922 ...................... 25: 305
Mosfiski Paul (twin) of John and Mary Jan 8 1926 ..................... 27: 177
Mosfiski Peter (twin) of John and Mary Jan 8 1926 .................... 27: 177
Mosiekki Ignacy J of Ignacy and Mary H Mar 24 1927 .................. 28: 36
Moses Lahre L of Joseph and Jennie Feb 24 1926 ...................... 27: 196
Moses Molly of Isaac and Soicie May 1 1923 .......................... 26: 61
Mosesian Harry J of John C and Angelina Feb 3 1924 .................. 26: 199
Mosiejewski Anna E of John C and Angelina Dec 8 1924 .............. 26: 352
Mosher Kenneth F of Frank K and Pearl Sept 30 1928 .................. 28: 286
Mosher Lois E of Earle W and Elsie M Apr 7 1929 ...................... 29: 42
Mosher Warren A of Roy A and Lydia S May 20 1923 .................. 26: 68
Mosiejewskia Agneska of Stanislaw and Malgorzota Jan 29 1922 ...... 25: 189
Mosiejewski Aina E of John and Mary Apr 15 1927 ..................... 28: 47
Mosiejewski Frank of John and Mary Dec 14 1929 ...................... 29: 145
Mosigian Mardiros M of Movses and Anna Sept 15 1923 ................ 26: 127
Mosley Lillian A (c) of Ida M Dec 1 1921 ............................ 25: 169
Mosley Matthew A (c) of George B and Irene C June 5 1921 ......... 25: 67
Mosley —— (c) d of George B and Irene C June 19 1921 .............. 26: 267
Moss Albert H of William and Alice E Sept 20 1924 .................... 26: 315
Moss Betty V of Charles I and Evelyn L June 19 1928 ................ 28: 241
Moss Cecil L of Cecil L and Jessie F Nov 7 1925 ..................... 27: 149
Moss Charles G (c) of Grace F Dec 12 1922 .......................... 25: 343
Moss Edith M of George F and Bertha W Sept 16 1923.......... 26:127
Moss Ernest of Ernest and Agnes F Apr 7 1921............... 25: 41
Moss Norman A of William and Alice E Apr 23 1922.......... 25:233
Moss Robert J (c) of Walter J and Helen L May 1 1925..... 27: 59
Moss Shirley M of Ernest and Agnes F Sept 1 1924......... 26:306
Moss Stanley V (c) of Walter J and Helen L Dec 13 1921.... 25:167
Moss Virginia A of Ernest and Agnes F June 8 1922........ 25:257
Moss Virginia H (c) of Walter J and Helen L Aug 7 1923... 26:107
Moss William of Paul and Annie Mar 1 1921............... 25: 26
Mossberg Jacob of Solomon and Rose Nov 16 1922.......... 25:333
Mossop Nancy C of Wallace L and Lillian E Mar 26 1930... 29:191
Motherway Edward J of Edward J and Johanna D Apr 25
1927...............
Motherway Joseph of Edward J and Johanna D Jan 28 1930... 29:166
Motian Elizabeth of Sarop K and Chichilia M Oct 20 1927.... 28:132
Motian —— s of Sarop K and Chichilia M May 2 1930...... 29:219
Mott Barbara L of Howard V and Frances L Mar 3 1928...... 28:195
Mott Bruce J of Edgar L and Ruth July 2 1928........... 28:247
Mott Carlton A of Samuel A and Emily Oct 25 1924........ 26:331
Mott Dorothy E of Chester B and Florence July 3 1929...... 29: 79
Mott Laurence A E of Laurence A and Lillian L June 20 1926...27:252
Mott —— d of Chester B and Florence June 4 1930......... 20:232
Motta Adolfo G of Adolfo G and Maria Apr 25 1922........ 25:234
Motta Antonio G of Giuseppe M and Maddalena Nov 4 1930...29:285
Motta Rocco L of Frank P and Maddalena Mar 27 1923...... 26:180
Motta Ruby of James E and Adrea Aug 8 1922............ 25:284
Motta Virginia F of Augustine J and Gertrude M Aug 24 1921..25:110
Motta —— s of Michael and Maud May 11 1922............. 20:253
Motta —— s of Joseph and Sophia Aug 2 1929............ 29: 92
Mottola Alfredo B of Benedetto and Antonietta Dec 17 1921..25:168
Mottola Antonietta of Francesco and Sofia Sept 27 1926.... 27:297
Mottola Dora A of Benedetto and Antonietta Mar 21 1925.... 27: 37
Mottola Nicola of Umberto and Giovannina Dec 23 1928.... 28:324
Mottola Rodolfo of Umberto and Giovannina Nov 30 1926... 27:324
Mottola Vincenzo B of Benedetto and Antonietta Feb 26 1930..29:178
Mottram Arthur F of Arthur F and Frances D W June 14
1924...........
Mottram Doris W of Arthur F and Frances D W Apr 20 1922...25:231
Mottram Frank R of Frank R and Dorris Jan 2 1921......... 25:  1
Mottram Helen E of Arthur F and Frances D W Apr 27 1923...26: 57
Moulton Albert E of Arthur E and Jennie E Aug 14 1924..... 26:296
Moulton Bernice V of Wilfred E and Jessie B May 17 1923...26: 67
Moulton Dorothy of Albert and Loretta Mar 16 1921......... 25: 32
Moulton Harold F of Wilfred E and Jessie B Nov 7 1921.... 25:150
Moulton John A of William G and Margaret C June 10 1922...25:258
Moulton Nancy C of Harold R and Ruth C Nov 18 1925...... 27:151
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Moulton Norma of Albert P and Loretta R Nov 10 1927... 28: 141
Moulton Raymond L of Harold R and Ruth C Feb 17 1923... 26: 22
Moulton Regina of Albert P and Loretta R Sept 15 1925... 27: 124
Moulton Richard L of Arthur E and Jennie E Aug 20 1926... 27: 280
Moulton Richard W of David and Evelyn D July 25 1925... 27: 98
Moulton Robert L of Leona A and Viola May 22 1930... 29: 215
Moulton Ruth A of Arthur E and Jennie E July 4 1923... 26: 89
Moulton Whitman B of Arthur E and Jennie E Mar 31 1922... 25: 221
Moulton —— s of Arthur E and Jennie E Nov 5 1927... 28: 139
Moultrip Charles L of Howard F and Dorothy E Jan 3 1921... 25: 4
Mount Frank W of Ralph H and Emma A Feb 7 1922... 25: 195
Mountain Hazel V of Charles A and Pearl I July 11 1929... 29: 82
Mountain Lois S of Raymond D and Xina July 13 1925... 27: 93
Mountain Raymond D of Raymond D and Xina Nov 22 1929... 29: 137
Mountford Richard N of Dorothy M May 7 1924... 26: 245
Moura Ida of Jose J and Ellen Dec 21 1923... 26: 173
Moura Iremelinda of Pedro A and Mary June 22 1923... 26: 82
Moura Maria of Jose J and Ellen Sept 8 1922... 25: 301
Moura Mary A of Pedro A and Maria Apr 15 1929... 29: 45
Moura Violantina S of Jose S and Maria C May 30 1924... 26: 256
Mourachian Bagdasar of Ohan and Aghavni July 28 1927... 28: 93
Mourachian Baidzar of Ohan and Aghavni Sept 7 1924... 26: 308
Mourachian Martha of Simon and Altoun Oct 16 1929... 29: 122
Mourachian Melkon of Simon and Altoun Dec 13 1930... 29: 300
Mourachian Oski of Sahag and Marnos June 13 1921... 25: 71
Mouradian Arshaloyce of Malkon and Zumroot Mar 28 1926... 27: 211
Mouradian Hovsep of Malkon and Zernot Mar 7 1925... 27: 31
Mouradian Kachig of Abraham and Vehanoush Oct 16 1921... 25: 139
Mouradian Mary of Malkon and Zernot May 13 1922... 25: 243
Mouradjian Armen of Kazar and Mariam Mar 21 1926... 27: 208
Mouradjian Garabed of Sahag and Marnos Aug 31 1925... 27: 116
Mouradjian Haiganoush of Varasdad and Marinos Aug 21 1925... 27: 112
Mouradjian Humaz of Sarkis and Monshgune May 14 1922... 25: 244
Mouradjian Jirar of Bedros and Mariam Sept 3 1924... 26: 307
Mouradjian Kevork of Varasdad and Marinos Dec 3 1926... 27: 326
Mouradjian Krikor of Sarkis and Monshag June 1 1921... 25: 66
Mouradjian Landone of Mirijan and Yeghsa Oct 27 1923... 26: 148
Mouradjian Nishan of Kazar and Mariam Oct 17 1923... 26: 144
Mouradjian Nonvart of Bedros and Mary Apr 6 1923... 26: 48
Mouradjian Serarpi of Varasdag and Marinos Jan 1 1924... 26: 183
Mouradjian Soghomon of Mirijan and Yeghsa Dec 15 1926... 27: 331
Mouradjian Sourken of Sahag and Marnos Jan 15 1924... 26: 188
Mouradjian Vartan of Sarkis and Monshag July 24 1923... 26: 98
Mourine Agnes of John J and Agnes M June 1 1929... 29: 65
Mourine John J of John J and Agnes M Nov 22 1930... 29: 291
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Mournigham Leonard F of Leonard and Marguerite F June 3 1922. ......................................................... 25: 255
Mournigham Frances E of Leonard F and Marguerite F Mar 15 1930. ......................................................... 29: 186
Mournigham Irving J of Leonard F and Marguerite F July 28 1927. ......................................................... 28: 93
Mournigham John of Thomas F and Sarah A Oct 15 1924. .... 26: 327
Mournigham Marguerite of Leonard F and Marguerite F Mar 29 1926. ......................................................... 27: 241
Mournigham Richard of Leonard F and Marguerite F Jan 18 1925. ......................................................... 27: 8
Mousseau Leonard W of Albert and Exelia July 15 1928. ... 28: 293
Mousseau Robert E of Emil E and Alice A Dec 2 1924. ........ 26: 350
Moyer Irving of Samuel and Mary July 15 1922. ............ 25: 273
Movraviev Irene of Pimen and Irma July 13 1925. .......... 27: 93
Movsovizt Arthur L of Ben and Pauline E Aug 29 1921. ..... 25: 112
Movsovizt Gilbert M of Ben and Pauline E Mar 6 1926. ... 27: 202
Movsovizt Stanley M of Ben and Pauline E Oct 22 1928. .... 28: 296
Mowbray Edward A of Edward A and Hope Apr 24 1927. ... 28: 50
Mowbray Kenneth of William J and Susan Sept 25 1926. ... 27: 296
Mowbray William II of William J and Susan Feb 9 1928. ... 28: 184
Mowrey George E of Rochester C and Cindonia E Nov 17 1928. ......................................................... 28: 307
Mowry Eleanor A of Reginald and Isabel Apr 5 1929. ....... 29: 41
Mowry Harold F of Harold D and Frances E Feb 23 1923. ... 26: 25
Mowry Howard E of Howard E and Clara B June 16 1926. ... 27: 251
Mowry Janet A of Byron F and Alice M June 23 1923. ....... 26: 82
Mowry John A of Reginald I and Isabel Mar 20 1930. ....... 29: 189
Mowry Marion of Herbert A and Marion M Sept 23 1924. .... 26: 319
Mowry Waneta H of George R and Isabel M Oct 13 1926. ... 27: 305
Mowry William A of William W and Ruth Jan 16 1929. .... 29: 7
Mowry Winsor A of Winsor A and Mildred July 27 1922. ... 25: 279
Mowry — d of Byron F and Alice M Apr 26 1925. ............ 27: 58
Moxham Raymond F of Frank and Lillian M Aug 18 1921. ... 25: 107
Moy Cecelia K of Gladys M Mar 15 1924. ...................... 26: 217
Moy Yee Gem (chi) of Yee Din Bow and Wang See Mar 22 1925. ......................................................... 27: 38
Moyen Armand of Irene B Oct 12 1928. ......................... 28: 292
Moyer Dorothy J of Robert F and Ruth Dec 1 1927. .......... 28: 151
Moynihan Eileen M of John E L and Lena M July 24 1926. ... 27: 269
Moysan Dorothy I of Leo M J and Alice G May 18 1927. ... 28: 61
Moysan Leo A of Leo M J and Alice Dec 1 1921. .............. 25: 162
Moysan Mary B of Leo M J and Alice G Sept 24 1924. ... 26: 316
Mozzetta Clorinna L of Adriano and Sara Dec 29 1928. .... 28: 224
Mozzetta Domenico of Adriano and Sara Oct 13 1925. ....... 27: 136
Mozzetta Gloria of Adriano and Sara June 12 1924. .......... 26: 263
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Mozzetta Mario of Adriano and Sara Sept 2 1927............28: 111
Mroz Dorothy E of Adolf and Stella Jan 9 1929............29: 4
Mrozowicz Jozeif K of Kazimierz and Aniela Mar 5 1926.....27: 201
Mscisz — d of Joseph A and Sally July 12 1926............27: 272
Muccino Donald of Angelo and Helen M Feb 12 1930.........29: 173
Muccino Janice C of Amedeo M and Gladys M Dec 17 1924...26: 356
Muccino Raimondo N of Silvio and Giovannina Apr 16 1923...26: 52
Muccino Riccardo A of Silvio and Giovannina Apr 16 1926...27: 220
Muccino Silvio A of Silvio and Giovannina Nov 11 1929.....29: 133
Muccino Virginia E of Emileo and Elizabeth A Oct 8 1925...27: 135
Muciaro Livia D of Luigi and Angelina Nov 28 1930.........29: 293
Muciaro Luisa of Luigi and Angelina June 16 1928..........28: 239
Muciaro Paolo of Luigi and Angelina Oct 6 1923.............26: 139
Muciaro Raffaelle of Luigi and Incoronata Aug 12 1921.....25: 115
Muciaro Raffaelle of Luigi and Angelina Nov 23 1925.......27: 133
Muekruch Olga of Alex and Mary Feb 14 1922...............25: 199
Muddiman Thomas E of Thomas E and Agnes G Dec 25 1921...26: 359
Mudge Clifton H of Harold C and Marion Dec 29 1930......29: 306
Mudge Richard A of Harold and Marion Aug 1 1927.........28: 97
Mudrick Aaron L of Hyman and Mary Jan 5 1928.............28: 170
Mudrik Edith E (twin) of Hyman and Mary Aug 28 1921.....25: 111
Mudrik Joseph D of Hyman and Mary Feb 8 1923............26: 19
Mudrik Lillian of Hyman and Mary Dec 19 1925.............27: 165
Mudrik Sadie R (twin) of Hyman and Mary Aug 28 1921......25: 111
Muehllberg Albert F of Frank L and Barbara A Dec 8 1926...27: 328
Muehllberg Robert P of Frank L and Barbara A Sept 25 1923.26: 131
Mugg Dorothy E of James and Nellie Feb 5 1928............28: 182
Mugardichian Berjouhi (twin) of Kerop and Anna July 19
1928,......................................28: 254
Mugardichian Margaret (twin) of Kerop and Anna July 19
1928,......................................28: 254
Mugardichian Margaret of Kerop and Anna May 25 1923.....26: 70
Mugardichian Megardiek K of Kerop and Anna Mar 23 1922...25: 218
Mugarditchian Mariam of Mesrob and Sarah Oct 25 1923....26: 118
Mugarditchian Shakey of Mesrob and Sarah May 8 1925.....27: 62
Mugarditchian Vartoohi of Mesrob and Sara Sept 21 1921....25: 125
Muir Douglas F of Douglas F and Dorothy Aug 21 1927.....28: 105
Muir Mabel M of John P and Lillian C Aug 9 1926.........27: 276
Muir Robert E of James J and Ruth E Dec 26 1924.........26: 359
Muxsian Mugurdich of Armenag and Victoria Nov 5 1927....28: 139
Mularela — s of Esther Nov 4 1923........................26: 153
Mulahey Daniel R of William T and Mary E Mar 2 1928....28: 194
Mulahey Irene M of William T and Mary E Mar 8 1923......26: 33
Mulahey Raymond of Bernard J and Alice U Mar 8 1924....26: 215
Mulahey Richard of Vincent P and Stephanie B Sept 16 1930.29: 265
Mulcahey William T of William T and Louise V Dec 23 1922. 25: 349
Mulcahy John J of John J and Abby M July 7 1923. 26: 90
Mulcahy Joseph H of Joseph H and Margaret H Apr 6 1923. 26: 48
Mulcahy Robert of William and Grayce Feb 10 1926. 27: 338
Mulcahy — d of Thomas F and Anna C Oct 3 1930. 29: 283
Muldoon Christopher J of Christopher J and Mary E Aug 29 1929. 29: 102
Mulgrew Adelaide of Harold E and Adelaide July 17 1922. 25: 247
Mulgrew Robert of Thomas G and Alice F Feb 25 1924. 26: 206
Mulholland Alfred J of Leo P J and Gertrude E Nov 29 1927. 28: 148
Mulholland Eleanor H of Leo P J and Gertrude E May 14 1929. 29: 56
Mulholland Everett F of Francis S and Lillian Feb 3 1923. 26: 17
Mulholland Leo P J of Leo P J and Gertrude E Aug 21 1925. 27: 112
Mulhearn Charles E of Charles E and Elizabeth L June 12 1925. 27: 78
Mulhearn Kathleen of Edwin and Elena Sept 26 1923. 26: 132
Mulhern Dorothy of Thomas B and Katherine E Feb 17 1928. 28: 187
Mulhern Marion of Thomas B and Katherine E Jan 24 1925. 27: 10
Mulhern Rita of Thomas B and Katherine E Mar 29 1921. 25: 37
Mulholland James H of William J and Mary July 8 1923. 26: 91
Mulholland Joseph E of John E and Evangeline M Dec 8 1928. 28: 316
Mulholland Margaret of William E and Mary Mar 24 1925. 27: 38
Mulholland Margaret M of Joseph L and Rose A Dec 20 1929. 29: 148
Mulholland Mary B of John E and Evangeline M Apr 3 1927. 28: 42
Mulholland Samuel of Samuel P and Caroline Aug 11 1928. 28: 265
Mulholland William J of William J and Mary Jan 11 1921. 25: 4
Mullady John T (twin) of William F and Alice V Oct 12 1925. 27: 136
Mullady Joseph C (twin) of William F and Alice V Oct 12 1925. 27: 136
Mullady William F of William F and Alice V Dec 7 1922. 25: 312
Mullaney Barbara A of John W and Viola G May 9 1929. 29: 63
Mullaney Edward of Edward A and Helen M Dec 25 1925. 27: 167
Mullaney Elizabeth T of James C and Mary G Nov 26 1924. 26: 346
Mullaney Evelyn M of James F and Margaret V Feb 19 1922. 25: 201
Mullaney Florence P of Joseph M and Florence M Mar 17 1929. 29: 32
Mullaney James F of Joseph and Florence June 27 1925. 27: 84
Mullaney James P of John and Annie Mar 17 1921. 25: 32
Mullaney Joseph L of Edward A and Helen M Oct 16 1929. 29: 122
Mullaney Lawrence of Edward A and Helen M Sept 6 1928. 28: 277
Mullaney Mary T of John J and Mary A July 3 1921. 25: 86
Mullaney Regina E of Edward A and Helen M Feb 3 1927. 28: 15
Mullaney Richard of Domenic T and Johanna Feb 23 1921. 25: 22
Mullaney — d of Domenick and Johanna Feb 5 1925. 27: 28
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Mulleady Frederick C of John J and Marion M Mar 17 1928.. 28: 200
Mulleady Patrick W of John J and Marion M Oct 17 1926... 27: 306
Mulleady Paul of John J and Marion M Oct 13 1929........... 29: 121
Mulleady Rosemary A of John J and Marion M Jan 15 1922. 25: 183
Mulleady Sylvia F of John J and Marion M Sept 20 1923... 26: 129
Mulleady Thomas J of John J and Marion M Mar 29 1925... 27: 40
Mulleady Muriel E of Luke P and Elizabeth M Oct 2 1926... 27: 300
Mullen Albert C of Edward C and Mary E May 13 1924....... 26: 247
Mullen Albert G of Francis J and Daisy B Aug 26 1925.... 27: 114
Mullen Barbara E of Charles P and Ennice N Apr 10 1922... 25: 228
Mullen Barbara J of John E and Mona B Dec 19 1930...... 29: 302
Mullen Catherine E of John F and Ruth E Oct 22 1921.... 25: 142
Mullen Cornelius E of Patrick J and Catherine July 1 1921. 25: 85
Mullen Dorothy of Vincent and Mary G Apr 6 1930......... 29: 206
Mullen Edward of Edward C and Mary E Nov 16 1921....... 25: 153
Mullen Edward W of Joseph P and Katharine A Dec 16 1923. 26: 171
Mullen Evelyn C T of Edward F and Catherine Nov 7 1927... 28: 140
Mullen Evelyn E of John F and Ruth E Aug 11 1924....... 26: 295
Mullen Frances P of John J and Emiley F Aug 17 1928...... 28: 267
Mullen Helen V of Edward C and Marion E Aug 27 1925.... 27: 114
Mullen James W of James H and Estelle J Mar 20 1929.... 29: 33
Mullen John of John J and Emily F Mar 13 1923......... 26: 35
Mullen John J of John T and Mary M Mar 4 1925........... 27: 30
Mullen John P of John F and Ruth E Feb 2 1923.......... 26: 16
Mullen John R of Joseph P and Katharine A Sept 6 1926... 27: 289
Mullen Joseph F (twin) of James J and Rose Aug 20 1921. 25: 108
Mullen Joseph T of Joseph P and Katharine A July 15 1925. 27: 94
Mullen Marjorie L of John and Julia B Apr 28 1924....... 26: 238
Mullen Patricia M of John T and Mary Mar 3 1924......... 26: 212
Mullen Robert L of Edward C and Mary E Jan 2 1928...... 28: 168
Mullen Robert V of Vincent and Mary G Apr 10 1927..... 28: 45
Mullen Roberta H of John T and Mary M Dec 25 1928..... 28: 323
Mullen Rose M of Edward C and Mary E June 3 1930...... 29: 220
Mullen Ruth E of Edward C and Mary E Jan 30 1929....... 29: 12
Mullen Thomas E of Thomas O and Jean L Aug 25 1929.... 29: 101
Mullen Thomas W (twin) of James J and Rose Aug 20 1921. 25: 108
Mullen William J of Edward C and Mary E Nov 11 1926..... 27: 317
Mullen William W of Walter J and Melina Sept 22 1921.... 25: 177
Mullen Winifred G of William W and Ruth E Dec 30 1929.... 29: 152
Muller Edith C of Theodore F and Hildur C Aug 26 1923.... 26: 115
Muller Hallin S of Julians and Annie July 23 1921......... 25: 94
Mullery Charles E of Charles E and Mary Mar 30 1928...... 28: 205
Mulligan Ann C (twin) of Philip F and Annie C July 11 1923. 26: 92
Mulligan Arthur W of John H and Bertha E May 23 1929.... 29: 59
Mulligan Cecilia M of Fenton B and Cecilia May 16 1924... 26: 249
Mulligan Clare C of Nicholas J and Clare L Dec 9 1929....... 29: 144
Mulligan Doris A of George and Estella C Feb 19 1924....... 26: 205
Mulligan Edward F of Patrick and Rose July 19 1923....... 26: 96
Mulligan Edward W of Edward W and Ida Feb 9 1925....... 27: 19
Mulligan Emily of George and Estella C Mar 22 1927....... 28: 35
Mulligan George of Philip F and Annie C Aug 20 1925....... 27: 112
Mulligan Helen F of Edward J and Mabel Oct 23 1929....... 29: 125
Mulligan James W (twin) of Philip F and Annie C July 11
1923....... 26: 92
Mulligan Joan A of John M and Anna M May 22 1929....... 29: 59
Mulligan John P of Michael and Elizabeth A June 18 1922....... 25: 261
Mulligan June I of George and Estella C Aug 31 1928....... 28: 273
Mulligan Kerry W of James W and Marion G Dec 5 1921....... 26: 351
Mulligan Marjorie R of Thomas H and Helen R Feb 10 1924....... 26: 291
Mulligan Philip F of Philip F and Annie C Sept 13 1921....... 25: 121
Mulligan Raymond F of Raymond G and Anna M Dec 26 1923.26: 174
Mulligan Rita I of Hugh J and Agnes E Sept 15 1921....... 25: 122
Mulligan Robert W of Hugh J and Agnes E Jan 26 1924....... 26: 193
Mulligan Theresa of Philip F and Annie C Dec 27 1927....... 28: 160
Mulligan —— s of Matthew J and Elizabeth June 2 1925....... 27: 87
Mullin Olive of Elizabeth A May 28 1924....... 26: 255
Mullin —— d of Peter V and Eva G Feb 7 1928....... 28: 193
Mullins Caroline I of Francis E and Carleen M July 17 1925....... 27: 95
Mullins George of George E and Cora M July 24 1922....... 25: 277
Mullins Helen F of Percy H and Georgia B Sept 26 1926....... 27: 297
Mullins John of George E and Cora M May 21 1929....... 29: 59
Mullins Pauline D of John J and Anna D Oct 2 1925....... 27: 132
Mullins Robert C of Charles deC and Pauline A Dec 6 1925....... 27: 160
Mullins Thelma H of George E and Cora M Apr 22 1925....... 27: 53
Mullins Thomas F of George T and Johanna Mar 24 1930....... 29: 190
Mullins William L of William L and Elizabeth W June 19
1929....... 29: 72
Mullooly Anna H of Martin J and Mary E Aug 23 1928....... 28: 270
Mullooly Dorothy M of Martin J and Mary E Sept 18 1926....... 27: 293
Mulraney Margaret M of Luke E and Elizabeth Jan 31 1926....... 27: 186
Mulraney Thomas of Luke E and Elizabeth Apr 9 1929....... 29: 43
Mulraney Catherine M of George E and Helen Nov 11 1926....... 27: 317
Mulraney Elizabeth F of Luke and Elizabeth Apr 28 1924....... 26: 238
Mulvaney John of John and Edna Nov 23 1926....... 27: 322
Mulvaney John H of George E and Helen Aug 28 1928....... 28: 272
Mulvaney Vincent G of Walter E and Greta C Apr 20 1921....... 25: 46
Mulvaney William H of George E and Helen Sept 26 1924....... 26: 317
Mulvey Alice of James and Georgiana Apr 18 1929....... 29: 46
Mulvey Aline of Joseph E and Mary L G July 6 1929....... 29: 80
Mulvey Armand C of Henry F and Marie Nov 7 1930....... 29: 286
Mulvey Beatrice of Beatrice Jan 4 1926.......................... 27: 176
Mulvey Dorothy F of Michael and Mary F July 13 1926..... 27: 264
Mulvey Dorothy G of William J and Emma S Aug 17 1925... 27: 110
Mulvey Edward J of William J and Emma S Feb 26 1929..... 29: 24
Mulvey Etta M of Raymond E and Ethel F Apr 26 1922....... 25: 234
Mulvey Evelyn D of Joseph E and Mary L G Jan 5 1926..... 27: 176
Mulvey Francis of William J and Emma S Jan 21 1924....... 26: 191
Mulvey Geraldine of Peter J and Anastasia Oct 21 1928.... 28: 296
Mulvey Henry F of Henry F and Marie Sept 29 1929........ 29: 115
Mulvey Irene B of Michael and Mary E Apr 25 1922......... 25: 234
Mulvey James E of Elizabeth Aug 2 1921..................... 25: 100
Mulvey John S of John J and Dora B May 31 1921........... 25: 65
Mulvey Loretta B of Joseph E and Mary L G Mar 16 1923.... 26: 36
Mulvey Loretta C of Henry F and Marie May 31 1928....... 28: 251
Mulvey Lonella G of Nicholas A and Lonella T Feb 8 1922... 25: 196
Mulvey Madeline R of Michael and Mary F Mar 20 1924..... 26: 219
Mulvey Rita M of Thomas J and Anna L Nov 26 1922........ 25: 336
Mulvey Robert of Thomas J and Anna L Mar 29 1926........ 27: 241
Mulvey Robert J of Theresa Apr 2 1930...................... 29: 309
Mulvey Robert W of William J and Emma S Jan 8 1928....... 28: 171
Mulvey Vincent F of James F and Rose E Mar 4 1930......... 29: 182
Mulvey William J of William J and Emma S Feb 28 1923..... 26: 27
Mulvey William P of Thomas J and Anna L June 17 1924.... 26: 266
Mulvey ------- d of Charles F and Mary E Oct 27 1923..... 26: 148
Mulvey ------- s of Beatrice Dec 29 1929................... 29: 154
Mulvihill Ann of William E and Mary C June 9 1927....... 28: 71
Mulvihill Mary of William E and Mary C May 21 1923....... 26: 68
Mulvihill William of William E and Mary C Aug 14 1924.... 26: 296
Muncey Herbert R of Herbert R and Stella 1 June 12 1930... 29: 224
Munde Henry L of George M and Bertha Nov 26 1922......... 25: 336
Mundt ------- d of Emma July 26 1922...................... 25: 281
Munger Ervilla E of Charles W and Bessie E Apr 18 1925.... 27: 51
Munio Anthony D of James and Rosa Jan 23 1926............. 27: 183
Munio Frank of James D and Rosa Apr 15 1921.............. 25: 84
Munio ------- s of James D and Rosa Apr 11 1924........... 26: 241
Munio ------- d of James D and Rose July 11 1928........... 28: 260
Munkittrick Herbert R of Herbert J and Mary E May 22 1921. 25: 60
Munkittrick John R of Richard and Agnes Apr 2 1928........ 28: 208
Munro Beverly A of Alexander W and Mabel Apr 19 1930..... 29: 201
Munro Constance C M of Harry and Helen Dec 7 1930....... 29: 298
Munro Edythe B of Joseph B and Ruth B Jan 18 1924......... 26: 190
Munro Eleanor T of Robert F and Carrie Apr 15 1929....... 29: 45
Munro Ernest W of Ernest W and Lillian F Sept 30 1923...26:134
Munro Gertrude of Harold W and Mildred R Nov 13 1928...28:306
Munro Hope E of Alton D and Hope Apr 5 1930............29:196
Munro John B of Harold W and Mildred H Jan 1 1925.....27:1
Munro Joseph B of Joseph B and Ruth B Jan 7 1930.....29:159
Munro Joyce of Harold W and Mildred H Nov 15 1921.....25:153
Munro Lillian F of Ernest W and Lillian F Sept 3 1921...25:117
Munro Marion of Elizabeth L Apr 16 1925.................27:50
Munro Mildred of Harold W and Mildred R Oct 24 1922...25:322
Munro Theodore P of Hugh and Edna July 19 1921......25:92
Munro —— s of Alexander and Kathleen Oct 11 1924.....26:365
Munro —— d of Ernest W and Lillian F July 22 1929.....29:91
Munroe Alice E of Walter B and Marjorie O Aug 22 1929...29:100
Munroe Barbara C of Walter B and Marjorie O Sept 10 1930,29:262
Munroe Byron (c) of William H and Sarah Mar 28 1922...25:220
Munroe Charles L of Charles L and Alice M May 16 1926...27:235
Munroe Clifton I (twin) of Clifton I and Muriel B Apr 17
1925..................................................27:51
Munroe Ellen of William and Ada Sept 20 1927...........28:118
Munroe George F of George F and Helen M Feb 24 1923...26:25
Munroe Gloria L of Harry E and Anna M Feb 26 1929.....29:24
Munroe Harry E of Harry E and Anna M June 19 1930.....29:227
Munroe Kenneth E of Howard E and Corena B Dec 14 1921...25:167
Munroe Milton F (twin) of Clifton I and Muriel B Apr 17
1925..................................................27:51
Munroe Nancy of Raymond C and Olive A Nov 12 1923...26:156
Munroe Norman H of Harold and Ida B Nov 16 1924.....26:342
Munroe Phyllis R of Violet M Mar 12 1926...............27:204
Munroe Ralph E of Clarence W and Edith M Jan 1 1924...26:183
Munroe Robert B of Robert B and Florence Dec 9 1930...29:299
Munroe William A of William A and Mary I July 19 1921...25:92
Munroe William C of William C and Phyllis Feb 21 1929...29:22
Munroe William E of Ernest C and Anna O Aug 30 1926...27:284
Munroe —— d of William F and Louise E May 3 1925....27:60
Munroe —— s of Walter B and Grace Mar 20 1927........28:40
Munsey Wayne A of Arthur B and Brenda Feb 20 1924....26:205
Munsley Stanley of Joseph and Clara L Aug 30 1924.....26:304
Munslow Thelma L of Joseph and Clara L Sept 1 1925...27:118
Munson Anna of William F and Gertrude C Aug 17 1922...25:289
Munson William F of William F and Gertrude C Mar 30 1927,28:39
Muntz Edgar R of Marguerite Dec 11 1925...............27:162
Munzio Alfredo L of Beniamino and Teodolinda May 23 1923...26:69
Munzio Giuseppe R of Beniamino and Teodolinda Mar 3 1921,25:27
Muraco Lidia T of Tomaso and Cristina July 10 1921...25:88
Muraco —— s of Tomaso and Cristina Mar 26 1923..........26:45
Muradian Haroutune of Magar and Bayzar Feb 14 1924...26:203
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Muradian Karjeng of Ypream and Mary Sept 9 1927.............28: 114
Murasecchi Alfredo of Giovanni and Consiglia Mar 25 1921...25: 35
Murasecchi Eva of Giovanni and Consiglia May 23 1929........29: 59
Muratore Giuseppe of Sebastiano and Maria Aug 8 1921.......25: 102
Muratore —— s of Sebastiano and Illuminata Sept 13 1930....29: 271
Murby Harriet E of Ernest J and Harriet E Jan 5 1926......27: 176
Murby James F of Ernest J and Harriet Oct 2 1924.........26: 322
Murby Leon B of Ernest J and Harriet June 26 1928.........28: 244
Murcheliano Luisa G of Antonio and Maria June 11 1924....26: 263
Murdock Ellen A of Archibald and Margaret B Oct 23 1930...29: 279
Murdock Helen M of David A and Gladys Sept 18 1929.....29: 111
Murdock James P of Archibald and Margaret B Oct 21 1926..27: 307
Murdock Alice L of Clarence T and Helen G Oct 2 1922....25: 313
Murdock Alton N of Elmer F and Florence Mar 15 1924....26: 218
Murdock Donald A of Donald A and Virginia W Apr 22 1929..29: 47
Murdock Dorothy R of Clarence T and Helen G Jan 17 1925..27: 7
Murdock Harriet M of Clarence T and Helen G Aug 22 1928..28: 270
Murdock Helen E of Clarence T and Helen G Mar 12 1927....28: 31
Murdock Marion L of Clarence T and Helen G Mar 17 1921..25: 32
Murdock Meredith of Donald D and Virginia W Nov 6 1926..27: 315
Murdock Morton I of Morton I and Gertrude Aug 3 1928...28: 262
Murdock Natalie V of Elmer F and Florence E Mar 31 1926..27: 212
Murdock Ruth F of Ernest L and Lillian II Jan 22 1925....27: 9
Murdock William T of Archibald and Margaret B May 22...

1924, ........................................................................26: 251
Murdock —— s of Earl F and Martha D Jan 11 1922........25: 182
Muren Marie J of John and Julia Feb 5 1930.................29: 170
Muren Rosa P of John and Julia Oct 11 1921.................25: 137
Murgatroyd Richard T of Howard T and Mabel W Dec 9 1924.26: 333
Murnane James F of James J and Esther L Jan 17 1926.....27: 181
Murnane Veronica J of James J and Esther L Jan 11 1925...27: 5
Muro Agnese M of Rocco and Maria C Dec 2 1924............26: 330
Muro Anna C of Giovanni and Caterina Feb 14 1925........27: 21
Muro Domenica I of Giovanni and Caterina Aug 13 1921...25: 104
Muro Giovanni of Giovanni and Caterina Mar 25 1923.......26: 40
Muro Maria C of Giovanni and Caterina Oct 12 1927.......28: 129
Muro Pasquale T of Carmine L and Margaret July 12 1929..29: 82
Muro Richard J of Rocco and Maria C Sept 20 1929........29: 111
Muro Rocco F of Rocco and Maria C Aug 1 1927.............28: 97
Murphy Alice of Edward R and Rose Dec 11 1926.............27: 329
Murphy Alice T of John J and Alice E Oct 7 1924............26: 324
Murphy Andrew R of Andrew R and Jane C Jan 15 1930....29: 161
Murphy Anna E of William J and Elizabeth R Mar 4 1930...29: 182
Murphy Anne P of Vincent T and Edna M Apr 30 1927......28: 53
Murphy Arthur H of Arthur H and Winifred Oct 13 1929...29: 121
Murphy Barbara A of Frederick J and Mary R Nov 5 1923..26: 154
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Murphy Barbara M of Irving J and Mary L Mar 1 1924. . . . . 26: 212
Murphy Barbara M of Vincent T and Edna M Oct 19 1924. . . 26: 328
Murphy Barbara N of William F and Alice L Feb 26 1928. . . . 28: 191
Murphy Barbara T of Henry R and Mary E Apr 3 1927. . . . . 28: 42
Murphy Bernard L of Bernard L and May E July 26 1921. . . . 25: 95
Murphy Bernard S of Bernard J and Helen M Oct 14 1924. . . 26: 333
Murphy Catherine of Winifred Sept 15 1928. . . . . . . . . . . . 28: 281
Murphy Catherine M of James J and Catherine May 15 1929. . 29: 57
Murphy Catherine V. of Patrick F and Ellen J Aug 19 1927. . 28: 105
Murphy Charles H of Charles A and Carmella Sept 28 1929. . 29: 114
Murphy Claire M of Frederick J and Mary R Apr 26 1927. . . 28: 51
Murphy Clare of Louis W and Clare R Dec 6 1927. . . . . . . . 28: 133
Murphy Cynthia H of Frederick and Mary V Nov 27 1926. . . 27: 323
Murphy Daniel A of Daniel and Irene T Sept 21 1930. . . . . 29: 267
Murphy Donald (twin) of Henry A and Irene F May 30 1930. . 29: 218
Murphy Donald G of Norman E and Catherine I May 19 1927. 28: 61
Murphy Donald R of Eleanor R Mar 8 1925. . . . . . . . . . . . 27: 32
Murphy Donald R of William R and Agnes B Sept 30 1929. . 29: 115
Murphy Doris (twin) of Henry A and Irene F May 30 1930. . . 29: 218
Murphy Edmund F of Edmund F and Anna I May 31 1925. . . 27: 71
Murphy Edna M of Henry J and Viola Jan 19 1926. . . . . . . 27: 181
Murphy Edward of Edward and Emily Mar 30 1921. . . . . . . 25: 37
Murphy Edward of John and Rose A Aug 4 1926. . . . . . . . . 27: 274
Murphy Edward F of Joseph P and Mary E Nov 14 1925. . . 27: 150
Murphy Edward F of Francis P and Winifred July 6 1926. . . 27: 261
Murphy Edward F of James P and Claire M Nov 4 1929. . . . 29: 131
Murphy Edward J of John and Alice May 16 1921. . . . . . . . 25: 58
Murphy Edward J of Edward J and Estelle June 30 1925. . . . 27: 86
Murphy Edward J of Patrick J and Catherine J May 20 1926. . 27: 297
Murphy Edward R of Edward R and Helen F Mar 4 1928. . . . 28: 195
Murphy Edythe G of Maurice J and Mary E Mar 2 1924. . . . 26: 212
Murphy Eileen M of Edward J and Anna M Apr 17 1924. . . . 26: 233
Murphy Eileen T of Patrick F and Ellen J Feb 17 1926. . . . . 27: 193
Murphy Eleanor M of John G and Katherine A Dec 8 1921. . 25: 165
Murphy Eleanor of John F J and Angela E Apr 28 1923. . . . 26: 57
Murphy Elizabeth of James T and Susan B May 13 1922. . . . 25: 243
Murphy Elizabeth of James E and Marion Nov 24 1930. . . . 29: 292
Murphy Estelle K of Kenneth and Mary Mar 16 1925. . . . . . 27: 35
Murphy Eveline (twin) of Joseph A and Anielia May 8 1926. . 27: 231
Murphy Evelyn C of James J and Cecilia C Nov 26 1927. . . . 28: 147
Murphy Everett P of Maurice J and Mary E Apr 22 1926. . . . 27: 223
Murphy Florence I of Frank G and Bridget A July 7 1921. . . 25: 87
Murphy Frances A of Robert P and Frances M Jan 22 1925. . . 27: 9
Murphy Francis of Patrick H and Helen Nov 22 1928. . . . . . 28: 309
Murphy Francis J of Charles A and Carmella Aug 17 1928. . . 28: 267
Murphy Frederick A of Ralph and Elizabeth E Nov 1 1928. . . 28: 301
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Murphy George of Edward R and Rose Nov 2 1923............ 26: 152
Murphy George E of George E and Viola July 14 1928........... 28: 252
Murphy Gerald of John J and Alice E Mar 1 1923............. 26: 30
Murphy Gladys E of James E and Harriett L Jan 22 1922... 25: 186
Murphy Helen M of William E and Gertrude E May 29 1930... 29: 217
Murphy Henry L of Henry L and Jennie L Mar 23 1928..... 28: 202
Murphy Irene of James T and Susan B Nov 22 1925........... 27: 152
Murphy James of Martin M and Nellie T Mar 22 1922...... 25: 217
Murphy James of James O and Mabel Aug 28 1924............ 26: 302
Murphy James of Henry P and Elizabeth A July 24 1926... 27: 269
Murphy James A of James A and Edna Nov 4 1926........... 27: 314
Murphy James B of Francis J and Mary E Mar 21 1930...... 29: 189
Murphy James C of James C and Anna Sept 12 1930...... 29: 263
Murphy James E of James C and Mildred E June 28 1928... 28: 244
Murphy James J of James J and Cecilia C Apr 24 1926.... 27: 224
Murphy James J of James P and Clara M Oct 1 1928..... 28: 288
Murphy James L of James and Alberta June 19 1926....... 27: 252
Murphy James T of James T and Susan B Sept 10 1923.... 26: 125
Murphy James V of John J and Marion A Nov 24 1930..... 29: 292
Murphy Jane of Richard E and Joanna T Aug 26 1929...... 29: 101
Murphy Jean of Vincent T and Edna M Aug 22 1923........ 26: 144
Murphy Jean D of James V and Jane Apr 28 1929........... 29: 49
Murphy Jean M of Frederick T and Elizabeth A July 18 1930 29: 239
Murphy Jeremiah of Jeremiah and Catherine July 19 1930 29: 240
Murphy Joan of George E and Viola Oct 17 1930...... 29: 277
Murphy Joan T of Joseph and Beatrice F Oct 22 1926...... 27: 308
Murphy John of Catherine Nov 25 1925............. 27: 153
Murphy John of Martin M and Helen E Apr 9 1921....... 25: 42
Murphy John of James T and Susan B Jan 30 1927....... 28: 11
Murphy John of Edward L and Emily L June 18 1927..... 28: 75
Murphy John F of Francis J and Mary E Mar 7 1925...... 26: 33
Murphy John G of John G and Katherine A May 7 1928.... 28: 222
Murphy John J of John J and Marion A Apr 12 1929... 29: 44
Murphy John P of Patrick F and Ellen J Dec 27 1922.... 25: 350
Murphy John R of John L and Mary May 16 1925........ 27: 65
Murphy John W of Frederick T and Elizabeth A Mar 26 1923 26: 41
Murphy John W of Ralph and Elizabeth E May 24 1925..... 27: 69
Murphy John W of James A and Gladys M Aug 15 1930.... 29: 251
Murphy Joseph A of Bernard J and Helen M May 19 1926... 27: 242
Murphy Joseph A of Francis J and Mary E Apr 29 1927... 28: 52
Murphy Joseph F of Patrick F and Ellen J June 21 1924...... 26: 267
Murphy Joseph F of John J and Marion A June 16 1927... 28: 74
Murphy Joseph F of Timothy E and Gertrude 1 Aug 30 1929.. 29: 103
Murphy Josephine of James H and Josephine M Aug 28 1930.. 29: 256
Murphy Kathryn M of John J and Anna L Oct 29 1921...... 25: 144
Murphy Kenneth C of Kenneth C and Mary June 16 1926.... 27: 251
Murphy Kenneth W of Arthur L and Lillian M Oct 23 1929...29:125
Murphy Lawrence F of Lawrence F and Mary M Mar 18 1925...27:36
Murphy Lawrence R of William H and Irene M Apr 12 1921...25:43
Murphy Leo R of Leo R and Mabel M Oct 1 1930...............29:272
Murphy Lilian A of Daniel F and Mary V Jan 12 1921...25:5
Murphy Lilian C of William H and Ida M June 22 1923...26:82
Murphy Margaret M of Edward L and Emily L July 24 1924...26:285
Murphy Margaret M of Patrick J and Catherine J Mar 30

1928........................28:205
Murphy Margaret T of James A and Edna Dec 21 1927...28:158
Murphy Marion J of John L and Mary May 5 1924............26:244
Murphy Mary of Joseph P and Mary E Aug 12 1921.........25:104
Murphy Mary of Patrick F and Ellen J Mar 15 1921........25:32
Murphy Mary A of Richard E and Joanna T June 12 1928...28:238
Murphy Mary G of Henry L and Jennie L May 14 1922...25:244
Murphy Mary I of Katherine Feb 4 1922...................27:194
Murphy Mary J of William Q and Zita Aug 15 1930........29:251
Murphy Mary L of James T and Bertha Jan 11 1923......26:5
Murphy Mary M of Albens M and Mary M Jan 30 1921....25:11
Murphy Mary M of William E and Gertrude E May 11 1921.25:56
Murphy Mary T of Henry P and Elizabeth A Feb 22 1929...29:22
Murphy Mary V of William A and Mary V Apr 14 1927.....28:46
Murphy May (twin) of Joseph A and Aniela May 8 1926....27:231
Murphy Nancy E (twin) of John G and Helen Dec 15 1924...26:355
Murphy Norine of Louis W and Clare R Feb 8 1925.......27:18
Murphy Norman E of Norman E and Catherine I May 6 1926.27:231
Murphy Patricia of Patrick F and Ellen J Dec 14 1928...28:319
Murphy Patricia A (twin) of John G and Helen Dec 15 1924.26:355
Murphy Philip F of William A and Mary V July 6 1925....27:90
Murphy Ralph G of Ralph and Elizabeth E Jan 17 1922...25:184
Murphy Raymond of Joseph P and Mary E Oct 9 1923.....26:140
Murphy Raymond of William and Gertrude Nov 24 1924...26:348
Murphy Raymond of Edward and Emily July 14 1929.....29:83
Murphy Richard F of Richard L and Mary R June 8 1927....28:71
Murphy Richard J P of Richard A and Ellen Mar 29 1926...27:211
Murphy Rita of Henry H and Mary E Sept 23 1921.......25:126
Murphy Rita of Henry R and Mary E July 13 1921........25:89
Murphy Rita M of Walter J and Rosina Dec 24 1923......26:174
Murphy Robert of Edward L and Emily L June 3 1922.......25:255
Murphy Robert of Alexander P and Margaret L May 16 1922.25:245
Murphy Robert F of Lawrence S and Ruth Dec 10 1923....26:169
Murphy Robert H of William H and Ida M Jan 19 1926.....27:181
Murphy Robert P of James C and Mildrena E July 17 1930...29:239
Murphy Rosalea of Edward R and Rose Mar 13 1922.......25:213
Murphy Rosalyn F of Thomas E and Esther F June 25 1929...29:74
Murphy Ruth M of Frederick J and Mary R July 21 1921....25:93
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Murphy Shirley E of John D and Mabel May 23 1926........... 27: 238
Murphy Teresa of Denis A and Mary F Dec 4 1930.............. 29: 297
Murphy Theresa C of William A and Mary V July 9 1929........ 29: 81
Murphy Thomas E of Thomas E and Esther F May 27 1927........ 28: 65
Murphy Thomas J of John W and Mary F Oct 15 1924............ 26: 327
Murphy Thomas J of John F J and Angela E Oct 18 1924........ 26: 328
Murphy Vincent L of David J and Elizabeth M Dec 29 1925..... 27: 168
Murphy Virginia M of Margaret Dec 8 1930..................... 29: 298
Murphy Walter J of Walter J and Rosina July 25 1922......... 25: 278
Murphy William of Martin M and Nellie T Apr 28 1924.......... 26: 238
Murphy William A of William A and Mary V May 29 1924........ 26: 253
Murphy William J of James F and Helen Oct 29 1925........... 27: 143
Murphy William J of William J and Elizabeth B Sept 4 1927... 28: 112
Murphy —— d of Daniel J and Mary V Dec 12 1921.............. 25: 176
Murphy —— s of John F and Mary A Feb 23 1922................. 25: 203
Murphy —— d of James J and Bridget A F Aug 7 1924............ 26: 305
Murphy —— s of William R and Irene M July 1 1925............ 27: 103
Murphy —— d of Thomas F and Anna T Mar 9 1926.............. 27: 214
Murphy —— d of Thomas and Catherine T May 16 1926........... 27: 243
Murphy —— d of George E and Violet M Jan 19 1927............. 28: 7
Murphy —— s of Henry L and Jennie L Apr 23 1927.............. 28: 54
Murphy —— d of Joseph and Margaret E Aug 28 1929............ 29: 104
Murphy —— d of John G and Katherine A Feb 4 1930............ 29: 170
Murray Alexander H of William J and Elizabeth A Apr 28 1921... 25: 50
Murray Alice E of James E and Mary J Mar 23 1922............. 25: 218
Murray Alice R of Francis F and Eva I July 5 1921............. 25: 87
Murray Alice S of William and Elizabeth Jan 26 1929.......... 29: 11
Murray Anna of Michael and Sarah A May 17 1923............... 26: 67
Murray Anne of Stephen J and Emily I July 18 1922............ 25: 275
Murray Barbara F of John A and Grace T Oct 26 1923.......... 26: 147
Murray Barbara R of James E and Mary J Jan 3 1926............ 27: 175
Murray Beverly X of Daniel H and Carrie Nov 26 1927........... 28: 147
Murray Catherine A of John W and Corona II Apr 12 1921...... 25: 43
Murray Catherine J and Catherine E Jan 22

1930........................................ 29: 164
Murray Edmund of Charles A and Mary C Dec 30 1921........... 25: 173
Murray Edward F of George W and Alice L Dec 7 1922.......... 25: 342
Murray Edward J of Edward J and Helen Apr 3 1930............ 29: 196
Murray Edward V of Austin V and Jeannette M Jan 24 1929..... 29: 10
Murray Edward W of David W and Elsie July 28 1922............ 25: 279
Murray Elizabeth A of William and Elizabeth Nov 30 1930...... 29: 294
Murray Elizabeth P of Abbott L and Olive M Apr 29 1924....... 26: 239
Murray Ellenor B of David G and Ellen Dec 21 1921............ 25: 170
Murray Eugene F of Henry V and Emma H Dec 11 1923..............26:169
Murray Francis M of Francis B and Charlotte E July 16 1921.25: 91
Murray George of James M and Jane Jan 5 1921....................25: 2
Murray George E of William and Anna W Apr 25 1924............26:237
Murray George R of George R and Myrtle Feb 18 1924...........26:204
Murray George W of James A and Ethel I June 18 1926.........27:252
Murray Grace of William J and Catherine B Dec 10 1925........27:162
Murray Irene M of Irene Oct 22 1929...............................29:124
Murray James A of James A and Ethel I Oct 5 1921..............25:134
Murray Jane of Donald and Elizabeth Aug 19 1929.................29: 98
Murray Jean of Raymond L and Mary W Nov 19 1927..............28:144
Murray John of Michael F and Ellen June 15 1922.................25:260
Murray John of John and Mary Apr 30 1925.........................27: 57
Murray John of William J and Catherine May 26 1928.............28:229
Murray John H of John H and Mary A June 27 1927..............28: 79
Murray John J of Joseph and Barbara Nov 18 1923..............26:159
Murray John S of William and Elizabeth Feb 19 1927.............28: 21
Murray John V of Thomas F and Catherine A June 22 1924........26:268
Murray Joseph E of John H and Mary A Apr 20 1929..............29: 46
Murray Lester V of Lester V and Margaret M Aug 14 1923......26:110
Murray Lillian H of William J and Eliza Apr 15 1930............29:200
Murray Loretta E of David W and Elsie June 11 1927.............28: 72
Murray Louise of Michael J and Susan E May 25 1928............28:229
Murray Louise F of John J and Lula E Sept 17 1926..............27:293
Murray Lucile of Michael J and Susan Dec 17 1925..............27:164
Murray Margaret A of Joseph J and Anna L Dec 12 1927........28:155
Murray Margaret A of Charles J and Ellen M Apr 27 1928........28:217
Murray Margaret M of Peter J and Julia J May 8 1930...........29:209
Murray Margaret R of William J and Catherine E Jan 10
1922.................................................................25:181
Murray Margaret V of John J and Lula E June 24 1923...........26: 82
Murray Margaret W M of James G and Jeanie June 27 1926......27:255
Murray Marion A of John F and Mary T May 6 1923..............26: 62
Murray Marion H of David W and Elsie M Oct 31 1924............26:333
Murray Marjorie E of James A and Ethel I Jan 12 1928........28:172
Murray Mary A of William H and Anna M July 15 1922..........25:273
Murray Mary A of Joseph and Barbara Aug 28 1921..............25:111
Murray Mary G of John and Mary C May 30 1926.................27:241
Murray Mary L of Thomas F and Susan Aug 14 1926..............27:278
Murray Nathan L of Theona May 23 1927.............................28: 63
Murray Norma E (c) of Lola E July 8 1927.........................28: 86
Murray Patricia of Raymond L and Mary W Aug 16 1922..........25:288
Murray Patricia L of John R and Elsie R Apr 6 1928............28:209
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Murray Paul D of Thomas F and Susan Jan 21 1925........27: 9
Murray Peter H of William and Elizabeth Mar 9 1925........27: 32
Murray Raymond J of Thomas F and Catherine A Feb 8 1922: 25: 196
Murray Raymond J of William and Eliza May 9 1924........26: 246
Murray Raymond L of Raymond L and Mary W Dec 21 1923: 26: 173
Murray Richard D of William T and Dorothy M Sept 5 1930: 29: 260
Murray Richard S of Herbert A and Annie May 22 1926........27: 238
Murray Robert D of William F and Agnes J July 14 1927: 28: 88
Murray Robert J of Joseph J and Louise Apr 19 1924........26: 264
Murray Robert J of James A and Ethel 1 July 24 1924........26: 285
Murray Robert L of Isabel V Sept 20 1924..................26: 365
Murray Robert M of Robert and Annie B July 11 1924........26: 279
Murray Stewart L of Abbott L and Olive M Feb 16 1929: 29: 20
Murray Susan MacA of Thomas F and Susan June 20 1921: 25: 74
Murray Thomas of Thomas and Della Feb 7 1926..............27: 190
Murray Virginia E of George W and Alice L Aug 20 1921: 25: 108
Murray William of John F and Mary T May 8 1922...........25: 242
Murray William of William F and Elizabeth Apr 23 1923: 26: 55
Murray William F of William F and Agnes J Aug 30 1921: 25: 112
Murray William P of Thomas F and Catherine A Nov 11 1926: 27: 317
Murray William T of William T and Dorothy M Mar 13 1928: 28: 198
Murray ——— d of Frank F and Eva I June 9 1928:............28: 246
Murray ——— (?) of James H and Anna Jan 14 1929:........29: 14
Murray ——— s of James E and Mary J Feb 24 1929:............29: 26
Murray ——— s of Thomas J and Anna Oct 17 1929:............29: 129
Murray ——— d of John A and Grace T Feb 22 1930:............29: 176
Murtha John R of Patrick C and Hazel I Aug 23 1924:........26: 300
Murtough Joseph A of George J and Margaret S Dec 11 1923: 26: 169
Murtough Louise I of John E and Louise M Aug 7 1924:........26: 293
Murtough Margaret F of George J and Margaret S June 4 1922:........25: 255
Muscatello Antonio R of Nicola and Angelina July 4 1930: 29: 234
Muscato Amelia C of George H and Amelia C Apr 13 1925: 27: 49
Muscato George V of George H and Amelia C Apr 7 1924: 26: 229
Muscente Anthony T of Faustino A and Angelina May 9 1929: 29: 54
Muscente Antonio of Raffaele and Iris Feb 12 1924:............26: 269
Muscente Elvira L of Raffaele and Iris Oct 11 1922:............25: 317
Muscente Faustino A of Faustino A and Angelina Oct 26 1924: 26: 331
Muscente Raffaele G of Raffaele and Iris Sept 25 1925:........27: 128
Muscente Rose A of Faustino A and Angelina Apr 11 1927: 28: 53
Musciiana Antonetta of Antonio and Carmela Oct 11 1923: 26: 144
Musco Antonio (twin) of Carmelo and Lucia Jan 12 1926: 27: 179
Musco Concetta of Angelo and Anna Nov 25 1921:.............25: 137
Musco Gaetano (twin) of Angelo and Anna Dec 29 1924:........26: 360
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Musco Luigi (twin) of Angelo and Anna Dec 29 1924............26: 360
Musco Luigi of Angelo and Antonetta Apr 22 1926.............27: 223
Musco Paolina of Carmela and Lucia July 23 1921.............25:  94
Musco Salvatore of Carmelo and Lucia Aug 17 1929.............29:  98
Musco Sebastiano (twin) of Carmelo and Lucia Jan 12 1926..27: 179
Musco Vincenzo of Carmelo and Lucia Aug 19 1923.............26: 112
Musco Vincenzo G of Salvatore and Giuseppina Feb 19 1924..26: 205
Musen Frederick N of Samuel R and Anna July 4 1926........27: 260
Mushigian Sarkis of Hegop and Elmes Nov 18 1927.............28: 144
Musket Benjamin F of Benjamin F and Celia Sept 7 1929...29: 107
Musomeccio Antonio of Alessandro and Domenica Apr 26

1927.................................................................28:  51
Musomeccio Lena L of Alessandro and Domenica May 28 1925.27:  70
Musomeccio Rosa of Alessandro and Domenica Aug 8 1921.....25: 102
Musomeccio Tomaso R of Alessandro and Domenica Nov 11

1930.................................................................29: 287
Musone Giuseppe of Assunto and Francesca Sept 2 1928......28: 276
Mustard David H of William C and Mabel Dec 18 1924......26: 336
Musto Lewis A of Josephine Jan 31 1930.......................29: 167
Mutch Marie L of Frank and Lily Nov 23 1926.................27: 322
Muter——s of Guy and Effie C Dec 29 1926.....................27: 337
Muto Guido L of Angelo and Maria Feb 11 1922..............25: 197
Mutty Francis E of Victoria Aug 14 1929......................29:  97
Muzzy Joseph R of Joseph R and Opal July 6 1930.........29: 235
Muzzy Walter D of Walter and Marie Dec 16 1928...........28: 319
Myatt Mabel F of John J and Laura M Mar 27 1921.........25:  36
Mycroft Arthur C of Arthur and Susie C Aug 22 1928.......28: 270
Mycroft Dorothy G of Samuel F and Catherine Jan 12 1927.28:  5
Mycroft Frederick J of Frederick and Mary C Mar 18 1923..26:  37
Mycroft Herbert V of Herbert V and Catherine T Nov 27 1921.25:139
Mycroft Kathleen of Samuel and Catherine Jan 26 1921.....25:  10
Mycroft Mary J of Walter J and Mary E June 25 1929......29:  74
Mycroft Mary V of Samuel F and Catherine Apr 22 1922....25: 232
Mycroft Virginia I of Arthur and Susie C Aug 15 1929.....29:  97
Mycroft Walter J of Walter J and Mary E Jan 25 1927......28:  10
Mycroft——s of Walter J and Mary E Mar 5 1928...........28: 207
Myers Avis J of John L and Lillian July 7 1928............28: 249
Myers Chester W of Morris H and Yetta G June 15 1930..29: 226
Myers Cynthia A of William and Margaret K July 13 1926..27: 264
Myers Edmund L of Edmund L and Grace M Oct 31 1930.....29: 282
Myers Edward of Andrew and Mary June 24 1922..........25: 264
Myers Harold E of Harold A and Katherine Apr 18 1928...28: 214
Myers Helen of Andrew and Mary Feb 20 1925.................27:  23
Myers James W of William and Margaret K Oct 17 1923.....26: 144
Myers John T of William H and Mary C July 19 1930......29: 240
Myers Marilyn L of Louis S and Helen L Apr 29 1930......29: 205
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Myers Morton L of Samuel and Edith D May 2 1922 .......... 25: 239
Myers Muriel L of John G and Winifred A Apr 6 1924 .......... 26: 229
Myers Richard of Herbert A and Rose A Aug 29 1925 .......... 27: 115
Myers Virginia A of Louis S and Helen L Aug 1 1926 .......... 27: 273
Myers —— d of Harold A and Katherine Sept 11 1924 .......... 26: 321
Myers —— d of James H and Edith Oct 10 1930 .......... 29: 310
Myerson Shirley of David and Dora Apr 1 1921 .......... 27: 39
Myrick Addie F of Herbert W and Addie E June 4 1925 .......... 27: 75
Myrick Ruth V of William H and Mabel Aug 2 1921 .......... 25: 100

Naas Violet M of Malvern L and Olga M Oct 22 1923 .......... 26: 146
Nabb Alton C of George F and Marion C June 14 1924 .......... 26: 264
Nacacmac Anna of Antone and Rose Sept 22 1925 .......... 27: 127
Nacec Eudardo A of Eugenio and Rosa Dec 11 1925 .......... 27: 162
Nacec Giuseppe M of Eugenio and Rosa Oct 5 1928 .......... 28: 289
Nacci Giovanni G of Domenico and Diamante Jan 1 1922 .......... 25: 178
Nacci Pietro A of Domenico and Diamante Dec 29 1928 .......... 28: 324
Nacci Pompilio G of Domenico and Diamante Feb 22 1927 .......... 28: 22
Nachbar Howard S of Nathan H and Bessie Oct 10 1929 .......... 29: 120
Nachbar Isidor A of Nathan H and Bessie June 24 1922 .......... 25: 264
Nachbar Robert M of Nathan H and Bessie Apr 11 1924 .......... 26: 231
Nachbar Silvia A of Nathan H and Bessie Feb 24 1926 .......... 27: 196
Nadeau Alice T of Albert and Corinne Sept 7 1925 .......... 27: 120
Nadeau Beatrice F of George E and Marie H H Mar 28 1927 .......... 28: 38
Nadeau Bernard E of Rosario E and Marie L Feb 26 1921 .......... 25: 24
Nadeau Claire T of George and Helene June 24 1928 .......... 28: 328
Nadeau Corinne M of Albert and Corinne Jan 21 1927 .......... 28: 8
Nadeau Dorothy A of Edward M and Elsie Aug 9 1927 .......... 28: 100
Nadeau Helen H E of George E and Marie H H June 14 1923, 26: 78
Nadeau Kathleen C of Adrien and Bridget M Dec 25 1928 .......... 28: 323
Nadeau Lorraine M E of George E and Marie H H Aug 5 1925, 27: 105
Nadeau Madeline J of Adrien and Bridget M Jan 6 1923 .......... 26: 3
Nadeau Marie A L of Albert and Corinne Mar 28 1924 .......... 26: 223
Nadeau Marie R Y of Albert and Corinne June 5 1922 .......... 25: 256
Nadeau Wilfred J of Alfred A and Eva M Dec 19 1924 .......... 26: 343
Nadelberg Arnold of Samuel and Ida Sept 11 1925 .......... 27: 122
Nadey Albert R of Albert R and Lila Sept 28 1930 .......... 29: 269
Nadrowska Jenevey of Edmond and Helen July 18 1921 .......... 25: 91
Nadrowska Waclow of Edmund and Helena Feb 18 1924........... 26: 204
Nadrowska Zolija of Edmund and Helen Mar 3 1925............. 27: 30
Nadrowski Edmund of Edmund and Helena Sept 9 1929....... 29: 107
Nadrowski Elogienijoz of Edmond and Helena Apr 28 1928.. 28: 218
Nadrowski Wladyslaw of Edmond and Helena Sept 24 1930... 29: 267
Nagel George H of Austin J and Bridget E Nov 23 1924..... 26: 315
Nager Daniel T of Harry I and Etta Aug 13 1926............ 27: 277
Nagle Austin J of John A and Bridget E May 13 1921...... 25: 57
Nagle Edward of John A and Bridget E Mar 13 1923....... 26: 35
Nagle Helen L of John A and Bridget E July 2 1927....... 28: 83
Nagle Loretta U of Austin J and Beatrice E Oct 2 1928.... 28: 288
Nagle Mary L of Joseph M and Mary L Dec 18 1929........ 29: 148
Nagle Shirley E of James W and Emily F Mar 27 1929.... 29: 36
Nahabedian Garabed of Krikore and Kachkatoun June 23 1928................................................................. 28: 242
Nahabedian Garabed of Dickran and Yeghia June 19 1929... 29: 72
Nahabedian Mariam of Sarkis and Vartig Jan 22 1924..... 26: 191
Nahabedian Zvart of Sarkis and Vartig Mar 31 1925....... 27: 41
Nahigian Haig A H of Hagop K and Zabel July 13 1923... 26: 93
Nahigian Hoyhannes J of Michael and Anoush Dec 6 1921.. 25: 163
Nahigian Leon of Thomas K and Anna G Sept 6 1926...... 27: 289
Nahigian Mariam of John and Rebecca May 20 1923....... 26: 68
Nahigian Martha V of Hagop and Verkina May 26 1924... 26: 254
Nahigian Ruth of Hagop and Verkina July 7 1930......... 29: 235
Nahigian Zavan of Moses K and Sadie Oct 14 1924........ 26: 327
Nahod Irene of Nicholi and Stella Aug 13 1930......... 29: 250
Nahrgang Robert E of Raymond and Antonia M May 26 1927.. 28: 64
Naismith Robert J of Benjamin and Margaret A Nov 26 1929.. 29: 138
Naismith Stewart of David and Lillian Dec 1 1930.... 29: 297
Najarian Elizabeth of Joseph and Santouck Dec 13 1925... 27: 163
Najarian Helen G of Richard and Ruth E May 26 1927.... 28: 64
Najarian Hoynan of Krikore and Margaret Apr 18 1922.... 25: 230
Najarian Jasper II of Jasper and Annie Mar 27 1925..... 27: 40
Najarian Richard of Richard and Ruth E Mar 25 1926... 27: 209
Najarian Sarah of Haigas O and Marian Nov 18 1922....... 25: 333
Najarian Vanouhi of Eliazar and Haigouni Oct 27 1924.... 26: 332
Najarian —— of Gregor II and Margaret G Aug 6 1927.... 28: 110
Najmowicz Anna of Casimir and Eva Feb 22 1923.......... 26: 25
Naked Mary of Nicolaj and Stella Dec 6 1922............. 25: 342
Nakshian Garabed of Hagop and Altoon Feb 25 1924....... 26: 208
Nakshian Hagop S of Hagop and Altoon June 17 1927..... 28: 75
Nakupinski Walter of Peter and Pola June 13 1924......... 26: 264
Nalbandian Doris of Aram and Mannig May 5 1927......... 28: 56
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Xalbandian Louise of Aram and Mannig Feb 28 1922........... 25: 206
Xalbandian Vartouhi of Garabed and Aghavni Oct 30 1926... 27: 311
Xalbandian —— d of Martian and Anne Oct 31 1929........... 29: 129
Nalepinski Robert L of John A and Reo M Dec 3 1922........ 25: 340
Nalesnyk John of John and Kathleen May 13 1930............. 29: 211
Namakia Carol D of Katherine P Jan 28 1928.................. 28: 179
Namaika Annie of —— and Alice July 29 1922................. 25: 279
Namaieka Edward B of Joseph and Cleonora Nov 24 1922..... 25: 335
Namaieko Anielka of Dominik and Angela June 1 1923....... 26: 74
Namaieko Anthony of William and Mary June 1 1921......... 25: 66
Namaieko Helen B of Dominik and Angela Sept 30 1924....... 26: 319
Namaieko Helena of Peter and Aniela Jan 1 1923............. 26: 1
Namaieko Peter of Peter and Aniela Jan 22 1925............... 27: 9
Namaieko Wladislaw of Peter and Aniela Mar 2 1921......... 25: 26
Namaicrow Ernest of Max and Anna Aug 10 1928.............. 28: 265
Nangle Francis E of George B and Leonora E Aug 21 1924.... 26: 299
Nangle Joseph A of George B and Leonora E Dec 21 1922..... 25: 548
Nani Alberto L V of Alberto G and Elvira Oct 27 1925...... 27: 142
Nani Claire of Edward H and Anna M Apr 13 1925............. 27: 49
Nani Emma P of Alberto G and Elvira June 29 1921.......... 27: 78
Nani Henry E of Edward H and Anna M Mar 7 1927............ 28: 28
Nani Richard G of Edward H and Anna M Sept 26 1928....... 28: 284
Nani Ronald H of Alberto G and Elvira Jan 28 1930.......... 29: 166
Nanian Hope A E of Karekin and Rose A Jan 27 1930......... 29: 166
Nanian Kenneth B of Karekin and Rose Apr 5 1928........... 28: 209
Nannaronie Giuseppina of Pietro and Caterina Mar 19 1921... 25: 33
Nannaronie Mario of Pietro and Caterina Apr 21 1930....... 29: 202
Nannaronie —— d of Giusepppe and Maria Nov 23 1929........ 29: 141
Nanni Giovanni X of Gaetano and Maria M July 10 1925....... 27: 91
Nanni Harold J of Gaetano and Maria M June 24 1927........ 28: 78
Nanni Lillian E of Gaetano and Maria M Sept 18 1923........ 26: 128
Nanni Margaret A of Gaetano and Maria M Oct 25 1921......... 25: 143
Nannig Erna P (twin) of August M and Marion T Dec 13
1927......................................................... 28: 155
Nannig Urban R (twin) of August M and Marion T Dec 13
1927......................................................... 28: 155
Nannini Anita G of Armando and Giulia Aug 15 1921.......... 25: 105
Nannini Eleanor L of Armando and Giulia June 3 1923....... 26: 74
Nantais Charles H of Stanford J and Ethel H July 30 1926...
27: 271
Nantais Elizabeth G of Stanford J and Ethel A Nov 16 1924.. 26: 342
Napoleano Giulia of Domenico and Carolina Sept 28 1921.... 25: 128
Napolillo Albino A of Amato and Raffaela Mar 1 1923....... 26: 30
Napolillo Carmine A of Giovanni and Maria June 12 1929..... 29: 69
Napolitano Alfredo of Antonio and Caterina Feb 16 1921...... 26: 204
Napolitano Anna M of Vincenzo and Maria Mar 30 1924....... 26: 224
Napolitano Antonetta M of Vincenzo and Maria June 12 1927. 28: 73
Napolitano Antonio of Nicola and Luisa Feb 25 1925........27: 24
Napolitano Antonio F of Fausto and Emilia June 14 1921...25: 71
Napolitano Carmela L of Antonio and Raffaela July 16 1924..26: 281
Napolitano Carmine (twin) of Antonio and Raffaela Aug 22
1923. .............................................26: 114
Napolitano Caterina C of Nicola and Luisa Mar 15 1921....25: 32
Napolitano Domenico of Domenico and Filomena Apr 11
1925. .............................................27: 48
Napolitano Dora A of Vincenzo and Maria Oct 13 1929.....29: 121
Napolitano Elisa II of Arturo and Elvira July 31 1921....25: 98
Napolitano Emilia of Vincenzo and Giuseppina Apr 4 1927.28: 42
Napolitano Filomena of Domenico and Filomena Nov 5 1923.26: 154
Napolitano Florence of Lorenzo and Giuseppina Apr 12 1927.28: 45
Napolitano Giorgio T of Germano and Domenica Feb 18 1924.26: 205
Napolitano Giovanni of Vincenzo and Giuseppina May 9 1923.26: 64
Napolitano Giovanni (twin) of Lorenzo and Giuseppina Oct
17 1925. .............................................27: 138
Napolitano Giuseppina V of Fausto and Amalia Apr 25 1925.27: 55
Napolitano Guido P of Antonio and Caterina May 11 1928....28: 224
Napolitano Lucia of Antonio and Raffaela Sept 19 1926.....27: 294
Napolitano Lucia R M of Domenico and Carolina Oct 28 1923.26: 148
Napolitano Lucio (twin) of Antonio and Raffaela Aug 22
1923. .............................................26: 114
Napolitano Maria of Antonio and Caterina May 18 1922....25: 246
Napolitano Maria A of Lorenzo and Giuseppina Feb 3 1929...29: 15
Napolitano Maria M of Domenico and Filomena Apr 3 1922...25: 225
Napolitano Michele (twin) of Lorenzo and Giuseppina Oct 17
1925. .............................................27: 138
Napolitano Michele of Domenico and Filomena Apr 7 1927....28: 43
Napolitano Parito of Antonio and Raffaela Feb 6 1922......25: 195
Napolitano Raffaele A of Germano and Domenica Feb 15 1922.25: 199
Napolitano Rosaria of Nicola and Luisa Mar 24 1923.........26: 40
Napolitano Rosina of Antonio and Caterina Feb 25 1921.....25: 24
Napolitano Salvatore G of Lorenzo and Giuseppina Oct 1 1923.26: 137
Napolitano Viola C of Domenico and Filomena Nov 12 1929...29: 133
Nappi Antonio of Pasquale and Antonetta Mar 18 1923......26: 37
Nappi Filomena of Pasquale and Antonetta Oct 19 1921.....25: 140
Nappi Francesco of Durando G and Maria V Apr 20 1925.....27: 52
Nappi Giuseppe of Durando G and Maria V Apr 1 1924........26: 227
Nappi Guerrino of Pasquale and Antonetta May 25 1925.....27: 69
Nappi Guglielmo of Pasquale and Antonetta Apr 27 1926.....27: 225
Nappi Marco D of Pasquale and Antonetta June 18 1924.....26: 266
Nappi Michelangelo of Durando G and Maria V Jan 22 1923...26: 9
Nappi Teresa of Pasquale and Antonetta Apr 1 1930.........29: 195
Nappi ——s of Giuseppe and Anna July 2 1925................27: 103
Narbonne Raymond L of Raymond and Celia Apr 30 1922.....25: 236
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Narbonne Shirley C of Raymond and Celia Oct 4 1927...... 28: 125
Narbonne - d of Raymond and Celia Oct 13 1929......... 29: 129
Nareci Giuseppe of Domenico and Diamanta Apr 18 1927.... 27: 51
Narcisi Giuseppe A of Quintillio and Antonetta Apr 15 1926.. 27: 220
Narcovich Carles of Jenon and Stephanie July 8 1921....... 25: 88
Nardella Bianca of Cosimo and Giovanna Feb 19 1928...... 28: 188
Nardella Donald of Mary L June 6 1929.................... 29: 67
Nardella Laura E of Edmondo I and Genovefia Apr 19 1928.. 28: 214
Nardelli Lena of Elio and Paolina May 25 1921.............. 25: 62
Nardelli Olga of Elio and Paolina July 23 1923............. 26: 97
Nardelli Raimondo of Elio and Paolina Nov 4 1927........ 28: 138
Nardi Anna of Raffaele and Luisa July 10 1926.............. 27: 263
Nardi Anna V of Zaccaria and Maria Jan 1 1924.............. 26: 183
Nardi Antonetta of Raffaele and Luisa Aug 6 1928.......... 28: 263
Nardi Antonetta R of Raffaele and Luisa Aug 16 1930..... 29: 251
Nardi Estelle E of Zaccaria and Maria July 6 1928........ 28: 249
Nardi Gino D of Giuseppe and Antonetta Jan 20 1924....... 26: 190
Nardi Liana C of Zaccaria and Maria Feb 24 1921......... 25: 23
Nardi Lorenzo M of Zaccaria and Maria June 20 1925....... 27: 81
Nardi Maria C of Raffaele and Luisa Sept 7 1924........... 26: 308
Nardi Teresa M of Raffaele and Luisa May 10 1922........ 25: 242
Nardolillo Angela M of Giuseppe and Giulia Mar 2 1922..... 25: 208
Nardolillo Antonio R of Pasquale and Carmela Jan 17 1922.. 25: 184
Nardolillo Antonio A of Carmine and Helen May 22 1923... 26: 72
Nardolillo Dorotea C of Antonio and Maria R May 24 1930... 29: 215
Nardolillo Lucia di Giuseppe e Giulia Dec 13 1923........ 26: 170
Nardolillo Maria V of Pasquale and Carmela July 19 1928.. 28: 254
Nardolillo Pauline F of Angelo and Mary L Aug 22 1927.... 28: 106
Nardolillo Roberto A of Angelo and Mary L June 19 1929... 29: 72
Nardolillo Silvia of Sebastiano e Alessandra Jan 12 1921... 25: 5
Nardolillo Vincenza di Pasquale e Carmela May 9 1924.... 26: 246
Nardolillo Vincenza di Giuseppe e Giulia Dec 15 1925..... 27: 164
Nardone Anna di Mauro e Maria May 30 1923............... 26: 72
Nardone Anna di Gerardo e Giuseppina Aug 20 1929......... 29: 99
Nardone Ernesto di Gerardo e Giuseppina Feb 6 1923........ 26: 18
Nardone Ernesto di Mauro e Maria May 21 1924.............. 26: 252
Nardone Filomena M di Gerardo e Giuseppina Sept 8 1924... 26: 309
Nardone Giuseppe di Mauro e Maria Apr 7 1921............... 25: 41
Nardone Luisa di Filippo e Concetta June 23 1922......... 25: 263
Nardone Luisa M di Filippo e Concetta Sept 9 1924....... 26: 309
Nardone Manuel di Mario e Maria R May 19 1930............. 29: 219
Nardone Maria di Gerardo e Giuseppina Dec 9 1925......... 27: 161
Nardone Pasquale di Gerardo e Giuseppina May 1 1927...... 28: 55
Nardone Raffaele di Domenico e Filomena Feb 22 1923..... 26: 25
Nardone Vincenzo di Gerardo e Filomena June 15 1921.... 25: 71
Nardozi Charles G di Charles e Pasqualina May 20 1930... 29: 214
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Narducci Agapito T of Raffaele and Orsola Sept 30 1926...27:298
Narducci Assunta of Cosimo and Marianna Aug 15 1922...25:287
Narducci Elena E of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Aug 17 1923...26:111
Narducci Giovanni of Giovanni and Palma Aug 21 1922...25:290
Narducci Giuseppina of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Mar 13 1927...28:31
Narducci Ines of Cosimo and Marianna Jan 29 1924...26:194
Narducci Raffaele of Raffaele and Orsola Nov 16 1929...29:135
Narva Betty (triplet) of Morris and Anna Apr 17 1925...27:51
Narva Lillian (triplet) of Morris and Anna Apr 17 1925...27:51
Narva Marshall A of Samuel H and Reva July 13 1930...29:238
Narva Pauline (triplet) of Morris and Anna Apr 17 1925...27:51
Narva Sydney P of Samuel H and Reva Nov 6 1927...28:139
Narva Sylvia L of Samuel H and Reva Oct 28 1926...27:310
Nasberg Theodore of Charles and Etta June 23 1929...29:73
Nasenzi Antonio of Costantino and Natalina Jan 17 1924...26:189
Nasenzi Aquido of Felice and Maria Sept 2 1924...26:306
Nasenzi Domenico of Tito and Antonia May 27 1927...28:65
Nasenzi Eduardo of Tito and Antonia Aug 16 1924...26:297
Nasenzi Maria of Felice and Angelina Sept 3 1930...29:259
Nasenzi Paolo of Felice and Maria Oct 6 1922...25:315
Nash Kimball D of Henry L and Miriam L Aug 25 1926...27:282
Nash Louise of Henry L and Miriam L Feb 2 1923...26:16
Nash Ruth C of John C and Kathryn W Feb 6 1930...29:171
Nash William W of John C and Kathryn Sept 21 1922...25:306
Nashif George of Kare M and Victoria Aug 22 1925...27:113
Nasiatka Jane S of Stanislaw and Czeslava Feb 10 1925...27:19
Nasiatka Joseph of Stanislaw and Czeslava Oct 1 1921...25:132
Nasise Tindara of Giuseppe and Anna July 24 1923...26:98
Nason Earle A of Earle A and Rose H Mar 17 1922...25:215
Nason Patricia E of LeRoy N and Esther G Feb 11 1927...28:18
Nason Richard W of Earle A and Rose H May 29 1925...27:71
Nason Robert N of Earle A and Rose H Aug 17 1923...26:111
Nason Rosalie F of Earle A and Rose H Mar 16 1930...29:187
Nass — d of Ferdinand and Sarah A Oct 18 1921...25:147
Nassa Giuseppe of Carmine and Pasqualina Mar 18 1925...27:36
Nassaney Habib of Antonio and Mary Feb 19 1921...25:21
Nassaney Zaky A of Antonio and Mary Dec 16 1926...27:331
Nassi Antonio D of Antonio and Isabella Dec 30 1923...26:176
Nassi Anna L of Antonio and Isabella Sept 6 1928...28:277
Nassi Elizabeth of Louise Feb 24 1929...29:23
Nassi Raffaele of Antonio and Isabella May 14 1926...27:234
Nasso Ruth R of Pietro and Jennie E Sept 23 1922...25:307
Nastri Luke C of Carl and Helen Sept 20 1929...29:111
Nata Giovanni of Francesco and Concetta Mar 8 1922...25:211
Natala Robert L of Francesco and Cecelia Sept 13 1923...26:126
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
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Natalie Angelina of Lorenzo and Francesca July 28, 1921........ 25: 96
Natalie Antonetta G of Lorenzo and Francesca Mar 31, 1929.... 29: 38
Natalie Antonio of Giuseppe and Giovannina Sept 2, 1924..... 26: 306
Natalie Battistina of Salvatore and Maria Aug 21, 1926....... 27: 281
Natalie Caterina of Salvatore and Maria Sept 24, 1929........ 29: 113
Natalie Clementina of Pasquale and Clementina May 14, 1925... 27: 64
Natalie Dora A of Antonio and Angiolina Dec 6, 1924......... 26: 352
Natalie Francesca A of Lorenzo and Francesca June 10, 1927... 28: 72
Natalie Francesca of Lorenzo and Francesca Jan 6, 1924....... 26: 185
Natalie Nicandro of Pasquale and Clementina Feb 25, 1921..... 25: 24
Natalie Orlando of Marciano and Assunta Dec 20, 1921......... 25: 170
Natalie Pasquale of Pasquale and Clementina May 18, 1929..... 29: 58
Natalie Rosa A of Lorenzo and Francesca Mar 25, 1926......... 27: 209
Natalie Sabatina C of Antonio and Angiolina May 25, 1921..... 25: 62
Natali Richard R of Pasquale V and Antonietta Sept 5, 1922... 25: 299
Natalia Carmela V of Giacinto and Sabatina July 19, 1922..... 25: 275
Natalizia Angelo of Angelo and Gilda July 20, 1929........... 29: 85
Natalizia Corrado of Anacleto and Angelina May 10, 1921..... 25: 55
Natalizia Emanuel of Emanucl and Jennie Sept 3, 1923........ 26: 122
Natalizia Emanuele of Tullio and Maria Dec 20, 1922.......... 25: 314
Natalizia Maria of Anacleto and Angelina Sept 17, 1924...... 26: 313
Natalizia Vittoria of Anacleto and Angelina Sept 2, 1923..... 26: 121
Nathan Frederick of Frank A and Ethel Nov 19, 1924......... 26: 343
Nathan Shirley H of Winston and Pamela Feb 16, 1930......... 29: 174
Nathans Lee C of Philip and Florence Sept 19, 1923........... 26: 129
Nathanson Abraham of Joseph F and Anna Nov 26, 1929........ 29: 138
Nathanson Charles of Joseph G and Jeannette M Nov 24, 1922.. 25: 335
Naturalia Antonio of Francesco and Maria Sept 21, 1922........ 25: 306
Naturalia Dorothy C of Raffaele and Maria D Oct 29, 1926..... 27: 311
Naturali Mildred F of Raffaele and Maria D Nov 29, 1922....... 25: 337
Naturali Vincenzo of Francesco and Maria May 10, 1921......... 25: 55
Naturali ——s of Raffaele and Maria D Oct 3, 1924............. 26: 335
Naughton Dorothy M of Anthony B and Catherine M June 17

1924. ........................................................................ 26: 266
Naught Joseph A of Alberic and Alberta Dec 27, 1927......... 28: 160
Navarette Alfred J J of Alfredo D and Emelia Mar 30, 1928... 28: 265
Navarette Dolorata M of Alfredo D and Luisa Sept 1, 1921..... 25: 116
Navarette Marguerite R of Alfredo D and Emelia Aug 17, 1930.. 25: 252
Navoian George of Bedros and Mary Sept 2, 1929............... 29: 105
Nawrocki Leona of Sigmund and Marion July 28, 1922.......... 25: 279
Naylor Barbara P of William and Phyllis Aug 16, 1921......... 26: 297
Naylor Gladys of William and Phyllis Feb 4, 1926............. 27: 189
Naylor William Y of William Y and Phyllis F May 5, 1928..... 28: 222
Naysmith Edith M of Andrew and Ellen X July 31, 1929........ 29: 90
Nazaka Joseph P of Joseph and Anna Dec 4, 1927.............. 28: 152
Nazareth George R of Alfred and Anna R Feb 22, 1930......... 29: 176
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Nazaretian Nancy M of Nicholas A and Anna M June 8 1922. 25: 257
Nazariian John F of Hagop and Maria May 3 1926. 27: 229
Nazariian Josephine L of Zakie and Salma May 16 1925. 27: 65
Nazariian Mary of Avak and Egsa Jan 1 1923. 26: 1
Nazariian Paul of Hagop and Maria May 19 1930. 29: 213
Nazzaro Elena of Giovanni and Rosina Mar 17 1922. 25: 215
Nazzarro Pellegrino of Giovanni and Rosina Sept 22 1923. 26: 130
Nazzocca Lorenzo of Antonio and Christina Nov 10 1925. 27: 148
Neal Edmond A of Edmond A and Ruth M Mar 1 1930. 29: 181
Neal Kenneth H of Granville M and Bertha Nov 11 1930. 29: 287
Neal Shirley M of Harold B and Ruth M Dec 19 1927. 28: 157
Neal Betty J of Howard I and Elva T Nov 21 1924. 26: 344
Neal Gordon T of Clifford G and Marion Aug 16 1921. 25: 106
Neal Harry S of Albert and Laura June 16 1921. 25: 72
Neary Ella F of David M and Catherine V Feb 12 1924. 26: 202
Neary George J of Frederick H and Marie Sept 23 1921. 25: 126
Neary John J of John and Bessie T July 10 1924. 26: 278
Neary Joseph of Joseph T and Jessie M Sept 8 1921. 25: 119
Neary Madeline of Michael H and Elizabeth M May 14 1922. 25: 244
Neary Marguerite M of Bernard and Julia M Apr 29 1923. 26: 57
Neary Maurice J of John and Bessie T Mar 5 1926. 27: 201
Neary May E of David M and Catherine V June 4 1921. 25: 67
Neary Mildred of George T and Ada Jan 27 1923. 26: 11
Neary Mildred of Eugene and Mary June 6 1921. 25: 68
Neary Xellie of David M and Catherine V Feb 10 1923. 26: 20
Neary Raymond T of John and Bessie T June 29 1928. 28: 245
Neary Roger B of Frederick H and Marie Mar 10 1928. 28: 197
Neary Thomas of Owen F and Mary A July 11 1922. 25: 272
Neby Guri of Rasho and Stella Apr 29 1923. 26: 57
Nedow —— d of Frank and Myrtle Oct 23 1930. 29: 279
Needham Florence A of George and Catherine Mar 26 1928. 28: 204
Needham George of George and Catherine H Aug 7 1922. 25: 284
Needham James E of John A and Margaret R Nov 10 1925. 27: 148
Needham Joseph P of Joseph P and Mary A Apr 18 1921. 25: 46
Needham Katherine M of James E and Catherine B Feb 13 1921. 25: 18
Needham Rosemary of Alfred A and Mildred J July 17 1923. 26: 94
Needham Shirley M of Alfred A and Mildred J Apr 24 1925. 27: 54
Needham Thomas H of Marcus J and Margaret A June 30 1922. 25: 266
Needham William A of Marcus J and Margaret A Sept 21 1923. 26: 130
Neghosian Strouphi of Ardashes and Annie Apr 21 1923. 26: 54
Negus Beatrice I of Thomas F and Marion I June 12 1921. 25: 70
Negus Doris of Thomas F and Marion 1 Dec 23 1926. 27: 333
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Nelson Frances V of Thomas F and Marion I Sept 3 1925 .......... 27: 119
Nelson Rita M of Thomas F and Marion I Oct 9 1922 .......... 25: 316
Nelson Thomas F of Thomas F and Marion I May 28 1930 .......... 29: 217
Neil —— s of William and Lillian July 12 1929 .......... 29: 82
Neilan Louise M of Robert E and Helen T Aug 19 1928 .......... 28: 268
Neilan Mary of James J and Mary T Feb 2 1927 .......... 28: 14
Neilsen Erling H of Erling G S and Annie E July 6 1928 .......... 28: 249
Neirinckse Yvonne A of Omer and Angele Mar 1 1928 .......... 28: 194
Neis —— s of Paul and Rose Aug 17 1923 .......... 26: 119
Neib Nancy K of Alfred and Kathryn Sept 13 1925 .......... 27: 123
Nelson Agnes M of Frederick L and Agnes J Apr 19 1929 .......... 29: 46
Nelson Andrew B (twin) of Andrew B and Jennie July 20
1928 .......... 28: 255
Nelson Barbara L (c) of Roscoe L and Emily Aug 8 1928 .......... 28: 264
Nelson Beatrice J of Nels H and Lillie E V Jan 2 1923 .......... 26: 1
Nelson Claire M of Albert DeF and Gladys M Dec 30 1929 .......... 29: 152
Nelson Donald B of Henry F and Grace H June 30 1925 .......... 27: 86
Nelson Donald E of Carl E H and Hilda R Sept 1 1929 .......... 29: 105
Nelson Dorothy G of Joseph V and Annie M Apr 16 1921 .......... 25: 45
Nelson Dorothy S of Harold and Dorothy Oct 14 1927 .......... 28: 129
Nelson Edith M of Frederick L and Agnes J Feb 21 1927 .......... 28: 22
Nelson Elizabeth A of John J and Marsella Jan 8 1924 .......... 26: 186
Nelson Everett H of Roy M and Ethel L Dec 17 1925 .......... 27: 164
Nelson Florence I of Harold E A and Frances R A Aug 17
1925 .......... 27: 110
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Parents</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Gender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Francis W of Oscar B and Mary</td>
<td>Aug 3 1926</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Fredrick L of Fredrick L and Agnes</td>
<td>Dec 2 1923</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Genevieve T of Francis J and Jennie M</td>
<td>Apr 23 1930</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Harold L of Thure L and Ethel A</td>
<td>June 8 1930</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Harold R of Ivar H and Ruth N</td>
<td>Nov 12 1928</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Harold R of Harold E A and Frances R</td>
<td>Feb 1 1930</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Harry J E of Harry I E and Edith A</td>
<td>Nov 14 1929</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Helen (twin) of Oscar B and Mary</td>
<td>Mar 31 1924</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Helen A of Albert V and Helen</td>
<td>Mar 8 1928</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Herbert L of Herbert C E and Hilda R</td>
<td>Mar 24 1928</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>James A of John J and Jessie</td>
<td>Apr 8 1922</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Jean L of Albert R and Lillian G</td>
<td>July 27 1929</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Jean R of Ralph A and Lecilla M</td>
<td>Mar 18 1929</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Joan O (twin) of Andrew B and Jennie</td>
<td>July 20 1928</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>John A of Niles and Ellen O W</td>
<td>June 1 1925</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>John M of Albert M and Muriel K</td>
<td>Aug 2 1925</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Joseph T of Joseph T and Mary K</td>
<td>July 3 1923</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Lawrence R of Olof and A Matilda</td>
<td>Apr 20 1921</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Louise A of Herbert and Minnie</td>
<td>Feb 10 1922</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Milton E of Milton R W and Ellen C</td>
<td>Apr 11 1925</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Myron J of Roy M and Ethel L</td>
<td>Nov 23 1923</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Norine A of Harold and Dorothy M</td>
<td>Mar 30 1929</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Oscar of Oscar and Mary</td>
<td>Feb 28 1922</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Peter T (c) of Parker H and Lucy F</td>
<td>Sept 24 1921</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Phyllis E of John J and Mattie E</td>
<td>Feb 17 1929</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Ralph H (twin) of Nels H and Lillie E V</td>
<td>Sept 2 1921</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Raymond N (twin) of Nels H and Lillie E V</td>
<td>Sept 2</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Robert A of Harold E A and Frances R A</td>
<td>Nov 15 1923</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Robert D of Albert M and Edith D</td>
<td>Apr 16 1929</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Robert N of Gustaf N and Mary M</td>
<td>May 13 1921</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Russell O of Olof and Anna M</td>
<td>Mar 15 1924</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Ruth of James and Elizabeth A</td>
<td>Jan 8 1926</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Ruth C of Carl L and Evelyn C</td>
<td>Nov 15 1930</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Ruth E of Carl L and Evelyn C</td>
<td>Nov 16 1929</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Thelma (twin) of Oscar B and Mary A</td>
<td>Mar 31 1924</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Thelma S of Gustav E and Sigrid May</td>
<td>May 25 1924</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Thomas F of Henry F and Grace H</td>
<td>Feb 8 1927</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Virginia M of Henry F and Grace H</td>
<td>Oct 4 1922</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Vivian J of Nels O and Mathilda S</td>
<td>Sept 28 1922</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Walter B of Walter L and Mary E</td>
<td>Oct 26 1925</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>Warren of John J and Jessie</td>
<td>July 15 1925</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>William of James J and Anna E</td>
<td>July 15 1922</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>William of George and Annie</td>
<td>Feb 3 1922</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Nelson —— s of Elvol G and Anna M Feb 9 1927 ............... 28: 25
Nemeika Amelia of Joseph and Leonora Feb 18 1921 .......... 25: 20
Nemesi Arcangelo A D of Alfredo and Abbagaille Jan 9 1926 27: 178
Nemesi Clarinda of Alfredo and Abbagaille July 14 1923 .... 26: 93
Nemesi —— s of Alfredo and Abicailia July 31 1922 .......... 25: 281
Nephew Helen A of Joseph and Denatile Dec 10 1923 ......... 26: 177
Neri Angelina E of Angelo and Angelina Mar 22 1927 ........ 28: 35
Neri Anthony of Anthony and Irene Sept 17 1930 .......... 29: 265
Neri Antonetta of Demetrio and Barbara Sept 10 1927 ...... 28: 114
Neri Carmela G of Giuseppe and Maria C Nov 11 1923 ........ 26: 156
Neri Carolina of Pasquale and Angelina June 16 1930 ...... 29: 226
Neri Carolina M of Fioravanti and Angela Jan 26 1928 ...... 28: 177
Neri Caterina of Demetrio and Barbara Nov 27 1929 ....... 29: 139
Neri Eduardo of Giglielmo and Giuseppa June 10 1921 ....... 26: 262
Neri Ernestina of Giambattisto and Elisa Sept 30 1924 ..... 26: 319
Neri Francesco of Anthony and Irene Mar 22 1929 .......... 29: 31
Neri Francesco of Demetrio and Barbara Dec 16 1930 ....... 29: 301
Neri Giovanna of Salvatore and Vittoria June 29 1927 ....... 28: 80
Neri Giro S of Giro S and Carmela July 15 1924 ............ 26: 280
Neri Giro V of Mary Feb 23 1930 .................. 29: 309
Neri Grazia of Giuseppe and Paolinita Mar 2 1925 ......... 27: 29
Neri Lucia A of Fioravanti and Angela Dec 23 1929 ......... 29: 150
Neri Luiza A of Luigi and Catarina June 26 1923 ........... 26: 81
Neri Maria of Paolo and Teresa Nov 22 1929 ............... 29: 137
Neri Mario of Angelo and Angelina Jan 3 1924 ............. 26: 184
Neri Mario of Paolo and Teresa July 20 1927 ............... 28: 91
Neri Raffaele of Salvatore and Vittoria Dec 2 1924 ......... 26: 350
Neri Rosina of Luigi and Filomena May 26 1923 ............. 26: 70
Neri Vincenzo G of Vincenzo G and Carmela Jan 9 1926 .... 27: 178
Neri —— d of Anthony and Irene Feb 10 1928 .............. 28: 193
Neri —— d of Antonio and Lucia Apr 13 1929 .............. 29: 51
Nerney Marion of William A and Florence Mar 20 1923 ... 26: 28
Nerney Paul J of Edward and Rose Dec 19 1929 .......... 29: 148
Nerney Raymond of Thomas P and Mary A July 24 1921 ..... 25: 94
Nero Amalia I of Giuseppe and Polinara Feb 7 1921 ........ 25: 15
Nero Angelo M of Vincenzo and Filomena Jan 15 1926 ..... 27: 180
Nero Antonio of Giuseppe and Enrichetta May 25 1923 ...... 26: 70
Nero Clara V of Giuseppe and Enrichetta Feb 2 1925 ...... 27: 16
Nero Elenora R of Domenico and Angelina July 7 1921 .... 25: 87
Nero Francesco of Domenico and Angelina Feb 23 1924 ..... 26: 207
Nero Giovanni G of Giuseppe and Enrichetta Feb 28 1927 ... 28: 24
Nero Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Enrichetta Mar 19 1929 .... 29: 33
Nero Gloria A of Domenico and Angelina Feb 25 1930 .... 29: 177
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Nero Vilma R of Pierino and Salina Feb 15 1922..................25: 199
Nersesian Vanoohi of Henry and Ardemis July 6 1927.............28: 85
Nersesian Varsa X of Harry and Ardemis Aug 9 1929.............29: 93
Nesbit Norman F of Perley J and Catherine June 19 1922......25: 262
Neundorf George E of George L and Leonia Nov 26 1922........25: 336
Neves Arthur of Manuel and Maria Sept 20 1927.................28: 118
Neves Lillian of Manuel and Maria daC Sept 3 1930............29: 259
Neves Maria dosS of Benjamin C and Annie Nov 1 1923.........26: 152
Neves Richard of Benjamin C and Annie Feb 24 1928............28: 190
Neville Barbara A of Edgar J and Mary E Aug 10 1930.........29: 249
Neville Burton K of Edgar and Lydia E Apr 27 1921............25: 49
Neville Constance O of Frederick W and Hazel V Nov 15 1926. 27: 318
Neville Robert J of James L and Alma Sept 6 1922.............23: 300
Neville —— s of Frederick W and Hazel V Apr 5 1923..........26: 60
Neville —— s of Frederick W and Hazel V Jan 27 1925.........27: 12
Nevin John B of J Benjamin and Margaret May 31 1922........25: 251
Nevin —— s of John B and Ethel M May 31 1928................28: 232
Nevins Richard E of Walter J and Vera M June 26 1923........26: 84
Nevins Walter J of Walter J and Vera June 3 1925..............27: 75
Nevisky Eleanor of Anthony and Mary Jan 23 1928...............28: 176
Nevoso Carlo of Amedeo and Giovanna Jan 1 1923..............26: 1
Nevoso Rosa of Amedeo and Giovanna Feb 15 1921..............25: 19
Newall Warren R of Frank and Mabel B Nov 9 1923..............26: 155
Newall —— s of Frederick A and Anna B Mar 14 1921..........25: 81
Newberg Carl A of Emil A and Margaret W May 19 1927........28: 61
Newberry Barnes of Barnes and Elizabeth G June 29 1921.....25: 78
Newberry Carol H of Barnes and Elizabeth G June 19 1925.....27: 81
Newberry Lillian M of William L and Evelyn E Dec 22 1930.....29: 303
Newberry William B of Barnes and Elizabeth G Feb 6 1928......28: 182
Newberry William L of William L and Evelyn E Nov 2 1929.....29: 130
Newbold Raymond J of Robert G and Helen Dec 9 1929........29: 144
Newcomb Ethel G of Frank H and Mabel M Jan 5 1923.........26: 3
Newel Patricia A of Clarence D and Jessie Aug 27 1930......29: 255
Newell Bernice A of Frederick A and Anna B June 5 1928.....28: 235
Newell Carolyn of Raymond and Harriet Feb 19 1927...........28: 21
Newell Elisha W of Elisha A and Lillian Jan 24 1930.........29: 165
Newell Louise of Herbert M and Janet Dec 13 1929............29: 146
Newell Mary of William A and Nellie E July 25 1922.........25: 278
Newell Peggy C of Theodore B and Elizabeth Aug 28 1925......27: 116
Newell Phyllis of Richmond M and Hazel C Aug 26 1927........28: 107
Newell Ralph D of Herbert M and Janet June 7 1921............25: 68
Newell Robert W of Robert R and Elizabeth July 22 1930.....29: 241
Newell Ruth of Walter C and Nelly T Dec 29 1923..............26: 176
Newell Shirley of Richmond M and Hazel C Sept 29 1923.....26: 133
Newman Augustus of Augustus and Caroline E June 12 1924...26: 263
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Newman Augustus L of Augustus L and Cora B June 9 1925........... 27: 77
Newman Barbara P of John L and Mildred Feb 5 1930............ 29: 170
Newman Edward B of George E and Esther E Aug 10 1924........ 26: 294
Newman Edward F of Edward F and Elinor H Aug 23 1925........ 27: 113
Newman Ernest M of John L and Mildred July 7 1926............ 27: 261
Newman Herbert C of Alfred J and Marion Nov 1 1923............. 26: 152
Newman John R of Edward F and Elinor H Nov 24 1927............. 28: 146
Newman Margaret D of Thomas A and Nora C Sept 13 1921........ 25: 122
Newman Mary A of Edward F and Elinor H Dec 19 1922........... 25: 347
Newman Mary C of Thomas A and Nora C Feb 25 1924............. 26: 208
Newman Philip S of Isaac and Lena May 8 1921................ 3: 1: 49
Newman Sunny P of William and Gertrude L July 17 1928........ 28: 253
Newman Thomas of Thomas E and Mary M Nov 22 1921.............. 25: 156
Newman Virginia M of George W and Mildred Feb 23 1922........ 25: 203
Newman Walter L of Walter J and Mary A June 6 1930........... 29: 222
Newman —— s of Henry W and Jennie A Feb 20 1926.............. 27: 199
Newmarker Elinor R of Philip G and Elsie L Nov 5 1924......... 26: 337
Newsham Albert L of Albert J and Victoria V Sept 2 1924....... 26: 306
Newsome Dorothy L (c) of Archie and Edith Sept 7 1921........ 25: 119
Newsome Helen of John J and Lillian Sept 21 1922.............. 25: 306
Newsome John of John J and Lillian Nov 24 1924................. 26: 345
Newsome Mabel S (c) of George and Dorothy Mar 4 1921......... 25: 27
Newsome Mildred A (c) of Archie and Edith July 9 1923........ 26: 91
Newsome William of John J and Lillian July 2 1927............. 28: 83
Newsome Winifred E (c) of George J and Dorothy Jan 22

1923. ............. 26: 9

Newton Dean W of Dean W and Alice L Dec 8 1924.............. 26: 353
Newton Deborah of Raymond C and Margaret A May 8 1927....... 28: 57
Newton Eileen F of Hiram and Ethel V June 20 1922............ 25: 262
Newton Florence E of George F and Jessie Aug 13 1927........ 28: 102
Newton Florence M of Dean W and Alice L May 1 1923........... 26: 61
Newton Frederick J of Frederick J and Alice June 16 1924..... 26: 265
Newton Jean of Leroy R and Gladys Sept 15 1922.............. 25: 303
Newton Oscar A of Oscar A and Anna C July 3 1927............. 28: 84
Newton Robert G of George F and Jessie Nov 25 1924........... 26: 346
Newton Ruth B of George F and Jessie June 28 1923............ 26: 84
Ney Alice A of John J and Susan A Aug 17 1924................. 26: 297
Ney James J of Mathew J and Margaret J July 3 1922........... 25: 269
Neysmith —— d of Andrew and Ellen X Aug 14 1926............ 27: 278
Nibaldo Anna of Cosimo and Elisabetta Mar 15 1921............. 26: 218
Ncastro Domenico of Luigi and Giuseppa May 22 1921...........25: 60
Nichif David of Karin and Victoria Oct 13 1923..................26: 142
Nichol Lois M of Wesley I and Ethel Jan 19 1930..............29: 163
Nicholas Ennice H (c) of Walker S and Mildred B Oct 28
1929.-----------------------------------------------------------29: 127
Nicholas Mildred of Alice V Jan 16 1924......................26: 189
Nichols Albert E of Albert M and Dorothy A Jan 12 1930.....29: 160
Nichols Alice L of Ralph H and Marie L May 21 1926.........27: 237
Nichols Bernice of Roland G and Anna M July 21 1929........29: 86
Nichols Beverly A of Earl D and Fannie Jan 9 1929........29: 4
Nichols Charles E of Thomas W and Agnes M Nov 26 1922....25: 336
Nichols David R of Albert R and Nan Feb 25 1930............29: 177
Nichols Dorothy A of Roland G and Anna M Aug 5 1927.......28: 99
Nichols Dorothy E of Louis D and Eva F Apr 23 1923........26: 55
Nichols Earl W of Ernest R and Ella M Nov 13 1924.........26: 340
Nichols Edward C of Raymond A and Lena Apr 30 1929........29: 50
Nichols Elizabeth A of Arthur C and Emma E Jan 29 1923....26: 12
Nichols George L of Thomas W and Agnes M Feb 2 1925.......27: 16
Nichols James F of James F and Margaret June 28 1925.....27: 85
Nichols James S of James S and Marguerite June 30 1929....29: 76
Nichols Jane A of George L and Genevieve R May 12 1930....29: 211
Nichols Jeanne R of Ralph H and Marie L Aug 8 1924........26: 294
Nichols Joan M of George L and Genevieve R May 22 1928....28: 227
Nichols Joy of Clyde K and Frances Jan 20 1926..............27: 182
Nichols Judith L of Warren D and Gertrude Feb 11 1930.....29: 173
Nichols Katherine E of Waldo A and Catherine Jan 24 1925....27: 10
Nichols Mildred V of Raymond A and Lena Mar 12 1924......26: 216
Nichols Nancy of Clyde K and Frances July 27 1921..........25: 95
Nichols Nancy of Albert R and Nan June 1 1927.............28: 69
Nichols Richard of Robert L and Ethel E Aug 14 1923.......26: 110
Nichols Robert L of Robert L and Ethel E Feb 9 1922.......25: 196
Nichols Rose M of James F and Margaret May 1 1921........25: 52
Nichols Rose M of Waldo A and Catherine Oct 22 1927......28: 133
Nichols Una L of Frank E and Una C Apr 17 1926.............27: 221
Nichols William R of Leslie B and Maxine Nov 23 1929.....29: 137
Nichols — s of Raymond A and Catherine Sept 27 1922....25: 312
Nichols — d of Ralph H and Marie L July 3 1923...........26: 89
Nichols — s of Albert R and Julia M Apr 11 1924............26: 241
Nichols — d of Gustaf E and Matilda B Nov 18 1926..........27: 325
Nichols — d of Raymond A and Lena May 12 1930............29: 210
Nichols — s of Walter A and Cecelia A Dec 6 1930..........29: 297
Nicholson Constance L of John E and Margaret L July 3 1930.29: 233
Nicholson Cynthia of William H and Alice I Oct 8 1925.....27: 135
Nicholson Dorothy D of Stephen B and Janet I Mar 1 1922...25: 208
Nicholson Earl J of Catherine E Feb 20 1928................28: 327
Nicholson Howard G of Stephen B and Janet I Mar 8 1928....28: 197
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
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Nicholson John F of Patrick J and Bridget A Dec 31 1921.........25:174
Nicholson Martha S of Paul C and Martha F Oct 5 1922.........25:315
Nicholson Sarah V of Peter J and Sarah E Mar 1 1923.........26:30
Nicholson William C of William C and Blanche E Nov 13 1929.........29:134
Nicholson William S of Paul C and Martha F May 21 1927.........28:62
Nickerson Anna L of Leon B and Anna L Feb 6 1926.........27:189
Nickerson Darius of Darius M and Margaret Aug 16 1927.........28:103
Nickerson Earl E of Elijah and Irene K Feb 5 1928.........28:182
Nickerson Edward P of Edward P and Mildred E Aug 29 1925.........27:115
Nickerson Elora F of William U and Lillian C Mar 6 1928.........28:196
Nickerson Florence L of Eugene B and Margaret Sept 24 1923.........26:131
Nickerson Gerald F of Joseph F and Beatrice I Feb 20 1925.........27:23
Nickerson Joseph X of Joseph F and Beatrice I Feb 24 1922.........25:204
Nickerson Lester E of Lester E and Anna M Dec 19 1922.........25:347
Nickerson Madeleine C of Joseph F and Beatrice I Oct 8 1923.........26:140
Nickerson Margaret M of Darius M and Margaret Jan 20 1929.........29:9
Nickerson Mildred E of Edward P and Mildred E Aug 5 1924.........26:292
Nickerson Paul F of Paul F and Ethel P July 27 1921.........25:95
Nickerson Richard E of Leon E and Alice B Sept 30 1922.........25:309
Nickerson Richard G of John R and Mary R Feb 22 1930.........29:176
Nickerson Robert A of Earl C and Cora E July 2 1925.........27:88
Nickerson Robert B of Leon E and Alice B Aug 3 1929.........29:93
Nickerson Russell J of Leon E and Alice B June 15 1926.........27:250
Nickerson Ruth A of Earl C and Cora E Feb 26 1930.........29:178
Nickerson William R of Leon B and Anna L Feb 21 1924.........26:206
Nickerson —— d of Leon E and Alice Mar 6 1921.........25:81
Nickerson —— s of Leon B and Anna L Mar 9 1923.........26:45
Nickerson —— s of Joseph F and Beatrice I May 16 1928.........28:225
Nickerson —— s of William U and Lillian C Sept 25 1929.........29:116
 Nicolace Alfredo A V of Carlo and Rosina Dec 13 1925.........27:163
Nicolace Carlo E U of Carlo and Rosina Mar 7 1921.........25:28
Nicolace Eduardo A S of Carlo and Rosina June 25 1923.........26:83
Nicolata Lillian M of Nicola and Maria Oct 8 1922.........25:316
Nicolella —— s of Domenico and Costanza Sept 9 1922.........25:312
Nicoll Chester R of Chester B and Marion F May 25 1930.........29:216
Nicolo Dorotea of Alberico and Velia June 5 1927.........28:76
Nicolo Dorothy A of Anthony and Emma Dec 23 1928.........28:322
Nicolo Ernesto of Alberico and Velia Jan 24 1924.........26:192
Nicolo Evelina of Alberico and Velia July 21 1928.........28:255
Nicolo Giuseppina M of Giuseppe B and Fortunata Aug 18 1928.........28:268
Nicolo Grazia A of Carmine and Antonetta Sept 7 1930.........29:261
Nicolo Ines of Alberico and Velia July 16 1925.........27:94
Nicolo Olimpia G of Giuseppe B and Fortunata June 16 1926.........27:248
Nicolo William of Alberico and Velia Feb 18 1922.........25:200
Nicotera Helen M of Gaetano and Filomena Apr 9 1923..... 26: 49
Nicotero Raimondo G of Paolo and Mary Sept 13 1926..... 27: 291
Niebuhr Eleanor R of Herman and Esther A June 26 1927.... 28: 79
Niederberg Samuel of Samuel and Vivian May 9 1927...... 28: 58
Niederberger Emma M of Daniel and Caroline Apr 1 1926... 27: 215
Niederberger Louis J of Wilhelm and Elizabeth Oct 11 1926.. B-1: 49
Niederlitz Walter E of Walter E and Mildred K Dec 10 1926.. 27: 329
Nieduski Phyllis of Joseph and Mary D May 30 1923...... 26: 72
Niedzwiezy Stanislaw of Francisek and Helena Feb 12 1923.. 26: 27
Niehaus Barbara I of Frank C and Ethel H Dec 24 1922..... 25: 349
Niehaus —- s of Frank C and Ethel H Jan 21 1924....... 26: 191
Nield Arnold of Samuel and Janie May 15 1924........ 26: 248
Nield Harry of Harry V and Florence M Sept 3 1927...... 28: 111
Nield Helen V of Raymond C and Selma M July 25 1924.... 26: 285
Nielsen Adolf F of Adolf H and Ellen C Sept 19 1924..... 26: 314
Nielsen Edward C of Adolf H and Ellen C Aug 2 1923..... 26: 104
Nieradko Irene of Piotr and Adela Feb 24 1929........ 29: 23
Nieradko Mary of Piotr and Adela Dec 18 1921.......... 25: 169
Nightingale Clarence E of John and Hazel M July 18 1921.. 25: 92
Nightingale Edith of John K H and Helen C Mar 7 1927.... 28: 28
Nightingale James J of John and Hazel M Dec 20 1924..... 26: 357
Nightingale Ruth M of John and Hazel M Oct 6 1922....... 25: 315
Nightingale Stephen E of John K H and Helen C Mar 18 1923. 26: 37
Nigohosian Anna of Marsoub and Varvar Oct 2 1927...... 28: 124
Nigohosian Hagop (twin) of Sookas and Uoni Aug 20 1923.. 26: 113
Nigohosian Harountoon (twin) of Sookas and Uoni Aug 20 1923. 26: 113
Nigri Anthony of Pasquale and Angelina Oct 26 1930...... 29: 280
Nigri Elena A of Pasquale and Angelina Jan 5 1928....... 28: 170
Nigri Rose V of Pasquale and Angelina Apr 8 1926........ 27: 226
Nigris Giovanni of Rocco and Vincenza Mar 11 1929..... 29: 30
Nikceewicz Stanley J of Ladislaus and Rose Sept 27 1923... 26: 132
Niksa Mieciislaw of Bronislaw and Sophie Nov 13 1922.... 25: 332
Niles Donald of Robert S and Mary F Dec 29 1923....... 26: 176
Niles Mary of Robert S and Mary F July 22 1921.......... 25: 97
Niles Philip D of Philip W and Alice F Jan 14 1926....... 27: 180
Nilson Karin M E of Gustav E and Anna M Oct 7 1929..... 29: 119
Nilson Niles A of Niles A and Hattie Nov 8 1924........ 26: 338
Nilsson Gustav E of Gustav E and Anna M Apr 6 1928...... 28: 210
Nimmo Barbara L of Alexander and Catherine July 21 1930.. 29: 241
Nimmo Jean of William F and Olga V Oct 3 1925........ 27: 132
Nimmo Robert W of William F and Olga V Feb 20 1928..... 28: 188
Ninap —— s of William F and Olga V Feb 9 1927.......... 28: 17
Nirdes Edward of Michael and Ruth M Oct 27 1927......... 28: 131
Nisbet John D of William and Ellen Feb 18 1930.......... 29: 175
Nishanian Genevieve of Kaloust and Mariam Sept 13 1922.. 25: 303
Nishanian Mariam of Arshag and Martouhi Feb 19 1921........26:205
Nispel Jane A of Alfred C and Alice G Sept 17 1930..........29:265
Nitting August F of August F and Clara L Sept 27 1922.....25:308
Nitting Clara M of August F and Clara L Jan 8 1921......25: 4
Niven Barbara of John C and Anastasia R Aug 10 1930.....29:250
Nixon Helen L of John L of John L and Rena L Jan 22 1928.28:175
Nixon John L of John L and Rena L Dec 26 1925............27:167
Nixon Lois M of William I and Mary G R July 26 1925......27: 99
Nixon Ruth M of George C and Ruth M Oct 17 1921..........25:139
Noack Anne P of Arthur C and Catherine Nov 23 1930......29:291
Nobile Brillantina C A of Nicola and Adelina Feb 18 1929..29: 21
Nobile Elisabetta of Alfredo and Virginia Feb 24 1922.....25:204
Nobile Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Adelina Mar 15 1924.....26:218
Nobile Giuseppina of Giuseppe and Adelina July 21 1921..25: 93
Nobile Nicola E of Nicola and Adelina Aug 6 1930.........29:248
Nobile Pasqualina of Nicola and Adelina Apr 4 1925......27: 45
Nobile Umberto N P of Francesco and Nerina Oct 27 1926..27:310
Nobile Umberto O of Nicola and Adelina Sept 17 1926......27:293
Nobile Virginia of Alfredo and Virginia Aug 14 1924.....26:296
Noble Doris A of Paul A and Mary D Aug 22 1921........25:109
Nobrega Lillian F of Joao F and Adelina May 6 1930......29:209
Nocente Nicolina of Salvatore and Paolina Nov 11 1927....28:141
Nocente Dorothy P of Giuseppe and Inez Feb 23 1925......27: 24
Nocente Eugenio A of Giuseppe and Inez Aug 14 1930....29:251
Nocente Maria R of Giuseppe and Inez Dec 29 1923.......26:176
Nocera Antonio of Antonio and Virginia Dec 23 1929.....29:150
Nocera Dante of Lorenzo and Maria C Nov 17 1923........26:158
Nochemsohn Charlotte M of Louis and Ida Mar 4 1921....25: 27
Nock Charlotte M of Ralph E and Lillian M Dec 31 1925...27:169
Noel Albert R of Omer E and Mary E Mar 31 1924..........26:224
Noel Esther L of Seraphin J and Emma B Mar 19 1929.....29: 33
Noel Felipe of Violet C Apr 15 1925.........................27: 50
Noel Jessie of Violet K Oct 23 1927.........................28:133
Noel Joseph of Violet C Feb 11 1924........................26:202
Noel Marie G of Josaphat and Medora A May 17 1921.....25: 59
Noel Norma J of Jerry and Margaret Apr 25 1928.........28:217
Noel Paul A of Arthur and Alberta Aug 12 1928............28:265
Noel Richard D of Josaphat and Medora A Mar 7 1923......26: 33
Noeltte Barbara of Albert E and Mildred Mar 4 1925......27:172
Noeltte Nancy of Albert E and Mildred I Jan 18 1930.....29:162
Noeltte Priscilla of Albert E and Mildred I Mar 12 1922..25:212
Nolf Walter of Nicola and Grazia Sept 21 1930............29:267
Nokes Maurice R of Maurice Y and Sarah N July 31 1924..26:365
Nolan Anne J of John W and Isabel F Apr 11 1922.........25:228
Nolan Barbara H of Jeremiah J and Agnes M July 18 1922...25:275
Nolan Carmel M of Patrick J and Sarah A July 16 1923...26:94
Nolan Dorothy A of Frederick A and Sarah A Feb 10 1930...29:172
Nolan Edward F of Arthur F and Adeline M Oct 25 1923...26:147
Nolan Edward P of Peter P and Ethel Apr 3 1929...29:40
Nolan Elizabeth M of Frederick A and Sarah A Sept 19 1926...27:294
Nolan Francis P of Francis P and Louise Dec 14 1928...28:319
Nolan George D of George D and Elizabeth V July 12 1928...28:272
Nolan Irene E of William E and Elizabeth G Sept 11 1921...25:121
Nolan Jeanne M of George T and Gertrude July 19 1930...29:240
Nolan John of John and Elizabeth May 15 1924...26:248
Nolan Leo R of Bernard J and Estelle C Mar 7 1929...29:29
Nolan Marion A of Frederick A and Sarah A Apr 11 1922...25:228
Nolan Raymond A of Bernard J and Estelle C Sept 26 1927...28:120
Nolan Richard J of Peter E and Alice Nov 24 1927...28:146
Nolan Richard M of Joseph P A and Honora Jan 26 1923...26:11
Nolan Robert A of Peter E and Alice July 3 1930...29:233
Nolan Robert G of George and Gertrude Apr 25 1928...28:217
Nolan Russell E of Charles E and Margaret L July 30 1923...26:100
Nollet Alice T of Alfred C and Rosanna Nov 25 1929...29:138
Nolette Leliette D of Joseph and Vitaline June 21 1925...27:82
Nolin Ernest N H of Edward V and Marie Y V July 12 1925...27:92
Nolin Florence I of Edward V and Marie Y V June 7 1928...28:235
Nolin Gabrielle B of Edward V and Yvonne May 29 1924...26:251
Nolin Gilbert E of Edward V and Marie Y V Jan 11 1930...29:160
Noll Clifford R of Clifford R and Hope Dec 20 1922...25:348
Nonnenmacher Frederick J of Gottlieb H and Gertrude V May 1927...28:55
Noon Henry of Henry F and Bertha E Feb 19 1929...29:21
Noon Marilyn F of Joseph F and Evelyn M June 29 1928...28:245
Noonan Anna M of James F and Emmy M Jan 15 1922...25:184
Noonan Charles F of Charles W and Genevieve July 31 1930...29:244
Noonan Charlotte E (c) of Flen and Myra July 8 1927...28:86
Noonan Doris M of Thomas H and Irene E May 23 1926...27:238
Noonan Edward J of James F and Emmy M July 24 1927...28:92
Noonan Elizabeth F of James and Alice July 12 1922...25:272
Noonan Elizabeth L of William H and Mary G Dec 4 1924...26:351
Noonan George K of James H and Edna Apr 23 1921...25:48
Noonan Gordon D of William W and Hortense H July 24 1929...29:87
Noonan James E of James E and Mary A July 26 1921...25:95
Noonan John A of James E and Mary A July 2 1922...25:268
Noonan Katherine of James E and Mary A Feb 28 1924...26:209
Noonan Marie T of William and Marie A May 4 1921...25:53
Noonan Mildred E of James H and Edna Jan 20 1926...27:182
Noonan Raymond E of Martin J and Mary E May 27 1924...26:204
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Noonan Veronica M of Patrick A and Florence July 1 1921. 25: 85
Noonan William W of William W and Hortense H Feb 28
1922. ................................................................. 25: 206
Noons Edward J of Edward J and Clementine M E Jan 21
1922. ................................................................. 25: 190
Nooradjian Jirair B of Bedros and Mary Mar 28 1922 ........... 25: 220
Noorigian Teresa of Aharon and Kohar Feb 26 1926 ............ 27: 197
Noorigian Teresa of Aharon and Kohar Aug 12 1928 ............ 28: 265
Norato Anna T of Paolo B G and Anna T Sept 27 1929 .......... 29: 114
Norato Benjamin P of Paolo B G and Anna T Sept 22 1927 ... 28: 118
Norato Evelina M of Alberto and Prudence May 21 1922 ....... 25: 247
Norato Genevieve M of Thomas D and Genevieve Sept 13 1930 29: 263
Norato Thomas D M of Thomas D M and Rita May 9 1929 .... 29: 54
Norato Venera of Alberto and Prudence Jan 11 1924 ........... 26: 187
Norberg Carl E of Nils M and Frida L May 16 1923 ............ 26: 66
Norberg Edgar T of Nils M and Frida L Feb 16 1921 ........... 25: 19
Norberg Frederick I of Frederick I and Elsa M V June 5
1930. ................................................................. 29: 221
Norberg Marian L of Nils M and Frida L Feb 28 1926 ........... 27: 198
Norberto Alice of Antonio G and Mary M Oct 8 1927 ......... 28: 127
Norcera —— s of Antonio and Vincenza Dec 11 1930 .......... 29: 299
Norcini Alberto of Pasquale and Genoveffa Sept 10 1924 .... 26: 310
Norcini Attilio of Pasquale and Genoveffa May 29 1922 ....... 25: 250
Norcini Constantino of Pasquale and Genoveffa Sept 20 1925 27: 126
Norcini Incoronato of Pasquale and Genoveffa May 1 1921 .... 25: 52
Norcini Luigi S of Luigi and Orsola Feb 11 1927 ............... 28: 18
Norcini Palma of Pasquale and Genoveffa Mar 28 1929 ......... 29: 36
Norcliffe John L of Leslie and Martha Dec 4 1928 .......... 28: 315
Norcross Eileen A of Edmund H and Nellie Feb 21 1922 ....... 25: 202
Norcross Horace L of Horace and Dorothy Feb 26 1927 ....... 28: 23
Norcross Howard I of Alonzo MCI and Elizabeth E Dec 6
1927. ................................................................. 28: 153
Norcross Irene G of Alonzo McI and Ethel E Nov 11 1922 .... 25: 331
Norcross Maura R of Edmund H and Nellie Apr 7 1925 ....... 27: 46
Norcross Richard E of Horace L and Dorothy July 26 1928 ... 28: 236
Norden Arthur G of Arthur G and Mabel I Apr 4 1922 ......... 25: 225
Norden Hope A of Elmer W and Lilly C Aug 11 1930 .......... 29: 250
Nordin Dorothy M of Charles R and Olive I Feb 14 1924 ....... 26: 203
Nordin Elton L of Russell A L and Viola Nov 15 1925 ....... 27: 150
Nordin Eric N of Charles R and Olive I Apr 18 1929 ........ 29: 46
Nordin Ethel V of Bernhard E and Clara E Jan 26 1923 ....... 26: 11
Nordin Russell E of Russell L and Viola Mar 16 1924 ......... 26: 364
Nordquist Aileen M of Eric R and Sadie M Mar 25 1926 ....... 27: 210
Nordquist Alvin E of Nilsse A and Mary Feb 12 1928 ....... 28: 185
Nordquist Carl E of Carl E and Ella C June 18 1926 .......... 27: 272
Nordquist Doris E of Carl E and Ella C Dec 23 1927 ......... 28: 159
Nordquist Helen D of Eric R and Sadie M Aug 14 1929......29:  97
Nordquist Joyce A of Carl E and Ella C June 18 1930......29: 227
Nordquist Marshall E of Clarence E and Mabel M Oct 27 1925. 27: 142
Nordquist Russell H of Harry O V and Hildur E July 23 1929.29:  87
Nordquist Ruth A of Carl E and Ella C Jan 5 1923.............26:  3
Nordquist Thelma E of Carl E and Ella C Oct 20 1924........26:329
Nordstrom Axel T of Axel K and Elsie Sept 21 1923..........26:130
Norell Alice C of Per E and Amanda J Jan 20 1924.........26:190
Norell Hope G of Per E and Amanda J Sept 4 1925..........27:  19
Norrgaard Muriel H of Hoekon R and Hope A July 12 1922...25:  272
Norgren Barbara C of John A and Carrie M Dec 10 1926....27:329
Norgren Carolyn C of John A and Carrie M Sept 16 1930....29:265
Norigian Bagdasar M of Khachadoor and Shoushan May 7
1929. ........................................................................29:  54
Norigian Marian of Peter S and Satenig May 1 1930......29:207
Norigian Mary of Khachadoor and Shoushan Apr 21 1927...28:  49
Norigian Michael of Khachadoor and Shoushan May 6 1928.28:222
Norigian —— s of Manoog and Martha Dec 18 1930.........29:392
Norman Shirley M of Harry and Rebecca Dec 28 1928......28:324
Normandin Aram F of Edward W and Albertina A Apr 26
1926. ........................................................................27:225
Normile John P of John P and Bridget K Sept 17 1930....29:311
Norstern Emmy L of Reidar L and Ruth E Sept 27 1923....26:132
North Arnold of Arnold and Sarah I Feb 17 1921............25:  20
North Carlton E of Carlton and Miriam Aug 10 1926......27:276
North Carlton M of George S and Grace M Dec 22 1923....26:173
North Charles R of Arnold and Sarah I May 15 1923......26:  66
North Donald A of Alton L and Hattie Mae Nov 9 1928...28:304
North Eugene W of John I and Vinnie Aug 21 1922.......25:290
North William S of Donald and Alena O Mar 31 1921.....25:  38
Northcott Florence M of Robert C and Lillian Oct 12 1921..25:137
Northey Barbara L of William J and Clare F Dec 27 1928...28:323
Northey William J C of William J and Clare F Sept 22 1927.28:118
Northrop Archie S of Archie and Ingeborg S July 18 1926..27:266
Northrop Francis of Charles W and Bridget Aug 12 1923....26:109
Northrop Harry M of Lawrence P and Doris Apr 28 1925....27:  56
Northrop Vernon of Lawrence P and Doris July 29 1922....25:279
Northrup Alice M of Paul J and Margaret Mar 23 1923.....26:  39
Northrup George H of William T and Almira E Mar 7 1927..28:  28
Northrup George W of Joseph A and Rhea M C Jan 17 1927..28:  6
Northrup Harold F of Harold and Myrtle Apr 21 1924......26:235
Northrup Helen T of George H and Jane A Mar 2 1928.....28:194
Northrup Joseph A of Joseph A and Rhea June 16 1924....26:265
Northrup Rose E of Joseph P and Frances J May 11 1924...26:246
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Norton Catherine A of Lawrence and Ellen Feb 4 1922...........25; 194
Norton Dorothy A of Daniel J and Mary G Aug 16 1923.........26; 111
Norton Edward F of Edward F and Eva M Dec 5 1922..........25; 341
Norton Edward M of John S and Mildred Aug 31 1926.........27; 285
Norton Elizabeth E of Ralph B and Evelyn Apr 28 1928......28; 218
Norton Frederick F of Joseph J and Margaret T June 29 1925,27: 85
Norton Helen V of Daniel J and Mary G Feb 25 1922..........25; 204
Norton James C of Edward F and Eva M Mar 5 1925..........27; 31
Norton John F of Joseph J and Margaret T July 29 1928....28; 258
Norton John S of John S and Mildred M Oct 12 1921........25; 137
Norton Joseph J of Joseph J and Margaret T Nov 27 1923...26; 162
Norton Leo D of Joseph J and Margaret T Oct 31 1926....27; 311
Norton Margaret M of Daniel J and Mary Mar 2 1921..B.1: 26
Norton Mary of Daniel J and Mary G June 8 1926...........27; 247
Norton Mary L of Sammel J and Mary L Feb 16 1927....28; 20
Norton Mary T of Joseph J and Margaret T May 1 1930....29; 207
Norton Mildred E of Harold S and Emma B June 18 1925...27; 80
Norton Owen A of John S and Mildred M Apr 4 1928......28; 209
Norton Ray A of Ray A and Gladys E June 19 1924.....26; 267
Norton Robert of John F and Margaret M June 19 1924....26; 267
Norton Ronald C of Benjamin J and Hilda Feb 2 1930....29; 169
Norton Walter J of Harold S and Emma Mar 5 1923........26; 32
Norwood David F of Frederick and Janet Nov 19 1926....27; 320
Notarangelo Anthony of Andy and Louise Aug 28 1923...26; 116
Notarantonio Riccardi A A of Pasquale and Carmela July 25
1921..........................................................26; 285
Notarantonio —— —— —— —— —— — of Giuliano and Clementina Oct 10 1928..28; 292
Notarantonio —— —— —— —— —— — of Giuseppe and Enrichetta July 6 1929..29; 91
Notarantonio —— —— —— —— —— — of Gaetano and Grazziella A Apr 26 1930..29; 206
Notardonato Armando of Ettore and Emilia Oct 20 1928....28; 295
Notardonato Benjamin F of Ettore and Emilia Apr 27 1925..27; 55
Notardonato Enrico B P of Giulio and Giovannina Apr 24
1921............................................................25; 48
Notardonato Ettore R of Ettore and Emilia Apr 19 1927....28; 48
Notardonato Francesco of Ettore and Emilia Dec 14 1930..29; 300
Notarpillo Relia of Sebatino and Maria Oct 22 1926......27; 308
Notarpippo Anna M of Sabatino and Maria Nov 18 1921...25; 154
Notarpippo Eugenio of Sabatino and Maria Oct 19 1928....28; 295
Notarpippo Giovanni of Sabatino and Maria June 24 1924..26; 269
Notarpippo Ubaldo of Sabatino and Maria Apr 2 1923.....26; 46
Noti Berardino of Berardino and Rosina Aug 11 1929......29; 96
Noti William J of Berardino and Rosina Oct 19 1930......29; 277
Noto Anthony R of Antonio and Juliette July 31 1926.....27; 271
Norton Marion E of Sammel E and Elizabeth Jan 29 1922....25; 189
Notarantonio Evelina of Luigi and Maria Mar 2 1922.....25; 208
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Nortonantonio Giuseppe A of Giuseppe and Adelina Nov 20 1923. .................................................................26: 159
Notta Francesco of Giuseppe and Maria P Jan 22 1922. ..............................................................................25: 186
Notti Frances of Bernardino and Rose Oct 28 1927. ......................................................................................28: 135
Novak Richard F of Frank L and Florence June 5 1925. ..............................................................................27: 75
Novesky Mary R of Eugene and Evelyn Aug 5 1929. ..............................................................................29: 98
Novisky Louis of Alec and Ida Feb 11 1921. ..................................................................................................25: 17
Nowak Stanley of Andrezj and Natalia Nov 19 1923. ..............................................................................26: 159
Noyes Carolyn E of Frederick A and Bertha M Apr 27 1922. .................................................................25: 235
Noyes Claude C of William A and Sabine Dec 15 1929. ...........................................................................29: 147
Noyes Cynthia of George W and Ruth S Apr 25 1928. ..............................................................................28: 217
Noyes Doris A of Frederick A and Bertha M Aug 1 1930. .................................................................29: 246
Noyes Julian L of David H and Doris G Apr 25 1925. ..............................................................................27: 55
Noyes Mary of Sidney and Marion June 16 1930. ......................................................................................29: 226
Noyes Robert B of George W and Ruth S Sept 8 1924. ..............................................................................26: 309
Noyes Winifred F of Lester W and Fannie L Sept 16 1921. .................................................................25: 123
Nozick Selma R of Harry and Anna H Jan 18 1928. ......................................................................................28: 174
Nucciaroni Giuseppina of Domenico and Catarina May 8 1926. ..............................................................27: 231
Nugent Barbara A of James F and Helen L Dec 26 1930. ...........................................................................29: 305
Nugent Doris L of Frederick P and Laura Apr 16 1926. ..............................................................................27: 220
Nugent John J of Henry F and Kathleen M Aug 19 1924. ...........................................................................26: 298
Nugent Louise T of Alfred S and Madeline E Aug 7 1928. ...........................................................................28: 264
Nugent Margaret M of Henry F and Kathleen M Dec 8 1925. ..............................................................27: 161
Nugent Mary F of Henry F and Kathleen M June 22 1927. ...........................................................................28: 77
Nugent Rosemary of James F and Helen L May 10 1928. ...........................................................................28: 223
Nulman Doris E of Abraham and Rebecca Nov 23 1924. ...........................................................................26: 345
Numberg Frederick S of Frederick S and Rose B May 21 1926. ..............................................................27: 237
Nunes Agnes S of Frank V and Emily E Sept 1 1922. ...................................................................................25: 298
Nunes Alfredo of Jose and Carmalina May 29 1921. ......................................................................................25: 64
Nunes Alice of Antonio and Maria July 27 1926. ......................................................................................27: 270
Nunes Beatrice of Antonio and Maria Dec 17 1924. ...................................................................................26: 361
Nunes Constance of Antonio and Maria Nov 30 1927. ...................................................................................28: 148
Nunes Dolores of Anthony S and Julia Nov 22 1928. ...................................................................................28: 309
Nunes Dorothy C of Joseph V and Rita Nov 29 1922. ...................................................................................25: 337
Nunes Eduardo F of Manuel F and Gloria C Dec 28 1923. ...........................................................................26: 175
Nunes Elizabeth R (twin) of Anthony S and Julia Nov 8 1925. ..............................................................27: 147
Nunes Evelyn S of Manuel V and Maria Mar 24 1925. ..............................................................................27: 38
Nunes Frank of Manuel F and Gloria C Jan 31 1926. ...................................................................................27: 186
Nunes Frank J of Frank V and Emily E July 22 1924. ...................................................................................26: 284
Nunes George of Anthony and Julia Jan 21 1924. ......................................................................................26: 191
Nunes Giorgio of Manuel F and Gloria C Dec 7 1921. ...................................................................................25: 164
Nunes Hope of Joseph V and Rita May 11 1929. ......................................................................................29: 55
Nunes Manuel of Antone and Rosa July 26 1922. ......................................................................................25: 278
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Nunes Mary H of Manuel F and Gloria C Mar 11 1929........29: 30
Nunes Mary M of Frank and Mary Jan 1 1928................28: 168
Nunes Mildred of Manuel and Maria L Jan 17 1924...........26: 189
Nunes Raymond P of Antonio P and Magdalena Jan 21 1924.26: 192
Nunes Roney R (twin) of Anthony S and Julia Nov 8 1925..27: 147
Nunes Rose M of Joseph V and Rita M Jan 16 1925............27: 7
Nunes William J of Joseph V and Rita Nov 13 1923..........26: 156
Nuns Diamantina of Manuel F and Gloria X Sept 13 1930.29: 263
Nute John W of Howard G and Helen C Jan 11 1926.........27: 179
Nutini Alberto A of Antonio J and Corinna J Apr 9 1930...29: 198
Nutini Alvah L of Leo and Ada F June 30 1930.............29: 231
Nutini Joan E of Forest P and Frances Sept 9 1930........29: 262
Nutini Milton of Giovanni and Ellen Sept 30 1922...........25: 399
Nutini Norma of Giovanni and Ellen June 17 1924...........26: 266
Nutini Norma F of Forest P and Frances May 28 1929........29: 61
Nutman Norman N of Joseph and Jennie Sept 30 1922.......25: 369
Nutt Beatrice E of Lyman H and Beatrice E Sept 8 1925...27: 121
Nuttall Beverly E of George I and Alice L Apr 29 1930....29: 205
Nuttall Robert H of Spencer and Dorothy May 5 1928.......28: 222
Nuttall Sally A of George I and Alice L Mar 29 1928.......28: 205
Nutter Catherine T of Clyde K and Anna Nov 11 1930.....29: 287
Nuttini Geraldina of John and Ellen Jan 25 1921.........25: 10
Nuzzo —— s of Clara A May 30 1927.........................28: 68
Nyberg Barbara H of Herbert G and Helen Apr 26 1929.....29: 48
Nyberg Herbert of Herbert G and Helen Dec 20 1927.......28: 158
Nyberg Hope F of Herbert G and Helen July 1 1926........27: 259
Nyberg John C of John and Amanda S June 8 1922........25: 257
Nyborg Richard V of Einar F and Alice Mar 22 1930......29: 189
Nye Edna M of Raymond G and Mabelle Dec 30 1927.........28: 161
Nye Virginia L of Raymond G and Mabelle Aug 24 1925....27: 113
Nygaard Fern B of Otto E and Edna July 9 1928.........28: 230
Nygaard —— s of Otto E and Edna July 7 1927..............28: 85
Nygren Lennart F of Lennart A and Agnes M Dec 20 1923..26: 172
Nylen Barbara C of Clarence V and Caroline June 21 1927..28: 76
Nystedt Laura M of Arthur E and Catherine F Nov 17 1926..27: 319
Nystrom Anne M of Carl G A and Essey M Jan 14 1928......28: 173
Nystrom Louise M of Carl G A and Essey M Oct 5 1925....27: 133
Nystrom Mildred L of Samuel A G and Ruth F June 3 1926..27: 215
Nystrom Norman A of Frans A and Hilma C Jan 8 1928.....28: 171
Nystrom Thelma M of Gunnar O and Thelma C Dec 27 1924..26: 359

Oakes Betsy A of Nathan P and Katherine July 7 1924.......26: 277
Oakes Dorothy B of John A and Esther W May 16 1922......25: 245
BIRTHS

Oakes John A of John A and Marion A Mar 16 1926........... 27: 206
Oakes Robert C of Frederick H and Esther Dec 11 1929........ 29: 146
Oakes William B of William B and Margaret A Mar 23 1926.... 27: 210
Oakland Lawrence A of Lawrence A and Lemyra May 21 1923... 26: 68
Oakley Mary G of Frederick R and Hilda Sept 29 1922........ 25: 310
Oates Andrew F of Andrew F and Mary A Jan 23 1926.......... 27: 183
Oates Barbara A of John J and Theresa E July 13 1929......... 29: 83
Oates Frederick H of Harry and Elizabeth H June 30 1923..... 26: 85
Oates Hilda D of Mary A Aug 8 1928.......................... 28: 264
Oates John F of Walter E and Kathleen M Feb 5 1922......... 25: 194
Oates Joseph A of Walter A and Dorothy Oct 21 1922......... 25: 321
Oates Mary of John J and Theresa E May 5 1925............... 27: 61
Oates Norman W of Harry and Elizabeth Nov 7 1925........... 27: 147
Oates William M of William H and Esther Aug 14 1924....... 26: 296
Oatley Alice T of John M and Clara K Mar 28 1929............ 29: 36
Oatley Arlene N of Charles H and Gladys E Jan 3 1930........ 29: 157
Oatley Charles H of Elwyn Jan 26 1924...................... 26: 193
Oatley Charles H of Charles H and Gladys E Nov 29 1926..... 27: 324
Oatley Dorothy B of Edwin L and Gloria Mar 14 1928.......... 28: 199
Oatley Edwin A (twin) of Charles H and Gladys E Sept 13 1928.................................................. 28: 280
Oatley George T of Dorothy M Mar 1 1926..................... 27: 200
Oatley Gloria M (twin) of Charles H and Gladys E Sept 13 1928.................................................. 28: 280
Oatley Vernon J of John M and Clara K Dec 1 1927.......... 28: 151
Oatman —— s of Chester B and Mary A Feb 22 1922............ 25: 207
O'Beirne Agnes of William J and Sophie C July 31 1921...... 25: 97
Oberg Anna S of Gustaf A and Severina J Feb 17 1922........ 25: 200
Obiurko John of Stefan and Aniela July 5 1925.............. 27: 89
Oblozynski Helen of Wladyslaw and Leonora June 6 1927.... 28: 70
Oborne Martha L of Horace and Mary I Mar 8 1924............ 26: 215
O'Brien Alice J of Fred E and Alice J June 10 1925........... 27: 77
O'Brien Alice M of James A and Julia A May 1 1921......... B-1: 54
O'Brien Andrew J of Andrew J and Jean L Feb 18 1925......... 27: 22
O'Brien Andrew R of William C and Emma E Aug 4 1925........ 27: 105
O'Brien Anna M of James J and Annie E Jan 21 1921........... 25: 8
O'Brien Anna M of James A and Anna L Sept 8 1929............ 29: 107
O'Brien Austin A of William A and Mary J May 16 1922........ 25: 245
O'Brien Bennett J of Patrick D and Esther Sept 11 1926...... 27: 291
O'Brien Catherine E of Martin J and Julia J Dec 10 1924..... 26: 363
O'Brien Charles of Patrick D and Esther Apr 16 1928......... 28: 213
O'Brien Charles F of Merrill J and Jennie C July 15 1924..... 26: 280
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.  

O'Brien Charles H of Charles R and Martha L July 20 1929 . . . 29: 85
O'Brien Claire F of George J and Catherine T Dec 24 1928 . . . 28: 322
O'Brien Clare of William and Madeleine Aug 12 1925 . . . . 27: 109
O'Brien Clare G of Thomas E and Mary G June 13 1928 . . . . 28: 238
O'Brien Doris C of Edward J and Catherine A Mar 2 1921 . . . . 25: 26
O'Brien Dorothea L of Joseph and Diana Jan 1 1928 . . . . . . 28: 168
O'Brien Dorothea M of Francis J and Katherine A Mar 5 1922 . . . . 25: 209
O'Brien Edmund of Edmund K and Harriet Nov 14 1921 . . . . . 25: 153
O'Brien Edward of Edward F and Elizabeth F Sept 11 1923 . . . 26: 134
O'Brien Edward F of Gertrude Dec 1 1921 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 162
O'Brien Edward J of Patrick D and Esther June 14 1930 . . . . . 29: 225
O'Brien Edward W of Nicholas E and Anna L Dec 22 1928 . . . 28: 321
O'Brien Eileen K of Daniel G and Eliza June 12 1921 . . . . . . . 23: 70
O'Brien Elinor M of John A and Helen Aug 11 1923 . . . . . . . 26: 109
O'Brien Elizabeth of Michael J and Mary Dec 9 1926 . . . . . . 27: 229
O'Brien Elizabeth A of George J and Catherine June 26 1927 . . . 28: 79
O'Brien Elizabeth M of John E and Margaret M Apr 15 1923 . . . 26: 51
O'Brien Emma L of Joseph M and Helen M Apr 17 1926 . . . . . . 27: 221
O'Brien Frances of William F and Margaret Mar 9 1924 . . . . . 26: 215
O'Brien Frances H of James J and Annie E Sept 2 1923 . . . . . . 26: 121
O'Brien Francis of Francis J and Marguerite M Mar 9 1927 . . . 28: 29
O'Brien Francis J of Francis J and Katherine A July 17 1924 . . . 26: 281
O'Brien Frances W of James A and Anna L May 3 1927 . . . . . . . 28: 56
O'Brien Frederick of John J and Helen M Sept 2 1928 . . . . . . 28: 276
O'Brien Frederick E of Frederick E and Doris Oct 3 1930 . . . . 29: 272
O'Brien George E of John P F and Elizabeth R Apr 6 1924 . . . 26: 229
O'Brien Geraldine of Edward F and Elizabeth F May 4 1922 . . . 25: 240
O'Brien Helen of William J and Clara M Jan 30 1922 . . . . . . . 25: 189
O'Brien Helen of John J and Helen M May 28 1930 . . . . . . . . 29: 217
O'Brien Howard E of John F and Lillian I May 27 1923 . . . . . 26: 71
O'Brien Howard E of Frank and Alma I July 30 1924 . . . . . . . 26: 287
O'Brien Irene B of Avery R and Vera I July 15 1927 . . . . . . . 28: 89
O'Brien Irene F of Joseph H and Gertrude V May 29 1922 . . . . 25: 250
O'Brien James of Martin J and Julia J Jan 21 1921 . . . . . . . . 25: 8
O'Brien James A of James A and Anna L Apr 23 1924 . . . . . . . 26: 236
O'Brien James F of James F and Jane Mar 15 1925 . . . . . . . . 27: 34
O'Brien James H of John P F and Elizabeth R Apr 16 1927 . . . 28: 47
O'Brien James J of Michael J and May May 25 1922 . . . . . . . 25: 248
O'Brien James S of James S and Mary V Jan 27 1924 . . . . . . . 26: 194
O'Brien Jane of Thomas H and Gertrude J June 1 1923 . . . . . . 26: 74
O'Brien Janice of Francis J and Marguerite M Nov 21 1929 . . . 29: 136
O'Brien Jean A of Andrew J and Jean L Jan 23 1928 . . . . . . . 28: 176
O'Brien Jean C of Lewis H and Medora C Sept 7 1930 . . . . . . . 29: 261
O'Brien Jean P of James P and Dorris A L Sept 9 1929 . . . . . . 29: 108
O'Brien John of Leo F and Elizabeth V Aug 6 1921 . . . . . . . . 25: 101
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

O'Brien John of William and Bridget M Sept 2 1930............29:259
O'Brien John F of John A and Christina Aug 30 1922...........25:294
O'Brien John F of John F and Lillian I Sept 24 1921...........25:126
O'Brien John F of John P and Ella Dec 17 1929..................29:147
O'Brien John J of John J and Helen M Oct 1 1923...............26:137
O'Brien John T of Francis J and Katherine A Apr 27 1927.....28:51
O'Brien John T of William J and Margaret E Jan 20 1930......29:163
O'Brien John W of Thomas F and Mary Aug 31 1926..............27:285
O'Brien Joseph A of Joseph A and Emma Aug 29 1923.............27:115
O'Brien Joseph B of Urban F and Ethel I Apr 16 1925............27:51
O'Brien Joseph E of Patrick E and Mary E Mar 2 1925...........27:29
O'Brien Joseph F of Daniel P and Ester June 8 1929............29:68
O'Brien Joseph F of Joseph F and Blanche Y June 7 1930.......29:222
O'Brien Joseph W of William II and Bertha F Nov 29 1926......27:321
O'Brien Kenneth A of Avery R and Vera I July 18 1929.........29:83
O'Brien Louis V of William A and Nora July 29 1921..............25:96
O'Brien Lucia C of James S and Mary V May 19 1922..........25:246
O'Brien Margaret H of Thomas F and Mary Mar 7 1923.........26:33
O'Brien Margaret J of Edward W and Gertrude L Sept 13 1929.....29:109
O'Brien Margaret M of John E and Margaret M Feb 8 1925......27:18
O'Brien Marilyn E of Daniel G and Hazel L May 16 1930.......29:212
O'Brien Marion J of Frank and Annie Feb 2 1922.................25:193
O'Brien Mary D of Edward F and Mary D Feb 21 1924.............26:206
O'Brien Mary E of Edmund K and Harriet Feb 27 1923.............26:27
O'Brien Mary E of Merrill J and Jennie C Mar 2 1923...........26:30
O'Brien Mary P of Patrick E and Mary E June 7 1928............28:236
O'Brien Myrtle of William C and Emma E May 11 1923.........26:64
O'Brien Nora of William A and Nora M Sept 29 1924.............26:318
O'Brien Paul A of Augustine W and Nora Feb 10 1923............26:20
O'Brien Priscilla R T of Ralph M and Roberta L June 29 1922...25:265
O'Brien Raymond P of Joseph and Mary Sept 30 1921.............25:129
O'Brien Regina H of Urban F and Ethel I Aug 7 1929.............29:94
O'Brien Richard of Michael J and May Feb 18 1925..............27:22
O'Brien Rita of Dorothea M Mar 16 1930.........................29:187
O'Brien Rita M of Thomas F and Mary Aug 2 1921.................25:100
O'Brien Robert D of John P F and Elizabeth R Dec 17 1922...25:346
O'Brien Robert F of Patrick E and Mary E June 8 1926.........27:247
O'Brien Russell N of John A and Mildred A June 30 1927......28:81
O'Brien Shirley A of Joseph M and Helen M Dec 21 1930.......29:303
O'Brien Theresa of James J and Annie E Nov 18 1926.........27:319
O'Brien Thomas C of Thomas E and Mary G Oct 14 1923...........26:142
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

O'Brien Thomas F of Thomas F and Madeline G June 10 1921. 29: 069
O'Brien Thomas H of Thomas H and Gertrude J Aug 10 1924. 29: 0294
O'Brien Thomas J of Thomas J and Mary E Aug 4 1930. 29: 0247
O'Brien Urban F of Urban F and Ethel I Sept 24 1922. 25: 307
O'Brien Urban F of Urban F and Ethel I Jan 15 1921. 23: 06
O'Brien Ursula F of Urban F and Ethel I Apr 28 1928. 28: 218
O'Brien Vincent J of George T and Sense M Apr 20 1925. 27: 052
O'Brien Vivian M of Arthur C and Vivian A Mar 23 1930. 29: 0190
O'Brien Vivian T of Madeline I T July 21 1929. 29: 086
O'Brien Walter J of Joseph and Diana Nov 20 1921. 29: 155
O'Brien William of William H and Bertha F Feb 12 1926. 27: 192
O'Brien William F of John P F and Elizabeth R Apr 11 1921. 25: 043
O'Brien William F of William and Margaret Jan 22 1922. 25: 0186
O'Brien William J of William J and Anna E Nov 13 1927. 28: 142
O'Brien William R of Joseph and Diana May 24 1926. 27: 238
O'Brien s of William T and Winifred A Feb 18 1922. 25: 0267
O'Brien s of John J and Helen M July 11 1922. 25: 0272
O'Brien s of Robert E and Lillian M July 30 1922. 25: 0281
O'Brien d of Michael and Mary June 30 1923. 26: 085
O'Brien d of Marion Dec 29 1924. 26: 365
O'Brien s of Joseph F and Katherine Oct 26 1925. 27: 144
O'Brien s of Clara Jan 17 1926. 27: 187
O'Brien d of John A and Alma E Nov 11 1926. 27: 317
O'Brien s of Edward W and Gertrude L July 30 1927. 28: 096
O'Brien s of Joseph F and Cecelia M Sept 18 1928. 28: 287
O'Brien s of Martin T and Regina Dec 27 1928. 28: 323
O'Brien s of Edward F and Elizabeth F Sept 1 1929. 29: 0116
O'Brien s of John and Gladys Apr 19 1920. 29: 0201
Occomby Agnes B (c) of Calvert and Mary B Dec 28 1926. 27: 335
Ochs Marilyn L of Roy C and Mabel Apr 18 1926. 27: 221
Ochs Shirley C of Roy C and Mabel Dec 18 1924. 26: 336
Ochsner Louis E of Albert and Sarah H Apr 10 1923. 26: 049
O'Connell Ann E of Edward M and Marguerite E Nov 22 1928. 28: 0309
O'Connell Anna of Frederick E and Anna L Dec 26 1921. 25: 0172
O'Connell Anna T of James I and Loretta Dec 8 1921. 25: 165
O'Connell Anne E of Frederick E and Anna L June 11 1929. 29: 069
O'Connell Charles D of John J and Martina A Oct 8 1926. 27: 303
O'Connell Clare R of Charles R and Helena P Nov 10 1922. 25: 331
O'Connell Daniel of John A and Maria E May 20 1929. 29: 058
O'Connell Donald of Henry J and Sarah Jan 3 1925. 27: 02
O'Connell Doris E of Joseph H and Sadie Apr 20 1923. 26: 053
O'Connell Dorothy C of James F and Josephine E July 24

1926. 27: 269
O'Connell Eileen F of Frederick E and Anna L May 11 1926. 27: 0242
O'Connell Eleanor M of Edward J and Elizabeth June 21
1926. .......................................................27: 253
O'Connell Elizabeth of John A and Maria 1 Aug 26 1924....26: 301
O'Connell George A of James E and Mabel A July 10 1923....26: 91
O'Connell Gerald M of John J and Martina A Mar 4 1923....26: 31
O'Connell Herbert F of Howard J and Elizabeth Dec 9 1928....28: 317
O'Connell Howard J of Howard J and Elizabeth Jan 25 1926.27: 184
O'Connell James F of James F and Josephine E Aug 18 1925.27:141
O'Connell James I of James I and Loretta July 28 1923....26: 99
O'Connell James P of James P and Catherine M July 24 1928.28: 256
O'Connell Jean L of Louis B and Jennie V Jan 16 1928....28: 173
O'Connell John of John A and Maria E Mar 20 1927....28: 34
O'Connell John A of John A and Leah L Feb 7 1928....28: 183
O'Connell Joseph E of Joseph E and Mary W Dec 19 1921....25: 169
O'Connell Joseph R of John A and Maria E Apr 5 1925....27: 216
O'Connell Kenneth F of Thomas F and May Aug 1 1930....29: 246
O'Connell Margaret K of Edward M and Margaret E Apr
4 1927..........................................................28: 42
O'Connell Margaret M of John J and Martina A July 16 1924.26: 281
O'Connell Margaret M of Michael and Margaret E Aug 23
1926. .......................................................27: 281
O'Connell Marie E of Howard J and Elizabeth May 28 1924.26: 255
O'Connell Marion E of Michael and Margaret E Apr 30 1922.25: 236
O'Connell Mary E of John A and Leah L July 9 1929....29: 81
O'Connell Mary F T of Edna Dec 29 1930....................29: 306
O'Connell May C of Frederick E and Anna L Nov 27 1923....26: 162
O'Connell Mildred E of Edward J and Elizabeth Mar 17 1928.28: 260
O'Connell Peter J of Peter and Mary Apr 16 1921............25: 45
O'Connell Robert G of Frederick W and Sophie Aug 15 1923.26: 111
O'Connell Robert J of James F and Josephine E Aug 26 1928.28: 271
O'Connell Theresa of Michael and Margaret E Oct 22 1924....26: 330
O'Connell Thomas L of Thomas F and May Aug 16 1928....28: 267
O'Connell William F of Edward J and Elizabeth July 22 1921.25: 93
O'Connell William F of Frederick W and Sophie Nov 11 1921.25: 151
O'Connell William H M of Thomas J and Mary M Apr 10
1930..........................................................29: 309
O'Connell William P of Peter and Mary Mar 12 1925........27: 33
O'Connell Winifred M of Edward M and Margaret E July
7 1925..........................................................27: 90
O'Connell —— s of Edward J and Elizabeth July 21 1923....26: 103
O'Connell —— d of William and Mary Sept 17 1923...........26: 136
O'Connell —— s of John A and Leah L Nov 28 1926...........27: 325
O'Connell —— s of David and Seraphine July 17 1927........28: 90
O'Connell —— d of David and Seraphine Aug 28 1928........28: 272
O'Connell —— d of William and Mary Mar 22 1929...........29: 39
O'Connor John J of Harold J and Catherine T Nov 9 1925... 27: 148
O'Connor Alice E of John J and Agnes Mar 26 1928............ 28: 204
O'Connor Alice T of Daniel J and Catherine Dec 21 1921.... 25: 170
O'Connor Anna of William J and Carrie A Jan 11 1927....... 28: 4
O'Connor Anna V of Patrick and Anna M July 9 1921........ 26: 278
O'Connor Charles of Charles M and Agnes B June 15 1926.... 27: 270
O'Connor Charles of Charles W and Kathleen Nov 21 1926.... 27: 321
O'Connor Daniel P of John J and Margaret M Dec 14 1924... 26: 354
O'Connor Eileen M of Joseph and Eileen D Oct 2 1921 ....... 25: 132
O'Connor Ethel A of William T and Ethel A Oct 22 1924..... 26: 330
O'Connor Ethel M of Russell H and Edith L Aug 21 1928..... 28: 269
O'Connor Francis E of Joseph A and Margaret F June 10 1925 ................................. 27: 77
O'Connor Francis J of Frank and Rose Sept 21 1927......... 28: 118
O'Connor Geraldine L of Stephen A and Anna V Aug 18 1928, 28: 208
O'Connor Gertrude P of James D and Xora A Oct 23 1926... 27: 308
O'Connor Helen of Michael J and Helen M Feb 22 1929..... 29: 22
O'Connor Helen J of James D and Xora A Apr 2 1922....... 25: 225
O'Connor Helen M of James E and Katherine Jan 1 1925... 27: 1
O'Connor Joan (twin) of James E and Katherine Aug 25 1926 ........................................ 27: 282
O'Connor Joan H of Stephen A and Anna V Apr 7 1927....... 28: 43
O'Connor John of Edward A and Merelise Nov 11 1926...... 27: 317
O'Connor John of Charles and Agnes Aug 7 1928............. 28: 264
O'Connor John F of John F and Grace C Mar 10 1928..... 28: 197
O'Connor John J of Joseph A and Margaret F Apr 17 1923... 26: 52
O'Connor John J of John J and Margaret M June 21 1923... 26: 81
O'Connor John J of William F and Edna N Feb 22 1928..... 28: 189
O'Connor John W of James A and Agnes V Oct 1 1921....... 25: 132
O'Connor Joseph of James A and Agnes V Dec 22 1922....... 25: 348
O'Connor Joseph H of Bernard and Elizabeth July 15 1925.. 27: 91
O'Connor Kathleen M of Charles J and Mary E Mar 6 1929... 29: 28
O'Connor Lawrence C of Stephen A and Anna V Mar 13 1930, 29: 186
O'Connor Lillian V of William C and Lillian F Sept 7 1928.. 28: 278
O'Connor Lois E of Cameron F and Florence L Feb 15 1925.. 27: 21
O'Connor Margaret A of Edward A and Sarah G May 13 1924, 26: 247
O'Connor Margaret M of William F and Edna N May 8 1924... 26: 245
O'Connor Margaret M of John J and Margaret M June 9 1926, 27: 247
O'Connor Margaret M of Joseph A and Margaret F Feb 17
1930. ................................................................. 29:175
O'Connor Marilyn R of James and Inez M July 4 1926... 27:260
O'Connor Mary of Charles M and Agnes Feb 22 1923. .... 26: 25
O'Connor Mary E of John D and Mary A Oct 25 1924. .... 26:331
O'Connor Mary J of William W and Beatrice M Aug 2 1930. 29:246
O'Connor Mary M of Stephen A and Anna V Aug 15 1923... 26:111
O'Connor Michael D of James E and Katherine Jan 18 1923.. 26: 8
O'Connor Raymond of Raymond A and Annie J V Dec 24
1921. ...................................................................... 25:171
O'Connor Rose A of James A and Agnes V June 13 1924... 26:264
O'Connor Russell D of Sheila E Sept 23 1922. ............. 25:307
O'Connor Theresa C of John J and Margaret M May 18 1927.. 28: 61
O'Connor Thomas of Raymond A and Annie J V Nov 8 1926... 27:315
O'Connor William A of Raymond A and Annie J V May 10
1929. ...................................................................... 29: 55
O'Connor William F of William F and Edna N Sept 9 1922... 25:301
O'Connor William X of Charles J and Mary E Oct 12 1922... 25:317
O'Connor William O of Joseph A and Margaret F May 5 1927. 28: 56
O'Connor William T of William T and Ethel A Oct 14 1923... 26:142
O'Connor William T of William T and Katherine E May 25
1926. ...................................................................... 27:239
O'Connor —— d of Patrick and Anna M Nov 24 1921... 25:157
O'Connor —— (c) d of Mary A Apr 30 1927..... 28: 54
O'Connor —— d of Edward A and Sarah G Jan 5 1928... 28:180
Oddi Adriano of Donato and Assunta Dec 26 1922... 25:350
Oddi Alfredo R of Donato and Assunta Aug 3 1930... 29:247
Oddi Anna of Donato and Assunta Sept 9 1924... 26:309
Oddi Ida of Donato and Assunta Sept 2 1928... 28:276
Oddo Salvatore G of Vincent J and Carmeline July 5 1925... 27: 89
Oddo Vincent J of Vincent J and Carmeline M May 7 1922... 25:241
O'Dea James of James F and Mary T Mar 31 1929... 29: 38
O'Dea William of James F and Mary T Oct 6 1930... 29:273
Odell Helen M of Clarence F and Mary P July 3 1924... 26:276
Oden Helen F of Harold C R and Florence E July 1 1929... 29: 78
Oden Nancy M of Lloyd A and Mary S July 21 1925... 27: 96
O'Dens Donald F of Martin F and Anna Sept 15 1930... 29:264
O'Dens Margaret L of Martin F and Anna Oct 7 1926... 27:303
Odessa Benjamin of David and Gussie Jan 16 1925... 27: 7
Odessa Eva S of David and Gussie July 9 1927... 28: 86
Odessky Arnold of Jacob and Alice Dec 27 1925... 27:167
Odian Bedros of Boghos and Gidisdan Oct 3 1921... 25:133
Odian Mary of Valan and Sarah Oct 30 1926... 27:311
Odis Dorothy F of William and Mary B July 17 1925... 27: 95
Odis Lillian M of William and Mary B Feb 5 1923... 26: 18
Odis Mary F of William and Mary B Feb 29 1924... 26:209
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

O'Donnell Ann of Joseph A and Mary J Oct 5 1929 ........... 29:118
O'Donnell Caroline of Della Sept 27 1924 ....................... 26:317
O'Donnell Claire M of Richard E and Claire M May 18 1930 .. 29:213
O'Donnell Conrad of John B and Anna M Jan 1 1924 .......... 26:183
O'Donnell Dorothy of Frank and Emily Apr 30 1922 .......... 25:236
O'Donnell Edward C of Edward StB and Evelyn M Nov 28 1929 ........................................ 29:139
O'Donnell Edward J of Howard J and Isabel June 16 1927 .. 28:75
O'Donnell Eleanor of John W and Mary Feb 1 1924 ........... 26:198
O'Donnell Evelyn E of Edward StB and Evelyn M Sept 12 1925 ........................................ 27:122
O'Donnell Francis P of Joseph A and Mary J Apr 5 1926 .... 27:216
O'Donnell Grace M of —— and Mary M Oct 6 1921 .......... 25:134
O'Donnell Helen A of Thomas F and Mildred Mar 3 1921 ....... 25:27
O'Donnell James G of Richard E and Claire M Dec 16 1927 .. 28:157
O'Donnell Joseph of Joseph A and Mary J Nov 24 1923 ....... 26:161
O'Donnell Joseph of Charles and Mary Mar 2 1928 .......... 28:194
O'Donnell Margaret A of Michael and Mary A Aug 12 1924 .. 26:295
O'Donnell Mary E of Howard J and Isabel Oct 1 1928 ....... 28:289
O'Donnell Raymond of Francis C and Elizabeth V Nov 12 1921 ........................................ 25:152
O'Donnell Robert E of Thomas F and Mildred May 8 1929 .. 29:54
O'Donnell Robert J of John B and Anna M Nov 7 1925 ....... 27:147
O'Donnell Thomas F of Thomas F and Mildred J Sept 6 1922 .. 25:300
O'Donnell Thomas R of Charles and Mary Sept 9 1926 ....... 27:290
O'Donnell Virginia T of John B and Anna M Apr 7 1927 ....... 28:43
O'Donnell Walter R of Howard J and Isabel Nov 22 1930 .. 29:291
O'Donnell —— d of Richard E and Claire M June 27 1921 .... 25:77
O'Donnell —— s of Edward StB and Evelyn M Apr 7 1922 .... 25:227
O'Donnell —— d of John E and Louise Dec 4 1922 .......... 25:341
O'Donnell —— d of Louis and Blanche Jan 8 1929 .......... 29:4
O'Dowd Edith M of Francis J and Edith A Jan 21 1924 ....... 26:191
O'Dowd Francis J of Francis J and Edith A Feb 12 1921 .... 25:17
O'Dowd Frederick R of Edward C and Lillian Jan 24 1922 .... 25:187
O'Dowd Raymond of George E and Edith M Oct 28 1926 ....... 27:310
O'Dowd Raymond E of Edward C and Lillian Dec 25 1923 .... 26:174
O'Dowd Richard of George E and Edith M June 29 1928 ....... 28:245
O'Dowd Walter of Francis J and Edith A Aug 21 1927 ....... 28:105
O'Driscoll Rosemary of John W and Rosemary May 20 1923 .. 26:68
Odsen Laura D of Carsten A and Claribel A Nov 21 1925 .. 27:173
Odsen Martin of Martin and Anna M Jan 8 1927 ............ 28:3
Odsen Thomas of Martin and Anna M Sept 10 1923 .......... 26:125
Oelbaum Gertrude J of Benjamin and Esther June 23 1928 .. 28:242
Oelbaum Herbert J of Benjamin and Esther Mar 19 1926...27:207
Oelbaum Schm R of Charles H and Ruth June 15 1929...29:70
Oelbaum —— s of Charles H and Ruth June 8 1928...28:236
Oestreich K of Julius and Olga Jan 9 1924...26:186
O'Farrell Rodger J of James J and Julia A Apr 23 1927...28:50
Offley Howard C (c) of Howard C and Desdemona Jan 27 1921...25:10
Ogan Gerald S of Abraham and Lillian Nov 18 1925...27:151
Ogan —— d of Abraham and Lillian Oct 2 1929...29:117
O'Gara Evelyn M of James J and Kathryne A Nov 10 1921...25:151
O'Gara Leo R of Leo R and Mary M Nov 30 1925...27:155
O'Gara Mary E of Leo R and Mary M Jan 31 1922...25:190
O'Gara Mary E of Patrick and Catherine Sept 5 1922...25:299
Ogasian Michael of Donabed and Elizabeth Apr 1 1923...26:46
Ogasian Setrag of Donabed and Alice Jan 21 1925...27:9
Ogden Arnold C of Arnold and Mary A Aug 14 1924...26:296
Ogden Dorothy E of Walter E and Mildred Aug 9 1921...25:103
Ogden Ellenor F of John A and Clementine C Apr 22 1921...25:47
Ogden George C of George C and Alice C July 20 1924...26:283
Ogden Howard W of Joshua and Mary J Aug 19 1921...25:107
Ogden June V of Henry H and Henrietta L June 18 1927...28:75
Ogden Louise M of John A and Clementine C May 31 1924...26:256
Ogden Mildred E of Walter E and Mildred Aug 26 1922...25:293
Ogden Ralph N of Ralph R and Agnes Oct 31 1921...25:145
Ogden Ruth P of William M and Edith Apr 9 1921...25:42
Ogden —— d of James H and Eliza Aug 15 1924...26:305
Ogle George E of George E and Mildred Aug 1 1930...29:246
Oglesby Rogers W of Elbert J and Doris E June 2 1929...29:65
O'Gorman Alice L of Louis J and Gladys V Nov 5 1922...25:329
O'Gorman Joan of John F and Emma C July 10 1922...25:271
O'Gorman Mary G of Louis J and Gladys V Aug 21 1925...27:112
O'Gorman Thomas A of Louis J and Gladys V June 14 1927...28:74
O'Grady Anna M of Patrick J and Molly May 11 1929...29:55
O'Grady Kathleen C of Charles F and Kathleen Aug 4 1929...29:96
O'Grady Mary A of William and Barbara May 30 1921...25:64
O'Grady Mary A of Dennis P and Hannah T Dec 29 1925...27:168
Ogren Aron R of Aron R and Olga V Oct 1 1927...28:124
Ogren Helen V (twin) of Aron R and Olga V Dec 17 1923...26:171
Ogren Hope E (twin) of Aron R and Olga V Dec 17 1923...26:171
Ohanian Anna of Ohan and Nuvart July 19 1922...25:275
Ohanian Barsam of Sullias and Hreipsime Mar 15 1926...27:295
Ohanian Dzaghig of Sullias and Hreipsime Mar 31 1924...26:224
Ohanian Eleanor F of Benjamin and Rose Mar 2 1924...26:212
Ohanian Markerd of Ohan and Nuvart Sept 2 1923...26:121
Ohanian Mary L of Benjamin and Rose June 5 1930...29:221
Ohanian Minas of Sagoman and Sirpoole Oct 6 1924...26:324
Ohanian Sahag of Sulias and Hreipsime Dec 30 1929........... 29:152
Ohanian Vartan of Sulias and Hreipsime Dec 21 1921........... 25:170
Ohanian Vartouni of Ohan and Newart Oct 17 1925........... 27:138
Ohanian Yeghsa of Sulias and Hreipsime Feb 26 1923........... 26: 26
Ohanian Yegsapert of Sagouan and Sirpoohe May 4 1922..... 25:240
Ohanasses Margaret of Garabed and Zartar June 14 1930..... 29:225
O'Hara Catherine of James B and Mary C Apr 9 1921........... 25: 42
O'Hara Daniel of James B and Mary C Nov 18 1924........... 26:342
O'Hara Donald A of Joseph A and Evelina M Feb 5 1924..... 26:199
O'Hara Gertrude C of Walter and Margaret Feb 14 1921..... 26:203
O'Hara Gladys M of Joseph and Charlotte July 5 1926..... 27:261
O'Hara Irene of John and Clara Oct 4 1926........... 27:301
O'Hara James B of James B and Mary C Dec 30 1922........... 25:351
O'Hara John of Patrick and Ellen T July 14 1926........... 27:265
O'Hara Margaret of James B and Mary C Nov 10 1926........... 27:316
O'Hara Margaret of Thomas and Lavina May 30 1928..... 28:231
O'Hara Marjorie of John and Clara Jan 13 1925........... 27: 6
O'Hara Mary of Patrick and Ellen T Dec 22 1924........... 26:357
O'Hara Mary of Bernard and Mary Aug 15 1928........... 28:267
O'Hara Michael J of Patrick and Ellen T Feb 4 1928..... 28:182
O'Hara Raymond E of Joseph J and Mary J July 7 1927..... 28: 85
O'Hara Thomas P of Patrick and Ellen T Nov 19 1929..... 29:135
O'Hara ——— s of John and Clara Sept 12 1929........... 29:108
O'Hearn Joseph M of Joseph M and Alice Jan 4 1925........... 27: 2
O'Hearn Leonard T of Joseph M and Alice L May 13 1928..... 28:225
O'Hearn Marjorie K of Joseph M and Alice L Aug 19 1926.... 27:280
O'Hern Daisy P of James F and Daisy S June 22 1924..... 26:268
O'Hern Dorothy R of James and Alice Mar 15 1928...... 28:327
O'Hern Raymond R of James F and Daisy S Apr 19 1921..... 25: 46
Ohlson Claire A of Axel C and Frances M Sept 13 1923..... 26:126
Ohlson Ruth H of John E and Hope Sept 2 1929........... 29:105
Ohonian Mary of John and Arakse July 14 1922........... 25:273
Ohsberg John E of John E and Florence V July 10 1926.... 27:263
Ohsberg Mary E of John E and Margaret E Apr 6 1929..... 29: 41
O'Keefe Catherine J of Dennis F and Catherine J Oct 8 1930.. 29:274
O'Keefe Cecilia of Edward and Catherine July 31 1928..... 28:278
O'Keefe David F of Dennis F and Catherine J Oct 19 1927... 28:132
O'Keefe Dorothy of William J and Catherine Mar 26 1924.... 26:222
O'Keefe Edward of Edward and Catherine Mar 12 1925........ 27: 33
O'Keefe Edward P of Daniel and Helen Feb 17 1922........... 25:200
O'Keefe Helen of Michael J and Ruth F Feb 8 1923........... 26: 19
O'Keefe Helen of Dennis F and Catherine J Aug 8 1928..... 28:264
O'Keefe Hugh of Thomas C and Mary R Apr 2 1928........... 28:208
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O'Keefe James E of James and Alice C May 19 1926...........27:236
O'Keefe John D of Dennis F and Catherine J July 9 1929.......29:81
O'Keefe John F of John F and Mary A July 17 1923...........26:94
O'Keefe Lillian of Edward and Annie C Apr 17 1927...........28:47
O'Keefe Margaret M of Dennis F and Catherine J Jan 18 1926.27:181
O'Keefe Mary of John F and Mary A June 8 1925...............27:76
O'Keefe Rosemary of John and Christina June 18 1927........28:75
O'Keefe Ruth F of Michael J and Ruth F July 14 1924...........26:280
O'Keefe Shirley of William J and Doris Oct 1 1924...........26:322
O'Keefe Thomas P of Joseph A and Delia W Apr 14 1929.......29:44
O'Keefe Vincent of John F and Mary A July 20 1921...........25:92
Okerblom Charles L of Lawrence L and Gladys E July 29

1927........................................28:94
Okerblom Hulda M of Lawrence L and Gladys E July 21 1929.29:86
Okerblom William A of Lawrence L and Gladys E May 4 1926.27:250
Okerblom Lawrence L of Lawrence L and Gladys E Sept 23

1924..................26:316
Oklenisky Joseph of Mary June 13 1927..................28:73
Oko Sophie M of Louise May 4 1929..................29:53
Oko —— s of Johan and Zofia July 18 1923...........26:103
Okolowicz Emma of Adolf and Josepha Mar 31 1922...........25:221
O'Koomian Leatrice T of Charles H and Anna N Oct 13 1930.29:276
Okren Helen J of John F and Mary A Mar 20 1926...........27:207
Okren Raymond F of John F and Mary A May 5 1924...........26:244
Okren —— s of John F and Mary A May 2 1927.............28:55
Okulavicius Dorothy D of Vladas and Veronica Dec 21 1923..26:173
Okulavicius Walter of Vladas and Veronica Nov 9 1927..28:140
Okulavicius John of John and Carolina July 23 1922........25:277
Olarte Richard of Rudolph and Nola July 13 1927.........28:88
Olhrys Henry of Keydy Dec 1 1924..................26:350
Oleh Gordon M of Warren L and Ruth Apr 19 1926...........27:222
Oleh Marion R of Jacob B and Jeanette Nov 7 1928........28:303
Oleh Minna L of Jacob B and Jeanette Nov 15 1925........27:150
Oleh —— s of Nathan and Fannie Aug 9 1921........25:115
Oldale Margaret G of Wilfred F and Annie Sept 2 1925........27:118
Oldfield Jean B of Edwin E and Mildred L Sept 3 1930....29:259
Oldham Anne of Chester L and Anne L Mar 12 1924...........26:364
Oldham Barbara of Harold and Mary J Dec 30 1927........28:161
Oldham James R of James and Bertha May 13 1921...........25:84
Oldman David W of George A U and Jean F Sept 20 1927....28:118
Oldman Donald U of George A U and Jean F Feb 10 1926....27:191
Oldrid Louise M of Alfred R and Hazel M July 10 1927......28:87
Olean Edward F of Thomas and Alice G June 13 1929.......29:155
Olean James R of James N and Antoinette June 26 1929.....29:74
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Olean Normand F of James N and Antonetta Oct 23 1930........29:279
Olean —— s of Thomas and Alice G Aug 25 1927.................28:165
O’Leary Barbara F of Michael P and Louisa M June 13 1930...29:224
O’Leary Barbara M of John P and Mary T Jan 30 1925...........27:13
O’Leary Beverly M of Frank A and Harriet L June 23 1926....27:254
O’Leary Catherine J of John and Mary Oct 25 1924................26:331
O’Leary Charles E of Timothy J and Mildred A Mar 5 1929....29:28
O’Leary Donald W of Arthur C and Katharine Aug 30 1923....26:117
O’Leary Dora of Mark F and Eva M July 27 1921..................25:95
O’Leary Dorothy V of Dennis J and Nellie T Dec 14 1922....25:345
O’Leary Francis M of Michael and Mary E June 16 1922.......25:260
O’Leary Frederick J of Ernest E and Mary Nov 3 1928........28:301
O’Leary James H of John and Mary Apr 10 1926..................27:227
O’Leary Jean L of Raymond D and Ethel Aug 15 1926...........27:278
O’Leary John T of John P and Mary T Dec 13 1928..............28:318
O’Leary Margaret L of John P and Mary T Oct 24 1927.........28:134
O’Leary Marie I of Stephen J and Irene Sept 29 1927.........28:166
O’Leary Marion E of Edward J and Katherine E May 24 1929...29:60
O’Leary Mary C of James J and Bessie J Apr 16 1921...........25:45
O’Leary Mary P of James J and Irene L Dec 8 1930..............29:298
O’Leary Patricia M of William J and Madeline A Apr 19 1926..27:222
O’Leary Paula of Raymond D and Ethel Mar 2 1929..............29:27
O’Leary Phyllis of Richard E and Mildred H Sept 11 1929....29:108
O’Leary Richard J of John and Mary Apr 6 1923.................26:48
O’Leary Robert F of John and Mary Oct 2 1930...................29:272
O’Leary William J of William J and Madeline A Jan 8 1929....29:4
O’Leary —— d of Timothy and Cora Nov 23 1928................28:328
Olearczyk Wanda of Wladyslaw and Marja Dec 17 1925.........27:164
Olearczyk John of Wladyslaw and Mary Apr 12 1928.............28:212
Olesiewicz Ruth of Anthony and Anastazia July 11 1926......27:271
Olev Annie of Philip and Rose Oct 23 1921....................25:142
Olevson Harvey M of Leo and Sadie June 29 1923..............26:85
Olhoff Barbara A of Christian H and Eva B Mar 12 1928......28:198
Oliano Bartolomeo A of Pasquale and Teresa Aug 27 1922.....25:293
Oliano Gaetano of Pasquale and Teresa July 21 1925...........27:96
Olin Gerald D of Myer S and Sally Aug 23 1926...............27:281
Olink Clinton M of Michael and Eugenia E July 13 1925....27:93
Olink Eugene of Michael and Eugenia E July 2 1923...........26:88
Olink John A of Michael and Eugenia E May 13 1927........... 28: 59
Olink Madlyn V of Michael and Eugenia E May 19 1922.......... 25: 246
Oliva Angelo of Vito and Ezilda Aug 31 1928.................. 28: 273
Oliva Anna L of Vincenzo and Consiglia Oct 21 1930........... 29: 278
Oliva Antonio of Antonio and Carmela Mar 14 1930........... 29: 186
Oliva Celia of Antonio and Carmela Jan 2 1927................. 28: 1
Oliva Domenico of Antonio and Carmela Apr 3 1924............. 26: 228
Oliva Evelina of Vincenzo and Consiglia Feb 21 1929.......... 29: 22
Oliva Giovanni of Vito and Ezilda Sept 25 1924................ 26: 317
Oliva Ida T of Sabino and Carmela Mar 15 1927................. 28: 32
Oliva Irene of Jose and Maria Aug 12 1929..................... 29: 96
Oliva Luigi A and Sabino and Carmela Jan 27 1929............. 29: 11
Oliva Maria T of Antonio and Carmela Aug 21 1925............. 27: 112
Oliva Michele O of Vincenzo and Consiglia June 11 1923...... 26: 74
Oliva Vincenzia I of Vincenzo and Consiglia Dec 24 1921...... 25: 171
Oliveira Alceda E of Adifico and Maria L Mar 19 1922........... 25: 216
Oliveira Alfredo of Manuel and Emma Sept 26 1922............. 25: 308
Oliveira Antone of Dionizio and Imaraciania Apr 9 1925........ 27: 47
Oliveira Declinda of Adifico and Maria July 30 1924........... 26: 287
Oliveira Dorothy of Manuel and Herminia June 28 1929........... 29: 75
Oliveira Ernest of Francisco and Delina Sept 27 1927........... 28: 120
Oliveira Joseph (c) of Antone and Annie M July 14 1926........ 27: 265
Oliveira Julio of Antone and Emilia Mar 19 1921................ 25: 33
Oliveira Luiz of Mariano and Rosa Feb 9 1921................... 25: 16
Oliveira Madeline of Antonio and Emilia July 7 1922............ 25: 270
Oliveira Manuel of Adifico and Maria Apr 22 1923.............. 26: 54
Oliveira Margherita M of Jose R and Margherita Oct 20 1927.... 28: 132
Oliveira Maria of Antone and Emilia Sept 13 1923............. 26: 126
Oliveira Marianna C of Dionizio and Imaraciania May 6 1923.... 26: 62
Oliveira Nora of Adifico and Maria July 20 1926................. 27: 267
Oliveira Senhorinha M of Virgil S and Senhorinha C Sept 27 1928........................................ 28: 285
Oliveira Stella of Dionizio and Emanasiania Sept 6 1921...... 25: 118
Oliver Donald W of Joseph H and Mary I Apr 8 1929............ 29: 42
Oliver Edward of Philip and Serafina May 16 1925............. 27: 65
Oliver Edward J of John S and Christine Sept 22 1929........ 29: 112
Oliver Everett J of Joseph J and Leonora L Mar 5 1924........ 26: 213
Oliver Florence M of Joseph S and Gladys R Jan 29 1922........ 25: 190
Oliver Geraldine of Manuel P and Maria Feb 23 1929............ 29: 23
Oliver Gilbert of Philip and Serafina Apr 26 1923............. 26: 56
Oliver John F of John F and Mabel B Mar 5 1923............... 26: 32
Oliver Joseph H of Joseph H and Mary Aug 26 1927............. 28: 107
Oliver Maria of Manuel P and Maria June 27 1927............... 28: 79
Oliver Maria G of Jose and Maria G Apr 28 1923................. 26: 57
Oliver Richard (c) of Richard and May Jan 29 1929............. 29: 12
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Oliver Robert of John F and Mabel B Mar 4 1925........... 27: 30
Oliver Rose of George and Rose June 5 1929........... 29: 66
Oliver —— d of Otis C and Harriet D Nov 19 1930........... 29: 295
Oliver Bernard U of Ubald and Evangeline Sept 12 1925... 27:122
Oliver Edonard A of Vigor O and Lucia V May 8 1927.... 28: 57
Oliver Irene R of Vigor O and Lucia V Nov 11 1925..... 27:149
Oliver Jacqueline T of Jean L and Laurette Mar 23 1924... 26: 221
Oliver Jean P of Jean L and Laurette Jan 17 1927........ 28: 6
Oliver Joseph N R of Jean L and Laurette Aug 27 1925... 27:115
Oliver Madeline of Ubald and Evangeline June 6 1927..... 28: 70
Oliver Marcelle of Jean L and Laurette Sept 13 1928..... 28:328
Oliver Richard J E of Jean L and Laurette Aug 14 1922... 25: 287
Olivier Antonio of Lorenzo and Giuseppina Mar 28 1921... 25: 25
Olivier Antonio of Lorenzo and Giuseppina Dec 15 1922... 25:345
Olivieri Filomena A of Martino and Lucia July 4 1929.... 29: 79
Olivieri Luigi of Gaetano and Angelina Aug 21 1926.... 27:281
Olivieri Maria of Lorenzo and Giuseppina Jan 11 1924.... 26:187
Olivieri Michele of Gaetano and Angelina Dec 30 1923... 26:176
Olivieri Paolo of Gaetano and Angelina Mar 21 1921.... 25: 34
Olivieri Pasquale of Lorenzo and Giuseppina July 27 1928... 28:257
Olivieri Raffaele A of Lorenzo and Giuseppina Mar 31 1930... 29:193
Olivieri Vincenzo of Lorenzo and Giuseppina Feb 2 1926... 27:188
Olivo Frank of Margherita July 14 1930................ 29:238
Olivo Antonetta of Francesco and Angelina Oct 10 1921... 25:136
Olivo Antonio of Stefano and Giovannina Aug 15 1922... 25:287
Olivo Antonio of Nunzio and Grazia June 28 1923........ 26: 84
Olivo Antonio of Nunzio and Letizia June 22 1926........ 27:253
Olivo Concetta of Nunzio and Grazia Sept 18 1921.... 25:124
Olivo Elena of Stefano and Giovannina Feb 3 1921....... 25: 13
Olivo Farumato G of Antonio and Letizia Apr 27 1922... 25:235
Olivo Giovanna A of Stefano and Giovannina Mar 25 1924... 26:222
Olivo Giovanni of Nunzio and Grazia F Sept 15 1924..... 26:312
Olivo Giovanni of Giuseppe and Francesca Oct 31 1925... 27:143
Olivo Giuseppe of Antonio and Emma Sept 11 1923..... 26:125
Olivo Maria of Stefano and Rosa Mar 6 1922........... 25:210
Olivo Maria of Francesco and Angelina Mar 16 1924...... 26:218
Olivo Maria C of Placido and Vittoria Apr 6 1926....... 27:216
Olivo Matteo A of Matteo and Etta M July 16 1930....... 29:239
Olivo Nunzio A of Francesco and Maria I Mar 4 1930..... 29:182
Olivo Pasquale of Stefano and Rosa Apr 2 1925........... 27: 44
Olivo Pasqualino of Placido and Vittoria Jan 6 1921.... 25: 12
Olivo Rosa of Stefano and Rosa Feb 6 1924.............. 26:210
Olivo Rosa of Giuseppe and Francesca Mar 5 1924......... 26:213
Olivo Rosa M E of Alfio and Eva M Oct 10 1929........... 29:120
Olivo —— s of Pasquale and Hildur E Feb 13 1928........ 28:185
Olivo —— d of Placido and Vittoria Apr 3 1930........... 29:206
Olley Addie K of Charles A and Mercy L Dec 10 1925.........27:162
Olof Abraham of Max and Elizabeth R Jan 17 1922.........25:184
Olmstead George A of Howard A and Margaret Sept 9 1925...27:121
Olney Barbara J of Ralph E and Madeline Dec 31 1930......29:307
Olney Dorothy L of Ralph E and Madeline Aug 19 1926......27:280
Olney Elizabeth A of Joseph and Christine M Apr 7 1926....27:217
Olney Mary F of George H and Eunice Mar 8 1925...........27:32
Olney Norma A of Charles B and Ethel M May 6 1925.......27:61
Olney Ralph E of Ralph E and Madeline June 30 1929......29:76
Olney Russell D of William A and Catherine E Oct 18 1925..27:138
Olney Virginia E of Ralph A and Eva M Jan 20 1922........25:185
Olof Lillian E of John S and Ellen Sept 6 1923.............26:181
O'Loughlin Annie T of Martin and Annie M Apr 26 1924.....26:237
O'Loughlin David J of Michael J and Mary A Feb 26 1922...25:205
O'Loughlin Dorothy of George and Anna Mar 23 1929.......29:35
O'Loughlin Joseph (twin) of Martin and Annie M June 6 1926.27:246
O'Loughlin Josephine R of Joseph and Rose Oct 2 1922......25:313
O'Loughlin Martin A of Martin A and Annie M May 7 1921...25:54
O'Loughlin Rita (twin) of Martin and Annie M June 6 1926..27:246
O'Loughlin Robert F of Annie Sept 15 1930.................29:310
Olsen Albert J of Philip and Mary E May 11 1929...........29:55
Olsen Barbara H of Robert A and Anna K Aug 24 1925.......27:113
Olsen Charles P of Philip and Mary Nov 30 1921............25:159
Olsen Dorothy E of Olav and Bessie B June 25 1926........27:254
Olsen Elenor M of Oscar E and Ada W May 31 1922...........25:251
Olsen Ernest G of Sven and Jenny Mar 27 1926..............27:210
Olsen Harry O of Harry O and Randi July 3 1925...........27:89
Olsen Jacqueline M of Margaret L Dec 27 1930..............29:311
Olsen Jean I of Carl A and Hazel L July 11 1924...........26:279
Olsen John W of Johan D and Signe W Apr 17 1927.........28:47
Olsen Laura L of Anton J and Thyra July 16 1923...........26:94
Olsen Margaret L of Olav and Bessie July 31 1927.........28:95
Olsen Margery J of Carl G and Signe M June 9 1926.........27:247
Olsen Marie L of Philip and Mary E Dec 19 1923............26:172
Olsen Marion E of Robert and Anna June 17 1924...........26:266
Olsen Marjorie H of Albert E and Ruth Feb 16 1924.........26:204
Olsen Ruth A of Erick M and Anna Apr 1 1924..............26:227
Olsen William R of William R and Anna M Dec 18 1922......25:347
Olsen —— s of Oscar O and Alice L Oct 7 1925..............27:144
Olsen Agnes M of John W and Annie M Mar 23 1923...........26:39
Olsen Carl T of Carl T and Mildred E Mar 28 1924..........26:223
Olsen Charles W of Charles W and Kathryn M July 19 1927...28:96
Olsen Clinton B of Thomas M and Laura E Mar 30 1927......28:39
Olsen Elvira M of Richard F and Abbie C June 25 1924......26:270
Olson Ethel S of Ernest I and Jennie E Dec 14 1927........ 28: 156
Olson George E of Anders G and Ingeborg L Nov 16 1924.... 26: 342
Olson George J of George N and Nora C May 2 1925........ 27: 59
Olson George K of Olaf H and Otilia May 21 1921........ 25: 60
Olson Gordon F of Thomas M and Laura E Nov 27 1923..... 27: 154
Olson Gwendolyn D of Raymond W and Elsie L Nov 12 1927... 28: 141
Olson Helen E of Ernest I and Jennie E Jan 22 1921....... 25: 9
Olson Janet M of Eric and Hilma Aug 30 1927............. 28: 109
Olson Jessie M of John W and Annie M Apr 9 1921......... 25: 42
Olson Madeline J of Nels E A and Agnes Feb 1 1929........ 29: 15
Olson Marion J of Ernest I and Jennie E May 27 1924..... 26: 254
Olson Mildred E of Ernest H and Hannah June 29 1928...... 28: 215
Olson Ole of Oscar and Alma June 2 1923.................. 26: 74
Olson Olive V of Nimrod A and Violet P Sept 16 1928..... 28: 281
Olson Regina A of Andrew P and Regina Nov 16 1927...... 28: 143
Olson Richard A of Carl T and Mildred E Aug 17 1926..... 27: 279
Olson Richard E of John E W and Lucy Dec 19 1929...... 29: 148
Olson Richard N of Andrew P and Regina May 25 1923..... 26: 70
Olson Ruth V of Otto and Carolina May 27 1923............ 26: 71
Olson Walter W of Nels W and Anna J Apr 22 1928........ 28: 215
Olson —— d of Philip and Mary E Jan 1 1921............ 25: 1
Olson —— d of John A and Ethel H Nov 26 1930........... 29: 292
Olsson George W of George W and Anna V Feb 17 1928..... 28: 187
Olsson Henry T of Walter H and Alice July 13 1930....... 29: 238
O’Malley Eleanor M of George D and Catherine Sept 27 1921. 25: 127
O’Malley Eugene of Martin and Rose A June 6 1926....... 27: 246
O’Malley James J of Martin and Rose A Aug 24 1927..... 28: 106
O’Malley John J of John and Catherine Dec 17 1921..... 25: 168
O’Malley John T of Patrick and Elizabeth Aug 27 1927... 28: 107
O’Malley Margaret M of Austin J and Marguerite Mar 6 1930. 29: 183
O’Malley Marguerite M of Charles and Madeline V Oct 14 1922. 25: 318
O’Malley Martin J of Martin and Rose A June 27 1923..... 26: 84
O’Malley Thomas F of Martin and Rose A Oct 4 1924...... 26: 323
O’Mara Donald E of William J and Catherine T June 23 1928. 28: 242
O’Mara Joseph W of Joseph and Catherine July 26 1923..... 26: 98
O’Mara William J of William J and Catherine T Sept 12 1924. 26: 311
Ombrellaro Antonio D of Antonio and Carmela July 14 1929... 29: 83
Ombrellaro Helena M of Antonio and Carmela May 13 1926. 27: 233
Ombrellaro Paride A of Antonio and Carmela Mar 29 1923... 26: 42
Ombrellaro Teresa of Antonio and Carmela June 16 1924.... 26: 265
Ondis Albert W of Albert and Joan Apr 11 1926.......... 27: 218
Ondis Columbia O of Albert W and Joan Oct 8 1927....... 28: 127
Ondrasek Catherine A of John and Mary M June 22 1923.... 26: 82
Ondrasek Dorothy I of Peter and Anna V Jan 14 1929..... 29: 6
Ondrasek James E of John and Mary M July 7 1927........ 28: 85
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Ondrasek John J of John and Mary M June 30 1925...........27: 86
Ondrasek Joseph A of Peter and Anna July 21 1925...........27: 97
Ondrasek Peter J of Peter and Anna Apr 13 1927...........28: 46
O’Neill Anna J of John J and Vittoria May 23 1928...........28: 228
O’Neill Anne W of Michael J and Harriette K June 2 1928...28: 233
O’Neill Catherine M of Edward H and Mary T Sept 7 1926...27: 289
O’Neill Daniel J of Joseph J and Thelma M Nov 20 1928...28: 308
O’Neill Edward of Edward H and Mary T Apr 1 1929...........29: 40
O’Neill Eleanor of John and Elizabeth A Dec 24 1923.....26: 174
O’Neill Elizabeth M of Michael J and Harriett K July 4 1925, B-1: 48
O’Neill Frances K of James H and Eliza J June 23 1928...28: 242
O’Neill Frank of Frank A and Sarah F July 12 1926........27: 264
O’Neill George E of George and Julia Apr 12 1930.......29: 199
O’Neill Helen of Edward H and Mary T Nov 25 1927.......28: 146
O’Neill Helen V of John and Margaret I June 13 1928.....28: 238
O’Neill Irene of Edward H and Mary T Sept 11 1930.....29: 262
O’Neill Jeremiah M of John and Margaret I Sept 18 1924..26: 314
O’Neill John B of John P and Margaret Nov 3 1929......29: 156
O’Neill John J of John J and Margaret I Nov 3 1923......26: 153
O’Neill Katherine C of John and Margaret I Jan 4 1926...27: 176
O’Neill Louise M of James D and Yvonne B Nov 18 1929...29: 135
O’Neill Margaret of John and Margaret June 9 1925.....27: 77
O’Neill Margaret of John J and Katherine E Apr 26 1927..28: 51
O’Neill Mary of James H and Eliza J July 2 1924.........26: 275
O’Neill Robert T of John and Margaret I Nov 3 1930....29: 285
O’Neill Shirley of William F and Ethel R Dec 23 1927.....28: 159
O’Neill Theresa A of Claire E Aug 9 1929.................29: 95
O’Neill William of Daniel F and Cecilia Sept 26 1924...26: 317
O’Neill William E of William H and Emma May 7 1926....27: 231
O’Neill William F of William F and Ethel Apr 9 1925.....27: 47
O’Neill William J of Bradley J and Rachel A Sept 24 1929..29: 113
O’Neill William K of John and Margaret I Jan 13 1927...28: 5
O’Neill William V of Mary Jan 19 1930....................29: 163
O’Neill —— d of Michael and Harriette C May 15 1921....25: 82
O’Neill —— s of Gladys I Oct 13 1922....................25: 318
O’Neill —— d of John and Elizabeth A Feb 16 1926........27: 199
O’Neill Anna of James and Catherine A July 18 1923.......26: 95
O’Neill Anthony J of Anthony J and Mary E Apr 18 1927..28: 48
O’Neill Arthur J of Arthur E and Eleanor M Mar 27 1925..27: 40
O’Neill Barbara E of Chester N and Edith Aug 18 1926...27: 280
O'Neill Catherine A of James and Catherine A Mar 5 1926, 27: 201
O'Neill Charles F of James H and Mary E June 25 1923, 26: 83
O'Neill Christine M of James J and Mary T Sept 4 1928, 28: 277
O'Neill Dorothy M of Edward J and Anna M Jan 19 1930, 29: 163
O'Neill Dorothy M of William and Winifred May 7 1930, 29: 218
O'Neill Edith of William and Mabel Apr 2 1927, 28: 41
O'Neill Edward M of Henry M and Helen F Mar 12 1926, 27: 204
O'Neill Elizabeth C of James J and Mary T Sept 24 1924, 26: 316
O'Neill Elizabeth R of Edward B and Anna Nov 13 1928, 28: 306
O'Neill Geraldine M of Maurice J and Mabel Sept 17 1923, 26: 128
O'Neill Gladys A of James H and Mary E Mar 6 1921, 25: 28
O'Neill Grace M of James H and Mary E June 16 1930, 29: 226
O'Neill Herbert H of James H and Mary E Nov 6 1928, 28: 303
O'Neill James J of James and Catherine A Aug 14 1924, 26: 296
O'Neill John C of John H and Mary Oct 17 1922, 25: 319
O'Neill John C of John C and Eugenie M July 21 1927, 28: 91
O'Neill John C of Anthony J and Mary E Nov 19 1930, 29: 290
O'Neill John F of James and Catherine A Oct 23 1927, 28: 133
O'Neill Joseph of Henry M and Helen F May 14 1924, 26: 247
O'Neill Kathleen of John F and Margaret M July 18 1922, 25: 275
O'Neill Kenneth E of Chester N and Edith June 30 1928, 28: 245
O'Neill Lozola M of Anthony J and Mary E Dec 15 1922, 25: 345
O'Neill Margaret M of John F and Mary M Aug 22 1929, 29: 100
O'Neill Margaret T of John E and Marguerite V Jan 25 1925, 27: 11
O'Neill Marie L of James J and Mary A July 12 1923, 26: 92
O'Neill Marilyn F of Frank A and Esther F Sept 18 1927, 28: 117
O'Neill Mary E of James F and Mary E May 21 1924, 26: 251
O'Neill Mary L of John E and Marguerite V Jan 6 1927, 28: 3
O'Neill Matthew R of John C and Eugenie M May 6 1929, 29: 53
O'Neill Nancy C of James E and Lillian June 11 1927, 28: 72
O'Neill Paul of Raymond T and Mary H Aug 26 1928, 28: 271
O'Neill Raymond T of Raymond T and Mary H Jan 28 1925, 27: 12
O'Neill Rita T of James J and Mary T Feb 18 1927, 28: 21
O'Neill Robert J of Raymond J and Mary Jan 29 1930, 29: 163
O'Neill Ruth E of James H and Mary E Jan 30 1927, 28: 11
O'Neill Thomas G of John H and Mary V Apr 27 1925, 27: 55
O'Neill William G of Frederick J and Grace W Jan 7 1925, 27: 3
O'Neill — d of John H and Mary V Apr 3 1921, 25: 40
O'Neill — (twin) d of Thomas M and Ethel June 21 1921, 25: 83
O'Neill — (twin) d of Thomas M and Ethel June 21 1921, 25: 83
O'Neill — s of Stephen J and Teresa A June 13 1923, 26: 87
Oneppu Anna of Luigi and Luigia May 24 1928, 28: 228
Oneppu Concetta M of Luigi and Luigia Aug 31 1922, 25: 295
Oneppu Nicola of Luigi and Luigia Sept 14 1925, 27: 123
Onfrey Regina C of George F and Regina July 9 1925............27: 91
Onorato Giuseppe L of Michele A and Helen Sept 4 1921......25: 117
Onorato Guglielmo of Vincenzo and Francesca Apr 20 1922....25: 231
Onorato Roland A of Michele A and Helen Jan 3 1924........26: 184
Onorato —— d of Vincenzo and Francesca Mar 13 1928......28: 198
Onysko Steven of Mickola and Tekla Dec 28 1924............26: 360
Oonoian Vartuhi of Bogos and Mary Mar 1 1923...............26: 30
Opdyke Richard E of George and Hazel June 11 1930.........29: 223
Openshaw Louise E of Jonathan and Pearl M Mar 6 1923.....26: 32
Opiekuns Helcia of John and Vanda Jan 26 1922..............25: 188
Opiekuns Sophia S of John and Vanda Jan 11 1926.........27: 179
Opiekuns Zygmunt J of John and Vanda Aug 21 1923........26: 113
Opieowski Helen B of Adam and Johanna Aug 6 1923........26: 107
Opieowski Sofia B of Adam and Johanna July 17 1922.......25: 274
Opito Rosa A of Luigi G and Maria C May 22 1930............29: 215
Orabona Anna of Federico and Maria D Feb 23 1926.........27: 196
Orabona Ferdinando P of Francesco and Michelina Aug 21
1925. ...................................................27: 112
Orabona Giovanni of Francesco and Carolina Nov 18 1924....26: 342
Orabona Giro of Francesco and Carolina Jan 14 1923......26: 6
Orabona Grace D of Federico and Maria D Nov 13 1929.....29: 134
Orabona Luigi of Francesco and Carolina Jan 4 1928......28: 169
Orabona Nicola P of Francesco and Carolina Feb 13 1921....25: 18
Orabona Rosalia G of Francesco and Concetta June 30 1923..26: 85
Orabona —— d of Francesco and Concetta Sept 9 1929......29: 116
Orabone Anthony V of Roscindo and Rosina Apr 10 1924.....26: 230
Orabone Enrico A of Enrico and Carmela P May 10 1928....28: 223
Orabone Herbert of Umberto and Lucia Mar 20 1929.........29: 33
Orabone Louis of Federico and Maria D Dec 9 1930........29: 299
Orabone Luigi of Umberto and Lucia Nov 30 1925............27: 155
Orabone Luisa of Umberto and Lucia Aug 25 1921............25: 110
Ordway Flora J C of Ralph F and Florabel Nov 8 1923......26: 155
O'Reilly Clare E of John E and Anne G Apr 25 1924........26: 237
O'Reilly Eugene D of Hugh J and Catherine E Oct 1 1927...28: 124
O'Reilly Jean A of Merle F and Alice Nov 7 1930............29: 286
O'Reilly Joseph of Joseph and Olive A June 10 1927.......28: 165
O'Reilly Leonard of John and Margaret Apr 25 1924.......26: 237
O'Reilly Robert J of Harry J and Hannah Mar 12 1923......26: 35
O'Reilly Robert M of Merle F and Alice Nov 10 1929.......29: 133
O'Reilly Ruth A of Harry J and Hannah M May 4 1924.......26: 243
O'Reilly Veronica A of Hugh J and Catherine E Nov 26 1923..26: 161
Orenstein Sylvia S of Samuel H and Edna R July 24 1922....27: 277
Orfeo Francesco P A of Antonio and Luisa Mar 30 1921.....25: 38
Orhnadzian Hovhanes of Krikore and Varoog Aug 7 1921.....25: 102
O'Riley —— d of Charles and Helen Aug 30 1925............27: 116
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Orlandi Giorgio G of Giovannibattista and Angelina Feb 22 1926. ........................................ 27: 196
Orlandi Guglielmo V of Giovannibattista and Angelina Apr 8 1922. ........................................ 25: 227
Orlandi Raffaele E of Giovannibattista and Angelina Feb 8 1928. ........................................... 28: 183
Orlando Angelina of Giovannibattista and Angelina Jan 29 1930. ............................................. 29: 166
Orlando Antonio C of Antonio and Carmina Dec 16 1927. ...................................................... 28: 157
Orlando Carmina A of Antonio and Carmina Feb 9 1921. ....................................................... 25: 16
Orlando Maria V of Giovanni B and Angelina Jan 22 1924. ....................................................... 26: 191
Orleck Arlene R of Archibald and Sarah Dec 7 1930. ............................................................... 29: 298
Orleck Henry of David and Ida Dec 10 1922. ................................................................................. 25: 344
Orleck Leo of Rothmel R and Sarah Nov 1 1924. ............................................................................ 26: 336
Orme William A of William and Katherine M June 30 1924. ....................................................... 26: 272
Ormerod Lenora J of Harold and Bessie July 1 1930. ................................................................. 29: 233
Ormerod Milton E of Harold and Bessie Mar 29 1921. ............................................................... 25: 37
Ormiston Shirley J of Harry A and Lillian M Jan 22 1923. ......................................................... 26: 9
Ormond Joseph X of Joseph X and Catherine E Feb 15 1929. .................................................... 29: 20
Ormond Kathleen D of John P and Helen M Mar 14 1930. ......................................................... 29: 186
Ormond Marie A of John P and Helen M June 23 1926. ............................................................ 27: 254
Ormond William J of John P and Helen M Sept 19 1928. ........................................................... 28: 282
Ormonde Jose of Manuel C and Maria G Feb 20 1926. ............................................................... 27: 195
Ormonde Manuel of Manuel C and Maria G July 10 1924. ......................................................... 26: 278
Ormonde Maria of Manuel C and Mary G Feb 16 1927. .............................................................. 28: 20
Ormondroyd Dolores M of William and Catherine R Mar 12 1930. ............................................. 29: 185
Ormondroyd Helen K of William and Catherine R Apr 19 1924. .................................................. 26: 234
Ormondroyd June C of Herbert and Emily C Mar 20 1929. ....................................................... 29: 33
Ormrod Robert C of Herbert and Ethel Oct 5 1924. ................................................................. 26: 324
Ormsbee Alice M of Frederick and Violet G Jan 30 1921. ......................................................... 25: 11
Ormsbee Erna G of Fred and Gertrude Sept 5 1929. ................................................................. 29: 106
Ormsbee Lena I of Frederick M and Violet G Nov 20 1922. ....................................................... 25: 334
Ormsbee Violet L of Frederick McIl and Violet G Sept 20 1924. ............................................... 26: 315
Ornadzian Gabriel of Krikore and Varong Nov 28 1927. ......................................................... 28: 148
Ornadzian Gabriel of Krikore and Varong Nov 10 1930. ......................................................... 29: 287
Ornadzian Toros of Krikore and Varong Sept 9 1925. ............................................................ 27: 121
Ornadzian Vahan of Krikore and Varong Sept 19 1922. ........................................................... 25: 305
O’Roarke Charles W of John F and Isabelle F Sept 19 1923. ................................................... 26: 129
O’Roarke John F of John F and Isabelle F Oct 10 1921. .......................................................... 25: 136
Orodenker Vivian of Samuel D and Anna May 23 1929. .......................................................... 29: 59
O’Rork Francis T of Leo A and Ellen Sept 24 1923. ...................................................................... 26: 131
O’Rourke Adrian J E of Patrick L and Elizabeth L June 27 1921. .................................................. 25: 77
O'Rourke Alice of Terence and Mary E Sept 7 1921............25:119
O'Rourke Alice M of James A and Bertha M Sept 2 1921........25:116
O'Rourke Alice M of John F and May B July 4 1929............29: 79
O'Rourke Anna C of James and Maria Feb 23 1929.................29: 23
O'Rourke Barbara E of George A and Myrtle M Mar 9 1922......25:211
O'Rourke Barbara E of Patrick W and Teresa Jan 10 1921......25:  4
O'Rourke Cyril J A of Patrick I and Elizabeth L Apr 18 1925..27: 51
O'Rourke Edward of Edward J and Bridget T June 15 1921......25: 71
O'Rourke Edward of James and Maria Apr 22 1923.................26: 54
O'Rourke Eleanor R of James and Maria Sept 16 1924............26:313
O'Rourke Eugene C of Eugene J and Minerva E May 17 1930......29:213
O'Rourke Francis W of James and Maria Feb 25 1930..............29:177
O'Rourke Herbert F of Frederick W and Nettie A July 19

1924. 26:282
O'Rourke Hubert H of Hubert and Alice Oct 4 1927..............28:128
O'Rourke Inez F of Thomas F J and Helena V July 29 1921......25: 96
O'Rourke James of Raymond F and Lucy T July 7 1929............29: 80
O'Rourke John F of John F and May B Oct 9 1930.................29:282
O'Rourke Joseph of Constantine J and Elizabeth Nov 7 1924...26:338
O'Rourke Joseph of Raymond F and Lucy T Aug 28 1927.........28:108
O'Rourke Joseph H of Joseph J and Annette A July 5 1925......27: 89
O'Rourke Kathleen of Edward F and Mary D Apr 30 1923........26: 58
O'Rourke Leo D of Daniel and Grace M Aug 28 1924..............26:302
O'Rourke Margaret B of James H and Margaret J Mar 2

1921. 25: 26
O'Rourke Marion of Raymond J and Marion E Sept 2 1929......29:165
O'Rourke Mary of —— and Rosella June 22 1922................25:263
O'Rourke Mary R of Thomas H and Mary A Sept 12 1922........25:392
O'Rourke Mildred of Thomas F and Minnie H Nov 9 1924........26:338
O'Rourke Phyllis M of Leo C and Katherine M Aug 9 1926........27:276
O'Rourke Raymond of Frank J and Julia L May 31 1926........27:242
O'Rourke Raymond of James and Maria May 3 1927..............28: 56
O'Rourke Raymond F of Raymond F and Lucy T Aug 29 1923......26:116
O'Rourke Raymond J of Raymond J and Marion E Sept 14

1927. 28:115
O'Rourke Rita E of Thomas H and Mary A Feb 24 1924............26:207
O'Rourke Robert J of Thomas H and Mary A Oct 10 1927........28:128
O'Rourke Thomas F of Thomas and Minnie July 30 1923........26:100
O'Rourke Thomas F of Thomas F J and Helena V Mar 18

1928. 28:200
O'Rourke Thomas H of Thomas H and Mary A May 22 1921........25: 60
O'Rourke William L of Raymond F and Lucy T Sept 4 1925.......27:119
O'Rourke —— s of James W and Margaret M Nov 27 1921........25:161
Orphin Shirley L of Charles J and Ida M Feb 12 1922..........25:198
Orr Helen J of John H and Helen J Apr 28 1925.................27: 56
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Orr Helen S of James S and Helen A Mar 13 1926.............27: 205
Orr James S of Charles S and Ellen T Jan 2 1930.............31: 157
Orr Randall H of Arthur and Maud Oct 9 1926.................27: 303
Orr William A of Forrest and Adrienne Oct 21 1924...........26: 329
Orrall Betty S of George J and Grace S May 28 1927...........28: 65
Orris Charles F of Charles F and Edna M Mar 7 1923...........26: 53
Orsis William A of Alden A and Ellen Nov 30 1926.............27: 324
Orsillo Guglielmo of Giovanni and Emilia Jan 1 1924...........26: 184
Orsillo Margherita of Gennaro and Maria Sept 7 1924...........26: 308
Orsini Arturo of Domenico B and Rosina Sept 5 1925...........27: 119
Orsini Beatrice of Domenico B and Rosina Sept 23 1922........25: 307
Orsini Orsini Oresto of Domenico B and Rosina Mar 1 1930........29: 181
Orsini Almerinda T of Amedeo and Maria Oct 23 1921...........25: 142
Orsini Evelina D of Amedeo and Maria Mar 1 1921..............26: 212
Orsini Hilda I of Settimio and Irene Oct 12 1921..............25: 137
Orsini Irene C of Lorenzo and Teresa Apr 11 1923..............26: 50
Orsini Lorenzo E of Lorenzo and Teresa Jan 15 1929...........29: 7
Orsini Manfredo C of Lorenzo and Teresa Dec 17 1926...........27: 331
Orsini Norma C of Settimio and Irene July 15 1929.............29: 83
Orsini Olga B of Lorenzo and Teresa Dec 15 1924..............26: 355
Orsini Oswald D of Lorenzo and Teresa May 23 1921.............25: 61
Orsini Roberto A of Almerindo and Giocunda May 19 1922........25: 246
Orsini Settimio H of Settimio and Irene Mar 23 1928...........28: 202
Orsio Eugenio of Eugenio and Giovannina Dec 10 1929...........29: 145
Orsio Giovanni F of Eugenio and Giovannina June 27 1927........28: 79
Orsio Giuseppe G of Eugenio and Giovannina June 25 1925........27: 83
Orsio Sabatina V of Eugenio and Giovannina Oct 15 1922........25: 318
Orticelli Amina of Onorato and Antonetta Sept 2 1926...........27: 287
Orticelli Antonio of Vincenzo and Rosina June 28 1930...........29: 231
Orticelli Elisabetta of Vincenzo and Rosina July 3 1924........26: 276
Orticelli Roberto of Vincenzo and Rosina Dec 19 1922...........25: 347
Orticelli Virginia of Vincenzo and Rosina Mar 20 1928...........28: 201
Ortiz Betty A of John E and Wenda Apr 14 1925.................27: 49
Ortoleva Arnold C D of Nicholas and Adelina May 12 1924......26: 247
Ortoleva Dorothy S of Nicholas and Adelina Feb 1 1922........25: 193
Ortoleva Nicholas F of Nicholas and Adelina Apr 10 1926........27: 218
Ortoleva Roberto S of Roberto S and Francesca Mar 2 1924......26: 212
Orton Joyce X of John E and Irene G Oct 31 1925..............27: 113
Orzechowski —— d of Wojciech and Marie June 11 1926...........27: 258
Osborn Frances J of Mary K June 4 1928.......................28: 327
Osborn Joseph P of Mary K Mar 24 1927.........................28: 36
Osborne Clarence J (c) of Clarence J and Wanutta May 9 1927...........28: 58
Osborne Donald M (c) of Clarence J and Wanita M Feb 1 1930. ..........................29: 169
Osborne Earl F of Earl L V and Mabel Sept 4 1922 ..................25: 299
Osborne Gordon I of Arthur B and Marion F Sept 21 1926. ....27: 295
Osborne Phyllis M of Wallace L and Dora Oct 28 1925 ......27: 142
Osborne Wallace LeR of Wallace LeR and Dora May 7 1923 ..26: 63
Osborn Isabel of George and Daisy L B May 16 1922 ..........25: 245
Osbrey Raymond G of Raymond and Hilva Sept 24 1930. ....29: 267
Osganian Garabed of Nerees and Payloun Apr 27 1921 ........25: 50
O'Shaughnessy —— d of Hugh and Ellen Nov 3 1929 ........29: 141
O'Sheal Catherine C of Patrick J and Mary E Sept 30 1925 ....27: 130
O'Shea Joseph C (twin) of Patrick J and Mary E Aug 18 1921. ..................25: 107
O'Shea Mary E (twin) of Patrick J and Mary E Aug 18 1921.25: 107
O'Sheal Neal F of Cornelius J and Florence C Sept 14 1930 ....29: 263
Oskern Dorothy P of Jack E and Lylian R Aug 16 1924 ......26: 207
Oskern Howard M of Jack E and Lylian R Sept 10 1921 ....25: 120
Oskirko Stepie of John and Olga June 29 1922 ............25: 265
Oskolian Garabed of Oscar and Loury Jan 24 1926 ............27: 183
Oskolian Oscar of Oscar and Loury June 10 1927 ...........28: 72
Osler Mabel F of Charles L and Mabel Nov 13 1923 ..........26: 156
Oslin Jane F of John F and Lillian Mar 22 1923 ............26: 38
Oslin Philip B of John F and Lillian F May 28 1924 ..........26: 255
Osmanaki Annie of Alexander and Elizabeth Feb 1 1922 ....25: 193
Osmanaki Elizabeth of Alexander and Elisabeth Feb 12 1923.26: 21
Osmanaki Helen E of Alexander and Elisabeth Feb 10 1925 ...27: 19
Osmanaki Mary E of Adeline July 30 1928 ................28: 258
Osmanaki Florence of Joseph and Veronica Apr 16 1926 ....27: 221
Osowiecki Raymond R of Stanislaus and Mary J Jan 14 1930 .29: 161
Ostby Edward B of Ralph G and Dorothy Mar 3 1921 ........25: 27
Oster Isador of David and Sarah May 12 1924 .............26: 247
Oster Morton H of David I and Leah I Apr 12 1927 ........28: 46
Oster —— s of David and Sarah Aug 28 1921 .............25: 111
Osterberg Hope D of John H and Dorothy May 21 1928 ....28: 227
Osterhout Rebecca J of Charles I and Addie L Oct 9 1924 26: 325
Osterlund Ruth E of Alfred and Signe C Apr 16 1922 ....25: 230
Osterman Doris M of Peter H and Theresa A Dec 21 1923 .26: 173
Osterman Leonard of Leonard L and Olive J Apr 18 1925 ...27: 51
Osterman Robert H of Peter H and Theresa A Mar 4 1930 .29: 182
Osterman Samuel of Jacob and Mamie July 13 1921 ..........25: 89
Osterman Viola of Louis and Minnie May 6 1927 ............28: 57
Osterman William of Peter H and Theresa A Nov 4 1925 ....27: 146
Osthund Harry W of Harry F and Ruth A F Dec 1 1924 ....26: 350
Ostrach Morris of Sam and Bala Jan 30 1922 ................25: 189
Ostrach Sholom of Sam and Bella Dec 26 1923 ............26: 174
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Ostrovsky Bryna M of Nathan and Rose R Oct 30 1926... 27:311
Ostrovsky Gloria S of Nathan and Rose R Feb 22 1924... 26:206
Ostrovsky Naomi R of Nathan and Rose R Dec 23 1922... 25:349
Ostrowsky Helen R of John and Dorothy Aug 30 1923... 26:117
Ostrowsky Stanley of John and Dorothy May 18 1927... 28:61
O'Sullivan Edward T of John E and Mary A June 17 1925... 27:80
O'Sullivan — d of John E and Mary A Dec 21 1922... 25:348
Oszmienk Joseph of Joseph and Veronica Nov 22 1921... 25:156
Otis Alma J of Dexter L and Lillian Oct 17 1929... 29:123
Otis Bernice M of Dexter L and Lillian Dec 16 1930... 29:301
Otis Charles O of Dexter L and Lillian L Nov 10 1926... 27:316
Otis Howard D of Dexter L and Lillian Aug 13 1925... 27:109
 Otis Nathalie of Horatio N and Nathalie E Feb 17 1922... 25:200
Otis William J of William J and Marion V July 19 1922... 25:275
O'Toole Helen M of Thomas G and Adra June 8 1921... 25:68
O'Toole Lawrence D of Lawrence F and Mary M Apr 24 1925... 27:54
Ott Joseph of Joseph M P and Mary P Apr 14 1929... 29:41
Ott Margaret L of Louis P and Margaret M Dec 23 1926... 27:333
Ott Patricia M of Roy F and Ruth E Apr 6 1927... 28:43
Ottiano Cristina G of Salvatore and Carmela Apr 28 1925... 27:56
Ottiano Evelina I of Salvatore and Carmella Jan 5 1921... 25:2
Ottiano Salvatore H of Salvatore and Carmela Jan 6 1930... 29:158
Ottaviani Vincent of Vincent and Madeline M Feb 12 1929... 29:19
Ottaviano Americo A of Luigi and Giuseppina Jan 5 1925... 27:3
Ottaviano Ida of Luigi and Giuseppina Sept 17 1922... 25:304
Ottaviano Luigi V of Luigi and Giuseppina Apr 1 1928... 28:208
Ottiano Anna A of Salvatore and Carmela Sept 15 1928... 28:281
Ottinger Beverley C of Chester A and Mary Feb 21 1930... 29:176
Ottinger Marion L of Chester A and Mary Dec 8 1925... 27:161
Otto Anna L of Carl and Edna V Jan 21 1928... 28:175
Otto Carl W of Carl and Edna V Nov 21 1925... 27:152
Otto Florence S of Frank and Anna M Oct 31 1922... 25:325
Otto Helen of Carl and Edna V Jan 20 1921... 25:8
Otto Mildred of Robert C and Mary E July 4 1922... 25:269
Otton Doris R of Walter E and Rose M Mar 28 1923... 26:41
Otton Gladys M of Walter E and Rose M Mar 24 1921... 25:35
Ottone Helen V of Donato and Margaret V Aug 8 1928... 28:264
Ottone John J of Donato and Margaret V Aug 14 1930... 29:251
Ouellet Marie A A L of Philippe and Albertine May 16 1929... 29:57
Ouellett Marie S of Charles and Marie Y Apr 6 1928... 28:210
Ouellette Joseph Z of Frederick and Eva June 3 1928... 28:327
Ouellette Marie J D of Charles and Aldea Dec 10 1926... 27:529
Ouellette Richard T of Thomas and Ida Aug 23 1929... 29:100
Ouellette Yvonne L of Thomas and Ida Jan 11 1928... 28:172
Ouellette — s of Emile and Mary C Mar 29 1923... 26:45
Oughton Mary (twin) of Charles E and Elsie M Sept 6 1923... 26:123
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Oughton Robert (twin) of Charles E and Elsie M Sept 6 1923....26: 123
Oughton —— d of Arthur and Marie A May 17 1922...........25: 253
Oughton —— d of Arthur and Marie A May 17 1922...........25: 253
Oughton Leo E of Edmund L and Mary J Oct 15 1930........29: 276
Oughton Leo E of Edmund L and Mary J Nov 17 1924........26: 342
Oughton Mais G of Clifford D and Eleanor Sept 12 1925....27: 122
Oughton Raymond E of Harold J and Eva Jan 14 1926....27: 180
Oughton Raymond J of Edmund J and Mary J Jan 5 1926....27: 176
Oulton Raymond W of Floyd C and Premilla May 24 1929....29: 60
Oumette Alvin J of Harold J and Eva June 1 1928.......28: 233
Oumette Harold J of Harold J and Eva Dec 1 1924.........26: 333
Oumette Edward of Boghos and Mary Dec 12 1921........25: 166
Oumoiion Hriire of Paul and Mary June 3 1928.............28: 234
Ovaginian Pizant of Benjamin and Maritza Oct 9 1926....27: 304
Ovalles George J of Spiros G and Michelina Jan 18 1927..28: 7
Ovalles Lucia of Spiros G and Michelina May 28 1928.....28: 230
Overberg Ruth A L of John O and Anna R Nov 28 1930....29: 293
Overton Dorene L of John and Lucy July 9 1930.............29: 236
Owen Albert J of Albert J and Sarah J Mar 16 1921....25: 32
Owen Betty E of John A and Bessie E May 13 1929.......29: 56
Owen Cynthia A of James C F and Dorothy E Nov 29 1928..28: 311
Owen Doris L of John A and Bessie E Nov 8 1922.......25: 330
Owen Doris R of John H and Catherine Dec 10 1922.....25: 344
Owen Gerald F of John E and Virtue T July 26 1922....25: 278
Owen Marion R of John A and Bessie E Sept 28 1921.....25: 128
Owen Norma R of Arthur J and Martha Apr 7 1930........29: 197
Owen Patricia of James C F and Dorothy E May 8 1927....28: 165
Owens Alice R of John and Alice Feb 10 1925.............27: 19
Owens Elizabeth of Terence P and Mary B Feb 4 1921....25: 14
Owens Gloria M of Oliver R and Edna E Apr 24 1924....26: 364
Owens John I of John and Alice Apr 17 1927..............28: 131
Owens Raymond of Terence P and Mary B Oct 31 1924.....26: 333
Owens —— d of Terence P and Mary B July 9 1929.......29: 81
Oxnard Bradford F of Bradford F and Estelle Nov 2 1926..27: 313
Oxx John E (twin) of Hugh M and Grace Jan 26 1921.......25: 12
Oxx Kathleen of Henry B and Sarah J Mar 10 1923.......26: 31
Oxx Maude G (twin) of Hugh M and Grace Jan 26 1921....25: 12

Paasche Justine M of Norman J and Alice M Sept 20 1926...27: 294
Paasche Norman S of Norman J and Alice M Dec 11 1928....28: 317
Paasche Domenico of Domenicantonio and Maria July 15 1923..26: 93
Paasche Teresa of Domenicantonio and Maria Sept 29 1924..26: 318
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
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Paccasassi Alfredo of Giovanni and Santa May 19 1923........26: 67
Paccasassi Evelina V of Giovanni and Santa Mar 22 1925.....27: 38
Paccasassi Robert C of Giovanni and Santa July 17 1927....28: 90
Paccasassi Roberto E of Emilia Apr 11 1925................27: 48
Pace Antonetta of Antonio and Maria Sept 2 1921...........25:116
Pace Crocifissa M of Francesco and Ida July 17 1921........25: 91
Pace Flora A M of Ulaldo M and Elena M R Mar 26 1926......27:210
Pace Giuseppe F of Francesco and Ida Apr 8 1926............27:217
Pace Guglielmo E of Antonio and Maria Apr 14 1928.........28:212
Pace Harold M A of Alberto A and Ima Oct 7 1928...........28:290
Pace Pasquale of Aldino and Rosa Dec 5 1923.................26:167
Pace Rocco N A of Alberto A and Ima Dec 30 1926............27:336
Pace Rodolfo A of Antonio and Maria Jan 9 1927..............28: 4
Pacheco Alice (twin) of Candido and Maria May 8 1925......27: 62
Pacheco Antoine of Manuel and Maria R Jan 22 1925........27: 9
Pacheco Beniamino of Guilherme and Sofia A July 24 1921....25: 94
Pacheco Edmundo of Candido and Maria Feb 13 1928.........28:185
Pacheco Erminia of Antonio F and Maria R Feb 5 1927......28: 15
Pacheco Ernest of Manuel and Maria C Dec 6 1924............26:352
Pacheco Everett of Manoel F and Maria T Feb 21 1924.......26:206
Pacheco Gilda J of Guilherme and Sofia Nov 20 1924........26:343
Pacheco Hilda of Manuel and Maria Oct 18 1922..............25:320
Pacheco Isabel of Manuel and Maria Mar 2 1926..............27:200
Pacheco Jesse of Manoel M and Maria Nov 3 1925.............27:146
Pacheco Jesse A of Jesse A and Olympia L Mar 11 1925......27: 33
Pacheco Joao of Manoel and Maria Dec 4 1930.................29:297
Pacheco Jose of Urbano and Gloria Dec 31 1925..............27:169
Pacheco Jose of Manuel and Maria R Apr 2 1929..............29: 40
Pacheco Lena (twin) of Candido and Maria May 8 1925......27: 62
Pacheco Ludres of Elborn and Gloria July 17 1922.........25:274
Pacheco Manuel of Manuel and Maria June 26 1923............26: 84
Pacheco Manuel E of Manuel and Maria Dec 17 1921.........25:168
Pacheco Maria A of Joao and Evangelina Mar 4 1922........25:299
Pacheco Maria D of Manuel and Maria Sept 22 1927.........28:118
Pacheco Maria G of Virgínio M and Maria do C Apr 26 1921...25: 49
Pacheco Maria I of Guilherme and Sofia Jan 26 1923........26: 11
Pacheco Michael F of Manuel and Maria Feb 2 1924.........26:198
Pacheco Raymond of Manuel and Leonilha May 15 1925......27: 65
Pacheco Virginia of Guilherme and Sofia Dec 18 1925......27:165
Pacheco William M of William J and Evelyn M Sept 29 1926...27:298
Pacheco —— d of William J and Evelyn M Sept 4 1929.........29:116
Pacia Anna of Filippo and Filomena Jan 12 1930..............29:169
Pacia Antonio D of Carmine F and Vittoria Oct 7 1921......25:135
Pacia Antonio L of Pasquale and Luisa May 3 1921...........25: 53
Pacia Costantino of Filippo and Filomena Jan 26 1923......26: 11
Pacia Francesco A of Angelo M and Antonetta Mar 13 1921...26:225
Pacià Giuseppa V of Angelo and Antonetta Feb 14 1926......27:193
Pacià Giuseppe C of Carmine F and Vittoria Feb 9 1927......28: 17
Pacià Rosa of Filippo and Filomena Sept 26 1925.............27:128
Pacià Vincenza A of Angelo and Antonetta Feb 19 1928......28:188
Pacifico Angelo of Antonio and Antonia July 1 1921........25: 85
Pacifico Caterina of Antonio and Antonia Sept 1 1928......28:276
Pacifico Ferdinando of Antonio and Antonia May 4 1922......25:240
Pacifico Ferdinando of Antonio and Antonia Jan 6 1926......27:177
Pacifico Gelardo of Antonio and Antonia June 20 1923......26: 81
Pacifico Guido of Antonio and Antonia May 11 1927........28: 58
Pacifico Raffaele D of Domenico and Elena June 4 1922......25:255
Pacifico —— d of Antonio and Antonia Oct 8 1924............26:325
Pacitti Dorothy E of Guglielmo and Maria Feb 19 1929......29: 21
Pacitti Evelina M of Guglielmo and Maria Feb 10 1924......26:201
Pacitti Felicendo C of Guglielmo and Maria Aug 10 1921......25:103
Pacitti Gaetano of Guglielmo and Nerina Oct 10 1922......25:316
Pacitti Helen of Guglielmo and Maria June 21 1927............28: 76
Pacitto Antonetta of Antonio and Marianna June 11 1925......27: 77
Pacitto Antonio of Paolo and Giuseppina Mar 16 1928........28:199
Pacitto Elvira of Francesco and Caterina May 17 1921......25: 59
Pacitto Michelangelo of Antonio and Marianna May 7 1923......26: 63
Pacitto Tomasina P of Giovanni and Maria Feb 2 1928......27:188
Packer Barbara J of Reginald L and Catherine Mar 15 1926......27:205
Packer Mary E of Reginald L and Estelle Sept 23 1927......28:120
Packer Thomas F of Stephen O and Teresa Apr 9 1927......28: 44
Padieen Doris H of John J and Lena C June 8 1926......27:247
Padieen Elizabeth A of Joseph C and Mary J July 20 1929......29: 85
Padieen George W of George W and Annie G Apr 16 1927......28: 47
Padieen Reta C of John J and Lena C June 17 1928......28:240
Padilla Dolores I of Louis C and Inez I June 26 1922......25:264
Padilla Dorothy M of Louis C and Inez I June 26 1925......27: 84
Padilla Louis C of Louis C and Inez I Feb 20 1924......26:205
Paesano Benedetta of Francesco and Vittoria Jan 31 1923......26: 13
Pafume Gaetana of Salvatore and Assunta May 30 1928......28:231
Pafume Maria F of Salvatore and Assunta Dec 8 1929......29:144
Pafumi Francesco of Francesco and Saveria Oct 6 1930......29:273
Pafumi Serafina of Francesco and Saveria Jan 3 1923......26: 2
Pagna —— d of Carrie Dec 31 1930.........................29:307
Pagano Candida of Mario and Francesca July 11 1924......26:279
Pagano Giovanni of Angelo and Catherine June 12 1924......26:263
Pagano Giusepppe of Michele and Angelina Apr 5 1927......28: 42
Pagano Nicola of Stanislao and Giustina Mar 10 1922......25:211
Pagano Pasquale B of Pasquale and Vincenza Mar 24 1923......26:40
Pagano Rosa A of Angelo and Catherine Sept 23 1927......28:119
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Page Arthur L of Francis X and Catherine Nov 27 1930..... 29: 295
Page Eleanor M of Francis X and Catherine Jan 24 1928..... 28: 177
Page Elizabeth E of Lester C and Marian Sept 22 1930..... 29: 267
Page Harry E of Eastman and Addie Sept 12 1924..... 26: 365
Page Hubert S of Valmore A and Sarah F Dec 5 1924..... 26: 351
Page John F of John F and Lillian L Nov 19 1927..... 28: 144
Page Joseph E of Charles F and Grace M May 28 1926..... 27: 238
Page Marilyn L of Orrin V and Alice Aug 16 1927..... 28: 103
Page Mary E of Raymond R and Nellie L July 15 1925..... 27: 94
Page Mildred L of John F and Lillian L May 4 1924..... 26: 243
Page Omer P of Omer P and Ellen M Feb 9 1922..... 25: 196
Page Pauline E of Leon P and Anna E May 22 1926..... 27: 238
Page Raymond of Francis A and Annie M Sept 28 1924..... 26: 318
Page Raymond R of Raymond R and Nellie L Dec 11 1926..... 27: 136
Page Richard F of George C and Julia B Nov 10 1924..... 26: 339
Page Rita C of Leon and Bertha Oct 25 1923..... 26: 117
Page Thomas E of Francis X and Catherine Aug 3 1929..... 29: 93
Page Vincent H of Francis A and Annie M E Mar 8 1928..... 28: 197
Page —— s of Earl and Corine May 12 1925..... 27: 172
Pagean Eva A of Rose E Sept 11 1924..... 26: 365
Paglia Costanzo A of Antonio and Elena Jan 8 1929..... 29: 4
Pagliaro Alessandrina of Antonio and Maria Apr 6 1925..... 27: 46
Pagliaro Anna of Giovanni and Vincenza Feb 8 1928..... 28: 183
Pagliaro Antonetta of Giovanni and Vincenza Feb 1 1923..... 26: 16
Pagliaro Antonio of Antonio and Angelina May 23 1924..... 26: 252
Pagliaro Antonio G of Giovanni and Maria Mar 17 1929..... 29: 32
Pagliaro Bernardino R of Bernardino and Giuseppina Apr 3
1928. ..... 28: 208
Pagliaro Carlo of Giovanni and Maria July 15 1922..... 25: 273
Pagliaro Crescenzo P (twin) of Francesco and Angelina Sept
17 1925. ..... 27: 125
Pagliaro Esterina (twin) of Francesco and Angelina Sept 17
1925. ..... 27: 125
Pagliaro Francesco G of Giovanni and Antonina May 2 1922..... 25: 239
Pagliaro Giustina of Giovanni and Vincenza Oct 14 1924..... 26: 327
Pagliaro Iolanda of Antonio and Angelina Dec 7 1921..... 25: 164
Pagliaro Luigi R of Antonio and Maria Dec 11 1923..... 26: 169
Pagliaro Maddalena of Francesco and Angelina Apr 6 1923..... 25: 48
Pagliaro Maria G of Antonio and Maria July 2 1921..... 25: 85
Pagliaro Maria G of Giovanni and Antonina Apr 11 1924..... 26: 231
Pagliaro Rosina of Francesco and Angelina May 7 1921..... 25: 54
Pagliaro —— d of Antonio and Maria Mar 2 1930..... 29: 194
Pagliotta Evelina of Pietro and Rosa Jan 1 1922..... 25: 178
Pagliotta Rocco of Pietro and Rosa Aug 19 1924..... 26: 298
Pagliuca Francesca R of Crescenzo and Rosina Mar 4 1929..... 29: 28
Pagliuca Muriel F of Fred and Edith P Sept 8 1925..... 27: 121
Pagliuca Nicholas E of Fred and Edith P Dec 28 1926. 27: 335
Pagliuca Francesca of Albert and Vincenza C Mar 13 1928. 25: 198
Pagnano Ernesto M of Vincenzo and Cristina July 2 1922. 25: 268
Pagnano Rodolfo V of Vincenzo and Cristina Sept 2 1924. 26: 306
Pagnozza Rosa of Orlando and Engenia Jan 16 1930. 29: 162
Pagnozzi Domenico O of Alfonso and Antonietta Mar 23 1924. 26: 221
Pagnozzi Gennarino of Alfonso and Antonietta Feb 19 1929. 29: 21
Pagnozzi Giovanna of Alfonso and Antonietta Apr 10 1923. 26: 49
Pagnozzi Iolando of Alfonso and Antonietta July 17 1925. 27: 95
Pagorilick Catherine B of Stefano and Angelina R Aug 13 1929. 29: 96
Pahl Ferdinand A of Ferdinand A and Florence E Nov 16 1929. 29: 135
Pahl Myrtle E of Ferdinand A and Florence E July 13 1926. 27: 264
Pahud Georges M of Marcel and Emilie A Jan 26 1923. 26: 11
Paiano Bruno of Emilio and Giovanna Apr 15 1926. 27: 220
Paiano Giovanni of Emilio and Giovanna June 11 1923. 26: 77
Paiano Guglielmo G of Emilio and Giovanna Aug 27 1927. 28: 107
Paiano Michael A of Francesco L and Giulia May 8 1921. 25: 55
Paiano Micheile E of Emilio and Giovanna Apr 17 1921. 25: 45
Paiano — d of Emilio and Giovanna Mar 17 1925. 27: 43
Paice Carol A of Frederick C and Mildred S June 3 1926. 27: 245
Paice William B of Fred C and Mildred S Aug 26 1923. 26: 115
Paires Virginia G of Jose and Alice Sept 4 1922. 25: 299
Paige Donald S (c) of Samuel G and Felisco Dec 27 1923. 26: 175
Paige Mildred P G (c) of Samuel and Felisco June 6 1922. 25: 256
Paige Rhea (c) of Samuel G and Felisco Dec 7 1927. 28: 153
Paige Wesley A of Wesley A and Ruth B Nov 21 1927. 28: 145
Pailthorp Robert J of James W and Florence E Mar 31 1926. 27: 212
Pailthorp Walter L of James W and Florence E Apr 1 1924. 26: 227
Paine Douglas H of Harold H and Jessie M Apr 10 1930. 29: 206
Paine Edrine F of Arthur E and Clara E Apr 19 1922. 25: 231
Paine George A of Leo A and Margaret F June 24 1921. 25: 75
Paine Gladys A of Newton A and Eva Aug 10 1921. 25: 165
Paine Harriet B of Harry M and Blanche Feb 7 1922. 25: 195
Paine Margaret E of Frank E and Millicent Apr 13 1927. 28: 46
Paine Marion R of Robert L and Bessie F Jan 5 1927. 28: 2
Paine Millicent A of Frank E and Millicent Dec 6 1929. 29: 143
Paine Rose E of Royal F and Dora J Oct 27 1925. 27: 142
Paine Royal F of Royal F and Dora J Mar 10 1923. 26: 34
Paine William S of Emeline E Mar 9 1921. 25: 28
Paine — d of Frank J and Mary A July 11 1922. 27: 272
Paine — s of Royal F and Dora J June 21 1929. 29: 77
Painter Jacob M of Jacob M and Mabel M July 22 1927. 28: 91
Paiwa Alfredo M of Manuel M and Maria S July 31 1924. 26: 288
Paiwa Angelina of Antonio and Maria May 2 1921. 25: 52
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Paiva Antone of Antone and Maria Nov 4 1924.................. 26: 337
Paiva Balmeida of Manuel and Rosa July 2 1923.................. 26: 88
Paiva David of Joseph and Mary Jan 10 1930..................... 29: 160
Paiva Eduardo of Manoel M and Maria S Jan 16 1927............ 28: 6
Paiva Ernesto M of Manuel M and Maria S Mar 22 1923............ 26: 38
Paiva Eva of Antonio and Maria Dec 3 1922...................... 25: 340
Paiva Francisco of Joao and Florinda Mar 30 1921................ 25: 38
Paiva Helen of Victor and Mary Nov 22 1930...................... 29: 291
Paiva Medeiros of Manuel M and Maria S Aug 6 1921............. 25: 101
Paiva —— s of Joao and Florinda Feb 12 1930.................... 29: 180
Pakradounian Aghavni of Nishan and Elizabeth Nov 14 1929.... 29: 134
Pakradounian Hagop of Nishan and Elizabeth June 10 1928...... 28: 237
Pakradounian Hovhannes of Nishan and Elizabeth Dec 11

1926........................... 27: 329
Pakuris Beatrice of Christos G and Coralia Jan 15 1930........ 29: 161
Pakuris James of Christos G and Coralia Jan 18 1927........... 28: 7
Pakuris —— s of Christos G and Coralia July 24 1922.......... 25: 277
Pakuris —— d of Christos G and Coralia Sept 11 1925......... 27: 122
Palagi Edward E of Edward and Estelle Oct 18 1929............ 29: 123
Palangio Alfonso of Domenico and Giovannina Aug 23 1926...... 27: 281
Palangio Alfonso F of Domenico and Giovannina Jan 10 1925.... 27: 5
Palangio Thomas of Domenico and Giovannina Mar 30 1929...... 29: 37
Palardy Joseph O J of Ernest and Albina Mar 22 1922........ 25: 217
Palardy Joseph R of Ernest and Albina Mar 17 1924........... 26: 218
Palaski Albina of Frank and Katherine Mar 1 1926............. 27: 200
Palazzo Alfredo of Alfonso and Antilia Mar 14 1926........... 27: 205
Palazzo Amadeo of Antonio and Adelina Nov 28 1921............. 25: 158
Palazzo Anna of Francesco and Giovannina Apr 2 1930........... 29: 195
Palazzo Antonetta of Domenico and Erminia June 30 1924....... 26: 272
Palazzo Antonio of Michele and Arzilia Jan 18 1928............ 28: 174
Palazzo Carmela of Francesco and Giovannina July 16 1924..... 26: 281
Palazzo Carmela C of Antonio and Adelina Aug 26 1925........ 27: 114
Palazzo Caterina of Domenico and Erminia Nov 12 1927......... 28: 141
Palazzo Giovanni of Michele and Arzilia Feb 20 1921.......... 25: 21
Palazzo Giuseppe of Francesco and Giovannina Aug 28 1921...... 25: 111
Palazzo Giuseppe of Michele and Arzilia Dec 1 1925............ 27: 158
Palazzo Grazia G of Francesco and Venere Aug 25 1929......... 29: 101
Palazzo Maria of Michele and Arzilia July 29 1923.............. 26: 100
Palazzo Nicola A of Angelo and Cora Feb 22 1922.............. 25: 203
Palazzo Pasqualina of Alfonso and Antilia Oct 18 1923........ 26: 144
Palazzo Pietro of Domenico and Erminia Sept 21 1925........... 27: 126
Palazzo Vincenzo of Alfonso and Antilia Jan 29 1922........... 25: 189
Palazzo Vincenzo of Nunzio and Gaetana May 11 1923........... 26: 61
Palazzolo Rodolfo of Gaetano and Lucia Sept 16 1926........... 27: 293
Palczynski Joseph of Joseph A and Alice M Apr 24 1927........ 28: 50
Palenius Harold F of Frederick and Gertrude Nov 19 1929..... 29: 135

66
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Palian Armenag of Sahag and Victoria Nov 27 1927......28: 147
Palian Garabed of Sahag and Victoria Apr 23 1929.......29: 47
Paliano Micheline C of Michele and Carolina Jan 10 1921....25: 4
Paliotta Francesco of Angelo A and Liberina Apr 9 1929....29: 43
Paliotti Francesco P of Antonio and Palmira Jan 26 1923....26: 11
Paliotti Giovanni of Antonio and Palmira Mar 24 1926.....27: 209
Paliotto Angelina C of John and Filomena Sept 23 1925.....27: 127
Paliotto Giuseppe G of Giovanni and Filomena Mar 4 1929...29: 28
Paliotto Maria C of Giovanni and Filomena Sept 6 1921.....25: 118
Pally Taras of John and Julia Mar 9 1922...............25: 211
Palizza Leonardo E of Luigi and Alba Sept 22 1929.......29: 112
Palizada Luigi R E of Luigi and Alba June 10 1927.......28: 72
Pallack Renee of Solomon and Minnie Jan 22 1928.........28: 176
Pallando Olimpia of Francesco and Giovannina Mar 6 1921...25: 28
Pallando Salvatore F of Francesco and Giovannina Jan 13
1923. ..................................................26: 6
Pallas Carrie E of Herbert A and Madeline C Jan 30 1925...27: 13
Pallas Deamando P of Peter C and Maria Mar 28 1924.....26: 223
Pallas Diamanta of Peter C and Maria Jan 31 1923.........26: 13
Pallas Edwin A of George B and Sarah M Nov 26 1930.....29: 292
Pallas George A of George B and Esther F Nov 13 1924.....26: 340
Pallas Herbert A of Herbert A and Madaline C Sept 13 1926...27: 291
Pallas Madeline F of Herbert A and Madaline C June 30 1923,26: 85
Pallas Mary A of Herbert A and Madeline C Apr 9 1922.....25: 227
Pallas — d of Charles and Costos Aug 17 1925.........27: 110
Palleschi Giuseppe L of Rocco and Vittoria May 2 1927....28: 55
Palleschi Josephine E of Luigi and Carmela Feb 16 1927....28: 20
Palleschi Luigi G of Luigi and Carmela Jan 14 1930.......29: 161
Palleschi Stella M of Luigi and Carmela Apr 1 1925.......27: 44
Pallota Michelina C of Liberato and Teresa Apr 7 1926.....27: 217
Pallotta Angelina of Liberato and Teresa Sept 30 1923......26: 134
Pallotta Antonio of Attillio and Madalina June 8 1924.....26: 262
Pallotta Attilio G of Attillio and Madalina Apr 12 1923....26: 50
Pallotta Caterina of Salvatore and Carmela July 6 1923.....26: 90
Pallotta Celia of Salvatore and Carmela Feb 18 1925.......27: 22
Pallotta Francesco of Salvatore and Carmela July 13 1921....25: 89
Pallotta Liberato A of Liberato and Teresa May 8 1929.....29: 54
Pallotta Michele of Liberato and Teresa Dec 23 1924.......26: 358
Pallotta Michele F of Liberato and Theresa Aug 1 1927.....28: 97
Pallotto Mario E of Palmerino and Algisa May 20 1925......27: 67
Pallotto Olga I of Palmerino and Algisa May 14 1926.......27: 234
Pallozzi Elena A of Pietro and Amalia Apr 22 1928.........28: 215
Pallozzi Vincenzo of Pietro and Maria Apr 6 1930..........29: 197
Pallozzi — s of Pietro and Maria Nov 21 1925.............27: 157
Palm Doris E of Nils J and Augusta June 14 1925.........27: 86
Palm Elin D of Carl E and Rose Sept 6 1925..............27: 120
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Date of Death</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Palm Eric of Carl E</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td>1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palm Rosa V of Carl E</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palm Alba of Santo</td>
<td>July 27 1929</td>
<td>1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palm Costanza of Russo</td>
<td>July 11 1923</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmberg Alice of</td>
<td>July 5 1926</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Alice R of</td>
<td>June 22 1927</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Allyene C of</td>
<td>Apr 9 1930</td>
<td>1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Audrey L of</td>
<td>Nov 25 1930</td>
<td>1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Barbara M of</td>
<td>Apr 17 1927</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Betty J of</td>
<td>Jan 3 1922</td>
<td>1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Colin H of</td>
<td>Mar 14 1928</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Diane of</td>
<td>Apr 22 1928</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Donald C of</td>
<td>Feb 15 1926</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Dorothy J of</td>
<td>Aug 11 1927</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Gardiner H of</td>
<td>Mar 31 1930</td>
<td>1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer George D of</td>
<td>Apr 17 1926</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer George E of</td>
<td>May 15 1921</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer George T of</td>
<td>July 6 1927</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Grace E of</td>
<td>July 26 1926</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Helen M of</td>
<td>Dec 16 1923</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer James H of</td>
<td>Nov 29 1930</td>
<td>1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Jessie A (c)</td>
<td>May 28 1926</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Joseph A of</td>
<td>Mar 10 1929</td>
<td>1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Joyce A of</td>
<td>Feb 4 1929</td>
<td>1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Kenneth A of</td>
<td>Nov 22 1930</td>
<td>1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Laura J of</td>
<td>June 16 1922</td>
<td>1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Leda B of</td>
<td>Jan 23 1928</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Madeline of</td>
<td>June 18 1925</td>
<td>1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Mary A of</td>
<td>Mar 22 1924</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Natalie R of</td>
<td>Oct 19 1923</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Richard S of</td>
<td>Apr 18 1927</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Rosemary I of</td>
<td>Dec 27 1929</td>
<td>1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Ruth R of</td>
<td>Aug 13 1921</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Warren C of</td>
<td>May 15 1929</td>
<td>1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmieri Alfredo G of</td>
<td>Jan 14 1924</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmieri Almerinda of</td>
<td>Apr 17 1921</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmieri Angelina of</td>
<td>Jan 17 1924</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmieri Anna F of</td>
<td>Apr 21 1922</td>
<td>1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmieri Anna G of</td>
<td>Apr 3 1928</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmieri Anthony of</td>
<td>Apr 18 1927</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmieri Antonio E of</td>
<td>Feb 12 1930</td>
<td>1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmieri Arcangelo of</td>
<td>Feb 25 1922</td>
<td>1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmieri Carmela C of</td>
<td>Apr 19 1926</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmieri Domenico S of</td>
<td>Apr 7 1925</td>
<td>1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmieri Fiorindo P of</td>
<td>Mar 13 1924</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Palmieri Francesco M of Giovanni and Giuseppina Apr 25 1930. .......................................................... 29:204
Palmieri Giovanna F of Giovanni and Giuseppina Feb 2 1928, 28:181
Palmieri Giovanni M of Raffaele and Filomena May 7 1928. 28:222
Palmieri Giuseppe of Carmine and Carolina Nov 12 1923. 26:156
Palmieri Gloria of Antonio and Luisa Mar 6 1925. ................. 27:31
Palmieri Guglielmo P of Nicola and Caterina Aug 31 1922. 25:295
Palmieri Ida G of Raffaele and Filomena Apr 26 1925. 27:55
Palmieri Irma of Nicola and Caterina Oct 29 1924. ................. 26:333
Palmieri Lena of Giovanni and Giuseppina Nov 29 1924. 26:347
Palmieri Luigi A of Pietro and Ida Sept 22 1923. .................. 26:130
Palmieri Maria A of Raffaele and Filomena June 17 1923. ....... 26:79
Palmieri Nicolina of Antonio and Arcangela June 23 1921. ....... 25:75
Palmieri Raffaele E of Raffaele and Sadie Nov 6 1924. ........... 26:337
Palmieri Rose of James and Laura Mar 17 1928. .................... 28:200
Palmieri Simon C of S G and Eva E Nov 22 1930. ................. 29:310
Palmieri Vincenza M of Raffaele and Filomena Feb 24 1922. ....... 25:204
Palmieri —— s of Giovanni and Immacolata Aug 5 1928. ......... 28:263
Palmieri —— d of Michele and Maria Nov 27 1929. ................. 29:141
Palmieri —— s of James and Laura Mar 9 1930. .................... 29:184
Palmigiano Concetta of Michele and Maria A Aug 13 1930. ..... 29:250
Palmiotti Carmela M of Corrado and Carmela Sept 8 1926. ....... 27:289
Palmiotti Vincenzo P of Corrado and Carmela Oct 19 1928. ....... 28:295
Palmisano Assunta of Rosario and Anna Aug 15 1926. .............. 27:278
Palmisano Michele of Rosario and Anna May 26 1922. ............. 25:249
Palmisano Samuele of Rosario and Anna Apr 2 1930. ............... 29:195
Palmisciano Adelina E of Emilio and Assunta May 20 1926. ..... 27:237
Palmisciano Alberto of Mauro and Clementina Sept 8 1922. ....... 25:301
Palmisciano Anna A of Giuseppe and Maria A Sept 30 1929. ....... 29:115
Palmisciano Celia G of Giuseppe and Maria A Oct 19 1921. ....... 25:140
Palmisciano Davide of Giuseppe and Maria A Sept 18 1925. ....... 27:125
Palmisciano Luigi of Mauro and Clementina Mar 11 1921. ........ 25:30
Palmquist Webster W of Oscar W and Ethel Sept 2 1930. ......... 29:259
Paloian Kevork of Michael and Agmny Dec 9 1922. ................. 25:343
Palombo Antonetta of Antonio and Felice June 12 1924. ........... 26:263
Palombo Assunta of Antonio and Felice Apr 26 1922. ............... 25:234
Palombo Clara of Salvatore and Maria Mar 4 1930. ................ 29:182
Palombo Giovanni of Salvatore and Maria June 24 1924. ............ 26:269
Palombo Giuseppe of Salvatore and Maria Oct 31 1922. .......... 25:325
Palombo Lucia of Salvatore and Maria June 28 1927. ............... 28:80
Palombo Peter of Pietro and Laura July 4 1928. .................... 28:248
Palombo —— s of Pietro and Felice Feb 3 1921. .................... 25:80
Palotta Angelina of Liberato and Teresa G Jan 28 1921. ............ 25:11
Palotta Margherita of Leo and Teresa Jan 1 1922. ................. 25:178
Palotta Mary A of Frederick and Mary A Oct 19 1921. ............ 25:140
Palotta Michael F of Frederick and Mary A Dec 14 1923. ........ 26:171
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Palumbo Mary of Samuel and Mollie Oct 12 1922 .................. 25: 317
Palumbo Albina of Carmine and Teresa Jan 17 1929 ................ 29: 8
Palumbo Alfonso T of Roy and Elizabeth Feb 21 1922 ...........(25: 202
Palumbo Alfred J of Frank and Margaret June 19 1924 ........ (26: 267
Palumbo Amalia of Raffaele and Civita Oct 29 1922 ............. 25: 324
Palumbo Angelina of Antonio and Olimpia Nov 12 1926 .......... 27: 317
Palumbo Anna of Antonio and Maria A Mar 17 1925 .............. 27: 35
Palumbo Anna of Vincenzo and Assunta Sept 14 1926 .......... 27: 292
Palumbo Anna of Vincenzo and Carmela Jan 12 1929 .......... (29: 5
Palumbo Anna M of Giovanni and Amina Sept 2 1930 .......... 29: 259
Palumbo Antonietta N of Francesco and Giulia June 13 1925 ...... 27: 78
Palumbo Antonio of Gennaro and Liberata Feb 21 1927 .......... 28: 22
Palumbo Antonio of Vincenzo and Carmela Feb 12 1927 .......... 28: 18
Palumbo Antonio M of Antonio and Maria A Nov 23 1923 ........ 26: 161
Palumbo Armando A of Guglielmo and Caterina May 11 1922 .... 25: 243
Palumbo Bianco F of Marco and Teresa Nov 10 1924 ........... 26: 339
Palumbo Celestina of Salvatore and Maria Feb 21 1926 .......... 27: 195
Palumbo Claire of Vincenzo and Maria July 15 1930 .......... 29: 238
Palumbo Edith of Luigi and Angelina Feb 16 1923 ............ 26: 22
Palumbo Elena of Luigi and Angelina Mar 30 1925 ............ 27: 41
Palumbo Evelina of Marco and Teresa June 18 1923 .......... 26: 80
Palumbo Evelina C of Antonio and Olimpia Dec 2 1929 .......... 29: 142
Palumbo Felice of Daniele and Maria Apr 14 1923 .......... 26: 51
Palumbo Felice of Vincenzo and Assunta Sept 14 1924 .......... 26: 312
Palumbo Felix J of Giovanni and Elizabeth B July 18 1927 ...... 28: 90
Palumbo Filomena M of Guglielmo and Caterina Sept 26 1926 .... 27: 297
Palumbo Francesca of Francesco and Carmela May 19 1929 ...... 29: 58
Palumbo Geraldine of Daniele and Maria July 17 1928 .......... 28: 253
Palumbo Giovanbattista E of Marco and Teresa Aug 22 1921 ...... 25: 109
Palumbo Giuseppe of Guglielmo and Caterina July 8 1924 ...... 26: 278
Palumbo Guglielmo of Carmine and Teresa Mar 26 1925 .......... 27: 39
Palumbo Ida of Vincenzo and Assunta Jan 28 1921 .......... 25: 11
Palumbo Jennie J of Carmine A and Amelia O Feb 18 1930 ...... 29: 175
Palumbo Lillian of Daniele and Maria Apr 19 1925 .......... 27: 52
Palumbo Loretta of Francesco and Giulia Oct 18 1926 .......... 27: 306
Palumbo Marco of Marco and Teresa Oct 11 1926 .......... 27: 304
Palumbo Maria of Antonio and Olimpia Feb 13 1922 .......... 25: 198
Palumbo Maria F of Guglielmo and Caterina Jan 6 1921 .......... 25: 3
Palumbo Nicolina of Carmine and Teresa May 22 1925 .......... 27: 68
Palumbo Olive E of Reno and Helen Jan 27 1927 .......... 28: 10
Palumbo Pasquale A of Frank and Margaret Nov 14 1929 ...... 29: 131
Palumbo Pietro of Vincenzo and Carmela Jan 1 1928 .......... 28: 168
Palumbo Pietro E of Francesco and Clorinda Jan 8 1925 ...... 27: 4
Palumbo Vincent of Gennaro and Liberata May 12 1929 .......... 29: 56
Palumbo Vincenzo of Francesco and Carmela Sept 24 1927 .... 28: 119
BIRTHS

Palumbo —— s of Francesco and Carmela Sept 30 1926...27: 299
Panagiotopoulos Jhoanna K of Peter and Stella Apr 29 1924.29: 239
Panagiotopoulos Theodoras of Peter and Stella Dec 5 1922...25: 341
Panarello Anna T of Antonio and Antonetta Dec 24 1928....28: 322
Panarello Bartolomeo A of Antonio and Antonetta Aug 28
1926. ............................................. 27: 283
Panarello Giuseppina T of Antonio and Antonetta June 2 1922.25: 254
Panarello Teresa of Antonio and Antonetta Nov 30 1930....29: 294
Panasewicz Alexy of Jacob and Kapitalina May 5 1930....29: 208
Panasewicz Walter of Jacob and Kapitalina Nov 23 1921...25: 156
Panciocco Anna I of Luigi and Luisa Sept 13 1929........... 29: 109
Panciocco Assunta of Luigi and Maria L Dec 20 1925....... 27: 165
Panciocco Dante of Giovanni and Silvia Sept 27 1924....... 26: 317
Panciocco Evelina of Luigi and Luisa Oct 27 1927......... 28: 134
Panciocco Ida A X of Giovanni and Silvia May 26 1930..... 29: 216
Panciocco Giovanni L of Salvatore and Assunta Aug 30 1924.26: 303
Panciocco Pio of Luigi and Luisa May 15 1924............. 26: 248
Panciocco Tosca of Giovanni and Silvia Apr 9 1927......... 28: 44
Pancione Carmela of Carmine and Giulia Oct 22 1924..... 26: 330
Pancione Grazia of Carmine and Giulia May 2 1927....... 28: 55
Pancione Pasquale of Carmine and Giulia Apr 16 1923..... 26: 52
Pancione Salvatore of Carmine and Giulia Dec 11 1930... 29: 299
Pandolfini Pietro T of Enrico and Maria Sept 9 1927..... 28: 114
Pandolfini Virginia M of Enrico and Maria July 14 1924... 26: 280
Pandolfino Antonio of Giuseppe and Ignazia Apr 25 1928... 28: 217
Pandolfino Pietro of Giuseppe and Ignazia June 6 1923... 26: 76
Pandolfino Vincenzo G of Giuseppe and Ignazia Apr 28 1930.29: 205
Pandolfino —— d of Giuseppe and Ignazia May 30 1922....25: 253
Pandolfino —— s of Giuseppe and Innici June 21 1925..... 27: 87
Pandolfino —— s of Giuseppe and Ignazia May 13 1926.... 27: 243
Pandozzi Edith M of Carmine and Ida May 23 1929........ 29: 59
Pandozzi Frances R of Giuseppe and Concetta July 31 1929.29: 90
Pandozzi Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Concetta Nov 20 1924.. 26: 343
Pandozzi Giuseppe D of Nicola and Maria E Oct 22 1930.... 29: 279
Pandozzi Lillian M of Giuseppe and Concetta May 25 1926... 27: 242
Pandozzi —— d of Antonio and Giovannina July 6 1929.... 29: 91
Paniccia Giulio A of Gabriele and Leonilda Jan 31 1925.... 27: 13
Paniccia Guglielmo R of Gabriele and Leonilda May 13 1923.26: 65
Paniccia Reynold R of Giuseppe and Maria A 1 Oct 1 1922.. 25: 313
Paniichi Giuseppina P of Alfredo and Thresa Dec 4 1928... 28: 315
Pannaccione Gildo of Lorenzo and Stefania Nov 28 1923.... 26: 162
Pannaccione Guglielmo of Lorenzo and Stefania Oct 15 1925.27: 137
Pannarelli Elia C of Orazio and Angelina Apr 27 1921..... 25: 50
Pannarelli Rogers E of Grazio and Angelina June 17 1924... 26: 266
Pannocione Lorenzo of Lorenzo and Stefania Aug 10 1922... 25: 285
Pannone Alfredo of Serafino and Filomena Sept 26 1927.... 28: 120
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Pannone Angelina C of Tomaso and Rachela June 23 1930. 29: 229
Pannone Angelo of Serafino and Filomena Feb 27 1921. 25: 24
Pannone Anna M of Antonio and Vincenza July 26 1925. 27: 99
Pannone Antonio of Alberto and Teresa May 24 1924. 26: 253
Pannone Carolina J of Nicholas and Anna June 1 1930. 29: 220
Pannone Edward R of Francesco and Angelina Mar 23 1927. 28: 35
Pannone Esterina G of Tomaso and Rachela Sept 1 1922. 25: 298
Pannone Giovanni of Umberto and Teresa May 27 1922. 25: 249
Pannone Giuseppe of Francesco and Anna M Nov 26 1922. 25: 336
Pannone Giuseppe L of Antonio and Vincenza June 25 1923. 26: 83
Pannone Guglielmo E of Francesco and Angelina May 3 1922. 25: 239
Pannone Guglielmno T of Tomaso and Rachela Feb 10 1925. 27: 19
Pannone Luigi C of Francesco and Angelina July 29 1923. 26: 100
Pannone Raimondo of Serafino and Filomena July 7 1923. 26: 90
Pannone Richard J of Francesco and Angelina Aug 4 1928. 28: 262
Pannone Tomaso L of Tomaso and Rachela Jan 7 1927. 28: 3
Pannozzo Antonio of Rosalina July 13 1922. 25: 272
Pannozzo John of Rosalina May 28 1929. 29: 61
Pannozzo Maria of Rosanna July 6 1924. 26: 277
Pano Albina V of Fred and Roxane T Apr 24 1928. 28: 216
Panogkos Alice of Nicolas and Orion Sept 26 1921. 25: 127
Panossian Henry of Garabed and Levante Sept 2 1923. 26: 121
Panossian Zyphur of Garabed and Levante Oct 22 1925. 27: 140
Pansera Anne E of Gioacchino and Elvira May 19 1930. 29: 214
Pausy Sally M of Louis and Rose L Aug 18 1929. 29: 155
Pantalena Alberto M of Carmine and Anna May 30 1922. 25: 221
Pantalena Michele A of Carmine and Anna Oct 7 1924. 26: 324
Pantalone Grazia T of Vincenzo G and Antonetta Aug 5 1924. 26: 292
Pantalone Maria A of Vincenzo G and Antonetta Feb 17 1928. 28: 187
Pantalone Rita L of Vincenzo and Antonetta May 16 1926. 27: 235
Pantano Elvira of Mario and Assunta July 14 1923. 26: 93
Pantazis Chando of Vasilios and Demetria Dec 16 1921. 25: 168
Pantelakis ——s of Aristides and Konstantina July 28 1924. 26: 287
Pantleakis Andreas A of Aristides and Costandina May 13
1927. 28: 60
Pantalena Antonio of Filippo and Angelina May 17 1921. 25: 59
Paola Albert R alias Paul of Alberico and Angelina Nov 16
1930. 29: 289
Paola Erma of Giovanni and Margherita July 29 1921. 25: 96
Paola Filomena V of Giovanni and Maria Aug 12 1921. 25: 104
Paola Francesco G of Giovanni and Emelia Aug 2 1928. 28: 261
Paola Giuseppe R of Giovanni and Maria June 8 1924. 26: 262
Paola Raimondo of Antonio and Maria C Aug 6 1929. 29: 94
Paola Roberto G of Giovanni and Maria Jan 15 1928. 28: 173
Paolantonio Alberto G of Fortunato and Domenica Nov 30
1926. 27: 324
Paolantonio Alfonso of Domenico and Anna June 4 1922...25:255
Paolantonio Alfonso M L of Antonio and Angela G Dec I 1930.29:296
Paolantonio Alfredo G of Gaetano and Angelina Mar 19 1929.29:33
Paolantonio Antonio F of Fortunato and Domenica Sept 18
1925........................................27:125
Paolantonio Antonio N of Pasquale and Domenica June 16
1924........................................26:265
Paolantonio Constance of Domenico and Anna Nov 26 1928.28:310
Paolantonio Ernesto G of Gaetano and Angelina Mar 25 1925..27:39
Paolantonio Everett J of Joseph and Teresa July 24 1925.....27:98
Paolantonio Francesco G of Giuseppe and Teresa Dec 10 1922.25:344
Paolantonio Francesco G of Gaetano and Angelina July 7 1926.27:261
Paolantonio Joseph A of Joseph and Teresa Nov 23 1926....27:322
Paolantonio Lucia A of Pasquale and Domenica Dec 28 1922.25:350
Paolantonio Maria G of Antonio and Angela G Apr 22 1924...26:235
Paolantonio Maria G of Antonio and Angela June 28 1925....27:85
Paolantonio Robert W of Gaetano and Angelina Apr 17 1930.29:201
Paolantonio Rosina of Domenico and Angelina Mar 28 1921....25:36
Paolella Antonio of Pietro and Felicia Sept 11 1924.........26:310
Paolella Carmina of Valentino and Giovannina Feb 6 1921...25:15
Paolella Davida of Valentino and Giovannina Jan 10 1926...27:178
Paolella Valentino N of Pietro and Felicia Dec 25 1921.....25:172
Paolello Francesco of Stefano and Maria G Oct 11 1921...25:137
Paolella Giovanna M I of Celestino and Carolina Dec 8 1926..27:328
Paoletti Clelia M of Aristide and Anna July 14 1921........25:90
Paolilli Alberto of Antonio and Filomena Feb 13 1925.....27:26
Paolilli Angelina of Antonio and Filomena May 31 1924.....26:256
Paollili Anna of Panfilo and Carolina Feb 17 1927.........28:20
Paolilli Edwin A of Filippo and Maria Nov 17 1923......26:158
Paolilli Elsie V of Filippo and Maria Mar 22 1927.........28:35
Paolidi Francesco C of Antonio and Filomena Aug 9 1922...25:285
Paolidi Matilda L of Filippo and Maria May 18 1925........27:66
Paolidi Richard F of Filippo and Maria May 6 1929.........29:53
Paolidi Rudolfo A of Filippo and Maria Jan 3 1922.........25:178
Paolidi Carlotta of Giacomo and Maddalena Dec 29 1924....26:360
Paolidi Eduardo G of Carmine and Anna Nov 18 1925....27:151
Paolido Angelo F of Antonio and Anna Aug 12 1922.........25:286
Paolido Angelo V of Vincent and Giuseppina Aug 2 1921....25:100
Paolido Anthony J of Anthony C and Ethel I Apr 27 1927....28:51
Paolido Antonetta of Carmine and Anna Sept 11 1922.....25:302
Paolido Armando of Giacomo and Maddalena Feb 28 1927...28:24
Paolido Avelina G of Giacomo and Rosa Oct 3 1922........25:314
Paolido Charles A of Charles A and Katherine Nov 23 1922..25:335
Paolido Charles A of Charles A and Kathleen Feb 5 1925....27:18
Paolido Charles A of Charles A and Kathleen Dec 30 1925...27:169
Paolido Cloria L of Giacomo and Rosa Sept 7 1926........27:289
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Paolino Cristino N of Giacomo and Rosa Dec 25 1924........26: 359
Paolino Edmondo L of Giuseppe and Tella May 11 1928.........28: 224
Paolino Eduardo of Antonio and Caterina June 5 1927..........28: 70
Paolino Eleanor L of Michele O and Maria Nov 8 1927.........28: 140
Paolino Evelina of Cresenzo and Maria Jan 7 1926.............27: 177
Paolino Evelina T of Giuseppe and Tella Nov 24 1929..........29: 137
Paolino Filomena L of Giovanni and Cristina Sept 5 1925.....27: 119
Paolino Francesco of Giacomo and Maddalena M Dec 18
1921..................25: 169
Paolino George W of Luigi and Lucrezia July 4 1923..........26: 89
Paolino Giovina A of Nicolo and Angelina Aug 15 1928........28: 267
Paolino Giuseppe of Giacomo and Maddalena June 8 1923 26....26: 76
Paolino Helen C of Vincent and Giuseppina Apr 22 1923......26: 54
Paolino Joseph R C of Anthony C and Ethel J July 20 1929....29: 85
Paolino Luigi A of Carmine and Anna Jan 17 1924.............26: 189
Paolino Nicola of Giacomo and Maddalena Feb 2 1929........29: 13
Paolino Rodolfo R of Raffaele and Flora Nov 20 1926........27: 320
Paolino Rose G of Alfredo and Angelina Dec 10 1930.........29: 299
Paolino Vincent of Vincent and Giuseppina May 21 1930......29: 214
Paolino — s of Luigi and Lucrezia Jan 30 1921...............25: 80
Paolino — d of Luigi and Lucrezia Feb 17 1927.................28: 25
Paolissi Guglielmo A of Enrico and Leonilda G May 1 1921...25: 52
Paolissio John A of Luigi S and Celeste Apr 15 1930........29: 200
Paolissio Lily P of Pasquale and Delina Sept 16 1929........29: 110
Paolissio Maria of Pasquale and Delina Dec 4 1924...........26: 351
Paolissio Paolo of Pasquale and Delina June 30 1927.........28: 81
Paolissio Pasquale C of Pasquale and Delina July 16 1922....25: 274
Paolo Angelina of Antonio and Marta June 14 1924..........26: 264
Paolo Giorgio of Alberico and Angelina Feb 22 1921........25: 22
Paolo Giovanni of Antonio and Marta Sept 25 1921...........25: 127
Paolo Pasquale A of Antonio P and Marta Dec 12 1927........28: 155
Paolo Richard E of Giuseppe and Filomena Mar 8 1922........25: 211
Paolozzi Alfonso (twin) of Pasquale and Margherita Jan 30
1925..................27: 13
Paolozzi Candida M of Alfredo and Anna Oct 3 1923........26: 137
Paolozzi Giovanni B (twin) of Pasquale and Margherita Jan
30 1925..................27: 13
Paolozzi Lena C of Alfredo and Anna Sept 27 1921........25: 128
Paolizzi Leonora T of Alfredo and Anna Feb 4 1925..........27: 17
Paolozzi Linda C of Alberto and Cristina Feb 10 1923........26: 20
Paolozzi Margherita E of Benedetto and Helen V Mar 29 1930.29: 192
Paolozzi Milton D of Benedetto and Helen V Oct 30 1926.....27: 311
Paolozzi Roberto E of Benedetto and Helen V May 10 1923..26: 64
Paolozzi Walter B of Benedetto and Helen V Feb 18 1922....25: 200
Paolucci Alessandro of Alessandro and Concetta Apr 25 1925.27: 55
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Paolucci Anna M of Giuseppe and Donata Sept 29 1928........28:286
Paolucci Constance P of Costantino and Ellena L Aug 18

1927..................28:104
Paolucci Costanza of Domenico A and Pasqualina Aug 12 1923.26:109
Paolucci Daniele of Donato and Theodora Jan 26 1929.......29:11
Paolucci Domenico F of Donato and Theodora June 30 1926..27:256
Paolucci Dora G of Giovanni and Filomena Nov 1 1926......27:313
Paolucci Federico of Domenico A and Pasqualina July 18 1925.27:95
Paolucci Giuseppe of Donato and Theodora May 15 1924....26:248
Paolucci Giuseppe A of Alessandro and Concetta Apr 26 1924.26:237
Paolucci Giuseppina L of Giuseppe and Donata Jan 7 1922...25:180
Paolucci Luigi L of Giovanni and Filomena July 8 1923.....26:101
Paolucci Maria C of Giovanni and Filomena June 27 1921...25:77
Paolucci Maria C of Domenico A and Pasqualina July 4 1921.25:86
Paolucci Paul E of Costantino and Ellena L Sept 9 1929....29:108
Paolucci Vincenzo of Donato and Theodora Apr 13 1922....25:229
Paolucci Vincenzo P of Giuseppe and Donata May 17 1923...26:67
Paolucci ——— d of Domenico A and Pasqualina Dec 30 1927.28:161
Paone Amerigo G of Oreste and Giacinta Jan 24 1922.......25:187
Papa Albert E of Alberto and Helen July 31 1926..........27:271
Papa Antonetta of Giuseppe and Maria M Aug 9 1926.......27:276
Papa Francesco of Antonio and Francesca Sept 17 1922....25:305
Papa Giovanni A of Antonio and Francesca Sept 29 1928....28:286
Papa Luigi A of Alberto and Vincenzo Oct 30 1922.......25:324
Papa Maria G of Giovanni F and Maria G May 14 1922.....25:244
Papa Mario V of Nicandro and Lucia Sept 14 1923.........26:127
Papa Michele of Antonio and Francesca May 13 1921.......25:57
Papa Paolo of Antonio and Francesca Nov 29 1924.........26:347
Papa Vittoria M of Domenico and Assunta Feb 18 1923.....26:23
Papadopoulos George T of Triantafyllos and Sophie July 22

1927..................28:91
Papadopoulos Spiros of Alexis and Ada M Mar 28 1927.....28:38
Papadopoulos Thomas of Peter and Paulina Feb 3 1921....25:13
Papala Elpraxia of John A and Kaliope June 26 1921......25:76
Papandrea Davido P of Francesco and Maria July 7 1927.28:85
Paparelli Elsie M of Bartolomeo and Raffaela July 22 1923.26:97
Paparelli Giovanni of Giovanni and Maria June 10 1929...29:76
Paparelli Laura C of Bartolomeo and Raffaela June 15 1927.28:74
Paparelli Lillian G of Giovanni and Maria June 24 1927....28:78
Paparello Colino A of Mauro and Annina Feb 24 1923......26:25
Paparian Mildred A of Neshan and Veronica F Sept 21 1930.29:267
Paparian Raymond H of Neshan and Veronica F May 15 1927.28:60
Paparian William M of Neshan and Veronica F July 4 1925.27:89
Papas Barbara J of John and Isabelle Oct 21 1928........28:296
Papas Stephen F of John and Isabelle July 19 1923.......26:96
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Papatarkas Constantino A of Anastasios and Iphigenia Sept 25 1924 .............................................. 26: 317
Papatarkas Elisavet of Anastasios and Iphigenia Mar 8 1926. 27: 203
Papathanassakis George of Anastasios and Iphigenia June 11 1922. 25: 258
Papathian N G and Sophie June 1 1930 ................................................................. 20: 220
Papazian Arsen of Armenag and Perouz Nov 19 1925 .......... 27: 151
Papazian Arsen of Armenag and Perouz May 10 1929 ........ 29: 55
Papazian David of Armenag and Persuz Dec 26 1922 .......... 25: 350
Papazian Herbert S of Sarkis S and Patricia Apr 24 1926 .... 27: 224
Papazian Vartos of Morderos and Alice Jan 11 1928 ........ 28: 172
Papazian — s of Armenag and Persuz Feb 14 1928 ............ 28: 193
Papazian — s of Armenag and Persuz Nov 9 1930 .............. 29: 295
Papelian Kevork of Melkon and Lemonia June 21 1922 ....... 25: 262
Papi Milton of Giulio and Theresa M M Feb 19 1925 ......... 27: 22
Papinean Rita of Victor J and Margaret J July 29 1921 .... 25: 96
Papitto Alfonso of Antonio and Giuseppina Feb 4 1923 ....... 26: 17
Papitto Raffaele of Giovanni and Maria May 28 1925 ......... 27: 70
Papitto Raffaele S of Giovanni and Maria Nov 1 1926 ....... 27: 313
Papitto Rosa of Umberto and Maria June 29 1922 .......... 25: 265
Papparelli — s of Bartolomeo and Raffaella Apr 11 1922 .... 25: 238
Pappas Anastasios of Paul and Anna Sept 11 1927 ........ 28: 122
Pappas Bessie G of Spiridon and Georgia Jan 25 1929 ....... 29: 10
Pappas Helen of Peter and Paulina June 3 1922 ............. 25: 255
Pappas Mary of Alec and Ida Feb 3 1925 ..................... 27: 17
Pappas Paul of Arthur and Susana Aug 7 1924 ............... 26: 293
Pappas Peter of Peter II and Paulina Apr 2 1928 ............ 28: 208
Pappas — s of Gust and Georgia Apr 16 1922 ................. 25: 230
Pappas — d of Peter and Paulina Feb 14 1924 ................. 26: 263
Pappas — s of Gust and Georgia Aug 29 1925 ................. 27: 115
Pappas — d of Nicholas and Julia Apr 30 1929 ............... 29: 51
Pauget Joseph E of Joseph E and Antoinette E Apr 27 1926 .... 27: 225
Paquette Charles of Lawrence O and Celia Dec 8 1930 ....... 29: 298
Paquette Francis J of Oscar and Elizabeth June 5 1922 .... 25: 256
Paquette Gladys E of Wilfred J and Ella M Feb 26 1927 .... 28: 23
Paquette James E of Edward and Bessie July 20 1928 ........ 28: 255
Paquette Marguerite A M E of Victor and Louise Mar 12 1930 . 29: 185
Paquette Norman R of Montarville A and Yvonne Mar 13 ....
1921 ................................................................. 25: 31
Paquette Pauline O of Oscar and Elizabeth Apr 8 1926 ....... 27: 217
Paquette Raymond E of Wilfred W and Ella M July 25 1921 .... 25: 94
Paquette Raymond E of Cecile May 6 1930 .................... 29: 209
Paquette Robert E of Oscar and Elizabeth Sept 5 1928 .... 28: 286
Paquette Roland of Arthur and Viola Sept 30 1930 ........ 29: 269
Paquette Walter H of William and Mary F June 19 1922 .... 25: 262
Paquette Walter O of Oscar and Elizabeth Feb 28 1921 .... 25: 25
BIRTHS

Paquette Walter R of Wilfred J and Ella M Oct 26 1929  29:126
Paquin Albert R of Dieudonne and Dorila Dec 13 1925  27:163
Paquin Alfred J of Alfred J and Gladis P Mar 25 1923  26:10
Paquin Alice C of Adelard F and Sarah C July 23 1927  28:92
Paquin Austin of Napoleon J and Mary H Apr 7 1928  28:210
Paquin Blanch D of Dieudonne and Dorila Feb 5 1923  26:18
Paquin Claire A of Wilfred W and Agnes May 30 1927  28:66
Paquin Doris M of Nazaire J and Olivine May 11 1930  29:210
Paquin Edward J of Edward J and Agnes P May 4 1927  28:56
Paquin Eileen C of Joseph A and Eileen G May 23 1927  28:63
Paquin Elaine C of Albert and Ellen R Dec 5 1927  28:153
Paquin Ernest R of Nazaire J and Olivine Sept 17 1927  28:117
Paquin Felice U of Alphonse J and Emma Mar 1 1923  26:180
Paquin Frederick J of Joseph A and Eileen G Nov 19 1928  28:308
Paquin George J of Nazaire J and Olivine Aug 20 1921  25:108
Paquin George R of Adelard F and Sarah C Jan 21 1929  29:9
Paquin Harold F of Joseph and Margaret June 12 1927  28:73
Paquin Irene R of Henry J and Blanche R Dec 26 1929  29:151
Paquin Jeanne C of Wilfred J and Cecile H June 25 1930  29:229
Paquin Joseph W of Alfred and Rose Aug 24 1924  26:300
Paquin Josephine R of Joseph and Irene July 4 1930  29:234
Paquin Lillian M of Albert S and Blanche A Aug 9 1923  26:108
Paquin Marie E L of Louis and Exey Oct 19 1923  26:145
Paquin Raymond A of Albert S and Blanche A Nov 30 1921  25:159
Paquin Raymond A of Joseph W and Agnes B Nov 18 1924  26:342
Paquin Raymond E of Eugene and Aurore E Aug 9 1929  29:95
Paquin Raymond F of Alfred J and Gladis L E Apr 6 1926  27:217
Paquin Raymond H of Nazaire J and Olivine Nov 26 1922  25:336
Paquin Rene J of Henry J and Blanche R May 11 1927  28:58
Paquin Rita E of Alfred J and Gladis E May 29 1921  25:64
Paquin Rita L of Nazaire J and Olivine May 24 1924  26:253
Paquin Robert K of Napoleon J and Mary H Oct 28 1924  26:332
Paquin Rosalie of Adelard F and Sarah C Jan 22 1925  27:9
Paquin Wilfred J of Henry J and Blanche R Feb 25 1925  27:24
Paquin s of Israel and Sylvia Mar 26 1921  25:81
Paquin d of Israel and Sylvia Mar 24 1922  25:218
Paquin s of Louis and Mary Jan 31 1925  27:13
Paradis Anthony J of George L and Elizabeth M Dec 5 1924  26:366
Paradis Joseph R A of Joseph A O and Marie E G June 12 1930  29:224
Paradis Philip of Odilon and Matilda Apr 19 1921  25:46
Paradise Marie of Charles W and Mary R Dec 22 1930  29:303
Parant Viola A of Alphonse A and Mary E C Aug 8 1922  25:284
Paraskeropoulos d of George and Aneti July 15 1923  26:93
Paraskeropoulos s of George and Aneti May 8 1926  27:232
Paraskevopoulos Henry of George and Aneti Feb 7 1928  28:183
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Paraskevopoulos — d of George and Ane C Dec 19 1921... 25: 169
Paraskevopoulos — d of Theodore and Jane Nov 11 1923... 26: 156
Pardy John A of John A and Vera V Feb 28 1921... 25: 25
Pardi Adalipio M of Angelo and Luisa Jan 31 1925... 27: 13
Pardi Maria C of Angelo and Luisa Feb 3 1926... 27: 188
Pardi Velia F of Angelo and Luisa Oct 12 1929... 29: 121
Pare Natalie J of Fred B and Ruth E Jan 20 1922... 25: 185
Parent Dolores V of Joseph and Virginia Oct 8 1929... 29: 119
Parent Faith E of Laura Nov 22 1924... 26: 344
Parent Paul E J of Emile J and Blanche Oct 18 1925... 27: 138
Parent Ralph W of David J and Laura M Dec 19 1922... 25: 347
Parent Raymond L of Joseph and Virginia May 17 1926... 27: 235
Parente Anna of Giovanni and Maddalena Dec 10 1925... 27: 162
Parents Antonio of Carmine and Antonia July 12 1921... 25: 89
Parente Celeste of Rocco and Enrichetta Nov 21 1927... 28: 145
Parente Dolores M of Angelo M and Mary M Mar 23 1930... 29: 190
Parente Francis J of Angelo M and Mary M May 11 1927... 28: 58
Parente Joseph L of Giuseppe and Alicia Sept 20 1921... 25: 124
Parente Margherita of Carmine and Antonia Jan 23 1923... 26: 10
Parente Nicola of Giovanni and Antonetta May 25 1927... 28: 64
Parents Rocco of Rocco and Enrichetta July 2 1926... 27: 259
Parente Ruth J of Savino and Lillian July 16 1922... 25: 274
Parente Tomaso of Giovanni and Maddalena June 14 1922... 25: 260
Parente —— s of Espedito and Antonetta Apr 21 1929... 29: 51
Parenteau Elaine E of Stuart N and Kathleen H Feb 17 1926... 27: 194
Parenteau George H of Clifford W T and Marie E June 3 1921... 25: 67
Parenteau Harold J of Joseph M and Emily A Aug 17 1922... 25: 289
Parenteau John S of Stuart N and Kathleen H Feb 16 1921... 26: 204
Parenteau Lillian E of Charles J and Mary E July 18 1926... 27: 266
Parenteau Marie B E of Alfred and Elodia Oct 30 1925... 27: 143
Parenteau William R of William and Mary L Jan 18 1921... 25: 12
Parenti America C of Giovanni and Maria July 31 1925... 25: 250
Parenti Domenica of Rocco and Enrichetta June 5 1925... 27: 75
Parenti Leonora of Rocco and Enrichetta Nov 12 1922... 25: 331
Parfenchuk Mary of Jacob and Minnie June 6 1929... 29: 67
Pari Alfredo of Giovanni and Maria July 24 1925... 27: 98
Pari Anna M of Alessandro and Caterina Nov 19 1927... 28: 144
Pari Armando of Tomaso and Delia Jan 13 1922... 25: 182
Pari Carmela A of Carmine and Angelamaria May 10 1930... 29: 210
Pari Chiarina of Nicola and Rosa Oct 12 1924... 25: 137
Pari Cidio of Alessandro and Caterina Oct 1 1925... 27: 132
Pari Dora of Nicola and Rosa Aug 26 1924... 26: 301
Pari Geno of Alessandro and Caterina June 19 1924... 26: 267
Pari Giuseppe of Emilio and Assunta July 6 1921... 25: 87
Pari Nicola G of Giovanni and Maria Jan 7 1928... 28: 170
Pari Raffaele A of Matteo and Anna June 15 1926... 27: 250
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Parillo Anna of Antonio and Dora May 31 1927.............28: 66
Parillo Antonio G of Carmine and Maria L July 15 1922......25: 273
Parillo Carmine G of Sabatino P and Lucia July 16 1930....29: 239
Parillo Maria C of Virgilio and Maria Sept 4 1921.........25: 117
Parillo Salvatore of Carmine and Maria L Apr 3 1924......26: 227
Parillo Vincenzo S of Annie Apr 16 1923....................26: 52
Paris Alphonse of Alphonse and Louise June 23 1929......29: 73
Paris Antonio of Gaetano and Filomena June 3 1925.......27: 75
Paris Brigida of Gaetano and Filomena Jan 21 1930........29: 164
Paris Dorothy J of John H and Eglantine Feb 24 1929.....29: 23
Paris Gaetano of Gaetano and Filomena Oct 11 1927.....28: 128
Paris Giuseppe of Gaetano and Filomena Mar 12 1922.....25: 212
Paris Marcel of Alphonse and Louise Dec 22 1930...........29: 303
Paris Paul B of Paul B and Henrietta L Apr 24 1924.......26: 236
Parise Anna of Pietro and Rosina Apr 9 1923.................26: 49
Parise Cesare G of Arturo and Concetta Sept 24 1928.....28: 284
Parise Elena G of Arturo and Concetta Sept 10 1930......29: 262
Parise Margherita of Pietro and Rosa June 17 1925......27: 80
Pariseau Lucille P of Roger W and Flora M Dec 17 1925....27: 164
Pariseault Elizabeth R of Raymond J F and Freda E May 18
1922.......25: 246
Pariseault George P of George P and Marion June 28 1924..26: 271
Pariseault Richard A of Raymond J F and Freda E Nov 7
1930........29: 286
Parish Charles H of Charles H and Amy Mar 6 1923........26: 32
Parish Mary J of Charles H and Amy July 26 1921...........25: 95
Parisi Antonina A of Michele and Antonina May 22 1923....26: 68
Parisi Evelina A of Stefano and Michelina June 21 1928....28: 242
Parisi Evelyn of Francesco and Maria Sept 8 1926.........27: 290
Parisi Francesco G (twin) of Michele S and Antonina Aug 31
1930........29: 257
Parisi Giovanni of Michele and Antonina Sept 21 1924.....26: 315
Parisi Maria of Michele and Antonina Oct 1 1926...........27: 300
Parisi Maria A of Antonio and Ida M Sept 10 1927.......28: 114
Parisi Michele S (twin) of Michele S and Antonina Aug 31
1930........29: 257
Parisi Santino of Michele and Antonina Mar 23 1922........25: 218
Parizer Paula of Louis and Rose July 4 1930...............29: 234
Park Jacqueline of Sidney S and Mary C Apr 18 1926......27: 221
Park —— s of Gilbert W and Edna M Nov 27 1922............25: 338
Parker Albert E of Albert and Emily Aug 3 1928.............28: 262
Parker Barbara of Harold and Florence Mar 7 1929.........29: 29
Parker Barbara H of Eugene L and Annie E Apr 28 1926....27: 338
Parker Beverly A of Manley W and Harriette F Dec 15 1930.29: 300
Parker Blanche E of George C and Elizabeth B Sept 7 1925.27: 120
Parker Charles R of Lewis and Mary E Oct 21 1927..........28: 133
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Parker Claire L of William H and Olive P July 3 1928... 28: 248
Parker David D of Walter and Ceridwen M Oct 18 1922... 25: 320
Parker Dean H of Dean H and Anne C May 16 1922... 25: 245
Parker Dorothea A of Frank and Alfrida Feb 4 1922... 25: 194
Parker Dorothea E of Edith E Sept 11 1928... 28: 279
Parker Dorothy E of Charles E and Harriet E Sept 26 1923... 26: 132
Parker Dorothy M of Charles W and Veronica Oct 18 1930... 29: 277
Parker Earl R of William H and Bertha L Sept 4 1922... 25: 299
Parker Edith M of James D and Catherine F Jan 16 1925... 27: 7
Parker Eleanor L of William F and Christine Mar 11 1929... 29: 30
Parker Elizabeth I of Dean H and Anne C Apr 16 1924... 26: 233
Parker Ella M of James D and Catherine F Oct 1 1928... 28: 288
Parker Ellena L of George C and Elizabeth B Apr 16 1927... 28: 47
Parker Ernest E of Charles E and Harriet E Oct 29 1928... 28: 298
Parker Fannie M of George C and Elizabeth Mar 15 1922... 23: 214
Parker Frederick F of Lewis and Mary E June 2 1929... 29: 65
Parker George C of John J and Mary E Oct 12 1924... 26: 326
Parker Gilbert R of Roy L and Anna J Oct 12 1924... 26: 326
Parker Henry S of Henry S and Mary A June 18 1929... 29: 71
Parker Irving H of Irving H and Mabel C Nov 18 1926... 27: 319
Parker James C of George C and Elizabeth R Dec 16 1923... 26: 171
Parker Jean L of Eugene L and Annie E June 5 1928... 28: 235
Parker Joan H of Harold and Florence Apr 9 1927... 28: 44
Parker John G of Albert and Emily Dec 6 1926... 27: 328
Parker Joseph S of James D and Catherine F July 21 1930... 29: 241
Parker Lillian F of James D and Catherine F May 10 1922... 25: 242
Parker Mabel L (c) of Clarence T and Martha L Sept 7 1922... 25: 300
Parker Madeline C of Edwin T and Catherine Feb 2 1925... 27: 16
Parker Margaret E of Malcolm S and Margaret E Dec 7 1929... 29: 144
Parker Margaret R of Lewis and Mary E Oct 1 1930... 29: 272
Parker Marion C of William F and Christine May 6 1930... 29: 209
Parker Milton R of George C and Elizabeth B Sept 27 1930... 29: 268
Parker Myrtle E of George C and Elizabeth B Jan 31 1929... 29: 13
Parker Nancy E of Raymond H and Grayce S D Dec 9 1927... 28: 154
Parker Patricia H of Elmer G and Sarah H Nov 26 1928... 28: 310
Parker Richard L of Eugene L and Annie E June 3 1924... 26: 260
Parker Richard M of Manley W and Harriette F Oct 14 1928... 28: 293
Parker Robert D of Albert J and Marjorie Feb 22 1930... 29: 176
Parker Robert H of Robert H and Norah C Feb 26 1928... 28: 191
Parker Robert McG of William H and Sarah G Apr 10 1930... 29: 198
Parker Shirley E of Manley W and Harriette F Jan 2 1930... 29: 157
Parker William of Willard and Florence Jan 31 1927... 28: 12
Parker William C of William C and Ellen A Feb 25 1922... 25: 294
Parker Winfield G of Winfield G and Maybelle E Aug 11 1922... 25: 287
Parker —— s of Irving H and Mabel C Mar 17 1925... 27: 43
Parker —— s of Irving H and Mabel C Sept 20 1929... 29: 116
1056  BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Parkinson Bernice E of Raymond V and Myrtle M Apr 18
  1924. ........................................... 26:233
Parkinson David F of Philip J and Ellen A Nov 20 1924. ... 26:343
Parkinson Evelyn F of Philip J and Ellen A Jan 29 1929. ... 29: 12
Parkinson Wilfred of Philip J and Ellen A Nov 8 1926. .... 27:315
Parks Donald A of John F and Alvirda O July 21 1927. .... 28: 91
Parks —— s of John F and Alvirda O Aug 3 1922. .... 25:297
Parmenter Arthur of Arthur A and Wanda M May 20 1925. .27: 67
Parmenter Herbert A of Herbert W and Marguerite D Sept 12
  1928. ........................................... 28:279
Parmenter William E of William E and Hazle Sept 13 1927. 28:115
Parmentier Alice T of Henry H I and Mary B F E July 18
  1924. ........................................... 26:282
Parmentier Claire J of Henry H I and Mary B F E June 5
  1930. ........................................... 29:221
Parmentier Diana E O of Henry H I and Florence Nov 24
  1921. ........................................... 25:157
Parmentier Gerard V of Henry H I and Mary B F E Oct 27
  1927. ........................................... 28:154
Parmentier Ida B of Henry H I and Mary B F E Oct 14 1925. 27:137
Parmesan Teresa of Rosario and Anna May 18 1924. .... 26:230
Parmenter Eileen J (twin) of Marvin E and Florence Apr 10
  1926. ........................................... 27:218
Parmenter Elaine F (twin) of Marvin E and Florence Apr 10
  1926. ........................................... 27:218
Parnagian Barsam of Manoog and Heropsime May 24 1923. .. 26: 69
Parnagian Mikram of Manoog and Sama Apr 26 1922. .... 25:234
Parnagian Yervant of Manoog and Heropsima Dec 24 1924. .. 26:358
Parnas Edith of Maurice J and Rose Dec 22 1921. .... 25:171
Parola Bernardo of Bernardo and Florence Oct 23 1923. .. 26:146
Parolisi Douglas E of Pasquale and Concetta Oct 29 1924. .. 26:333
Parquetta Cynthia of John and Laura June 12 1927. .... 28: 73
Parquetta Edmond of John and Laura June 3 1925. .... 27: 75
Parquetta Norman of John and Laura May 11 1929. .... 29: 55
Parquette Dorothy R of Manuel and Rose Apr 12 1921. .... 25: 43
Parr Edward L of Edward L and Madeline June 24 1922. .... 25:264
Parr Isabelle M of Edward L and Madeline May 10 1929. .... 29: 55
Parr Vera M of Edward L and Madeline Feb 28 1925. .... 27: 26
Parravano Giovanni B of Grimoaldo and Antonetta May 5
  1930. ........................................... 29:208
Parrella Armando of Erminio and Rosina Dec 10 1923. .... 26:169
Parrella Michele of Peter F and Benedetta G Oct 12 1927. .. 28:129
Parrillo Alberto G of Alberto and Carmela F June 30 1928. .. 28:215
Parrillo Andrea of Carmine and Gemma Oct 22 1923. .... 26:146
Parrillo Angiolina R of Antonio and Doroea Mar 14 1924. .. 26:217
<table>
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Parrillo Carmine V of Carmine and Gemma Oct 26 1924....26:331
Parrillo Concetta G of Ernesto and Maria L Feb 27 1930....29:178
Parrillo Domenico of Domenico and Maddalena May 13 1930:29:211
Parrillo Evelina S of Domenico and Maddalena Mar 31 1923:26: 43
Parrillo Gennaro F of Gennaro and Michelma Feb 3 1923:26: 17
Parrillo Giovanni A of Domenico and Anna July 2 1924:26:275
Parrillo Giulia D of Domenico and Anna Feb 17 1928....28:187
Parrillo Gloria I of Giovanni and Laura Dec 15 1921....25:168
Parrillo Lillian F of Daniele and Mary F Dec 26 1924....26:359
Parrillo Louise C of Vincenzo and Genocetta Aug 27 1921....25:111
Parrillo Pietro P of Alberto and Carmela A June 29 1929....29: 75
Parrillo Rocco of Rocco and Amelia Sept 26 1921....25:127
Parrillo Salvatore V G of Antonio and Dorodea July 14 1921:25: 90
Parrillo Sofia A of Alberto and Carmela A July 23 1927....28: 92
Parrillo Tomaso of Domenico and Anna Oct 19 1929....29:123
Parrillo Vincenzo of Antonio and Dorodea Oct 15 1922....25:318
Parrillo —— d of Samuele and Lucia June 20 1929....29: 77
Parrish Harry E of Edward R and Lillian O Aug 28 1924....26:302
Parrish John K of Edward R and Lillian O July 18 1929....29: 85
Parrish Mary L of Edward R and Lillian O Feb 7 1927....28: 16
Parr William H of Henry O and Martha A May 2 1921....25: 52
Parshall Dorothy E of Lillian F Sept 2 1925....27:118
Parshall Edmund G of Edmund S and Mary H July 9 1926....27:262
Parshall Henry R of William F and Alice M May 8 1929....29: 54
Parshall John B of Edmund S and Mary H Oct 23 1929....29:125
Parshall Nancy A of Roberts and Anna B May 4 1929....29: 53
Parshall Norman L of William F and Alice M Dec 24 1926....27:333
Parshall Ralph C of Wallace C and Jennie G May 25 1921....25: 62
Parshall Samuel C of Roberts and Anna B Aug 7 1922....25:284
Parshall Virginia H of Edmund S and Mary H Mar 30 1928....28:205
Parshall —— d of Edwin P and Ethel M Sept 28 1924....26:318
Partain Dolores F of Howard L and Zummedia Aug 25 1930....29:255
Partelow —— s of Earl and Luella Apr 5 1928....28:209
Partington Dorothy of George and Annie Nov 10 1926....27:339
Partington Edmund of Stanley and Amy Dec 11 1928....28:317
Partington Walter H of Walter H and Rena M Dec 10 1928....28:317
Partridge Dorothy C of William and Cecilia Mar 5 1924....26:213
Partridge Grace of Walter and Rose R Jan 13 1922....25:182
Partridge Howard O of Oswald D and Pearl B Oct 3 1925....27:133
Partridge Shirley O of Oswald D and Pearl B Oct 3 1925....27:133
Parrito Concetta of Giovanni and Maria D Jan 10 1921....25: 4
Parys Elena of Waclow and Marta Mar 6 1921....25: 28
Parys Jozef W of Waclow and Marta Aug 28 1923....26:116
Pascale Alfredo C of Nicandro A and Rosina Aug 23 1921....26:300
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Pascale Alfredo G of Tomaso and Rosa Apr 2 1923............ 26: 46
Pascale Antonetta C of Francesco and Filomena Jan 17 1921.25: 7
Pascale Antonio of Francesco and Filomena June 14 1926... 27: 250
Pascale Domenico of Pietro and Filomena Dec 15 1922........ 25: 345
Pascale Filomena of Giovanni and Angelina Aug 13 1922... 25: 287
Pascale Giovanni A of Nicandro A and Rosina Jan 13 1922... 25: 182
Pascale Giuseppie of Giovanni and Antonetta Feb 28 1923.... 26: 27
Pascale Giuseppe D of Pietro and Filomena Mar 4 1921...... 25: 27
Pascale Giuseppina of Salvatore and Rose Nov 13 1924...... 26: 340
Pascale Helena A of Nicandro A and Rosina Nov 12 1926.... 27: 347
Pascale Maria of Giovanni and Antonetta June 21 1921...... 25: 74
Pascale Marjorie C of Peter P and Catherine Feb 7 1930.... 29: 171
Pascale Pietro of Giovanni and Angelina Jan 22 1927....... 28: 8
Pascale Rita A of Antonio and Carmela M Aug 24 1929.... 29: 100
Pascale Vincenzo of Giuseppe and Cristina G Aug 1 1922... 25: 282
Pascale —— d of Giuseppe and Cristina July 5 1925......... 27: 103
Pasarella Arturo of Francesco and Filomena Mar 17 1921... 25: 32
Pasarella Stefano E of Francesco and Filomena Dec 26 1923... 26: 174
Pasarelli Orazio A of Paolo and Benedetta Nov 27 1929..... 29: 130
Pascik Frances of Stanley and Mary Jan 29 1921............. 25: 84
Pascone Anna of Antonio and Maria Mar 28 1925.......... 27: 49
Pascone Concetta M L of Saverio and Filomena Feb 25 1924... 26: 208
Pascone Donato of Antonio and Maria Mar 6 1923......... 26: 32
Pascone Edward J of Antonio and Colomba Jan 5 1922...... 25: 179
Pascone Giuseppina A of Antonio and Maria Sept 15 1930... 29: 264
Pascone Gloria M of Antonio and Colomba Dec 2 1924...... 26: 350
Pascone Rosa S of Antonio and Maria Oct 29 1927.......... 28: 155
Pascone Teresa of Antonio and Maria Jan 1 1924........... 25: 1
Pascone Tomaso G of Antonio and Colomba Oct 11 1926.... 27: 304
Pascone —— d of Antonio and Colomba Jan 31 1923....... 28: 15
Pashalian Berjooki of Nshan and Verjin June 28 1925....... 27: 85
Pashalian Nighohos of Nshan and Verjin Mar 24 1924....... 26: 222
Pashley Robert B of Charles H and Alfreda R Oct 31 1928... 28: 299
Pasquale Angelina of Angelo and Vittoria Apr 7 1923....... 26: 49
Pasquale Dora E of Angelo and Vittoria Apr 23 1921....... 25: 48
Pasquale Elena M of Angelo and Vittoria Apr 30 1929..... 29: 50
Pasquale Giovanni M of Giuseppie and Christina Feb 1 1927.. 28: 14
Pasquale Grazia of Angelo and Vittoria May 15 1925....... 27: 65
Pasquale Viola E of Angelo and Vittoria Mar 18 1927....... 28: 33
Pasqualetti Alan V of Pasquale and Dorothy Dec 11 1928... 28: 317
Pasqualetti Carolina of Leopoldo and Teresa Mar 18 1924.... 26: 219
Pasqualetti Paolo of Leopoldo and Teresa Apr 18 1926...... 27: 221
Pasqualucci Giovanni of Vincenzo and Maria May 7 1926.... 27: 231
Pasqualucci Palma of Vincenzo and Maria Aug 19 1928....... 28: 269
Pasquarelli Thomas C of Giovanni L and Rosa M May 15 1928. 28: 225
Pasquarillo Flora C of Francesco and Saveria Oct 26 1924... 26: 331
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
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Pasquale Dorothy C of Joseph and Clara L Nov 3 1929........29:130
Pasquale Joseph of Joseph and Clara L Feb 26 1924...........26:208
Pass Christopher A of Cristofaro and Alice E Apr 22 1922....25:232
Pass Laurel of Max C and Minnie Oct 10 1930.................29:275
Pass Selma C of Max C and Minnie Mar 3 1925................27:30
Passalacqua Christopher A of Cristofaro and Alice E Apr 22
1922..................25:232
Passarelli Antonetta of Antonio and Adelina Nov 19 1929....29:135
Passarelli Antonio B of Antonio and Adelina Aug 30 1926....27:116
Passarelli Antonio G of Anthony and Elizabeth Jan 15 1929..29: 7
Passarelli Arturo A of Antonio and Adelina Mar 1 1927.....28:26
Passarelli Benedetto of Benedetto and Maddalena May 3
1923..................26: 61
Passarelli Dorothy of Oriente and Anna Sept 28 1927........28:121
Passarelli Elizabeth A of Michael and Susan July 2 1926.....27:259
Passarelli Elizabeth J of Anthony and Elizabeth June 30 1926.27:256
Passarelli Ernest H of Henry A and Amelia Aug 1 1929......29: 92
Passarelli Giacomo C of Antonio and Adelina July 25 1928....28:256
Passarelli Gilda A of Antonio and Aimina June 9 1922........25:257
Passarelli Herbert of Owen and Lena Dec 8 1924..............26:363
Passarelli Maria G of Antonio and Adelina July 2 1923......26: 88
Passarelli Michael R of Michael and Susan Mar 6 1930.......29:183
Passarelli Mildred of Owen and Helen Mar 23 1922............25:218
Passarelli Rosina G of Antonio and Anna Feb 12 1924.........26:202
Passarelli Sabatino U of Antonio and Adelina Apr 1 1922.....25:224
Passarelli — d of Oriente and Anna July 16 1929.............29: 84
Passmore Dorothy M of Earl M and Myrtle L Dec 8 1926......27:328
Passmore Genevieve B of Earl M and Myrtle L Sept 5 1924....26:398
Paster Donald L of Irving D and Dora June 26 1926.........27:255
Paster Richard S of Irving D and Dora Apr 20 1925.........27: 52
Pastille Jane F of John J and Rose L Mar 20 1926.............27:207
Pastina Luigi A of Giuseppe and Carmela Nov 13 1924........26:340
Pastore Andrea of Andrea and Maria D Mar 3 1925............27: 30
Pastore Carmine of Michele and Lucia Sept 1 1926............27:287
Pastore Elena of Donato and Giovannina Mar 4 1922........25:209
Pastore Giovanni of Michele and Lucia July 6 1921............26:277
Pastore Novella of Domenico and Maria Jan 17 1927...........28: 6
Pastore Pietro of Michele and Lucia Nov 12 1928..............28:305
Pastore Viola R of Domenico and Maria June 23 1928.........28:242
Pastore — d of Giorgio A and Emilia Mar 9 1921..............25: 81
Paszynk Stephani of Micheliao and Hastuni Aug 3 1922....25:283
Patalano Anna O of Francesco and Vantura Sept 12 1929.....29:108
Patalano Antonio A of Agostino and Carolina Jan 16 1926....27:180
Patalano Arthur W of Enrico and Ariscia Mar 28 1924........26:223
Patalano Bartolomeo of Tadeio and Francesca Feb 13 1928....28:186
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Patalano Domenico of Vincenzo and Felicia Aug 21 1921..., 25: 109
Patalano Ezilda R C of Corrado and Eugenia Oct 28 1922..., 25:324
Patalano Fortuna of Tadeio and Francesca Feb 8 1923..., 26: 19
Patalano Giovanni A of Agostino and Carolina Nov 16 1923..., 26: 158
Patalano Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Lucia Oct 12 1923..., 26:114
Patalano Gloria A of Tadeio and Francesca Sept 17 1929..., 29: 110
Patalano Lucia E of Vincenzo and Felicia June 16 1928..., 28:239
Patalano Maria A of Michelangelo and Maria C Jan 19 1921..., 25: 7
Patalano Maria C of Agostino and Carolina May 15 1927..., 28:60
Patalano Mario of Vincenzo and Felicia Mar 10 1924..., 26:216
Patalano Marion of Amedeo and Anna D Feb 1 1930..., 29:169
Patalano Nicola T of Tadeio and Francesca Jan 15 1925..., 27: 7
Patalano Pietro P of Michelangelo and Maria C Mar 9 1923..., 26:33
Patamia Eduardo A of Antonio and Cecilia Jan 7 1926..., 27:177
Patapski —— s of Brazil and Mary Dec 23 1923..., 26:173
Pate Angelina M of Giuseppe and Maria Apr 5 1930..., 29:196
Pate Eduardo V of Carmine and Genovella June 16 1923..., 26: 79
Pate Elisa A of Carmine and Genovella Aug 28 1921..., 25:111
Pate Francesco of Gabriele and Maria Apr 2 1922..., 25:225
Pate Pasqualina of Giuseppe and Maria Jan 3 1929..., 29: 2
Pate —— d of Domenico and Giuseppina Jan 6 1925..., 28: 15
Patefield Richard of Stephen V and Florence J Apr 1 1929..., 29: 40
Patefield Thomas of Stephen V and Florence J May 1 1924..., 26:242
Patenaude Joseph L A of Josaphat and Valentine Aug 19
1928., 26:269
Paterson Barbara J of Horatio R and Mary B Jan 22 1925., 27: 9
Paterson Douglas F of James F and Margaret H Feb 19 1930., 29:175
Paterson George G of George G and Mary E Aug 21 1926..., 27:281
Paterson John E of John E and Irene Apr 21 1930..., 29:202
Paterson Joyce I of John E and Irene Feb 5 1929..., 29: 16
Paterson June M of Paul and Mildred Apr 9 1929..., 29: 43
Paterson Lois B of James MacG and Elsie M Oct 19 1925..., 27:139
Paterson Mary E of George G and Mary E July 15 1925..., 27: 94
Paterson Mary L of Horatio R and Mary B Dec 29 1923..., 26:176
Paterson Walter E of Horatio R and Mary B Oct 13 1929..., 29:121
Paterson —— s of George G and Mary E May 27 1924..., 26:254
Pati Assunta G of Saverio and Concetta Aug 19 1927..., 28:105
Patnaud Arthur A of Arthur A and Mary H Mar 28 1926..., 27:211
Patnaud Dorothy C of John B and Harriette L July 21 1925..., 27: 96
Patnaud Mary C of Arthur A and Mary H Feb 11 1924..., 26:202
Patnaude Charles J of John B and Harriette L Dec 12 1927..., 28:155
Patnaude Edmond T of Edmond T and Anna E Sept 11 1926..., 27:291
Patnaude Florence E of Ernest B and Mary O Dec 21 1921..., 25:170
Patnaude Harriette L of John B and Harriette L Aug 22
1926., 27:281
Patnaude Mary G T of Ernest B and Gladys L May 8 1929..., 29: 54
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
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Pattanade Shirley A of Wilfred J and Dorothy M Aug 28 1926...27:283
Patomia Antonio A of Antonio and Cecilia Nov 27 1928...28:311
Paton Agatha M of Harry M and Agatha M Aug 14 1926...27:278
Paton Alfred G of Robert and Irene Aug 26 1928...28:271
Patonia Angelina of Antonio and Cecilia Apr 30 1927...28:53
Patonia Teresa of Antonio and Cecilia Sept 5 1921...25:118
Patoto Angiolina of Domenico and Caterina Aug 14 1926...27:278
Patoto Ernesto of Rocco and Rosa Nov 11 1923...26:156
Patoto Iolanda of Domenico and Caterina Nov 9 1929...29:132
Patriarca Guido of Rocco and Assunta Oct 6 1926...27:292
Patriarca Iolanda of Rocco and Assunta Apr 1 1922...25:224
Patriarca Maria A (twin) of Rocco E and Argentina M G Mar
21 1924...26:220
Patriarca Rocco G (twin) of Rocco E and Argentina M G Mar
21 1924...26:220
Patriarca Rosina L of Bernardo and Genoella Feb 11 1926...27:191
Patriarca—s of Emilio and Cherabina Jan 24 1927...28:13
Patriarco Olga of Federico and Michelina July 28 1921...25:96
Patrick Dorothy J of Watson and Agnes V June 18 1925...27:80
Patrick George A of Robert A and Anna Mar 21 1930...29:189
Patrick Homer T of Homer and Ellen O July 27 1928...28:257
Patrick James B of Watson and Agnes Aug 2 1929...29:92
Patrick Robert A of Watson and Agnes V Feb 24 1924...26:267
Patrons—s of Peter and Delia July 4 1921...25:98
Patrone Ettore of Ettore and Annita M Oct 16 1922...25:319
Patrone Eugenio S of Ettore and Annita M Feb 3 1927...28:15
Patrone Giuseppa L of Vincenzo and Giacondina Nov 10 1925...27:148
Patrone Grazia of Mario and Maria Jan 30 1926...27:185
Patrone Ida E of Vincenzo and Giacondina Jan 28 1927...28:11
Patrone Raffaele A of Vincenzo, and Giacondina Sept 27 1928...28:285
Patrone Raimondo C of Pasquale and Maria Apr 13 1927...28:46
Patrusis Albert of Joseph and Eva Sept 12 1923...26:125
Patt Clifton S of Berta S and Lillian V Apr 12 1921...25:43
Patt Elizabeth L of Edwin A and Ethel E Feb 19 1926...27:194
Patt Marilyn G of Ernest A and Florine G Dec 14 1930...29:300
Patt Priscilla F of Ernest A and Florine G Feb 2 1928...28:181
Patten Davice C of David and Martha May 3 1930...29:298
Patten Stanley H of Charles H and Fannie May 11 1922...25:243
Patterson Alton H of Charles H and Elsie Aug 13 1928...28:266
Patterson Ann of William A and Justina W Aug 3 1927...28:98
Patterson Betty J of George W and Rose June 8 1928...28:236
Patterson Carol F of George F and Lois A Feb 11 1924...26:262
Patterson Charles A of Charles A and Mildred O Mar 17 1923...26:36
Patterson Charles A of Charles A and Mildred O June 26
1924...26:270
Patterson Eleanor M of Charles H and Elsie July 25 1926...27:268
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Patterson Ernest S of Dorothy Feb 11 1928..................28: 185
Patterson Isabell V of William G and Pearl I Dec 25 1924...26: 359
Patterson Jane A of George F and Lois A July 5 1927......28: 85
Patterson Marilyn B of Robert W and Rebecca L Feb 21 1923..26: 21
Patterson Mary J of Charles A and Mildred O Nov 28 1926...27: 223
Patterson Peter T of Peter T and Theresa Oct 15 1927.....28: 130
Patterson Raymond of William T and Mae M May 13 1923...26: 65
Patterson Shirley F of Horatio S and Ora Aug 26 1929......29: 101
Patterson Thomas E of Charles H and Elsie Oct 3 1930......29: 272
Patterson Virginia E of Archibald F and Ethel M Oct 19 1928..28: 295
Patterson William A of William A and Justina W Aug 25
1928--------------------28: 271
Patterson — d of Luther W and Beatrice E Nov 23 1923...26: 165
Patton Isabelle S of James E and Elizabeth S Sept 24 1923..26: 131
Patullo Antonio N of Nicola and Rosina Oct 21 1927......28: 133
Patullo Francesca of Nicola and Rosina Feb 10 1922.......25: 197
Patullo Francesca of Nicola and Rosina May 6 1926......27: 231
Patuto Alfredo of Donato and Maria Aug 21 1930...........29: 252
Patuto Giovannina of Donato and Maria Sept 15 1924......26: 312
Patuto Lisandrina of Donato and Maria Nov 21 1926.......27: 321
Paul Albert R of Alberico and Angelina Nov 16 1930......29: 289
Paul Arthur G of Arthur G and Edith A Sept 1 1926........27: 287
Paul Dora A of Amos and Leona May 11 1922..............25: 243
Paul Dora L of Amos and Leona June 22 1923..............26: 82
Paul Joseph L of Joseph L and Doris L Aug 15 1930........29: 251
Paul Kenneth L of Harlow L and Edith F May 11 1921......25: 56
Paulhus Albert J of Albert A and Anna M July 17 1925....27: 95
Paulhus Dorothy F of Elmer J and Martha L Dec 18 1926...27: 331
Paulhus Evelyn M of Elmer J and Martha L Nov 25 1923......26: 161
Paulhus Jacqueline of Nelson M and Gladys June 4 1928...28: 234
PaulHus Joseph E A N of Romeo and Marie A Oct 16 1921...25: 139
Paulhus Joseph W of Joseph W and Viola June 28 1929......29: 75
Paulhus Martha H of Elmer J and Martha L Sept 6 1922....25: 300
Paulhus Robert E of Albert A and Anna M June 26 1929....29: 71
Paulhus Rose Z of Elmer J and Martha L June 13 1930......29: 225
Paulhus — s of Albert A and Anna M Feb 2 1928...........28: 193
Paull Edward P A of Charles A and Edna I T Mar 12 1921...25: 30
Paull Eileen S of Abraham J and Celia Jan 14 1923.........27: 6
Paull Marjorie E of Albert and Blanche Jan 31 1925......27: 13
Paulson Harry C of Charles P and Jessie Oct 22 1926......27: 368
Paulson John F of Frederick H and Doris Oct 29 1929......29: 127
Paulson Mary P of Michael E and Mary V Feb 24 1927.......28: 23
Paulson — s of Michael E and Mary V Jan 9 1926.........27: 187
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Paulson — s of Frederick H and Doris Apr 9 1928............ 28: 211
Pavao Alfredo of Victor and Maria Apr 25 1929................ 29: 48
Pavao Aristides M of Augustus M and Mary Aug 14 1926..... 27: 338
Pavao Guiherme of Guiherme and Conceicao Jan 14 1922.... 25: 183
Pavlow Marilyn L of Jacob and Sadie May 25 1928............ 28: 229
Payan Joseph K of Herbert E and Constance M Dec 15 1930... 29: 300
Payn Ruth A of Frank J and Mary Nov 19 1929................. 29: 135
Payette Alton J A of Aldor J and Mande M May 30 1923..... 26: 72
Payette Edward H of Camille P and Bella L Jan 7 1922...... 25: 180
Payette Joseph A H of Wilfrid H and Armelle Nov 23 1921... 25: 156
Payette Louis E of Ernest E and Alexandrina Nov 18 1921... 25: 154
Payette Mary E B of George A and Mary B July 29 1927...... 28: 94
Payne Ada E of Arthur J and Lily May 25 1923............... 26: 70
Payne Beverly J of Harold H and Jessie M Feb 24 1928...... 28: 190
Payne Earl K of Walter R and Estella F Aug 11 1922....... 25: 286
Payne Edgar C of Edgar S and Alice M June 25 1930......... 29: 229
Payne Edith E of Fred and Bertha May 1 1921................. 25: 52
Payne Harvey R of Erwin S and Nettie July 7 1925.......... 27: 90
Payne Kathleen J of Thomas L and Kathleen J June 9 1928... 28: 236
Payne Mary P of Thomas L and Kathleen J Sept 8 1926....... 27: 290
Payne Mavis A of Thomas L and Kathleen J July 14 1930..... 29: 241
Payne Thelma M of Merle E and Ruby L Mar 18 1926......... 27: 286
Payne Thomas L of Thomas L and Kathleen J Sept 30 1924... 26: 319
Payne — d of Earl F and Grace E Mar 13 1923............... 26: 45
Payton Edna T (c) of George W and Lucy A Feb 18 1921.... 25: 20
Payton Ralph B of Ralph B and Ruth M Dec 14 1925......... 27: 163
Payton Wilfred G (c) of George W and Lucy A July 12 1924... 26: 279
Paz Adelina M of John and Mary Feb 27 1928................ 28: 191
Pazienza Adelaide of Luigi and Marietta Apr 19 1921....... 25: 46
Pazienza Angelina of Salvatore and Maria Aug 25 1921...... 26: 300
Pazienza Angelo of Luigi and Marietta Oct 2 1922.......... 25: 313
Pazienza Benedetto of Giuseppe and Gilda Oct 16 1923...... 26: 143
Pazienza Ester of Salvatore and Maria G Apr 16 1923....... 26: 52
Pazienza Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Gilda Apr 6 1926........ 27: 217
Pazienza Stella of Raffaele and Lidia Apr 14 1924........... 26: 232
Pazienza Viola of Salvatore and Crestina June 15 1921..... 25: 72
Peabody Charlotte M of John G and Beatrice M Nov 13 1926.. 27: 318
Peabody Edward B of Lewis A and Florence Sept 11 1921... 25: 121
Peabody Edwin C of John G and Beatrice M May 13 1924..... 26: 247
Peabody Elizabeth A (twin) of Herbert E and Elizabeth E June 17 1927........................................... 28: 75
Peabody Ellen A (twin) of John G and Beatrice M Aug 1 1929.. 29: 92
Peabody Harlan B of Harlan B and Persis Jan 3 1929........ 29: 2
Peabody Harriet H (twin) of Herbert E and Elizabeth E June
17 1927.................................................................... 28: 75
BIRTHSRecorded in Providence

Peabody John G of John G and Beatrice M Oct 24 1922. 25: 322
Peabody Margaret M (twin) of John G and Beatrice M Aug 1
1929. 29: 92
Peace Wilbert H of Arthur W and Cora E May 7 1928. 28: 196
Peacock Barbara E of Wallace A and Alice M D Jan 27 1929. 29: 11
Pearce Agnes E of Daniel A and Florence C June 24 1928. 28: 243
Pearce Arthur of Arthur and Ruth June 18 1925. 27: 80
Pearce Barbara A of Earl M and Mona P Jan 27 1925. 27: 12
Pearce Daniel A of Daniel A and Florence C June 24 1927. 28: 78
Pearce David E of Earl M and Mona P Feb 18 1928. 28: 188
Pearce Edward D of Mauran S and Katherine B May 3 1926. 27: 230
Pearce Kathryn D of Raymond I and Kathryn D June 13 1924. 26: 264
Pearce Miriam of Chester G and Emma E Apr 27 1921. 25: 50
Pearce Robert A of Earl M and Mona P Sept 2 1922. 25: 298
Pearce Wilbur I of Wilbur I and Priscilla Dec 17 1930. 29: 301
Pearce William R of Daniel A and Florence C July 11 1929. 29: 82
Pearl Alice M of Joseph M and Helen June 9 1930. 29: 223
Pearl Eleanor R of Joseph M and Helen Oct 30 1924. 26: 333
Pearl Jack of Joseph and Bella Apr 19 1924. 26: 234
Pearl Phyllis M of Samuel L and Edith Sept 22 1924. 26: 316
Pearl Shirley I of Joseph and Bella Sept 25 1927. 28: 120
Pearlman Alma of Israel and Ida Aug 3 1924. 26: 365
Pearlman Faith L of Israel and Ida Nov 17 1925. 27: 173
Pearlman Leo of Israel P and Ida Aug 21 1930. 29: 310
Pearlman Marcus J of Israel P and Ida E Feb 25 1929. 29: 24
Pearson Dorothea of Walter F and Gertrude F May 21 1921. 25: 60
Pearson Eleanor L of Walter F and Gertrude F Nov 4 1923. 26: 153
Pearse Dorothy E of Louis H and Florence Oct 9 1923. 26: 140
Pearse Richard A of Harry and Lillian E May 31 1927. 28: 66
Pearse Viola M of James and Mary J Apr 8 1927. 28: 44
Pearse Walter of Catherine E Sept 7 1925. 27: 120
Pearson Alfred E of Gustaf A R and Nellie Nov 15 1927. 28: 142
Pearson Anna M of Gustaf A R and Nellie Feb 1 1923. 26: 16
Pearson Arthur T of William and Annie Aug 6 1924. 26: 293
Pearson Barbara R of Andrew and Eliza L Aug 6 1923. 26: 107
Pearson Beverly of Edward H and Ethel June 15 1930. 29: 226
Pearson Carl V of Carl V and Isabel Feb 17 1929. 29: 20
Pearson Charlotte V of Charles C and Charlotte R June 22
1926. 27: 253
Pearson Daniel of John W and Margaret Nov 28 1924. 26: 346
Pearson David R of Gustaf A R and Nellie Nov 12 1925. 27: 149
Pearson Dorothy C of George H and Anna C Jan 23 1927. 28: 8
Pearson Edith of Oscar H and Martha Feb 25 1921. 25: 24
Pearson Edith V B of Ivar and Edila V Sept 10 1925. 27: 121
Pearson Elizabeth J of Warren A and Mildred K Jan 25 1927. 28: 10
Pearson Elizabeth V of Anton and Anna E Apr 9 1928. 28: 211
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Pearson Elvi I of Anton and Anna E May 3 1921........... 25: 53
Pearson Ernest H of Edward E and Magdalena A Jan 26 1922. 25: 188
Pearson Esther A of George D and Emily Feb 19 1922....... 25: 201
Pearson Ethel A of Gustaf A R and Nellie Feb 26 1924...... 26: 208
Pearson Eugenie M of John J and Florence J May 7 1929.... 29: 54
Pearson George A of Henry E and Mary Dec 30 1922......... 25: 351
Pearson Helen M of Howard W and Clara Oct 13 1922....... 25: 318
Pearson Hilding S of Carl H S and Emma Feb 9 1929........ 29: 18
Pearson Joseph R of Gustaf A R and Nellie E Nov 14 1926... 26: 318
Pearson Kenneth A of August and Bertha E May 19 1924..... 26: 250
Pearson Lloyd I of Clement C and Gertrude Dec 23 1927.... 28: 159
Pearson Marian J of Edmund and Ellen June 28 1928....... 28: 244
Pearson Marjorie L of Victor E and Hilma C July 4 1924.... 26: 276
Pearson May L of Sylvia July 18 1927....................... 28: 90
Pearson Norma E of Roland R and Arline Feb 14 1928....... 28: 186
Pearson Norma E of Ellsworth and Ethel Feb 7 1930......... 29: 171
Pearson Paul R of Paul V and Rose E Feb 6 1929............ 29: 17
Pearson Richard H of Henry E and Mary Sept 24 1924....... 26: 316
Pearson Robert B of Marion Nov 20 1925..................... 27: 152
Pearson Roland R of Roland R and Arline P June 9 1929..... 29: 68
Pearson Roy I L of Ivar and Edla V Apr 15 1928............ 28: 213
Pearson Ruth M of Clement C and Gertrude May 28 1924..... 26: 255
Pearson William B of Clement C and Gertrude Nov 10 1925... 27: 148
Pearson —— s of Albert E and Beatrice E May 27 1927....... 28: 65
Pearson —— s of Gustaf A R and Nellie Apr 5 1930........... 29: 206
Pense Bradford K of Hamilton and Marion Aug 15 1929...... 29: 97
Pense Cora E of Arthur D and Cora K Oct 30 1922............ 25: 324
Pense Raymond H of Lester J and Lillian May 19 1922....... 25: 246
Pense Robert H of Charles H II and Anna R Jan 28 1921.... 25: 11
Pensley Robert V of William F and Evelyn C Sept 29 1924... 26: 318
Pensley William F of William F and Evelyn C June 30 1921.. 25: 78
Pecatelli Alberto of Francesco and Gentilina Jan 23 1927.... 28: 8
Pecatelli Maria of Francesco and Gentilina June 14 1922..... 25: 260
Pecatelli Rosina of Francesco and Gentilina Apr 20 1925..... 27: 52
Pecchia Sergio of Raffaele and Angelina Aug 6 1925.......... 27: 106
Peck Alison E of Robert and Edna Aug 15 1922.............. 25: 287
Peck Alvin F of Lloyd C and Amanda E May 14 1925.......... 27: 64
Peck Arlene L of Lloyd C and Amanda E May 11 1927.......... 28: 58
Peck Charles C of Charles C and Clara B Mar 2 1923......... 26: 30
Peck Gertrude D of Arthur J and Corinne M Apr 16 1926...... 27: 221
Peck Hector of Hector and Alice M Aug 9 1926.............. 27: 276
Peck Irene L of Earl A and Huldah Dec 24 1925.................. 27: 166
Peck Jean E of Harold E and Anna Mar 31 1924.................. 26: 224
Peck Leo A of Arthur J and Corinne M Feb 17 1922............ 25: 200
Peck Martha L of Harold E and Anna Feb 13 1929.............. 29: 19
Peck Mary E of Theodore T and Kathleen M Sept 26 1922...... 25: 308
Peck Raymond H of Calvin J and Mildred H Jan 21 1922...... 25: 186
Peck Shirley of Samuel and Lena Mar 18 1925.................. 27: 36
Peck Shirley E of Clyde K and Florence E May 25 1926...... 27: 239
Peck Stanley R of Calvin J and Mildred H Mar 24 1923...... 26: 40
Peck ——— s of Harold E and Anna Apr 13 1922.............. 25: 238
Peck ——— s of Barney and Jennie May 14 1924.............. 26: 247
Peckham Barry E of Esmond E and Alice E Sept 25 1930...... 29: 268
Peckham Beatrice M of Willard and Sara Aug 11 1928......... 28: 265
Peckham Benjamin V of Harold C and Olive C Aug 21 1923..... 26: 113
Peckham Dorothy G of Flora Sept 2 1927...................... 28: 111
Peckham Everett W of Everett W and Ruth G Jan 7 1930....... 29: 159
Peckham George S of Edwin F and Gladys Nov 17 1927....... 28: 143
Peckham Paul E of Clarence I and Marion E Jan 31 1921..... 25: 12
Peckham ——— d of Lawrence T and Elizabeth Nov 30 1930..... 29: 295
Pecoraro Olga of Pietro and Elvira May 29 1921.............. 25: 64
Pecunioso Elvira of Antonio and Costantina Mar 5 1925..... 27: 31
Pecunioso Teresa of Antonio and Costantina Aug 16 1921..... 25: 106
Peczynski Marta J of Stanislans and Marta Dec 4 1921....... 25: 163
Pedchenko Ewa of Prokop and Paraskiewa May 9 1922......... 25: 242
Pedersen Grace K of Bjarne and Emma K Mar 5 1924........... 26: 213
Pedley Edward W of Edward and Loretta Sept 9 1928......... 28: 279
Pedley Loretta I of Edward and Loretta Jan 25 1930......... 29: 165
Pedlikin Sylvia of Louis and Rose Dec 31 1921.............. 25: 174
Pedro Edoardo (c) of Henrique and Adilia DosA May 6 1926... 27: 231
Pedro Lena (c) of Henrique and Adilia D Feb 5 1930......... 29: 170
Pedro Lucilia (c) of Henrique and Adilia Mar 19 1922....... 25: 216
Pedro ——— (c) d of Henrique and Adilia D June 2 1928....... 28: 233
Peel Barbara A of Ernest A and Louise M July 9 1929........ 29: 81
Peel Richard E of Ernest A and Louise M July 28 1927....... 28: 93
Peet Ruth of Thomas and Mary R Apr 28 1924.................. 26: 238
Peirce Elizabeth G of Earl W and Beatrice Mar 29 1923....... 26: 42
Peirce Jean of Stanley and Sarah Feb 18 1930................. 29: 175
Peirce Ronald W of Frederick and Ruth Jan 6 1927........... 28: 3
Peirce Thomas E of George E and Laura S Nov 15 1929....... 29: 134
Peirce Thomas J H of Thomas J H and Alice G Feb 15 1925.... 27: 21
Peirce ——— s of George E and Laura S May 11 1928........... 28: 224
Pelaggi Alberto D of Alberto P and Annie Feb 22 1927....... 28: 22
Pelico Silvio of Silvio and Armanda May 12 1922.............. 25: 213
Peligian Mary of Sarkis and Vartouhi July 19 1926............ 27: 267
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.  

Pellegrini Lidia of Giuseppe and Eva Dec 30 1923..........................26: 176
Pelino Angelina of Egidio and Maria S Feb 4 1927..........................28: 15
Pelino Erma of Egidio and Maria S Aug 6 1928..............................28: 263
Pelino Francesco D of Gabriele and Maddalena Dec 22 1927...........28: 158
Pelino Igino G of Egidio and Maria S Jan 26 1924.........................26: 193
Pelkey Arthur of Arthur and Lillian May 1 1923............................26: 61
Pelkey Elizabeth C of Arthur and Lillie Apr 28 1921.......................25: 50
Pelkey John (twin) of Arthur and Lillie Aug 17 1926........................27: 279
Pelkey Joseph (twin) of Arthur and Lillie Aug 17 1926.....................27: 279
Pell Michael of John and Catherine Oct 14 1928............................28: 293
Pella Biagio of Biagio and Antonetta E Feb 10 1929.........................29: 18
Pella Dorothy A of Biagio and Antonetta E May 18 1927...................28: 61
Pellagne Giovanni U of Salvatore and Filomena Nov 4 1924................26: 337
Pelland Henry E of Oscar F and Mabel L Sept 21 1926......................27: 295
Pelland Marie F M of Olivier and Anna Feb 20 1927........................28: 21
Pelland Marie J of Camille and Eva Dec 6 1922..............................25: 342
Pelland Marie P C of Wilfrid and Marie A Oct 1 1926........................27: 300
Pelland Raymond E of Irene A Dec 23 1930................................29: 311
Pelland Raymond W of Oscar F and Mabel L Mar 28 1923.....................26: 41
Pelland Robert O of Oscar F and Mabel L Jan 30 1925.......................27: 13
Pelle Antonio of Salvatore and Michelina Oct 19 1922....................25: 320
Pelle Giovanni of Michele and Virginia June 24 1922......................25: 264
Pelle Ida of Antonio and Caterina Mar 3 1925..............................27: 30
Pelle Michele of Aniello and Vincenza Aug 3 1922..........................25: 283
Pelle Michelina of Antonio and Caterina Mar 31 1930.......................29: 193
Pelle Salvatore of Aniello and Vincenza Aug 31 1924.......................26: 303
Pelle Salvatore A of Aniello and Vincenza Dec 15 1923....................26: 171
Pelle —— s of Aniello and Vincenza Mar 18 1921............................25: 81
Pelle —— (twin) s of Salvatore and Michelina Apr 25 1925.................27: 58
Pelle —— (twin) d of Salvatore and Michelina Apr 25 1925................27: 58
Pellegrini Alessandro D of Domenico and Maria June 6 1923..............26: 76
Pellegrini Carmela of Antonio and Anna Sept 1 1921.......................25: 116
Pellegrini Carmine M of Umberto and Emanuela July 17 1923..............26: 94
Pellegrini Gennaro of Domenico and Maria C Jan 17 1925....................27: 7
Pellegrini Madeleine G of Benedetto and Anna Jan 31 1923...............26: 13
Pellegrini Vincenzo D of Americo and Clotilda June 19 1927..............28: 76
Pellegrino Antonetta of Salvatore and Genoveffa Dec 3 1927..............28: 152
Pellegrino Clementina of Ignazio and Giuseppina Apr 19 1930............29: 201
Pellegrino Clementina D of Giovanni A and Nancy A Sept 5 1925............27: 119
Pellegrino Giovanni (twin) of Carmine and Lucia Apr 21 1921..............25: 47
Pellegrino Giovanni of Salvatore and Jennie Oct 2 1926....................27: 300
Pellegrino Giovanni of Gerardo and Maria E Mar 23 1930...................29: 190
Pellegrino Giovanni of Giovanni and Flora E July 14 1930...29:238
Pellegrino Giovanni A of Giovanni A and Annunziata July 24
1930... ...........................................................................29:242
Pellegrino Giusepppe of Carmine and Lucia Apr 21 1921...25: 47
Pellegrino Jennie A of Giovanni A and Nancy A Dec 29 1926...27:335
Pellegrino Joan R of Vincent and Mary E Sept 22 1930...29:267
Pellegrino Luca of Salvatore and Jennie July 5 1924...26:276
Pellegrino Maria of Mariano and Vincenza July 18 1929...29: 85
Pellegrino Matilda of Luciano and Maria C Jan 1 1927...28: 1
Pellegrino Raimondo of Vincenzo and Maria Apr 23 1925...27: 54
Pellegrino Sarah of Salvatore and Filomena Jan 3 1927...28: 2
Pellegrino Saveria of Salvatore and Jennie June 1 1925...27: 74
Pellegrino Silvio of Mariano and Vincenza Sept 25 1922...25:308
Pellegrino Vincent of Vincent and Mary E Aug 5 1927...28: 99
Pellegrino —— d of Giuseppe and Michela Nov 19 1923...26:195
Pellerin Agnes M of Jeanette F Sept 9 1928...28:279
Pellerin Norbert F of Rudolphe and Martha F June 16 1925...27:172
Pellerin Peter Y of Rudolph and Martha June 9 1930...29:309
Pelletier Albert L of Albert J and Hazel I May 13 1925...27: 61
Pelletier Alfred L of Andrew J and Marie A Nov 14 1925...27:150
Pelletier Barbara R of Charles J and Margaret L Mar 9 1924...26:215
Pelletier Charles R of Charles and Yvonne Mar 16 1922...25:214
Pelletier Doris M of Albert J and Hazel I Aug 26 1922...25:293
Pelletier Isadore E of Elphege U and Blanche Dec 21 1929...29:149
Pelletier Joseph F A of Andrew J and Marie A Mar 2 1923...26: 30
Pelletier Joseph W C of Joseph and Agnes L May 24 1926...27:257
Pelletier Leo J of Charles and Yvonne Nov 27 1926...27:323
Pelletier Louise A of Joseph and Agnes L June 26 1928...28:244
Pelletier Marie of Thomas and Georgina Mar 13 1926...27:205
Pelletier Marion V of Charles J and Margaret L May 29 1926...27:241
Pelletier Martha A of Allan and Antoinette Sept 4 1923...26:122
Pelletier Pierre R of Andrew J and Marie A Aug 23 1924...26:360
Pelletier Raymond of James and Antonette July 17 1921...25: 98
Pelletier Rita E of Jean B and Helen A May 29 1930...29:217
Pelletier Thomas F of Joseph and Agnes L Oct 14 1930...29:276
Pelletier —— s of Joseph and Olive Mar 21 1923...26: 45
Pelley Jean M of Frank A W and Helen M May 30 1927...28: 66
Pelley Robert B of Frank A W and Helen M Oct 21 1924...26:329
Pelley Russell C of Frank A W and Helen M Sept 22 1922...25:306
Pelligrano Francesca of Bruno and Caterina Nov 8 1926...27:315
Pelliccia Anna of Emmanuele and Vincenza Nov 6 1928...28:303
Pelliccia Gerardo of Emmanuele and Vincenza Jan 23 1923...26: 10
Pelliccia Gilda V of Emmanuele and Vincenza May 16 1930...20:212
Pelliccia Vincenzo of Emmanuele and Vincenza Apr 20 1925...27: 52
Pellico Edmondo of Silvio and Assunta June 2 1929...29: 65
Pellico Elenora C of Silvio and Assunta Sept 15 1925...27:124
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Pelagallo Eleuterio of Francesco and Caterina Aug 28 1922...25:294
Pelagallo Giuseppe F of Francesco and Caterina Feb 15 1928...28:186
Pelagallo Vittoria of Francesco and Caterina May 25 1925...27:69
Peloian Anna of Garabed and Dzahig Mar 27 1922...25:220
Peloian Aziv of Garabed and Dzahig Apr 3 1925...27:44
Peloni Dorotea R of Antonio and Elisabetta May 23 1921...25:62
Pelopida Elisa of Eliseo and Idal June 17 1928...28:240
Pelquin Anne M A G of Elmer H and Gladys M Aug 8 1926...27:276
Pelquin Elmer H J of Elmer H J and Gladys M Feb 8 1928...28:183
Pelquin Herbert R of Horem and Ruth E May 12 1925...27:64
Pelquin Joseph W of Dora July 4 1923...26:89
Pelquin Malvina of Alphonso and Elizabeth Mar 6 1921...25:28
Pelquin Rita D of Leo and Maria May 6 1926...27:231
Pelquin Robert J of Horem and Ruth E Sept 18 1923...26:128
Pelquin William H of Horem and Ruth E June 22 1921...25:75
Pelorocco Rosa of Augusto and Carmela July 8 1929...29:80
Pelosi Anthony R of Anthony R and Josephine M Oct 15 1923...26:143
Pelosi Antonio of Luigi and Rachele Jan 27 1928...28:178
Pelosi Arturo M of Raffaele and Utilia Dec 10 1925...27:162
Pelosi Dorothy of Anthony R and Josephine M Sept 17 1921...25:123
Pelosi Filomena of Luigi and Rachele Jan 21 1926...27:182
Pelosi Pasquale of Raffaele and Utilia July 18 1922...25:275
Peloso Dorothy H of Michael and Helen C Aug 28 1928...28:272
Peloso Francesco A of Francesco and Libera Aug 26 1928...28:271
Peloso George V of Vincenzo and Mariannina June 7 1928...28:236
Peloso Raymond E of Michael and Helen C Jan 25 1922...25:187
Peloso Robert E of Michael and Helen C Mar 10 1924...26:216
Pelrine Margaret of William J and Mary R Apr 5 1927...28:42
Peltier Joseph R of Edmond and Blandine Aug 3 1928...28:262
Peltier Leonia D of Henry A and Josephine M June 21 1925...27:82
Peltier Loretta J of Henry A and Josephine M May 28 1923...26:71
Peltier Therese L F of Edmond and Blandine Nov 1 1929...29:130
Peltier Wilfred L of Edmond and Blandine May 26 1927...28:64
Pelsi Irene M of Thomas and Frances Oct 14 1923...26:142
Peluso Elena R of Salvatore and Assunta Feb 10 1924...26:201
Peluso Francesco of Gaetano and Giovanna July 10 1927...28:87
Peluso James of James and Etta Feb 26 1929...29:24
Peluso Giuseppe of Patrizio and Giovannina Dec 12 1926...27:330
Peluso Raffaele of Gaetano and Giovanna Apr 3 1924...26:228
Peluso Vincenzo of Gaetano and Giovanna July 30 1921...25:96
Pember John R of John R and Margaret C Apr 8 1929...29:42
Pemberton —— s of Caleb and Margaret Aug 11 1929...29:96
Pendergast Anna E of Michael R and Gertrude F Jan 23 1922...25:187
Pendergast Peter E of Thomas F and Josephine M Sept 20

1930...29:266
Pendleton Arthur J of Arthur N and Mary Jan 24 1930...29:165
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Pendleton Robert C of Wyman and Mildred Jan 5 1926 ....... 27: 176
Pendleton Robert E of Everett and Lulu Apr 14 1922 ....... 25: 229
Pendleton Warren S of Everett and Lulu May 20 1924 ....... 26: 251
Penneau Barbara A of Alexander and Grace Sept 29 1922 ....... 25: 306
Pennahlow Louisa M of Raymond E and Caroline July 28
1923. .................................................................... 26: 99
Penley Arthur E of John E and Ella S Feb 16 1921 ....... 26: 204
Pennman Margaret M of William and Helen M July 31 1924 ....... 26: 288
Pennman William C of William and Helen M May 11 1926 ....... 27: 233
Penn David E of Harry and Sadie Oct 16 1928 ....... 28: 294
Penn Dora of Harry and Sadie Apr 23 1925 ....... 27: 54
Penn Esther of Harry and Sadie Sept 19 1921 ....... 25: 124
Penn Raymond C of Harry and Sadie Apr 6 1923 ....... 26: 48
Penn Zanual E of Harry and Sadie Mar 5 1930 ....... 29: 182
Pennacchi Agnello of Natalino and Teresa Nov 8 1921 ....... 25: 150
Pennacchi Filomena of Natalino and Teresa Mar 21 1924 ....... 26: 220
Pennacchia Annunziata F of Pasquale and Olga May 14 1930 ....... 29: 211
Pennacchia Gaetano of Pasquale and Olga Dec 26 1926 ....... 27: 334
Pennacchia Giuseppe G of Pasquale and Olga Nov 22 1928 ....... 28: 309
Pennacchia Pietro of Pasquale and Olga Feb 26 1924 ....... 26: 208
Pennacchia Rita G of Giuseppe and Fortunata Nov 14 1929 ....... 29: 134
Pennacchini Agnese L of Paolo and Maria G Apr 6 1928 ....... 28: 210
Pennacchini Alfredo G of Paolo and Maria G Jan 1 1925 ....... 27: 1
Pennacchini Antonio P of Paolo and Maria G Apr 24 1922 ....... 25: 223
Pennacchini Olindo G of Paolo and Maria G June 9 1930 ....... 29: 223
Pennacchini Pietro N of Paolo and Maria G July 23 1926 ....... 27: 268
Pennacchio Aldina A of Joseph and Nancy July 6 1928 ....... 28: 249
Pennacchio Iris L of Americo and Icedina June 27 1927 ....... 28: 79
Pennacchio Leonia A of Americo and Ackla Mar 7 1930 ....... 29: 183
Pennacchio Liberato of Natale and Teresa June 5 1927 ....... 28: 70
Pennachia Dante A of Antonio and Adelina Sept 13 1922 ....... 25: 303
Penney Hugh B of Hugh and Marcia May 6 1926 ....... 27: 231
Penney Ruth M of Hugh and Marcia B Sept 4 1927 ....... 28: 112
Penniman Bruce of Edward C and Laura Dec 29 1927 ....... 28: 161
Penniman Carol of Edward C and Laura May 24 1929 ....... 29: 60
Penniman Edward C of Edward C and Laura Oct 28 1923 ....... 26: 148
Pennine Anthony P of Alfredo and Maria C Apr 29 1927 ....... 28: 52
Pennine Edward J of Saverio N and Ella Mar 18 1930 ....... 29: 188
Pennine Elda M of Alfredo and Maria C Oct 23 1928 ....... 28: 296
Pennine Ernest J of Alfredo and Maria C July 24 1930 ....... 29: 242
Pennine Ernestina R of Saverio N and Ella Mar 12 1922 ....... 25: 212
Pennine Giuseppe of Giuseppina Dec 3 1921 ....... 25: 162
Pennine Gloria G of Ernesto F and Elisabetta July 22 1921 ....... 25: 93
Pennine Virginia of Saverio N and Ella May 30 1926 ....... 27: 241
Pennino Arturo E of Alberto and Maddalena May 31 1929 ....... 29: 62
Pennino Giovanna of Alberto and Maddalena Feb 24 1923 ....... 26: 25
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Pennino Giovanni Q of Alberto and Maddalena June 4 1921 25: 67
Pennino Rosa M of Alberto and Maddalena Oct 13 1927 28: 129
Penno Benjamin E of Benjamin E and Alice July 25 1924 26: 285
Penno William B of Ernest B and Ruth 1 May 28 1924 26: 255
Pensa Diana L of Frank J and Julia Dec 5 1925 27: 159
Pensa Vilma of Frank J and Julia Nov 29 1927 28: 148
Pensalfini Edmundo E of Alberto and Ida Sept 23 1922 25: 307
Pensalfini Raimondo G of Alberto and Ida Sept 1 1928 28: 276
Pensinger Edgar P of Edgar and Helen M Mar 6 1921 13: 14
Penta Anna V of Pierino S and Marianna Nov 7 1927 28: 140
Penta Giuseppe of Raffaele and Caterina June 26 1930 29: 230
Penta Helen V of Domenico M and Anna F May 24 1922 25: 248
Penta Maria C of Pierino S and Marianna Oct 5 1924 28: 324
Penta Norma J of Louis and Hilda July 24 1930 29: 242
Penta Pauline F of Augustine and Viola Feb 7 1929 29: 17
Penta William A of Nerino A and Elvira Sept 21 1930 29: 267
Penza Aldo M A of Arcangelo and Vincenzo Sept 24 1925 27: 128
Penza Luisa O of Francesco and Rosa June 22 1924 26: 268
Penza Salvatore S of Michele and Rosa Apr 1 1927 28: 41
Pepe Adelaide R of Michele and Rosanna June 9 1928 28: 236
Pepe Angelina of Michele and Rosanna Mar 29 1922 25: 216
Pepe Antonetta of Alberto and Elvira Apr 6 1930 29: 197
Pepe Giovanni G of Giovanni G and Carolina July 4 1929 29: 79
Pepe Giuseppina of Michele and Rosanna Apr 22 1925 27: 53
Pepe Gloria E of Vincenzo and Rosina Sept 23 1925 27: 127
Pepe Iolanda A of Vincenzo and Rosina Nov 6 1928 28: 393
Pepe Vincenzo X of Vincenzo and Rosina July 21 1923 26: 96
Pepin Lester W of Lester L and Mary E Aug 17 1929 29: 98
Pepin Mary R of Lester L and Mary E June 15 1928 28: 239
Pepin — of Romeo and Mina Mar 31 1923 26: 43
Pepper Glenn F of Herbert H and Adah B Sept 29 1924 26: 318
Pepper Amond L of Jack and Ernie Apr 8 1927 28: 44
Pepper Arnold L of Samuel and Sadie Nov 3 1926 27: 314
Pepper Betty J of Edward C and Agnes G Nov 7 1923 26: 154
Pepper Ernest B of Ernest and Alice June 1 1926 27: 214
Pepper Frances C of Samuel and Sadie July 12 1925 27: 92
Pepper Gloria A of Sam and Sylvia June 11 1930 29: 224
Pepper Myrtle A of Ernest and Alice Oct 19 1929 29: 123
Pepper Sanford of Samuel and Sadie July 11 1928 28: 251
Pepper — d of Jacob and Mollie Oct 19 1929 29: 123
Peppeett Carl W of Ernest D and Katherine M Mar 29 1921 25: 37
Pera Donald of Mario F and Kathleen W Sept 20 1929 29: 111
Pera Vincenzo of Antonio and Margaret Nov 22 1927 28: 145
Percelay Seeu M of Abraham M and Nettie H Jan 3 1925 27: 2
BIRTHSRecorded in Providence

Perdikis —— d of Theodore and Angelika Feb 22 1925 .......... 27: 23
Pereira Agnes of Agostinho and Maria E P June 27 1929 .......... 29: 75
Pereira Alberto (c) of Antone and Maria Mar 21 1929 .......... 29: 34
Pereira Alda (c) of Antone S and Maria July 14 1926 .......... 27: 265
Pereira Armand E G (c) of Antonio and Maria Nov 25 1927 .......... 28: 146
Pereira Clotilde of Agostinho and Maria E P Dec 31 1927 .......... 28: 161
Pereira Irene of Manoel and Irene Aug 5 1927 ................. 28: 99
Pereira Jose A of Maria July 5 1927 .................. 28: 85
Pereira Leona of Joao and Maria Nov 2 1924 ................ 26: 336
Pereira Lurdes of Jose and Evangelina July 10 1926 .......... 27: 263
Pereira Manoel of Antonio and Anna F July 3 1930 .......... 29: 233
Pereira Manuel del (c) of Antone and Maria T Dec 25 1930 .......... 29: 304
Pereira Marcolino of Marcolino and Jesuina Sept 10 1924 .......... 26: 310
Pereira Margarida of Eduardo and Angelina Nov 15 1924 .......... 26: 341
Pereira Margarida of Marcolino and Jesuina Oct 29 1926 .......... 27: 310
Pereira Pearl M of Elpeiduo and Entelvina Aug 30 1923 .......... 26: 117
Pereira Raymond (c) of Antone and Elizabeth Aug 6 1928 .......... 28: 263
Pereira Robert (c) of Antonio M and Elizabeth July 5 1926 .......... 27: 261
Pereira Seraphin of Seraphin A and Anna C Aug 26 1922 .......... 25: 293
Perelli Elaine I T of Chancy and Adelaide Jan 15 1921 .......... 25: 6
Perelman Arthur of Hyman S and Clara Apr 12 1923 .......... 26: 50
Perelman Dorothea H of Hyman S and Clara Mar 29 1928 .......... 28: 205
Percino William F of Luigi and Gladys A June 14 1927 .......... 28: 74
Perethian Hagop of Manoog and Sarah Aug 3 1926 .......... 27: 274
Perethian Kachadoor of Manoog and Sarah June 18 1921 .......... 25: 73
Peretzian Avedis of Avedis and Sirvart Nov 4 1928 .......... 28: 302
Peretzian Charles of Dickran and Mariam Jan 22 1926 .......... 27: 182
Peretzian Louise of Dickran and Mariam Feb 20 1930 .......... 29: 176
Peretzian Margaret of Dickran and Mariam Oct 20 1927 .......... 28: 128
Perfetto Alberinda of Domenico and Vittoria Sept 18 1921 .......... 25: 124
Perfidio Elaine C of Giovanni and Annunziata Aug 29 1929 .......... 29: 102
Perillo Antonetta of Alessandro and Letizia June 18 1928 .......... 28: 240
Perillo Domenico of Alessandro and Letizia Jan 16 1925 .......... 27: 7
Perillo Rosa of Alessandro and Letizia May 19 1926 .......... 27: 236
Perkins Albert W of Albert W and Margaret L Dec 19 1924 .......... 26: 356
Perkins Barbara J of Howard and Lillian June 22 1926 .......... 27: 253
Perkins Betty of Clarence B and Minnie J June 21 1930 .......... 29: 228
Perkins Dolores L of Forest A and Lillian C Dec 19 1930 .......... 29: 302
Perkins Donald H of Donald H and Gladys M Mar 2 1929 .......... 29: 27
Perkins Dorothy of Clarence B and Minnie J May 14 1921 .......... 25: 57
Perkins Dorothy J of William T and Mary C Nov 28 1928 .......... 28: 311
Perkins Elmer F of Elmer F and Gladys M Dec 20 1930 .......... 29: 302
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Perkins Frederick W of Frederick W and Eulalie Jan 5 1925...27: 3
Perkins Irene L of Walter E and Ora July 4 1924...........26: 276
Perkins Jean E of Elmer F and Gladys M May 6 1928........28: 222
Perkins Joseph B of William T and Mary C May 9 1921....25: 55
Perkins Ralph O of Walter E and Alice O Oct 19 1928....28: 295
Perkins Roy F of Roy F and Helen May 15 1928............28: 225
Perkins Thomas E of William T and Mary C Feb 10 1924...26: 201
Perkins Virginia F of Earl P and Frances J Feb 4 1929...29: 16
Perler Evelyn M of Nathan and Frances Apr 7 1929........29: 155
Perlman Judith S of Reuben R and Sarah S Jan 4 1930....29: 158
Perlman Murray J of Sidney D and Minnie Oct 26 1921....26: 331
Perlora Teresa of Agosto and Carmela Oct 21 1930.......29: 279
Perlow Elizabeth K of Sidney J and Elizabeth K Aug 26 1923,26: 115
Perlow Hyman B of Morris and Mary Mar 4 1926.........27: 201
Perlow Marion R of Sidney J and Elizabeth K June 14 1926..27: 250
Perlow Sidney J of Sidney J and Elizabeth K Jan 22 1925...27: 9
Permanent Eileen A of Ruggiero G and Amy F Mar 3 1928...28: 195
Permanent Roger C of Ruggiero G and Amy F Aug 4 1929...29: 93
Pernevan Katharine E of Lester A and Anna May 1 1922...25: 239
Pernorio Annunziata of Settimio and Carmela Sept 1 1926...27: 287
Pernorio Domenico of Settimio and Carmela Aug 8 1928...28: 264
Pernorio Giuseppe of Settimio and Carmela July 4 1921....25: 86
Pernorio Michele A of Settimio and Carmela Apr 24 1924...26: 235
Pero Joseph L A of Louis J and Ella Jan 27 1923..........26: 12
Pero Paolo G of Giovanni and Maria Dec 3 1924...........26: 351
Perosi Maria E of Michele and Brigida June 26 1923.......26: 84
Peroso Santa of Michele and Beatrice Sept 10 1921.......25: 120
Perpetua Catherine of Joao and Maria L Nov 13 1930.....29: 294
Perras Marie C J D’A of George W and Victoria Dec 11 1922..25: 344
Perreault Alan of Rudolph E and Clara V Oct 24 1929.....29: 125
Perreault Charles A of Charles A and Minnie M Nov 5 1926..27: 314
Perreault Clarence P of Vertume and Blanche Apr 20 1922..25: 231
Perreault Constance F of Alphonse and Melvina Sept 9 1927..28: 114
Perreault Evelyn L of George C and Salanda Mar 14 1928...28: 199
Perreault Francis C of Francis C and Marion F Nov 28 1921..25: 158
Perreault Gerald J of Francis C and Marion F Sept 21 1923..26: 130
Perreault Helen M of George C and Salanda Nov 16 1924...26: 342
Perreault Jeanne B of Alphonse and Melvina Dec 13 1929...29: 146
Perreault Robert J of Henry L and Della Dec 10 1928.......28: 317
Perreault Rolland A of Vertume and Blanch Jan 4 1921......25: 9
Perreault Shirley J of Louis E and Iva Mar 13 1929.......29: 31
Perreira Alfredo C of Alberto C and Matilda Jan 24 1925...27: 10
Perreira Alfredo J of Joao F and Maria C July 25 1922....25: 278
Perreira Eva (twin) of Candou and Adelina Dec 18 1923....26: 177
Perreira Francisco of Eduardo and Angelina Aug 11 1923....26: 109
Perreira Hilda of Alberto C and Matilda May 28 1930.......29: 217
Perreira Joao (c) of Manuel J and Caterina June 12 1925...27: 78
Perreira John (c) of Antonio and Elizabeth Aug 18 1930...29: 252
Perreira Joseph A of Jose and Catherine A Nov 8 1930...29: 286
Perreira Laurinda of Manuel and Maria Aug 29 1929...29: 102
Perreira Manuel of Manuel and Maria S Feb 16 1921...25: 19
Perreira Manuel of Matthew and Isabella Apr 23 1925...27: 54
Perreira Maria E (twin) of Candon and Adelina Dec 18 1923,26: 177
Perreira —— s of Carlo and Telvina May 31 1921...25: 65
Perretti Antonio of Giuseppe and Angelina Jan 4 1922...25: 179
Perri Mary L of Dominic J and Ethel July 15 1929...29: 83
Perri Stefano A of Saverio and Emilia July 1 1922...25: 268
Perrin Annie E of Carl H and Annie E Feb 19 1923...27: 22
Perrin Edna E of Thomas J and Mary E Dec 7 1924...26: 352
Perrin Robert W of Howard S and Dorothy P Aug 10 1930...29: 250
Perrino Francesco A of Francesco and Dolorosa Oct 10 1929...29: 120
Perrino Giovanni of Giovanni and Margherita May 23 1922...25: 248
Perrino Michele of Michele and Antonetta July 23 1921...25: 97
Perrizzola Angelina of Ottavio and Gelsomina May 14 1924...26: 248
Perrotta Alfred D of Vincenzo and Filomena July 8 1928...28: 250
Perrotta Guido of Vincenzo and Filomena Dec 4 1924...26: 351
Perron Doris L of George and Louise E Oct 29 1924...26: 333
Perron Lawrence of Diana Nov 21 1925...27: 152
Perron Nancy of Alfred and Dorothy July 21 1923...26: 96
Perron —— s of Yvonne Mar 16 1921...25: 32
Perrone Carmelo A of Leo and Etta May 26 1929...29: 61
Perrone Gloria L of Liborio and Antonetta Apr 2 1927...28: 41
Perrone Leo G of Leo and Etta Nov 9 1930...29: 286
Perroni —— s of Giuseppe and Rosa May 2 1922...25: 239
Perrotta Carmina of Vincenzo and Filomena Jan 21 1921...25: 8
Perrotta Eduardo C of Giovanni and Maria May 29 1929...29: 62
Perrotta Eduardo T of Tomaso and Maria June 1 1921...25: 66
Perrotta Elvira V of Modestino and Antonia Jan 7 1929...29: 3
Perrotta Giulia of Giovanni and Maria June 8 1926...27: 247
Perrotta Ralph N of Tomaso and Maria Feb 5 1929...29: 16
Perrotta Violanta of Vincenzo and Filomena Jan 13 1923...26: 6
Perrotta —— d of Vincenzo and Filomena Feb 25 1926...27: 199
Perrotte Cristina of Nicola and Maria M May 12 1923...26: 72
Perrotte Maria G of Nicola and Maria M Sept 3 1926...27: 287
Perrotti Caterina M of Pietro and Luigia Apr 9 1929...29: 43
Perrotti Geneva F of Mario T and Colomba Nov 24 1921...25: 157
Perrucci Barsanolo A of Cosimo and Rosina Jan 3 1925...27: 2
Perrucci Benedetta I of Cosimo and Rosina Nov 2 1922...25: 328
Perrucci Isolanda M of Cosimo and Rosina Aug 29 1929...29: 102
Perrucci Iolanda S of Cosimo and Rosina July 11 1926...27: 263
Perrucci Maria B of Cosimo and Rosina July 24 1921...25: 94
Perry Albert L (c) of William and Irene Sept 11 1929...29: 108
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Perry Albert R (c) of John S and Lulu Apr 8 1930
Perry Alice L of Joseph H and Mary V Aug 25 1928
Perry Alonzo E of Charles A and Juliette M Oct 15 1921
Perry Alvin K of Clarence and Sophenda B Oct 21 1926
Perry Anna E of Arthur E and Annie E Aug 22 1922
Perry Anna of Frank and Anna July 16 1928
Perry Annie M (c) of Viola Sept 28 1929
Perry Anthony of Frank and Emily 1 Feb 26 1928
Perry Anthony J of Joseph C and Elvira M Jan 13 1929
Perry Arthur E of Arthur E and Annie E Dec 7 1923
Perry Barbara E (c) of Manuel S and Jeanette P Feb 1 1927
Perry Barbara J of Alfred J and Emma T Apr 9 1924
Perry Barbara M (c) of Chester E and Harriet J July 15 1927
Perry Bernard B (c) of Clarence and Sophenda B Oct 3 1924
Perry Bernard W (c) of Chester E and Harriet J July 3 1929
Perry Betty (c) of Silas and Luella Dec 28 1928
Perry Carl H of Hiram C and Bessie Sept 30 1923
Perry Caroline A of Agnes Dec 5 1927
Perry Clinton E of Arthur and Annie Aug 17 1921
Perry Clotilde E (c) of Silas and Luella Nov 11 1927
Perry Constance E of William H and Emily Apr 16 1925
Perry David (c) of Delphine Sept 22 1929
Perry Donald LeC (c) of Clarence and Sophenda B July 4

1922
Perry Doris E (c) of Willie and Lilly M May 24 1927
Perry Dorothy C of Arthur and Eva July 25 1926
Perry Edmund S of Clara Mar 18 1930
Perry Edward of Clifford W and Marion Nov 4 1927
Perry Edward of Alfred and Alice June 5 1922
Perry Edward of John S and Margaret Mar 30 1930
Perry Edward DeW of Edward DeW and Mary Mar 2 1926
Perry Edward M of Edward T and Gertrude M Aug 9 1928
Perry Emilia of Joseph S and Emilia Oct 6 1929
Perry Ernest L of Albert and Jeanette Feb 3 1926
Perry Ernest P of Albert and Jeanette Jan 7 1923
Perry Evelyn of Joseph S and Emilia Feb 2 1928
Perry Francis of Frank and Annie G Dec 25 1923
Perry Francis of Frank and Mary Feb 2 1928
Perry George of Manuel and Maria May 30 1924
Perry Gertrude A (c) of Clarence and Sophenda B Dec 21

1928
Perry Gladys M (c) of David and Clara Apr 11 1923
Perry Gloria F (c) of Silas and Luella Feb 24 1930
Perry Hiram K of Hiram C and Bessie Jan 17 1925
Perry Irene (c) of David and Clara A June 14 1927
Perry Irene F of William A and Irene F Sept 14 1923
Perry Irene L (c) of Henry F and Clara L May 31 1924........ 26: 256
Perry Jeremiah of Clifford W and Marion Apr 22 1925........ 27: 63
Perry John of John E and Marie C Nov 3 1924................ 26: 336
Perry John U of John and Catherine July 23 1928........... 28: 256
Perry Jose (c) of Jose and Mary Jan 12 1927................ 28: 5
Perry Joseph A of William A and Irene F Mar 23 1930........ 29: 190
Perry Joseph G of John E and Marie C Dec 19 1925......... 27: 165
Perry Joseph H of Joseph L and Marguerite A Aug 20 1926... 27: 280
Perry Joseph P of John and Catherine June 28 1925......... 27: 85
Perry Joseph R of Edward and Mildred Oct 20 1927......... 28: 132
Perry Josephine (c) of Manuel and Matilda Jan 16 1930..... 29: 162
Perry Lillian R of Antonio A and Goria Sept 26 1929........ 29: 114
Perry Madeline of Antonio and Magdalena Aug 22 1921...... 25: 109
Perry Marie C D of John E and Marie C Feb 20 1922......... 25: 202
Perry Marvin D of Anthony and Amelia Sept 20 1929....... 29: 111
Perry Mary (c) of Manuel and Catherine Mar 21 1927........ 28: 35
Perry Mary M I of Edward and Mildred Mar 14 1925......... B-1: 45
Perry Moses N of Moses N and Lillian A Nov 1 1921......... 25: 148
Perry Nannie B (c) of James R and Annie M Aug 13 1929..... 29: 96
Perry Oliver H J of Harold T and Mary E Nov 29 1922...... 25: 337
Perry Paul L of Clifford W and Marion M Oct 11 1929....... 29: 121
Perry Phyllis R of Jabez and Margaret Oct 10 1930......... 29: 275
Perry Ralph of John and Mary July 21 1923.................. 26: 101
Perry Ralph K of Moses N and Lillie A Dec 31 1923......... 26: 177
Perry Raymond N of Joseph H and Mary V Dec 12 1929....... 29: 146
Perry Rita M of Antonio A and Gloria Sept 12 1930......... 29: 263
Perry Robert H of Moses N and Lillian A Apr 5 1928........ 28: 209
Perry Robert H of Charles H and Marion Mar 14 1929........ 29: 31
Perry Ruby (c) of Robert and Anna M Dec 29 1929........... 28: 161
Perry Virginia M of Moses N and Lillie A Apr 16 1926....... 27: 221
Perry Vivian I (c) of Chester E and Harriet J Jan 7 1922... 25: 180
Perry Walter R of William A and Irene F June 16 1925...... 27: 79
Perry Wallace H of Benjamin H and Mary C Nov 18 1922..... 25: 333
Perry William A of William A and Irene F Dec 22 1921...... 25: 171
Perry William L of Lewis and Sadie Nov 11 1922............ 25: 331
Perry William S (c) of Fagan E and Ula Oct 27 1921......... 25: 144
Perry —— d of Albert L and Jeanette R Sept 24 1921...... 25: 131
Perry —— s of Charles A and Agnes D Oct 21 1922........... 25: 326
Perry —— d of James and Josephine M July 9 1924........... 26: 278
Perry —— (c) s of David and Clara Jan 4 1925.............. 27: 2
Perry —— (c) (twin) d of David and Clara Oct 12 1925...... 27: 136
Perry —— (c) (twin) d of David and Clara Oct 11 1925...... 27: 136
Perry —— d of Arthur E and Mary E Oct 27 1928............. 28: 300
Perry —— d of Doris Nov 14 1928........................... 28: 328
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Perry — s of William E and Rose A Mar 10 1929.................. 29: 39
Perry — (c) s of John and Beatrice Nov 5 1929.................. 29: 131
Perry — s of Catherine E V Apr 27 1930.................. 29: 309
Persechino Alberto L of Salvatore and Lucia May 16 1926... 27:235
Persechino Angelo G of Antonio and Raffaela Apr 11 1929... 29: 43
Persechino Antonio R of Emilio and Filomena June 13 1926... 27:249
Persechino Dante of Salvatore and Angelina Apr 3 1928... 28:208
Persechino Giuseppina of Salvatore and Lucia Feb 18 1923... 26: 23
Persechino Maddalena V of Salvatore and Angelina Feb 17

1923........................................... 26: 22
Persechino Maria of Antonio and Raffaela Jan 30 1928... 28:179
Persechino Maria of Francesco and Giovanna Aug 27 1928... 28:272
Persechino Raffaele of Emilio and Filomena Oct 12 1928... 28:292
Persechino — d of Pietro and Maddalena Jan 1 1922...... 25:178
Persechino — s of Pietro and Maddalena Nov 12 1929........ 29:141
Persichino Anna I of Pasquale and Camilla Mar 9 1922...... 25:211
Persichino Eduardo of Pasquale and Camilla Nov 27 1926... 27:322
Persichino Maria of Pasquale and Camilla Oct 3 1923...... 26:137
Persky Ruth of Hyman S and Laura Mar 13 1923.............. 26: 35
Person Ernest J of Alvin S and Annette B July 16 1927...... 28: 89
Person George E of Ernest I and Agnes July 17 1927......... 28: 90
Persson Doris E of Edward H and Ethel B Sept 22 1928..... 28:283
Pertuso Alfred E S of Angelo and Giovannina Sept 18 1929... 29:111
Pertuso Angelina M of Angelo and Giovannina Sept 8 1922... 25:301
Pertuso Angelo S G of Angelo and Giovannina Mar 23 1925... 27: 38
Pertuso Anna F of Angelo and Giovannina July 10 1921...... 25: 88
Pertuso James A of Angelo and Giovannina Oct 24 1926...... 27:309
Pertuso Jennie of Angelo and Giovannina June 5 1928....... 28:235
Perscechino Anna A X of Salvatore and Angelina Apr 30 1921... 25:511
Persechino Francesco of Salvatore and Lucia May 27 1921... 25: 63
Pesapani Angelo R of Domenico and Elena June 6 1922...... 25:256
Pesapani Francesco of Domenico and Elena Aug 17 1928..... 28:267
Pesapani Giuseppe of Domenico and Elena Mar 17 1926...... 27:206
Pesapani Pasqualina of Domenico and Elena Apr 20 1924... 26:231
Pesara Rosa of Giovanni and Maria P Sept 7 1927........... 28:113
Pesare Antonio of Giovanni and Maria P Jan 3 1922...... 25:178
Pesare Antonio N of Giusepppe and Agata Sept 26 1924...... 26:317
Pesare Giuseppa R of Giusepppe and Agata Apr 8 1921...... 25: 42
Pesare Nazareno of Giusepppe and Agata Nov 4 1928...... 28:301
Pesare Paola of Giovanni and Maria P May 21 1926......... 27:257
Pesare Umberto of Giovanni and Maria P Dec 26 1923...... 26:174
Pesaturo Addolorata of Giovanni and Carolina Aug 25 1923... 26:115
Pesaturo Edmondo G M of Ulaldo U M and Evelina A L G
M A Mar 11 1921........................................... 25: 30
Pesaturo Luigi A of Domenico and Angela Oct 12 1923...... 26:142
Pesaturo Maria of Giuseppe and Carolina June 30 1923........ 26: 85
Pesaturo Olga of Giovanni and Carolina Dec 7 1921........... 25: 164
Pescarino Maria C of Emilio and Ida Oct 20 1930............. 29: 278
Pescatore Barbara of Alfredo S and Maude Aug 25 1924...... 26: 301
Pescatore Josephine V of Alfredo and Maude Dec 12 1926.... 27: 330
Pescatore Maria C of Vincenzo and Maria July 7 1921......... 25: 87
Pescatore Silvio E of Alfredo S and Maude Mar 20 1922...... 25: 216
Pesce Ernesto D of Giuseppe and Rosa Apr 17 1921............. 25: 45
Pesce Estelle A of Ernest and Anna Mar 25 1929.............. 25: 35
Pesce Joseph E of Ernest and Anna Dec 17 1926............... 27: 331
Pesccone Carmelo P A of Saverio and Filomena Aug 20 1922.... 25: 290
Pescosolido Angela F (twin) of Ettore and Angelina June 14 1929.................................................. 29: 70
Pescosolido Filippo G (twin) of Ettore and Angelina June 14 1929.................................................. 29: 70
Pescosolido Giovanni R of Arcangelo and Maria May 9 1928.. 28: 223
Pescosolido Teresa of Ettore and Angelina Mar 13 1922...... 25: 213
Petel Armand A of Leo A and Carmela June 15 1930........... 29: 226
Peterman —— s of Albert C and Louise D Dec 6 1930........... 29: 297
Peters Alfred T S of John and Resa Jan 12 1924.............. 26: 187
Peters Arthur J of Arthur and Elizabeth Apr 14 1926....... 27: 220
Peters David L of Richard O and Evelyn M Mar 1 1929...... 29: 27
Peters Deolinda (c) of Enrique and Adelia Oct 30 1923..... 26: 149
Peters Donald B of John M and Mary E June 26 1926....... 27: 255
Peters Edward A of Isidore F and Gertrude Nov 30 1925..... 27: 155
Peters Edward B of Edward B and Elizabeth L Feb 10 1921.. 25: 17
Peters Helen C of Theodore E and Rose Jan 13 1926......... 27: 179
Peters Helen R of Benjamin S and Gertrude F Sept 14 1924... 26: 312
Peters Helena C of Manuel C and Maria C Oct 12 1924....... 26: 326
Peters Irene of John and Resa June 27 1925................... 27: 84
Peters Jean B of Edward B and Edith K Aug 26 1921......... 25: 141
Peters John B of Edward B and Edith K Mar 27 1924......... 26: 223
Peters Jose of Manuel C and Maria C July 18 1923.......... 26: 95
Peters Maria C of Manuel C and Maria C Apr 2 1922......... 25: 225
Peters Marie of Solomon and Anna Feb 2 1926............. 27: 188
Peters Melvin J of Bennett L and Hazel Mar 18 1924...... B-1: 68
Peters Michael S of Solomon and Anna July 29 1921........ 25: 96
Peters Roger I of Manuel and Mabel Mar 15 1921............ 25: 32
Peters Samuel R of Antonio and Vittoria May 7 1929........ 29: 54
Peters Sylvia A of Edward B and Edith K Aug 26 1925....... 27: 114
Peters Virginia C of Bennett L and Hazel A Oct 10 1925..... 27: 135
Peters —— s of Charles and Antonetta Feb 28 1928........... 28: 191
Petersen Barbara M of Olive Mar 22 1922.................... 25: 217
Petersen Charles O of Otto and Lottie M Feb 14 1922....... 25: 199
Petersen Gladys L of Hendrick S and Edna L Sept 1 1922... 25: 298
Petersen Lucy M of Henry and Lucy May 1 1923............. 26: 61
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Peterson — s of Carl E and Catherine July 18 1922 ....... 25: 281
Peterson Ada M of Alfred E and Susie Apr 24 1921 .......... 25: 48
Peterson Agnes G of Gustaf and Gertrude E Sept 4 1922 .... 25: 299
Peterson Arthur F of Arthur F and Victoria B Dec 6 1925 .. 27: 160
Peterson Barbara M of Richard O and Agnes M May 10 1921 . 25: 55
Peterson Catherine E of John A and Mary June 25 1923 ...... 26: 83
Peterson Charles M of Martin and Sophie Oct 16 1928 .......... 28: 294
Peterson Cornelius D of Sigurd and Mary J Nov 22 1930 ....... 29: 291
Peterson Doris A of Per and Signe A H Oct 2 1927 .......... 28: 124
Peterson Dorothy L of Richard A and Mary E Aug 16 1923 ... 26: 111
Peterson Edward of Astrid June 11 1929 .................. 29: 69
Peterson Edward J of Sidney and Mary Aug 23 1924 ...... 26: 300
Peterson Emil G of Over G and May G E July 28 1926 .... 27: 270
Peterson Ennice C of Arthur F and Victoria B Sept 21 1921 . 25: 125
Peterson Frank II of John W and Elizabeth Aug 19 1921 ..... 25: 107
Peterson George of Astrid Jan 3 1927 ................. 28: 2
Peterson Gladys C of Richard A and Mary E Apr 21 1922 .... 25: 232
Peterson Hazel E of Arthur F and Victoria B May 3 1923 ... 26: 62
Peterson Helen G of Gustaf and Gertrude E Feb 23 1928 .... 28: 190
Peterson Henry of Henry and Catherine L Oct 2 1927 .... 28: 124
Peterson Margaret J of Harry F and Marion Jan 8 1924 ..... 26: 186
Peterson Nils E of Nils A and Frida C Sept 17 1929 ........ 29: 110
Peterson Raymond W of Ellsworth W and Clara A Apr 27

1924 ......................................................... 26: 238

Peterson Reta M of Elliot C and Mary A May 31 1930 .... 29: 218
Peterson Rhoda E of Stanley E and Elizabeth Dec 28 1924 .... 26: 360
Peterson Richard I of Richard I and Ruth M Oct 1 1925 .... 27: 132
Peterson Robert of Sidney and Mary Oct 27 1926 ........ 27: 310
Peterson Robert A of Mary C Dec 3 1926 ............... 27: 326
Peterson Robert G of Over and May July 17 1930 .... 29: 239
Peterson Robert R of Ira E and Irma L Sept 21 1926 ...... 27: 295
Peterson Rowland S of Philip and Catherine July 21 1925 ... 27: 96
Peterson Sidney W of Axel H and Sigrid May 17 1921 .... 25: 59
Peterson Sigurd J of Sigurd and Mary J June 18 1922 .... 25: 261
Peterson Tina E of Aina Nov 6 1924 ........................ 26: 338
Peterson Vera C of John O and Mathilda Oct 22 1923 .... 26: 146
Peterson Virginia of Andrew J and Ellen Jan 4 1926 .... 27: 176
Peterson Walter E of Philip E and Catherine E May 26 1921 .. 25: 62
Peterson — s of Frank J and Jennie W Nov 26 1924 .... 26: 349
Peterson — s of Carl S and Grace E Sept 25 1927 .... 28: 120
Peterson — d of George A and Myrtle M June 18 1928 .... 28: 246
Peterson — d of Sigurd and Mary J Jan 1 1929 .......... 29: 1
Peterson — s of Philip E and Catherine E May 20 1929 .... 29: 64
Petit Diane M of Leon T and Sarah M June 11 1928 .... 28: 237
Petit Doris G of William E and Leonne Y Sept 15 1926 .... 27: 292
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Petit Ernest W E of William E and Leonne Y June 18 1923 26: 80
Petit Eugene L of Joseph and Jeannette Aug 20 1928 26: 269
Petit Eugene P of Eugene P and Catherine H May 6 1928 26: 222
Petit Janice M of Ovide A and Yvonne Nov 19 1930 29: 294
Petit Jeanette R of William E and Leonne Y Apr 23 1929 29: 47
Petit Joseph A of Philogene and Yvonne Nov 1 1924 26: 336
Petit Joseph E A of Philogene and Yvonne Mar 26 1927 28: 37
Petit Joseph E C E of Donat and Angeline Jan 26 1928 26: 177
Petit Joseph G E of Philogene and Yvonne Oct 9 1922 25: 316
Petit Joseph H of Joseph and Jeannette Oct 2 1926 27: 300
Petit Joseph R of Joseph and Aurore May 19 1922 25: 246
Petit Joseph R of Philogene and Yvonne June 17 1930 29: 226
Petit Marie A B of Philogene and Yvonne May 23 1921 25: 61
Petit Marie A F of Joseph and Aurore Sept 24 1923 26: 131
Petit Mary B M of Philogene and Yvonne Oct 14 1923 26: 142
Petit Raymond N of Ovide A and Yvonne May 16 1925 27: 65
Petit Viola J of Joseph and Jeannette July 29 1925 27: 100
Petit —— s of William E and Leonne Sept 13 1924 26: 321
Petorella Sabatina of Luigi and Emilia Apr 9 1925 27: 47
Petracca Angelina E of Mauro and Dolorata M Nov 4 1930 29: 285
Petracca Antonio N of Antonio and Fannie Sept 6 1930 29: 261
Petracca Carmino of Luca and Maria Aug 16 1928 28: 267
Petracca Francesco C of Mauro and Dolorata M May 30 1929 26: 62
Petracca Gilda of Francesco and Angiolina May 3 1923 26: 62
Petracca Luca of Luca and Maria May 16 1925 27: 65
Petracca Maria of Luca and Maria Jan 28 1924 26: 195
Petracca Salvatore of Luca and Maria Feb 10 1927 28: 17
Petracce Elvira E of Giuseppe and Rosina Sept 17 1929 29: 110
Petrarca Anna of Giovanni and Serafina A June 9 1928 28: 237
Petrarca Anna of Rosario and Aurelia Dec 20 1929 29: 148
Petrarca Anna L of Horace L and Amy B Feb 14 1927 28: 19
Petrarca Antonio of Rosario and Aurelia Dec 12 1925 27: 162
Petrarca Antonio of Giovanni and Serafina A Dec 9 1926 27: 329
Petrarca Antonio of Giovanni and Serafina A July 24 1929 29: 87
Petrarca Edua A of Horace L and Amy B Mar 13 1930 29: 186
Petrarca Felice of Giovanni and Serafina A Sept 28 1924 26: 318
Petrarca Ferdinando of Rosario and Aurelia Feb 2 1924 26: 198
Petrarca Salvatore of Rosario and Aurelia Dec 24 1927 28: 159
Petrarca Salvatore F of Domenico and Luisa June 9 1927 28: 71
Petrreccia Angelina (twin) of Nicola and Ersilia Aug 3 1924 26: 291
Petrreccia Antoenneta of Nicola and Ersilia Oct 7 1930 29: 274
Petrreccia Bernardino of Carmine and Conceetta Jan 24 1924 26: 192
Petrreccia Carmela of Nicola and Ersilia Jan 10 1923 26: 5
Petrreccia Luigi of Nicola and Ersilia Aug 21 1921 25: 109
Petrreccia Rocco A of Nicola and Ersilia Jan 4 1926 27: 176
Petrreccia Rosina (twin) of Nicola and Ersilia Aug 3 1924 26: 291
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
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Petrella Biagio of Sebastiano and Maria Apr 14 1930........... 29: 199
Petri Erna V of George W and Florence Jan 14 1923............ 26: 6
Petricone Anna of Luigi and Bertha July 22 1930.............. 29: 241
Petricone Domenico of Tomaso and Assunta G Aug 3 1928...... 28: 262
Petricone Giuseppe of Tomaso and Assunta G Mar 29 1926.... 27: 212
Petrillo Benedetto of Benedetto and Carmela Oct 15 1928.... 28: 293
Petrillo Guido A A of Luigi and Maddalena Apr 14 1923...... 26: 51
Petrillo Vincenzo of Domenico and Antonetta July 14 1929.... 29: 83
Petrini Pietro of Giovanni and Maria June 27 1922............ 25: 265
Petrocco Maria of Francesco and Angela Aug 7 1921.......... 25: 102
Petrocelli Albert E of Eduardo and Anna May 26 1928....... 28: 229
Petrocelli Cinetta A of Eduardo and Anna Apr 27 1926....... 27: 225
Petrocelli Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Anna July 22 1923....... 26: 97
Petrolina Ann M of Armand and Mary E May 23 1929........... 29: 59
Petrolino Isolanda of Luigi and Mary J Oct 27 1924........... 26: 332
Petrone Agnes M of Victor and Anna Aug 30 1926.............. 27: 284
Petrone Alberto A of Vittorio and Anna Aug 26 1929......... 29: 101
Petrone Ann T of Angelo A and Mary E May 15 1930............ 29: 212
Petrone Anna of Leo and Antonetta Sept 26 1923.............. 26: 131
Petrone Antonio R P of Leon and Antonetta Aug 12 1921..... 25: 104
Petrone Emilia R of Gaetano and Margherita July 2 1921...... 25: 85
Petrone Esther M of Victor and Anna Feb 7 1923.............. 26: 19
Petrone Flavia C of Antonio and Maria G Jan 8 1929......... 29: 4
Petrone Frank B of Frank B and Margaret A June 9 1924...... 26: 262
Petrone Giuseppe of Luigi and Maria R Apr 4 1928............ 28: 209
Petrone Giuseppe E of Giuseppe E and Maria July 18 1929.... 29: 85
Petrone Giuseppe F of Luigi and Maria July 11 1929......... 29: 82
Petrone Joseph J of Gaetano and Margherita Nov 10 1926..... 27: 316
Petrone Michael of Victor and Anna Feb 5 1921.............. 26: 209
Petrone Michele of Luigi and Maria R Apr 21 1921............ 25: 47
Petrone Michele P of Pietro and Rosalina Mar 15 1930....... 29: 186
Petrone Myrna D of Arthur and Elvina Oct 20 1929............ 29: 124
Petrone Nicholas L of Nicola L and Augusta Mar 26 1928..... 28: 204
Petrone Nicola of Luigi and Maria R Jan 2 1923.............. 26: 1
Petrone Robert T of Frank B and Margaret A Nov 4 1930...... 29: 285
Petrone Rosa M of Victor and Anna Apr 20 1925.............. 27: 52
Petrone Thomas J of Alfredo and Marion B Apr 23 1928....... 28: 216
Petrone Victor P of Victor and Anna Aug 29 1928.............. 28: 273
Petrone Vittorio of Luigi and Maria R Dec 16 1924........... 26: 355
Petrone —— s of Alfredo and Marion B Apr 1 1925............ 27: 58
Petrone —— d of Frank B and Margaret A June 23 1929....... 29: 73
Petrosinelli Anna R of Giovanni and Teresa Dec 12 1924..... 26: 354
Petrosinelli Harry D of Enrico and Grace M Mar 15 1921.... 25: 32
Petrosinelli James A of Giovanni G and Carmina Oct 4 1925.. 27: 133
Petrosinelli Teresa of Giovanni G and Carmina June 25 1921.. 25: 76
Petrowski Marie E of Mary E Mar 9 1924..................... 26: 215
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Petrozzi Maria F of Pasquale and Maria G June 7 1922 ... 25: 256
Petrozzi Rocco of Francesco and Lucia Dec 1 1923 ... 26: 166
Petruccelli Maria of Angelo and Domenica Nov 29 1926 ... 27: 324
Petrucci Alfredo of Salvatore and Antonetta Oct 22 1923 ... 26: 146
Petrucci Anna of Pasquale and Annunziatina Feb 29 1928 ... 28: 192
Petrucci Anna A of Francesco and Elisa July 10 1925 ... 27: 91
Petrucci Anna R of Tobio and Luisa Mar 12 1924 ... 26: 216
Petrucci Dolorata of Giuseppe R and Maria R Apr 12 1921 ... 25: 43
Petrucci Dorothy A of Antonio and Teresa Apr 1 1925 ... 27: 44
Petrucci Edward of Antonio and Teresa Mar 18 1923 ... 26: 37
Petrucci Elda of Pasquale and Annunziatina June 2 1923 ... 26: 74
Petrucci Elisabetta A of Francesco and Elisa Sept 20 1928 ... 28: 282
Petrucci Evelina E of Francesco and Elisa Apr 7 1927 ... 28: 43
Petrucci Giacomo F of Rocco and Maria May 3 1923 ... 26: 62
Petrucci Gilda of Pasquale and Annunziatina Nov 9 1921 ... 25: 151
Petrucci Giorgio L of Giovanni M and Giulia M Oct 3 1921 ... 25: 133
Petrucci Giovanni of Francesco and Elisa Dec 24 1923 ... 26: 174
Petrucci Giovanni B of Rocco and Maria Mar 26 1928 ... 28: 204
Petrucci Giuseppe of Francesco and Elisa Mar 27 1922 ... 25: 220
Petrucci Gloria R of Antonio and Teresa Mar 18 1927 ... 28: 33
Petrucci Guido A of Rocco and Maria Dec 7 1925 ... 27: 160
Petrucci Italo A of Rocco and Maria Jan 18 1922 ... 25: 185
Petrucci Livia of Salvatore and Antonetta Feb 16 1921 ... 25: 19
Petrucci Luisa G of Giuseppe R and Maria R Oct 25 1928 ... 28: 297
Petrucci Maria of Domenico and Palma Apr 17 1928 ... 28: 214
Petrucci Maria A of Vincenzo and Marianna Feb 16 1927 ... 28: 20
Petrucci Maurice A of Giovanni M and Giulia M Sept 22 1928 ... 28: 283
Petrucci Natalina of Salvatore and Antonetta Dec 24 1925 ... 27: 166
Petrucci Robert O of Francesco and Elisa Oct 22 1930 ... 29: 279
Petrucci Rodolfo E of Giovanni and Eva M Aug 17 1926 ... 27: 279
Petrucci Rosalia of Giuseppe and Angelina Aug 30 1922 ... 25: 294
Petrucci Salvatore E of Tobio and Luisa May 4 1921 ... 25: 53
Petrucci Santina A of Salvatore and Antonetta Oct 31 1930 ... 29: 282
Petrucci Sosio of Giuseppe and Francesca Apr 12 1926 ... 27: 219
Petrucci —— s of Emilio and Anna July 7 1928 ... 28: 249
Petrulo Maria of Giuseppe and Giulia Mar 3 1922 ... 25: 208
Petrusis Florantas of Joseph and Eva Oct 12 1921 ... 25: 137
Petruzi Violantha of Francesco and Lucia Oct 30 1921 ... 25: 145
Petsching Barbara L of Raymond F and Martha G Dec 5 1927 ... 28: 153
Petsching Richard K of Raymond F and Martha G Apr 23

1930 ... 29: 203
Petschke Everett J of Julius P and Agnes M Aug 16 1921 ... 25: 166
Petschke Helen J of Walter C and Helen E Apr 10 1922 ... 25: 228
Petschke Mildred M of Julius P and Agnes M Apr 15 1923 ... 26: 51
Petschke Walter C of Walter C and Helen E June 20 1923 ... 26: 81
Pettee George H of Herbert B and Corinne M June 2 1927 ... 28: 69
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.  

Pettetu Herbert M of Herbert B and Corinne M Jan 22 1923........26: 9
Pettella Umberto of Epaminondo and Lottie July 26 1925........27: 99
Pettengill Gordon H of Rodney and Frances Feb 10 1926........27: 191
Petterson Dwight E of Clarence W N and Adaline L Oct 27

1925. ..................................................27: 142
Petterson Laurence of Clarence N and Adeline L Mar 1 1923..26: 180
Pettersons Anna M A of Leopoldo and Concetta June 16 1927..28: 75
Petteruti Antonio of Alessandro and Etta Sept 5 1930........29: 260
Petteruti Carmine of Carmine and Maria May 9 1925........27: 62
Petteruti Crestina of Pasquale and Gentelina Sept 3 1924....26: 307
Petteruti Esterina of Tomaso and Fiorinda July 7 1925....27: 90
Petteruti Evelina G of Gennaro and Amelia 1 May 27 1929...29: 61
Petteruti Giuseppe L of Leopoldo and Concetta Jan 24 1930.29: 165
Petteruti Gloria of Carmine and Carmela May 5 1922........25: 209
Petteruti Joseph C of Joseph and Josephine Oct 18 1926......27: 306
Petteruti Robert of Joseph and Josephine Dec 14 1929........29: 146
Petteruti —— d of Leopoldo and Concetta Feb 2 1926........27: 199
Petteruti —— (twin) s of Pasquale and Tomasina Nov 27

1930. ..................................................29: 293
Petteruti —— (twin) s of Pasquale and Tomasina Nov 27

1930. ..................................................29: 293
Petteruto Albino A of Matteo and Assunta July 17 1924....26: 281
Petteruto Margherita of Domenico and Eva Aug 1 1929.......29: 92
Petteruto Maria E of Matteo and Assunta Jan 10 1926.....27: 178
Petteruto —— s of Michele and Giuseppina Nov 18 1924....26: 343
Petterutti Rita J of Ernesto and Elena Mar 29 1925........27: 40
Petterutti Vincenza A of Ernesto and Elena Oct 18 1928......28: 294
Pettigrew Marilyn D of Ralph N and Mary D Oct 20 1925....27: 139
Petijohn Ardena M (c) of Charles L and Flora M Aug 17

1921. ..................................................25: 106
Pettinato Anna M of Sebastiano and Rosina Apr 24 1930....29: 203
Pettine Amelia R of Stefano G and Annunziata Nov 6 1929.29: 131
Pettine Angelo R S of Stefano G and Annunziata Mar 1 1928.28: 194
Pettine Carmela of Nicandro and Maria June 8 1927........28: 71
Pettine Gilda of Nicandro and Maria Mar 30 1921........25: 38
Pettine Giuseppe of Giuseppe E and Amelia L Apr 15 1922..25: 229
Pettine Irving A of Irving A and Cecelia C Nov 7 1928......28: 303
Pettine Jacquelyn D of Vincent J and Elizabeth A Aug 24

1927. ..................................................28: 106
Pettingill Nancy of Rockey G and Frances Aug 13 1927.....28: 102
Petits Benjamin H of Benjamin H and Anna H Nov 25 1922.25: 335
Petits Elaine F of Benjamin H and Anna H Aug 18 1926.....27: 280
Petits Elizabeth M of George A and Elizabeth June 26 1926.27: 255
Petits Lloyd W of Walter A and Myrtle K Aug 24 1925.....27: 114
Pezza Amalia A of Vincenzo and Anna Sept 18 1927........28: 117
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Pezza Enrico U of Beniamino and Donata Mar 24 1925........... 27: 39
Pezza Frank of Giovanni B and Eva June 27 1922.................. 25: 265
Pezza Mary I of John R and Eva Nov 29 1923...................... 26: 163
Pezza Mildred E of John and Eva Jan 23 1921...................... 25: 9
Pezza Agnesia of Nicola and Luisa Dec 11 1924.................. 26: 354
Pezza Elenora R of Vincenzo and Carmela Feb 18 1926........... 27: 194
Pezza Evelina of Vincenzo and Carmela Aug 23 1928.............. 28: 270
Pezza Matilda of Vincenzo and Carmela July 23 1923............. 26: 97
Pezzillo Antonio of Vito and Caterina June 22 1925............. 27: 82
Pezzillo Giovanni of Vito and Caterina Feb 8 1928.............. 28: 183
Pezzillo Vito of Vito A and Caterina Jan 15 1923.............. 26: 7
Pezzullo Eugenio L of Antonio and Filomena June 2 1923........ 26: 74
Pezzullo Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Teresa June 10 1929.......... 29: 68
Pezzullo Mabel C of Antonio and Filomena Aug 31 1921........... 25: 113
Pezzullo Rose E of Giovanni and Iola M I Aug 17 1929........... 29: 98
Pezzullo —— s of Tomaso and Rosina Nov 6 1922................... 25: 338
Pezzullo —— s of Antonio and Filomena Apr 29 1927.............. 28: 34
Pezzullo —— d of Antonio and Pauline Jan 19 1926.............. 27: 181
Pezzulo Luigi J of Lewis J and Jessie M Oct 3 1925.............. 27: 133
Pezzulo Raimondo C of Thomas and Rosina May 4 1921............ 25: 53
Pfanstiehl Christian A of Louis J M and Nellie F Aug 15 1922.... 25: 288
Pfanstiehl Elizabeth L of Louis J M and Nellie F Mar 14 1927... 28: 31
Pfanstiehl Helen C of Louis J M and Nellie F Aug 19 1928........ 28: 269
Pfanstiehl Louis J M of Louis J M and Nellie F Feb 18 1924...... 26: 205
Pfefferle Edward of Emmanuel F and Annie Jan 26 1929.......... 29: 10
Pfefferle Eleanor A of Emmanuel F and Annie June 19 1930...... 29: 227
Pfeiffer Natalie M of J Norton and Lillian July 18 1929......... 29: 85
Pfeiler Charles J of William F and Veronica July 24 1928....... 28: 256
Pfeiler Harry E of William F and Veronica Nov 4 1929.......... 29: 131
Pfeiler Lester of William F and Veronica May 21 1927........... 28: 62
Piester Naomi M of Leslie and Ruth M Feb 20 1928................ 28: 188
Pfohko Constance N of Hans H W and Nettie E Jan 5 1922....... 25: 179
Phalen Barbara R of Charles M and Esther May 14 1927......... 28: 67
Phalen Charles W of Charles M and Esther B Mar 20 1924........ 26: 219
Phalen James of Charles and Esther Mar 9 1923.................. 26: 33
Phaneuf Agnes L of Rose Oct 26 1928.......................... 28: 297
Phaneuf Daniel I of Ethel M Jan 9 1924.......................... 26: 186
Phaneuf Dorothy M of Albert D and Elizabeth M July 25 1921.... 25: 94
Phaneuf Ernest R of Delia O Apr 23 1923........................ 26: 55
Phanes John F of John F and Anna M Nov 23 1927.............. 28: 145
Phayre Robert E of Edward H and Mary J June 3 1929........... 29: 66
Phelan Alice E of Henry T and Alice M Jan 12 1922.............. 25: 182
Phelan Dorothy R of Walter E and Ada A Apr 16 1924............ 26: 233
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Phelan Henry T of Henry T and Alice M May 2 1925........... 27: 59
Phelan John W of Henry T and Alice M July 18 1928........... 28: 254
Phelan Nina M of Thomas and Mabel Mar 4 1930............... 29: 182
Phelps Barbara V of Harold and Beatrice Oct 1 1928........ 28: 288
Phelps Donald K of Arthur H and Marion 1 Oct 15 1929..... 29: 122
Phelps Edwin A of Arthur H and Marion 1 Apr 22 1926.... 27: 223
Phelps Frederick R of Thomas F and Isabelle June 23 1921.. 25: 75
Phelps Lucille F of Thomas F and Isabelle Oct 3 1922.... 25: 314
Phelps Nancy M of Thomas F and Isabelle Apr 15 1926..... 27: 220
Phelps Richard G of Arthur H and Marion 1 June 18 1924.. 26: 266
Phelps Robert K of Leon R and Edith C Aug 27 1924...... 26: 301
Phelps Thomas E of Thomas F and Isabelle Mar 9 1929.... 29: 30
Phelps William H of Harry W and Dorothy Apr 7 1928.... 28: 210
Pherigo Betty C of Odus G and Carmela Sept 23 1930..... 29: 267
Phifer Charles M of Paul G and Catherine May 31 1929.... 29: 62
Phillbrick Charles H of Clarence H and Mary F Dec 12 1922. 25: 344
Phillbrick Norma D of Leonard P and Florence July 14 1927. 28: 88
Phillbrick Richard C of Clarence H and Mary F May 16 1925. 27: 35
Phillbrick Thomas L of Clarence H and Mary F Mar 7 1929. 29: 29
Phillbrick William of Elsie M May 20 1930................. 29: 244
Pilbrook Glenn of Joseph W and Dorothy Feb 20 1923....... 26: 24
Pillocks Florence of Joseph and Mary Feb 9 1923............ 26: 20
Phillips William J of Jessup C and Louise C Dec 7 1926... 27: 328
Phillipsy Ernest G of Leo D and Annie July 1 1927........ 28: 83
Phillips Alfred D of Mario and Maria Apr 20 1929......... 29: 46
Phillips Alfred D of Howard and Grace Apr 17 1929....... 29: 45
Phillips Barbara M of Clarence F and Elsie F Nov 19 1923. 26: 159
Phillips Caroline of Edward M and Clara V July 15 1929... 29: 84
Phillips Charles A of Anthony S and Mary H July 27 1927. 28: 93
Phillips Chester A of Chester A and Mildred Jan 2 1928... 28: 168
Phillips Dorothy E of John S and Mary E July 10 1923..... 26: 91
Phillips Dorothy P of Benjamin J and Evelyn L Dec 3 1927. 28: 152
Phillips Edgar B of Louis R and Ethel O Sept 28 1923..... 26: 33
Phillips Edward J of Stanely and Josephine Feb 23 1923... 26: 25
Phillips Evelyn G of William and Esther May 10 1922.... 25: 212
Phillips Florence of John S and Mary E Mar 26 1922...... 25: 219
Phillips Gertrude of John T and Gertrude E Aug 19 1924... 25: 107
Phillips Gordon B of Leon S and Lillian K June 6 1927... 28: 70
Phillips Henry A of Henry A and Freda C Apr 6 1921...... 25: 41
Phillips Henry A W of Jackson C and Esther A June 17 1922. 25: 261
Phillips Howard W of Ernest W and Thelma M July 20 1928.. 28: 255
Phillips James R of Thomas M and Eva M Nov 29 1922...... 25: 337
Phillips Jane A of Thomas L and Emilia A Oct 3 1923...... 26: 137
Phillips John of John S and Mary E Dec 9 1930............ 29: 299
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phillips John A</td>
<td>Charles H</td>
<td>Ellen C</td>
<td>Sept 14 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips John W</td>
<td>John H</td>
<td>Pearl C</td>
<td>Oct 12 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips Joseph L</td>
<td>Joseph L</td>
<td>Bertha M</td>
<td>Sept 21 1925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips Laurena B</td>
<td>John H</td>
<td>Pearl C</td>
<td>June 30 1923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips Leonard A</td>
<td>Anthony S</td>
<td>Mary H</td>
<td>Jan 21 1921</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips Margery M</td>
<td>Percy L</td>
<td>Bella</td>
<td>Feb 12 1921</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips Marie E</td>
<td>Thomas L</td>
<td>Emilia A</td>
<td>Jan 19 1927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips Milton A</td>
<td>Earle A</td>
<td>Florence Mar</td>
<td>22 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips Muriel G</td>
<td>Leon S</td>
<td>Lillian K</td>
<td>July 30 1923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips Nancy L</td>
<td>Charles M</td>
<td>Irene M</td>
<td>Mar 26 1927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips Palma E</td>
<td>Paul W</td>
<td>Theresa June 2</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips Richard G</td>
<td>Wendell</td>
<td>Florence E</td>
<td>Apr 19 1929</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips Rita of</td>
<td>Harry</td>
<td>Bessie June 1</td>
<td>1921</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips Robert of</td>
<td>Manuel</td>
<td>Mae E</td>
<td>June 22 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips Robert W</td>
<td>Wendell</td>
<td>Florence E</td>
<td>May 12 1927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips Roscoe W</td>
<td>Roscoe W</td>
<td>Esther T</td>
<td>Apr 30 1927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips Sanford of</td>
<td>Jacob</td>
<td>Evelyn</td>
<td>Feb 15 1927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips Shirley L</td>
<td>John P</td>
<td>Idell L</td>
<td>Jan 9 1923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips Thomas J</td>
<td>Thomas J</td>
<td>Theresa H</td>
<td>Mar 20 1922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips Thomas M</td>
<td>Manuel</td>
<td>Mae E</td>
<td>Oct 28 1925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips Virginia B</td>
<td>Henry I</td>
<td>Mabel</td>
<td>Aug 31 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips William A</td>
<td>Abbott</td>
<td>Amy Nov</td>
<td>20 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips William A</td>
<td>Charles R</td>
<td>Mary T</td>
<td>Dec 27 1925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips William B</td>
<td>Charles M</td>
<td>Irene M</td>
<td>Jan 13 1929</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips William M</td>
<td>Manuel</td>
<td>Mae E</td>
<td>Mar 22 1927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips William T</td>
<td>William T</td>
<td>Ruth E</td>
<td>Nov 15 1926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips — — —</td>
<td>— — —</td>
<td>— — —</td>
<td>— — —</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips — — —</td>
<td>— — —</td>
<td>— — —</td>
<td>— — —</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phippen Robert A</td>
<td>(c) of Stuart J</td>
<td>Sarah E</td>
<td>June 10 1925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phipps Marion C</td>
<td>John R</td>
<td>Marion Oct</td>
<td>7 1925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phipps Mildred F</td>
<td>John R</td>
<td>Marion May</td>
<td>3 1927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phipps William of</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td>Jan 5 1921</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photopoulou Spero C</td>
<td>Costas</td>
<td>Florence Aug</td>
<td>4 1928</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piacenti Benedetta</td>
<td>Agostino</td>
<td>Teresa</td>
<td>Jan 19 1921</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piacenti — — —</td>
<td>— — —</td>
<td>— — —</td>
<td>— — —</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piacitelli Florence M</td>
<td>Cesare</td>
<td>Harriet M</td>
<td>Aug 28 1930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piacitelli Gloria L</td>
<td>Augusto</td>
<td>Paolina</td>
<td>Aug 22 1921</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pianka Dorothy of</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>Mary A</td>
<td>Aug 2 1922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pianko Jack of</td>
<td>Samuel</td>
<td>Ruth</td>
<td>Jan 19 1926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piankon Jennie R</td>
<td>Harry</td>
<td>Jennie</td>
<td>Apr 11 1922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piantedosí Edith of</td>
<td>Lucio</td>
<td>Isabelle</td>
<td>Sept 27 1929</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.  

Picano Antonio of Pasco and Francesca June 28 1923........ 26: 84
Picano Edmundo E of Giovanni and Antonetta May 23 1929...... 29: 59
Picano Elvira A of Giovanni and Antonetta Dec 12 1924........ 26: 354
Picano Giovanni C of Giovanni and Antonetta Apr 10 1926...... 27: 218
Picano Ricardo of Giovanni and Antonetta Apr 3 1923 ........ 3: 11 63
Picauza Carolina of Antonio and Carmina Oct 1 1923 ......... 26: 137
Picauza Maria of Antonio and Carmina Feb 12 1922 ........... 25: 198
Picard Arlene T of Nelson E and Beatrice A Sept 9 1930...... 29: 262
Picard Bertha M of Roland D and Millrena May 14 1929...... 29: 256
Picard Constance J of Joseph R and Amelia M Sept 2 1922..... 25: 298
Picard Lea M of Arthur A and Lea Mar 23 1923 ............... 26: 39
Picard Priscilla L of Joseph R and Amelia M Oct 5 1930...... 29: 310
Picard Rita A of Albert and Lillie June 17 1924 ............. 26: 266
Picard Rita M of Alphouse and Sarah Aug 6 1928 .............. 28: 263
Picard Roland R of Roland D and Millrena June 9 1930 ...... 29: 223
Picard Theresa E of Max and Valleda Dec 3 1923 .............. 26: 166
Picard Vilma A of Roland W and Anna C Aug 9 1930 ........... 29: 249
Picard --- s of Rochell R Aug 24 1928 ....................... 28: 328
Picazzi Gloria B of Antonio and Giovanna Jan 26 1924 ....... 26: 193
Picazzi Vincenzo of Antonio and Giovanna Nov 14 1921 ....... 25: 153
Picchione Americo of Silvestro and Maria Oct 9 1921 ......... 25: 136
Picchione Nicholas E of Nicholas and Lillian July 9 1928 .... 28: 250
Picchione Richard P of Pasquale and Maria June 8 1927 ....... 28: 71
Picchioni --- s of Pasquale and Giuseppina Apr 11 1921 ....... 25: 81
Picci Amando of Giovanni and Luisa Feb 10 1922 .............. 25: 197
Piccirilli Anna of Crispino and Maria L Feb 10 1930 .......... 29: 172
Piccirilli Antonio F of Antonio and Celestina Nov 12 1923 .... 26: 156
Piccirilli Dante of Crispino and Maria L Feb 12 1928 ........ 28: 185
Piccirilli Domenico of Luigi and Chiara May 16 1929 .......... 29: 57
Piccirilli Francesco B of Francesco C and Beatrice Oct 4 1929 29: 118
Piccirilli Giuseppe of Raffaele and Stella Apr 9 1923 ........ 26: 49
Piccirilli Giuseppe of Crispino and Maria L May 28 1926 ...... 27: 240
Piccirilli Giuseppe A of Raffaele and Stella Nov 13 1925 ...... 27: 150
Piccirilli Rosa of Crispino and Maria L May 31 1924 ........... 26: 256
Piccirilli Teresa of Crispino and Maria L Oct 20 1922 ......... 25: 320
Piccirillo Antonio D of Antonio and Celestina Aug 9 1925 .... 27: 107
Piccirillo Ronald A of Antonio and Marie A Nov 1 1930 ....... 29: 284
Piccolantonio Elena of Matteo and Clina Aug 8 1928 ........... 28: 264
Piccolantonio Luigi of Matteo and Clina May 28 1926 ......... 27: 240
Piccolo Alberto of Vincenzo and Antonetta June 8 1928 ....... 28: 236
Piccolo Amarosa D of Tommaso and Caterina Dec 3 1924 ....... 26: 354
Piccolo Concetta I of Cosimo and Antonia Nov 12 1922 ....... 25: 331
Piccolo Cosimo of Cosimo and Antonia Jan 3 1925 ............ 27: 2
Piccolo Elenora A of Cosimo and Antonia Dec 25 1929 ......... 29: 150
Piccolo Filomena of Vincenzo and Antonetta Feb 10 1923 ...... 26: 20
Piccolo Louise M of Tommaso and Caterina May 10 1927 ....... 28: 58
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Piccolo Lucia of Vincenzo and Antonetta May 20 1925....27: 67
Piccolo Michele C of Vincenzo and Antonetta Sept 8 1926....27: 290
Piccolo Tommasina of Tommaso and Caterina Dec 23 1930..29: 304
Piccolo —— s of Cosimo and Antonia July 9 1928.............28: 260
Picerno Gilda L of Giovanni B and Vincenza Oct 11 1921...25: 137
Picerno Pietro L of Pietro and Giovannina Sept 25 1922...25: 307
Pichavan Rene of Francois and Irene July 24 1925.........27: 98
Pich Irene B of George W and Elsie M June 28 1927........28: 80
Piche Jeanne M of Joseph E and Emilie L Sept 14 1928.....28: 280
Piche Joseph E of Joseph E and Emilie L Feb 28 1926.....27: 198
Piche Ruth J of Wilfred J and Mary L July 6 1923.....26: 90
Piche —— s of Wilfred J and Mary L July 8 1927.........28: 96
Pichette Arlene M of Ethel F Dec 31 1925..............27: 170
Pichette Edward of William A and Louisa Jan 25 1925....27: 11
Pichette Henry G of George II and Edith F Oct 6 1927....28: 126
Pichette Laurance J of Joseph V and Lucy M Feb 19 1927..28: 21
Pichette Rita M of Joseph V and Lucy M Aug 4 1929......29: 93
Pichette Robert E of Edward A and Jennie B May 18 1928..28: 226
Pichette Victor J of Joseph V and Lucy M Oct 7 1924....26: 324
Pichette Wilfred of William A and Louisa Nov 14 1927...28: 142
Pichette —— s of Aime J and Rose-Anna Feb 18 1922.....25: 207
Pichierrre Luigi C (twin) of Giuseppe and Maria Oct 2 1924..26: 322
Pichierrre Rosaria (twin) of Giuseppe and Maria Oct 2 1924..26: 322
Pichierrre —— s of Giuseppe and Maria June 1 1921....25: 82
Pichierrre Francesca of Cosimo and Grazia Dec 31 1929...29: 152
Pichierrre Giuseppe of Cosimo and Grazia May 20 1923.....26: 68
Picillo Antonio of Francesco and Alfonzina Dec 7 1922.....25: 342
Picillo Francesco of Francesco and Alfonzina Sept 6 1924..26: 308
Picillo John W of Giovanni and Beatrice A Apr 21 1922....25: 232
Picillo Norman F of Michele and Ethel L Nov 4 1927....28: 139
Picillo Raymond E of Giovanni and Beatrice A Dec 13 1927..28: 155
Picillo Warren V of Giovanni and Beatrice A Feb 6 1926...27: 189
Pick Louise F of Lewis G and Mary W Oct 5 1923........26: 138
Pickar Irving S of Barrett and Bessie Mar 16 1922........25: 214
Pickard Alice T of Arthur H and Mary Sept 16 1925....27: 124
Pickering Arnold W of Howard and Gertrude G Apr 27 1921..25: 50
Pickering Doris M of Lewis E and Marie A Aug 24 1923....26: 114
Pickering Doris M of James and Florrie Jan 13 1925.....27: 6
Pickering Francis J of Raymond and Alice F June 8 1928...28: 236
Pickering James J of James J and Winnifred Sept 2 1921...25: 116
Pickering John F of James and Winnifred June 15 1928...28: 245
Pickering John J of James and Florrie Mar 20 1926....27: 207
Pickering Norma R of Howard and Gertrude G July 16 1923..26: 94
Pickering Raymond C of Raymond F and Alice F Jan 26 1923.26: 11
Pickering Robert P of Wallace G and Margaret E July 22 1927.28: 91
Pickering Ruth G of Lewis E and Marie A Dec 26 1925....27: 167
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Pickering Theodore W of —— and Beatrice Nov 12 1922........25: 331
Pickering Warren F of Howard and Gertrude Aug 27 1926........27: 283
Pickering William L of James and Winnifred Dec 9 1923........26: 169
Pickett Elizabeth of Thomas B and Elizabeth Feb 15 1929........29: 20
Pickett Frederick S of Frederick S and May May 16 1926........27: 235
Pickett William L of Frederick S and May R Jan 17 1928........28: 174
Pickhover John W J of John W J and Maude July 9 1929........29: 81
Pickhover Stephen of John W J and Maude July 28 1930........29: 243
Pickles Betty W of Ervin L and Beatrice Jan 22 1926............27: 182
Pickles Donald E of Stanley H and Ruth A Mar 16 1922........25: 214
Pickles Elizabeth D of Wilfred and Marian G June 30 1928.......28: 245
Pickles Florence M of Everett and Elizabeth Mar 18 1923........26: 37
Pickles Herman M of Herman M and Anna T E Sept 9 1926........27: 290
Pickles Joan C of Herman M and Anna T E Apr 21 1930..........29: 202
Pickles Nancy E of Walter H and Nellie June 17 1926..........27: 251
Pickles Norman W of John W and Kathryn C May 28 1922........25: 250
Pickles Wilfred M of Wilfred and Marian G Jan 23 1927..........28: 9
Picolantonio Angelina M of Michele and Teresa Apr 19 1923......26: 53
Picolli Luisa of Cosimo and Lena June 10 1927..................28: 72
Picone Angelo of Vincenzo and Giuseppina Feb 12 1927........28: 18
Picone Evelina A of Luigi and Maria Apr 13 1929..............29: 44
Picone Raimondo of Luigi and Maria June 7 1926................27: 246
Picone Rita of Luigi and Maria Apr 19 1930......................29: 201
Picone Rosa of Luigi and Maria May 21 1923.....................26: 68
Picone Teresa of Luigi and Maria Nov 18 1921...................25: 154
Picone Teresa C of Vincenzo and Giuseppina May 7 1923........26: 63
Picone Vincenzo A of Vincenzo and Giuseppina Feb 18 1925......27: 22
Picorecio —— d of Salvatore and Francesca Oct 29 1921........25: 147
Picotte Joseph R of Joseph E and Mary O Feb 4 1925............27: 17
Picotte Joseph S R of Eugene and Lillie Apr 1 1926............27: 215
Picotte Marie A of Joseph E and Mary O Oct 23 1923............26: 146
Picotte Pearl D A of Eugene and Lillie Mar 3 1930..............29: 181
Picozzi Alberto C of Giovanni and Teresa Mar 30 1922........25: 221
Picozzi Alfredo of Tomaso and Angelina Sept 3 1925............27: 119
Picozzi Antonetta of Tomaso and Angelina Nov 21 1923........26: 160
Picozzi Antonio of Antonio and Giovanna Aug 1 1930...........29: 246
Picozzi Brigida of Antonio and Giovanna Dec 22 1925...........27: 166
Picozzi Carlo A of Paolantonio and Giovanna Dec 30 1921......25: 173
Picozzi Domenico of Domenico and Anna Mar 20 1930............29: 189
Picozzi Francesco of Gennaro and Teresa Oct 23 1926...........27: 308
Picozzi Giacomo of Gennaro and Teresa Feb 8 1925...............27: 19
Picozzi Giovanni of Paolantonio and Giovanna June 26 1923......26: 84
Picozzi Giovanni P of Giovanni and Rosina Aug 10 1930.........29: 250
Picozzi Michele of Domenico and Anna July 31 1927.............28: 95
Picozzi Michele of Domenico and Anna Oct 26 1928..............28: 297
Picozzi Pasquale of Tomaso and Angelina Nov 29 1928...........28: 311
Picozzi Raimondo L of Antonio and Antonetta Mar 1 1927... 28: 26
Picozzi Salvatore of Gennaro and Teresa Nov 8 1922... 25: 330
Picozzi Virginia A of Antonio and Giovanna June 12 1929... 29: 69
Pictouszys Albert of Anthony and Josephine Mar 7 1924... 26: 214
Pictouszys Joseph of Anthony and Josephine Oct 3 1928... 28: 289
Pieuchu Julia B of Frank and Catherine Oct 8 1922... 25: 316
Piehl Laura E of Paul C and Rachel C Sept 11 1925... 27: 122
Piekarski Helen A of Joseph W and Agnes Mar 6 1927... 28: 28
Piekarski Walter of Joseph W and Agnes July 17 1925... 27: 95
Pieranunzio Evelina of Vincenzo and Gemma Nov 20 1921... 25: 155
Pieranunzi Anna C of Guglielmo and Donata A Apr 9 1927... 28: 44
Pieranunzi Clelia X of Oreste and Yolanda Dec 25 1923... 26: 174
Pieranunzi Dorothy of Guglielmo and Donata A Jan 19 1929... 29: 8
Pieranunzi Evelina S of Oreste and Yolanda Dec 15 1925... 27: 164
Pieranunzi Gloria C of Guglielmo and Donata A Oct 22 1925... 27: 140
Pieranunzi Guglielmo of Guglielmo and Donata A Oct 24 1930... 29: 279
Pieranunzi Oreste S of Oreste and Yolanda Dec 26 1928... 28: 323
Pieranunzi Cesira L of Giuseppe and Angelina June 5 1922... 25: 256
Pierce Albert A (twin) of William and Mabel Apr 3 1924... 26: 228
Pierce Arline R of Neale O and Ruth V June 24 1921... 25: 75
Pierce Augustus S of Augustus F and Emma J July 19 1921... 25: 92
Pierce David (c) of William and Mabel L Nov 2 1928... 28: 301
Pierce Dora M of Charles E and Lillian M Jan 5 1923... 26: 3
Pierce Doris M of Galen E and Beatrice H Mar 31 1921... 25: 38
Pierce Dorothy R of James G and Mary C Apr 22 1926... 27: 223
Pierce Dorothy Z of Claude E and Ina L Oct 26 1927... 28: 134
Pierce Edward H of Edward H and Hazel M Aug 4 1930... 29: 247
Pierce Eleanor P of Leonard E and Lora L Nov 4 1928... 28: 302
Pierce Frank A of Silas A and Madelyn E Oct 6 1925... 27: 134
Pierce Frank C of Frank J and Della E June 30 1926... 27: 256
Pierce Frederick R of James G and Mary C Apr 12 1929... 29: 44
Pierce George P of George H and Anna M Sept 20 1928... 28: 282
Pierce Graham T of Frederick D and Elizabeth July 22 1930... 29: 241
Pierce Harold S of Harold and Evelyn Aug 22 1928... 28: 270
Pierce Harry A of Harry and Emily Nov 6 1923... 26: 154
Pierce Hope A of Lester C and Anna R June 22 1922... 25: 266
Pierce James C of Frank J and Della E Aug 5 1930... 29: 248
Pierce James D of James G and Mary C Oct 25 1924... 26: 331
Pierce Jane E of George F and Alice M July 2 1930... 29: 233
Pierce Jesse E of Jesse E and Anne H May 12 1930... 29: 211
Pierce Laura N of James G and Mary C June 1 1922... 25: 254
Pierce Leo of Irene D Feb 25 1925... 27: 24
Pierce Lillian M of Joseph C and Elisa A Apr 11 1923... 26: 50
Pierce Mabel L (twin) of William and Mabel Apr 3 1924... 26: 228
Pierce Madeline H of Howard F and Agnes M Jan 11 1922... 25: 182
Pierce Martha J of John A and Marion May 15 1930... 29: 212
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Pierce Mary C of James G and Mary C May 14 1921........25: 57
Pierce Mildred E of James G and Mary C June 5 1930........29: 221
Pierce Milton of Max and Gussie Aug 26 1928.................28: 271
Pierce Miriam of Silas A and Madelyn E July 14 1923........26: 93
Pierce Raymond M of James F and Annie J May 1 1921........25: 52
Pierce Rebecca M (c) of William and Mabel Mar 6 1921........25: 28
Pierce Rita of Frank J and Della E May 27 1925..............27: 70
Pierce Robert A of William C and Sarah Dec 20 1922........25: 348
Pierce Roberta I of James G and Mary C Oct 24 1927........28: 134
Pierce Russell E of Henry E and Lillie Dec 15 1922.........25: 346
Pierce Russell W of Waldo and Ethel A June 29 1921........25: 78
Pierce Ruth E of Howard H and Blanche Dec 4 1930...........29: 297
Pierce Ruth P of James F and Annie J Mar 14 1924...........26: 217
Pierce Samuel D of Harry A and Emily Feb 6 1922...........25: 195
Pierce Sylvia of Max and Gussie Oct 28 1926.................27: 310
Pierce Virginia E of Robert L and Nina Mar 29 1924........26: 224
Pierce William H of William H and Helen Nov 4 1929........29: 131
Pierce —— s of Joseph C and Elise A June 12 1921...........25: 70
Pierce —— (c) d of William and Mabel Oct 17 1922...........25: 326
Pierce —— d of James G and Mary C Dec 18 1923.............26: 178
Pierce —— (c) d of Joseph W and Ethel Mar 15 1927.........28: 40
Pierce —— s of Charles E and Lillian M July 3 1927........28: 96
Pierce —— s of Frank E and Sarah E June 17 1930...........29: 232
Pieri Lucille F of Louis A and Mildred F Jan 27 1927........28: 10
Pieri Luigi of Giovanni and Palma Aug 16 1921..............25: 106
Pierik John G of Herman and Elizabeth Sept 23 1929........29: 113
Pierik Peter G of Herman T and Elizabeth May 31 1928.....28: 231
Pieronci Valentino V of Angelo and Maria May 31 1925.....27: 72
Pierpoint Leo F of Sanford E and Lillian G June 26 1922....25: 264
Pierpoint —— d of Samuel and Lillian G Dec 4 1929.........29: 154
Pierro Domenico of Nicola and Concetta July 28 1921.......25: 96
Pierro —— d of Nicola and Concetta Dec 18 1927............28: 163
Piersen Margaret M of Clarence H and Mary A Jan 6 1927...28: 3
Pietrangelo Anna of Antonio and Adelina May 3 1926........27: 230
Pietrangelo Filomena of Antonio and Adelina Dec 30 1927....28: 161
Pietrangelo Maria L of Antonio and Adelina June 20 1923....26: 81
Pietrangelo Michele of Antonio and Adelina Oct 30 1924.....26: 333
Pietrantonio Anna of Giuseppe and Maria June 3 1926........27: 245
Pietrantonio Edda of Emilio and Carmela Apr 7 1929........29: 42
Pietrantonio Emilio D of Emilio and Elvira Mar 4 1924......26: 225
Pietrantonio Sebastiano of Giuseppe and Maria Aug 19 1921..25: 197
Pietrantonio Teresa of Giuseppe and Maria Nov 7 1923.......26: 154
Pietrantonio —— d of Giuseppe and Filomena Nov 1 1924.....26: 336
Pietrocone Angelina of Luigi and Bettina Nov 16 1927......28: 143
Pietrocone Vincenzo of Luigi and Bettina Feb 10 1925.......27: 19
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Pietropaoilo Americo G of Luigi and Vincenza Apr 6 1925... 27: 46
Pietropaoilo Antonio of Angelina Jan 10 1929.................. 20: 5
Pietropaoilo Carmela of Luigi and Vincenza Jan 29 1923..... 26: 12
Pietrunti Antonio of Nicola and Nunziata June 11 1922..... 25: 238
Pietrunti Giovanni L of Nicola and Nunziata May 17 1929... 29: 57
Pietrunti Nicola A of Nicola and Nunziata Nov 15 1927.... 28: 142
Piette Claire T of Albert and Anita June 21 1928............ 28: 242
Pigeon Cecile M T of Adolphe and Olivia May 27 1929....... 29: 61
Pigeon Frances E of Joseph A and Juliette C Dec 11 1928.... 28: 317
Pigeon Gertrude L of Edmund A and Gertrude J Apr 27 1929. 29: 49
Pigeon Joseph A R of Adolphe and Olivia Sept 7 1925...... 27: 120
Pigeon Marie C B of Adolphe and Olivia Oct 19 1926....... 27: 307
Pigeon Marie M of Adolph and Olivia June 9 1924............ 26: 262
Pigeon Mary R of Damase A and Elizabeth C Aug 24 1928.... 28: 270
Pigeon Sylvia B of Joseph A and Juliette C Feb 21 1922..... 25: 202
Pignatelli Michelina A of Giovanni and Amelia Dec 27 1930.. 29: 365
Pignatelli Michelina G of Carmine and Helen Aug 30 1925... 27: 116
Pignatelli Thomas A of Carmine and Helen Feb 29 1928...... 28: 192
Pignolet Paul E of Julian J and Elsie M Feb 18 1921........ 25: 20
Pignolet Rose L of Jules and Rose A Aug 14 1922............ 25: 287
Pigram Emily K (c) of John H and Estell B Nov 22 1922.... 26: 160
Pike Albert T of James A and Ethel Jan 14 1929............. 29: 6
Pike Alfred of Walter and Margaret Apr 30 1921.............. 25: 51
Pike James W of James W and Mary Jan 5 1929................ 29: 2
Pike Margaret M of Walter E and Mary F Mar 18 1927....... 28: 33
Pike Marion E of Edward W and Dorothy R June 29 1929..... 29: 75
Pike Quentin G of John A and Geneva M Oct 7 1923........... 26: 139
Pike Shirley A of John A and Geneva M Apr 8 1922.......... 25: 227
Pike Thomas O of Lucian T and Edith Oct 23 1929............ 29: 125
Pike Walter W of Frank E and Evelyn M Mar 21 1929........ 29: 34
Piliblad Theodora of Victor and Hilma V Mar 2 1927......... 28: 26
Pilecki Edward of Edward W and Dorothy R June 27 1925..... 27: 84
Pilegian Manushack of Hagop and Mary Apr 17 1921......... 25: 45
Piligian Bedros of Sarkis and Vartouhi Mar 29 1924........... 26: 219
Pilisene Luisa of Pasquale and Vincenza Oct 23 1928......... 28: 296
Pilkians Dorothy M of Wincenty A and Veronica E Oct 7
1927......................................................... 28: 127
Pilkians Francis V of Wincenty A and Veronica E Apr 20
1929......................................................... 29: 47
Pilkienis Amelia A of William and Anna Dec 10 1922....... 25: 344
Pilkington Anna M of Thomas and Nellie J July 23 1925..... 27: 97
Pilkington Bernice of William and Catherine W Oct 4 1926.... 27: 301
Pilkington Claire H of James J and Nora C July 9 1930........ 29: 236
Pilkington Donald J of Peter J and Anna T Feb 11 1923..... 26: 20
Pilkington Edward F of Thomas and Nellie J Aug 12 1928.... 28: 265
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Pilkington Florence L of Thomas and Xellie J Nov 29 1922 25:337
Pilkington Gerald F of Peter J and Anna T July 26 1927 28:93
Pilkington Helen M of Thomas and Xellie J Feb 9 1921 25:16
Pilkington John J of Thomas and Xellie J Feb 8 1927 28:17
Pilkington Margaret H of Joseph and Margaret July 26 1925 27:99
Pilkington Martin of William and Catherine Dec 30 1922 25:351
Pilkington Muriel B of Frederick and Blanche M Nov 22 1927 28:145
Pilkington Patricia of William and Catherine W Mar 16 1930 29:187
Pilkington Peter J of Peter J and Anna T Nov 24 1924 26:345
Pilkington Raymond F of Frederick and Blanche M Nov 11 1926 27:317
Pilkington Rita of Peter J and Anna T Feb 28 1926 27:198
Pilkington Rose of Robert and Catherine A Aug 25 1923 26:115
Pilkington Thomas J of Thomas and Xellie J June 14 1924 26:264
Pilkington —— s of Bartley B and Mary C A Oct 19 1930 29:283
Pilkinton Evelyn of William and Catherine W June 13 1925 27:78
Pilla Beatricia A (twin) of Agostino and Adeline Aug 1 1930 29:246
Pilla Guglielmo P (twin) of Agostino and Adeline Aug 1 1930 29:246
Pilliccia Vincenzo of Emanuele and Vincenza Feb 9 1921 25:16
Pilloni Elena H of Henry A and Louise July 8 1926 27:262
Pilloni Elizabeth L of Henry A and Louise May 16 1923 26:66
Pilloni Henry A of Henry A and Louise Apr 17 1929 29:46
Pillotti Cosimo of Antonio and Concetta May 3 1922 25:239
Pilon Albert J of Albert J and Marie E Apr 14 1930 29:199
Pilsbury Doris R of Harold T and Ruth H Oct 23 1922 25:322
Pimental Helen F of Flora Jan 31 1927 28:12
Pimental —— s of Joseph and Ola Mar 30 1926 27:214
Pimental —— s of Joseph F and Ola F Feb 24 1927 28:25
Pimentel Anthony of Reuben G and Maria May 4 1928 28:221
Pimentel Irene of Reuben G and Maria Aug 22 1925 27:113
Pimentel Maria R of Jacinto P and Mary C June 4 1925 27:75
Pina Angelina (c) of Joao and Clara Aug 21 1930 29:253
Pina Antone G (c) of Samuel and Maria Sept 30 1928 28:286
Pina Emma M (c) of Samuel and Maria Apr 20 1926 27:222
Pina Eugenia M (twin) (c) of Joseph and Rosa Aug 30 1921 26:303
Pina Florence (c) of Joao and Luiza Aug 10 1922 25:285
Pina Ida (c) of Luiz and Eugenia Oct 22 1929 29:124
Pina Joao (c) of Boavintura and Anna Oct 24 1925 27:144
Pina Joao (c) of Joao and Luiza Mar 30 1926 27:212
Pina Joao (c) of Joao and Luiza Dec 30 1930 29:306
Pina Jose (c) of Joao and Clara May 10 1928 28:223
Pina Jose P (c) of Jose L and Laura M V Jan 21 1927 28:8
Pina Larzo G (c) of Jose L and Laura M V Mar 13 1929 29:31
Pina Margaret (c) of Candido L and Anna Apr 24 1923 26:55
Pina Maria L (c) of Candido L and Anna July 18 1925 27:95
Pina Mary (c) of John and Annette May 18 1924 26:250
BIRTHS

Pina Rebecca C (c) of Joao S and Annetta July 25 1922...25: 278
Pina Tomaso (c) of Joao and Luiza Mar 16 1924...........26: 218
Pina —— (c) s of Joseph and Rosa May 11 1923.............26: 73a
Pina —— (c) s of Samuel and Mary Jan 20 1924.............26: 190
Pina —— (twin) (c) d of Jose and Rosa Aug 31 1924........26: 365
Pina —— (c) s of Louis and Julia May 27 1929..............29: 61
Pinault Ann L of William A and Estelle R Dec 15 1928...28: 319
Pinault Estelle T J of William A and Estelle R Dec 14 1927...28: 156
Pinault Marie J E of Oswald A and Exilia R Aug 18 1929...29: 98
Pinault Rita P of Joseph A and Eleonore E Sept 25 1925...27: 128
Pinault Stella M of Joseph A and Eleonore E Mar 26 1921...25: 36
Pincaus Ira L of Joel J and Minnie Sept 3 1925............27: 119
Pinder John J of Jesse and Jessie Sept 22 1924............26: 316
Pinder Louise M of Joseph and Maud A Mar 19 1922...........25: 216
Pinderhughes Florence E (c) of D James and Florence E Aug
24 1922.................................25: 292
Pineau Gladys M of Beatrice July 10 1924..................26: 278
Pineault Marie of Alfred and Exilia July 17 1926.........27: 266
Pineau Louise M of Joseph and Aurise Aug 14 1924........26: 296
Pinnel Joseph R of Alexandre and Simone Nov 29 1930....29: 294
Pinella Joseph E D of Joseph and Orise Aug 1 1929........29: 155
Pinelli Anna G of Pasquale and Jennie Apr 23 1926.......27: 223
Piner Ralph M of Oscar F and Mary June 13 1924..........26: 264
Pinning Francesco of Pasquale and Marziella Sept 26 1921...25: 127
Pina Joseph of Pasquale F and Marziella Jan 23 1930.......29: 164
Pinga Lena of Pasquale F and Marziella Feb 13 1926......27: 192
Pinga Madeline L of Pasquale F and Marziella Feb 4 1924...26: 199
Pingitore Cecilia of Giuseppe and Rosaria Sept 4 1924....26: 307
Pingitore Crestina of Giuseppe and Rosaria Feb 9 1921....25: 16
Pingitore Dante of Giuseppe and Rosaria Oct 10 1922.....25: 316
Pingitore Dorothea of Giuseppe and Rosaria Apr 17 1928...28: 214
Pingitore Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Rosaria July 23 1929...29: 87
Pinkham Betty L of Charles C and Gladys 1 Mar 10 1923...26: 34
Pinkham Philip B of Valentine and Mary E May 2 1925.....27: 71
Pinkham Richard T of Charles C and Gladys 1 June 26 1921..25: 76
Pinkham Stuart R of Harry T and Alice 1 May 11 1925.....27: 63
Pinnkowski John of John H and Alice Mar 21 1927.........28: 35
Pinnkowski —— d of Raymond and Elizabeth Jan 24 1921....25: 9
Pinnkowski —— d of Madeline Jan 25 1929....................29: 14
Pinney Earl W of Wallace E and Margaret S Sept 13 1928...28: 280
Pinney Frederick R of George and Flora E Dec 31 1925.....27: 169
Pinney Leo B of Wallace E and Margaret S Apr 18 1922.....25: 230
Pinney Marion E of Wallace E and Margaret S July 16 1925...27: 94
Pinney Richard G of George and Flora E Dec 21 1927........28: 158
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Pino Giuseppe of Michele and Gaetana Nov 22 1921........... 25: 156
Pino Giuseppe of Michele and Gaetana Jan 11 1925........... 27:  5
Pino Matteo of Michele and Gaetana Apr 14 1923........... 26: 51
Pino Rosaria C of Michele and Gaetana Oct 12 1927........... 28:129
Pinocci Evelyn R of Carlo and Zaida A Sept 18 1924........... 26: 314
Pinocci Francesco C of Carlo and Zaida A June 23 1922........... 25: 263
Pinozzi Carmela B of Gino and Caterina Feb 15 1922........... 25:199
Pinozzi Evelina D of Gino and Caterina July 1 1923........... 26:  8
Pinozzi Raimondo E of Gino and Caterina Aug 20 1924........... 26: 298
Pinozzo Francesco of Antonio and Caterina Nov 2 1921........... 25:148
Pinsomeault Joseph A G of Joseph L and Mary C Mar 12
1929......................... 29:  31
Pinto Alfredo M (c) of Alvaro and Maria May 19 1923........... 26:  67
Pinto Angelina of Francesco and Fortunata Nov 13 1921........... 26:340
Pinto Douglas C of Joseph A and Diolinda May 30 1927........... 28:  66
Pinto Ernesto D of Emanuele and Benedetta Feb 6 1927........... 28:  16
Pinto Fortunata (twin) of Francesco and Fortunata Apr 10
1921......................... 25:  42
Pinto Francesco (twin) of Francesco and Fortunata Apr 10
1921......................... 25:  42
Pinto Giovannina G of Emanuele and Benedetta Feb 1 1925........... 27:  17
Pinto Lillian of Filippo and Antonia Mar 30 1921........... 25:  38
Pinto Margherita of Francesco and Fortunata Jan 12 1923........... 26:  6
Pinto Raimondo G of Emanuele and Benedetta Oct 4 1922........... 25:314
Pinto Salvatore A of Carlo S and Lena June 13 1921........... 25:  71
Pinto Santina of Filippo and Antonia Jan 27 1926........... 27: 184
Pinucci Carlo R of Primo J and Lucy Sept 11 1928........... 28: 279
Pinucci Luigi C of Primo J and Lucy June 21 1926........... 27:253
Pion Carrie of Joseph and Carrie M June 24 1922........... 25:264
Pion Lawrence V J of Valmore X and Loretta M July 11 1926........... 27:263
Pion Russell F of Romeo F and Mary A Dec 20 1924........... 26:357
Pion Russell X J of Valmore X and Loretta M Oct 30 1927........... 28:136
Piper William I of William J and Florence B Aug 23 1925........... 27:113
Piper —— s of William and Florence B Oct 17 1924........... 26:328
Piranian Anahid of Nazaret and Zubart K Jan 29 1929........... 29:  12
Pircio Antonio E of D Antonio and Gladys E Aug 8 1928........... 28:264
Pires Leopoldina daC of Joaquim and Margarida diJ Oct 14
1922......................... 25:318
Pires Manuel of Joaquim and Margarida deJ Mar 26 1926........... 27:210
Pires Maria of Joaquim and Margarida diJ Jan 30 1928........... 28:179
Piro Achille of Anselmo and Maddalena Mar 12 1923........... 26:  33
Piro Amelia of Anselmo and Maddalena Apr 24 1921........... 25:  48
Piro Antonio A of Raffaele and Margherita Jan 5 1921........... 25:  2
Piro Giovanni (twin) of Pietro P and Emily Feb 20 1922........... 25:202
Piro Giovanni of Pietro and Emilia Feb 4 1923........... 26:  17
Piro Margaret of Marie May 24 1925........... 27:  69
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Piro Philip of Anselmo and Maddalena Jan 26 1930...........29: 166
Piro Pietro (twin) of Pietro P and Emily Feb 20 1922....25: 202
Piroino Giovanni F of Michele and Carmela Mar 6 1930....29: 183
Piroino Giuseppe A of Michele and Carmela Oct 29 1925....27: 143
Piroino Teresa T of Michele and Carmela Aug 14 1922....25: 287
Piroino Tomaso A of Michele and Carmela Jan 24 1921....25: 9
Piroli Adelina of Antonio and Francesca May 22 1921....25: 60
Piroli Alfonso of Gaetano and Giulia Sept 5 1922....25: 299
Piroli Amelia B of Gaetano and Giulia Apr 6 1926....27: 217
Piroli Anna of Antonio and Francesca July 26 1925....27: 99
Piroli Antonio of Nicandro and Antonetta Aug 20 1922....25: 290
Piroli Antonio E of Gaetano and Giulia Apr 18 1924....26: 233
Piroli Beatrice of Michele and Domenica Mar 26 1924....26: 222
Piroli Beatrice F of Gaetano and Giulia Oct 25 1928....28: 297
Piroli Carlo G of Michele and Angelina Sept 20 1929....29: 111
Piroli Carmela of Nicandro and Antonetta Feb 24 1925....27: 24
Piroli Elvira E of Giuseppe and Rosina Jan 30 1925....27: 13
Piroli Federico V of Michele and Angelina July 8 1923....26: 91
Piroli Gaetano A of Giuseppe and Rosina Sept 23 1926....27: 295
Piroli Ida (twin) of Nicandro and Antonetta Dec 20 1928..28: 321
Piroli Luigi of Antonio and Francesca Sept 5 1922....25: 299
Piroli Maria of Giuseppe and Luisa July 23 1922....25: 277
Piroli Maria (twin) of Nicandro and Antonetta Dec 20 1928..28: 321
Piroli Michele of Domenica and Angelina July 6 1928....28: 249
Piroli Peter of Michele and Domenica Oct 26 1925....27: 141
Piroli Ruggiero A of Antonio and Francesca Feb 15 1924....26: 203
Pirovano Doris V of Antonio and Theresa H Oct 21 1928..28: 296
Pirozzi Graziella of Salvatore and Anna Feb 4 1923....26: 17
Pirozzi Margherita E L of Francesco M and Anna A May 31
1929........................29: 62
Pirraglia Anna R of Antonio and Anna Mar 11 1923....26: 34
Pirraglia Francis A of Antonio and Anna Aug 14 1930....29: 251
Pirraglia Giovanni of Antonio and Anna Jan 14 1925....27: 6
Pirraglia Giuseppe A of Antonio and Anna July 15 1928..28: 253
Pirraglia Gloria M of Antonio and Anna Nov 12 1926....27: 317
Pirraglia Luigi of Antonio and Anna Mar 9 1921....25: 29
Pisanelli Francesco of Saverio and Brigida Feb 28 1922....25: 206
Pisanelli Pasquale of Saverio and Brigida Feb 19 1929....29: 21
Pisanelli Rosina of Saverio and Brigida Aug 20 1923....26: 113
Pisanelli Rosina A of Saverio and Brigida Apr 30 1927....28: 53
Pisanello Francesco of Saverio and Brigida Apr 7 1925....27: 46
Pisani Giovanni A of Antonio and Raffaela June 11 1928..28: 237
Pisani Nicola of Antonio and Raffaela May 31 1926....27: 242
Pisano Anna of Matteo and Genevieve Aug 28 1929....29: 102
Pisano Elena of Giuseppe and Carmela May 15 1921....25: 58
Pisano Elena of Pietro and Maria Jan 28 1925....27: 12
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Pisano Estelle L of Antonio and Maria July 29 1928........ 28: 258
Pisano Flora of Vincenzo and Anita Dec 21 1924............. 26: 357
Pisano Giulia F R of Giuseppe and Carmela Mar 26 1926..... 27: 210
Pisano Giuseppe A of Antonio and Maria July 12 1926....... 27: 264
Pisano Giuseppe S P of Giuseppe and Carmela Apr 7 1928..... 28: 210
Pisano Lidia F of Vincenzo and Anita July 1 1927.......... 28: 83
Pisano Mafalda of Giuseppe and Carmela Aug 17 1924......... 26: 297
Pisano Mario of Matteo and Genoella Oct 18 1930........... 29: 277
Pisano Pietro of Matteo and Genoella May 19 1928........... 28: 226
Pisano Romeo of Giuseppe and Carmella Aug 11 1922......... 25: 286
Pisarevicz Joseph of Joseph and Gabryela Mar 29 1928....... 28: 205
Pisarewicz Mary A of Joseph and Gabryela May 5 1925....... 27: 61
Pisark Ivan of Andren and Theodosia Nov 16 1923........... 26: 158
Pisaturo Alberto of Pasquale and Rosina Dec 10 1929....... 29: 145
Pisaturo Camilla C of Carmine A and Vincenza Aug 12 1926... 27: 277
Pisaturo Carmine of Giovanni and Carolina Sept 30 1925..... 27: 130
Pisaturo Domenico of Domenico and Angelina Oct 14 1925..... 27: 137
Pisaturo Esta C of Romeo and Carmina Feb 8 1922............ 25: 196
Pisaturo Francesco of Carmine A and Vincenza Apr 17 1925... 27: 51
Pisaturo Giovanni A of Giovanni and Carolina Jan 12 1928... 28: 172
Pisaturo Giuseppe of Pasquale and Rosa Jan 18 1923......... 26: 8
Pisaturo Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Carolina Dec 22 1925..... 27: 166
Pisaturo Giuseppe A of Carmine A and Giovanni Mar 21 1928... 28: 283
Pisaturo Olga of Domenico and Angelina Apr 26 1928......... 28: 217
Pisaturo Raffaela of Pasquale and Rosa May 21 1927......... 28: 62
Pisaturo Raffaela of Pasquale and Rosa June 29 1928........ 28: 245
Pisaturo s of Pasquale A and Rosa Jan 6 1922.............. 25: 102
Pisaturo d of Domenico and Angelina Jan 29 1922............ 25: 189
Piscione Giulia A R of Eraclio and Angelina Oct 3 1927..... 28: 125
Piscione Leonilda of Eraclio and Angelina June 19 1923..... 26: 80
Piscione Nicola of Eraclio and Angelina July 1 1925........ 27: 88
Piscione Theresa A of Frank and Mabel June 25 1929......... 29: 74
Piscitelli Giovanni A of Gelsonino and Lucia Aug 8 1924..... 26: 294
Piscioni Anna M of Ella Nov 21 1921....................... 25: 157
Piscopielo Domenico of Michele and Maria Nov 10 1927....... 28: 144
Piscopielo Giovanni of Michele and Maria Mar 1 1930......... 29: 182
Piscopielo Lesia of Michele and Maria Oct 27 1921.......... 26: 332
Piscopielo Michele of Giovanni and Angelina Feb 23 1922..... 25: 203
Piscopielo d of Michele and Maria Dec 4 1926............... 27: 337
Piscopo Alfredo of Giovanni and Maria Dec 25 1928.......... 28: 323
Piscopo Antonia of Carmine and Isabella Aug 23 1921........ 25: 110
Pisinsky Peter P of Teodor and Victoria June 29 1922....... 25: 265
Pistaceclio s of Paolini J and Mary Dec 22 1922............ 25: 353
Pistachio Robert L of Augustine and Rose Dec 1 1929........ 29: 142
Pistilli Alfredo G of Gagliciano and Assunta Apr 3 1925..... 27: 44
Pistilli Guglielmo A of Guglielmo and Assunta Sept 28 1922...25: 309
Pistoche Elena M of Cosimo C and Angelina July 21 1921...25: 97
Pistoche Charles L of Charles L and Elvira F Dec 7 1930.....29: 298
Pistoche Consiglia D of Charles L and Elvira F Sept 11 1928...28: 279
Pistoche Guglielmo G of Gennaro and Nascenza July 7 1927...28: 85
Pistoche Louis R of Alfredo and Elizabeth C Feb 11 1929....29: 18
Pistoche Marilyn A of Alfredo and Elizabeth C July 26 1930...29: 242
Pistoche Pietro of Pietro and Margherita Feb 9 1921.........25: 16
Pistoche Raymond V of Guglielmo P and Assunta July 6 1930.29: 235
Pistoche William P of Guglielmo P and Assunta Apr 20 1924..26: 234
Pistoni Thomas T P of Guido and Margherita Nov 29 1928...28: 311
Pistorio Anna of Domenico and Assunta Jan 14 1925.......27: 6
Pistorio Domenico of Domenico and Assunta May 18 1922.....25: 246
Pistorio Giorgio of Domenico and Assunta Oct 7 1929.....29: 119
Pistorio Giuseppina of Domenico and Assunta Sept 12 1923..26: 126
Pistorio Maria of Domenico and Assunta Apr 19 1927......28: 48
Pitasse Roger G of Vincenzo and Yvonne Jan 10 1928......28: 171
Pitassi James of Vincenzo and Yvonne May 13 1926.......27: 233
Pitassi Vincenzo E of Domenico and Eva July 14 1928......28: 252
Piti Maria of Tindoro and Francesca Dec 26 1929.........29: 151
Piti Tindaro of Tindaro and Francesca Jan 25 1923.........26: 10
Pitocchelli Angelina V of Paul J and Annie Apr 30 1926....27: 226
Pitocchelli Rachel A of Paul J and Annie Oct 1 1924......26: 322
Pitocchi Elena of Francesco and Angelina Feb 1 1922......25: 193
Pitocchi Francesco L of Francesco and Angelina June 3 1923..26: 74
Pitocchi Helen of Francesco and Angelina Nov 1 1929.....29: 130
Pitocchi Rachela of Vincenzo and Cecilia July 21 1921....25: 93
Pitocchillo Ernest F of Ernest and Clara Mar 15 1929......29: 31
Pitocco Evelina C of Alberto and Theresa Sept 1 1925.....27: 118
Pitocco Raffaele of Alberto and Theresa Apr 1 1927......28: 41
Pitocco Rosa of Alberto and Antoniella Oct 3 1923......26: 137
Pitocchelli Frank A of Ernest and Clara Oct 4 1927......28: 125
Pitroune Isabella of Nicola and Rosa Dec 7 1930.........29: 298
Pitts John of Herman C and Lucy Nov 3 1927.........28: 138
Pitts Lucy E of Herman C and Lucy Jan 20 1921.........25: 8
Pivo Evelina of Anselmo and Maddalena June 11 1925....27: 77
Pivo Raimondo of Anselmo and Maddalena Aug 5 1926.....27: 275
Pizzi Angelo of Tomaso and Filomena June 11 1929......29: 69
Pizzi Antonio of Tomaso and Filomena Jan 15 1925......27: 7
Pizzi Francesca J of Tomaso and Filomena Dec 16 1926....27: 331
Pizzi Gilda of Tomaso and Filomena Oct 16 1923......26: 143
Pizzi Giuseppe A of Tomaso and Filomena July 19 1922....25: 275
Pizzo Angelo of Ernesto and Pierina Mar 2 1926......27: 200
Pizzo Concetta A of Ernesto and Pierina Aug 1 1922......25: 282
Pizzo Elvira of Ernesto and Pierina Sept 25 1923......26: 131
Pizzo Francesco of Ernesto and Pierina Nov 1 1924......26: 336
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Pizzo Raffaele E of Pellegrino and Biasina June 8 1923........ 26: 77
Pizzo William C of Pellegrino and Biasina Dec 31 1928........ 28: 325
Place Beverly D of Edward G and Mildred Dec 30 1924........ 26: 361
Place Clement A of William J and Eleanor L July 17 1929.... 29: 84
Place Clinton I B P of Clinton I B P and Loretta Dec 24 1930. 29: 304
Place Donald J of William J and Eleanor L Feb 23 1925........ 27: 24
Place Edson R of William H and Carrie E June 6 1925......... 27: 76
Place Eleanor of Charles H and Katherine A Mar 5 1923......... 26: 32
Place Eleanor L of William J and Eleanor L July 13 1926..... 27: 264
Place George E of George H and Anna B Feb 1 1922............ 25: 193
Place George W of Lloyd C and Laura F Dec 12 1928.......... 28: 318
Place Ina of Cyril H and Ina M Apr 26 1924................... 26: 237
Place June R of Harold G E and Pauline W Jan 26 1922 ........ 25: 188
Place Lucille C of George H and Anna B Aug 15 1924.......... 26: 297
Place Lucy M of Harold E and Mac Dec 11 1928................ 28: 317
Place Lydia J of Joseph A and Evelyn C June 19 1921........ 25: 73
Place Margaret L of Albert C and Ruth June 27 1925.......... 27: 84
Place Marie C of William J and Eleanor L Dec 1 1927......... 28: 151
Place Martha of Harold G E and Pauline W Jan 11 1927......... 28: 4
Place Robert A of Charles H and Katherine A Aug 23 1924..... 26: 300
Place Ronald S of Lloyd C and Laura F Nov 29 1926........... 27: 324
Place Ruth E of William H and Clara B June 4 1924........... 26: 260
Place Shirley M of Frank S and Irene F Mar 22 1930........... 29: 189
Place Suzanne E of Charles H and Katherine A Sept 26 1921.... 25: 127
Place —— s of Clinton L and Loretta Nov 23 1929............. 29: 141
Placecella Gloria M I of Pasco L and Elisa Nov 18 1922....... 25: 333
Plahn June M of Arvid and Esther June 1 1929............... 29: 65
Plainfield Robert J of Samuel and Esther June 7 1930.......... 29: 222
Plainfield Sanford of Samuel and Esther July 25 1922.......... 25: 278
Plainfield —— s of Samuel and Esther Oct 24 1927............. 28: 134
Plaisted Joyce A of Albert L and Josephine June 28 1929...... 29: 75
Planka Hobert of Woyciech and Teckla Oct 1 1921............. 25: 122
Plant Raymond of Wilbrod U and Blanche A Feb 13 1922........ 25: 199
Plant Robert E of Wilfred T and Clara Sept 1 1926............ 27: 288
Plant Wilfred J of Wilfred J and Goldie Jan 19 1929.......... 29: 8
Plant Wilfred T of Wilfred T and Clara Jan 7 1925............. 27: 3
Plante Albert of Albert and Emma M Dec 7 1923............... 26: 168
Plante Alexander A of Joseph A and Luminia Jan 12 1924....... 26: 187
Plante Anita T of Joseph H U and Helena I Aug 21 1928........ 28: 269
Plante Aram A of Aram and Catherine E Nov 22 1923........... 26: 160
Plante Arthur L of Telephore A and Aluma M Nov 21 1929...... 29: 136
Plante Conrad J of Aram and Catherine E Dec 29 1921.......... 26: 360
Plante Donald P of Anaclct J A and Albina Nov 17 1921........ 26: 342
Plante Doris of Archibald and Mary Mar 19 1925............... 27: 36
Plante Doris E of Louis D and Leontine V Nov 11 1923......... 26: 156
Plante Doris J of Frank and Elsa July 1 1929................ 29: 79
Plante Edward A of Homer J and Rose A Sept 25 1928       28:284
Plante Eleanor D of William and Mary Feb 27 1926       27:197
Plante Eugene L of Homer J and Rose A Apr 7 1925       27:  46
Plante Florida E of Aram and Catherine E Jan 19 1926    27: 181
Plante Frederick of Fred J and Henrietta C Oct 13 1930    29: 276
Plante Gabrielle of David and Blanche O Apr 7 1924       26: 229
Plante Irene M of Emile and Anna June 27 1926            27:255
Plante Leo F of Leo E F and Ethel M July 29 1929         29:  89
Plante Lillian R of William and Mary June 7 1922         25:257
Plante Lionel J of Lionel J and Dorothy M Mar 19 1930    29: 188
Plante Lucille E of Irene M Feb 25 1927                  28:  23
Plante Madeline of David and Blanche O Mar 31 1923        26:  43
Plante Marguerite M of George and Elsie M July 2 1924    26:275
Plante Marie of Emile and Anna Apr 13 1921               25:  43
Plante Marie L R of Wilfrid and Lucie Oct 19 1929        29:123
Plante Mary D L of Henry and Antoinette Aug 29 1928      28:269
Plante Norma of Joseph R and Helen R Aug 15 1930         29:251
Plante Norman R of Henry and Antoinette Sept 3 1929      29:106
Plante Normand L of Romeo A and Merilda M Sept 13 1924    26:311
Plante Normand R of Joseph R and Mary Oct 6 1928         28:290
Plante Oliver W of Aram and Catherine E Feb 16 1927       28:  29
Plante Paul A of Joseph H and Annie Nov 16 1925          27:150
Plante Pearl J of Emile J and Anna May 2 1922            25:239
Plante Raymond A of Aucel J A and Albina Apr 15 1927      28:  47
Plante Rita of Homer J and Rose A May 13 1927             28:  59
Plante Robert of Archibald and Mary Feb 21 1929           29:  22
Plante Robert A of Aucel J A and Albina June 19 1923      26:  80
Plante Theresa of Marie July 4 1929                      29:  79
Plante Theresa M of Wilfred A and Eva May 24 1930         29:215
Plante Wallace J of Wilbrod J and Solfrida Nov 26 1928    28:310
Plante —— d of Louis D and Leontine V Feb 23 1925         27:  28
Plante —— (twin) s of Fred J and Henrietta C Nov 14 1928  28:313
Plante —— (twin) s of Fred J and Henrietta C Nov 14 1928  28:313
Pless Amede R of Joseph A and Aurore Feb 19 1926           27:194
Pless Felix R of Joseph A and Aurore June 2 1924           26:259
Pless George L of Joseph A and Aurore Aug 25 1922          25:292
Platt Edward G of Edward G and Corinne M Apr 21 1930      29:202
Platt Gerald J of George A and Catherine C July 3 1927    28:  84
Platt Harrison G of Harrison G and Rhoda Nov 9 1926       27:316
Platt Joan K of Harold L and Maud July 24 1928             28:256
Platt John D R (twin) of Ronalds R and Gertrude A June 3  25:266
                                        1922                     25:266
Platt Louise A G (twin) of Ronalds R and Gertrude A June 3  25:266
                                        1922                     25:266
Platt Robert W of Joseph W and Bertha E Nov 4 1927        28:139
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Platt Ronald R of Ronalds R and Gertrude A Feb 24 1924... 26:207
Platt William I of George A and Catherine C Feb 10 1926... 27:194
Playdon Marileen H of Roy A and Norma D Jan 1 1923... 26: 1
Plaziak Edward of Jan and Julia Sept 11 1929... 29:108
Plaziak Jan of Jan and Julia June 4 1926... 27:245
Plaziak Wladyslaw of Jan and Julia July 4 1923... 26: 89
Plews Harriet E of Alfred G and Sarah E Feb 10 1925... 27: 19
Plews Virginia A of Alfred G and Sarah E Dec 20 1927... 28:158
Pliaka Demeter A of Andrew G and Kaliope Feb 16 1928... 28:186
Pliaka —— s of Andrew and Kaliope Aug 22 1926... 27:286
Pliakas Demetra of John and Florence Nov 27 1927... 28:147
Pliakas Demetra G of Theodore G and Lamprine Feb 14 1926, 27: 193
Pliakas Eunathios T of Theodore G and Lamprini T Sept 16 1924... 26:313
Pliakas George T of Theodore G and Lamprini T June 14 1922, 25:260
Pliakas Theodora T of Theodore G and Lambrine T June 8 1923... 26: 77
Pliakas —— d of Theodore G and Lamprine Aug 22 1927... 28:106
Pliner Doris J of Benjamin S and Rosalyn V Oct 28 1924... 26:332
Pliner Sandra M of Benjamin S and Rosalyn V May 14 1927, 28: 60
Plott Donald G of Henry C and Mary F Aug 3 1929... 29: 93
Plott Iva J of Henry C and Mary F Feb 6 1926... 27:189
Plott Virginia C of Henry C and Mary F Apr 20 1923... 26: 53
Plouffe Eleanor R of Joseph G and Florence Nov 18 1921... 25:154
Plouffe Joseph A M of Joseph A and Antoinette Nov 3 1925... 27:146
Plouffe Oscar D of Eugene and Eva Apr 25 1921... 25: 49
Ploude Joan A of George E and Ann Feb 26 1930... 29:178
Plourde Joseph R O of Romio and Bella B May 14 1928... 28:225
Plude Arthur F of Frederick and Lillian F Jan 5 1921... 26:184
Plude Norman J of Frederick and Lillian F Apr 6 1926... 27:217
Plude Raymond J of Frederick J and Lillian F Dec 30 1927... 28:192
Plume Leon R J of Noel P and Antoinette June 4 1928... 28:234
Plummer Eugene F of Walter S and Margaret M F July 17 1925... 27: 95
Plummer James J of William H and Grace A Dec 26 1929... 29:151
Plummer John N of William H and Grace A Feb 9 1925... 27: 19
Plummer Walter S of Walter S and Margaret M F Feb 15 1921... 25: 19
Plummer William H A of William H and Grace A Dec 19 1921... 25:169
Plummer —— d of Walter S and Margaret M F Feb 6 1923... 26: 29
Plunkett Margaret S of Thomas and Margaret A Aug 17 1930... 29:252
Plunkett Mary C of Thomas and Margaret A Oct 13 1928... 28:292
Plunkett Mary R of John R and Lyla I Oct 9 1924... 26:325
Plymesser —— s of Raymond E and Mary H I Oct 1 1930... 29:272
Plympton Earl H of Earl H and Madeline B Feb 24 1921... 25: 23
Plympton Glennis I of Fred A and Marion A Feb 6 1922....25:195
Plympton Leon W of Leon W and Florence A Apr 28 1922....25:235
Plympton Marjorie of Leon W and Florence A Jan 4 1921....25:2
Plympton Rodney E of Earl H and Madeline B Aug 26 1930....29:255
Plympton Wayne A of Fred A and Marion A July 7 1927....28:85
Pohls Allen J of Abraham E and Sophia Dec 15 1927....28:156
Pocca Carmela of Biagio and Concettina May 27 1924....25:63
Pocca Loretta of Biagio and Concettina Nov 3 1922....25:328
Pocca Pasquale of Biagio and Concettina Apr 15 1924....26:282
Pockar William M of Samuel B and Mollie Oct 23 1929....29:125
Podedworny Josephine of Peter and Julia June 16 1921....25:72
Podmoska Helen of Wladyslaw and Nastula Jan 20 1928....28:175
Podmoska Mary of Wladyslaw and Nastula Jan 13 1922....25:182
Podvidz Mildred of Samuel and Celia May 31 1921....25:65
Pofi Dora A of Giuseppe and Margherita Apr 11 1923....26:50
Pofi Quirino V of Giuseppe and Margherita June 9 1928....28:237
Pogano Biagio A of Mario and Francesca Dec 4 1922....25:341
Pogonowski Jan A of Aleksander and Julia Nov 21 1925....27:152
Pogorilich Anna F of Stefano and Angelina R July 27 1922....25:279
Pogorilich Edwin T of Stefano and Angelina R Apr 26 1927....28:51
Pogorilich Joseph G of Luka and Matilda Jan 3 1926....27:175
Pogorilich Stefano L of Stefano and Angelina July 30 1924....26:287
Pohle Shirley A of Henry C and Alice Dec 10 1929....29:145
Pohle — d of Stella Nov 1 1928....................28:301
Poidomani Gaetano of Carmelo and Carmela Feb 15 1922....25:199
Poidexter Anita M (c) of Charles D and Annie E Jan 8 1929...

1929. ........................................29:4
Poidexter Beverley E (c) of Charles D and Annie E May 31 1927....28:66
Poidexter Milton M (c) of Mildred H Sept 29 1924....26:365
Poidexter — (c) s of Charles D and Annie E July 6 1925....27:103
Point Manuel L of Manuel L and Virginia M July 28 1928....28:257
Pointek Lilian of Sigmond and Stacia June 17 1929....29:71
Poire Joseph A D of Felix and Bella Aug 17 1929....29:98
Poire Joseph F G R of Felix and Bella Aug 30 1922....25:294
Poire Marie L C of Felix and Bella Nov 16 1924....26:342
Poire Norman G of Donat and Annette Apr 23 1930....29:263
Poire Raphael H of Felix and Bella Jan 28 1927....28:11
Poire Yvette A M of Felix and Bella Oct 30 1930....29:281
Poirier Edward R of Edward and Margaret June 15 1930....29:226
Poirier Evelyn E of Henry and Ethel June 13 1930....29:225
Poirier Henrietta B of Arthur J and Eva Feb 12 1928....28:185
Poirier Lorraine M of Arthur J and Eva Apr 11 1929....29:43
Poisson Agnes M of Leo J and Agnes M July 15 1927....28:89
Poisson — d of Leo J and Agnes M July 16 1929....29:91
Poitras Virginia L of Wilfred J and Anna M Feb 19 1921....25:21
Pokras Georgia A of Anastasios and Iannuola May 31 1924. 26: 256
Pokos —— s of Mary Aug 9 1924. 26: 305
Pokorny Ellen M of Emil and Mary Sept 22 1927. 28: 118
Pokraka Donald S of Stephen A and Gladys Mar 2 1930. 29: 181
Pokraka Earl E of Stephen A and Gladys May 25 1928. 28: 229
Pokras Donald S of Philip and Freda Apr 25 1924. 26: 237
Pokras Elaine B of Philip and Freda Nov 5 1922. 27: 329
Polackas Alphouse of Frank and Kaze May 4 1922. 25: 240
Poladian Alice M of Bedros K and Mariam Oct 7 1926. 27: 303
Poland Ann of James J and Mary F July 23 1929. 29: 87
Poland Daniel of James J and Mary F Dec 21 1926. 27: 332
Poland Florence C of Oro D and Lena J Feb 20 1925. 27: 23
Poland Helen of James J and Mary B Jan 31 1924. 26: 195
Poland Helen II of Oro D and Lena J Aug 29 1921. 25: 112
Poland John of James J and Mary B July 12 1922. 25: 272
Poland May of James J and Mary F May 25 1924. 26: 253
Poland Orman M of Leslie C and Catherine A Aug 5 1926. 27: 275
Police Pompeo of Giovanni and Marietta Dec 14 1921. 25: 167
Poleos Sarah of Michael and Evangeline Jan 26 1923. 26: 11
Polli Anna M R of Alberto R and Francesca Sept 2 1927. 28: 111
Polli Emelia R of Alberto R and Francesca Apr 6 1925. 27: 46
Polli Francesca R of Alberto R and Francesca Aug 28 1923. 26: 116
Polli Francesco R of Alberto R and Francesca Apr 9 1922. 25: 227
Policastro Egidio of Eugenio and Carmela Sept 1 1924. 26: 306
Policastro Paolo of Eugenio and Carmela Apr 17 1922. 25: 239
Policelli Giovanna of Paolo and Albina Dec 11 1923. 26: 169
Polion Edna O of Napoleon O and Bessie L Oct 4 1927. 28: 125
Poliquin Alfred R of Isodore A and Margaret C Feb 5 1921. 25: 14
Poliquin Lillian B of Theodore A and Blanche A July 30 1923. 26: 100
Poliquin William J of Isadore A and Margaret C July 24 1930. 29: 242
Polis Helen M of John R and Caroline Aug 28 1921. 25: 111
Polisceno Giuseppe A of Giuseppe and Maria June 12 1929. 29: 69
Polisceno Nino C of Paolo E and Celia Apr 27 1922. 25: 235
Politelli Antonio of Giuseppe and Adele July 18 1925. 27: 95
Politelli Antonio C of Carmine and Vincenza June 8 1927. 28: 71
Polit Antonio of Antonio and Concetta Jan 6 1930. 29: 158
Polit Antonio V of Vincenzo and Angelina Aug 31 1923. 26: 117
Polit Edmondo D of Vincenzo and Angelina May 2 1928. 28: 220
Polk Kenneth A of Kenneth LeR and Evelyn J Feb 26 1924. 26: 208
Polk Warren F of Kenneth LeR and Evelyn J July 3 1922. 25: 269
Polke Geraldine E (twin) of George and Edith Nov 19 1928. 28: 308
Polke Jacqueline A (twin) of George and Edith Nov 19 1928. 28: 308
Polke Mary A M of Maxwell H and Florence Dec 1 1927. 28: 151
Pollack Phyllis R of Charles and Bessie May 22 1929. 29: 59
Pollard —— d of H Albert and Marion Aug 20 1929. 29: 99
Pollette Donald A of James W and Laura M Nov 7 1928. 28: 303
Pollette James W of James W and Laura M Apr 20 1927...28: 49
Pollins —— s of Leonard and Carol V Feb 17 1929...29: 26
Pollitt Walter D of Walter D and Elizabeth Sept 1 1930...29: 259
Pollitt —— s of John II and Louise R June 6 1925...27: 76
Pollock Anne M of David and Esther Sept 17 1921...25: 123
Pollock Bernard R of David and Jennette Sept 1 1926...27: 287
Pollock Harvey of David and Esther Feb 2 1927...28: 14
Pollock Joseph K of Kenneth and Ethel M Apr 27 1924...26: 238
Pollock June E of Kenneth and Ethel M June 12 1930...29: 224
Pollock Lewis G of Ira L and Irene Jan 8 1930...29: 159
Pollock Milford of Joseph and Minnie Nov 7 1923...26: 154
Pollock Robert B of Kenneth and Ethel M Oct 31 1927...28: 136
Pollock Sarah J of Kenneth and Ethel M July 12 1921...25: 97
Pollock Shirlie L of Robert A and Elsie S Nov 14 1923...26: 157
Pollock Wendell L of Kenneth and Ethel M May 11 1926...27: 233
Polofsky Alice S of Joseph and Anna Feb 24 1922...25: 204
Polofsky Harry of Joseph and Anna Nov 21 1923...26: 160
Pololian Zevart of Minas and Hamasia Dec 19 1927...28: 157
Pololian —— d of Minas and Hamasia Oct 25 1930...29: 283
Polselli Alberto S of Donato and Luisa Apr 8 1925...27: 47
Polselli Anthony N of Anthony N and Cora A May 24 1930...29: 215
Polselli Antonio of Rocco and Carolina Apr 1 1922...25: 224
Polselli Assunta of Luigi and Luisa Oct 19 1926...27: 307
Polselli Bernardo of Rocco and Carolina Apr 12 1924...26: 231
Polselli Filomena of Rocco and Carolina Dec 11 1926...27: 329
Polselli Lillian A of Rocco and Carolina Nov 17 1930...29: 289
Polselli Rodolfo A of Antonio and Palma Feb 20 1930...29: 176
Polselli Vincenzo M of Antonio and Palma Sept 5 1924...26: 308
Polselli Viola G C of Luigi and Luisa Sept 21 1928...28: 283
Polselli —— s of Donato and Luisa Aug 6 1923...26: 119
Polselli —— s of Anthony N and Cora A May 24 1929...29: 60
Pomarantz Beatrice of Julius and Esther Sept 20 1927...28: 118
Pomba Felicia A of Carmine and Giulia Dec 1 1921...26: 350
Pomba Pietro of Carmine and Giulia Mar 23 1930...29: 190
Pomeransky Marion of Michael and Annie June 4 1923...26: 75
Pomeransky Thomas of Michael and Annie Nov 18 1924...26: 343
Pomeransky Thomas of Michael and Frances Mar 1 1926...27: 212
Pomeranz Summer E of John and Gertrude June 2 1928...28: 234
Pomfret Alice F of Thomas and Alice Oct 1 1927...28: 124
Pomoranski Alice of Michael and Francisca Mar 18 1927...28: 33
Pomoranski Francis L of Michael and Francisca Feb 14 1929...29: 19
Pomeranski John of Michael and Francisca Mar 13 1921...5:1: 13
Pomeranski Michael of Michael and Francisca Apr 25 1922...25: 234
Pomeranski Mary L of Bohdan and Madonna N Nov 22 1930...29: 291
Pomeransky Victoria F of Michael and Francisca Dec 26 1930...29: 305
Pompa Dante R (twin) of Eugenio and Gilda June 7 1928...28: 236
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Pompa Elio A (twin) of Eugenio and Gilda June 7 1928 .................. 28: 236
Pompa Ella A of Eugenio and Gilda Feb 13 1925 ......................... 27: 20
Pompa Eva D of Eugenio and Gilda May 23 1927 ......................... 28: 63
Pompa Felicia F of Carmine and Giulia Aug 29 1927 ....................... 28: 108
Pompa Maddalena S of Eugenio and Gilda Nov 1 1923 ...................... 26: 152
Pompa Raffaela of Eugenio and Gilda Jan 22 1926 ......................... 27: 183
Pompa Raimondo of Angelina Jan 19 1925 ................................ 27: 8
Pompe Anna A of Giuseppe and Antonetta Apr 14 1926 ..................... 27: 220
Pompe Anna M of Donato and Antonetta Mar 7 1930 ....................... 29: 183
Pompe Anna R of Antonio and Fiorinda July 26 1930 ....................... 29: 242
Pompe Antonio of Antonio A and Clara I July 24 1923 .................... 26: 98
Pompe Elena A of Antonio and Fiorinda Sept 29 1924 ...................... 26: 318
Pompe Eugenio F of Antonio A and Clara I Jan 3 1928 ...................... 28: 169
Pompe Evelina A of Antonio and Fiorinda Mar 17 1927 ..................... 28: 33
Pompe Giuseppe L of Donato and Antonetta Mar 19 1926 ................... 27: 207
Pompe Harold L of Antonio A and Clara I Dec 3 1921 ...................... 26: 351
Pompe Maria of Giuseppe and Antonetta July 12 1929 ....................... 29: 82
Pompe Maria C of Antonio and Fiorinda Oct 21 1921 ....................... 25: 141
Pompe Nancy E of Giacomo A and Carolina Feb 16 1929 ..................... 29: 20
Pompe Silvio of Giacomo A and Carolina June 26 1927 ..................... 28: 79
Pompe — s of Antonio A and Clara I Apr 28 1922 .......................... 25: 235
Pompe — s of Antonio and Fiorinda May 14 1929 ......................... 29: 64
Pomeo — s of Antonio and Carolina Dec 28 1925 ......................... 27: 171
Pona Nelson II (c) of Arthur and Margaret Mar 14 1921 ................. 25: 31
Pond Arthur J of Arthur J and Beulah M June 1 1930 ....................... 29: 220
Pono Domenico of Domenico and Marietta Sept 25 1927 .................... 28: 120
Pono Francesca of Domenico and Marietta Nov 22 1928 .................... 28: 309
Pono Luigi of Domenico and Marietta Jan 11 1926 ........................ 27: 179
Pono Vincenzo of Domenico and Marietta Jan 15 1925 ..................... 27: 7
Pontarelli Adela M of Saulle and Rosa M May 11 1922 ..................... 25: 243
Pontarelli Anna M of Pietro and Concetta Jan 15 1929 ..................... 29: 7
Pontarelli Antonetta of Ernesto and Maria T Feb 15 1921 ................. 25: 19
Pontarelli Antonetta of Filippo and Teresa Nov 13 1923 .................. 26: 156
Pontarelli Antonio M of Pietro and Carmela Apr 8 1929 ................... 29: 42
Pontarelli Daniele of Pietro and Carmela Nov 27 1926 .................... 27: 323
Pontarelli Dorotea of Napoelone and Margherita Apr 10 1928 .............. 28: 211
Pontarelli Esther X of Pasqualino A and Maurina Feb 10 1928 .............. 28: 184
Pontarelli Francesco of Napoelone and Margherita Dec 8 1921 ............ 25: 163
Pontarelli Giuseppe of Napoelone and Margherita July 21 1923 ............... 26: 98
Pontarelli Giusepino of Napoelone and Margherita Aug 3 1925 ............. 27: 105
Pontarelli Maria G of Saulle and Rosa M Aug 19 1927 ..................... 28: 105
Pontarelli Maria P of Fortunato and Teresina Oct 8 1921 ................. 25: 135
Pontarelli Rita of Francesco and Maria Apr 7 1921 ....................... 25: 41
Pontarelli Sabatino A of Alberto and Cesira Dec 11 1923 .................. 26: 169
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Pontarelli Thomas J of Tomaso G and Xellie M Nov 12 1929... 29: 133
Pontarelli Ugo P of Alberto and Cesira Apr 12 1925...... 27: 49
Pontarelli —— s of Francesco and Maria Oct 2 1922........ 25: 326
Ponte Antonio of Antonio and Alina Dec 29 1926........... 27: 335
Ponte Arturo of Jose and Maria June 15 1924.............. 26: 265
Ponte Francisco of Miguel and Maria Jan 18 1922.......... 25: 185
Ponte Mabel J of Antonio and Alina July 26 1922.......... 25: 278
Ponte Reta of Antonio and Alina Nov 6 1923.............. 26: 154
Ponte —— s of Herman DeR and Maria L Sept 1 1925........ 27: 118
Pontefract George A of Henry McI and Ella L Feb 22 1930... 29: 177
Pontefract Robert A of Henry M and Ella L Aug 8 1927..... 28: 100
Pontes Antonio of Jose F and Isabel Mar 9 1921........... 25: 29
Pontes Edward of Antonio and Lena May 30 1930............ 29: 218
Pontes Jose F of Jose F and Isabel Feb 14 1930........... 29: 174
Pontes Virginio of James and Cecelia Jan 2 1927.......... 28: 1
Pontes —— s of James and Cecelia Dec 1 1925.............. 27: 171
Pontiambi Violet M of Lewis and Florence Feb 2 1925...... 27: 16
Ponticelli Pasco C S of Pasquale and Antonetta Sept 30 1930 29: 269
Ponticelli Rodolfo of Salvatore and Filomena Oct 18 1924... 26: 328
Ponticelli Salvatore of Salvatore and Filomena Aug 7 1922. 25: 284
Pontin Edna M of Robert H and Emma H Apr 27 1925....... 27: 56
Pontus Mary D of Manuel M and Mary S Dec 9 1929........ 29: 144
Poole Cora B of Stephen and Ina M Feb 17 1921............ 25: 20
Poole Doris M of Chester E and Ivy L June 13 1927....... 28: 73
Poole Florence of Frank E and Helen T June 27 1923....... 26: 84
Poole Florentine M of William J G and Mabel I June 26 1924. 26: 270
Poole Frank E of Frank E and Helen T Feb 8 1922......... 25: 196
Poole Joyce A of Arnold L and Annie Jan 22 1930......... 29: 164
Poole Robert A of Arnold L and Annie Aug 8 1928......... 28: 264
Poole Ruth A of William J G and Mabel I Feb 28 1921...... 25: 25
Poole Thomas H of Elizabeth Dec 5 1930.................... 29: 297
Pooler Ernest C of Clifford J and Mary A June 22 1925..... 27: 82
Pooler Ruth C of Clifford J and Mary A Mar 1 1928........ 28: 194
Pooler —— d of Clifford J and Mary A Dec 31 1921......... 25: 174
Poor Joseph A of Joseph V and Grace Nov 6 1925.......... 27: 146
Poorman Mary C of Arthur L and Helen Mar 24 1925........ 27: 39
Popitz Charles H of Milton M and Anna Apr 29 1928....... 28: 218
Popkin Frances E of William and Marian Nov 14 1926....... 27: 318
Popkin Henry of Ruben and Sadie Apr 20 1924.............. 26: 234
Poplaukas William E of William and Minnie Aug 28 1926.. 27: 283
Porcaro Arturo A of Arturo A and Margaret Hay May 22 1926. 27: 238
Porcaro Assunta A of Attilio and Margaretta June 24 1924. 26: 269
Porcaro Claire E of Michael and Rose A Jan 11 1929........ 29: 5
Porcaro Dorothy M of Michael and Rose A Mar 27 1930... 29: 192
Porcaro Felice A of Arturo A and Margaretta July 8 1928... 28: 250
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Porcaro Felix A of Charles M and Ida Aug 22 1924...... 26: 299
Porcaro Hellena R (twin) of Charles M and Ida Sept 24
1927. .................................................. 28: 119
Porcaro Irene D of Charles M and Ida Jan 9 1929....... 29: 4
Porcaro Marcelline M (twin) of Charles M and Ida Sept 24
1927. .................................................. 28: 119
Porcaro Marion C of Charles M and Ida Oct 14 1925..... 27: 137
Porcaro Michael F of Michael and Rose A Oct 11 1927... 28: 128
Porcaro ——s of Michael and Rose A Dec 5 1925........ 27: 171
Porcelli Antonio of Giuseppe and Filomena Dec 22 1921... 25: 171
Porcelli Assunta E of Giuseppe and Filomena Aug 15 1923... 26: 111
Porcelli Elmerinda E of Domenico and Adelina A Dec 17
1928. .................................................. 28: 320
Porcelli Giuseppe P of Giuseppe and Filomena May 1 1927. 28: 55
Porcelli Hilda A of Domenico and Adelina A Jan 19 1930... 29: 163
Porcelli Pasqualina M of Giuseppe and Filomena Aug 15 1928. 28: 267
Porcelli Pasqualina R of Luigi and Anna G June 14 1930... 29: 225
Porcelli Salvatore of Antonio and Palma July 12 1927.... 28: 87
Porcelli Viola M of Giuseppe and Filomena Nov 22 1924.... 26: 348
Poreda Stanley of Antoni and Adela Feb 13 1923........... 26: 21
Poretti Antonetta of Giuseppe and Maria Feb 23 1922...... 25: 263
Porocki Helene of Michael and Mary C Aug 31 1930........ 29: 257
Porrazzo Albert of Pasquale and Eileen M July 28 1928... 28: 257
Porrazzo Anna of Vincenzo and Domenica Mar 1 1930..... 29: 181
Porrazzo Antonio of Pardo and Pasqualeina Apr 10 1922.... 25: 228
Porrazzo Antonio of Pardo and Pasqualeina Sept 27 1923... 26: 132
Porrazzo Francesco A of Giuseppe and Irene Oct 29 1928... 28: 298
Porrazzo Francesco G of Luigi and Eva M May 15 1924..... 26: 248
Porrazzo Francis E of Pasquale and Eileen M July 16 1927. 28: 89
Porrazzo Luigi A of Luigi and Eva M June 3 1927.......... 28: 69
Porrazzo Maria G of Giuseppe and Irene Dec 26 1922...... 25: 350
Porrazzo Maria L of Luigi and Eva M Aug 22 1928......... 28: 270
Porrazzo Nicola of Pardo and Pasqualeina Mar 5 1921...... 25: 28
Porrazzo Pasquale of Pasquale and Eileen M Aug 31 1929... 29: 103
Porrazzo Pietro A of Celestino and Antonetta Nov 2 1929... 29: 130
Porrazzo Virginia of Vincenzo and Domenica Apr 18 1927... 28: 48
Porreca Alberto of Francesco and Concetta Mar 29 1926... 27: 212
Porrega Anna of Vincenzo and Maria Aug 7 1930........... 29: 248
Porrega Antonio of Vincenzo and Maria Nov 3 1925........ 27: 146
Porrega Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Maria Dec 1 1926........ 27: 326
Porrego Edmundo of Francesco and Concetta Nov 30 1922... 25: 357
Porretta Veneranda of Giuseppe and Vincenzo Nov 27 1929... 29: 139
Port Esther of Louis and Sadie Mar 11 1923................. 26: 34
Port Jerome L of Myer and Millicent Oct 4 1926........... 27: 301
Port Morton I of Myer and Millicent Jan 6 1922........... 25: 180
Port Seymour I of Sammel and Dora Dec 13 1923........... 26: 170
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Port Shirley F of Samuel H and Mary R Jan 4 1928.................. 28: 169
Portarakis Kenneth of Emmanuel X and Mabel G L July 18
1923. ................................................................. 26: 95
Portarakis Kenneth C of Emmanuel X and Mabel G L Aug 31
1924. ................................................................. 26: 303
Portarakis —— s of Emmanuel X and Mabel G L July 22
1922. ................................................................. 25: 281
Portella Frances A of Raffaele and Maria L Dec 31 1928.. 28: 325
Porter Alfred T of John A and Mary L June 4 1930........ 29: 221
Porter Anne of William M and Anna Feb 19 1926.............. 27: 195
Porter Dorothy of Joseph H and Anna M Apr 23 1922........ 25: 233
Porter Dorothy A of John A and Mary L Dec 31 1928... 28: 325
Porter Dorothy M of Howard M and Mary F Oct 22 1921.. 25: 142
Porter Edward of George M and Lena M June 30 1922.. 25: 266
Porter Elizabeth of James F and Mary C Dec 26 1923.. 26: 174
Porter Ernest S of Ernest C and Anna I Feb 15 1927.. 28: 19
Porter Forrest I of Leslie C and Della Aug 19 1926... 27: 280
Porter Francis of John A and Mary L Jan 8 1926... 27: 178
Porter Frank A of Claude G and Bertha Oct 2 1921.. 25: 132
Porter Franklin E of Frederick and Ada Dec 23 1923.. 26: 177
Porter George of William J and Eva R Mar 23 1922.. 25: 218
Porter Jane A of James F and Mary C Apr 30 1930.. 29: 205
Porter John A of John A and Mary L Sept 4 1923... 26: 122
Porter Lorence R of Lorence E and Bernice Oct 17 1927.. 28: 131
Porter Marion A of Albert G and Lilla M Jan 21 1922.. 25: 186
Porter Marjorie of William M and Anna Aug 14 1927.. 28: 102
Porter —— s of Esther R Mar 15 1921......................... 25: 81
Porter —— d of Walter and Zillah G Aug 29 1930.. 29: 258
Portway Joseph E W of Wilfred and Diana Jan 13 1930.. 29: 161
Portyrata Helen A of Henry and Frances Jan 23 1924.. 26: 192
Portyrata Henry F of Henry and Frances Mar 31 1921.. 25: 38
Portyrata Raymond E of Henry and Frances Apr 9 1927.. 28: 44
Poryazian Angel of Hovsep and Arshaloyce May 27 1922.. 25: 249
Poryazian Angel H of Hovsep and Arshaloyce Jan 26 1924.. 26: 193
Poshnyk Jennie of Michael and Anastasia May 27 1926.. 27: 240
Possorettii Errico of Vincenzo and Rosina Mar 3 1928.. 28: 195
Possorettii Vittorio of Vincenzo and Rosina Oct 3 1929.. 29: 117
Post Edith of Solomon and Bertha Dec 17 1927.. 28: 157
Post Jean C of Ralph W and Ada W May 29 1925.. 27: 71
Posta Geremia of Pietro and Rosina Sept 22 1922.. 25: 307
Posta Giovanni of Pietro and Rosina July 26 1929.. 29: 88
Posta Paolo of Pietro and Rosina Apr 10 1925.. 27: 48
Postar Joseph of Josef and Bertha Oct 27 1922.. 25: 323
Postle Wilfred of Wilfred and Florence Dec 29 1928.. 28: 324
Postoiian Maritza of Askanaz and Seran Apr 26 1923.. 26: 56
Postoiian Vartoohi of Askanaz and Siran Jan 22 1925.. 27: 9
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Potenza Alberto of Tomaso and Leonarda Dec 28 1927...28:160
Potenza Giovanni of Tomaso and Leonarda Apr 25 1921...25: 49
Potenza Tomaso of Tomaso and Leonarda Aug 23 1926...27:281
Pothin Dorothy C of Alfred J and Katherine D Aug 28 1928...28:272
Pothin Mary of Alfred J and Katherine D Oct 22 1926...27:308
Potier Barbara A of George F and Frances Apr 20 1930...29:202
Pototo Filomena of Rocco and Rosina Sept 30 1921...25:129
Potter Alber M of Alber M and Phyllis M May 27 1921...25: 63
Potter Annie L of Chester A and Florence M May 3 1928...28:221
Potter Barbara E of Nicholas E and Sadie M May 12 1921...25: 56
Potter Barbara J of Clarke M and Lillian M Aug 9 1928...28:264
Potter Barbara M of Henry C and Jessie Oct 9 1928...28:291
Potter Carroll F of Roland H and Mabel Aug 10 1927...28:101
Potter Charles A (c) of George H and Louise B May 4 1922...25:240
Potter Charles E of Charles E and Lillian E Mar 14 1921...25: 31
Potter Clarke M of Clarke M and Lillian M Feb 20 1922...25:202
Potter Clinton B of Alfred L and Merle M May 29 1928...28:230
Potter Craig K of Justin A and Alice R Jan 3 1928...28:169
Potter Craige D of Lafayette N and Anna E May 22 1930...29:215
Potter Doris L of Clarke M and Lillian M Mar 20 1926...27:297
Potter Dorothy A of Nellie V June 15 1924...26:265
Potter Dorothy L of Justin A and Alice R Aug 13 1929...29: 96
Potter Dorothy R of Charles F and Rosella D Oct 19 1930...29:277
Potter Edmond of Eddmon B and Rose B July 17 1922...25:274
Potter Flora I of William P and Ethel E Mar 10 1923...26: 34
Potter Florence E of Chester A and Florence M Aug 26 1924...26:301
Potter Frederick A of Charles F and Flora M Mar 19 1923...26: 37
Potter Frederick J of Frederick J and Phoebe July 8 1928...28:250
Potter Harold E of Harold E and Edith M Mar 12 1923...26: 35
Potter Harry C of Henry W and Florence M Dec 22 1929...29:149
Potter Henry I of Henry I and Alice M July 14 1930...29:238
Potter Henry L (c) of William and Pauline E June 5 1929...29: 66
Potter Hope R of Chester A and Florence M Aug 16 1923...26:111
Potter Jane B of Grant H and Marian E Dec 18 1927...28:157
Potter John W of Alfred M and Merle M July 20 1925...27: 96
Potter Katharine H of Justin A and Alice R Feb 10 1921...25: 17
Potter Katharine M of Robert G and Ruth M Feb 26 1930...29:178
Potter Lillian M of Clarke M and Lillian M Jan 24 1921...25: 9
Potter Marilyn R of Henry W and Florence M Mar 8 1928...28:197
Potter Marion E of Edward N and Mildred L May 20 1924...26:251
Potter Mary E of Page F and Sadie M July 15 1929...29: 84
Potter Mary F of Henry W and Florence M Oct 9 1923...26:140
Potter Mary V of Chester A and Florence M June 18 1922...25:261
Potter May I of Charles D and Minnie L Apr 7 1923...26: 49
Potter Merritt A (twin) of Justin A and Alice R Sept 11

1925...27:122
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Potter Mildred of Clarke M and Lillian M Feb 19 1924...26:205
Potter Norman of Israel T and Elizabeth E Mar 10 1923...26:34
Potter Reid H of Harold A and Gwendolyn D H Aug 27 1929...29:102
Potter Richard (e) of Herman R and Ethelyn F May 4 1930...29:208
Potter Richard W (twin) of Justin A and Alice R Sept 11
1925...27:122
Potter Rita of Israel T and Elizabeth E July 7 1921...25:87
Potter Robert of Israel T and Elizabeth E June 11 1928...28:237
Potter Robert C of Ernest C and Theresa J Sept 17 1926...27:293
Potter Robert G of Robert G and Ruth June 22 1928...28:242
Potter Robert W of Grant H and Marian E Dec 26 1929...29:151
Potter Rosemary of James A and Ruth Apr 10 1923...27:48
Potter Ruth B M of Ira H and Gladys Y Mar 26 1921...25:36
Potter Verna E of A Frank and Marjorie July 17 1925...27:95
Potter William D of William H and Florence M Mar 23 1926...27:209
Potter William M E (c) of William and Pauline Sept 17 1927...28:117
Potter — d of Eddmon B and Rose B May 20 1924...26:251
Potter — (c) d of William H and Delia Dec 24 1926...27:337
Potter — d of William J and Beatrice L A Oct 29 1928...28:298
Potter Wilma N of William H and Rose Feb 26 1930...29:178
Potubinski Joseph M of Felix and Lena Dec 8 1927...28:154
Potvin Andre C E of Henry E and Olivia E July 28 1921...25:96
Potvin Armand C of Louis A and Alice L Jan 18 1925...27:8
Potvin Jean P P of Henry E and Olivia E June 26 1925...27:84
Potvin Richard J of Richard J and Dorothy Aug 15 1930...29:251
Potvin — s of Leander W and Margaret T June 26 1923...26:87
Poudrier Dorothy E of Thomas and Agnes July 19 1922...25:275
Poudrier Josephine A of Thomas and Agnes July 31 1924...26:288
Poudrier Oscar J of Oscar and Wanda Nov 10 1926...27:316
Poudrier Robert R of Oscar and Wanda Oct 30 1928...28:298
Pouler Clifford V of Paul P and Regina A Apr 5 1927...28:42
Pouler Herman R of Paul P and Regina June 27 1922...25:264
Pouler Janet C of Paul P and Regina Oct 19 1924...26:328
Pouler Renata A of Paul P and Regina Sept 19 1923...26:129
Pouler Wilfred B of Paul P and Regina Dec 8 1925...27:161
Poulin Douglas H of Frederick H and Margaret E Aug 11
1927...28:101
Poulin Joyce M of Frederick H and Margaret E Dec 2 1929...29:142
Poulios Vasilios M of Michael and Angelina June 10 1927...28:72
Pouliot Gerald J of Gerald B and Genevieve M Sept 26 1929...29:114
Pouliot Martina O of Nelson and Marie A Dec 5 1922...27:341
Pouliot — s of Nelson and Marie A Aug 7 1925...27:117
Pouliot Christ of James N and Eleutheria Aug 7 1925...27:107
Poulios George C of Charles and Mary L May 28 1930...29:217
Poulios Gregoris of Demetrios N and Eleftheria D Oct 18 1929...29:123
Poulios John R of Spero and Lillian A May 7 1927...28:57
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Poulos Katerina D of Demetrios and Eleftheria May 18 1927. 28: 61
Poulos Maria J of James X and Eleftheria Jan 19 1922. 25: 185
Poulos Marion of Spero and Lillian A Jan 18 1929. 29: 28
Poulos Nicholas of James and Eleftheria Apr 19 1923. 26: 53
Pournaras Constantine G of George X and Georgie Jan 10 1929. 29: 5
Pournaras Constantine W of William X and Helen Jan 6 1924. 26: 185
Pournaras Eugenia of William and Helen Mar 27 1922. 25: 220
Poutre Joseph L of Louis and Pauline Feb 10 1925. 27: 20
Powel Adelaide H of Thomas I H and Hope K Dec 25 1925. 27: 167
Powel Hope H of Thomas I H and Hope Jan 24 1925. 27: 10
Powel Thomas I H of Thomas I H and Hope K Jan 27 1927. 28: 10
Powell Austin W of T William and Emily Oct 1 1927. 28: 124
Powell Edward W of Edward W and Dorothy V Sept 7 1930. 29: 261
Powell Gordon W of Walter W and Lillian W Mar 10 1928. 28: 197
Powell Gwendolyn M of Harold K and Alma Apr 14 1929. 29: 44
Powell John F of Edward H and Anna J Mar 5 1922. 25: 209
Powell Richard W of Robert C and Margaret A Nov 18 1925. 27: 154
Powell Robert E of Edward E and Thelma B Apr 8 1930. 29: 197
Powell Walter W of Walter W and Lillian W Apr 20 1924. 26: 234
Powell William of Margaret July 7 1928. 28: 249
Powell —— s of Walter W and Lillian W Feb 19 1926. 27: 199
Power Catherine A of Vincent L and Catherine S Sept 19 1930. 29: 266
Power George M of Malcolm G and Esther Apr 10 1927. 28: 45
Power John J of John J and Mary F Apr 10 1928. 28: 211
Power Thomas F of John J and Mary F May 5 1930. 29: 208
Power —— s of Vincent L and Catherine S Dec 7 1928. 28: 316
Powers Claire E of Robert and Sabina Feb 28 1927. 28: 24
Powers Donald H of Donald H and Margaret Feb 23 1930. 29: 177
Powers Doris M of Virgil M and Bernadette A Mar 24 1923. 26: 40
Powers Elizabeth of James E and Mary A Dec 2 1927. 28: 151
Powers Evelyn A of Virgil M and Bernadette A July 17 1925. 27: 95
Powers Hazel G of John H S and Laura G July 18 1921. 25: 92
Powers James of John A and Mary E Sept 10 1921. 26: 310
Powers James E of James E and Elizabeth M Apr 7 1921. 25: 41
Powers James of Virgil M and Bernadette A Jan 3 1921. 25: 2
Powers Jean A of Mabel E May 7 1928. 28: 222
Powers John J of William H and Mary A Dec 9 1922. 25: 343
Powers Joseph L of Joseph F and Marion G Nov 14 1930. 29: 288
Powers Joseph L of James E and Elizabeth M May 21 1922. 25: 247
Powers Lillian of Michael J and Anna T June 5 1922. 25: 256
Powers Lucille M of John A and Mary E Oct 4 1925. 27: 133
Powers Margaret A of Michael J and Bridget M Feb 25 1925. 27: 24
Powers Meredith R of William R and Alice C May 12 1930. 29: 211
BIRTHS  

Powers Mildred of Michael J and Anna T June 26 1924....26:270
Powers Phyllis E of Helen E Feb 14 1928..................28:327
Powers Robert A of Virgil M and Bernadette A June 25 1927.28: 78
Powers Shirley I of Cornelius F and Magdalene I Apr 3 1928.28:208
Powers Shirley M of James and Josephine July 3 1921....25: 86
Powers Vincent D of William H and Mary A July 16 1921....25: 91
Powers Walter J of Walter J and Mary G Aug 27 1929....29:102
Powers William of William and Anna Apr 30 1924....26:239
Powers William C of William C and Irene May 22 1925....27: 68
Powers —— s of Virgil M and Bernadette A May 9 1924....25:246
Powers —— s of John J and Mary T Aug 3 1925....27:117
Powers —— d of William H and Mary A Oct 22 1926....27:312
Powers —— d of William C and Irene Oct 26 1927....28:134
Pownall Elaine A of Harold B and Alice Apr 13 1926....27:219
Poynton Dorothy M of Edward O and Annie Jan 10 1928....28:171
Poynton Gilbert K of Royal I R and Miriam E Sept 16 1929....29:110
Poynton Robert F of Karl L F and Florence H June 16 1926.27:251
Pozzo Rodolfo of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Nov 13 1928....28:306
Prager Shirley S of Maurice and Anna July 13 1928....28:252
Prasno —— s of Edward and Polina J Aug 12 1926....27:286
Praszkiewicz Chester C of Anthony J and Nellie S June 13
  1922. ........................................25:259
Praszkiewicz Richard H of Anthony and Nellie Nov 4 1923.26:133
Prata Gabriele G of Antonio and Elisa Apr 3 1926. ....27:215
Prata Giuseppe of Antonio and Isolanda May 30 1921....25: 64
Prata Giuseppa A of Giuseppa and Teresa Sept 6 1928....28:277
Prata Isabella T of Giuseppa and Teresa May 6 1927....28: 57
Prata Maria A of Antonio and Elisa Sept 15 1929....29:110
Prata Pasquale of Pasquale and Immacolata Apr 19 1928....28:214
Prata Paulina of Antonio and Elisa Apr 5 1928....28:209
Prata —— d of Manuel and Julia Sept 15 1923....26:136
Prata —— s of Gabriele and Paolina Aug 21 1924....26:303
Prato Mario of Daniele and Anna Feb 28 1930....29:179
Pratt Charles F of Fred and Clara Aug 11 1927....28:101
Pratt Dorothy P of Horace and Regina Nov 18 1925....27:151
Pratt Ernest B of Fred and Lillian June 2 1930....29:220
Pratt Florence C of William H and Margaret M Dec 25 1922.25:352
Pratt Leon P of Leon P and Gladys Mar 31 1928....28:206
Pratt Lincoln W N of Lawrence N and Nora B Sept 12 1927.28:115
Pratt Lydia A of Walter M and Lydia Sept 26 1930....29:268
Pratt Marie T of Walter M and Lydia Jan 14 1929....29: 6
Pratt Nancy M of Fred E and Ruth F Jan 31 1930....29:167
Pratt Robert K of Alma Dec 2 1928. ..........................28:314
Pratt Robert L of Cyril C R and Mabel E Dec 16 1927....28:157
Pratt —— d of John and Mary Apr 14 1923. ..........................26: 51
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Prattico Mario of Vincenzo and Alfonsina Sept 4 1923...........26:122
Prattico Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Alfonsina Dec 1 1921.......25:162
Pray Barbara A of George B and Laura M Sept 2 1925...........27:118
Pray George W of George B and Laura H Feb 1 1923............26:16
Pray Lee S of James E and Annie M Oct 3 1921...............25:133
Pray Phyllis L of Andrew and Mary June 23 1930............29:229
Preble Helen of Matthew S and Rose E July 24 1921...........25:94
Preblud Estelle of William and Sadie Feb 10 1925.............27:20
Preblud Howard of William and Sadie Dec 25 1922.............25:349
Prebludy Sophie of David and Beckie Sept 16 1923...........26:127
Precopio Angelo of Domenico and Antonietta Oct 18 1922.....25:320
Precopio Francesco M of Domenico and Antonietta Mar 12
1925. .........................................................................27:33
Precopio Giuseppe E of Antonio and Teresa Dec 9 1922.....25:343
Precopio Maria T of Domenico and Antonietta Apr 30 1927...28:53
Precopio Vincenzo C of Giuseppe and Margherita May 1 1930..29:207
Precourt Gerald F of Herbert O and Elizabeth A June 22
1924. .........................................................................26:268
Preiss Dorothy E of John W and Elsie Mar 16 1926..........27:206
Preiss Franklin of Maurice and Sara June 3 1923............26:180
Preiss Harold M of Maurice R and Sara Oct 11 1924.........26:326
Preiss Marie S of John W and Elsie Apr 5 1923..............26:48
Preiss Mathew of Maurice R and Sara July 9 1930.............29:236
Prife Francesco C of Agostino and Maria July 11 1926......27:263
Prendergast Anne E of Thomas E and Marjorie Dec 18 1925..27:165
Prendergast Jean M of John J and Jane S Jan 22 1930......29:164
Prendergast John J of John J and Jane S Aug 1 1928........28:261
Prendergast Marjorie V of Thomas E and Marjorie Jan 27
1925. .........................................................................27:11
Prendergast Mary C of Thomas E and Marjorie Aug 3 1923..26:105
Prendergast Thomas E of Thomas and Marjorie Dec 13 1921..25:167
Prendergast William X of Charles J and Bertha L Aug 22
1921. ..........................................................................25:109
Prentiss Mary L of Maxwell M and Louise Aug 29 1926......27:284
Prentiss Paul R of Sherman E and Sadie Apr 19 1922........25:231
Prentiss Robert E of Maxwell M and Louise May 23 1929....29:59
Prentiss Sherman E of Sherman E and Sadie May 9 1924.....25:35
Presbrey Seline of Frederick L and Eva Sept 19 1926.......27:294
Presbrey Waldo E of Waldo E and Aney R Apr 9 1922.......25:227
Prescintti Alessandro of Francesco and Giulia Jan 7 1926....27:177
Prescintti Americo A of Francesco and Giulia Feb 17 1929...29:21
Prescintti Teresa of Francesco and Giulia Mar 4 1923........26:31
Presel Donald S of Moritz and Rose Sept 3 1930.............29:259
Presel Sarah Y of Moritz and Rose June 19 1922.............25:262
Press Allen C of David and Ethel Sept 2 1927...............28:111
Press Kenneth K of Hyman and Ida Sept 22 1927.............28:118
PRESEY — (c) s of Laura E Aug 13 1929. 29: 96

PRESSMAN Joel M of Max and Annie Sept 5 1926. 27: 288

PRESSMAN Maida P of Samuel and Florence Sept 5 1927. 28: 112

PREST Alice of William H and Nellie May 9 1922. 25: 242

PRESTLY Francis C of William J and Margaret E June 29 1922. 25: 265

PRESTLY — s of William J and Margaret E Dec 16 1923. 26: 171

PRESTON Anne P of Robert S and Eleanor Dec 22 1929. 29: 149

PRESTON Dorothy E of Bernard V and Evelyn F Apr 10 1929. 29: 43

PRESTON Frederick C of Carleton B and Nellie 1 May 14 1922. 25: 244

PRESTON Jean A of Frederick S and Alice 1 Feb 15 1927. 28: 19

PRESTON Jean F of Julius H and Beatrice May 20 1921. 25: 60

PRESTON Mary E of James and Ethel Apr 13 1923. 26: 51

PRESTON Robert of Bernard V and Evelyn F Apr 28 1930. 29: 205

PRESTON William J of Harold and Helen Oct 26 1929. 29: 126

PRECAT Natalie of George B and Miriam Nov 18 1926. 27: 319

PRECAT Richard B of George B and Miriam Feb 27 1924. 26: 209

PRETE Louis A of Louis and Gena Mar 20 1928. 28: 201

PRETE Maria D of Pietro and Eleonora Feb 20 1921. 25: 21

PRETE — d of Giuseppe and Anna M May 31 1930. 29: 218

PRETO Joao G of Manuel and Emilia Dec 22 1924. 26: 357

PREVITE Anna of Giovanni and Maria Dec 22 1922. 25: 348

PREVITE Annunziata of Domenico and Angelina July 19 1927. 28: 90

PREVITE Antonio of Francesco and Maria G Oct 17 1924. 26: 328

PREVITE Antonio of Antonio and Domenica July 7 1926. 27: 261

PREVITE Francesca of Antonio and Domenica Feb 2 1922. 25: 193

PREVITE Francesca R of Francesco and Maria G Dec 11 1928. 28: 317

PREVITE Giovanni of Francesco and Maria G Aug 19 1926. 27: 280

PREVITE Maria of Domenico and Angelina Aug 15 1928. 28: 267

PREVITE Pietro of Antonio and Domenica Feb 6 1924. 26: 200

PREVITE — s of Domenico and Angelina Mar 28 1926. 27: 214

PREVITE — d of Domenico and Angelina Jan 4 1930. 29: 168

PREVOST Irene R of Frederick O and Irene R Aug 27 1928. 28: 272

PREW Irene V of Henry M and Lydia A Jan 3 1922. 25: 178

PREW Joseph E of Henry M and Lydia A June 2 1924. 26: 272

PREW Raymond of Joseph A and Jennie Feb 4 1923. 26: 17

PREZEKOP Helen I of John and Helen Dec 6 1926. 27: 328

PREZIOSI Laura of Giovanni and Antilia Mar 14 1926. 27: 205

PREZIOSO Vincenzo A of Euprepio and Cristina Sept 11 1921. 25: 121

PREZIUSO Helen L of Giovanni and Antonietta May 21 1922. 25: 247

PRICE Anne L of Thomas and Anne 1 Mar 4 1924. 26: 213

PRICE Arthur F of James F and Aurelia July 6 1930. 29: 235

PRICE Beatrice M of Jerome S and Kathryn Z Nov 29 1928. 28: 311

PRICE Bernadette M of Thomas C and Anne 1 Feb 2 1926. 27: 188

PRICE Charles R (c) of Charles R and Helen M E Jan 20 1926. 27: 182

PRICE Daniel J (c) of Robert J and Arline A Aug 23 1925. 27: 113

PRICE Dorothy A of Clarence E and Mildred June 22 1922. 25: 263
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Price Helena G (c) of Robert J and Arline A June 12 1924 . . . 26: 263
Price Jerome M of Jerome S and Kathryn Z Apr 27 1925 . . . 27: 56
Price Kathryn Z of Jerome S and Kathryn Z Apr 14 1921 . . . 25: 44
Price Paul R (c) of Robert J and Arline Sept 25 1921 . . . . 25: 127
Price Phyllis A (c) of Robert J and Arline A Dec 6 1922 . . . 25: 312
Price Richard (c) of Anna M Oct 14 1928 . . . . . . . . . . . . 28: 293
Price Robert W of Wilfred J and May E Apr 28 1922 . . . . . . . 25: 235
Price Rose E of Louis and Bessie Oct 22 1926 . . . . . . . . . . . 27: 308
Price Sylvia E of Stanley A and Helen M Nov 26 1929 . . . . . . . 29: 138
Price Thomas J of Thomas C and Anne 1 Apr 3 1928 . . . . . . . 28: 208
Price Virginia C of Clarence E and Mildred Oct 15 1923 . . . . . 26: 143
Price Wallace R C of Elmer R and Ada M Jan 30 1923 . . . . . . . 26: 13
Price William W (c) of Mabel Oct 19 1928 . . . . . . . . . . . . 28: 295
Price — (c) d of Edwin A and Hannah P Aug 4 1921 . . . . . . . . 25: 100
Price — s of Herbert J and Ada Oct 29 1922 . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 324
Price — (c) d of Edwin A and Hannah P Apr 24 1924 . . . . . . . 26: 241
Price — d of Herbert and Ada Aug 5 1924 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 305
Price — (c) d of Edwin A and Hannah P May 29 1925 . . . . . . . 27: 71
Price — d of Jerome S and Kathryn Z Oct 14 1926 . . . . . . . . . 27: 312
Price — s of Harry M and Maude C Feb 16 1927 . . . . . . . . . . 28: 25
Price — s of Otis C and Rose A Apr 13 1929 . . . . . . . . . . . . 29: 41
Pride Harold V of Albert E and Florence Sept 30 1923 . . . . . . . 26: 134
Pride Ruth E of Albert E and Florence Sept 17 1921 . . . . . . . 25: 123
Priest Arthur L of Ishi E and Florence Apr 13 1921 . . . . . . . . 25: 43
Priest Ernest E of John and Arzelia Sept 24 1928 . . . . . . . . . . 28: 284
Priest John A of John and Mary C Nov 24 1926 . . . . . . . . . . 27: 322
Priest Joseph H of Joseph H and Mildred Nov 6 1925 . . . . . . . 27: 146
Priest Lillian J of John and Arzelia May 21 1922 . . . . . . . . . . 25: 247
Priest Marilyn L of Joseph H and Mildred Aug 1 1928 . . . . . . . 28: 261
Priest Mary E of John and Mary Jan 22 1924 . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 191
Priest Priscilla C of Herman M and Bertha Jan 4 1921 . . . . . . . 25: 2
Priestly Shirley M of Carl and Mary Mar 26 1927 . . . . . . . . . 28: 37
Prignano Alessandro of Benedetto and Rosa June 9 1928 . . . . . . 28: 237
Prignano Guido of Benedetto and Rosa Apr 29 1922 . . . . . . . . 25: 235
Prignano Guido of Benedetto and Rosa Feb 9 1925 . . . . . . . . . 27: 19
Prignano Ines M of Alessandro and Angela Mar 28 1927 . . . . . . 28: 38
Prignano Valentino C of Alessandro and Angela Sept 5 1921 . . . . 25: 118
Prignoli Francesco of Pasquale and Filomena July 11 1921 . . . . . 25: 89
Primack Joan B of Louis and Elizabeth C P Sept 21 1929 . . . . . 29: 112
Primack Sally of Nathan and Sadie Mar 6 1926 . . . . . . . . . . . 27: 202
Primavera Mafalda A of Vittorio and Anna June 20 1923 . . . . . 26: 81
Primavera Tomasina of Vittorio and Anna Oct 23 1921 . . . . . . . 25: 142
Primavera Vittorio of Vittorio and Anna June 4 1927 . . . . . . . 28: 70
Primeau Oscar F of Oscar F and Elizabeth A Mar 1 1923 . . . . . . 26: 30
Primrose Everett C of Charles E and Edith L June 30 1925 . . . . . 27: 86
Prince Evelyn G of Paul B and Amanda V Feb 10 1921 . . . . . . . 25: 17
1116
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Prince William T of William C and Lorenza M Nov 21 1922... 25: 334
Principale Angela of Domenico and Gilda Mar 17 1922.... 25: 215
Principale Clelia of Domenico and Gilda Jan 10 1924....... 26: 186
Principale Francesco of Domenico and Gilda Apr 18 1927.... 28: 48
Principale Vincenzo of Domenico and Gilda July 26 1925.... 27: 99
Principe Amedeo of Vincenzo and Maria Nov 24 1927........ 28: 146
Principe Antonio of Vincenzo and Maria Oct 30 1923......... 26: 149
Principe Eduardo G of Francesco and Francesca Dec 27 1930... 29: 305
Principe Filomena of Vincenzo and Maria June 19 1930...... 29: 227
Principe Giovanni of Vincenzo and Maria May 4 1926...... 27: 250
Principe Maria F of Michele M and Carolina C Nov 21 1924... 26: 344
Principe Raffaela of Michele M and Carolina C Feb 26 1923... 26: 26
Principe Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Maria May 20 1929....... 29: 58
Principe —— s of Vincenzo and Maria Apr 8 1925........... 27: 58
Principe —— d of Fedele and Palma June 10 1927........... 28: 82
Print Robert A of Joseph X and Gladys L July 27 1925...... 27: 100
Printer Shirley E of Joseph X and Gladys L May 28 1927.... 28: 65
Printoletti Irene A of Giovanni and Angelina Apr 5 1930.... 29: 196
Printoletti Maria D of Giovanni and Angelina May 23 1924... 26: 252
Printoletti Mario of Giovanni and Teresa June 1 1923....... 26: 74
Prior Anna J of Lawrence B and Anna T Dec 5 1927......... 28: 153
Prior Barbara of Lawrence B and Anna T June 15 1929..... 29: 70
Prior Elizabeth of James J and Civina July 2 1929......... 29: 78
Prior Harriet L of John J and Harriet L May 24 1923.... 26: 69
Prior Jane of James H and Jane H Feb 17 1929............. 29: 21
Prior John of John F and Margaret E Feb 24 1921.......... 25: 23
Prior John B of John J and Elizabeth M May 21 1926....... 27: 237
Prior John J of John J and Harriet Dec 2 1921............ 25: 162
Prior John M of John M and Irene Aug 17 1930............. 29: 252
Prior Joseph of James J and Civina Nov 23 1922............ 25: 335
Prior Joseph W of Joseph F and Julia M Mar 21 1925....... 27: 37
Prior Lorenza of Lawrence B and Anna T July 6 1926....... 27: 261
Prior Mary A of John J and Harriet L Sept 19 1924....... 26: 319
Prior Mary T of Lawrence B and Anna T Nov 29 1924........ 26: 347
Prior Nathalie E of Thomas C J and Anna Sept 30 1922...... 25: 310
Prior Phyllis J of Thomas C J and Anna June 16 1926...... 27: 251
Prior Reta E of John F and Margaret E Sept 6 1923........ 26: 123
Prior Robert L of Leo and Ida Dec 6 1929.................. 29: 143
Prior Thomas K of Thomas C J and Anna Jan 13 1924........ 26: 187
Prior —— s of Margaret Jan 3 1922........................... 25: 192
Prior —— s of William C and Sarah T May 10 1926......... 27: 243
Pritchard Barbara J (c) of Thomas H and Irene L Sept 25 1928........................................ 28: 284
Pritchard Jacqueline I (c) of Thomas H and Irene L Oct 17 1927........................................ 28: 131
Pritchard John R of Horace and Corrinne L Jan 5 1925..... 27: 3
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Pritsker Adeline of Harry and Fannie Apr 29 1922..............25: 235
Pritsker Barbara of Harry and Fannie Mar 24 1928.............28: 203
Pritsker Hinda M of Isadore and Esther F Feb 6 1921...........25: 15
Pritsker Phyllis M of Samuel A and Ida G Dec 27 1925...........27: 168
Pritsker Rena C of Isadore and Esther F Feb 15 1925............27: 21
Procaccianti Romolo V of Giuseppe and Vincenzo May 25 1928,28: 229
Procaccianti Edmundo G of Edmundo R and Amelinda Nov 24
1925. ............................................................................27: 153
Procaccianti Vincenzo of Edmundo R and Amelinda Mar 26
1924. .............................................................................26: 222
Procaccini Angiolina of Francesco and Giovannina Apr 24
1926. .............................................................................27: 224
Procaccini Anna T of Errico and Maria G Dec 5 1923...........26: 167
Procaccini Donato of Angelo and Maria G June 26 1930...........29: 230
Procaccini Giuseppe of Francesco and Annantonia Sept 4 1921,25: 117
Procaccini Giuseppe of Francesco and Giovannina Sept 10
1924. .............................................................................26: 310
Procaccini Gloria of Vittorino and Luisa May 14 1926..........27: 234
Procaccini Luigi of Angelo and Maria G Aug 18 1927............28: 104
Procaccini Riccardo of Vittorino and Luisa May 9 1928........28: 223
Procaccini Rosa F of Vittorino and Luisa Apr 17 1924..........26: 233
Procaccini Rosina of Francesco and Annantonia Aug 16 1924,26: 297
Procaccini —— d of Francesco and Giovannina Oct 25 1928,28: 297
Procaccino Antonetta of Angelo and Giuseppina May 29 1922,25: 250
Procaccino Carmine of Giuseppe and Saveria Feb 4 1923........26: 17
Procaccino Maria of Giuseppe and Saveria Dec 24 1925..........27: 166
Procaccino Michele of Angelo and Giuseppina Feb 27 1925.....27: 25
Procaccini Giovanni of Errico and Giuseppina Sept 2 1921,25: 116
Procaccinni Gerardo of Antonio and Concetta July 27 1924,26: 286
Proctor Anne P of Earl H and Helen Sept 25 1928...............28: 286
Proctor Charles R of Earl H and Helen Oct 7 1925..............27: 134
Proctor Earl H of Earl H and Helen Mar 1 1923................26: 30
Proctor Elizabeth C of Henry S and Claire Dec 11 1930........29: 299
Proctor Ethel of Henry and Ethel Aug 9 1927....................28: 100
Prodanos Eufrodite of Naoum and Mabel Nov 19 1924.........26: 365
Profitt Charlotte G (c) of Clarence E and Bertha T F Aug 10
1928. .............................................................................28: 265
Profitt Don R C of Albert E and Cora Sept 11 1923..............26: 125
Profitt George R (c) of George R and Camilla O June 14 1930,29: 225
Profitt Helen V of William H and Hazel J Feb 5 1927...........28: 15
Proia Alberto of Paolo and Teresa Feb 8 1923...................26: 19
Proia Americo of Rocco and Assunta Aug 21 1923..............26: 113
Proia Anna F of Rocco and Assunta July 26 1921..............25: 95
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Proia Antonio G of Rocco and Assunta Jan 17 1925.................. 27:  7
Proia Assunta of Paolo and Teresa Oct 17 1921.................... 25: 139
Proia Elena M of Paolo and Teresa July 22 1924.................... 26: 284
Proia Filomena of Rocco and Assunta Sept 24 1927............... 28: 119
Proia — d of Rocco and Assunta Oct 27 1926...................... 27: 312
Proodian Violet of Martin D and Anna July 16 1923........ 26:  94
Prosser George J of George J and Christina G June 26 1930... 29: 230
Protano Gilda of Isidoro and Maria F Mar 29 1924.............. 26: 224
Protano Mario of Isidoro and Maria F Sept 7 1921.............. 25: 119
Protau William J of Frank E and Mary J Mar 24 1921............ 25:  35
Proteno Luigi L of Lorenzo and Rose L July 10 1921............. 25:  88
Proteno James L of Alfredo and Catherine Aug 24 1930........ 29: 254
Proto Raffaele of Raffaele and Anna Feb 13 1925............... 27:  20
Proto — d of Raffaele and Anna Oct 10 1922............. 25: 326
Proulx Albert W of Joseph R A and Catherine July 9 1928... 28: 250
Proulx Alma M of Aimable U and Margaret C Oct 20 1926.... 27: 311
Proulx Doris B of George R and Mary H Oct 30 1927.............. 28: 136
Proulx Dorothy E of Ulyses G and Marian E Mar 2 1929....... 29:  27
Proulx George N of George R and Mary H Jan 15 1930........... 29: 161
Proulx Jeannette D of Honorinus and Celia June 11 1923.... 26:  77
Proulx Joseph of Aimable U and Margaret C Nov 21 1928..... 28: 308
Proulx Marguerite C of Edmond and Georgiana Jan 4 1929... 29:  2
Proulx Marguerite M of Elvira Mar 26 1928................... 28: 204
Proulx Pauline L of Antoinette Jan 23 1929.................... 29:  10
Proulx Richard J of Aimable U and Margaret C Oct 6 1922... 25: 315
Proulx Richard N of Edmond J and Georgiana Apr 20 1930... 29: 202
Proulx Robert B of Aimable U and Margaret C Aug 20 1924... 26: 299
Prout Chester (c) of Mattie Mar 27 1926....................... 27: 210
Prout Helen C (c) of George L and Martha M Aug 21 1927.... 28: 105
Prout LeRoy G (c) of Frances Nov 25 1926.................... 27: 339
Prout Lionel M (c) of George L and Martha M June 25 1932... 25: 264
Prout Newell (c) of Bertha L Nov 22 1924..................... 26: 344
Prout Robert E of Frederick E and Margaret H June 1 1926.27: 244
Prout — (c) d of George L and Martha M Aug 13 1924.... 26: 296
Provan Doris L of James I and Lillian T Nov 28 1925...... 27: 154
Provan Jessie W of Donald B and Blanche M July 13 1921... 25:  89
Provenzano Antonetta of Antonio and Caterina May 7 1925... 27:  61
Provenzano Giuseppe of Antonio and Caterina Jan 13 1922... 25: 183
Provenzano Salvatore of Antonio and Caterina Apr 8 1930... 29: 197
Provenzano Teresa of Antonio and Caterina July 14 1923.... 26:  93
Provenzano Vincenzo of Antonio and Caterina Sept 2 1926... 27: 287
Provonsil Clifford E of Clifford D and Ida I Apr 20 1924... 26: 234
Provonsil Donald F of Clifford DeF and Ida I Oct 26 1929... 29: 126
Provonsil Eileen H of Clifford DeF and Ida I Mar 15 1926... 27: 205
Provost Adele of Hervey P and Lillian G May 12 1930...... 29: 211
Provost Aline of Albert and Maria Mar 19 1929............. 29:  33
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Provost Gloria M of George O and Rosemonde E Jan 7 1927.. 28: 3
Provost Harold T of Theodore and Lena July 1 1928... 28: 247
Provost Jean E of Theodore and Lena Apr 6 1930........... 29: 197
Provost Louis M A of George O and Rosemonde E Mar 30 1929. 29: 37
Provost — s of Peter E and Margaret M Mar 17 1925.... 27: 43
Provost — s of Omer and Rosanna Apr 20 1925............. 27: 58
Prudente Anna of Sisto and Luisa Oct 5 1921.............. 25: 134
Prudente Dolores E of Sisto and Luisa Feb 7 1930........ 29: 171
Prudente Emma G of Sisto and Luisa June 3 1926........... 27: 245
Prudente Guglielmo of Sisto and Luisa Apr 7 1924....... 26: 229
Prudhomme Barbara J of Raymond R and Helen M Apr 15

1929. .......................... 29: 45
Prudhomme Raymond R of Raymond R and Helen Oct 11 1927. 28: 128
Prue Albert F of Louis A and Amelia Oct 23 1926........ 27: 308
Prue Vivetta E of Joseph and Florence L Oct 12 1923...... 26: 141
Pryor John (twin) of Joseph and Mary Aug 24 1921..... 25: 110
Pryor Joseph (twin) of Joseph and Mary Aug 24 1921... 25: 110
Pryor Lewis R of Joseph J and Mary Sept 10 1927..... 28: 114
Pryor Louise of Nellie L Mar 5 1927....................... 28: 28
Pryor Norman F of Stanley J and Mary Oct 6 1928..... 28: 290
Pryor Barbara B of Leo J and Ida B Dec 7 1928........ 28: 316
Pryor Edward L of Peter L and Ida B Oct 9 1922...... 25: 316
Pryor Emilie K of Andrew A and Emilie F Mar 29 1925.. 27: 40
Pryor George H of Isaac and Mande Feb 11 1921........ 25: 17
Pryor John F of John F and Annie M July 17 1922..... 25: 274
Pryor Joseph W of John F and Annie M Mar 11 1926.. 27: 204
Pryor Leo P of Peter L and Ida B Feb 28 1925......... 27: 26
Pryor Richard E of James and Mary E Sept 17 1922.... 25: 305
Pryor Robert H of Walter E and Opal M Mar 10 1923... 26: 34
Pryor Thomas P of John F and Annie M July 31 1924... 26: 288
Pryor William J of William S and Mary B Dec 31 1929. 29: 152
Pryor — — s of James and Mary Jan 8 1928............. 28: 180
Przedpelski Thomas of Joseph and Mary Feb 27 1922.... 25: 204
Przekop Daniel of John and Helen June 16 1930.......... 29: 226
Przystrzelska Janina of Ladislaus and Valeria Sept 11 1921. 25: 121
Przystrzelski Alice of Wladyslaw and Alexandra Mar 22 1928. 28: 202
Przystrzelski Genoveffa S of Ladislaus and Valeria Jan 25

1923. .......................... 26: 10
Przystrzelski John of Wladyslaw and Alexandra Jan 27 1922. 25: 188
Przystrzelski Nora of Wladyslaw and Alexandra Oct 4 1925. 27: 133
Przystrzelski — d of Wladyslaw and Alexandra May 28

1923. .......................... 26: 71
Ptsulis Catherine M of Elias and Margaret F Feb 22 1925... 27: 24
Puccetti Anna L M of Americo and Teresa Feb 19 1928.... 28: 188
Puccetti Emilio of Giuseppe and Amabile May 22 1926... 27: 238
Puccetti Rosa E of Giuseppe and Amabile Dec 4 1922..... 25: 341
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Pucci Luigi D G of Luigi and Caterina Jan 8 1927...........28: 3
Pucci —— s of Luigi and Caterina Aug 7 1928...........28:264
Pucino Alfredo of Mary Dec 16 1929...............29:147
Pudzunas Walter of Casimir and Anna Aug 10 1923........26:108
Puerini Antonio E of Antonio and Maria Jan 30 1925......27: 13
Puerini Luigi S of Antonio and Maria Sept 9 1929........29:108
Pugh Harry of Harry and Emily July 17 1923...........26: 94
Pugh Harry of Harry and Emily M Apr 26 1926...........27:225
Pugh Mary of Harry and Emily M Mar 6 1929...........29: 28
Puglia Domenico of Francesco and Rosa Oct 24 1925........27:141
Puglia Gaetana of Francesco and Rosa May 9 1921........25: 55
Puglia —— d of Francesco and Rosina June 22 1922........25:267
Pugliese Ersilia E of Giuseppe and Luisa July 20 1924....26:283
Pugliese Filomena M of Carmine and Ersilia Oct 1 1922....25:313
Pugliese Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Argentina May 11 1922..25:243
Pugliesi Luigi of Giovanni Battista and Giuseppina Oct 29
1921..............................25:144
Pugliesi Maria G of Giovanni B and Giuseppina Oct 19 1925..27:139
Pugliesi Annunziata of Teodoro and Elide Feb 20 1928.....28:188
Pugliesi Antonio of Antonio and Virginia Dec 23 1925.....27:166
Pugliesi Laura A of Teodoro and Elide June 12 1926.......27:249
Pugliesi Marianna G of Teodoro and Elide Apr 7 1921......25: 41
Pugliesi Vittorio of Teodoro and Elide Mar 8 1924........26:215
Puhacz William N of Nicholas and Della Sept 18 1930.....29:265
Puiatti Bernardo I of Egidio and Giuseppina Mar 8 1929...29: 29
Pukeos John E of John and Helen Oct 27 1926...........27:310
Puleo Antonio of Bartolo and Carmela Apr 15 1922........25:229
Puleo Maria of Giuseppe and Giovanna May 23 1929..........29: 59
Puleo Stefano G of Giuseppe and Maria Aug 15 1921........25:105
Puliu Nichola of Michael and Evangeline Aug 13 1921.....25:104
Pullano Elena L of Salvatore and Carmela Aug 25 1922....25:292
Pullano Elvira A of Clemente and Clementina M Apr 3 1927.28: 42
Pullano Menichella of Clemente and Clementina M May 24
1925...............................27: 69
Pullano Salvatore G of Luigi and Antonia Dec 4 1925.....27:159
Pullano —— s of Salvatore and Carmela Nov 13 1924......26:348
Pulliam Charles F of Charles F and Jennie M Dec 3 1927...28:152
Pulliam George S of George W and Nellie M Apr 16 1923...26: 52
Pulliam Ruth C of Charles F and Jennie McK Jan 5 1922....25:179
Puller Bessie of Max and Sophie July 29 1921.............25: 96
Puller Samuel J of Max and Sophia May 18 1928...........28:226
Puller Warren M of Morris and Dora Dec 15 1927........28:156
Puller Zuse of Morris and Dora Jan 22 1925...............27: 9
Pulsifer Russell A of Andrew A M and Agnes C June 15 1922.25:260
Pulsifer —— s of George R and Catherine V June 14 1930...29:225
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Pulvirenti Virginia G of Salvatore J and Assunta M July 11
1924. .......................................................... 26: 279
Punt Calvin W of Warren and Elizabeth Sept 12 1922........ 25: 302
Punt Martha F of Warren and Elizabeth F Aug 25 1930 .... 29: 255
Puopolo Angelina of Domenico and Pasqualina May 30 1923. 26: 72
Puopolo Giuseppe of Domenico and Pasqualina Jan 1 1921 ... 25: 1
Puopolo Maria G of Domenico and Pasqualina Nov 20 1924 ... 26: 313
Puopolo Raffaele G of Vincenzo and Anastasia Jan 3 1930 ... 29: 158
Puopolo Rosa C of Raffaele and Ripalda Oct 23 1921 ........ 25: 142
Pupella Anna of Domenico and Giuseppina Apr 27 1922 .... 28: 235
Pupella Antonina of Domenico and Giuseppina Apr 1 1924 ... 26: 227
Purcell Alice K of Arthur F and Mary J Sept 21 1929 ... 29: 112
Purcell Ellen M of Arthur F and Mary J July 19 1927 ....... 28: 90
Purcell Laura I of Edward L and Helene July 24 1926 ....... 27: 269
Purcell Lucille M of John E and Marie B Dec 4 1929 ....... 29: 143
Purington Bedina G of Clarence E and Dorothy M Aug 23
1929. .......................................................... 29: 100
Purington Margaret A of George R and Agnes Aug 5 1930. ... 29: 248
Purnell Bernice E of Arthur F and Elsie F Jan 13 1924 .... 26: 187
Purnell Charlotte E (c) of Clarence M and Harriet June 17
1930. .......................................................... 29: 226
Purnell Marion S of Arthur F and Elsie F Nov 5 1922 .... 25: 329
Purnell Walter R of Edward and Anna M Feb 23 1921 ....... 25: 23
Purnell — d of Edward and Anna M June 18 1923 ....... 26: 80
Purnell — s of Edward and Emma M July 20 1927 ....... 28: 165
Puorro Assunta J of Pasquale and Santorella Apr 11 1929 .... 29: 43
Puorro Dorotea A of Pasquale and Santorella June 12 1927 ... 28: 73
Puorro Luigi of Pasquale and Santorella Feb 17 1926 ....... 27: 194
Purvis Donald J of John F and Mildred A June 10 1928 .... 28: 237
Purvis Marjorie L of John F and Mildred A Aug 15 1926 .... 27: 278
Purvis Robert E of Thomas J and Frances K Aug 26 1924 .... 26: 301
Purvis — s of Walter F and Helen M Aug 26 1922 ....... 25: 297
Pusateri Anthony A of Agostino and Angelina Jan 19 1928 .... 28: 174
Putt Sydney of Solomon and Bertha Oct 31 1921 ....... 25: 145
Pusyka Anna of Peter and Katherine Sept 27 1924 ....... 26: 317
Pusyka Louisa of Peter and Katherine Nov 14 1922 ....... 25: 332
Pusyka Paul of Peter and Katherine Jan 25 1927 ....... 28: 10
Putnam Albert O of Willis O and Emily A Feb 27 1921 ....... 25: 24
Putnam Russell K of Willis O and Emily A July 16 1923 .... 26: 94
Putnam Sylvia M of Philip C and Elsie Aug 10 1928 ....... 28: 265
Putney Donald E of Frederick A and Grace I Apr 12 1926 .... 27: 219
Putney Earl W of Earl W and Margaret M July 14 1929 .... 29: 83
Putney Louise I of Earl W and Margaret M Nov 23 1930 .... 29: 291
Putney Margaret M of Earl W and Margaret M June 24 1928 .... 28: 213
Putney Patricia D of Alfred C and Mary Sept 8 1928 ....... 28: 278
Pyanowski — d of Antoni and Helen Aug 17 1930 ....... 29: 252
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Pyers Alice C of Edward L and Alice M Mar 1 1928............28: 194
Pyers Berton E of Edward L and Alice M Aug 29 1921........25: 112
Pyers Doris R of Edward L and Alice M Dec 14 1924........26: 354
Pyers Marjorie L of Edward L and Alice M Sept 25 1922...25: 308
Pyrgadiotis —— (twin) d of Paul and Anna Sept 15 1922....25: 303
Pyrgadiotis —— (twin) d of Paul and Anna Sept 15 1922....25: 304
Pyrgadiotis —— s of Paul and Anna Mar 3 1924............26: 212
Pyne Charles H of Charles H and Helen D July 2 1930....29: 233
Pyne Francis P of Francis P and Gertrude R Jan 11 1929....29: 5
Pyne Mary E of James J and Mary T May 18 1925..........27: 66
Pyne William P of Michael J and Rebecca M Mar 17 1927...28: 33
Pyne —— s of Michael J and Rebecca M Feb 9 1926............27: 199
Pyrek Edward J of Stanislaw and Helena Feb 15 1929....29: 20
Pyrek Sophie A of Stanislaw and Helena Mar 4 1922....25: 209

Quackenboss Hilda L of Leon J and Marie Aug 23 1930......29: 254
Quackenboss Mary H of Leon J and Marie Jan 15 1929....29: 7
Quaglia Antonetta of Orazio and Maria Feb 28 1927........28: 24
Quaglia Giuseppina P of Giuseppe and Aurelia Jan 6 1929..29: 3
Quaglia Maria C of Giuseppe and Aurelia Apr 24 1927.....28: 50
Quaglia —— s of Grazio and Maria Apr 17 1925............27: 58
Quagliieri Assunta of Ernesto and Maria T Mar 24 1926....27: 209
Quagliieri Carmine of Ernesto and Maria T July 16 1922...25: 274
Quagliieri Domenico of Pasquale and Almerinda June 18 1922,25: 261
Quagliieri Giulia S of Pasquale and Maria Mar 16 1926....27: 206
Quagliieri Teresa C of Pasquale and Almerinda Mar 17 1924..26: 218
Quaglietta Francesco A of Angelo and Erminia May 16 1926..27: 235
Quaglietta Umberto of Angelo and Erminia Apr 2 1927.....28: 41
Quaid Chin M (chi) of Chin Too On and Dong Shee May 14

1924. ..........................................................26: 248
Quann Frances of William and Marian July 9 1925........27: 91
Quanstrom Dorothy A of Carl H and Agnes B Dec 10 1928..28: 317
Quanstrom Edward C of Carl H and Agnes B May 29 1924..26: 255
Quaranta Andrea of Angelo and Matilda Apr 14 1922......25: 229
Quaranta Rosina of Angelo and Matilda Oct 30 1927.......28: 136
Quaranta —— s of Leonardo and Lucia Sept 6 1921.......25: 118
Quarnstrom Frank J of Frank J and Margaret E Jan 13 1929,29: 6
Quarnstrom Jean E of Carl H and Ruth A Aug 3 1930....29: 247
Quartaro Louise M of Joseph C and Josephine July 14 1924..26: 280
Quartaroli Alfredo L of Berardo and Jennie Aug 15 1927...28: 103
Quartaroli Dantina of Berardo and Jennie May 11 1922....25: 243
Quarters Mary of William F and Mary E Feb 17 1924........26: 204
Quarters Robert J of William F and Mary E Feb 5 1927....28: 15
Quartino Tomaso G of Tomasso and Maria Mar 23 1929....29: 35
Quarto Emilia of Giovanni and Maria Oct 17 1927........28: 131
Quarto Federico of Giovanni and Maria Oct 7 1929........29: 119
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>Giada G.</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Vincenzo and Camilla</td>
<td>Jan 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>Cristina</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Vincenzo and Camilla</td>
<td>May 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>Quattrucci</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Giovanni and Vincenzo</td>
<td>Mar 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>Quattrucci</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Giovanni and Vincenzo</td>
<td>Apr 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>Quattrucci</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Giovanni and Vincenzo</td>
<td>May 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>Quattrucci</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Giovanni and Vincenzo</td>
<td>Jun 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>Quattrucci</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Giovanni and Vincenzo</td>
<td>Jul 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>Quattrucci</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Giovanni and Vincenzo</td>
<td>Aug 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>Quattrucci</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Giovanni and Vincenzo</td>
<td>Sep 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>Quattrucci</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Giovanni and Vincenzo</td>
<td>Oct 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>Quattrucci</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Giovanni and Vincenzo</td>
<td>Nov 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Quattrucci</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Giovanni and Vincenzo</td>
<td>Dec 11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
Quigley Winnifred L of Thomas J and Mary A Mar 7 1922...25: 210
Quillen Jeanne M of Edward G and Margaret Nov 29 1927...28: 148
Quillen John E of Edward G and Margaret Sept 21 1926...27: 295
Quilty Eleanor C of Charles V and Mary E Jan 12 1929...29: 5
Quilty Mary E of Charles V and Mary E Sept 23 1922...25: 307
Quimby Martha J of Malcolm J and Martha K Aug 29 1926,...27: 284
Quimby Ruth A of Haines B and Dorothea B June 6 1922...25: 256
Quimby Shirley A of Perry E and Elva Aug 27 1926...27: 283
Quimby Virginia M of Haines B and Dorothea B Dec 2 1923...26: 166
Quincy Phyllis G of Earl F and Ethel Sept 7 1925...27: 120
Quincy Priscilla F of Earl F and Ethel July 18 1924...26: 282
Quinlan Agnes of Henry M and Margaret Jan 24 1923...26: 10
Quinlan Dorothy I of John J and Catharine I Apr 30 1923...26: 58
Quinlan Dorothy M of Ivan E and Jennie J June 7 1924...26: 261
Quinlan Eleanor M of Ivan E and Jennie J Nov 23 1925...27: 153
Quinn Agnes B of Vincent J and Marie L Oct 20 1922...25: 320
Quinn Agnes T of Edward J and Anna T June 23 1926...27: 254
Quinn Alfred E of Walter M and Mary A July 17 1928...28: 253
Quinn Alice M of Hugh C and Sarah M May 11 1923...26: 64
Quinn Andrew P of Andrew P and Margaret V Oct 22 1923...26: 146
Quinn Angelica M of Phillip E and Mary M Jan 17 1922...25: 184
Quinn Anna J of Edward J and Anna T Aug 9 1927...28: 100
Quinn Anthony of John F and Mary B Oct 11 1923...26: 141
Quinn Barbara of John J and Elsie M Feb 27 1930...29: 179
Quinn Barnard H of Barnard B and Catherine M May 16

1927...28: 60
Quinn Betty C of Edward W and Helen Aug 28 1926...27: 283
Quinn Catherine of James J and Theresa Mar 19 1922...25: 216
Quinn Charles J of Charles C and Cecelia Oct 27 1927...28: 134
Quinn Dolores A of Raymond P and Alice Nov 10 1928...28: 304
Quinn Doris M of John E and Lillian A Jan 16 1927...28: 6
Quinn Dorothy E of Walter V and Dorothy H A Sept 12 1928...28: 279
Quinn Edward of Hope June 17 1924...26: 364 & 365
Quinn Eileen A of Walter A and Veronica A Apr 17 1930...29: 201
Quinn Eleanor M of Hugh C and Sarah M July 2 1928...28: 247
Quinn Ernest E of Arthur B and Anna E Nov 15 1922...25: 332
Quinn Evelyn of James J and Theresa Oct 25 1924...26: 331
Quinn Florence M E of Christopher and Signe B Mar 20 1922...25: 216
Quinn Francis of Charles A and Katherine Aug 9 1924...26: 294
Quinn Francis V of Walter V and Dorothy H A Dec 20 1926...27: 332
Quinn George P of Thomas J and Margaret M June 22 1928...28: 242
Quinn Gerald of James J and Jennie J June 28 1921...25: 77
Quinn Gloria A of Robert I and Carol A May 21 1927...28: 62
Quinn Harry A of Mary A May 30 1930...29: 218
Quinn Henry of Henry L and Eleanor F Nov 5 1923...26: 154
Quinn Henry J of Henry J and Eliza A M Aug 30 1930...29: 256
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Quinn Hugh F of Hugh F and Elizabeth M Dec 12 1921........ 25:166
Quinn James II of William and Irene E Dec 20 1922........ 25:348
Quinn James J of James J and Theresa July 27 1926........ 27:270
Quinn James S of Edmund A and Mary R July 30 1930........ 29:244
Quinn Jane of James J and Jennie I Nov 25 1926............. 27:322
Quinn Joan E of Robert I and Carol A Oct 18 1929........... 29:123
Quinn John A of John F and Mary B Apr 11 1922............. 25:228
Quinn John C of John A and Kathryn Oct 24 1925............. 27:141
Quinn John F of Francis J and Mary D Oct 4 1928............. 28:289
Quinn John P of John and Bertha E July 28 1924............. 26:287
Quinn Joseph of Walter M and Mary A Jan 23 1923............. 26:10
Quinn Joseph E of Charles E and Mary R L Mar 18 1930....... 29:188
Quinn Josephine S of Walter J and Helena E May 8 1923..... 26:63
Quinn Katherine of Charles A and Katherine Apr 23 1926.... 27:223
Quinn Kathryn M of John A and Kathryn Apr 30 1929.......... 29:50
Quinn Lillian A of John E and Lillian A Sept 19 1925...... 27:125
Quinn Marcelle of John and Bertha E Mar 2 1926............... 27:200
Quinn Marcia C of Andrew P and Margaret V Nov 20 1926..... 27:320
Quinn Margaret C of Joseph H and Mary M June 30 1925..... 27:54
Quinn Margaret M of Michael J and Julia M Mar 2 1925..... 27:29
Quinn Marguerite M of Bernard B and Agrippina Mar 14
1926.......... 27:205
Quinn Marie C of Henry L and Eleanor F Jan 22 1929....... 29:10
Quinn Mary E of John F and Mary B Apr 12 1928............. 28:212
Quinn Mary G of Francis J and Mary D Dec 2 1929........... 29:142
Quinn Mary L of Joseph H and Mary M Mar 8 1924............ 26:215
Quinn Mary T of Patrick F and Mabel Nov 29 1927........... 28:148
Quinn Nance C of Charles C and Cecelia Apr 23 1926........ 27:223
Quinn Norma M of Robert E and Mary Feb 26 1925............ 27:25
Quinn Norman of Terrance R and Helen G Aug 28 1924....... 26:302
Quinn Paul F of Paul F and Grace M Nov 16 1926............. 27:319
Quinn Paul J of Thomas J and Margaret M Feb 19 1924....... 26:205
Quinn Pauline F of Robert E and Mary Jan 31 1929........... 29:13
Quinn Robert of Terence R and Helen G Oct 16 1922........ 25:319
Quinn Robert of Thomas L and Gertrude M Oct 29 1927........ 28:132
Quinn Robert A of Robert and Sadie May 25 1930............. 29:216
Quinn Robert C of Robert E and Mary Dec 1 1926............. 27:326
Quinn Robert G of Thomas J and Margaret M Jan 3 1926...... 27:175
Quinn Shirley M of Vincent J and Marie L Mar 26 1926...... 27:210
Quinn Theresa of Joseph H and Mary M Dec 25 1929........... 29:153
Quinn Thomas J of Thomas J and Margaret M June 11 1922.... 25:258
Quinn Thomas R of Thomas L and Gertrude M July 20 1924.... 26:283
Quinn Veronica M of Walter A and Veronica A Mar 8 1925.... 27:32
Quinn Virginia M of Charles and Celia Oct 30 1924........ 26:333
Quinn Walter A of Walter A and Veronica A Nov 9 1927... 28: 140
Quinn William F of John and Mary K Apr 26 1924............. 26: 237
Quinn —- d of James and Annie June 20 1923................ 26: 81
Quinn —— (twin) s of Walter M and Mary A Nov 1 1925...... 27: 145
Quinn ——(twin) s of Walter M and Mary A Nov 1 1925...... 27: 145
Quinn —— d of John and Isabel May 4 1926............. 27: 230
Quintal Manoel of Manuel and Lecandrina June 11 1921.... 25: 70
Quintan William II of Clarence H and Catherine E June 16
1929........................................ 29: 70
Quintavalle Eugenio of Antonio and Rosa May 31 1924....... 26: 256
Quintavalle Michele of Antonio and Rosina Jan 25 1921.... 25: 10
Quinterno Francesco V of Giuseppe and Fortuna May 30 1923. 26: 72
Quinterno Giulia R of Giuseppe and Fortuna Jan 8 1922..... 25: 180
Quinterno Vincenzo S of Giuseppe and Fortuna Mar 29 1928... 28: 205
Quinterno —— s of Giuseppe and Fortuna June 2 1925........ 27: 87
Quirini Betty I of Attilio G A and Marie A Apr 29 1928.... 28: 218
Quirini Filomena M of Attilio G A and Marie A Oct 20 1926... 27: 307
Quirini Joseph F of Mary Z July 31 1930.................... 29: 310
Quirini Marion E of Mary Apr 30 1928..................... 28: 218
Quirini Pier L A Z of Ottilio G A and Marie A Feb 20 1930.... 29: 176
Quirk Blanche I of William J and Blanche G June 1 1923..... 26: 74
Quirk Catherine of William and Blanche G Mar 6 1927........ 28: 165
Quirk Elizabeth V of Charles A and Julia C Nov 11 1925..... 27: 149
Quirk Helen M of Joseph W and Mary A Feb 20 1928.......... 28: 189
Quirk Irene A of Charles A and Julia C June 28 1923........ 26: 84
Quirk James of James and Bridget Apr 22 1921............. 25: 47
Quirk John T of James and Bridget Dec 18 1922............... 25: 347
Quirk Julia C of Charles A and Julia C June 5 1921......... 25: 67
Quirk Marie C of James E and Violet May 26 1930........... 29: 216
Quirk Mary of William and Blanche June 27 1924............ 26: 364
Quirk William of William and Blanche G July 29 1925....... 27: 172
Quirk William J of Joseph W and Mary A Mar 18 1923........ 26: 37
Quirk William J of James and Bridget Jan 2 1926........... 27: 175
Quirk —— s of Charles A and Julia C Sept 24 1928......... 28: 283
Quist Hilga C of John W and Helga M Jan 6 1921............ 25: 3

Rabaiotti Antonio of Bartolomeo and Maria Aug 24 1923..... 26: 113
Rabaiotti Armando of Bartolomeo and Maria Nov 5 1927...... 28: 139
Rabaiotti Lucia C of Bartolomeo and Maria Feb 12 1930...... 29: 173
Rabaiotti Rocco of Bartolomeo and Maria Sept 4 1925........ 27: 118
Rabatin Louise V of Victor R and Louise E Mar 10 1921..... 25: 30
Rabatin Raymond G of Victor R and Louise E July 23 1923.... 26: 97
Rabator Norman E of Edward and Clara M June 25 1930....... 29: 229
Rabbitt John E of Martin H and Mary T Sept 29 1926........ 27: 298
Rabbitt Milton of Manuel and Virginia J Mar 8 1924......... 26: 215
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Rabinovitz Nathalie A of Israel and Helen July 7 1929........ 29: 80
Rabitaile Reta B of Irene June 4 1922...................... 27: 255
Racecag Guadacmo E of Vincenzo and Engenia T Apr 2 2 1930.29: 202
Racewicz Dorothy E of William J and Sophie Aug 21 1927... 28: 105
Racewicz Irene F of William J and Sophie Apr 12 1924..... 26: 231
Racewicz William J of William J and Sophie Jan 29 1926... 27: 185
Rachele Salvatore M of Angelo and Rosa Sept 18 1923..... 26: 128
Racofsky John of Joseph and Violet Feb 6 1921.............. 25: 15
Racono Alfredo M of Mariano and Maria Apr 18 1925........ 27: 51
Racono Anna T of Mariano and Maria Aug 4 1923............ 26: 105
Racono Gino I of Mariano and Maria Jan 15 1929.......... 29: 7
Racono Pierina R of Mariano and Maria June 28 1930...... 29: 231
Raczenski Edward G of Aleksy and Jozefa Feb 20 1929..... 29: 22
Raczenski Irene W of Aleksy and Jozefa Jan 31 1927....... 28: 12
Raczenski Jozefa of Aleksy and Jozefa Sept 13 1924.... 26: 311
Radford Mary E of George E and Alice T July 10 1923.... 26: 92
Radford Robert W of Vernon and Marjorie June 17 1928.. 28: 240
Radican Barbara J of John J and Mary E Feb 20 1928.... 28: 189
Radican Florence I of John J and Mary E Aug 26 1922... 25: 293
Radican George A of George V and Mary K Nov 19 1923... 26: 159
Radican John F of John J and Mary E June 10 1924....... 26: 262
Radican Joseph E of Joseph A and Dorothy M Oct 7 1924... 26: 325
Radican Madeline M of Joseph A and Dorothy M Aug 17 1927.28: 104
Radican Richard B of John J and Mary E June 27 1926... 27: 255
Radican William E of George V and Mary K Nov 23 1927... 28: 148
Radican — — d of John J and Hazel R May 26 1929...... 29: 64
Radick George of Leon and Antonina Nov 14 1930......... 29: 288
Radick Thomas L of Leon and Antonina July 4 1927..... 28: 84
Radigan Bernard of Bernard and Bertha Jan 29 1929.... 29: 12
Radigan Bertha of Bernard and Bertha Mar 6 1928...... 28: 196
Radigan George of Bernard and Bertha July 7 1930...... 29: 235
Radigan Hugh of Charles and Rose May 30 1928........... 28: 231
Radigan James of Charles and Rose Aug 16 1925......... 27: 110
Radigan Josephine of Charles and Rose Feb 21 1923...... 26: 24
Radigan — — s of John H and Margaret G Jan 11 1922... 25: 182
Rado Giuseppina of Raffaele and Leonilda Feb 7 1923... 26: 19
Radocia Alvern M of Michele and Costanza Sept 30 1927... 28: 122
Radocia Irene R of Egidio and Vincenzina Dec 11 1921... 25: 166
Radocia Roberto P of Pasquale and Elvira June 4 1925.... 27: 75
Radocia Ulde rico G of Michele and Costanza Dec 14 1923... 26: 171
Radtko Dorothea L of Fredrick K and Mildred E Dec 8 1926.27: 328
Radtko Edward W of Fredrick K and Mildred E July 10 1925.27: 94
Radtko Lucy E of Otto A and Marie C Mar 14 1928........ 28: 199
Rafanelli Elena E of Giuseppe and Inmacolata Feb 17 1923.26: 22
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Rafanelli Vincenzo G of Giuseppe and Immacolata Apr 19
1925. .................................................. 27: 52
Rafanelli William R of Giuseppe and Immacolata Sept 14 1927. 28: 116
Raffa Alice C of Giovanni and Antonetta Oct 6 1928. ... 28: 290
Raffa Luigi of Giovanni and Antonetta Nov 16 1922. .... 25: 333
Raffa Maria G of Giovanni and Antonetta Mar 19 1925. ... 27: 36
Rafferty Elizabeth M of William V and Margaret M Nov 5
1921. .................................................. 25: 149
Rafferty James R of Edward J and Angeline A Aug 16 1924. 26: 297
Rafferty Joseph H of Patrick II and Agnes D May 15 1927. 28: 60
Rafferty Mary of Byron J and Annie T Apr 1 1921. ....... 25: 39
Rafferty Patrick of Patrick and Agnes Apr 30 1922. .... 25: 236
Rafferty Virginia M of James J and Lizzie II Sept 11 1926. 27: 291
Rafferty — d of Patrick II and Agnes D June 17 1925. .... 27: 80
Rafferty Joan M of Lewis M and Alice E W Oct 10 1929. ... 29: 120
Rafferty John E of John E and Mildred M Dec 14 1930. .... 29: 300
Rafferty Lewis M of Lewis M and Alice E W May 28 1926. ... 27: 240
Rafferty Margaret of Andrew and Margaret Apr 20 1922. ... 25: 231
Rafferty Mildred M of John E and Mildred M Apr 19 1927. ... 28: 48
Rafferty Patricia of John E and Mildred M Jan 2 1929. .... 29: 1
Rafferty Richard F of Lewis M and Alice E W July 26 1927. ... 28: 93
Rafferty — s of John and Mary I June 28 1921. .......... 25: 83
Rafuse Beverly T of John and May Sept 30 1930. ........ 29: 269
Ragnell Lilly S of Arthur R and Sigrid E Sept 6 1923. . 26: 123
Ragno Giovanni F of Giovanni and Ignazia Mar 12 1930. ... 29: 185
Ragno Grazia M of Giovanni and Ignazia June 26 1921. ... 25: 76
Rago Giannina of Antonio and Maria Feb 13 1929. .... 29: 19
Ragosta Alfredo G of Giuseppe and Vincenza Sept 25 1924. . 26: 317
Ragosta Anna L of Gennaro and Gemma Apr 5 1926. .... 27: 216
Ragosta Emma of Giuseppe and Vincenza May 14 1923. ... 26: 65
Ragosta Evelina A of Domenico and Rosa Aug 23 1930. ... 29: 254
Ragosta Genoveffa of Gennaro and Gemma June 18 1922. ... 25: 261
Ragosta Giovacchino E of Angelo and Domenica Dec 19 1922. 25: 347
Ragosta Giuseppe of Pariglio and Annina Apr 5 1927. ... 28: 43
Ragosta Raffaele of Antonio and Antonia June 24 1927. ... 28: 78
Ragosta Vincenzo of Antonio and Antonia May 24 1921. ... 25: 61
Ragosta Vincenzo F of Domenico and Rosa Feb 12 1924. ... 26: 202
Ragosta Violanda of Antonio and Antonia July 19 1923. ... 26: 96
Ragosta — s of Alberto and Giuseppina Mar 27 1921. ... 25: 81
Ragosta — s of Alberto L and Giuseppina July 6 1924. ... 26: 290
Ragosto Antonetta G of Alberto and Giuseppina Oct 7 1922. 25: 315
Ragosto Elena of Pariglio and Annina Jan 23 1922. ... 25: 187
Ragosto Gennarino of Pariglio and Annina Jan 31 1930. ... 29: 167
Ragosto Giachiamo V of Alberto and Giuseppina Dec 5 1925. 27: 169
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
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Ragosto Rosina of Pariglio and Annina May 24 1924........... 26: 253
Rahed Albert V of Abraham and Mary Sept 24 1926............ 27: 296
Rahed Madeline of Abraham and Mary June 25 1922............ 25: 264
Rahed Mary K of Abraham and Mary Apr 7 1925............... 27: 46
Rahill James J of James J and Mary July 21 1925............. 27: 96
Rahl Herbert L of Herman K and Mary A Feb 18 1922........... 25: 200
Raina Jane M of Joseph E and Jane E May 5 1925.............. 27: 61
Rainie Daniel C of Paul A and Edna S Dec 8 1924............ 26: 355
Rain Madeline R of Clarence W and Catherine Apr 7 1924.... 26: 229
Rain William J of Clarence W and Catherine May 29 1928..... 28: 250
Raiman Ruth M of Edward and Ida Nov 21 1930................ 29: 290
Raimondo Aniello (twin) of Giuseppe and Giovanna Apr 9
1928. ........................................................................ 28: 211
Raimondo Antonio of Tommaso and Angelina Feb 21 1928.... 28: 189
Raimondo Giovanni of Tomaso and Angelina Apr 3 1923..... 26: 47
Raimondo Giovanni (twin) of Giuseppe and Giovanna Apr 9
1928. ........................................................................ 28: 211
Raimondo Giuseppe of Tommaso and Angelina Sept 3 1926.. 27: 287
Raimondo Iolanda of Tomaso and Angela Dec 1 1924........ 26: 350
Raimondo Maria A of Tomaso and Angelina Mar 5 1921...... 25: 28
Rainone Clara M of Antonio and Maria Jan 25 1928......... 28: 177
Rainone Costanzo of Antonio and Maria Oct 3 1922.......... 25: 314
Raines Richard C of Richard C and Lanille Sept 24 1928... 28: 284
Rainey June M of Bleakley W and Marion Jan 31 1930...... 29: 167
Raino Liberato of Giovanni and Carmela June 5 1921...... 25: 67
Rainone Alfonso of Giovanni and Giuseppe Feb 13 1923.... 26: 21
Rainone Angelo of Giuseppe and Elvira Sept 8 1926........ 27: 298
Rainone Antonio of Giuseppe and Elvira Feb 2 1921....... 25: 13
Rainone Antonio of Costanzo and Maria Sept 5 1922........ 25: 299
Rainone Antonio of Giovanni and Carmela May 30 1924..... 26: 256
Rainone Assunta of Giovanni and Carmela Mar 28 1929...... 29: 36
Rainone Augusto of Giuseppe and Elvira Feb 13 1923........ 26: 21
Rainone Clemente of Giovanni and Carmella Aug 24 1922.... 25: 292
Rainone Clementina G of Antonio and Angelina Oct 9 1921.. 25: 136
Rainone Concetta of Giovanni and Carmela Jan 4 1928....... 28: 169
Rainone Costantino of Giovanni and Giuseppa Dec 16 1927.. 28: 157
Rainone Domenico N of Antonio and Angelina Sept 15 1923.. 26: 127
Rainone Filomena of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Jan 22 1928... 28: 176
Rainone Giovanni of Giovanni and Giulia May 24 1926..... 27: 237
Rainone Giunio M of Francesco and Carmela June 8 1927.... 28: 71
Rainone Giuseppe of Giovanni and Carmela July 18 1924..... 26: 290
Rainone Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Mar 28 1929.. 29: 36
Rainone Helena C of Giovanni and Carmela Oct 1 1930...... 29: 272
Rainone Leonilda F of Carlo and Bianca June 4 1921....... 25: 67
Rainone Maria C of Giovanni and Carmela Feb 5 1923........ 26: 18
Rainone Maria C of Giuseppe and Giuseppina July 12 1923.. 26: 92
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Rainone Maria C of Giuseppe and Elvira Dec 8 1924............26:353
Rainone Michelangelo of Giuseppe and Elisa Oct 4 1929........29:118
Rainone Michele of Giuseppe and Elvira Mar 27 1929............29:36
Rainone Nicola of Antonio and Angelina Oct 2 1925............27:132
Rainone Norma E of Francesco and Carmela June 29 1924........26:271
Rainone Raffaela of Giuseppe and Elisa Mar 18 1926............27:206
Rainone Raffaele of Giovanni and Giuseppa May 5 1926...........27:230
Rainone Rosina of Giovanni and Giuseppa Sept 4 1924............26:307
Rainone Santa of Antonio and Maria Feb 28 1925.................27:26
Rainone William A of Carlo and Bianca Jan 19 1928............28:174
Rainone — d of Giovanni and Carmela Mar 3 1926.................27:214
Rainone — s of Giovanni and Giuseppa Oct 8 1929...............29:129
Rainone — d of Raffaele and Anna M June 28 1930..............29:222
Rainville Roberta of Clara May 8 1927.........................28:57
Rainy Blake W of Blake W and Marion M Mar 17 1924............26:218
Rainy — d of Blake W and Marion Nov 2 1922.................25:338
Raisley Barbara C (twin) of Victor W and Edith Mar 22 1928....28:202
Raisley Marjorie J of Victor W and Edith July 23 1924...........26:284
Raisey William J (twin) of Victor W and Edith Mar 22 1928....28:202
Rakatansky Bernice of Israel and Esther M Sept 12 1927.......28:115
Rakatansky Eleanor of Benjamin and Martha Dec 3 1927.........28:152
Rakatansky Evelyn (twin) of Israel and Esther M May 30
1929. ...........29:62
Rakatansky Julia S of Israel and Esther M Dec 27 1925........27:168
Rakatansky Muriel (twin) of Israel and Esther M May 30
1929. ...........29:62
Rakatansky Shirley of Benjamin and Martha Nov 27 1921.......25:158
Rakowski Eva B of Adam and Eva Nov 14 1921................25:153
Rakutis Adela of Joseph and Katherine Mar 14 1921...........25:131
Raleigh Alice of Edward and Alice Aug 1 1925................27:104
Raleigh Beniah B of Walter F and Carrie A July 12 1924.......26:279
Raleigh Edward of Edward and Alice Apr 20 1921..............25:46
Raleigh Ethel R of Walter F and Carrie A Sept 29 1922........25:309
Raleigh James of Edward and Alice June 28 1923..............26:84
Raleigh Joan A of Walter F and Carrie A Oct 21 1929...........29:124
Raleigh John F of John F and Helen M Mar 15 1929............29:32
Ralph — d of Earle K and Frances W Aug 25 1930............29:255
Ralph — s of Thomas and Nadine Oct 30 1930...............29:281
Ralston Clinton D of Clinton D and Stella B Aug 21 1922.......25:290
Ralston Lorraine E of Clinton D and Stella B Dec 6 1928.......28:316
Ramage Nancy of James B and Mildred M Dec 18 1921............25:169
Ramage Robert J of Robert R and Marguerite Apr 11 1926.......27:218
Ramalho Frank of Joseph and Mary Sept 6 1927.................28:165
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Rambino Giovanni of Giovanni and Marietta Oct 14 1923... 26: 150
Rambone Vincent J of Vincenzo and Anna M Sept 30 1930... 29: 269
Rameka Frank R of George and Julia Sept 8 1922... 25: 301
Rameka James G of George and Julia Dec 6 1924... 26: 167
Rameika Genuvaite of Anthony and Rose Sept 17 1922... 25: 305
Rameika Vincent of Anthony and Rose May 24 1924... 26: 253
Ramejka Andrew of Nikolas and Elizabeta Aug 5 1923... 26: 106
Ramejka Stanislavas of Nikolas and Elizabeta May 13 1922... 25: 244
Ramieri Carolina of Florindo and Rosa Dec 7 1926... 27: 328
Ramieri Gloria of Giovanni and Giacinta Nov 8 1926... 27: 315
Ramieri Spartico of Giovanni and Giacinta Aug 26 1922... 25: 293
Ramus Edward W of William E and Elsie Nov 9 1930... 29: 286
Rammage Donald J of Robert R and Margaret V Aug 30 1922... 25: 294
Ramos Alvira (c) of Manoel A and Marianna Aug 1 1921... 25: 99
Ramos Antonia (c) of Jose M and Maria Mar 12 1921... 25: 30
Ramos Antonia R (c) (twin) of Agostinho A and Maria Mar 11 1930... 29: 185
Ramos Della E (c) of Agostinho A and Maria July 17 1928... 28: 233
Ramos Francis I (c) of Isadore and Laura Nov 20 1928... 28: 308
Ramos Giulia E (c) of Jose C and Emilia J Jan 13 1923... 26: 6
Ramos Isabel M (c) of Isidore and Laura Jan 10 1930... 29: 160
Ramos Jose (c) of Agostinho A and Maria Jan 29 1921... 25: 11
Ramos Julia (c) of Antonia Apr 14 1925... 27: 50
Ramos Leonardo (c) of Roberto and Francisca M Apr 11 1921... 25: 43
Ramos Manuel (c) of Jose M and Maria June 10 1922... 25: 258
Ramos Manuel J (c) of Joseph C and Emilia J Nov 1 1921... 25: 148
Ramos Maria R (c) (twin) of Agostinho A and Maria Mar 11 1930... 29: 185
Ramos Regina DosR (c) of Agostinho A and Maria Jan 7 1923... 26: 4
Ramos Sipriano P (c) of Manuel and Maria A Mar 22 1923... 26: 39
Ramos Vincent (c) of Marianna Jan 23 1930... 29: 164
Ramos — (c) s of Francisco and Rosa Jan 12 1921... 25: 5
Ramos — (c) d of Roberto and Francisca M Mar 6 1923... 26: 45
Ramos — s of Mary Jan 4 1926... 27: 187
Rampone Anthony S of Nicholas and Anna Apr 13 1930... 29: 199
Ramsay Dorothy L (twin) of Elizabeth July 8 1928... 28: 328
Ramsay Evelyn M of Francis J and Eva M Oct 9 1924... 26: 275
Ramsay John (twin) of Elizabeth July 8 1928... 28: 328
Ramsay Walter E of Alexander L and Mary L May 17 1923... 26: 67
Ramsbottom Barbara of Earle F and Abbie May 27 1921... 25: 65
Ramsay Inez F (c) of Edric F and Florence M Oct 17 1926... 27: 306
Ramsay Miriam R of Elizabeth June 16 1927... 28: 75
Ramsay Richard A of Adelbert J and Evelyn May 2 1929... 29: 52
Ramus — (c) d of Gertrude Mar 1 1925... 27: 43
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Ran Carl R (twin) of Frederick R and Viola May 8 1925,... 27: 62
Ran Frederick H (twin) of Frederick R and Viola May 8
1925, .................................................. 27: 62
Ranaldi Anna of Pietro and Santina Nov 13 1921......... 25: 152
Ranaldi Elvira of Luigi and Anna Feb 27 1922............ 25: 205
Ranaldi Gilda P of Luigi and Anna Oct 8 1927.............. 28: 127
Ranaldi Giuseppe D of Giuseppe and Carolina Jan 13 1924.. 26: 195
Ranaldi Pietro of Pietro and Santina Aug 3 1923........... 26: 105
Ranaldi —— d of Giuseppe and Carolina Nov 4 1921........ 25: 161
Ranaldi —— d of Giuseppe and Carolina Jan 13 1923......... 28: 15
Ranallo Barbara J of Tomaso and Giovanna Nov 6 1929.... 29: 132
Ranallo Evelina of Sabatino and Maria Feb 27 1924......... 26: 209
Ranallo Margherita M of Tomaso and Giovanna May 12 1923.. 26: 65
Ranallo Roberto L of Tomaso and Giovanna May 22 1927.... 28: 63
Ranallo Viola of Domenico and Giacondina Aug 21 1921.... 25: 109
Rancourt Albert E of Ovide E and Eva Aug 11 1929........ 29: 96
Rancourt Arlene A of Phillip T and Madeline V June 12 1929... 29: 69
Rancourt Eugene P of Ovide and Eva Sept 30 1926............ 27: 298
Rancourt Gerald of William J and Jennie A June 18 1921.... 25: 73
Rancourt Jeanette A of Ovide and Eva June 25 1922........ 25: 266
Rancourt Joseph of Mark P and Mary 1 Dec 30 1923.......... 26: 178
Rancourt Mitchell H of Ovide and Eva Oct 6 1924............ 26: 324
Rancourt Philip J of Phillip T and Madeline V Aug 17 1921... 25: 106
Rancourt —— s of Mark P and Mary 1 Jan 24 1923............. 28: 15
Rand Bella of Elias and Regina Nov 21 1927................ 28: 145
Rand Helen T of Albert E and Bertha L Oct 31 1922......... 25: 325
Rand Irving of Elias and Regina Dec 18 1926................ 27: 334
Rand Marcus of Frank M and Betty Jan 19 1930.............. 29: 163
Randall Eldridge W of Eldridge W and Crystle M Feb 25
1929, .................................................. 29: 24
Randall Elizabeth P of Wallace E and Emma E Jan 27 1929... 29: 11
Randall Frank E of Chester J and Gertrude Jan 1 1929..... 29: 1
Randall Fred L of William R and Louise Sept 17 1927....... 28: 117
Randall Frederick A of Waldo H and Rachel S Nov 13 1927... 28: 142
Randall Harold F (e) of Richard M and Greta R Aug 12 1921... 25: 104
Randall Helen M of Norman L and Marguerite M Oct 21 1926... 27: 398
Randall Henry W of Henry W and Abbie V Sept 30 1922....... 25: 310
Randall Joseph V of Charles E and Mary M Sept 1 1925...... 27: 118
Randall Lois E of Charles and Marjorie L Aug 7 1929........ 29: 94
Randall Louis E of William R and Louise Feb 23 1921........ 25: 23
Randall Olive J of Clarence B and Constance W Jan 29 1926.. 27: 185
Randall Paul F of George M and Mary J Nov 6 1930........... 29: 286
Randall Roberta I of Waldo H and Rachel S Jan 11 1926..... 27: 179
Randall Virginia M of John J and Louise Aug 20 1923........ 26: 113
Randall Wilfred of Wilfred and Ruth E Dec 13 1928........... 28: 318
Randall —— d of Edward A and Mary E Apr 19 1921........... 25: 82
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Randall — d of William E and Louise M Dec 14 1925...... 27: 163
Randall — s of William R and Louise Oct 26 1928............ 28: 297
Randle Estella M of Richard T and Mary E Dec 22 1929..... 29: 149
Randle Evelyn I of Richard T and Mary E Apr 10 1925...... 27: 48
Randle John I of Richard T and Mary E Jan 25 1922......... 25: 187
Randle Roy D of Richard T and Mary E Aug 27 1927......... 28: 107
RandolphCarl C(c) of James W and Bessie M Sept 14 1923... 26: 127
Randolph James A (c) of James W and Bessie M Nov 12 1921. 25: 152
Ranger Norma M of Robert W and Jennie June 17 1926....... 27: 251
Ranger Ruth A of Percy W and Olga R Oct 18 1929.......... 29: 123
Ranieri Bruno of Battista and Giacinta July 17 1921........ 25: 98
Ranieri Domenico of Florindo and Rosa Feb 12 1928........ 28: 185
Ranieri Filomena of Florindo and Rosa May 26 1922......... 25: 249
Ranieri Gloria of Giovannibattista and Giacinta Nov 21 1930.29: 290
Ranieri Luigi of Florindo and Rosa Apr 17 1925.............. 27: 51
Ranieri Renato of Giovannibattista and Giacinta July 8 1925.27: 91
Ranieri Teresina of Florindo and Rosa Feb 6 1921.............. 25: 15
Rankin Thomas A of Walter A and Katherine Sept 11 1927... 28: 115
Rankin — s of Oswald H and Hester Mar 31 1921.............. 25: 38
Rankine Ruth N of Alton T and Alice July 9 1921............ 25: 88
Ranlett Cynthia E of Frederick J and Doris E Mar 3 1927... 28: 27
Ranone Nicola of Nicola and Generosa Jan 29 1922......... 25: 189
Ranucci — s of Angelo and Maria July 24 1927.............. 28: 96
Rao Carmine A of Giovanni and Assunta Oct 20 1930........ 29: 278
Rao Febronia of Tindaro and Angelina Oct 18 1922.......... 25: 320
Rao Francesco of Antonio and Angelina May 23 1921......... 25: 61
Rao Giovanni of Antonio and Angelina June 5 1923......... 26: 75
Rao Giuseppe of Tindaro and Angelina Jan 31 1926.......... 27: 186
Rao Giuseppe A of Salvatore and Giosia June 13 1923....... 26: 78
Rao Lucia F of Cosimo and Laura June 11 1926.............. 27: 248
Rao Maria E of Antonio and Angelina July 13 1928......... 28: 252
Rapa Andrea A of Michele A and Maria C A Oct 30 1926...... 27: 311
Rapa Anna M of Pasquale and Amelia Apr 27 1927............ 28: 51
Rapa Giuseppete T of Pasquale and Amelia Nov 2 1925...... 27: 145
Rapa Louis N of Pasquale and Amelia Dec 25 1930........... 29: 304
Rapezian Mariam of Aronenag and Peroniz Nov 9 1921........ 25: 151
Raphael Rhoda S of Nathan and Bertha Oct 8 1930........... 29: 274
Rapone Maria of Eleuterio and Anna Mar 1 1928............. 28: 194
Raponi Anna of Raffaele and Loreta Apr 6 1927.............. 28: 43
Raponi Arturo of Bartolomeo and Angiolina Sept 22 1924.... 26: 306
Raponi Maria A of Bartolomeo and Angiolina Oct 1 1927.... 28: 124
Raponi Natalina of Eleuterio and Anna Dec 30 1923......... 26: 176
Raponi Raffaele of Eleuterio and Anna Apr 16 1930... 29:200
Raponi Rocco of Bartolommeo and Angiolina May 23 1923... 26:69
Raponi Serafino of Eleuterio and Anna Dec 27 1925... 27:168
Raponi Viola of Edith Mar 5 1924... 26:213
Raposia Dorothy R of Manuel M and Mary H Jan 30 1928... 28:179
Raposia Hortense of Alfred and Mary May 19 1926... 27:236
Raposia John D of Francisco and Rosa C Feb 26 1928... 28:191
Raposia Lillian of Charles F and Maria Apr 23 1930... 29:206
Raposia Jose of Jose L and Maria June 21 1930... 29:228
Raposia Jose D of Francisco and Rosa C Dec 27 1929... 29:151
Raposia Raymond S of Castodeo C and Evelina Apr 20 1929... 29:47
Raposia —— s of Francisco and Maria Dosa Apr 12 1925... 27:49
Rapoza Jose of Veriato M and Clotilda Dec 9 1928... 28:317
Rapp Helen of Nathan and Tillie Nov 18 1926... 27:319
Rapp Leon E of Nathan and Tillie June 2 1928... 28:234
Rappa Antonio A of Antonino and Laurinda R A Aug 13
1930... 29:250
Rappa Giovanni of Gioacchino and Carmela Nov 29 1927... 28:148
Rappa Paolina F G of Gioacchino and Carmela M G Nov 8
1926... 27:315
Rappaport Mildred of Joseph and Anna Nov 2 1926... 27:313
Rappaport Norman H of Joseph and Anna Jan 23 1929... 29:10
Rappaport Gladys of Leo and Sarah Feb 11 1921... 25:17
Rappaport Kenneth of Joseph and Anna Dec 21 1930... 29:303
Rappaport Norton M of Leo and Sarah Mar 30 1923... 26:42
Rarca Raffaele A of Raffaele and Maria Apr 20 1922... 25:231
Rascher Robert E of Ernest R and Frances M Apr 1 1924... 26:227
Rascher Virginia F of Ernest R and Frances M Feb 4 1927... 28:15
Rash James W of Clarence and Adeline L Sept 9 1930... 29:262
Rasmussen Dorothy M of Walter N and Margaret Dec 22
1923... 26:173
Raso Anna O of Giovanni B and Ersilia C C Feb 26 1927... 28:23
Raso Antonio of Giovanni B and Ersilia C June 13 1929... 29:69
Raso Carmela A of Giovanni B and Ersilia C C May 5 1921... 25:53
Raso John of Lawrence L and Cora M Jan 25 1922... 25:187
Raso Loreto G of Giovanni B and Ersilia C C Sept 17 1924... 26:313
Raso Luigi A of Giovanni B and Ersilia C C Dec 18 1922... 25:347
Raso Stefano R of Stefano R and Antonetta Oct 21 1927... 28:133
Raspallo Angelina of Salvatore and Elisabetta Dec 22 1922... 25:348
Raspallo Antonio of Salvatore and Elisabetta Jan 8 1927... 28:3
Raspallo Maria of Salvatore and Elisabetta Aug 27 1921... 26:301
Raspallo Michelina of Salvatore and Elisabetta June 17 1929... 29:71
Rastelli Maria of Francesco and Carmela June 2 1923... 26:74
Rastelli Michele of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Mar 11 1930... 29:185
Ratcliffe Winton R of Frederick and Blanche May 24 1923... 26:69
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Rathbone Dorinda of Clifford K and Dorothea DeW May 17
1924. .................................................. 26: 249
Rathbone Henry B of Clifford K and Dorothea DeW Sept 13
1925. .................................................. 27: 123
Rathbone Marilyn R of Harold L and Helen C Sept 20 1923. 26: 134
Rathbun Ann of Lawrence W and Frances June 21 1926. 27: 253
Rathbun Charles (twin) of Walter J and Veronica M Dec 13
1928. .................................................. 28: 318
Rathbun Dorothy of John and Gertrude A Dec 1 1929. 29: 142
Rathbun Edward H of Lawrence W and Frances Mar 13 1930. 29: 186
Rathbun Eleanor L of George L and Irene I Mar 7 1926. 27: 202
Rathbun Elizabeth of Lawrence W and Frances Apr 16 1925. 27: 51
Rathbun James (twin) of Walter J and Veronica M Dec 13
1928. .................................................. 28: 318
Rathbun John W of Elmer E and Olive Jan 16 1930. 29: 162
Rathbun Mary M of Walter S and Veronica May 25 1922. 25: 248
Rathbun Mildred M of Emma Dec 17 1927. 28: 157
Rathbun Rita of Walter J and Veronica J Apr 26 1926. 27: 225
Rathbun Ruth G of Rodman G and Lillian E Oct 25 1923. 26: 147
Rathbun Theresa I of Louise S Jan 1 1927. 28: 1
Rathbun Virginia of Rodman G and Lillian E July 29 1921. 25: 96
Ratier Joan M of Alfred J and Irene Aug 4 1928. 28: 262
Rattenni Philip E of John and Agnes C Nov 21 1930. 29: 290
Rattenni Thomas P of John and Agnes C Jan 15 1925. 27: 7
Rathey —— d of Stephen J and Albertine B Oct 29 1925. 27: 143
Rattray Norman C of Gordon C and Lena M Mar 19 1922. 25: 216
Rau Henry G of Henry and Mabel Oct 3 1927. 28: 123
Rau Shirley J of Henry G and Mabel Apr 25 1930. 29: 201
Rau —— s of Frederick R and Viola M Aug 27 1930. 29: 258
Rausco Giuseppe of Pietro and Antonia Sept 19 1923. 26: 129
Rausco Pietro of Pietro and Antonia Aug 18 1923. 27: 111
Rava Antonio of Rocco and Pasqualina Jan 29 1922. 25: 189
Rave Lillian A of Arthur and Nellie Feb 25 1930. 29: 177
Raviele Adame T of Giuseppe and Diletta July 22 1923. 26: 97
Raviele Alberto A of Cesare and Maria M Mar 30 1922. 25: 221
Raviele Cesare A of Cesare and Maria M Aug 9 1927. 28: 100
Raviele Elvira D of Cesare and Maria M Sept 22 1929. 29: 112
Raviele Emilia I (twin) of Giuseppe and Diletta June 16
1921. .................................................. 25: 72
Raviele Giovanni A (twin) of Giuseppe and Diletta June 16
1921. .................................................. 25: 72
Raviele Vincenzo S of Cesare and Maria M July 12 1924. 26: 279
Raviele —— s of Giuseppe and Diletta June 19 1926. 27: 252
Ravo Antonio of Raffaele and Giuseppa June 12 1923. 26: 78
Ravo Antonio of Giuseppe and Marianna June 2 1926. 27: 244
Ravo Cesario of Raffaele and Giuseppa Nov 19 1921. 25: 155
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Ravo Domenico of Raffaele and Giuseppa Oct 12 1928......28:292
Ravo Giuseppina of Rocco and Pasqualina Jan 24 1925......27:10
Ravo Guglielmo of Giuseppe and Marrianna Apr 16 1924..26:233
Ravo Lucia of Giuseppe and Marianna May 10 1921......25:55
Ravo Lucia of Giuseppe and Marianna May 27 1922......25:249
Ravo Salvatore A of Sunia Apr 25 1928..................28:217
Ravo Vincenzo of Raffaele and Giuseppa Oct 9 1924.....26:325
Rawdon Lucille M of William R and Elizabeth M A July 9
1922. .....................................................25:271
Rawdon William R of William R and Elizabeth M A Feb 15
1925. .....................................................27:21
Rawlings Frederick R of Frederick G and Florence G Sept 4
1925. .....................................................27:119
Rawlings Mary B of James L and Mabel Aug 26 1926......27:282
Rawlins Nancy 1 of Thomas and Mary J July 15 1929....29:84
Rawforth Roberta G of Malcolm D and Roberta R Sept 22
1923. .....................................................26:130
Rawson Eleanor M of William H and Alice A Oct 1 1921...25:132
Rawson —— s of Benjamin C and Annie Mar 4 1921......25:80
Ray Harold M of William and Etta M Oct 17 1921......25:139
Ray Helen E of John R and Nora T Sept 29 1924......26:318
Ray Howard M of William R and Ella W Feb 23 1928......28:190
Ray Irving X of William R and Ella W Sept 10 1922......25:302
Ray James T of John W and Catherine July 23 1927....28:92
Ray Jean A of John R and Nora T Apr 30 1928............28:218
Ray Jean E of John W and Catherine Nov 14 1928......28:306
Ray Jean L of Edwin W and Helen T Dec 4 1923...........26:167
Ray Josephine M of George S and Emily Mar 19 1928....28:201
Ray Ruth M of John R and Nora T Mar 4 1926.............27:201
Ray Wedworth S of Edwin W and Helen T Oct 19 1922....25:320
Ray —— d of Anthony and Mary June 4 1928..............28:234
Raybold Beryl of Arthur W and Dorothy V Oct 5 1927....28:126
Raybold Richard E of Arthur W and Dorothy V May 24 1926.27:238
Raymond Beverly J of Burton S and Martha I May 6 1926..27:231
Raymond Burton S of Burton S and Martha I June 13 1930.29:225
Raymond Dorothy (c) of Herbert A and Sophia L Dec 12 1930.29:308
Raymond Edward F of Eugene A and Anna C Jan 14 1925...27:6
Raymond Eldred A (c) of Herbert A and Sophia L Sept 30
1921. .....................................................25:129
Raymond Georgianna (twin) of Eugene A and Anna C Sept 5
1926. .....................................................27:288
Raymond Irene A of Arthur R and Anna E Nov 25 1925....27:153
Raymond James W of Eugene A and Anna C May 18 1923....26:67
Raymond John A of Joseph M and Rose A June 17 1930....29:226
Raymond Joseph F (c) of Herbert A and Sophia L Sept 25
1924. .....................................................26:317
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Raymond Kenneth A of Andrew W and Rosalind Mar 29 1921     25: 37
Raymond Mabel of Manuel S and Mabel Mar 8 1926      27: 203
Raymond Rachel M T of Joseph F and Fahretta Nov 16 1925   27: 150
Raymond Reta of Eugene A and Anna C Feb 18 1921     25: 20
Raymond —— s of Cornelius J and Anna J June 20 1921  25:  83
Raymond —— (twin) s of Eugene A and Anna C Sept 5 1926  27: 288
Raymond —— (c) d of Herbert A and Sophia L Mar 23 1927  28:  40
Rayner Barbara of Robert A and Nellie Dec 28 1922     25: 350
Razee Elwin E of Earl E X and Mildred V Oct 25 1925     27: 144
Razza Adelia of Eustachio and Lucia Oct 7 1921      25: 135
Razza Alfred of Luigi and Vincenza July 4 1930        29: 234
Razza Anna of Enrico and Rosina Sept 15 1925        27: 124
Razza Edith of Enrico and Rosina Aug 7 1923       26: 107
Razza Eva D of Carmine and Maria G June 1 1924      26: 250
Razza Evelino of Carmine and Maria Jan 26 1921      25: 10
Razza Giuseppe of Luigi and Vincenza July 11 1929     29:  82
Razza Giuseppina of Luigi and Vincenza Mar 19 1922    25: 216
Razza Iolanda of Enrico and Rosina Sept 30 1924     26: 319
Razza Lattanina of Enrico and Rosa June 17 1921     25:  73
Razza Luca of Luigi and Vincenza July 26 1926      27: 269
Razza Luisa of Luigi and Vincenza Oct 23 1924        26: 330
Razza Mafalda of Enrico and Rosina June 11 1922      25: 258
Razza Oreste of Enrico and Rosina Dec 28 1926      27: 333
Razza —— s of Luigi and Vincenza May 31 1923       26:  53a
Razzino Giuseppe of Pasco and Carolina Dec 19 1926    27: 332
Rea Alberto of Pietro and Vincenzina Aug 6 1925      27: 106
Rea Anita of Tomaso and Angelina Feb 13 1927       28:  19
Rea Antonio of Pietro and Vincenzina Mar 15 1923     26:  36
Rea Domenico of Girolamo and Concetta Nov 15 1930    29: 288
Rea Filippo of Tomaso and Angelina Feb 6 1921     25:  15
Rea Giulio of Tomaso and Angelina Nov 15 1925      27: 157
Rea Giuseppe (twin) of Tomaso and Angelina Sept 8 1923 26: 124
Rea Hermenegildo of Hermenegildo and Teresa Feb 22 1929  29:  23
Rea Laura R of Harry and Marie June 1 1930          29: 220
Rea Lorenzo of Lorenzo and Antonetta Sept 6 1922    25: 300
Rea Loreta of Tomaso and Angelina Sept 27 1930     29: 268
Rea Maria A of Girolamo and Concetta Dec 17 1928     28: 320
Rea Mario (twin) of Tomaso and Angelina Sept 8 1923    26: 124
Rea —— s of Pietro and Vincenzina Apr 7 1922      25: 238
Rea —— s of Tomaso and Angelina Sept 21 1924       26: 321
Read Anne M of Ellsworth and Ruth Nov 27 1929      29: 139
Read Charles E of Everett L and Louise May 6 1927   28:  57
Read Doris M of Everett L and Josephine Dec 19 1924  26: 356
Read Douglas R of Clarence R and Lily Aug 18 1928   28: 268
Read Earl E of Earl E and Abbie E July 27 1930     29: 243
Read Edith A of Thomas I B and Sarah A June 29 1929  29:  75
BIRTHS

Read Edna R of Michael W and Edna M Feb 22 1926... 27: 196
Read Eileen F of Michael W and Edna M Feb 10 1930... 29: 172
Read Frederick J of Henry and Elizabeth V Mar 6 1929... 29: 29
Read Henry F of Henry and Elizabeth V Dec 21 1927... 28: 158
Read Herbert R of Frank R and Gertrude May 7 1928... 28: 222
Read Kenneth of Arthur and Winifred Aug 3 1924... 26: 291
Read Laura W of Robert O and Laura Nov 30 1928... 28: 312
Read Mary M of Henry and Elizabeth V Apr 23 1926... 27: 224
Read Patricia H of John G and Helen Dec 4 1930... 29: 297
Read Robert O of Robert and Laura Apr 8 1926... 27: 217
Read Walter J of Michael W and Edna M Jan 15 1929... 29: 7
Read William W D of Robert O and Laura June 11 1930... 29: 224
Read —— s of Malcolm E and Helen def June 23 1928... 28: 242
Reading Clifton I of Clifton I and Mildred R July 5 1928... 28: 249
Reading George M B of Clifton I and Mildred R Oct 31 1929... 29: 128
Reading Marian J of Charles A and Dorothy M Oct 2 1929... 29: 117
Reading James H of James H and Mary E June 23 1929... 29: 73
Reading Marjorie A of James H and Mary E Mar 19 1926... 27: 207
Ready Lillian of Walter J and Marion Aug 27 1927... 28: 107
Reakes Phyllis G of Herbert C and Ada May 2 1928... 28: 220
Reale Anna T of Domenico and Maria A Oct 9 1927... 28: 127
Reale Antonio G of Francesco and Apollonia Feb 24 1921... 25: 23
Reale Carmela of Domenico and Maria A Sept 11 1930... 29: 262
Reale Filomena C of Domenico and Maria A Mar 1 1926... 27: 200
Reale Vincenza M of Domenico and Maria A Mar 10 1922... 25: 212
Reall Alfred J of Alfred J and Claire V Oct 2 1930... 29: 272
Reall Joan L of William F and Jeannette H Oct 6 1930... 29: 273
Reall Richard T of James F and Edna V Feb 7 1929... 29: 17
Reardon Charles A of William L and Marion V Mar 11 1924... 26: 216
Reardon Elizabeth of Frederick A and Marie July 20 1929... 29: 85
Reardon Evangeline of John J and Evangeline M Aug 8 1926... 27: 276
Reardon Frederick of Fred A and Marie June 3 1925... 27: 75
Reardon John T of John J and Evangeline M Dec 4 1923... 26: 167
Reardon Joseph A of John J and Evangeline M July 1 1925... 27: 88
Reardon Margaret F of James F and Jane T Apr 9 1923... 26: 49
Reardon Marie of Fred A and Marie Sept 17 1923... 26: 128
Reardon Thomas of Fred A and Marie Feb 23 1928... 28: 190
Reardon William L of William L and Marion V Apr 24 1921... 25: 48
Reardon —— d of William H and Gladys E June 27 1921... 25: 77
Reardon —— d of William H and Gladys E Apr 4 1924... 26: 228
Reardon —— d of Clement and Hazel Nov 1 1928... 28: 313
Reavey James E of George H and Helen V Aug 29 1921... 25: 112
Reavey John T of Harry and Viola Sept 15 1925... 27: 124
Reavey Marion T of Walter L and Marion M Oct 11 1926... 27: 304
Reavey Philip E of George H and Helen V June 28 1927... 28: 77
Reavill Nancy A of George A and Ellen Jan 20 1928... 28: 175
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Reay William G of Jennie C Apr 15 1927 .................................. 28: 47
Reback Irving H of Max H and Ida Feb 5 1921 ................................ 25: 14
Reback Richard L of Max H and Ida June 6 1926 ................................ 27: 246
Rebecchi —— d of Nicola and Giuseppina Jan 9 1925 ................. 27: 4
Rebelo Alfredo of Antone and Belmeida Sept 30 1925 .................. 27: 130
Rebelo Antone of Manuel and Elisa May 22 1925 ...................... 27: 68
Rebelo Antonio F of Manoel F and Maria deN Sept 5 1921 .......... 25: 118
Rebelo Belmeida F of Manoel F and Maria deN Jan 31 1928 ........ 28: 179
Rebelo Edith M of Charles P and Ada Nov 13 1929 .................... 29: 134
Rebelo Elizabeth of Manuel and Maria Dec 21 1922 .................... 25: 348
Rebelo Elsie of Joao and Herminia C Feb 20 1922 ..................... 25: 202
Rebelo Eugene C of Manuel and Mary Jan 30 1929 ..................... 29: 12
Rebelo Everett of Manuel and Maria Apr 11 1924 ...................... 26: 231
Rebelo Francisco of Antone and Balmieida Oct 26 1921 .............. 25: 143
Rebelo Guilherme of Antone and Balmieida T July 5 1924 ........... 26: 276
Rebelo Guilherme of Manuel and Luisa Jan 21 1928 .................... 28: 175
Rebelo Joaquim P of Antonio P and Maria June 5 1923 .............. 26: 75
Rebelo Lydia of Joao and Herminia C June 13 1927 .................... 28: 74
Rebelo Manuel of Antone and Balmieida Feb 1 1923 ................... 26: 16
Rebelo Maria D of Manoel F and Maria Feb 11 1925 ................... 27: 20
Rebelo Maria X of Manoel F and Maria N Aug 5 1923 .................. 26: 106
Rebelo Norma L of Manoel P and Rosalina C Jan 28 1930 ............ 29: 166
Rebelo Raimondo of Manoel P and Rosalina C Jan 8 1923 ............ 26: 4
Rebelo Thomas J of Manuel and Mary T Mar 21 1924 ................... 26: 220
Recchia Crescenzio of Crescenzo and Luigia May 5 1925 .............. 27: 61
Recchia Maria of Crescenzo and Luigia Mar 18 1922 ................... 25: 215
Records Grace of Lawrence A and Alzada Aug 21 1930 .............. 29: 253
Records Lawrence A of Lawrence A and Alzada Jan 7 1929 .......... 29: 3
Records Nancy A of Lawrence A and Alzada Sept 14 1926 .......... 27: 292
Records Patricia of Lawrence A and Alzada July 1 1925 .......... 27: 88
Redding William F of William F and Marguerite June 28 1928 .... 28: 244
Reddington James F of James F and Mary A July 8 1929 .......... 29: 81
Reddington Mary P of James and Mary A Mar 9 1928 ............... 28: 197
Reddington Shirley I of Joseph F and Olive R Aug 27 1925 ....... 27: 115
Redfern Harry A of Herman F and Susie July 22 1928 ............... 28: 255
Redfern Phyllis L of Herman F and Susie Jan 22 1930 ............... 29: 164
Redfern Richard B of Thomas N and Anita July 2 1930 .......... 29: 233
Redford Philip W of Philip H W and Harriet B July 24 1928 ....... 28: 259
Redford Phyllis H of Philip H W and Harriet B Jan 27 1923 .... 26: 11
Redkovich Paul of Feodor and Paulina July 25 1925 ................. 27: 98
Redman Frank of Frank and Emeline M Apr 12 1926 ................. 27: 219
Redman James A of James A and Ruth F Aug 26 1926 ............... 27: 283
Redman Louis C of James A and Ruth F Apr 17 1928 ............... 28: 244
Redman Richard K of James A and Ruth F Jan 28 1930........29:166
Redstone Clinton E of Henry S and Petra C Nov 14 1921........25:153
Reed Barbara A of Edward L and Katherine E Sept 20 1922.....25:306
Reed Barbara M of Frank L and Lucy E July 16 1923..........27: 95
Reed Burton L of Albert L and Marian May 12 1930..........29:211
Reed Carolyn of Ernest C and Rosella Apr 21 1926..27:223
Reed Charles F of Charles F and Helen L Mar 10 1926.......27:203
Reed Constance E of Charles F and Helen July 27 1927.....28: 93
Reed Dorothy J of Clifford T and Theresa July 5 1929.....29: 79
Reed Edgar A of Ernest C and Rosella Aug 8 1930..........29:249
Reed Elaine D of Frederick S and Gertrude July 5 1929.....29: 79
Reed Elizabeth A of Edwin J and Kathryn G Sept 22 1930...29:267
Reed Elizabeth G of Frederick S and Gertrude Aug 18 1928..29:268
Reed Ernest C of Ernest C and Rosella Aug 1 1923........26:104
Reed Gertrude M of Joseph A and Mary E Mar 29 1923.....26: 42
Reed Gladys P of George R and Pearl G Nov 4 1921......25:149
Reed Grace P of Fred T and Harriet A July 13 1922......25:272
Reed Joan L of Charles F and Helen L July 9 1930..........29:236
Reed Katherine L of William and Mabel June 4 1924........26:260
Reed Marion E of Walter A and Martha A Aug 4 1923.....26:105
Reed Mary of Edwin J and Kathryn G Mar 2 1926.........27:200
Reed Raymond of Raymond and Roxie Sept 20 1930.....29:266
Reed Robert F of Reuben R and Eva M July 24 1922.....25:277
Reed Thelma of William and Mabel Sept 20 1929........29:112
Reed Theodore G L of George C and Elsie W June 13 1923...26: 78
Reed Warren A of Walter A and Martha A July 16 1926.....27:265
Reed William H of William H and Annie E Nov 30 1929...29:140
Reed —— d of Edwin and Katherine Aug 9 1921......25:115
Reed —— d of Fred T and Harriette July 3 1923........26:180
Reed —— d of John H and Marion L July 16 1926........27:272
Reedy Hazel M of Frank H and Harriett Aug 6 1928......28:263
Rees Bernard J of John E and Winnie G Feb 11 1927.....28: 18
Reeves Cyril W of Cyril W and Edwina V Apr 14 1923.....26: 51
Reeves Elizabeth A of Eugene and Lydia Apr 18 1926.....27:221
Reeves Henry of Eugene and Lydia Apr 28 1923......26: 57
Reeves Jack C of Cyril W and Edwina V Oct 30 1930.....29:281
Reeves Joseph E of Eugene and Lydia Feb 4 1921.......25: 14
Reeves Langdon C of Cyril W and Edwina V June 10 1929..29: 68
Reeves Laura of Eugene and Lydia Oct 17 1924........26:328
Reeves Marjorie C of Cyril W and Edwina V Dec 3 1924..26:351
Reeves —— (c) s of Wilson and Viola Apr 12 1922....25:238
Reffkin Burton H of Joseph and Edith Mar 10 1922.......25:212
Reffkin Sanford of Israel and Celia June 22 1921.......25: 73
Reffkin Shirley of Frank I and Celia July 2 1926.......27:259
Refino Louis D of Nicolo and Phoebe Aug 3 1930.....29:247
Rega Anna M of Antonio and Giuseppina June 18 1921.....25: 73
Rega Emma T of Eracleo and Lattanina Dec 31 1927 .......... 28:161
Rega Francesco G of Antonio and Giuseppina Oct 24 1922 .... 25:322
Rega Giuseppina of Antonio and Giuseppina Oct 10 1926 .... 27:304
Rega Jeanne M of John L and Anna Mar 4 1927 ............... 28: 27
Rega Maria O of Antonio and Giuseppina Oct 31 1924 ....... 26:335
Rega Rita M of Giovanni L and Anna Mar 2 1924 .......... 26:212
Rega Rosa A of Antonio and Giuseppina Sept 2 1929 ....... 29:105
Regal Robert W of Otto and Grace R Mar 3 1923 .......... 26: 31
Regaldo Natalina of Michele and Francesca Dec 1 1922 ...... 25:340
Regan Anna C of Francis E and Anna C Sept 22 1927 ....... 28:118
Regan Dorothy of Frederick E and Helen M Mar 25 1925 ... 27: 39
Regan Dorothy E of William B and Ellen M Feb 12 1922 .... 25:198
Regan Francis D of Frank D and Rose J July 4 1921 ....... 25: 86
Regan Francis E of Francis E and Anna C Sept 17 1926 .... 27:293
Regan Frederick E of Frederick E and Helen M Jan 13 1929 .... 6
Regan Helen M of Frederick E and Helen M Jan 10 1927 .... 28:  4
Regan John C of Frank D and Rose J Dec 28 1925 .......... 27:168
Regan John H (twin) of John H and Catherine A Apr 30
1926 ................. 27:226
Regan John V of John V and Ethel July 30 1926 .......... 27:271
Regan Joseph (twin) of John H and Catherine A Apr 30 1926.... 27:226
Regan Joseph of Francis D and Rose J Dec 14 1927 ....... 28:156
Regan Joseph of Owen J and Margaret C Oct 1 1930 ....... 29:272
Regan Kathleen of John V and Ethel Feb 7 1928 .......... 28:183
Regan Mary M of William B and Ellen M June 1 1927 ....... 28: 69
Regan Mary T of John H and Catherine A Oct 18 1928 .... 28:294
Regan Owen J of Owen J and Margaret C July 13 1928 ...... 28:252
Regan William B of William B and Ellen M May 23 1923 .... 26: 69
Regan William B of John T and Mary Sept 1 1927 ......... 28:111
Regelman Kathleen of Joseph A and Mary Jan 3 1926 ....... 27:175
Regester Warren M of Warren M and Beatrice F Nov 11 1930.... 29:287
Regine Amelia I of Joseph and Mary Jan 25 1927 ......... 28: 10
Regine Carmela A of Luigi and Cecelia Sept 26 1926 ....... 27:297
Regine Celia I of Sylvester and Katherine H Jan 4 1930 .... 29:158
Regine Edward M of Michele and Anna May 31 1925 ....... 27:  71
Regine Francesco M of Raffaele and Giuseppina July 27 1924 .... 26:286
Regine Joseph C of Sylvester and Katherine H Mar 28 1928 .... 28:204
Regine Giuseppina E of Augusto and Nancy Oct 12 1922 .... 25:317
Regine Luigi G of Luigi and Cecelia June 25 1922 ....... 25:264
Regine Maddalena of Vito A and Anna Mar 10 1930 ....... 29:184
Regine Michele S of Raffaele and Marie G Dec 24 1928 .... 28:322
Regine Raffaele G of Michele and Anna June 22 1922 ....... 25:263
Regine Raimondo A of Michele and Anna Feb 13 1927 ....... 28:  19
Regine Rosa of Filippo and Emilia Jan 21 1922 ......... 25:186
Regine Vincenzo of Vito A and Anna Sept 8 1928 ....... 28:278
Regine Vito of Luigi and Cecelia Dec 8 1923....................26: 168
Regine Vito of Louis and Celia Aug 14 1925....................27: 173
Regine —— s of Filippo and Amelia Oct 5 1923....................26: 151
Regine —— s of Filippo and Amelia June 10 1925..............27: 87
Regnanste Rosina A of Domenico and Elmerinda Dec 20 1926..27: 332
Regnant Edmund V of Frank K and Aniela Nov 19 1928......28: 308
Regnant Frances H of Frank K and Aniela Mar 8 1924........26: 215
Regnant Joseph C of Charles and Aniela June 17 1921.......25: 78
Regnier John of Ralph J and Lillian A Dec 16 1930.........29: 301
Regnier Robert F of Louis A and Adelia M Nov 15 1929.....29: 134
Regnier —— s of Ralph J and Lillian Aug 2 1923..............26: 181
Rego Agnes of Antone and Maria Sept 15 1930.................29: 264
Rego Alexander B of Alexander and Jennie May 17 1930.....29: 213
Rego Manoel of Manoel M and Julia Mar 13 1922..............25: 213
Rego Manuel of Joao and Teresa May 3 1922..................25: 239
Rego Teresa A of Pietro V and Anna Dec 10 1929.............29: 145
Rehill Edith M of Patrick and Mabel Apr 3 1929..............29: 40
Rehill Ernest P of Patrick and Mabel Nov 6 1930.............29: 286
Rehill Joseph J of Joseph J and Anna Dec 10 1921..........25: 165
Rei Fausto E of Antone E and Delvina Jan 25 1929..........29: 10
Rei Francisco of Antonio and Marie Feb 12 1924.............26: 202
Rei Victor E of Antone E and Delvina Dec 26 1927..........28: 160
Reich Joseph of Jacob and Celia Aug 28 1924...............26: 302
Reichel Eugene R of John and Matylda Aug 10 1928..........28: 267
Reichhardt Arline E of Arthur W C and Anna E Apr 29 1926.27: 226
Reichheld Robert W of Manford A and Elizabeth A Apr 13

1929..................................................29: 44
Reichheld Winfred X of Christon W and Ida R Oct 23 1921..25: 142
Reichin Albert of Joseph and Clara Sept 10 1925...........27: 121
Reichin Celia of Joseph and Clara July 20 1922..............25: 276
Reid Anna M of Edward J and Mary U Aug 4 1921.............25: 100
Reid Charles F of Charles F and Gladys G Mar 15 1928......28: 199
Reid Donald C of James C and Helen E May 23 1927.........28: 63
Reid Donald J of William and Annie P Aug 29 1922.........25: 294
Reid Edward M of Edward J and Mary U Jan 7 1926.........27: 177
Reid Eileen R of Matthew A and Katherine M Sept 30 1927..28: 122
Reid Eleanor B of William H and Eleanor Sept 23 1927.....28: 119
Reid Evelyn of Walter C and Norma May 5 1928..............28: 222
Reid Francis E of Matthew A and Katherine M May 12 1929.29: 56
Reid Gordon M of James C and Helen E Oct 26 1930.........29: 280
Reid Harry G of David A and Marguerite Feb 24 1923........26: 25
Reid Helen of Andrew B and Margaret Oct 27 1930...........29: 280
Reid James of Andrew and Bridie July 9 1926...............27: 262
Reid James C of James C and Helen E Sept 22 1928.........28: 283
Reid Matthew J of Matthew A and Katherine M July 17 1923.26: 95
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
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Reid Norman MacL of Norman McI and Mac M July 16 1930...29: 239
Reid Richard of Richard I and Florence A Oct 15 1928........28: 293
Reid Robert K of Charles F and Gladys G Sept 15 1930........29: 204
Reid Thomas of Andrew and Bridie Jan 8 1925.................27: 4
Reid William A of William A and Georgiana Sept 27 1930...29: 269
Reid —— s of William I and Elizabeth H May 3 1930........29: 219
Reidy —— d of Edward and Mary Dec 21 1928..................28: 328
Regnier Marie C of Ralph J and Lillian A Sept 22 1924...26: 365
Reilley Elizabeth M of John J and Elizabeth Oct 10 1930...29: 275
Reilley Henry G of George E and Clara E Feb 19 1925...27: 22
Reilley Thomas D of Michael J and Mary E Sept 25 1922...25: 308
Reilley Alice of John T and Abbie July 21 1924..............26: 283
Reilley Anna C of Edward A and Anna E Feb 1 1923.........26: 16
Reilley Arthur F of Eugene F and Bertha F Sept 25 1925...27: 128
Reilley Catherine V of George A and Margaret M Oct 22 1927,28: 133
Reilley Charles E of George A and Margaret M July 30 1929...29: 90
Reilley Charles F of James H and Madeline H Apr 27 1924...26: 240
Reilley Daniel of Frank E and Mary A May 12 1928.........28: 224
Reilley Dorothy A of James E and Catherine B Apr 23 1927...28: 50
Reilley Dorothy L of Thomas J and Anna V May 20 1930...29: 214
Reilley Edward A of Edward A and Anna E June 12 1925....27: 78
Reilley Edward F of Thomas J and Anna V Oct 16 1922...25: 319
Reilley Eleanor of Margaret A Mar 16 1927.....................28: 32
Reilley Eleanor M of Bernard and Julia Jan 2 1925..........27: 1
Reilley Elizabeth F of William C and Irene M Sept 2 1926...27: 287
Reilley Eugene F of Eugene F and Bertha F Apr 8 1921.......25: 42
Reilley Evelyn E of Thomas J and Anna V May 16 1921.......25: 58
Reilley Florette M of James E and Catherine B June 21 1930...29: 228
Reilley Francis E of Frank E and Mary A Mar 2 1922.........25: 208
Reilley George A of George A and Margaret M Aug 4 1923....26: 165
Reilley Harriet A of Harold B and Rosanna T Mar 29 1930...29: 192
Reilley Herbert T of Terence J and Gertrude C Sept 3 1925...27: 119
Reilley Hope M of Thomas J and Anna V Oct 23 1926.........27: 308
Reilley James A of James A and Mabel J June 15 1928.......28: 239
Reilley James F of James E and Catherine I Jan 31 1928...28: 179
Reilley Jefferson D of Vincent B and Irene V Oct 18 1927...28: 131
Reilley Joan F of Francis B and Mildred F June 2 1930.......29: 220
Reilley John F of John and Mary C Oct 6 1923................26: 139
Reilley John J of Frank E and Mary A Sept 22 1926........27: 295
Reilley John P of Peter G and Margaret M Jan 27 1928.......28: 178
Reilley Joseph of Frank E and Mary A Aug 28 1923............26: 116
Reilley Joseph of George J and Elizabeth A May 11 1928....28: 224
Reilley Joseph E of Eugene F and Bertha F Feb 28 1923......26: 27
Reilley Joseph E of John E and Mildred M Feb 21 1929.......29: 22
Reilley Lawrence of John D and Mary C Feb 2 1921............25: 13
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Reilly Leo of John and Mary K Aug 17 1925 .......................... 27: 110
Reilly Louise M of Harold B and Rosanna T July 14 1926 ........ 27: 265
Reilly Madeline C of James M and Julia C Jan 31 1926 .......... 27: 186
Reilly Margaret J of William C and Irene M Jan 14 1930 .... 29: 161
Reilly Margaret M of James H and Madeline H Feb 25 1922 .... 25: 206
Reilly Margaret M of George A and Margaret M Apr 4 1925 .. 27: 45
Reilly Margaret T of Peter F and Emma E Feb 18 1922 ....... 25: 261
Reilly Mary J of Peter P and Margaret M Dec 18 1929 ...... 29: 148
Reilly Maureen E of Vincent B and Irene V Jan 14 1929 ...... 29: 6
Reilly Muriel F of John D and Mary C Mar 16 1922 ......... 25: 214
Reilly Nancy M of Francis B and Mildred F Dec 5 1928 .... 28: 315
Reilly Peter J of Terence J and Gertrude C June 21 1924 .. 26: 268
Reilly Peter P of Peter P and Margaret M Dec 15 1926 .... 27: 331
Reilly Rita A of Frank E and Mary A Feb 11 1925 .......... 27: 20
Reilly Robert B of Harold B and Rosanna T Apr 20 1924 .......... 26: 234
Reilly Roberta F of Joseph and Florence Oct 23 1926 ...... 27: 308
Reilly Thomas J of Thomas J and Anna V May 19 1925 ...... 27: 66
Reilly Thomas J of Thomas J and Helen Oct 2 1929 .......... 29: 117
Reilly Thomas J of Thomas J and Sophia Oct 22 1929 ...... 29: 124
Reilly Thomas L of Frank E and Mary A Jan 15 1930 .... 29: 161
Reilly Thomas P of Philip J and Mary A Mar 9 1921 ........ 25: 29
Reilly Ursula G of John D and Mary C Aug 19 1923 ........ 26: 112
Reilly Walter J of James H and Madeline H May 14 1927 ... 28: 60
Reilly William of Robert E and Kathryn A Apr 13 1923 ... 26: 51
Reilly William F of Catherine Dec 30 1929 ................ 29: 152
Reilly William F of William F and Mary Apr 30 1930 .... 29: 205
Reilly William J of John and Mary Sept 4 1928 ........ 28: 277
Reilly Winifred M of John and Mary K Sept 23 1921 .... 25: 126
Reilly —— s of Michael and Flora D Mar 7 1922 ..... 25: 223
Reilly —— d of Thomas F and Mary E Jan 5 1923 ... 28: 15
Reilly —— s of James and Julia K Sept 8 1923 .... 26: 136
Reilly —— s of Catherine June 9 1930 .......... 29: 232
Reiners Anna M of Charles J and Ellen M July 13 1925 .. 27: 93
Reiners Charles J of Charles J and Ellen Oct 24 1923 .. 26: 147
Reiners Ellen E of Charles J and Ellen Mar 10 1927 .... 28: 30
Reiners Lillian V of Charles J and Ellen Jan 31 1930 .... 29: 167
Reinsant Madeline A (twin) of George E and Robea Dec 24 1929 ................ 29: 150
Reinsant Margaret A (twin) of George E and Robea Dec 24 1929 ................ 29: 150
Reis Antone S of Antone and Maria Aug 8 1923 .......... 26: 108
Reis Augusto of Antone and Maria Aug 28 1924 .... 26: 302
Reis Christian (c) of Dorothy Mar 16 1930 .......... 29: 187
Reis Emily of Manuel and Evangelina Aug 23 1921 .... 25: 110
Reis Joao M (c) of Joao M and Isabel Oct 23 1929 .......... 29: 125
Reis Joseph of Joseph V and Olive R Dec 27 1926 ..... 27: 334
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
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Reis Lois B (c) of Dorothy Aug 24 1928..............................28: 270
Reis Manuel of Antone and Maria Dec 26 1927.....................28: 160
Reis Margerita of Manuel DeC and Mary C Jan 17 1923.........26: 7
Reis Maria of Antonio S and Maria Nov 16 1925....................27: 150
Reis Maria C S of Antonio and Maria Mar 14 1921.................25: 31
Reis Maria M of Antonio S and Maria Dec 17 1929.................29: 147
Reis Walter H (c) of Dorothy L Jan 15 1925.......................27: 172
Reinsnick G dalho E of Bennie and Esther Feb 8 1922............25: 196
Rekrut Anna E of James and Annie Mar 17 1926....................27: 206
Rekrut Marie of James D and Annie Nov 29 1921.................25: 169
Rekrut Peter of William and Katie June 16 1926.................27: 79
Remieres Elizabeth M of Frank A and Evelyn Apr 21 1930......29: 202
Remieres Helen T of Thomas W and Eva M Jan 13 1921.............25: 5
Remieres Margaret M of Thomas W and Eva M Dec 3 1922...........25: 240
Remieres Thomas W of Thomas W and Eva M Aug 10 1924...........26: 294
Remieres Virginia L of Thomas W and Eva M Sept 3 1925......27: 119
Remieres Walter T of Thomas W and Eva M Aug 14 1926............27: 278
Remieres —— s of Thomas W and Eva M Apr 15 1936............29: 200
Remillard Florence M of Oscar and Eva July 10 1930...........29: 236
Remillard Gironde of Rose Sept 16 1925.........................27: 124
Remington Alan R of Raiford W and Louise R Jan 29 1929.....29: 12
Remington Arlene A of Edward J and Gertrude A Dec 28 1924........26: 360
Remington Arthur J of Susan W Mar 26 1923......................26: 41
Remington Charlotte A of Samuel W and Hope Feb 7 1925......27: 18
Remington Chester P of Chester P and Laura R Oct 15 1926.....27: 305
Remington Donald W J of Frederick A and Beatrice E June 24 1921........25: 76
Remington Earl B of Harry W and Albertina Apr 3 1921.......25: 40
Remington Eugene A C of Eugene A C and Anna Sept 12 1926..27: 291
Remington Marie V S F of Frederick A and Beatrice E Feb 13 1926........27: 192
Remington Mary E of Walter T and Mary A May 27 1923.........26: 71
Remington Mary E T of Eugene A C and Anna Dec 28 1927......28: 160
Remington —— s of Walter T and Mary A July 7 1927............28: 96
Remington —— s of Frederick A and Beatrice E June 19 1930...29: 232
Remus Andrea of Francesco E and Ida M Nov 4 1923...........26: 153
Remus Anna A of Enrico and Olimpia Jan 5 1921.................25: 2
Remus Eva M of Francesco E and Eva M Jan 20 1922............25: 189
Remus Evelina of Francesco E and Eva M June 2 1925............27: 74
Remus Lilliana O of Enrico and Olimpia Mar 3 1926...........27: 201
Remus Renato of Enrico and Olimpia Sept 23 1922.............25: 307
Remus Vittorio of Enrico and Olimpia Apr 5 1924.............26: 229
Renaud Theresa S of Richard and Rose A Mar 5 1927...........28: 28
Renaux Albert F O of Albert O and Rosealba M Aug 11 1924..26: 295
Rendine Antonio A of Andrea and Emma Mar 29 1929............29: 37
Rendine Antonio D of Antonio and Angelina A May 10 1927...28: 58
Rendine Domenico A of Alfred and Edith R June 23 1925...27: 82
Rendine Edmond A of James A and Carmela Jan 10 1927...28: 4
Rendine Luisa of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Mar 17 1921...25: 32
Rendine Maria A of Alberto and Pasqualina Aug 11 1927...28: 101
Rendine Pasquale A of Alberto and Pasqualina June 5 1930...29: 221
Rendine —— s of Pasquale and Maria Jan 22 1922...25: 192
Rendine —— d of Antonio and Angelina A June 26 1926...27: 258
Rendine —— d of Alberto and Pasqualina June 27 1928...28: 244
Rene Sylvia (c) of Tiofelo F and Mary Aug 10 1929...29: 95
Renehan Claire A of Edmund M and Anna M Oct 20 1928...28: 295
Renehan Dorothy H of Ernest and Lillian D Feb 9 1925...27: 19
Renehan Edmund J of Edmund M and Anna M Apr 27 1930...29: 204
Renehan Edward of Frank J and Mary Sept 10 1921...25: 120
Renehan Florence G of Leon and Ethel F Jan 1 1925...27: 1
Renehan Gordon R of Harold and Louise C Oct 1 1924...26: 322
Renehan Harold E of Harold and Louise C Aug 10 1922...25: 285
Renehan Leslie G (twin) of Leon and Ethel F Sept 23 1922...25: 307
Renehan Lillian H (twin) of Leon and Ethel F Sept 23 1922...25: 307
Renehan Pearl M of Ernest and Lillian D June 22 1923...26: 82
Renehan Richard of Frank J and Mary July 8 1923...26: 91
Reney Gladys A of Harold A and Sarah G July 15 1922...25: 273
Renigaldi Antonetta (twin) of Michelangelo and Francesca
  Mar 11 1926...27: 204
Renigaldi Italia of Michelangelo and Francesca Aug 21 1927...28: 105
Renigaldi Maria (twin) of Michelangelo and Francesca Mar 11
  1926...27: 204
Renigaldi Matteo of Michelangelo and Francesca Aug 4 1930...29: 247
Renigaldi Paolina of Michelangelo and Francesca May 20 1921...25: 60
Rennard Jack L of Joseph M and Edith Feb 27 1929...29: 25
Rennard Marjorie M of Joseph M and Edith Sept 8 1925...27: 121
Rennex Milton H of George and Marie May 3 1923...26: 62
Rennick Dorothy of James II and Dorothy July 21 1930...29: 241
Renola Giovanni of Antonio and Maria C Oct 14 1924...26: 327
Renola Giuseppina of Antonio and Maria C Oct 9 1922...25: 316
Renola Teresa of Antonio and Maria C Mar 14 1927...28: 31
Renton Franklin G of Franklin G and Freda V June 3 1923...26: 74
Renton Walter G of Franklin G and Freda V Apr 28 1927...28: 52
Renza Giacomo S of Nicola and Carmela Oct 11 1922...25: 317
Renz Alberto of Michele and Lorenza Jan 13 1920...25: 5
Renzi Alessandro G of Giuseppe and Rosina May 5 1928...28: 222
Renzi Alfonso G of Saverio and Adalina July 6 1922...25: 270
Renzi Alfredo of Saverio and Adalina Dec 19 1924...26: 356
Renzi Amalia of Americo and Rosina June 21 1930...29: 228
Renzi Anna C of Orlando and Consiglia D June 30 1926...27: 257
Renzi Anna D of Alfredo and Domenica Aug 12 1925...27: 109
Renzi Bernardo M of Pasquale and Maria Sept 17 1925............27: 124
Renzi Brigita D of Giovanni B and Candita Aug 28 1923........26: 116
Renzi Carmela of Americo and Rosina July 16 1927..............28: 89
Renzi Domenica B of Giovanni and Candita July 12 1926........27: 264
Renzi Eduardo of Michele and Louise Dec 27 1921..............25: 172
Renzi Eduardo of Saverio and Adelina Oct 3 1927..............28: 125
Renzi Emma O of Oreste and Luisa Mar 22 1925.................27: 38
Renzi Francis M of Francis M and Mary Mar 16 1930............29: 187
Renzi Giorgio of Michele and Louise Aug 20 1924..............26: 299
Renzi Guglielmo of Saverio and Adelina Dec 10 1925............27: 162
Renzi Lina V of Oreste and Luisa Feb 3 1921...................25: 13
Renzi Luigi of Luigi and Maria May 31 1923.....................26: 72
Renzi Luigi E of Libero and Angelina Jan 31 1926..............27: 186
Renzi Maria of Luigi and Maria Nov 13 1926....................27: 318
Renzi Nicola S of Americo and Rosina Dec 26 1923..............26: 177
Renzi Pietro E of Pasquale and Maria Sept 7 1923..............26: 123
Renzi Raimondo N of Camillo and Carmella Jan 25 1930........29: 165
Renzi Richard H of Orlando and Consiglia Mar 9 1928...........28: 197
Renzi Robert F of Armand E and Marguerite M Dec 17 1929....29: 147
Renzi Rosa B of Giovanni B and Candita Dec 27 1927...........28: 160
Renzi Rosaria E of Libero and Angelina Aug 17 1924...........26: 297
Renzi —— s of Alfredo and Domenica Nov 8 1922.................25: 338
Renzi —— d of Saverio and Adelina July 8 1929.................29: 91
Renzulli Anthony of Pasquale and Maria Dec 11 1921...........25: 166
Renzulli Edwin J (twin) of Pasquale and Maria Mar 21 1926...27: 208
Renzulli Francis A of Alfonso and Maria L July 24 1930......29: 242
Renzulli Lillian J (twin) of Pasquale and Maria Mar 21 1926..27: 208
Reo Anna of Luigi and Maria Apr 30 1925......................27: 36
Reo Antonio G of Luigi and Maria Jan 18 1929.................29: 8
Reo Assunta A of Luigi and Maria V Nov 10 1923..............26: 155
Reo Giovanna of Tomaso and Angelina Apr 29 1922..............25: 235
Reo Josephine M of Peter and Vincenza Mar 19 1928............28: 201
Reo Santina of Luigi and Maria Jan 30 1922.....................25: 189
Reo —— d of Angelo and Eva June 18 1930.....................29: 227
Reopell George P of George P and Mary J Aug 3 1928...........28: 262
Repoci Assunta C of Carmine and Lillian May 20 1923...........26: 68
Repoci Caterina of Carmine and Lillian Apr 18 1922..........25: 238
Repose Irene F of Frank and Marian Aug 2 1928...............28: 261
Resendes Amalia of Francisco and Guillermina Aug 25 1921...25: 110
Resendes Margaret H of Jose and Maria Jan 24 1921...........25: 9
Resh John A of Benjamin B and Ethel Feb 11 1922..............25: 197
Resnick Albert S of Samuel and Edith Mar 10 1928............28: 197
Resnick Albeck of Max and Ida Oct 28 1922......................25: 324
Resnick Anna of Samuel and Edith July 10 1923...............26: 92
Resnick Beatrice of Max and Sarah Mar 22 1923.................26: 39
Resnick David L of Abraham and Fannie Feb 25 1921...........25: 24
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Resnick Helen L of Samuel and Edith Nov 13 1921 ............... 25: 152
Resnick Kenneth of Jacob and Shirley Oct 2 1927 ............... 28: 124
Resnick Leon A of Morris and Fannie May 15 1923 ............... 26: 66
Resnick Sol L of Nathan and Fannie May 16 1930 ............... 29: 212
Resnick Sydney I of Max and Sarah Oct 22 1925 ............... 27: 140
Resnick Sydney I of Jacob and Shirley July 8 1926 ............... 27: 262
Resnick —— s of Benjamin and Ida Apr 3 1930 ............... 29: 206
Restivo Francesco G of Antonio and Loretta June 24 1927 ........... 28: 78
Restivo Giovanni A of Antonio and Maria Oct 21 1928 ............... 28: 296
Rettenmyer Anna M of Charles J and Anna M May 18 1925 ............. 27: 66
Rettenmyer Eleanor M of Charles J and Anna M Nov 3 1928 ............... 28: 301
Rettenmyer John J of Charles J and Anna M Feb 14 1923 ............... 26: 21
Rettenmyer Margaret G of Charles J and Anna M July 1 1930 ........... 29: 233
Rettenmyer Mary E of Charles J and Anna M Oct 23 1926 ............... 27: 311
Rettig Eleanor B of Albert and Bertha Jan 17 1927 ............... 28: 6
Reusch James M of Walter A and Leonora A Oct 22 1930 ............... 29: 279
Reuter Jordan S of William and Lillian Apr 19 1922 ............... 25: 231
Revard Joseph G H of Joseph N and Georgianna May 25 1924 ............. 26: 253
Revello Anna of Antonio and Antonetta Nov 27 1929 ............... 29: 139
Revello Eleonora of Antonio and Antonetta Oct 20 1926 ............... 27: 307
Revens Dorothy M of John E and Delia July 22 1923 ............... 26: 97
Revens Margaret H of John E and Delia May 29 1925 ............... 27: 71
Revie David N of David W and Elizabeth N Oct 18 1923 ............... 26: 144
Rex Hope B of Edmund S and Hope C Feb 5 1926 ............... 27: 189
Rey Paul R of Paul and Marie P Mar 5 1928 ............... 28: 195
Reynolds Amelia M of Hugh P and Jeanette L May 22 1921 ............... 25: 60
Reynolds Anna of Lawrence and Catherine Mar 7 1922 ............... 25: 210
Reynolds Anna I of Thomas P and Alice L July 22 1925 ............... 27: 97
Reynolds Arthur T of John and May Jan 6 1922 ............... 25: 180
Reynolds Bernard J of Bernard J and Marion G July 1 1928 ............... 28: 247
Reynolds Beverley H of James and Annie Oct 2 1929 ............... 29: 117
Reynolds Beverly A of Edward J and Lillian H Nov 8 1929 ............... 29: 132
Reynolds Beverly M of Thomas P and Alice L Aug 3 1922 ............... 25: 283
Reynolds Catherine D of Raymond A and Jennie H Dec 13 1921 ............... 25: 167
Reynolds Charles of Charles and Delia M Dec 22 1922 ............... 25: 348
Reynolds Charles J of Charles J and Eva Nov 6 1928 ............... 28: 303
Reynolds Charles W of William H and Alice E Aug 27 1922 ............... 25: 293
Reynolds Charlotte A of John and May Aug 25 1930 ............... 29: 255
Reynolds Constance H of Harvey S and Helen Jan 22 1929 ............... 29: 10
Reynolds Dolores M of Robert J and Dorothy E Jan 21 1930 ............... 29: 164
Reynolds Dorothy of Walter and Dorothy Aug 17 1923 ............... 26: 111
Reynolds Edward H of Henry A and Mary E July 18 1925 ............... 27: 95
Reynolds Edward J of Lawrence and Catherine May 25 1925 ............... 27: 72
Reynolds Ernest P of Ernest P and Mary L Jan 3 1924 ............... 26: 184
Reynolds Ernestine (c) of Hector and Agnes Mar 24 1930 ............... 29: 190
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Reynolds Evelyn E of Edward A and Rose A Dec 23 1930... 29:304
Reynolds Frances of George E and Mary F July 19 1924. 26:282
Reynolds Francis W of Hugh P and Jeannette L May 28 1930. 29:217
Reynolds Frederick E of Frederick E and Ethel F F Sept 3
1930. .................................................. 29:259
Reynolds George A of James J and Leah C Nov 11 1925.... 27:149
Reynolds Gordon K of Frederick E and Ethel F F June 27
1924. .................................................. 26:271
Reynolds Grace I of Carl W and Virginia E Nov 1 1929.... 29:130
Reynolds Herbert A of Raymond A and Jennie H May 19 1925. 27: 66
Reynolds Howard A of Edward J and Lillian H Sept 25 1923. 26:131
Reynolds Hugh of Hugh F and Margaret M May 12 1929.... 29: 56
Reynolds Hugh J of Hugh P and Jeannette L July 9 1924. 26:278
Reynolds Irving of Edward A and Rose A Apr 22 1924........ 26:235
Reynolds James of Frank and Margaret July 6 1925........ 27: 90
Reynolds James J of James J and Leah C Dec 7 1921........ 25:164
Reynolds Jane of Ernest P and Mary L Apr 5 1927......... 28: 43
Reynolds Jane of Raymond A and Jennie H Apr 22 1928.... 28:215
Reynolds Jeannette L of Hugh P and Jeannette L Nov 7 1922. 25:330
Reynolds Joan of George E and Mary F May 2 1929......... 29: 52
Reynolds Joseph A of Albert A and Mary A June 10 1926.... 27:248
Reynolds Kenneth E of Edward J and Lillian H Jan 27 1925. 27: 12
Reynolds Laura L of Thomas F and Beatrice I Aug 15 1927. 28:103
Reynolds Louis of Julio and Sophie May 2 1929............ 29:155
Reynolds Louis F of Lewis H and Antoinette L Oct 5 1923. 26:138
Reynolds Margaret W of Horace M and Catharine W Aug 18
1926. .................................................. 27:280
Reynolds Maria F of Owen B and Bridget Oct 22 1930....... 29:279
Reynolds Mary J of Hugh F and Margaret M Mar 24 1928.... 28:203
Reynolds Mary V of Henry A and Mary E Aug 14 1922.... 25:287
Reynolds May R of Charles and Delia Mar 24 1924........ 25: 35
Reynolds Nancy A of Frank A and Dorothy F Jan 21 1928.... 28:175
Reynolds Patricia A of Eugene F and Helen Sept 12 1930.... 29:263
Reynolds Raymond E of Warren and Gertrude M Aug 28 1922. 25:294
Reynolds Rita E of Martin H and Elizabeth C Feb 8 1923.... 26: 27
Reynolds Rose H of Walter and Dorothy Feb 20 1926....... 27:195
Reynolds Rose I of William H and Rose I May 8 1928...... 28:223
Reynolds Ruth E of James P and Matilda E Jan 23 1923..... 26: 10
Reynolds Sally A of Charles F and Sarah J Aug 27 1930.... 29:255
Reynolds Theresa of John and Catherine Feb 24 1921....... 25: 23
Reynolds Thomas E of Thomas E and Alice June 29 1925.... 27: 81
Reynolds Thomas L of Edward A and Rose A Apr 29 1922.... 25:235
Reynolds Wade S of Leon E and Edna C Dec 14 1923........ 26:171
Reynolds Walter of Walter and Dorothy Feb 7 1922......... 25:195
Reynolds Walter of Edward A and Rose A Mar 15 1927....... 28: 32
Reynolds William R of William and Anna May 9 1930..................29: 210
Reynolds —— s of Thomas F and Beatrice I June 16 1921......25: 72
Reynolds —— d of Kate Aug 18 1922........................................25: 289
Reynolds —— s of Thomas F and Beatrice I Mar 27 1923.....26: 41
Reynolds —— s of John M and Agnes Apr 26 1923........26: 56
Reynolds —— s of Richard J and Grace V Nov 7 1924.....26: 349
Reynolds —— s of Hugh P and Jeannette L June 13 1926.....27: 249
Reynolds —— d of Walter and Dorothy Dec 4 1927.............28: 152
Reynolds —— s of William C and Catherine W Apr 30 1930.29: 206
Rezendes Alfredo of Francisco L and Izabel F July 13 1925.27: 93
Rezendes Alice of Manuel and Maria May 23 1921..............25: 61
Rezendes Angelina of Francisco L and Izabel F Aug 23 1921.25: 110
Rezendes Antone of Jose and Maria Oct 20 1927...............28: 132
Rezendes Daniel W of Jose and Maria N Aug 11 1926..........27: 277
Rezendes Francisco of Francisco and Guillermina Dec 9 1925.27: 161
Rezendes James J of Victor and Mary E July 15 1930........29: 238
Rezendes Jesse of Jesse and Josephine Aug 10 1927..........28: 101
Rezendes Jose of Antoine and Sylvana R Nov 30 1921.........25: 159
Rezendes Jose of Francisco L and Izabel F Dec 2 1923........26: 166
Rezendes Jose of Manuel R and Maria May 10 1924.............26: 246
Rezendes Jose of Manuel and Maria June 22 1925..............27: 82
Rezendes Joseph of Manuel and Maria Apr 28 1927.............28: 54
Rezendes Julia of Francisco and Maria July 23 1928...........28: 228
Rezendes Margaret of Manuel and Maria Feb 19 1923............26: 23
Rezendes Maria (twin) of Manuel R and Maria Jan 23 1922.....25: 187
Rezendes Mary A of Jesse and Josephine Feb 18 1926.........27: 194
Rezendes Ronald A of Alfred R and Elsie M Mar 18 1930.....29: 188
Rezendes Russell C of Alfred R and Elsie M Nov 25 1928.....28: 310
Rezendes Victor J of Victor A and Mary E Feb 12 1929.......29: 19
Rezendes Walter of Francisco and Maria Apr 29 1928...........28: 218
Rezza Asnesia M of Giuliano and Assunta Dec 10 1922........25: 344
Rezza Diana G of Manin and Deinora July 26 1929.............29: 88
Rezza Edna I I of Giuliano and Assunta Feb 18 1928.........28: 188
Rezza Promedeo D of Giuliano and Assunta June 20 1926.....27: 252
Rezza Romeo F of Giuliano and Assunta Feb 14 1921.........25: 18
Rheaume Edward F of Frank A and Marion E Aug 20 1924.....26: 299
Rheaume Margerite L of Frank and Marion June 12 1921.....25: 70
Rhian Elliot of Morris and Eleanor Apr 24 1925...............27: 54
Rhian Julins H of Morris and Eleanor May 11 1927.............28: 58
Rhodes Catherine R (c) of James A and Margaret S May 28
1922. ..........................................................25: 250
Rhodes Donald C of Frank B and Ida C Oct 19 1925...........27: 139
Rhodes Faith of Eleanor F Jan 22 1922..........................25: 186
Rhodes George E (c) of James A and Margaret L May 8 1925.27: 62
Rhodes James A (c) of James A and Margaret L July 26 1923.26: 98
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Rhodes William F of Frederick M and Marion K Mar 4 1929. 29: 28
Rianna Arnold R of Giuseppe and Angela Dec 21 1926. 27: 332
Rianna Claire A of Giuseppe and Angela Dec 28 1930. 29: 365
Rianna Dorothy of Stefano and Giuseppina Dec 19 1928. 28: 320
Rianna Filippo of Stefano and Giuseppina Aug 16 1921. 26: 297
Rianna Maria of Stefano and Giuseppina Sept 29 1922. 25: 309
Rianna Stefano of Stefano and Giuseppina Dec 21 1926. 27: 332
Riback Arnold of Phillip and Rose M Oct 21 1928. 28: 296
Riback Charlotte L of Phillip and Rose M May 12 1921. 25: 56
Riback Elaine S of Samuel and Nora Sept 2 1921. 25: 116
Riback Summer W of Phillip and Rose M Apr 27 1924. 26: 238
Ribasi Carmela of Carmine and Antonetta Mar 8 1922. 25: 211
Ribasi Riccardo of Carmine and Antonetta Apr 13 1923. 26: 51
Ribeira Virginia of Manuel and Eliza Jan 3 1924. 26: 184
Ribeira — s of Manoel and Elisia dill Jan 12 1923. 28: 15
Ribeiro America of Joao and Alvira daP Sept 14 1921. 25: 122
Ribeiro Gloria of Manuel and Maria Feb 1 1930. 29: 179
Ribeiro Maria of Francisco and Rosa May 18 1924. 26: 250
Ribezzo Aida of Domenico and Apalda July 6 1923. 26: 90
Ribezzi Ettore G C of Domenico and Apalda Aug 2 1921. 25: 100
Ricano Francesco A of Francesco and Lucia Feb 18 1924. 26: 205
Ricapito Giuseppe of Cesario and Sabina May 31 1922. 25: 251
Ricapito Maria of Francesco and Loreta Mar 16 1926. 27: 206
Ricapito Stella of Francesco and Loreta May 1 1921. 25: 52
Ricapito Tomaso of Cesario and Sabina June 2 1925. 27: 74
Ricard Horace R J of Ubalda B Sept 18 1929. 29: 111
Ricard — s of Anna M May 6 1925. 27: 61
Riccardi Angelina of Carmine and Maria C Dec 23 1923. 26: 173
Riccardi Elena E of Giuseppe and Beatrice Mar 3 1921. 25: 27
Riccardi Elmerindia of Domenico and Elena Aug 23 1926. 27: 281
Riccardi Elvira M of Giuseppe and Beatrice Nov 11 1921. 26: 339
Riccardi Elvira M of Giuseppe and Beatrice Apr 25 1927. 28: 50
Riccardi Francesco of Domenico and Elena June 11 1925. 27: 86
Riccardi Giovanni G R of Vincenzo and Vincenzina Feb 2 1922. 25: 193
Riccardi Iolanda R of Carmine and Maria C Feb 19 1922. 25: 201
Riccardi Maffalda E of Domenico and Elena Feb 5 1930. 29: 170
Riccardi Maffalda I of Giuseppe and Beatrice May 10 1923. 26: 64
Riccardi Maria of Domenico and Eleanor Feb 23 1928. 28: 190
Riccardi Vincenza of Carmine and Maria C Feb 20 1926. 27: 195
Ricci Ada of Giulio and Adelina Apr 3 1921. 25: 40
Ricci Adelina of Giovanni and Amelia Mar 14 1929. 29: 31
Ricci Adolfo of Amato and Girolama July 30 1923. 26: 100
Ricci Adolfo C of Giuseppe and Caterina Nov 16 1923. 26: 158
Ricci Aida of Domenico and Ines May 12 1923. 26: 65
Ricci Albert R of Alberto C and Bertha Apr 7 1924. 26: 229
Ricci Alberto of Tullio and Angelina Apr 21 1923. 26: 54
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Ricci Alberto A of Pasquale and Fortunata June 28 1927......28: 80
Ricci Alfredo of Giovanni and Amelia Jan 4 1928..............28: 169
Ricci Alfredo V of Pasquale and Fortunata Mar 10 1921.....25: 30
Ricci Amelio D of Giuseppe and Luisa Sept 24 1921.........25:126
Ricci Americo M of Giovanni and Amelia Nov 10 1925.....27:148
Ricci Angela M of Antonio and Maria Mar 7 1926..........27: 202
Ricci Angelo F of Giacomo and Giuseppina July 13 1924.....26:280
Ricci Anita Y of Frederick and Rosanna Nov 9 1923.......26:155
Ricci Anna of Tomaso and Maria Apr 21 1923..............26: 54
Ricci Anna of Gaetano and Alessandrina Feb 21 1927......28: 22
Ricci Anna F of Giovanni A and Maria G Jan 16 1928......28:173
Ricci Anna M of Raffaele and Concetta Jan 28 1923......26: 12
Ricci Anna M of Antonio and Teresa Feb 15 1929.........29:  20
Ricci Antonetta of Giacomo and Giuseppina Feb 23 1923....26: 25
Ricci Antonio of Giacinto and Vincenza Dec 11 1921......25:166
Ricci Antonio A S of Salvatore and Angela Oct 25 1921...25:143
Ricci Antonio E of Antonio and Anna Oct 22 1923......27:140
Ricci Antonio S of Antonio and Carmela June 30 1925....27:  86
Ricci Arduino of Tullio and Angelina July 5 1921........25:  87
Ricci Armando of Domenico and Antonia July 21 1923.....26:  96
Ricci Arthur J of Giuseppe and Theresa I Aug 30 1926....27:284
Ricci Ascenzo of Costantino and Giovannina May 21 1925...27:  71
Ricci Beatrice A of Thomas and Filomena June 17 1929....29:  71
Ricci Beniamino P (twin) of Beniamino P and Anna Mar
30 1929 ............................................29:  37
Ricci Bertha D of Alberto C and Bertha July 8 1926.....27:262
Ricci Camillo G of Frederick and Rosanna Dec 10 1924....26:353
Ricci Carmela of Gaetano and Alessandrina Aug 23 1922...25:291
Ricci Carmine of Alfred A and Louise July 23 1924......26:284
Ricci Carmine V of Carmine and Leonilda Feb 17 1923....26:  22
Ricci Carolina of Salvatore and Angela Oct 15 1923......26:143
Ricci Christine A of Bartolomeio J and Agnes Apr 20 1928.28:218
Ricci Concetta of Costantino and Giovannina Dec 5 1921...25:163
Ricci Concetta M of Antimo and Giulia Oct 10 1921....25:136
Ricci Dora of Domenico and Ines Apr 24 1922........25:234
Ricci Doris R of Settimio and Rosa Aug 8 1925........27:107
Ricci Dorotea M of Francesco and Angelina Sept 29 1925...27:129
Ricci Dorothy E of Giuseppe and Mariannina Dec 2 1924....26:350
Ricci Dorothy R of David J and Edna May 21 1925.....27:  67
Ricci Eda of Tomaso and Maria Nov 17 1922........25:333
Ricci Eduardo U of Felice and Adelina Feb 12 1922......25:198
Ricci Eleanor A of Pamfio and Anna Nov 25 1930.......29:292
Ricci Elenora M of Antonio and Carmela June 22 1923.....26:  82
Ricci Elisa E of Tomaso and Maria A Apr 10 1930.........29:198
Ricci Elizabeth of James V and Florence Jan 25 1923......26: 10
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Elizabeth T of Giovanni and Alberta</td>
<td>Feb 19 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enrico of Giovanni and Lucia C</td>
<td>July 18 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Etta M of Bartolomeo J and Agnes</td>
<td>Nov 11 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Eva of Francesco and Angelina</td>
<td>Apr 28 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Evelina of Giovanni and Lucia C</td>
<td>Feb 23 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Evelina A of Pasquale and Angela</td>
<td>July 21 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Felice of Felice and Adelina</td>
<td>May 11 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Ferruccio of Tullio and Angelina</td>
<td>June 1 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Flora of Giuseppe and Caterina</td>
<td>June 26 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Florence G of Francesco and Angelina</td>
<td>Apr 7 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Francesca F of Domenico and Filomena</td>
<td>Feb 28 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Francesco di Gaetano and Alessandra</td>
<td>Apr 25 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Francesco A of Francesco and Laura</td>
<td>May 21 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Geraldo G of Ralph and Anna</td>
<td>Apr 1 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Giacomino of Giacomo and Giuseppina</td>
<td>May 24 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Giovanni di Giacomo and Giuseppina</td>
<td>May 20 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Giovanni di Giovanni A and Maria G</td>
<td>Dec 21 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Giuseppino di Giuseppe and Caterina</td>
<td>July 3 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Giuseppino A of Pietro and Theresa</td>
<td>July 27 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Giuseppino T of Tomaso and Maria</td>
<td>Nov 11 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Gloria R di Feliciano and Emilia</td>
<td>Sept 23 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Gloria R di Giovanni and Lucia</td>
<td>June 19 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Gloria R di Nicola and Amalda</td>
<td>Apr 4 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Helen of Pasquale and Angela</td>
<td>Apr 21 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Howard P of Ottaviano and Elena</td>
<td>Nov 12 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Iolanda C di Nicola and Amalda</td>
<td>Apr 13 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Irene E of Alfred A and Louise</td>
<td>Mar 15 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Isabelle E di Giuseppe and Theresa</td>
<td>Aug 20 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Joachim B of Jennie</td>
<td>July 22 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>John B di John B and Iolanda M</td>
<td>Aug 12 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>John C di James V and Florence</td>
<td>Sept 10 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Joseph of Amedeo and Irene V</td>
<td>Dec 6 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Liberata A di Giacomo and Giuseppina</td>
<td>May 17 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Lilliano G di Francesco and Angelina</td>
<td>Aug 1 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Lina M di Domenico and Ines</td>
<td>Aug 31 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Louis R di Luciano e Elisabetta</td>
<td>Apr 3 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Luigi A di Pasquale and Maria</td>
<td>Mar 6 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Luisa di Antonio and Teresa</td>
<td>Sept 27 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Luisa M di Ernesto and Adelina</td>
<td>Apr 13 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Maddalena di Felix and Laura</td>
<td>July 4 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Margherita di Luciano e Elisabetta</td>
<td>Feb 26 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Maria di Giovanni e Caterina</td>
<td>Aug 7 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Maria di Nicola e Concetta</td>
<td>Dec 17 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Maria C di Feliciano e Emilia</td>
<td>July 16 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Maria C di Domenico e Antonia</td>
<td>Oct 23 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Maria C di Domenico e Antonio</td>
<td>Oct 23 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci</td>
<td>Maria C P di Antonio e Anna</td>
<td>Jan 6 1928</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ricci Maria E of Tomaso and Filomena Oct 28 1922...........25: 324
Ricci Maria E of Giacinto and Vincenza May 19 1924........26: 250
Ricci Maria G of Salvatore and Angela Jan 7 1926...........27: 177
Ricci Maria R of Luciano and Elisabetta Nov 30 1929........29: 140
Ricci Marie G of Alfred A and Louise Aug 29 1926...........27: 284
Ricci Mary M of Beniamino and Mary E Aug 7 1923...........26: 107
Ricci Matilda of Giuseppe and Maria Aug 7 1922.............25: 284
Ricci Michele of Antonio and Maria Mar 20 1921.............25: 31
Ricci Morris A of Ernesto and Adelina May 26 1924...........26: 254
Ricci Muriel D of Giovanni and Irene G Feb 16 1928.........28: 186
Ricci Olga B of Francesco and Laura Aug 3 1927..............28: 98
Ricci Orestes of Luigi and Giuseppina Mar 22 1921...........25: 34
Ricci Oresto of Domenico and Ines May 28 1924..............26: 255
Ricci Palma E of Vittorio and Clara Apr 5 1925..............27: 45
Ricci Pasquale of Antonio and Maria C Apr 18 1924...........26: 233
Ricci Pasqualina D of Antonio and Lillian June 19 1930....29: 227
Ricci Pietro P (twin) of Beniamino P and Anna Mar 30 1929..29: 37
Ricci Raimondo E of Giacinto and Vincenza May 5 1930.....29: 208
Ricci Reginaldo L of Carmine and Leonilda Aug 18 1924....26: 298
Ricci Rita M of Tomaso and Maria Mar 26 1927..............28: 37
Ricci Rosa A of Tomaso and Maria A Sept 20 1928..........28: 282
Ricci Teresa of Tomaso and Maria A May 24 1927.............28: 64
Ricci Thomas W of Peter and Beulah Nov 4 1930.............29: 285
Ricci Tomaso A of Giovanni A and Maria G June 5 1930....29: 221
Ricci Tomaso F of Antonio and Anna Feb 21 1922.............25: 202
Ricci Tomaso F of Frederick and Rosanna Feb 17 1926.....27: 194
Ricci Valma A of Pietro and Theresa M June 30 1928........28: 245
Ricci Vincenzo A of Tomaso and Maria A May 20 1924.......26: 251
Ricci Vittorio of Antonio and Carmela Apr 23 1922........25: 233
Ricci Vittorio A of Nicola and Amalia Oct 6 1930...........29: 273
Ricci —— d of Raffaele and Concetta Sept 26 1921..........25: 131
Ricci —— d of Paolo and Rosina Oct 24 1921.................25: 147
Ricci —— s of Giovanni and Amelia Oct 20 1924..............26: 353
Ricci —— s of Raffaele L and Anna M Dec 14 1924.........26: 354
Ricci —— d of Giovanni and Caterina June 27 1925.........27: 87
Ricci —— s of Ida Jan 6 1926..............................27: 187
Ricci —— s of Rose G July 13 1927..........................28: 96
Ricci —— d of Luigi and Carolina June 19 1928.............28: 241
Ricci —— s of Benedetto and Irene June 25 1930...........29: 232
Ricciardi Antonetta of Giuseppe and Anna Jan 20 1924.....26: 190
Ricciardi Assunta G of Antonio and Benedetta Aug 14 1924..26: 296
Ricciardi Emilia of Luigi and Margherita June 10 1924.....26: 262
Ricciardi Emma M of Giuseppe and Anna Oct 7 1925.........27: 134
Ricciardi Giuseppe of Tomaso and Angelina Jan 10 1921....25: 4
Ricciardi Isolanda A of Antonio and Benedetta Sept 12 1922..25: 302
Ricciardi Irene G of Giuseppe and Marianna May 15 1921...25: 58
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Ricciardi Margherita A of Vincenzo and Vincenzina Aug 15
1926. ..................................................... 27:278
Ricciardi Maria of Luigi and Margherita Feb 4 1922. ....... 25:194
Ricciardi Maria A of Giuseppe and Anna July 27 1927. ..... 28: 93
Ricciardi Paolo A of Pasquale and Maria July 3 1925. ....... 27:101
Ricciardi —— s of Antonio and Bernadette May 21 1921. .... 25: 65
Ricci Alfredo G of Alfredo G and Elisabetta Mar 3 1924. ...... 26:212
Riccio Anna E of Alfredo G and Elisabetta July 26 1928. ...... 28:257
Riccio Corinne of Innocent and Grayce M Sept 6 1925. ....... 27:120
Ricci Giovanni U F of Giuseppe and Antonietta May 26 1923. 26: 70
Ricci Marietta of Giuseppe and Marietta Dec 11 1928. ..... 28:317
Ricci Richard of Ugo and Rose M July 14 1928. ............ 28:252
Ricci Roberto E of Innocent and Grayce M July 24 1927. ...... 28: 92
Ricci —— d of Giuseppe and Antoniette Mar 3 1921. ......... 25: 27
Riccotti Enio of Camillo and Teresa Apr 25 1927. .......... 28: 50
Riccotti Lola of Camillo and Teresa Nov 30 1925. .......... 27:155
Riccotti Maria of Camillo and Teresa June 1 1928. .......... 28:233
Riccotti Vincent of Antonio and Maria May 16 1926. ......... 27:235
Riccitelli Angela P of Angelo and Elizabeth Aug 4 1924. ..... 26:292
Riccitelli Catherine (ind) of Giovanni L and Anna June 30
1930. .................................................................. 29:231
Riccitelli Dorothy of Antonio and Mary A Jan 8 1926. ..... 27:178
Riccitelli Edward R of Edward A and Helen Apr 3 1930. ... 29:196
Riccitelli Giovanni of Giuseppe and Liberina July 18 1924. 26:282
Riccitelli Henry of Giovanni L and Anna Nov 28 1924. ...... 26:346
Riccitelli James A (ind) of Giovanni L and Anna May 15
1928. .................................................................. 28:225
Riccitelli John J of Antonio and Mary A May 12 1921. ...... 25: 84
Riccitelli Joseph of Joseph and Sarah T July 18 1923. ...... 26: 95
Riccitelli Margaret of Antonio and Mary A Oct 27 1922. .... 25:323
Riccitelli Margaret A (ind) of Giovanni L and Anna Aug 29
1926. .................................................................. 27:284
Riccitelli Maria D of Giuseppe and Liberina Oct 15 1922. ... 25:318
Riccitelli Mary of Bernard and Sarah M Nov 8 1921. ...... 25:150
Riccitelli Mary T (ind) of Giovanni L and Anna Oct 24 1922. 25:322
Riccitelli Raimondo A of Michelangelo D and Maria June 12
1923. .................................................................. 26: 78
Riccitelli Virginia A of Angelo and Elizabeth Jan 26 1923. 26: 11
Riccitelli —— d of Domenico and Lucia Aug 19 1922. ....... 25:297
Ricciuti Antonio of Paolo and Louise E Dec 12 1925. ... 27:163
Ricciuti Aurora of Costantino and Maria T July 8 1922. .... 25:271
Ricciuti Italia F of Costantino and Maria T Jan 15 1929. ... 29: 7
Ricciuti Lucia of Costantino and Maria T Dec 14 1925. .... 27:163
Ricciuti Maria of Costantino and Maria T Sept 7 1924. ..... 26:398
Ricciuti —— s of Leonardo and Elsie M Sept 5 1926. ....... 27:288
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Riccinto Elsie of Domenico and Enrichetta Feb 9 1929......29:18
Riccinto Francesca of Domenico and Enrichetta Nov 8 1925...27:147
Riccinto Roberto T of Domenico and Enrichetta Oct 31 1926....27:311
Riccinti Alessandro of Paolo and Luise E June 22 1928......28:242
Riccinti Giovanni A of Giovanni A and Fiorinda Dec 26 1921.25:172
Riccinti Liberato of Alexander A and Mary C May 13 1922....25:244
Riccinti Maria of Giovanni and Fiorinda Dec 31 1923......26:177
Riccinti Vincent of Alexander A and Mary C Feb 17 1929......29:21
Rice Albert S (c) of Albert S and Helen June 15 1930......29:226
Rice Annie D of Justin and Annie Jan 22 1928................28:176
Rice Dorothy F of Wayland W and Dorothy B Aug 9 1925....27:107
Rice Eleanor J of James and Eleanor July 10 1926............27:263
Rice Evelyn S of Paul S and Theresa P Jan 24 1922...........25:187
Rice George F of Lonnie V and Ethel D Oct 6 1921......25:134
Rice Leo (twin) of Bennie and Bessie Jan 14 1924..........26:195
Rice Louis A of George and Mary Feb 12 1924.................26:202
Rice Margaret T of Justin and Annie Oct 5 1926..............27:302
Rice Mary L of Howard L and Emma A June 9 1927............28:71
Rice Nancy J of Wayland W and Dorothy B Sept 5 1927.....28:112
Rice Rosie M (twin) of Bennie and Bessie Jan 14 1924......26:195
Rice——(c)s of Emil and Julia May 22 1923..................26:73a
Rice——d of Harry and Annie July 19 1924....................26:290
Rice——s of Howard C and Alice L Aug 5 1929.................29:104
Rice Clement A of Leroy A and Sarah L Nov 22 1929......29:137
Rice David F of Oscar S and May Mar 29 1930.................29:192
Rice Donald C of Oscar S and May Oct 17 1925..............27:138
Rice Dorothy J of Chester H and Honora V Nov 14 1925.....27:155
Rice Elizabeth A of Edward C and Mary A July 27 1925......27:100
Rice Frank P of Peter P and Annita June 15 1930............29:226
Rice Gwendolyn A (twin) of Chester H and Honora V Nov
14 1930 .........................................................29:288
Rice Janice H of Chester H and Honora V Sept 22 1927......28:119
Rice Joseph E of Edward C and Mary A June 30 1921.........25:78
Rice Mannato M of Joseph and Mary Aug 12 1930..............29:250
Rice Margaretta L of Chester H and Honora V June 23 1922...25:263
Rice Norma P of Leroy A and Sarah L Apr 16 1925......27:51
Rice Roberta of Chester H and Hanora V Nov 25 1923........26:161
Rice Stephen D of Arthur G and Minnie B Dec 1 1924.......26:350
Rice——s of Myer and Anna May 27 1927......................28:65
Rice——(twin)s of Chester H and Honora V Nov 14 1930.......29:295
Richard Anthony F of William H and Margaret J Nov 5 1929....29:131
Richard Armund R of Armund L and Lillian Aug 6 1924......26:293
Richard Charles A of Charles A and Mary Z Dec 10 1928.....28:347
Richard Charles H of Eugene L and Alice M Oct 8 1926....27:303
Richard Edward F of Vincent and Mary May 7 1922...........25:241
Richard Ethel B of Armand J and Georgiana R Mar 10 1922.. 25:242
Richard Filomena of Thomas and Rejetta Aug 26 1924........ 29:291
Richard Grace J of Henry L and Grace V Aug 23 1925........ 27:113
Richard Joseph of Michael and Mary E Mar 19 1926............ 27:207
Richard Joseph A of Georges and Angelina Aug 4 1925........ 27:105
Richard Joseph A L of Alfred and Mary E May 30 1921........ 25: 64
Richard Lorraine C of Charles A and Mary Z May 24 1927...... 28: 64
Richard Mary Z of Charles A and Mary Z Mar 10 1924........... 26:216
Richard Michael P of Michael and Mary E Apr 20 1925......... 27: 52
Richard Philip H of Leonard and Elsie M Nov 3 1928........... 28:301
Richard Robert of William H and Margaret J June 29 1927...... 28: 80
Richard Roger A of Adelard J E and Celia Feb 3 1929.......... 29: 45
Richard Shirley L of Leonard and Elsie M Mar 24 1930.......... 29:190
Richard Theodore A of Adelard J E and Celia May 26 1930..... 29:216
Richard Therese L of Albert and Delia Mar 28 1928............ 28:205
Richard William H of William H and Margaret J Sept 8 1924.... 26:309
Richards Albert X of Albert J and Philomena P Mar 6 1926..... 27:202
Richards Alice A of Joseph and Anna Aug 14 1930............. 29:254
Richards Arthur F of Earl A B and Bertha C Oct 9 1923....... 26:140
Richards Barbara F of William B and Mary L F Oct 4 1930..... 29:273
Richards Bertha E of Charles V and Ruth M July 1 1925........ 27: 88
Richards Donald A of Wilfred and Anna M Feb 6 1928.......... 28:182
Richards Doris R of Harry and Aurora June 23 1927............ 28: 77
Richards Earl J (twin) of Earl A B and Bertha C Oct 9 1923.... 26:140
Richards Edward A of Earl A B and Bertha C Feb 14 1928....... 28:186
Richards Edward F of Wilfred and Anna M June 27 1930......... 29:230
Richards Ernest of Harry and Ora May 1 1923.................. 26: 61
Richards Ethel M of George F and Christene M May 18 1928..... 28:226
Richards Eugene of John J and Mary Nov 26 1923............. 26:161
Richards Francis of John J and Mary A June 28 1925........... 27: 85
Richards Francis J of Francis and Emily J July 27 1928........ 28:257
Richards George H of Harry and Aurora June 30 1924........... 26:272
Richards Gordon A of George A and Abbie Feb 2 1923.......... 26: 16
Richards Harriet E of George and Eliza July 29 1921.......... 25: 96
Richards Helen P of Albert J and Philomena P Dec 2 1927...... 28:151
Richards Hope D of Clarence and Ellen J Mar 14 1923.......... 26: 36
Richards John of John J and Mary Oct 22 1921................ 25:142
Richards John J of Francis and Emily J Jan 5 1930............. 29:158
Richards Leonard of Leonard and Elsie M Sept 17 1927......... 28:117
Richards Lewis of Antonio and Maria Feb 28 1925.............. 27: 26
Richards Louise A of William B and Mary L F Jan 7 1926....... 27:177
Richards Marian H of William B and Mary L F Apr 12 1927...... 28: 46
Richards Mary C of Howard J and Frances A May 3 1926......... 27:230
Richards Mary R of William A and Olive 1 Dec 30 1929......... 29:152
Richards Mary R D of Matthew L and Victoria D July 7 1929.... 29: 80
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Richards Mildred V of George F and Christene M Jan 10 1923...26: 5
Richards Paul B of Clarence and Ellen J Oct 11 1921...25: 137
Richards Phyllis E of George A and Abbie Dec 20 1924...26: 357
Richards Raymond L of Howard J and Frances A Feb 7 1923...26: 19
Richards Raymond L of Raymond L and Helen T Nov 7 1925...27: 147
Richards Robert of Walter and Esther Mar 3l 1930...29: 193
Richards Robert F of Raymond L and Helen T Aug 21 1928...28: 269
Richards Robert W of Wilfred and Anna M July 26 1926...27: 269
Richards Ross W of Byron U and Ruth Nov 14 1927...28: 142
Richards Ruth M of Cyril N and Ruth Oct 3 1922...25: 314
Richards Theodore J of Theodore J and Mildred E Aug 2 1925...27: 104
Richards Vincent of Antonio and Maria May 16 1926...27: 235
Richards Vincent E of George F and Christene M Apr 17 1924...26: 233
Richards Walter of Walter J and Mary H Mar 26 1922...25: 222
Richards William B of William B and Mary L F June 14 1924...26: 264
Richards — d of Howard and Frances A Dec 6 1921...25: 176
Richards — d of John J and Mary A Nov 8 1922...25: 338
Richards — s of Harry and Margaret Oct 6 1928...28: 290
Richardson Alice of William and Laura June 20 1921...25: 74
Richardson Clarke E of Clarke E and Mary C Feb 6 1922...25: 195
Richardson Edith M of Lynford and Edith Jan 9 1928...28: 171
Richardson Edward J of Edward F and Melina Aug 5 1927...28: 99
Richardson Eleonor F of Harry O and Mary A Dec 29 1923...26: 176
Richardson Ellen J of Walter H and Bertha H Sept 16 1928...28: 281
Richardson Francis B of Frank W B and Martha Mar 14 1929...29: 31
Richardson Gertrude D of Edward F and Melina Mar 5 1930...29: 182
Richardson Jessie M of William J and Laura Apr 12 1926...27: 219
Richardson John O of Harry and Mary A May 13 1926...27: 234
Richardson John S of Herbert S and Edith Feb 26 1922...25: 205
Richardson Joseph of James H and Margaret A Dec 29 1928...28: 324
Richardson Kenneth E of Max C and Eva May 7 1921...25: 54
Richardson Kenneth M of Lloyd S and Hazel L June 27 1928...28: 244
Richardson Lloyd S of Lloyd S and Hazel L Apr 6 1927...28: 43
Richardson Louisa A of John F and Louisa A Feb 16 1924...26: 204
Richardson Marion of James A and Lydia Apr 29 1921...25: 50
Richardson Mary B of Edwin F and Hannah R Jan 27 1930...29: 166
Richardson Orton S of Orton S and Ethel Dec 4 1921...25: 163
Richardson Owen G of James H and Margaret A Nov 4 1922...25: 329
Richardson Raymond C of James H and Margaret A Apr 29

1924..................................................26: 239
Richardson Robert L of James H and Margaret A Mar 26 1930...29: 191
Richardson Ruth of William J and Laura Jan 5 1925...27: 3
Richardson Thomas of Thomas J and Nellie Sept 11 1921...25: 121
Richardson Thomas E of James H and Margaret A May 10

1921..........................................................25: 56
Richardson Virginia I of John and Margaret Aug 21 1923...26: 113
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Richardson Walter F of Walter F and Anna M Mar 11 1924... 26: 216
Richardson William E of Walter II and Bertha II Apr 18 1924... 26: 233
Richardson William S of Oscar S and Lillian Oct 27 1923... 26: 148
Richardson — d of Richard F and Lillian I Mar 25 1921... 25: 35
Richardson — s of Jack C and Charlotte Oct 9 1929... 29: 129
Richardson — d of Justin B and Marion A Dec 11 1930... 29: 308
Richman Anna of Harry L and Rose Dec 5 1921... 25: 163
Richman Bernard of Harry L and Rose Sept 15 1924... 26: 312
Richman Justin L of Sidney and Rose Apr 12 1925... 27: 49
Richman Leona of Harry L and Rose Oct 16 1928... 28: 294
Richman Milton of Barney and Minnie Sept 1 1921... 25: 116
Richman Ruth B of Sydney and Rose Nov 29 1923... 26: 163
Richman — d of Barney and Minnie Apr 23 1923... 26: 60
Richman — s of Barney and Minnie Mar 29 1924... 26: 226
Richmond Adelaide M of Frederick and Adelaide Oct 16 1928... 28: 294
Richmond Arthur of Nathan and Gertrude Nov 25 1926... 27: 322
Richmond Francis of William II and Margaret M Oct 7 1921... 25: 135
Richmond Frederick R of Frederick R and Adelaide B July 22

1930... 29: 241
Richmond Rae D of Kenneth and Pearl Jan 28 1925... 27: 12
Richmond Warren R of Nettie Nov 7 1925... 27: 173
Richmond William C of Irving M and Elizabeth A Mar 5 1922... 25: 210
Richter Carl L of Victor F and Agnes E Mar 13 1926... 27: 205
Richter Shirley M of Victor F and Agnes E Nov 8 1927... 28: 140
Richter — s of Max and Fannie Feb 22 1921... 25: 80
Ricker Barbara of Herbert L and Ruth A June 20 1928... 28: 241
Ricker Dorothy of Herbert L and Ruth A June 6 1926... 27: 246
Ricker Lawrence II of Herbert L and Ruth II Apr 10 1922... 25: 228
Ricker Marjorie of Herbert L and Ruth A Aug 5 1924... 26: 292
Rickey Dorothy R of David J and Edna C Apr 15 1929... 29: 45
Rickey Frederick J of Frederick J and Ethel Nov 28 1928... 28: 311
Rickey Rita C of David J and Edna C July 5 1926... 27: 260
Rickey — d of David J and Edna C Feb 11 1924... 26: 211
Ricottilli Francesca of Giovanni and Antonetta Nov 16 1926... 27: 319
Ricottilli Maria of Giovanni and Antonetta July 6 1922... 25: 270
Ricottilli — s of Giovanni and Antonetta Dec 28 1930... 29: 308
Riddell Estelle L of Samuel and Pauline Apr 12 1930... 29: 199
Riddell Ruth G of Samuel and Pauline Mar 26 1923... 26: 41
Riddensdale James W of Ernest D and Louise F Feb 13 1921... 26: 202
Ride Claire M of Gerson and Fannie Apr 18 1925... 27: 52
Ride Joan T of Sydney and Selma Feb 26 1930... 29: 178
Rideout Marie E of Walter F and Mary June 10 1923... 26: 77
Rider John II of Frank O and Margaret B Dec 6 1925... 27: 160
Rider Margaret F of Frank O and Margaret B Aug 7 1922... 25: 284
Rider Raymond T of Frank O and Margaret B Oct 9 1928... 28: 291
Ridgewell Barbara L of Robert W and Carmella Aug 31 1929... 29: 103
Ridgewell Cornelius G and Norman A and Mary G June 1 1929. 29: 65
Ridgewell Edna M of Norman A and Mary May 27 1928. 28: 230
Ridgewell John A of Norman A and Mary G Oct 21 1930. 29: 278
Ridgewell Lincoln R of Lincoln H and Mary A Oct 27 1930. 29: 310
Ridgewell Norman A of Norman A and Mary Mar 18 1925. 27: 36
Ridgewell Robert L of Norman A and Mary Aug 23 1926. 27: 281
Ridgway Joyce of Leo C and Doris E Oct 10 1929. 29: 120
Riding Eugene W of Elexenia A Mar 26 1923. 26: 41
Ridings Mae I of William H and Hilda May 17 1929. 29: 57
Ridley Bernice J (c) of Ruth Dec 1 1922. 25: 340
Ridley Eunice L (c) of Ruth Nov 23 1924. 26: 345
Ridpath Sylvia of Amarino and Lillian July 30 1924. 26: 287
Riebe Inez B of Thomas J and Harriet I May 15 1924. 26: 248
Riebe Thomas B of Thomas J and Harriet I Feb 12 1923. 26: 21
Riebe Warren K of Bertram A and Annie C Apr 22 1921. 25: 47
Riedinger ——s of Charles and Catherine Nov 19 1924. 26: 343
Riel Edwin G of Edwin G and Mary E Mar 2 1926. 27: 200
Riel William D of Edwin G and Mary E Sept 7 1928. 28: 278
Rielly Agnes M of Thomas J and Agnes May 5 1930. 29: 208
Rielly John A of Joseph P and Rose II Feb 28 1930. 29: 179
Rielly Thomas of Thomas J and Agnes Oct 4 1926. 27: 301
Riendeau Georges of George W and Marie July 27 1928. 28: 257
Riendeau Joseph M of George W and Marie Nov 2 1930. 29: 294
Riendeau William R of Georges W and Marie Aug 3 1925. 27: 105
Rife Beverly A of Joseph A and Gertrude L July 13 1926. 27: 264
Rife Bessie A of Everett P and Bessie M July 1 1921. 25: 85
Rife William E of Everett P and Bessie M Mar 17 1925. 27: 35
Rifkin Hilton J of Benjamin and Lillian Mar 17 1926. 27: 206
Rigby Annie of Henry and Mary E Jan 25 1921. 25: 10
Rigby Doreen M of Robert and Edith Jan 28 1928. 28: 178
Rigby William K of Harold and Ivy E Mar 7 1925. 27: 31
Riggi Amalia of Guido A and Concetta Nov 12 1927. 28: 141
Riggi Francesco C of Guido A and Concetta May 8 1926. 27: 232
Riggi Lucia of Guido A and Concetta Feb 25 1929. 29: 24
Rigney Albert of William H and Margaret M June 23 1928. 28: 242
Rigney Alma E of William H and Margaret M Sept 14 1930. 29: 263
Rigney Dorothy of William H and Margaret M Oct 31 1921. 25: 145
Rigney George E of William H and Margaret M Nov 12 1924. 26: 340
Rigney John of John F and Catherine C June 19 1929. 29: 72
Rigney John P of William H and Margaret M June 27 1925. 27: 84
Rigney Leonard of William H and Margaret M Apr 6 1927. 28: 43
Rigney Raymond of William H and Margaret M Nov 15 1923. 26: 157
Riley Albert E of Edward and Gladys July 30 1928. 28: 258
Riley Alice of James F and Helen Dec 14 1925. 27: 163
Riley Anna R of William H and Margaret J Feb 17 1923. 26: 22
Riley Barbara of Walter M and Ethel M Sept 27 1927. 28: 121
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
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Riley Barbara A of Philip S and Elizabeth R Jan 29 1930...29: 167
Riley Barbara J of John T and Mildred X Sept 27 1927...28: 121
Riley Bernice E of Benjamin W and Evelyn M Apr 22 1921,25: 47
Riley Catherine F of William J and Catherine F Jan 25 1923,26: 11
Riley Donald C of William C and Ada M Feb 28 1922...25: 206
Riley Doris E of Benjamin and Lillian J Jan 20 1928...28: 175
Riley Dorothy M of Daniel and Mary June 14 1928...28: 239
Riley Edward B of Thomas E and Ethel Feb 22 1921...25: 22
Riley Edward J of Edward J and Frances Aug 12 1926...27: 277
Riley Eugene L of Eugene A and Viola B Sept 5 1921...25: 118
Riley Frances E of Ernest F and Frances E Mar 28 1928...28: 205
Riley Frank G of John T and Mildred X Sept 14 1926...27: 292
Riley Gertrude M of Harold J and Lucy June 9 1923...26: 180
Riley Gladys V of John T and Mildred X Sept 26 1921...25: 127
Riley Harold H of Harold II and Annabel Nov 28 1924...26: 346
Riley Irene M of Edward J and Irene M Aug 25 1924...26: 301
Riley Jacqueline of Helen May 7 1929...29: 54
Riley Jane of James F and Helen Feb 25 1928...28: 190
Riley Jean M of William J and Madeleine E July 12 1930...29: 237
Riley John of Bernard J and Eva P May 12 1929...29: 56
Riley John G of Edward and Gladys E Oct 16 1929...29: 122
Riley John R (c) of John and Mabel A Aug 7 1921...25: 102
Riley Margaret A of William J and Catherine F June 16 1929,29: 70
Riley Margaret K of Joseph H and Mary A Oct 4 1921...25: 133
Riley Margaret K of John J and Annie J Nov 9 1923...26: 155
Riley Marilyn K of James L and Dorothy M Oct 2 1923...26: 137
Riley Mary of James W and Irene Aug 31 1924...26: 365
Riley Mary of Frank and Priscilla Apr 29 1926...27: 226
Riley Mary M of James H and Madeleine H Feb 25 1922...25: 206
Riley Muriel of Walter M and Ethel M Mar 1 1925...27: 29
Riley Muriel H of Charles O and Helen L May 21 1922...25: 247
Riley Nancy J of Charles E and Eleanor Dec 2 1930...29: 296
Riley Norma of James H and Effie M Aug 25 1926...27: 282
Riley Robert of Benjamin and Lillian J Feb 5 1923...26: 18
Riley Robert E of Robert C and Thekla E Sept 24 1929...29: 113
Riley Ruth of Frederick J P and Doris May 19 1921...25: 59
Riley Ruth E of Harold H and Annabel June 24 1928...28: 243
Riley Thomas E of Thomas E and Ida M Dec 23 1929...29: 150
Riley William of Bernard J and Eva P Apr 27 1927...28: 51
Riley William D of Charles O and Helen L Feb 5 1929...29: 16
Riley William E of William E and Mary Aug 10 1923...26: 108
Riley William F of Daniel and Mary Oct 18 1926...27: 306
Riley William F of Edward J and Frances J Feb 23 1928...28: 190
Riley —— d of Edward and Irene July 30 1925...27: 172
Riley —— s of James W and Irene M May 22 1928...28: 227
Rilley Margaret of Bartholomew A and Mary G Dec 15 1921......25: 168
Rillovick Francis M of Mathew and Frances Mar 8 1924......26: 215
Rimkus George E of John and Frances Jan 24 1924...........25: 9
Rinaldi Anthony F of Daniel and Evelyn Dec 2 1924........26: 350
Rinaldi Donato L of Leonardo and Maria M Mar 22 1926.....27: 208
Rinaldi Evelyn M of Daniel and Evelyn May 18 1928.........28: 226
Rinaldi Frederick D of Daniel and Evelyn July 1 1926......27: 259
Rinaldi Lillian A of Salvatore and Francesca July 4 1928....28: 248
Rinaldi Maria F of Salvatore and Francesca Oct 1 1926......27: 300
Rinaldi Maria R of Giuseppe and Carolina Oct 1 1926......27: 300
Rinaldi Thelma of Leonardo and Maria M Dec 7 1923........26: 168
Ring Arthur A of Arthur A and Evelyn Oct 20 1929.........29: 124
Ring Joyce F of John W and Mary July 8 1928.............28: 250
Ringe Edith L of Frank L and Wilhelmina P May 25 1921.....25: 62
Ringens Dolores M of William J and Josephine Apr 9 1930..29: 198
Ringland Muriel R of David E and Annie M Nov 27 1924....26: 346
Ringman Mildred E of John and Anna C Oct 1 1925.........27: 132
Ringman Roy H R of John A and Anna Nov 25 1921.........25: 157
Ringrose Thelma J of Gertrude June 11 1929.............29: 69
Rini Anthony of Nicola and Concetta Mar 16 1928........28: 200
Rini Dorotea E of Joseph and Angelina Feb 2 1928.........28: 181
Rini Emily of Joseph and Angelina July 13 1926...........27: 264
Rini Giovanni of Nicola and Concetta Sept 13 1922.......25: 303
Rini Giovanni of Joseph and Angelina Aug 17 1922.........25: 289
Rini Giovanni of Nicola and Concetta June 9 1921.........25: 69
Rini Mary of Joseph and Angelina May 25 1924............26: 253
Rini Ronald L of Joseph and Angelina Oct 30 1930.........29: 281
Rini —— of Nicola and Concetta July 3 1925.........27: 103
Rinn Addie B of Edward P and Addie B Apr 11 1927.......28: 45
Rinn Barbara A of James B and Zylpha M Oct 2 1930......29: 272
Rinn James B of James B and Zylpha M June 29 1926......27: 252
Riolo Florence M of Paul A and Matilda Aug 31 1929.....29: 103
Riolo Henry A of Antonio and Anna Sept 2 1929.........29: 105
Riolo Louis H of Antonio and Anna July 29 1923.........26: 100
Riolo Pauline A of Paul A and Matilda Dec 21 1927.....28: 158
Riolissi Ernesto of Ferdinando and Emilia Apr 30 1921....25: 51
Riordan Hugh D of Frank H and Sybel Dec 8 1928........28: 316
Rioux —— s of Anna July 23 1929..................29: 87
Ripa Adele A of Vincenzo and Clotilda A M G July 27 1928..28: 257
Ripa Agostino of Vincenzo and Clotilda A M G July 23 1928,26: 97
Ripa Joseph A of Alessandro and Marie A Mar 6 1923......26: 32
Riquarts Ruth A of Walter W and Anna E Aug 13 1928....28: 266
Riquier Adele E of David and Edna Dec 2 1921...........25: 162
Riscald —— s of Vincenzo and Maddalena June 19 1921...25: 83
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Riseberg Dorothy G of William and Gertrude Mar 5 1921 25 28
Risi Elviro A of Filippo and Elvira July 18 1921 25 32
Risi Gloria R of Filippo and Elvira June 2 1926 27 244
Risi Virgilio P of Filippo and Elvira Nov 20 1921 26 343
Riskin s of Harry and Jessie T Aug 8 1924 26 294
Risko John H of John J and Lillian Dec 15 1921 25 168
Risko Leo F of John J and Lillian Sept 11 1923 26 125
Risko Lillian R of John J and Lillian Mar 24 1930 29 190
Rison Hope of James A and Catherine Aug 24 1922 25 292
Rison Lillian M of William H and Mildred A Apr 2 1930 29 195
Rison Ruth E of James A and Rena M Oct 15 1928 28 293
Rissanti Rosa L of Vincenzo and Aneta Dec 10 1922 25 344
Riszkievicz Francis E of Sigmund E and Marie A L O Aug 19
1927 28 105
Ritacco Angelina M of Michele A and Francesca Apr 9 1923 26 49
Ritacco Edmondo of Salvatore and Pasquia May 2 1922 25 239
Ritacco Giovanni B of Salvatore and Pasquia Dec 7 1929 29 144
Ritacco Lucrezia C of Michele A and Francesca Apr 22 1925 27 55
Ritacco Mary G of Michele A and Francesca Jan 2 1927 28 1
Ritch Marshall L of William D and Sara Mar 12 1929 29 31
Ritchie Anthony of Anthony and Flora Nov 5 1926 27 314
Ritchie Barbara of John and Phoebe S Aug 31 1922 25 295
Ritchie Jean of Russell and Virginia Mar 3 1929 29 28
Ritchie Madeline V of John H and Mary A July 14 1928 28 252
Ritchie Raymond J of Joseph A and Alice B Nov 12 1921 27 152
Ritchie Rita C of Joseph A and Alice B Jan 21 1925 27 9
Ritoli Edmondo of Ercole and Costanza Oct 20 1923 26 145
Ritoli Francesco of Ercole and Costanza Jan 28 1929 29 11
Ritoli Giacomo of Ercole and Costanza Nov 21 1921 25 155
Ritoli Vincenzo of Ercole and Costanza May 18 1926 27 236
Ritota Elsie A of Nicola M and Lisetta Nov 6 1928 28 303
Ritota Nicola M of Nicola M and Lisetta Dec 7 1925 27 160
Ritota Roy M of Nicola M and Lisetta Nov 9 1923 26 155
Rittmann Barbara F of Charles McC and Ruth A M Apr 20
1927 28 49
Rittmann Ruth C of Charles McC and Ruth A Sept 24 1924 26 316
Ritzau Avis A of Walter J and Mary E June 9 1927 28 71
Riva Giuseppina R of Antonio and Giulia Apr 27 1927 28 54
Rivard Florence E of Joseph N and Georgianna June 5 1922 25 256
Rivard Moreen of William H and Margaret H Jan 6 1928 28 170
Rivard Thomas J of Louis J and Florence Apr 16 1922 25 230
Rivard William H of William H and Margaret H Nov 30 1929 29 140
Riveglia Charles A (twin) of Charles A and Mary May 9 1925 27 62
Riveglia Ferdinando R of Giovanni A and Caterina Feb 18
1924 26 205
Riveglia Giovanni A of Giovanni A and Caterina Mar 20 1925 27 37
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Riveglia Maria C (twin) of Charles A and Mary May 9 1925, 27: 62
Rivelli Anna A of Pietro and Angelina May 8 1927, 28: 57
Rivelli Anthony E of Anthony and Elizabeth A June 15 1926, 27: 250
Rivelli Estelle M of Peter and Angelina Nov 7 1928, 28: 303
Rivelli Francis W of Anthony and Elizabeth A Aug 7 1928, 28: 264
Rivelli Pietro of Pietro and Angelina Dec 5 1929, 29: 143
Rivelli Raymond J of Anthony and Elizabeth A Sept 18 1923, 26: 128
Rivelli — d of Francesco G and Emma Feb 24 1922, 25: 204
Rivelli — d of Francesco and Nancy Oct 11 1926, 27: 312
Rivera Americo M of Enengio and Giuseppina Sept 29 1923, 26: 133
Rivera Angelina of Francesco and Raffaela Sept 14 1924, 26: 312
Rivera Anna of Francesco and Raffaela Nov 12 1922, 25: 331
Rivera Carmine V of Francesco and Raffaela Oct 14 1921, 25: 138
Rivera Emma M of Enengio and Giuseppina Sept 22 1925, 27: 127
Rivera George A of Biagio and Rocca Mar 18 1928, 28: 200
Rivera Giovanni of Biagio and Rocca Mar 7 1923, 26: 33
Rivera Lena M of Francesco and Raffaela Dec 7 1925, 27: 160
Rivera Maria R of Enengio and Giuseppina Oct 13 1921, 25: 138
Rivera Olimpia of Enengio and Giuseppina July 18 1928, 28: 254
Rivera Rose A of Biagio and Rocca Sept 2 1925, 27: 118
Rivers Ardella R of Joseph A and Mary Jan 30 1929, 29: 12
Rivers Helen M of Joseph A and Mary Aug 28 1927, 28: 108
Rivers Ismael of Manuel and Marion Dec 1 1926, 27: 326
Rivers Lillian M of Ralph and Mary Oct 13 1923, 26: 142
Rivers Madeline M of Walter P and Lena B Oct 17 1921, 25: 139
Rivers Nellie of Joseph A and Mary Dec 5 1930, 29: 297
Rivers Sylvia F L of Wilfred F L and Mildred Nov 15 1930, 29: 288
Rivers — s of John and Rose Mar 4 1926, 27: 201
Rivet Rita L of Cecil Aug 5 1930, 29: 248
Rivet Roland A of Antoine S and Dora Sept 7 1930, 29: 261
Rizeman Eleonore of Max and Gertrude Dec 6 1926, 27: 328
Rizzardini Doris L (twin) of Oreste and Teresa May 12 1929, 29: 56
Rizzardini Helen L (twin) of Oreste and Teresa May 12 1929, 29: 56
Rizzardini Luisa M of Luigi and Amelia Sept 20 1926, 27: 294
Rizzardini Robert E of Louis J and Amelia Dec 16 1927, 28: 157
Rizzi Anna of Giovanni A and Emilia July 24 1926, 27: 269
Rizzi Gilda of Giovanni A and Emilia July 9 1922, 25: 271
Rizzi Marianna of Pasquale and Maria R June 29 1928, 28: 245
Rizzi Potito A T of Pasquale and Maria R Dec 10 1930, 29: 299
Rizzo Anna M of Francesco and Gertrude M V Oct 4 1924, 26: 323
Rizzo Antonetta of Cosimo and Genovella Aug 13 1923, 26: 110
Rizzo Antonio G R of Emilio and Maria A Oct 20 1930, 29: 278
Rizzo Bartolo of Gaetano and Giovannina Sept 18 1924, 26: 314
Rizzo Fabio of Domenico and Teresa Sept 19 1923, 26: 129
Rizzo Fabio C of Francesco and Gertrude M V July 31 1927, 28: 95
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Rizzo Giovanna G of Francesco and Gertrude M V Aug 14
1921 ....................................................... 25:105
Rizzo Luisa D of Francesco and Lucia Sept 15 1930 .......... 29:264
Rizzo Margaret L of Carmine and Enla M June 9 1923 .... 26: 77
Rizzo Michelina of Pietro E and Angelina Dec 1 1926 .... 27:326
Rizzo Rosaria X of Cosimo and Genovella Dec 25 1924 .... 26:359
Rizzo Rosina of Domenico and Teresa June 12 1929 ....... 29: 69
Rizzo Vicenzina of Gaetano and Giovannina Sept 20 1921 ... 25:125
Rizzo Violanda of Giovanni A and Emilia Apr 17 1929 .... 29: 46
Rizzo — s of Domenico and Teresa Sept 26 1927 ......... 28:123
Rooch Augustus of John J and Bride B Sept 29 1921 .. ... 25:128
Rooch —d of Joseph F and Margaret T Mar 31 1928 .. ... 28:206
Roalff Louise O of Thomas H and Laura A Mar 5 1927 ..... 26: 28
Roark Donald of Harry A and Lillian A July 1 1925 ....... 27: 88
Roark Henry A of Henry A and Lillian A July 4 1922 .... 25: 69
Robalewski Edward F of Casimir C and Mary E May 6 1929 . 29: 53
Robalewski Regina of Boleslaw and Pauline Aug 28 1921 .. 25:111
Robbie Norman of Norman and Mary Nov 2 1926 ........... 27:313
Robbins Alice E of Burton G and Ada E July 1 1926 ....... 27:259
Robbins Dorothy of Leon and Ella Aug 22 1921 .......... 25:109
Robbins Evelyn M of Russell V and Dora M Apr 9 1928 .... 28:211
Robbins Henry E of Eugene G and Caroline Nov 16 1921 . . 25:153
Robbins Herbert F of Herbert C and Lena M Dec 19 1922 .. 25:347
Robbins Kenneth H of Leslie B and Christabel Feb 29 1928 .. 28:192
Robbins Louise E of Russell V and Dora M Mar 24 1930 .... 29:190
Robbins Robert F of Burton G and Ada E Oct 2 1924 ...... 26:322
Robbins Russell T of Leon and Ella May 25 1925 .......... 27: 69
Robbins Vernon G of Russell V and Dora M May 4 1926 ... 27:230
Robbins —d of Eugene G and Caroline Sept 3 1926 ....... 27:299
Robbio Alice A of Eraclio and Maria Dec 26 1927 .......... 28:160
Robbio Anna of Eraclio and Josephine Mar 7 1924 ....... 26:214
Robbio Caterina of Eraclio and Maria Sept 16 1921 ...... 25:123
Robbio Elena of Luigi and Maria Oct 28 1924 ........... 26:332
Robbio Gesualda of Eraclio and Maria Oct 14 1922 ....... 25:318
Robbio Louise of Vincenzo and Luisa Mar 31 1922 ....... 25:221
Robbio Robert K of Liberato and Agnes E Dec 16 1930 .... 29:301
Robblee Charles E of Charles E and Emniece L Mar 2 1924 ... 26:212
Robenhymer Therese of Wilfred W and Maria Nov 21 1928 .. 28:308
Roberge Annette L of Joseph A and Isabel B Apr 17 1925 ... 27: 51
Roberge Estelle T of Ernest and Emelie Feb 21 1928 ...... 28:189
Roberge Isabelle V of J Ameeedee and Isabel Apr 28 1923 ... 26: 57
Roberge Jean T of Henri and Helen Nov 13 1927 .......... 28:142
Roberge Marie G of Thomas J and Rose A July 19 1928 .... 28:254
Roberge Minnie D of Achille and Lucille July 13 1927 .... 28:165
Roberge Olivette L of Ernest and Emilia Aug 9 1926 ....... 27:276
Roberge Ruth H of Joseph A and Isabel B Sept 3 1928 .... 28:277
Roberge — s of Joseph A and Isabel B Dec 6 1929........ 29: 154
Robert George C of George E and Mary Feb 22 1929........ 29: 23
Robert Norma M of Ernest and Antonette July 28 1925........ 27: 100
Robert Walter A of Albert I and Donalda R Oct 30 1922........ 25: 324
Robert — s of William J and Yvonne May 30 1924........ 26: 258
Roberti Assunta L of Antonio and Teresa Aug 16 1923........ 26: 111
Roberti Dolores E of Nicola and Adelina Sept 26 1926........ 27: 297
Roberti Emilia of Romeo and Rosina Feb 17 1923........ 26: 23
Roberti Emilio A of Raffaele and Elena May 3 1925........ 27: 60
Roberti Ernestina of Raffaele and Elena Jan 1 1924........ 26: 183
Roberti Ernestine D of Raffaele and Elena May 26 1930........ 29: 216
Roberti Giovanni L of Antonio and Teresa Oct 26 1927........ 28: 134
Roberti Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Clelia Mar 8 1929........ 29: 29
Roberti Josephinie E of Nicola and Adelina May 3 1925........ 27: 60
Roberti Junior R of Raffaele and Elena Mar 12 1927........ 28: 31
Roberti Luigi of Romeo and Rosina July 29 1925........ 27: 100
Roberti Maria of Romeo and Rosina Oct 3 1921........ 25: 133
Roberti Maria G of Nicola and Adelina Mar 2 1924........ 26: 212
Roberti Richard N of Nicola and Adelina Nov 6 1930........ 29: 286
Robertie Arthur J of Arthur J and Maude E Apr 27 1930........ 29: 204
Robertie Carolyn F of Joseph R and Doris E Jan 29 1924........ 26: 194
Robertie Norma E of Arthur J and Maude E Apr 12 1924........ 26: 231
Roberto Antonio of Giovanni and Maria June 13 1925........ 27: 78
Roberto Concetta of Antonio and Saveria Mar 20 1924........ 26: 219
Roberto Michele of Alfonso and Serafina May 22 1922........ 25: 247
Roberto Michele G of Francesco and Filomena Mar 19 1926........ 27: 207
Roberto Rosa of Giovanni and Maria Apr 21 1921........ 25: 47
Roberto Vittoria of Alfonso and Serafina May 1 1924........ 26: 242
Roberto — d of Giovanni and Maria Sept 2 1923........ 26: 136
Roberto — d of Giuseppe and Filomena Jan 15 1924........ 26: 197
Roberts Adolph of Adolph and Regina July 8 1921........ 25: 88
Roberts Albert F of John A and Ida M June 15 1925........ 27: 79
Roberts Albert J of Albert J and Mabel L Feb 14 1921........ 25: 18
Roberts Anthony L of Anthony L and Bertha Nov 13 1930........ 29: 288
Roberts Audrey of Edmund C and Emily Mar 2 1928........ 28: 194
Roberts Beatrice F of Edmund P and Bertha May 19 1926........ 27: 236
Roberts Bertha C of Felix and Maud B Nov 8 1922........ 25: 330
Roberts Carter M of James C and Clara Sept 20 1921........ 25: 125
Roberts Charles W of Charles W and Ruth E Feb 3 1929........ 29: 155
Roberts Charlotte A of Frederick E and Eva F Apr 26 1930........ 29: 204
Roberts Constance V of Charles A and Florence July 2 1923........ 26: 88
Roberts Donald L of Lloyd E and Ethel M Oct 19 1930........ 29: 278
Roberts Earl W of Earl W and Florence L Jan 4 1925........ 27: 2
Roberts Edward of George B and Irene C Sept 15 1926........ 27: 292
Roberts Ellen R of Earle W and Kara Feb 17 1929........ 29: 21
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Roberts Elmore B of Elmore B and Hattie M Apr 15 1921.... 25: 44
Roberts Elsie E of Charles and Elsie Nov 12 1926............. 27: 317
Roberts Erle A of Albert J and Mabel L Nov 8 1925......... 27: 147
Roberts Esther E of Felix and Maud B Mar 25 1925........... 27: 39
Roberts Eugene L (c) of Newell J and Edith A July 26 1930... 29: 242
Roberts Florence A of Louis L and Anna J Aug 29 1923...... 26: 116
Roberts Francis of John and Laura Sept 26 1924............. 26: 317
Roberts Frederick E of Frederick E and Eva F Aug 1 1927... 28: 97
Roberts George J of George B and Irene C Mar 24 1924..... 26: 222
Roberts Gerard E of George H and Maria E Feb 13 1923..... 26: 21
Roberts Gladys H of David and Elizabeth A May 5 1924..... 26: 244
Roberts Grace A of William H and Marguerite Oct 12 1927... 28: 129
Roberts Hartley F of Hartley F and Eleanor G Apr 8 1925... 27: 47
Roberts Henry V of Edwin V and Mabel L Sept 14 1923.... 26: 127
Roberts Herbert W of Walter J and Elizabeth P May 19 1926.. 27: 236
Roberts Irene L of Edmund P and Berthe Aug 13 1927...... 28: 102
Roberts Irene T of George B and Irene C Aug 23 1928...... 28: 270
Roberts Jacquelyn C of Harold A and Gertrude M Apr 14 1929. 29: 44
Roberts James of George B and Irene C Aug 2 1925.......... 27: 104
Roberts James H of Thomas H and Mary C Aug 15 1928.... 28: 267
Roberts John C of John A and Ida June 10 1927............ 28: 72
Roberts John P of William W and Mary C May 17 1923...... 26: 67
Roberts John J of Earl H and Lucy Dec 31 1924........... 26: 361
Roberts Joseph of John and Esther Apr 23 1921............ 25: 48
Roberts Leon J of Leon J and Ethel Jan 21 1926............ 27: 182
Roberts Lillian S (c) of Newell J and Edith A May 30 1927... 28: 66
Roberts Margaret of William H and Sarah F June 17 1928... 28: 240
Roberts Marguerite H of Felix and Maud May 2 1928........ 28: 220
Roberts Martha of Elmore B and Hattie M June 19 1929...... 29: 72
Roberts Mary E of Thomas J and Sarah J Oct 19 1927...... 28: 132
Roberts Mary L of Hartley F and Eleanor G Feb 29 1928.... 28: 192
Roberts Miriam W of Hartley F and Eleanor G Feb 27 1924.... 26: 210
Roberts Newell J (c) of Newell J and Edith A Nov 18 1924.. 26: 343
Roberts Pauline of George J and Mildred Feb 1 1924......... 26: 198
Roberts Raymond C of Caleb W H and Gladys M May 16 1925.. 27: 65
Roberts Raymond W of Frederick E and Eva Jan 14 1926..... 27: 180
Roberts Stuart C of Thomas H and Mary C Mar 12 1922....... 25: 212
Roberts Virginia of George J and Mildred Nov 28 1927..... 28: 148
Roberts Virginia R of Stephen T and Sarah Oct 6 1921...... 25: 134
Roberts Walter of George B and Irene C Nov 7 1929.......... 29: 132
Roberts Wilfred W of Felix and Maud B Nov 8 1930........... 29: 286
Roberts William of William and Margaret R Jan 23 1928..... 28: 176
Roberts —— s of Ernest J and Berly C Sept 12 1923......... 26: 136
Roberts — d of Kenneth and Marguerite July 5 1928.... 28: 328
Robertshaw Frank A of Frank and Marie F Apr 19 1927.... 28: 48
Robertshaw Joseph F of Joseph E and Alice J Apr 19 1924.... 28: 234
Robertson Ann of John I and Margaret C Apr 18 1928.... 28: 214
Robertson Catherine C of George C and Jessie Jan 12 1925.... 27: 5
Robertson Catherine T of Andrew and Jessie June 16 1929.... 29: 70
Robertson Dalton S of Dalton G and Mary Oct 25 1927.... 28: 134
Robertson Donald H of William and Ethel Sept 22 1930.... 29: 267
Robertson Elmer of Robert A and Catherine H July 13 1923.... 26: 93
Robertson Frederic T of Walter C and Mildred Apr 21 1929.... 29: 47
Robertson Geraldine G of Harry G and Edith G Apr 26 1922.... 25: 236
Robertson James A of Frederick and Arabelle R May 19 1927.... 28: 61
Robertson James S of Robert A and Catherine H Jan 6 1929.... 29: 3
Robertson James W of James W and Helen May 30 1926.... 27: 241
Robertson Mabel of Andrew E and Mabel Apr 1 1928.... 28: 208
Robertson Margaret F of Archie E and Anna L Mar 9 1929.... 29: 30
Robertson Margaret V of John I and Margaret C Nov 25 1925.... 27: 153
Robertson Regina T of John F and Mary A July 17 1928.... 28: 253
Robertson Robert J of Robert B and Beatrice E June 3 1929.... 29: 66
Robertson Ruth M of Robert A and Catherine H June 25 1927.... 28: 78
Robertson — d of John F and Mary A Aug 13 1922.... 25: 297
Robey Anna of John and Julia Apr 22 1925.... 27: 53
Robideau Eugene J of Wilfred J and Alice M Sept 18 1927.... 28: 117
Robideau Mary A B of Wilfred J and Alice M May 25 1924.... 26: 253
Robideau Paul H of Paul J and Marguerite E Dec 26 1930.... 29: 305
Robideaux — s of Israel and Josephine June 1 1923.... 26: 74
Robidou George E of George E and Madeline J Apr 24 1928.... 28: 216
Robidon Hope M of George E and Madeline J May 26 1926.... 27: 239
Robidon — s of George E and Madeline J May 8 1930.... 29: 219
Robidone Samuel F of Samuel F and Rose V May 22 1926.... 27: 238
Robidone Virginia L of Samuel F and Rose V Jan 28 1922.... 25: 189
Robidoux Claire I M of Ernest and Catherine I Sept 8 1927.... 28: 113
Robidoux Eileen M of Rudolph W and Mary E Oct 16 1926.... 27: 306
Robidoux Ernest of Wilfrid and Alice Feb 15 1930.... 29: 174
Robidoux Ernest R of Ernest and Catherine I Sept 2 1928.... 28: 276
Robidoux Marie I A of Wilfrid and Alice Jan 8 1921.... 25: 4
Robidoux Marierose D of Dorius O and Jeanne June 18 1930.... 29: 227
Robidoux Richard N V of Rudolph W and Mary E May 12 1928.... 28: 224
Robidoux Teresa of Diana Sept 23 1928.... 28: 283
Robie George L of George R and Mary E May 22 1930.... 29: 215
Robillard Dolores J of Edward W and Harriet E Sept 23 1929.... 29: 113
Robillard Edward W of Edward W and Harriet E Apr 4 1925.... 27: 45
Robillard Joseph R of Alfred and Eva Aug 19 1928.... 28: 269
Robillard Lillian T of Oscar J and Jeane Aug 26 1930.... 29: 255
Robillard — s of Napoleon C and Charlotte Jan 25 1923.... 26: 11
Robillard — d of Ernest F and Eleanor M Aug 1 1926...27: 273
Robilotto Dorothy M of Alfredo and Raffaela June 16 1924...26: 265
Robilotto Evelina C of Rocco and Domenica Jan 7 1925...27: 4
Robin Abraham of Benjamin and Eva Feb 21 1925...27: 23
Robin Carol A of Paul J and Sylvia May 8 1925...27: 62
Robin William of David and Rose June 21 1927...28: 77
Robin William L of Benjamin and Eva Oct 6 1922...25: 315
Robinson Alfred O (c) of Mary H June 23 1927...28: 74
Robinson Alice P of Wirt R and Mary D Feb 14 1923...26: 21
Robinson Anita H of Louis N and Elizabeth G Dec 22 1923...26: 173
Robinson Annette of Joseph and Lena Oct 18 1929...29: 123
Robinson Arnold C of Raymond E and Gladys E Aug 11 1925...27: 108
Robinson Arnold D of George D and Edna M Aug 9 1921...25: 99
Robinson Arthur W of Elijah and Ruth P July 13 1926...27: 264
Robinson Barbara J of Lester E and Margaret M May 24

1930...

Robinson Bernie A of Monte and Olga Jan 28 1922...25: 189
Robinson Bradford N of Leonard M and Millicent Oct 24 1930...29: 310
Robinson Calvin V (c) of John H and Isabel Feb 15 1921...25: 19
Robinson Carolyn L of Daniel and Rena Sept 27 1927...28: 121
Robinson Charles of John H and Lilly Nov 23 1924...26: 345
Robinson Charles A of Charles A and Celia H Aug 14 1929...29: 155
Robinson Charles E of Charles H and Marguerite E Apr 1

1921...

Robinson Charlotte E of Irving E and Charlotte M Nov 30

1924...

Robinson Constance of Leonard and Millicent Jan 12 1923...26: 6
Robinson Deana of Sigmund and Anna H Nov 7 1923...26: 155
Robinson Dorothy N of Julius G and Sophie Dec 5 1922...25: 311
Robinson Elaine S of Ben I and Lillian R July 11 1921...25: 89
Robinson Elmore L of Lewis and Cecelia Sept 2 1922...25: 298
Robinson Elizabeth B of Walter H and Marion E Nov 22 1929...29: 137
Robinson Elizabeth S of Leonard M and Millicent May 1 1925...27: 60
Robinson Ellen L of Henry R and Ellen M June 10 1922...25: 258
Robinson Elmer E of Elmer E and Sarah G Mar 21 1926...27: 208
Robinson Everett M of Norman and Elizabeth Mar 14 1927...28: 31
Robinson Florence L of James E and Agnes F Dec 5 1930...29: 311
Robinson Gene W of Elija and Ruth P Dec 7 1928...28: 316
Robinson Gertrude R of Charles M and Louise Nov 24 1926...27: 322
Robinson Gladys M of Ralph L and Phoebe B Apr 19 1927...28: 48
Robinson Glenna I of Ben I and Lillian R Apr 18 1928...28: 214
Robinson Harold of Ira and Celia Sept 30 1925...27: 130
Robinson Harold A of David A and Rose July 7 1922...25: 270
Robinson Hope E of Percy J and Esther A Aug 29 1923...26: 116
Robinson Irma I (c) of John R and Isabelle Nov 28 1922...25: 337
Robinson Jacob of Joseph and Lena June 20 1925...27: 81
Robinson James of John and Evelyn June 16 1930..........29:226
Robinson James E of James E and Agnes F Feb 5 1929....29:155
Robinson James MacA of James and Margaret Dec 27 1929...29:151
Robinson Jean of Edward I and Lena Sept 27 1925........27:129
Robinson Jerome A of Ephraim and Rose V Feb 20 1921....25:21
Robinson Joan F of John S and Frances May 11 1927......28:59
Robinson Joan M of Ernest and Marion E Apr 23 1926.....27:224
Robinson John H of John H and Adeline Apr 6 1929.....29:41
Robinson John W of Cornelius F and Alice G June 6 1930...29:222
Robinson Josephine V of Francis P and Vera F Dec 6 1928...28:316
Robinson Joyce M of Thomas W and Leonor J July 22 1929...29:86
Robinson Kenneth A of James G and Beatrice M Dec 11 1930...29:299
Robinson Leona E of John B and Loretta June 3 1924......26:260
Robinson Lester E of Lester E and Margaret M Aug 31 1926..27:285
Robinson Lila of Sigmund and Anna H Apr 30 1929.........29:50
Robinson Lillie of David and Sadie Nov 2 1923............26:152
Robinson Madeleine of Virgil M and Eunice L Sept 30 1924..26:319
Robinson Magdelene G of Joseph O and Catharine A Nov 23

1921.
Robinson Malcolm L of Moses J and Nellie Sept 11 1927...28:115
Robinson Margaret M of Lester E and Margaret M Dec 10

1924.
Robinson Marjorie L of Elmer E and Sarah G Mar 9 1930...29:184
Robinson Mary A of Herbert A and Mary A Dec 19 1921....25:169
Robinson Mary B of William and Wilhelmina Feb 20 1928...28:189
Robinson Mary F of Cornelius F and Alice G Sept 19 1921...26:314
Robinson Mendell of Sigmund and Anna H Apr 8 1926......27:217
Robinson Milton J (c) of Lewis and Mary F Jan 1 1927.....28:1
Robinson Mona M of William J and Grace M Mar 29 1929...29:37
Robinson Morton J of Samuel M and Martha G Feb 28 1923...26:27
Robinson Norman C of Norman C and Bertha L Aug 9 1930...29:249
Robinson Norman E of Norman and Elizabeth June 7 1923...26:76
Robinson Norman G of Marcus J and Millie May 8 1930...29:299
Robinson Orrin M of Orrin M and Sybil K Sept 26 1930.....29:268
Robinson Paul of John S and Frances Aug 23 1928.........28:270
Robinson Phyllis D of John T and Katherine J June 6 1925..27:76
Robinson Phyllis M of Maurice and Sara D July 29 1929....29:89
Robinson Richard E of Alfred and Freda Apr 13 1921......27:44
Robinson Richard P of Clifton F and Esther Oct 7 1930...29:274
Robinson Ronald W of Ralph L and Phebe B Mar 4 1922....25:209
Robinson Samuel N of Moses J and Eunice Aug 5 1924......26:292
Robinson Shaye of Fred and Fannie Aug 16 1927............28:103
Robinson Shirley A of Percy J and Esther A Jan 25 1926....27:184
Robinson Shirley V (c) of Norman F and Ruth Oct 17 1925...27:138
Robinson Sylvia F of Virgil M and Eunice L Oct 2 1928....28:288
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Robinson Virginia S of Leonard M and Millicent Feb 2 1922....25: 193
Robinson Virginia T of Virgil M and Emnice L Feb 28 1923....26: 27
Robinson Wesley T of John T and Katherine June 21 1922....25: 262
Robinson William J of Moses J and Nellie Jan 30 1923.....26: 13
Robinson William R of William and Wilhelmina Jan 19 1925.27: 8
Robinson —— s of Herbert F and Anna D Dec 10 1923....26: 169
Robinson —— d of Virgil M and Emnice L Mar 22 1927....28: 40
Robinson —— (c) d of Isabelle Feb 22 1928..................28: 189
Robinson —— d of John and Evelyn Aug 25 1928.............28: 275
Robishaw Irene J of John W and Agnes V Sept 21 1921....25: 125
Robishaw Walter H of John W and Agnes V Feb 8 1924....26: 200
Robitaille Eugene F of Eugene F and Mary E Sept 15 1922....25: 304
Robitaille Marie T of Alfred and Dolores Apr 18 1930....29: 201
Robitaille —— s of Louis and Lena July 31 1929.............29: 90
Robley Albert L of George F and Florence Sept 24 1930....29: 267
Robrish Fraida of Herman and Anna Dec 4 1925............27: 159
Robrish Stanley A of Herman and Anna Feb 17 1929......29: 21
Robshaw Rita L of Harry A and Lucy M Dec 6 1928.........28: 316
Robshaw —— d of Charles A and Margaret F Mar 3 1922....25: 208
Robson Carolyn L of Christopher and Carolyn Dec 10 1922....25: 344
Robson Doris A of Earl and Eva H Jan 2 1930..............29: 157
Robson Eva H of Earl and Eva Aug 2 1928................28: 261
Robson Ray A of Christopher and Caroline Mar 30 1930....29: 193
Roca Grazia of Francesco and Maria Mar 15 1926........27: 205
Roca Potito C of Francesco and Maria July 27 1929..........29: 88
Rocca Caterine C of Charles and Guglielmina Aug 26 1929....29: 101
Rocchio Alberto of Pietro and Antonia May 13 1926.....27: 234
Rocchio Angela M C of Alberto R and Adelina June 28 1926....27: 256
Rocchio Anthony A of Alberto R and Adelina Dec 23 1929....29: 150
Rocchio Bernardino M of Bernardino M and Eva Sept 7 1928....28: 278
Rocchio Carmela M of Giovanni and Emilia Apr 5 1924......26: 229
Rocchio Carmela R A of Michele and Carmela Aug 6 1921....25: 101
Rocchio Diana E of Bernardino M and Eva Dec 19 1930....29: 302
Rocchio Diane C of Bernardino and Maria G C Apr 30 1929....29: 50
Rocchio Gloria A of Giovanni and Emilia Mar 10 1927....28: 30
Rocchio —— d of Michele and Carmela Jan 27 1925........27: 15
Rocci Elsa M of Geremia and Maria C Oct 4 1925........27: 133
Roccia Luigi of Natale and Concetta Oct 11 1921........25: 137
Rocció Ernest A of Ernesto L and Anna E Jan 9 1922....25: 184
Roccio Geremia of Geremia and Maria C Apr 12 1923....26: 50
Rocchio Rose A of Ernesto L and Anna E Jan 8 1924.......26: 186
Rocco Francesco of Giovanni and Maria Sept 12 1924....26: 314
Roccotelli Antonetta of Giuseppe and Maria D Dec 10 1921....25: 165
Roccotelli Giovannino of Giuseppe and Maria D Jan 8 1923....26: 4
Rocha Eliza DeP (c) of Jose and Emily May 22 1929........29: 39
Rocha Ethel of Jose A and Stella May 29 1928..............28: 230
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Rocha Evelyn A of Joao R and Maria Oct 23 1928...... 28:296
Rocha Gloria (c) of Faustino M and Antoinetta Mar 29 1930.. 29:192
Rocha Jose A of Joao R and Maria June 3 1926......... 27:245
Rocha Laura A of Joao A and Maria Dec 1 1930.......... 29:296
Rocher Arthur L of Arthur L and Florence Apr 27 1922...... 27:235
Rocher Donald A of Austin J W and Evelyn A Apr 26 1930.... 29:204
Rocher Edwin J of Edwin J and Sarah Apr 7 1930.......... 29:197
Rocher John C of Thomas J and Sarah A Jan 22 1924.... 26:191
Rocheford — s of Joseph and Rhea Aug 20 1928..... 28:275
Rocheford Rolland E of Joseph E and Yvonne Apr 6 1930... 29:197
Rochford Alfred J of Alfred J and Margaret M Dec 20 1926... 27:332
Rochford Francis J of Joseph M and Elizabeth F Apr 23 1922.25. 233
Rochford Malcolm A of Arthur W and Hazel B Mar 25 1929... 29: 35
Rochford Margaret A of Andrew W and Annie L June 22 1921.. 25: 75
Rochira Angelina of Luigi and Antonetta Dec 10 1923.... 26:169
Rochira Elena L of Luigi and Giuseppina Aug 26 1930...... 29:257
Rochira Giovanni of Giuseppe and Teresa Mar 30 1923..... 26: 42
Rochira Giusepppe of Giuseppe and Teresa July 29 1927.... 28: 94
Rochira Lucia of Giuseppe and Teresa July 31 1925...... 27:101
Rochira Luigi F of Luigi and Giuseppina May 2 1925..... 27: 59
Rochira Rosa M of Luigi and Giuseppina Aug 5 1922...... 25:283
Rochira Violet D of Luigi and Giuseppina Aug 31 1926..... 27:285
Rochira Vittorio R of Giuseppe and Teresa Aug 22 1929.... 29:100
Rochon Alvah B of Alfred E and Edna M May 10 1926....... 27:232
Rochon Charles LeR of Charles LeR and Margaret M May 25
  1930. ............................................... 29:216
Rochon Donald B of Alfred E and Edna M Jan 13 1925..... 27: 6
Rochon Frederick E of Frederick E and Ethyl M June 29
  1923. ............................................... 26: 85
Rochon Shirley T of Everett E and Dorilda M Sept 29 1925... 27:129
Rochon Thomas A of Alfred E and Edna M June 3 1927 ..... 28: 69
Rock Agnes M of William J and Etta L Sept 18 1929........ 29:111
Rock Agnes R of William J and Catherine A Apr 27 1926..... 27:225
Rock Alice L of John F and Martha A Oct 8 1929........... 29:119
Rock Claire V of Arthur S and Anne M Aug 2 1925......... 27:104
Rock Dolores H of Charles C and Theresa Apr 2 1930...... 29:195
Rock Edward of Max and Annie Oct 6 1923.................. 26:139
Rock James W of Henry I and Mary E Oct 31 1927........... 28:136
Rockcliffe — d of Benjamin and Nora A July 4 1929.... 29: 79
Rocker Betty I (c) of Harry W and Ethel I Jan 22 1923.... 26: 9
Rocker Cleo J (c) of Harry W and Ethel I Aug 11 1924..... 26:293
Rocker Shirley M of Harry and Margaret M Oct 14 1930..... 29:276
Rocks Fred of Freddy and Marion E Mar 26 1923........... 26: 41
Rockwell Eleanor (twin) of Charles B and Eleanor June 5
  1925. ............................................... 27: 76
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Rockwell Martha (twin) of Charles B and Eleanor June 5
   1925. ................................................................. 27: 76
Rockwell Paul S of Charles B and Eleanor Apr 23 1921. .... 25: 48
Rockwood Robert L of Calvin C and Cassie A July 11 1930. .. 29: 237
Roddy Barbara A of Vincent J and Helen A May 12 1927. .... 28: 59
Roderick Anna M of William I and Elizabeth June 18 1921. .... 25: 73
Roderick Antonio (c) of Sylvester and Esther May 14 1930. ... 29: 211
Roderick Beatrice (c) of Sylvester and Estella Mar 14 1928. .. 28: 199
Roderick Earl J of William I and Elizabeth Dec 11 1924. .... 26: 354
Roderick Esther P of Antonio S and Ida Aug 23 1928. ......... 28: 270
Roderick Frances G of William I and Elizabeth Nov 21 1923. .. 26: 160
Roderick Gilbert (c) of Sylvester and Esther Aug 19 1925. .... 27: 111
Roderick Madeline (c) of Minnie Sept 10 1924. ................. 26: 310
Roderick Manuel of Manuel and Helen S Apr 30 1928. ......... 28: 218
Roderick Robert H of Manuel and Helen S Nov 14 1930. ....... 29: 288
Roderick —— s of Anthony G and Margaret A Jan 26 1923. .... 28: 15
Roderick —— (c) d of Sylvester and Esther Jan 5 1927. ....... 28: 13
Roderick —— s of Joao and Josephine May 12 1929. ............ 29: 56
Rodericks Cecilia (c) of Patricio J and Amelia June 30 1921. .. 25: 78
Roderiques James of Mary May 25 1923. ......................... 26: 70
Rodgers Eileen F of John J and Margaret E Sept 19 1927. .... 28: 117
Rodgers Ellen C of John M and Frances M Oct 27 1925. ....... 27: 142
Rodgers Eulene R of Edward and Mildred E Dec 25 1922. ...... 25: 349
Rodgers Helen M of John J and Margaret E Feb 4 1925. ....... 27: 17
Rodgers Margaret of John M and Frances M Aug 4 1926. ....... 27: 274
Rodgers Virginia D of James E and Bertha C June 20 1925. .... 27: 81
Rodgers Willbur B of Charles and Clara E May 21 1924. ....... 26: 251
Rodin Alvina V of Joseph and Rose G Dec 14 1926. ............ 27: 330
Rodin Howard R of Samuel and Goldie Feb 27 1922. ............ 25: 241
Rodin Jean E of Joseph and Rose July 31 1922. ................. 25: 280
Rodin Joel A of Jacob and Evelyn Jan 13 1925. .................. 27: 6
Rodin Nathaniel L of Jacob and Evelyn Dec 9 1929. ......... 29: 144
Rodinsky Judith of Max and Sophie C Oct 18 1927. ............ 28: 131
Rodio Caterina M of Pasquale and Oliva Apr 19 1924. ......... 26: 234
Rodio Giulio of Giuseppe and Luigia Apr 18 1921. .............. 25: 46
Rodio Maria of Pasquale and Oliva Nov 3 1922. ................. 25: 329
Rodio Teresa of Giuseppe and Luigia Mar 22 1924. .............. 26: 221
Roditakis Michael G of George M and Jennie Dec 2 1930. .... 29: 296
Rodlund Dorothy H of Frank L and Mary Feb 3 1926. .......... 27: 189
Rodlund Pauline A of Francis L and Mary July 18 1927. ....... 28: 90
Rodlund —— s of Frank L and Mary Jan 25 1925. ............... 27: 15
Rodlund —— d of Frank L and Mary Oct 13 1930. ............... 29: 283
Rodman Edward H of Edward H and Iva A June 21 1927. ....... 28: 77
Rodman Elaine H of Albert I and Esther M Nov 18 1926. ...... 27: 319
Rodman Janece of Roger W and Jessie C Apr 30 1922. ......... 25: 256
Rodman Jane E of Ralph W and Bessie M Aug 19 1930. ......... 29: 252
Rodman Marjorie A of Harry E and Emily I Dec 29 1928 ....... 28: 324
Rodman Ralph W of Ralph W and Bessie M Dec 21 1927 ....... 28: 158
Rodman Richard E of Edward H and Iva A Nov 15 1921 ....... 25: 153
Rodman Richard E of Robert F and Janice Aug 6 1928 ....... 28: 263
Rodman Robert F of Robert F and Janice Sept 24 1926 ....... 27: 296
Rodman Stanley J of Albert I and Esther M Oct 18 1923 ....... 26: 144
Rodnesky Joseph of Nathan and Maunie Mar 23 1922 ......... 25: 222
Rodrigues Abel of Jose and Maria Nov 24 1923 ............... 26: 161
Rodrigues Adelino of Jose and Maria May 10 1922 ............ 25: 242
Rodrigues Alberto P of Joao B and Maria Apr 2 1928 ......... 28: 208
Rodrigues Alfredo of Joao B and Maria Aug 21 1922 ......... 25: 290
Rodrigues Antonio of Manuel J and Maria J Jan 21 1930 ....... 29: 164
Rodrigues Joao A of Angelo A and Maria Oct 3 1922 ......... 25: 314
Rodrigues Jose of Thomas F and Maria A Jan 22 1921 ......... 25: 9
Rodrigues Laureno and Rose May 20 1928 ....................... 28: 227
Rodrigues Manuel of Lucia June 11 1921 ....................... 25: 70
Rodrigues Maria daG (twin) of Joao B and Maria Aug 17 1925 .................. 27: 111
Rodrigues Maria daJ (twin) of Joao B and Maria Aug 17 1925 .................. 27: 111
Rodrigues Maria E of Angelo A and Maria Jan 31 1930 ....... 29: 167
Rodrigues Maria M of Jose and Rosa May 22 1924 ............ B-4: 40
Rodrigues Mariquinha (e) of Clara June 24 1929 ............ 29: 74
Rodrigues Raymond L of Manuel E and Mary M May 23 1928 .... 28: 228
Rodrigues — s of Manoel and Sofia Mar 12 1929 ............... 29: 31
Rodrigues Maria (e) of Antonio F and Anna A Oct 8 1927 .... 28: 127
Rodrigues Rosa of Leopoldine and Treza Oct 6 1923 ......... 26: 139
Rodrigues Salvador J (e) of Patricio J and Amelia Apr 1 1925 .................. 27: 44
Rodrigues — d of Joaquim and Virginia Dec 24 1921 ....... 25: 176
Roe Doris M of Harold F and Regina F May 18 1921 ........... 25: 84
Reentsch Hope B of Frederick W and Hope M June 19 1926 .... 27: 252
Reentsch — s of Elmer A and Mary C Apr 10 1929 .............. 29: 43
Rogan Francis E of Frederick T and Myrtle E Mar 19 1922 .... 25: 216
Rogan Francis T of Frank E and Mary E Oct 18 1924 .......... 26: 328
Rogan Frederick of Frederick T and Myrtle E July 4 1925 .... 27: 89
Roger Rita A of David and Mildred Nov 21 1928 ............... 28: 308
Rogers Albert of Albert W and Irene T Jan 29 1924 .......... 26: 194
Rogers Alfred of Alfred and Maria June 6 1930 ............... 29: 222
Rogers Alfred R of John F and Mary II July 13 1922 ......... 25: 272
Rogers Arnold R of Albert W R and Dorilda M June 26 1928 .. 28: 244
Rogers Arthur T of Arthur and Helen Feb 14 1923 .......... 26: 21
Rogers Catherine of Joseph B and Esther E Nov 28 1921 ....... 25: 158
Rogers Charles J of Charles J and Mae L July 23 1930 ....... 29: 241
Rogers Clarence H of Warren H and Edna F Dec 9 1924 ....... 26: 353
Rogers Daniel A of Daniel A and Mildred H Sept 11 1929 .... 29: 108
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Rogers Dorothy (twin) of Louis M and Bertha F June 28 1921 ............................................................... 25: 77
Rogers Elizabeth H of Everett I and Ethel H Aug 9 1927 .......... 28: 100
Rogers Eveline of Alfred and Palmedia Jan 16 1926 ............... 27: 180
Rogers Everett I of Everett I and Ethel H Nov 2 1922 ............. 25: 328
Rogers George W of George W and Jennie June 17 1929 ............ 29: 71
Rogers Gertrude L of William H and Phyllis Nov 3 1924 ............ 26: 336
Rogers Gloria M of William L and Margaret K May 1 1930 .......... 29: 207
Rogers Helen R of Horace H and Margaretta A Jan 29 1923 .......... 26: 12
Rogers Henry G (twin) of Samuel G A and Marion R Feb 4 1923 ............................................................... 26: 17
Rogers Herbert L of James H and Beatrice F Nov 6 1929 .......... 29: 132
Rogers Horatio R of Horatio R and Mary Apr 23 1925 ............. 27: 54
Rogers Ilene A of Thomas F and Hanorah A Aug 24 1928 .......... 28: 270
Rogers James F of Frank and Anne Feb 2 1928 ....................... 28: 181
Rogers Jeannette C of Louis M and Bertha F Apr 14 1928 .......... 28: 213
Rogers John J of John J and Bridget I Aug 19 1921 ............... 25: 107
Rogers John J of Malachi J and Catherine A Jan 15 1926 ........... 27: 180
Rogers John J of Thomas F and Hanorah A July 17 1926 .......... 27: 266
Rogers John R (c) of Joseph G and Mabel C Mar 26 1928 .......... 28: 204
Rogers Joseph of Frank and Rose Dec 23 1925 ....................... 27: 169
Rogers Kenneth C (c) of Joseph G and Mabel C Sept 9 1922 .......... 25: 301
Rogers Kenneth W of Stanley D and Marjorie Aug 15 1925 .......... 27: 110
Rogers Lillian L (twin) of Louis M and Bertha F July 17 1924 ............................................................... 26: 284
Rogers Lucia W (twin) of Samuel G A and Marion R Feb 4 1923 ............................................................... 26: 17
Rogers Lucy A of Morgan W and Lucy A May 28 1923 .......... 26: 71
Rogers Margaret A of Elizabeth Mar 13 1927 ....................... 28: 31
Rogers Marie B of James H and Beatrice F Sept 24 1930 .......... 29: 268
Rogers Marion A (c) of Joseph G and Mabel C June 24 1921 .......... 25: 76
Rogers Mildred C of Daniel A and Mildred H Aug 26 1923 .......... 26: 115
Rogers Morgan W of Morgan W and Luci A Nov 3 1927 .......... 28: 138
Rogers Raymond W of James W and Mabel E Dec 14 1926 .......... 27: 330
Rogers Richard of William L and Kathryn Dec 18 1924 .......... 26: 356
Rogers Rudolph C (c) of Joseph G and Mabel C May 5 1924 .......... 26: 244
Rogers Stanley D of Stanley D and Marjorie July 28 1923 .......... 26: 99
Rogers Theresa B of Lillian M Jan 14 1926 ....................... 27: 180
Rogers Thomas F of Thomas F and Hanorah A Aug 11 1923 .......... 26: 109
Rogers Vera M of William L and Margaret Nov 25 1925 .......... 27: 153
Rogers Virginia G of John A and Kathleen C Apr 24 1921 .......... 25: 48
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Rogers Warren II of Warren II and Edna F Nov 21 1923...26:160
Rogers Warren W of Stanley D and Marjorie July 4 1928...28:248
Rogers William II (twin) of Louis M and Bertha F June 28

1921..............................25:77
Rogers William K of William L and Margaret Feb 29 1928...28:192
Rogers William T (twin) of Louis M and Bertha F July 17

1924..............................26:281
Rogers —— s of Anna W Aug 3 1921..........................25:100
Rogers —— s of John F and Mary G July 29 1922...........25:279
Rogers —— s of Elizabeth Mar 5 1925........................27:43
Rogga Angelina of Antonio and Maria May 21 1925........27:67
Roginski Charles of Stanislaus and Boleslawa Oct 20 1924...26:329
Roginski John of Stanislaus and Boleslawa Apr 16 1921....25:45
Rogler Helen A of Frederick and Annie Sept 19 1924.....26:314
Rogler John C of Frederick and Annie Sept 21 1927......28:118
Rogler —— s of Frederick and Annie Mar 13 1923...........26:45
Rogozino Enrico of Antonio and Rosaria Sept 18 1922.....25:305
Rogozino —— d of Antonio and Rosaria Apr 16 1921.......25:81
Rohelia Alice M (Ind) of Cleo and Mary A Oct 29 1924....26:333
Rohelia Celia (Ind) of Cleo and Mary A Sept 18 1926.....27:293
Rohelia Cleo (Ind) of Cleo and Mary A Apr 10 1921........25:42
Rohelia John A (Ind) of Cleo and Mary A June 19 1929....29:72
Rohelia Lelia (Ind) of Cleo and Mary A Aug 4 1923.........26:105
Rohelia Mary (Ind) of Cleo and Mary A May 5 1922.........25:240
Rohloff Robert H of Joseph II and Elizabeth Apr 5 1926...27:216
Rohrig Raymond G of Raymond G and Aurore M Feb 23 1930.29:177
Rohrig Shirley D of Raymond G and Aurore M Sept 27 1928..28:285
Roich Anna of Jose and Delfina June 12 1925.................27:78
Roiff Herbert A of Samuel and Frieda Jan 21 1925.........27:9
Roland Edward A of Marguerite E Sept 19 1923..............26:181
Rolle Andrew F A of Giovanni and Teresa Apr 12 1922....25:229
Rollins Grace (c) of James A and Rachel J Mar 21 1930...29:189
Rollins Irving McK (c) of Irving and Gertrude June 11 1930.29:224
Rollins Mary E (c) of James A and Rachael J June 20 1928..28:241
Rollins Raymond L (c) of Raymond and Alma Nov 27 1929..29:139
Rollins Susan L (c) of James A and Rachael Feb 27 1926...27:197
Rollinson John of John and Elizabeth H Sept 30 1922......25:310
Rollinson Ruth A of Francis L and Mabel E May 4 1927.....28:56
Rollinson —— d of Francis L and Mabel E June 3 1930...29:220
Romanelli Anna of Giuseppe and Felicia Mar 29 1924.......26:224
Romanelli Anthony J of Germano and Emily K Mar 18 1925..27:36
Romanelli Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Felicia Nov 17 1921...25:154
Romanelli Giuseppe F of Giuseppe and Felicia Mar 11 1929..29:30
Romanelli Lucia M of Germano and Emily K Aug 12 1926...27:277
Romanelli Luigi A of Giulio and Giuseppina Jan 12 1924..26:187
Romanelli Luigi G of Giuseppine and Felicia Nov 26 1926...27:323
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Romano Alfonso S of Michele and Rosa July 1 1921... 25: 85
Romano Americo of GianBattista and Concetta Apr 21 1921... 25: 47
Romano Angela M of Frank and Angelina May 7 1929... 29: 54
Romano Anthony R of Nicandro and Angelina Aug 15 1928... 28: 267
Romano Antonio of Enrico and Appolonia Aug 3 1923... 26: 105
Romano Antonio of Angelo and Cristina Jan 16 1924... 26: 195
Romano Arturo L of Carmine and Clotilde Aug 17 1921... 25: 106
Romano Attilio L of Ernesto and Maria Sept 28 1923... 26: 133
Romano Belardino of Giuseppe and Clementina Aug 26 1922... 25: 293
Romano Blanche J of Ferdonando and Congetta Jan 14 1928... 28: 173
Romano Brigida of Nicandro and Nicoletta Apr 22 1926... 27: 223
Romano Carmela V of Carmine and Clotilde Oct 22 1929... 29: 124
Romano Celia I of Antonio and Lucia Apr 18 1921... 25: 46
Romano Concetta of Salvatore and Antonetta Nov 13 1924... 26: 340
Romano Dorotea A of Tomaso and Filomena Oct 16 1921... 25: 139
Romano Eda of Ermenegildo and Addolorata June 4 1925... 27: 75
Romano Eduardo of Emilio and Angelina Nov 30 1924... 26: 347
Romano Elena L of Antonio and Lucia May 18 1923... 26: 67
Romano Emilio of Nicandro and Nicoletta June 25 1924... 26: 270
Romano Esther of Domenico and Maria Dec 26 1927... 28: 160
Romano Evelina G of Pietro and Paulina Sept 14 1929... 29: 109
Romano Frances N of Tomaso and Eva Aug 28 1928... 28: 272
Romano Francesco of Raffaele and Maria Mar 11 1924... 26: 225
Romano Francesco G of Enrico and Giuseppina Nov 7 1924... 26: 338
Romano Gaetano V of Enrico and Giuseppina May 19 1926... 27: 236
Romano George of Carlo and Anna Nov 28 1925... 27: 154
Romano Geraldine R of Anthony and Katherine Apr 25 1930... 29: 204
Romano Giovanna of Emilio and Angelina Apr 5 1923... 26: 48
Romano Giovanni of Angelo and Cristina July 8 1921... 25: 97
Romano Giovanni of Enrico and Giuseppina July 9 1930... 29: 236
Romano Giovanni E of Giovanflore and Rosa Oct 22 1926... 27: 308
Romano Giovanni F of Enrico and Giuseppina Feb 5 1923... 26: 18
Romano Giuseppe of Salvatore and Clementina Aug 1 1924... 26: 291
Romano Giuseppe of Salvatore and Antonetta Feb 12 1930... 29: 173
Romano Giuseppe of Nicandro and Nicoletta Oct 2 1930... 29: 272
Romano Ida R of GianBattista and Concetta Mar 29 1923... 26: 42
Romano John V of GianBattista and Concetta Feb 10 1928... 28: 184
Romano Lattanina C of Carmine and Clotilde Feb 14 1925... 27: 24
Romano Letizia M of Ermenegildo and Addolorata July 16 1921... 25: 91
Romano Lillian of Armando and Maria Sept 21 1924... 26: 315
Romano Lucia C of Giuseppe and Almerinda Apr 30 1924... 26: 239
Romano Louis of Carlo and Anna Aug 18 1923... 26: 112
Romano Lucia of Vincenzo and Maddalena Sept 22 1921... 25: 125
Romano Luigi of Emilio and Angelina Feb 23 1922... 25: 203
Romano Luigi of Ermenegildo and Addolorata July 8 1923... 26: 91
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Romano Maria M of Marciano and Antonetta May 16 1929...29: 57
Romano Maria R of Giovanfiore and Rosa Sept 1 1921...25: 116
Romano Marietta of Domenico and Maria Sept 8 1922...25: 301
Romano Marino of Giuseppe and Clementina Mar 14 1921...25: 31
Romano Nicola of Salvatore and Antonetta June 16 1921...25: 72
Romano Nilda P of Beniamino and Maria Apr 16 1924...26: 233
Romano Olga R of Carmine and Clotilde Jan 30 1927...28: 11
Romano Pietro S of Pietro and Paolina Aug 1 1927...28: 97
Romano Rachela C of Tomaso and Annunziata June 9 1926...27: 247
Romano Raffaele of Salvatore and Antonetta Feb 27 1926...27: 197
Romano Ralph F of Michele and Adelina Aug 10 1928...28: 265
Romano Riccardo of Vincenzo and Maddalena Dec 17 1923...26: 171
Romano Rinaldo A of Armando and Maria July 11 1927...28: 87
Romano Robert A of Anthony and Katherine Feb 23 1928...28: 190
Romano Rosa I of Beniamino and Maria June 2 1922...25: 254
Romano Salvatore of Raffaele and Maria July 23 1929...29: 87
Romano Teresa A of Filippo and Teresa Sept 3 1923...26: 122
Romano Vincenzo E of Ferdinando and Congetta Feb 17 1923...26: 23
Romano Virgilio of Giuseppe and Almuerida Feb 28 1921...25: 25
Romano — d of Enrico and Appollonia Feb 11 1922...25: 207
Romano — s of Salvatore and Carmina June 9 1924...26: 274
Romantini Biagio of Biagio and Maria Mar 22 1922...25: 217
Romantini Biagio of Biagio and Maria Sept 5 1925...27: 119
Romantini Giuseppina of Biagio and Maria Mar 19 1929...29: 33
Romantini — d of Biagio and Maria Feb 7 1923...26: 29
Romeo Concetta of Rocco and Mariana Sept 15 1922...25: 304
Romeo Francesco of Antonio and Maria Apr 16 1928...28: 213
Romeri Bruno of John and Julita July 17 1921...25: 98
Romes William H (c) of William H and Esther Dec 5 1930...29: 297
Romes — (c) s of William H and Esther Dec 2 1929...29: 154
Romieri Teodoro of Giovanni and Giacinta Oct 19 1928...28: 295
Ronaldo Mary R of John A and Alice Dec 12 1929...29: 116
Ronci Francesco A of Ferdinando and Maria June 14 1924...26: 264
Ronci Francesco C of Antonio and Gemma E July 15 1921...25: 90
Ronci Giovanni X of Ferdinando and Maria Dec 28 1925...27: 168
Ronci Maria A C of Ferdinando and Maria Dec 21 1927...28: 158
Ronci Mildred C of Antonio and Gemma Noy 22 1922...25: 334
Ronci Romeo V of Samuel and Viola Noy 25 1930...29: 292
Rondeau Dolores C of George and Gertrude M Jan 16 1929...29: 7
Rondeau Margaret M of Joseph E and Ada F July 23 1925...27: 95
Rondeau Raymond D of George and Gertrude M Apr 2 1927...28: 41
Rondeau Richard E of Alfred and Charlotte H Dec 18 1921...25: 169
Rondeau Stuart R of Alfred and Charlotte H May 6 1923...26: 62
Rondina Marie S of Francis W and Marie May 12 1928...28: 224
Rondina — d of Thomas J and Rose Jan 24 1927...28: 13
Ronio Antonetta of Domenico and Fortunata Sept 13 1923...26: 126
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ronio Michelina</td>
<td>of Domenico and Fortunata</td>
<td>Apr 17</td>
<td>1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronio d</td>
<td>of Domenico and Fortunata</td>
<td>Mar 23</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronio s</td>
<td>of Domenico and Fortunata</td>
<td>June 20</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney G</td>
<td>of Arthur H and Sivilla D</td>
<td>Jan 1 1921</td>
<td>23: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronzio Clementina</td>
<td>of Italo and Maria</td>
<td>Oct 2 1927</td>
<td>28: 124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronzio Giuseppe R</td>
<td>of Raffaele and Maria</td>
<td>Apr 7 1921</td>
<td>23: 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronzio Iolanda</td>
<td>of Raffaele and Maria</td>
<td>Mar 12 1923</td>
<td>26: 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronzio Maria R</td>
<td>of Alberto and Rosina</td>
<td>Dec 15 1921</td>
<td>25: 168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronzio Marianna E R</td>
<td>of Alberto and Adelina</td>
<td>May 22 1922</td>
<td>25: 247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronzio Paul J</td>
<td>of Italo and Maria</td>
<td>June 7 1929</td>
<td>29: 67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronzio Virginia C</td>
<td>of Alberto and Adelina</td>
<td>Sept 7 1926</td>
<td>27: 289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney Alice N</td>
<td>of Albert E and Mary J</td>
<td>Dec 3 1927</td>
<td>28: 152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney Caroline L</td>
<td>of Albert E and Mary J</td>
<td>Jan 1 1930</td>
<td>29: 165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney Claire A</td>
<td>of John J and Mildred F</td>
<td>Jan 14 1929</td>
<td>29: 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney Elsie</td>
<td>of William T and Amelia A</td>
<td>Mar 10 1924</td>
<td>26: 216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney George E (twin)</td>
<td>of William T and Amelia A</td>
<td>Aug 28 1926</td>
<td>27: 284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney George F</td>
<td>of Albert E and Mary J</td>
<td>Aug 20 1921</td>
<td>25: 108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney George F</td>
<td>of George F and Louise</td>
<td>June 11 1922</td>
<td>25: 259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney Gerald R</td>
<td>of George F and Louise</td>
<td>Jan 28 1924</td>
<td>26: 194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney Gladys R</td>
<td>of Albert E and Mary J</td>
<td>Sept 10 1922</td>
<td>25: 302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney Gloria R</td>
<td>of William T and Amelia A</td>
<td>July 16 1922</td>
<td>25: 274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney James A</td>
<td>of James A and Minnie</td>
<td>Mar 13 1926</td>
<td>27: 205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney James F</td>
<td>of James C and Anna M</td>
<td>June 29 1928</td>
<td>28: 245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney John C</td>
<td>of James C and Anna M</td>
<td>Nov 25 1925</td>
<td>27: 153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney John G</td>
<td>of Frank J and Katherine A</td>
<td>Aug 5 1923</td>
<td>26: 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney Joseph F</td>
<td>of Joseph G and Rose</td>
<td>Oct 21 1921</td>
<td>25: 141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney Leonard D</td>
<td>of Albert E and Mary J</td>
<td>Oct 31 1924</td>
<td>26: 233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney Lucina F</td>
<td>of John F and Anna M</td>
<td>Nov 4 1923</td>
<td>26: 153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney Margaret F</td>
<td>of Francis R and Veronica R</td>
<td>Apr 4 1928</td>
<td>28: 209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney Margaret M</td>
<td>of James C and Anna M</td>
<td>Mar 24 1924</td>
<td>26: 222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney Mary of Frank J</td>
<td>and Katherine A</td>
<td>Dec 21 1925</td>
<td>27: 165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney Matthew of</td>
<td>Matthew L and Emma V</td>
<td>Sept 5 1925</td>
<td>27: 119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney Richard of</td>
<td>Matthew L and Emma V</td>
<td>Mar 1 1928</td>
<td>28: 194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney Viola G</td>
<td>of Thomas and Lena N</td>
<td>Nov 23 1924</td>
<td>26: 345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney William H</td>
<td>of James H and Mary E</td>
<td>Feb 10 1923</td>
<td>26: 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney William J</td>
<td>of Charles F and Mary A</td>
<td>Apr 30 1922</td>
<td>25: 236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney William L</td>
<td>of Joseph and Rose A</td>
<td>Aug 4 1923</td>
<td>26: 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooney William L (twin)</td>
<td>of William T and Amelia A</td>
<td>Aug 28 1926</td>
<td>27: 284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root Elmer J</td>
<td>of Omer J and Antonetta</td>
<td>July 5 1929</td>
<td>29: 79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roperto Antonio</td>
<td>of Giovanni and Elisabetta</td>
<td>Dec 26 1925</td>
<td>27: 167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roperto Francesco</td>
<td>of Giovanni and Elisabetta</td>
<td>Jan 30 1924</td>
<td>26: 195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Date of Birth</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roperto Giorgio D</td>
<td>June 8 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giovanni and Elisabetta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roperto Giovanni</td>
<td>Jan 9 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Elisabetta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roperto Luigi</td>
<td>Oct 22 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giovanni and Elisabetta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roperto Tomasio</td>
<td>July 10 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giovanni and Elisabetta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roque Francis X</td>
<td>Oct 9 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Warren E and Mary L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roque Mary L</td>
<td>Mar 12 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Warren E and Mary L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roque Warren P</td>
<td>Feb 27 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Warren E and Mary L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosa Anita C (twin)</td>
<td>July 21 1928</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>of Giuseppe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Genoveffa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Genoveff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosa Arlene of Manuel and</td>
<td>Feb 19 1929</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gertrude</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosa Ernest J</td>
<td>Jan 27 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Jose D and Rosa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosa Evelyn M</td>
<td>May 2 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Richard G and Anna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosa Florence G</td>
<td>Nov 4 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Giuseppe and Genoveffa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosa George of Manoel and</td>
<td>Jan 16 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosa Giuseppe A</td>
<td>Sept 20 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Giuseppe and Genoveffa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosa Guillaume of Manuel and</td>
<td>Sept 15 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gertrude</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosa James M</td>
<td>Nov 24 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Manuel and Rita L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosa Jeanette A</td>
<td>July 21 1928</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>of Giuseppe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Genoveff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosa Peter of Angelo and</td>
<td>May 31 1928</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giuseppina</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosa William J</td>
<td>Sept 2 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Michele and Luisa R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosa Winifred M</td>
<td>Dec 7 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Joseph and Marion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosa ——- s of Manuel and</td>
<td>May 19 1927</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gertrude</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosamarina Giovanni A</td>
<td>Dec 3 1922</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>of Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Antonio and Teresa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Teresa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosano Maria of Mauro and</td>
<td>Nov 2 1923</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Angelina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelina</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosano Raffaele</td>
<td>Sept 10 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Mauro and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Angelina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosario Clara G</td>
<td>May 13 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td>(c) of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) of Antonio J and Carolin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Antonio J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosario Francisco</td>
<td>June 1 1922</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>(c) of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) of Francisco and Candida</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Francisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosario Joao</td>
<td>June 4 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td>(c) of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) of Francisco and Candida</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Francisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosati Antonio</td>
<td>Aug 22 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Antonio and Laura</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Laura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosati Carmino G</td>
<td>Apr 25 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Biagio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Biagio and Angelina</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Angelina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosati Edmondino</td>
<td>Oct 23 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Antonio and Laura</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Laura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosati Geraldo</td>
<td>Jan 29 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Antonio and Laura</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Laura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosati Luigi</td>
<td>Mar 24 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Vincenzo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Vincenzo and Rosa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Rosaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosati Rocco</td>
<td>Aug 16 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Arcangelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Arcangelo and Rosaria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Rosaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosati Rocco</td>
<td>Mar 19 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Vincenzo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Vincenzo and Grazia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Grazia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosati Vincenzo</td>
<td>Apr 5 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td>of Vincenzo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Rosa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Rosaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosati Viola E</td>
<td>May 27 1923</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>of Nicola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Nicola and Elisa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Elisa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosato Anna</td>
<td>Aug 21 1925</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>of Vincenzo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Vincenzo and Grazia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Grazia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosato Carmine</td>
<td>Aug 1 1923</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>of Arcangelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Arcangelo and Rosaria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Rosaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosato Celestina</td>
<td>May 1 1921</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>of Arcangelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Arcangelo and Rosaria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Rosaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosato Filomena</td>
<td>Dec 28 1926</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>of Arcangelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Arcangelo and Rosaria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Rosaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosato Irene</td>
<td>Mar 3 1925</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>of Arcangelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Arcangelo and Rosaria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Rosaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosato Marietta</td>
<td>Oct 20 1925</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>of Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Antonio and Marietta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Marietta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosato Masimo</td>
<td>Aug 4 1923</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>of Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Antonio and Marietta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Marietta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosato Viola</td>
<td>Jan 17 1925</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>of Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Antonio and Marietta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Marietta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosato ——- d</td>
<td>Apr 1 1930</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>of Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d of Antonio and Marietta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Marietta</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Roscito Giovanni of Andrea and Giovannina Mar 7 1928. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28: 196
Rose Arnold of Solomon D and Clara Mar 18 1926. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27: 207
Rose Audrey of Samuel A and Virginia W July 14 1925. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27: 93
Rose Avelino J (c) of Jose D and Anna Mar 21 1924. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 220
Rose Barbara B of Philip and Bernice R June 20 1929. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29: 72
Rose Barbara M of Manuel and Mary May 5 1929. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29: 53
Rose Barbara M of Henry L and Mary A Nov 21 1930. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29: 290
Rose Bernice O of William F A and Evelyn E Aug 16 1921. . . . . . . . . . . 25: 106
Rose Beverly L of Stanley R and Elsie M Aug 8 1922. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 284
Rose Cesar (c) of Anastasia Dec 7 1925. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27: 160
Rose Daniel of Daniel and Mary S Nov 16 1922. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 333
Rose David M of George and Fannie Aug 15 1926. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27: 278
Rose Dorothy of John and Gertrude L July 10 1926. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27: 263
Rose Dorothy J of Charles N and Annie June 24 1924. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 269
Rose Earl R of Erasums D and Marie L Jan 16 1923. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 7
Rose Edward W of Jose F and Adeline June 25 1926. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27: 254
Rose Eileen of Robert R and Lillian K Apr 21 1929. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29: 47
Rose Eleanor A of Harry J and Lillian R Apr 18 1928. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28: 214
Rose Ernest E of Jose F and Adeline Mar 26 1922. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 219
Rose Esther (c) of Jose and Esther May 7 1921. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 51
Rose Francis of John and Gertrude L Oct 25 1923. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 150
Rose Francis (c) of Julia E Mar 8 1924. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 215
Rose Frederick E of William B and Elizabeth Nov 20 1923. . . . . . . . . . . 26: 159
Rose George H of George H and Sarah A Aug 20 1926. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27: 280
Rose Geraldine J of John and Sadie J May 5 1924. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 244
Rose Helen D of William F and Diana M June 14 1924. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 264
Rose Henry (c) of Henry and Mary June 3 1922. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 255
Rose Henry L of Henry L and Mary A July 29 1929. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29: 89
Rose Jacob M of William and Lily Jan 22 1923. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 9
Rose Jerome B of Isaac and Susie Mar 30 1923. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 42
Rose John of Jose D and Rosa Feb 19 1922. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 201
Rose John of John and Gertrude L July 21 1922. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 280
Rose Joseph A of Joseph A and Hazel M Oct 25 1921. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 143
Rose Joseph L of Joseph and Mary Feb 12 1928. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28: 185
Rose Kenneth W of Charles L and Ruth J July 1 1922. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 268
Rose Leonard of John J and Olive Aug 16 1921. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 106
Rose Lillian M of Robert R and Lillian K Apr 6 1922. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 226
Rose Lucilia of John J and Olive Jan 2 1923. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 1
Rose Manuel J (c) of Manuel B and Marion F Sept 17 1930. . . . . . . . . . . 29: 265
Rose Marjorie E of Harold C and Florence M Feb 14 1924. . . . . . . . . . . 26: 203
Rose Marjorie L of Thelma L Dec 12 1921. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 166
Rose Mary A of Victor A and Anna Jan 26 1921. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 10
Rose Mary V of John and Sadie J Feb 24 1923. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 26
Rose Miriam S of Harry R and Tillie July 31 1924. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 288
Rose Palmira R of Manuel and Bella C Sept 26 1930. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29: 268
Rose Philip C of Philip and Bernice R Apr 18 1926. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27: 221
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Rose Rachel L of George and Fannie May 7 1922........... 25: 241
Rose Ruth M of Erasmus D and Marie L Oct 18 1921........ 25: 140
Rose Shirley E of William F and Diana M Dec 27 1927..... 28: 160
Rose Sylvia B of Harry R and Tillie Jan 30 1921.......... 25:  11
Rose Sylvia D of George and Fannie Apr 24 1928.......... 28: 216
Rose Thelma L of Joseph P and Matilda E June 1 1929..... 29:  66
Rose Toba P of George and Fannie June 20 1924............ 26: 267
Rose Ursula of Robert R and Lillian K Feb 15 1925....... 27:  21
Rose Vernon of James and Estella Mar 29 1925............. 27:  40
Rose Virginia of Lillian Dec 22 1927...................... 28:158
Rose Virginia M of John E and Mary Dec 29 1922.......... 25: 351
Rose — (c) d of Henry and Maria Jan 26 1921.............. 25:  10
Rose — (c) s of Olive Mar 6 1924.......................... 26: 364
Rose — s of William F and Diana M Feb 22 1926......... 27: 196
Roselli Anna M of Giovanni and Giovannina May 7 1927... 28:  57
Roselli Benjamin V of Bartolomeo and Cleonice Nov 22 1928.. 28: 309
Roselli Dorothy V of Vincenzo G and Maria C June 5 1924... 26: 261
Roselli Roberto A of Bartolomeo and Cleonice Nov 17 1930... 29: 289
Roselli Virginia M of Bartolomeo and Cleonice Sept 7 1924.. 26: 308
Rosen Annette M of Max and Estella 18 1923................. 26:  80
Rosen Arthur S of Meyer and Frances M Sept 11 1924..... 26: 310
Rosen Barbara P of Leo H and Leila H Aug 27 1928........ 28: 272
Rosen Bessie of Hyman and Annie Nov 16 1923.............. 26:158
Rosen Clifton S of Max and Bessy P Apr 28 1923........... 26:  57
Rosen Edua M of Thure and Elin May 26 1927................. 28:  64
Rosen Gloria S of Max and Nellie Dec 24 1927.............. 28:159
Rosen Goldie L of Isaac and Rose Jan 2 1927.............. 28:   1
Rosen Louis S of Samuel and Celia May 29 1921............. 25:  64
Rosen Norma of Isaac and Rose July 23 1928.............. 28: 256
Rosen Phillip S of Max and Nellie Feb 1 1926.............. 27: 188
Rosen Phyllis H of Samuel and Gertrude J Mar 16 1924..... 26: 218
Rosen Robert H of Max and Nellie Aug 17 1923.............. 26:181
Rosen Roy A of Andrew P and Valborg I Mar 4 1929....... 29:  28
Rosen Simon of Harry and Sadie Mar 29 1929............... 29:  33
Rosen Solty L of Hyman and Annie Feb 19 1926............. 27:195
Rosen Sven U of Andrew and Valborg I July 9 1927........ 28:  86
Rosen Sylvia B of Herman and Helen July 15 1926......... 27: 338
Rosenbaum Elwin M of Louis II and Ruth Apr 12 1923....... 26:  50
Rosenbaum Lloyd of Louis II and Ruth Nov 21 1921......... 25:135
Rosenbaum Maxine of Maurice H and Mary Jan 24 1930....... 29:165
Rosenberg Abraham of William and Sadie Nov 22 1921...... 25:156
Rosenberg Albert A of Harry and Goldie June 18 1924...... 26:266
Rosenberg Howard of Israel and Rebecca Apr 14 1924....... 26:232
Rosenberg Janette of Hyman and Ray Aug 24 1923.......... 26:114
Rosenberg Malvern R of David and Anna Jan 4 1926....... 27:176
Rosenberg Marcia S of Israel and Rebecca Mar 6 1930..... 29:183
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Rosenberg Martha G of David and Anna Oct 2 1922 ..... 25:313
Rosenberg Maxine A of Julius and Frances 1 Jan 17 1930 ..... 29:162
Rosenberg Roberta D of Julius and Frances 1 Nov 24 1924 ..... 26:345
Rosenberg William N of Theodore and Edith Sept 28 1925 ..... 27:129
Rosenblatt Eunice N of Theodore and Rose Jan 7 1926 ..... 27:177
Rosenblatt Harold of David and Annie Apr 26 1924 ..... 26:237
Rosenblatt Miriam F of David and Annie Mar 16 1921 ..... 25:32
Rosenbluth Sally R of Mayer and Ruth Mar 16 1929 ..... 29:32
Rosenfield Alvin of Samuel and Rebecca Nov 20 1930 ..... 29:290
Rosenfield Anna of Myer and Esther Aug 6 1921 ..... 25:101
Rosenfield Arline B of Charles and Anna M Mar 24 1925 ..... 27:39
Rosenfield Arline C of Samuel and Frances E Feb 12 1929 ..... 29:19
Rosenfield Charlotte of Samuel and Eva Jan 12 1923 ..... 26:6
Rosenfield Sybil I of Coleman and Beatrice J Feb 9 1925 ..... 27:19
Rosenfield Sylvia of Charles and Eva Feb 4 1926 ..... 27:189
Rosenfield — 8 of Charles and Eva Aug 21 1929 ..... 29:99
Rosenhirsch Flora H of Max J and Ruth T May 27 1930 ..... 29:216
Rosenholm Elsie V of Eric A and Jeanie May 21 1926 ..... 27:237
Rosenholm Thelma L of Eric A and Jeanie Feb 14 1921 ..... 25:18
Rosenholm Walfried H of Eric A and Jeanie Mar 14 1925 ..... 27:34
Rosenstein Lillian of Samuel and Ida Sept 27 1921 ..... 25:128
Rosensweet Meriel L of Joseph and Shirley Jan 28 1922 ..... 25:189
Rosensweet Robert of Joseph and Shirley June 8 1928 ..... 28:236
Rosensweet Ruth of Daniel and Sarah June 11 1925 ..... 27:77
Rosensweig Adele of Herman O and Sarah Apr 26 1921 ..... 25:49
Rosensweig Frances R of Herman O and Elizabeth Sept 26 1925 ..... 27:128
Rosensweig Josephine R of Herman O and Elizabeth Apr 8 1929 ..... 29:42
Rosenthal Helene C of Jean R and Rose Sept 9 1930 ..... 29:262
Rosenthal Melvin of David H and Sadie Oct 7 1925 ..... 27:134
Rosenthal Robert E of Jean R and Rose Dec 24 1926 ..... 27:333
Rosenzweig Helen of Hyman and Rebecca L Aug 23 1921 ..... 25:110
Rosenzweig Rose of Israel and Annie Sept 11 1924 ..... 26:310
Rosewell Edward T of Thomas E and Leona Oct 4 1925 ..... 27:133
Rosewell Louis (twin) of Thomas E and Leona Nov 18 1926 ..... 27:319
Rosewell Paul (twin) of Thomas E and Leona Nov 18 1926 ..... 27:319
Rosewell Robert of Thomas E and Leona Sept 19 1929 ..... 29:111
Rosi Lidia M of Carmine and Domenica Oct 15 1925 ..... 27:137
Rosi Nicola C of Bruno and Angelina Oct 15 1930 ..... 29:276
Rosick Alexander of Harry and Helena Jan 22 1924 ..... 26:191
Rosick George of Harry and Helena Sept 21 1921 ..... 25:125
Rosick Michael of Harry and Helena Sept 1 1926 ..... 27:287
Rosic Donald P of Forrest M and Edith M Sept 28 1926 ..... 27:297
Rosie Douglas J of Forrest M and Edith M Mar 6 1928 ..... 28:196
Rositi Alfonso of Paolo and Elisa Apr 1 1927 ..... 28:41
Rosito Helena of Andrea and Giovannina Oct 27 1926........27: 310
Ross Alice B of John B and Mary J Sept 24 1926........27: 296
Ross Benjamin of Israel and Annie S July 29 1927........28: 94
Ross Betsy of John B and Mary J Feb 11 1925.............27: 20
Ross Betsy of Andrew W and Loretta Feb 24 1926........27: 196
Ross Charles A (c) of Charles E and Mary Feb 2 1925....27: 16
Ross Charles E of Louis A and Gladys W Apr 16 1926....27: 221
Ross Charles H of Charles II and Margaret P Oct 19 1921..25: 140
Ross Charles L (twin) of Charles L and Gladys L Mar 18 1928.28: 200
Ross Dorothy of Louis A and Gladys W Sept 28 1923.....26: 133
Ross Dorothy E of Arthur E and Dorothy May 10 1925.....27: 63
Ross Dorothy M of Alfred O and Helen M Feb 1 1930....29: 169
Ross Edward C of Henry F and Norah July 5 1922.........25: 270
Ross Eleanor A of Charles H and Margaret P Apr 30 1925..27: 56
Ross Ellsworth K of Howard and Lillian E May 28 1928...28: 327
Ross Everett E of John A and Catherine Feb 12 1928.....28: 185
Ross Florence L (twin) of Charles L and Gladys L Mar 18 1928.28: 200
Ross Frank of Louis A and Gladys W July 18 1927........28: 90
Ross George D of Charles H and Margaret P Nov 28 1922..25: 337
Ross Gladys M of Charles L and Gladys L Mar 21 1930.....29: 189
Ross Gordon G of Robert and Christina Jan 17 1921.......25: 7
Ross Henry P of Israel and Annie S June 22 1925........27: 82
Ross Herbert E (c) of Charles E and Mary A July 9 1921..25: 88
Ross Joseph D of Jean B and Josephine M Aug 7 1923.....26: 107
Ross Joslin of Louis and Sarah Aug 17 1924.............26: 297
Ross Leah G of Israel and Annie S Dec 11 1921...........25: 166
Ross Leonard J of William and Anna May 31 1929........29: 63
Ross Loretta M of James J and Teresa M Nov 1 1930.....29: 284
Ross Madeline of Emil and Gertie Jan 14 1923...........26: 6
Ross Margaret C of Frank and Marion B Apr 12 1925.....27: 49
Ross Margaret E of William D and Ella M July 13 1924...26: 280
Ross Marjorie E of Stuart and Clara Sept 28 1921.......25: 128
Ross Morey S of Philip H and Fannie June 25 1929.......29: 74
Ross Nellie L of John B and Mary J Sept 5 1921........25: 118
Ross Rita M of Philip H and Fannie Feb 22 1925........27: 26
Ross Samuel M of Israel and Annie S Apr 5 1923........26: 48
Ross Therese M of Rodolphe J and Edith M Dec 7 1925....27: 160
Ross Walter L (c) of Charles E and Mary A Aug 20 1923...26: 113
Ross —— s of Joseph A and Grace A May 23 1924........26: 258
Ross —— s of Nick and Frances Nov 23 1924..............26: 349
Ross —— s of William D and Ellen M July 24 1927........28: 96
Rossano Mariateresa of Vincenzo and Giovannina Mar 22 1922.25: 217
Rossano Pietro of Mauro and Angela Mar 26 1925........27: 39
Rossetti Angela C of Eugene and Lucia Nov 20 1923.......26: 159
Rosselli Angelina of Luigi and Elisabetta Jan 17 1928. 28:174
Rosselli Angelina A of Antonio and Antonia Mar 13 1930. 29:186
Rosselli Betty J of Igino and Lucia Dec 31 1925. 27:169
Rosetti Livia C of Igino and Lucia June 3 1921. 25:78
Rossi Achille L of Vincenzo and Maria July 3 1924. 26:276
Rossi Achille L of Vincenzo and Maria Apr 2 1930. 29:195
Rossi Adelaide A of Giovanni and Luigia June 13 1926. 27:249
Rossi Alberto of Francesco F and Concetta Mar 2 1921. 25:26
Rossi Alberto of Eracleo and Teresa Feb 11 1922. 25:197
Rossi Alda A of Emilio and Domenica May 25 1925. 27:69
Rossi Alda P of Nicola and Angelina July 19 1924. 26:282
Rossi Alice E of Michael and Anastasia June 5 1922. 25:256
Rossi Angelina of Vincenzo and Maria Feb 27 1927. 28:24
Rossi Angelina of Francesco and Maria Mar 20 1927. 28:34
Rossi Angelo X of Romeo R and Isabelle R June 8 1930. 29:223
Rossi Anna of Antonio and Antonetta Feb 25 1925. 27:25
Rossi Anna M of Michele and Maria July 27 1928. 28:251
Rossi Anna M of Anthony and Maria July 30 1928. 28:258
Rossi Annette A of Thomas and Sarah Feb 26 1930. 29:178
Rossi Anthony M of Michael and Alice Aug 6 1927. 28:99
Rossi Antonio of Vincenzo and Maria Nov 18 1925. 27:151
Rossi Antonetta of Emilio and Domenica Apr 15 1923. 26:51
Rossi Antonetta F of Pietro and Maria Mar 17 1924. 26:218
Rossi Arthur A of Carmine and Maria Aug 24 1922. 25:292
Rossi Arturo S of Carmine and Domenica Sept 5 1930. 29:260
Rossi Arturo V of Frank F and Concetta July 10 1922. 25:271
Rossi Beatrice of Carmela Jan 7 1925. 27:4
Rossi Benedetto of Giovanni and Luigia May 18 1928. 28:226
Rossi Bernice F of Michael J and Florence Aug 18 1923. 26:112
Rossi Camillo G of Raffaelle and Amelia Apr 20 1921. 25:84
Rossi Carmine D of Nicola and Angelina June 29 1926. 27:256
Rossi Carolina II of Carmine and Maria June 30 1927. 28:81
Rossi Cesare of Nicola and Elvira Mar 13 1923. 26:35
Rossi Crestina of Vincenzo and Maria Aug 24 1922. 25:292
Rossi Domenico of Pietro A and Assunta Nov 21 1924. 26:344
Rossi Donald X of Eleuterius M and Fannie Nov 7 1930. 29:286
Rossi Doris M of Luigi and Bertha A Dec 23 1927. 28:159
Rossi Dorotea M of Vincenzo and Gemma Mar 30 1923. 26:42
Rossi Dorothy V of Michele and Maria May 29 1926. 27:241
Rossi Edmondo A of Francesco and Caterina Feb 19 1927. 28:21
Rossi Edmund X of Gustavo R and Irene A Oct 31 1927. 28:136
Rossi Eduardo G of Vincenzo and Gemma Feb 24 1922. 25:204
Rossi Edwarde of Arduino and Assunta Mar 24 1922. 25:218
Rossi Elena R of Nicola and Elvira June 12 1925. 27:78
Rossi Elenora D of Vincenzo and Maria May 19 1930. 29:214
Rossi Elizabeth L of Eleuterius M and Fannie Aug 8 1928. 28:264
Rossi Enrico P of Carmine and Domenica Sept 12 1923...26:126
Rossi Filomena L A of Andrea and Esterina Dec 13 1926...27:330
Rossi Fiorina M of Giuseppe F and Elisabetta Jan 17 1925...27:7
Rossi Francesca of Gaetano and Giuseppina Dec 19 1927...28:157
Rossi Francesco of Tomaso and Luisa Mar 26 1921...25:25
Rossi Francesco of Tomaso and Maria Aug 24 1921...25:113
Rossi Francesco C of Luigi and Maria Antonia July 16 1921...25:91
Rossi Francesco S of Francesco and Caterina Jan 3 1923...26:2
Rossi Francis of Francis and Sarah A July 17 1922...25:274
Rossi Frank A of Frank and Cristina Aug 18 1930...29:252
Rossi Giovanni of Enrico and Nicolina July 9 1924...26:278
Rossi Giovannina of Francesco and Maria Oct 27 1929...29:126
Rossi Giuseppe of Nicola and Elvira Jan 12 1921...25:5
Rossi Giuseppe of Francesco and Caterina Sept 28 1924...26:318
Rossi Giuseppe F of Giuseppe F and Elisabetta Mar 24 1927...28:36
Rossi Giustino of Nicola and Aurora Apr 17 1922...25:230
Rossi Gloria of John S and Mary Oct 18 1929...29:123
Rossi Gloria A of Vincenzo and Maria Feb 9 1928...28:184
Rossi Gloria M of Thomas and Sarah May 18 1926...27:236
Rossi Guido (twin) of Nicola and Lucia Apr 3 1924...26:228
Rossi Hugh F of Michele and Maria Nov 29 1923...26:163
Rossi Jean M of Albert M and Jean B June 8 1924...26:262
Rossi Lena A of Sebastiano and Maria July 7 1923...26:90
Rossi Leo A of Luigi and Bertha A Sept 11 1924...26:310
Rossi Leonilda L of Nicola and Angeline May 13 1922...25:244
Rossi Lilia V of Domenico and Palma Feb 20 1929...29:22
Rossi Lorenzo C of Andrea and Esterina July 11 1923...26:92
Rossi Lucia of Domenico and Palma Mar 24 1921...25:35
Rossi Luigi of Luigi and Bertha A Nov 23 1922...25:335
Rossi Maddalena A of Doloroso and Maria Feb 18 1930...29:175
Rossi Marco (twin) of Nicola and Lucia Apr 3 1924...26:228
Rossi Maria of Giuseppe and Maria A July 8 1924...26:278
Rossi Maria S A of Nicola and Elvira Feb 4 1928...28:182
Rossi Marie J F of Mariano and Fedora Nov 10 1927...28:141
Rossi Mary A of Francesco and Sarah Jan 27 1921...25:10
Rossi Michael J of Michael J and Florence Dec 23 1928...28:322
Rossi Michele N of Michele and Maria May 14 1930...29:211
Rossi Muriel A of Josephine Feb 20 1928...28:327
Rossi Norma E of Gustavo R and Irene A June 4 1925...27:75
Rossi Olga V of Biagio and Angelina Jan 23 1927...28:9
Rossi Paolo P of Enrico and Nicolina June 29 1927...28:80
Rossi Pietro F of Francesco and Caterina May 11 1921...25:56
Rossi Ralph J of Ralph and Evelyn L Apr 20 1929...29:47
Rossi Richard N of Gustavo R and Irene A Nov 21 1929...29:136
Rossi Rosa I of Pietro and Maria Jan 12 1926...27:179
Rossi Rosa M of Nicola and Lucia Oct 6 1925...27:134
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Rossi Rosemary of Angelo A and Maria May 24 1930........... 29: 215
Rossi Silvia V.of Raffaele and Amelia Sept 25 1923........... 26: 131
Rossi Teresa G of Carmine and Domenica Feb 18 1928........... 28: 188
Rossi Tomaso A of Pietro A and Assunta Jan 20 1926........... 27: 182
Rossi Vincenzo of Nicola and Aurora July 20 1923........... 26: 96
Rossi Violanda of Vincenzo and Maria Aug 17 1921........... 25: 106
Rossi Vittoria of Domenico and Palma Apr 30 1923........... 26: 58
Rossi William J of Biagio and Angelina July 24 1930........... 29: 242
Rossi — d of Giuseppe F and Elisabetta Sept 23 1923........... 26: 131
Rossi — d of Arduino and Assunta May 11 1924........... 26: 258
Rossi — d of Arduino and Assunta Aug 19 1925........... 27: 111
Rossi — d of Nicola and Lucia Dec 12 1927........... 28: 163
Rossi — d of Domenico R and Maddalena Nov 7 1928........... 28: 313
Rossi — s of Giuseppe F and Elisabetta Aug 15 1929........... 29: 97
Rossi — d of Nicola and Lucia Mar 25 1930........... 29: 191
Rossignol — d of David and Mary R Jan 27 1924........... 26: 197
Rossignoli Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Anna Feb 16 1930........... 29: 174
Rossillo — d of Gennaro and Elvira Feb 17 1922........... 25: 267
Rossini Elisabetta M (twin) of Luigi and Santina Sept 25 1925........... 27: 128
Rossini Giulia A (twin) of Luigi and Santina Sept 25 1925........... 27: 128
Rossini Gloria G of Luigi and Santina Mar 17 1922........... 25: 215
Rossiti Tomaso G of Anthony J and Teresa Apr 5 1929........... 29: 41
Rossman Ruth M of Benjamin and Sylvia May 6 1927........... 28: 57
Rostedt Elin B V of C Albert and Beda July 12 1923........... 26: 92
Rostrom Betty M of James and Margaret A Jan 28 1924........... 26: 194
Rostron Albert G of Charles E and Mary E Mar 11 1922........... 25: 212
Rostron James T of James and Margaret A Nov 27 1923........... 27: 154
Rostron Kathleen of Harry and Susanna Oct 27 1927........... 28: 135
Rotchford Mary L of Joseph B and Margaret F Sept 28 1925........... 27: 129
Rotella Adelina T A of Giuseppe F and Antonetta Sept 4 1926........... 27: 288
Rotella Eduardo C of Giuseppe and Angelina Dec 19 1923........... 26: 172
Rotella Evelina L of Giuseppe and Angelina Feb 15 1929........... 29: 20
Rotella Gaetano F of Giuseppe and Angelina Apr 2 1921........... 25: 39
Rotella Giuseppe C of Giuseppe and Antonetta July 17 1921........... 25: 91
Rotella Guglielmo A of Fedele and Antonietta July 1 1929........... 29: 78
Rotella Luigi R of Riccardo and Angelina Nov 25 1926........... 27: 322
Rotella Maria of Riccardo and Angelina Jan 25 1923........... 26: 11
Rotella Maria A of Riccardo and Angelina Jan 4 1924........... 25: 2
Rotella Michele F A of Fedele and Antonietta Nov 4 1923........... 26: 153
Rotella Vincenzo A of Riccardo and Angelina Apr 27 1924........... 26: 238
Rotella Vincenzo A of Ernesto and Luisa July 20 1929........... 29: 85
Rotelli Anna E of Vincenzo and Maria G Dec 9 1926........... 27: 329
Rotelli Giuseppina of Vincenzo and Maria C July 7 1924........... 26: 277
Rotenberg Beverly S of Joseph and Rose Apr 11 1927........... 28: 45
Rotenberg Leonard A of Adolf and Jennie Mar 25 1924......26:222
Rotenberg Phyllis J of Leo and Hilda B Sept 15 1930......29:264
Roth Raymond of Harry G and Ellen May 22 1921............25: 60
Roth Seymour of David and Tilly Aug 24 1923..............26: 114
Rothemich Albert P of Albert P and Henrietta J Nov 21 1928.28:308
Rothemich Barbara P of Philip J and Viola M May 25 1922.25:248
Rothemich Donald W of Herbert F and Marie F Jan 21 1926.27:182
Rothemich Herbert of Herbert F and Marie F Mar 5 1924......26:213
Rothemich John P of Herbert F and Marie F Oct 12 1927......28:129
Rothemich Vincent J of Jacob and Viola Nov 8 1925...........27:147
Rothenberg Ada R of Jacob B and Sadie May 10 1924........26:246
Rotheray Walter of Hudson and Vera F May 17 1930.29:213
Rothermel Beatrice I of John and Isabel Sept 4 1929......29:106
Rothermel Lillian M of John and Isabel July 9 1928........28:230
Rothermel William C of John and Isabel Oct 27 1930.......29:280
Rothman Edith R of David and Ethel Mar 8 1929..............29: 29
Rothman Robert H of Charles and Jessie Apr 21 1927........28: 49
Rothwell Alice of Harry and Annie June 14 1928............28:239
Rothwell Nora of Henry and Annie Aug 13 1923..............26:110
Rothwell —— s of Walter L and Ada E July 28 1922...........25:281
Rothwell —— d of Harry and Anna Oct 27 1921..............25:147
Rotman Harriet R of Abraham and Gertrude P Feb 5 1929...29: 16
Rotman Jacob E (twin) of Abraham and Gertrude P Jan 24

1924. ....................................................................26:192
Rotman Ruth C of Abraham and Gertrude P Feb 28 1922...25:206
Rotman Stanley E (twin) of Abraham and Gertrude P Jan 24

1924. ....................................................................26:192
Rotondo Alfred A of Agrippino and Anna Jan 10 1929.....29:  5
Rotondo Alfredo of Domenico and Virginia Feb 21 1922.....25:202
Rotondo Alfredo R of Francesco and Grazia Feb 6 1921......25: 15
Rotondo Angelina of Francesco and Livia Nov 4 1928.......28:302
Rotondo Anna of Sebastiano and Angela Jan 18 1927........28:  7
Rotondo Anna D of Antonio and Annunziata Sept 24 1923...26:131
Rotondo Anna T of Angelo and Antonetta May 7 1923......26: 23
Rotondo Annunziata of Pietro and Elisabetta Mar 25 1928...28:204
Rotondo Antonio of Sebastiano and Angela June 13 1921....25: 71
Rotondo Antonio of Antonio and Vincenzina Feb 27 1928.....28:191
Rotondo Brigida of Antonio and Vincenzina May 10 1922....25:242
Rotondo Carmela of Giuseppe and Nicolina June 7 1923.....26: 76
Rotondo Carmella E of Giuseppe and Nicolina Feb 17 1926...27:194
Rotondo Costantino L of Giuseppe and Elisa June 2 1928....28:234
Rotondo Eva A of Antonio and Annunziata Aug 9 1921........25:163
Rotondo Francesco B of Antonio and Antonia Mar 21 1924...26:220
Rotondo Gennaro of Francesco and Livia Dec 22 1921........25:171
Rotondo Gilda C A of Raffaele and Palma Oct 8 1928........28:291
Rotondo Giovanni of Sebastiano and Angela Nov 1 1930......29:284
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rotondo Giuseppe</td>
<td>Dec 6 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotondo Gloria M</td>
<td>June 15 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotondo Helen</td>
<td>Apr 12 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotondo Maria G</td>
<td>Apr 7 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotondo Michele F</td>
<td>Feb 23 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotondo Micheline D</td>
<td>Mar 30 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotondo Nicoletta</td>
<td>Oct 14 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotondo Pasquale G</td>
<td>Apr 1 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotondo Quintina</td>
<td>May 28 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotondo Raffaele</td>
<td>Nov 20 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotondo Raffaele</td>
<td>Mar 10 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotondo Raimondo</td>
<td>July 21 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotondo Ralph C</td>
<td>Dec 17 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotondo Richard of</td>
<td>Nov 3 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotondo Tomas R</td>
<td>June 1 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotondo —— s</td>
<td>May 2 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotondo —— s</td>
<td>July 22 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotondo —— s</td>
<td>Sept 26 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rottenberg Helene</td>
<td>Mar 27 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotter William C</td>
<td>Feb 20 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouffy Fernand E</td>
<td>Jan 23 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouffy Fernand E</td>
<td>Oct 21 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouffy Grace L</td>
<td>Feb 15 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rongas Harry of Peter</td>
<td>Apr 26 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rongas Helen of</td>
<td>Mar 3 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rongas John of</td>
<td>Mar 8 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rongas Mary of Nicklas</td>
<td>July 16 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rongas Mary of</td>
<td>Dec 10 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rongas Mary of</td>
<td>Jan 17 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rongas —— d</td>
<td>Dec 14 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rougie Robert F</td>
<td>Jan 23 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronsus Eva of George</td>
<td>June 28 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronsus Josephine of</td>
<td>Mar 22 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronsus Steven of</td>
<td>May 4 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouleau Ellen M</td>
<td>Nov 24 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td>25: 157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouleau George J</td>
<td>Mar 24 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouleau Marion L</td>
<td>Jan 5 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Alma E</td>
<td>Mar 25 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Carlton M</td>
<td>Nov 4 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Eleanor M</td>
<td>Oct 18 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Merrill D</td>
<td>Apr 23 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Norman F</td>
<td>Mar 18 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Spencer H</td>
<td>Feb 3 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rounds Stanley G</td>
<td>Feb 21 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rourke Ann of John L</td>
<td>Feb 8 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rourke Cyril P</td>
<td>Aug 11 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Births Recorded in Providence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rourke Dorothy of John L and Josephine M Feb 5 1927</td>
<td>28: 16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rourke Elenor of John L and Josephine M Aug 29 1925</td>
<td>27: 115</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rourke Margaret M of Christopher M and Catherine M Feb 17 1926</td>
<td>27: 194</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rourke Mary of John L and Josephine M Sept 12 1922</td>
<td>25: 302</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rourke Michaela M of John J and Margaret Feb 2 1927</td>
<td>28: 14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rourke Patricia of John J and Margaret Mar 11 1930</td>
<td>29: 185</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rourke Sheila E of John J and Margaret Aug 29 1928</td>
<td>28: 273</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rourke Thomas of John L and Josephine M Oct 31 1923</td>
<td>26: 149</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouse Robert E of Frank P and Violetta F Jan 16 1930</td>
<td>29: 162</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronslin Gloria of Benjamin and Ruth Nov 14 1924</td>
<td>26: 341</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronslin June R of Benjamin and Anna May 20 1930</td>
<td>29: 214</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronslin Marvin of Kenneth and Adele Dec 5 1922</td>
<td>25: 341</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronslin Richard B of John J and Annette H Apr 5 1923</td>
<td>27: 45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronslin Thelma L of Charles and Anna R May 22 1925</td>
<td>27: 68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rousseau Alice T of Horace E J and Bertha Jan 18 1922</td>
<td>25: 185</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rousseau Claire A of Joseph H E and Rose E Feb 16 1930</td>
<td>29: 174</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rousseau Doris T of Joseph H E and Rose E June 14 1928</td>
<td>28: 239</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rousseau Richard C of Joseph C and Helen Dec 15 1930</td>
<td>29: 301</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roussin Barbara E of Joseph A and Evelyn T Nov 27 1928</td>
<td>28: 311</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routhier Alfred G of George and Loretta Feb 24 1927</td>
<td>28: 23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routhier Thomas F of George and Loretta Mar 15 1928</td>
<td>28: 199</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouvelas Angelo of Panageotis P and Maria Jan 11 1925</td>
<td>27: 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouvelas Coula of Panageotis P and Maria Mar 24 1921</td>
<td>25: 35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouvelas Evdocia of Panageotis P and Maria Aug 30 1923</td>
<td>26: 117</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouvelas Zacharias P of Panageotis P and Maria Sept 4 1926</td>
<td>27: 288</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouvelas —— d of Panageotis P and Maria July 8 1922</td>
<td>25: 271</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roux Phillip of Lucy Aug 22 1924</td>
<td>26: 299</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rovinski Joseph of Joseph and Josephine B Apr 5 1928</td>
<td>28: 209</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowan Edward (twin) of William F and Mary F Dec 30 1928</td>
<td>28: 324</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowan Eleanor of William F and Mary F Apr 14 1930</td>
<td>29: 199</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowan John J of William F and Mary F Mar 31 1921</td>
<td>25: 38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowan Joseph (twin) of William F and Mary F Dec 30 1928</td>
<td>28: 324</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowan Leo of William F and Mary F Apr 7 1926</td>
<td>27: 217</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowan Raymond of William F and Mary F Feb 16 1925</td>
<td>27: 21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowan William E of William F and Mary F Oct 20 1923</td>
<td>26: 145</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowe Barbara J of Alden H and Effie M Nov 14 1924</td>
<td>26: 341</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowe Charles K of Kenneth G and Marion M May 18 1928</td>
<td>28: 226</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowe Herbert N of Herbert N and Martha H Oct 4 1929</td>
<td>29: 118</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowe Irene T of Robert H and Regina L Dec 31 1929</td>
<td>29: 152</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowe Jack E of Raymond F and Reba Apr 2 1922</td>
<td>25: 225</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowe Lawrence of James and Margaret M Aug 9 1922</td>
<td>25: 285</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowe Raymond A of Ernest M and Julia C Sept 13 1930</td>
<td>29: 263</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowe Robert A of William T and Elizabeth J Oct 17 1921</td>
<td>25: 139</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowe —— s of Herbert N and Martha H Oct 11 1930</td>
<td>29: 275</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Date of Death</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rowell Harold E</td>
<td>Apr 20 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowell June K</td>
<td>Feb 28 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowell Louis A</td>
<td>Nov 1 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowen Alan L</td>
<td>Jan 6 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowland Herbert</td>
<td>June 2 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowland Norma B</td>
<td>Feb 9 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowland Philip T</td>
<td>May 24 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowland Ruth E</td>
<td>Dec 31 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowley Anna M</td>
<td>July 28 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowley Harry F</td>
<td>Mar 22 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowley Jane of Frank</td>
<td>Jan 19 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowley Kenneth F</td>
<td>July 12 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowley Mary E</td>
<td>May 30 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowley Thomas H</td>
<td>Feb 19 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowley Virginia F</td>
<td>Sept 5 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowley ——- d of Van</td>
<td>July 5 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Adelard of Adela</td>
<td>Dec 12 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Amelia M</td>
<td>Aug 28 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Claire M</td>
<td>Sept 3 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Dorothy O</td>
<td>Mar 25 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Edward J</td>
<td>Dec 8 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Frances E</td>
<td>Oct 10 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Frank of Earl H</td>
<td>Dec 26 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Fred F</td>
<td>Feb 3 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Helen of Fred F</td>
<td>Oct 12 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Joseph of Avila</td>
<td>Feb 15 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Joseph A A</td>
<td>May 14 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Joseph A E</td>
<td>Feb 10 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Joseph B H</td>
<td>Jan 1 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Joseph R A</td>
<td>Feb 27 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Joseph W</td>
<td>Feb 16 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Lillian I</td>
<td>May 1 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Lorena M</td>
<td>Sept 12 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Louis M</td>
<td>Sept 7 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Margaret V</td>
<td>June 24 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Marie T H</td>
<td>Aug 4 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Marie T L</td>
<td>Apr 13 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Mary J</td>
<td>Feb 24 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Norman R</td>
<td>Nov 11 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Paul G</td>
<td>Sept 14 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Royston Roy — d of Boardman A and Grace V Oct 21 1929... 29: 124
Royster Elizabeh C of Charles L and Maria Feb 17 1927... 28: 20
Royster Johannes F A of Charles L and Maria Nov 16 1925... 27: 150
Roynane Irene of Anna Dec 9 1929... 29: 145
Royster Archibald C of Archibald and Dolly F Aug 20 1922... 25: 290
Royster Joseph K (c) of Archibald and Dolly F Sept 7 1928... 28: 278
Royster Verte L (c) of Archibald and Dolly F Oct 29 1925... 27: 143
Rozpad Wanda H of Thaddeus A P and Mary Dec 29 1930... 29: 306
Rozykiewicz Alexander V (twin) of Stefan and Teofila Mar 20
1924... 26: 219
Rozykiewicz — (twin) d of Stefan and Teofila Mar 20 1924... 26: 226
Rozzi Anna M of James and Mary A July 26 1923... 26: 98
Rozzi Carmela A of Marco and Maria June 17 1928... 28: 240
Rozzi Dorothy E of James and Maria A Apr 20 1929... 29: 47
Rozzi Francesco G of Marco and Maria July 25 1924... 26: 285
Rozzi Giovanni E of Marco and Maria Apr 7 1926... 27: 217
Rozzi Gloria E of Marco and Maria Jan 17 1930... 29: 162
Rozzi Maria E of Florindo and Luisa Apr 3 1923... 26: 47
Rozzi Ugo S of Florindo and Luisa Jan 10 1925... 27: 5
Rubbert John L of Bernard H and Josephine G June 18 1923... 26: 80
Rubien — d of Pearl June 18 1926... 27: 252
Ruben Thelma F of William and Marion July 22 1921... 25: 93
Rubendunst Karl E of Max H and Amey W Dec 25 1928... 28: 323
Rubendunst Robert M of Max H and Amey W Mar 21 1926... 27: 208
Rubenstein Jean of Harry and Bertha Aug 6 1925... 27: 106
Ruberto Beverly R of Michele and Lucia Nov 22 1927... 28: 145
Ruberto Egidio M of Michele and Lucia Nov 19 1923... 26: 159
Rubery Norma J of Stanley C and Maud E Feb 10 1925... 27: 20
Rubiano Antonetta of Gerardo and Maria D Feb 15 1921... 25: 19
Rubiano Carmela of Gerardo and Maria D Sept 5 1923... 26: 123
Rubiano Elena A of Giovanni and Celestina Feb 9 1921... 25: 16
Rubien David E of Charles L and Tillie June 11 1928... 28: 237
Rubin Burton S (twin) of Max and Annie June 14 1924... 26: 264
Rubin Doris C of Allie A and Angedina A May 19 1927... 28: 61
Rubin Ennise L of Louis and Mildred Sept 7 1927... 28: 113
Rubin Florence R of Barney B and Susie E Apr 8 1925... 27: 47
Rubin Primet J of David and Zella C Sept 16 1929... 29: 110
Rubin Helen of Abraham J and Elizabeth H Mar 6 1930... 29: 193
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Rubin Irving C of David and Fannie Mar 11 1921.............. 25: 30
Rubin Irwin H (twin) of Max and Annie June 14 1924........... 26: 264
Rubin Joseph of Maurice and Bessie Aug 3 1925................. 27: 105
Rubin Murray A of Alexander A and Charlotte Feb 14 1930.. 29: 174
Rubin Rae of Maurice H and Bessie Feb 6 1928................. 28: 182
Rubin Rosilyn of Louis and Goldie Apr 16 1928................. 28: 213
Rubin Selma of Louis and Goldie Apr 23 1924................. 26: 236
Rubin Selma of Leo and Yetta June 11 1928...................... 28: 237
Rubin Shirley R of Harry A and Vera Sept 6 1925.............. 27: 120
Rubin Stanley M of David and Fannie Dec 12 1930............ 29: 300
Rubin Sylvia of Louis and Goldie Dec 19 1921................. 25: 169
Rubino Giorgio A of Lorenzo and Carolina Nov 1 1926.... 27: 313
Rubino Lorenzo of Lorenzo and Carolina May 30 1924........ 26: 256
Rubinstein Beatrice of Samuel and Esther D Apr 5 1922.... 25: 226
Rubinstein Donald I of Charles and Leona Sept 30 1924.... 26: 319
Rucco Angela M of Vito D and Carmela Nov 23 1929......... 29: 137
Rucco Giuseppe V of Vito D and Carmela Aug 16 1927...... 28: 105
Rucco Gloria of Vito D and Carmela June 23 1926........... 27: 254
Ruch Gertrude F of Emile H and Mary A Feb 25 1921.... 25: 24
Ruch Maria of Anton and Bessie Oct 31 1921................. 25: 145
Ruch ———s of Anton and Bessie Nov 11 1922........... 25: 331
Rucilevicz Josephine of Mike and Eva Nov 8 1925........... 27: 147
Ruddie Rita of James and Anna Feb 6 1928................... 28: 182
Ruddy Ann P of Charles L and Pearl A July 13 1921......... 25: 89
Rudicil Rowland K of Rowland and Lillian Nov 20 1926..... 27: 320
Rudis Mathew of Mathew and Hedwig July 30 1929........... 29: 90
Rudnick Arnold X of Myer and Susie Dec 26 1924........... 26: 259
Rudnick Charlotte of Myer and Susie Jan 15 1930............ 29: 161
Rudnick Thelma F of Myer and Susie Sept 1 1922............ 25: 298
Rudowski Anna of Victor and Annie Nov 11 1925........... 27: 149
Rudowski John of Victor and Annie Feb 16 1921............ 25: 19
Rudowski Joseph of Victor and Annie Aug 27 1924........... 26: 301
Rudowski ———s of Victor and Annie Oct 29 1930............ 29: 283
Rudzinski John of Joseph and Mary May 15 1921............. 25: 58
Rudzinski Josephine of Joseph and Mary Nov 15 1922........ 25: 332
Rudzis Bernard T of Josef and Antonina Sept 22 1930..... 29: 267
Rudzis Mary Z of Josef and Antonina Apr 7 1929........... 29: 42
Ruel Marcel R of Joseph and Rose Oct 18 1927............ 28: 166
Ruerat Jules of Jules and Madeleine Sept 24 1921......... 25: 126
Ruest Joseph M F M of Florian G and Madeleine C Feb 21 1927 .......................... 28: 22
Ruest Marie L M S of Florian G and Madeleine C July 1 1930. 29: 233
Ruest Paul E of Florian G and Madeleine C Oct 11 1928.... 28: 292
Ruffer Pauline A of William F and Amelia T Feb 23 1923.... 26: 25
Rufful Evelyn M of Thomas and Rose Sept 13 1926........ 27: 291
Rufful Isaac T of Thomas and Rose Apr 24 1925............. 27: 54
BIRTHS

Rufful Margaret M of Samuel and Martha H July 1 1927. . . . . . . . . . 28: 83
Rufful Olga of Thomas and Rose Nov 18 1923. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 159
Rufo Alfonso of Giuseppe and Rosa Jan 27 1930. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29: 166
Rufo Anna of Pietro and Giovannina Apr 26 1929. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29: 48
Rufo Anna D of Antonio and Concetta Aug 17 1923. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 111
Rufo Celeste M of Pietro and Giovannina Dec 25 1921. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 172
Rufo Emilio of Francesco and Teresa Dec 24 1921. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 171
Rufo Giulia of Pietro and Giovannina Feb 28 1927. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24: . .
Rufo Giulio F of Giulio and Rosalia Nov 11 1921. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 151
Rufo Maria of Pietro and Giovannina May 11 1923. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 64
Rufo Rosa of Pietro and Giovannina Mar 16 1925. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27: 35
Rugen Donald F of Wilbur G and Doris E Oct 6 1923. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 139
Rugg Charles H of Charles H and Stella Oct 13 1928. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28: 292
Rugg Edward J of Charles H and Stella Mar 27 1930. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29: 192
Rugg Margaret L of Charles H and Stella Feb 10 1927. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28: 18
Ruggeri Thelma of Giuseppe and Barbara July 11 1926. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27: 263
Ruggeri Virginia V of Giuseppe and Barbara Dec 7 1928. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28: 316
Ruggerio Concetta G of Albert D and Carmela June 2 1927. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28: 69
Ruggerio Eleanor A of William and Angelina Nov 27 1929. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29: 139
Ruggiano Antonio M of Michele and Lena U June 7 1930. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29: 222
Ruggiano Armando A (twin) of Nicola and Helen Aug 1 1930. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29: 246
Ruggiano Maria C of Michele and Lena U Nov 17 1923. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 158
Ruggiano Maria L of Michele and Lena U July 12 1925. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27: 92
Ruggiano Octavia A of Pasco and Margaret Jan 12 1925. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27: 5
Ruggiano Roberto (twin) of Nicola and Helen Aug 1 1930. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29: 246
Ruggieri Antonietta of Giovanni and Amelia G Dec 29 1923. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 176
Ruggieri Bianca of Giuseppe and Barbara Feb 11 1924. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 202
Ruggieri Domenica of James and Lillian C Oct 6 1930. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29: 273
Ruggieri Domenico of Ludovico and Andriana Nov 18 1922. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 233
Ruggieri Ella E of Antonio and Ethel F May 8 1923. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 63
Ruggieri Eva of Giuseppe and Barbara Feb 13 1921. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 18
Ruggieri Francesco L of Giuseppe M and Mary M Mar 19 1923. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 37
Ruggieri James A of James and Lillian C Feb 21 1928. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28: 189
Ruggieri Lillian A of James and Lillian C Apr 9 1927. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28: 44
Ruggieri Lucia of James and Lillian C Mar 12 1926. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27: 204
Ruggieri Rosa A of Salver and Helen B Feb 20 1924. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26: 205
Ruggieri —— d of Antonio and Ethel F Sept 1 1921. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 116
Ruggiero Anna of Francesco and Antonetta Aug 28 1927. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28: 108
Ruggiero Bartolomeo F of Lorenzo and Rosina Jan 29 1928. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28: 178
Ruggiero Davide of Domenico and Maria A Jan 28 1921. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 11
Ruggiero Elvira (twin) of Lorenzo and Rosina Jan 14 1925. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27: 6
Ruggiero Enfemia A of Raffaele and Angelina Mar 13 1926. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27: 205
Ruggiero Gaetana of Lorenzo and Rosina Apr 11 1922. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 228
Ruggiero Giovanni of Domenico and Antonetta Oct 14 1921. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 138
Ruggiero Giuseppe D of Antonio and Anna Apr 14 1921. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 44
Ruggiero Giuseppe of Vincenzo and Rosina Oct 2 1930. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29: 272
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Ruggiero Giuseppina of Erasmo and Maria Mar 18 1926 27: 36
Ruggiero Margherita (twin) of Lorenzo and Rosina Jan 14
1925 27: 6
Ruggiero Maria of Francesco and Antonetta Jan 4 1925 27: 2
Ruggiero Michele A of Biagio and Brigida Oct 18 1928 28: 294
Ruggiero Rosa I of Lorenzo and Rosina Dec 8 1929 29: 144
Ruggiero d of Francesco and Antonetta Feb 17 1923 26: 29
Ruggiero s of Biagio and Brigida May 14 1924 26: 248
Ruggiero s of Biagio and Brigida Dec 9 1925 27: 171
Ruggiero s of Vincenzo and Rosina June 1 1929 29: 65
Rugiero Guiglielmo of Raffaele and Angelela Oct 12 1923 26: 141
Ruzzo Rosa of Eudardo E and Isabel May 31 1923 26: 72
Rumpler Leonard M of Alexander and Celia Apr 17 1929 29: 46
Rumpler Marvin G of Alexander and Celia Sept 26 1925 27: 128
Rundgren Hazel H V of Carlo O and Helga W Nov 9 1928 28: 364
Rundgren Oscar E H of Carlo O and Helga W Jan 15 1922 25: 184
Runstrom d of Werner A and Jessamine Oct 19 1925 27: 173
Runoff Barbara C of Chester A and Sarah G Feb 11 1925 27: 20
Runoff Chester A of Chester A and Sarah G Feb 22 1922 25: 203
Ruscetia Antonio di Giovanni and Catarina Sept 4 1921 25: 117
Ruscito Alessandro di Paolo and Licia Dec 29 1930 29: 306
Ruscito Angela P of Paolo and Licia Apr 1 1928 28: 208
Ruscito Antonio di Andrea and Giovanna July 27 1925 27: 100
Ruscito Domenico di Andrea and Giovanna Feb 26 1921 25: 24
Ruscito Giovanni di Antonio and Lucia May 20 1922 25: 247
Ruscito Giovanni di Angelo and Brigida May 1 1924 26: 242
Ruscito Giuseppe di Paolo and Licia Oct 30 1925 27: 143
Ruscito Giuglielmo A di Antonio and Lucia Mar 29 1925 27: 57
Ruscito Vincenzo di Andrea and Giovanna July 11 1922 25: 272
Ruscito Vincenzo di Andrea and Giovanna Oct 8 1923 26: 140
Rush Arnold J of Felix II and Xenla C May 3 1924 26: 243
Rush Dorothea R of James J and Ruth Feb 4 1926 27: 199
Rush Edward of Felix II and Xenla C Apr 18 1926 27: 221
Rush Irene E of John L and Irene F Aug 30 1923 26: 117
Rush John of William A and Helen V Aug 14 1921 25: 105
Rush John A of Felix II and Xenla C Jan 4 1929 29: 2
Rush John L of John L and Irene F Jan 28 1927 28: 11
Rush Xenia A of Felix II and Xenla C Aug 26 1930 29: 255
Rush Phyllis M of Thomas F and Sarah Oct 23 1925 27: 140
Rush Richard J of Raymond A and Emma C Nov 28 1930 29: 293
Rush William J of James J and Josephine V June 12 1926 27: 249
Rushman Allen F of Hortense Oct 27 1930 29: 280
Rushe Margaret C of Frank and Beatrice M July 12 1929 29: 82
Rushlow Clifford X of Nelson and Winifred Nov 22 1928 28: 309
Rushlow David X of Nelson C and Winifred Oct 26 1930 29: 280
BIRTHS

Rushlow Lawrence E of Joseph O and Madeline Feb 9 1929... 29: 18
Rushton Doris C of Arthur and Lillian Jun 7 1925........... 27: 76
Rushton George H of Harold E and Mabel Oct 6 1923...... 26: 139
Rushton Joyce of Arthur and Lillian Oct 4 1929............ 29: 118
Rushton Raymond W of Harold E and Mabel Oct 30 1929... 29: 127
Rusilewicz Anna R of Michael and Eva July 17 1923...... 26: 95
Rusling Janet N of Harold and Margaret A Aug 5 1921.... 25: 101
Russ John D of John D and May C Mar 6 1922.............. 25: 210
Russ —— d of John D and May C Mar 1 1921................. 25: 26
Russas Frank of Jakub and Franceska July 4 1921...... 26: 85
Russas Wiktor A of Jakub and Franceska Aug 22 1923.... 26: 114
Russas Wladas S of Stasis and Aleena Nov 15 1921.... 25: 153
Russell Eileen H of Charles J and Helen Dec 15 1927.... 28: 156
Russell Blanch L (c) of Richard L and Susan M Dec 15 1930... 29: 301
Russel Carlton B (c) of Florence M May 29 1924......... 26: 255
Russell Catherine A of John H and Winifred J Feb 2 1922... 25: 193
Russell Chester of Rose Feb 4 1924....................... 26: 199
Russell Christopher of Christopher J and Annie T July 12
1927. .................................................. 28: 87
Russell Donald F of Raymond F and Helen M May 28 1921... 25: 63
Russell Dorothy L of Rose C Aug 3 1926.................. 27: 274
Russell Eileen M of Thomas and Ellen E Feb 2 1923..... 27: 16
Russell Frances V of Edward J and Helen Apr 5 1924..... 26: 229
Russell Francis R of Francis R and Arline R May 11 1930... 29: 210
Russell George of Christopher J and Annie T Aug 28 1928... 28: 272
Russell Gertrude M (c) of Richard L and Susan M July 13
1929. .................................................. 29: 83
Russell Glenn F of George F and Gladys I June 14 1928... 28: 239
Russell Gloria M (c) of Isaiah H and Catherine E Oct 6 1928... 28: 290
Russell Harriet of Francis I and Olivia C July 6 1922... 25: 270
Russell Howard E of Howard E and Grace W Feb 15 1921... 25: 19
Russell Isaiah II (c) of Isaiah II and Catherine E June 8 1921... 25: 68
Russell James D of Edward J and Helen Feb 17 1927...... 28: 29
Russell Jane M of George R and Jean D Sept 11 1930...... 29: 262
Russell John P of Joseph L and Sarah A May 23 1928.... 28: 228
Russell Joseph L of Joseph L and Sarah A Nov 1 1926.... 27: 313
Russell Lillian M of Charles L and Lillian Aug 21 1928.... 28: 269
Russell Lois M of Charles H and Florence R Oct 27 1925... 27: 142
Russell Marjorie A of Charles H and Florence R Jan 18 1929... 29: 8
Russell Mary E of Anthony and Mary Nov 1 1921........ 25: 148
Russell Paul of Christopher J and Annie T Jan 18 1930.... 29: 162
Russell Peter B of Albert I and Ernestine Oct 23 1930.... 29: 279
Russell Peter P of Joseph L and Sarah A July 8 1929.... 29: 81
Russell Regina of Henry C and Helen T Nov 4 1928....... 28: 302
Russell Robert E of Harry R and Ada M Feb 13 1924.... 26: 202
Russell Veronica B of Cortes M and Marie Aug 11 1921... 25: 104
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Russell William C of Howard E and Grace W July 30 1923...26:100
Russell —— s of Philip A and Ruth Apr 11 1921................25: 43
Russell —— s of Howard F and Mildred F June 10 1929...29: 68
Russen Anthony E of Anthony E and Elizabeth M June 13
1926. ..........................................................................27:249
Russian Louis of Israel and Sarah Aug 19 1922............25:290
Russian Morris E of Isaac and Esther May 28 1925...........27: 70
Russian Nishan of Arshag and Aghavni Nov 3 1927...........28:138
Russian Robert S of Isaac and Esther Dec 19 1921.........25:169
Russian William of Israel and Sarah June 29 1925..........27: 85
Russillo Alda E of Gennaro and Elvira Mar 29 1923........26: 42
Russillo Alfredo D of Federico A and Vincenzina Dec 12 1921,25:166
Russillo Cosmo of Michele and Angela Apr 22 1922...........25:232
Russillo Dora of Domenico and Filomena Feb 28 1922........25:206
Russillo Gennaro L of Gennaro and Elvira Oct 29 1927....28:135
Russillo Gloria R of Michele and Angela June 26 1925.......27: 86
Russillo Guigielmo E of Federico A and Vincenzina Dec 5
1923. ..........................................................................26:167
Russillo Mario R of Filomeno and Domenica June 4 1924....26:260
Russillo Paul T of Thomas D and Victoria June 27 1926....27:255
Russillo Velia E of Gennaro and Elvira July 25 1925.........27: 98
Russin Barbara M of Harold and Elsie Nov 7 1928.........28:303
Russo Alessandro M of Michele G and Vincenza Oct 1 1929..29:117
Russo Alfredo of Carmine and Maria P Feb 15 1922........25:199
Russo Amelia D of Michele G and Vincenza Mar 1 1928....28:194
Russo Angelina of Saverio and Concetta July 23 1924....26:284
Russo Angelina of Celestino and Graziella Aug 5 1925....27:105
Russo Angelina of Francesco and Maria Nov 16 1926....27:319
Russo Angelo of Francesco and Maria July 9 1925...........27: 91
Russo Antonetta of Leonardo and Manuela Mar 5 1922..25:209
Russo Antonio of Donato and Maria Feb 7 1927.............28: 16
Russo Antonio D of Giuseppe and Maria A Apr 29 1926....27:226
Russo Antonio G of Giuseppe and Antonetta June 1 1926..27:244
Russo Assunta M of Angelo and Assunta Aug 24 1927.....28:106
Russo Carlo of Antonio and Antonietta June 26 1928....28:244
Russo Carlo M of Michele and Rose Nov 25 1926............27:322
Russo Carmine A of Eugenio and Pasquarella Jan 27 1926..27:184
Russo Caterina M of Donato and Maria Aug 27 1924....26:304
Russo Elisabetta C of Giuseppe and Maria A Sept 26 1923..26:132
Russo Federico of Giuseppe and Grazia Feb 28 1927.........28: 24
Russo Filomeno M of Antonio and Giovannina Dec 12 1928..28:318
Russo Florence J of Phillip and Teresa Mar 14 1929.......29: 31
Russo Francesco of Michele and Rose Oct 7 1925............27:134
Russo Gaetano of Pietrantonio and Angelina Feb 1 1922....25:206
Russo Gaetano P of Pietrantonio and Angelina Feb 4 1924..26:210
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Place of Birth</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Russo Giovanni</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Apr 10 1930</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Giuditta</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jan 19 1923</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Giuditta R M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>May 18 1926</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Giuseppe</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>June 26 1926</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Giuseppe F</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>July 5 1927</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Ida A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Nov 13 1930</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Lucia</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Oct 4 1923</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Luigi</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Dec 13 1923</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Luigi Simone</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Aug 10 1922</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Luigi Domenica</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Sept 12 1922</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Margherita</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Mar 30 1930</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Maria</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>June 11 1925</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Maria A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Nov 10 1928</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Maria L</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Dec 12 1926</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Matilda D</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Oct 13 1923</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Michele G</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Sept 29 1930</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Nicola</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>May 5 1923</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Nicola D</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>July 8 1930</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Olga A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Nov 8 1925</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Olga M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Aug 11 1922</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Pasquale A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>July 5 1924</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Pasquale F S</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Sept 7 1928</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Rosa</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Mar 26 1921</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Savino D</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Sept 22 1928</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Simone</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>July 7 1928</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Teresa</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>May 20 1924</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Tomaso S</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Dec 26 1928</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Violetta C</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Feb 23 1921</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Virginia M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Feb 27 1928</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Vito D</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Aug 21 1930</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Vito A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Oct 16 1928</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo ----- s</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 30 1924</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo ----- d</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov 13 1924</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo ----- s</td>
<td></td>
<td>July 31 1926</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Ellen B</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Stanley and Ellen July 30 1926</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rust Herbert B</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Herbert B and Kathyne E Jan 20 1929</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rust Norman F</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Martha May 15 1924</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rustelli Giuseppina</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>May 5 1927</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Russo</td>
<td>Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rustigian Alice J</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sept 16 1921</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Rustigian</td>
<td>Alice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rustigian Barbara</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Dec 9 1929</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Rustigian</td>
<td>Barbara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rustigian Lloyd A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>May 1 1930</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Rustigian</td>
<td>Lloyd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rustigian Norma A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Aug 25 1927</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Rustigian</td>
<td>Norma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rustigian Norman J</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Nov 9 1928</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Rustigian</td>
<td>Norman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutherford Evelyn B</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Clyde T and Grace M May 10 1923</td>
<td>Cinema</td>
<td>Cinema</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Births Recorded in Providence**
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Rutherford Gloria M (twin) of Clyde T. and Grace M May 10 1923. ........................................ 26: 64
Rutherford Hannah T of William D H and Margaret A June 12 1922 ........................................ 25: 259
Rutko Edward of Dennis and Uga Jan 5 1925 ........................................ 27: 3
Rutko Raymond S of Dennis and Uga July 13 1930 ........................................ 29: 238
Rutkowski John of Victor and Anna Mar 18 1929 ........................................ 29: 32
Rutledge Etta C of James E and Hilda M June 8 1922 ........................................ 25: 257
Rutledge Iver M of James A and Rebecca June 1 1930 ........................................ 29: 220
Rutledge Miriam C of William R and Anna Dec 11 1921 ........................................ 25: 166
Rutledge Viola M of James A and Rebecca Oct 29 1923 ........................................ 26: 149
Rutter Donald C of John and Annabel Mar 21 1926 ........................................ 27: 208
Ruyter Alice E of Arthur and Sarah 1 May 21 1928 ........................................ 28: 227
Ruyter Sally A of Arthur and Sarah 1 June 16 1926 ........................................ 27: 251
Ruzyla Anne of Roman and Catharine Apr 23 1923 ........................................ 26: 55
Ruzzano Armando of Giacinto and Uleria Oct 31 1922 ........................................ 25: 325
Ruzzano Lucia of Giacinto and Uleria Feb 6 1924 ........................................ 26: 200
Ruzzano Nicola G of Giacinto and Uleria Sept 12 1929 ........................................ 29: 108
Ruzzo Anne M of Domenico and Maria Aug 4 1929 ........................................ 29: 93
Ryan Alfred E of Bartholomew J and Alexina Oct 1 1928 ........................................ 28: 288
Ryan Alida V of William H and Marie H Dec 12 1928 ........................................ 28: 318
Ryan Ann T of George A and Madeleine July 16 1929 ........................................ 29: 84
Ryan Anna C of William F and Doris M Nov 28 1924 ........................................ 26: 347
Ryan Annie F of George J and Charlotte E Aug 27 1928 ........................................ 28: 272
Ryan Arthur of Charles T and Lois A Mar 7 1923 ........................................ 26: 33
Ryan Barbara J of Joseph and Agnes June 21 1921 ........................................ 25: 74
Ryan Beatrice R of William H and Marie H July 9 1927 ........................................ 28: 86
Ryan Claire of Francis J and Helen E June 4 1925 ........................................ 27: 245
Ryan Donald J of Joseph V and Kathleen Nov 19 1926 ........................................ 27: 320
Ryan Dorothy A of John M and Cornelia R Oct 5 1924 ........................................ 26: 324
Ryan Dorothy M of Joseph B and Alexina May 18 1922 ........................................ 25: 216
Ryan Earl V of John M and Cornelia R Feb 14 1927 ........................................ 28: 19
Ryan Edith A of Charles V and Edith E Feb 27 1923 ........................................ 26: 27
Ryan Edward J of Edward J and Mabel C Sept 22 1924 ........................................ 26: 316
Ryan Eileen H of John B and Helen E Sept 28 1928 ........................................ 28: 285
Ryan Eleanor L of George M and Mildred Mar 4 1929 ........................................ 29: 28
Ryan Eleanor M of John E and Katherine V Mar 27 1921 ........................................ 25: 36
Ryan Elizabeth A of John J and Grace L Mar 31 1926 ........................................ 27: 212
Ryan Elizabeth A of Francis L and Mary G Apr 10 1927 ........................................ 28: 45
Ryan Elizabeth G E of Michael J and Mary R B Dec 31 1924 ........................................ 26: 361
Ryan Elizabeth K of Frederick S and Elsie M Feb 16 1924 ........................................ 26: 210
Ryan Ellen A of John and Nellie June 10 1921 ........................................ 25: 69
Ryan Evelyn M of Mary May 19 1930.
Ryan Frances of John J and Honora J June 9 1924.
Ryan Frances C of Thomas and Margaret E Oct 6 1922.
Ryan Francis J of Francis L and Mary G Nov 29 1923.
Ryan Francis L of Francis L and Laura Y July 29 1927.
Ryan Gordon C of James H and Lotta July 1 1922.
Ryan Helen G of James J and Marian May 21 1923.
Ryan James E of Edwin J and Hope June 6 1927.
Ryan Jean of Francis J and Helen E June 7 1928.
Ryan Jeremiah F of Joseph B and Alexina Sept 17 1924.
Ryan John of Mary J June 18 1923.
Ryan John D of John D and Eva G Apr 8 1921.
Ryan John F of John F and Florence Sept 2 1925.
Ryan John J of John J and Ellen May 31 1922.
Ryan Joseph of Thomas F and Mary A Aug 14 1924.
Ryan Joseph H of Thomas D and Margaret V Jan 27 1926.
Ryan Laurel of Joseph L and Agnes R Oct 12 1924.
Ryan Madeline T of Thomas and Margaret E Jan 7 1923.
Ryan Margaret of Charles E and Anna M C Oct 25 1921.
Ryan Margaret E of Walter J and Margaret M Apr 22 1923.
Ryan Margaret E of Thomas D and Margaret V Oct 19 1930.
Ryan Marion A of Thomas P and Leona Nov 12 1928.
Ryan Mary of James E and Helen E July 17 1923.
Ryan Mary E (twin) of John and Nellie June 10 1921.
Ryan Mary E of Michael J and Mary R B Apr 23 1928.
Ryan Mary F (twin) of Stephen F and Rose E Sept 11 1923.
Ryan Mary H of William J and Mary E Jan 20 1923.
Ryan Mary M of George A and Madeline Jan 31 1925.
Ryan Mary T of Michael J and Mary R B July 27 1929.
Ryan Michael J of Michael J and Marguerite M May 4 1921.
Ryan Mildred V of John J and Ellen June 3 1925.
Ryan Richard C of Charles V and Edith E July 7 1925.
Ryan Rita M of Leo A and Gertrude M Aug 9 1923.
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Ryan Robert A of James W and Rachel B June 26 1925...27: 84
Ryan Robert J of Joseph P and Mary Apr 7 1927........28: 43
Ryan Robert W of Thomas P and Leona Apr 12 1925....27: 49
Ryan Stephen F of Stephen F and Rose E Mar 10 1922...25: 212
Ryan Thomas A of George A and Madeline May 29 1927...28: 66
Ryan Thomas M of Thomas D and Margaret V Oct 22 1924..26: 330
Ryan Thomas P of Thomas P and Leona Apr 9 1923.......26: 49
Ryan Vincent A of William F and Katheleen May 1 1923...26: 61
Ryan Walter J of Walter J and Margaret M Mar 15 1925..27: 34
Ryan William A of Jeremiah P and Wanda Feb 25 1928...28: 190
Ryan William J of George A and Madeline May 29 1922...27: 250
Ryan William J of Michael J and Mary R B Aug 26 1926...27: 283
Ryan — d of Stephen and Sadie Oct 25 1921.............25: 147
Ryan — d of Edward J and Mary E May 13 1922.........25: 253
Ryan — d of William J and Mary B Oct 8 1923.........26: 151
Ryan — d of Francis L and Mary G Oct 11 1924.........26: 235
Ryan — s of Walter F and Josephine A Aug 28 1925...27: 117
Ryan — s of Edwin J and Hope Aug II 1925...........27: 108
Ryan — s of Ernest A and Florence M Feb 5 1927.......28: 25
Ryan — d of Walter F and Josephine A Jan 4 1928.....28: 180
Ryan — s of John F and Florence Apr 29 1930.........29: 205
Ryder Catherine M of Thomas F and Alice J Nov 28 1923..26: 162
Ryder Dorothy J of Thomas F and Alice J Jan 29 1926...27: 185
Ryder Edward C of Thomas F and Alice J Sept 3 1930...29: 260
Ryder Edward S of Edward B and Helen E Jan 25 1927...28: 10
Ryder Harold E of Harold E and Violet E Nov 13 1930...29: 288
Ryder Josephine of Thomas F and Alice J Oct 5 1921...25: 131
Ryder Polly L of Edward B and Helen E Aug 28 1924....26: 302
Ryder Sarah J of Thomas F and Alice J Jan 29 1926...27: 185
Ryder Stephen C of Edward B and Helen E July 8 1930...29: 236
Ryder William H of Harold E and Violet E Oct 14 1928...28: 293
Rydin Barbara A of Howard C and Mabel G Nov 15 1927...28: 142
Rydin Howard J of Howard C and Mabel G Apr 2 1930...29: 195
Rylander William P of Otto W and Mary M May 26 1922...25: 249
Rylander — s of Ernest A L and Rose M Oct 20 1923....26: 115
Rylands Carolyn F of Clifford and Marcia Feb 3 1921...25: 13
Rylands Clifford S of Samuel C and Marcia C F June 11 1927...28: 72
Rylands Eva M of Joseph and Aurore M Nov 3 1921......25: 148
Rylands Kenneth E of Louis G and Alma E Feb 28 1922...25: 206
Rylands Thelma of Samuel C and Marcia C F Aug 30 1922...25: 294
Rymell Agnes R of William F and Mary A Oct 10 1922...25: 316
Rymill Arthur H of Arthur H and Xora May 26 1926....27: 237
Rymill John J of Arthur H and Xora Jan 20 1928.......28: 175
Rymill Mary R of Arthur H and Xora Jan 28 1930.......29: 166
Rymill Violet R of Arthur H and Violet Aug 27 1924....25: 111
Rynn Mary E of Joseph P and Lilian L Jan 20 1925...27: 8
BIRTHS

Ryszkiewicz Rowland E of Zigmund E and Laura C Aug 11
1925: 27: 108
Rcznikiewiz Aniela of Sylvestre and Helena Nov 8 1922: 25: 330

Saacke Walter G of Walter and Madeleine F Apr 24 1925: 27: 54
Saad Anthony of John and Mary Aug 2 1922: 25: 282
Saad Barbara of Hanna and Nahava Sept 13 1929: 29: 109
Sabatini Benedetto V of Beniamino and Antonetta Apr 8
1927: 28: 44
Sabatini Pietro M of Beniamino and Antonetta Nov 21 1925: 27: 152
Sabatini Teresa M of Beniamino and Antonetta Sept 1 1924: 26: 319
Sabatini Vincenzo G of Beniamino and Antonetta Nov 25
1930: 29: 292
Sabato Giovannina of Gennaro and Lucia June 24 1921: 25: 76
Sabbetta Michelina A of Luciano D and Innocenza Sept 13
1921: 25: 122
Sabbeta —— s of Arduvino and Maria Feb 22 1929: 29: 23
Sabbio Petrina of Salvatore and Maria Dec 29 1921: 25: 173
Sakean Theresa M of James and Irene Nov 15 1928: 28: 306
Sabella Antonio of Antonio and Rosina Oct 27 1921: 25: 144
Sabella Celestina of Nicola and Maria M A Oct 1 1926: 27: 300
Sabella Felice S of Nicola and Maria M A Nov 15 1929: 29: 134
Sabella Maria (twin) of Antonio and Rosina Oct 22 1924: 26: 330
Sabella Maria L of Nicola and Maria M A May 26 1928: 28: 229
Sabella Salvatore A of Antonio and Rosina Oct 22 1924: 26: 330
Sabelli Antonio G F of Luigi P and Louise E Apr 30 1924: 26: 239
Sabelli Isabella A of Luigi P and Louise E June 26 1927: 28: 79
Sabetta Angela M of Filippo and Carmela Mar 30 1929: 29: 37
Sabetta Fiore of Bernardo and Maria C July 20 1925: 27: 96
Sabettia Gertrude M of Joseph and Annunziata July 1 1923: 26: 88
Sabetta Luisa of Filippo and Carmela Sept 4 1927: 28: 112
Sabetta Raimondo P of Minotti and Flora Nov 28 1924: 26: 347
Sabin Wallace A of Jules H and Frances P Dec 5 1923: 26: 167
Sabins John G of Frederic R and Frances E Feb 9 1925: 27: 19
Sabitoni Giulio of Emilio and Serafina Mar 13 1923: 26: 35
Sabitonii Umberto of Emilio and Serafina July 25 1926: 27: 269
Saboo Clinton J of Joseph and Emma June 12 1924: 26: 272
Saboo Roy G of Joseph and Emma Aug 23 1929: 29: 100
Sabre Paul M of George W and Alice M Aug 7 1924: 26: 293
Sacchetti Angelina of Pietro and Giuseppina Jan 7 1926: 27: 176
Sacchetti Anna of Cosimo and Luigia Oct 15 1922: 25: 318
Sacchetti Antonio of Giuseppe and Berardina Dec 17 1926: 27: 331
Sacchetti Antonio of Antonio and Annunziata Aug 18 1930: 29: 252
Sacchetti Domenico of Antonio and Annunziata Dec 11 1921: 25: 166
Sacchetti Domenico of Antonio and Annunziata Apr 9 1923: 26: 49
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Sacchetti Emma of Enrico and Teresina Nov 12 1924...........26:340
Sacchetti Giovanni of Pietro and Giuseppina Mar 25 1921......25:33
Sacchetti Giovannina of Enrico and Teresa June 9 1921.......25:69
Sacchetti Maria of Pietro and Giuseppina Oct 28 1927.......28:135
Sacchetti Pasqualina of Pietro and Giuseppina Aug 28 1924...26:302
Sacchetti Rosina of Pietro and Giuseppina Aug 7 1922........25:284
Sacchetti Rosina of Antonio and Annunziata Sept 17 1924....26:313
Sacchetti Silvia S of Enrico and Teresa June 15 1926.......27:250
Sacchetti Tomaso of Antonio and Annunziata Apr 1 1926.....27:215
Sacchetti Ulderico D P of Cosimo and Luigia July 3 1924.....26:276
Sacchetti Vincenzo of Giuseppe and Berardina Oct 18 1922....25:320
Sacco Alberto of Francesco and Maria June 2 1922............25:254
Sacco Irene V of Raffaele and Amelia C Aug 29 1928.........28:273
Sacco Ralph of Raffaele and Amelia C Dec 2 1929..........29:142
Sacco ——— s of Raffaele and Amelia C Sept 16 1927.......28:123
Saccocia Antonetta A of Ernest A and Amelia June 15 1925..27:79
Saccocia Jane A of Ernest and Amelia Oct 19 1926...........27:307
Saccocio Rosaria of Luigi and Luigia July 1 1922............25:268
Saccocia Amelia of Giuseppa Jan 13 1926....................27:179
Saccucci Antonio of Antonio and Carmela Jan 17 1926.......27:181
Saccucci Edna M of Generoso and Margherita May 11 1925...27:63
Saccucci Elda D of Antonio and Carmela June 5 1924.......26:261
Saccucci Elena E of Enrico and Ernestina Nov 11 1924.....26:339
Saccucci Giuseppino of Generoso and Margherita June 26 1923..26:84
Saccucci Vilma of Antonio and Carmela May 31 1928.........28:231
Sacharko Helen of Joseph and Agnes June 30 1930..........29:231
Sachuck Charles J of Peter and Mariana Mar 4 1930........29:182
Sack Allen L of Henry and Margaret Dec 26 1926..........27:334
Sackett Barbara P of Louis and Marion Nov 28 1922.......25:337
Sackett Edna M of Morris and Evelyn May 9 1924............26:246
Sackett Gloria J of David and Rose Dec 29 1925.............27:169
Sackett Herbert E of Morris and Evelyn Dec 11 1928.......28:318
Sackett Hope M of Louis and Marion Dec 26 1930.........29:305
Sackett Lee M of David and Rose Feb 4 1924...............26:199
Sackin Hannah B of Samuel and Gertrude Oct 3 1923.......26:137
Sackin Louis A of Ernest and Fanny Apr 18 1929.............29:46
Sacs Harold R of James G and Ellen C Nov 29 1928.........28:311
Sadler Leila B of Max and Angelie Mar 24 1930..............29:190
Sadler Norman I of Phillip and Katherine July 31 1924.....26:288
Sadler Thomas G of Thomas G and Fay Jan 1 1928.............28:168
Sadlier Eileen A of Joseph A and Beatrice Sept 19 1930....29:266
Sadm Hjdere of Albert and Rose June 11 1929.................29:69
Sadoroski ——— s of Philip and Katherine Mar 6 1921........25:28
Safe Edith S of Kenneth S and Louise Mar 5 1927..........28:28
Safe Harriet H S of Kenneth S and Louise Mar 23 1928.....28:203
Safe Kenneth S of Kenneth S and Louise Oct 13 1929........ 29: 121
Safford Charles F of Charles F and Martha 1 July 12 1927... 28: 87
Safford Newell B of Truman S and Naomi May 24 1929.... 29: 60
Safford Ruth T of Charles F and Martha 1 Jan 25 1929..... 29: 10
Saggerser Bertha M of Frank J and May F May 5 1921.... 25: 54
Saggerser William F of Frank J and May F May 12 1923... 26: 65
Saglio Diane J of Albert E and Evelyn Dec 27 1930..... 29: 305
Saglio Evelyn C of Albert E and Evelyn Jan 26 1928..... 28: 177
Sahagian Anna of Garabed and Araxy July 19 1921.... 25: 92
Sahagian Anna of Garabed and Aracies Nov 9 1922....... 25: 330
Sahagian Anna K of Kevorik and Mariam Apr 9 1927..... 28: 44
Sahagian Arax of Dickran and Margaret Nov 29 1930..... 29: 294
Sahagian Eva of Haig and Irene Sept 29 1929............ 29: 115
Sahagian Kohar of Avedis and Zabelle Dec 18 1928...... 28: 320
Sahagian Margaret of Avedis and Zabelle July 12 1930... 29: 237
Sahagian Mariam of Bedros and Agnes Dec 31 1928.... 28: 325
Sahagian Oscar of Richard and Margaret July 18 1927.... 28: 90
Sahagian Paul of Dickran and Margaret July 21 1928.... 28: 253
Sahagian Sahag of Garabed and Aracies June 13 1924..... 26: 264
Sahagian Tarvez of Kevorik and Mariam Dec 9 1924...... 26: 353
Sahakian Ardene J of Leon and Sirarpie A July 27 1930... 29: 243
Sahlgren Constance S of Milton W and Ruth C Jan 26 1924. 26: 193
Sahlgren Ruth of Milton W and Ruth C Dec 15 1922...... 25: 346
Sahrenson Nathan of Julins and Minnie Sept 1 1921..... 25: 116
Sai Helen I of Joseph and Laura Sept 18 1927......... 28: 117
Saial Agnes of Jose L and Ortesa Sept 2 1928......... 28: 276
Saial Alfredo of Jose L and Ortesa Mar 19 1922....... 25: 216
Saial Hilda of Jose L and Ortesa Nov 17 1924.......... 26: 342
Saila Saul B of John and Lulu H May 23 1924......... 26: 252
Saillant Claire M of Emile X and Emily S Jan 1 1923.... 26: 1
Saillant Edward J of Emile X and Emily S Apr 18 1924... 26: 233
Saillant Emily E of Emile X and Emily S Oct 25 1925.... 27: 141
Saillant John D of Emile X and Emily S June 1 1927..... 28: 69
Saillant Mary V of Emile X and Emily S Jan 15 1921.... 25: 6
Saillant Zita M of Joseph A and Jane May 17 1921..... 25: 59
Sainsbury Margaret M of Alva and Mary Ang 3 1927.... 28: 98
Saklad Summer M of Meyer and Lillian Dec 28 1928..... 28: 324
Sakowitcz Annie of Henie and Malvina A Aug 3 1926.... 27: 274
Salafia Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Rosa Sept 2 1922...... 25: 298
Salem George S of Salim G and Manira A July 19 1922.... 25: 275
Salem Thomas S of Salim G and Manira A Dec 14 1926.... 27: 330
Salem — of George and Miriam May 24 1921............ 25: 82
Salerno Gioacchino C of Antonio B and Maria C Jan 7 1921. 25: 3
Salerno Anna of Pasquale and Marta Feb 3 1924......... 26: 199
Salerno Giuseppe di Biaggio and Carmela Feb 18 1921.... 25: 20
Salerno Michele di Biaggio and Carmela June 7 1924..... 26: 261
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Salerno Rocco of Pasquale and Marta Feb 12 1921........... 25: 17
Salerno Silvia M of Salvatore and Maddalena Mar 11 1930.... 29: 185
Salerno Walter T of Salvatore and Maddalena Mar 28 1927... 28: 38
Salerno William F of Domenico and Celia Aug 22 1928....... 28: 270
Salesses Frances C of Francis R and Margaret C Dec 17 1926.. 27: 331
Salesses John of Francis R and Margaret C Feb 22 1929........ 29: 23
Salesses William E of William E and Alice M Aug 24 1927.... 28: 106
Salgueiro Raymond A of Adelino J and Natalie May 30 1930.. 29: 218
Salimento Angelina of Pasquale and Marta Mar 16 1927.... 28: 32
Salimento Giuseppe of Pasquale and Marta Aug 7 1922......... 25: 284
Salimento Michele of Pasquale and Marta Mar 5 1926.......... 27: 201
Salifia Giuseppe S of Vincenzo and Rosa Sept 23 1925........ 27: 127
Salim Naaman of Salim G and Manira A Mar 24 1924........ 26: 222
Salisbury Aileen M of Edmund M and Ann F Dec 4 1927...... 28: 152
Salisbury Albert T of Donald and Josephine E Oct 2 1926... 27: 300
Salisbury Barbara L of Donald and Josephine Aug 1 1928.... 28: 261
Salisbury Betty V W of Doris May 16 1929.................... 29: 57
Salisbury Charles P of Charles P and Margaret A Mar 18...

1926........................................ 27: 207
Salisbury Dorothy J of Richard X and Helen I Oct 16 1930.. 29: 277
Salisbury Frances J of Cecil W and Katherine C Nov 4 1921.. 25: 149
Salisbury James F of Henry E and Mary E May 25 1921...... 25: 62
Salisbury Jean B of Henry J and Mary C May 8 1929........ 29: 54
Salisbury Joan F of Joseph F and Dorothy Sept 7 1930...... 29: 261
Salisbury John I of Lloyd L and Julia Nov 29 1930........ 29: 294
Salisbury June II of George C and Hannah L June 22 1925... 27: 82
Salisbury Katherine C of Cecil W and Katherine C Jan 27...

1926........................................ 27: 184
Salisbury Leslie E of Roland A and Ruth E July 13 1924.... 26: 280
Salisbury Lloyd L of Lloyd L and Julia May 30 1929...... 29: 62
Salisbury Mary D of Henry J and Mary C Aug 15 1927...... 28: 103
Salisbury Muriel F of Lester L and Lillian M July 30 1926... 27: 271
Salisbury Richard of George C and Hannah L Oct 29 1929... 29: 127
Salisbury Robert A of Roland A and Ruth E Dec 24 1926.... 27: 333
Salisbury Robert O of Richard X and Helen I Dec 28 1925... 27: 168
Salisbury Rosella of Henry E and Mary E Aug 11 1923...... 26: 109
Salisbury Sarah A of Charles P and Margaret A Apr 23 1928.. 28: 216
Salisbury Virginia E of William A and Josephine Oct 15...

1921........................................ 25: 145
Salisbury Whiting of Chester A and Edith T May 22 1923.... 26: 68
Salk Burton of Max and Mollie Sept 19 1929................. 29: 111
Salk Donald of Louis and Belle July 27 1930................. 29: 243
Salk Harvey M of Benjamin and Lillian G Aug 22 1921...... 25: 109
Salk Leonard D of Hyman and Dorothy May 26 1930........ 29: 216
Salk Norberta of Samuel H and Ruth Oct 5 1928........... 28: 289
BIRTHS

Salk Norton E of Louis and Belle Sept 27 1927................28:121
Salk Roland of Max and Mollie Dec 28 1926................27:335
Salk Rose of David and Shirley B Mar 29 1925.............27:40
Salk Rose of Abraham and Tillie Apr 15 1925...............27:50
Salk Rose of Benjamin and Lillian G May 23 1926........27:238
Sallet Maynard N of Abraham J and Rose Jan 31 1924....26:195
Salley Irving W of Harvey W and Phoebe A Mar 3 1930...29:181
Salley Norma J of William T and Harriet E Mar 29 1926..27:212
Salmin Edward F of Edward F and Jessie Nov 16 1923...26:158
Salmon Lillian M of Henry W and Lillian A May 2 1922..25:239
Salmon --- d of Thomas and Mary Aug 31 1926........27:285
Salmonson Donald of Bernard and Elizabeth May 12 1924..26:247
Salomon James of James and Julia J Feb 27 1926.........27:197
Salomon Roger B of Henry and Lucia Feb 26 1928........28:191
Salter Beryl E of John W and Alice C Sept 14 1928.....28:250
Salter Elliot A of Nathan M and Eva Oct 29 1925.......27:143
Salter Jerome A of Benjamin and Bertha June 11 1925....27:77
Salter John of John W and Alice C May 16 1930.........29:212
Salter Leonard P of Benjamin A and Bertha May 28 1928..28:230
Salter Mary M of Albert E and Alice Oct 13 1928.......28:292
Salter Shirley R of George B and Olive J Apr 23 1925....27:54
Salter Warren L of George B and Olive J Dec 6 1923.....26:167
Saltonstall Dorothy M of C Howard and Edera P Dec 13 1922..25:345
Saltrious Jean M of Joseph F and Alice L Oct 19 1930..29:278
Saltzman Daniel H of Jacob and Sarah June 22 1922.....25:263
Saltzman Henry of Dave and Florence Dec 5 1923.......26:167
Saltzman Howard E of Irving and Helen Aug 9 1927.....28:100
Saltzman Israel of Nathan and Rebecca Aug 9 1924.....26:204
Saltzman Norman R of Israel and Helen Sept 28 1923....26:133
Salvaggi Domenico of Francesco and Mae Oct 30 1923.....26:149
Salvagno Elena M of John D and Linda M Sept 26 1923..B:1:40
Salvagno John D of John D and Linda M Aug 27 1926.....27:283
Salvagno Leonora of Domenico and Margherita July 23 1924.26:284
Salvagno Pasquale of Domenico and Margherita July 21 1925.27:97
Salvagno Ralph G of John D and Linda M Dec 18 1930....29:302
Salvas Leo F of Joseph and Blanche Dec 23 1923.........26:173
Salvati Anna of Francesco and Annunziata Mar 28 1927..28:38
Salvati Maddalena of Gaetano and Anna Dec 24 1928.....28:322
Salvati Maria A A of Francesco and Annunziata May 30 1922.25:250
Salvati Pietro E A of Francesco and Annunziata Sept 30 1924..........................26:319
Salvatore Alberto (twin) of Guglielmo and Elsa May 6 1921.25:54
Salvatore Anna M of Alfred C and Assunta Jan 8 1929.....29:4
Salvatore Anthony V of Antonio and Maria Aug 3 1926..27:274
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Salvatore Antonetta of Olinde E and Letizia Jan 1 1923...... 26:  1
Salvatore Antonio of Giovanni and Santella Apr 10 1922...... 25: 228
Salvatore Antonio of Banfilo and Chiarina July 27 1929...... 29:  88
Salvatore Armando of Giovanni and Santella Mar 4 1925...... 27:  30
Salvatore Carmela of Cosimo and Catherine Apr 7 1924...... B-1:  67
Salvatore Concettina of Banfilo and Chiarina June 9 1924...... 26: 262
Salvatore Edna L of Giuseppe and Clementina Oct 12 1923...... 26: 141
Salvatore Elena of Antonio and Maria June 15 1922...... 25: 260
Salvatore Elisabetta of Giovanni and Santella Sept 3 1927...... 28: 112
Salvatore Evelina of Giuseppe and Clementina Dec 17 1921...... 25: 169
Salvatore Gaetano of Panfilo and Chiarina Aug 24 1927...... 28: 106
Salvatore Gaetano A of Eliseo and Antonetta June 16 1929...... 29:  71
Salvatore Gaetano G of Giuseppe and Clementina Aug 12 1926...... 27: 277
Salvatore Gino of Guglielmo and Elsie Aug 19 1925...... 27: 111
Salvatore Giovanina of Antonio and Maria Nov 16 1924...... 26: 342
Salvatore Giovanna of Bernardo and Angela Nov 14 1927...... 28: 142
Salvatore Giulio (twin) of Guglielmo and Elsie May 6 1921...... 25:  54
Salvatore Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Clementina Oct 30 1929...... 29: 127
Salvatore Joseph of Laurenzo and Angelina May 6 1921...... 25:  54
Salvatore Lawrence K of Laurenzo and Angelina Oct 31 1925...... 27: 143
Salvatore Luisa A of Domenico and Maria Feb 19 1924...... 26: 205
Salvatore Maria of Banfilo and Chiarina Mar 27 1926...... 27: 211
Salvatore Raimondo of Domenico and Maria Feb 16 1922...... 25: 200
Salvatore Rosalia of Alfred C and Assunta Jan 15 1924...... 26: 188
Salvatore Teresa of Panfilo and Chiarina Apr 19 1925...... 27:  52
Salvatore Vanda of Guglielmo and Elsie May 19 1923...... 26:  67
Salvatore Vincenzina M of Antonio and Maria Feb 2 1921...... 25:  13
Salvatore Vincenzo of Gabriele and Maria Feb 17 1922...... 25: 200
Salvatore —— s of Guglielmo and Elsie Nov 13 1926...... 27: 325
Salve Alma V of Arthur G and Celia Mar 1 1929...... 29:  27
Salvo Gaetana A of Salvatore and Anna May 13 1924...... 26: 247
Salvo Giovanni of Antonio and Antonetta Feb 19 1926...... 27: 195
Salvo Michele of Salvatore and Anna May 17 1922...... 25: 245
Salway Albert R of Peter D and Ella V Jan 14 1922...... 25: 183
Salway Bernard N of Peter D and Ella V Oct 25 1925...... 27: 141
Salway Daniel A of Peter D and Ella V Nov 2 1923...... 26: 152
Salway Gloria R of Peter D and Ella V Apr 15 1928...... 28: 213
Salzberg Norman A of Maurice and Erna Dec 7 1921...... 25: 164
Salzillo Anna R of Alfredo and Rosa A Nov 20 1929...... 29: 136
Salzillo Antonio P of Antonio and Viola Mar 29 1928...... 28: 205
Salzillo Carl R V of Carlo and Lena Dec 2 1930...... 29: 296
Salzillo Daniele of Gaetano and Albina A Apr 25 1930...... 29: 204
Salzillo Evelyn of Antonio and Viola Mar 27 1924...... 26: 223
Salzillo Filomena of Alfredo and Rosa A May 17 1927...... 28:  61
Salzillo Gilda of Francesco and Irene July 2 1922.............. 25: 268
Salzillo Giovanni of Gaetano and Alberina A Apr 1 1927........ 28: 42
Salzillo Gloria M of Mario and Marianna Apr 6 1928........... 28: 210
Salzillo Ida of Gaetano and Alberina A May 28 1922............. 25: 250
Salzillo Lucia F of Mario and Marianna Dec 23 1924............. 26: 358
Salzillo Maria of Gaetano and Alberina A Apr 21 1921........... 25: 47
Salzillo Nicola of Gaetano and Alberina A Nov 20 1923......... 26: 159
Salzillo Teresa of Francesco and Irene July 1 1924............. 26: 275
Salzillo Vincenzo of Salvatore and Elisabetta Sept 25 1922..... 25: 308
Salzillo Vincenzo of Gaetano and Alberina A July 31 1925...... 27: 101
Salzillo —— s of Guidino and Biagia Aug 8 1929................. 29: 104
Samatis Magdalene of George and Angelika Sept 8 1923........ 26: 124
Samatis Nicholas of George and Angelika Feb 11 1922........... 25: 197
Sambanis —— d of Stavey and Mary Jan 19 1921.................. 25: 8
Samertak John of Stefan and Maryanna May 29 1924.............. 26: 255
Sammartino Elisabetta M of Pasquale and Maria G A Apr 24 1928.. 28: 216
Sammartino Luigi G of Rocco and Lucia Mar 18 1921.............. 25: 33
Sammartino Luigi P of Pasquale and Maria G A Oct 1 1925...... 27: 132
Sammartino Maria C G of Alessandro and Rosa Mar 2 1930...... 29: 181
Sammartino Nicola A of Rocco and Lucia Oct 11 1923............ 26: 141
Sammartino William F of William and Elena L Aug 24 1930...... 29: 254
Samnis Barbara P of Chester E and Harriet M Aug 5 1921...... 25: 101
Samnis Elizabeth L of Ronald P and Marjorie Feb 6 1930........ 29: 171
Samnis Ronald A of Ronald P and Marjorie Apr 11 1928......... 28: 212
Sammon Doris M of Thomas F and Sarah M July 14 1923.......... 26: 93
Samoorian Alice of Elia and Tacouhie Aug 13 1921............... 25: 104
Samoorian John Y of Yeghia K and Tacouhie Nov 2 1923......... 27: 145
Samos Billy of John and Anna Aug 19 1921....................... 25: 107
Samos Costas of Arcontellis and Merope A Sept 5 1930......... 29: 260
Samos Helen of John and Anna Aug 18 1922....................... 25: 289
Samos Viktoria of Arthur and Merope Jan 25 1925................. 27: 11
Samourian Satenig of Harootoun and Azniv Dec 17 1921.......... 25: 169
Sampson Lillian S of George H and Sarah Nov 17 1925.......... 27: 151
Sampson —— s of Ralph E and Nydia A June 30 1921.............. 25: 78
Samson Gerald H of Alexander J and Loretta July 7 1929........ 29: 80
Samson James L of Henry T and Jessie S Oct 7 1924............. 26: 325
Samson Jane (twin) of Henry T and Jessie S Nov 4 1926......... 27: 314
Samson Jean (twin) of Henry T and Jessie S Nov 4 1926......... 27: 314
Samson —— d of Henry T and Jessie S Oct 7 1923............... 26: 151
Samson —— d of Carl A and Carolina Dec 13 1925............... 27: 171
Samuelian—Leo of Sahag M and Nellie Jan 17 1926............. 27: 181
Samuelian—Virginia M of George and Ruth Apr 28 1930......... 29: 205
Samuelian—s of Sahag M and Nellie Apr 2 1923.............. 26: 60
Samuels—Rita E of Abraham and Florence Mar 9 1925........ 27: 32
Samuelson—d of Carl A and Ada L Apr 9 1928............. 28: 211
Sanways—Charles D of Alfred G and Elizabeth Nov 8 1925..... 27: 148
Sanways—Edith I of Mark A and Edith A June 24 1921........... 25: 76
Sanways—Margaret E of Alfred G and Elizabeth Sept 11 1921... 25: 121
Sanways—William B of Alfred G and Elizabeth Aug 15 1928.... 28: 267
Sanborn—Arlene H of Richard W and Elizabeth May 18 1924.... 26: 230
Sanborn—Doris E of Richard W and Elizabeth Jan 12 1929.... 29: 5
Sanborn—Homer G of Homer G and Katie F Sept 6 1925......... 27: 120
Sanborn—Janet C of Richard W and Elizabeth Sept 2 1922..... 25: 298
Sanborn—Ruth M of Homer G and Katie F Mar 13 1924......... 26: 217
Sanborn—s of Jeremiah and Laura Oct 31 1922........... 25: 355
Sanborn—d of Shirley and Lillian A Feb 25 1928............. 28: 190
Sanchez—Virginia V of Jose and Maria G Oct 24 1924......... 26: 330
Sanchez—John A (c) of John A and Mary Sept 21 1925......... 27: 126
Sanchez—(c) s of Nicholas and Cynthia H June 16 1921....... 25: 82
Sanchirico—Silvia of Antonio and Filomena Feb 5 1925........ 27: 26
Sandberg—Catherine B of Fredrick A and Helen M May 3
1925........... 27: 60
Sandberg—d of Walter J and Mary G Nov 8 1923........... 26: 155
Sanders—Alfred H of Alfred S and Mabel C Aug 4 1928........ 28: 262
Sanders—Robert W of Henry M and Patrocinio Apr 30 1925.... 27: 56
Sanders—Ruby E of Alfred S and Mable C Dec 28 1926......... 27: 335
Sanders—Shirley P of Henry M and Patrocinio July 24 1927.... 28: 92
Sanderson—Kenneth C of Cuthbert and Ada Aug 12 1922....... 25: 286
Sanderson—Kenneth F of William H and Stella M Sept 18
1925........... 27: 125
Sandler—d of Harry and Rebecca Mar 26 1927........... 28: 40
Sandperil—Albert O of Isadore and Sophie P Feb 6 1925...... 27: 18
Sandperil—Charles of Gabriel and Anna Apr 30 1930......... 29: 205
Sandperil—Claire S of Isadore and Sophie P July 27 1921..... 25: 95
Sands—Arlene F of Harold M and Doris July 29 1930........ 29: 243
Sands—Dorothy M (c) of Edwina M Oct 20 1928........... 28: 295
Sands—Shirley E of Richard and Elvira M Feb 18 1924........ 26: 205
Sandstrom—Majbritt S of Gustav L and Sigrid L May 9 1929.... 29: 54
Sandstrom—Shirley A of Herbert J and Sarah E Apr 21 1928.... 28: 215
Sanfagna—Myrtle M of John and Gertrude E June 7 1921....... 25: 68
Sanford—Alfred A of Alfred A and Ellen K Sept 28 1926........ 27: 297
Sanford—Arthur L of Arthur L and Margaret C July 3 1922..... 25: 269
Sanford—Cristie of Dorothy M Mar 3 1921................ 25: 27
Sanford Eleanor C (twin) of Lester C and Mabel A Oct 13 1927. 28:129
Sanford Eleanor K of Alfred A and Ellen K July 30 1924. 26:287
Sanford Gerrit of Milton D and Virginia Dec 4 1927. 28:152
Sanford Grace E of Wilson E and Fanny M Mar 14 1921. 25:31
Sanford Joan of Milton D and Virginia June 4 1929. 29:66
Sanford June E of Gustav A and Doris Sept 17 1928. 28:281
Sanford Lester C of Lester C and Mabel A Apr 1 1930. 29:195
Sanford Robert W of Thomas J and Grace M Aug 28 1930. 29:256
Sanford Ruth J of Malcolm A and Elizabeth D Dec 5 1924. 26:351
Sanford Thomas J of Thomas J and Grace M Sept 26 1928. 28:285
Sanford ——— (twin) d of Lester C and Mabel A Oct 13 1927. 28:137
Sangermano Carlo C of Corradino G and Maria Mar 8 1929. 29:29
Sangermano Domenico of Vincenzo and Carmela Aug 14 1925. 27:109
Sangermano Frank of Pietro and Sarah A Feb 28 1924. 26:209
Sangermano Gertrude L of Pietro and Sarah A Nov 3 1922. 25:329
Sangermano Giacomo of Pietro and Sarah A Dec 31 1929. 29:152
Sangermano Giovanna F of Corradino G and Maria Sept 16 1921. 25:123
Sangermano Giovanni of Corradino G and Maria Apr 20 1923. 26:53
Sangermano Helen of Pietro and Sarah A Dec 31 1925. 27:169
Sangermano Margaret E of Pietro and Sarah A July 19 1928. 28:254
Sangermano Mary of Pietro and Sarah A Jan 23 1927. 28:9
Sangermano Serafina L of Vincenzo and Carmela May 20 1929. 29:58
Sangiorgi ——— d of Tindaro and Rosa July 1 1926. 27:272
SanGiovanni ——— d of Antonio and Letizia May 27 1921. 25:63
Sangiovanii ——— d of Antonio and Letitia Dec 22 1926. 27:337
Sangiuliano Adelia V of Lorenzo and Doralice Oct 12 1923. 26:141
Sangiuliano Giovanna E of Lorenzo and Doralice Jan 15 1926. 27:180
Sangiuliano Viola R of Lorenzo and Doralice Apr 19 1921. 25:46
Sangster Morton M of Morton D and Ora J July 30 1929. 29:90
Sanita Angelina of Michele and Maria Jan 30 1921. 25:11
Sanita Mary V of Pasquale and Marie J Nov 15 1921. 25:139
Sanita Nicola A (twin) of Pasquale and Marie J Dec 25 1925. 27:167
Sanita Pasquale C (twin) of Pasquale and Marie J Dec 25 1925. 27:167
SanMartino Geraldina of Nicholas and Clara Dec 7 1921. 25:164
SanMartino Joseph of Nicholas and Clara May 5 1929. 29:53
SanMartino Nicholas of Nicholas and Clara Nov 9 1923. 26:163
Sanno Nicolino of Luigi and Angela Mar 2 1922. 25:208
Sanno Pasquale of Luigi and Angela Mar 17 1924. 26:218
Sanquist Burton A of Arthur F and Mildred V Oct 14 1927. 28:130
Sansone Pietro F of Filippo and Amelia M June 3 1924. 26:260
SanSouci Claire M of George E and Katheryn M July 21 1924. 26:283
SanSouci Doris R of Frederick T and Mary J July 29 1924. 26:287
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

SanSouci Dorothy C of William J and Yvonne Nov 14 1928...28:306
SanSouci George E of George E and Katheryn M Aug 10
1926........................................27:276
SanSouci George J of Lucille A July 17 1926.................27:266
SanSouci Jeanette of Henry and Emma Apr 12 1923...........26:50
SanSouci Katherine G of George E and Katheryn M July 3
1922........................................25:269
SanSouci Mary of Frederick T and Mary J Sept 8 1922.......25:301
SanSouci Mildred T of Frederick T and Mary J Mar 13 1929...29:31
SanSouci Shirley A of Paul A and Elizabeth M Nov 10 1924...26:339
SanSouci Wilfred T of Thomas L and Mary K Sept 7 1927....28:113
SanSouci William of William and Yvonne Jan 6 1926.........27:177
Santagata Alfredo V of Vincenzo and Angelina Jan 14 1926...27:180
Santagata Anna of Andomieglio and Susie Apr 17 1923.....27:51
Santagata Anna I of Tomaso and Margaretta July 26 1923...26:99
Santagata Anna M of Luigi and Angelina Feb 24 1925.......27:24
Santagata Antonio of Crescenzo and Giuseppina Oct 26 1925...27:141
Santagata Antonio of Antonio and Lillian Mar 16 1928.....28:200
Santagata Antonio L of Achille and Maddalena July 18 1930...29:239
Santagata Arturo D of Tomaso and Margaretta Aug 28 1921...25:112
Santagata Assunta of Andomieglio and Susie Sept 14 1929...29:109
Santagata Eduardo A (twin) of Ferdinando and Ilda Aug 13
1926........................................27:277
Santagata Eileen of Antonio and Lillian July 21 1929........29:86
Santagata Evelina of Vincenzo and Angelina June 9 1922...25:257
Santagata Ferdinando A (twin) of Ferdinando and Ilda Aug
13 1926........................................27:277
Santagata Gaulietta G M of Lino and Restituta Apr 15 1929....29:45
Santagata Herbert of Elviro and Rosa A Jan 7 1930...........29:159
Santagata Maria G of Giovanni and Maria Apr 22 1922.....25:232
Santagata Mildred A of Ferdinando and Ilda Aug 22 1928....28:270
Santagata Pietro of Crescenzo and Giuseppina Mar 29 1922...25:220
Santagata Raimondo T of Vincenzo and Angelina Oct 26 1927...28:134
Santagata Tomaso of Elviro and Rosa A May 1 1927..........28:55
Santagata Viola M of Tomaso and Margaretta Sept 10 1925...27:121
Santagato Anna of Crescenzo and Giuseppina July 25 1927....28:92
Santagato Armando of Crescenzo and Giuseppina Jan 27
1924........................................26:194
Santagato Esther of Crescenzo and Giuseppina Oct 4 1929....29:118
Santamaria Alberto A of Antonio and Isabella M May 4 1927...28:56
Santamaria Caterina D of Alessandro and Rosa May 2 1925....27:59
Santamaria Elena of Antonio and Isabella M Sept 3 1922....25:298
Santamaria Elenora F of Alessandro and Rosa Nov 30 1926....27:321
Santamaria Felice of Giorgio and Rosa C Dec 4 1923..........26:167
Santamaria Francesco of Alessandro and Rosa Dec 20 1928...28:321
Santamaria Francesco E of Giorgio and Rosa C May 24 1926...27:239
Santamaria Giorgio of Giorgio and Rosa C Apr 17 1928... 28: 214
Santamaria Giovanni of Giorgio and Clotilda Apr 23 1922... 25: 233
Santamaria Iolanda A of Antonio and Isabella M May 23

1924. ................................................................. 26: 252
Santamaria — s of Giorgio and Rosa C Sept 8 1929... 29: 107
Santarrelli Anthony D of Anthony and Olga Oct 28 1928... 28: 298
Santangelo Agostino of Agostino and Rosina June 26 1926... 27: 255
Santangelo Domenico A of Domenico and Filomena Jan 25

1923. ................................................................. 26: 11
Santangelo Giovanni of Michele and Antonetta Apr 26 1922... 25: 238
Santangelo Lorenzo of Domenico and Filomena Nov 16 1924... 26: 342
Santangelo Luigi of Agostino and Rosina July 18 1929... 29: 85
Santangelo Maria of Agostino and Rosina Apr 21 1924... 26: 235
Santangelo Maria M of Domenico and Filomena Oct 29 1930... 29: 281
Santangelo Pasquatino of Agostino and Rosina May 23 1921... 25: 61
Santangelo — d of Agostino and Della Sept 1 1930... 29: 259
Santangini Letizia of Giovanni A and Angela M Dec 29 1925... 27: 169
Santaniello Antonio of Antonio and Concetta Apr 15 1926... 27: 220
Santaniello Carmine R of Antonio and Concetta Mar 13 1922... 25: 213
Santaniello Ermento E A of Ermento and Concetta Dec 12

1929. ................................................................. 29: 146
Santaniello Lydia B of Antonio and Maria C Feb 4 1930... 29: 170
Santaniello Margherita M of Vincenzo and Gilda M G May 1

1929. ................................................................. 29: 52
Santaniello Marie D of Vincenzo and Gilda M G Nov 21 1930... 29: 290
Santaniello Marie R of Albert A and Gilda M G Oct 8 1929... 29: 119
Santaniello Salvatore R of Vincenzo and Gilda M G May 21

1928. ................................................................. 28: 227
Santanna Rosa (c) of Joao F and Maria C Aug 30 1921... 25: 112
Santantonio Carlo A of Antonio and Michelina Aug 22 1924... 26: 299
Santantonio Anna G of Giovanni and Rosina May 23 1924... 25: 61
Santantonio Antonio M of Antonio and Michelina Dec 4 1928... 28: 315
Santantonio Caterina V of Giovanni and Rosina Aug 21 1923... 26: 113
Santantonio Ernesto S U of Antonio and Michelina Nov 17

1925. ................................................................. 27: 151
Santantonio Gaetano of Luigi and Graziella Aug 7 1923... 26: 107
Santantonio Giovanni of Giovanni and Rosina Mar 13 1929... 29: 31
Santantonio Ida of Giovanni and Rosina Mar 31 1926... 27: 212
Santantonio Iolanda of Antonio and Antonia Dec 17 1921... 25: 169
Santantonio Luigi G of Luigi and Graziella Aug 29 1928... 28: 273
Santantonio Raffaele C of Luigi and Graziella Sept 14 1921... 27: 122
Santantonio Raimondo G of Antonio and Michelina Sept 12

1930. ................................................................. 29: 263
Santantonio — d of Antonio and Michelina July 25 1927... 28: 96
Santer — d of Max and Esther Mar 15 1923... 108
Santerre Marie T G of Charles and Maria A Mar 4 1928... 28: 195
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Santerre — s of Charles and Maria A June 16 1926........ 27: 258
Santi Angelina of Donato and Caterina May 4 1925......... 27: 60
Santiano Carlo of Giuseppe and Luisa Feb 20 1921......... 25: 21
Santilli Anna of Cosimo and Teresina May 19 1927......... 28: 61
Santilli Giovanni of Cosimo and Teresina Nov 28 1922...... 25: 337
Santilli Helen C of Antonio and Maria A Mar 21 1926...... 26: 208
Santilli Maria C of Cosimo and Teresa Mar 11 1924........ 26: 216
Santilli Ruth L of Antonio and Maria A Jan 22 1928...... 28: 176
Santillo Angelo of Luigi and Tomasina Apr 13 1926........ 27: 219
Santillo Anna R of Luigi and Tomasina Jan 3 1930....... 29: 158
Santillo Giovanni of Luigi and Tomasina Aug 19 1924..... 26: 298
Santillo Maria G of Giuseppe and Teresa Mar 25 1930.... 29: 191
Santinella Anna P of Domenico and Giuseppina Mar 17 1930.29: 187
Santinella Etta M of Domenico and Giuseppina June 13 1925.27: 86
Santinella Maria T H of Antonio and Concetta Oct 25 1923.26: 147
Santinella Ralph T of Domenico and Giuseppina Apr 6 1923.26: 48
Santinella Thomas of Domenico and Giuseppina Apr 11 1927.28: 45
Santinello Domenico C of Emilio and Maria Sept 26 1926.27: 297
Santinello William E of Emilio and Maria Dec 29 1927.... 28: 161
Santo Giuseppina (twin) of Liborio and Giovanna Mar 28 1924......................................... 26: 223
Santo Rosina (twin) of Liborio and Giovanna Mar 28 1924.26: 223
Santoiano Antonio of Celestino and Concetta June 8 1921.. 25: 69
Santoiano Luigi of Celestino and Concetta Feb 27 1921.... 26: 209
Santomaro Anna G of Antonio and Angelina June 3 1928.... 28: 234
Santomaro Giuseppe G of Antonio and Angelina May 5 1924.26: 244
Santomaro Maria A of Antonio and Angelina Mar 29 1921.. 25: 37
Santopadre Anna L of Alfredo V and Giuseppina Dec 4 1929.29: 142
Santopadre Gaetana of Eleuterio and Adelina Feb 9 1921.25: 16
Santopadre Gaetana of Salvatore and Gaetana Feb 15 1924.26: 203
Santopadre Iolanda of Eleuterio and Adelina July 9 1929... 29: 81
Santopadre Luisa of Salvatore and Gaetana Apr 19 1926.... 27: 222
Santopadre Maria of Eleuterio and Adelina Sept 5 1925.... 27: 119
Santopadre Maria C A of Enrico and Luisa July 19 1923.... 26: 96
Santopadre Olimpia of Eleuterio and Adelina Mar 2 1923.... 26: 30
Santopadre Vincenzo G of Salvatore and Gaetana Sept 3 1921.25: 117
Santopadre — s of Alfredo V and Giuseppina Jan 3 1929.... 29: 14
Santopietro Adele of Benedetto and Maria I Apr 25 1921.... 25: 49
Santopietro Adele C of Umberto and Clotilda Sept 21 1930.. 29: 267
Santopietro Alba of Giovanni B and Antonetta Jan 10 1925.. 27: 5
Santopietro Alda of Rocco and Matilda July 7 1929......... 29: 80
Santopietro Aldo C of Rocco and Matilda Feb 10 1925...... 27: 20
Santopietro Alfredo of Alberto and Leonilda Oct 18 1921... 25: 140
Santopietro Elisabetta of Luigi and Adelina Feb 19 1923.... 26: 23
Santopietro Giorgio of Luigi and Adelina May 29 1921...... 25: 64
Santopietro Ida L of Giovanni and Giovannina Oct 27 1921.. 25: 144
Santopietro Iolanda M of Rocco and Matilda Mar 7 1927... 28: 28
Santopietro John B of Giovanni B and Antonetta Aug 3 1928... 28: 262
Santopietro Tomaso E of Giovanni and Giovannina Sept 25 1923... 26: 131
Santopietro Ugo of Alberto and Leonilda May 17 1925... 27: 65
Santopietro Vera M of Giovanni B and Antonetta Dec 15 1930... 29: 301
Santopietro Virgil D of Giovanni B and Antonetta Nov 13 1926... 27: 318
Santopietro Vittoria O of Giovanni and Giovannina Aug 30 1925... 27: 116
Santoro —— s of Giovanni B and Antonetta Aug 22 1923... 26: 119
Santoro Alberto A of Salvatore F and Bettina Mar 13 1924... 26: 217
Santoro Alfredo M of Giuseppe and Giustina Oct 30 1927... 28: 136
Santoro Amalia of Giuseppe and Maria Aug 13 1925... 27: 109
Santoro Andrea of Giovanni and Rosina Sept 24 1923... 26: 131
Santoro Angelina of Carmine and Sarah May 27 1925... 27: 70
Santoro Anna G of Antonio and Luisa Nov 26 1921... 25: 157
Santoro Annuziata M A of Sebastiano and Grazia Apr 17 1924... 26: 233
Santoro Carmela M of Giuseppe and Annuziata Dec 14 1921... 25: 167
Santoro Caterina of Antonio and Luisa Nov 9 1924... 26: 238
Santoro Donato of Giovanni and Assunta May 14 1925... 27: 64
Santoro Eduardo of Giovanni and Assunta Aug 31 1921... 25: 113
Santoro Elena of Giuseppe and Maria June 5 1928... 28: 235
Santoro Emilio of Antonio and Luisa Apr 2 1928... 28: 208
Santoro Eva of Giuseppe and Maria July 19 1923... 26: 96
Santoro Fiorenza G of Salvatore F and Bettina Mar 22 1929... 29: 34
Santoro Francesco R of Giuseppe and Maria June 1 1928... 28: 233
Santoro Giovanni C of Giuseppe A and Palma C Mar 9 1921... 25: 29
Santoro Giuseppe S of Salvatore F and Bettina June 10 1922... 25: 258
Santoro Giuseppina of Carmine and Sarah Nov 19 1926... 27: 320
Santoro Guglielmo E of Giovanni and Assunta July 21 1923... 26: 96
Santoro Lillian G of Ernesto and Angelina June 6 1930... 29: 222
Santoro Maddalena C of Ernesto and Angelina July 6 1926... 27: 261
Santoro Maria I of Raffaele and Maria Apr 28 1921... 25: 50
Santoro Nicola G of Giovanni and Assunta July 25 1927... 28: 92
Santoro Olive F of Ernesto and Angelina Aug 5 1923... 26: 106
Santoro Palma V of Giuseppe and Giustina Apr 14 1924... 26: 232
Santoro Raffaele of Giuseppe and Maria Feb 23 1922... 25: 203
Santoro Salvatore F of Giuseppe and Giustina Sept 16 1925... 27: 124
Santoro Sebastiano C L of Sebastiano and Grazia May 1 1922... 25: 239
Santoro Sebastiano G of Giuseppe and Anna Sept 18 1930... 29: 263
Santoro Teresa M of Salvatore F and Bettina Dec 4 1925... 27: 159
Santoro Vito of Giovanni and Maria Apr 22 1922... 25: 232
Santoro —— s of Giuseppe A and Palma C July 31 1922... 25: 281
Santoro —— d of Rosina Feb 28 1927... 28: 25
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Santos Addriana (c) of Jose J and Julia Apr 19 1921........25: 46
Santos Agnese E (c) of Antonio and Emilia May 8 1925........27: 62
Santos Alexander J (c) of Jose B and Eliza Apr 1 1921........27: 39
Santos Amelia (c) of Michael and Jennie Mar 7 1928........28: 196
Santos Anthony A (c) of Peter F and Cora M Aug 25 1929....29: 101
Santos Antone (c) of Manuel and Rosa Oct 8 1921........25: 135
Santos Antone (c) of Jose M and Rosa A Jan 7 1923........26: 4
Santos Antone (c) of Jose and Maria May 20 1925........27: 67
Santos Antonia R (c) of Jose M and Rosa A July 27 1921....25: 95
Santos Christian (c) of Joao and Alice Nov 13 1930........29: 288
Santos Cora W (c) of Pedro F and Cora M Nov 16 1930........29: 289
Santos Doris M (c) of Vincente and Florence G Sept 1 1923..26: 121
Santos Edward C of Manuel and Geogelina Aug 17 1928....28: 268
Santos Francisco of Jose M and Rosa A Sept 5 1928........28: 277
Santos Inez (c) of Raphael and Maria Apr 30 1921........25: 51
Santos Irene (c) of Antonio J and Julia M Feb 9 1924......26: 201
Santos Joao (c) of Jose and Francisca Dec 5 1922........25: 341
Santos Joao (c) of Jose and Laura Nov 25 1923........26: 161
Santos Joao (c) of Jose M and Roza A Jan 4 1927........28: 2
Santos Joao M (c) of Manuel and Rosal Mar 5 1925........27: 31
Santos Jose of Manuel R and Maria May 19 1923........26: 67
Santos Juliesta of Joao C and Maria M Jan 14 1925........27: 6
Santos Kenneth D (c) (twin) of Vincente and Florence G Feb 28 1925..........................27: 26
Santos Mabel E (c) (twin) of Vincente and Florence G Feb 28 1925..........................27: 26
Santos Manoel of Manoel and Maria T Nov 21 1926........27: 321
Santos Maria (c) of Jose and Francisca Jan 22 1921.......25: 9
Santos Maria of Manuel R and Maria Aug 15 1921........25: 105
Santos Maria of Jose and Maria F May 31 1924........26: 256
Santos Maria of Jennie June 14 1927.......................28: 74
Santos Maria of Manuel and Maria Mar 29 1928........28: 205
Santos Maria M (c) of Jose B and Eliza Mar 12 1923......26: 35
Santos Mathies J (c) of Jose M and Rosa A Aug 30 1925...27: 116
Santos Mildred E (c) (twin) of Vincente and Florence G Aug 24 1927..........................28: 106
Santos Oliver J (c) (twin) of Vincente and Florence G Feb 8 1921..........................25: 16
Santos Roland F (c) (twin) of Vincente and Florence G Feb 8 1921..........................25: 16
Santos Simon J (c) of Jose and Maria Nov 27 1923........26: 162
Santos Sylvia (c) of Antonio J and Julia M Sept 1 1925...27: 118
Santos Thomas of Maria P Jan 9 1924.......................26: 186
Santos Thomas V (c) (twin) of Vincente and Florence G Aug 24 1927..........................28: 106
Santos Walter C (c) of Vincente and Florence G Aug 26 1926.27: 283
Santos Walter C of Manuel and Jorgelina Mar 11 1930... 29: 185
Santos —— s of Manuel S and Maria June 22 1921... 25: 83
Santos —— d of Antone and Mary G July 25 1922... 25: 281
Santos —— d of Robert and Marianna July 16 1929... 29: 84
Santos —— d of Alsac and Mary Nov 8 1929... 29: 132
Santucci Alberto R of Beniamino and Giuseppina Jan 5 1921: 2
Santucci Anna of Carmine and Giuseppina Oct 31 1922... 25: 325
Santucci Carmela of Gennaro and Anna Apr 14 1927... 28: 46
Santucci Emma D of Beniamino and Giuseppina Sept 24 1928... 28: 284
Santucci Francesco G of Francesco and Gabriela Feb 27 1928... 28: 191
Santucci Giorgio D of Beniamino and Giuseppina Feb 11 1923... 26: 20
Santucci Luisa C of Gennaro and Anna Feb 17 1929... 29: 21
Santurri Angelo of Antonio and Annunziata Oct 12 1926... 27: 304
Santurri Cesrina of Antonio and Annunziata May 15 1925... 27: 65
Santurri Ceserino of Antonio and Annunziata June 20 1923... 26: 86
Santurri Domenico of Mariano and Giuseppina Oct 10 1922... 25: 316
Santurri Filomena of Mariano and Giuseppina Aug 28 1921... 25: 112
Santurri Mafalda of Antonio and Annunziata June 18 1928... 28: 240
Santurri Romeo L of Romeo and Marie Nov 20 1930... 29: 294
Sanzi Dorothy R of Eugene N and Helen M Nov 13 1926... 27: 318
Sanzi Eugene N of Eugene N and Helen M Jan 19 1923... 26: 8
Sanzi Rodolfo F of Francesco V and Maria O Jan 2 1927... 28: 1
Sanzi Walter L of Eugene N and Helen M May 4 1929... 29: 53
Saperstein Helen S of Samuel and Frieda Nov 2 1930... 29: 284
Saperstein Louis of Samuel and Frieda Apr 21 1929... 29: 47
Saphin Gertrude D of Samuel E and Fannie Dec 19 1924... 26: 356
Sapinsley Alvin T of Alvin T and Charlotte L Nov 23 1921... 25: 156
Sapinsley Jane F of Milton C and Elsa R Dec 7 1926... 27: 328
Sapinsley John M of Milton C and Elsa Apr 10 1922... 25: 228
Sapi Giuseppe of Salvatore and Maria Mar 7 1926... 27: 202
Sapkowski Annie of Adam and Sophie May 30 1926... 27: 241
Sapkowski Mildred of Adam and Sophie Apr 21 1923... 26: 54
Sapkowski Stanley of Adam and Sophie July 20 1924... 26: 283
Sapkowski Walter of Adam and Sophie Oct 12 1928... 28: 292
Saporito Salvatore of Giuseppe and Antonia Apr 22 1927... 28: 49
Saporito —— s of Giuseppe and Antonia June 19 1930... 29: 232
Sappio Vincenzo of Salvatore and Maria Nov 24 1924... 26: 345
Sapsovitz —— s of Victor and Ray May 30 1921... 25: 82
Saraceni Michele of Antonio and Anna Dec 28 1926... 27: 335
Saracino Americo of Luigi and Rosina Feb 20 1922... 25: 202
Saracino —— s of Luigi and Rosina Dec 29 1928... 28: 326
Saraffian —— d of Sarkis and Yeranig Mar 25 1923... 26: 40
Saran Edna S of Alexander and Rhea July 3 1922... 25: 269
Saran Lillian B of Alexander and Rhea Feb 15 1921... 25: 19
Sarandrea Carolina P of Paolo and Angelina Aug 13 1923... 26: 110
Sarandrea Maria D of Sisto and Paula May 7 1925... 27: 61
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Sarandrea Paolo of Paolo and Angelina Mar 29 1929...........29: 37
Sarao Armando of Serafino and Cristina May 7 1922...........25: 241
Saran Giuseppina of Serafino and Crestina D Jan 15 1921.....25: 6
Sarao Romolo of Serafino and Cristina Sept 6 1929...........29: 106
Saravo Alfredo V of Giuseppe and Assunta June 16 1929....29: 71
Saravo Annunziata G of Giuseppe and Assunta May 1 1925....27: 59
Saravo Dolores L of Tomaso and Lucia Jan 24 1929..........29: 10
Saravo Edward A of Antonio and Ersilia Feb 11 1927.........28: 18
Saravo Ettore V of Giuseppe and Assunta July 2 1926........27: 259
Saravo Florence B of Tomaso and Lucia Apr 13 1925..........27: 49
Saravo Gilda of Gennaro and Margherita Sept 21 1930.....29: 267
Saravo Giuseppina of Serafino and Cristina Dec 11 1923....26: 169
Saravo Giuseppe G of Giuseppe and Assunta Sept 10 1927...28: 114
Saravo Tomaso of Tomaso and Lucia Sept 10 1927..........28: 114
Saravo Violanta of Serafino and Cristina July 3 1925......27: 89
Saravo — s of Giuseppe and Assunta Mar 11 1924..........26: 226
Sarazin Joseph of Florentine Apr 26 1922.....................25: 234
Sarchione Giuseppina of Saverio and Domenica July 22 1922..25: 276
Sarchione Mario S of Saverio and Domenica Jan 11 1925.....27: 5
Sarchione — d of Saverio and Domenica July 23 1928........28: 260
Sarcione Alberto P of Erminio A and Caterina Apr 25 1926...27: 224
Sarcione Dolores P of Giuseppe and Anna Nov 1 1926........27: 313
Sarcione Felice of Vincenzo and Vincenza Feb 23 1922.......25: 263
Sarcione Gloria R of Vincenzo and Vincenzina Feb 1 1923...26: 16
Sarcione Livia P of Tomaso and Vincenza June 17 1928.....28: 240
Sardelli Giuseppe of Giovanni and Angelina Mar 16 1925....27: 35
Sardelli Norma E of Giuseppe and Lucia Nov 11 1929........29: 133
Sardelli Rosa of Giovanni and Angelina Jan 11 1923........26: 5
Sardelli — d of Giovanni and Angelina Sept 13 1928........28: 287
Sardiello Rosaria C of Arcangelo and Maria Sept 3 1921...25: 117
Sardiello Ugo E F of Nicola and Antonetta Jan 17 1922....25: 184
Sarensen Bernard of Julius and Minnie May 28 1930.........29: 217
Sarensen Max of Julius and Minnie Dec 23 1923..............26: 173
Sargeant Barbara L of Harold E and Evelyn W Nov 22 1926...27: 321
Sargeant William H of William H and Helen Jan 20 1929....29: 9
Sargeant Winifred L of Harold E and Evelyn W Apr 14 1924..26: 232
Sargeant Clayton J of Clayton J and Helen P Sept 16 1925...27: 124
Sargeant Francis B of Francis B and Laura Jan 24 1930.....29: 165
Sargeant Marion E of James C and Helen P Sept 26 1924.....26: 317
Sargeant Maxine K of Leroy F and Mae Feb 7 1922............25: 195
Sargeant Raymond S of Edward A and Irene M Jan 25 1921...25: 10
Sarkin Irving M of Charles and Ida Sept 23 1921............25: 126
Saritelli Antonio of Savino and Antonietta Apr 17 1925.....27: 51
Saritelli Armando of Savino and Antonietta Mar 23 1922......25: 218
Saritelli Maria R of Savino and Antonietta Nov 5 1928......28: 302
Saritelli Vito S of Savino and Antonietta Dec 9 1930........29: 299
BIRTHS

Sarkesian Haig of Hachee and Sirouche May 6 1925...27: 61
Sarkesian Manoog M of Hachig and Siranossh Feb 23 1930...29: 177
Sarkesian Adlice of Kazar and Tereza June 15 1923...26: 79
Sarkesian Aghavni of Nishan and Arusiag Feb 22 1924...26: 206
Sarkesian Anna of Shahin and Elizabeth Nov 12 1923...26: 156
Sarkesian Antranig N of Nishan and Arusiag July 25 1922...25: 278
Sarkesian Eva of Shahin and Elizabeth May 31 1929...29: 63
Sarkesian Grace of Sarkis K and Marie May 3 1925...27: 60
Sarkesian Hagop of Shahin and Elizabeth June 20 1927...28: 76
Sarkesian Harry of Leon and Jennie Apr 8 1930...29: 198
Sarkesian Hrand of Nishan and Arusiag Sept 26 1927...28: 120
Sarkesian Louis S of Louis and Emelda Jan 19 1929...29: 8
Sarkesian Marian of Sarkis and Rose Oct 7 1928...28: 290
Sarkessian Ruth of Sarkis K and Marie Apr 20 1923...26: 53
Sarkesian Sahag of Garabed and Akaby June 3 1926...27: 245
Sarkesian Sarah of Kazar and Tereza Dec 15 1924...26: 355
Sarkesian Sarkis of Garabed and Akaby Apr 14 1924...26: 232
Sarkesian Star of Shahin and Elizabeth Oct 7 1925...27: 134
Sarkesian Vartouhi of Garabed and Akaby Dec 31 1927...28: 161
Sarkissian Yagazar of Simon and Mary Nov 4 1930...29: 285
Sarle Richard W of Percy W and Edith Sept 20 1921...25: 125
Sarli Angelo of Alfonso and Azoelina Jan 14 1922...25: 183
Sarne Constanse M of Vincent and Philomena July 21 1930...29: 310
Sarnmark Carl G of Alfred W and Jessie M Dec 25 1924...26: 359
Sarnmark Jessie M of Alfred W and Jessie M Apr 2 1928...28: 208
Sarnmark — d of Alfred W and Jessie M Sept 27 1926...27: 297
Saroian Hovanas S of Sarkis II and Zarouhy S June 15 1929...29: 70
Saroian Margaret of Leon and Angel Jan 1 1922...25: 178
Saroian Seymore of Seymore and Elizabeth Mar 19 1926...27: 207
Saroian Vartouhi of Leon and Angel Aug 10 1924...26: 294
Sarri Francesco A of Giuseppe and Teresa Nov 13 1923...26: 156
Sarra Rosa of Giuseppe and Teresa Mar 9 1921...25: 29
Sarrasins Elsie F of James and Elsie Jan 4 1928...28: 169
Sarrasins Henry J of Henry and Agnes Aug 8 1924...26: 294
Sarri Dantino G of Raffaele and Elia Jan 10 1927...28: 4
Sarri Giovanni of Raffaele and Elia June 15 1922...25: 260
Sarri Olga I of Raffaele and Elia May 20 1928...28: 227
Sarro Adele A of Giuseppe and Maria Mar 21 1926...27: 208
Sarro Antonio A of Giuseppe and Maria Aug 17 1924...26: 297
Sarrubbo Anna of Giovanni and Rosina Sept 19 1921...25: 124
Sarsfield John J of John J and Mildred July 25 1925...27: 98
Sartini Edward of Edward P and Angelina Aug 6 1921...25: 102
Sartini Helen L of Edward P and Angelina May 30 1928...28: 231
Sartoian Charles P of Charles P and Marianne C P Sept 16 1922...25: 304
Sartoian Joseph R of Charles P and Marianne Jan 29 1924...26: 194
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Sartore Angela A of Germano and Ortenzia Nov 5 1923......... 26:154
Sartorius Kenneth C of Edmund M and Beatrice M Nov 6
1924................................................................. 26:338
Saska —- s of Stephen and Stefcia July 2 1926................. 27:272
Saslow David of Peter and Sadie July 20 1921................. 25:92
Sassi Armando G of Michele and Rosina Feb 28 1921......... 25:25
Sassi Dante of Michele and Rosina Dec 1 1922............... 25:340
Sassi Evelina of Michele and Rosina Sept 2 1926.............. 27:287
Sassi Giuseppe of Michele and Rosina Oct 2 1927.............. 28:124
Sassi Roy of Michele and Rosina Aug 26 1924................. 26:301
Sasso Agostino of Salvatore and Antonina Sept 16 1926..... 27:293
Sasso Anna of Nicola and Isabella Dec 15 1925.............. 27:164
Sasso Antonio of Mario E and Luisa Apr 8 1927.............. 28:44
Sasso Antonio G of Angelo and Brigida Mar 10 1925........ 27:32
Sasso Carolyn M of Nicola and Isabella June 10 1928...... 28:237
Sasso Federico A of Mario E and Luisa Aug 19 1923......... 26:112
Sasso Giuseppina of Francesco and Rosaria June 22 1921.... 25:75
Sasso Leonardo M of Salvatore and Lena Apr 11 1924....... 26:231
Sasso Luigi of Giuseppe and Luisa May 27 1922.............. 25:249
Sasso Madeline M of Lewis and Rosina May 31 1925......... 27:71
Sasso Margherita A of Lewis and Rosina July 1 1927....... 28:83
Sasso Maria of Francesco and Sara Aug 26 1923............. 26:115
Sasso Pasquale of Pietro and Maria G Sept 25 1923........ 27:128
Sasso Rosalina of Salvatore and Lena July 13 1921......... 25:89
Sasso Rosalina of Salvatore and Lena Dec 1 1928........... 28:314
Sasso Saverio of Pietro and Maria G Mar 25 1924........... 26:222
Sasso —- s of Salvatore and Anna Apr 15 1923.............. 26:60
Satian Aleknazan of Krikor and Zarter Jan 13 1927........ 28:5
Satir Constantine of John C and Anne Aug 1 1921........ 25:99
Satterley Raymond A of Charles A and Mary B Apr 5 1923... 26:48
Satti —— s of Artemisio and Giuseppina Sept 24 1928...... 28:287
Saucier Donallia F of Edward and Antoinette July 3 1921... 25:86
Saucier Jean-Emard A of Henri L and Marie A D Sept 11
1921................................................................. 25:121

Saucier Louise of Wilfred A and Lucille M Jan 24 1927..... 28:9
Saucier Marie D H of Wilfred A and Lucille M Dec 29 1923.. 26:176

Saucier Roland E of Wilfred A and Lucille M July 7 1925... 27:90
Saul Barbara M of Frederick I and Harriet V Apr 9 1924.... 26:230
Saul Charles E of Irving M and Ethel E Sept 5 1924........ 26:308
Saul Herbert J of Herbert and Margaret Sept 1 1927........ 28:111
Saulino Norma E of Camillo and Adelina Mar 10 1927....... 28:30
Saunder Grace of Loretta M Feb 28 1923....................... 26:27
Saunder Mary B of Mary A Mar 13 1926....................... 27:205
Saunder Mary N of Margaret Mar 4 1927........................ 28:27
Sault Charles A of Elmer L and Annette V Aug 20 1922..... 25:290
Sault Leon E of Elmer L and Annette Mar 10 1921........... 25:30
Sault Shirley M of Lewis N and Hazel M Mar 4 1928........ 28: 195
Saunders Charles H of Leon W and Marion V Apr 20 1929... 29: 47
Saunders Dorothy of Clarence A and Lizzie Oct 16 1925...... 27: 137
Saunders Hobart I of Frank I and Gladys E June 23 1924... 26: 269
Saunders Janice S (c) of Thomas and Catherine Nov 29 1923. 26: 163
Saunders Leon W of Leon W and Marion V July 14 1927.... 28: 88
Saunders LeRoy W of LeRoy II and Dorothy E July 14 1921... 25: 90
Saunders Norman W of Walter M and Ruth H July 12 1926.... 27: 264
Saunders Patricia of Joseph and Agnes Dec 11 1923........ 26: 169
Saunders Patricia A of Lloyd C and Ann July 28 1928...... 28: 257
Saunders Preston H of Walter M and Ruth H Apr 22 1930.... 29: 202
Saunders Ralph W of Clarence A and Lizzie Aug 14 1921.... 25: 105
Saunders Rowena M of Leon W and Marion V June 16 1926.... 27: 251
Saunders —— (c) d of Thomas and Catherine Mar 22 1922... 25: 223
Saunders —— s of Charles F and Alice M Jan 27 1925...... 27: 15
Saunier Alfred L of Alfred A and Georgiana C June 19 1929... 29: 72
Saunier Francis of Margaret T Sept 17 1921.................. 25: 123
Saunier Patricia of Nelson J and Mary L Apr 21 1930....... 29: 202
Saunier Raymond of Nelson J and Mary L July 11 1927.... 28: 87
Saunier Rosalie L of Alfred A and Georgiana C Apr 29 1928.. 28: 218
Saurina Carmela of Costanzo and Filomena May 10 1925.... 27: 63
Saurina —— d of Costanzo and Filomena Jan 15 1928....... 28: 180
Saurino Assunta C of Costanzo and Filomena Aug 5 1923.... 26: 106
Sauriol —— s of Charles P and Rose Sept 4 1921............ 25: 131
Sauro Antonetta C of Giovanni and Caterina Aug 6 1929.... 29: 94
Sauro Carolina of Francesco S and Rosina July 23 1921.... 25: 94
Sauro Edward of Michele and Concetta Sept 28 1921........ 25: 128
Sauro Elena M of Angelo M and Teresa Jan 10 1928....... 28: 179
Sauro Filomena E M of Angelo M and Teresa May 21 1926.... 27: 237
Sauro Giuseppe of Giovanni and Maria N May 6 1921.... 25: 54
Sauro Luigi of Giovanni and Maria U Dec 14 1927......... 28: 156
Sauro Onofrio D A of Angelo M and Teresa Jan 10 1922.... 25: 181
Sauro Rocco D of Giovanni and Caterina July 28 1928....... 28: 257
Sauro —— s of Giovanni and Maria U Nov 4 1924.......... 26: 337
Sauro —— d of Francesco S and Rosina Sept 17 1925....... 27: 131
Sausage Agata of Giuseppe and Anna Apr 28 1925.......... 27: 56
Saute Anna M of Octave A and Madelyn K May 11 1928.... 28: 224
Saute Kenneth of Jules A and Agnes P July 20 1925....... 27: 96
Saute Phyllis M of Jules A and Agnes P July 10 1930...... 29: 236
Sauvageau Aldor J of Eugene J and Blanche A Apr 17 1925... 27: 51
Sauvageau Eleanor C of Eugene and Blanche July 23 1922.... 25: 277
Sauvageau Virginia B of Eugene J and Blanche A Sept 27 1923.......................... 26: 132
Savage Genevieve F of John and Frances July 29 1928.... 28: 258
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Savage Kathleen D of John J and Ann Aug 17 1923............26: 111
Savage Patricia A of John J and Anna July 26 1930............29: 242
Savage Virginia A of John J and Anna Sept 15 1925............27: 124
Savajian Krikor of Harry and Angele Oct 12 1927.............28: 129
Savard Jeanne of Arthur and Ida E Apr 26 1922...............25: 234
Savaria Dorothy A of Alvin L and Maria R Oct 12 1929........29: 121
Savasta Anna G of Antonio and Domenica June 12 1927........28: 73
Savasta Celia G of Domenico and Maria Apr 22 1927.........28: 49
Savasta Eduaro of Domenico and Maria Oct 23 1924............26: 330
Savasta Guglielmo of Domenico and Maria Jan 29 1923........26: 12
Savasta Paolina of Antonio and Domenica Aug 15 1922........25: 288
Savasta Roger of Tomas and Lucia Feb 3 1923.................26: 17
Savasta Stellario T of Tomaso F and Lucia Aug 1 1924........25: 99
Savastano Anna D of Antonio F and Maria June 18 1926......27: 252
Savastano Antonetta I of Giovanni and Maria June 13 1929...29: 69
Savastano Antonio of Emilio and Irene Apr 27 1926...........27: 225
Savastano Dorothy C of Giovanni S R and Emilia V July 19

1930. ........................................................................29: 240
Savastano Gennaro P M of Gerardo and Carmela Jan 2 1923.26: 1
Savastano Gertrude M of Louis and Ellen Sept 19 1929.....29: 111
Savastano Gloria A of Emilio and Irene Oct 15 1928........28: 293
Savastano Luisa V of Raffaele and Maria Oct 3 1926........27: 304
Savastano Maria of Alessandro and Carmela Apr 14 1921....25: 44
Savastano Maria I of Giovanni and Maria Feb 21 1927......28: 23
Savastano Mary II of Antonio F and Maria June 6 1924....26: 261
Savastano Salvatore of Emilio and Irene May 24 1925.......27: 69
Savastano Ursula E of Giovanni S R and Emilia V May 24

1929. ........................................................................29: 60
Savastano Vincenzo of Alessandro and Carmela Dec 7 1922..25: 342
Savastano ——s of Enrico and Irene Nov 27 1923..........26: 165
Savasto Stellario of Antonio and Domenica Jan 24 1921....25: 9
Savella Armando of Domenico and Leontina Oct 16 1924....26: 327
Savella Giovanna of Domenico and Leodina Oct 31 1922.....25: 325
Saviano James E of James E and Emilia Nov 21 1927....28: 145
Savickas Aggie of Antonas and Alberta Feb 3 1922........25: 193
Savickis Biruto of Joseph and Marciana Aug 21 1924......26: 299
Savickis Eva of Joseph and Marciana July 5 1927.........28: 85
Savoie Alfred G of Alberic and Leonie Apr 19 1922.........25: 231
Savoie Ernest L of Alberic and Leonie Oct 17 1923......26: 144
Savoie Mary T R of Alice M Jan 11 1927......................28: 4
Savoie Therese M E of George H and Marie E Oct 29 1927..28: 135
Savone Anna of Giuseppe and Carmina Aug 30 1923........26: 117
Savorino Nicola of Costanzo and Filomena Feb 11 1922.....25: 197
Savoy Eugene N (c) of Eugene and Carrie Sept 25 1930....29: 268
Savoy William E of William E and Mary E Dec 15 1923....26: 171
Sawdy William M of William M and Catherine V Jan 3 1921.25: 2
Sawickas Anastazia of Stanly and Jone Aug 22 1922 25:201
Sawicki Adele E of Anthony and Elisabeth Mar 23 1923 26:39
Sawyer George H (c) of Edith F Jan 30 1922 25:189
Sawyer Harry E (twin) of Lester B and Mary J Aug 2 1922 25:282
Sawyer Irene L of Renne A and Margaret A Sept 1 1921 25:129
Sawyer Jacqelyn D of Carl D and Ethel G Aug 14 1927 28:102
Sawyer Joan of John D and Ruth M July 8 1927 28:86
Sawyer John A (twin) of Lester B and Mary J Aug 2 1922 25:282
Sawyer Leonard of Julian C R and Jennie E Sept 23 1922 25:307
Sawyer Mary J of Lester B and Mary J Jan 2 1924 26:183
Sawyer Raymond J of Julian C R and Jennie E Mar 18 1921 25:33
Sawyer Rita L of Lester B and Mary J Mar 4 1930 29:182
Sawyer Robert A of Lester B and Mary J Oct 30 1928 28:298
Sawyer Roy F of Roy F and Beatrice Oct 14 1923 26:142
Sax Natalie of Morris and Anna Aug 27 1923 26:115
Sax Philip of Samuel A and Sarah M Apr 16 1926 27:221
Sax Seymour of Morris and Annie Feb 19 1922 25:201
Saxon Charles H of Charles H and Edith Sept 1 1925 27:118
Saxon Daniel II of Daniel H and Esther May 29 1930 29:217
Sayegh Alice of Toufik and Charlotte Sept 24 1924 26:316
Sayer George E of Raymond V and Lillian B July 23 1928 28:256
Sayer Ruth E of Raymond V and Lillian B July 11 1926 27:263
Sayles Allen H of Ralph A and Sarah A Dec 27 1922 25:350
Sayles Arthur R of Arthur U and Margaret A Aug 1 1928 28:261
Sayles Frederick G of Francis C and Maria May 22 1921 25:60
Sayles Robert C of Francis C and Maria Oct 20 1923 26:145
Sayles Robert W of Ralph L and Corinne M June 13 1928 28:238
Sayles Walter A (c) of Frances G July 24 1924 26:285
Sayres Daniel C of Daniel A and Elsie C Dec 7 1922 25:342
Sayward Albert D of Everett and Marion Nov 6 1929 29:132
Sbardella Eduardo of Rocco and Matilde Feb 19 1923 26:23
Sbardella Ersilia E of Rocco and Matilda Feb 1 1927 28:14
Sbardella Gloria A of Sossio and Teresa May 24 1928 28:228
Sbardella Lucia E of Soccio and Teresa Jan 10 1926 27:178
Sbardella Luigi R of Rocco and Matilde Nov 6 1921 25:150
Sbardella Natalina E of Sossio and Teresa Dec 25 1930 29:304
Sbardella Pasquale A of Rocco and Matilde Feb 10 1925 27:20
Sbardello Carmela E of Carlo and Rosa Dec 25 1928 28:323
Sbardello Luisa C of Carlo and Rosa May 18 1927 28:61
Sbardello Thelma J of Carlo and Rosa June 15 1930 29:226
Shrocco Maria E A of Paolo F and Maddalena Sept 11 1922 25:302
Scaglione Anna F of Pasquale and Francesca Mar 31 1928 28:206
Scaglione Francesca of Pasquale and Francesca May 30 1930 29:218
Scales Donald of Hartford A and Ethel June 13 1925 27:78
Scales Everett C of Hartford A and Ethel Apr 1 1928 28:208
Scales Virginia of Hartford A and Ethel July 15 1922 25:273
Scalisi Maria L L of Giuseppe and Assunta Dec 13 1923... 26:170
Scally Robert P of Patrick J and Helen E Nov 19 1928... 28:308
Scalzi Caterina of Pietro and Maria G May 5 1928... 28:222
Scalzi Diana L of Michele M and Luisa M Nov 22 1925... 27:152
Scalzi Evangelina of Pietro and Maria Apr 16 1921... 26:45
Scalzi Evangelista of Michele M and Luisa M Mar 22 1923... 26:39
Scalzi Giuseppina of Pietro and Maria G Aug 19 1926... 27:280
Scalzi Michele M of Michele M and Luisa M Dec 16 1921... 25:168
Scalzi Rosa of Pietro and Maria Nov 25 1922... 25:335
Scalzi Teresa C of Riccardo and Antonietta June 10 1925... 27:48
Scalzi Vincenzo of Pietro and Maria Oct 25 1921... 26:331
Scalzi —— d of Pietro and Maria G Jan 24 1930... 29:168
Scalzo Angelina of Francesco and Maria Jan 9 1922... 25:181
Scalzo Concettina of Francesco and Maria Mar 2 1923... 26:30
Scalzo Luigi T of Nicola and Emilia M Mar 1 1927... 28:26
Scambio Joseph M of Pasco and Stella I Apr 30 1927... 28:53
Scambio William J of Pasco and Stella I Apr 5 1929... 29:41
Scampion Maria of Alberto and Marianna Nov 15 1924... 26:341
Scampioni Giovanni R of Giovanni and Vittoria Sept 16 1923... 26:127
Scampioni Iva R of Giovanni and Vittoria Mar 24 1927... 28:36
Scandariato Bartolomeo of Giovanni and Cristina June 7 1930... 29:222
Scandariato Cosimo of Gioechino and Agostina July 1 1928... 28:247
Scandariato Filippo V of Giovanni and Cristina Apr 27 1925... 27:56
Scandariato Giuseppina of Giovanni and Cristina Dec 31 1926... 27:336
Scanlan Burnett J of James B and Gertrude M Feb 26 1924... 26:208
Scanlan James J of James B and Bessie J Nov 18 1923... 26:159
Scanlan James R of James B and Gertrude M Nov 28 1921... 25:158
Scanlan Virginia E of James B and Bessie J Sept 7 1928... 28:278
Scanlon Albert A of Joseph H and Mary G June 21 1925... 27:82
Scanlon Alice E of John E and Alice M Aug 29 1930... 29:236
Scanlon Beatrice G of Thomas E and Mary V Apr 7 1929... 29:42
Scanlon Elizabeth of John P and Mary E Feb 14 1921... 25:18
Scanlon Evelyn G of Sabina May 29 1923... 26:71
Scanlon James R of Joseph H and Mary G Feb 17 1922... 25:207
Scanlon Joseph L of John P and Mary E Mar 16 1922... 25:214
Scanlon June P of Patrick C and Grace E June 1 1928... 28:233
Scanlon Leo F of Joseph H and Mary G Jan 9 1924... 26:186
Scanlon Mary M of Thomas E and Mary V May 7 1924... 26:215
Scanlon Mary P of Joseph H and Mary G Mar 23 1927... 28:35
Scanlon Mildred I of James E and Gertrude N June 27 1922... 25:265
Scanlon Thomas E of Thomas E and Mary V May 8 1927... 28:57
Scanlon William of Mary A June 5 1922... 25:236
Scanlon William H of James B and Gertrude M June 14 1928... 28:239
Scannell Gloria H of John and Lillian May 19 1927... 28:62
Scapaticcì Francesco of Nicola and Lisandra Sept 29 1921... 25:128
Scapaticcì Rocco of Nicola and Lisandra Nov 30 1923... 26:163
Scapaticci Umberto of Nicola and Lisandra Aug 22 1926... 27:281
Scarborough Constance H of Byron D and Hazel A Feb 21
1922..................................................... 25:202
Scarborough Jessie A of Theodore E and Amy S Aug 28 1926... 27:284
Scarceglia Cosimina of Pietro and Sophie Mar 29 1928... 28:205
Scargill Marion F of Ira and Anna T Apr 22 1927.............. 28:49
Scarpellino Anna M of Michele and Maria Sept 13 1925...... 27:123
Scarpellino Antonio of Michele and Maria June 28 1927...... 28:80
Scarpellino Potito of Michele and Maria Jan 19 1930......... 29:163
Scartabelli Antonio of Nicola and Emma May 29 1922......... 25:250
Scattergood Jean of Ernest and Malvina Aug 20 1925........ 27:112
Scattergood Virginia of Ernest T and Malvina Oct 15 1927... 28:130
Scavitti Orlando G of Pasquale and Giuseppina June 26 1924... 26:270
Scavitto —— s of Francesco and Antonetta C June 13 1928... 28:246
Scavoni —— d of Antonio and Anna Mar 20 1926.............. 27:207
Scawthorn Shirley L of Wilfred S and Mabel M Nov 12 1924... 26:340
Scetta Anna of Serafino and Tomasina Dec 10 1930........... 29:299
Scetta Elena A of Serafino and Tomasina Feb 4 1928......... 28:182
Scetta Fiorinda of Serafino and Tomasina Mar 5 1921....... 25:28
Scetta Giorgio A of Serafino and Tomasina Feb 22 1929....... 29:23
Scetta Gloria R of Serafino and Tomasina Jan 16 1926....... 27:180
Scetta Pasquale of Serafino and Tomasina Feb 22 1924........ 26:206
Scetta Salvatore of Serafino and Tomasina Aug 11 1922....... 25:286
Schachter Irene S of Leo A and Pearl July 18 1928........... 28:254
Schachter Philip I of Leo A and Pearl Feb 7 1927............ 28:16
Schaefer Dorothy M of Frederick C and Eva M June 1 1927.... 28:69
Schafer George of Maurice H and Mary E Aug 11 1924......... 26:295
Schafer George of Maurice H and Mary E May 28 1925........ 28:230
Schafer Maurice H of Maurice H and Mary E Aug 20 1923...... 26:113
Schafer Palmer R of Robert and Palma June 4 1923........... 26:75
Schafer Phillip of Samuel and Gertrude Mar 5 1921.......... 25:28
Schafer Karl J of Karl and Anna Nov 12 1926.................. 27:317
Schafer Annie of Samuel and Gussie Jan 29 1925.............. 27:13
Schafer Elizabeth G (twin) of Carlton H and Greta Oct 6
1928.................................................................. 28:290
Schafer George L of Simon and Rose L Aug 23 1923........... 26:114
Schafer Hope B of Jack M and Blanche Sept 18 1928......... 28:282
Schafer Richard C (twin) of Carlton H and Greta Oct 6
1928.................................................................. 28:290
Schafter Albert A of August A and Mary C July 11 1926..... 27:263
Schafer Scott A of William A and Elizabeth Apr 4 1925.... 27:45
Schaurocci Anna M of Giovanni and Tillie Nov 6 1923....... 26:154
Schancks Carleton R of Carlton F and Mabel C Apr 22 1923... 26:54
Schnaks Mary L of Daniel and Florida L Feb 2 1930......... 29:169
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Scharfberg Abner of Morris and Molly Mar 28 1924
Scharfberg Bernice of Morris and Mollie Oct 21 1922
Scharfberg Marsha of Morris and Mollie Dec 6 1924
Schauhut Albert H of Albert and Freida Jan 9 1930
Schaumburg Henry G of Henry G and Etta M Dec 30 1922
Schanseil Robert I of Emil A and Elsie M Feb 16 1926
Schechter Harry of David and Pauline Aug 24 1922
Schechter Lawrence of Samuel and Irene Dec 28 1939
Schechter Marvin of Samuel and Irene Feb 25 1924
Scheck Allison of Nathan and Minnie Feb 7 1921
Scheck Virginia A of Joseph D and Christina A Feb 26 1921
Schechter Martha G of David and Pauline Nov 10 1924
Scheer Donald W of Charles and Sarah Nov 20 1926
Schefflan Gerald of Arthur and Rae F Apr 4 1924
Schenick Clare M of Joseph D and Eddyth July 15 1923
Schenick Joseph D of Joseph D and Eddyth Oct 20 1926
Schenick Pauline E of Joseph D and Eddyth Oct 25 1929
Schepisi Nicola of Giuseppe and Rose Oct 3 1928
Schermchorn Barbara B of Henry A and Margaret I Nov 7 1922
Schermehorn Jennette I of Henry A and Margaret I May 12 1929
Schettini Gladys L of Louis and Louise M July 25 1924
Schettini Alfredo of Biagio and Emilia Aug 1 1925
Schettini Arturo E of Biagio and Emilia May 5 1921
Schettini William B of Biagio and Emilia Jan 18 1921
Scheuren Anthony J of Clarence V and Catherine L Jan 27 1922
Scheuren Anthony J of Clarence V and Catherine H Dec 25 1926
Scheuren Howard J of Clarence V and Catherine H Oct 25 1924
Scheuren Victor A of Clarence V and Catherine H Jan 10 1923
Schevlin Anna M of John and Margaret May 6 1927
Schey Mary M of John J and Annie V Dec 29 1921
Schiano Barbara of Salvatore J and Agnes G Oct 2 1928
Schiano Dicolo Roberto L of Vincenzo and Carolina S Aug 30 1929
Schiano Dicolo Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Carolina S July 15 1927
Schiaiino Bruno L of Celestino and Angelina Jan 22 1926
Schiaiino Lydia A of Celestino and Angelina Dec 2 1923
Schiaiio Victoria J of Pietro and Hilda May 3 1928
Schiaiione Alberto of Antonio and Anna Nov 25 1924
Schiaiione Anna G of Pietro and Esmeralda Aug 16 1922
Schiavone Francesco E of Pietro and Esmeralda Oct 31 1924...26:333
Schiavone —— s of Antonio and Anna Apr 12 1924..............26:231
Schiavone —— s of Antonio and Anna July 22 1928..............28:260
Schiavoni Guglielmo of Giovanni and Carmela Mar 5 1922..25:209
Schiavoni John of Mary Oct 21 1928..........................28:296
Schiavulli Amelio R of Michele and Amalia Dec 12 1926....27:330
Schiavulli Angelina V of Michele and Amalia Sept 8 1924...26:309
Schiavulli Anna of Ettore and Adelma May 19 1922........25:246
Schiavulli Domenico of Ettore and Adelma July 2 1921......25:85
Schiavulli Gustavo A of Michele and Amalia Mar 16 1930...29:187
Schiavulli Lidia R of Ettore and Adele June 18 1925........27:80
Schiavulli Maria of Michele and Amalia Aug 22 1922........25:291
Schiavulli Raffaele of Francesco and Rose Jan 23 1926......27:183
Schiavulli Raffaele of Francesco and Rosa Jan 1 1927.......28:1
Schiavulli Virginia M of Ettore and Adelma R June 14 1924.26:264
Schiavulli —— s of Francesco and Rosa Oct 30 1922............25:326
Schiavulli —— s of Francesco and Rosa Sept 12 1923.........26:136
Schiboni Evelyn R of Paul and Elizabeth June 9 1922......25:257
Schiboni —— d of Erneste and Assunta Dec 14 1922..........25:353
Schielein Elizabeth M of William H and Mae A Dec 5 1930..29:297
Schielein Frances E of William H and Mae A Oct 8 1924....26:325
Schielein George H of William H and Mae A Jan 23 1928...28:176
Schietroma Luciano of Angelo and Maria July 6 1930.......29:235
Schietroma Luigi of Angelo and Maria June 5 1925.........27:75
Schietroma Vincenzo of Angelo and Maria Oct 26 1927....28:134
Schiffman Barbara L of Bernard J and Mary M June 21 1928.28:242
Schiffman Mary E of Victor A and Elizabeth M Dec 19 1922..25:347
Schifino Anthony G of Pasquale A and Catherine Nov 27 1928.28:311
Schill Mary F of George and Rosaline July 10 1922.........25:271
Schimpf Elizabeth W of Frank A and Alice L Apr 22 1928...28:215
Schimpf Patricia M of Frank A and Alice L Dec 24 1929...29:150
Schisgal —— s of Isaac and Jennie Mar 24 1928..............28:207
Schledorn Mary M of John and Ellen Jan 4 1926..............27:176
Schleffer Claire J of Gordon and Mildred Mar 25 1926......27:210
Schleifer Shirley of Max and Rebecca June 14 1923.........26:78
Schlenker Barbara M of Charles M and Minnie May 2 1928...28:220
Schlink Albert of Robert C and Elizabeth A Feb 2 1930......29:169
Schloss Edna M of Frederick H and Edna M Apr 29 1924.....26:364
Schloss Marie C of Frederick H and Edna M June 27 1927...28:166
Schlossberg Selma of Joseph and Bertha L Jan 3 1922.......25:178
Schmelz Anita B of William S and Sophie E May 23 1924....26:252
Schmelz Elliot F of William S and Sophie E Sept 5 1922....25:299
Schmid Walter E of Eugen G and Sophie L June 8 1929......29:68
Schmidt Beatrice of Susan J Mar 13 1924....................26:217
Schmidt Carl A of Hans M and Anna I May 21 1929..........29:59
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date Range</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schmidt</td>
<td>Gladys A of Michael and Irma M</td>
<td>Jan 14 1927</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmidt</td>
<td>Irma M of Michael and Irma M</td>
<td>June 6 1928</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmidt</td>
<td>Ruth M of Michael and Irma M</td>
<td>July 18 1930</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmieder</td>
<td>Jeanne F of Earl H and Rose U</td>
<td>Mar 27 1930</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmitt</td>
<td>Madeline D of Marcel and Clara E</td>
<td>May 29 1925</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmitt</td>
<td>——— d of Marcel and Clara E</td>
<td>Mar 1 1923</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmaltz</td>
<td>Theodore C of Ernest F and Hazel M</td>
<td>Oct 13 1929</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider</td>
<td>Burton M of Samuel and Rose</td>
<td>Jan 24 1927</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider</td>
<td>Charles M of Charles M and Lillian H</td>
<td>Aug 2 1924</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider</td>
<td>Elizabeth of John W and Mary M</td>
<td>July 7 1927</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider</td>
<td>Esther R of Samuel and Rose</td>
<td>Dec 10 1922</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider</td>
<td>Marjorie L of August A and Linnea M</td>
<td>Oct 19 1928</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider</td>
<td>Nathan of Samuel and Rose</td>
<td>Sept 15 1928</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider</td>
<td>Virginia M of August A and Linnea M</td>
<td>Apr 10 1925</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schnell</td>
<td>Kathleen C of Henry A and Kathleen</td>
<td>Feb 26 1930</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schnell</td>
<td>Virginia L of Henry A and Kathleen</td>
<td>Sept 21 1928</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schnelle</td>
<td>George E of Margaret A</td>
<td>Apr 18 1925</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schock</td>
<td>Donald A of John J and Edith B</td>
<td>Mar 23 1923</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schoenberg</td>
<td>Jacob M of Max and Adaline</td>
<td>Dec 1 1926</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schoenberg</td>
<td>Muriel of Max and Adaline</td>
<td>Mar 9 1930</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schoenhardt</td>
<td>Betty of William G and Grace</td>
<td>R Dec 24 1924</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schoener</td>
<td>Charles A of Peter M and Centa</td>
<td>Jan 30 1930</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schoerner</td>
<td>Norma E of Herbert J and Elizabeth M</td>
<td>Mar 6 1923</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schofield</td>
<td>Barbara of Harold and Annie</td>
<td>Mar 16 1926</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schofield</td>
<td>Barbara R of Ainley F and Catharine A</td>
<td>May 8 1926</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schofield</td>
<td>Caroline F of Ainley F and Catharine A</td>
<td>Dec 22 1928</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schofield</td>
<td>Clarkson of Alfred and Florence</td>
<td>July 25 1928</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schofield</td>
<td>Dorothy A of Leonard and Nellie</td>
<td>Sept 1 1923</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schofield</td>
<td>Dorothy L of Raymond F and Maria C</td>
<td>Oct 2 1927</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schofield</td>
<td>Eleonor V of Ainley F and Catharine A</td>
<td>July 15 1922</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schofield</td>
<td>Evelyn M of Joseph and Maude E</td>
<td>Jan 29 1922</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schofield</td>
<td>Fred H of Fred H and Minnie E</td>
<td>June 14 1924</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schofield</td>
<td>Frederick T of Leonard and Nellie</td>
<td>Nov 20 1927</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schofield</td>
<td>Gertrude F of George H and Gertrude</td>
<td>July 3 1928</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schofield</td>
<td>John of Thomas and Elsie</td>
<td>Jan 2 1924</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schofield</td>
<td>Lloyd R of Fred H and Minnie E</td>
<td>Mar 12 1927</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schofield</td>
<td>Ralph J of John C and Teresa A</td>
<td>June 19 1926</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schofield</td>
<td>Richard L of Russell and Elsie</td>
<td>Nov 21 1930</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schofield</td>
<td>Stanley W of George H and Gertrude</td>
<td>Oct 16 1926</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schofield</td>
<td>Virginia M of James B and Mary C</td>
<td>May 16 1930</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schofield</td>
<td>William H of Ainley F and Catharine A</td>
<td>July 20 1924</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schofield</td>
<td>William J of Joseph and Maude E</td>
<td>July 22 1923</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schofield</td>
<td>——— d of Harold and Florence</td>
<td>B Sept 15 1930</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholes</td>
<td>Helen M of Howard S and Alice D</td>
<td>July 5 1926</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholes</td>
<td>Walter J of Walter J and Annie</td>
<td>Aug 14 1930</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholl</td>
<td>Patricia of Anthony J and Mary E</td>
<td>Oct 4 1929</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Scholl Walter J of John and Mary May 15 1921 .................. 25: 58
Schonfarber Gordon of Gordon and Annie W Mar 29 1923 ... 27: 40
Schonfarber Janet of Gordon and Annie W Feb 19 1924 ....... 26: 205
Schora Josephine A of Frank C and Emily Jan 23 1928 ...... 28: 176
Schora Norman E of Norman E and Florence N June 23 1927 ... 28: 77
Schortmann Lucille E of Edward C and Emma L Aug 5 1924 ... 26: 292
Schortmann Walter E of Edward C and Emma L Jan 27 1927 .. 28: 10
Schott Barbara of Harold B and Isabel June 11 1925 ........... 27: 78
Schott Jeanne E of James C and Dora C Mar 30 1929 ........... 29: 37
Schrage Francis of Frank W and Teresa Oct 12 1922 ........... 25: 317
Schrage William F of Frank W and Teresa July 22 1924 .... 26: 284
Schramm Barbara M of Henry L and Ruth M Sept 7 1921 ... 25: 119
Schramm Doris I of Henry L and Ruth M Dec 21 1923 ....... 26: 173
Schramelt — d of Edward and Ora Mar 6 1923 .................. 26: 32
Schreiber Barbara of Charles A and Tillie F May 24 1929 ... 29: 60
Schreiber Elaine J of Charles and Tillie Nov 14 1924 ....... 26: 341
Schreiber Frederick of Frederick and Margaret Dec 1 1924 ... 26: 350
Schreiber Ira L of Jack G and Ethel E Jan 28 1927 ........... 28: 11
Schreiber Lester of Charles A and Tillie May 26 1927 ...... 28: 64
Schreiber Shirley R of Abram H and Irene Jan 19 1921 ....... 25: 177
Schroder Allen S of Anders L and Emily L Mar 27 1930 ....... 29: 192
Schroder Andrew L of Anders L and Emily L Apr 7 1928 .... 28: 210
Schroder Austin R of Austin A and Nancy E Mar 24 1929 ... 29: 35
Schroder Eleanor B of Austin A and Nancy E Oct 6 1930 ... 29: 273
Schroeder Esther M of Anders L and Emily L Jan 26 1927 ... 28: 10
Schroeder John J of Edward and Clara Apr 5 1925 ............ 27: 46
Schroeder Winifred J of Edward and Clara Jan 9 1929 ....... 29: 4
Schubert George H of Henry C and Florence May 31 1929 ... 29: 63
Schnitheis Roy W of Walter A and Elsie C Sept 16 1926 ... 27: 293
Schnitheis Ruth E of Walter A and Elsie C Jan 16 1928 .... 28: 173
Schnitheis Walter A of Walter A and Elsie C Apr 30 1925 ... 27: 56
Schnitheiss May E of George R and Helene E Sept 2 1928 ... 28: 276
Schnittheiss Raymond G of George R and Helene E Mar 16 1926 .................................................. 27: 206
Schultz Doris J of George H and Sadie June 27 1927 ........ 28: 79
Schultz George of George H and Sadie Aug 21 1921 ......... 25: 109
Schultz Raymond C of George H and Sadie Dec 11 1923 .......... 26: 169
Schultz William E of Charles L and Wilhelmina Oct 14 1930 ... 29: 276
Schultze Gladys of Walter A and Bertha C Dec 13 1926 ...... 27: 330
Schumacher Richard of Walter and Elise Dec 13 1926 ....... 27: 330
Schumacher Walter C of Walter and Elise Nov 4 1925 ...... 27: 146
Schur Bernice of Otto J and Agnes Sept 21 1921 ............ 25: 125
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Schussheim Ruth C of Morris and Mary S Aug 13 1924........26: 296
Schuster Bernice of Benjamin and Pauline Oct 13 1927.......28: 129
Schuster Priscilla E of Frank J and Helen F Oct 4 1921....25: 134
Schuster Shirley S of David and Minnie July 26 1927.......28: 93
Schuster William W of William C and Hilda Dec 31 1923...26: 177
Schwab John G of John G and Mary F Aug 19 1924.........26: 298
Schwab Mary of John G and Mary F July 6 1923.............26: 90
Schwab Paul of John G and Mary F Jan 26 1927..............28: 10
Schwartz Abraham of Julius S and Sarah Feb 23 1924......26: 207
Schwartz Albert of Henry and Evelyn Dec 31 1922.........25: 351
Schwartz Bernard F of David S and Jeannette Nov 24 1928...26: 310
Schwartz Beverly M of Morris and Sylvia June 25 1923.....26: 83
Schwartz Donald M of Louis and Esther Aug 14 1930........29: 251
Schwartz Harold of Lewis and Mary June 12 1927.............28: 73
Schwartz Morris P of Samuel and Becky Aug 10 1926.......27: 276
Schwartz Roslyn of Samuel and Rebecca Apr 18 1930.......29: 201
Schwartz Samuel of Louis and Mary Oct 10 1921..............26: 325
Schwartz Sarah A of Nathan and Mary Nov 23 1924.........26: 345
Schwartz Stanley M of Harrold II and Sayde L Jan 8 1924...25: 4
Schwartz Sylvia E of Louis and Mary Mar 5 1930.............29: 182
Schwartz Tillie of Morris and Martha Feb 16 1929.........29: 29
Schwartz — s of Louis and Mary July 11 1923..............26: 103
Schwartz — s of Louis and Mary Apr 9 1926...............27: 218
Schwarz Martha J of Fred P and Florence II Aug 29 1928...28: 273
Schwarz Nancy E of Fred P and Florence Aug 29 1925......27: 115
Schwebel Marilyn of Bernard II and Fay Dec 3 1928.......28: 314
Schwenk Harold F of Harold F and Lillian M Nov 23 1927...28: 146
Sciacca Angelina of Vincenzo and Maria Apr 15 1923.......26: 51
Sciacca Giuseppe of Vincenzo and Maria Sept 27 1925.....27: 129
Scialla Gilberto M of Luigi and Virginia May 12 1927.....28: 59
Scialla Luigi of Luigi and Virginia May 18 1925...........27: 66
Scialla Vivian A of Luigi and Virginia Nov 18 1930........29: 289
Sciialo Carmela M of Luigi and Adele E June 22 1923......26: 82
Sciialo Elvira of Alberto and Rosa Feb 20 1922............25: 202
Sciialo Felice E of Luigi and Adele E Sept 14 1924........26: 312
Sciialo — s of Alberto and Rosa Dec 22 1924..............26: 357
Sciialo — s of Alberto and Rosa Apr 3 1928..............28: 208
Sciialo — s of Guido and Maria Sept 20 1924.............26: 315
Sciamarco — s of Girolamo and Adelina Nov 6 1927.........28: 150
Sciamarco — d of Girolamo and Adelina Jan 27 1929.........29: 14
Sciamarco Emilia of Girolamo and Adele Oct 2 1925.......27: 132
Sciandone Rosalina C of Antonio and Angelina Feb 29 1928...28: 192
Sciarranaffa Carlo C of Carlo A and Jessie N Mar 30 1925...27: 41
Sciarranaffa Norma L of Carlo A and Jessie N July 31 1926...27: 271
Sciarranaffa Alma of Michee and Marianna Feb 26 1922.....25: 205
Sciarranaffa Angelo of Filippo and Sophie July 1 1925.....27: 88

Scienzo Anna G of Pasquale and Concetta Sept 10 1921.

Scienzo Erasmo of Pasquale and Concetta Nov 22 1925.

Scienzo Francesco E of Francesco and Giuseppina July 1 1921.

Scienzo Giovanni P of Pasquale and Concetta Dec 8 1923.

Scilipoti Arturo of Giovannino and Serafina May 7 1922.

Scilipoti Paolina of Giovannino and Serafina Jan 29 1921.

Scilipoti — d of Giovannino and Serafina Aug 30 1923.

Sciotti Doratina M of Vito and Maria Nov 10 1927.

Sciotti Onesta A of Vincenzo and Francesca Mar 13 1921.

Sciotti Santo of Vincenzo and Francesca Apr 6 1925.

Sciotti Adriana of Daniel and Flora Sept 26 1926.


Sciotti Samuele N A of Domizio and Angelina Sept 15 1922.

Sciotti Pietro of Giuseppe and Maria Sept 3 1922.

Sciotti — — d of Giuseppe and Maria Apr 29 1924.

Scincco Celesta of Nazzareno and Teresa July 14 1925.

Scincco Giovanna of Nazzareno and Teresa Aug 7 1927.

Scincco Giuseppa A of Angelo and Lucia Mar 1 1921.

Scincco Luigi of Angelo and Lucia Oct 30 1924.

Scincco Maria A of Angelo and Lucia Oct 4 1922.

Scincco Romina of Angelo and Lucia Apr 7 1927.

Scivilo Anna of Felice and Lucrezia Dec 31 1927.

Scivilo Antonio of Felice and Lucrezia June 18 1929.

Scivilo Filomena of Felice and Lucrezia Sept 9 1926.

Sclama Anna of Vincenzo and Clementina Feb 21 1929.

Scofield Wesley L of James W and Lucy M Apr 7 1923.

Scola Bernardo V of Antonio and Vittoria Feb 20 1922.

Scola Lucia L of Antonio and Vittoria June 2 1923.

Scola Margherita L of Bernardo and Luisa Apr 26 1921.

Scolardi Dolgizza V of Antonio and Antonetta Nov 18 1926.

Scolardi Emma V of Antonio and Antonetta Mar 1 1925.

Scolardi Giuseppina A of Antonio and Antonetta Apr 15 1929.

Scolardi Teresa of Antonio and Antonetta Nov 17 1922.

Scolavino Armando of Salvatore and Filomena Nov 3 1921.

Scolavino Gino of Salvatore and Filomena Jan 10 1925.

Scoliard Lewis A of Elisha and Esther D Nov 10 1930.

Scollan — — s of James J and Anna L C Sept 20 1925.
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Scollan —— s of James J and Anna L Apr 22 1923 ..........26: 60
Scopel Aurora C of Emilio and Maria Apr 1 1929 ..........29: 40
Scopel Emilio F A of Emilio and Maria May 27 1924 ..........26: 254
Scopellite Arthur of Arturo and Anna Oct 14 1926 ..........27: 305
Scopellito Vincenzo G of Arturo and Anna Mar 9 1928 ..........23: 197
Scopelliti Florence of Arturo and Anna Jan 26 1925 ..........27: 11
Scopelliti Gladys of Alfredo and Alessandrina Aug 10 1928 ..........28: 265
Scopelliti —— d of Alfredo and Alessandrina May 3 1927 ..........28: 68
Scopelliti —— d of Alfredo and Alessandrina Dec 23 1930 ..........29: 304
Scorpio Alberto A of Luigi and Nicolina Apr 15 1921 ..........25: 44
Scorpio Anna C of Luigi and Nicolina Dec 3 1924 ..........26: 351
Scorpio Anna C of Luigi and Nicolina Jan 12 1929 ..........29: 5
Scorpio Antonio of Giuseppe and Francesca Jan 8 1926 ..........27: 178
Scorpio Cristina of Salvatore and Annina Jan 17 1925 ..........27: 7
Scorpio Dora M (twin) of Giuseppe and Francesca Aug 2 1929 ..........29: 92
Scorpio Eduardo of Giuseppe and Concetta Apr 19 1927 ..........28: 48
Scorpio Emilio G A of Luigi and Nicolina Jan 30 1923 ..........26: 13
Scorpio Eva L (twin) of Giuseppe and Francesca Aug 2 1929 ..........29: 92
Scorpio Filomena of Giuseppe and Francesca Sept 25 1924 ..........26: 317
Scorpio Guido of Giuseppe and Francesca Feb 6 1927 ..........28: 16
Scorpio Paolo of Giuseppe and Francesca Apr 13 1921 ..........25: 44
Scorpio Teresa of Giuseppe and Francesca Feb 4 1923 ..........26: 17
Scorpio —— s of Salvatore and Annina June 7 1922 ..........25: 267
Scotland Ralph of Ralph and Hazel Feb 3 1929 ..........29: 15
Scott Albertina L (c) of Emogene Aug 6 1922 ..........25: 284
Scott Alvin E (c) of Walter H and Mary L Jan 5 1928 ..........28: 170
Scott Arnold C of Abram C and Izyel M Aug 31 1928 ..........28: 274
Scott Arthur W of Alexander R and Dora E May 28 1924 ..........26: 258
Scott Barbara of Robert F and Esther L Mar 10 1925 ..........27: 32
Scott Bertha F (c) of James E and Eva F May 20 1929 ..........29: 58
Scott Beverley M E of Abram C and Izyel M May 9 1924 ..........26: 246
Scott Catherine F of Walter E and Irene F Aug 11 1923 ..........26: 109
Scott Charles S of Charles and Hazel Nov 4 1923 ..........26: 133
Scott Donald R of Robert F and Esther L July 8 1926 ..........27: 262
Scott Edward A of Archibald H and Margaret A Jan 23 1923 ..........26: 10
Scott Elsie E of George M and Alena Dec 31 1929 ..........29: 152
Scott Francis B of John A and Esther M May 26 1926 ..........27: 240
Scott Frederick S of Frederick S and Elsie Apr 27 1929 ..........29: 49
Scott George of Thomas H and Mary C Feb 3 1924 ..........26: 199
Scott George M of George and Alena July 22 1926 ..........27: 268
Scott Gertrude C (c) of Walter H and Mary L Feb 9 1923 ..........26: 20
Scott Gladys L of George W and Gladys M May 23 1927 ..........28: 63
Scott Hope V of George W and Gladys M Mar 19 1925 ..........27: 36
Scott James of John and Mary Aug 13 1923 ..........26: 110
Scott James E of James E and Madalene M Feb 23 1926. . . . 27: 196
Scott James W of Abram C and Izeiyl M Nov 16 1925. . . . 27: 150
Scott Jean of Warner B and Bertha Apr 13 1929. . . . 29: 44
Scott John of John and Marjorie Sept 6 1924. . . . 26: 308
Scott John C of Harry and Helen McK June 29 1929. . . . 29: 75
Scott John E of John A and Ester M May 13 1921. . . . 25: 57
Scott Joseph of Archibald II and Margaret A Nov 4 1929. . . . 29: 131
Scott Joseph B of John A and Esther M Dec 14 1927. . . . 28: 156
Scott Josephine I of Archibald II and Margaret A Nov 10 1924. . . . 26: 339
Scott June A of George L and Golda E June 28 1926. . . . 27: 256
Scott Kenneth of Arthur and Clarice Mar 28 1929. . . . 25: 36
Scott Lillian of Charles S and Alice R Jan 8 1921. . . . 25: 4
Scott Malcolm L of Henry B and Ethel M R July 22 1925. . . . 27: 97
Scott Margaret F of Archibald II and Margaret A Sept 5 1921. . . . 25: 118
Scott Margaret I of Robert and Esther Aug 2 1922. . . . 25: 282
Scott Marion L of Everett C and Agnes M Mar 13 1928. . . . 28: 198
Scott Mary A of George and Margaret A Mar 10 1928. . . . 28: 197
Scott Mary E of Robert S and Mary E May 4 1927. . . . 28: 56
Scott Mildred of Richard C and Mildred E May 19 1925. . . . 27: 66
Scott Nancy of John W and Mary R June 11 1923. . . . 26: 77
Scott Richard N of John A and Esther M Feb 7 1923. . . . 26: 19
Scott Robert S of Robert S and Mary E Aug 30 1922. . . . 25: 294
Scott — s of Abram and Izeiyl M Nov 14 1922. . . . 25: 338
Scott — s of Thomas F and Anna L June 5 1923. . . . 26: 87
Scott — s of John W and Flora M Mar 13 1927. . . . 28: 40
Scott — (c) d of James E and Eva F May 20 1928. . . . 28: 232
Scott. — s of Walter T and Grace S Sept 8 1928. . . . 28: 287
Scotti Aniello of Giovanni and Concetta Feb 19 1922. . . . 25: 201
Scotti Anna of Ottavio and Clara Oct 5 1927. . . . 28: 126
Scotti Carmine of Andrea and Antonetta Oct 25 1922. . . . 25: 223
Scotti Domenica of Pasquale and Angela X Aug 13 1927. . . . 28: 102
Scotti Giovanni of Giuseppe and Rosa June 25 1921. . . . 25: 76
Scotti Giovannina of Ottavio and Clara Apr 22 1929. . . . 29: 47
Scotti Marion V of Cesare and Christine Jan 10 1924. . . . 26: 186
Scotti Michele C of Cesare and Christine May 2 1926. . . . 27: 229
Scotti Salvatore of Cesare and Cristina Mar 9 1921. . . . 25: 29
Scotti Susanna M of James and Vincenzina Apr 5 1921. . . . 25: 40
Scotti Anna of Antonio and Teresa July 3 1924. . . . 26: 288
Scotti Antonio of Biaggio and Giovannina Sept 7 1923. . . . 26: 123
Scotti Vincenzo of Antonio and Teresa Feb 21 1927. . . . 28: 22
Scouller Dorothy M of Frederick J and Mary R Nov 11 1924. . . . 26: 339
Scouller — s of Frederick J and Mary R Sept 3 1922. . . . 25: 299
Scowcroft Donald D of William and Sarah E Mar 27 1923. . . . 26: 41
Scowcroft Milton of Robert J and Sarah E Nov 3 1921. . . . 25: 148
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Scowcroft Richard S (twin) of Joseph T and Catherine Dec 23 1926 ................................. 27:333
Scowcroft Robert F (twin) of Joseph T and Catherine Dec 23 1926 ................................. 27:333
Scrubner Richard of Harold E and Elleen Mar 8 1927 ........................................ 28: 29
Scruvani Antonetta G of Lorenzo and Concetta Feb 16 1924 ................................. 26:204
Scruvani Ida of Lorenzo and Concetta June 28 1921 ........................................ 25: 77
Scully Joyce M of Charles V and Ethel May 13 1923 ........................................ 26: 65
Scullian Elise M of Daniel A and Albertine E May 14 1922 ........................................ 25:244
Scullian Raymond F of Frank A and Ellen T Dec 21 1923 ........................................ 26:173
Scully Howard J of Michael D and Catherine C July 30 1921 ........................................ 25: 97
Scully Jean of John E and Helen M July 13 1929 ........................................ 29: 83
Scully Kathleen A of John E and Helen M Sept 27 1927 ........................................ 28:121
Scuncio Alberto R of Federico and Maria Apr 20 1928 ........................................ 28:215
Scuncio Dorotea of Alessandro and Emma Feb 26 1925 ........................................ 27: 25
Scuncio Dorotea E of Giuseppe and Vincenzina Apr 22 1925 ........................................ 27: 53
Scuncio Giovanni G of Giuseppe and Vincenzina Feb 5 1923 ........................................ 26: 18
Scuncio Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Vincenzina Dec 29 1927 ........................................ 28:161
Scuncio Giuseppe G of Federico and Maria G June 14 1924 ........................................ 26:265
Scuncio Irene of Federico and Maria G Dec 26 1922 ........................................ 25:350
Scuncio Maria S of Giuseppe and Vincenzina Dec 12 1921 ........................................ 25:166
Scuncio William F of Joseph L and Susan R May 24 1926 ........................................ 27:239
Scungio Alberto F of Federico and Assunta Jan 19 1921 ........................................ 25: 8
Scungio Angelina D of Ferdinando and Maria Dec 30 1927 ........................................ 28:161
Scungio Anna M of Federico and Assunta Aug 14 1922 ........................................ 25:287
Scungio Ferdinando R of Ferdinando and Maria J May 19 1930 ........................................ 29:214
Scungio Giovanni of Federico and Assunta Oct 21 1923 ........................................ 26:145
Scungio Giuseppe of Benedetto and Assunta Mar 13 1925 ........................................ 27: 34
Scungio Giuseppe of Carmela Mar 2 1929 ........................................ 29: 27
Scungio Giuseppina M A of Michele and Angelina Dec 21 1926 ........................................ 27:332
Seaberg Robert R of Rudolphe E and Florence A E June 14 1925 ........................................ 27: 79
Seagrave Marjorie of George A and Marjorie Oct 2 1923 ........................................ 26:137
Sealund Alfheid M of August and Svea I Mar 30 1928 ........................................ 28:205
Seaman Avery of David S and Elizabeth A July 29 1923 ........................................ 26:100
Seaman Richard L of Harold R and Louisa B Oct 14 1929 ........................................ 29:122
Seamans Emily of Manuel B and Antonetta Apr 25 1927 ........................................ 28: 30
Seamans Joao of Manuel B and Antonetta Dec 14 1924 ........................................ 26:334
Seamans May L of Edward S and Maud L Mar 2 1927 ........................................ 28: 26
Seamans Nancy J of Harold R and Louise S Nov 22 1930 ........................................ 29:291
Seamans Robert I of Harold B and Louise S Feb 13 1926 ........................................ 27:192
Seamans Shirley A of Walter I and Dorothy June 3 1929 ........................................ 29: 66
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Searle Jacquelyn of Dorman W and Myrtle Mar 17 1929..................29: 32
Searle Reynolds L of Reynolds L and Sarah Dec 10 1929................29: 115
Searles Evelyn R of Henry F and Jessie D May 8 1922..................25: 242
Searles John P of George W and Margaret Oct 14 1928..................28: 293
Searles Raymond E of Henry R and Dorothy Apr 11 1929................29: 43
Searles Warren J of Russell S and Bertha I Dec 7 1930................29: 298
Sears Arthur A of Arthur A and Mary I Jan 16 1929......................29: 7
Sears Barbara A of Harry and Della R Nov 14 1929......................29: 134
Sears David V of Francisco and Alexandria Jan 21 1921................25: 8
Sears Dorothy M of Hazel June 7 1921.................................25: 68
Sears Edward F of Harry and Della R July 21 1927......................28: 91
Sears Etta M (c) of Lyman E and Edith Feb 1 1921......................25: 13
Sears Frances B (c) of William H and Marion D M Aug 9 1924...........26: 294
Sears Francis J of Peter T and Mary E Mar 11 1928......................28: 198
Sears Gertrude of Anthony and Lena Nov 7 1922.........................25: 330
Sears Harry A of Harry F and Della R July 15 1925......................27: 94
Sears Helena of Stephen and Alice Oct 4 1924........................26: 323
Sears Henry of William and Mary Feb 5 1921.............................25: 14
Sears John of John and Hazel Aug 27 1930..............................29: 255
Sears Leonard H of Harold L and Mary Aug 27 1924......................26: 301
Sears Margaret M of Louis D and Annie Oct 24 1924......................26: 330
Sears Marjorie H of Stella Dec 14 1926.................................27: 330
Sears Mildred V (c) of Lyman E and Edith July 5 1924................26: 276
Sears Peter F of Peter F and Mary E Jan 13 1925.......................27: 6
Sears Rose of Harry and Della R Aug 22 1922............................25: 291
Sears William of August and Rose Mar 15 1928..........................28: 199
Sears William F of Harold L and Mary July 2 1927......................28: 83
Sears —— s of Anthony and Lena Apr 5 1921............................25: 40
Sears —— s of Peter F and Mary E Dec 25 1921..........................25: 176
Sears —— d of Peter F and Mary E Nov 12 1922........................25: 338
Sears —— s of Manuel and Mary Oct 27 1924.............................26: 335
Seaver Francis J of Frank L and Bridget T July 23 1921................25: 94
Seay Claire L of Albert and Dorothy J Oct 19 1929......................29: 123
Sebastianelli Giovanni B of Pietro and Clara Mar 22 1923..............26: 39
Sebastianelli Giuseppe P of Pietro and Clara Mar 5 1925..............27: 31
Secone Giuseppina of Gaspero and Splendora June 18 1922..............25: 261
Seconi Evelina R of Beniamino and Raffaela Dec 15 1925.............27: 164
Seconi Giovanna A of Beniamino and Raffaela Dec 15 1929.............29: 147
Secor Robert J of Floyd F and Mary E Feb 3 1928.......................28: 181
Secor Virginia M of Elmer F and Lillie S Aug 21 1925...............27: 112
Sedaciz Walter of Pavel and Eva Aug 9 1926...........................27: 276
Sedarovitch —— (triplet) s of Walter and Mary June 13 1921...........25: 71
Sedarovitch —— (triplet) s of Walter and Mary June 13 1921...........25: 71
Sedarovitch —— (triplet) s of Walter and Mary June 13 1921...........25: 71
Seddon Agnes A of William E and Florence S Jan 21 1923..............26: 9
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Seddon Ara P of Charles H and Delima Dec 3 1921............25:162
Seddon Eunice M of William E and Florence S Sept 16 1925...27:124
Seddon Gertrude E of Jesse and Charlotte M May 30 1924...26:256
Seddon Hope A of John and Mary S Aug 9 1922.................25:285
Seddon John F of John and Mary S Feb 7 1927..................28:16
Seddon John W of Jesse and Charlotte M May 17 1921........25:59
Seddon Raymond F of Jesse and Charlotte M Mar 28 1927....28:38
Seddon —— d of James J and Mary E Sept 10 1925............27:121
Seddon —— (twin) s of James J and Mary E Apr 16 1927....28:47
Seddon —— (twin) d of James J and Mary E Apr 16 1927....28:47
Sedich —— d of Paul and Eva June 15 1924......................26:265
Sedina Evelyn R of William and Mary June 18 1924...........26:266
Sedwick Eleanor F of Vincent and Veronica July 20 1922...25:276
Segedl Margaret M of James A and Margaret May 6 1930.....29:209
Secley Gladys of Clarence and Ruth E June 16 1922...........25:260
Secley Lillian M (c) of Clarence and Ruth E Apr 18 1921....25:46
Secley Ruth O of David C and Alice Dec 12 1922..............25:344
Seery Helen of Luke F and Josephine C July 2 1921...........26:275
Seery Mildred L of Luke F and Josephine C May 4 1922......25:240
Segal —— s of Irving and Rose Nov 4 1924.....................26:337
Segrelia Doris M of Giovanni and Lucrezia Feb 13 1929.....29:19
Segrelia Lucia E of Giovanni and Lucrezia Dec 13 1922....25:345
Schulster Eileen E of Martin and Josephine July 29 1926...27:270
Schulster Mary E of Martin and Josephine Nov 10 1924......26:339
Seiboldt Marion G of John E and Martha May 31 1921........25:65
Seidel Elia A of Nathan and Mary Feb 19 1923.................26:23
Selby Charles H of Charles F and Inez A B Apr 15 1922....25:229
Selby Frederic E of Frederic E and Katherine R May 20 1926.27:237
Selby Rose M of Frederic E and Katherine R Nov 2 1928.....28:301
Selfinger Alice D of Per C A and Esther A Nov 21 1929.....29:136
Sellocchio Domenica D of Pasquale and Erminia Oct 8 1927..28:127
Sellocchio Elda G of Carmine and Amalia July 4 1929.........29:79
Sellen Albert R of Arthur G and Grace E Apr 10 1925.......27:48
Sellen William W of Arthur G and Grace E Feb 22 1924......26:206
Selles Clarence (c) of Clarence and Ruth Nov 30 1923......26:163
Selley Ernest G of Ernest S and Mildred I V Jan 2 1927......28:1
Selley Shirley M of Samuel A and Dorothy M Sept 24 1930...29:268
Seltzer Albert of Albert and Maude June 10 1922..............25:258
Seltzer Clara of Barney and Annie Oct 18 1921.................25:140
Seltzer Fanny E of Israel and Celia Jan 20 1927..............28:8
Seltzer Florence M of Barney and Annie Apr 13 1926.........27:219
Seltzer Harvey of Paul and Bertha Nov 25 1924.................26:346
Seltzer Lillian of Barney and Annie Aug 8 1923..............26:108
Seltzer Lillian of Barney and Ray Jan 1 1928.................28:168
Seltzer Lillian E of Israel and Celia Aug 29 1921............25:112
Seltzer Martin of Paul and Bertha Sept 7 1922.................25:300
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Seltzer Mildred of Barney and Rachel Apr 5 1921
Seltzer Sheldon L of Paul and Bertha J Sept 1 1927
Seluke Michael of Michael and Jennie A Nov 6 1925
Selvaggio Dolores S of Nicola and Rosa Apr 3 1928
Selwyn Elaine R of Joseph F and Estelle I Nov 3 1930
Selwyn Joseph F of Joseph F and Estelle I Sept 21 1928
Semenok Anna of Dymytro and Mary Jan 1 1921
Sementillo Anna of Natalino and Domenica Dec 20 1928
Sementillo Maria S of Natalino and Domenica July 1 1921
Semish Amancio of Amancio and Maria Aug 9 1922
Semish Daniel of Amancio and Mary July 24 1926
Semish Deolinda of Amancio and Mary July 19 1925
Semmler Norman W of Alexander and Marion A E Sept 13 1930
Semonian Ruby Z of Charles and Rose Mar 22 1923
Semonoff Daniel L of Noah and Ida E June 18 1930
Semonoff —— s of Judah and Lucy Aug 21 1922
Semper Edwin J of James L and Esther M July 14 1921
Semple Eleanor L of Harold R D and Emilia S Jan 26 1929
Semple Richard D of Harold R D and Emilia S Feb 7 1930
Senape Giuseppe G of Raffaele and Eva May 11 1925
Senape Marjorie J of Giovanni and Veronica July 1 1926
Senape Rosalina C of Raffaele and Eva Sept 26 1922
Senape —— s of Paride and Popa Dec 2 1926
Senapi Giuseppe of Antonio and Maria June 26 1922
Senczak Heronim of Michael and Mary Sept 13 1921
Senders Frances R of Morris and Bessie Sept 14 1927
Senders Gertrude of Morris and Bessie July 20 1930
Senecal Earl T of Irene E Jan 20 1927
Senecal Walter A of Walter A and Evelina H Mar 16 1927
Senecal —— s of Walter A and Evelina H Jan 16 1930
Senerchia Luigi of Antonio and Angelina M Mar 2 1930
Senerchia Marco A of Antonio and Angelina M Aug 30 1921
Senerchia Maria A of Antonio and Angelina M Aug 3 1924
Senior Barbara H of Thomas P and Elsie S Jan 26 1927
Senior Bruce M of Clarence H and Edith M Apr 8 1929
Senior Hope E of Francis L and Helen M Dec 30 1923
Senior Marion E of Norman W and Edna G Dec 3 1928
Senior Muriel of Frank and Gertrude July 3 1925
Senna Elise of Charles and Adelina July 9 1927
Senna Elizabeth of Frank and Rose Oct 20 1924
Senna James M of James J and Embrosina Sept 2 1926
Senna Katherine R of Frank and Rose May 15 1927
Senther Kenneth M of Charles J and Mildred Nov 20 1923
Sentler Joan M of Charles J and Mildred Oct 17 1928
Sepe Alvin J of Giuseppe and Bertha May 17 1922
Sepe Charles of Rocco and Ethel W Oct 8 1923............. 27: 135
Sepe Ethel E of Rocco and Ethel W Aug 31 1924............. 26: 303
Sepe Frederick of Rocco and Ethel W Nov 1 1922............. 25: 328
Sepe Giovanni A of Giovanni A and Teresa A Aug 5 1930... 29: 248
Sepe John P of Paul P and Pauline Dec 9 1929............. 29: 145
Sepe Marie A of Francesco and Matilda C July 10 1928... 28: 251
Sepe Raffaele of Vincenzo and Maria May 9 1930......... 29: 210
Sepe Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Raffaele Sept 15 1927... 28: 116
Sepe Virginia R of Gaetano and Angela R Aug 16 1927... 28: 103
Serabian Garabed of Serop and Mary Sept 22 1923...... 26: 130
Serabian Heraoosh (twin) of Serop and Mary Feb 8 1925... 27: 19
Serabian Scrab of Madiros and Osanna Sept 19 1922..... 25: 305
Serabian Siranoosh (twin) of Serop and Mary Feb 8 1925... 27: 19
Serabian —— s of Marderos and Annie July 10 1921.... 25: 98
Serapiaglia Saverio E of Giovanni and Laura Nov 29 1928... 28: 308
Seravo Elena R of Flavio and Maria Oct 1 1922........ 25: 313
Serbst Mary L of Henry F and Gladys Nov 2 1928.... 28: 301
Ser dizik —— d of Vincent and Veronica Jan 21 1924..... 25: 80
Seredymski Josephine J of Joseph and Anna June 3 1929... 29: 66
Sereichok John of Simon and Wiktorya May 9 1926...... 27: 232
Sergiacomi Lucia N of Luigi and Adelina Jan 27 1929.... 29: 11
Sergiacomi Teodorico of Luigi and Adelina Jan 14 1927... 28: 5
Sergiacomi Teodorico of Luigi and Adelina Nov 6 1927... 28: 139
Sergino Ida of Gregorio and Maria D Mar 7 1926....... 27: 202
Sergy Helen of Harry M and Lena June 14 1930........ 29: 225
Serpopian Elizabeth of Hairabed and Margaret July 13 1925... 27: 93
Serpa Anthony of Anthony T and Zulmira C Sept 14 1924.. 26: 312
Serpa Enrique of Luiz and Maria Feb 10 1923.......... 26: 20
Serpa George R of Mathew daR and Maria G Feb 19 1926... 27: 195
Serpa Jose R of Mathew daR and Maria G Aug 26 1921... 25: 111
Serpa Mathew daR of Mathew daR and Maria G June 14 1924.. 26: 265
Ser reccchia Alto G of Paolo and Palma July 3 1925........ 27: 89
Ser reccchia Elena M of Salvatore and Elvira May 25 1930... 29: 216
Ser reccchia Eva L of Salvatore and Elvira Jan 12 1927.... 28: 5
Serrechia Ida M of Pasquale and Maria Oct 31 1929.... 29: 128
Serror Marguerite J of John H and Margaret L Nov 25 1921... 25: 157
Serydyski Mary A of Joseph and Alice Oct 11 1929... 29: 121
Sethell Barbara R of George E and Eva May 22 1924.... 26: 252
Setian Dickran of Zarkar and Armenouhi Aug 10 1927... 28: 101
Setian Gabriel of George and Zartar Aug 7 1930........ 29: 248
Setian Haliganoush of Krikore and Zartar Apr 9 1928... 28: 211
Setian Hameas P of Paul and Varvar June 20 1930.... 29: 228
Setian Leo of Zakar and Armenouhi July 22 1930... 29: 241
Setian Margaret of Zakar and Armaveni Mar 13 1926.... 27: 205
Settle Thomas R of John R and Gertrude L July 22 1924... 26: 284
Severance Edith R of David and Celia Sept 4 1926... 27: 288
Severance Donald W of Frank R and Evelyn R Oct 7 1926... 27: 303
Severin Charles H of Harry H and Louise M July 27 1922... 25: 279
Severinghaus Elizabeth M of Leslie R and Emmarail Sept 29
1928... 28: 286
Seward Mary A of Ralph P and A Lucy Aug 19 1929... 29: 98
Seward Mildred of Peter J and Emma T June 3 1922... 25: 255
Sexton Claire C of James J and Catherine E Oct 27 1927... 28: 135
Sexton Dorothy E of Timothy T and Gertrude E May 29 1923... 26: 71
Sexton Roselyn M of Timothy T and Gertrude E Dec 16 1927... 28: 157
Seyferth Helen F of William F and Isabelle A Oct 24 1922... 25: 322
Seymour Alan C of Jesse C and Edith E May 9 1922... 25: 242
Seymour William E of William E and Lena L Feb 27 1927... 28: 24
Sfameni Frank (twin) of Antonio and Caterina July 9 1927... 28: 96
Sfameni Giovanni (twin) of Antonio and Caterina July 9
1927... 28: 86
Sfameni Pietro of Antonio and Catarina Nov 13 1925... 27: 150
Sfikas Deonesia of Triantafilos and Theodora Sept 27 1925... B-1: 72
Sficas George of Triantafilos and Theodora Nov 10 1922... 25: 331
Sgambato Lidia G of Giuseppe and Assunta Sept 10 1924... 26: 310
Sghelli Anna O of Rodolfo and Consiglia M L Feb 26 1925... 27: 25
Sghelli Rodolfo G of Rodolfo and Consiglia M L July 8 1929... 29: 81
Sghelli Rosina of Rodolfo and Consiglia M L Nov 2 1927... 28: 138
Shabbott Edmund of Albert J and Anna P May 26 1924... 26: 254
Shachter Berton of Abraham and Fanny Jan 8 1926... 27: 178
Shachter Melvin of Abraham and Fanny May 31 1922... 25: 251
Shackleton Richard E of Robert C and Lucy M Apr 4 1926... 27: 216
Shackleton Ruth C of John C and Ruth June 6 1928... 28: 235
Shackley Elizabeth E of John II and Esther E Mar 1 1925... 27: 29
Shadberg Gertrude A M of John M and Arax II June 1 1926... 27: 244
Shaded Emma S of Saba and Haseba Apr 17 1927... 28: 48
Shadick Robert G of Thomas and Dorothy E Aug 17 1925... 27: 111
Shadoian Dickran M of John and Makrouhi Oct 14 1925... 27: 137
Shaevitz Joseph H of Samuel and Ida July 26 1928... 28: 257
Shaffer Burton of Harry II and Edith Apr 25 1930... 29: 204
Shaffer Marilyn of Jacob and Frances Feb 18 1927... 28: 21
Shaffer Robert L of Harry and Edith Aug 4 1927... 28: 98
Shafritz Herbert N of Samuel and Fannie Apr 3 1923... 26: 47
Shagin Lillian R of Michael and Eldora R Oct 15 1925... 27: 137
Shagin Michael G of Michael and Eldora R Jan 9 1924... 26: 186
Shaheen Josephine of John and Mishauen Sept 25 1926... 27: 296
Shahinian Antranig of Markar and Gadar May 14 1925... 27: 64
Shahinian Sarah of Markar and Gadar Nov 15 1922... 25: 332
Shahinian Siravoosh of Markar and Gadar Jan 4 1928... 28: 169
Shailer Patricia of Russell C and Roma M Mar 21 1930... 29: 189
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shakarian Almas</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>May 28 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shakarian Garabed</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Jan 25 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shackle George A.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Mar 13 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shallopp Joseph of</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>May 15 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shellow Francis</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>May 26 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shallow Robert L.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Jan 12 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shallow Sabina M.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Mar 2 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shalvey Robert E.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Jan 29 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>June 26 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>May 18 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Audrey E.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>June 29 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Bernard L.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Dec 6 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Daniel J.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Jan 9 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Helen R.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>June 26 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Irvin T.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Jan 20 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Janet A.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Aug 29 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley John J.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Nov 29 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley John P.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Mar 30 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Mary K.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>May 25 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Olive M.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>June 3 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Pauline F.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>May 10 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Thomas F.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Aug 18 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Thomas J.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Oct 20 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Thomas W.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Jun 13 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Viola</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Jan 11 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley William H.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Oct 11 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Earl F.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Mar 23 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Edna M.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Mar 19 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Eileen</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Mar 5 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Eugene F.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Apr 30 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon John F.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Apr 20 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon John G. S.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Apr 15 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Joseph L.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Jun 22 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Marion E.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Jan 1 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Mary E.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Jun 10 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Mary V.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Apr 25 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Rita</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Aug 22 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Robert A.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Mar 7 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon William of</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Dec 9 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shapiro Avis</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Feb 4 1930</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.**
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Shapiro Evelyn II of Abraham and Sally Jan 15 1925............27: 7
Shapiro Fay of Isador and Ida Mar 13 1929..........................20: 31
Shapiro Helen G of Frank S and Evelyn A May 23 1922...........25: 248
Shapiro Jacob of Hyman and Pauline Mar 21 1923..................26: 38
Shapiro Lester A of David and Sally B May 18 1922..............25: 246
Shapiro Nettie B of Philip and Celia Oct 23 1922..................25: 322
Shapiro Rebecca of Isador and Ida Apr 30 1925......................27: 56
Shapiro Shirley B of Abraham and Sally July 31 1922.............25: 280
Shapiro —— s of Isadore and Anna Feb 11 1922.....................25: 207
Shapiro —— s of Isador and Ida May 17 1923.........................26: 67
Sharbuno Dorothy E of Albert R and Mildred A Apr 23 1930........29: 203
Sharbuno Thomas W of Albert R and Mildred A June 29 1925......27: 85
Sharegian Arpna of Kacheg and Mariam Mar 31 1929.................29: 38
Sharegian Garabed of Kacheg and Mariam Apr 21 1930..............29: 202
Sharkey Gladys E of Charles E and Gladys L Mar 30 1929........29: 37
Sharkey Hope B of Maybelle Aug 25 1929............................29: 101
Sharkey Lillian J of Mabel Sept 6 1924..............................26: 308
Sharkey Richard C of Charles E and Gladys L Feb 19 1923.........26: 23
Sharkey Robert E of Charles E and Gladys L Jan 22 1926...........27: 183
Sharkey Vincent of Robert E and Mabel D Aug 31 1925..............27: 116
Sharkey —— s of Edward J and Dora E Sept 5 1921..................25: 131
Sharp Gordon J of Archibald F and Alberta Mar 14 1923...........26: 36
Sharp John E of Edwin and Florence M July 17 1926................27: 266
Sharp John E of Rule and Nellie Apr 29 1929.......................29: 49
Sharp Lloyd M of Archibald F and Alberta Mar 10 1921.............25: 30
Sharp Maurice E of Edwin and Florence M Apr 13 1925..............27: 49
Sharp Rebecca R of Alexander F and Rebecca May 21 1930.........29: 214
Sharpal Albert J of William and Margaret I May 19 1928.........28: 226
Sharpal Beverly J of Joseph F and Marion July 16 1930............29: 299
Sharpal Doris M of Joseph F and Marion Sept 13 1924..............26: 311
Sharpal Eleanor of Walton and Martha E Feb 27 1930..............29: 179
Sharpal Elizabeth of Walton and Martha E July 22 1928.............28: 255
Sharpal Henry D of Henry D and Mary E May 5 1923.................26: 62
Sharpal John P of William J and Lillian Jan 20 1921..............25: 8
Sharpal Joseph E of Joseph F and Marion Nov 24 1927..............28: 146
Sharpal Patricia A of Arthur J and Dora Nov 8 1930................29: 286
Sharpal Richard A of Arnold and Myrtle Dec 5 1930................29: 297
Sharpal William of William and Bertha May 1 1921.................25: 52
Sharpita Sofia of Karl and Annie May 15 1924.......................26: 248
Sharplies Jean of George and Florence Sept 5 1922................25: 299
Sharplies Kenneth J of William and Elizabeth Mar 28 1921.........25: 37
Sharplies Oren W of Albert and Elizabeth July 8 1922.............25: 271
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
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Sharpstein Eugene H of Joel A and Ethel Feb 21 1922......25:202
Shashadian Sumpad of Markar and Elizabeth July 8 1926....27:262
Shatkun Lois P of Simon and Carrie Apr 21 1929.............29:47
Shatkun Shirley of Abe and Beatrice Apr 9 1925.............27:47
Shatkin Red of Simon and Carrie Oct 18 1921.................25:147
Shatkin — d of Abe and Beatrice Sept 17 1929..............29:110
Shaulson Gerald of Samuel and Rose Aug 2 1930............29:246
Shaulson Martha of Samuel and Rose Oct 3 1921............26:323
Shaulson Sessile of Samuel and Rose Aug 16 1922...........25:288
Shaw Albert E of Albert E and Alice A Aug 21 1928.......28:269
Shaw Albert J of John and Margaret Mar 19 1922............25:216
Shaw Alexander F of Alexander F and Janet T Aug 1 1921..25:99
Shaw Alfred J of William and Ellen June 17 1930..........29:226
Shaw Allan S of Allen S and Helen A Jan 29 1927.........28:11
Shaw Anna of John J and Margaret E Dec 9 1927............28:154
Shaw Arthur J of William and Ellen May 25 1926............27:239
Shaw Barbara E of John E and Helen U Dec 12 1922........25:344
Shaw Charles H of Charles H and Mary E Sept 21 1921......25:125
Shaw Charles R of Merle L and Edith E Apr 12 1929.......29:44
Shaw Edward A of Merle L and Edith E June 26 1925........27:84
Shaw Edward T of Albert E and Alice A July 7 1930........29:235
Shaw, Eileen of George E and Gertrude A July 30 1923.....26:100
Shaw Eleanor M of Henry and Ethel Jan 10 1926............27:178
Shaw Eleanor of John E and Helen U Apr 22 1926............27:223
Shaw Esther of John J and Margaret E July 22 1929........29:86
Shaw Francis W of Francis W and Agnes R July 18 1929.....29:85
Shaw Frank P of Edward C and Frances E Jan 10 1929.....29:5
Shaw Frederick of Henry A and Ethel 1 Nov 2 1928.........28:301
Shaw Frederick H of George H and Gladys E Nov 18 1927...28:144
Shaw Frederick L of Frederick L and Lily B F July 3 1928..28:248
Shaw George H of George H and Gladys E Oct 21 1926......27:308
Shaw Gertrude V (c) of Milton and Mahala L June 14 1923..26:78
Shaw Gordon A (twin) of Albert H and Ada July 16 1929....29:84
Shaw Grace C of Henry E and Florence July 18 1927........28:90
Shaw Helen A of William M and Mildred A June 7 1921.....25:68
Shaw Janet R of William M and Mildred A Aug 4 1923......26:105
Shaw Jean A of James H and Marie E Mar 24 1930............29:190
Shaw Jean K of Clinton W and Marion T Aug 11 1926.......27:277
Shaw John of John J and Margaret E Mar 4 1924.............26:213
Shaw John E of John E and Helen U Jan 2 1929..............29:1
Shaw Loretta J of Charles H and Mary E July 17 1926.......27:266
Shaw Margaret A of William and Ellen Oct 25 1924..........26:331
Shaw Mary A of Francis W and Agnes R Dec 14 1927.........28:156
Shaw Mildred E of William and Ada Feb 18 1921............25:20
Shaw Norman G (twin) of Albert H and Ada July 16 1929....29:81
Shaw Richard C of Harold E G and Lillian July 11 1924.....26:279
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Shaw Rita I of James H and Marie E July 21 1927 ....... 28: 91
Shaw Robert H of Alexander F and Janet Nov 16 1927 .... 28: 143
Shaw Roland T of Alfred and Emma J M A Apr 13 1922 .... 25: 229
Shaw Rosalind E of Edgar W and Rosalind Jan 10 1927 .... 28: 4
Shaw Ruth C of Robert F and Florence Jan 7 1921 ....... 25: 3
Shaw Ruth E of Robert S and Ada B Dec 2 1924 ......... 26: 350
Shaw Virginia I of George F and Doris I Feb 24 1924 .... 26: 207
Shaw William H of Harold V and Myrtle June 9 1926 .... 27: 247
Shaw William T of William R and Hope Mar 18 1927 .... 28: 33
Shaw — d of Alfred and Elizabeth Mar 12 1921 ......... 25: 81
Shaw — (twin) s of Clinton W and Laura E Apr 28 1921 .... 25: 50
Shaw — (twin) d of Clinton W and Laura E Apr 28 1921 .... 25: 50
Shaw — d of William and Florence July 7 1921 ......... 25: 98
Shaw — s of Frederick J and Margaret M Feb 9 1925 .... 27: 28
Shaw — s of Alexander and Janet Nov 4 1926 ......... 27: 325
Shaw — s of Frederick J and Margaret M Nov 10 1927 .... 28: 150
Shaw — s of Clinton F and Gladys Jan 15 1929 ......... 29: 7
Shaw — d of Clinton F and Gladys T Nov 29 1929 ....... 29: 139
Shaw — s of Clinton F and Gladys T Nov 18 1930 ....... 29: 289
Shawcross Kenneth R of Raymond E and Genevieve H Aug 17 1930 ......... 29: 252
Shawcross Norman E of Byron W and Ethel D Oct 8 1925 .... 27: 135
Shedeed Joseph B of Saba and Haseha Oct 2 1928 ....... 28: 288
Shea Agnes M of Timothy F and Alice M Aug 1 1926 .... 27: 273
Shea Bennett A of Elton S and Nora M Mar 1 1921 ....... 25: 25
Shea Casimir F of Casimir F and Rose M Nov 26 1921 .... 25: 158
Shea Catherine V of William H and Bridget Oct 24 1930 .... 29: 273
Shea Clement P of Clement P and Alice E Apr 30 1930 .... 29: 205
Shea Diana L of Daniel S and Yvonne Mar 1 1929 ....... 29: 27
Shea Dorothy M of James F and Margaret M Apr 4 1922 .... 27: 225
Shea Edwin of Daniel J and Abbie Jan 31 1924 ......... 26: 195
Shea Edwin L of Maurice A and Ellen E Feb 9 1926 ....... 27: 191
Shea Elizabeth of Daniel A and Agnes M Dec 22 1921 .... 25: 171
Shea Francis H of William and Mary E Sept 18 1923 .... 26: 128
Shea Geraldine of John M and Margaret Aug 3 1925 ....... 27: 105
Shea James F of James F and Margaret M Aug 12 1928 .... 28: 274
Shea James N of William H and Bridget June 1 1928 .... 28: 233
Shea John of Timothy E and Mary E May 26 1929 ......... 29: 61
Shea John D of John F and Laura Oct 21 1925 ......... 27: 139
Shea Margaret G of Jeremiah S and Margaret M Nov 9 1923 .... 26: 155
Shea Margaret M of Timothy F and Margaret M Apr 6 1928 .... 28: 210
Shea Mary A of Timothy F and Mary July 19 1928 ....... 28: 254
Shea Mary E of Jeremiah S and Margaret M June 15 1928 .... 28: 239
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Shea Norma R of James F and Margaret M July 27 1926. 27:270
Shea Paul K of Jeremiah S and Margaret M Mar 13 1926. 27:205
Shea Rose A of Maurice and Ellen E Aug 10 1923. 26:108
Shea Timothy F of Timothy F and Mary Mar 30 1926. 27:212
Shea William of William H and Bridget July 2 1924. 26:275
Shea William of Phillip and Ida Dec 19 1929. 29:148
Shea William J of John F E and Mary R L Apr 25 1927. 28:50
Shea —s of William H and Bridget Jan 31 1921. 25:80
Shea —s of William H and Bridget Mar 20 1922. 25:223
Shea —s of Edward D and Hope G Oct 13 1929. 29:122
Sheean Sylvester G T of Sylvester G T and Florence T Dec 25 1928. 28:323
Sheers James W of James E and Dorcas M Feb 28 1929. 29:25
Sheechter Max of Selma Apr 19 1925. 27:52
Shechtman Benjamin of Isidor and Ida Oct 5 1927. 28:126
Shechtman Sol B of Jacob and Dora Aug 20 1929. 29:99
Shechtmon Irving of Isidor and Ida Sept 1 1922. 25:298
Shechtmon Lillian of Isidor and Ida May 18 1926. 27:236
Shechtmon Simon of Isidor and Ida Jan 9 1924. 26:186
Sheeehan Anna of William A and Nora I Nov 9 1925. 27:148
Sheehan Christopher J of Christopher J and Hilda J E Jan 26 1922. 25:188
Sheehan Edwin J of Charles F and Bessie M Mar 30 1928. 28:205
Sheehan Elizabeth J of Robert T and Elizabeth M Mar 27 1929. 29:36
Sheehan James C of James C and Julia Feb 1 1929. 29:15
Sheehan John J of John J and Claire R May 2 1927. 28:55
Sheehan Leo of Henry L and Catherine T July 21 1921. 25:93
Sheehan Margaret J of Edward L and Anna M Apr 9 1921. 25:42
Sheehan Mary of John and Margaret July 13 1922. 25:272
Sheehan Moira T of Jeremiah F and Nann Nov 28 1930. 29:293
Sheehan William R of Charles F and Bessie M Dec 25 1924. 26:359
Sheehan —d of Robert T and Elizabeth M Sept 3 1922. 25:312
Sheehan —s of John E and Lillian M Apr 15 1923. 26:60
Sheehan —s of Robert T and Elizabeth M May 21 1924. 26:258
Sheehan —s of James C and Julia Feb 16 1928. 28:187
Shefiers Lloyd K of Lloyd A B and Diana M A Jan 5 1921. 25:2
Shefiers Muriel B of Lloyd A B and Diana M A Nov 14 1925. 27:150
Sheffers —s of Edward D and Doris Nov 28 1922. 25:338
Sheffers —s of Harold E and Catherine F Feb 10 1930. 29:180
Shehan Helen of Edmund and Ida P May 14 1922. 25:244
Shehan —s of Edmund L and Ida R Aug 12 1926. 27:286
Shein Miles L of Irving L and Beatrice H Sept 6 1925. 27:120
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Shein Shirley D of Irving L and Beatrice H May 31 1921... 25: 65
Shein Suzanne D of Howard C and Mary Nov 10 1925... 27: 148
Sheinberg Miriam F of Abraham L and Bertha Nov 25 1925... 27: 153
Sheinberg Richard S of Abraham L and Bertha Jan 19 1929... 29: 9
Sheldon Albert E of Lewis P and Cora M June 8 1927... 28: 71
Sheldon Arthur K of Arthur V and Louise Feb 1 1928... 28: 181
Sheldon Arthur W of Wesley M and Mary E Sept 3 1926... 27: 287
Sheldon Doris of Lincoln S and Lenora June 21 1921... 25: 74
Sheldon Emma H of Lewis P and Cora M Feb 11 1923... 26: 20
Sheldon Eugene P of Lewis P and Cora M Mar 23 1924... 26: 221
Sheldon Joan K of Walter P and Ruth July 25 1926... 27: 269
Sheldon Kathleen J of Walter P and Ruth Jan 23 1924... 26: 192
Sheldon Mildred L (c) of James E and Grace A Aug 8 1927... 28: 100
Sheldon Stanley W of Wilson B and Ethel M Oct 5 1924... 26: 324
Shelbenberger Lucille M of Harry H and Lulu M Aug 8 1923... 26: 108
Shelley Barbara M of Chester R and Eva M May 12 1926... 27: 233
Shelley Diane M of John A and Albina M Mar 3 1930... 29: 181
Shelmerdine Janet L of Ray E and Geraldine July 13 1925... 27: 93
Shelton Francis of John and Mary Dec 4 1921... 25: 163
Shelton Henry J of Joseph A and Catherine J June 10 1930... 29: 223
Shenkow Charlotte M of Louis and Ida I Aug 3 1925... 27: 105
Shenkow Ethel of Louis and Ida I Dec 14 1922... 25: 345
Shenkow Helene of Louis and Ida I Apr 30 1930... 29: 205
Shepard Arthur M (c) of Arthur M and Marinda E Jan 20
1929... 29: 9
Shepard Barbara L (c) of Arthur M and Mirinda E Dec 20
1930... 29: 302
Shepard Bruce of Arthur P and Florence C Feb 27 1927... 28: 24
Shepard Charlotte B of Samuel and Gertrude M Feb 15 1926... 27: 193
Shepard Emma L (c) of Arthur M and Marinda E Feb 22 1924... 26: 206
Shepard Gordon E of Gordon E and Ethel J June 7 1925... 27: 76
Shepard Grace M of George S and Alice July 28 1927... 28: 83
Shepard Gwendolyn L (c) of Robert A and Josephine Oct 24
1930... 29: 279
Shepard Harriet T of Alfred V and Margaret M May 17 1928... 28: 61
Shepard Henry P of Henry P and Yvonne R Mar 12 1924... 26: 217
Shepard John of Robert F and Carolyn Dec 25 1921... 25: 172
Shepard John F of John A and Anna L Oct 19 1930... 29: 278
Shepard John G of George and Alice Aug 26 1925... 27: 114
Shepard Joseph G of Earle A and Dorothy M June 28 1928... 28: 244
Shepard Lois J (c) of Jeremiah J and Ruth July 10 1930... 29: 236
Shepard Marinda M (c) of Arthur M and Marinda E Mar 7
1926... 27: 202
Shepard Robert F of Robert F and Carolyn Oct 13 1927... 28: 129
Shepard Roberta C of Robert and Mary Aug 29 1930... 29: 256
Shepard Zelde P of Samuel and Gertrude M Mar 3 1924... 26: 212
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Shepard — (c) d of Arthur M and Marinda E Jan 22 1928... 28: 176
Shephard Dorothy S of Adolph E and Florence E June 3 1924... 26: 260
Shepherd Hope D of Mark and Mathilda July 13 1922... 25: 272
Sher Lawrence B of Barney and Ruth May 3 1925... 27: 60
Sher Melvin N of Barney and Ruth Feb 23 1922... 25: 203
Sherhoken Harry of Paul and Mary Aug 5 1930... 29: 248
Sherburne Dorothy L of Robert L and Matsie L June 18 1927 23: 76
Sherburne Robert L of Robert L and Matsie L June 23 1923... 26: 82
Sherburne Rosemary of Robert L and Matsie L Nov 11 1921... 25: 151
Sherburne — s of Robert L and Matsie L Oct 9 1925... 27: 144
Sherburne — s of Albert and Hazel Oct 12 1928... 28: 300
Sheridan Alice B of Richard J and Alice B Apr 18 1929... 29: 46
Sheridan Arthur T of James and May E Nov 27 1926... 27: 323
Sheridan Bartholomew J E of Bartholomew J and Florence E
   Mar 7 1930... 29: 183
Sheridan Blanche M of Robert L and Margaret M June 2 1925 27: 74
Sheridan Earl J of Albert and Mabel C May 31 1922... 25: 251
Sheridan Edward W of John J and Sarah M Oct 30 1921... 25: 145
Sheridan Elizabeth D of John J and Margaret A Nov 2 1929... 29: 130
Sheridan Elizabeth M of Robert L and Margaret M Mar 20 1924... 26: 220
Sheridan Ernest A of Edwin J and Mary B Feb 13 1928... 28: 186
Sheridan Frances C of Robert L and Margaret M Sept 14 1929... 29: 109
Sheridan Genevieve A of Felix and Rose A Jan 3 1921... 26: 184
Sheridan Gladys of Albert J and Mabel C Dec 6 1923... 26: 167
Sheridan Helen C of Robert L and Margaret M Dec 25 1927... 28: 159
Sheridan Helen J of John J and Margaret A Dec 20 1921... 26: 357
Sheridan Helen R of Joseph E and Josephine Jan 31 1929... 29: 13
Sheridan James J of James and May E June 27 1921... 25: 77
Sheridan James M of James M and Irene G June 9 1930... 29: 223
Sheridan James P of John J and Margaret A June 4 1921... 25: 67
Sheridan Jeanette of Evelyn June 5 1927... 28: 70
Sheridan John of John J and Ella Apr 5 1922... 23: 226
Sheridan John F of John J and Margaret Nov 13 1922... 25: 332
Sheridan Leo E of James and May E July 31 1929... 29: 90
Sheridan Madlyne R of Felix and Rose A June 30 1922... 25: 266
Sheridan Margaret F of Joseph E and Josephine Sept 21 1930... 29: 267
Sheridan Mary of John J and Sarah M Dec 7 1922... 25: 342
Sheridan Mary E of James and May E Feb 1 1923... 26: 16
Sheridan Nancy J of Edward A and Mae July 10 1930... 29: 236
Sheridan Norman A of Albert W and Catherine Jan 14 1928... 28: 173
Sheridan Raymond J of John T F and Mary A Sept 30 1921... 25: 129
Sheridan Rita M of James and May E Nov 3 1924... 26: 336
Sheridan Robert L of Albert W and Catherine May 15 1925... 27: 65
Sheridan Verdean M of Albert W and Catherine Nov 23 1921... 25: 156
Sheridan Walter R of Albert J and Catherine Apr 28 1925... 27: 56
Sheridan — s of Albert J and Mabel C May 9 1927........ 28: 68
Sheriden Edwin J of Edwin J and Mary B Feb 1 1925........ 27: 16
Sheriden William A of John J and Margaret A Mar 20 1928... 28: 201
Sherlock David of Gerald H and Gladys May 28 1930........ 29: 217
Sherlock Gloria I M of Peter J and Frances M Apr 29 1925... 27: 56
Sherlock Helen J of Peter J and Frances M Jan 29 1928..... 28: 178
Sherlock Joseph T of Michael J and Mary H Sept 18 1927.. 28: 117
Sherlock John L of John and Ruth June 30 1920.......... 27: 197
Sherlog Ralph E of John L and Ruth Mar 11 1928......... 28: 198
Sherlog Ruth V of John and Ruth Dec 11 1923........... 26: 169
Sherman Alice of Harold S and Katherine E Feb 15 1923.... 26: 22
Sherman Arthur L of Frank and Emma Mar 1 1925......... 27: 29
Sherman Arthur P of Arthur P and Clara Mar 15 1929...... 29: 32
Sherman Charles E of James A and Ida Dec 12 1928........ 28: 318
Sherman Charles R of Robert A and Audrey D Dec 18 1924.. 26: 356
Sherman Clifford R of Ralph C and Winona Oct 26 1929.... 29: 126
Sherman Diana of Warren B and Bertha E Sept 16 1924..... 26: 313
Sherman Edward of James F and Emma L July 21 1921...... 25: 97
Sherman Elizabeth D of Herbert L and Frances C Oct 8 1923. 26: 110
Sherman Esther L of Robert A C and Audrey D Feb 17 1922.. 25: 200
Sherman Eveline of Leo and Ruth Nov 20 1927............ 28: 144
Sherman Frederick McC of Robert A and Audrey D Nov 9 1927. 28: 140
Sherman Gloria N of Edwin P and Margaret Mar 21 1929... 29: 34
Sherman Harold I of Sam and Lillian Apr 23 1922.......... 25: 233
Sherman Helen I of Ellery W and Gertrude E May 28 1921... 25: 63
Sherman Helen M of William R and Annie E Oct 20 1926.... 27: 307
Sherman Hope X of Milton O and Hope T Jan 31 1929....... 29: 13
Sherman Hope R of Walter E and Esther A Apr 13 1925..... 27: 49
Sherman Howard B of Howard B and Ethel A June 14 1921... 25: 71
Sherman Jean of Samuel M and Clara E Sept 18 1923....... 26: 128
Sherman Jeanne M of Harold C and Beatrice M Oct 11 1923.. 26: 141
Sherman Joseph D of Morris and Esther Aug 5 1928........ 28: 263
Sherman Judith E of Earl V and Ethel E July 6 1928....... 28: 249
Sherman Lois M of George E and Helen H Dec 3 1928....... 28: 314
Sherman Louis G of Louis G and Alice V Oct 30 1922....... 25: 324
Sherman Lucy M of Robert A and Audrey D Nov 28 1930...... 29: 293
Sherman Madeline A of William R and Annie E May 15 1925.. 27: 65
Sherman Marion A of Frank V and Edwardina E Oct 19 1923.. 26: 145
Sherman Miriam of Leo and Ruth July 7 1925............. 27: 90
Sherman Miriam D of Samuel and Dora Oct 10 1925......... 27: 135
Sherman Norman B of Arthur P and Clara Jan 31 1930...... 29: 167
Sherman Richard D of Clarence E and Inez B Oct 7 1923.... 26: 139
Sherman Robert of Walter E and Esther A Mar 28 1924..... 26: 223
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Sherman Shirley A of Israel and Ida Aug 23 1925........... 27:113
Sherman Thelma H of Milton O and Hope T Feb 4 1925........ 27:17
Sherman William of William and Mary Dec 12 1927........... 28:155
Sherman —— s of Harry and Rebecca Aug 28 1922........... 25:297
Sherman —— s of Samuel and Dora Mar 3 1923........... 26:31
Sherman —— d of Howard B and Ethel A June 10 1929........ 29:77
Sherring Harry L of George and Inez R Feb 24 1928........ 28:190
Sherring Hilda B of George H and Inez R Apr 30 1929........ 29:50
Sherry Catherine of Joseph M and Mary G Oct 6 1921........ 25:134
Sherry Francis T of Owen and Annie May 31 1922........... 25:251
Sherry Raymond of Joseph M and Mary G Sept 24 1930........ 29:268
Sherry —— s of William F and Celia July 10 1921........... 25:89
Shertell —— s of Henry and Mary J Sept 10 1922........... 25:302
Sherwin Fillmore of John and Jennie Mar 1 1921........... 25:26
Sherwood Anna of Herbert M and Margaret G May 28 1928........ 28:230
Sherwood Barbara of Herbert M and Margaret G Mar 15 1925........... 27:34
Sherwood Caroline of Herbert M and Margaret G Jan 11 1924........ 26:187
Sherwood Mary L of Herbert M and Margaret G May 25 1921........ 25:62
Sherwood Ruth of Herbert M and Margaret G June 12 1926........ 27:249
Shevil Kathleen T of John and Margaret Mar 27 1929........... 29:36
Shevil Mary of John and Margaret Dec 26 1922........... 25:352
Shevil Terrance P of John and Margaret Mar 20 1925........... 27:37
Shevil —— s of John and Margaret Aug 7 1921........... 25:115
Shiel Raymond J of Michael J and Katherine J May 16 1925........ 27:65
Shiel —— s of Michael J and Katherine J Apr 26 1930........... 29:204
Shields Bernice T of Edmund and Rose A Apr 4 1929........... 29:41
Shields Dolores B of Edmund and Rose A July 10 1930........... 29:236
Shields Doris M of Walter II and Susan Jan 1 1928........... 28:168
Shields Dorothy of Walter II and Susan Jan 21 1924........... 26:191
Shields Elizabeth of Robert and Elizabeth Aug 25 1921........... 25:110
Shields Howard D of Harold D and Dorothy V Nov 3 1926........ 27:314
Shields John F of Frank J and Anna E Oct 11 1929........... 29:121
Shields Lorraine V of Walter II and Susan L Feb 18 1923........ 26:23
Shields Margaret M of Charles W and Bertha Oct 17 1922........ 25:319
Shields Marjorie J of Lewis C and Mabel Feb 18 1922........... 25:201
Shields Paul K of Charles W and Bertha R Aug 15 1925........... 27:173
Shields Robert of Bertha Sept 28 1922........... 25:309
Shields Robert B of Charles W and Bertha K July 15 1921........ 25:90
Shields Russell J of Bertha Aug 19 1921........... 25:108
Shields Virginia R of Joseph H and Mary C Sept 9 1924........ 26:309
Shields —— s of Lewis C and Mabel Nov 12 1923........... 26:156
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Shields —— s of William J and Mary F Dec 15 1924......26: 363
Shields —— d of Walter II and Susan Dec 31 1924......26: 361
Shields —— s of Bertha F Feb 24 1925....................27: 28
Shillian June D of William H and Doris E June 13 1926....27: 249
Shilo Michael I of Ignaty and Stefaniada Dec 21 1921......25: 170
Shine Ida M of John F and Ida M July 25 1924.............26: 285
Shippee Elsie T of Reubin C and Martie Apr 24 1925........27: 54
Shippee Lois A of Reubin C and Martie Apr 5 1929..........29: 41
Shippee Barbara P of Harold R and Beatrice M Mar 14 1925..27: 41
Shippee Carolyn P of Lloyd F and Elsie M Nov 3 1928.......28: 301
Shippee Dorothy A of Clarence V and Elizabeth Jan 29 1929..29: 12
Shippee Earl R of Earl R and Martha E Jan 19 1925........27: 8
Shippee Florence E of Howard J and Ellen Feb 22 1930.......29: 177
Shippee Francis E of Earl R and Martha E June 30 1928....28: 245
Shippee Glen M of Charles II and Marion P Aug 17 1921.....25: 106
Shippee Gloria W of Lloyd F and Elsie M Aug 3 1927........28: 98
Shippee Harold R of Harold R and Beatrice M May 22 1921...25: 60
Shippee Helen E of Harold and Helen Dec 10 1928...........28: 317
Shippee Helen L of Earl R and Martha E Feb 11 1923........26: 20
Shippee Leonard C of Fred R and Hannah June 14 1925.....27: 79
Shippee Linwood M of Lloyd F and Elsie M Feb 17 1930......29: 175
Shippee Lloyd C of Lloyd F and Elsie M July 2 1925.........27: 88
Shippee Lloyd F of Lloyd F and Elsie M Apr 29 1924.........26: 239
Shippee Mary B of Earl R and Martha E Feb 8 1921..........25: 16
Shippee Muriel C of Newell C and Iva E June 25 1928........28: 243
Shippee Shirley L of Fred R and Anna Aug 15 1922...........25: 288
Shippee Walter R of Fred R and Hannah Nov 5 1926..........27: 314
Shippee Warren B of Fred R and Anna Mar 4 1924............26: 213
Shipperton Lincoln A of Alfred H and Evaline July 16 1929..29: 84
Shipperton —— s of Alfred H and Eva Oct 9 1921............25: 136
Shiranian Dickman of Abraham and Vartig Oct 27 1928.......28: 297
Shiranian Garabed of Abraham and Vartig June 18 1930......29: 227
Shiranian —— s of Abraham and Vartig June 10 1927.........28: 82
Shirley Barbara E (c) of James and Mary June 8 1928.........28: 236
Shirley Raymond W of Raymond W and Mary A Dec 4 1930.....29: 297
Shirley William T of Alfred and Gladys S June 21 1925......27: 82
Shishmanian Elizabeth A of Peter X and Virginia Dec 22

1925........................27: 166
Shlapak Irene D of Andrew and Anna Aug 5 1922.............25: 283
Shlapak John of Andrew and Anna Sept 9 1924...............26: 309
Shleifer Louis of Max and Rebecca Mar 11 1921.............25: 30
Shocco —— s of Paolo and Nellie July 17 1921..............25: 98
Shochelet Lillian of Harry and Rose Dec 31 1921............25: 174
Shoemaker Edward C M of Clifford M and Amanda A Mar 22

1923........................26: 39
Shoemaker Stanley R of Harry E and Charlotte I Mar 7 1925..27: 31
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Shoemaker Walter I of Harry E and Charlotte Jan 12 1923. 26: 6
Shoesmith Milton II of William and Annie G June 23 1921. 25: 75
Shogren Claire I of Clarence R and Gertrude A Aug 16 1930. 29: 251
Shogren Shirley E of Clarence R and Gertrude A Apr 19
   1928. ........................................... 28: 214
Shogren Virginia M of Clarence R and Gertrude A May S
   1926. ........................................... 27: 232
Shok Niculaw of Alexander and Felixa Oct 21 1924. 26: 329
Shola Elizabeth S of Spiro A and Thomaida G Nov 1 1927. 28: 148
Shola George of Spiro A and Thomaida G May 19 1926. 27: 236
Shola Ionel of Spiro A and Thomaida G Oct 31 1930. 29: 282
Shola Tanasi of Spiro and Thomaida Mar 13 1925. 27: 34
Shola Thomas A of Andrew A and Vasila A Feb 29 1928. 28: 192
Sholes Shirley D of Willard A and Amelia L Feb 27 1927. 28: 24
Sholovitz Edith of Abraham and Bertha Mar 12 1926. 27: 204
Sholovitz —— s of Abraham and Annie Feb 5 1921. 25: 80
Shore Albert of Oscar and Teresa Nov 11 1923. 26: 156
Shore Anita B of Sam and Jennie May 3 1929. 29: 52
Shore Carol H of William and Rebecca Jan 23 1927. 28: 9
Shore Harold H of Oscar S and Teresa Mar 1 1927. 28: 26
Shore Irving J (twin) of Max and Annie Oct 29 1923. 26: 149
Shore Joseph (twin) of Max and Annie Oct 29 1923. 26: 149
Shore June M of Joseph and Helena S June 12 1925. 27: 78
Shore Maurice J of Max and Esther Feb 22 1923. 26: 25
Shore Melvin of David and Esther R Jan 23 1925. 27: 10
Shore Philip J of Jacob and Pearl Mar 17 1927. 28: 33
Shore Rita R of William and Rebecca May 5 1925. 27: 61
Shore Sylvia of Morris and Sophie May 20 1924. 26: 251
Shore —— d of Max and Annie May 10 1921. 25: 82
Shore —— d of Max and Annie July 23 1928. 28: 260
Shoren Helen of Henry D and Irene M Nov 16 1924. 26: 342
Shoren Sarah of Morris and Sofia Dec 21 1921. 25: 170
Shorey Leonie of Mitchell and Clara Oct 8 1923. 26: 140
Shorey Lillian E of Allen M and Lillian A Feb 10 1921. 25: 17
Shorey William J of Allen M and Lillian A Apr 7 1923. 26: 49
Shorkey Delora M of Oren F and Leah Mar 18 1929. 29: 33
Short Claire M of William F and Dora V Sept 9 1927. 28: 114
Short Donald J of William F and Dora V Aug 21 1929. 29: 99
Short Lillian A of George A and Mary H Feb 3 1924. 26: 199
Short Thomas J of Edward B and Margaret M Nov 26 1926. 27: 323
Short William F of William F and Dora V Mar 6 1922. 25: 210
Short —— d of Richmond and Helen Jan 28 1923. 28: 15
Shortier May G of George C and Clara Oct 24 1921. 25: 142
Shortie Richard T of Thomas J and Genevieve J July 13 1925. 27: 93
Shorts James T (c) of John M and Mahalia L Feb 11 1926. 27: 192
Shorts Margaret L (c) of John M and Mahalia L May 19 1928. 28: 226
BIRTHS  RECORDED  IN  PROVIDENCE

Shorts  Mary E  (c)  of  John M  and  Mahala L  E  Jan  23  1930.........29:164
Shoup  Merrill E  of  Merrill E  and  Ferne  Mar  23  1924..............26:221
Shread  Charles H  of  Isaac H  and  Mary M  Apr  1  1922..............25:224
Shread  Elizabeth A  of  Isaac H  and  Mary M  Apr  29  1928...........28:218
Shread  Paul J  of  Isaac H  and  Mary M  Sept  9  1925................27:121
Shread  Raymond J  of  William  and  Irene  June  16  1928..............28:239
Shropshire  Shirley  of  Edward F  and  Beatrice  Jan  22  1926...........27:338
Shuff  Elmer T  of  Michael F  and  Marian  Sept  4  1921................25:117
Shuff  Myrtle I  of  Michael F  and  Marian L  Mar  5  1924..............26:213
Shunkovsky  Gerald H  of  Joseph  and  Jennie  Jan  31  1929..............29:13
Shumchenia  Catherine  (twin)  of  Charles  and  Helen  Sept  17 1925.................27:125
Shumchiena  John  (twin)  of  Charles  and  Helen  Sept  17  1925......27:125
Shumhema  Frederick  of  Charles  and  Helen  Feb  6  1921................25:15
Shumway  Roslyn D  of  Walter  H  and  Gertrude  L  June  4  1922......25:255
Shumway  Stanley R  of  Stanley  R  and  Mary  O  Mar  5  1930...........29:182
Shunney  ——  s  of  John  F  and  Cora  B  June  15  1921...............25:82
Shupe  Marion  L  of  Samuel  C  and  Jennie  Feb  20  1923..............26:24
Shurman  Lois  of  Hyman  and  Wechutie  Mar  8  1921....................25:29
Shurtleff  Clinton  J  of  Herbert  F  and  Aline  M  June  11  1922......25:259
Shurtleff  Dorothy  F  of  Rose  Feb  9  1922.............................25:196
Shurtleff  Edward  L  of  Edwin  L  and  Blanche  C  Apr  21  1929......29:47
Shurtleff  Francis  A  of  Raymond  L  and  Nora  Jan  10  1921.........25:4
Shurtleff  Mary  A  of  Stanley  and  Winifred  V  Oct  11  1924.........26:326
Shurtleff  Richard  C  of  Marcus  C  and  Doris  L  May  8  1926...........27:232
Shurtleff  William  H  of  William  H  and  Harriet  June  29  1928......28:245
Shushansky  Charlotte  M  of  Hyman  I  and  Ida  Jan  31  1923.........26:13
Shushansky  Hilda  L  of  Hyman  I  and  Ida  Mar  19  1921..............25:33
Shusman  Barbara  D  of  Philip  and  Gussie  Jan  24  1929..............29:10
Shuster  Adaeline  of  Ralph  and  Clara  Feb  13  1929..................29:19
Shuster  Leona  of  Ralph  and  Clara  Dec  5  1926......................27:232
Shute  Barbara  J  of  George  A  and  Edith  C  Nov  11  1929...........29:133
Shuttleworth  Herbert  R  of  Herbert  R  and  Helen  L  June  27 1921.........................25:77
Shuttleworth  Robert  H  of  Herbert  R  and  Helen  L  Feb  21 1923.........................26:24
Shwartz  Nathan  I  of  Samuel  and  Sadie  July  23  1924..............26:284
Shwartz  Walter  of  Sam  and  Sadie  Aug  7  1921.......................25:102
Shy  Marjorie  L  of  Frank  I  and  Marjorie  June  8  1930..............29:228
Shy  ——  d  of  Frank  S  and  Marjorie  Jan  7  1925.....................27:172
Sibieki  Agaya  S  of  Joseph  and  Mary  Feb  5  1923...................26:18
Sibley  Royal  D  of  Royal  D  and  Alice  Sept  9  1929.................29:108
Sica  Filomena  E  of  Marcellino  and  Annina  Nov  18  1923............26:159
Sica  Viola  C  of  Marcellino  and  Annina  Dec  1  1925.................27:158
Sicard  Albert  P  of  Philias  and  Hermeline  June  19  1922............25:262
Sicard  Alfred  A  of  Omer  and  Aurore  Apr  14  1923...................26:51
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Sicard Alfred E of Alfred J and Marie B Nov 3 1928........... 28: 304
Sicard Joseph R of Omer and Aurore May 7 1925............. 27: 62
Siconi Domenico L of Bernardo and Raffaela Mar 23 1927... 28: 35
Sicotte Marie A T of Philippe and Eva May 13 1924......... 26: 247
Sidebottom Barbara A of John and Margaret Dec 13 1929.... 29: 146
Sidebottom Jane of F Wilfred and Doris Apr 21 1922....... 25: 232
Siedel Mildred of Philip H and Florence Jan 5 1923.......... 26: 3
Sidel Rita of Philip H and Florence July 8 1921............. 25: 88
Siedzik Genevieve of Joseph and Josephine June 14 1926..... 27: 250
Sief Sheldon of Peter and Ida Aug 21 1927.................. 28: 105
Siegal Aaron L of Abraham and Rose July 15 1922............ 25: 273
Siegal Jackmin F of Donald and Evelyn H Jan 21 1926....... 27: 182
Siegal James S of Sonner and Ethel Oct 27 1925.............. 27: 142
Siegal Max of Abraham and Rose July 27 1924............... 26: 286
Siegal Melvin C of Donald and Evelyn H Dec 26 1923....... 26: 174
Siegel David K of Raymond E and Esther Apr 25 1930........ 29: 204
Siegel Doris H of Louis and Fannie M July 24 1925......... 27: 97
Siegel Maurice A of Harry and Sophie May 31 1922......... 25: 251
Siegel Max of Joseph and Minnie Oct 8 1930................. 29: 274
Siegel Melvin H of Louis A and Sadie Dec 2 1930............. 29: 296
Siegel Selma B of Louis A and Sadie Oct 20 1927............. 28: 132
Siegel William of Louis W and Elizabeth C Jan 25 1924..... 26: 193
Siegel Yettie of David and Emma July 3 1922................. 25: 269
Siegelman Saul of Nathan and Dora Apr 2 1928.............. 28: 208
Sieger Josephine V of Joseph and Theresa Nov 9 1928....... 28: 304
Siegfried Albert J of Frederick J and Barbara B Sept 10 1925. 27: 121
Siegl Betty L of Stephen J and Beatrice Mar 27 1927....... 28: 37
Siegl Joan of Stephen J and Beatrice July 4 1922......... 25: 269
Siegl Stephen J of Stephen J and Beatrice Nov 24 1923..... 26: 161
Sieler Elizabeth B of Fritz and Barbara Oct 29 1928....... 28: 298
Sieler — d of Fritz and Barbara Mar 26 1925.............. 27: 43
Siepiola Bronislava of Peter and Sophie Feb 6 1928........ 28: 183
Siepiola Peter of Peter and Sophie Aug 23 1926............. 27: 281
Sievers Barbara E of Henry W and Ellen R Aug 28 1924...... 26: 302
Sievers Barbara W of Henry W and Ellen R Sept 21 1928..... 28: 283
Siewert Dora K of Frederick and Alice R Apr 18 1925...... 27: 52
Siewerts Frances E of Frederick E and Alice R Sept 7 1923. 26: 123
Siewerts Ruth B of Frederick E and Alice R Dec 21 1921.... 25: 170
Signore Anna C of Pietro and Vincenzina Mar 22 1927....... 28: 35
Signore Caterina of Pietro and Vincenzina Dec 6 1921....... 25: 163
Signore Pietro A of Pietro and Vincenzina May 24 1923..... 26: 69
Siharko Walter of Joseph and Agnes Sept 20 1926.......... 27: 294
Sikorski Edward of John and Rose Feb 25 1929.............. 29: 24
Sikorski Irene of John and Rose Feb 10 1930............... 29: 172
Silberman Edward of Harry and Ethel Apr 5 1926........... 27: 216
Silberman Jeanette of Frank A and Rose Nov 16 1927....... 28: 143
Silberman Ruth of Frank A and Rose Mar 4 1921...........25: 27
Silbert Florence of Morris and Ida Jan 22 1922...........25: 186
Sillevitch Maxine L of David H and Tillie Aug 23 1929......29: 100
Silipigni Angelina of Andrea and Angelina July 15 1929.....29: 84
Silipigni Antonio M of Antonio and Filippa Oct 14 1923.....26: 143
Silipigni Carmela A of Domenico and Ammina May 16 1922....25: 245
Silipigni Placidio of Domenico and Ammina Apr 10 1921.....25: 42
Silipigni Santo of Antonio and Filippa May 3 1921...........25: 53
Silva Clelia M of Romano and Yvonne J May 26 1927.........28: 64
Silva Alberto of Jose S and Senhorinha Jan 6 1921..........25: 3
Silva Alfred (c) of Peter and Minnie Jan 27 1929...........29: 11
Silva Amaldo S of Francisco and Evelina S Nov 11 1921.....25: 131
Silva Angelina of Jose and Senhorinha Jan 26 1929.........29: 11
Silva Anna (c) of Peter and Minnie Apr 25 1922.............25: 234
Silva Anna of Jesse and Anna Oct 21 1923..................26: 145
Silva Anna F of Manoel E and Maria R Feb 9 1927...........28: 17
Silva Anna M of Francisco C and Maria Feb 20 1922.........23: 202
Silva Anthony of Jesse and Anna May 2 1921................25: 52
Silva Anthony J Y (twin) of Antonio G and Agnes M Apr 12 1923, 26: 180
Silva Anthony M of Francisco P and Mary July 11 1930.....29: 244
Silva Antoinette B (twin) of Antonio G and Agnes M Apr 12 1923, 26: 180
Silva Antonio (c) of Jose and Francelina deJ June 17 1927...28: 75
Silva Antonio of Antonio and Gertrude Jan 6 1929..........29: 3
Silva Arlene E of Joseph F and Helen E July 22 1927.......28: 91
Silva Arnold T of Louis T and Maria Oct 31 1923............26: 149
Silva Evelino of Frances Jan 17 1928.....................28: 174
Silva Caterina of Mariano and Ernestina Nov 30 1921.......25: 159
Silva Charlotte of Jesse K and Rose Mar 4 1929..............29: 28
Silva Constantino (c) of Domingo and Mary Jan 10 1928.....28: 171
Silva Cristina of Anthony T and Maria A Dec 24 1925.......27: 166
Silva David of David M and Clara Nov 1 1923..............26: 172
Silva David M of David and Clara Jan 28 1922..............25: 190
Silva Decolina of Alexander A and Maria Apr 27 1922.......25: 235
Silva Dolores A of Alfred and Helen Dec 20 1930............29: 302
Silva Dorothy of Manuel V and Maria E Mar 20 1922.........25: 216
Silva Dorothy of Jose R and Maria A Dec 16 1922............25: 346
Silva Dorothy of Arthur C and Evangelina Dec 17 1923.....26: 171
Silva Dorothy of Jesse and Anna Feb 16 1925...............27: 21
Silva Dorothy G of Jose G and Adelaide C Dec 8 1930........29: 298
Silva Dorothy R of Manuel and Eva Aug 17 1924.............26: 297
Silva Edith A (c) of Severino and Angelina Sept 28 1930.....29: 269
Silva Eduardo P of Joao P and Maria J Oct 12 1922.........27: 317
Silva Edward J of Joseph and Agnes Jan 17 1929............29: 8
Silva Elizabeth A of Edward S and Elizabeth M Oct 1 1924...26: 322
Silva Elmina G of Guilherme and Emma May 15 1930. ... 29: 212
Silva Ernesto R of Antonio R and Beatriz M Aug 24 1921. ... 25: 109
Silva Estella P (c) of Jose P and Maria May 29 1921. ... 25: 64
Silva Evelina of Manoel E and Maria R June 21 1923. ... 26: 81
Silva Evelyn of Mariano and Ernestina June 30 1929. ... 29: 76
Silva Faustino (c) of Jose M and Joanna O Dec 19 1924. ... 26: 356
Silva Filomena (c) of Jose and Francelina deJ Jan 20 1929. ... 29: 9
Silva Flora of Manuel C and Flora Jan 26 1928. ... 28: 177
Silva Florence of Marianno and Ernestina Nov 15 1923. ... 26: 157
Silva Francesca E of Jesse and Anna Aug 28 1927. ... 28: 108
Silva Francisco of Joao E and Maria C May 2 1921. ... 25: 52
Silva Francisco J of Manoel E and Maria R Dec 22 1924. ... 26: 357
Silva Franklin A of Ermelindo and Silvina dosA Apr 29 1929. ... 29: 49
Silva Gloria of Manuel L and Alice June 18 1923. ... 26: 80
Silva Guiamae B (c) of Frank B and Maria S Apr 11 1929. ... 29: 43
Silva Harold of Joao S and Annie M May 22 1922. ... 25: 247
Silva Hazel M of Arthur A and Elizabeth Jan 24 1930. ... 29: 165
Silva Helena A of Joseph and Lena Feb 10 1924. ... 26: 201
Silva Hilda of David and Clara Dec 6 1927. ... 28: 162
Silva Honorio (c) of Jose and Francelina deJ May 6 1926. ... 27: 231
Silva Irene of Manuel F and Julia Mar 29 1929. ... 29: 37
Silva James of Jose M and Julia Dec 13 1927. ... 28: 156
Silva Jessie of Jesse and Anna June 11 1926. ... 27: 248
Silva Joao of Henry T and Virginia Nov 15 1926. ... 27: 318
Silva Joao (c) of Domingo and Mary Feb 16 1930. ... 29: 174
Silva Joao F of Joao S and Annie M May 2 1921. ... 25: 52
Silva Joao L (c) of Benjamin L and Margaret L May 1 1929. ... 29: 52
Silva Joaquim of Alexander and Maria June 4 1923. ... 26: 75
Silva Jorge M of Manuel deM and Maria A June 7 1922. ... 25: 257
Silva Jose of Luisa Feb 26 1925. ... 27: 25
Silva Jose of Joao S and Carmelina July 16 1925. ... 27: 94
Silva Jose of Antone and Constantina July 18 1926. ... 27: 266
Silva Jose of Marriano and Ernestina Feb 3 1927. ... 28: 15
Silva Jose F of Jose M and Maria G June 7 1923. ... 26: 76
Silva Jose S of Jose S and Angelina A Nov 24 1926. ... 27: 322
Silva Josephine of Joao P and Maria July 24 1928. ... 28: 256
Silva Laura of Jose S and Angelina A July 8 1923. ... 26: 91
Silva Laura of Jose M and Julia Apr 26 1929. ... 29: 48
Silva Leonilda of Luiz R and Joaquima daC Aug 31 1923. ... 26: 117
Silva Leonora of Joao P and Maria J Nov 16 1926. ... 27: 319
Silva Leopoldina (c) of Caetano L and Antonia May 26 1922. ... 25: 249
Silva Louisa of Louisa Apr 9 1928. ... 28: 211
Silva Lucia (c) of Jose and Francelina deJ Dec 11 1923. ... 26: 169
Silva Luiz (c) of Peter R and Minnie Feb 23 1924. ... 26: 207
Silva Lusindra (c) of Jose and Francelina Feb 23 1922. ... 25: 263
Silva Madeline C of Francisco P and Mary May 14 1928. ... 28: 225

FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
Silva Manuel (c) of Caetano L and Antonia May 31 1923......26: 72
Silva Manuel of Joao and Maria Sept 26 1923................26:132
Silva Manuel of Jose and Senhorinha Sept 29 1923...........26:133
Silva Manuel of Manuel F and Julia Feb 25 1924.............26:208
Silva Manuel of Francisco and Evelina S Apr 30 1924........26:239
Silva Manuel J of Jacintho and Olive Mar 14 1930...........29:186
Silva Margaret of Jesse and Anna July 14 1929...............29: 83
Silva Maria of Jose and Maria Feb 29 1924....................26:209
Silva Maria of Jesse and Anna Sept 25 1922..................25:308
Silva Maria of Manuel F and Julia June 12 1922..............25:250
Silva Maria of Jose and Senhorinha May 27 1926..............27:240
Silva Maria (c) of Jose M and Joanna O Mar 28 1927........28: 38
Silva Maria of Manuel and Fortunata July 3 1928..............28:248
Silva Maria DeL of Joao S and Carmina Mar 7 1924............26:214
Silva Maria E of Antone T and Angelina M Mar 28 1921......25: 37
Silva Maria E of Joao P and Maria J Nov 5 1924..............26:337
Silva Maria J of Joao P and Maria J Jan 30 1921..............25: 11
Silva Mariana of Jose and Maria July 30 1922................25:280
Silva Mary of Francisco and Evelina S May 27 1925...........27: 70
Silva Mary (c) of Peter and Minnie Sept 23 1927.............28:119
Silva Mary J of Manuel and Mary Aug 11 1925.................27:108
Silva Mildred of Herminio M and Maria C May 13 1926.......27:234
Silva Muriel L of Anthony R and Virginia M Feb 26 1923....26: 26
Silva Nicola F (c) of Jose and Joanna O Sept 30 1922......25:310
Silva Oliva of Jose M and Maria G Nov 7 1921................25:150
Silva Palmira of Joao P and Maria J June 3 1929.............29: 66
Silva Peter (c) of Peter and Minnie Dec 5 1925..............27:159
Silva Raymond of Mariano and Ernestine May 20 1928........28:227
Silva Ricardo B (c) of Frank B and Maria S Feb 10 1928....28:184
Silva Robert of Jose and Sophie G Mar 4 1930................29:182
Silva Robert R of Jesse and Anna Aug 12 1930..............29:270
Silva Rosa of Francisco and Sofia June 23 1922..............25:263
Silva Rosa of Joao P and Maria Feb 4 1921....................25: 14
Silva Rosa (c) of Antone and Teresa Nov 15 1925..........27:150
Silva Rose of Joao E and Maria C Jan 18 1926.................27:181
Silva Rose E of Joseph and Agnes Aug 12 1927..............28:101
Silva Sabina (c) of Manuel and Maria July 11 1924.........26:279
Silva Silvano C of Silvano C and Rosa Oct 13 1925.......27:136
Silva Veronica T of Manuel V and Maria E Nov 5 1927......28:139
Silva Virginia of Mariano and Ernestina Apr 7 1923........27: 46
Silva Virginia (c) of Jose and Johanna Nov 29 1928......28:312
Silva Vittoria of Manuel F and Sophia June 15 1927........28: 74
Silva Walter M of Matthew and Maria Jan 29 1922............25:189
Silva Warren D of Louise Apr 26 1924.........................26:237
Silva Wenceslas (c) of Manuel and Cyprianna May 27 1923....26: 71
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Silva — d of Manuel P and Sarah A Mar 10 1921........25: 81
Silva — s of Joao S and Annie M Aug 14 1924..........26: 305
Silva — s of Manuel V and Maria E Nov 10 1924......26: 249
Silva — s of Amelia Sept 6 1928.....................28: 287
Silva — d of Jose and Maria Sept 21 1930............29: 271
Silvaggio Antonetta M F of Francesco and Teresa A Aug 5
1928, ..................................................28: 263
Silvaggio Filomena of Francesco and Caterina Dec 20 1924.26: 357
Silvaggio Florindo of Francesco and Teresa A Nov 1 1930.29: 284
Silvaggio George W of Francesco and Mary E July 29 1925.27: 100
Silvaggio Michele of Francesco and Caterina Feb 18 1923.26: 23
Silvaggio Nicola of Francesco and Caterina Dec 5 1921....25: 163
Silvaggio — s of Francesco and Mary E Oct 27 1926....27: 312
Silveira Charles K of Charles K and Rosa B Aug 12 1925.27: 109
Silveira Manuel of Jose R and Rosa P June 10 1925.....27: 77
Silveira Maria of Serafino and Brigida Feb 7 1921......25: 15
Silveira Palmyra of Frank G and Palmeida Jan 19 1930...29: 163
Silveira — s of Frank R and Mary Apr 24 1928.........28: 219
Silve Kenneth H of Bertil H and Edna Mar 21 1929......29: 34
Silver Alfred of Morris and Ida Mar 28 1928...........28: 205
Silver Sarah A of Morris and Ida Dec 12 1924..........26: 354
Silver Stanley S of Joseph and Sarah Aug 2 1921.......25: 100
Silveri Antonio of Panfilo and Teodora Dec 4 1921....25: 163
Silveri Nicola of Antonio and Mary Feb 6 1922........25: 195
Silveria Harold A of Joseph M and Olive M June 27 1928.28: 244
Silveria Joseph M of Joseph M and Olive M Apr 19 1922.25: 231
Silverman Albert I of Hyman and Ida Sept 28 1922....25: 309
Silverman Aunette of Max and Fanny Sept 1 1929......29: 105
Silverman Annie B of Robert and Esther Oct 7 1924....26: 325
Silverman Arthur of Jack and Rose Mar 7 1929.........29: 29
Silverman Barbara P of Herman and Pauline Apr 13 1927.28: 53
Silverman Betty P of Samuel and Nathalie Apr 10 1927..28: 45
Silverman Charles M of William and Mildred M May 30 1930.29: 218
Silverman David S of Sigmund and Eva Mar 22 1924....26: 221
Silverman Donald V of George L and Freda Apr 30 1927.28: 53
Silverman Elaine D of Samuel and Annette Dec 30 1922.25: 351
Silverman Eleanor E of Abraham H and Sema F Apr 3 1930.29: 196
Silverman Eugene J of John and Jeanette Feb 9 1921....25: 16
Silverman Ennice H of Louis L and Jennie S Mar 18 1922.25: 215
Silverman Everett M of Max and Fanny June 20 1926.....27: 252
Silverman Frimet of Fred and Rebecca Jan 10 1923.......26: 5
Silverman Helen W of George and Florence L Mar 27 1921.25: 36
Silverman Ira of Max and Ida Mar 31 1929...............29: 38
Silverman Irving A of Herman N and Jennie Sept 7 1924..26: 308
Silverman Joseph C of Simon and Esther B Oct 23 1925..27: 140
Silverman Marilyn J of Charles L and Lillian C Feb 7 1928.28: 183
BIRTHS

Silverman Mary A of John and Jeanette Apr 28 1924. 26: 238
Silverman Max of Joe and Rose Apr 17 1929. 29: 46
Silverman Melville of Hyman and Ida May 20 1929. 29: 58
Silverman Morton W of Samuel and Gladys B Nov 25 1926. 27: 323
Silverman Philip of Robert and Esther Apr 1 1922. 25: 224
Silverman Rhoda of Louis and Mollie Dec 8 1921. 25: 165
Silverman Rhoda S of Abraham S and Rosalind G Apr 15 1926. 27: 220
Silverman Robert of Joe and Rose July 28 1922. 25: 279
Silverman Robert E of Samuel and Annette Mar 1 1924. 26: 212
Silverman Rudolph D of Simon and Esther B Mar 17 1924. 26: 218
Silverman Selma J of Abraham and Mary Apr 17 1930. 29: 201
Silverman Sema B of Fred and Rebecca Mar 7 1929. 29: 20
Silverman Sheldon S of Fred and Rebecca Jan 14 1925. 27: 6
Silverman Sherman M of Murray and Dorothy Sept 18 1926. 27: 293
Silverman Shirley L of Harry and Ethel Aug 25 1928. 28: 271
Silverman — s of Abraham and Rose E Feb 13 1921. 25: 18
Silverman — d of Simon and Esther B Aug 14 1921. 25: 115
Silverman — d of Abraham J and Rose E Nov 5 1922. 25: 329
Silverman — d of Simon and Esther B Mar 31 1923. 26: 45
Silverman — d of Joseph and Clara Apr 30 1924. 26: 239
Silverman — s of Joe and Rose June 9 1926. 27: 258
Silverman — d of William and Mildred M Feb 20 1929. 29: 26
Silverstein Alfred M of Harry and Bessie Apr 7 1926. 27: 217
Silverstein Irwin A of Harry and Bessie Sept 13 1921. 25: 122
Silverstein Myron M of Barney and Pearl July 13 1928. 28: 252
Silvester Anna of Genarino and Josephine July 26 1924. 26: 286
Silvestre Evelyn of Pasquale and Rosa May 16 1928. 28: 225
Silvestri Aida C of Mariano and Bambinella Nov 2 1924. 26: 336
Silvestri Annibale of Giuseppe and Filomena Dec 10 1928. 28: 317
Silvestri Antonetta F of Marco and Filomena Nov 29 1930. 29: 294
Silvestri Antonio of Domenico and Teresa Jan 9 1923. 26: 4
Silvestri Antonio of Giuseppe and Filomena June 10 1924. 26: 262
Silvestri Antonio N of Nicola and Teresa May 9 1923. 26: 64
Silvestri Ariche of Gennaro and Giuseppina Apr 12 1927. 28: 46
Silvestri Colonna N of Tito V and Antonetta June 18 1930. 29: 227
Silvestri Concetta A of Marco and Filomena Feb 17 1926. 27: 194
Silvestri Concetta R of Pietro and Stella A Jan 27 1927. 28: 10
Silvestri Corinne A of Michele and Esterina M L Nov 14 1929. 29: 134
Silvestri Dante of Dinarzato and Carmela Apr 9 1926. 27: 218
Silvestri Doris H of Pietro and Stella A Sept 24 1929. 29: 113
Silvestri Edda L of Mariano and Bambinella Aug 27 1930. 28: 255
Silvestri Elena M of Domenico and Teresa Nov 15 1927. 28: 142
Silvestri Giovanni of Domenico and Pulcheria Jan 20 1922. 25: 185
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event Details</th>
<th>Date(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silvestri Giovanni A</td>
<td>of Marco and Filomena</td>
<td>May 13 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestri Giuseppe V</td>
<td>of Nicola and Teresa</td>
<td>Apr 5 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestri Grazia M</td>
<td>of Michele and Esterina</td>
<td>M 1, Feb 19 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestri Ida A</td>
<td>of Domenico and Teresa</td>
<td>Feb 15 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestri Lola M</td>
<td>of Mariano and Bambinella</td>
<td>July 18 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestri Marco A F</td>
<td>of Domenico and Pulchera</td>
<td>Dec 21 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestri Michelantonio</td>
<td>of Domenico and Pulchera</td>
<td>Jan 25 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestri Michele of</td>
<td>Michelangelo and Carmela</td>
<td>July 7 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestri Nicola of</td>
<td>Giuseppe and Maria</td>
<td>May 27 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestri Nicola of</td>
<td>Francesco and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Jan 13 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestri Nicola of</td>
<td>Fiore and Teresa Sept 1</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestri Raimondo of</td>
<td>Domenico and Teresa</td>
<td>Mar 5 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestri Roberto E</td>
<td>of Angelo and Bessie</td>
<td>Apr 14 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestri Rosa of</td>
<td>Giuseppe and Filomena</td>
<td>Nov 7 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestri — s of</td>
<td>Dinarzato and Carmela</td>
<td>20 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestri — s of</td>
<td>Dinarzato and Carmela</td>
<td>Feb 14 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestro Angela M of</td>
<td>Giacomo and Maria</td>
<td>Dec 5 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestro Anna of</td>
<td>Vincenzo and Alessandra</td>
<td>Mar 1 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestro Antonio A of</td>
<td>Giacomo and Maria</td>
<td>June 13 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestro Antonio of</td>
<td>Carmine and Carmela</td>
<td>Mar 22 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestro Antonio D of</td>
<td>Giacomo and Maria</td>
<td>Mar 20 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestro Assunta of</td>
<td>Carmine and Carmela</td>
<td>Aug 3 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestro Domenico L of</td>
<td>Loreto and Giulia</td>
<td>May 5 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestro Enrico of</td>
<td>Gemmarino and Giuseppina</td>
<td>Dec 8 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestro Ermina of</td>
<td>Nunzio and Gaetana</td>
<td>July 24 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestro Giuseppe of</td>
<td>Giacomo and Maria</td>
<td>Feb 8 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestro Nicola G of</td>
<td>Carmine and Carmela</td>
<td>Aug 6 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestro Santina M of</td>
<td>Giacomo and Maria</td>
<td>Mar 25 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestro Teresa R of</td>
<td>Giacomo and Maria</td>
<td>May 18 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestro Viola of</td>
<td>Nunzio and Gaetana</td>
<td>Sept 11 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvia Dorothy of</td>
<td>Joseph R and Frances</td>
<td>B Oct 26 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvia Eugene M of</td>
<td>Manuel and Maria</td>
<td>F Aug 20 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvia James D of</td>
<td>Frank J and Margherita</td>
<td>Dec 11 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvia James R of</td>
<td>Manuel and Mary</td>
<td>Aug 13 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvia John of</td>
<td>John and Annie F</td>
<td>Aug 8 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvia John H (c) of</td>
<td>John and Emma</td>
<td>E Mar 19 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvia Jose of</td>
<td>Jose and Maria</td>
<td>Nov 16 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvia Joseph of</td>
<td>Joseph R and Frances</td>
<td>B Aug 18 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvia Kenneth F of</td>
<td>Frank J and Margherita</td>
<td>Aug 14 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvia Manuel of</td>
<td>Manuel and Maria</td>
<td>May 17 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvia Manuel of</td>
<td>Manuel and Maria</td>
<td>June 13 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvia Muriel of</td>
<td>Frank J and Ella</td>
<td>June 2 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvia Richard G J of</td>
<td>Francisco and Julia</td>
<td>Apr 15 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvia Sophia of</td>
<td>Manuel and Sophie</td>
<td>July 25 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvia Thomas H of</td>
<td>Thomas II and Alice</td>
<td>E June 20 1929</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SILVIA WILLIAM OF VICTORIA AUG 17 1923................................. 26: 112
SILVIO CRESCENZO OF LUIGI AND CRISTINA JUNE 15 1923........ 26: 79
SILVIO --- D OF LUIGI AND CRISTINA FEB 15 1925................. 27: 28
SIMAES MARIA OF KASEMIR AND MARIA AUG 5 1923.................. 26: 106
SIMANS MANUEL J OF MANUEL J AND EMILIA AUG 21 1929.......... 29: 99
SIMANS ROY OF MANUEL J AND EMILIA NOV 25 1928.................. 28: 309
SIMARD MARIE T OF HORMIDAS AND EDNA FEB 21 1930............. 29: 176
SIMEONE AMERICO A OF RAFFAELE AND GIUSEPPINA JAN 26 1925... 27: 11
SIMEONE ANTONIO OF AGOSTINO AND CARMELA JULY 4 1926......... 27: 260
SIMEONE ANTONIO M OF GIOSUE AND VITTORIA AUG 21 1930........ 29: 253
SIMEONE ELISA I OF GIUSEPPE AND MARIA JULY 17 1923............ 26: 95
SIMEONE ELVIRA OF LUIGI AND MARIA DEC 19 1922.................. 25: 347
SIMEONE EVELINA OF ROCCO AND ASSUNTA OCT 4 1924............. 26: 323
SIMEONE FRANCESCA A OF GIUSEPPE AND MARIA APR 26 1925...... 27: 55
SIMEONE GERARDO OF EDUARDO AND CONCETTA JAN 3 1927.......... 28: 2
SIMEONE GIOVANNI OF VINCENZO AND CONCETTA JUNE 25 1923..... 27: 86
SIMEONE GIOVANNI OF AGOSTINO AND CARMELA APR 6 1928........... 28: 210
SIMEONE GLORIA OF ROCCO AND ASSUNTA DEC 12 1922.............. 25: 344
SIMEONE IDA OF ROCCO AND ASSUNTA SEP 25 1926................... 27: 296
SIMEONE JOSEPH OF FRANK AND ROSINA AUG 20 1926................ 27: 280
SIMEONE LIBERA OF VINCENZO AND CONCETTA APR 28 1922.......... 25: 255
SIMEONE LUIGI OF VINCENZO AND CONCETTA APR 21 1923............ 26: 54
SIMEONE MADDALENA OF ROCCO AND CARMELA JULY 19 1928......... 28: 254
SIMEONE MARIA C OF FRANCESCO AND ROSINA SEPT 22 1927......... 28: 119
SIMEONE NATALE OF EDUARDO AND CONCETTA DEC 25 1928............ 28: 323
SIMEONE NICOLA OF FRANCESCO AND ROSINA DEC 20 1928.......... 28: 321
SIMEONE NICOLA OF ROCCO AND CARMELA JUNE 26 1930.............. 29: 230
SIMEONE OLIMPIA P OF GIOSUE AND VITTORIA OCT 2 1925.......... 27: 132
SIMEONE PIETRO OF GIOVANNI AND CONCETTA DEC 2 1922............ 25: 340
SIMEONE PIETRO OF ROCCO AND CARMELA OCT 2 1926............... 27: 300
SIMEONE RAFFAELE OF GIOSUE AND VITTORIA MAR 31 1923.......... 26: 43
SIMEONE ROLAND E OF EMILIO AND ANTONETTA SEP 1 1930.......... 29: 259
SIMEONE SILVESTRO OF MICHELE AND TERESA DEC 31 1923......... 26: 177
SIMEONE TERESA M OF ROCCO AND ASSUNTA JULY 31 1921.......... 25: 97
SIMEONE VIOLANTE I OF GIUSEPPE AND MARIA FEB 7 1921.......... 25: 15
SIMES GEORGE II OF EDGAR P AND MARY E SEPT 14 1927........... 28: 116
SIMES RALPH B OF JAMES J AND LILIAN J MAY 24 1928............. 28: 228
SIMES VIVIAN L OF JAMES J AND LILIAN MAY 13 1927.............. 28: 59
SIMES --- S OF JAMES AND LILIAN AUG 26 1921..................... 25: 111
SIMIONE COLOMBA OF ANTONIO AND ANTONIA MAY 1 1922............ 25: 239
SIMIONE GUERINO OF ANTONIO AND MARIA C FEB 12 1924............ 26: 202
SIMIONE PALMA M OF GIUSEPPE AND AMALIA FEB 18 1923............ 26: 23
SIMIOANE RAFFAELE OF GIUSEPPE AND AMALIA FEB 16 1924......... 26: 204
SIMIOANE ROSINA M OF ANTONIO AND MARIA C SEPT 15 1926........ 27: 292
SIMIOANE VIOLONDA OF ANTONIO AND MARIA C DEC 28 1921.......... 25: 173
SIMIOANE --- D OF GIUSEPPE AND AMALIA NOV 16 1921.............. 25: 153
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Simkofsky Esther (twin) of Louis and Rebecca Oct 10 1921... 25:136
Simkofsky Max (twin) of Louis and Rebecca Oct 10 1921... 25:136
Simmonds Stuart W of Graf W and Mary June 5 1930... 29:221
Simmons Barbara J of Edward B and Margaret Nov 2 1924... 26:336
Simmons Charles E (c) of Edward P and Minnie P July 28
1927... 28: 94
Simmons Dorothy M of Jesse F and Edith E Nov 7 1928... 28:303
Simmons Earl F of George F and Gertrude B Sept 28 1924... 26:318
Simmons Edith I of Jesse F and Edith E May 17 1924... 26:249
Simmons Eileen A of Walter E and Grace C Jan 12 1924... 26:187
Simmons Foster D of Harry F and Bertha Aug 18 1929... 29: 98
Simmons Frank K of Frank and Sarah M Oct 27 1929... 29:126
Simmons Frederick L of William II and Edith E May 15 1921... 25: 84
Simmons George G of William S and Mary E Aug 12 1921... 25:104
Simmons George H of William II and Mary A June 27 1924... 26:271
Simmons Henry T of Jesse F and Edith E Aug 23 1925... 27:113
Simmons Herbert J of Herbert J and Lillian Aug 24 1925... 27:114
Simmons Hene J of Charles E and Elsie Sept 13 1928... 28:280
Simmons James of Joaquin and Marion D Oct 2 1924... 26:322
Simmons John of John and Lena Sept 20 1922... 25:306
Simmons Joseph of Joseph and Helen C Dec 28 1923... 26:175
Simmons Joseph of John and Lena Apr 8 1925... 27: 47
Simmons Joseph of Thomas and Mary June 17 1926... 27:251
Simmons Joseph (c) of Ardel May 26 1930... 29:216
Simmons Leona M (c) of Edward P and Minnie P Feb 8 1925... 27:19
Simmons Lillis A of Harold B and Lillis II Feb 27 1930... 29:179
Simmons Louis K of Louis K and Mary H Jan 23 1923... 26: 10
Simmons Maxine J (c) of Herbert H and Marion F Mar 3
1930... 29:181
Simmons Shirley A of Harold B and Lillis Feb 20 1925... 27: 23
Simmons Shirley R of Warren A and Mary D June 21 1921... 25: 76
Simmons Teresa E (c) of Edward P and Minnie P Aug 16
1923... 26:111
Simmons Walter F of Walter E and Grace C Apr 11 1921... 25: 43
Simmons William H of William H and Beatrice Oct 3 1929... 29:117
Simmons —— s of Walter E and Grace C May 4 1922... 25:240
Simms Norma F (c) of Willmore R and Frances E Feb 18
1926... 27:194
Simoes Anthony of Kasemir and Maria June 12 1930... 29:224
Simoes Joao of Raul C and Adelaida Aug 13 1925... 27:109
Simoes Manoel of Raul C and Adelaida Oct 31 1926... 27:311
Simoli Giuseppe of Giuseppe A and Anna Aug 28 1925... 27:115
Simoli Leonora V of Giuseppe A and Anna Sept 4 1928... 28:277
Simoli Michele G of Giuseppe A and Anna Mar 10 1927... 28: 30
Simoli Rita M of Giuseppe A and Anna Mar 21 1930... 29:189
Simon Charlotte E of Harry and Etta Aug 10 1923... 26:109
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Simon Evan of Michael and Ida Sept 8 1928. 28: 278
Simon Frederick of Michael and Ida Apr 14 1921. 25: 44
Simon Helen of Antonio F and Anna A Dec 10 1928. 28: 317
Simon Howay of Joseph and Annie Oct 6 1921. 25: 134
Simon John of Saied and Catherine Mar 25 1922. 25: 219
Simon Joseph I of Isaac and Olive Mar 10 1927. 28: 30
Simon Leana of Michael and Ida July 16 1926. 27: 265
Simon Marie A of Antonio F and Anna A Feb 26 1930. 29: 178
Simon Muriel B of Harry and Etta Jan 10 1927. 28: 4
Simon Nicholas G of Gabriel C and Victoria May 12 1929. 29: 56
Simon Ramon of Michael and Ida Aug 31 1930. 29: 257
Simon Rose F of Francis and Lina F Feb 8 1921. 25: 16
Simon Selma M of Benjamin and Goldie June 14 1923. 26: 86
Simon Wahid J of Joseph and Anna Nov 1 1923. 26: 152
Simon —— s of Saied and Catherine Feb 14 1924. 26: 203
Simonds Arthur C of Arthur C and Mary May 20 1927. 28: 62
Simonds Barbara L of Raymond H and Hazel Apr 28 1926. 27: 226
Simonds Sally of Arthur C and Mary June 16 1929. 29: 71
Simone Albert of Albert and Helen K Feb 21 1923. 26: 24
Simone Alberta H of Albert and Helen K Dec 18 1929. 29: 148
Simone Alena of Giuseppe and Maria Nov 14 1926. 27: 318
Simone Anita A of Salvatore and Adelina Nov 8 1929. 29: 132
Simone Antonetta of Vito and Rosa Oct 21 1929. 29: 124
Simone Antonio of Giuseppe and Giulia Jan 13 1930. 29: 161
Simone Beverly of Lionel M and Irene S May 17 1925. 27: 65
Simone Charles H of Christopher and Dorothy May 4 1923. 26: 62
Simone Domenico of Giacinto and Giovannina Feb 9 1930. 29: 172
Simone Dorotea E of Angelo and Fiorinda May 28 1926. 27: 240
Simone Edna M of Albert and Helen K July 3 1924. 26: 276
Simone Elenora M of Michele and Angela M Oct 18 1930. 29: 277
Simone Elizabeth F of Antonio and Elisabetta Mar 23 1923. 26: 39
Simone Emilia R of Paolo and Vincenza Mar 29 1921. 25: 37
Simone Gilda E of Giacinto and Giovannina Feb 9 1930. 29: 172
Simone Giorgio of Giacinto and Giovannina Jan 13 1925. 27: 6
Simone Giovannina of Matteo and Maria July 26 1925. 27: 99
Simone Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Giulia May 12 1928. 28: 224
Simone Giuseppe G of Giovine and Vittoria Apr 27 1927. 28: 51
Simone Guerino of Serafino and Giuseppina Nov 5 1921. 25: 149
Simone Guglielmina of Dante and Letizia Apr 15 1921. 25: 44
Simone Guido of Giacinto and Giovannina Mar 27 1921. 25: 36
Simone Jeanne M of Joseph and Mildred May 18 1930. 29: 213
Simone Lidia of Angelo and Fiorinda May 17 1924. 26: 249
Simone Lucia of Angelo and Fiorinda Dec 13 1921. 25: 167
Simone Lucian C of Lucian C and Elvira L Apr 9 1924. 26: 239
Simone Mary J of Anthony and Maude E Apr 26 1925. 27: 55
Simone Mildred E of Joseph and Mildred Feb 2 1927. 28: 14
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
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Simone Pasqualina of Giacinto and Giovannina Mar 18 1927...28: 26:33
Simone Raffaele of Giacinto and Giovannina Oct 13 1923...26:142
Simone Richard E of Lucian C and Elvira L Dec 8 1927....28: 154
Simone Thomas of Dominic S and Lillian B July 27 1925...27:100
Simone Tomaso B of Benedetto and Maria T Dec 21 1924...26:357
Simone Valentino of Seratino and Giuseppina Nov 7 1923...26:155
Simone Vincenzo of Benedetto and Maria T Mar 30 1922...25:221
Simone Virginia C of Antonio and Elisabetta Jan 19 1927...28: 7
Simone —— d of Angelo and Maria July 17 1927.............28: 96
Simoneau Arthur E of Joseph A and Delia A Nov 30 1927...28:148
Simoneau Eugene R of Joseph A and Delia A Apr 3 1929...29: 40
Simoneau Joseph W of Joseph A and Delia A Feb 16 1925...27: 21
Simonelli Alberto of Pasquale A and Alfonsina Nov 8 1927...28:140
Simonelli Alfredo A of Raffaele and Maria C Apr 22 1929...29: 47
Simonelli Angelina G of Raffaele and Maria C Nov 7 1922...25:330
Simonelli Anna of Raffaele and Maria C June 15 1926.....27:250
Simonelli Antonetta A of Bernardo and Angelina Aug 16 1927........................................28:103
Simonelli Antonio of Giorgio and Filomena May 29 1922...25:250
Simonelli Antonio of Augusto and Giovannina May 3 1927...28: 56
Simonelli Antonio of Giorgio and Carmela July 10 1930.....29:237
Simonelli Concetta of Giuseppe and Susena June 22 1923...26: 82
Simonelli Elena C of Pasquale A and Alfonsina Dec 3 1930...29:296
Simonelli Elenorio of Bernardo and Angelina Oct 3 1925...27:133
Simonelli Elenorio of Ernesto and Addolorata July 13 1928...28:252
Simonelli Francesca M L of Arturo and Adelina Mar 28 1925...27: 40
Simonelli Francesco of Pasquale A and Alfonsina Nov 9 1924...26:338
Simonelli Francesco LeR of Giorgio and Carmela June 7 1926,27:246
Simonelli Genarino (twin) of Giorgio and Carmela Aug 28 1922................................................25:294
Simonelli Giulia of Giorgio and Carmela Oct 5 1923...26:138
Simonelli Giuseppe of Ernesto and Addolorata Sept 7 1922...25:300
Simonelli Giuseppe of Ernesto and Addolorata May 15 1924...26:248
Simonelli Gloria of Pasquale A and Alfonsina May 6 1926...27:231
Simonelli Helen of Alessandro and Mariana Nov 30 1928...28:312
Simonelli Luigina (twin) of Giorgio and Carmela Aug 28 1922,25:294
Simonelli Maria of Bernardo and Angelina Jan 29 1922......25:189
Simonelli Maria of Giorgio and Carmela Feb 13 1925........27: 20
Simonelli Maria C of Ernesto and Addolorata Sept 9 1926...26:290
Simonelli Maria L of Alessandro and Mariana Sept 16 1926...27:293
Simonelli Rosa C of Giorgio and Carmela July 12 1927.....28: 87
Simonelli Salvatore V of Pasquale A and Alfonsina Aug 30 1923..................................................26:117
Simonelli Seratino of Vincenzo and Evelyn A Oct 25 1925...27:141
Simonelli Teresa of Michele and Giuseppina Aug 20 1922...25:290
Simonelli Theresa M of Vincenzo and Evelyn A Sept 30 1924,26:319
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Simonelli Vincenza of Raffaele and Maria C Jan 16 1924... 26: 189
Simonelli — d of Ermelinda Oct 23 1927. 28: 137
Simoni — d of Giorgio and Maria Feb 17 1930. 29: 175
Simonian Abraham of Vahan and Stella Mar 6 1922. 25: 210
Simonian Arsheg of Kazar and Elmas Aug 12 1929. 29: 96
Simonian Azniv of Vahan and Santoukt July 27 1925. 27: 100
Simonian Havannace V of Vahan and Santoukt Jan 22 1924. 26: 191
Simonian Kachadour of Kazar and Mariam Nov 15 1923. 26: 157
Simonian Peter of Kazar and Almost May 21 1928. 28: 227
Simonian Siroun of Kamig and Azniv Dec 4 1921. 25: 163
Simonian Violet A of Aram and Rose June 25 1924. 26: 270
Simonian Zabelle of Markar and Baydzar Nov 3 1930. 29: 285
Simonian Zartar of Kazar and Mariam Apr 21 1927. 28: 49
Simonian — d of Markar and Baydzar Aug 22 1929. 29: 100
Simonini Alfred of Giuseppe F and Agnes M Nov 16 1928. 28: 307
Simonini Doris M of Peter L and Lillian G Dec 16 1922. 25: 346
Simonini Edith A of Peter L and Lillian G Oct 11 1930. 29: 275
Simonini Gloria of Simone and Genna Sept 15 1921. 25: 122
Simonini Nancy J of Peter L and Lillian G Dec 9 1925. 27: 161
Simonini Natalie F of Peter L and Lillian G June 12 1928. 28: 238
Simonini Robert of William L and Mary Nov 13 1930. 29: 288
Simonini William of William and Mary Apr 16 1927. 28: 47
Simons Arnold J of Maurice and Mollie Mar 13 1927. 28: 31
Simons Marilyn B of Francis and Dorothy S Apr 30 1929. 29: 50
Simons Marjorie F of Francis and Dorothy S Jan 26 1926. 27: 184
Simons Mortimer of Simon and Pearl B July 8 1924. 26: 278
Simons Philip P of Maurice and Mollie Jan 3 1925. 27: 2
Simons William F of Mary July 8 1925. 27: 91
Simpson Albert (twin) of Arthur and Ellen M May 12 1921. 25: 56
Simpson Anna of Elizabeth Oct 1 1929. 29: 117
Simpson Barbara M of Louis A and Pauline E Dec 17 1921. 25: 169
Simpson Barbara M of Norman R and Hilda W Sept 16 1929. 29: 110
Simpson Charles H of Charles H and Gladys F Aug 17 1930. 29: 252
Simpson Clifford L of Arthur W and Elsie Nov 6 1927. 28: 139
Simpson Constance M of Augustus P and Maria C Apr 18 1928. 28: 214
Simpson Donald M of Edward J and Elizabeth Sept 8 1925. 27: 121
Simpson Doreen M of Frederick and Nora Sept 26 1927. 28: 120
Simpson Edith M of Charles R and Margaret J May 6 1923. 26: 62
Simpson Edward H of Frederick and Nora Dec 11 1924. 26: 354
Simpson Ethel R of Arthur and Ellen M May 3 1928. 28: 221
Simpson Geraldine of Edgar T and Nellie Aug 30 1928. 28: 273
Simpson Harry of Harry and Alice Apr 3 1926. 27: 215
Simpson Jerry H of Jerry H and Malta F Dec 11 1925. 27: 162
Simpson Jordan S of Charles H and Augusta B July 18 1925. 27: 95
Simpson Kathleen E of Charles E and Grace A Nov 16 1927. 28: 143
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Simpson Mary C of Charles R and Margaret J Feb 3 1925...27: 17
Simpson Meta O of Fred N and Julia May 7 1930...............29: 209
Simpson Norman of Arthur and Ellen M May 2 1924.........26: 242
Simpson Phyllis A of James L and Florence M June 20 1923..26: 81
Simpson Robert W of Thomas and Ethel Dec 28 1928........28: 324
Simpson Ruth I of Archie and Isabel Sept 16 1930.........29: 265
Simpson Stewart K of Mildred E July 1 1921...............25: 83
Simpson Virginia M of David and Emma Feb 26 1924.........26: 208
Simpson William (twin) of Arthur and Ellen M May 12 1921..25: 56
Simpson Winifred C of Thomas and Ethel May 2 1926........27: 229
Simpson —— d of Cecilia July 25 1927...................28: 92
Sims Alton B of John and Louise Feb 10 1929.............29: 18
Sims Evelyn G of John B and Mary E Aug 14 1929.........29: 97
Sims Paul L of Walter and Louise Feb 12 1927.............28: 18
Sims Walter A of Walter and Louise July 4 1925...........27: 89
Sims William M of James H and Margaret May 28 1928.....28: 230
Sinape Rita of Paride and Hippolita Nov 6 1924...........26: 338
Sinape Virginia F of Ambrose and Annie Mar 31 1926....27: 212
Sinaipi Elena F of Francesco P and Francesca June 25 1929..29: 74
Sinaipi Ida of Francesco and Francesca Sept 25 1927.....28: 120
Sinaipi —— d of Antonio and Maria Aug 2 1923............26: 119
Sincero Fortunata L of Nicolino and Antonetta June 27 1921..25: 77
Sincero Loretta V of Giovanni and Wanda C Dec 14 1928...28: 319
Sincero Marie F of Giovanni and Wanda C Apr 11 1927.....28: 45
Sincero Paolo of Giovanni and Wanda C Aug 19 1930........29: 252
Sinclair Marjorie McG of William and Rena A Mar 5 1926...27: 201
Sincoff Beatrice F of Herman and Mary Apr 18 1926.......27: 221
Sindle Harvey B of Joseph J and Mollie L June 1 1930....29: 220
Sindoni Salvatore of Francesco and Antonetta Nov 17 1924...26: 342
Sindoni Salvatore D of Francesco and Antonetta June 10 1926.27: 248
Siner Harold R of Joseph A and Sarah W Apr 4 1923.......26: 47
Singer Harvey S of Jacob T and Rose Jan 3 1922...........25: 178
Singer James of Ralph and Gussie Mar 12 1922.............25: 212
Singer Morris of Ralph and Gussie Dec 9 1925.............27: 161
Singleton Mary J of Roderick and Jane Oct 7 1929.......29: 119
Singleton Pauline (twin) of Roderick G and Jane Sept 17 1927.28: 117
Singleton Pearl (twin) of Roderick G and Jane Sept 17 1927.28: 117
Singleton Raymond G of Rhoderick G and Jane June 28 1925..27: 85
Singersen Charlotte of Robert A and Jennie C Aug 25 1923..26: 115
Singersen Joan of Don G and Violet Jan 7 1925.............27: 4
Singersen Marjorie A of Don G and Violet Feb 27 1928......28: 191
Siniscalchi William F of Guglielmo A and Caterina Sept 19
1921. ..................................................25: 124
Sinisgalli Marian P of Domenico and Rose Apr 5 1923......27: 46
Sinisgalli Vilma A of Domenico and Rose Oct 11 1929......29: 121
Sinkinson Robert of George E and Enola Oct 14 1928...28:293
Sinnott Richard A of Richard A and Anna G May 30 1927...28:66
Sion Giovanni B of Francesco and Teresa July 15 1924...26:280
Sion Mary P A of Emil and Yvonne M E July 20 1929...29:86
Sione Domenico A of Domenico and Maria Sept 22 1923...26:130
Sionni Antonio of Francesco and Filomena Mar 14 1929...29:31
Sionni Francesco of Francesco and Filomena July 19 1930...29:240
Sionni Maria M of Francesco and Filomena Feb 1 1928...28:181
Sipp Barbara A of William H and Eloidee June 28 1929...29:75
Sipper —— s of David and Ida M Dec 13 1924...26:363
Sipper —— s of David and Ida M Nov 8 1927...28:150
Sipples Elsie M of Leo J and Mary E Feb 23 1930...29:179
Sipples Harold J of Leo J and Mary E June 29 1926...27:256
Sipples James R of Leo J and Mary E Nov 17 1928...28:307
Sipples Leo J of Leo J and Mary E Dec 8 1924...26:353
Sirabella Gloria M of Anthony and Marion E Dec 23 1923...26:173
Sirabella Patricia I of Anthony and Marion E Feb 7 1928...28:183
Sirabella Vincent J of Anthony and Marion E Apr 14 1922...25:229
Sirabian —— d of Serop and Shnorhig May 12 1921...25:56
Siravo Adele M of Antonino and Pasqualina Jan 11 1927...28:4
Siravo Amalia A of Michele and Maria Dec 27 1924...26:359
Siravo Antonina P of Michele and Maria Sept 24 1927...28:119
Siravo Antonio C of Michele and Maria May 24 1926...27:239
Siravo Antonio V of Antonio G and Antonetta July 7 1922...25:270
Siravo Enrico of Flavio A and Maria Oct 26 1921...25:143
Siravo Esther B of Antonino and Pasqualina Jan 17 1925...27:7
Siravo Eugenio D (twin) of Flavio A and Maria Oct 12 1928...28:292
Siravo Gennaro T of Domenico and Emma M Nov 24 1923...26:161
Siravo James E of Pasquale and Viola J Apr 21 1924...26:235
Siravo Jean B (twin) of Flavio A and Maria Oct 12 1928...28:292
Siravo Rachel M of Michele and Maria Feb 11 1929...29:18
Siravo Thomas of Domenico and Emma M Aug 1 1927...28:97
Siravo Vincenzo F of Flavio A and Maria June 9 1925...27:77
Siravo —— d of Pasquale and Viola J Feb 28 1926...27:198
Siravo —— d of Pasquale and Viola J Apr 29 1929...29:49
Sireizikas Adelbert of Adam M and Rozalia M July 19 1922...25:275
Sirois Eileen of Alfred and Annie May 6 1924...26:244
Sirois Normand of Adelard and Theona July 7 1925...27:90
Siskind Joan E of Paul M and Jeanette Sept 5 1930...29:260
Sisson Barbara L of Robert E and Emily L Aug 30 1923...26:117
Sisson Barbara M of Conrad E and Agnes G Aug 23 1926...27:281
Sisson Charles S of Colville B and Ethel M Aug 10 1922...25:285
Sisson David E of Conrad E and Agnes G July 7 1922...25:270
Sisson Donald J of Everett M and Evelyn M L Sept 6 1924...26:308
Sisson George T of George P and Kathryn L Dec 9 1923...26:169
Sisson Janet H of John E and Phyllis E Nov 4 1923...26:153
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Sisson Jean of Howard A and Grace B Mar 22 1929. . . . . . . 29: 34
Sisson Joan G of Howard A and Grace B Dec 2 1927. . . . . . . 28: 151
Sisson John C of Colville B and Ethel M July 23 1924. . . . . . . 26: 364
Sisson John F of George P and Kathryn L Apr 9 1925. . . . . . . 27: 47
Sisson Jonathan A of Arthur C and Louise B Apr 18 1926. . . . . . . 27: 221
Sisson Naomi L of Arthur C and Louise B Mar 4 1928. . . . . . . 28: 195
Sisson Rita M of George P and Kathryn L Aug 31 1927. . . . . . . 28: 109
Sisson Suzanne M of Frederick R and Susan S Apr 17 1928. . . . . . . 28: 214
Sisson d of John E and Phyllis E May 18 1927. . . . . . . . . . . 28: 61
Sisson s of Colville B and Ethel M May 17 1928. . . . . . . . . . . 28: 232
Sisti Benedetto of Tomaso and Grazinuccia May 24 1921. . . . . . . 25: 61
Sisti Giovanni of Tomaso and Grazinuccia July 4 1923. . . . . . . 26: 89
Sisti Giovanni of Gerardo and Assunta Sept 2 1924. . . . . . . . . . . 26: 306
Sisti Luigi of Gerardo and Assunta Mar 27 1928. . . . . . . . . . . 28: 204
Sisti Paolo A of Gerardo and Assunta Feb 18 1922. . . . . . . . . . . 25: 201
Sisto Angelo of Giovanni and Elvira Oct 29 1921. . . . . . . . . . . 25: 144
Sisto Anna of Antonio and Maria Aug 18 1922. . . . . . . . . . . 25: 289
Sisto Antonio A of Alfredo and Cesaria Aug 3 1923. . . . . . . . . . . 26: 105
Sisto Felice of Emilio and Assunta May 26 1923. . . . . . . . . . . 26: 70
Sittnick Claire E of Charles W and Mary A Apr 16 1922. . . . . . . 25: 230
Sivertsen Evelyn K of Ingolf O and Christina Apr 13 1926. . . . . . . 27: 219
Sivo Anna G C of Carlo and Antonetta Apr 28 1921. . . . . . . . . . . 25: 50
Sivo Annina of Eugenio and Assunta Oct 16 1925. . . . . . . . . . . 27: 137
Sivo Maria I of Eugenio and Assunta Jan 14 1930. . . . . . . . . . . 29: 161
Sivo Saverio of Eugenio and Assunta May 21 1927. . . . . . . . . . . 28: 62
Sjoberg s of Clifford and Elsie M Aug 7 1929. . . . . . . . . . . . . 29: 104
Sjogren Elizabeth A of Arthur and Gladys B Dec 31 1929. . . . . . . 29: 152
Sjoholm Edith H of Carl A and Alice J H Apr 2 1921. . . . . . . . . . . 25: 39
Sjoren Alma J of Herbert O and Ann T Dec 13 1930. . . . . . . . . . . 29: 300
Sjoren Ralph C of Carl C and Lillian C Mar 1 1922. . . . . . . . . . . 25: 208
Skaling Florence C of Clarence H and Carrie M July 7 1927. . . . . . . 28: 85
Skaling Stanley E of Stanley N and Martha M July 7 1929. . . . . . . 29: 80
Skeffington Francis of Peter J and Mary T May 8 1922. . . . . . . . . . . 25: 242
Skeffington William G of William G and Mary H Dec 18 1930. . . . . . . 29: 302
Skelley s of James J and Nora A Sept 12 1921. . . . . . . . . . . . . 25: 121
Skenyon James J of Patrick J and Mary Jan 5 1921. . . . . . . . . . . 25: 2
Skenyon Kathleen M of Patrick J and Mary May 4 1924. . . . . . . . . . . 26: 243
Skenyon Margaret A of Patrick J and Mary Dec 6 1925. . . . . . . . . . . 27: 160
Skenyon Vincent P of Patrick J and Mary May 6 1922. . . . . . . . . . . 25: 241
Skerry Shirley A of Hilton E and Hope R Aug 15 1928. . . . . . . . . . . 28: 267
Skifas d of Ross and Theodora Nov 24 1929. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29: 141
Skillin Dean B of Carl D and Viola M Dec 17 1924. . . . . . . . . . . 26: 356
Skinner Frances E of Lester M and Marion Jan 7 1929. . . . . . . . . . . 29: 3
Skinner Gladys B of Charles McK and Mabel N Mar 4 1922. . . . . . . 25: 209
Skinner Hannah E of Lloyd M and Evora A July 26 1926. . . . . . . . . . . 27: 269
Skinner Richard H of Richard J and Edith L Dec 28 1923. . . . . . . . . . . 26: 175
Skirrow Betty M of George W and Esther Jan 4 1928......28: 169
Skivington Bertha E of William E and Bertha G June 9 1922......25: 258
Skivington Grace A of William E and Bertha G Aug 26 1924.26: 301
Sklaroff Leon of William and Anna Apr 7 1929......29: 42
Slut Donald H of Israel and Sophie Nov 6 1928.............28: 303
Slut Edith of Israel and Sophie Apr 5 1927.............28: 43
Skog Albert E of Albert E and Dora Dec 27 1923..........26: 175
Skog Claire E of Albert E and Dora L Jan 15 1927.......28: 6
Skog Ellen M of Carl E and Ellen May 10 1926...........27: 232
Skog Helen E of Karl A and Ellen Sept 16 1927........28: 116
Skog Frank W of Frank W and Ruth H May 2 1924.........26: 242
Skog Muriel L of Harold O and Violet G Jan 28 1925.....27: 12
Skog Robert G of Frank W and Ruth H Dec 3 1925 ......27: 158
Skog Ruth C of Frank W and Ruth H Apr 13 1922.........25: 229
Skouras Mary J of James and Bessie Aug 1 1928 ........28: 261
Skovran Josephine Z of Michael and Julia Mar 8 1922......25: 211
Skrypka Helen of Stanislaw and Stefania Mar 25 1923......26: 43
Skuce Helen S of Earl C and Mildred A Sept 4 1923........27: 119
Skuce Mary D of Earl N and Margaret Feb 2 1928.......28: 181
Skrypka Stanislaw of Stanislaw and Stefania May 21 1924..26: 256
Slade Elva R of Frank and Mabel A Dec 8 1923.........26: 168
Slade Gertrude E of Oswald A and Theresa M Nov 29 1928...28: 312
Slade Kenneth E of John M and Adelaide June 3 1923.....26: 75
Slade Marjorie C of Frank and Mabel A Mar 30 1926 ......27: 212
Slade William W of Howard R and Neilen R Apr 13 1921..25: 44
Slade ——— s of Frank and Mabel A July 19 1927......28: 96
Sladkiewicz George of Jan and Dominica Aug 1 1925....27: 104
Slaimen Alice of Slaimen and Alice Aug 30 1922........25: 295
Slaimen Eleanora of Slaimen N and Alice Dec 6 1923....26: 167
Slaimen Leonie of Slaimen N and Alice June 1 1927....28: 69
Slain John J of John and Elizabeth J Jan 21 1927......28: 8
Slain ——— s of John and Elizabeth J Jan 8 1922.........25: 192
Slaney Donald E of Howard A and Elsie Apr 3 1930.......29: 196
Slater Arthur B of Arthur P and Elsie M Jan 16 1926....27: 180
Slater Arthur D of Arthur C and Helen F June 24 1925...27: 83
Slater Barbara A of Charles E and Clara Nov 22 1930....29: 291
Slater Carolyn S of William B and Marguerite Apr 5 1925..27: 46
Slater Daniel A of Joseph J and Mary L June 13 1922....25: 259
Slater Donald F of Arthur P and Blanche M Apr 2 1928....28: 208
Slater Elaine M of Walter H and Anna V Nov 14 1927......28: 142
Slater Georgiana of Benedict S and Clarice D Sept 27 1922.25: 308
Slater Gilbert of Gilbert and Dorothy A July 8 1929......29: 81
Slater Herbert F of Herbert F and Georgiana M Mar 14 1927.28: 32
Slater John K of Arthur C and Helen F Aug 18 1928......28: 268
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Slater Lillian V of Walter H and Anna V June 13 1922..........25: 259
Slater Marilyn of Arthur P and Blanche M Sept 26 1929........29:114
Slater Oliver M of William B and Marguerite Apr 3 1929.......29: 40
Slater Patricia of William B and Marguerite Sept 22 1923.....26:130
Slater Raymond F of Walter H and Anna V Nov 14 1925.......27:150
Slater Virginia M of William B and Marguerite Jan 5 1928.....28:170
Slater —— s of Joseph J and Mary L Aug 29 1925..............27:117
Slater —— s of Joseph J and Mary L Nov 20 1929..............29:141
Slatoff Gladys M of Harry and Ella Sept 9 1923..............26:124
Slatoff Howard F of Harry and Ella Nov 17 1921..............25:154
Slattery Helen of Thomas C and Clara L Apr 5 1926...........27:216
Slattery Mary V of James and Elizabeth F June 1 1921.......25: 66
Slattery Margaret E of John A and Margaret Dec 26 1929.....29:151
Slattery William of William D and Catherine Dec 23 1930.....29:304
Slaven Dorothy I of John H and Susan I Mar 30 1927........28: 39
Slavin Irene L of Vincent and Irene Feb 20 1928..............28:189
Slavin John C of Jane E July 12 1921.........................25: 89
Slavin Loretta M of Vincent and Irene Sept 28 1929..........29:114
Slavin —— d of —— and Alice Mar 4 1922.......................25:223
Slavinsky Frances V of Joseph and Lena I Apr 2 1924.......26:227
Slavinsky Rose L of Joseph and Lena I Jan 20 1923..........26:  8
Slavtcheff Peter M of Minko P and Rosie Sept 24 1925.......27:128
Slayton Florence of William A and Louise E Nov 8 1926.....27:316
Slepko Estella of Joseph and Bella Nov 27 1921..............25:158
Sleszynski Anna of Apolinary and Czeslawa Aug 13 1921.....25:104
Sleszynski Joseph of Ignace and Annie May 15 1921.........25:  58
Sleszynski Lillian of Adolf and Stefania Nov 22 1921.......25:156
Sliker Wanda A of Carroll and Glenna May 27 1927...........28: 65
Sliney Dorothy E of Edward F and Margaret C July 15 1926.27:265
Slinko John of Wladyslaw and Stefania Oct 16 1922..........25:319
Sloan James H of James H and Anna F Jan 8 1925.............27:  3
Sloan James M of James M and Anne D M Aug 12 1930.........29:250
Sloan Jessie M of William and Marie Feb 9 1921..............25: 16
Sloan Leo D of Leo D and Catherine Sept 22 1921.........25:125
Sloan Marguerite M of James M and Anne D M Mar 21 1928...28:201
Sloane Dorothy F of William E and Rose M July 5 1926.....27:261
Sloane Leon H of Theodore and Jeannette E Apr 2 1928......28:208
Sloane Robert A of William E and Rose M Jan 27 1929.......29:  11
Sloane William E of William E and Marie Oct 26 1921.......25:143
Slobin Myron T of Morris and Molly Sept 6 1926.............27:289
Slobodinsky —— d of Morris and Molly Jan 20 1924.......26:197
Slocum Albert F of Charles A and Jennie A May 10 1922.....25:243
Slocum Barbara M of Arthur N and Alice McK Sept 10 1930.29:262
Slocum George A (twin) of George P and Palmyre M Jan 24 1921.25:  9
Slocum George E of Eugene A and Marion C Sept 3 1926...27: 287
Slocum Janette D of George P and Palmyre Sept 24 1925...27: 128
Slocum Robert L (twin) of George P and Palmyre M Jan 24
1921.................................................................25: 9
Slutsky Pauline of Joseph and Ethel May 8 1927..............28: 58
Slutsky Saul H of Joseph and Ethel Sept 30 1929..............29: 115
Slutz Merton H of Josiah and Jennie Mar 17 1925..............27: 35
Smaldone Annina of Giovanni and Rosa Apr 27 1922.........25: 235
Smaldone Giorgio A of Giovanni and Rosina Oct 30 1925....27: 143
Smaldone Giorgio F of Michele and Rosina May 19 1921....25: 59
Smaldone Giovanni of Vincenzo and Luisa Sept 13 1921....25: 122
Smaldone Marion of Michele and Rosina June 7 1922........25: 257
Smaldone Vincenzo R of Vincenzo and Luisa Sept 27 1923...26: 132
Smaldone Viola of Michele and Rosina Sept 18 1925........27: 125
Smales Alice E of Holbert T and Adeline Aug 9 1929......29: 95
Smales Robert T of Holbert T and Adeline Apr 19 1924....26: 234
Smales —— s of Holbert T and Adeline May 8 1927...........28: 68
Small Allan F of Maurice and Fannie I Dec 24 1926.......27: 333
Small Arnold L of Arthur B and Estelle W Oct 1 1921......25: 132
Small Elizabeth M (c) of Benjamin and Catherine June 19
1930.................................................................29: 227
Small Marjorie A of Foster L and Margaret Mar 16 1927...28: 32
Small Monona W of Clayton B and Martha A Sept 11 1925..27: 122
Small Robert E of David E and Anna F Aug 6 1930.........29: 248
Smalley Dorothy E of Elmer R and Marcella G Dec 30 1921.25: 173
Smalley Raymond E of Alice Sept 5 1930....................29: 260
Smalley Ruth A (c) of Norman W and Clementine Oct 1 1923.26: 137
Smalley —— (c) d of Russell C and Adelia L Jan 10 1924...26: 186
Smart Robert L of Howard R and Edith Nov 16 1926......27: 319
Smedberg Ennice M of Aron P and Hilda M Feb 15 1925....27: 21
Smedberg Milton J of Aron P and Hilda M Feb 20 1924....26: 205
Smiley Andrew C of Clifford E and Agnes June 25 1927....28: 78
Smiley Barbara A of Richard W and Jeannette Oct 4 1926..27: 301
Smiley Natalie of Richard W and Jeannette Dec 25 1923....26: 174
Smiley Philip B of Albert F and Ada Nov 6 1928...........28: 303
Smith Abraham I of Meyer E and Annie Feb 27 1922.......25: 206
Smith Ada of John H and Ada Sept 4 1921....................26: 307
Smith Agnes E of Thomas F and Mary A Nov 19 1924........26: 343
Smith Agnes M of Francis J and Mary E May 9 1922........25: 242
Smith Alan D of Frank L and Ellen B May 14 1921.........25: 57
Smith Albert E of Nicholas E and Lucy Feb 2 1930........29: 169
Smith Albert F of Albert C and Hope M June 30 1927.......28: 81
Smith Albert J of Frank E and Lillian M Sept 5 1927....28: 112
Smith Albert W of Albert W and Mary Dec 8 1928...........28: 316
Smith Alfred P of Percy W and Olga Sept 1 1929...........29: 105
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Smith Alice L of George G and Alice G Dec 10 1921...........25:165
Smith Alice L of Almon L and Beatrice E Oct 22 1928...........28:296
Smith Alice M of Jennie M Oct 21 1928................................28:296
Smith Allan E of Charles C and Marion Jan 1 1923.............26:1
Smith Almira E (c) of William D and Laura A Sept 9 1924...26:309
Smith Almon B of Almond B and Maud E H Feb 28 1921........26:209
Smith Amelia of Karol and Agnes Feb 19 1922....................25:201
Smith Amelia of William J and Amelia G Mar 31 1922.........25:221
Smith Anna D of William H and Mae A Oct 23 1926..............27:308
Smith Anna J of Walter B and Mary E Dec 7 1921..............25:164
Smith Anne E of Woeber and Genevieve May 15 1925...........27:65
Smith Anthony of Anthony and Mary Jan 11 1927..............28:4
Smith Arthur I of Frank and Anna M Jan 21 1925..............27:9
Smith Arthur J of Joseph R and Ada June 20 1924.............26:267
Smith Arthur W of Percy W and Olga Jan 19 1926..............27:181
Smith Avis B of Horace T and Beatrice Feb 9 1927............28:17
Smith Barbara A of John W and Dorothy E Sept 7 1922......25:300
Smith Barbara B of William W and Mathilde Dec 22 1924...26:357
Smith Barbara E of Thomas F and Gertrude E Aug 27 1928..28:328
Smith Barbara J of Dalton A and Winifred C Feb 27 1929...29:25
Smith Barbara M of Frank W and Jennie W Mar 22 1921......25:34
Smith Barbara M (c) of Stanley O and Grace E Jan 27 1923.26:11
Smith Barbara M of Augustus and Mary Dec 29 1923.........26:176
Smith Benjamin K of Lewis B and Alice C Feb 18 1921......25:20
Smith Bernard of Hyman and Rebecca Apr 7 1922.............25:227
Smith Bernard F of Bernard M and Margaret E June 20 1927.28:76
Smith Bernice B (c) of George E and Bernice D Apr 11 1930.29:198
Smith Bernice M of Clarence E and Myrtia M Mar 13 1922...25:213
Smith Bertram H of Frederic B and Clara J July 23 1921...25:94
Smith Betty A (c) of Eugene L and Grace E Oct 2 1922......25:313
Smith Betty R of Herbert L and Violet E Nov 28 1925.......27:154
Smith Browning W of John B and Dorothy E June 21 1923..26:81
Smith Byron A of Byron A and Ethel A June 22 1924.......26:268
Smith Calvin T of Raymond F and Mary E Jan 19 1929......29:9
Smith Carol H of Charles M and Ruth H Dec 20 1923.......26:172
Smith Caroline of Alexander and Carolina June 26 1921.....25:76
Smith Carolyn J of Edward J and Gertrude C Jan 21 1929...29:9
Smith Carolyn L of George A and Lola A Mar 11 1926......27:204
Smith Carroll J of Francis E and Florence A Nov 19 1921..25:155
Smith Caterina (c) of Gaspar and Zulmira Oct 4 1921......25:131
Smith Catherine F of Joseph and Frances Nov 30 1922......25:331
Smith Cazimiro (c) of Gaspar and Zulmira Mar 20 1925....27:37
Smith Cecile L of George F and Eileen M Mar 2 1927........28:26
Smith Charles A of Charles J and Gertrude E Oct 10 1928...28:292
Smith Charles F (c) of Charles F and Freida F B Jan 8 1926.27:178
Smith Charles F of Clarence L and Mabel H May 13 1928...28:225
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smith Charles J</td>
<td>of Arthur A</td>
<td>and Anna C</td>
<td>Mar 3</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td>25: 208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Charles R</td>
<td>of Robert and Marion</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Feb 21</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>27: 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Charles R</td>
<td>of Charles A and Josephine</td>
<td>Nov 15</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Charles T</td>
<td>of Harry J and Alice</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Mar 8</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td>29: 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Charlotte A</td>
<td>of Horace R and Agnes E</td>
<td>Sept 6</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Charlotte M</td>
<td>of John H and Emma</td>
<td>June 27</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Charlotte R</td>
<td>of Stephen L and Reena C</td>
<td>Aug 27</td>
<td>1921</td>
<td></td>
<td>25: 111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Claire L</td>
<td>of Lowell I and Mary S</td>
<td>Aug 5</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Clarence J</td>
<td>of Clarence J and Susan</td>
<td>Feb 28</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Clarence R</td>
<td>of Clarence R and Olive</td>
<td>Aug 10</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Clifton R</td>
<td>R of Clifton R and Elsie M</td>
<td>Feb 18</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td></td>
<td>25: 201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Constance of John J and Anna L</td>
<td>Sept 30</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Constance H of Robert H and Constance</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Apr 9</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Corinne M of Kirk and Corinne</td>
<td>May 30</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Cornelius (c) of Arthur</td>
<td>and Julia</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Cynthia K of Kirk and Corinne</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Jan 13</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Dalton A of Dalton A and Winifred C</td>
<td>May 16</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith David E of Charles D and Lucy E</td>
<td>June 15</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith David L of Ernest L and Ruth</td>
<td>Nov 27</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith David P of Frank W and Cecile</td>
<td>Mar 24</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Deborah J (c) of Eugene B</td>
<td>M and Kathleen D</td>
<td>Nov 29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Dency L of William E and Mary</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>Jan 5</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Donald E of James T and Marguerite</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Sept 7</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Donald M of John F and Mary D</td>
<td>Aug 23</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Donald R of Robert and Winifred B</td>
<td>Mar 21</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Donald R of Alexander and Carolina</td>
<td>June 25</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27: 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Donald S of Robert I and Katrine</td>
<td>Aug 9</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25: 285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Doris (c) of Pearl</td>
<td>Jan 15</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Doris M of Herbert A and Hazel P</td>
<td>Mar 11</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Doris M of Roland Y and Lydia F</td>
<td>May 19</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Doris R of George A and Marguerite</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Feb 4</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Dorothea L (c) of Charles F and</td>
<td>Freida F</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Sept 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Dorothy A of George H and Mary C</td>
<td>Apr 2</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Dorothy E of Ernest G and Rosamond</td>
<td>Jan 17</td>
<td>1921</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25: 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Dorothy E of William H and Anna T</td>
<td>Dec 4</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25: 341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Dorothy E of George F and Amy</td>
<td>Sept 26</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Dorothy H of Albert W and Gladys H</td>
<td>Apr 6</td>
<td>1921</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25: 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Dorothy J of Harold R and Grace</td>
<td>Sept 21</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Dorothy L of Roland A and Lauretta</td>
<td>Aug 2</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Dorothy M of George A and Marguerite</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Jan 10</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td></td>
<td>29: 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Dorothy R of Robert S and Emma</td>
<td>Apr 20</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26: 234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Dorothy V of Stephen LeR and Agnes</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Mar 6</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Dorothy V of Warren E and Sophie</td>
<td>Aug 30</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28: 273</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Smith Dudley B of Elmer H and Anna E July 11 1925............ 27: 92
Smith Earl of George R and Rosina Aug 17 1926............. 27: 279
Smith Earl S of Earl S and Cathleen L Aug 13 1927........... 28: 102
Smith Earle F (c) of Earle F J and Marion Jan 8 1929........ 29: 4
Smith Edmund of John H and Mary C Jan 5 1925.............. 27: 3
Smith Edward J of Patrick P and Eva A July 29 1921........ 26: 287
Smith Edward J of Albert J and Ellen D Dec 31 1928........ 28: 325
Smith Edward P of Joseph E and Madge F Dec 24 1923........ 26: 174
Smith Edwin W of Charles H and Marcella C Nov 21 1928...... 28: 308
Smith Eileen B of James F and Mabel B Sept 22 1924........ 26: 316
Smith Eleanor G of Leo M and Mary F Jan 11 1921............ 25: 5
Smith Elena M of John F and Adriana T Aug 29 1928........... 28: 273
Smith Elizabeth of Rosanna E June 16 1930.................... 29: 226
Smith Elizabeth A of E Manton and Elizabeth Aug 30 1924... 26: 303
Smith Elizabeth A of Frederick B and Lucy M June 7 1929... 29: 67
Smith Elizabeth T of William J and Veronica C July 23 1923. 27: 98
Smith Ellen C of George V and Frances II July 10 1928...... 28: 251
Smith Ellen S of Robert McL and Signe C Nov 6 1922........ 25: 329
Smith Emily M of Grace L Feb 3 1922......................... 25: 193
Smith Enid C of Arthur E and Ethel R Mar 20 1925............ 27: 37
Smith Eric R C of Emerson P and Margaret G Jan 18 1929.... 29: 8
Smith Eric R C of Emerson P and Margaret G Apr 2 1930.... 29: 195
Smith Estelle M of Joseph H and Esther M Aug 26 1926....... 27: 283
Smith Ethel G B of Elmer H and Anna E Mar 29 1927........ 28: 38
Smith Ethel J of William J and Ethel Sept 21 1927........... 28: 118
Smith Eva L of Charles D and Lucy E Mar 8 1926.............. 27: 203
Smith Eva M of Frank and Anna M June 5 1923................. 26: 75
Smith Evelyn M of Herman E and Elsie M June 30 1927....... 28: 81
Smith Fannie B of Edward E and Lillian Dec 6 1922........ 25: 342
Smith Florence E of George A and Margaret Dec 8 1922..... 25: 343
Smith Florence E of Joseph E and Lily F Jan 16 1923........ 26: 7
Smith Florence E of James A and Florence Jan 1 1925....... 27: 1
Smith Florence M of Ainsley and Agnes F July 14 1921....... 27: 90
Smith Florence M of Baker V and Catherine H July 4 1923.... 26: 89
Smith Florence R of Warren E and Sophie Mar 2 1930........ 29: 181
Smith Florencelle M (c) of Christine Mar 30 1925........... 27: 40
Smith Frances of Anthony and Mary July 17 1924............. 26: 281
Smith Frances B of Norman B and Dorothy F July 7 1923.... 26: 90
Smith Francis H of Francis J and Mary V Apr 4 1922......... 27: 225
Smith Francis N of Alexander C and Carrie Jan 30 1923..... 26: 13
Smith Frank of Frank and Anna Aug 10 1921.................. 25: 103
Smith Frank of Arthur and Maggie Mar 27 1930................. 29: 192
Smith Frank E of Frank and Anna M May 28 1922.............. 25: 250
Smith Frank E of Joseph E and Lily F Sept 6 1928........... 28: 278
Smith Frank T of William E and Mary J Apr 30 1921........ 27: 51
Smith Frank W of Frank W and Emily Oct 5 1927.............. 28: 126
Smith Frederick D of Frederic E and Irene C June 17 1922. 25: 261
Smith Frederick J of Francis J and Mary V Oct 4 1923. ...... 26: 138
Smith Frederick L of William T and Mabel June 21 1927. ...... 28: 78
Smith George A of George A and Marguerite L Jan 23 1926. ... 27: 183
Smith George A of Frank and Anna M May 3 1927. ............ 28: 56
Smith George C of George F and Amy Nov 29 1925. ............ 27: 155
Smith George D of George D and Mary M Mar 2 1921. ........ 25: 26
Smith George F of Frederick and Maude V June 9 1924. ...... 26: 262
Smith George F of George F and Eileen Apr 9 1925. .......... 27: 57
Smith George F of George and Gertrude Aug 3 1930. .......... 29: 247
Smith George M of George H and Elizabeth Jan 28 1928. ...... 28: 178
Smith George W of Edward E and Lillian June 16 1921. ...... 25: 72
Smith George W of George W F and Catherine Aug 25 1930. ... 29: 255
Smith Geraldine A of Edward C and Helen E Sept 13 1928. ... 28: 280
Smith Gertrude F of Clarence E and Gertrude F Aug 14 1929. 29: 97
Smith Gladys M of Percy W and Olga Sept 7 1927. .......... 28: 113
Smith Gordon H of Otho F and Ruth W June 16 1928. ...... 28: 328
Smith Gordon W of Elmer G W and Gladys M Mar 14 1921. ... 25: 31
Smith Grace B of Elmer H and Anna E Dec 2 1921. .......... 25: 162
Smith Harold of Harold G and Alice B Mar 21 1924. ........ 26: 220
Smith Harold C (c) of Harold C and Madeline L June 13 1921. 25: 71
Smith Harold R of Albert J and Ellen D Aug 23 1923. ......... 26: 114
Smith Harold R (c) of Harold C and Madeline L May 20 1924. 26: 251
Smith Harold R of Joseph W and Theresa Feb 6 1926. .......... 27: 189
Smith Harriett (c) of Royal C and Laura H Mar 3 1923. ...... 26: 31
Smith Harry J of Helen Oct 1 1930. ......................... 29: 272
Smith Harvey E of Harvey E and Edith H June 13 1921. ...... 25: 71
Smith Helen A of Edward and Alice Aug 4 1923. ............ 26: 106
Smith Helen E of Thomas G and Laura Sept 3 1930. .......... 29: 260
Smith Helen F (c) of Charles F and Freida F B Aug 21 1921. ... 25: 109
Smith Helen V of Charles J and Gertrude E June 2 1924. ...... 26: 259
Smith Henry of Henry and Martha Apr 18 1930. ............... 29: 201
Smith Henry A of Clifton R R and Elsie M June 21 1923. ...... 26: 81
Smith Henry E of Henry E and Elizabeth July 1 1926. ......... 27: 259
Smith Henry I of Henry I and Annie May 23 1926. .......... 27: 238
Smith Herbert D of Mary Feb 28 1923. ....................... 26: 27
Smith Hope L of Frank S and Lenora O Sept 1 1923. ........ 26: 121
Smith Howard F of Clifton R R and Elsie M Nov 1 1930. ...... 29: 284
Smith Howard J of Harold I and Ethel M May 16 1922. ...... 25: 245
Smith Hugh J of Hugh J and Margaret V May 7 1929. ......... 29: 54
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Smith Inez M (c) of Pearl A May 9 1921................. 25: 55
Smith Irene R of George R and Rosina Dec 30 1922........ 25: 351
Smith Jacqueline A of Harry J and Edna M Aug 20 1930..... 29: 253
Smith James J of James J and Marie E Apr 2 1929 .......... 29: 40
Smith James R of James R and Edith M Dec 8 1929 ........ 29: 144
Smith Janice of Millard M and Anna Mar 5 1928 ........... 28: 195
Smith Janice E of George F and Anna Sept 21 1929 ......... 29: 112
Smith Jean A of David and Gertrude Aug 23 1930 ......... 29: 254
Smith Jean H of George V and Frances H Aug 31 1930 ..... 29: 257
Smith Jeanne L of Raymond E and Mary P May 24 1929 .. 29: 60
Smith Jennie A of John F and Ada M Feb 8 1921 .......... 25: 16
Smith Joan of Irving G and Ruth Oct 4 1925 ............. 27: 133
Smith Joan of Henry J and Mary L Sept 25 1928 ......... 28: 284
Smith Joan H of Robert H and Constance C Oct 24 1924... 26: 330
Smith John E of William H and Mae A Nov 18 1921 ....... 25: 154
Smith John E of Frank R and Anna Feb 13 1927 .......... 28: 19
Smith John J of John J and Catherine T Mar 20 1928 .... 28: 201
Smith John J of Patrick J and Elizabeth Mar 29 1929 ... 29: 37
Smith Joseph of Frank R and Anna June 20 1923 ......... 26: 81
Smith Joseph A of George and Mary Mar 16 1922 ......... 25: 214
Smith Joseph A of Joseph A and Margaret Feb 21 1923 .... 26: 24
Smith Joseph E of Joseph E and Madge F Feb 15 1921 .... 25: 19
Smith Joseph E of Wilfrid and Maria Nov 6 1923 ......... 26: 154
Smith Joseph E of Joseph E and Lillian Dec 8 1923 ...... 26: 168
Smith Joseph F of Joseph F and Elizabeth Feb 24 1922 ... 25: 204
Smith Joseph P of Joseph F and Catherine A Feb 21 1921 25: 21
Smith Joseph W of Joseph W and Theresa Jan 13 1922 .... 25: 183
Smith Josephine M of Joseph and Marion Apr 19 1929 .... 29: 46
Smith Josephine R of Herbert S and Josephine F Aug 23 1921, 25: 110
Smith Joyce of Irving G and Ruth Dec 11 1927 .......... 28: 155
Smith Joyce A of Dwight L and Ethel Dec 29 1929 ....... 29: 152
Smith Joyce H of Arthur A and Esther F Mar 25 1927 ....... 28: 36
Smith Judson E of Clifton R R and Elsie M June 11 1925 .. 27: 78
Smith Katherine of James H and Margaret E Jan 19 1926 .. 27: 181
Smith Kenneth J of Joseph H and Esther M May 23 1925 ... 27: 68
Smith Kenneth M of Edwin H and Caroline Dec 29 1924 ... 26: 360
Smith Kenneth W of Stephen L and Agnes M Sept 7 1928 ... 28: 278
Smith Kenneth W of Jesse K and Euphemia P June 4 1929 .. 29: 66
Smith Kime H of Kime I and Gertrude E Mar 20 1925 ..... 27: 37
Smith Laura P of William W and Mathilde Mar 10 1930 .... 29: 184
Smith Laura T of Fred M and Martha E Oct 21 1922 ....... 25: 321
Smith Lawrence W of Edward M and Ida E Apr 12 1927 ... 28: 53
Smith Lentrice E of Harry J and Edna M Dec 8 1924 ....... 26: 353
Smith Leon T of Leon T and Lillian M P Nov 29 1921 ....... 25: 159
Smith LeRoy F of Leroy F and Marion Dec 21 1929 ....... 29: 149
Smith Lewis T of Harold H and Dorothy Mar 30 1926........... 27: 212
Smith Lloyd C of Lloyd C and Anna E Apr 22 1922........... 25: 232
Smith Lola J (c) of Harold C and Madeline L July 28 1922.... 25: 279
Smith Loretta G of Henry I and Helen Sept 26 1926.......... 27: 297
Smith Mable A of William H and Mary A Sept 9 1923........... 26: 124
Smith Madeline of Harold G and Alice B Mar 30 1922........... 25: 221
Smith Madeline of Wilfred E and Madeline June 12 1930........ 29: 224
Smith Madeline V of John F and Delia M July 9 1921........... 25: 88
Smith Margaret C of Edward M and Mary E July 12 1924........ 26: 279
Smith Margaret E of Joseph W and Theresa Sept 21 1924........ 26: 315
Smith Margaret F of Joseph E and Madge F Mar 24 1929........... 29: 35
Smith Marion I of Ernest G and Rosamond Mar 5 1928........... 28: 195
Smith Marion L of Henry I and Annie May 29 1924.............. 26: 255
Smith Marsilino (c) of Martino and Cecilia Oct 9 1925........ 27: 135
Smith Martha of James J and Clara L Nov 22 1925.............. 27: 152
Smith Martha C of Herbert I and Mary Sept 21 1924............ 26: 315
Smith Mary (c) of Joseph and Mary Mar 4 1925.................. 27: 30
Smith Mary of John P and Mary Mar 16 1927..................... 28: 32
Smith Mary A of Frank and Alice Aug 2 1929.................... 29: 92
Smith Mary D of Hugh J and Margaret V Mar 27 1927............ 28: 37
Smith Mary E of Thomas F and Mabel V Apr 23 1922.............. 25: 233
Smith Mary I of John J and Anna L Oct 24 1922................. 25: 322
Smith Mary J of Joseph and Frances Mar 3 1926................ 27: 201
Smith Mary L of Henry L and Mary June 6 1925.................. 27: 76
Smith Mary M of William W and Mathilde C Aug 13 1926........ 27: 277
Smith Mary P of Francis T and Mildred June 27 1930............ 29: 230
Smith Mary V of Francis J and Mary V Jan 11 1930.............. 29: 160
Smith Mildred C of John W and Amelia C July 2 1930............ 29: 233
Smith Mildred E of Almond B and Maud E H Dec 20 1921........ 25: 170
Smith Mildred E of Joseph B and Ada May 22 1926.............. 27: 238
Smith Nancy B of Lloyd C and Anna E Oct 1 1925............... 27: 132
Smith Nancy C of Robert II and Constance C Aug 25 1921........ 25: 110
Smith Neil R of Max W and Elsie July 5 1930.................... 29: 234
Smith Newell B of Newell E and Louise Jan 10 1929............. 29: 5
Smith Norma E of John C and Matilda Jan 23 1928.............. 28: 176
Smith Norma R of Ernest C and Annie M Nov 6 1925............. 27: 146
Smith Norman L of Everett F and Miriam M Feb 15 1922........ 25: 199
Smith Olive L of Archibald and Florence E Oct 1 1925........ 27: 132
Smith Paul of Joseph F and Catherine A July 1 1923............ 26: 88
Smith Paul E of Mary M Jan 1 1923............................... 26: 180
Smith Paul F of Maurice C and Adeline E Dec 8 1928............ 28: 316
Smith Paula A of Walter E and Etta J Jan 14 1930............. 29: 161
Smith Pedro (c) of Joseph and Mary Oct 19 1923.............. 26: 145
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Smith Peter W of John and Mary C Sept 1 1921 ................................ 25: 116
Smith Phillip F of Henry L and Marie A Y Feb 21 1928 .................. 28: 189
Smith Phyllis of Albert W and Maria June 14 1924 ................. 26: 265
Smith Phyllis M of Royal B and Dorothy E Feb 24 1926 ........... 27: 196
Smith Priscilla S of Royal B and Dorothy E June 8 1924 ... 26: 262
Smith Raymond H of Albert J and Ellen D Oct 4 1924 .......... 26: 323
Smith Raymond L of Thomas F and Mabel V Aug 14 1926 ....... 27: 278
Smith Raymond L of Henry L and Marie A Y Jan 24 1930 .... 29: 165
Smith Richard (c) of Richard M and Irene E Aug 28 1924 ...... 26: 392
Smith Richard A of George H and Mary C July 13 1929 ...... 29: 83
Smith Richard J of Richard C and Marion J June 24 1929 .... 29: 74
Smith Richard J of John and Catherine E Nov 26 1929 ......... 29: 138
Smith Richard W of Warren H and Sarah Sept 7 1924 ...... 26: 319
Smith Rita of Wilfred and Maria Dec 26 1921 .................. 25: 172
Smith Rita of John H and Mary C Mar 18 1923 .................... 26: 37
Smith Rita of Mary Aug 5 1927 .................................. 28: 99
Smith Rita J (c) of John O and Asenath L Aug 23 1923 ......... 26: 115
Smith Rita V of Edward and Florence Apr 21 1921 .............. 25: 47
Smith Robert of Patrick F and Irene Dec 13 1924 ........... 26: 354
Smith Robert A of George H and Mary C May 31 1928 ......... 28: 231
Smith Robert E of Frank P and Alice E Sept 18 1922 ....... 25: 305
Smith Robert H of Perley A and Margaret M June 29 1927 .... 28: 80
Smith Robert K of Willard E and Mildreth A Feb 15 1926 ...... 27: 193
Smith Robert R of Robert L and Louise E June 24 1921 ........ 25: 76
Smith Robert W of Earl S and Cathleen L Sept 23 1928 ........ 28: 283
Smith Ronald C of Leonard E and Gertrude Apr 30 1927 .... 28: 53
Smith Rose M of Joseph F and Catherine A Sept 13 1926 .... 27: 291
Smith Russell G of Ernest G and Rosamond Aug 22 1925 .... 27: 113
Smith Russell W of George O and Mary E Dec 9 1923 .......... 26: 169
Smith Ruth A of Arthur J and Amye A Jan 24 1925 ............ 27: 10
Smith Ruth F of Rogers and Elsie Jan 22 1929 ............... 29: 10
Smith Shirley A of Raymond L and Amnic Dec 28 1928 ....... 28: 324
Smith Shirley M of William and Anna June 27 1927 .......... 28: 79
Smith Stanley C of Arthur E and Ethel R Feb 24 1921 ....... 25: 25
Smith Stanley E (c) of Joseph H and Hope A Oct 8 1927 .... 28: 127
Smith Stanley J of Herbert S and Josephine B Mar 6 1923 .... 26: 32
Smith Stephen of Francis J and Mary E May 9 1925 ......... 27: 63
Smith Stephen B of Norman B and Dorothy F July 17 1926 .... 27: 266
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Smith Stuart C of George L and Gladys M July 10 1923... 26: 92
Smith Thelma of Athol E and Mildred R Oct 17 1922... 25: 319
Smith Thomas of Thomas and Freda Feb 6 1921... 25: 15
Smith Thomas F of Thomas F and Mabel V Aug 6 1924... 26: 293
Smith Thomas H of Joseph and Frances Sept 12 1924... 26: 311
Smith Thomas H of George D and Mary M Dec 22 1924... 26: 358
Smith Thomas J of Thomas R and Helen June 9 1928... 28: 237
Smith Thomas P of Benjamin T and Dorothy J Oct 18 1929... 29: 123
Smith Vernon E of Clifton R and Elsie M July 30 1926... 27: 271
Smith Victor J of Robert and Winifred B July 25 1925... 27: 99
Smith Vincent L of George D and Mary M June 28 1930... 29: 231
Smith Viola B of Frank and Mabel M Dec 17 1924... 26: 356
Smith Viola M of George R and Rosina Dec 22 1924... 26: 358
Smith Virginia A of George A and Lula A Nov 16 1923... 26: 158
Smith Virginia B of Clarence S and Mary Apr 1 1922... 25: 224
Smith Virginia L of Robert E and Edna I Mar 5 1928... 28: 195
Smith Virginia M of John H and Anne L July 9 1926... 27: 262
Smith Virginia M of Evans A and May Oct 5 1926... 27: 302
Smith Walter B of George W H and Prudence Dec 10 1929... 29: 145
Smith Walter E of Walter E and Etta J May 14 1925... 27: 64
Smith Walter F of Percy W and Olga July 22 1922... 25: 276
Smith Warren W of Harold H and Dorothy Aug 29 1928... 28: 273
Smith William of William and Harriet Feb 10 1930... 29: 172
Smith William F of Thomas R and Helen Aug 26 1929... 29: 101
Smith William H of Frank R and Anna Oct 19 1921... 25: 140
Smith William J of Elmer H and Anna E Nov 3 1923... 26: 153
Smith William I of Wayland A and Ruth E Jan 24 1928... 28: 177
Smith William L of Harold W and Gertrude B June 3 1922... 25: 255
Smith Williamette M of William L and Mary A May 26 1921... 25: 62
Smith Winfield H of Merritt P and Ellen Nov 22 1928... 28: 309
Smith Winifred C of Albert and Blanche A Sept 6 1923... 26: 123
Smith Winifred E of Joseph H and Lillian F June 20 1925... 27: 81
Smith — s of Frederic E and Irene C Apr 20 1921... 25: 82
Smith — s of Harry E and Katherine H Feb 23 1922... 25: 207
Smith — s of Eliza A July 27 1922... 25: 281
Smith — d of Harry A and Margaret A Jan 22 1924... 26: 191
Smith — d of Chester B R and Dorothy H Mar 13 1924... 26: 217
Smith — d of Mildred P June 24 1925... 27: 83
Smith — d of Edward E and Lillian Nov 22 1925... 27: 157
Smith — d of James E and Etta F June 15 1926... 27: 258
Smith — s of William R and Bertha M Oct 26 1927... 28: 134
Smith — d of William J and Veronica C Nov 21 1927... 28: 150
Smith — s of Harvey E and Edith H Dec 20 1929... 29: 154
Smith — s of George A and Margaret June 20 1930... 29: 228
Smith — s of Joseph E and Lily F July 8 1930... 29: 245
Smith — s of Charles and Edith July 10 1930... 29: 245
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Smithers Marguerite of William and Marguerite Feb 15 1922...25: 199
Smyrniotis Bertha of George and Alexandra Mar 21 1923...27: 37
Smyrniotis — d of George and Alexandra July 23 1923...26: 97
Smyth Eileen of John J and Elizabeth J July 14 1928...28: 252
Smyth Norman R of Roscoe H and Helen M July 8 1922...25: 271
Smyth Patrick A of John and Elizabeth Aug 15 1925...27: 110
Smythe Mary E of John A and Helen F Sept 17 1928...28: 281
Sneed James L (c) of Cushion and Marshie F July 13 1929...29: 83
Sneed Mildred M (c) of Earline and Mildred Nov 18 1929...29: 135
Sneed Thomas A (c) of Cushion and Marshie F Dec 26 1927...28: 160
Sneath John C of George and Annie Feb 22 1921...25: 22
Snee John J of James P and Margaret Dec 29 1921...25: 173
Snell Albert of Nathan and Mollie Dec 7 1924...26: 352
Snell Donald F of Walter H and Adelaide E Oct 2 1921...25: 132
Snell Shirley L of Nathan and Mollie July 4 1928...28: 248
Snethen Howard P of Robert E and Marion Aug 27 1927...28: 107
Snoparsky Milton L of Louis and Jennie Feb 16 1930...29: 174
Snow Abraham S of Max and Esther Aug 2 1927...28: 97
Snow Adolf I of Moses A and Sarah Oct 8 1921...25: 135
Snow Beryl I of Earl and Rita July 19 1924...26: 282
Snow Dorothy C of Harold R and Margaret H Sept 28 1930...29: 269
Snow Elmer I of Ralph H and Alice Apr 21 1928...28: 215
Snow Elsie A of Albert F and Eliza May 28 1923...26: 71
Snow George F of George F and Beatrice Feb 15 1927...28: 19
Snow Hope A of Ida Dec 31 1929...29: 152
Snow Louis L of Louis L and Alice Apr 14 1924...26: 232
Snow Marilyn C of Sydney F and Helen W Mar 29 1928...28: 205
Snow Mary K of Arthur F and Ida L Dec 1 1924...26: 350
Snow Nancy S of Arthur C and Sarah S Mar 18 1923...26: 37
Snow Robert H of Robert R and Annie H Dec 11 1922...25: 344
Snow Winthrop J of Winthrop J and Victoria J May 12 1924...26: 247
Snow — s of Joseph S and Mildred F Aug 20 1922...25: 355
Snow — s of Arthur F and Ida L Sept 15 1923...26: 127
Snyder Stanley of Daniel and Sadie Dec 16 1922...25: 346
Snyzuk Albert (twin) of Peter and Annie M Dec 15 1928...28: 319
Snyzuk Charles F of Peter and Annie M Mar 13 1922...25: 213
Snyzuk Joseph of Peter and Annie M Jan 9 1924...26: 186
Snyzuk Stanley of Peter and Annie Dec 28 1925...27: 170
Snyzuk William (twin) of Peter and Annie M Dec 14 1928...28: 319
Snyzuk — s of Peter and Annie M Oct 29 1927...28: 137
Soares Albert R (c) of Peter F and Lillian May 14 1927...28: 60
Soares Alberto of Joao J and Myra G Jan 20 1924...26: 190
Soares Anna (c) of Joao N and Maria G Jan 29 1922...25: 189
Soares Anna M (c) of Jose M and Margarida P July 28 1921...25: 96
Soares Antone L (c) of Antone and Georgianna Jan 4 1927...28: 2
Soares Barbara A (c) of Manuel J and Antonia Oct 24 1928...28: 297
Soares Chester M (c) of Antone and Georgiana Jan 25 1928. 28: 177
Soares Dominga (c) of Amos and Eva F June 22 1924. 26: 268
Soares Dorotea E (c) of Antonio and Georgiana June 7 1925. 27: 76
Soares Edward (c) of Fortunato and Maria Oct 8 1926. 27: 303
Soares Elizabeth (c) of Fortunato and Maria Oct 24 1923. 26: 147
Soares Esperansa V of Manuel and Maria Nov 10 1925. 27: 148
Soares Francisca (c) (twin) of Manuel J and Antonia May 26 1927. 28: 67
Soares Joao (c) of Fortunato and Maria May 17 1930. 29: 213
Soares Jose (c) of Manuel J and Antonia May 24 1926. 27: 239
Soares Leonora of Joao J and Myra Sept 27 1921. 25: 128
Soares Lillian of Albano C and Maria E Jan 2 1927. 28: 1
Soares Lucille (c) of Manuel J and Antonia July 5 1930. 29: 234
Soares Maria of Manuel B and Maria Oct 2 1924. 26: 322
Soares Maria (c) (twin) of Manuel J and Antonia May 26 1927. 28: 67
Soares Maria E of Francisco R and Maria M June 4 1925. 27: 75
Soares Ogeno R of Man nel and Sylvania Oct 22 1924. 26: 330
Soares Paul P (c) of Alberta E Nov 29 1924. 26: 314
Soares Perketena (c) of Jose M and Margarida Sept 23 1922. 25: 307
Soares Rosa M (c) of Jose M and Margarida P Jan 17 1924. 26: 189
Soares Stephen of Manuel and Maria May 7 1922. 25: 241
Soares Virginia of Manuel and Mary Nov 10 1925. 27: 148
Soares William of August and Rose Mar 15 1928. 28: 199
Soares — d of Candido P and Mary P Oct 4 1922. 25: 326
Soares — d of Manuel and Maria July 10 1927. 28: 87
Soares — (c) d of Peter F and Lillian June 12 1928. 28: 238
Soares — (c) s of Peter F and Lillian Feb 12 1930. 29: 173
Soave Angelina of Antonio and Mabel Feb 21 1922. 25: 202
Soave Dorothy of Antonio and Mabel Feb 15 1929. 29: 20
Soave Ferdinando V of Antonio and Mabel July 20 1924. 26: 283
Soave Maria of Antonio and Mabel Mar 27 1926. 27: 211
Soave Maria G of Francesco and Carmela Nov 22 1927. 28: 145
Soave Nicolina D of Francesco and Carmela May 2 1926. 27: 229
Soave Rosina of Giuseppe and Maria Feb 4 1929. 29: 16
Soban Janet S of William A and Litta O June 14 1927. 28: 74
Soban Louise H of William A and Litta Sept 8 1924. 26: 309
Soban Walter W of Arthur G and Jessie S Jan 28 1923. 26: 12
Sobocinski John A of Alexander and Rosalia July 31 1922. 25: 280
Sobuta Edward A of Alexander F and Salomena C Apr 25 1923. 26: 56
Socccio Giuseppe of Luigi and Rachelina Aug 8 1922. 25: 285
Socccio Maria of Luigi and Rachelina Dec 29 1924. 26: 360
Socccio Nicola G of Nicola and Giovanna Mar 21 1930. 29: 159
Socccio Rosa of Luigi and Rachelina Feb 10 1921. 25: 17
Socccio Vincenzo F of Nicola and Giovanna Oct 10 1928. 28: 292
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Sock Nathaniel of David and Eva Apr 29 1925...27: 56
Sock Samuel of David and Eva Aug 13 1923...26: 110
Sold Phyllis V of Arthur and Maude E June 16 1927...28: 75
Soderberg Clarence H of Clarence H and Exilda H Jan 28 1927...28: 11
Soderberg Curth A of Carl A and Edith C Nov 11 1928...28: 305
Soderberg Gloria of Alden R and Gladys H P Aug 14 1923...26: 110
Soderberg Reuben A of Arthur E and Gertrude A Mar 23 1926...27: 209
Sodergren Phyllis M of Walter W and Letha Mar 21 1928...28: 201
Sodergren Walter W of Walter W and Letha Dec 9 1929...29: 145
Soderlund Barbara I of Oscar A and Lydia M Oct 9 1925...27: 135
Soderlund Elaine C of Earl T and Anna S Feb 13 1927...28: 19
Soderlund Harold E of Harold C and Isabel T July 30 1929...29: 90
Soderlund Shirley V of Einar V and Ruth E Oct 26 1924...26: 331
Soehghan Harant of Sam and Mary Mar 24 1930...29: 190
Sofrencnko Arnold S of Myer M and Sadie Jan 7 1925...27: 4
Soghigian Rebecca of Misak and Mariam Nov 1 1926...27: 313
Soile Marjorie H of Charles H and Marjorie Feb 28 1923...26: 27
Sohn Judith L of Herman H and Rose Nov 19 1930...29: 290
Sokol Stefan of Nick and Mary Dec 22 1922...25: 348
Sokolon Norma of Joseph M and Lena Aug 10 1924...26: 294
Sokolowski Harry H of Emma V Sept 5 1925...27: 173
Sokolowski Joseph of Alexander and Agata Mar 18 1927...28: 33
Sokolowski Staska of Alexander and Agata Nov 20 1924...26: 343
Sokolowski Veronica of Alexander and Agata Jan 3 1923...26: 2
Sokolowski —— d of Boleslaw T and Mary S Oct 14 1922...25: 318
Solangian Kevork of Garabed and Srpouhie S Feb 16 1923...26: 22
Solangian Meline of Garabed and Srpouhie S July 12 1924...26: 279
Solangian Vartouhi S of Garabed and Srpouhie S Mar 15 1927...28: 32
Solangian Yebraksi of Garabed and Srpouhie S Jan 14 1922...25: 183
Solbrig William E of Ernest A and Helen E Mar 1 1928...28: 194
Solecici Antonio of Giuseppe and Anna Oct 22 1923...26: 146
Solecici Maria of Giuseppe and Annina June 1 1922...25: 254
Soldano Maria L of Domenico and Frances L Mar 16 1926...27: 206
Soldano Teresa A of Domenico and Frances L Sept 12 1928...28: 280
Solgiocia Anastasia of Giuseppe and Maria Nov 5 1928...28: 302
Solinger Richard of Harry and Doris V Dec 28 1930...29: 305
Solinger Robert S of Harry and Doris V Feb 9 1929...29: 18
Solinger Ruth of Morris and Eva May 25 1927...28: 64
Solinger William J of Morris and Eva Nov 26 1922...25: 336
Solitro Angelina C of Matteo and Clara Dec 15 1928...28: 319
Solitro Annunziata of Francesco and Francesca Feb 7 1927...28: 16
Solitro Bellonia of Matteo and Clara Nov 15 1924...26: 341
Solitro Filomena of Francesco and Francesca Dec 31 1922...25: 351
Solitro Francesco of Michelangelo and Giovanna May 18 1926...27: 236
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Sollecito Francesco of Matteo and Clara Sept 16 1926..................27: 293
Sollecito Ida A of Francesco and Francesca Sept 20 1929................29: 112
Sollecito Michele of Matteo and Amelia May 21 1926.....................27: 237
Sollecito Pasquale of Francesco and Francesca Apr 30 1924.............26: 239
Sollecito Pasquale of Michele and Francesca Oct 20 1930.................29: 278
Sollecito Giuseppe of Nicola and Maria Aug 12 1921.....................25: 104
Sollecito Maddalena of Thomas and Alice Dec 8 1923.....................26: 168
Sollecito Michele of Nicola and Maria Mar 30 1924.......................26: 224
Sollecito Nicola of Nicola and Maria Mar 15 1928.........................28: 199
Sollecito Stella of Michele and Filomena Feb 4 1927.....................28: 15
Sollecito —— d of Michele and Filomena Mar 26 1925.....................27: 43
Sollitto Phyllis M of Alfonso and Dorothy Aug 19 1930...................29: 232
Solmani Francesco of Saverio and Anna May 24 1921......................25: 61
Solmonese Joseph of Raffaele and Angela Mar 7 1928.....................28: 196
Solomon Barbara of Samuel M and Norah Mar 27 1928.....................28: 204
Solomon Catherine G of Anthony A and Cecilia Oct 9 1924..............26: 325
Solomon Donald of Irving and Cecile Apr 2 1929.........................29: 40
Solomon Edna R of John A and Eva May 14 1922..........................25: 244
Solomon Elliott M of John A and Eva Nov 22 1928.......................28: 309
Solomon Estelle H of Levi and Sarah Jan 29 1926.......................27: 185
Solomon Frederick of Anthony A and Cecilia Apr 12 1923..............26: 50
Solomon Gladys R of Richard and Rose Nov 5 1923.......................26: 151
Solomon Harriet L of Levi and Sarah Dec 20 1929.......................29: 149
Solomon Jean of Joseph and Nasza Dec 5 1928..........................28: 315
Solomon John of Joseph and Nasza Apr 13 1930.........................29: 199
Solomon Leonard S of Alfred C and Sarah Sept 14 1923.................26: 127
Solomon Marjory C of Winfield S and Susan H Nov 19 1923.............26: 159
Solomon Mary D of Anthony A and Cecilia Aug 20 1921...................25: 108
Solomon Robert G of Daniel M and Ethel T Nov 6 1927...................28: 139
Solomon Sayde of Joseph and Nasza Feb 19 1926........................27: 195
Solomon Shirley H of Benjamin F and Dorothy Apr 11 1924.............26: 231
Solomon Winfield S of Winfield S and Susan H Apr 3 1922..............25: 225
Solomon —— s of Richard and Rose Mar 4 1921.........................25: 80
Solomon —— s of Richard and Rosa Sept 4 1921.........................26: 321
Solsberg George F of Sverre J and Fannie L Mar 19 1925..............27: 36
Solsberg Robert J of Sverre J and Fannie L July 7 1923................26: 90
Solsh David J of Samuel and Bella Feb 15 1923.........................26: 22
Solsh Nathan of Samuel and Bella Feb 14 1928.........................28: 186
Soltsyf Fred of John and Veronica July 4 1925.........................27: 89
Soltysiaik Anthony (twin) of Valentin and Veronica Apr 22 1921...............25: 47
Soltysiaik Helen A (twin) of Valentin and Veronica Apr 22 1921...............25: 47
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Soltysik Jadwiga A of Valentini and Veronica July 6 1923........26:90
Somerek Anthony of Steven and Mary Oct 19 1928.............28:295
Somers John J of John J and Nora Jan 8 1925.............27:4
Somerville Beverly R of William R and Catherine C Dec 10
1925..................27:162
Somerville Janet H K of William R and Catherine C Mar 21
1922..................25:217
Somerville — d of Willard StC and Edna L Jan 14 1926....27:187
Sondler Louise R of Samuel H and Julia E Apr 26 1928.....28:217
Sondler Richard H of Joseph and Bessie G Oct 2 1924.....26:322
Sonetto Antonetta of Antonio and Caterina Feb 4 1930....29:170
Sonetto Pasqualina of Antonio and Caterina Dec 1 1926....27:326
Sonetto Pasqualina X of Antonio and Caterina Mar 24 1922..25:218
Sonetto — d of Antonio and Caterina Mar 4 1928...........28:207
Sonia Thomas of John and Margaret Feb 6 1930.............29:171
Sonn Dorothy F of Albert F and Hildur E Apr 14 1926.....27:220
Songherberto Hilton B of Hilton B and Georgie M Feb 3 1924.26:199
Sonner Marilyn J of William C and Jeannette D Oct 30 1929.29:127
Sonner Russell E of Christopher D and Mabel F Jan 5 1922..25:179
Sonner William H of William C and Jeannette D Nov 4 1930..29:285
Soprano Giuseppe of Benedetto and Antonetta Nov 29 1928.28:312
Sorbelli Concetta of Domenico and Teresa June 12 1922....25:259
Sorhian Lilian of Shahin and Elizabeth Oct 29 1922.......25:324
Sorbo Andrew of Pietro and Maria Oct 23 1922..............25:323
Sorbo Corinne Y of Pietro and Maria May 29 1924.........26:255
Sorel Aram R of Aram E V and Jennie Jan 14 1925...........27:6
Sorel Charles R of Theodore L and Eva Nov 30 1930......29:294
Soren Flora of Max and Ida M Mar 25 1927.................28:36
Soren Hope R of Louis and Fanny R Aug 14 1928.............28:266
Soren Miriam of Louis and Fanny R Aug 30 1924.............26:303
Soren Robert of Max and Ida M May 18 1922.................25:246
Sorensen Elsa G of Harold A and Elsa V July 23 1921....25:94
Sorensen — d of Harold A and Elsa V Aug 19 1925...........27:117
Sorensen Howard E of Burke and Mary E Aug 18 1923.....26:112
Sorgel Anna L of Arthur R and Margaret July 21 1926.....27:267
Sorgel Edna C of William A and Elsie June 10 1926......27:248
Sorgel Hope F of Arthur R and Margaret Dec 16 1923.....26:171
Sorgel Ursula T of Arthur R and Margaret Jan 28 1930....29:166
Sorgenti Angela M of Antonio and Agata Mar 17 1924....26:218
Sorgenti Antonio R of Antonio and Agata Oct 3 1930.......29:272
Sorgenti Francesco of Antonio and Agata Feb 26 1925.....27:25
Sorgman Freida E of Benjamin and Estelle Jan 4 1926....27:176
Sorgman Jack of Benjamin and Estelle Oct 22 1929........29:124
Sorgman Jacqueline of Hyman and Clara July 12 1929......29:82
Sorgman Jette of Julius and Florence Feb 27 1926.......27:197
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Sorgman Rhoda F of Hyman and Clara Aug 23 1923............. 26: 114
Sorgman — d of Benjamin and Estelle Aug 22 1928............. 28: 270
Sorkul Laura of Mike and Mary Mar 8 1927........................ 28: 29
Sormanti Angelo of Joseph and Theresa Mar 4 1922.............. 25: 209
Sormanti Anna A of Joseph and Theresa Aug 25 1923............ 26: 115
Sormanti Corinna V of Ardino and Angelina July 22 1926....... 27: 268
Sormanti Francesca A of Alberto and Agnes May 3 1922........ 25: 239
Sormanti Giovanni W of Giovanni and Michelina Oct 4 1922...... 25: 314
Sormanti Leonardo F of Victor A and Anna Jan 28 1926........ 27: 185
Sormanti Luigi E of Ardino and Angelina June 21 1922........... 25: 262
Sormanti Margherita of Giovanni and Michelina June 6 1926..... 27: 246
Sormanti Mario R of Joseph and Theresa Aug 2 1926............. 27: 273
Sornberger Isabel M of George L and Mary A Oct 31 1921...... 25: 145
Sorrel Eugene J of Aram E V and Jennie Dec 4 1922............ 25: 341
Sorrel Joseph F of Aram E V and Jennie Feb 2 1924............. 26: 198
Sorrentino Gloria V of Vincent and Kate Feb 21 1925........... 27: 23
Sorrentino Louis V of Vincent and Kate Feb 19 1923............. 26: 23
Sorrentino Luigi E of Catello and Emanuela Aug 13 1926....... 27: 277
Sorrentino Michelina of Antonio and Ouesta Aug 4 1923........ 26: 106
Sorrentino Stanley L of Vincent and Kate July 8 1928.......... 28: 250
Sorrentino — s of Giuseppe and Teresina Aug 10 1929........... 29: 104
Sotnick Joseph L of Theresa Mar 5 1923............................ 26: 32
Sotnik Mieczyolouce of Vincenty and Ludwika Oct 4 1928........ 28: 289
Soto Emma of Frank and Amenda A Sept 23 1926.................. 27: 205
Soto Evangeline of Frank and Amenda A Nov 1 1927............. 28: 138
Soucie Albert of Gladys Sept 10 1921............................. 25: 120
Soucy Dorothy A of Donat and Margaret A Oct 8 1930........... 29: 274
Soucy Robert W of Raoul and Irene July 7 1930.................. 29: 235
Sonder Herbert T of Herbert T and Viola C Jan 4 1922......... 25: 179
Soule Arlene F of Meldon H and Florence July 29 1929......... 29: 89
Soule Martha A of Daniel A and Luvan W May 12 1926........... 27: 233
Soule — d of Meldon and Florence Feb 7 1928.................... 28: 183
Soule — d of George and Myrtle Feb 18 1928..................... 28: 188
Sousa Adeline of Frank V and Adeline May 21 1923.............. 26: 68
Sousa Alfredo of Joao D and Anna G Oct 24 1923.................. 26: 147
Sousa Anna E of Joao P and Maria J Jan 17 1927.................. 28: 6
Sousa Antone of Arthur and Mary Dec 3 1925...................... 27: 158
Sousa Arthur J of Manuel B and Phoebe V June 8 1925............ 27: 76
Sousa Charlotte K of John and Harriet Apr 3 1925.............. 27: 44
Sousa Earl W of Manuel and Dorothea May 29 1929.............. 29: 62
Sousa Edward J of Peter and Mary Nov 23 1929................... 29: 137
Sousa Francis D of Joseph and Florence E June 30 1921........ 25: 78
Sousa Francisco of Joao and Annie Oct 11 1929................... 29: 121
Sousa George J of Jose C and Maria R Aug 1 1921.............. 25: 99
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Sousa Gloria of Jose T and Maria A Feb 27 1930..................29:179
Sousa Helen L of Frank P and Mary A Nov 17 1923..................26:158
Sousa Helen M of Joseph J and Marie A Nov 4 1925..................27:146
Sousa Helena of Joao and Marianna Mar 3 1923......................26:31
Sousa Irene of Joseph C and Mary J July 18 1926....................27:266
Sousa Irene X of Luiz X and Maria C Jan 23 1922....................25:187
Sousa Joao of Clothilde Feb 28 1927.................................28:24
Sousa Joao R of Alfredo R and Leonora Jan 29 1927..................28:11
Sousa John J (c) of John and Annie L Sept 29 1924..................26:318
Sousa Leo of Irene M Aug 8 1922.................................25:284
Sousa Manuel of Manuel and Antonia July 8 1922.....................25:280
Sousa Margaret of Joao and Mariana Nov 3 1921.......................25:149
Sousa Marguerite M (c) of Jose C and Maria R May 8 1925............27:62
Sousa Maria of Manoel and Virginia May 6 1921.......................25:54
Sousa Mary E of Manuel C and Alexandria Feb 27 1925.................27:25
Sousa Nancy J of Florence E June 30 1929............................29:76
Sousa Ralph H of Herculano and Irene G Sept 7 1926.................27:289
Sousa Robert H of Antonio J C and Mildred Apr 17 1928.............28:214
Sousa Thomaz of Thomaz and Maria June 20 1925.......................27:81
Sousa Virginia of John and Harriet May 17 1928.......................28:226
Sousa — s of Frederick and Agnes July 21 1925.....................27:103
Sousa — d of Arthur and Ida Oct 25 1930............................29:283
South Albert of Albert and Alice Oct 16 1924.......................26:327
Southall Stanton A of Joshua S and Annie W Nov 15 1924..............26:341
Souther Everett A of Everett A and Evelyn June 26 1925.............27:84
Southworth George T F of George and Helen S Oct 22 1925............27:140
Southworth Helen of George and Helen S Mar 15 1924..................26:218
Southworth Herbert of Herbert and Hazel R Jan 16 1926.............27:180
Southworth Herbert of George and Helen S Sept 22 1930..............29:267
Southworth James L of George and Helen S Aug 28 1927.................28:108
Southworth Raymond of George and Helen S Oct 4 1928.................28:289
Souza Adelaide X of Joao X and Maria June 18 1929....................29:72
Souza Adelina C of Manuel I and Maria C Sept 26 1926..............27:297
Souza Alberto (c) of Leonora June 28 1921..........................25:77
Souza Alice of Manoel and Angelina June 17 1928.....................28:240
Souza Alice of Francisco P and Oliva B June 16 1929..................29:71
Souza Alzira of Antonio and Maria Mar 22 1925.......................27:38
Souza Angelina of Joao and Francisco Mar 18 1921....................25:83
Souza Angelina of Jose N and Maria A July 31 1924....................26:288
Souza Anna G of Joao and Anna G July 15 1925.......................27:94
Souza Anna P of Francisco P and Oliva B Feb 1 1927.  28: 14
Souza Antone of Joao and Rosa Oct 23 1925.  27: 140
Souza Antonio of Manuel and Maria C Jan 17 1924.  26: 189
Souza Arthur of Joao and Anna G Oct 27 1928.  28: 207
Souza Catherine D of Anthony and Katherine R May 9 1930.  29: 210
Souza Cesaltina daR of Jose and Maria Apr 1 1923.  26: 46
Souza Dorothea of Manuel and Maria Sept 24 1928.  28: 284
Souza Dorothy of Charles and Mary E Nov 16 1927.  28: 143
Souza Edmond F of Manuel F and Louiza E Dec 4 1921.  25: 163
Souza Emily of Manuel and Emma Oct 9 1921.  25: 136
Souza Ernest of Manuel and Maria Apr 18 1926.  27: 221
Souza Esther M of Joseph and Cecilia C May 14 1930.  29: 211
Souza Evelyn of Joao and Rosa Aug 11 1927.  28: 101
Souza Florence of Marino and Lily Apr 6 1926.  27: 217
Souza Frances C of Anthony and Katherine R May 29 1927.  28: 66
Souza Francisco of Mariano and Alexandra Feb 5 1921.  25: 14
Souza Francisco of Francisco and Guilhermina Mar 27 1926.  27: 211
Souza Francisco of Francisco and Hilda P Dec 13 1929.  29: 146
Souza George of Antonio and Izabelle Apr 2 1925.  27: 44
Souza George J of Anthony and Catherine July 5 1925.  27: 89
Souza Guilherme P of Francisco P and Oliva B Mar 15 1922.  25: 214
Souza Guilhermina of Francisco and Guilhermina Sept 30 1927.  28: 122
Souza Hilda of Manuel and Maria Nov 27 1925.  27: 154
Souza Irene of Joaquim and Maria Jan 13 1921.  25: 5
Souza Joao of Joao and Rosa June 24 1923.  26: 83
Souza Joao of Joao and Margaret Aug 14 1926.  27: 278
Souza Jose of Jose M and Maria Dec 29 1921.  25: 173
Souza Jose P of Francisco P and Olive J Nov 5 1923.  26: 154
Souza Leonora of Manuel S and Angelina Mar 7 1930.  29: 183
Souza Lorraine M of Edward F and Bella Oct 28 1922.  25: 324
Souza Luisa P of Francisco P and Oliva B Aug 26 1925.  27: 114
Souza Margaret of Manuel and Antonia Mar 17 1921.  25: 32
Souza Maria of Jacintha and Anna J Sept 12 1921.  25: 121
Souza Maria of Jose and Maria A Aug 19 1922.  25: 290
Souza Maria of Manuel and Maria June 15 1923.  26: 79
Souza Maria of Antonio and Thomazia June 23 1924.  26: 269
Souza Mary of Frank P and Mary A Feb 17 1925.  27: 22
Souza Merce (c) of Manuel S and Angelina Oct 27 1926.  27: 310
Souza Normano of Manuel and Maria Aug 22 1923.  26: 114
Souza Ralph J (c) of Ralph and Sarah Mar 31 1922.  25: 221
Souza Raymond (c) of Enrico and Willmina Mar 4 1921.  25: 27
Souza Roberto of Francisco P and Oliva B July 7 1930.  29: 235
Souza Rosa of Mariano and Alexandria Mar 22 1923.  26: 39
Souza Rudolph of Manuel and Maria Nov 21 1927.  28: 145
Souza — (c) s of Ralph and Sarah June 27 1923.  26: 84

1284  BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Sowden Robert W of Earle W and Helen Sept 20 1923.........26:129
Sowle Humphrey A of Martin L and Lillian Aug 23 1930...29:254
Spadaro Alfredo of Paolo and Paola Sept 15 1924.........26:312
Spadaro Clementina M G of Alfredo B and Maria June 4
1922 ...........................................25:255
Spadaro Giovanni of Paolo and Sebastiana Oct 8 1922....25:316
Spadaro Maria of Francesco and Nunzia Feb 21 1927.....28:22
Spadaro Nicola M of Antonino and Natalizia May 8 1926..27:292
Spadaro Salvatore of Paolo and Paolina Feb 12 1922....25:198
Spadaro Salvatore of Antonino and Natalizia Sept 24 1930..29:268
Spadaro —— d of Alfredo and Irene Oct 4 1922........25:326
Spadaro —— s of Francesco and Nunzia Oct 28 1930.....29:283
Spader Fannie of Louis and Clara Nov 17 1930........29:289
Spader Shirley of Louis and Clara Jan 23 1928........28:176
Spadetti Olindo G G of Pietro and Antonetta June 18 1921..25:73
Spagnolo Antonetta of Francesco and Caterina C June 13
1925 ...........................................27:78
Spagnolo Orlando of Francesco and Caterina C Aug 28 1929..29:102
Spagnolo Giuseppe (twin) of Salvatore and Carolina July
11 1924 ........................................26:279
Spagnolo Laurengo (twin) of Salvatore and Carolina July
11 1924 ........................................26:279
Spagnolo Mentana of Giuseppe and Lucrezia Nov 12 1926..27:317
Spagnolo Rocce of Salvatore and Carolina July 24 1923....26:98
Spahr Robert H of Robert H and Erna A Dec 18 1924....26:356
Spain David R of Charles G and Eva M Feb 6 1929.........29:17
Spardello Anna L of Charles and Mary Mar 31 1923.....26:43
Spardello Anthony of Charles and Mary Nov 29 1929.....29:139
Spardello Dominick of Charles and Mary June 15 1924....26:265
Spardello Eleuterio of Charles and Mary Oct 5 1927.....28:126
Spardello Maria of Eleuterio and Mary Dec 15 1928.....28:319
Spardello William of Eleuterio and Mary T July 29 1926..27:270
Sparfven Jean C of George A and Leda M Feb 5 1928.....28:182
Sparfven Norma M of George A and Leda M June 16 1929..29:71
Sparfven Rita M of George A and Lillian Oct 11 1921....25:137
Sparfven Shirley V of George A and Leda M Sept 7 1930..29:261
Spargo Barbara E of William T and Margaret M Mar 19 1925..27:36
Spargo Mildred C of William T and Margaret M Feb 2 1923..26:16
Spargo Virginia M of William T and Margaret M Aug 1 1921..25:99
Spargo William T of William T and Margaret M Aug 15 1927..28:103
Sparks Bertram L of Bert L and Josephine E Feb 5 1924....26:199
Sparks Doris H of Bert L and Josephine E Sept 7 1922...25:300
Sparks Jean of Charles H and Elsie Feb 3 1923........26:17
Sparks Moses of Moses and Arline Dec 22 1921........25:171
Sparks Ralph J of Walter J and Marcela Jan 23 1923.....27:10
Sparks —— s of Bertram and Josephine E May 26 1926....27:243
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Sparling Elwin E of Oxley and Alma M Aug 5 1923. 26: 106
Sparling Russell W of Oxley and Alma M Dec 1 1921. 25: 162
Spatcher Bruce C of William S and Irene June 9 1922. 25: 258
Spatcher Donald of Harry R and Margaret A Aug 13 1929. 29: 96
Spatcher Norman of Harry R and Margaret A Sept 10 1930. 29: 262
Spatcher Raymond J of Harry R and Margaret A Mar 24 1928. 28: 203
Spatcher Robert of Harry R and Margaret A Oct 2 1926. 27: 300
Spater Albert of Samuel and Pauline Aug 19 1926. 27: 280
Spater Frances of Samuel and Pauline May 8 1928. 28: 223
Spaulding Jean D of Charles D and Emily L Aug 17 1926. 27: 279
Spaulding Kenneth of John F and Elsie M June 23 1928. 28: 243
Spaulding Ruth of John F and Elsie M Apr 2 1925. 27: 44
Spaziano Alberto D of Domenico and Eugenia Oct 23 1925. 27: 140
Spaziano Anastasia of Domenico and Eugenia Aug 22 1923. 26: 114
Spaziano Anna of Rocco and Domenica Dec 9 1924. 26: 353
Spaziano Anna M of Nicola and Antonetta May 10 1922. 25: 243
Spaziano Anna M of Armand and Pasqualina Apr 16 1928. 28: 213
Spaziano Armand C of Armand and Pasqualina Mar 11 1927. 28: 30
Spaziano Arturo (twin) of Domenico and Maria Oct 20 1924. 26: 329
Spaziano Assunta (twin) of Domenico and Maria Oct 20 1924. 26: 329
Spaziano Carmela of Francesco and Potenzina Sept 15 1926. 27: 292
Spaziano Carmine G of Francesco and Potenzina Mar 17 1928. 28: 200
Spaziano Celina of Crastese and Angela Dec 6 1922. 25: 342
Spaziano Clandio R of Antonio and Maria June 26 1921. 25: 76
Spaziano Domenico of Domenico and Eugenia Mar 17 1929. 29: 32
Spaziano Elena of Domenico and Eugenia Aug 26 1921. 25: 111
Spaziano Ernesto of Carmine and Angelina June 1 1922. 25: 254
Spaziano Francesca J of Nicola and Antonetta Aug 31 1924. 26: 303
Spaziano Francesco of Francesco and Potenzina Aug 29 1925. 27: 115
Spaziano Gennaro of Francesco and Arcangela Jan 1 1926. 27: 175
Spaziano Giacomina of Davide and Maria July 1 1924. 26: 275
Spaziano Letterina of Antonio and Angela May 15 1926. 27: 294
Spaziano Luca of Francesco and Potenzina Sept 11 1924. 26: 310
Spaziano Maria of Francesco and Arcangela Oct 17 1922. 25: 319
Spaziano Maria L of Francesco and Potenzina Oct 12 1923. 26: 141
Spaziano Pasqualina of Rocco and Domenica Apr 16 1927. 28: 47
Spaziano Rocco of Rocco and Domenica May 3 1929. 29: 52
Spaziano Roland R of Enrico and Martha Dec 1 1921. 25: 162
Spaziano Stefano of Francesco and Arcangela Dec 27 1928. 28: 323
Spaziano Veronica E of Antonio and Maria July 30 1923. 26: 100
Spaziano Vincenzo of Rocco and Domenica Jan 15 1921. 25: 6
Spaziano ——s of Rocco and Domenica Nov 27 1922. 25: 336
Speazziano Linda of Pasquale and Maria L Apr 27 1922. 25: 235
Speaks Albert P (c) of Sylvester and Mary M Jan 26 1926. 27: 184
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Speaks Arthur T (c) of Sylvester and Mary M Oct 9 1924...26: 325
Speaks Bernard H (c) of Sylvester and Mary M Aug 15 1921.25: 106
Speaks Mildred R (c) of Sylvester and Mary M June 13 1923.26: 78
Spear Gerald S of Alfred and Esther Mar 3 1928. ...............28: 195
Spear Harvey M of Alfred and Esther May 24 1922. ...............25: 248
Spear Lawrence W of Alfred and Esther Nov 27 1921. ...............26: 346
Spears Donald H of Joseph M and Mildred R E June 16 1921.25: 72
Spears Mildred S of Joseph M and Mildred R E Aug 27 1926..27: 283
Spears Muriel A (c) of Joseph M and Mildred R E Jan 1 1923.26: 1
Specht Frederick F of Frederick G and Louise July 8 1921. .25: 88
Speckman John of John A and Lucille Sept 15 1922. ...............25: 304
Spector Leon L of Irving and Bertha D Oct 1 1928. ...............28: 292
Spector Lorraine S of Irving and Bertha D June 26 1926...27: 255
Spector Roberta S of Samuel and Sarah E Dec 14 1924. .......26: 355
Speers Samuel F of Samuel C and Anna J June 12 1926...27: 249
Speight Evelyn E of Walter and Lilian Oct 14 1929. ...............29: 122
Spellman Iris K of Michael B and Marjorie K Jan 16 1921. .25: 6
Spellman John F of John F and Evelyn K Feb 8 1928. ...............28: 183
Spellman Muriel A of John A and Bertha B Sept 27 1929...29: 114
Spellman Viola L of Michael B and Marjorie K June 24 1925.27: 83
Spellman Horace W of James E and Mary A July 21 1928...28: 255
Spellman Mary E of James E and Gladys Aug 5 1924. ...............26: 292
Spellman Oliver J of Harold J and Mary V June 25 1921. .25: 76
Spelman —— d of William N and Matilda A Dec 16 1926...27: 337
Spender —— s of Oscar E and Alice J Nov 29 1925. ...............27: 155
Spence Naomi R (c) of Gideon and Rozina K May 28 1921...25: 63
Spencer Alfred J of Alfred J and Clara S Apr 18 1923. .........26: 53
Spencer Amy E of Edwin H and Daisy M S Feb 14 1923. ...............26: 27
Spencer Anna J of John E and Jennie L Jan 6 1927. ...............28: 3
Spencer Antonio A of Joao S and Anna M May 16 1922. .......25: 244
Spencer Arthur E (c) of Arthur E and Caroline O May 2

1925. ...............27: 59
Spencer Barbara H of Ernest M and Virginia C Sept 27 1930.29: 269
Spencer Charles S of Sidney C and Edith E Apr 4 1925. ...............27: 45
Spencer Clara L of Francis and Mary E Nov 15 1928. ...............28: 306
Spencer Doris E of William E and Theresa S Aug 2 1923. .........26: 104
Spencer Doris H of James W and Marion M Dec 11 1927. ...............28: 155
Spencer Doris I of Robert H and Mary E Jan 5 1922. ...............25: 179
Spencer Dorothy B of Everett L and Irene M Aug 18 1923. .......26: 112
Spencer Edward of Jess and Florence Nov 3 1926. ...............27: 314
Spencer Ernest M of Ernest M and Virginia C June 7 1929. ....29: 67
Spencer Eugenia A (c) of Joao and Anna M Jan 30 1924. ...............26: 195
Spencer Evelyn B of Robert H and Mary E Aug 19 1924. .......26: 298
Spencer Flora M of Harold and Janet A Aug 21 1922. ...............25: 290
Spencer Frances L of Francis and Lilian M July 31 1923. .......26: 100
Spencer Francis of Gustave and Catherine Apr 29 1923. .......26: 57
Spencer Gordon W of James G and Gladys June 25 1926...27:254
Spencer Harold A of Harold and Janet A Apr 14 1924...26:232
Spencer Helen E of Sidney C and Edith E June 29 1926...27:256
Spencer Herbert R of Herbert R and Bertha L Dec 16 1921...25:168
Spencer James M C of Ernest M and Virginia C Oct 6 1927...28:126
Spencer Jesse of Jesse and Florence Jan 12 1924...26:187
Spencer John MacD of Roy and Rebecca II Mar 9 1928...28:197
Spencer Joyce E of Herbert R and Bertha L Jan 4 1926...27:176
Spencer Lucy of George L and Hazel Aug 16 1924...26:297
Spencer Madeline of George L and Hazel Sept 25 1921...25:127
Spencer Marshall I of Herbert R and Bertha L Oct 21 1923...26:145
Spencer Muriel R (c) of Arthur E and Caroline O Apr 6 1924...26:229
Spencer Myra W of Edwin H and Daisy M S June 5 1921...25:67
Spencer Nancy of George L and Hazel Nov 1 1928...28:301
Spencer Ralph B of Alfred J and Clara S Nov 4 1925...27:146
Spencer Raymond F of Jacinthe and Flora Nov 29 1921...25:159
Spencer Richard E of John C and Beatrice I Feb 8 1929...29:17
Spencer Rita of Jesse and Florence Aug 16 1925...27:110
Spencer Robert L of Lawrence T and Emma F Sept 10 1929...29:108
Spencer Roland L (c) of Arthur E and Caroline O Aug 31 1927...28:109
Spencer Shirley A of Alfred J and Clara S Sept 10 1929...29:108
Spencer William E (c) of Arthur E and Caroline O Apr 27 1926...27:225
Spencer —— s of Frank L and Olive T Apr 16 1925...27:58
Spencer —— (c) s of John A and Anna M Oct 2 1926...27:312
Spencer —— (c) d of Joao and Anna M Mar 28 1928...28:297
Spendell Lloyd N of Samson B and Jeanette Nov 10 1924...26:339
Spera Maria of Giovanni and Angiola Feb 24 1923...26:26
Spera —— d of Giuseppe and Rosina Apr 20 1925...27:58
Sperduti Attilio U of Pietro and Annie Sept 27 1928...28:285
Sperduti Concetta of Ermillo and Maria Dec 8 1925...27:161
Sperduti Emanuela M of Ermillo and Maria Feb 24 1923...26:26
Sperduti Maria of Ermillo and Maria July 4 1924...26:276
Sperduti Mario of Ermillo and Giovannina Jan 27 1922...25:188
Sperduti Sisto V of Pietro and Anna June 17 1930...29:227
Sperduto Gina P (twin) of Luigi and Lucia June 29 1928...28:245
Sperduto Maria A (twin) of Luigi and Lucia June 29 1928...28:245
Sperry Edwin R of Robert N and Irene R May 30 1922...25:250
Sperry John D of Ernest L and Dorothy June 19 1922...25:262
Sperry Lillian N of Robert N and Irene R Mar 17 1921...25:32
Sperry Marcia of Ernest L and Dorothy Sept 7 1923...26:123
Speltiniamas Anna of Silvester and Theresa Oct 19 1924...26:328
Spetrini Michele of Michele and Francesca Jan 21 1930...29:164
Spetrino Antonetta of Paolo and Leonilda May 12 1921...25:56
Spetrino Celia of Giovanni and Margherita Apr 18 1923...26:53
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spetristino Daniele F</td>
<td>of Paolo</td>
<td>Dec 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Leontina</td>
<td>1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spetristino Giuseppe A</td>
<td>of Paolo</td>
<td>Jun 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Leontina</td>
<td>1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spetristino Luisa A</td>
<td>of Paolo</td>
<td>Mar 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Leontina</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spetristino Margherita A</td>
<td>of Giovanni</td>
<td>Mar 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Margherita</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spetristino Paolo</td>
<td>of Paolo</td>
<td>Mar 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Leontina</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spetristino Tomaso G</td>
<td>of Luigi and</td>
<td>Mar 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angelina</td>
<td>1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spicer Edward S</td>
<td>of Edward S</td>
<td>Mar 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Beatrice</td>
<td>1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spicer John T</td>
<td>of Edward S</td>
<td>Oct 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Beatrice</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spicer Willis J</td>
<td>of Harry L</td>
<td>Jun 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Dorothy E</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spicota Anna C E</td>
<td>of Antonio</td>
<td>Jul 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Giuseppina</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spicota Elvira L</td>
<td>of Antonio</td>
<td>Apr 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Giuseppina</td>
<td>1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spicota Francesco</td>
<td>of Antonio</td>
<td>Oct 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spicota Giuseppe G</td>
<td>of Alberto R</td>
<td>Oct 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Elvira</td>
<td>1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spicota Maria A</td>
<td>of Antonio</td>
<td>Aug 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Giuseppina</td>
<td>1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spicota Raffaela A</td>
<td>of Alfonzo</td>
<td>Sep 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spicota Raffaela M</td>
<td>of Antonio</td>
<td>Jul 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Giuseppina</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spicovza Bartolomeo</td>
<td>of Agostino</td>
<td>Aug 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Rosa</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spicovza Giuseppe</td>
<td>of Agostino</td>
<td>Jan 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Rosa</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spicovza Lena R</td>
<td>of Agostino</td>
<td>Apr 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiegel Herman L</td>
<td>of Max and</td>
<td>Oct 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiegel William F</td>
<td>of Donald and</td>
<td>Mar 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anna</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spichelum Julius H</td>
<td>of Silvester</td>
<td>Apr 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Theresa</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spigel Bernard</td>
<td>of Fred and</td>
<td>Nov 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rose</td>
<td>1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spigell Donel T</td>
<td>of Donel T</td>
<td>Oct 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Anna M</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spillane Charles L</td>
<td>of Charles L</td>
<td>Apr 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Marion F</td>
<td>1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spillane Frederick J</td>
<td>of Charles L</td>
<td>Apr 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Marion F</td>
<td>1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spillane Marion F</td>
<td>of Charles L</td>
<td>Jun 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Marion F</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spillane Maurice D</td>
<td>of Charles L</td>
<td>Dec 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Marion F</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spillane William L</td>
<td>of William S</td>
<td>Nov 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Mary L</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiller Alfred R</td>
<td>of Irving and</td>
<td>Jun 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hattie B</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spina Alfredo R</td>
<td>of Lorenzo</td>
<td>Oct 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Filomena</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spina Angelina M</td>
<td>of Roger and</td>
<td>Sep 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Filomena</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spina Angelo</td>
<td>of Lorenzo</td>
<td>Mar 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Filomena</td>
<td>1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spina Anna of Lorenzo</td>
<td>and Filomena</td>
<td>Nov 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Filomena</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spina Anna of Roger</td>
<td>and Filomena</td>
<td>Mar 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Filomena</td>
<td>1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spina Antonio of Lorenzo</td>
<td>and Filomena</td>
<td>Mar 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Filomena</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spina Concetta L</td>
<td>of Francesco</td>
<td>Dec 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Edvige</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spina Dora of Francesco</td>
<td>and Edvige</td>
<td>Dec 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Edvige</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spina Evelyn G</td>
<td>of Carmino</td>
<td>Dec 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Anna</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spina Giacinto of Michele</td>
<td>and Anna</td>
<td>Apr 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Anna</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spina Giuseppe A</td>
<td>of Roger and</td>
<td>Feb 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Filomena</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spina Luciano of Michele</td>
<td>and Anna</td>
<td>Aug 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Anna</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spina Michele of Michele</td>
<td>and Anna</td>
<td>Feb 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Anna</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spina Sabatina C</td>
<td>of Carmino and</td>
<td>Oct 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spina Sabatina P</td>
<td>of Carmino and</td>
<td>Jul 29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.**
Spinacci Eda E of Pasquale and Virginia May 15 1922 25: 244
Spinacci Gloria E of Pasquale and Virginia Jan 10 1929 25: 9
Spinard Anna I of Arthur and Bertha A Jan 23 1921 25: 28: 201
Spinelli Francesco of Carmelo and Francesca Jan 20 1922 25: 185
Spinella Frank of Frank and Hazel B Sept 18 1927 25: 117
Spinella Maria (twin) of Antonio and Fortunata Sept 17 1923 26: 128
Spinella Maria of Carmelo and Francesca Mar 14 1924 26: 217
Spinella Maria of Antonio and Fortunata Nov 18 1924 26: 343
Spinella Orlando T of Carmelo and Francesca Sept 7 1928 28: 278
Spinella Pietro (twin) of Antonio and Fortunata Sept 17 1923 26: 128
Spinelli Pietro of Antonio and Fortunata Sept 7 1930 29: 261
Spinelli Rinardo of Carmelo and Francesca Apr 27 1926 27: 225
Spinelli Roberta N of Frank and Hazel B Jan 7 1929 29: 3
Spinelli Rosaria of Antonio and Fortunata Apr 28 1921 25: 50
Spinelli Virginia H of Frank and Hazel B Feb 22 1922 25: 203
Spinella —— d of Frank and Hazel Feb 3 1921 25: 13
Spinelli Angelina of Nicola and Immacolata May 11 1922 25: 243
Spinelli Anna of Antonio and Fortunata Mar 23 1927 28: 35
Spinelli Carlo P of Pietro and Maria Mar 6 1923 26: 32
Spinelli Dolores M of Pietro and Maria Oct 18 1930 29: 277
Spinelli Elma G of Giuseppe and Angelina Aug 30 1923 26: 117
Spinelli Evelina A of Pietro and Maria July 3 1925 27: 89
Spinelli Frank A of Frank A and Evelyn C June 18 1925 27: 80
Spinelli Giuseppina of Giuuseppe and Angelina Feb 10 1929 29: 172
Spinelli Giuseppina of Nicola and Immacolata Feb 23 1921 25: 23
Spinelli Salvatore of Giuseppe and Angelina Jan 23 1922 25: 187
Spink Carolyn M of Mark B and Hilda C Aug 22 1929 29: 100
Spink David of David and Jennie A Jan 30 1923 26: 13
Spink Janet H of Herbert and Amy Mar 18 1926 27: 207
Spink Mark M of Mark B and Hilda C July 21 1926 27: 267
Spink Sarah M of Bertrand T and Henrietta May 11 1924 26: 246
Spink —— s of Harry and Ruth F Mar 11 1926 27: 214
Spinks Lillian I of Leonard M and Jane I Nov 28 1929 29: 139
Spinnett Dorothy E of Jason and Ruby M Dec 9 1921 25: 165
Spinney Clare E of Ronald T and Vera A C Jan 23 1926 27: 183
Spinney Herbert R of Charles L and Hope G Oct 10 1922 25: 316
Spinney Herman A of Herman and Sarah Oct 10 1930 29: 275
Spinney Robert E of Frank M and Annie M May 31 1927 28: 66
Spinney Ruth of Charles L and Hope G June 9 1930 29: 223
Spino Carmino L of Carmine and Anna M Sept 5 1930 29: 260
Spino Cristina L of Carmino and Anna Jan 31 1925 27: 13
Spino Donato F of Francesco and Anna Mar 14 1926 27: 205
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Spino Teodoro F of Carmine and Anna M Nov 2 1922 .......... 25:328
Spinoso Frank of Louise Oct 23 1921 .......................... 25:142
Spiridigiozzi Anna M of Ludovico and Giovannina Sept 3
1930. .................................................................... 29:260
Spiridigiozzi —— s of Vincenzo and Maria G May 26 1923 .. 26:734
Spiriti Gena of Francesco and Annamaria Dec 3 1922 ......... 25:341
Spirito Alberto A of Alfredo and Annunziata Oct 31 1925 .... 27:143
Spirito Andrea A of Camillo and Onesta A May 28 1923 ....... 26 : 71
Spirito Angelo D of Camillo and Onesta A Nov 9 1924 ........ 26:338
Spirito Carmela E (twin) of Francesco and Annamaria July
15 1925 .................................................................. 27 : 94
Spirito Domenico P of Alfredo and Annunziata Jan 1 1924 .... 26:183
Spirito Dorotea F of Giuseppe and Eva July 28 1921 ........... 25 : 96
Spirito Francesca A of Camillo and Onesta A June 13 1921 .. 25 : 71
Spirito Francesco R of Francesco and Annamaria May 22
1928 ..................................................................... 28:227
Spirito Giorgio G of Camillo and Onesta A Feb 21 1927 ...... 28:22
Spirito Mafalda A (twin) of Francesco and Annamaria July
15 1925 .................................................................. 27 : 94
Spirito Silvia G of Vincenzo and Margaret M Feb 5 1929 ... 29:16
Spirito Thomas C of Camillo and Onesta A Nov 19 1930 ..... 29:290
Spirito Trestino of Antonio and Silvia Sept 4 1921 .......... 25:117
Spirito Vittorio A of Alfredo and Annunziata Mar 22 1922 .. 25:247
Spirydowich Piotr of Wladyslaw and Anna Jan 28 1923 .... 26:12
Spitznagel Charles E of Henrietta Apr 17 1921 ............... 25:45
Spitznagel Frank M of Fredrick and Ruth M Feb 17 1930 .... 29:175
Spitznagel Walter I of Fredrick and Ruth M Jan 15 1925 ... 27: 7
Spitznagel —— s of Fredrick and Ruth M Jan 23 1928 .... 28:176
Spiva Betty P of Morris and Ellen R Feb 8 1923 ............. 26:19
Spivack Clara of Harry and Minnie Dec 16 1925 .......... 27:164
Spizzirri Viola M A of Carmine and Giuseppina Nov 27 1922 25:336
Spofford Charles H of Horace and Gertrude Aug 17 1930 .... 29:252
Spofford Marion P of Horace and Gertrude Apr 17 1928 .... 28:241
Spokas Rose of John M and Josephine Mar 6 1925 ........... 27:31
Spolidoro Anna R of Giuseppe and Maria C Feb 3 1923 .... 26:17
Spolidoro Domenico A of Francesco and Maria July 27 1925 . 27:100
Spolidoro Eduardo F of Francesco and Maria Oct 3 1927 .... 28:125
Spolidoro Vittorio S of Francesco and Maria Nov 24 1929 ... 29:138
Spooner Barbara J of Harold G and Helen M May 15 1930 ... 29:212
Spooner Edward A of Ray A and Jessie L Jan 25 1924 .... 26:193
Spooner Frank E of Frank E and Elsie W Feb 28 1927 ........ 28:24
Spooner Henry C of Henry J and Ethel R Mar 2 1921 .... 25:26
Spooner Laura N of Bertrand L and Mollie V Aug 18 1929 .... 29:98
Spooner Lucile H of Leroy A and Edna L Sept 21 1922 .... 25:306
Squillante Marta 1921
Squillante Norman 1921
Squillante Paul 1921
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Squillante Pasquale</td>
<td>of Andrea and Ethel</td>
<td>M Apr 30 1928</td>
<td>28:218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squires John II</td>
<td>of John II and Florence</td>
<td>J Apr 28 1930</td>
<td>29:205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staber Dorothy J</td>
<td>of Court R and Matilda</td>
<td>D Mar 15 1921</td>
<td>25:38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staber Robert J</td>
<td>of Court R and Matilda</td>
<td>D Oct 12 1922</td>
<td>25:317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stabile Albert J</td>
<td>of Carlo and Phyllis</td>
<td>Aug 29 1929</td>
<td>29:102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stabile Anna of Antonio</td>
<td>and Maria C</td>
<td>Oct 13 1929</td>
<td>29:192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stabile Edmund W</td>
<td>of Carlo and Phyllis</td>
<td>Nov 18 1930</td>
<td>29:289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stabile Giuseppe A</td>
<td>of Antonio and Maria</td>
<td>C Sept 11 1926</td>
<td>27:291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stachowiak Joseph F</td>
<td>of George F and Helen</td>
<td>C Oct 5 1925</td>
<td>27:133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffor Norman</td>
<td>of Charles L and Mabelle</td>
<td>Aug 25 1921</td>
<td>25:110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacy Elizabeth E</td>
<td>of Randall J and Esther</td>
<td>M July 10 1926</td>
<td>27:263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacy Sheldon F</td>
<td>of Randall J and Esther</td>
<td>M Feb 23 1921</td>
<td>25:23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stabler Beatrix V</td>
<td>of Maxwell W and Beatrice A</td>
<td>Oct 30 1922</td>
<td>25:324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stabler Elsie A</td>
<td>of Maxwell W and Beatrice A</td>
<td>Feb 5 1924</td>
<td>26:199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff Elodie F</td>
<td>of Edgar J and Edith</td>
<td>E July 6 1925</td>
<td>27:90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffor Anthony T</td>
<td>of Thomas J and Jennie</td>
<td>Oct 23 1930</td>
<td>29:279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffor Dennis F</td>
<td>of Daniel F and Mary</td>
<td>II Mar 8 1926</td>
<td>27:203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffor Elizabeth C</td>
<td>of Harold L and Mary</td>
<td>J Oct 6 1924</td>
<td>26:324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffor Lillian M</td>
<td>of Patrick F and Sara</td>
<td>June 14 1926</td>
<td>27:250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffor Martha E</td>
<td>of H Ernest and Maud</td>
<td>E Oct 8 1923</td>
<td>26:140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffor Mary of Joseph</td>
<td>and Mary A</td>
<td>Dec 5 1928</td>
<td>28:315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffor Mary B</td>
<td>of Daniel F and Mary</td>
<td>II June 10 1924</td>
<td>26:262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffor Natalie A</td>
<td>of Maurice F and Martha</td>
<td>Nov 9 1928</td>
<td>28:304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffor Norman II</td>
<td>of Philip S and Nina</td>
<td>A Mar 14 1926</td>
<td>27:205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffor Winifred A</td>
<td>of Orrin L and Ella</td>
<td>E Nov 2 1921</td>
<td>25:161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffor s of Orrin E</td>
<td>and Ella E</td>
<td>Jan 20 1921</td>
<td>25:80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffor s of Orrin L</td>
<td>and Ella E</td>
<td>June 5 1923</td>
<td>26:87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffor d of Joseph H</td>
<td>and Mary A</td>
<td>May 27 1927</td>
<td>28:65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stake Marilyn M</td>
<td>of Oscar W and Louise</td>
<td>Oct 19 1929</td>
<td>29:123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stalker Douglas C</td>
<td>of Douglas and Ruth</td>
<td>A Dec 26 1926</td>
<td>27:334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stallman Alvin of Jack</td>
<td>K and Emily</td>
<td>A Feb 3 1929</td>
<td>29:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stallman Beverly of Jack</td>
<td>K and Emily</td>
<td>A Dec 6 1925</td>
<td>27:160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stallman Milton H</td>
<td>of Jack K and Emily</td>
<td>A Feb 15 1923</td>
<td>26:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stamatakos Leonidas G</td>
<td>of George and Iphigenia</td>
<td>Apr 22 1929</td>
<td>29:47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stamen Shirley A</td>
<td>of Harry and Gertrude</td>
<td>July 19 1925</td>
<td>27:96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stamp Esther E</td>
<td>of Martin and Anna</td>
<td>July 30 1929</td>
<td>29:90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stamp Herbert S</td>
<td>of Michael and Elsie</td>
<td>H Feb 8 1921</td>
<td>25:16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stamp Josef G</td>
<td>of Martin and Anna</td>
<td>June 7 1925</td>
<td>27:76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stamp Louisa R</td>
<td>of Martin and Anna</td>
<td>Apr 11 1923</td>
<td>26:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stamps Norbert of John</td>
<td>E and Anna M</td>
<td>July 24 1926</td>
<td>27:269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Father Name</td>
<td>Mother Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>Stanton Jacqueline</td>
<td>(c) of Beatrice</td>
<td>July 1 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanton Jean</td>
<td>E of Francis</td>
<td>E and Edna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanton John</td>
<td>of John</td>
<td>and Edith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanton Martha</td>
<td>of Ralph</td>
<td>E and Ethel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanton Mary</td>
<td>of Lawrence</td>
<td>and Georgiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanton Mildred</td>
<td>of Thomas</td>
<td>and Catherine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanton Nelson</td>
<td>E of Ralph</td>
<td>E and Ethel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stang</td>
<td>Phyllis</td>
<td>F of Frederick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stang</td>
<td>处</td>
<td>of John</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stang</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>A and Alice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stang</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>A and Alice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stang</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>A and Alice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stang</td>
<td>Anna M</td>
<td>of Frank L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stang</td>
<td>Muriel</td>
<td>A of Jeremiah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stang</td>
<td>Raymond R</td>
<td>of Michael and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stang</td>
<td>Rita V</td>
<td>of Jeremiah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stang</td>
<td>Rocco</td>
<td>D of Michael</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stang</td>
<td>Wallace</td>
<td>E of Jeremiah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stang</td>
<td>Thomas W</td>
<td>of Alice E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanislaus</td>
<td>Floyd A</td>
<td>of Sidney O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanislaus</td>
<td>Shirley C</td>
<td>of Sidney O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanton</td>
<td>Amelia</td>
<td>of Frank and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanton</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>of Frank and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanton</td>
<td>Belcher W</td>
<td>of LeGrand T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanton</td>
<td>Daisy</td>
<td>of Andrew C and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanton</td>
<td>Delia V</td>
<td>of LeGrand and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanton</td>
<td>Grace M</td>
<td>of Henry E and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanton</td>
<td>Julia D</td>
<td>of Andrew C and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanton</td>
<td>Mary M</td>
<td>of Andrew C and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanton</td>
<td>Peter W</td>
<td>of Gordon S and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standring</td>
<td>Herbert G</td>
<td>of George W and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standring</td>
<td>Jessie S</td>
<td>of George W and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standring</td>
<td>Luita M</td>
<td>of Lloyd and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standring</td>
<td>Virginia F</td>
<td>of Lloyd and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stancelum</td>
<td>Walter A</td>
<td>of Walter P and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanford Elizabeth</td>
<td>A of Richard L</td>
<td>and Catherine I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stand</td>
<td>s of John J and</td>
<td>Margaret F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stant</td>
<td>Phyllis F</td>
<td>of Frederick J H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Staniels</td>
<td>Evelyn J</td>
<td>of Violet E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanielma</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>of Adam and Eva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standring</td>
<td>Amelia of Joseph</td>
<td>and Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standring</td>
<td>—— s of Joseph and</td>
<td>Tekla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standford</td>
<td>Thomas J</td>
<td>of Margaret M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standislaus</td>
<td>Floyd A</td>
<td>of Sidney O and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standislaus</td>
<td>Shirley C</td>
<td>of Sidney O and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanleys</td>
<td>Amelia</td>
<td>of Frank and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanleys</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>of Frank and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanleys</td>
<td>Belcher W</td>
<td>of LeGrand T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanleys</td>
<td>Daisy</td>
<td>of Andrew C and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanleys</td>
<td>Delia V</td>
<td>of LeGrand and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanleys</td>
<td>Grace M</td>
<td>of Henry E and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanleys</td>
<td>Julia D</td>
<td>of Andrew C and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanleys</td>
<td>Mary M</td>
<td>of Andrew C and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanleys</td>
<td>Peter W</td>
<td>of Gordon S and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanleys</td>
<td>Catherine M</td>
<td>of Thomas E and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanleys</td>
<td>Catherine M</td>
<td>of Thomas E and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Relationship</td>
<td>Date of Birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stavolone</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>First</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staskiewicz</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Second</td>
<td>1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staton</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Third</td>
<td>1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stark</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starks</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Fifth</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stapleton</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Sixth</td>
<td>1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanton</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Seventh</td>
<td>1934</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
Stavolone Vilma of Camillo and Bertha Apr 25 1921...........25: 49
Stavre —— d of George and Victoria June 11 1921...........25: 70
Stawaris Andrew of William and Margaret Feb 24 1922........25: 204
Stawarz Anthony J of Anthony J and Helen B Jan 24 1926....27: 184
Stawarz Barbara of Anthony J and Helen B Feb 26 1928.....28: 191
Stawarz Raymond J of Anthony J and Helen B Oct 31 1929...29: 128
Stay Norma G of James A and Gertrude Mar 15 1924.........26: 218
Staziano Benedetto of Giovanni and Maria Mar 23 1928.....28: 203
Staziano Florida of Giovanni and Maria Mar 24 1922........25: 218
StClair Ernest J of Walter and Helen Nov 8 1925...........27: 148
StDenis Muriel of Arthur J and Cecile Y Jan 19 1929.......29: 155
StDenis Rita A of Arthur and Helen T Apr 18 1922.........25: 230
StDenis Theresa G of Arthur and Helen T Feb 22 1927.....28: 22
Steadman Charles A of Charles T and Grace E Aug 31 1922...25: 295
Stearns Charles F of Albert W and Mildred June 2 1926....27: 244
Stearns Dorothy of Albert T and Marjorie M Sep 1929......29: 29
Stearns Ella of William A and Ella M Feb 14 1924...........26: 203
Stearns Hope F of Martin F and Flora M July 14 1930....29: 238
Stechauer George R B of George and Edith B Sept 8 1930...29: 261
Stedman Bernice P of Frederick J and Mabel A July 10 1921.25: 89
Stedman Marcia E of Frederick J and Mabel A June 24 1927..28: 78
Stedman Stanley P of Frederick J and Mabel A Nov 20 1923..26: 150
Steel —— d of Harry and Hazel L Jan 9 1923..............28: 15
Steele Florence H of George B and Florence P Aug 8 1924...26: 294
Steele Lesley A of George B and Florence P Mar 27 1922....25: 220
Steele Richard L of Edgar A and Ellen L Mar 18 1927.....28: 34
Steele Robert of Francis and Florence Nov 22 1923........26: 160
Steen Allenson C of William T and Edith Dec 31 1928......28: 225
Steele Arthur L of Bernon S and Irene M July 25 1921....25: 94
Steele Charles E of Charles E and Annie T Nov 29 1923....26: 163
Steele Donald J of Charles H and Gladys M Jan 18 1930...29: 162
Steele Joan C of Wendell W and Miriam L May 28 1930......29: 217
Steele Marjorie J of Wilbert L and Clara A June 24 1926...27: 254
Steele Nancy R of Wendell W and Miriam Jan 17 1927.......28: 6
Steele Raymond A of Charles A and Merrilla Jan 17 1930....29: 162
Steele Ruth E of Prentiss D and Agnes M Dec 12 1923.....26: 170
Steele Stephen R of Charles A and Marilla Feb 20 1923.....26: 24
Steele Wesley I of Charles H and Gladys M May 5 1928....28: 222
Steele Winsor B of Wendell W and Miriam L Aug 27 1928....28: 274
Steeves Claire M of Alfred T and Jane E Apr 5 1926........27: 216
Steeves —— d of Alfred T and Jane E Dec 16 1927.........28: 163
Stefanian Stefan of John and Yevkine Oct 11 1923.........26: 141
Stefano Angela M of Vincenzo C A and Rose Aug 10 1928...28: 265
Stefano Cono V of Cono V and Alvina F May 1 1924.........26: 242
Stefano Raimondo E of Cono V and Alvina F May 22 1929...29: 59
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
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Stefano Thomas J of Frank and Beatrice Sept 18 1921. . . . 25:124
Stefano Vincent A of Vincenzo C A and Rose Sept 19 1925. . 27:125
Stefanski Kazu of Boleslaw and Stefania Sept 22 1921. . . . 25:125
Stefanski Stanislawa of Boleslaw and Stefania Nov 25 1922. . 25:335
Stefanski Wladyslaw of Leon and Adeline Oct 19 1921. . . . 25:140
Stefford John J of John J and Elizabeth J July 2 1921. . . . 25:85
Steffest Agnes B of William C and Agnes June 28 1927. . . . 28:80
Steimer Ann O of William A and Lillian J Apr 24 1924. . . . 26:236
Stein Elsie F of David J and Mary L Oct 3 1927. . . . 28:125
Stein Lillian A of Frank and Ida July 19 1929. . . . 29:85
Stein Paul M of Adolph H and Claire July 29 1929. . . . 29:89
Stein Rhoda of Louis and Annie Jan 5 1926. . . . 27:176
Steinberg Evelyn of Louis and Bertha Oct 31 1921. . . . 25:145
Steinberg Lillian of Louis and Bertha Mar 8 1926. . . . 27:203
Steinberg —— s of Louis and Bertha July 9 1921. . . . 26:290
Steinbrenner —— d of Frederick J and Frances A Apr 12
1930. . . . 29:309
Steinbrick Carl E of Carl and Susan F Oct 12 1927. . . . 28:129
Steiner Dorothy of Joseph A and Marion Apr 12 1923. . . . 26:50
Steiner Genevieve of Joseph A and Marion Feb 8 1927. . . . 28:17
Steiner George of George and Gladys Nov 29 1926. . . . 27:324
Steiner Harvey M of Morris and Bessie Dec 11 1923. . . . 26:170
Steiner Leroy of Morris and Bessie Oct 20 1921. . . . 25:141
Steiner Robert J of Joseph A and Marion Sept 26 1928. . . . 28:285
Steingold Harold of Samuel and Jessie P May 7 1929. . . . 29:54
Steingold Herma of Max L and Anna Feb 25 1929. . . . 29:24
Steinman Rita R of Abraham and Esther Nov 30 1929. . . . 29:140
Steinmetz Arthur W of John and Jennie F July 24 1921. . . . 25:94
Steinmetz Kenneth C of John and Jennie F Aug 7 1924. . . . 26:293
Stemplewski Pauline F of Benjamin J and Juliette G Sept 15
1922. . . . 25:304
Stender Amos W of Amos W and Gertrude May 20 1925. . . . 27:67
Stender Carolyn E of Frank T and Ruth Oct 24 1929. . . . 29:125
Stender Joan S of Amos W and Gertrude Oct 9 1928. . . . 28:291
Stender Lorraine J of Frank T and Ruth Mar 28 1928. . . . 28:205
Stender Robert E of Frank T and Freda M Apr 6 1925. . . . 27:46
Steinhouse Nancy of Joseph and Lauria M Sept 19 1921. . . . 26:314
Stenning Gordon J of John A and Ethel July 9 1930. . . . 29:236
Stenning Norman H of John A and Ethel Oct 22 1923. . . . 26:146
Stenning Ronald E of John A and Ethel Jan 8 1925. . . . 27:4
Stepak Lena of Lewis and Bessie Mar 20 1923. . . . 26:38
Stepanian Berch of John and Yevkin Jan 6 1926. . . . 27:177
Stepanian Stepan H of Harry and Rose May 4 1924. . . . 26:243
Stephan Martin P of Martin and Paula A Dec 1 1929. . . . 29:142
Stephan Isabel of Alexander M and Isabella Oct 22 1929. . . . 29:124
Stephen Nancy E of William and Elizabeth May 5 1930. . . . 29:309
Stephens Alice V of Joseph M and Alice V July 18 1929......29: 85
Stephenson Charles R of George H and Bertha R Sept 15 1927.28: 116
Stephenson Charley of Charley and Lillian May 8 1927......28: 58
Stephenson Earl of Earl C and Elizabeth June 3 1924.......26: 260
Stephenson George V of Waldo V and Georgia A Apr 16 1925.27: 51
Stephenson Lillian A of George H and Bertha R Mar 29 1923......26: 42
Stephenson Louis J of George H and Bertha R Nov 13 1921.25: 152
Stephenson Mary E of Earl C and Elizabeth Jan 14 1927......28: 5
Stephenson Thomas F of George H and Bertha R Nov 30 1924.26: 348
Stephenson Walter of Charley and Lillian M Dec 12 1928......28: 318
Stephenson Wendell S of Waldo V and Georgia A Mar 25

1929.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------29: 35
Stephenson --s of Luther A and Noella V June 1 1926.....27: 258
Sterdzwach Eleanor C of Stefan and Catherine S June 2 1928.28: 234
Sterdzwach Gloria J of Stefan and Catherine S Jan 16 1927.....28: 6
Sterdzwach Jenny of Stefan and Catherine S Dec 9 1922......25: 343
Stergeos --s of Andreas and Christena Aug 7 1924.......26: 305
Stergios Demetrios of Petros and Annie Dec 13 1921......25: 167
Stergios George of Petros and Annie July 12 1927........28: 87
Stergios Gus of Petros and Annie May 12 1925............27: 64
Sterlacci Nicola of Marco and Pasqua May 27 1922.......25: 249
Sterlacci Vitangelo of Marco and Pasqua July 13 1926.....27: 264
Sterling Edward (c) of David and Viola May 18 1924.......26: 250
Stern Daniel S of Jacob and Eva R Mar 26 1925............27: 39
Stern Doris C of Jacob and Eva R Apr 15 1922.............25: 230
Stern --d of Leo and Lona May 8 1927.................28: 58
Sternberg Flora E of Albert C and Flora A June 3 1922......25: 255
Stetson Charles T of Charles T and Madeleine Sept 15 1925..27: 124
Stetson Gordon F of Carl H and Marion Nov 4 1927........28: 139
Stetson Gwendolyn S of Percival L and Mildred D Dec 15

1930.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------29: 301
Stetson Percival L of Percival and Mildred Nov 6 1928......28: 303
Stetson Robert M of Carl H and Marion Mar 17 1930.........29: 187
Stevens Alison E of Wynne C and Grace Apr 3 1923........26: 47
Stevens Arthur L of Dexter and Margaret R Dec 14 1928......28: 319
Stevens Arthur R of Artemus and Sarah E May 3 1922....25: 240
Stevens Beatrice of Celia July 11 1921.............25: 89
Stevens Catherine A of Thomas J and Catherine Aug 27 1928.28: 272
Stevens Dolores M of Fortunato L and Marion D Oct 4 1929..29: 118
Stevens Dorothy of Joseph and Mary Nov 9 1924............26: 338
Stevens Edward J of May B Jan 24 1923..................26: 10
Stevens Ezra A of Dexter and Margaret R May 27 1926......27: 240
Stevens Hazel R of Ezra and Mary Sept 6 1921............25: 118
Stevens Leonard F of Albert E and Gertrude July 16 1922..25: 274
Stevens Richard A of Richard S and Ella Nov 26 1929......29: 138
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Stevens Rosalie of Rosaline Nov 27 1927.......................... 28: 147
Stevens Shirley of Mortimer and Lena Sept 4 1929............ 29: 106
Stevens Vivian A of Peter J and Virginia Apr 28 1921........ 25: 50
Stevens —— s of Clarence M and Mildred June 5 1922........... 25: 256
Stevens —— s of Clarence M and Mildred Feb 25 1928........... 28: 193
Stevenson Blanche L of Guy and Mae Sept 16 1924.............. 26: 313
Stevenson Charles H of Walter and Alice Oct 14 1926......... 27: 365
Stevenson Clifford of Arthur S and Annie Apr 11 1928........ 28: 212
Stevenson Edward of Guy and May Sept 23 1922.................. 25: 307
Stevenson James of James A and Flora C July 4 1925........... 27: 89
Stevenson James W of William S and Emma P May 1 1927....... 28: 55
Stevenson Jean I of James A and Flora C Aug 15 1926......... 27: 278
Stevenson Norma E of William S and Emma P Sept 4 1924...... 26: 307
Stevenson Violet R of Guy and Mae May 4 1926.................. 27: 230
Stevenson William A of Robert P and Marion Feb 21 1929..... 29: 22
Stevos Melba of Manuel J and Henrietta June 30 1924......... 26: 272
Stevos Olivia H (c) of Manuel J and Henrietta Dec 6 1925.... 27: 160
Stewart Ann M of Rodney L and Theresa A Mar 4 1927......... 28: 27
Stewart Chester R of Thomas and Delia Oct 19 1923........... 26: 145
Stewart George A of George A and Lillian M May 15 1925..... 27: 65
Stewart Gloria E of John and Emily July 9 1925.............. 27: 91
Stewart Harold J of—— and Margaret Oct 11 1922.............. 25: 316
Stewart Hope M of James W and Margaret June 3 1926......... 27: 245
Stewart Irene S of Tilley G and Ada E Dec 1 1925............. 27: 158
Stewart Jean L of Lewis N and Emma L June 22 1927........... 28: 77
Stewart John of John and Emily Apr 5 1924..................... 26: 229
Stewart Joseph M of Wallace G and Dorothy S Jan 24 1923.... 26: 10
Stewart Lucinda of William and Minnie May 22 1927........... 28: 63
Stewart Nancy of Wallace G and Dorothy S Feb 20 1926....... 27: 195
Stewart Raymond A of Fred A and Blanche Nov 9 1927......... 28: 140
Stewart Richmond J of Ruth Feb 22 1926......................... 27: 196
Stewart Robert D of George A and Lillian M May 13 1930...... 29: 211
Stewart Robert S of Robert S and Margaret A May 23 1924.... 26: 252
Stewart Robert W of John and Emily Dec 21 1926.............. 27: 332
Stewart Roger V of Thomas and Delia Apr 11 1922.............. 25: 228
Stewart Ruth M of Arthur K and Frances Sept 26 1925......... 27: 129
Stewart Solomon A (c) of Solomon A and Lillian LaR Dec 30 1922 ................................................................. 25: 351
Stewart Stanley V of Thomas and Delia May 30 1925............ 27: 71
Stewart Thomas J of Thomas J and Mary R Aug 21 1929........ 29: 99
Stewart Thomas W of Thomas G and Cora II Apr 2 1930........ 29: 195
Stewart —— d of Frank and Margaret Dec 7 1921............... 25: 164
Stewart —— s of Frank and Margaret Dec 7 1921.............. 25: 164
St Stewart ——— of William B and Theresa E Aug 21 1926...... 27: 286
St Germain Anne G of Walter J and Dorothy July 27 1930..... 29: 243
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

St Germain Elizabeth A of Adrian M and Bessie G Mar 18
1922. .............................................. 25: 215
St Germain Francis A of Edward B and Helen July 13 1924. .. 26: 280
St Germain Gerald T of Edward B and Helen M Nov 1 1926. . 27: 313
St Germain Joseph R of Christine Oct 2 1928. .................. 28: 288
Stickel Elenor F of Robert C and Lena B Aug 28 1926. ....... 27: 284
Stickney Alden of Roland L and Marie J Sept 7 1922. ....... 25: 300
Stiegel Myrtle R of Percy L and Jeannette Mar 13 1922. .... 25: 213
Stiegel Sherman J of Percy L and Jeannette Jan 26 1926. ... 27: 184
Stiegel Shirley of Edward A and Ruth I Nov 20 1922. ....... 25: 334
Stiles Doris W of Henry H and Florence L Apr 14 1921. .... 25: 81
Stiles Virginia C of Cecil E and Hazel Mar 13 1928. ........ 28: 198
Stilson Norman L of Riley D and Madeline July 16 1929. ... 29: 84
Stilwell Henry G of Henry K and Frances E Feb 1 1930. ... 29: 169
Stimpson Roy S of Roy S and Anna C Dec 23 1930. ........... 29: 304
Stingel Anne M of Herbert J and Jane E May 29 1928. ....... 28: 230
Stirling Edith B of Robert W and Edith B Mar 11 1928. .... 28: 198
Stirling —— d of Robert W and Edith B Apr 16 1930. ...... 29: 200
Stizza Elisa E of Luigi and Rosaria Feb 20 1921. ............. 25: 21
Stizza Napoleone of Luigi and Rosaria Sept 4 1926. ........... 27: 288
St Jacques Barbara I of Frederick J and Mabel A July 5 1925. 27: 99
St Jacques Clarence E of Albert E and Irene C Aug 31 1921. 25: 113
St Jacques Donald J of Frederick J and Mabel A Jan 21 1929. 29: 9
St Jean Claire T J of Ernest and Marie J Apr 16 1927. ....... 28: 47
St Jean Francis G of Francis G and Lydia July 20 1926. ....... 27: 267
St Jean Joseph of Ernest and Marie J Apr 24 1926. .......... 27: 224
St Jean Marie A M of Joseph and Antonia Aug 17 1922. .... 25: 289
St Jean Robert T of Joseph and Mary Aug 10 1928. .......... 28: 265
St John Harold F of Harold F and Mary A June 22 1929. ... 29: 73
St John Norman W of Harold W and Harriet D Apr 12 1926. 27: 219
St Laurent Blanche L of Alexis and Alice A Jan 3 1921. .... 25: 2
St Lawrence Edward F R of Edward F and Catherine J Dec 8
1921. .............................................. 25: 165
St Lawrence Mary H of Edward F and Kathryn J Jan 3 1925. 27: 2
St Lawrence Peter of Peter and Pauline Apr 23 1921. ......... 25: 48
St Marie Richard D of Frank and Rosa Sept 21 1930. ......... 29: 267
St Mars Gertrude of Antonio and Dolores Oct 12 1925. ....... 27: 136
St Martin Anthony F of Joseph and Mary Sept 15 1924. .... 26: 312
St Martin Elmer of Mary June 22 1927. ......................... 28: 77
St Martin George E M of George H and Marie O A Apr 24
1927. .............................................. 28: 50
St Martin George G of Joseph and Mary Dec 12 1925. ....... 27: 163
St Martin Georges R of Felix and Clara Feb 2 1927. .......... 28: 24
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.  

St Martin Joseph L A of Joseph and Mary Aug 18 1929...... 29: 98  
St Martin Marie L of Felix and Clara June 28 1923......... 26: 85  
St Martin —— d of Joseph and Mary May 29 1923.......... 26: 73a  
Stoelek Martha of Matthew and Rosilee Oct 3 1921....... 25: 133  
Stockard Harry J of Harry B and Helen V Apr 16 1924.... 26: 233  
Stockdale Leslie N of Laurence A and Margaret Sept 22 1923, 26: 130  
Stockford Arnold L of Cedric L and Lilly J Sept 7 1927.... 28: 113  
Stockford Elsy J of Cedric L and Lilly J June 21 1924..... 26: 268  
Stocking Helen P of Roderick P and Margaret M Apr 15 1925, 27: 50  
Stocking Margaret M of Roderick P and Margaret M Dec 13 1929. 29: 146  
Stocking Roderick P of Roderick P and Margaret M Mar 23 1927. 28: 36  
Stockley Elizabeth B of Harry T and Hattie A Aug 4 1927... 28: 98  
Stockley Howard of Harry T and Hattie A Jan 15 1925..... 27: 7  
Stockley Joseph E of Harry T and Hattie A June 5 1923.... 26: 75  
Stockley Justine of Harry T and Hattie A July 22 1921..... 25: 93  
Stockley Rita M of George A and Anna M Apr 29 1923..... 26: 57  
Stockton Arthur of Arthur and Dorothy E June 4 1926..... 27: 245  
Stockton Joyce M of James J and Mary C Oct 3 1928...... 28: 289  
Stoddard Blanche N of Vernon L and Blanche M Sept 30 1924, 26: 319  
Stoddard Edward C of Mildred H July 11 1922............. 25: 272  
Stoddard Irving G of Henry I and Rose A Mar 4 1925...... 27: 172  
Stoddard Jean D of Sidney S and Inez E Jan 23 1926..... 27: 183  
Stoddard Sidney S of Sidney S and Inez E Mar 24 1923..... 26: 40  
Stoecker Robert N of George P and Antoinette Jan 15 1929.. 29: 7  
Stoeffer Dorothy V of Charles T and Edna M Apr 20 1922..... 25: 231  
Stoehr Charles H of William and Rose A Oct 31 1922..... 25: 325  
Stoehr Muriel of William and Rose Oct 1921.............. 25: 133  
Stoisiewski Josephine of Andrew and Mary July 7 1929..... 29: 80  
Stokes Anna N of Richard J and Etta A Jan 23 1930........ 29: 164  
Stokes Barbara M of Albert E and Minnie May 11 1929..... 29: 55  
Stokes Evelyn A of Richard J and Etta A Aug 26 1926..... 27: 283  
Stokes Ernest L of Richard J and Etta A Mar 31 1925..... 27: 41  
Stokes Martha E of John S and May Sept 11 1925........... 27: 122  
Stokes Robert of Percy and Winifred I June 29 1928....... 28: 245  
Stokes Thomas F of Thomas F and Margaret A Jan 4 1924..... 26: 184  
Stokes William E of John E and Wilhelmina B Dec 30 1923.... 26: 176  
Stokes —— s of Richard J and Etta A Dec 12 1928......... 28: 318  
Stoklosa Elisabetta of Mickal and Franciszka July 9 1924.... 26: 278  
Stoklosa Franciszka K of Mickal and Franciszka Dec 1 1921.. 25: 162  
Stoliker Charles K of Charles N and Marion Apr 25 1924..... 26: 237  
Stoliker Daniel F of Charles N and Marion Aug 4 1926..... 27: 274  
Stolla Rosa M of Michele and Domenica Dec 6 1929.......... 29: 144  
Stolle John of Emile J and Johanna E Sept 2 1926........... 27: 287  
Stomberg Wilma L of Richard E and Carrie M Aug 18 1922.... 25: 289
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Stone Anna L of Lewis H and Anna L Oct 13 1928. 28: 292
Stone Arthur E of Arthur L and Minnie Jan 14 1922. 25: 183
Stone Barbara A of Daniel E and Eleanor Oct 4 1928. 28: 289
Stone Bella of Barnley and Dora Mar 21 1923. 26: 38
Stone Bruce of Harold K and Grace Jan 31 1930. 29: 369
Stone Clara S of Hyman and Goldie May 21 1925. 27: 67
Stone Clifford D of Wilbur L and Emma S Mar 17 1922. 25: 215
Stone Edgar F of Edgar F and Loyola M Dec 8 1928. 28: 316
Stone Edward W of Lewis H and Anna L Apr 6 1922. 25: 226
Stone Elaine B of Frederick E and Margaret A Aug 1 1928. 28: 262
Stone Elsie L of Clarence J and Elsie K Apr 15 1926. 27: 220
Stone Evelyn M of Raymond H and Ruth M May 25 1923. 26: 70
Stone Everett A of George and Mand May 24 1921. 25: 84
Stone Florence E of Wilbur L and Emma S Dec 2 1923. 26: 166
Stone Francis J of Louis H and Johanna I July 28 1923. 26: 99
Stone Francis L of Frank L and Josephine B Aug 30 1926. 27: 284
Stone George D of George A and Elizabeth A Mar 9 1926. 27: 212
Stone Harold R of Alexander H and Mary Aug 21 1930. 29: 273
Stone Irwin of Joseph and Gertrude Apr 10 1925. 27: 48
Stone Janet of Daniel E and Eleanor Oct 30 1921. 25: 145
Stone John R of John R and Irene M Aug 26 1928. 28: 271
Stone Kenneth A of William E and Annie Apr 20 1926. 27: 222
Stone Laura D of Harold D and Hope M May 3 1925. 27: 60
Stone Leo of Hyman and Goldie Mar 30 1921. 25: 38
Stone Leonard of Israel and Sarah Sept 14 1927. 28: 116
Stone Lucian E of Lucian E and Ethel G Nov 26 1928. 28: 310
Stone Lydia H of Francis H and Lydia A Nov 28 1928. 28: 311
Stone Mary of Charles A and Mary J Sept 3 1922. 25: 299
Stone Mavis E of Floyd W and Theresa Jan 24 1927. 28: 9
Stone Mildred S of Charles H and Mary C June 14 1924. 26: 265
Stone Nancy V of Daniel E and Eleanor June 2 1924. 26: 259
Stone Pearl A of George A and Elizabeth A Dec 5 1930. 29: 297
Stone Phillip K of Hyman B and Goldie Apr 17 1929. 29: 46
Stone Rita A of William E and Annie May 8 1924. 26: 245
Stone Robert B of Daniel E and Eleanor Feb 15 1927. 28: 19
Stone Robert V of John R and Irene M July 19 1930. 29: 240
Stone Ruth L of Bennie and Freda Aug 9 1927. 28: 100
Stone Sanford M of Bennie and Freda Sept 5 1929. 29: 106
Stone Sylvia of Barney and Dora Aug 7 1929. 29: 94
Stone Willard S of Willard B and Lila Aug 30 1929. 29: 102
Stone William R of William E and Annie June 18 1923. 26: 80
Stone Winifred of Arthur L and Minnie Jan 26 1924. 26: 193
Stone Winifred H of Lucian E and Ethel G Sept 19 1923. 26: 129
Stone — (c) d of Clarence E and Adeline S May 15 1921. 25: 82
Stone — s of Leo J and Alice Feb 15 1925. 27: 28
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Stone —— d of Frederick and Nettie G July 2 1927........... 28: 96
Stone —— d of Ralph H and Mary E Sept 3 1928........... 28: 287
Stone —— d of Arthur L and Jessie Mar 8 1930........... 29: 309
Stone —— d of Kathleen V June 19 1930....................... 29: 310
Stonely Richard A of Frederick and Mary Jan 6 1921........ 25: 3
Stones Harold R of Anna Oct 31 1922......................... 25: 325
St Onge Carl W of Carl W and Margaret E Nov 9 1926...... 27: 316
St Onge Mary R of Theodore and Flora Sept 15 1922...... 25: 304
St Onge Mary C of Theodore and Flora Sept 16 1927...... 28: 116
St Onge Paul S of Leo A and Loretta E Jan 16 1924...... 26: 189
St Onge Richard W of Carl W and Margaret E Aug 3 1930... 29: 247
St Onge ——s of Napoleon and Lena Apr 28 1927............ 28: 52
Stonis Albino of Ildefonso and Frances Jan 30 1925.... 27: 13
Stonis Engenia A of Ildefonos and Frances Feb 22 1923... 26: 25
Stonis Valeria F of Ildefonso and Frances Jan 6 1929.... 29: 3
Stonstrem Harold E of Gustaf S and Elma M Nov 23 1923... 26: 161
Stonstrom Norma S of Adolph B and Ethel M July 14 1927.. 28: 88
Stopello Dorotea of Antonio and Emilia Dec 7 1922....... 25: 342
Stopello Felice of Raffaele and Maria Apr 7 1922........ 25: 227
Stopello Raffaele of Raffaele and Maria Mar 28 1924..... 24: 223
Stoppiello —— d of Antonio and Amelia Aug 3 1925...... 27: 172
Storer Helen L of Horace P and Avis F Nov 21 1923...... 26: 160
Storer Janet N of Horace P and Avis F Aug 15 1927..... 28: 103
Storer Ruth X of Horace P and Avis F June 5 1925...... 27: 76
Storin Edmund A of Edmund A and Evelyn Dec 4 1929... 29: 143
Stork Richard G of George V and L Caroline Aug 21 1929... 29: 99
Storti Adelina X of Giovanni and Anna Dec 30 1922...... 25: 351
Storti Anna L of William V and Isola Aug 20 1924...... 26: 299
Storti Brenda of John F and Anna C Apr 9 1925........ 27: 47
Storti Daniel of Dante and Vincenza July 23 1927....... 28: 92
Storti Donald E of Querino and Helena A May 22 1926.... 27: 238
Storti Frances V of Querino and Helena A June 25 1923.... 26: 83
Storti Francis W of Querino and Helena A Nov 20 1924..... 26: 344
Storti Gaetano F of Giuseppe and Carmela May 31 1921... 25: 65
Storti Giovanna I of Giuseppe and Caterina Mar 17 1923... 26: 36
Storti Gloria G of Giuseppe and Caterina Mar 8 1926..... 27: 203
Storti Gloria L of Angelo and Lucille Jan 19 1924...... 26: 190
Storti Helena M of Querino and Helena A Nov 26 1921.... 25: 158
Storti Joseph E of Dante and Vincenza June 28 1929...... 29: 75
Storti Loretta (twin) of Querino and Helena A Dec 31 1928.. 28: 325
Storti Lorraine (twin) of Querino and Helena A Dec 31 1928.. 28: 325
Storti Marie E of Henry and Genevieve Apr 2 1926......... 27: 215
Storti Michelle E of Dante and Vincenza Mar 23 1924...... 26: 221
Storti Raymond P of Peter P and Mary E Feb 26 1923..... 26: 26
Storti Rosina V of Giuseppe and Caterina Aug 3 1930...... 29: 247
Storti Warren of John F and Anna C Aug 23 1922......... 25: 291
Story Barbara J of William J and Eleanor S June 24 1923...26: 83
Story Barbara J of Edwin N and Janet A Dec 21 1927.....28: 158
Story Edith G of William J and Eleanor S Nov 18 1928....28: 307
Stote Catherine T of Philip and Elizabeth Dec 20 1922.........25: 348
Stote Joseph of Philip and Elizabeth C Dec 20 1924.......26: 357
Stote Philip of Philip and Elizabeth C Jan S 1928.........28: 171
Stote Rita of Philip and Elizabeth Oct 15 1926..........27: 305
Stote —— d of Philip and Elizabeth Dec 30 1921...........25: 174
Stott Alan B of Charles H and Vera June 29 1923............26: 85
Stott Bruce M of Charles H and Vera Dec 19 1927...........28: 157
Stott David E of Albert H and Alice Nov 28 1929...........29: 139
Stott Diane C of Charles H and Vera July 24 1929.........29: 87
Stott Gordon A of Joseph and Mildred A June 28 1925.....27: 85
Stott Robert C of William C and Gertrude Mar 9 1928....28: 197
Stout Clyde D of Clyde and Josephine June 6 1926...........27: 246
Stowe Hope P of Roy C and Clara M July 6 1922............25: 270
Stowell Anna M of Lyman C and Doris E Jan 28 1928.....28: 178
Stowell Gertrude M of Alfred O and Elizabeth M Apr 8 1922.25: 227
Stowell Helen R of Lyman C and Doris E Apr 10 1925......27: 48
Stowell Lyman C of Lyman C and Doris E Jan 17 1927......28: 6
St Peter Emma D of John and Rose May 20 1925.............27: 67
St Peter Gladys A of John and Rose May 14 1928...........28: 225
St Peter John W of John and Rose Sept 23 1922............25: 307
St Pierre Alfred J of Edouard and Amelia May 14 1921..25: 57
St Pierre Barbara L of Francis E and Alice M Sept 7 1930..29: 261
St Pierre Cleveland of Rose June 27 1923....................26: 84
St Pierre Doris E of Francis E and Alice M Mar 14 1928...28: 199
St Pierre Dorothy of Felix and Josephine May 29 1923....26: 71
St Pierre Edwin J of Edwin J and Rose May 3 1926.........27: 230
St Pierre Gabrielle E of Edouard and Amelia May 22 1923..26: 68
St Pierre Joseph H P R of John E and Mary L Nov 21 1922.25: 334
St Pierre Joseph R of Arsene and Albina Feb 13 1928.....28: 186
St Pierre Louis L of Louis W and Exilda M Mar 26 1922...25: 219
St Pierre Marguerite (twin) of Edmond J and Marie Apr 1922...25: 231
St Pierre Mary A of Francis E and Alice M Oct 18 1925....27: 138
St Pierre Mary P of Edouard and Amelia Oct 26 1924.....26: 331
St Pierre Violet M of Antonette Jan 20 1927.................28: 8
St Pierre William G of George and Alonylda Jan 15 1929..29: 7
St Pierre —— (twin) d of Edmond J and Marie Apr 19 1922.25: 238
Starchan Earle K of Earle K and Lela Nov 21 1924........26: 344
Stracqualursi Antonio G of Giuseppe and Maria Sept 26 1921.25: 127
Stracqualursi Maria A of Giuseppe and Maria Aug 4 1926..27: 274
Straight Donald J of Percy J and Annie C Sept 8 1925.....27: 121
Straight Herbert J of Herbert J and Dorothy F Jan 15 1924..26: 188
Straight Joseph R of Thomas J and Ellen E May 15 1921...25: 58
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Straight Mildred E of William H and Lillian E Jan 22 1924...26:192
Straight Robert E T of Edward H and Isabell June 25 1929...29:74
Straight William H of William H and Lillian E Oct 30 1925...27:143
Strait William J (c) of George A and Edna F Mar 13 1922...25:213
Strahan Gail F of Farrand S and Gwendolyn Mar 12 1930...29:185
Strahan Jacqueline of Farrand S and Gwendolyn June 17
1927...28:75
Strahan Noel A of F Stewart and Gwendolyn N Dec 16 1925...27:164
Strand Barbara J of Walter L and Alva C May 20 1930...29:214
Strand Clara D of Christine M July 10 1922...25:271
Strand Marjorie E of Walter L and Alva C Sept 25 1928...28:284
Strang Mary E of Alexander and Sarah Sept 8 1927...28:113
Strang Preston of Preston and Mildred E Aug 6 1927...28:99
Strang Ruth S of Preston and Mildred E Aug 16 1929...29:97
Strasberg Esther of Simon and Katie Sept 7 1921...25:119
Strascio Giuseppe of Francesco and Benedetta Dec 1 1924...26:350
Strascio s of Frank and Benedetta May 19 1922...25:253
Strashnick Doris of Samuel and Dora July 16 1921...25:91
Strashnick Irma M of Samuel and Dora Oct 30 1924...26:333
Strasnik Edwin E of Max and Tillie Dec 20 1924...26:357
Stratakos d of Efstratros and Anna Jan 19 1926...27:181
Stratakos s of Efstratros and Anna Aug 31 1927...28:109
Strategakis Zafheth of Nick and Payo July 27 1921...25:95
Strategopoulos d of Nick and Helen Jan 6 1925...27:3
Stratone d of Clemente and Felicia June 20 1921...25:83
Stratone s of Clemente and Felicia Aug 31 1924...26:305
Stratoni s of Clemente and Felicia Sept 7 1922...25:312
Stratos d of Stephen and Eugenia Feb 16 1922...25:200
Stratos d of Steven and Eugenia May 26 1923...26:70
Stratton Francis J of Thomas and Jane L May 19 1922...25:246
Stratton Hope G of Thomas and Jane L Mar 25 1925...27:39
Stratton Mary E of Thomas and Jane L Aug 4 1926...27:274
Stratton Rene F of Rene C and Anita June 23 1923...26:180
Stratton Rosaleen of Thomas and Jane L Dec 4 1923...26:167
Strauss Arnold L F of Abraham and Bessie Oct 11 1929...29:121
Strauss Avis C of Joseph W and Selina June 10 1923...26:77
Strauss Beverly N of Allen J and Minnie E Aug 18 1929...29:98
Strauss Harriet of Samuel and Sarah Sept 29 1928...28:286
Strauss Minnie of Samuel and Sarah Dec 23 1923...26:173
Strauss Phyllis Y of Joseph W and Selina Dec 10 1928...28:317
Stravato Gaetano of Luigi and Rosa July 1 1928...28:247
Stravato Cristina of Ernesto and Angelina May 16 1925...27:65
Stravato Ernesto of Ernesto and Angelina Oct 10 1929...29:120
Stravato Louis R of Luigi and Rosa May 5 1930...29:208
Stravato Nancy A of Luigi and Rosa June 11 1929...29:69
Stravato Theresa N of Ernesto and Angelina Nov 4 1922...25:329
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Stravato Vincenzo A of Ernesto and Angelina June 11 1927... 28:  73
Straw Alfred of George A and Grace M July 10 1924............ 26:278
Straw —— (twin) d of William C and Izetta B Nov 22 1926... 27: 321
Straw —— (twin) d of William C and Izetta B Nov 22 1926... 27: 321
Straznickas Algerd G of Bernard and Anna Mar 25 1929....... 29: 35
Straznickas Stanley of John and Agnes July 1 1921.......... 25:  85
Stream Lawrence E of Ernest E and Emelia S Mar 26 1921.... 25:  36
Strech Alberta I (twin) of Harold S and Alice M May 11... 1929...
Strech Andrew G of Burton G and Mildred Feb 13 1930...... 29: 173
Strech Roberta E (twin) of Harold S and Alice M May 11... 1929...
Streeter Howard L of Howard L and Bertha E Sept 24 1921... 25:126
Streeter Ruth E of William L and Henrietta L Apr 26 1925... 27:  55
Streil John X of John X and Emma M Sept 1 1924........... 26:306
Streker Dolores of Edward T and Doris June 7 1929......... 29:  67
Streker Helen P of Joseph A and Susan D July 5 1928...... 28: 249
Streker Jean of Charles V and Rose A Sept 11 1927....... 28:115
Streker Kathryn of Joseph A and Susan D Jan 21 1923..... 26:  9
Strelow Haskell of Peter and Molly Mar 6 1928........... 28:196
Strelow Yettie of Peter and Molly July 16 1922........... 25:274
Strelow —— d of Peter and Molly June 30 1924........... 26:272
Strickland Barbara A of Lawrence W and Madeline R July 23... 1926...
Strickland Lawrence of Lawrence W and Madeline R Mar 28... 1925...
Strickler Sylvia of Guy F and Helen C Jan 16 1921......... 25:  40
Stringer Jeanne C of George L and Louise M Sept 21 1924... 26:315
Stringer —— s of George L and Louise M Apr 25 1922....... 25:238
Stringfellow Winfred E of Frank and Margaret E Apr 21... 1926...
Stringfellow —— s of Thomas and Mildred May 9 1923...... 26:  64
Stringfellow —— s of George II and Jennie Aug 24 1924.... 26:305
Stringfellow —— d of William J and Lois Oct 22 1924....... 26:335
Stringfellow —— s of Thomas and Mildred May 6 1927....... 28:  57
Strobel Arthur J of Arthur W and Ilena V Oct 24 1924...... 26:331
Strobel Doris E (twin) of Harry and Edith Jan 15 1925..... 27:  7
Strobel Dorothy A (twin) of Harry and Edith Jan 15 1925.... 27:  7
Strobel Gladys M of Arthur W and Ilena V June 29 1930..... 29:231
Strobel Norman J of Arthur W and Ilena V July 28 1928...... 28:257
Strobel Raymond W of Arthur W and Ilena V Apr 21 1926..... 27:223
Stroh Elaine K of Frank J and Effie M July 29 1927......... 28:  94
Strohmier Dorothy E of Fred C and Jennie E Apr 6 1923...... 26:  48
Strohen Rita M of LeRoy E and Gertrude E June 3 1924...... 26:260
Strohen —— s of LeRoy E and Gertrude E Dec 23 1926...... 27:333
Stromberg Claire M of Gunnar W and Mary V Feb 14 1929..... 29:  19
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Stromberg Doris E of Henry C and Svea O May 22 1924........26: 252
Stromberg Eleanor V of Henry C and Svea O Dec 23 1926........27: 333
Stromberg Helen of Fritz A and Agnes E Nov 9 1923............26: 155
Stromberg Norman A of Albert and Emma Apr 13 1927............28: 46
Stromberg Ruth A of Gunnar W and Mary V Oct 18 1927...........28: 131
Stromberg William E of Gunnar W and Mary V Sept 8 1924........26: 309
Stromwall Edith F of Gustaf H and Ellen Jan 30 1923............26: 13
Stromwall Gilbert F of Bertil E and Cecilia V Sept 14 1929.....29: 109
Stromwell Elsie L of Gustaf H and Ellen July 24 1924............26: 285
Strong Barbara E of Robert B and Flora P June 22 1929...........26: 73
Strong Bertha A of James and Etta M Apr 28 1923................26: 57
Strong Ester of William D and Leda Dec 28 1930..................29: 305
Strong George MacK of William E and Bertha E Apr 14 1922. 25: 229
Strong Iris of William and Leda Apr 19 1924......................26: 234
Strong Leon M (c) of Fred E and Lena Apr 18 1922..............25: 230
Strong Patricia A (c) of Fred E and Lena Apr 21 1926............27: 223
Strong Robert R of Ralph R and Ruth Apr 1 1923.................26: 46
Strong —— d of William M and Lillian G Apr 1921.................25: 82
Strong —— s of Robert B and Flora P Sept 29 1930...............29: 269
Strongoli Antonetta D of Antonio and Angelina Dec 17 1926. 27: 331
Strongoli Antonio C of Antonio and Angelina June 13 1924.....26: 264
Strongoli Carolina of Antonio and Angelina Mar 14 1922........25: 213
Strongoli Carolina P A of Antonio and Angelina Mar 21 1923...26: 40
Strongoli Cesare P of Antonio and Angelina Mar 17 1921........25: 32
Strongoli Elvira C of Antonio and Angelina July 1 1925........27: 88
Strongoli Ida X of Antonio and Angelina Sept 30 1928..........28: 286
Stronson —— s of Gustaf S and Elna M Jan 1 1926...............27: 175
Strossio —— s of Frank and Benedetta Mar 20 1923...............26: 45
Strossio —— d of Francesco and Benedetta June 10 1928.........28: 246
Strouther Clifton E (c) of Kathleen Nov 21 1929...............29: 136
Strond Robert of Rose May 29 1929...............................29: 62
Strouss —— d of Louis and Annie Nov 6 1921......................25: 161
Strout Clement E of Eugene P and Bernice L Apr 15 1924.........26: 232
Strumar Albert J of Louis and Lillian Mar 9 1929.................29: 30
Strumfeld Arnold W of Jack G and Anna Oct 5 1923..............27: 133
Strumski Helen F of John and Franceszka Sept 24 1926...........27: 296
Strumski Irene of John and Franceszka June 12 1929.............29: 69
Strumski Miecrystals of John and Franceszka Aug 22 1922........25: 291
Strzempek Stasia of Walter and Annie Oct 8 1923...............26: 140
St Sauveur Robert L of Leo J A and Yvonne D Feb 2 1929........29: 15
St Thomas Mary T of Eva Nov 10 1928.............................28: 304
St Thomas Vincent L of Leo and Cecilia Oct 14 1921............25: 138
Stuart George H of George H and Lydia A Mar 21 1926...........27: 208
Stubbs Beatrice M of James C and Florence May 30 1921.........25: 64
Stubbs Charles E (c) of Charles and Hazel E Nov 23 1926........27: 322
Stubbs James J of James C and Florence Mar 26 1923.............26: 41
Stubbs Lloyd R of Richard and Margaret Feb 21 1925.............27: 23
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Stubbs Paul F of John F and Mary R Nov 20 1927 ............ 28:144
Stubbs Richard L of Ivan and Angelina July 9 1926 ........ 27: 262
Stubbs Ruth M of William H and Annie E Jan 22 1927 ....... 28:  8
Stubbs —— s of John F and Mary R Dec 17 1924 .......... 26:363
Stuckey Jane H of George and Mary E May 7 1928 .......... 28:222
Stuckey Mary E of William and Mary May 12 1923 ......... 26:  65
Stuckey Mary E of George and Mary E May 17 1930 ......... 29: 213
Stuckey Ruth M of George and Mary E Dec 26 1924 ......... 26:359
Stuckey William of William and Mary E May 7 1928 ....... 28:222
Studer Eleanor L of Joseph M and Mary J Feb 19 1924 ...... 26:205
Studer Joseph M (twin) of Joseph M and Jane Nov 28 1922 .. 25:337
Studer Mary C (twin) of Joseph M and Jane Nov 28 1922 .. 25:337
Studley Edward C of John C and Frances M Oct 30 1923 .... 26:149
Studley Frederick R of John C and Frances M Jan 15 1929 ... 29:  7
Studley James E of Nannie Sept 5 1927 .................. 28:112
Studley Lillian H of John C and Frances M July 22 1926 .... 27:268
Studley Manuela F of Susan June 11 1928 ................ 28:237
Studley Mildred A of Arthur A and Loretta M Jan 8 1928 ... 28:171
Studley —— d of Lewis and Mary J Apr 10 1922 .......... 25:258
Sturdy Dale of Herbert K and Dorothy E Mar 28 1927 ..... 28:  38
Sturges —— (twin) s of Rush and Elizabeth Mar 6 1928 .... 28:196
Sturges —— (twin) s of Rush and Elizabeth Mar 6 1928 .... 28:196
Sturgis George W of George W and Clara Sept 28 1924 .... 26:365
Sturgis Thelma N of George W and Clara T Jan 15 1928 ... 28:173
Stutts Johnson E J (c) of John and Minnie M J Apr 25 1926, 27:224
Stutts Mary E J (c) of John and Minnie M J Dec 26 1924 .... 26:359
Stutts Warren H E (c) of John and Melinda June 26 1923 ... 26:  84
Stutts William C (c) of John and Minnie M J Feb 8 1929 ... 29:  17
Stuwe Helen F of Bernard O and Freda C Sept 25 1925 .... 27:128
Suali Alberto (twin) of Giuseppe and Maria Apr 13 1921 ... 25:  44
Suali Alfredo (twin) of Giuseppe and Maria Apr 13 1921 ... 25:  44
Suali Alfredo of Giuseppe and Maria Jan 20 1923 ............ 26:  9
Subotter Louis of Harry and Ida Sept 13 1923 ............ 26:126
Suchechi Doris of Michael J and Alice Oct 22 1924 ......... 26:329
Suchwalko Rita I (twin) of Lucian J and Rosanna Jan 20 1928 . 28:175
Suchwalko Robert L (twin) of Lucian J and Rosanna Jan 20 1928 . 28:175
Sudano Emanuela of Emanuele and Maria Jan 29 1922 ....... 25:189
Suddard Angelina M of John H and Angelina M Jan 8 1922 .. 25:180
Suess Barbara L of Francis J and Margaret G Nov 15 1926 ... 27:318
Suess Catherine F of Edward W and Lena Jan 6 1924 ......... 26:185
Suess Edward W of Edward W and Lena Nov 29 1921 ......... 25:159
Suess Madeline E of Francis J and Margaret G Feb 17 1924 .. 26:204
Suess Norma B of Edward W and Lena Aug 30 1929 ........ 29:103
Suffa Frederick W of William G and Sarah G Dec 13 1924 ... 26:354
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Sugarman Calvin of Max and Estelle V Nov 20 1925............. 27:152
Sugarman David P of Max and Estelle V Dec 22 1930............ 29:303
Sugarman Edith R of Phillip and Leah Mar 12 1928............. 28:198
Sugarman Harold D of Rubin and Rebecca Jan 22 1928........... 28:176
Sugarman Harold J of Philip and Leah Dec 15 1922............. 25:346
Sugarman Herman J of Robert and Jennie Jan 30 1921........... 25:11
Sugarman Julian G of Abe and Minnie Nov 28 1930.............. 29:293
Sugarman Mitchell F of Max and Estelle V Aug 28 1927........... 28:108
Sugarman Rae of Max and Estelle V Aug 27 1929................. 29:102
Sugarman Saul E of Jacob and Flora Sept 2 1926................ 27:287
Sugarman Shirley D of Robert and Jennie Mar 25 1926........... 27:210
Sugarman Charlotte D of Hyman and Minnie Mar 1 1923........... 26:30
Sugarman Everett D of Hyman and Minnie May 11 1929........... 29:55
Sugarman Irving H of Hyman and Minnie June 10 1925............ 27:77
Sugarman Nathaniel H of Samuel G and Clara Dec 4 1922........ 25:341
Sugia Enrico I of Eliseo and Angelina June 3 1927............. 28:69
Sugia Tomaso A of Eliseo and Angelina Jan 18 1926............. 27:181
Sugrue John J of Timothy J and Mary Nov 4 1927................. 28:139
Sugrue Julia F of Timothy J and Mary Mar 11 1930.............. 29:185
Sugrue Margaret M of James and Bridget Dec 23 1924............ 26:358
Sugrue Mary T of Timothy J and Mary Jan 4 1929................. 29:2
Sugrue Robert J of Timothy J and Laura E M June 12 1929........ 29:69
Sugrue —— s of Patrick J and Mary T June 23 1930............. 29:232
Subieliski Carolyn J of Kasniel J and Josephine M Jan 6 1926... 27:177
Subieliski Kasniel of Kasniel J and Josephine M Aug 2 1923... 26:104
Suitor Barbara A of Robert T and Kathryn L July 18 1930....... 29:239
Suitor Elmer W of George O and Mabel June 26 1921............. 25:76
Sukiasian Albert B of Hrant and Rose May 7 1923................. 26:63
Sukoski —— s of Otto W and Vittoria June 29 1924.............. 26:271
Sulley John W of Winifred 1 July 11 1925....................... 27:92
Sullivan Alice M of John L and Marie R A Feb 21 1921........... 25:22
Sullivan Alice M of Dennis J and Alice M May 6 1929........... 29:53
Sullivan Amelia E of John T and Carrie Feb 4 1923.............. 26:17
Sullivan Arleen A of William J and Agnes H Apr 9 1928........... 28:211
Sullivan Barbara of Raymond G and Gladys Jan 5 1929........... 29:3
Sullivan Barbara of Julia T Feb 1 1924......................... 26:198
Sullivan Barbara A of Thomas W and Anna J Dec 5 1927........... 28:153
Sullivan Barbara A of Francis W and Stella Mar 23 1930........ 29:190
Sullivan Barbara E of William L J and Eleanor F July 6 1924... 26:277
Sullivan Barbara E of John F and Vera E July 25 1925........... 27:99
Sullivan Barbara J of John J and Agnes B Feb 10 1924........... 26:201
Sullivan Barbara L of James F and Rose M June 14 1928........ 28:239
Sullivan Barbara R of John J and Anna Sept 11 1930........29:262
Sullivan Bertha E of Michael L and Bertha A July 20 1926....27:267
Sullivan Beverly E of William L J and Eleanor F Feb 24 1926.27:196
Sullivan Brenton P of Margaret June 2 1924..................26:259
Sullivan Carolyn of James A and Katherine Aug 13 1929...29:96
Sullivan Catherine of Daniel F and Catherine T Aug 18 1925..27:111
Sullivan Catherine L of John A and Mary A May 9 1922.....25:242
Sullivan Charles F of Charles F and Ruth H July 21 1927....28:91
Sullivan Claire of Owen L and Marie M July 9 1928.........28:250
Sullivan Clarence E of Clarence G and Mary May 13 1927.....28:59
Sullivan Daniel J of Daniel and Mary Jan 5 1926............27:176
Sullivan Dennis J of Dennis J and Alice M Mar 8 1927.....28:29
Sullivan Donald of Marcus J and Sarah T Jan 11 1925........27:5
Sullivan Doris V of John V and Mary F Oct 26 1923........26:147
Sullivan Dorothy of James F and Rose M Dec 8 1923.........26:168
Sullivan Dorothy E of Cornelius J and Anna L Dec 6 1922....25:342
Sullivan Dorothy R of Frank F and Elizabeth M Nov 4 1924..26:337
Sullivan Edward of James C and Mary V Mar 24 1928.........28:203
Sullivan Edward F of Frank E and Marguerite A Mar 21 1922.25:17
Sullivan Edward T of Thomas X and Elizabeth G Mar 31 1923.26:43
Sullivan Edward T of John S and Catherine S June 2 1923....26:74
Sullivan Edward W of Patrick J and Mary A Feb 3 1923......26:17
Sullivan Edwin J of Mortimer A and Jane W Sept 22 1929...29:112
Sullivan Eileen G of James A and Katherine Feb 19 1927....28:21
Sullivan Eileen L of Marcus J and Sarah T Jan 2 1926.......27:175
Sullivan Eileen M of Bertram J and Marybelle Mar 3 1927...28:27
Sullivan Elizabeth E of Cornelius J and Elizabeth A Feb 5
1930. .........................................................29:170
Sullivan Elizabeth M of Florence M and Helena T Dec 6 1923.26:168
Sullivan Florence of Florence M and Helena T Nov 4 1921..25:149
Sullivan Francis J of Florence E and Margaret J Aug 6 1925.27:106
Sullivan Francis M of James E and Mary R Oct 1 1923.......26:137
Sullivan Frank of Camilla May 17 1921.......................25:59
Sullivan Frederick of Marcus J and Sarah T Mar 9 1930.....29:184
Sullivan George of George A and Sadie A Oct 22 1922........25:321
Sullivan George of Ethel V Feb 20 1927......................28:21
Sullivan Gerald of Jeremiah G and Grace R Mar 22 1927.....28:35
Sullivan Gerald F of Timothy J and Nellie M Jan 29 1926....27:185
Sullivan Helen of Patrick T and Blanche J Mar 31 1925......27:41
Sullivan Helen A of Edward J and Ethel M Apr 3 1924........26:228
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Sullivan Helen E of Michael G and Mary E Apr 17 1927...28: 48
Sullivan Helen M of Frank P and Elizabeth M June 19 1923...26: 80
Sullivan Helen M of John P and Mary A Aug 16 1926...27: 279
Sullivan Helen T of John L and Marie R May 3 1928...28: 221
Sullivan Henry G of Patrick J and Jennette S Apr 5 1923...26: 48
Sullivan Isabelle A of George A and Sadie A June 3 1925...27: 75
Sullivan Jacqueline E of William J and Lillian O Nov 16

1921...25: 153
Sullivan James A of James A and Katherine Jan 4 1924...26: 184
Sullivan James J of Timothy and Margaret E July 7 1925...27: 91
Sullivan James M of Michael and Julia July 11 1928...28: 251
Sullivan James M of John F and Vera E Sept 22 1928...28: 283
Sullivan John of Helen May 28 1925...27: 70
Sullivan John of Michael and Julia June 9 1926...27: 247
Sullivan John E of Florence E and Margaret J Apr 12 1923...26: 50
Sullivan John F of John F and Ellen Jan 26 1922...25: 188
Sullivan John F of John and Mary L Jan 16 1922...25: 184
Sullivan John F of John and Catherine June 15 1922...25: 200
Sullivan John F of John F and Mary C June 26 1922...25: 264
Sullivan John F of Anthony J and Ethel Sept 27 1927...28: 121
Sullivan John H of Joseph W and Sabina Sept 26 1921...25: 127
Sullivan John J of John S and Catherine T Mar 25 1921...25: 35
Sullivan John J of John J and Dora R July 7 1923...26: 90
Sullivan John J of John J and Blanche Oct 11 1923...26: 111
Sullivan John J of Joseph A and Alice E Dec 3 1923...26: 166
Sullivan John J of John and Mary A July 12 1925...27: 92
Sullivan John J of Jack and Mae E Feb 15 1926...27: 193
Sullivan John L of John L and Marie R Jan 28 1925...27: 12
Sullivan John L of John L and Charlotte R Apr 6 1927...28: 43
Sullivan John P of John P and Mary A June 12 1928...28: 238
Sullivan John P of Patrick and Mary C Dec 5 1930...29: 297
Sullivan Joseph of John and Mary A Nov 22 1927...28: 145
Sullivan Joseph F of John S and Catherine T Jan 28 1927...28: 11
Sullivan Joseph P of Patrick and Catherine M Feb 22 1923...26: 25
Sullivan Lawrence J of Mortimer A and Jane W Nov 10 1922...25: 331
Sullivan Leanore G of John A and Mary A Feb 22 1921...26: 206
Sullivan Leo of George F and Margaret Jan 23 1925...27: 10
Sullivan Leo A of John F and Vera E Dec 24 1929...29: 150
Sullivan Lillian C of William J and Lillian O Dec 4 1922...25: 341
Sullivan Lorraine M of John T and Jennie M Feb 25 1930...29: 178
Sullivan Marcus J of Marcus J and Sarah T Nov 5 1921...25: 149
Sullivan Margaret of Henry F and Jennie Aug 8 1922...25: 285
Sullivan Margaret E of Francis L and Mary E Sept 29 1922...25: 309
Sullivan Margaret E of Charles E and Sarah M Apr 29 1922...25: 235
Sullivan Margaret M of Timothy and Margaret E Dec 27 1921...25: 172
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Sullivan Margaret M of William E and Emily Sept 12 1926...27:291
Sullivan Margaret M of Cornelius J and Elizabeth A Oct 21
1928...28:296
Sullivan Marguerite R of Joseph F and Helen P Feb 5 1922...25:194
Sullivan Marie B of George A and Sadie A Aug 15 1929...29:97
Sullivan Marilyn T of Mortimer A and Jane W Aug 12 1926...27:277
Sullivan Marion of John and Mary L Oct 19 1927...28:132
Sullivan Marjorie P of George A and Sadie A Sept 17 1926...27:293
Sullivan Mary of William E and Elinor M Dec 29 1930...29:306
Sullivan Mary C of Francis P and Sarah J Dec 8 1923...26:168
Sullivan Mary F of Dennis P and Sarah May 26 1928...28:229
Sullivan Mary H of Harold and Josephine C Jan 25 1923...26:11
Sullivan Mary J of Mortimer A and Jane W Dec 1 1930...29:296
Sullivan Mary L of Patrick T and Blanche J July 16 1921...25:91
Sullivan Mary L of Arthur A and Mabel H May 14 1923...26:65
Sullivan Mary M of William J and Agnes H July 8 1926...27:262
Sullivan Mary V of John E and Sarah A Sept 26 1926...27:297
Sullivan Michael of Michael and Julia Apr 26 1925...27:55
Sullivan Mildred M of Clarence G and Mary Aug 12 1928...28:265
Sullivan Miriam T of William J and Louise C Nov 16 1924...26:342
Sullivan Mortimer F of Mortimer A and Jane W May 12 1928...28:224
Sullivan Patricia A of John W and Helen J Mar 5 1929...29:28
Sullivan Rachel of Ralph J and Margaret Dec 14 1928...28:328
Sullivan Raymond of Marcus J and Sarah T Dec 7 1923...26:168
Sullivan Raymond F of Dennis J and Alice M Jan 27 1926...27:184
Sullivan Richard J of Richard J and Agnes L Sept 10 1925...27:121
Sullivan Richard T of Timothy F and Mary M Oct 8 1929...29:119
Sullivan Rita M of John F and Ellen Aug 31 1924...26:303
Sullivan Robert A of James F and Margaret A Oct 3 1923...26:138
Sullivan Robert J of William E and Mary E Mar 6 1923...26:32
Sullivan Robert J of James F and Rose M Aug 4 1930...29:247
Sullivan Robert J of John J and Frances G Nov 13 1930...29:288
Sullivan Robert L of Dennis J and Alice M Aug 18 1930...29:252
Sullivan Shirley M of John F and Vera E Sept 19 1927...28:117
Sullivan Teresa D of John A and Mary A Sept 17 1927...28:117
Sullivan Thomas J of John and Mary L Mar 8 1924...26:215
Sullivan Thomas V of John S and Catherine T Apr 5 1928...28:209
Sullivan Ursula H of John and Mary L July 12 1926...27:264
Sullivan Vera A of John F and Vera E July 8 1926...27:262
Sullivan Violet M of Virginia M Apr 23 1930...29:263
Sullivan Virginia F of James F and Rose M May 23 1922...25:283
Sullivan William of Marcus J and Sarah T Dec 25 1926...27:334
Sullivan William C of William E and Emily Feb 24 1925...27:24
Sullivan William E of Dorothy M July 19 1926...27:267
Sullivan William F of William F and Alice C Apr 25 1921...25:49
Sullivan William J of Mortimer L and Mary E May 4 1923...26:62
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Sullivan William L J of William L J and Eleanor F Dec 30
1927, ................................................................. 28: 161
Sullivan Winifred of William H and Winifred C Nov 28 1922, 25: 337
Sullivan — s of Daniel F and Catherine T Mar 11 1922, 25: 223
Sullivan — s of John L and Marie R June 12 1922, 25: 267
Sullivan — s of William H and Lillian G June 22 1922, 25: 263
Sullivan — d of William J and Agnes M Jan 16 1925, 27: 15
Sullivan — s of George A and Sadie A Apr 21 1928, 28: 215
Sullivan — s of William J and Agnes H Aug 2 1929, 29: 92
Sullivan — d of Michael G and Mary E Mar 24 1930, 29: 190
Sullivan — s of Jeremiah G and Grace R Aug 1 1930, 29: 258
Sullo Antonio of Francesco and Rosina Jan 16 1923, 26: 7
Sullo Guido of Francesco and Rosina Jan 14 1921, 25: 6
Sullo Lucia of Francesco and Rosina Dec 3 1928, 28: 314
Sullo Maria (twin) of Francesco and Rosina Dec 29 1929, 29: 152
Sullo — (twin) s of Francesco and Rosina Dec 29 1929, 29: 152
Sundgren George of Chet and Arena Feb 22 1927, 28: 22
Sundgren Jenny of Chet and Arena Nov 9 1922, 25: 350
Summer Arlene M of Morris and Bertha Apr 2 1930, 29: 195
Summer Gerald of Morris and Sarah Aug 15 1923, 26: 111
Summer Irwin B of Morris and Bertha Oct 16 1927, 28: 130
Summer Merwin L of Simon J and Pauline Aug 31 1921, 25: 113
Summers John of Louis and Rose Mar 12 1922, 25: 212
Summersall Raymond C of Samuel and Eleanor Mar 28 1928, 28: 205
Summers Joseph H of Joseph and Pauline M July 13 1929, 29: 83
Summers Lillian H of Joseph and Pauline M Feb 7 1927, 28: 16
Sumption Albert E of Albert E and Mary T Mar 20 1930, 29: 189
Sumption Margaret M of Albert E and Mary T June 23 1923, 26: 180
Sumption William J of Albert E and Mary T Oct 31 1926, 27: 311
Sun Dorothy M (c) of Gladys May 11 1928, 28: 224
Sun Walter of Gladys Dec 16 1924, 26: 355
Sunderland Albert E of George and Janet June 5 1922, 25: 256
Sunderland Gloria R of Charles A and Lilla N May 24 1923, 26: 69
Sunderland Harry F of George and Janet Feb 8 1925, 27: 19
Sunderland Marcia R of George and Janet Aug 16 1923, 26: 111
Sunderland Marion L of Ralph C and Hazel C Jan 13 1922, 25: 183
Sunderland Norman H of Harold and Kathleen June 6 1928, 28: 255
Sunderland Ralph C of Ralph C and Hazel Dec 19 1922, 25: 347
Sundgren Doris M of Arthur and Lillian May 31 1927, 28: 66
Sundgren Helen M of Arthur W and Lillian June 10 1928... 28: 237
Sundin Gustaf A of Gustaf A and Miriam G June 5 1927... 28: 70
Sundin Kenneth G of Gustaf A and Miriam G Jan 22 1929... 29: 10
Sundin Shirley M of Fritz G and Mary July 2 1925...... 27: 88
Sundtman Walter I of Walter I and Jeannette Z May 10 1924... 26: 246
Sundtman Barbara J of David and Lillian May 12 1927... 28: 59
Sundquist Marion H E of Conrad W and Doris A Mar 13 1926... 27: 205
Sunesson Austin R of Anton E and Ethel July 20 1921... 25: 92
Supini Angelo C P of Luigi and Consiglia Mar 26 1926... 27: 210
Supino Errico of Luigi and Consiglia Oct 7 1924... 26: 325
Supino Maria G of Gabriele and Carmela Apr 18 1922... 25: 230
Supino Vincenzo P of Luigi and Consiglia Mar 22 1921... 25: 34
Supinski Edward of Wanda Mar 22 1923... 26: 39
Supinski Henry of Anthony and Eleanor Aug 5 1923... 26: 106
Supinski Mieczislaw of Anthony and Eleanor Feb 3 1921... 25: 13
Supinski Ursula of Frank C and Josephine Apr 16 1926... 27: 221
Supp Joan D of William L and Emma Aug 26 1929... 29: 101
Supple --- s of Andrew F and Winifred M A Mar 10 1927... 28: 40
Surabian Anna of Thomas and Altoun June 20 1928... 28: 241
Surabian Boghos of Mihran and Mariam Nov 9 1922... 25: 330
Surabian Boghos of Thomas and Altoun Apr 1 1930... 29: 195
Surabian Hagop of Nazareth and Sarah Apr 14 1921... 25: 44
Surabian Hagop H of Hovhannes and Siroon Aug 31 1929... 29: 103
Surabian Kapriel H of Hovhannes and Siroon Dec 30 1924... 26: 361
Surabian Nushan of Mihran and Mariam Dec 5 1921... 25: 163
Surabian Victoria of Mihran and Mariam Feb 22 1924... 26: 206
Surabian William A of William M and Sarah Aug 5 1930... 29: 248
Suratt Delores A of Joseph and Blanche Apr 18 1929... 29: 46
Surbut George L of Zaccheus and Elizabeth Nov 6 1922... 25: 329
Surdut Albert M of Samuel and Mollie Nov 3 1922... 25: 329
Surdut Norman A of Samuel and Mollie June 19 1925... 27: 81
Surdut Raymond J of Samuel M and Mollie Nov 5 1927... 28: 139
Surowiec John of Marcin and Bronislava Nov 2 1924... 26: 336
Surowiec Veronica of Marcin and Bronislava Oct 6 1928... 28: 290
Surtel Mary of Thomas and Annie Feb 25 1922... 25: 204
Surtel Stanislaw of Thomas and Annie Sept 25 1923... 26: 132
Susi Antonio of Domenico and Rosaria Dec 12 1923... 26: 170
Susi Concetta of Francesco and Luigina Dec 28 1924... 26: 360
Susi Giovanni of Gabriele and Filomena July 4 1922... 25: 269
Susiio Concetta P of Marco and Anna June 30 1927... 28: 81
Susliavicus Frank of Frank and Antonina Jan 3 1923... 26: 2
Sutcliffe Barbara of Adam A and Mildred A Nov 30 1925... 27: 155
Sutcliffe Frederick W of Fred and Maude Feb 21 1924... 26: 210
Sutcliffe Irene E of William and Lucy June 22 1924... 26: 268
Sutcliffe Jean G of Adam A and Mildred A Oct 18 1922... 25: 320
Sutcliffe John W of John W and Anne Feb 25 1929... 29: 24
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.  

Sutcliffe Joyce J of Robert E and Lillian M Mar 27 1927... 28: 37
Sutcliffe Lincoln G of Dawson and Sophia E July 13 1927... 28: 88
Sutcliffe Mary E of Alfred and Mary MacB June 17 1921... 25: 73
Sutcliffe Nancy A of Adam A and Mildreth A Jan 1 1929... 29: 1
Sutcliffe Richard L of Wilfred A and Ethel F Aug 26 1929... 29: 101
Sutherland Ruth E of Vernon F and Elizabeth Oct 18 1921... 25: 140
Suttell Barbara J of John D and May June 7 1927....... 28: 71
Suttell Douglas A of John D and May July 25 1928....... 28: 257
Suttell Frank L of John D and May Oct 24 1929......... 29: 125
Sutton Alice of Edward V and Frances M Jan 9 1929...... 29: 13
Sutton Barbara of Joseph F and Gertrude A Mar 1 1927... 28: 26
Sutton Dorothy M of Robert J and Ethel June 1 1926.... 27: 244
Sutton George W of George S W and Ellen V Feb 3 1924... 26: 199
Sutton John B of Bradford J and Julia June 12 1924..... 25: 70
Sutton Julia M of Bradford J and Julia A Feb 29 1928.... 28: 192
Sutton Leonard S of Samuel and Rose Sept 3 1922........ 25: 299
Sutton Raymond of Bradford J and Julia A June 13 1924... 26: 264
Sutton Richard J of George S W and Ellen V June 30 1928... 28: 245
Sutton William F of Bradford J and Julia A Jan 7 1927.... 28: 3
Sutton ——s of Bradford J and Julia A Jan 18 1923...... 26: 8
Suvajian Armenak of Harry A and Angele K Aug 4 1925... 27: 105
Suvajian Herach of Harry A and Angele K Sept 18 1929.... 29: 111
Suziedelis Peter of Dominikos and Helena July 2 1924.... 26: 275
Suzzi Lucia M of Carlo and Caterina July 28 1926....... 27: 270
Svajian Alice of George A and Masy Sept 2 1922...... 25: 298
Svajian Charles J of Frank F and Irene H Nov 30 1930... 29: 294
Swales Beatrice D of Herbert and Marjorie 1 June 24 1927... 28: 78
Swales Shirley A of Herbert and Marjorie 1 Dec 26 1930... 29: 305
Swain James W of Ernest F and Hazel Aug 24 1922...... 25: 292
Swaine Doris L of Thomas and Alice Apr 16 1927....... 25: 47
Swales Doris E of Joseph and Lillian E July 4 1925..... 27: 89
Swales Everett of Joseph and Lillian E May 27 1921...... 25: 63
Swales Ruth L of Joseph and Lillian E Nov 28 1923..... 26: 162
Swallow Austin B of Chandler E and Edith May 16 1925.. 27: 65
Swallow John J of George W and Anna K Feb 25 1930... 29: 178
Swallow Louise M of Walter E and Louise A Mar 31 1926... 27: 212
Swallow Richard P of Chandler E and Edith Oct 28 1930... 29: 281
Swallow Walter E of Walter E and Louise A Sept 24 1927... 28: 119
Swan Harold R of Harold R and Catherine June 27 1925... 27: 84
Swan Helen I of Robert P and Helen S Mar 1 1926..... 27: 200
Swan Jean K of Harold R and Catherine Sept 10 1928... 28: 279
Swan John W of Lawrence W and Amy G May 7 1925... 27: 62
Swan Ralph L of Herbert L and Anne R Oct 14 1927..... 28: 130
Swan Walter H of Walter H and Elizabeth Mar 9 1924... 26: 215
Swaney Therese M of James F and Annie M May 3 1925... 27: 60
Swanlund Dorothy L of Arthur H and Dorothy C June 7 1923... 26: 76
Swanlund Jean B of Arthur H and Dorothy C Oct 13 1930...29:276
Swanlund Raymond E of Arthur H and Dorothy C Feb 4 1922...25:194
Swann Allen F of Harry G and Evie M May 28 1924......26:255
Swann Catherine L of Harry G and Evie M Dec 27 1921....25:173
Swanson Andrew P of George F and Beulah Oct 23 1927...28:133
Swanson Anna B of Sakeus and Anna Feb 1 1927.............28:14
Swanson Arthur F of Arthur F and Lydia M June 30 1923...26:85
Swanson Beverly A of Everett I and Dorothy Oct 17 1928...28:294
Swanson Carl W of Carl W and Mary E Sept 14 1924.....26:312
Swanson Claire E of Conrad and Margarette Feb 16 1927...28:20
Swanson Clarence A of Clarence A and Edna M Jan 16 1929...29:7
Swanson Delight B of Nelson B and Gladys E Oct 28 1923...26:148
Swanson Doris M of Frederick and Gladys June 10 1921...25:69
Swanson Edna O of Edward R and Lena F Aug 10 1921...25:103
Swanson Edward L of John E and Edith Sept 14 1923.....26:127
Swanson Ella M of Herman and Nanna May 11 1929.......29:55
Swanson Elsa L of Eric S and Sarah A Jan 14 1924......26:188
Swanson Gertrude C of Walter I W and Helen E Feb 7 1922...25:195
Swanson Gertrude M of Arvid A and Esther M Dec 25 1921...25:172
Swanson Harry A of Herman and Nanna Sept 18 1927......28:117
Swanson Hilding A of Axel B and Anna E Jan 3 1923.....26:2
Swanson Inga B of Sakeus and Anna July 24 1924......26:285
Swanson Jane E of Oscar J and Gunhild Aug 17 1930......29:272
Swanson Jean E of Everett I and Dorothy Dec 23 1930...29:304
Swanson Kermit A of Andrew S and Agda E June 12 1930...29:224
Swanson Marilyn of Carl W and Mary E June 4 1928......28:235
Swanson Marilyn J of Leonard P and Astrid I Aug 20 1929...29:99
Swanson Marjorie E of Edward W and Emma M July 30 1926...27:271
Swanson Milton E of Carl J and Ella M July 12 1922.....25:272
Swanson Norma J of Per R and Josephine M Feb 27 1922....25:205
Swanson Oscar S of Oscar S and Ruth E Dec 25 1921...25:172
Swanson Oscar W of Oscar W and Elizabeth M Oct 14 1930...29:276
Swanson Richard G of Edwin G and Lillie E May 16 1929...29:57
Swanson Robert G of Ernest R and Eva Nov 8 1924......26:338
Swanson Robert M of John E and Edith May 31 1930......29:218
Swanson Robert M of Clarence A and Edna M Sept 11 1930...29:262
Swanson Ronald of Florence July 31 1930..................29:244
Swanson Russell E of Edward S and Mildred F Oct 24 1921...25:142
Swanson Ruth E of Oscar G and Ruth E Aug 25 1923......26:115
Swanson Shirley E of George A and Viola Sept 24 1929.....29:113
Swanson Thomas C of Alice Aug 2 1929....................29:92
Swanson Victoria P of Eskel V and Loraine A Apr 6 1922...25:226
Swanson Virginia E of Edward and Mildred F Sept 9 1924...26:309
Swansonstrum Helen D of David and Dorothea June 20 1922...25:262
Swarbrick Charles W of Charles W and Elsie S Mar 2 1929...29:27
Swarbrick Luellen R of Charles W and Elsie S Dec 2 1925..27:158
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Sward Jacqueline of Robert G and Addie Aug 18 1929...29: 98
Sward John L of John L and Grace June 15 1923...26: 79
Swardt Arthur of Max and Rebecca June 25 1929...29: 74
Swardt Avis of Frank and Elsie Sept 30 1927...28: 122
Swardt Matthew G of Max and Rebecca Nov 25 1930...29: 292
Swardt Nathaniel of Max and Rebecca Sept 25 1927...28: 120
Swardt Paul N of David and Ada June 27 1924...26: 271
Swardt Shirley H of Herman and Minna May 21 1922...25: 247
Swedberg —-s of Gustave H and Hazel M Apr 24 1927...28: 50
Sweeney Alice M of Patrick J and Elizabeth deC May 24 1926, 27: 239
Sweeney Anna T of Bernard A and Anna M Apr 7 1927...28: 43
Sweeney Bernard J of Bernard A and Anna M May 26 1924...26: 254
Sweeney Charles E of Charles E and Jannett A Oct 23 1924...26: 330
Sweeney David F of David F and Bessie Apr 7 1930...29: 197
Sweeney Doris M of James F and Helen B Sept 8 1925...27: 121
Sweeney Dorothy M of Charles E and Jannett A June 24 1927...28: 78
Sweeney Edward E of Edward E and Helen Dec 29 1930...29: 306
Sweeney Edward J of William B and Mary May 2 1928...28: 220
Sweeney Edward T of Edward T and Agnes M Mar 3 1930...29: 181
Sweeney Edwin R of James F and Helen B Nov 5 1926...27: 314
Sweeney Ernest F of Thomas F and Edith Apr 28 1921...27: 50
Sweeney Gloria E of Arthur W and Mabel Aug 9 1927...28: 100
Sweeney Grace L of Frederick W and Harriett A Feb 6 1924, 26: 200
Sweeney Helen of William C and Annie H Feb 1 1923...26: 16
Sweeney Helen M of Edward E and Helen Aug 21 1929...29: 99
Sweeney Jacqueline of John W and Margaret J Jan 14 1925...27: 6
Sweeney James of William J and Ethel M Aug 23 1926...27: 282
Sweeney James A of James A and Anna M Nov 17 1929...29: 135
Sweeney James E of Earl A and Esther D Mar 3 1923...26: 31
Sweeney James F of James F and Annie M Sept 4 1922...25: 299
Sweeney James F of James F and Helen B Aug 25 1924...26: 301
Sweeney James L of William L and Regina L June 19 1927...28: 76
Sweeney James T of James T and Katharine E Oct 18 1921...25: 140
Sweeney Janet of David and Bessie May 9 1925...27: 172
Sweeney Jean E of Michael E and Ellen M Sept 24 1929...29: 113
Sweeney John of Patrick J and Helen Oct 24 1927...28: 134
Sweeney John A of Bernard A and Anna M Mar 9 1923...26: 33
Sweeney John E of John F and Mary E June 5 1924...26: 261
Sweeney John E of John M and Mary R July 31 1928...28: 258
Sweeney John J of James F and Annie M Sept 8 1923...26: 124
Sweeney John R M of John M and Della June 16 1926...27: 251
Sweeney John T of Patrick J and Elizabeth deC July 30 1927, 28: 94
Sweeney Katharine E of James T and Katharine E Nov 12 1922...25: 331
Sweeney Lillian E of Christopher and Margaret J Aug 30 1923, 26: 117
Sweeney Marcella H of Thomas J and Marcella H Sept 17
1924. ................................................. 26: 313
Sweeney Margaret J of John W and Margaret J July 24 1922. 25: 277
Sweeney Mary of Annie H Aug 8 1928. .......................... 28: 264
Sweeney Mary E of William J and Ethel M Oct 13 1924. 26: 326
Sweeney Mary F of Christopher and Mary July 23 1922. 25: 277
Sweeney Mary J of Thomas J and Marcella H Jan 22 1922. 25: 186
Sweeney Matthew C of Matthew W and Marion C Oct 30 1929. 29: 127
Sweeney Norman of Arthur and Mabel July 6 1926. 27: 261
Sweeney Rita E of Hugh E and Catherine M Dec 23 1925. 27: 166
Sweeney Robert E of Patrick J and Elizabeth Dec 11
1930. .......................................................... 29: 299
Sweeney Ronald G of Arthur W and Mabel Jan 14 1930. 29: 161
Sweeney Sarah F of James A and Genevieve R Oct 1 1922. 25: 313
Sweeney Thomas of Walter and Edith M Oct 21 1922. 25: 321
Sweeney Virginia R of James A and Genevieve R Oct 14 1923. 26: 143
Sweeney Virginia S of Frederick W and Harriett A Feb 9
1922. .......................................................... 25: 196
Sweeney William F of James T and Katharine E Dec 12 1923. 26: 170
Sweeney William S of Mary L Nov 2 1925. 27: 173
Sweeney — d of Michael E and Ellen M May 25 1928. 28: 232
Sweeney — s of Eugene and Elizabeth Aug 29 1930. 29: 258
Sweet Agnes P of Paul J and Anna Sept 20 1929. 29: 112
Sweet Anna M of Paul J and Anna Mar 7 1927. 28: 28
Sweet Barbara D of Herbert P and Mary E July 15 1927. 28: 89
Sweet Barbara L of Howard E and Margaret Jan 19 1929. 29: 9
Sweet Charles C of Howard C and Grace A Jan 15 1927. 28: 6
Sweet Charles L of Charles F and Lillian B Dec 23 1922. 25: 349
Sweet Charlotte K of William S and Hope S Apr 27 1922. 25: 235
Sweet Donald M of Milton B and Marion F Nov 25 1929. 29: 138
Sweet Edith L M of Percy O and Hazel E Jan 4 1928. 28: 169
Sweet Elizabeth of Hamilton H and Marion Aug 7 1924. 26: 293
Sweet Elizabeth S of William S and Hope S Feb 4 1926. 27: 189
Sweet Harold J of George and Celia Mar 19 1923. 26: 37
Sweet Herbert E of Erwin H and Mary J Dec 7 1921. 25: 164
Sweet Howard A of Howard and Margaret Oct 31 1925. 27: 143
Sweet John J of Horace and Nellie Feb 20 1921. 25: 21
Sweet Lucille E of Howard C and Grace A Sept 14 1924. 26: 312
Sweet Marilynn of Hamilton H and Marion Aug 8 1927. 28: 100
Sweet Marion H of Warren D and Maybelle E July 26 1921. 25: 95
Sweet Mary L of Horace A and Ellen Dec 5 1923. 26: 167
Sweet Mary R of Charles M and Mary Sept 26 1924. 26: 365
Sweet Merle E of Percy O and Hazel E July 19 1930. 29: 240
Sweet Milton H of Harry and Sadie Dec 19 1922. 25: 347
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Sweet Morris of John and Sarah Mar 2 1921.............. 25: 26
Sweet Patricin A of Russell H and Grace Dec 19 1930........ 29: 302
Sweet Richard S of Willard R and Edna H May 17 1929........ 29: 57
Sweet Roderick I of Russell H and Grace Feb 16 1928........ 28: 187
Sweet Virginia R of Clarence P and Ruth A Jan 27 1924........ 26: 194
Sweet Warren E of William and Addie M Mar 4 1922........... 25: 209
Sweet Willard A of William and Addie M Feb 27 1927........ 28: 24
Sweet Willard R of Willard R and Edna H July 5 1925........ 27: 90
Sweet William of Maurice and Bertha July 23 1929........... 29: 87
Sweet William R of William and Addie M Jan 25 1924........ 26: 193
Sweet —— s of George J and Celna H Dec 18 1921........... 25: 169
Sweetland Elizabeth R of John and Katherine F A Feb 24
1921.......................... 25: 25
Swegewicz Louis M of William Z and Agnes F Feb 22 1926... 27: 196
Sweitzer Phyllis M of Edward A and Irene M Aug 30 1929... 29: 103
Swendeman Mary J of Francis J and Mary A June 25 1924... 26: 270
Swenson Algott R of Carl R and Christine Dec 1 1926.... 27: 326
Swenson Dorothy M of John E and Effie L Mar 24 1924.... 26: 222
Swenson Ernest A of John E and Effie L Dec 6 1925..... 27: 160
Swenson Kathryn M of George C and Kathryn L Dec 24 1924... 26: 358
Swenson Mildred G of John E and Effie L Sept 20 1922.... 25: 306
Swenson Milton H of John E and Effie L Apr 14 1927.... 28: 46
Swenson Verna L of Vernor G and Thelma June 16 1928.... 28: 239
Swenson —— d of John and Effie Aug 8 1929............. 29: 104
Swentor Norman G of August W and Edna M Oct 15 1927... 28: 130
Swerchewsky Raymond of Mike and Mary Feb 10 1925...... 27: 20
Swerling Shirley Z of Abraham and Etta Feb 17 1926...... 27: 194
Swetlowik Lena of Edward and Aggie Dec 16 1923........ 26: 171
Swetlowik Mary of Edward and Aggie May 11 1921.......... 25: 56
Swicki Frederick R of Carl F and Evelyn H Feb 5 1927..... 28: 16
Swiderski Josephine of Kazimierzcz and Weronika Mar 7 1924... 26: 214
Swidevsky Dorothy R of Harry and Anna Jan 27 1929..... 29: 11
Swift Almon C of David A and Mary Apr 24 1928........ 28: 216
Swift Earl of Earl M and Irene V Dec 22 1924........ 26: 358
Swift Elaine C of Arthur E and Irene G Mar 31 1923........ 26: 43
Swift Elizabeth of Paul M and Gladys P Feb 23 1924...... 26: 207
Swift Lewis E of Lewis C and Louise July 16 1926....... 27: 266
Swift Louise M of Lewis C and Louise Nov 21 1930.... 29: 290
Swift Mary P G of William F and Mary L May 24 1921.... 25: 61
Swift Shirley of Marjorie Nov 10 1925................. 27: 148
Swift Virginia B of Morton E and Marguerite E Feb 6 1925... 27: 18
Swift Walter C of Josiah S and Katherine C Aug 16 1922... 25: 288
Swift Walter E of Homer E and Edith F July 23 1927..... 28: 92
Swift William R of Francis and Lola Oct 6 1926........ 27: 302
Swift —— s of Paul M and Gladys P Oct 28 1926......... 27: 310
Swift — d of Christopher A and Elizabeth M July 18 1930. 29:245
Swinburne — d of James G and Estelle A Dec 19 1930... 29:302
Swindells Jacqueline N of Norman M and Rachel Sept 18 1928. 28:282
Swiszcz Edward of Stanley and Helen Mar 23 1927........... 28:36
Swiszcz John of Stanley and Helen Mar 11 1928............. 28:198
Sydell Phyllis R of Morris R and Marion C Feb 25 1924...... 26:208
Sydney Allan W of Jacob T and Ada Sept 19 1928............. 28:282
Syintsakos Constantine of Alec P and Margherita Mar 4 1921. 25:27
Syintsakos Joseph A of Alec P and Margherita Mar 1 1926.. 27:200
Sykes Beatrice E of Brooke A and Doris M Oct 3 1930..... 29:272
Sykes Frank C of Frank C and Florence V Jan 13 1925..... 27:6
Sykes George E of George E and Ada B July 21 1926...... 27:267
Sykes Herbert B of Brooke A and Doris M Mar 30 1924..... 26:224
Sykes Helene F of Frank C and Florence V Apr 15 1922... 25:230
Sykes Marian E of Leonard E and Ethel Sept 15 1923.... 26:127
Sykes Phyllis E of Edward M and Emma O Oct 1 1926... 27:300
Sykes Robert R of Frank C and Florence V Nov 27 1926... 27:323
Sykes Ruth P of Edwin A and Grace I July 16 1926...... 27:266
Sykes William H of William II and Villa Jan 20 1930... 29:163
Sylvia Jose of Anthony M and Gorgina O July 2 1922.... 25:269
Sylvia Robert V J of Joseph and Marion C July 30 1921... 25:97
Sylvander Helene C of Roy W A and Elsie J June 13 1926.. 27:249
Sylvan Roland E of Eric N and Signe M May 17 1924... 26:249
Sylvester Ernest W of Ernest J and Hazel A Apr 15 1926.. 27:220
Sylvester Herbert C of Charles A and Annie Apr 2 1924.. 26:227
Sylvestre Marie C B of Joseph A and Anna L Apr 24 1922. 25:233
Sylvia Albert of Albert and Angelina June 1 1926........ 27:244
Sylvia Alene (c) of John and Dorothy May 23 1930........ 29:215
Sylvia Alice of Francisco and Maria Aug 20 1929...... 29:99
Sylvia Audrey M of John L and Merle Jan 30 1930........ 29:167
Sylvia Barbara of John R and Margaret A Feb 12 1922.... 25:198
Sylvia Cordelia F (c) of John and Emma E Sept 3 1923.. 26:122
Sylvia Dorothy M of Joseph and Lottie B Nov 7 1930.... 29:286
Sylvia Edward D of Manuel and Eleanor Mar 26 1928.... 28:204
Sylvia Evelyn V of Manuel and Sara Mar 16 1921...... 25:84
Sylvia Francisco of Francisco and Maria Apr 19 1924.... 26:234
Sylvia Frederick of Francisco and Maria Nov 26 1927.... 28:147
Sylvia George of Manuel E and Ellen M Nov 22 1923.... 26:160
Sylvia James A of James and Jeannette Sept 11 1925.... 27:122
Sylvia James J of Joseph and Lottie B May 24 1925..... 27:69
Sylvia Joao of Francisco and Maria Jan 31 1921...... 25:12
Sylvia John R of Manuel and Alice L May 31 1930..... 29:218
Sylvia Josephine of Frank and Mary Feb 13 1926......... 27:192
Sylvia Manuel of Manuel and Sophia Dec 31 1924...... 26:361
Sylvia Maria of Francisco and Maria Aug 15 1922...... 25:288
Sylvia Maria A of Ernesto and Luzia Jan 20 1925...... 27:9
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Sylvia Mary of Louise Apr 15 1921......................... 25: 44
Sylvia Mary C of Joseph and Marion Sept 27 1922........ 25: 309
Sylvia Mildred of Manuel and Alice L Aug 9 1924........ 26: 294
Sylvia Paul A of John R and Margaret A Dec 2 1929...... 29: 142
Sylvia Raymond J of James and Jeanette E Sept 4 1921.. 26: 307
Sylvia Viola M of Manuel J and Emily F Dec 12 1928..... 28: 318
Sylvia —- s of John and Annie Mar 5 1926............... 27: 201
Syne Nancy of James F and Edith June 16 1922........... 25: 260
Synan Robert H of James A and Julia A Sept 16 1926.... 27: 263
Syrejczyk Vanda B of Simon and Victoria Feb 18 1922.... 25: 201
Syverson Marion L of Walter G and Emma E Oct 26 1926... 27: 309
Syverson —- s of Walter G and Emma E June 5 1921...... 26: 261
Szak Stanislaw of Wladislaw and Stefania May 15 1921.... 25: 58
Szakula —- d of Czeslaw and Anna June 17 1924........... 26: 274
Szarameta Lorraine S of Charles and Stella Dec 31 1927. 28: 161
Szarko Maurice A of Albin and Susana Sept 22 1921..... 25: 125
Szellen Jennie of Charles and Margaret Aug 14 1924..... 26: 296
Szewczyk Lillian of Stanley W and Helen Jan 3 1925...... 27: 2
Szillenas Nellie A of Charlie and Margaretra Nov 2 1922. 25: 328
Szkwarek Stephanie E of Elias and Emma Apr 12 1924...... 26: 231
Szok Franciszek of Boleslawa and Stanislawa June 12 1921. 25: 70
Szpotowski Francis of Julian and Stephanie Oct 2 1930... 29: 272
Szulda Gladys L of John A and Bertha Nov 15 1929....... 29: 134
Szulda John A of John A and Bertha May 8 1927.......... 28: 58
Szycko Stanley of Joseph and Sophie Feb 16 1924....... 26: 204
Szylen Edward of Charlie and Margaret July 23 1926...... 27: 268
Szylin John of Kazimierz and Magdalena Dec 27 1928..... 28: 323
Szymanski Marion of John and Sophie Mar 24 1928........ 28: 203
Szymanski Wladislaw of John and Sophie Feb 22 1926...... 27: 196
Szymanski Zoja Y of John and Sophie Feb 17 1927......... 28: 20

Tabbut Fred C of Clayton E and Mary E Dec 27 1922....... 25: 359
Tabela Frank E (e) of Edwin P and Mary Oct 21 1925...... 27: 139
Taber Ben-Zion of Barney and Ethel Mar 17 1927.......... 28: 33
Taber Cynthia of Wellington P and Margaret M May 6 1921. 25: 54
Taber Dorothy of Abraham and Lena Mar 5 1925........... 27: 31
Taber Frances A of Philip and Eleanor Nov 14 1927...... 28: 142
Taber Gene T of Barney and Ethel Apr 30 1924............. 26: 239
Taber Helen E of Abraham and Lena Feb 28 1923........... 26: 27
Taber Irene G of Frank and Ethel A Nov 29 1921......... 25: 159
Taber Malcolm I of Wellington P and Mary M Mar 23 1923.. 26: 39
Taber Mary of Joseph A and Kathryn M Apr 24 1921........ 25: 48
Taber Merrill F of Barney and Ethel Sept 2 1921......... 25: 116
Taber —- s of Oscar and Ethel Sept 15 1925............... 27: 131
Taberner John E of George R and Marion R Jan 6 1929...... 20: 3
Tabinewski Blanche J of Josef and Victora Nov 9 1928........28: 304
Tabinewski Helen C of Josef and Victora Jan 18 1927........28: 7
Tabinewski Michael L of Josef and Victora Mar 3 1923........26: 31
Taccenda Giovanni C of Pasquale and Rosa Nov 30 1922........25: 337
Taccoma Maria of — and Carmina June 11 1922.............25: 259
Taccone Gilda I of Vito and Maria C Apr 21 1921.............25: 47
Taccone Iolanda of Vito and Maria C Mar 12 1923.............26: 35
Tacelli Alberto B of Angelo and Rosa Jan 26 1922.............25: 188
Tacelli Anna D of Olindo P F and Concetta Aug 6 1930........29: 248
Taffinder — d of Sherwoode A and Margaret K Aug 12 1923.26: 109
Taft Cynthia W of Carleton E and Etta L Apr 13 1928........28: 212
Taft Dale R of Herbert F and Dorothy Sept 6 1928.........25: 278
Taft Donald A of William E and Catherine F Nov 9 1930......29: 286
Taft Dorothy M of Earl H and Ora M Oct 4 1924..............26: 323
Taft Earl of Earl H and Ora Mar 30 1923......................26: 42
Taft Harric M of Harric M and Louise Dec 25 1922...........25: 349
Taft Herbert of Herbert and Vera M Jan 31 1926.............27: 186
Taft Herbert of Herbert and Vera M Feb 13 1930.............29: 173
Taft James L of James L and Catherine Oct 21 1930...........29: 278
Taft Lawrence of Lawrence H and Endavilla Oct 23 1922......25: 322
Taft — s of Harric M and Louise Dec 10 1921.................25: 176
Tafuri Alfonso of Giovanni and Rosina Sept 16 1925........27: 124
Tafuri Concetta of Giovanni and Rosina July 5 1923........26: 90
Tafuri Concetta A of Giovanni and Rosina Sept 16 1929......29: 110
Tafuro Teresa of Giovanni and Rosina Feb 20 1921............25: 21
Taggart Eva of Helen Apr 4 1930..........................29: 196
Tagliaferri Luigi G of Policarpo and Elvira Mar 29 1927....28: 38
Tagliaferri Maria A of Umberto and Teresa Sept 27 1926.....27: 297
Tagliaferri Vincenzo A of Umberto and Teresa July 27 1922....25: 279
Tagliaferri Vincenzo G of Alfonso and Lucia Jan 23 1928......28: 176
Taglialatela Emilio of Pasqualingo and Angelina Oct 25 1923..26: 147
Taglialatela Immacolata of Pasqualingo and Angelina Feb 12.
1922....................................................25: 198
Taglialatela Immacolata of Pasqualingo and Angelina Nov 8
1925................................................................27: 148
Taglianetti — s of Fiore and Rosaria Jan 21 1926............27: 187
Taglione Anita G of Gaetano and Giovanna Aug 29 1926.....27: 284
Taglione Eleonora of Gaetano and Giovanna Nov 6 1922.....25: 329
Taglione James G of Domenico and Domenica Nov 8 1927.....28: 140
Taglione John D of Domenico and Domenica June 30 1929....29: 76
Tague Catherine of Howard V and Catherine Feb 4 1921......25: 14
Tahakjian Dorothy of Peter and Sarah Oct 8 1927.............28: 127
Tahakjian Levonig of Levonig and Takouni Nov 7 1923........26: 155
Tahakjian Milton of Leo B and Takouni Feb 7 1927............28: 16
Tahakjian Roy of Peter and Sarah Jan 21 1926................27: 182
Tainsh Doris J of John G and Helen E Jan 11 1929...........29: 5
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Tainsh Elizabeth A of George and Mary J Feb 16 1923. 22
Tainsh George A of George and Mary J Apr 13 1930. 199
Tainsh Lilian E of George and Mary J Sept 29 1921. 128
Tainsh Madeline T of George W and Eya M Dec 19 1923. 172
Tainsh Marion B of George and Mary J Feb 23 1926. 196
Tainsh Raymond S of Alexander C and Jessie R May 18 1928. 226
Taipe Dorothy M of Joseph H and Mary G May 15 1923. 66
Taito Salvatore M E of Attilio and Flavia Dec 2 1921. 350
Taito —— d of Attilio and Flavia Nov 4 1928. 313
Takian George A of Arthur and Teresa M Nov 23 1921. 156
Talacko Edward of Mary Apr 21 1926. 338
Talacko Lucille M of Joseph J and Lucy A Apr 14 1930. 199
Talan Evelyn L N of Morris and Bessie Oct 18 1923. 144
Talan Gladys H of Morris and Bessie Dec 21 1929. 149
Talanian Ardemis of Kerop H and Tarvez Oct 6 1925. 134
Talanian Louise of Solomon and Kohar Feb 10 1926. 191
Talbot James F of John J and Winifred M Jan 15 1922. 184
Talbot James McV of William and Helen Mar 27 1927. 37
Talbot John J of Martin J and Elizabeth A Apr 6 1929. 41
Talbot Mary J of Martin J and Elizabeth A Oct 26 1930. 280
Talbot Mary L of John J and Winifred M Dec 5 1924. 351
Talbot Walter R of John J and Winifred M May 12 1923. 65
Talcott Ruth A of Maxel W and Mabel Feb 10 1926. 191
Taldone Flore of Giuseppe and Rosa Nov 8 1922. 330
Taldone Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Angeline Feb 24 1929. 23
Taleff —— s of Rizzan and Mary Nov 26 1926. 325
Taliercio Antonio F of Michele and Maria Sept 17 1925. 125
Taliercio Concetta of Michele and Maria Oct 4 1927. 125
Taliercio Francesco A of Michele and Maria July 18 1924. 282
Taliercio Raffaelle M of Michele and Maria Aug 13 1929. 96
Taliff Edmund of Rizan and Mary Feb 9 1921. 16
Taliff Irene of Rizan and Mary Dec 20 1922. 348
Talla Michele of Luigi and Marina July 17 1923. 95
Tallman Priscilla W of Henry M and Lillian C Aug 30 1922. 294
Tallman Raymond F (twin) of William and Margaret J Aug 12 1925. 109
Tallman Robert J (twin) of William and Margaret J Aug 12

1925. 27
Tallman Roland M of Raymond C and Maria Jan 13 1929. 6
Tallman William M of William and Margaret J June 24 1924. 269
Tallo Giuseppe of Luigi and Maria July 2 1926. 260
Tallo Luigi of Pasquale and Cecilia Dec 31 1930. 307
Tallo Maria E of Luigi and Maria Jan 13 1922. 183
Tallo Mary of Crescenzo and Adelina May 8 1930. 209
Tallo Rolando L of Luigi and Maria May 4 1930. 268
Tally Betsy J of Junius B and June B May 5 1925. 61
Tamao Geraldo N of Michele and Olive July 7 1929............29: 80
Tamburelli Vilma D of Michele A and Anna M Aug 16 1922....25: 288
Tamburina Maria of Salvatore and Vittoria Mar 24 1928.....28: 263
Tamburina Rosa of Salvatore and Vittoria Jan 10 1927......28: 4
Tamburri Carmela of Nicola and Giuseppina Nov 1 1926.....27: 313
Tamburri Maria A of Nicola and Giuseppina Dec 1 1922....25: 340
Tamburri Tomaso of Nicola and Giuseppina Apr 6 1921.....25: 41
Tamburro Alberto N of Benedetto and Giovannina May 5
1929...........................................29: 53
Taneczewicz —— s of Tomasz and Jadwiga Aug 6 1927.....28: 110
Tameo Frank A of Anthony and Caterina Aug 3 1928.....28: 262
Tameo John of Anthony J and Caterina Feb 17 1930.....29: 175
Tameo —— s of Anthony and Caterina Sept 9 1927.........28: 123
Tamke Margaret E of Henry J and Eunice S Sept 22 1929...29: 112
Tamke Stella M of Henry J and Eunice S Sept 29 1927.....28: 121
Tammaro Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Antonetta June 8 1929..29: 68
Tammaro Margherita of Giuseppe and Antonetta Mar 26 1922.25: 219
Tammelio Antonio E of Luigi and Aurelia May 12 1925.....27: 64
Tammelio Francesco G of Giuseppe and Luisa M Apr 27 1929..29: 49
Tammelio Gloria M of Luigi and Aurelia Oct 26 1926.....27: 309
Tammelio —— s of Giuseppe and Luisa M Nov 25 1927.....28: 150
Tammetta Antonio of Marino and Angelina Apr 9 1921.....25: 42
Tammetta Francesco A of Mario and Angelina June 18 1925..27: 80
Tammetta Maria G of Mario and Angelina Jan 14 1927.....28: 5
Tammitta Maria G of Giovanni and Giuseppina May 10 1924..26: 246
Tamulencziw Mary of Adolf and Josie Oct 7 1921.........25: 135
Tamusanskas Frank J of Jurgis and Mary A June 8 1925...27: 77
Tamusanskas George of Jurgis and Mary A Sept 5 1923....26: 123
Tamusanskas Marian of Jurgis and Mary A Mar 29 1921.....25: 37
Tancredi Amelia of Antonio and Benedetta Aug 17 1925.....27: 111
Tancredi Anna of Antonio and Benedetta July 25 1923.....26: 98
Tancredi Arturo of Giovanni and Lucia May 16 1922.....25: 245
Tancredi Carmine of Giovanni and Lucia July 16 1924.....26: 281
Tandy Phillip I of Howard C and Valeda Oct 27 1926.....27: 310
Tanenbaum Claire B of Solomon and Mary Oct 9 1930.....29: 274
Tanenbaum Jacob of Harry M and Rena A Sept 4 1930.....29: 260
Tanenbaum Jordan of Solomon and Rebeca Jan 28 1928.....28: 178
Tanenbaum Leslie of Harry M and Rena A May 27 1927.....28: 65
Tanenbaum Muriel of Harry M and Rena A June 17 1924.....26: 266
Tanenbaum Rita of Harry and Gertrude Aug 21 1922.....25: 290
Tanenbaum Robert B of Solomon and Mary July 17 1925.....27: 95
Tanenbaum Sybil of Harry M and Rena A June 4 1926.....27: 245
Tangaro Anna of Giovanni and Teresa July 26 1921.....25: 95
Tangaro Eugene F of Katharine Apr 30 1929........................................29:155
Tanger Selma of Harry and Hilda R July 26 1923............................26: 99
Tanger — s of Harry and Hilda May 25 1927.................................28: 68
Tanguay Henrietta of Charlotte Sept 30 1929.............................29:115
Tanner Betty J T of Robert E and Elizabeth Apr 22 1930..............29:202
Tanner Catherine C of Clifford W and Katherine M July 22
1923..........................................................................................26: 97
Tanner Charles P of Claude E and Mary C Aug 11 1922.................25:286
Tanner Eugene S of Eugene S and Amie Z Aug 8 1926...................27: 276
Tanner Everett F of Everett F and Ethel G June 20 1929..............29: 72
Tanner Harriet L of Lillian L Aug 16 1921.................................25:106
Tanner Helen L of Clifford W and Katherine M Sept 16 1925...........27:124
Tanner Helen V of Daniel A and Helen V June 10 1927....................28: 72
Tanner Jean M of John C and Catherine T Oct 28 1929....................29:127
Tanner Jean McK of Kenneth J and Barbara June 4 1924.................26: 260
Tanner John F of Freeman J and Marjorie L Mar 16 1929..............29: 32
Tanner Mary of Clifford W and Katherine M Aug 14 1927..............28:102
Tanner Phyllis of Walter E S and Clare Mar 15 1923....................26: 36
Tanner Virginia E of Walter S and Mabel F May 26 1922................25:249
Tanner Walter W of Walter W and Florence R Nov 2 1922..............25:328
Tanner Willard B of Kenneth J and Barbara May 16 1921..............25: 58
Tanner — s of Clarence and Eliza F Oct 29 1927...........................28:166
Tansey Elizabeth M of Peter J and Elizabeth M Feb 8 1924............26:364
Tansey Peter J of Peter J and Elizabeth M Mar 31 1928................28:206
Tantimonaco Giovanni of Gaetano and Rosaria F Mar 25 1922...........25:219
Tantimonaco Immacolata of Gaetano and Rosaria F Oct 15
1930..........................................................................................29:276
Tantimonaco Maria of Gaetano and Rosaria F June 1 1928..............28:233
Tantimonaco Rosina of Gaetano and Rosaria F Sept 1 1926.............27:287
Tantimonica Ferdinando of Gaetano and Rosaria F May 21
1925..........................................................................................27: 67
Tantimonico Francesco (twin) of Leo and Filomena Mar 22
1921..........................................................................................25: 34
Tantimonico Gaetano (twin) of Leo and Filomena Mar 22
1921..........................................................................................25: 34
Tantimonico Giorgio of Pietro and Filomena Sept 21 1922..............25:306
Tanurie Eddie of Abraham and Sadie Feb 12 1922........................25:198
Tanurie Esther of Abraham and Sadie Dec 10 1925......................27:162
Tanurie Mary of Abraham and Sadie Aug 25 1924.........................26:301
Tanurie Olga S of Abraham and Sadie Apr 12 1927.......................28: 46
Tanzi Colomba of Costantino and Lucia Aug 31 1923....................26:117
Tanzi Filomena of Michele and Carolina Nov 9 1927...................28:140
Tanzi Giuseppe A of Costantino and Lucia June 12 1924...............26:263
Tanzi Giuseppe A of Costantino and Lucia Feb 1 1929...................29: 15
Tanzi Giuseppe P of Giovannibattista and Adele Apr 19 1928........28:214
Tanzi Gloria of Michele and Carolina May 18 1930.........29:213
Tanzi Gloria T of Costantino and Lucia Jan 1 1926.........27:175
Tanzi John J of Giovanni and Victoria Mar 11 1928.........28:198
Tanzi Luisa of Costantino and Lucia Aug 27 1927.........28:107
Tanzi Maria M of Domenico and Vittorio Jan 22 1922.........25:186
Tanzi Richard J of Vincenzo and Lucia C Aug 8 1929.........29:94
Tanzi Vincenzo of Domenico and Vittoria Dec 26 1926.........27:334
Tanzi Virginia of Giovanni and Victoria Mar 11 1927.........28:30
Tanzi —— d of Michele and Carolina Sept 30 1926.........27:299
Tapalian Agnes of Haig and Lucy K Nov 14 1922.........25:332
Taplin Constance M of Bertie W and Dorothy M Mar 29 1922,25:220
Taplin —— d of Albert W and Dorothy July 12 1923.........26:93
Taraborelli Guglielmo M of Francesco and Teresa May 4 1926,27:230
Taraborelli Maria D of Francesco and Teresa Feb 12 1922.........25:198
Taraborelli Nicola A of Domenico and Rosa Oct 27 1923.........26:148
Taraborrelli Alberto B of Nicola and Orazia May 9 1924.........26:246
Taraian Bedros of Barsam and Hounghouse July 21 1930.........29:241
Taraian Hagop of Mardiros and Macrouhi May 21 1925.........27:67
Taraian Miriam of Barsam and Hounghouse Jan 19 1929.........29:9
Tarantino Alba of Amedeo and Carmela Nov 14 1929.........29:134
Tarantino Amelia of Anna Dec 24 1925,...............27:166
Tarantino Antonetta R of Francesco and Grazia Apr 6 1925,27:46
Tarantino Antonio of Giovanni and Anna Nov 14 1927.........28:142
Tarantino Antonio S of Amedeo and Carmela Feb 8 1927.........28:17
Tarantino Giovanna of Giovanni and Anna Apr 7 1924.........26:229
Tarantino Giovanna of Giovanni and Anna Aug 22 1926.........27:281
Tarantino Incoronata of Amedeo and Carmela June 8 1928.........28:236
Tarantino Rosa of Giovanni and Anna Oct 29 1921.........25:144
Tarantino —— s of Giovanni and Anna Apr 23 1929.........29:47
Tarantino —— d of Giovanni and Anna Sept 26 1930.........29:268
Taraszka Adelka of John and Catarina Oct 31 1924.........26:333
Taraszka Albina of John and Catherine Feb 1 1923.........26:16
Taraszka Carol of John and Catherine Apr 11 1926.........27:218
Tarayan Ara of Mardiros and Makroohi Sept 6 1922.........25:300
Tarayan Kirkor of Mardiros and Makroohi Feb 27 1924.........26:209
Tarbell Marshall W of Arthur and Mabelle Feb 20 1927.........28:21
Tarbox Edwin F of Edwin F and Alice Feb 22 1926.........27:196
Tarbox George D E of Raymond E and Martha M Aug 2 1922,25:282
Tarlaian Eugenia of Sarkis and Surpoohi June 17 1921.........25:73
Tarpian Almas of Nazaret and Mariam Sept 4 1924.........26:307
Tarpian Bargol of Kirkor and Seroun Feb 5 1930.........29:170
Tarpian Lillian of Vartan and Siranoosh Aug 25 1922.........25:292
Tarpian Manoochag of Nazaret and Mariam July 15 1923.........26:94
Tarpian Zarouhi of Mariza and Manouk Nov 23 1929.........29:137
Tarpy Mary F of Stephen and Mary M Oct 17 1924.........26:328
Tarreteta Leonardo of Gaetano and Emelia Oct 15 1924.........26:327
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Tarring Miriam M of Albert E and Lottie G Mar 23 1923 26: 39
Tarro Florence A of Thomas and Clara May 7 1923 26: 63
Tarro Giuseppe M of Giuseppe and Annina Mar 14 1927 28: 32
Tarro Lillian R of Thomas and Clara Aug 31 1921 25: 113
Tarro Michele A of Antonio and Rosa Aug 13 1927 28: 102
Tarro Pietro of Giuseppe and Rachela July 19 1926 27: 267
Tarro Richard E of Antonio and Rosa Dec 18 1929 29: 148
Tarro Thomas A of Thomas and Clara Jan 17 1925 27: 8
Tarsagian Mary (twin) of Andrew and Agnes Jan 1 1929 29: 1
Tarsagian Warren (twin) of Andrew and Agnes Jan 1 1929 29: 1
Tarsky Lillian of Abraham and Nellie Sept 25 1922 25: 308
Tartaglia Alberto E of Benedetto and Maria T Feb 8 1922 25: 196
Tartaglia Angelina P of Benedetto and Maria T June 19 1924 26: 267
Tartaglia Anna of Giulio and Amelia Feb 28 1921 25: 25
Tartaglia Elena C of Vincenzo and Assunta Feb 6 1926 27: 190
Tartaglia Gelardo G of Vincenzo and Assunta June 18 1922 25: 261
Tartaglia Giulio of Vincenzo and Amalia July 23 1923 26: 97
Tartaglio Della M of Salvatore and Isabel Feb 26 1929 29: 24
Tartaglione Anna of Girolamo and Maria Nov 7 1929 29: 132
Tartaglione Maria G of William and Turina Nov 1 1925 27: 145
Tartaglione Maria G of Girolamo and Maria Feb 4 1926 27: 189
Tartaglione Nicholas of William and Turina May 10 1927 28: 58
Tartaglione Nicola of Girolamo and Maria Sept 18 1922 25: 305
Tartaglione — d of Girolamo and Maria Apr 24 1924 26: 241
Tartaglioni — s of Nicola and Maria June 20 1923 26: 87
Tasca Adelaide S of Silvio and Giovanna Feb 18 1923 26: 23
Tasca Anna I of Richard E and Angela Jan 14 1923 26: 6
Tasca Earl E of Tiberio F and Gladys M Sept 28 1926 27: 297
Tasca Genevieve E of Tiberio F and Gladys M Apr 11 1922 25: 228
Tasca Leo W of Attilio E and Ida M A June 29 1924 26: 271
Tasca Robert E of Amalio M R and Angela June 12 1924 26: 264
Tasca Robert F of Carlo A and Marie C Oct 4 1926 27: 301
Tashjian Anahid of Osgeian G and Bayzar H May 21 1924 26: 251
Tashjian Anna of Kerek and Rose June 30 1921 25: 78
Tashjian Elizabeth of Osgeian G and Bayzar H Aug 30 1922 25: 294
Tashjian Haroutoon of John and Arshalous Mar 27 1928 28: 204
Tashjian Jaspar of Kerek and Rose Aug 27 1924 26: 301
Tashjian Kevork of Osgeian G and Bayzar H Apr 30 1926 27: 226
Tashjian Marion of Mulkon and Annie Oct 3 1930 29: 272
Tashjian Mary of John and Arshalous Apr 9 1930 29: 198
Tashjian Sirarp of Kerek and Rose Oct 27 1928 28: 297
Tashjian Vahram K of Edward K and Agavne Dec 12 1928 28: 318
Tashman Ethel F of Herman J and Minnie July 21 1930 29: 241
Tashman James M of Herman J and Minnie Apr 28 1928 28: 218
Tasillo Daniele G of Donato and Vincenzo F May 12 1928 28: 224
Tasker — d of Thomas J and Mary A July 31 1926 27: 272
Tassone — s of Bruno and May Sept 8 1923.............. 26: 124
Tassoni Elizabeth A of Giuseppe V and Elizabeth July 23
1930. ................................................. 29: 241
Tassoni Frances E of Giuseppe V and Elizabeth Oct 24 1925.. 27: 141
Tassoni Maria T of Giuseppe V and Elizabeth June 10 1923.... 26: 77
Tata Celia L of Onofrio and Agnes T May 3 1928............. 28: 221
Tata Madeline T of Onofrio and Agnes T Feb 15 1927......... 28: 19
Tatalo Caterina of Giuseppe and Giuseppa June 28 1924...... 26: 271
Tatalo Lucrezia of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Apr 1 1926....... 27: 215
Tatangello Gida of Nicola and Bettina Mar 20 1922....... 25: 216
Tatarian Alda G of Kachadoor and Gladys L Dec 10 1922..... 25: 344
Tatarian Anahid of Eghia and Mary Dec 6 1929............. 29: 144
Tatarian Edward of Michael and Mary July 28 1927.......... 28: 94
Tatarian Elmas of Michael and Mary May 5 1923........... 26: 62
Tatarian Genevieve of Garabed and Mary June 2 1926 ....... 26: 74
Tatarian Harry of Michael and Mary Oct 14 1924............ 26: 327
Tatarian Mildred F of Kachadoor and Gladys L Jan 31 1926.. 27: 186
Tatarian Nshan M of Michael and Mary Sept 18 1921........ 25: 124
Tate Dorothy R of George H and Lily Apr 7 1927......... 28: 43
Tate Frederick K of Knight W and Esther M Aug 4 1922.... 25: 283
Tate Georgianna B of James H and Bernice Jan 11 1929..... 29: 5
Tate John W of Knight W and Esther M Dec 17 1924......... 26: 356
Tate Lorraine E of Warren D and Elizabeth I June 6 1929.... 29: 67
Tate Margaret A of Robert and Ellen Feb 14 1921.......... 25: 18
Tateosian Aram of Nshan and Berjohie July 8 1927........ 28: 86
Tateosian Bert H of Harry T and Ceranucli Dec 12 1929..... 29: 146
Tateosian Easter A of Garabed and Mariam May 14 1926.... 27: 234
Tateosian Loosaper of Garabed and Mariam May 12 1923.... 26: 65
Tatoian Margaret of Satrag and Vartouhi June 4 1930...... 29: 221
Tatoian Siranoush of Satrag and Vartouhi Jan 19 1928..... 28: 174
Tatosian Kiragos of Misak and Baidzar Sept 14 1922........ 25: 303
Tatosian Misak of Misak and Baidzar July 7 1927........ 28: 85
Tatro Carolyn O of Henry J and Amanda Nov 26 1923........ 26: 161
Tatro Earle C of Earl O and Anna L May 24 1926........ 27: 239
Tatro Mabel E of Henry J and Amanda Jan 15 1922........ 25: 184
Tattersall Ewart A of Ewart G and Mary E May 11 1922.... 25: 243
Tatulli Ignazio of Francesco and Teresa Aug 13 1924...... 26: 296
Tatz Lila J of Harry L and Bertha May 4 1925................ 27: 60
Tatz Martin F of Harry L and Bertha Nov 30 1926........ 27: 324
Taupier John H of John H and Mary Sept 10 1928........ 28: 279
Tavani Carmine A of Flore and Margaret June 9 1928....... 28: 237
Tavanian Harootoon of Ohannes and Elizabeth Nov 26 1927... 28: 147
Tavano Elena G M of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Feb 24 1921... 25: 23
Tavano Luigi G of Giuseppe and Giuseppina July 11 1924.... 26: 279
Tavano Pietro R of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Oct 20 1922.... 25: 320
Tavares Alfredo (c) of Manuel D and Annie May 10 1928..... 28: 223
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Tavares Arnold W (twin) of Manuel C and Adelaide J Mar 7 1925. ........................................ 27: 31
Tavares Arthur of Jose and Jorgina Aug 27 1926. .............. 27: 283
Tavares Barbara M (c) of Hilda Sept 21 1928. .................. 28: 283
Tavares Cecelia of James and Cecilia May 6 1929. ............. 29: 53
Tavares Concepta of Vitorino and Maria C Sept 1 1927. . . 28: 111
Tavares Eduardo of Eduardo and Albertina Aug 21 1924. . . 26: 299
Tavares Eduardo L of Jose L and Elisa June 20 1925. ....... 27: 81
Tavares Edward C of Manuel C and Adelaide J Mar 25 1923. 26: 40
Tavares Emilia C of Manuel C and Maria dosA Apr 28 1924. 26: 238
Tavares Everett H (twin) of Manuel C and Adelaide J Mar 7 1925. ........................................ 27: 31
Tavares Fannie C (c) of Antonio S and Ersalen Feb 11 1928. 28: 185
Tavares Ignace of Joao W and Maria June 28 1926. ............. 27: 286
Tavares Isidora V (c) of Raphael G and Olimpia J Apr 4 1929. 25: 225
Tavares Jennie (c) of Francisco and Emilia Feb 18 1930 ....... 29: 175
Tavares Joao of Manuel and Maria Nov 5 1924. ................. 26: 337
Tavares Jose of Jose and Maria R May 31 1922. ................ 25: 251
Tavares Jose of Manuel C and Maria dosA June 5 1928. ....... 28: 235
Tavares Jose (c) of Manuel D and Annie July 7 1929. ......... 29: 80
Tavares Jose of Manuel and Maria June 7 1930. ................. 29: 222
Tavares Manuel of Luiz and Maria July 1 1921. ................ 25: 85
Tavares Manuel of Manuel C and Maria dosA May 6 1925. .... 27: 61
Tavares Maria of Manuel and Josephine Mar 2 1921. ......... 25: 26
Tavares Miguel of Miguel and Anna May 24 1928. .............. 28: 228
Tavares Parda V (c) of Raphael G and Olimpia J Nov 14 1923. 26: 157
Tavares Peter (c) of Manuel D and Annie Aug 22 1930. ...... 29: 293
Tavares Peter (c) of Peter T and Amelia Dec 23 1930. ...... 29: 307
Tavares Peter C (c) of Leonville and Carrie C Jan 2 1923. ... 26: 1
Tavares Richard of Anthony M and Isabella May 16 1925. .... 27: 65
Tavares Victorino of Miguel and Anna Mar 19 1925. ......... 27: 36
Tavares Vitorino of Vitorino and Maria C July 3 1925. ....... 27: 89
Tavares William of Jose and Georgiana Mar 23 1928. ......... 28: 202
Tavares ——— (c) d of Leonville and Carrie Jan 5 1922. ....... 25: 179
Tavares ——— (c) s of Valentine and Dominga G Sept 19 1930. 29: 271
Tavarozzi Edith D of Antonio and Carmela June 11 1924. .... 26: 263
Tavarozzi Leonora C of Antonio and Carmela July 18 1926. ... 27: 266
Taverner Hazel N of John T and Elsie M June 10 1922. ....... 25: 258
Taverner Reina P of John T and Elsie M May 5 1924. ........ 26: 241
Taylor Albert E of George R W and Sadie A Oct 1 1922. ...... 25: 313
Taylor Albert H of Albert H and Jessie McK June 26 1929. ... 29: 155
Taylor Alberta J of Harold E and Alice May 30 1922. ......... 25: 259
Taylor Alfred L of Leo J and Blanch Jan 20 1925. ............ 27: 9
Taylor Allan C of Claud C and Irene E Apr 28 1922. .......... 25: 355
Taylor Annie of Joseph H and Lillian F Jan 6 1923. .......... 26: 3
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Taylor Arline of Herbert and Rosina I June 26 1925......27: 84
Taylor Arnold G of Leander F and Viola M Aug 24 1925......27: 116
Taylor Audrey J (c) of George A and Gladys E Mar 24 1927......28: 36
Taylor Barbara F (c) of Earl G and Camilla O Apr 8 1925......27: 47
Taylor Benjamin F of Benjamin F and Mary June 17 1921......25: 73
Taylor Benjamin F of Benjamin F and Mildred V Mar 5 1923......26: 32
Taylor Bertha of William F and Alice E Mar 14 1921......25: 31
Taylor Bertha F of Earl and Dorothy M June 17 1929......29: 71
Taylor Charles A of Charles E N and Alice M Mar 4 1927......28: 27
Taylor Charles F of Charles F and Irene Dec 13 1925......27: 163
Taylor Charles H of Charles H and Helen I Aug 1 1921......25: 99
Taylor Claire M of Joseph E and Lucy Aug 19 1924......26: 298
Taylor Clare H of Lyman G and Evelyn A Mar 2 1925......27: 29
Taylor Clayton J of Clayton J and Gladys July 8 1929......29: 81
Taylor Clifton D (twin) of Richard V and Gertrude F Dec 29
1922......25: 351
Taylor Constance of John and Constance E Jan 11 1925......27: 5
Taylor Constance M of Bayden and Mae July 22 1928......28: 255
Taylor David G of George H and Isabel E Dec 17 1930......29: 301
Taylor Donald of Owen and Harriet June 30 1922......25: 266
Taylor Donald C of Donald S and Ruth A Feb 12 1922......25: 198
Taylor Donald R of Raymond E and Gertrude G Apr 25 1925......27: 55
Taylor Donald W of William A and Mary W Feb 2 1926......27: 188
Taylor Donald W of Robert L and Ethyl M Apr 6 1928......28: 210
Taylor Doris I of Frank and Mary L Mar 14 1925......27: 34
Taylor Dorothy E of Henry M and Gertrude C June 15 1923......26: 79
Taylor Dorothy L D of George H and Clara V Oct 23 1923......26: 146
Taylor Dorothy M of Francis H and Maria I June 9 1923......26: 86
Taylor Douglas W of James D and Josephine E Nov 8 1923......26: 338
Taylor Edgar P of Franklin T and Mary E Mar 7 1927......28: 28
Taylor Edna E (c) of Frederick S and Clara L Jan 21 1930......29: 164
Taylor Edward F of Edward F and Anna L Mar 11 1929......29: 30
Taylor Eleanor E of Henry M and Gertrude C June 16 1930......29: 226
Taylor Ethel M of Lawrence F and Edith Jan 31 1922......25: 190
Taylor Everett E of Russell E and Margaret E June 5 1930......29: 221
Taylor Fleurlette A T of Edgar B and Bernice L Mar 17 1930......29: 187
Taylor Francis of Jonathan and Mary A Mar 3 1922......25: 208
Taylor Frank of Helen Feb 28 1921......25: 25
Taylor Franklin T of Franklin T and Mary E July 10 1925......27: 92
Taylor Frederick E of Frederick and Irene May 8 1930......29: 210
Taylor Gladys of Richard and Mary H Feb 6 1926......27: 190
Taylor Gladys J of John L and Gladys May 16 1928......28: 225
Taylor Harold D of Harold D and Mabel L Sept 5 1923......26: 123
Taylor Harold E of Benjamin F and Mary L Oct 28 1927......28: 135
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Taylor Harriet L (c) of Frederick S and Clara L Jan 8 1928... 28: 171
Taylor Harriet E (c) of Bertha June 17 1922................. 25: 261
Taylor Harry E of Charles II and Helen I Jan 21 1923........ 26: 9
Taylor Harvey D of Herbert and Vera May 1 1924.............. 26: 242
Taylor Helen F of Albert G and Bertha E Jan 28 1929........... 29: 11
Taylor Henry M of Henry M and Gertrude C Mar 1 1925......... 27: 29
Taylor Hope E of Henry and Bessie Feb 17 1928................ 28: 187
Taylor Ina A (c) of Owen B and Hattie Oct 15 1923............ 26: 143
Taylor Irene V (c) of John and Mabel V Feb 11 1924........... 26: 202
Taylor James of George and Bertha Jan 27 1926................. 27: 184
Taylor James F of Francis II and Maria I Feb 13 1922......... 25: 206
Taylor James F of Robert S and Beatrice L Apr 7 1926........ 27: 217
Taylor Jane E (c) of Marion E Mar 10 1923..................... 26: 34
Taylor Jean A of Charles E N and Alice M Mar 1 1922.......... 25: 208
Taylor Jean E of Thomas and Christina E Aug 22 1926........ 27: 281
Taylor Jennie of James J and Mary July 7 1928............... 28: 250
Taylor John E (c) of John and Mabel V Jan 28 1926........... 27: 185
Taylor John J of Orrin C and Abbie K July 10 1925............ 27: 92
Taylor Kenneth II (c) of William C and Jessie E Sept 17 1922. 25: 305
Taylor Lawrence R of Lawrence F and Edith Oct 19 1929....... 29: 123
Taylor Leo H of Leo J and Blanch Oct 23 1928............... 28: 206
Taylor Leon F of Leander F and Viola M May 11 1921......... 25: 56
Taylor Leonard E of Frank L and Mary L Apr 21 1923......... 26: 54
Taylor Lester E of Lester E and Marguerite J June 16 1925.... 27: 79
Taylor Lillie O of Leander F and Viola M June 16 1924....... 26: 265
Taylor Lois V (c) of George A and Gladys E Nov 16 1925...... 27: 150
Taylor Louise E of George R W and Rose Aug 6 1929........... 29: 94
Taylor Marie A (c) of Bertha June 17 1923.................... 26: 80
Taylor Marion of Joseph II and Lillian F Aug 21 1927......... 28: 105
Taylor Marion E (c) of George T and Ennice A Oct 21 1922.... 25: 321
Taylor Mark A (twin) of Richard V and Gertrude F Dec 29... 1922............ 25: 351
Taylor Mary E of Malcolm B and Bernice T May 11 1927...... 28: 59
Taylor Mary E of John and Bernice J July 1 1929............. 29: 78
Taylor Mary L of James J and Mary L Jan 23 1927............... 28: 9
Taylor Miriam X (c) of Frederick and Clara Feb 26 1926...... 27: 197
Taylor Muriel A of Burt L and Frances G Mar 27 1921........ 25: 36
Taylor Muriel A of George R W and Sadie A Aug 11 1921...... 25: 104
Taylor Norma E of Orrin C and Abbie K Dec 27 1926............ 27: 334
Taylor Norman G of Lyman G and Evelyn A Feb 15 1930........ 29: 174
Taylor Olive A of William A and Mary W Dec 2 1921........... 25: 162
Taylor Ralph A of Ralph A and Lillian Mar 9 1930............ 29: 184
Taylor Ralph W of Elizabeth L Mar 19 1927................... 28: 34
Taylor Raymond E of Raymond E and Gertrude G Mar 19 22. ................................. 25: 216
Taylor Raymond E of Everett F and Mildred L July 8 1927. 28: 86
Taylor Raymond L of Prentice C and Yvonne July 3 1930. 29: 234
Taylor Reeves R (c) of John E and Cleone E Mar 6 1929. 29: 29
Taylor Richard H of Ivon R and Helen Oct 2 1928. 28: 288
Taylor Robert I of Charles F and Irene May 23 1927. 28: 63
Taylor Robert L of Robert L and Ethyl M Dec 18 1926. 27: 331
Taylor Robert T of Abraham and Agnes Apr 16 1925. 27: 51
Taylor Rose of John and Ersilis Mar 9 1924. 26: 215
Taylor Rose M of George W J and Rose L July 24 1928. 28: 256
Taylor Russell E of Russell E and Margaret E Aug 9 1927. 28: 100
Taylor Russell S of Burt LeR and Mabel G Feb 15 1928. 28: 186
Taylor Ruth of— and Martha E Aug 21 1922. 25: 290
Taylor Ruth E of Arthur L and Ellenor D Apr 21 1923. 26: 54
Taylor Ruth E of Harry and Cora Oct 29 1924. 26: 333
Taylor Sherry L of Howard W and Thelma C Aug 10 1927. 28: 101
Taylor Velma G (c) of George A and Gladys E June 16 1928. 28: 239
Taylor Virginia of Daniel J and Margaret M Aug 15 1921. 25: 105
Taylor Wallace J of Joseph and Margaret A Oct 16 1927. 28: 130
Taylor Willard L of Willard L and Fanny B Nov 21 1922. 25: 334
Taylor William C (c) of William C and Jessie E Apr 14 1921. 25: 44
Taylor William E of Owen B and Harriet M Feb 18 1925. 27: 22
Taylor William M of Morton and Marie Dec 4 1923. 26: 167
Taylor William T of Florence A May 26 1923. 26: 180
Taylor —— s of Arthur J and Orianna A Nov 4 1921. 25: 161
Taylor —— s of John and Nellie Oct 6 1921. 25: 147
Taylor —— d of Chester R and Dorothy B Oct 21 1922. 25: 144
Taylor —— s of Herbert and Florence June 5 1922. 25: 267
Taylor —— s of Harry B and Lillian M Nov 20 1924. 26: 349
Taylor —— s of Harry B and Lillian M Apr 13 1927. 28: 54
Taylor —— d of George W J and Rose L May 22 1929. 29: 64
Taylorson Joan B of Raymond B and Gertrude Oct 16 1929. 29: 123
Tcath Barbara R of Benjamin D and Lillian B Aug 11 1929. 29: 96
Tcath Stanley H of Benjamin and Lillian June 11 1921. 25: 70
Tcath Sybil E of Jacob J and Gertrude L Oct 23 1928. 28: 296
Tcath —— s of Jacob J and Gertrude L Aug 1 1926. 27: 273
Teachman Alice D of Sidney A and Dorothy B July 1 1921. 25: 85
Teague Annie M of Francis and Mary A Nov 27 1927. 28: 147
Teague Elizabeth R of Francis and Mary A Jan 30 1929. 29: 12
Teague James F of Francis and Mary A Sept 3 1930. 29: 260
Teahan Katherine F of Maurice J and Rose A Oct 4 1922. 25: 314
Teal Catherine of Joseph H and Catherine J Jan 29 1926. 27: 185
Tebbetts Agnes V of Ward P and Agnes T V Aug 21 1923. 26: 113
Tebbetts Elizabeth G of Ward P and Agnes T V Dec 4 1921. 25: 163
Tebbetts Margaret A of Ward P and Agnes T V Feb 5 1926. 27: 189
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Tebeau Gertrude of Peter J and Rose G Aug 18 1923.......26:112
Tebo Fred L of Fred L and Mildred B Mar 17 1926.........27:206
Tebo Helen A of Fred L and Mildred B Apr 20 1927.......28: 49
Tebo Louise G of Fred L and Mildred B July 16 1928.......28:253
Tebo Philip of Peter J and Rose G Apr 26 1921..............25: 49
Tedesche Edward C of Rose Apr 22 1927....................28: 49
Tedesche Antonio of Celestino and Lucia May 3 1929.......29: 52
Tedeschi Dorotea E of Antonio and Clara Mar 3 1923......26: 31
Tedeschi Edward F of Benjamin J and Ida E Aug 27 1925...27:115
Tedeschi Evelyn of Samuele and Sarah Oct 13 1928........28:263
Tedeschi Helen F of Armand and Eileen June 17 1930........29:309
Tedeschi Lowell L of Samuele and Sarah Apr 15 1924......26:232
Tedeschi Melvin of Samuele and Sarah Oct 19 1929...........29:123
Tedeschi Robert L of Benjamin J and Ida E Sept 20 1930....29:270
Tedeschi Rose M of Benjamin J and Ida E Oct 4 1922.......25:314
Tedeschi Stella of Antonio and Clara Jan 4 1926...........27:176
Tedeschi Ugo G of Savero and Cosiminna Apr 1 1922........25:224
Tedesco Alfredo of Antonio and Giovannina Feb 11 1922.....25:197
Tedesco Antonetta of Antonio and Giovannina Aug 27 1925...27:115
Tedesco Elena A of Antonio and Giovannina May 17 1928.....28:226
Tedesco Filomena D of Ernesto and Maria Mar 20 1930......29:189
Tedesco Frances J of Joseph and Mary Oct 24 1930.........29:280
Tedesco Giovannina M of Alfonso and Antonetta June 8 1930...29:223
Tedesco Maria of Francesco and Vittoria June 5 1921.......25: 67
Telford Evelyn A of Frederick C and Annie R May 25 1922...25:248
Telford June M of Frederick C and Annie R Apr 27 1929.....29: 49
Tedino Giorgio A of Costanzo and Filomena July 17 1926....27:266
Teelhan Eveline T of Maurice and Rose Feb 15 1925.........27: 21
Teelhan Jane of Maurice and Rose Dec 2 1923...............26:166
Teelhan John of Maurice and Rose July 9 1921..............25: 97
Teelhan Maurice of Maurice and Rose July 12 1927.........28: 87
Teft Alice V of Willet R and Sara A Apr 22 1929...........29: 47
Teft Anna P of Willet R and Sara A Oct 21 1925............27:139
Teftt Barbara J of Freeman P and Rebecca Mar 5 1930......29:182
Teftt Clifford C of Everett A and Mary P Nov 21 1928.....28:308
Teftt Elaine C of Steven B and Jessie P Apr 22 1921........25: 47
Teftt Joseph T of Joseph T and Marguerite G Mar 17 1924....26:219
Teftt June B of Everett A and Mary P Apr 18 1927..........28: 48
Teftt Mary of Robert J and Agnes M Sept 19 1924...........26:314
Teftt Rita G of Joseph T and Marguerite G Dec 17 1922.....25:346
Teftt Stanton E of Thomas and Lilian Apr 13 1926..........27:219
Teftt —— s of Willet R and Sara Sept 16 1924.............26:321
Teigne Mary E of John J and Eliza Aug 20 1921.............25:108
Teixeira David J of Joseph S and Maria L May 25 1923.....26: 70
Teixeira Margaret E of Joseph S and Maria L July 10 1924...26:278
Teixeira Pauline E of Joseph S and Maria L Jan 14 1929.....29: 6
Teixeira —— s of Joseph S and Maria L Jan 2 1926........27: 187
Teixiera Maria (c) of Augusto and Julia Aug 20 1925........27: 112
Tella Anthony J of Giacomo and Carolina M June 6 1923........26: 76
Tella Elena of Annette Dec 14 1921..........................25: 167
Tella Erminia A of Nicola and Jennie Oct 16 1928.............28: 294
Tella Giacomo of Giacomo and Carolina M Feb 17 1928........28: 187
Tella Giusepppe of Giuseppe and Petrina June 8 1922........25: 257
Tella John of Minnie Apr 17 1925..............................27: 172
Tella Marie C of Giacomo and Carolina M Nov 22 1929........29: 137
Tella Marie C of Giacomo and Carolina M July 19 1926........27: 267
Tella Nicola L of Nicola and Jennie Dec 21 1929.............29: 149
Tella Raymond T of Francesco P and Maria Apr 4 1921.........25: 40
Teller Barbara L of Joseph and Lena Oct 27 1929...............29: 126
Teller Norma S of Joseph and Lena Sept 24 1921..............25: 126
Teller Paul R of Emile and Marie R July 21 1921.............26: 283
Teller —— d of Omer and Edna May 8 1929.....................29: 155
Temkin David B of Max N and Celia June 30 1923..............26: 85
Temkin Gertrude H of Max M and Celia Apr 6 1929..............29: 41
Temkin Jacob N of Charles and Rose July 21 1924..............26: 283
Temkin Leon H of Max M and Celia Aug 21 1925.................27: 112
Temkin Martin M of Charles and Rose Mar 28 1929...............29: 36
Temkin Merrill N of Louis J and Betty Apr 2 1929.............29: 40
Tenbrink Arthur R of Joseph W and Edwina L Nov 11 1927....28: 141
Tenbrink Joseph W of Joseph W and Edwina L Mar 31 1924...26: 225
Tenbrink Marie G of Joseph W and Edwina L June 27 1922....25: 265
Tenbrink Thomas N of Joseph W and Edwina L Apr 15 1929.....29: 45
Tenerelli Filomena A of Giuseppe and Giovannina Jan 28 1926...27: 185
Tenerelli Filomena of Anthony and Mary Mar 26 1926.........27: 338
Teneriello Pietro G of Alfonso and Maria C Mar 17 1921......25: 32
Tengerian Vartkes of Mugurdich and Arshaloyce July 3 1930..29: 234
Tennaro —— d of Alessandro and Filomena May 17 1922........25: 253
Tenney Malcolm A of Adelbert L and Virginia M Dec 13 1925.27: 173
Tenney Warren C of Warren C and Bernice May 4 1925.........27: 60
Teoli Albert P of Alberico G A and Maggie May 18 1926......27: 236
Teoli Stella M of Mildred Apr 30 1924........................26: 239
Teolis Adelaide R of Benedetto and Antonetta June 6 1925..27: 76
Teolis Giusepppe of Giuseppe and Giustina Sept 17 1924.....26: 313
Teolis Vittoria of Mariano and Adelina Aug 16 1922..........25: 288
Teolis —— s of Mariano and Adelina Aug 11 1929..............29: 104
Tepalian Antranig of Abraham A and Sofi Oct 21 1928........28: 296
Tepalian Mariam of Abraham A and Sofi Oct 2 1926...........27: 300
Tepel Charles F of Charles F and Alice A Oct 15 1924........26: 327
Tepel Rodney D of Charles and Alice A Oct 23 1922...........25: 322
Tepletzke Evelyn of Abraham and Tillie Jan 18 1922..........25: 185
Terenzi Elena C of Umberto and Cecilia Mar 8 1925..........27: 32
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Tereshka Nikolay of Peter and Krestina Mar 13 1925............27: 33
Terino Anna of Pasquale and Concetta Sept 10 1921..........25: 120
Terino Dora of Pasquale and Concetta Oct 9 1923.............26: 140
Terra Joseph of Joseph and Georgelina Oct 30 1930...........29: 282
Terra —— s of John and Mary Jan 7 1929.......................29: 14
Terranova Anna A of Gerardo and Maria June 4 1924........26: 260
Terranova Evelina R of Gerardo and Maria May 17 1926.....27: 235
Terranova Gerardo A of Gerardo and Maria Aug 15 1928.....28: 267
Terranova Laura A of Giovanni and Maria July 19 1928.....28: 254
Terasaka Marguerite (Jap) of Zenko and Naha Feb 17 1921.25: 20
Terriault Jean M P of Jean B and Alice Nov 19 1923......26: 159
Terrien Alfred G of Alfred G and Delia M Dec 10 1926...27: 329
Terrien Alfred H L of Alfred G and Delia M Sept 15 1923...26: 127
Terry Barbara E of Ernest E and Emily R July 31 1921....25: 97
Terzi Dorotea L of Alfred J and Luisa G Nov 10 1927.....28: 141
Tesavis Stella A of Carl G and Stella V Jan 24 1928.....28: 177
Tesler Eleanor L of Harry I and Evelyn N Nov 20 1930...29: 290
Tesler Hilda M of Charles E and Sophie Apr 28 1924.....26: 238
Tesler Joseph of Charles E and Sophie Jan 30 1921....25: 12
Tesler Marvin G of Harry I and Evelyn N July 23 1926.....27: 268
Tessaglia Domenico A of Armando and Armina June 20 1926...27: 252
Tessaglia Elena of Luigi and Maria A Feb 1 1922............25: 193
Tessaglia Giovanni D of Armando and Armina May 16 1924.26: 249
Tesseris Spiro N of Nicholas S and Mary June 28 1930...29: 231
Tessier Anita M R of John B and Evelyn M July 20 1925...27: 96
Tessier Jean E of Alfred and Bernadette July 2 1927.....28: 83
Tessier Joseph R of Arthur J and Regina M Mar 19 1926...27: 207
Tessier Joseph R G of Ernest J and Adrienne Dec 7 1929...29: 144
Tessier Marie A of Cora M Nov 13 1929.........................29: 134
Tessier Marie C J of John B and Evelyn July 30 1921...25: 97
Tessier Marie C T of Arthur J and Regina M July 5 1921...25: 87
Tessier Paul A of Arthur J and Regina M Jan 7 1924.....26: 185
Tessier Rita M L of Arthur J and Regina M Feb 1 1925....27: 16
Tessier Roger J N of Ernest J and Adrienne July 12 1927...28: 87
Tessitore Alfredo of Virgilio and Caterina Mar 3 1926.....27: 201
Tessitore Elena G M of Virgilio and Caterina Feb 4 1925....27: 17
Tessitore Fernando V V (twin) of Virgilio and Caterina Jan
 16 1923 ........................................................................26: 7
Tessitore Gilda E M of Virgilio and Caterina Dec 15 1923...26: 171
Tessitore Lucio R M of Costantino and Antonetta Mar 12 1924.26: 216
Tessitore Roberto R of Alfredo and Civita June 3 1924...26: 260
Tessitore Rodolfo G C (twin) of Virgilio and Caterina Jan
 16 1923 ........................................................................26: 7
Tessitore Vincenzo G A of Alfredo and Civita June 6 1922...25: 256
Testa Alfonso R of Antonio and Giovanna Sept 16 1921...25: 123
Testa Amalia of Antonio and Nicolina Oct 6 1924.........26: 324
Testa Amalia A of Giovanni and Angelina June 15 1923........26:  79
Testa Angela T of Giuseppe and Maria Nov 7 1921........25:  150
Testa Angelina of Antonio and Assunta Dec 3 1923........26:  166
Testa Antonio of Antonio and Assunta May 6 1926........27:  231
Testa Antonio of Felice and Maria June 13 1929........29:   69
Testa Armando of Antonio and Assunta Apr 23 1922........25:  233
Testa Arturo F of Antonio and Filomena June 11 1924........26:  263
Testa Belinda A of Pasquale and Dolarina Aug 7 1926........27:  275
Testa Benedetto O C of Antonio and Assunta July 18 1926....27:  266
Testa Daniele O of Aurelio S and Angelina M July 15 1925...27:   94
Testa Domenico of Antonio and Nicolina Apr 21 1922........25:  233
Testa Dorotea M of Felice and Maria Apr 3 1925........27:   45
Testa Edith of Antonio and Filomena Dec 10 1922........25:  344
Testa Elaine G of Antonio and Giovanna July 9 1927........28:   86
Testa Eleanor C of Joseph and Annunziata July 24 1929....29:   87
Testa Elisabetta L of Luigi and Stella M July 12 1925......27:   92
Testa Ermelinda N of Giovanni and Angelina May 21 1925....27:   67
Testa Ernestina B of Pasquale and Dolarina July 10 1925....27:   92
Testa Ernesto of Domenico and Vincenza Feb 26 1924........26:  208
Testa Eva C of Vincenzo and Dolarina Sept 5 1928........28:  277
Testa Francesco of Antonio and Nicolina Sept 12 1923......26:  126
Testa Frank D of Domenico and Mary A Mar 6 1926........27:  202
Testa Giacomo A of Giuseppe and Maria Aug 19 1921........25:  108
Testa Giovanni of Antonio and Nicolina May 27 1926........27:  240
Testa Giuseppe C of Giuseppe and Maria Oct 18 1928........28:  295
Testa Gladys P of Domenico and Mary Nov 21 1924........26:  344
Testa Gloria A A of Antonio and Assunta July 7 1929.......29:   80
Testa Gloria E of Alfonso and Feliciana Feb 21 1927......28:   22
Testa Lidia of Giuseppe and Teodolinda Oct 13 1921.........25:  138
Testa Louis H of Louis and Nellie E Feb 14 1929........29:   19
Testa Lucia L E of Felice and Maria Aug 2 1923........26:  104
Testa Luigi G of Nicola and Luisa Mar 10 1925........27:   33
Testa Marianna G of Aurelio S and Angelina M Feb 19 1928..28:  188
Testa Marjorie L of Louis and Mary Jan 31 1922........25:  190
Testa Orazio S of Antonio and Assunta Dec 27 1927........28:  160
Testa Salvatore C of Felice and Maria Nov 1 1926........27:  313
Testa Viola M of Francesco and Vittoria C July 27 1926....27:  270
Testa Viola V of Francesco and Vittoria C Sept 1 1927.....28:  111
Testa —— d of Antonio and Filomena Nov 23 1922........25:  338
Testa —— s of Domenico and Vincenza Feb 25 1927........28:   23
Testa —— s of Antonio and Filomena Sept 8 1927........28:  123
Testoni Mario L of Luigi and Maria May 15 1929........28:  57
Testoni Vito A of Luigi and Maria May 2 1927........28:   26
Tetelbaum Max of Barney and Ida S May 5 1921........25:  54
Tetranilt Alfred P of Alfred P and Gladys M Dec 29 1929...29:  152
Tetranilt Clifford V of Clifford V and Rosanna D Feb 27 1930.29:  179
Tetreault Conrad W of Conrad W and Elizabeth F Dec 22 1929. 29: 140
Tetreault Flora M of Alfred P and Clara F May 14 1924. .26: 248
Tetreault Henry H of Alfred P and Clara F Apr 2 1925. . 27: 44
Tetreault Irene E of Conrad W and Elizabeth F Oct 17 1928. .28: 294
Tetreault John (twin) of Alfred P and Gladys M Dec 16 1930. .29: 301
Tetreault John H of Alfred P and Clara F Mar 27 1922. .25: 220
Tetreault Joseph (twin) of Alfred P and Gladys M Dec 16 1930. .29: 301
Tetreault Laura V of Ephrem and Victorine E Jan 25 1922. .25: 188
Tetreault Leo P of Alfred P and Clara F Feb 2 1929. .29: 15
Tetreault Madeline L of Alfred P and Clara F May 30 1926. .27: 241
Tetreault Albert F of Albert P and Flora Feb 1 1925. .27: 16
Tetreault Alice E (twin) of Alfred E and Fabienne Aug 6 1923. .26: 107
Tetreault Alice I of Albert F and Flora Aug 18 1928. .28: 328
Tetreault Anna V of Renaldo D and Mary L June 13 1922. .25: 259
Tetreault Doris F (twin) of Alfred E and Fabienne Aug 6 1923. .26: 107
Tetreault Ernest R of Eugene and Ethel Dec 20 1924. .26: 357
Tetreault Eugene X of Eugene X and Ethel G Aug 30 1921. .25: 112
Tetreault Evelyn D of Alfred P and Clara F Sept 6 1927. .28: 113
Tetreault George R of Irene Dec 17 1927. .28: 157
Tetreault Jeanette L of Renaldo D and Mary L June 30 1927. .28: 81
Tetreault Loraine T of Nellie E Sept 29 1924. .26: 318
Tetreault Marie of Fred W and Leontine Oct 19 1923. .26: 145
Tetreault Marie J L of Alfred E and Fabienne May 1 1924. .25: 52
Tetreault Marie R A of Albert F and Flora July 23 1921. .25: 94
Tetreault Muriel T of Albert F and Flora Oct 24 1926. .27: 309
Tetreault Paul R J of Renaldo D and Mary L June 28 1925. .27: 85
Tetreault Renaldo L of Renaldo D and Mary L Mar 15 1924. .26: 218
Tetreault Theodore F of Theodore W and Katherine Feb 9 1928. .28: 184
Tetreault Virginia M of Eugene X and Ethel G Aug 4 1923. .26: 106
Tetreault —— d of Frederick J and Ella Aug 2 1921. .25: 100
Tetu Frances A of Arthur A and Lillian C Aug 10 1921. .25: 103
Tetu John H of Louis H and Mary E May 3 1921. .25: 53
Tentonico Elena of Francesco and Maria Jan 14 1922. .25: 183
Tentonico Francesco A of Francesco and Maria Jan 14 1928. .28: 173
Tevanian Lousia of Hovhannes and Elizabeth Sept 12 1923. .26: 126
Tevanian Macrouhi of Hovhannes and Yeghsabeth Mar 14 1922. .25: 213
Tevanian Mariam of Hovhannes and Yeghsabeth Aug 8 1925. .27: 107
Tewksbury Barbara B of Raymond E and Ruth July 10 1929. .29: 81
Texeira Eduardo S of Joao B and Maria Oct 24 1925. .27: 141
Texer Allan R of James R and Ethel G July 5 1929. .29: 79
Thacker George C of Henry N and Gladys M Nov 27 1928. .28: 311
Thacker Albert A of Albert E and Loretta June 3 1927. .28: 69
Thacker James F of Albert E and Loretta Sept 8 1928. .28: 278
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Thacker John J of Albert E and Loretta Feb 24 1930........29:177
Thacker Robert of Ernest LeR and Anna L May 19 1921........25: 59
Thacker —— s of Albert and Lily Aug 3 1921..............25:100
Thacker —— s of Ernest LeR and Anna L Aug 11 1924.......26:295
Thacker —— d of Albert and Lily Oct 12 1924.............26:335
Thain —— d of Edwin and Agnes Dec 20 1928.................28:326
Thatcher Anna E of Earl A and Mary V Feb 19 1922........25:201
Thatcher Beverly J of Charles L and Ida R Jan 2 1928.......28:168
Thatcher Charles L of Charles L and Ida R Jan 26 1923......26: 11
Thatcher Irwin F of Irving S and Rose E Apr 7 1929.........29: 42
Thatcher June C of Harold W and Abbie F Mar 23 1922.......25:218
Thatcher Robert M of Irving S and Rose E May 22 1930......29:215
Thatcher —— s of Charles L and Ida R June 8 1924..........26:262
Thayer Barbara B of Walter O and Grace S May 12 1924.....26:247
Thayer Dorothy A of Walter O and Grace S Oct 20 1925.....27:139
Thayer Harvey H of Robert F and Katherine July 29 1927...28: 94
Thayer Jane G E of Albert and Eva Oct 24 1924.............26:331
Thayer John B of John B and Margaret L Feb 28 1927.......28: 24
Thayer Mary A of Robert F and Katherine June 1 1929.......29: 65
Thayer Nancy A of Walter R and Esther Dec 1 1930........29:296
Thayer Shirley A of Phillips D and Emma S Mar 31 1923.....26: 43
Thayer Walter R of Walter R and Esther Apr 16 1929.......29: 45
Thayer William H of Frederick H and Mary L Dec 1 1921....25:162
Theaker Eleanor M of Fred and Mildred Feb 28 1922.........25:206
Theaker George of Fred and Mildred Feb 15 1924............26:203
Theall Dorothy I of Ernest E and Ida M Apr 7 1922.........25:227
Thebault Robert (twin) of Anthony and Laura Apr 3 1924...26:228
Thebault Roland (twin) of Anthony and Laura Apr 3 1924...26:228
Theberge Marian E of William and Winifred Mar 23 1928....28:203
Theberge —— s of Joseph F and Mae I Dec 20 1924..........26:363
Theodore Ostina of Nicholas R and Christina N July 12 1922..25:272
Theodore Rigos X of Nicholas R and Christina A Sept 23...25:272
Theodore B and Margaret M Aug 10...28:101
Theodoropoulous Panagiotos S of Soterios and Angelina Sept 16

1929. ..........................................................29:110
Theodorou Athena of Thomas T and Celia Dec 30 1924.......26:361
Theodorou Constance of Thomas T and Celia Aug 5 1930.....29:248
Theodorou Mary E of Thomas T and Celia Aug 10 1922......25:285
Theriault Beatrice A of Henry O and Irene B Sept 11 1926..27:291
Theriault Marie H of Henry O and Irene B June 9 1928......28:237
Theriault Joseph G of George and Mary July 1 1927........28: 83
Theriault Edonard F of Eugene J and Margaret M Aug 10...28:237

1923. ..........................................................26:131
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Theriault Eugene R of Eugene J R and Margaret M July 27 1924. .......................... 26: 286
Theriault June R of Joseph T and Emma M May 27 1924. .......................... 26: 254
Theriault Robert L of Eugene J and Margaret M July 20 1930. .......................... 26: 240
Therieu Walter G of George H and Amanda E Dec 12 1923. .......................... 26: 170
Theroux Albert H of Adjutor H and May G May 5 1922. .......................... 25: 240
Theroux Annette E of Omer and Helen F Aug 23 1921. .......................... 25: 110
Theroux Bernice L of Alfred and Doris H C May 26 1922. .......................... 25: 219
Theroux John J of Herman A and Annie E Dec 4 1926. .......................... 27: 327
Theroux Normand of Viola M July 16 1925. .......................... 27: 94
Therrien Dorothy of Pierre P and Leona R May 1924. .......................... 26: 230
Therrien Pierre A of Pierre and Ellen June 22 1921. .......................... 25: 73
Therrien Rita E of Leon Z and Gertrude R May 28 1925. .......................... 27: 70
Thibault Charles R of Charles and Rose G June 27 1926. .......................... 27: 235
Thibault Ernest W of Ernest A and Lillian M June 8 1921. .......................... 25: 69
Thibault Helen M of Charles and Rose G Jan 18 1924. .......................... 26: 190
Thibault Joseph R of Rodolphe and Yvonne Apr 26 1925. .......................... 27: 55
Thibault Joseph R of Rodolphe and Yvonne May 8 1929. .......................... 29: 54
Thibault —— d of Edmond and Eugenie Nov 2 1921. .......................... 25: 161
Thibault Clara V of Joseph and Elsie E Nov 15 1927. .......................... 28: 142
Thibault Norbert of Anthony and Laura Oct 29 1922. .......................... 25: 324
Thibault —— d of Blanche June 24 1927. .......................... 28: 78
Thibert Marie of William A and Alice Jan 5 1930. .......................... 29: 158
Thibodeau Archille D of Archille and Amy C Jan 19 1930. .......................... 29: 163
Thibodeau Dora L of Joseph O and Angelina M Apr 28 1923. .......................... 26: 57
Thibodeau Florence C of Lucien and Louisa V Feb 7 1924. .......................... 26: 200
Thibodeau Helen R of Joseph A and Joanna Jan 15 1921. .......................... 25: 6
Thibodeau Joseph A of Joseph A and Bertha T Feb 21 1927. .......................... 28: 23
Thibodeau Joseph W of Joseph L and Alice A Oct 16 1924. .......................... 26: 327
Thibodeau Marie G of Joseph O and Angelina M June 30 1928. .......................... 28: 245
Thibodeau Mariel A of Joseph L and Alice A July 26 1921. .......................... 25: 95
Thibodeau Norman J of Hormidas and Robea M Feb 1 1923. .......................... 27: 16
Thibodeau Remond H of Hormidas and Robea Sept 18 1921. .......................... 25: 124
Thibodeau Rita of Hormidas and Roberta Nov 12 1922. .......................... 23: 331
Thibodeau William of Adelard and Joanna Feb 28 1925. .......................... 27: 26
Thierfelder William G of Frederick A and Olga L Apr 9 1921. .......................... 25: 42
Thimas Herbert F (e) of Fortunato M and Anna E July 25 1924. .......................... 26: 285
Thimas Samuel R (e) of Fortunato M and Anna E Apr 23 1921. .......................... 25: 48
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Thistle Lillian K of George W and Evelyn M July 26 1922...25: 278
Thoene Milton H of Milton H and Hope Aug 6 1930....29: 248
Thomas Adel J of Josef and Sarah Aug 11 1924...26: 295
Thomas Alice A of Charles C and Alice P Mar 29 1927...28: 38
Thomas Allen A (c) of Adelbert and Elizabeth L Oct 21 1923,26: 145
Thomas Andrew J (c) of Adelbert and Elizabeth L June 19 1927...28: 76
Thomas Ann B of Lester R and Alice S Feb 28 1926....27: 198
Thomas Arnold F of Arnold L and Bertha Mar 23 1929...29: 35
Thomas Arthur R of Richard N and Elizabeth J July 9 1926....27: 262
Thomas Carol L of Walter L and Beatrice Nov 21 1929...29: 136
Thomas Charles E of Charles and Emma A Nov 20 1928...28: 308
Thomas David S of Evan A and Carolyn May 23 1930...29: 215
Thomas Dora E (c) of Charles O and Catherine E Mar 11 1927...28: 30
Thomas Dorothy G of Samuel F and Lillian M Sept 28 1924...26: 318
Thomas Dorothy J of John C and Kathryn Nov 25 1927...28: 146
Thomas Dorothy M (c) of Lillian M Dec 19 1925...27: 165
Thomas Edith of Jose and Maria O Sept 28 1921...25: 128
Thomas Edmund M P of C L and Jocelyn Jan 3 1928...28: 227
Thomas Eloise C (c) of Adelbert and Elizabeth L Nov 11 1929,29: 133
Thomas Eloise A (c) of Charles W and Gladys A June 12 1928...28: 238
Thomas Ernest G of Samuel and Margaret Jan 7 1928...28: 170
Thomas Evan A of Evan A and Carolyn Apr 30 1928...28: 218
Thomas Florence L of Harold and Lillian V Apr 28 1927...28: 52
Thomas George A of Anthony and Anna Apr 10 1925...27: 48
Thomas George E (c) of George and Pearl M Jan 23 1928...28: 176
Thomas Gordon W of Clarence and Ethel Jan 26 1928...28: 177
Thomas Hesnie J of Josef and Sarah May 13 1927...28: 59
Thomas Ida C of Charles C and Alice P Nov 19 1928...28: 308
Thomas Jacqueline E of Arthur and Mabel Sept 25 1926...27: 296
Thomas James E of James A and Celia A Nov 9 1924...26: 338
Thomas Jean H of William J and Harriet Oct 17 1930...29: 277
Thomas Joel N (c) of Adelbert and Elizabeth L Jan 23 1926...27: 183
Thomas John of Anthony and Anna Aug 27 1922...25: 293
Thomas John of John and Anna Aug 10 1928...28: 265
Thomas Joshua W C (c) of Adelbert and Elizabeth L Apr 21 1922...25: 232
Thomas Kenneth F of Louis W and May C May 5 1921...25: 54
Thomas Kenneth P of Kenneth P and Edna Aug 27 1926...27: 283
Thomas Lenora R of Joao and Maria Sept 14 1928...28: 280
Thomas Leon H (c) of Milton H and Marion Feb 4 1921...25: 41
Thomas Lester R of Lester R and Alice S July 27 1922...25: 279
Thomas Margaret L of James L and Mary L Sept 30 1925...27: 130
Thomas Maria C of Joao and Maria Nov 22 1926...27: 321
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Thomas Mary E of Samuel W and Elizabeth R Jan 14 1930...........29:161
Thomas Mary J of Josef and Sarah Dec 20 1925....................27:165
Thomas Nancy of Arthur A and Norma Jan 4 1930....................29:158
Thomas Saad of Anthony and Anna Aug 8 1923.......................26:108
Thomas Stella L of Louise A Mar 1 1927............................28:26
Thomas Susie J of Josef and Serra July 26 1921.....................25:95
Thomas Wadlj J of Josef and Sarah Jan 8 1923.......................26:4
Thomas Willard G (c) of Obadiah C and Catherine E Jan 2

1926.................................27:175
Thomas William of Anthony and Anna Aug 30 1929...................29:103
Thomas William of Samuel and Margaret J Dec 20 1929.............29:149
Thomas William E of James E and Florence G Feb 17 1924...........26:204
Thomas — (c) d of Charles W and Grace Apr 10 1921.................25:81
Thomas — s of Frank F and Annie July 1 1925.......................27:103
Thomas — d of Josef and Sarah Oct 21 1928.........................28:300
Thomas — d of Warren and Maude E Oct 31 1936......................29:283

Thomasiyan Azniv of Setrag and Satenig Dec 31 1922................25:351
Thomasiyan Hamoun of Setrag and Satenig Mar 10 1924...............26:216
Thomasiyan Thomas of Setrag and Satenig July 6 1925..............27:90
Thomason Marion E of Robert and Mildred Jan 26 1922...............25:188
Thomason Rose M of Joseph and Theresa Sept 10 1926..............27:290
Thomasson Margaret O of Arthur and Margaret Sept 25 1926........27:296
Thompson Agnes of George E and Mary Oct 7 1924....................25:135
Thompson Alice V of Edward B and Sarah M Oct 7 1926..............27:303
Thompson Allan B of Morgan H and Dorothy Aug 3 1925.............27:105
Thompson Ann D of Waldo L and Cecelia M Feb 20 1930..............29:176
Thompson Barbara E of James E and Mary M Jan 1 1926..............27:175
Thompson Barbara J of Charles J and Margaret May 22 1929.......29:59
Thompson Bernice E (c) of Samuel M and Ellen E Sept 23

1921..........................................................25:126
Thompson Betty E of Isaac M and Irene Mar 9 1927..................28:29
Thompson Charles E of Charles E and Edith M May 7 1925.........27:62
Thompson Charles H of Rollie R and Monica E Nov 22 1929........29:137
Thompson Clark C of Carlton B and Marguerite Feb 13 1924........26:202
Thompson Daniel E of Daniel E and Helen M Aug 3 1923............26:105
Thompson David of Albert and Margaret Apr 7 1925................27:46
Thompson Doris E of Robert J and Margaret M July 25 1926.........27:271
Thompson Edward R of Edward R and Doris Dec 5 1930..............29:297
Thompson Elizabeth of Charles W and Sarah E Feb 23 1921.........25:23
Thompson Elizabeth of Walter J and Helga C Jan 21 1924...........26:191
Thompson Elizabeth J of Benjamin and Drieka S June 28

1928..........................................................28:244
Thompson Harriett F A (c) of George A and Ethel M Feb 1

1923..........................................................26:16
Thompson Helen M of Gertrude C Mar 1 1930.............29: 181
Thompson Howard of Howard and Evelyn M Mar 5 1921.......25: 28
Thompson Hugh L of Hugh L and Doris M May 10 1926.......27: 232
Thompson Jane W of Thomas F and Blanche Y May 21 1924.....26: 251
Thompson Jeanne A of William and Eugenia July 30 1930......29: 244
Thompson John of Daniel E and Helen Jan 1 1929............29: 1
Thompson John L of Edwin B and Sarah M July 22 1921....25: 93
Thompson Joseph R of Malcolm E and Helen Jan 7 1923.....26: 4
Thompson Katherine of Walter J and Helga C June 23 1925...27: 82
Thompson Leo of Leo and Clara May 4 1929................29: 53
Thompson Leslie G of Leslie G and Esther E July 29 1929....29: 89
Thompson Lois E of Malcolm E and Elizabeth P Sept 28 1929...29: 114
Thompson Mae L of William and Lillian June 29 1921........25: 78
Thompson Malcolm E of Malcolm E and Elizabeth P Aug 13

1921...........................................25: 104
Thompson Manuel J (c) of James H and Mabel May 24 1921....25: 61
Thompson Marcia J of Harold T and Aney Nov 13 1929.......29: 134
Thompson Marilyn E of Edmund P and Mary E July 6 1930.....29: 235
Thompson Marjorie of Carlton B and Marguerite Aug 15 1922..25: 288
Thompson Mary E of Albert and Anna M Sept 21 1923..........26: 130
Thompson Mary E of Leonard R and Alice F K Sept 30 1924...26: 319
Thompson Merrill of Raymond C and Annie C July 16 1923.....26: 94
Thompson Muriel L (c) of Joseph and Ethel June 11 1928.....28: 245
Thompson Nancy C of Charles M H and Almeda J Nov 8 1928...28: 304
Thompson Robert of Robert and Mildred Aug 4 1925...........27: 105
Thompson Robert L of Walter M and Ragna Feb 27 1927.......28: 24
Thompson Rose M of John F and Alice Mar 21 1929............29: 34
Thompson Samuel M (c) of Samuel M and Ellen E May 29

1923..........................................26: 71
Thompson Theresa of Rollie R and Monica E June 16 1927....28: 75
Thompson Thomas L of Thomas L and Flanche Y Mar 15 1926..27: 205
Thompson Virginia A of John F and Alice Aug 28 1930.......29: 256
Thompson Walter J of Alice E Apr 9 1926....................27: 218
Thompson William G of John J and Esther E Feb 8 1921......25: 16
Thompson ——— d of Joseph and Annie F Nov 28 1921.........25: 161
Thompson ——— s of William J and Mary E June 23 1925......27: 87
Thompson ——— (c) d of George A and Ethel M Dec 13 1925...27: 163
Thompson ——— d of Harold and Laura Jan 17 1927............28: 6
Thompson Doris E of James D K and Elizabeth W Aug 31 1921..25: 113
Thompson Edward M of Edward M and Anna C Apr 27 1927.....28: 52
Thompson Joan B of William G and Mabel Aug 8 1929........29: 95
Thompson Russell of Harry and Corene I Apr 8 1922..........25: 227
Thompson William M of George M and Irene R Jan 28 1928...28: 178
Thorell Carolyn L of Gustave A and Constance C June 9 1929.29: 68
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Thoresen Norma C of Thomas and Adah B Dec 28 1929......29: 151
Thorley Charles E (twin) of Joseph E and Susan M Apr 11
1927..................................................28: 45
Thorley Joseph R (twin) of Joseph E and Susan M Apr 11
1927..................................................28: 45
Thorley William E of Joseph E and Susan M Aug 24 1923.....27: 114
Thorley —— d of Joseph E and Susan M July 14 1921.........25: 90
Thorndike June of Richard and Marjorie July 23 1929........29: 87
Thornc Evan J of Ivan J and Marion June 10 1928.............28: 237
Thorndale Doris R of Albert L and Edith M June 3 1921......25: 67
Thorndale Harriet M (c) of Frederick D and Rose Nov 25 1922.25: 335
Thorndale John A of Albert L and Edith M May 19 1924.....26: 250
Thorndale Richard E (c) of Norman W and Florence C May 28 1923.............................26: 71
Thorndale Virginia F of William E and Lillian Feb 8 1924....26: 200
Thorndale —— (c) d of Norman W and Florence C Apr 19
1921..................................................25: 46
Thorndale Einar E T of Einar E T and Josephine M June 12
1927..................................................28: 73
Thorndale Esther D of Edmund H F and Ellen E July 23
1929..................................................29: 87
Thorndale Evelyn V E of Ernest F and Erika S Nov 10 1921....27: 151
Thornton Allen H of Allen H and Clara M B Mar 1 1924.....25: 28
Thornton Betty L of William A and Margaret May 23 1927.....28: 63
Thornton Donald B of George W and Elizabeth B Apr 22 1925..27: 53
Thornton Donald I of Thomas I and Solveig O Apr 12 1926....27: 219
Thornton Doris M (twin) of William A and Margaret June 21
1921..................................................25: 74
Thornton Ellen F (twin) of Thomas F and Rose M Sept 16
1924..................................................26: 313
Thornton Ethel B of Earl and Gladys May 13 1926.............27: 234
Thornton Frank L of Warren F and Alice G Sept 11 1930.....29: 262
Thornton George H of Howard T and Elsie June 4 1930........29: 221
Thornton James C of James C and Margaret June 18 1930.....29: 227
Thornton James D of James D and Gladys M May 6 1921.........25: 54
Thornton Joan of James D and Gladys M June 19 1925..........27: 81
Thornton Joyce F (c) of Claude F and Marion L Sept 23
1930..................................................29: 267
Thornton Lloyd M of Lloyd M and Ruth A June 7 1926..........27: 246
Thornton Margaret F of Thomas F and Rose M Oct 12 1923.....26: 141
Thornton Margaret M (twin) of William A and Margaret June 21 1921.............................25: 74
Thornton Nancy E of George W and Elizabeth B July 24 1928. 28: 256
Thornton Raymond S of Raymond S and Ruth Oct 9 1921. 25: 136
Thornton Robert O of Thomas I and Solveig O Sept 30 1923. 26: 134
Thornton Thomas F (twin) of Thomas F and Rose M Sept 16 1924. 26: 313
Thornton William A of William A and Margaret Sept 12 1922. 25: 302
Thornton —— s of William A and Margaret Apr 25 1925. 27: 58
Thorpe Barbara R of James R and Mary J May 25 1924. 26: 253
Thorpe Bernice A of William H and Veronica D July 29 1928. 28: 258
Thorpe Beverley J of Frederick A and Mary June 9 1930. 29: 223
Thorpe Claire of John J and Margaret M May 1 1928. 28: 220
Thorpe Eileen A of John J and Margaret M Oct 11 1926. 27: 304
Thorpe Frederick A of Frederick A and Mary Feb 14 1929. 29: 19
Thorpe Helen F of John J and Margaret M Aug 29 1929. 29: 102
Thorpe James of Luke E and Carmela July 17 1929. 29: 84
Thorpe Jane F of William H and Veronica D Dec 21 1924. 36: 357
Thorpe Margaret E of John J and Margaret M June 19 1924. 26: 267
Thorpe Marie A of John J and Margaret M June 15 1925. 27: 79
Thorpe Nancy of Walter R and Nora Oct 1 1928. 28: 288
Thorpe Paul of William H and Veronica D May 6 1927. 28: 57
Thorpe Richard G of Walter R and Nora Oct 1 1921. 25: 132
Thorpe Robert E of Walter R and Nora Aug 6 1923. 26: 107
Thorpe Veronica M of William H and Veronica D Apr 15 1922. 26: 230
Thorpe William H of William H and Veronica D Aug 30 1923. 26: 117
Thovmasian Hampartzoum of Hagop and Isogouhi June 22 1924. 26: 268
Threlfall Herbert of Herbert and Nellie July 13 1924. 26: 280
Thresher Clifford E of Clifford E and Phebe W Jan 24 1929. 29: 10
Thresher Phebe E of Clifford E and Phebe W June 3 1923. 26: 75
Thresher Robert D of Lindley A and Mabel Apr 14 1925. 27: 50
Thresher Charlotta B of Raymond E and Bertha J Sept 7 1922. 25: 300
Thresher Everett L of Raymond E and Bertha J May 5 1925. 27: 61
Thresher Irene M of Raymond E and Bertha J Nov 2 1923. 26: 152
Thresher Lindy P of Raymond E and Bertha J July 21 1927. 28: 91
Thresher —— d of Raymond E and Bertha J Sept 19 1930. 29: 266
Thrift Franklin D of Ralph D and Marie M Nov 23 1927. 28: 146
Thuotte Francis J of Isaie and Lena M Nov 15 1922. 25: 288
Thuotte Robert of Isaie J and Lena A Dec 28 1926. 27: 335
Thurber Alice V of Joseph and Alice Feb 7 1921. 25: 15
Thurber Charles A of Cecil T and Anna L Jan 9 1927. 28: 4
Thurber Dorothy E of Joseph C and Alice M Feb 4 1927. 28: 15
Thurber Francis E of George A and Myra B Jan 12 1922. 25: 182
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

1929.
Thurber Gordon S of Charles F and Genevieve H Sept 9 1929. 29:108
Thurber Joseph C (twin) of Joseph C and Alice M May 26
1929. ......................................................... 29: 61
Thurber Marion E of Joseph C and Alice M Apr 21 1922 25:232
Thurber Tracy G of William G and Jeane Jan 30 1925 27: 13
Thurber Virginia H of Edward W and Mary A Feb 5 1922 25:194
Thurber Walter L (twin) of Joseph C and Alice M May 26
1929. ......................................................... 29: 61
Thurley Charles F of Charles F and Gertrude C Dec 23 1925 27:166
Thurrott David L of Lloyd F and Mabel Apr 14 1929 29: 44
Thurston Benjamin L of Benjamin L and Marian B Aug 20
1926. ......................................................... 25:228
Thurston Bernard of James C and Elsie L Feb 13 1926 27:192
Thurston Dorothea L (e) of James E and Louise Sep Nov 10
1929. ......................................................... 29:133
Thurston Edward A of LeRoy E and Florence M Oct 29 1924 26:333
Thurston Francis H of Herbert S and Frieda R Aug 2 1930 29:310
Thurston George A of George A and Harriett E July 21 1925 27: 97
Thurston Leonard H of Benjamin L and Marion B May 6 1928 28:222
Thurston Muriel L of Joseph E and Anne P Aug 15 1922 25:288
Thurston Russell E of Herbert and Eva Jan 21 1929 29: 9
Tibaldi Elena of Francesco and Gelsomina May 4 1923 26:62
Tibaldi Giulia of Francesco and Gelsomina Nov 21 1921 25:155
Tibbetts Angie M of Perley and Erma Mar 26 1923 26:41
Tibbitts Austin C of Austin C and Angelina Sept 1 1929 29:105
Tiberi Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Paolina A May 24 1928 28:228
Tibiskesky Joseph of Joseph and Victoria Feb 10 1921 25:25
Tichman Martin of Benjamin and Belle July 2 1926 27:260
Tidd — s of Dorothy Apr 13 1930 29:199
Tieman Robert H of Michael and Cecile Jan 14 1928 28:173
Tieman Agnes of Joseph J and Mary E Oct 14 1922 25:318
Tieman Mary of Joseph J and Mary E Apr 18 1921 25:46
Tieman Paul of Joseph J and Mary E Jan 16 1924 26:189
Tieman Richard E of Joseph E and Marguerite Dec 8 1930 29:298
Tieman Robert of Joseph J and Mary E Feb 24 1929 29:24
Tierney Albert J of Albert C and Catherine J May 1 1923 26:61
Tierney Anna of Robert and Lillian Sept 20 1923 26:129
Tierney Barbara A of James E and Annie Jan 30 1923 26:13
Tierney Edward M of Edward C and May T May 11 1921 25:84
Tierney Florence A of John A and Mary M Mar 12 1925 27:33
Tierney George F of Joseph P and Grace L Jan 14 1930 29:161
Tierney Gladys M of John J and Margaret Oct 20 1921 25:141
Tierney Grace L of Joseph P and Grace L Mar 31 1924 26:225
Tierney Irving M of Howard E and Margaret L Nov 5 1924 26:337
Tierney James of Edward and Mary Jan 18 1928 28:174
Tierney John B of John J and Susan E July 15 1928 28:253
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Tierney John C of James E and Annie Apr 3 1925..................27: 45
Tierney John J of John G and Cecilia Nov 12 1926.................27: 317
Tierney Joseph R of Joseph P and Grace L Jan 8 1923.............26: 4
Tierney Lillian R of Edward and Mary Mar 23 1930................29: 190
Tierney Margaret M of James and Margaret Aug 17 1921...........25: 106
Tierney Marian (twin) of Albert C and Catherine J Dec 6
1921..........................25: 163
Tierney Mary E of Peter F and Lillian G Mar 1 1924..............26: 212
Tierney Mary H of Richard M and Mary E Aug 12 1924.............26: 295
Tierney Mildred (twin) of Albert C and Catherine J Dec 6
1921..........................25: 163
Tierney Mildred M of Edward and Mary Feb 22 1929.................29: 23
Tierney Norma M of Edward C and Mary T Apr 29 1926..............27: 226
Tierney Robert of Robert A and Lillian F Mar 26 1928............28: 204
Tierney Robert D of Joseph P and Grace L Sept 27 1925...........27: 129
Tierney —— d of Dorothy V Nov 6 1929............................29: 141
Tiffany —— s of Eben M and Grace M June 8 1928..................28: 246
Tift Lincoln of David E and Winifred Feb 12 1924................26: 202
Tift Myrtle E of David E and Winifred May 9 1925.................27: 63
Tift Robert D of Jesse G and Lettettia G Sept 30 1928...........28: 286
Tigetigian Satenig of Arman and Dorothy Sept 16 1930............29: 265
Tikoian Mariam of Nazareth and Surpig Dec 16 1930...............29: 301
Tilden Charlotte of Lawrence and Ruth Mar 1 1929...............29: 27
Tilden Elizabeth of Lawrence and Ruth Jan 2 1927................28: 1
Tilden Henry C of Lawrence and Ruth G Nov 15 1930..............29: 288
Tileston Geoffrey of Roger and Louise Feb 12 1921.................25: 17
Till Edward T of Thomas H and Jessie I Dec 13 1926..............27: 230
Till Robert E of Thomas H and Jessie I Jan 2 1922.................25: 178
Tillinger Esther of Julius and Ethel D May 5 1927.................28: 56
Tillinger Gertrude of Julius and Ethel D Feb 3 1926..............27: 189
Tillinger Mina R of Julius and Ethel D Mar 1 1924.................26: 212
Tillington Alfred E of Guy B and Flora May 30 1922..............25: 250
Tillington Anna M of Albert A and Emma P Jan 1 1924.............26: 183
Tillington Barbara R of Clarence and Dorothy A Nov 11
1926..........................27: 317
Tillington Claire G of Walter E A and Mary J V Jan 10 1923....26: 5
Tillington Donald F of Donald F and Dorothy Dec 11 1928.......28: 318
Tillington Doris J of Donald F and Dorothy B Apr 26 1930.......29: 204
Tillington Fred E of Fred E and Gladys E May 19 1924.........26: 250
Tillington Harold C of Harold C and Eloise X Apr 30 1923.......26: 58
Tillington John A of Frederick W and Helen A Apr 9 1923........26: 49
Tillington Lloyd A of Lloyd A and Madeline A June 12 1922....25: 259
Tillington Mason W of Frederick A and Grace M Sept 21
1923..........................26: 130
Tillington Ralph L of Lloyd A and Madeleine A Apr 12 1925....27: 49
Tillinghast Richard E of Fred E and Gladys E May 14 1927... 28: 60
Tillinghast Walter C of Allyn H and Isabelle M Aug 24 1929... 29: 100
Tillinghast William E of William E and Mary E June 7 1922... 25: 257
Tillinghast William S of Frank J and Laura Dec 12 1927... 28: 155
Tillman Frances P of Patrick H and Mary D Oct 17 1922... 25: 319
Timberlake Aletha F of Charles F J and Ruth F Aug 4 1930... 29: 247
Timpani Francesca of Antonio L and Antonetta Jan 25 1930... 29: 165
Tingle Robert J of William and Mary F Jan 16 1928... 28: 173
Tingle William of William and Mary F May 8 1926... 27: 232
Tingle Barbara L of Albert and Hattie Jan 28 1923... 26: 12
Tingle George A of Edgar B and Irene June 20 1928... 28: 241
Tingle Harleigh VanS of Harleigh VanS and Margaret C E

Apr 17 1930... 29: 201
Tingle Nathaniel R of Henry F and Madeline July 29 1927... 28: 94
Tingle Phyllis of Hermon W and Marjorie July 9 1925... 27: 91
Tingle Samuel B of Henry F and Madeline Aug 28 1923... 26: 116
Tinkham Ethel H of John J and Ethel M Apr 19 1922... 25: 231
Tinkham Thomas F of John J and Ethel M July 18 1927... 28: 90
Tinsley Richard H of Samuel H and Anna M July 7 1927... 28: 85
Tiodor Adelaide J (c) of Francisco N and Julia Aug 3 1929... 29: 93
Tiodor —— (c) s of Francisco N and Julia Aug 26 1930... 29: 255
Tirelli Elisabetta R C of Amasio and Gemma L F Apr 9 1930... 29: 198
Tirino Giulia of Pasquale and Concetta Apr 1 1925... 27: 44
Tirocchi Anna of Luigi and Antonia Feb 22 1925... 27: 24
Tirocchi Antonio A R of Giuseppe and Assunta Sept 4 1927... 28: 112
Tirocchi Carlo of Giuseppe and Assunta May 28 1925... 27: 71
Tirocchi Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Assunta Apr 28 1922... 25: 235
Tirocchi Giuseppe of Angelo and Anna July 2 1927... 28: 83
Tirocchi Giuseppina E of Eugenio and Marietta July 18 1927... 28: 90
Tirocchi Gloria L M of Augusto and Ida R Sept 18 1924... 26: 314
Tirocchi Isabella of Luigi and Antonia Sept 5 1927... 28: 112
Tirocchi Luigi of Giuseppe and Assunta Mar 6 1924... 26: 214
Tirocchi Maria of Angelo and Anna May 7 1929... 29: 54
Tirocchi Maria E of Augusto and Ida R Apr 25 1928... 28: 217
Tirocchi Salma of Angelo and Anna Mar 1 1923... 26: 30
Tirocchi Salvatore A of Luigi and Antonia Apr 18 1922... 25: 230
Tirrell Richard W of Charles E and Doris Dec 1 1928... 28: 314
Tishler Carl of William B and Beatrice S Apr 9 1924... 26: 230
Tistajos Alice of Paul and Sophia Mar 15 1924... 26: 218
Titcomb Arthur A of Fanny A Sept 16 1924... 26: 313
Titcomb Jane of Dorothy Sept 29 1925... 27: 126
Titcomb Norman F of Fanny A June 15 1926... 27: 250
Titcomb —— s of Lewis F and Esther I Dec 7 1928... 28: 326
Titherington Leonard B of Leonard and Gertrude A May 17
1930... 29: 213
Tito Abilia B of Abilio and Grazia Oct 15 1922... 25: 318
Tito Anna M of Rocco and Maria C June 16 1928 .................. 28: 239
Tito Gabriela B of Abilio and Grazilda Mar 17 1924 .......... 26: 219
Tito Maddalena X of Rocco and Maria C May 25 1926 .... 27: 239
Titus Beatrice E of Chester L and Helen Sept 30 1928 .... 28: 286
Titus Dorothy H of Alton E and Bertha Mar 19 1927 .... 28: 34
Titus Paul W of Leonard W and Pearl O Nov 5 1930 .... 29: 285
Tlapan Margaret A of Cyril J and Winifred W Apr 2 1924 .. 26: 227
Tlapan Winifred L of Cyril J and Winifred W Dec 29 1921 .. 25: 177
Tobin Anna V of Joseph L and Helen R Nov 6 1925 ... 27: 146
Tobin Bernard V of Bernard L and Teresa M June 18 1927 .. 28: 76
Tobin Genevieve of Thomas H and Mary A Oct 6 1930 .... 29: 273
Tobin James J of Bernard L and Teresa M Nov 28 1930 ... 29: 293
Tobin John of Thomas and Mary A Apr 19 1922 ........ 25: 231
Tobin Michael F of Michael F and Agnes C Sept 9 1930 .. 29: 262
Tobin Richard C of William H and Lillian B May 22 1927 .. 28: 63
Tobin Robert of Thomas H and Mary A July 18 1927 ...... 28: 90
Tobin Robert E of William H and Lillian B June 26 1928 . 28: 244
Tobin Theresa S of Joseph L and Helen R June 9 1928 .... 28: 237
Tobin William W of Michael F and Agnes C May 31 1928 .. 28: 231
Tobin — s of William J and Alice E Dec 10 1929 .......... 29: 154
Tocci — d of Raffaele and Angelina Mar 26 1926 .... 27: 210
Tocco Elisabetta V of Vincenzo and Vittoria Nov 5 1929 .. 29: 131
Tocco Giovanni F of Guglielmo P and Antonetta M Feb 28 1923 ........................................ 26: 27
Tocco Irene B of Guglielmo P and Antonetta M May 23 1921 .. 25: 61
Tocco Norma G of Guglielmo P and Antonetta M Apr 19 1926 .. 27: 222
Tocco William P of Guglielmo P and Antonetta M Nov 26 1930 ........................................ 29: 292
Tockmakis Anna L of Arthur G and Augustine Aug 27 1926 .. 27: 283
Todd Charles V of John J and Mary E Oct 14 1924 .... 26: 327
Todd Freela I of William H and Ella R May 16 1922 .... 25: 245
Todd Joan S of George A and Elena H Mar 11 1927 .... 28: 30
Todd Lois H of George A and Elena H Jan 3 1929 ........ 29: 2
Todisco Assunta of Eugenio and Maria L July 28 1924 .. 26: 288
Todisco Edith N of Eugenio E and Maria Dec 25 1926 .. 27: 334
Todisco Walter E of Eugenio E and Maria Nov 8 1928 .. 28: 304
Toegemann Dolores M of William and Evelyn Sept 30 1930 . 29: 270
Toegemann Joseph R of Joseph and Gertrude A Dec 13 1927 .. 28: 156
Toegemann Raymond W of William and Emma C Feb 17 1930 .. 29: 175
Togneri Isabella T of Antonio and Teresa Jan 14 1930 .... 29: 161
Tognetti Eugene L of Antonio A and Marie R Mar 23 1929 .. 29: 35
Tognetti Isabella T of Antonio A and Marie R Jan 23 1927 .. 28: 8
Tognetti Jeanette E of Antonio A and Marie R July 10 1925 .. 27: 92
Tognetti Yolanda A of Antonio A and Marie R Dec 16 1923 .. 26: 171
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
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Toher James of James E and Susie Apr 22 1924 .................. 26:235
Toher John T of John and Genevieve Sept 30 1921 ........... 25:129
Toher Martha of Farrell J and Philomena Jan 13 1921 ...... 25: 5
Toher Richard S of William P and Marian A May 4 1930 ... 29:208
Toher Robert A of William P and Marian A Mar 8 1927 ..... 28: 29
Toher ——- s of John P and Genevieve R Aug 21 1927 ....... 28:110
Tokaz Mary C of Julia June 6 1925 .......................... 27: 76
Tolchinsky Robert G of Barney and Bridget T May 3 1927 ... 28: 56
Tolchinsky —— s of Morris and Sarah Apr 9 1925 ............ 27: 47
Tolda Arturo of Fausto daS and Maria L Sept 24 1922 ...... 25:307
Tolda Baltazar of Forrest and Mary Sept 14 1923 ......... B-1: 28
Tolda Maximino daS of Fausto D and Maria L Nov 9 1924 .. 26:338
Toll Dorothy A of Ewart W and Dorothy Feb 9 1928 ....... 28:184
Toll William G of Ewart W and Dorothy Sept 6 1925 ...... 27:120
Tomadjoglon Christina of Demosthenes and Mary Sept 22
1930. .................................................................. 29:267
Tomadjoglon ——- s of Demosthenes and Mary June 5 1921 ... 25: 67
Tomaliewicz Genovefa of Adolf and Josephine Oct 18 1923 .. 26:144
Tomalillo Viola of Luigi and Santa Nov 3 1930 ............... 29:285
Toman Evelyn of Jack and Dora May 17 1926 ................. 27:235
Tomao Francesca of Antonio and Vittoria Oct 22 1923 .... 26:146
Tomasselli Balillo B of Giuseppe and Tomasina Mar 29 1924 .. 26:224
Tomasselli Florindo of Giuseppe and Tomasina July 6 1928 .. 28:249
Tomasselli Francesco of Alio and Venera Apr 2 1922 ....... 25:225
Tomasselli Giuseppe F of Giuseppe and Tomasina Oct 8 1929 .. 29:119
Tomasselli Luisa M of Giuseppe and Tomasina Jan 30 1923 .. 26: 13
Tomasselli Viola F of Giuseppe and Tomasina Nov 21 1926 ... 27:321
Tomasetti —— s of Pietro and Erminia Dec 6 1924 ............ 26:363
Tomasi Aram of Avedis and Alice May 25 1929 ................ 29: 60
Tomasi Arosyag V of Vagarshag and Zuart May 8 1923 ...... 26: 63
Tomasi Krikor of Dakas and Ruth I Feb 27 1923 ......... 26: 27
Tomasi Richard of Dakas and Ruth I Oct 16 1928 ........... 28:294
Tomasi Sirvart of Setrag and Satenig Nov 7 1928 ......... 28:303
Tomasi Thomas of Avedis and Aronsig Apr 23 1925 ..... 27: 54
Tomasi Varsenic of Vagarshag and Rose June 22 1926 ...... 27:253
Tomasi Vartkes of Vagarshag and Rose Oct 2 1924 ......... 26:322
Tomaso Domenico of Angelo and Josephine Oct 12 1924 .... 26:326
Tomaso Eduardo E of Pierino and Giuseppina Nov 20 1921 .. 25:155
Tomaso Fiorina of Francesco and Giulia Sept 1 1921 ....... 25:116
Tomaso Salvatore of Antonio and Vittoria Feb 6 1921 ....... 25: 15
Tomaso Teresa of Francesco and Giulia July 5 1923 ....... 26: 90
Tomaso ——- s of Angelo and Josephine Aug 26 1922 .... 25:293
Tomassi Dante of Rocco and Assunta Jan 10 1928 .......... 28:171
Tomasso Adolfo of Ludovico and Maria Feb 5 1922 ....... 25:194
Tomasso Antonio of Enrico and Maria A July 15 1924 .... 26:280
Tomasso Antonio G of Rocco and Elvira Sept 26 1923 ..... 26:132
Tomasso Benedetto of Benedetto and Maria Nov 27 1925........ 27:154
Tomasso Ernesto of Ernesto and Autilia Apr 13 1928......... 28:212
Tomasso Giorgio of Rocco and Elvira Sept 1 1925............ 27:118
Tomasso Giuseppe N of Ernesto and Autilia Feb 15 1926..... 27:193
Tomasso John of Angelo and Josephine Jan 21 1927.......... 28: 8
Tomasso Ludovico of Ludovico and Maria Feb 15 1928....... 28:186
Tomasso Luisa of Sabatino and Antonetta Feb 23 1923....... 26: 25
Tomasso Luisa C of Rocco and Elvira Mar 12 1929............ 29: 31
Tomasso Mario M of Michele and Angelina Dec 12 1924....... 26:354
Tomasso Olga of Ludovico and Maria May 9 1924.............. 26:246
Tomasso Raimondo A of Michele and Angelina Oct 9 1930..... 29:274
Tomasso Vivian D of Ernesto and Autilia July 25 1930....... 29:244
Tomasso —— s of Angelo and Josephine June 15 1930........ 29:232
Tombs Adam O of Adam and Myrtle June 26 1930............. 29:230
Tomellini William F of Susie J Nov 5 1924................. 26:337
Tomkins Peter B of Floyd W and Josephine Sept 29 1924..... 26:318
Tomlinson Elizabeth E of William and Martha Feb 8 1926.... 27:190
Tomlinson Harry of Henry L and Mary J M Apr 15 1924...... 26:232
Tomlinson Roy of Henry L and Mary J M Jan 8 1922.......... 25:180
Tomlinson —— d of William and Martha Nov 11 1922......... 25:331
Tomlinson —— d of Henry L and Mary J Feb 22 1923......... 26: 25
Tommasiello Angelina M of Ernesto and Carmina Dec 30

1927................................................................. 28:161
Tommasiello Antonio of Luigi and Pasqualina Dec 29 1923. 26:176
Tommasiello Antonio A of Ernesto and Carmina Mar 23 1930. 29:190
Tommasiello Apollonia of Luigi and Pasqualina Apr 16 1930. 29:200
Tommasiello Arcangela M of Luigi and Pasqualina Mar 8

1925................................................................. 27: 32
Tommasiello Evelina I of Luigi and Pasqualina June 29 1928. 28:245
Tommasiello Giuseppe of Ernesto and Carmina July 12 1926. 27:261
Tommasiello Giuseppina of Luigi and Pasqualina Oct 20 1926. 27:307
Tommetta Paola of Marino and Angelina Jan 9 1923........... 26: 4
Tomolillo Assunta of Francesco and Teresa Aug 15 1922.... 25:288
Tomolillo Luigi of Luigi and Santa Feb 16 1929................ 29: 20
Tondreault Joseph N of Edmond E and Alice M Jan 18 1926. 27:181
Tondreault Joseph R of Edmond E and Alice M Oct 16 1927.. 28:130
Tondreault Liley M II of Edmond E and Alice M Feb 6 1923.. 26: 18
Tondreault Mary E G of Edmond E and Alice M Feb 23 1924. 26:207
Toner Bernice S of Frank J L and Mary L Jan 15 1927....... 28: 6
Toner Charles E of George J and Ethel M Apr 16 1924........ 26:233
Toner Francis of Francis and Josephine Dec 1 1928.......... 28:314
Toner Marion F of Frank J L and Mary L Feb 26 1922......... 25:205
Toner —— d of Francis H and Alice C July 16 1930........... 29:239
Tonge Abby F of Donald S and Rachel T Aug 1 1924.......... 26:291
Tonge Gertrude V of James L and Vera M Dec 21 1921....... 25:170
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

1921.
Tongue Albert E of Dewey M and Gertrude R May 4 1927... 28: 56
Tongue Margaret R of Dewey McK and Gertrude R Aug 30

1922.
Tongue Thomas of Thomas and Gertrude M July 13 1926... 27: 264
Tonissi — s of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Apr 21 1921... 25: 82
Tonissi — d of Giuseppe and Giuseppina June 12 1922... 25: 259
Toohey William H of William A and Muriel Nov 21 1930... 29: 291
Toohey Anne T of Thomas J and Anna E Mar 28 1927... 28: 38
Toohey Evelyn M of Thomas J and Anna E Apr 27 1928... 28: 217
Toohey John L of Helen Apr 25 1928... 28: 217
Toohey Thomas J of Thomas J and Anna E Nov 27 1925... 27: 154
TooLAN Dorothy M of Thomas P and Elizabeth Jan 16 1922... 25: 184
TooLAN James J of James F and Helen V Feb 1 1929... 29: 15
TooLAN — s of James F and Helen V Oct 10 1927... 28: 137
Toole Austin A of Austin A and Mary Jan 3 1929... 29: 2
Toole Claire I of John J and Katherine Nov 1 1924... 26: 365
Toole Frank J of Frank J and Clare Jan 23 1929... 29: 10
Toole Kathleen M of William A and Margaret M June 25

1929.
Toole Paul W of William A and Margaret M Oct 24 1926... 27: 309
TooLAN William K of Frank J and Clare Apr 1 1926... 27: 215
TooLAN Alfide S of John P and Florena M June 5 1924... 26: 261
TooLAN Bertram J of Bertram J and Dorothy June 5 1923... 26: 75
TooLAN Daniel of James E and Nora Apr 2 1924... 26: 227
-tooLAN Francis J of John P and Florena M Mar 26 1923... 26: 41
TooLAN George M of John F and Cecelia R Jan 27 1929... 29: 11
TooLAN Mona M of James E and Nora A Dec 14 1925... 27: 163
Toomaian Levon of Hagop and Azniv Nov 28 1924... 26: 347
Toomey Martin J of Martin J and Rose A Oct 22 1926... 27: 308
Toomey Mary of Timothy A and Marie A July 16 1924... 26: 281
Toomey Patrick J of Joseph M and Hellen M July 20 1930... 29: 240
Toomaian Anna of Hagop A and Aznive Dec 23 1925... 27: 166
Tootell Geoffrey H of Frederick D and Anna Feb 14 1927... 28: 19
Tootell Harry D of Harry D and Effie July 16 1922... 25: 274
Tootell Natalie A of Frederic D and Anna Nov 6 1928... 28: 303
Tootell Robert D of Arthur F and Marion P Mar 24 1930... 29: 190
Topal Sally L of Benjamin and Fanny May 11 1928... 28: 224
Topalian Asdghig of Krikore and Soultan July 23 1923... 26: 97
Topalian Baidzar of Krikore and Soultan Sept 17 1921... 25: 123
Topalian Harountine H of Krikor H and Orzen Jan 15 1926... 27: 180
Topalian Kachig of Krikore and Soultan Mar 8 1926... 27: 203
Topalian Manoog of Garabed and Tarviz Mar 16 1929... 29: 32
Topalian Mariam of Krikor H and Orzen May 3 1923... 26: 62
Topalian Siramoush of Khachig and Antaram May 30 1923... 26: 72
Topalian — s of Krikor H and Orzen Oct 2 1924... 26: 322
Topil Blanche of James I and Mary A July 19 1924... 26: 282
Topil Irene M of James I and Mary A Oct 24 1922...........25: 322
Topiltsky Harold S of Abraham and Tillie Sept 7 1927........28: 113
Topoozian Mihran of Vartan and Baidzar Sept 15 1924........26: 312
Topp Hughie D of Edgar R and Elizabeth A Sept 8 1925........27: 173
Topp John O of Edgar R and Elizabeth A Oct 29 1926...........27: 310
Topp Leonard McI of Edgar R and Elizabeth A Nov 9 1922......25: 330
Toppi Alvira T of Giovanni and Elisabetta Oct 20 1929........29: 124
Toppi Edmondo L of Giuseppe P and Rachele Apr 2 1923........26: 46
Toppi Giovanni L of Giovanni and Elisabetta Mar 12 1922......25: 212
Toppi Virginia A of Giovanni and Elisabetta May 28 1925......27: 72
Torborg Joan E F of Gerard R and Bertha F July 5 1922........25: 270
Torgen Jackson L of Milton and Lillian June 19 1922...........25: 262
Torgen Phyllis S of Abraham M and Celia Mar 23 1928...........28: 203
Torgen Dorothy E of Samuel and Cora E Feb 10 1926............27: 191
Torgen Edward A of Samuel and Cora E Aug 12 1927.............28: 101
Torigian Harootooin of Oscar and Mary Dec 15 1930..............29: 301
Torkomian Aghavine of Mehran and Rosa Mar 25 1925............27: 39
Torkomian Kaspar of Mehran M and Rosa Feb 9 1928..............28: 184
Torkomian Martha of Mehran M and Rosa Nov 19 1921..........25: 155
Torkomian Melkon of Mehran M and Rosa Sept 14 1923..........26: 127
Torkomian Ninrud of Garabeled and Seranoosh Jan 16 1930.....29: 162
Torman Dorothy of Sam and Gussie July 30 1928.................28: 258
Torman Evelyn of David and Lena Aug 19 1924...............26: 298
Torman Herman R of David and Lena June 28 1929............29: 75
Torman Israel of Jacob and Dora Feb 8 1922.................25: 196
Torman Terry of Sam and Gussie July 23 1924.................26: 284
Tormey Andrew F of Andrew and Georgina Sept 20 1921......25: 125
Tormey Charles L of Charles L and Violet May 4 1923.......26: 62
Tormey Dorothea J of Charles L and Violet Dec 19 1929.....29: 148
Tormey Gertrude F of Andrew F and Gertrude C Dec 14 1924...26: 355
Tormey Helen C of Andrew F and Georgina E Sept 23 1922...25: 307
Tormey Rose M E of Andrew F and Georgina E Mar 7 1924....26: 214
Tormey William J of William J and Margaret M Mar 27 1921..25: 36
Toro Giovanni of Vincenzo and Maddalena Sept 13 1928......28: 280
Toro Herman L of Herman and Doris L July 16 1929...........29: 84
Toro Lucia of Vincenzo and Maddalena Apr 17 1925..............27: 51
Toro Salvatore A of Vincenzo and Maddalena Aug 16 1921...25: 106
Torpey Edward F of Edward F and Beatrice Nov 4 1929.......29: 131
Torrealday Abundia of Jose Y and Leandra Aug 8 1929.......29: 95
Torrealday Balentin of Jose I and Leandra July 10 1923.....26: 92
Torrealday Dorotea of Jose I and Leandra Feb 6 1928.........28: 183
Torrealday Emerico of Jose Y and Qendra Jan 14 1922......25: 183
Torrealday Julius of Jose I and Leandra Dec 5 1924...........26: 351
Torregrossa Christopher A of Christopher and Anna R Mar 30
1926..................27: 212
Torregrossa Diana N of Pasquale and Genoella Feb 12 1929..29: 19
Torregrossa Joseph A of Christopher A and Anna R Oct 17
1927. .............................................. 28: 131
Torregrossa Lena of Pasquale and Genoveffa Mar 10 1923. .... 26: 34
Torregrossa Raymond of Christopher A and Anna R Apr 11
1930. .............................................. 29: 198
Torregrossa Salvatore of Christopher A and Anna R July 20
1924. .............................................. 26: 283
Torres George of Joao and Babrina June 29 1926. .......... 27: 256
Torrey Edith M of Francis L and Alice L June 4 1927. .... 28: 70
Torrey Elwood L of Maurice E and Ethel V May 23 1922. .... 25: 248
Torrisi Giuseppe of Vito and Pietrina July 3 1926. .......... 27: 260
Torrisi Salvatore of Vito and Pietrina Dec 15 1927. .... 28: 156
Torromeo Elena of Ferdinando and Anna Jan 6 1927. .... 28: 3
Torromeo Faustino of Ferdinando and Anna Apr 10 1922. ... 25: 228
Torromeo Maddalena of Ferdinando and Anna Nov 13 1924. ... 26: 314
Torromeo —— d of Ferdinando and Anna Apr 1 1921. .... 25: 81
Torstensen —— s of Anna June 27 1926. ............... 27: 255
Torstenson Robert W of Carl R and Anna Jan 13 1923. .... 26: 6
Torti Agata R of Salvatore and Susie Nov 10 1929. .... 29: 133
Torti Alfredo C of Salvatore and Assunta Feb 11 1925. .... 27: 20
Torti Angelina of Giuseppe and Mary Jan 26 1924. .... 26: 193
Torti Antonio of Eleuterio and Angelina June 13 1930. .... 29: 225
Torti Beatrice L P of Benedetto and Maria Jan 25 1928. .... 28: 177
Torti Edith M of Salvatore and Susie June 27 1926. .... 27: 255
Torti Elena of Bernardo and Evelina Nov 3 1921. .... 25: 149
Torti Elena of Bernardo and Evelina Sept 26 1923. .... 26: 132
Torti Emmanuele of Eleuterio and Angelina July 22 1924. .... 26: 284
Torti Francesco of Giuseppe and Maria Sept 9 1922. .... 25: 301
Torti Rosina M of Bernardo and Evelina Nov 22 1925. .... 27: 152
Torti Stella of Benedetto and Maria Apr 29 1926. .... 27: 226
Torti Teresa C of Eleuterio and Angelina Aug 10 1922. .... 25: 285
Tortola Emilia of Antonio and Florence Mar 9 1921. .... 25: 29
Tortolani Assunta of Giustino and Assunta May 26 1921. .... 25: 62
Tortolani Engenio M F of Ferdinando P V and Rachele May 9
1930. .............................................. 29: 210
Tortolani Evelina M of Giustino and Assunta Dec 16 1923. .... 26: 171
Tortolani Giustino R of Giustino and Assunta Apr 16 1929. ..., 29: 45
Tortolani Paolo R V of Ferdinando P V and Rachele Aug 3
1928. .............................................. 28: 262
Tortolani Roberto P of Domenico and Annina A Oct 13 1928. ..., 28: 293
Tortolani —— d of Giustino and Assunta Apr 21 1927. .... 28: 54
Tortolano Anna M of Antonio and Ausilia M June 10 1928. ..., 28: 237
Tortolano Antonio of Pietro and Emilia Aug 29 1928. .... 28: 273
Tortolano Arturo P of Alfonso G and Maria B Jan 27 1921. ..., 25: 10
Tortolano Domenico of Pietro and Emilia Aug 7 1921. .... 25: 102
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Tortolano Guglielmo A of Alfonso G and Maria B Jan 25
1930.........................................................29:165
Tortolano Guido of Domenico and Angelina Dec 11 1924........................................26:354
Tortolano Rudolph G of Guglielmo and Maria B Oct 13 1923..................................26:142
Tortolano Salvatore G of Antonio and Giovannina June 1
1921..........................................................25: 66
Tortolano —— (twin) s of Antonio and Giovannina Jan 12
1924..........................................................26:197
Tortolano —— (twin) s of Antonio and Giovannina Jan 12
1924..........................................................26:197
Tortorella Adelina of Vincenzo and Oliva Jan 16 1925........................................27: 7
Tortorella Alberto of Vincenzo and Oliva June 20 1926........................................27:252
Tortorella Anna V of Vincenzo and Oliva July 27 1930........................................29:243
Tortorella Armando of Vincenzo and Oliva Mar 28 1928.........................................28:205
Tortorella Lima of Vincenzo and Oliva June 10 1923.............................................26: 77
Torvi Eva of Alessandro and Faustina Nov 3 1928................................................28:301
Torvi Helen of Alessandro and Faustina Nov 28 1923............................................26:162
Torzi Angelo of Amadio and Emilia Mar 25 1927...................................................28: 35
Toscano Maria A of Emilio C and Consiglia M Dec 17 1929...................................29:145
Toselli Alfredo of Riccardo and Anna May 22 1929.................................................29: 59
Toselli Clementina of Riccardo and Anna July 4 1923............................................26: 89
Toselli Giovannina I of Riccardo and Anna June 24 1926......................................27:254
Toselli —— s of Riccardo and Anna June 25 1925.................................................27: 83
Tosoni Giuseppe G of Giovanni and Filomena Mar 21 1927....................................28: 35
Tosoni Rocco of Giovanni and Filomena Jan 28 1924............................................26:194
Tosoni Vittorio of Giovanni and Filomena Jan 4 1921............................................25: 2
Toste Anthony S of Anthony S and Mary A Mar 20 1926.........................................27:207
Toste —— s of Anthony S and Mary A July 22 1930.................................................29:211
Toteff Stanka of Nicola and Maria July 26 1924...................................................26:286
Toteosian Mariam M of Nishan and Berjooli Feb 24 1926.....................................27:196
Totera Giuseppe F of Michele and Carmela M Aug 23 1924.....................................26:300
Toth Auril S of John and Minnie Aug 3 1926.........................................................27:338
Toth Charles J of Charles J and Margaret A Oct 30 1925......................................27:143
Toth James J of Charles J and Margaret A Oct 2 1927...........................................28:124
Toti Giorgio N of Giovanni and Laura June 26 1924..............................................26:270
Toti Gloria of Adriano V G and Antonia Sept 4 1924.............................................26:307
Toti Sulla of Giovanni and Laura Sept 2 1921.......................................................25:116
Totilo Concetta of Michele and Pasqualina May 15 1927........................................28: 60
Totilo Giusepppe of Michele and Pasqualina Jan 14 1926.......................................27:180
Totilo Nicola of Michele and Pasqualina July 24 1924............................................26:285
Totman Virginia L of M Kenneth and Louise Dec 21 1924.....................................26:357
Toto Dorotea M of Charles and Angela M Apr 21 1921............................................25: 47
Toto Gloria N of Charles and Angela M Dec 25 1923.............................................26:174
Toto Raimondo of Charles and Angela M Mar 3 1926..............................................27:201
Toto Richard E of Charles and Angela M Sept 2 1928............................................28:276
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Totollo Francesco of Giuseppe and Giuseppina July 21 1928. 28: 255
Totten James L of Harry L and Roberta M Nov 25 1925. 27: 153
Touchstone Clayland M of Clayland M and Elsie L July 26 1929. 29: 88
Tougas Irene C of Harry J and Belle A Mar 12 1921. 25: 30
Tougas Irene E of Aurelle V and Marie R July 15 1921. 26: 280
Tougas Louise R of George E and Eva R M Jan 11 1930. 29: 160
Touhey Francis H of Francis H and Anna E Oct 21 1924. 26: 329
Tourgee Earl C of Archie E and Edna Dec 8 1929. 29: 144
Tourtellott Milton W of William H and Angelina S Jan 19 1929. 29: 9
Tourtellott Nancy of Stephen W and Ruth E Apr 8 1930. 29: 198
Tourtellott Albert F of William H and Angelina S Feb 19 1921. 25: 21
Tourtellott Albert F of Albert F and Anna C Mar 4 1928. 28: 195
Tourtellott Eileen M of William H and Angelina S Aug 7 1924. 26: 293
Tourtellott Genevieve A of William H and Angelina S Oct 19 1926. 27: 307
Tourtellott Pearl M of William H and Angelina S Nov 23 1922. 25: 330
Tourtellotte — (Chi) s of Laura Jan 1 1928. 28: 168
Tourtellotte — d of Reed and Isabell Feb 17 1929. 29: 21
Toutolian Araxi G of Garabed K and Anna Mar 8 1929. 29: 29
Tozjian Seda Y of Yacoub T and Eliza Feb 5 1925. 27: 18
Tovmasian Rosie of Hagop and Esquiihi Dec 30 1925. 27: 169
Tovmasian Vahan of Bagdasar and Rose Oct 18 1930. 29: 277
Tower Evelyn A of Arthur F and Alice E June 3 1930. 29: 221
Towers Jean E of William and Lois Nov 1 1927. 28: 138
Towlé Frances M of Thomas C and Emma Oct 5 1928. 28: 290
Towlé Frederica of Frederick G and Harriet J Aug 1 1930. 29: 246
Towlé Frederick G of E Thurston and Caroline June 27 1930. 29: 230
Towlé George C (twin) of George C and Mildred Dec 18 1928. 28: 320
Towlé Thelma D (twin) of George C and Mildred Dec 18 1928. 28: 320
Towne Arthur H of Edgar and Estelle Nov 5 1923. 26: 154
Towne Beverly E of Edgar and Estelle Nov 11 1930. 29: 287
Towne Charles B S of Lyman F and Louise I Sept 6 1925. 27: 120
Towne Claude A of Lyman F and Louise I Sept 15 1929. 29: 110
Towne Dorothy E of Edgar and Estelle Apr 23 1926. 27: 224
Towne Elizabeth C of Ellsworth G and Minnie Apr 25 1926. 27: 224
Towne Ellsworth G of Ellsworth G and Minnie E Mar 22 1927. 28: 35
Towne John I of Ellsworth G and Minnie E Sept 16 1928. 28: 281
Towne Robert M of Arnold C and Marion E Nov 16 1927. 28: 143
Townend Grace L of Jesse N and Beatrice L Jan 12 1930. 29: 160
Townley Ruth M of Robert and Anna C June 2 1929. 29: 65
Townsend Charlotte M of Frank L and Margaret E May 6
1922 .................................................. 25: 241
Townsend George C of George C and Mildred I Mar 15 1928. 28: 199
Townsend Georgia of George V and Julia Dec 27 1927 ....... 28: 160
Townsend Mary M of George V and Julia Mar 10 1923 ....... 26: 34
Toye Ann P of John J and Anna M Dec 27 1930 ............. 29: 305
Toye Charles A of Thomas A and Jennie H Oct 16 1926 ...... 27: 306
Toye David J of Thomas A and Jennie H Sept 16 1921 ...... 25: 123
Toye Dorothy of Francis and Mary Dec 9 1929 .............. 29: 145
Toye Martha R of Thomas A and Jennie H Oct 16 1924 ....... 26: 327
Toye Virginia L of Charles W and Anna L Jan 28 1922 ...... 25: 189
Trabucco Amalia R of Francesco and Raffaela Oct 24 1922 ... 25: 322
Trabucco Anna D (twin) of Francesco and Raffaela May 31
1927 .................................................. 28: 66
Trabucco Antimo of Antonio and Giovannina Mar 3 1922 ....... 25: 209
Trabucco Antonetta G (twin) of Francesco and Raffaela May
31 1927 .................................................. 28: 66
Trabucco Aurora of Ernesto and Pasqualina Aug 3 1922 ....... 25: 283
Trabucco Cardino of Francesco and Raffaela Apr 7 1925 ..... 27: 57
Trabucco Italia F of Ernesto and Pasqualina Jan 30 1921 ..... 25: 12
Trabucco — d of Francesco and Raffaela Feb 7 1930 ......... 29: 180
Tracey Genevieve of James II and Elizabeth Sept 19 1930 .... 29: 266
Tracey Helen B of Austin P and Helen J June 12 1923 ...... 26: 78
Tracey Joan M of Joseph L and Grace A May 9 1929 ...... ... 29: 54
Tracey Marion E of James J and Mary A Mar 31 1921 ...... 25: 38
Tracey Paul of John F and Susan J Sept 26 1922 .......... ... 25: 308
Tracey Virginia M of James H and Elizabeth Dec 27 1927 .... 28: 160
Tracey William J of Austin P and Helen J Aug 27 1930 ..... 29: 255
Tracey Elizabeth J of Frank and Gladys May 25 1926 ...... 27: 239
Tracey Francis L of Frank L and Viola L Aug 13 1927 ...... 28: 102
Tracey Frank A of Frank L and Gladys July 6 1928 ......... 28: 249
Tracey George M of John F and Susan J Feb 4 1926 ......... 27: 189
Tracey Gloria W of William E and Gladys M Aug 10 1924 .... 26: 363
Tracey Marie H of William E and Gladys M Dec 11 1927 .... 28: 155
Tracey Mary E of Martin J and Margaret M Feb 28 1930 .... 29: 179
Tracey Phyllis J of Hanford W and Florence May 1 1930 .... 29: 207
Tracey William A of John F and Susan J Feb 28 1924 ....... 26: 210
Tracey William O of Frank L and Viola L May 3 1929 ....... 29: 52
Traficanete Mary A of Michael and Anna May 29 1922 ....... 25: 251
Trafton Mary M of Norman E and Catharine M Oct 5 1925 .... 27: 133
Tragar Harold of Max and Etta Dec 16 1930 ................. 29: 301
Tragar Morris A of Max and Etta Nov 21 1924 .............. 26: 344
Tragar Sydney of Max and Etta Oct 16 1929 ................. 29: 123
Tragellas William of Charles and Irene Mar 6 1923 ......... 26: 32
Trager Minnie of Max and Etta Aug 17 1926. 27; 279
Trahan Joseph P II of Honore and Albertine M June 5 1922. 25; 256
Traill Donald L of Robert and Lillian E Aug 20 1923. 26; 113
Traill Robert of Robert and Lillian E Apr 24 1922. 25; 233
Trainor Arlene R of Raymond F and Marie B F Nov 22 1929. 29; 137
Trainor Arline M of John H and Alice M Oct 7 1927. 28; 127
Trainor Barbara A of Hugh A and Alice Dec 22 1922. 25; 348
Trainor Bernard D of Francis J and Mary J Mar 8 1923. 26; 33
Trainor Charles L of Charles L and Madeline E Mar 23 1927. 28; 36
Trainor Dorothy M of James E and Elizabeth T May 25 1922. 25; 248
Trainor Edward J of Thomas J and Alice I Nov 28 1922. 25; 337
Trainor Ellen of Mac G Jan 9 1924. 26; 186
Trainor Evelyn R of George E and Helena A R Oct 18 1926. 27; 306
Trainor Francis J of John H and Alice M May 22 1924. 26; 252
Trainor George E of George E and Helena A R Aug 23 1928. 28; 270
Trainor Hugh A of Hugh A and Alice E July 17 1928. 28; 253
Trainor Jacqueline of Hugh A and Alice E Sept 17 1925. 27; 125
Trainor James F of James F and Minnie E Nov 18 1927. 28; 144
Trainor James T of James T and Josephine A May 24 1921. 25; 61
Trainor John of John H and Alice M Aug 19 1921. 25; 108
Trainor John E of John J and Ellen Apr 10 1923. 26; 49
Trainor John R of Ann B May 29 1928. 28; 230
Trainor Joseph of Joseph F and Helen A Sept 20 1923. 27; 126
Trainor Joseph F of Joseph F and Mary C Mar 30 1925. 27; 41
Trainor Joseph F of Joseph F and Helen A Oct 10 1930. 29; 275
Trainor Margaret of Edward L and Mary C July 31 1923. 26; 100
Trainor Mary E of Walter D and Elizabeth G Dec 31 1922. 25; 352
Trainor Mary G of Joseph F and Cora M Aug 26 1923. 26; 115
Trainor Philip A of Philip A and Mary C Aug 14 1922. 25; 287
Trainor Shirley J of Walter D and Elizabeth G Jan 6 1925. 27; 3
Trainor Stephen E of Walter D and Elizabeth G Oct 12 1930. 29; 275
Trainor Thomas A of Francis J and Mary J Mar 19 1926. 27; 207
Trainor Walter D of Walter D and Elizabeth G July 23 1927. 28; 92
Trainor —— d of Edward A and Dorothy G Sept 5 1928. 28; 287
Traid David G of John C and Minnie S Aug 5 1929. 29; 93
Traid James C of John C and Minnie S Dec 23 1921. 26; 358
Traid John C of John C and Mary Sept 7 1922. 25; 300
Tramantano Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Madelina Jan 6 1925. 27; 3
Trambukis Kiriakitz of John and Kiriakitz June 24 1923. 26; 83
Trambukis William of Manuel and Jennie July 26 1926. 27; 270
Tramuskis Gabriel of Manuel and Jennie May 4 1922. 25; 240
Tramnell Francis M of Francis M and Helen E Aug 2 1930. 29; 246
Tramute Ruth C of Giovanni and Anna Mar 6 1922. 25; 210
Tramute Verna M of Giovanni and Anna July 6 1927. 28; 85
Tramonti Blanche T of John M and Eva E July 29 1922. 25; 279
Tramonti Edward of John M and Eva E Aug 17 1924...........
Tramonti Eugene C of Joseph and Lillian E Jan 8 1928.......
Tramonti Francesco G of Guglielmo and Carmela Nov 27
1922..........................25:336
Tramonti Gertrude R of Edward R and Rose G Dec 24 1926..27:334
Tramonti Guglielmo R of Guglielmo and Carmela Aug 4 1925.27:105
Tramonti Joseph F of Joseph and Lillian E June 15 1921....25:72
Tramonti Richard B of John M and Eva E Aug 16 1928.....28:267
Tramonti Rita M of John M and Lillian E June 12 1926.....27:249
Tramonti Thomas J of Thomas J and Agnes N Sept 21 1926..27:295
Tramonti Walter E of Joseph F and Lillian E Aug 17 1929..29:98
Tranque Barbara L of Eugene and Florence Dec 28 1929....29:151
Tranque Charles E of Eugene and Florence May 6 1928.....28:222
Trapassi Fiordindo of Domenico and Bertha B Dec 21 1928.28:321
Trapassi Pasqualinina A of Domenico and Bertha B July 19
1930..........................29:240
Trapene Mary A of Flora July 9 1930.........................29:236
Trask Charles of Flavilla M Jan 7 1921..............25:3
Trask Evelyn M of Ernest M and Margaret M Apr 29 1923..27:57
Trask Henry H of Henry H and Adeline Jan 12 1929.......29:5
Trask — s of Abel B and Edna M Mar 15 1922...............25:214
Traver Shirley of William and Ada L July 23 1923........26:97
Travers Dolores of Joao W and Maria T Nov 30 1928.......28:312
Travers Elinor of Jose A and Maria Nov 6 1921...............25:150
Travers George of Joseph and Cecilia E June 2 1928.......28:234
Travers George J of Joseph A and Cecilia E June 17 1929..29:71
Travers James E of Macon and Elizabeth Apr 9 1930.......29:205
Travers Joseph of Joseph and Sylvia Jan 10 1927..........25:4
Travers Maria of Luiz and Maria dosA Aug 13 1922.........25:287
Travers Sylvia of Jose and Sylvia Oct 30 1922............25:324
Travers Urbano W of John W and Maria Aug 4 1923..........26:106
Traverse Elsie of Link and Constance Dec 27 1927.........28:160
Traves Alfred of Alfred and Stella Oct 14 1923...........26:143
Traves Dorothy G of Alfred and Stella Apr 22 1926........27:223
Traves Loretta M of Alfred and Stella Feb 16 1929.......29:20
Travis Everett of Everett and Camella Nov 29 1930.........29:294
Travis Frieda of Albert and Sara Dec 26 1928.............28:323
Travis Mary E of Frank E and Mary E Sept 7 1921..........25:119
Travis Paul of Macon and Elizabeth June 5 1927..........28:70
Travis Robert P of Robert P and Loraine Oct 4 1921.......25:134
Travisono Antonio T of Gaetano and Filomena Nov 4 1929..29:131
Travisono Carmela A of Gaetano and Filomena June 6 1928.28:235
Travisono Michele A of Gaetano and Filomena May 1 1926..27:229
Travisono Anthony of Antonio and Lisa F Oct 8 1925........27:135
Travisono Everett A of Antonio and Lisa F June 18 1928..28:240
Travisono — d of Antonio and Lisa F Oct 29 1921........25:147
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Travisono —— d of Antonio and Lisa F July 23 1923........... 26: 103
Trayers James L of James L and Anna Apr 14 1927........... 28: 103
Trayers June V of James L and Anna Nov 13 1928............. 28: 306
Trayner Dorothy M of Thomas E and Maria C Sept 2 1927.... 28: 120
Trayner Mary J of Joseph E and Josephine July 15 1927.... 28: 89
Trayner Ruth M of Thomas and Mary C Mar 7 1921........... 25: 28
Traynor Thomas E of Thomas E and Maria C Dec 4 1922...... 25: 341
Traynor George L of George L and Casimir C Oct 24 1929... 29: 125
Traynor William of Edward L and Mary Sept 13 1928........ 28: 280
Treacy Alice M of Patrick and Kathleen June 6 1921......... 25: 68
Treeful John E of Emanuel J and Alice A May 19 1921...... 25: 59
Treglia Angelo G of Sybli and Carmela M June 25 1929..... 29: 74
Tremlay Alice M of Napoleon J and Alice A June 5 1929..... 29: 66
Tremlay Andre M of George F and Alberta E Mar 6 1922.... 25: 210
Tremlay Anne M of Joseph J and Madelina Dec 20 1930.... 29: 303
Tremlay Emile J of Alfred and Regina M Dec 15 1927...... 28: 156
Tremlay Joseph A of Joseph R and Mary May 26 1922...... 25: 249
Tremlay Joseph E O of Joseph and Rosanna Aug 7 1924..... 26: 283
Tremlay Joseph P of Joseph and Rose A June 4 1929...... 29: 66
Tremlay Marie G of Ernest and Beatrice Mar 15 1930..... 29: 187
Tremlay Rita H of Alfred and Regina M May 28 1929...... 29: 61
Tremlay Therese of Joseph and Rose June 6 1927......... 28: 71
Treventozzi Antonetta R of Giovanni and Lucia Mar 31 1923. 26: 43
Treventozzi Dorothy F of Gaetano and Mabel A Sept 27 1927. 28: 121
Treventozzi Eva A of Domenico and Civita Dec 23 1928..... 28: 322
Treventozzi Evelyn M of Gaetano and Mabel A Feb 28 1926... 27: 198
Treventozzi Filomena of Raffaele and Vittoria Oct 3 1922... 25: 314
Treventozzi Gloria G of Domenico and Civita Apr 18 1926... 27: 221
Treventozzi Gloria M of Giovanni and Lucia Aug 26 1928.... 28: 271
Treventozzi Irene A of Giovanni and Nicolina Dec 11 1929... 29: 145
Treventozzi Loretta C of Gaetano and Mabel Dec 30 1923.... 26: 177
Treventozzi Maria C G of Giovanni and Nicolina July 21
1925. ............................................. 27: 97
Treventozzi Raimundo of Giovanni and Nicolina Sept 2 1923. 26: 121
Treventozzi Stella of Domenico and Maria C Aug 1 1927.... 28: 97
Treventozzi —— (twin) d of Gaetano and Mabel A Feb 28
1926. ............................................. 27: 199
Tremmel George W of Margaret V Feb 2 1928................. 28: 327
Tremmel Mary F of Joseph and Marie E Dec 15 1927....... 28: 156
Tremmel Raymond F of Joseph and Marie E Apr 9 1921..... 25: 42
Tremonte Glendora M of Emilio and Ida May 17 1924...... 26: 249
Tremontozzi Maria R of Raffaele and Vittoria May 16 1921. 25: 58
Trenter Norma of Edna M Apr 17 1922......................... 25: 230
Trescott Ann F of Clifford A and Helen Apr 20 1925...... 27: 52
Trescott Joan A of Clifford A and Helen June 7 1930..... 29: 222
Trewhella Theo M of Donald and Margaret A Aug 5 1926.... 27: 275
Triangolo Adelina of Daniel W and Sophie Sept 4 1923 .... 26: 122
Triangolo Andrea D of Daniel W and Sophie Mar 3 1925 .... 27: 30
Triangolo Carlo of Catello and Anna Sept 24 1922 .... 25: 307
Triangolo Ester of Catello and Anna Aug 29 1924 .... 26: 299
Triangolo —— d of Francesco and Letizia Nov 8 1930 .... 29: 295
Tricarico Pietro of Giuseppe and Maria Aug 1 1926 .... 27: 286
Tridente Pasquale M of Francesco and Anna Sept 20 1928 .... 28: 282
Tridente Anna L C of Antonio and Lattanina Dec 13 1930 .... 29: 300
Tridente Francesco of Antonio and Anna Oct 2 1921 .... 25: 132
Tridente Gloria of Antonio and Elvira June 14 1925 .... 27: 79
Tridente Vincenzo of Pietro and Nicolina May 7 1924 .... 26: 245
Tridetti Antonetta of Francesco and Bernardina Oct 27 1925 .... 27: 142
Tridetti Ernesto of Francesco and Bernardina Oct 27 1923 .... 26: 148
Tridetti Ida of Francesco and Bernardina Jan 27 1929 .... 29: 11
Tridetti Rosalia of Francesco and Bernardina Nov 29 1921 .... 25: 155
Tridetti Violanda of Francesco and Bernardina Sept 8 1927 .... 28: 113
Triedman Leonard J of Harry and Charlotte June 6 1929 .... 29: 67
Triedman Martin H of Harry and Charlotte Dec 7 1930 .... 29: 298
Trillo Rosemary of Carmelo and Teresa Jan 23 1930 .... 29: 164
Trillo Claire O of Nazzareno and Clelia Sept 8 1923 .... 26: 124
Trimble Magdalen E of Joseph G and Magdalen E June 21 1928 .... 28: 242
Trinchieri Francesca of Antonio and Laura Apr 7 1923 .... 26: 49
Trinchieri Giuseppe of Antonio and Laura Jan 29 1921 .... 25: 11
Trinkel Bernard J (twin) of Benjamin II and Caroline July 4 1921 .... 25: 86
Trinkel Flora E (twin) of Benjamin II and Caroline July 4 1921 .... 25: 86
Trionfo Antonetta of Erasmo and Antonetta Mar 8 1926 .... 27: 203
Triplett Bernardine of Samuel and Elsie July 12 1929 .... 29: 82
Tripoli Giuseppina of Domenico and Angela Dec 15 1930 .... 29: 301
Tripp Elinor M of Harry E and Regina M Sept 17 1921 .... 25: 123
Tripp Gladys M of Harold E and Catherine Aug 6 1930 .... 29: 248
Tripp Marjorie M of Allan F and Marjorie Feb 25 1929 .... 29: 24
Tripp Robert L of Lloyd R and Gertrude M Sept 23 1930 .... 29: 267
Trintendi Avelina of Giovanni and Rosina Sept 1 1924 .... 26: 306
Trintendi Gloria M of Giovanni and Rosina Oct 6 1927 .... 28: 126
Trintendi Othelia A of Giovanni and Rosina Feb 4 1930 .... 29: 170
Troedle Francis J of August and Lena Mar 3 1921 .... 25: 27
Troedle Helen M of August and Lena Nov 10 1924 .... 26: 339
Trofa Angelina M of Domenico and Lauretta June 29 1923 .... 26: 85
Trofi Vincenzo C of Salvatore and Angelina Sept 10 1930 .... 29: 262
Troia Andrea of Pasquale and Ascenza Feb 14 1929 .... 29: 19
Troia Maria C of Pasquale and Ascenza July 21 1925 .... 27: 97
Troia Mario of Paolo and Pasqualina Sept 8 1926 .... 27: 290
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Troia Rosina of Pasquale and Ascenza Sept 2 1926 ........... 27: 287
Troiani Domenico A of Antonio and Nicolina May 10 1922 ... 25: 243
Troianno —— s of Natalizia July 11 1926 .................... 27: 263
Troiano Eduardo S of Domenico and Maria Feb 6 1925 .... 27: 18
Troiano Fausto L of Luigi and Wiiana June 2 1929 ...... 29: 65
Troiano Giuseppe of Domenico and Antonietta Oct 25 1928 ... 28: 297
Troiano Louis J of Luigi and Linda Nov 26 1930 ....... 29: 292
Troiano Lucia M of Leonardo and Maria Nov 28 1930 ....... 29: 293
Troiano Luigi G of Luigi and Wiiana Sept 10 1926 ....... 27: 290
Troiano Michele D of Domenico and Maria Aug 15 1923 .... 26: 111
Troiano Rosa of Antonio and Teodosia Feb 13 1921 ....... 25: 18
Trojan Edward R of John F and Marie A Oct 25 1929 ...... 29: 126
Trojan Mary A of John F and Marie A Mar 22 1928 ....... 28: 202
Trombetta Anna F of Giuseppe and Maria Nov 29 1926 .... 27: 324
Trombetta Elvira C of Giuseppe and Maria Mar 4 1929 ...... 29: 28
Trombetta Maria A D of Giuseppe and Maria Sept 22 1925 ... 27: 127
Trombetta Maria I of Pietro M and Maria G May 1 1921 ...... 25: 52
Trombetta Rosa M of Giuseppe and Maria Sept 26 1923 ... 26: 132
Trombetti Alberto G of Venanzio and Giulia June 10 1922 ... 25: 258
Trombetti Luigi of Pietro and Vincenza July 21 1923 .... 26: 96
Trombley Francis X of Peter L and Frances A Dec 30 1927 ... 28: 161
Trombley Henry P of Peter L and Frances Aug 22 1929 ...... 29: 100
Trombley Irene of Frank and Celia A Jan 15 1922 ....... 25: 184
Tromm Renato of Ferdinando and Benedetta Sept 22 1929 .... 29: 112
Trommo Virginia of Ferdinando and Benedetta Jan 1 1928 ... 28: 168
Troob Irving A of Hyman and Ida July 29 1923 ....... 26: 100
Troob Joyce G of Hyman and Ida Nov 24 1925 ....... 27: 153
Trostonoff Nathan of Louis and Ida June 13 1922 ....... 25: 266
Trott Ann E of Raymond E and Elisabeth Macel Feb 28 1925 ... 27: 26
Trott Gordon R of George R and Carolyn L Feb 27 1927 .... 28: 24
Trott Houghton M of Raymond H and Elizabeth M Jan 1 ... 25: 1

1921.

Trott Virginia Macel of Raymond H and Elizabeth Macel Oct 11 1922 ... 25: 317
Trotta Pasquale of Francesco and Maria G Oct 22 1921 .... 25: 142
Trotta Robert T of Raffaele and Maria Mar 7 1929 ...... 29: 29
Trotta Teresa of Francesco and Maria G Jan 31 1925 ....... 27: 13
Trotter Herman E of Herman E and Shelley Sept 25 1925 ... 27: 128
Trotter —— s of Herman E and Shelley Dec 7 1927 ....... 28: 163
Trottier Albert R of J Arthur and Clorinthe May 4 1923 ... 26: 62
Trottier Andre of Oscar and Albertine Feb 26 1924 ....... 26: 208
Trottier Edmond R of Oscar and Albertine June 11 1921 .... 25: 70
Trottier Richard H of Arthur and Clorinthe June 7 1921 ... 25: 68
Trottier Vivian M of Lillian I Apr 16 1930 .............. 29: 200
Trottner Donald L of Herman H and Marion M Sept 2 1925 ... 27: 118
Trottner —— s of Herman H and Marion M Sept 28 1927 ... 28: 123
BIRTHS

25: 29

Trotto Jeannette of Erasmo and Vincenza Mar 7 1929

28: 26

Troufield Dorothy C of George and Caroline Apr 28 1924

26: 238

Troup Dorothy of Charles L and Celia Dec 21 1930

29: 303

Troupansky David of David and Dora Nov 29 1921

25: 159

Troue John L of Walter J and Julia Oct 16 1922

25: 319

Trowbridge Charles E of Charles E and Adelaide W Nov 10

1925

27: 148

Trowbridge Edward R of Edward R and Rebecca D Apr 24

1927

28: 50

Trowbridge Leverett C of Edward R and Rebecca D July 29

1930

29: 243

Trowbridge Robinson C of Charles E and Adelaide W Dec 25

1928

28: 323

Truchon Marie I P of William R and Marie I June 11 1927

28: 73

Trudeau Marie P Y of Edgar and Irene Dec 15 1927

28: 156

Trudeau — d of Joseph and Margaret Sept 7 1921

25: 119

Trudeau — d of Leo R and Helen R Mar 23 1926

27: 209

Trudell Arlene M of Rock E and Martha C May 5 1930

29: 208

Trudell Levi L of George and Flora Sept 8 1922

25: 301

Trudell Muriel B of Henry P and Emily B June 6 1923

26: 76

Trudell — d of Henry P and Anna D Jan 29 1921

25: 11

Trudelle Joseph E of Ovila and Maria L Dec 11 1927

28: 155

Trudon John of Patrick L and Ellen M Dec 27 1924

26: 361

Trudon — s of Patrick L and Ellen M July 4 1922

25: 281

Truesdell Earle W of Edwin W and Olive M Feb 1 1927

28: 24

Truesdell Thelma R of Walter E and Ruth E Aug 26 1928

28: 271

Trumble Francis A of Frank B and Mary A July 4 1924

26: 276

Trumble John of Frank B and Mary A Aug 10 1925

27: 108

Trumble Mary T of Frank B and Mary A Nov 8 1927

28: 140

Trumbull Barbara B of James B and Royalle Dec 23 1922

25: 319

Trumbull Gail B of Frank S and Dorothy Oct 6 1930

29: 273

Trumbull James V of James B and Royalle Mar 11 1927

28: 30

Trundy Patricia A of Harry E and Florence M Mar 12 1924

26: 216

Truppa Annunziata T of Giuseppe A and Filomena July 18

1922

25: 275

Truppa Elma of Gaetano and Maria Oct 6 1930

29: 273

Truppa Girolamo of Giuseppe A and Filomena Oct 17 1925

27: 138

Truppa Maria L of Giuseppe A and Filomena Feb 29 1924

26: 209

Truppa Petronilla of Gaetano and Maria Aug 20 1923

26: 113

Truppa Romilda G of Gaetano and Maria Jan 16 1925

27: 7

Truppa — s of Gaetano and Maria Mar 30 1927

28: 40

Truppi Anna T of Salvatore and Theodora Mar 31 1923

26: 43

Truppi Antonetta R of Salvatore and Theodora Mar 11 1930

29: 185

Truppi Antonio of Francesco and Catherine Sept 2 1928

28: 276

Truppi Francesco A of Francesco A and Catherine Oct 6 1930

29: 273

Truppi Gelsomina of Salvatore and Theodore July 24 1921

25: 94
Truppi Giuseppe of Francesco and Catherine Feb 23 1926. 27: 196
Trusdale David A of Raymond H and Clara Feb 25 1930. 29: 178
Truss Beverly E of George J and Lydia L Dec 24 1924. 26: 358
Tryon Beverly E of Manola Jan 26 1929. 29: 11
Tryon — d of Elwood H and Marion Mar 23 1923. 26: 39
Trzcinski Ernest P of Anton and Helen Dec 26 1925. 27: 167
Tsagarakis George of Constantine G and Chrysoula Mar 11 1927. 28: 30
Tsagarakis John C of Constantine and Chrysoula May 7 1928. 28: 222
Tsagarakis Maria of Constantine G and Chrysoula G May 20 1925. 27: 67
Tsarouhar Basilikin of John and Helen Jan 3 1924. 26: 184
Tsefrecas — d of Peter and Delia Sept 15 1922. 25: 304
Tsiphoitides Helen of James and Anastasia May 5 1921. B-1: 71
Tsoumakas Gregory of Costas and Constance Aug 6 1929. 29: 94
Tubman Thomas of Thomas J and Mary Jan 28 1921. 25: 11
Tucci Carmela G of Antonio and Anna Aug 28 1924. 26: 302
Tucci Dorothy C of Bruno and Rose Nov 3 1928. 28: 301
Tucci Raffaele of Raffaele and Brigida Feb 17 1930. 29: 175
Tucker Barbara E (twin) of Chester A and Elsie H July 23 1922. 25: 277
Tucker Berton A (twin) of Chester A and Elsie H July 23 1922. 25: 277
Tucker Beverley of Harold W and Audice G Apr 11 1930. 29: 199
Tucker Doris E of William W and Charlotte M Feb 1 1925. 27: 16
Tucker Edward N of Albert F and Josephine F Feb 16 1924. 26: 204
Tucker Eleanor G of Charles D and Nellie M June 22 1922. 25: 263
Tucker Ernest F of Ernest P and Anna C Dec 18 1921. 25: 169
Tucker Ethel of John H and Norma Jan 28 1927. 28: 11
Tucker Ethel M of Albert F and Josephine F Jan 9 1922. 25: 181
Tucker Harold W of Harold W and Audice G July 24 1924. 26: 285
Tucker James H of John F and Helen B Aug 31 1921. 25: 113
Tucker June F of Warren F and Mary M June 5 1930. 29: 222
Tucker Lester R of Lesley and Edith June 12 1927. 28: 73
Tucker Marjorie M of Howard F and Althea P June 8 1921. 25: 69
Tucker Martha E of Arthur N and Lucy B Feb 13 1924. 26: 202
Tucker Mary E (c) of William H and Evelyn S Feb 21 1925. 27: 23
Tucker Mildred of Philip and Celia Mar 9 1923. 26: 33
Tucker Mildred E of Ernest L and Almerinda Jan 1 1930. 29: 157
Tucker Norman L of Arthur N and Lucy Mar 1 1921. 25: 26
Tucker Raymond K of Lucy M June 22 1927. 28: 77
Tucker Robert A (c) of William H and Evelyn S Jan 24 1928. 28: 177
Tucker Robert C of William H and Evelyn S Sept 30 1922. 25: 310
Tucker Robert S of Elton H and Eleanor June 23 1925. 27: 83
Tucker Virginia M of Elmer L and Vitaline June 16 1924. 26: 265
Tucker William F of Albert F and Josephine F June 28 1926. 27:256
Tucker William H (c) of William H and Evelyn S Aug 26 1926. 27:283
Tuckerman Frank E of Frank E and Lillian B Mar 26 1921. 25:36
Tuckerman Maude E of Ernest W and Edith E June 21 1922. 25:262
Tuckerman Robert E of Ernest W and Edith E Oct 4 1925. 27:133
Tucy Charles F of Charles F and Clara V Nov 25 1922. 25:335
Tudino Adela of Oresto and Teresa Nov 10 1923. 27:148
Tudino Adela of Oresto and Teresa Oct 30 1927. 28:136
Tudino Alfredo of Oresto and Teresa Sept 28 1923. 26:133
Tudino Antonio of Oresto and Teresa June 2 1929. 29:65
Tudino Antonio of Michele and Teresa July 20 1928. 28:255
Tudino Civita A of Giuseppe C and Maria G June 13 1926. 27:249
Tudino Domenico of Giuseppe and Civita Dec 10 1929. 29:145
Tudino Eleanora I of Armando and Bradmane Mar 28 1927. 28:38
Tudino Esta M of Giuseppe C and Maria G Feb 26 1930. 29:178
Tudino Gino of Giuseppe and Civita Apr 15 1928. 28:213
Tudino Giovanni of Michele and Teresa Mar 10 1930. 29:184
Tudino Luciano of Michele and Teresa July 9 1927. 28:86
Tudino Maria of Giuseppe and Civita July 22 1926. 27:268
Tudino Salvatore L of Giuseppe C and Maria G May 23 1928. 28:228
Tudino Tullia A of Armando and Bradmane Nov 6 1923. 26:154
Tudone Corinne L of Crescenzo and Antonietta Aug 6 1926. 27:275
Tudone Herman C of Crescenzo and Antonetta Feb 22 1925. 27:24
Tuesdale James J of Joseph and Bessie Oct 25 1922. 25:323
Tufano Antonio G of Sebastiano and Maria Sept 19 1927. 28:117
Tufano Carlo of Sebastiano and Maria Nov 3 1924. 26:336
Tufano Elena of Sebastiano and Maria June 14 1921. 25:71
Tufano Filomena E of Gaetano and Benedetta July 13 1925. 27:93
Tufano Vincenzo E of Tomaso and Benedetta Nov 16 1921. 25:153
Tufts Elmer E of Elmer E and Florence Mar 25 1924. 26:222
Tufts Elmer G of Elmer E and Martha June 26 1922. 25:264
Tuite John F of John F and Alice July 1 1928. 28:247
Tukey Ruth F of Charles W and Martha A June 24 1924. 26:270
Tuktigian Takouhi of Arman and Dorothy May 6 1928. 28:222
Tulaba Katherine of Joseph and Catherine Feb 2 1923. 26:16
Tulaba Susanna of Joseph and Catherine Aug 11 1925. 27:108
Tulli Angelina I of Arcangelo and Irene Nov 7 1923. 26:155
Tulli Anna of Annibale and Amalia F Dec 11 1924. 26:354
Tulli Edith of Arcangelo and Irene Feb 7 1922. 25:196
Tulli Irene B of Arcangelo and Irene Dec 4 1926. 27:327
Tullic Edward A of Michael T and Beatrice M Sept 8 1921. 25:120
Tullic Elton R of Michael T and Beatrice M Sept 21 1923. 26:130
Tullie James F of Michael T and Beatrice M July 8 1925. 27:91
Tullie Michael P of Michael and Anna Dec 27 1925. 27:168
Tullie Teresa M of Cosmo and Angela Aug 5 1930. 29:248
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Tullo — s of Carmino and Maria Sept 9 1921.............25:131
Tullson Russell H of Christian and Alma June 13 1930.....29:225
Tully Charles H of Charles H and Beatrice M July 20 1923...26:96
Tully Delores R of Eugene and Mary Apr 26 1921..........25:49
Tully Francis H of Charles H and Beatrice M Nov 10 1924...26:339
Tully Gerard J of Charles H and Beatrice M Jan 3 1927....28:2
Tully John of Anthony and Mary May 12 1921...............25:56
Tumblety James C of Charles L and Jane F Oct 6 1929.....29:119
Tunsel Audrey M (c) of Edward T and Constance E Sept 10 1927........................................28:114
Tunsel Shirley F (c) (twin) of Edward T and Constance E  
Feb 23 1930......................................................29:177
Tunsel — (c) (twin) s of Edward T and Constance E Feb 23  
1930.................................................................29:180
Tunstall Edward (c) of John W and Izoura G Dec 1 1929....29:142
Turibitt Alice C of John W and Alice R Mar 29 1925......27:40
Turibitt Catherine of John L and Agnes M Feb 22 1921....25:22
Turibitt Charles of Claude J and Gertrude M Feb 8 1922....25:196
Turibitt Doris M of John W and Alice R Aug 23 1930......29:254
Turibitt Harry W of John J and Celina M Feb 7 1928.....28:183
Turibitt John of Claude J and Gertrude M Apr 3 1923.....26:47
Turibitt Mary E of John W and Alice R Apr 7 1927.......28:43
Turchetta Ada D of Paolo and Celia Jan 24 1930.........29:165
Turchetta Addolorata of Benedetto and Maria Apr 16 1927..28:47
Turchetta Alessandro of Paolo and Celia June 5 1924......26:261
Turchetta Alessandro of Giovanni and Maria C May 13 1926..27:234
Turchetta Angela M R of Paolo and Celia Oct 1 1928.....28:288
Turchetta Anna of Pio and Caterina June 25 1924..........26:270
Turchetta Anna of Giovanni B and Giuseppina Mar 15 1926..27:205
Turchetta Carmela of Pio and Caterina Nov 9 1925.......27:148
Turchetta Dorothy of Pio and Caterina Feb 12 1928.......28:185
Turchetta Elena of Giovanni and Maria C Nov 14 1928.....28:306
Turchetta Francesca of Francesca P Dec 28 1923........26:175
Turchetta Gaetano of Benedetto and Maria Feb 18 1921....25:20
Turchetta Giovanni of Pio and Caterina Dec 20 1926.....27:332
Turchetta Giovanni A of Giuseppe A and Maria G Dec 3 1930..29:296
Turchetta Giuseppa of Giovanni B and Giuseppina June 13  
1921.................................................................25:71
Turchetta Ida of Giovanni B and Giuseppina May 30 1924...26:256
Turchetta Maria A of Vincenzo and Giovannina Jan 30 1921..25:12
Turchetta Maria A V of Vincenzo and Giovannina Dec 2 1922..25:340
Turchetta Maria V of Giovanni B and Giuseppina Feb 12 1929..29:19
Turchetta Mario of Paolo and Celia July 25 1927........28:92
Turchetta Paolina of Paolo and Celia Jan 25 1926.........27:184
Turchetta Pio of Pio and Caterina Jan 11 1930........29:160
Turchetta —— s of Paolo and Celia Feb 16 1923........26:29
Turcotte Edward E of Joseph G and Catherine E Jan 5 1925...25: 158
Turcotte Jean A of Omer and Irene May 31 1925...25: 72
Turcotte Marie T of Joseph O and Irene May 23 1930...29: 215
Turcotte Robert of Mary Mar 13 1927...28: 31
Turcotte Thomas A of Alfred A and Gladys June 22 1926...27: 253
Turcotte — d of Alfred and Philomena Apr 25 1922...25: 238
Turgeon Alfred J of Samuel H and Mary R May 29 1930...29: 217
Turgeon Anita J of Leonel U E and Mary Jan 11 1929...29: 5
Turgeon Carolyn F of Leonel U E and Mary Nov 26 1930...29: 292
Turgeon Cecil J of Emil J and Lillian E May 3 1930...29: 208
Turgeon David E of Samuel H and Mary R Sept 17 1922...25: 305
Turgeon Edmondo B of Leonel U E and Mary Feb 7 1927...28: 16
Turgeon George H of Samuel H and Mary R Feb 26 1924...26: 208
Turgeon Jean N of John L and Alice Feb 17 1924...26: 204
Turgeon John T of Samuel H and Mary R Apr 12 1925...27: 49
Turgeon Leona M of Leonel U E and Mary July 17 1925...27: 95
Turgeon Marie E D of Leo J and Emily July 12 1928...28: 252
Turgeon Marie L of Leo J and Emily Oct 12 1929...29: 121
Turgeon Mary L G of Leo J and Emily Oct 23 1926...27: 308
Turgeon May R of Samuel H and Mary R July 31 1926...27: 271
Turgeon Samuel J of Samuel H and Mary R Sept 30 1928...28: 286
Turgeon Suzanne F of George A and Frances C Feb 19 1928...28: 188
Turgeon — d of Leo J and Emily Aug 29 1925...27: 115
Turgeon — s of Samuel H and Mary R July 28 1927...28: 94
Turilli Gloria D of Mario F and Michelinea Sept 5 1928...28: 277
Turnbull Signe of Eskel and Signe Dec 16 1929...29: 147
Turnbull David A of William R and Alice Sept 21 1930...29: 267
Turnbull Edith E of John and Edith O Mar 6 1929...29: 29
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Turnbull John of John and Edith Jan 8 1922 ..................... 25:180
Turnbull Joy of John and Edith O Sept 29 1930 .................. 29:269
Turnbull Norman L of John and Edith O Nov 10 1923 ........... 26:155
Turner Albert of Margaret Nov 20 1930 .......................... 29:290
Turner Alice of Robert and Ella II Feb 10 1923 ................. 26:20
Turner Barbara E of Herbert R and Sarah Mar 31 1928 ........... 28:206
Turner Betty R of Raymond G and Gladys M Aug 9 1925 ......... 27:107
Turner Calvin E (c) of Calvin E and Pauline B Dec 20 1926 .... 27:332
Turner Claire E (c) of William H and Estelle E Oct 6 1922 ..... 25:315
Turner David H of Preston E and Naomi L Dec 13 1922 ........... 25:345
Turner Donald II (c) of Robert A and Ella F Feb 2 1921 ....... 25:13
Turner Dorothy E of Walter R and Marjorie Feb 22 1930 ........ 29:177
Turner Douglas J of Charles N and Evelyn Apr 10 1929 .......... 29:43
Turner Ella L (c) of Christina M Dec 29 1925 .................... 27:169
Turner Evelyn M of Arthur and Julia Dec 18 1928 ............... 28:320
Turner Everett B of Everett H and Julia M Aug 12 1926 ......... 27:277
Turner George R of Raymond E and Lena M Apr 16 1921 ......... 25:45
Turner Harriet E (c) of Henry A and Clarabelle Dec 5 1927 .... 28:153
Turner Harvey R (c) of Henry A and Clarabelle Feb 11 1924 .... 26:202
Turner Herbert S of Preston E and Naomi L Feb 20 1926 ......... 27:195
Turner Honor M of Joseph B and Elizabeth July 5 1930 .......... 29:234
Turner Hope S of Warren H and Hope July 11 1930 ............... 29:237
Turner Howard D of Duncan and Ida E June 26 1922 .............. 25:264
Turner James V of James V and Esther H Mar 30 1922 ............ 25:221
Turner Jane F of Walter R and Marjorie May 24 1928 ............ 28:228
Turner John C of Ralph F and Ruth Mar 10 1926 ................. 27:203
Turner Marion A of Francis C and Sadie Sept 10 1828 .......... 28:279
Turner Marjorie R of Harold R and Lucy R Apr 20 1923 ........... 26:53
Turner Mary A of Frank P and Cora Nov 23 1922 ................. 25:335
Turner Norman of Margaret A Aug 11 1929 ........................ 29:155
Turner Olive B of Ellsworth and Doris B Oct 2 1928 ............ 28:288
Turner Peter of Peter and Elizabeth McC Dec 6 1928 ............. 28:316
Turner Phyllis E of John H and Emily D Dec 17 1922 .......... 25:346
Turner Phyllis R (c) of Calvin E and Pauline B Dec 26 1928 .... 28:323
Turner Priscilla A of Everett H and Julia M Apr 27 1928 ....... 28:217
Turner Ralph F of Ralph F and Ruth July 3 1924 ................. 26:276
Turner Ralph G of Ralph R and Dorothy Nov 24 1921 ............ 25:157
Turner Ronald of Richard and Emily July 5 1928 ................. 28:249
Turner Ruth J of Preston E and Naomi L Feb 1 1929 .............. 29:15
Turner Ruth V (c) of Henry A and Clarabelle Dec 21 1921 ....... 25:170
Turner Stanley A (c) of Henry A and Clarabelle Feb 19 1926 .... 27:195
Turner Vivian M (c) of Lawrence A and Thelma I Jan 10 1928..28: 171
Turner William of Margaret Sept 11 1927......................28: 115
Turner William H of Richard and Emily Nov 1 1930...........29: 284
Turner William R of William A and Helen J May 13 1930.....29: 211
Turner Winifred D of Robert and Caroline S Dec 4 1921......25: 163
Turner Winifred J of Preston E and Naomi L Aug 20 1921....25: 108
Turney Edward N B of William N B and Claribel July 29 1929.29: 89
Turney Rita L of Elmer C and Janua A M July 12 1926.........27: 264
Turnquist David A of Knute II V and Bertha M Jan 26 1927..28: 10
Turnquist Edward M of Henry V and May G Nov 4 1923........26: 153
Turnquist Henry V of Henry V and May G Aug 1 1922...........25: 282
Tuoff Lloyd H of Henry and Ruth June 17 1925.................27: 80
Turowski Dorothy R of Walter and Anna M May 30 1930.......29: 218
Turowski Veronica C of Walter and Anna M Dec 18 1925......27: 165
Turowski Walter of Walter and Anna M May 12 1927............28: 59
Turroni George A of John and Eva Mar 23 1921..................25: 35
Turroni Rita J of John and Eva Aug 7 1925.....................27: 107
Turronis Joseph J of Margaret Apr 4 1928.......................28: 209
Turton Alden D of John E and Fannie G Nov 30 1921..........25: 159
Turton Dolores of John E and Fannie G July 30 1929..........29: 90
Turton Elinor of John E and Fannie G Dec 24 1926..............27: 333
Turton Jacqueline of John E and Fannie G Aug 17 1924........26: 297
Turton Janet of John E and Fannie G June 25 1923.............26: 83
Tutalo Maria of Francesco and Amedea Apr 8 1922..............25: 227
Tutalo Roberto V of Pietro and Giacinta Apr 28 1923.........26: 57
Tutalo — s of Clara June 28 1921...............................25: 77
Tutelny Franciszek of Stanislaw and Maryanna Apr 3 1921.25: 40
Tutless Marion A of Peter and Viola E June 2 1929...........29: 65
Tuzio Maria E of Herman O and Anna Nov 1 1926..............27: 313
Tweedale Dorothy M of Cyril and Mary M Apr 13 1921.........25: 44
Tweedy Doyle M (c) of Doyle M and Delilah M Apr 10 1926....27: 218
Tweedy Henry R of John and Jennie H Aug 17 1921.............25: 106
Tweedy James E of John and Jennie Nov 13 1926...............27: 318
Twiest John H of John H and Edith B Sept 16 1921............25: 123
Twiest Lois A of John M and Edith B May 6 1924...............26: 244
Twombly Mary L of John I and May S Aug 30 1930.............29: 256
Twomey William E of William E and Lucy Feb 16 1923.........26: 22
Tyas Albert F of Frederick A and Martha B June 5 1924......26: 261
Tyas Alice M of Frederick A and Martha B Apr 28 1921......25: 50
Tyas Beulah of Henry W and Beatrice C Jan 18 1923............26: 8
Tyas Frederick A of Frederick A and Martha B Apr 25 1922..25: 234
Tyas Henry W of Henry W and Beatrice C Nov 20 1921..........25: 155
Tyas Kenneth J of Frederick A and Martha B Aug 29 1927....28: 108
Tyczkowski Edward A of Edward J and Eva M May 15 1924.....26: 248
Tyczkowski Matilda E of Edward J and Eva M Aug 8 1927.....28: 100
Tylenda Florian of Joseph and Agnes Feb 6 1922..............25: 195
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Tyler Edward L of Lionel A and Ethel M June 26 1921........25: 76
Tyler Gladys M of Lionel A and Ethel M May 7 1924........26: 245
Tyler Hortense M (c) of Mabel V Mar 27 1923.................26: 41
Tyler Patricia E of Leonard A and Estella M Feb 9 1929....29: 18
Tyler Philetnus R of Philetnus R and Mabel H Feb 9 1924...26: 201
Tyler Robert F of John W and Frances June 25 1921........25: 76
Tyler Susan G of William S and Mary Oct 6 1930.............29: 274
Tymon Irene M of Charles H and Mary A Aug 27 1924........26: 362
Tymon Robert J of Charles H and Mary A July 19 1922.....25: 275
Tyniak Helen of Paul and Katie Feb 19 1938.................28: 188
Tyrell Edward J of James H and Margaret C Jan 6 1925....27: 3
Tyrell Estelle F of John A and Edith E Aug 21 1928........28: 269
Tyrell Marjorie C of James H and Margaret C Oct 13 1923...26: 150
Tyrell Robert W of James H and Margaret C June 15 1927...28: 74
Tyrer Eva of Frederick G and Edith M Nov 27 1925........27: 154
Tyrer George W of Frederick G and Edith M Jan 28 1923....26: 12
Tyrell George A of George R and Elizabeth F Oct 14 1928...28: 293
Tyrell Harriet E of George R and Elizabeth F Dec 4 1925...27: 158
Tyrell Anne M of Raymond J and Mary J Sept 9 1926........27: 290
Tyrell Dennis A of Dennis A and Louise F May 31 1929.....29: 63
Tyrell Elizabeth of James J and Mary L Nov 17 1923......26: 158
Tyrell George F of James J and Mary L Nov 22 1928.......28: 309
Tyrell James J of James J and Mary L Mar 9 1922.........25: 211
Tyrell Justine C of James J and Mary L Jan 28 1921.......25: 11
Tyshkavih Carl J of Carol G and Stanisława V Oct 23 1930...29: 279
Tyson Edith M of Robert and Mary Dec 6 1923..............26: 168
Tyzbir Adolph of Peter and Joanna June 21 1922...........25: 262
Tzizik Hyman H of William and Fannie Apr 3 1924.........26: 228

Uberto Argia of Salvatore and Amelia Jan 4 1922............25: 179
Uccello Giuseppe of Salvatore and Esther M Apr 8 1924....26: 230
Uccello Giuseppe M of Salvatore and Esther M Aug 16 1921..25: 106
Uccello Maria A of Salvatore and Esther M Aug 15 1925....27: 110
Ucci Angelo A of Florindo and Rosa July 26 1922.........25: 278
Ucci Ida R of Florindo and Rosina Mar 29 1924.............26: 224
Ucienia Duna O of Teet and Parasika July 10 1930.......29: 237
Udelen activist of Joseph and Dorothy June 22 1925.......27: 82
Uffer Bernice J of David and Anna Jan 13 1928............28: 172
Uffer Marion D of David and Anna Feb 25 1923.............26: 26
Uffer Martin L of Harry S and Emmie Feb 4 1930...........29: 170
Ugoceoni Walter G of Guerino and Gina Feb 25 1924.......26: 208
Uhlig Bertrand E of Bertrand E and Helen V Dec 23 1927...28: 159
Ulbin Julia of Stanisłaus and Teofila Feb 25 1923.........26: 26
Uliano Lillian of Vincenzo and Emilia Nov 12 1923.........26: 156
Umberto Anna M of Giuseppe and Elida Feb 17 1929........29: 21
BIRTHS

**1925**
- Umberto Cesare of Giuseppe and Elida July 15
- Umberto Cesare of Giuseppe and Elida Oct 22
- Umberto Laura of Giuseppe and Elida Mar 22
- Umberto Luigi of Giuseppe and Elida Sept 9
- Umberto — s of Giuseppe and Elida Apr 8
- Umbrian Francesco of Raffaele and Micheline Jan 24
- Umbriano Maria of Raffaele and Micheline Oct 23
- Umbriano Matteo (twin) of Raffaele and Micheline June 19

**1926**
- Umbriano Michele (twin) of Raffaele and Micheline June 19
- Umbriano Paolo A of Raffaele and Micheline Apr 27
- Umlauf Erna M of Frank J and Elizabeth M Apr 19
- Ummar Frederic W of Frederic W and Jean M Sept 1
- Ummar Mildred E of Frederic W and Jean Feb 14
- Uncao Joao P of Lauraeno and Christina E July 19
- Underhill Joan P of Walter L and Jessie B June 12
- Underhill Richard W of Walter L and Beatrice July 10
- Underwood Anita F of Rodney J and Ruth C Feb 15
- Underwood Dorothy M of Fred W and Stella L Feb 28
- Underwood Elizabeth M of Albert R and Lillian M May 22

**1927**
- Underwood Elsie L of Frederick E and Lillian Dec 31
- Underwood Frederick W of Frederick W and Stella L July 10

**1928**
- Underwood Gladys P of Arthur A and Gladys P Mar 18
- Underwood Nellie M of Frank D and Sadie May 27
- Underwood Norma C of Jesse S and Alice E Aug 1
- Underwood Robert G of William E and Mabel L Aug 20
- Underwood Roy E of Jesse G and Viola B June 30
- Underwood Sarah A of Harold E and Veronica C Nov 3
- Underwood Shirley D of Wilfred G and Mabel L Mar 2
- Underwood Thelma A of Fred W and Stella L June 7
- Underwood William E of William E and Mabel L Mar 22
- Underwood — (c) d of Walter G and Rose July 27
- Ungaro Giuseppe R of Rocco and Lucia Nov 4
- Ungberg Robert C of Hildemar and Elsie M June
- Unic Frances of Stanley and Mary N Dec
- Union Donald C of Chester and Ruth Oct
- Unsworth Albert E of James and Elizabeth Jan
- Unsworth Elizabeth of James and Elizabeth May
- Unsworth Mildred E of Joseph A and Gertrude M Nov
- Unsworth Robert of James and Elizabeth Nov
- Upham Audrey of Charles R and Catherine V June
- Upham Joyce L of Henry F and Grace Sept
- Upham Marcia of Robert and Villette Feb

**1929**
- 25
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
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Upham Marilyn W of Robert and Villette June 3 1925........ 27: 75
Upham Priscilla M of Albert L and Frances M Nov 26 1924. 26: 346
Upham Villette of Robert W and Villette Sept 30 1927..... 28: 122
Upshall Cecil J of Cecil and Annie V Oct 13 1925....... 27: 137
Upshall Hazel B of Cecil and Annie V Jan 28 1924....... 26: 194
Upshall Joyce C of Cecil and Annie V June 23 1927..... 28: 77
Upton Charles H of Richard and Jane Sept 24 1925........ 27: 128
Upton Ernest W of Arlin D and Josephine Apr 21 1923..... 26: 54
Upton George of William J and Ellen T July 26 1922...... 25: 278
Upton Joseph A of Joseph A and Dorothy Mar 27 1929..... 29: 36
Urban Mary P of Charles and Maria June 22 1923.......... 26: 82
Urban — d of John and Mary Aug 18 1928................ 28: 275
Urbanas Anna N of Kazis and Mary Feb 24 1929........... 29: 24
Urbanas Biruta F of Simon and Frances Apr 8 1927....... 28: 44
Urban — d of Bernardino and Ermelinda Dec 31 1921.... 25: 176
Urbanbank Nancy of Walter T and Anna May 10 1925...... 27: 63
Urbanbank Robert E of Walter T and Anna Dec 21 1927.... 28: 158
Urbanbank Walter T of Walter T and Anna Nov 25 1926.... 27: 323
Urbanino Angelina of Alfonso and Antonetta May 3 1924.. 26: 243
Urbanino Eduardo V of Alfonso and Antonetta July 10 1927. 28: 87
Urciuoli Giuseppe C of Angelo and Vincenzina Dec 25 1929. 29: 150
Urciuoli Umberto M A of Pasquale and Luisa May 29 1922. 25: 250
Urquhart Andrew C of William and Margaret May 27 1922. 25: 249
Urquhart Edwin D of Duncan McI and Ruth Aug 23 1921. 25: 110
Urquhart Valerie of Alfred S and Marion E Feb 14 1925... 27: 21
Ursillo Alfredo of Giovanni and Emilia June 28 1921.... 25: 77
Ursillo Ann C of Ernest S and Julia R Apr 5 1929....... 29: 41
Ursillo Carlo of Carmino and Concetta Jan 31 1922....... 25: 190
Ursillo Carmela of Michele and Maria Aug 9 1926......... 27: 276
Ursillo Elenora C of Angelo and Margherita L Jan 6 1924. 25: 3
Ursillo Giuilio of Carmino and Concetta Feb 21 1923..... 26: 24
Ursillo Giuseppe of Michele and Maria Mar 18 1928....... 28: 200
Ursillo Giuseppe of Michele and Maria July 17 1930....... 29: 229
Ursillo Luisa M of Carmino and Concetta June 20 1924.... 26: 272
Ursillo Margherita B of Pasquale and Teresa Dec 4 1923. 26: 167
Ursillo Norma M of Angelo and Margherita L Sept 6 1922. 25: 300
Ursillo Pasco T of Pasco and Filomena Oct 18 1924....... 26: 328
Ursillo Pasquale of Michele and Maria Feb 10 1925....... 27: 20
Ursillo Rita L of Angelo and Margherita L July 1 1925.... 27: 88
Ursillo — s of Carmino and Concetta Jan 22 1926......... 27: 187
Ursino Vincenzo E of Vincenzo and Annunziata Dec 24 1925. 27: 166
Urso Grazia of Santo and Grazia Aug 12 1929............ 29: 96
Urwit Mary E of Esther Sept 7 1925..................... 27: 120
Urwit Robert of Robert and Mary L B Oct 12 1930....... 29: 275
Uscio Helen of Wladyslaw and Frances Apr 12 1930....... 29: 199
Uscio Leon of Wladyslaw and Frances July 23 1922....... 25: 277
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Usena Mary S of Mike and Paulina Jan 29 1926 27: 185
Usena Mike of Mike and Pauling Aug 10 1924 26: 205
Usenia Anna of Mike and Paulina June 18 1927 28: 76
Usenia Mary of Teet and Paraska Aug 4 1928 28: 262
Usher Madelyn F of Aaron F and Madelyn B May 4 1923 26: 62
Usher Olive of Elmer B and Mary B Apr 20 1922 25: 231
Uskovick Joseph D of John and Johana July 21 1922 25: 276
Ussher Audrey of Neville T and Marjorie Apr 18 1928 28: 214
Utter Margaret H of Wilfred B and Ruth H Aug 15 1926 27: 278
Utter Sarah E of Henry E and Mildred June 10 1929 29: 68
Utter Wilson F of Henry E and Mildred Nov 25 1927 28: 146
Uttlely Herbert A (twin) of Percy and Eleanor Dec 6 1921 25: 164
Uttlely Muriel J of Percy and Eleanor Jan 18 1928 28: 174
Uttlely Robert P (twin) of Percy and Eleanor Dec 6 1921 25: 164
Utton Beverly A of Percy B and Alice G May 23 1929 29: 59
Uva Assunta of Paride and Elisa Mar 23 1926 27: 209
Uva Clara of Paride and Elisa Feb 24 1928 28: 190
Uva Salvatore of Paride and Elisa Dec 20 1921 25: 170

Vacca Ernesto V of Francesco and Maria Jan 12 1927 28: 5
Vacca Ilda C of Francesco and Maria June 19 1930 29: 227
Vacca Vincenzo S of Francesco and Maria July 1 1921 25: 85
Vacccaro Bianca L of Anthony and Ledia Jan 19 1930 29: 163
Vacccaro Elizabeth M T of Giuseppe and Maria Feb 14 1929 29: 19
Vacccaro Lucia of Nicola and Filomena Oct 29 1924 26: 333
Vacccaro Maria G of Antonio and Luisa Jan 13 1926 27: 179
Vacccaro Rachela of Antonio and Luisa July 7 1924 26: 277
Vacccaro Rosaria of Nicola and Filomena Mar 14 1923 26: 36
Vachon Aldore J of Aldore J and Harriet D June 5 1923 26: 75
Vachon Gertrude H of Alfred and Helen Aug 9 1929 29: 95
Vachon Gloria A of Maurice and Alice Aug 30 1927 28: 109
Vachon Muriel M of Aldore J and Harriet D Dec 8 1921 25: 165
Vachon Roger B of Stanislas and Alice Feb 2 1929 29: 15
Vadnais Hilaire A of Henri H and Madeleine M Jan 12 1921 25: 5
Vadnais Rene H of Henri H and Madeleine M Mar 7 1923 26: 33
Vadnais Edward F of Edward F and Eva M July 4 1921 25: 86
Vadnais Florence H of Edward F and Eva M Sept 13 1924 26: 311
Vadnais Mary M of Mary Aug 29 1922 25: 294
Vadney Edward A of Joseph A and Mary A Jan 28 1929 29: 12
Vadney Joseph J of Joseph A and Mary A June 21 1923 26: 81
Vadney Peter of Joseph A and Mary A Jan 12 1922 25: 182
Vadney William H of Joseph A and Mary A June 17 1926 27: 254
Vaillancourt Edna E of Exias and Alice Mar 7 1921 25: 29
Vaillancourt Joseph A of Odias and Marie L Sept 30 1929 29: 115
Vaillancourt Marie G G of Exias and Elise July 6 1922 25: 270
Vaiolo Rosina of Luigi and Assunta Apr 3 1927 28: 42
Valaccher Mary J of Charles and Irene July 31 1923..................26: 100
Valaccher Stanley E of Stanley E and Christina V Mar 4 1924..26: 213
Valackas Charles of Jonas and Rozalia Aug 31 1921.............25: 113
Valaiss Raymond L of Bronislaw and Josephine Nov 5 1928...28: 302
Valante Helen E of Anthony F and Rose Sept 24 1926.............27: 296
Valcarenghi Louis X of William and Suma Dec 6 1930.............29: 297
Vale Alice E of Harry I and Alice June 25 1924..................26: 270
Vale Austin K of Elmer K and Edith E July 26 1925..............27: 99
Vale Catherine A of Thomas B and Jessie A Mar 14 1921........25: 31
Vale Eleanor A of Clifford E and Evelyn M July 18 1927.......28: 90
Vale Marjorie E of Clarence M and Alice L Oct 17 1923........26: 144
Vale Randall S of Harry I and Alice July 14 1927..............28: 88
Vale Robert C of Chester H and Florence C Feb 25 1928......28: 190
Vale Robert M of Clarence M and Alice L Nov 22 1928........28: 309
Vale Ruth L of Clarence M and Alice L May 21 1930............29: 214
Valente Alessandro of Angelo and Maria June 17 1923.........26: 80
Valente Angelina of Giovanni and Semblicia Jan 25 1926.......27: 184
Valente Anna of Paolo and Maria Nov 28 1924...................26: 317
Valente Annunziata of Giovanni and Semblicia Sept 21 1928..28: 283
Valente Antonio M of Giovanni and Semblicia June 16 1924..26: 265
Valente Carlo of Pasquale and Filomena Apr 12 1929...........29: 44
Valente Eleanor J of Alessandro and Felicia June 27 1929....29: 75
Valente Elena of Olimpio and Anna Jan 28 1921..................27: 11
Valente Emilio of Pasquale and Filomena Jan 5 1927............28: 2
Valente Francesco A of Paolo and Maria Mar 17 1927...........28: 33
Valente Francesco X of Gabriele and Salvatrice Dec 6 1930..29: 298
Valente Genovetta of Pasquale and Filomena May 17 1921.....25: 59
Valente Giovanni of Pasquale and Filomena Nov 4 1922.......25: 329
Valente Giuseppe of Angelo and Maria Mar 25 1922..............25: 219
Valente Harriet F of Margherita M Apr 22 1921..................25: 47
Valente Paolo of Pasquale and Filomena Sept 18 1924...........26: 314
Valente —— d of Pasqualino and Filomena Oct 23 1925........27: 144
Valente —— s of Paolo and Maria Oct 15 1928..................28: 300
Valenti Alfred J of Pasquale and Grace Sept 3 1926...........27: 287
Valenti Joseph P of Pasquale and Grace Nov 4 1929...........29: 131
Valenti Thomas E of Pasquale and Grace Sept 6 1928...........28: 278
Valentine Clarence E of Andrew E and Florence May 6 1924..26: 244
Valentine Francis B of Andrew E and Florence F Feb 20 1922..25: 202
Valentine William of William and Margaret Aug 21 1925......27: 173
Valentini Roberto E of Roberto F and Gelsomina June 19
Valentino Anna of Francisco and Maria D Apr 19 1926.......27: 72
Valentino Anna E of Bartolomeo and Mariannina Jan 6 1925..27: 222
Valentino Antonio G of Bartolomeo and Mariannina Apr 25
1927..................28: 50
Valentino Arturo of Bartolomeo and Marianna June 19 1922. 25: 347
Valentino Dorotea of Serafino and Nicolina June 8 1920. 27: 247
Valentino Margaret of Francisco and Maria D June 26 1923. 26: 84
Valentino Maria L (twin) of Desiderio and Anna Jan 13 1921. 25: 5
Valentino Rosina of Serafino and Nicolina June 22 1921. 25: 75
Valentino Salvatore A (twin) of Desiderio and Anna Jan 13 1921. 25: 5
Valeriano Daniel (c) of Philip and Anna Aug 11 1923. 26: 109
Vales Jennie (c) of Joao and Luiza Apr 7 1924. 26: 229
Vales Manuel (c) of Joao and Luiza Jan 3 1923. 26: 2
Valfredo Angelo of Pasquale and Elisabetta Aug 4 1926. 27: 274
Valfredo Martha G of Giovanni and Immacolata Aug 12 1924. 26: 295
Valfredo Pietro of Giovanni and Immacolata Apr 24 1928. 28: 216
Valfredo Rubina R of Giovanni and Immacolata Feb 16 1926. 27: 193
Valfredo — d of Giovanni and Maddalena July 30 1922. 25: 280
Valino Carmela of Antonio C and Anna Apr 1 1925. 27: 44
Vallande Rocco of Antonio and Elisabetta Sept 25 1923. 26: 132
Vallante Angela of Pasquale and Amelia Dec 23 1922. 25: 349
Vallante Filomeno A of Luigi and Francesca Feb 25 1928. 28: 190
Vallante Gilda of Pasquale and Amelia Apr 10 1928. 28: 211
Vallante Guerino S of Pasquale and Amelia Apr 7 1930. 29: 197
Vallante Marie D of Edmondo P and Giovannina C Oct 7 1928. 28: 291
Vallante Pasquale of Pasquale and Amelia July 6 1925. 27: 90
Vallante Vincenzo of Pasquale and Diamantina Mar 29 1921. 25: 37
Vallanti Adelaide D of Michelangelo and Marie G Aug 2 1929. 29: 92
Vallanti — s of Michelangelo and Marie G July 17 1927. 28: 96
Vallee Mabel L of Pierre J and Marie S Dec 17 1924. 26: 256
Valley — s of John T and Genevieve F Jan 14 1927. 28: 13
Valles Joao (c) of Jose and Ida July 18 1928. 28: 254
Valles Raymond G (c) of Jose and Ida Nov 8 1925. 27: 148
Vallesca Alberino of Alberino and Vincenza Aug 1 1929. 29: 92
Vallesi Biagio U of Biagio and Maria Sept 2 1922. 25: 298
Vallese Ella G of Biagio and Maria June 7 1926. 27: 246
Vallese Vincenza of Domenico and Vincenza Sept 24 1923. 26: 131
Vallese — d of Emidio and Maria Nov 28 1921. 25: 161
Vallesi Marietta A of Arturo and Rosa Aug 20 1929. 29: 99
Valletta Anna of Arduino and Concetta Mar 21 1928. 28: 202
Valletta Carmela of Arduino and Concetta July 17 1921. 25: 91
Valletta Carmela (twin) of Paolo and Filomena Dec 21 1924. 26: 357
Valletta Carmela I of Paolo and Filomena Jan 20 1928. 28: 175
Valletta Giovanni R of Giovanni and Chiara Feb 25 1925. 27: 25
Valletta Giuseppe of Giovanni and Chiara Mar 17 1930. 29: 187
Valletta Guglielmo R of Giovanni and Chiara Jan 12 1928. 28: 172
Valletta Paolo of Arduino and Concetta Sept 14 1925. 27: 123
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Valletta Rosa of Arduino and Concetta May 26 1923, 26: 70
Valletta Tomaso A of Paolo and Filomena June 12 1926, 27: 249
Valletta Virginia (twin) of Paolo and Filomena Dec 21 1924, 26: 257
Valley Albert J of Arthur J and Eva M Apr 10 1930, 29: 198
Valley Daisy R (twin) of George and Daisy June 12 1930, 29: 224
Valley Edward A of Edward A and Louise E Mar 30 1926, 27: 212
Valley George H of George J and Helen M Aug 13 1927, 28: 102
Valley James J of Edward A and Louise E Sept 1 1930, 29: 259
Valley Joseph of Georgianna Aug 3 1922, 25: 283
Valley Joseph A of Georgianna May 18 1925, 27: 66
Valley Shirley C of Edward A and Louise E Oct 14 1928, 28: 293
Valley Violet M (twin) of George and Daisy June 12 1930, 29: 224
Valli Reginald of Ida M June 3 1925, 27: 172
Vallie Guy C of Guy C D and Lilly G Nov 30 1925, 27: 155
Vallier Lea M of Thomas J and Marie A Sept 23 1927, 28: 119
Vallier Mary B of Thomas J and Marie A May 18 1930, 29: 213
Vallier Mary J V (twin) of Leon P and Lea Dec 30 1930, 29: 306
Vallone Dolores A of Pasquale and Helen V June 21 1930, 29: 228
Valois Alfred E of Delphis E and Alice A Aug 4 1922, 25: 283
Valois Beatrice E of Delphis E and Alice A Apr 26 1921, 25: 49
Valois Donald of Peter A and Elizabeth Feb 13 1923, 26: 21
Valois Dorothy M of George J and Josephine E Feb 21 1926, 27: 195
Valois Mildred N F of George J and Josephine E Dec 27 1924, 26: 360
Valois Rita A of Peter and Lillian Jan 26 1921, 25: 10
Valois William J of Peter A and Elizabeth Dec 5 1926, 27: 327
Valvo Gilda G of Giovanni and Sebastianna Jan 3 1922, 25: 178
Vamgel Annette V of William and Lorretta Nov 3 1927, 28: 166
Vanackerides Gregory T of Timoleon and Anna Jan 10 1923, 26: 5
Vanasse Alice R of Arthur J and Aurore Mar 3 1930, 29: 181
Vanasse Annette J of Omer J and Roseanna P Oct 8 1924, 26: 325
Vanasse Barbara of Elmer L and Blanche July 20 1929, 29: 86
Vanasse Beatrice M of Henry and Rose Mar 20 1930, 29: 189
Vanasse Doris Y of Pierre and Anna June 11 1927, 28: 73
Vanasse Evelyn B of Arthur J B and Aurore June 5 1923, 26: 75
Vanasse Joseph R R of Albert L and Marie A A June 21 1929, 29: 73
Vanasse Lester W of Arthur and Aurore July 11 1926, 27: 263
Vanasse Marie R D of Omer J and Roseanna P Aug 14 1928, 28: 266
Vanasse Peter A of Pierre and Anna Apr 22 1930, 29: 202
Vanasse Ramona of Elmer L and Blanche Sept 6 1930, 29: 261
Vanasse Raymond L of Pierre and Marie A Sept 23 1928, 28: 283
Vanasse Rita R of Omer J and Roseanna P Nov 23 1921, 25: 156
VanBost Angelle M J of George and Margaret Sept 12 1924, 26: 311
VanBuskirk James T of Lloyd and Anna July 22 1930, 29: 241
VanBuskirk Wilfred L of Wilfred L and Helen I June 14 1922. 25: 260
Vance Patricia A of Thomas F and Helen V Aug 18 1928. 28: 268
Vance —— s of Albert C and Wilhelmina July 31 1923. 26: 100
Vandemark Jean of Walter and Grace B July 16 1925. 27: 95
VanDenbossche Pauline L of Joseph and Emma May 7 1930. 29: 209
VanDenhole Richard H of Richard J and Madeline Dec 15 1927. 28: 156
Vandergheynst Robert W of Ivan and Valerie Nov 24 1930. 29: 292
Vendettuoli Doris E of Alfonso and Maria May 28 1930. 29: 217
VanDensen Edwin R of Edgar C and Mary H May 8 1923. 26: 63
Vandigriff Joseph H of Orian A and Dorothy A Dec 15 1929. 29: 147
Van Egroo Catherine M of Jervais A and Madeline Dec 28 1930. 29: 305
Van Egroo Evelyn Z of Jervais and Madeline Sept 4 1928. 28: 277
Vangelos Anthone of Peter A and Mary Dec 17 1921. 25: 169
Vangermeersch Germaine I of Omer F and Fernande Aug 27 1929. 29: 102
Vangermeersch Gustaf V of Valere and Levina Apr 5 1927. 28: 43
Vangermeersch Rozette O of Henry and Mary Sept 17 1929. 29: 110
Vanget Irene J of Vassie and Loretta June 14 1929. 29: 70
Vangille George of Gregory and Olympia Feb 10 1922. 25: 197
Vani Andrea P of Peter and Krisil Dec 20 1926. 27: 332
Vani Angelo L of Antonio and Giuseppina Mar 6 1928. 28: 196
Vani Etta P of Peter and Krisil Feb 28 1924. 26: 209
Vani Olga of Antonio and Giuseppina Oct 24 1925. 27: 141
Vanier Theresa of Peter and Chresula Mar 22 1929. 29: 34
Vankeersbilcke William J P of Bertha Y Sept 17 1930. 29: 265
VanKirk Dorothy H of Raymond and Tillie Dec 15 1924. 26: 355
Van Kirk Eleanor M of Raymond and Mathilda M Dec 9 1926. 27: 329
VanLeuven Edward C of Leon A and Loretta T Apr 20 1923. 26: 53
Vannelli Maria S of Domenico and Vittoria Feb 3 1930. 29: 170
Vanmer Edith H of John R and Esperanza Nov 17 1921. 25: 154
Vanner Frances G of Annie I May 13 1922. 25: 244
Vanner George A (twin) of John F and Alice Oct 3 1929. 29: 117
Vanner James C D of Charles G D and Marion July 20 1923. 26: 96
Vanner Nickolas W (twin) of John F and Alice Oct 3 1929. 29: 117
Vanner Sarah F of Charles G D and Marion Sept 15 1930. 29: 264
Vanni Elda E of Antonio and Giuseppa Apr 7 1922. 25: 227
Vanni Evelina M of Antonio and Giuseppa Nov 25 1923. 26: 161
Vannini Louise L of Giulia Jan 5 1926. 27: 176
VanOlinda Donald E of Frank E and Jean E Sept 22 1922. 25: 307
VanOlinda Shirley J of Frank E and Jean June 11 1921. 25: 70
VanSickle Olive C of Fred and Jennie M Mar 8 1930. 29: 184
Vanta Evelyn of Gyorgy and Elizabeth Sept 15 1927. 28: 116
Vanta Theodore of George and Alice O Aug 25 1924. 26: 301
Vanta William of George and Alice O Jan 26 1921. 25: 10
Van Voast Joan of Harold R and Catherine Feb 23 1930. 29: 177
Van Wart Roy A of Roy D and Elna A Oct 23 1929. 29: 125
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

van Westendorp Joyce of Henry and Mildred L Dec 17 1927, 28: 157
van Westendorp Kenneth H of Henry and Mildred L Mar 19
1925. .............................. 27: 36
vanWestendorp Stephen of Henry and Mildred L Aug 7 1929, 29: 94
Varadian Haig of Sarkis and Ramela Mar 22 1926. .......... 27: 208
Varadian Marie of Sarkis and Ramela Dec 27 1922. ......... 25: 350
Varadian Melkon K of Sarkis and Ramela Mar 11 1921. .... 26: 216
Varadian Nazeli of Garabed and Baidzar Jan 20 1928. ..... 28: 175
Varadian Surpooohi of Sarkis and Mary Aug 12 1928. ..... 28: 266
Varadian Varad S of Sarkis and Ramela Sept 2 1921. ....... 25: 116
Vardner John T of Omar E and Elizabeth M May 3 1923. ..... 26: 62
Varela Candido (c) of Belchior R and Joanna M Mar 11 1922, 25: 212
Varela Francesca T (c) of Philip and Teresa Sept 17 1921. .. 23: 123
Varela Francisca (c) of Belchior and Joanna M July 14 1924. 26: 280
Varela Jose R (c) of Belchior R and Joanna M May 31 1927. 28: 66
Varella Eleanor (c) of Jose and Elizabeth L C Feb 9 1929. ... 29: 18
Varella Pedro (c) of Belchior R and Joanna M Mar 10 1930. 29: 184
Vares Maurice J of Constantin and Isabel Aug 20 1922. .... 25: 290
Vargas Gilda of Mary Feb 12 1926. .......................... 27: 192
Vargas Lester of Jose and Maria May 29 1921. ............... 25: 60
Vargas Rosa of Maria G Oct 29 1928. .......................... 28: 298
Vargus Curley (c) of Curley and Hope Aug 2 1928. ...... 28: 261
Varin Francis J of Peter P and Hilda M May 10 1921. .... 25: 56
Varin Lillian L of Pierre and Eva Dec 26 1929. .............. 29: 151
Varin Rita M of Oliva A and Aurore A June 16 1924. ...... 26: 265
Vario Annunziata of Michele and Cristina Dec 9 1926. .... 27: 329
Vario Emanuela of Lorenzo and Raffaela Apr 12 1926. .... 27: 219
Vario Luigia of Lorenzo and Raffaela Dec 24 1922. ....... 25: 319
Vario Maria L of Gabriele and Annunziata June 18 1921. ... 25: 73
Vario Pietro of Lorenzo and Raffaela Mar 7 1921. .......... 25: 28
Vario Raimondo A of Lena X Aug 18 1926. ................. 27: 280
Varle —— d of Caesar and Mary Nov 9 1922. ............... 25: 338
Varley Stanley of Ernest and Alice A July 1 1923. ......... 26: 88
Varone Alfredo F of Aquilino and Olga Aug 15 1921. .... 25: 105
Varone Anthony F of Vincenzo and Beatrice M Aug 5 1921. 25: 101
Varone Dorothy B of Vincenzo and Beatrice M Feb 10 1923. 26: 20
Varone James V of Vincenzo and Beatrice M June 17 1929. 29: 72
Varone Maria C of Luigi and Angelina June 15 1924. ...... 26: 265
Varone Mildred C of Vincenzo and Beatrice M Oct 19 1925. .... 27: 139
Varone Norma K of Aquilino and Olga Feb 26 1930. ....... 29: 178
Varr Catherine A of William F and Rachel June 22 1925. .... 27: 82
Varrecchione Carmina A of Diamante and Maria Sept 11 1928. 28: 279
Varrecchione Francesco A of Diamante and Maria July 10
1925. ...................................... 27: 92
Varriale Pasquale E of Vincenzo and Catherine Feb 15 1929. 29: 20
Varriale Giovanni A of Antonio and Maria G Apr 8 1923. 26: 49
87
BIRTHS Recorded in PROVIDENCE

Varrin Alfred L of Clarence A and Arzelia Y Aug 3 1929 .......... 29: 93
Vars Janet E of Charles and Annie C Dec 25 1929 .......... 29: 150
Vartabedian Christofore of Sarkis and Margred Sept 24 1921. 25: 126
Vartabedian Harry J of Garabed and Armenuosn June 4 1924. 26: 260
Vartabedian Martha of Toros and Xuvart June 14 1926 ....... 27: 250
Vartabedian Mary of Garabed and Armenousn Jan 3 1926 .... 27: 175
Vartanian Aroosiaq of Dakes and Hripsime Feb 2 1924 .... 26: 198
Vartanian Manishag of Kalooost and Mariam Oct 11 1923 .... 26: 141
Vartanian Marie of Mathews and Kosrovatookt July 19 1923 .. 26: 96
Vartanian Osguian of Kalooost and Mariam Aug 2 1925 ....... 27: 104
Vartanian Osky of Dakes and Hripsime Nov 4 1926 .......... 27: 314
Vartanian Vartan of Matthews and Khosrovatookt Apr 6 1927 .. 28: 43
Vartanian —— d of Taker and Heropsime Oct 12 1921 .... 25: 157
Vartebedian Alice DeP of Lucas and Amalia F May 10 1923 .... 26: 64
Vartebedian John A of Lucas and Amalia F Sept 4 1930 .... 29: 260
Vartebedian Rudolph of Lucas and Amalia F Oct 22 1924 .... 26: 330
Vartian Edward of Bogos and Zarouhi Jan 25 1930 .......... 29: 165
Vartian Manoog of Bogos and Zarouhi Dec 6 1927 .......... 28: 153
Vartian Sesak of Harry P and Vartoohi Oct 13 1930 ....... 29: 276
Varveres Vartianos J of Kostantinos J and Isabel E Apr 24 1925 .... ... 27: 54
Vasconsellos Maria D of Weber I and Silvina Aug 15 1927 ... 28: 103
Vashey Bernice L of Jerry W and Ella A May 31 1927 .... 28: 66
Vashey Edward of Ernest A and Gertrude Aug 31 1924 .... 26: 303
Vashey Gertrude of Ernest A and Gertrude Sept 8 1922 .... 25: 301
Vassar Francesca A of Charles J and Francesca O Nov 29 1921 25: 159
Vassilopoulos Charles of Arthur and Panagioti June 13 1930 ... 29: 225
Vatcher Edgar I of Edgar C and Mary J June 18 1930 .... 29: 227
Vatos —— d of James and Irene July 11 1924 .......... 26: 290
Vaudrain Doris of Noel and Leda Apr 4 1928 .... 28: 209
Vaudrain Joseph M of Noel and Leda Apr 10 1926 .... 27: 218
Vaughan Barbara J of Hubert G M and Jane Oct 8 1924 .... 26: 325
Vaughan John A of Charles H and Mary E Mar 27 1921 .... 25: 36
Vaughan John H W of Hubert G M and Jane Dec 30 1925 .... 27: 169
Vaughn Alden T of Dana P and Muriel Jan 23 1929 ....... 29: 10
Vaughn Ann V of Raymond L and Dorothy July 1 1926 .... 27: 259
Vaughn Charles F W of David E and Ethel L Sept 18 1925 .... 27: 125
Vaughn Dorothy of Walter C and Sarah J Oct 31 1922 .... 25: 325
Vaughn Dorothy A of Reginald W and Helen Dec 15 1929 .... 29: 147
Vaughn Howard A of Charles A and Eva Sept 13 1927 .... 28: 115
Vaughn Irving N of Irving N and Edith Jan 28 1927 .... 28: 11
Vaughn Joseph A of Walter C and Sarah J Mar 12 1924 .... 26: 216
Vaughn Marjorie L of Irving N and Edith Nov 10 1928 .... 28: 304
Vaughn Norma E of David E and Ethel L Oct 5 1922 .... 25: 315
Vaughn Richard vanW of Raymond L and Dorothy W Sept 16 1929 .... 29: 110
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

 Vaughan Russell W of David E and Ethel L Sept 22 1928........ 28: 283
 Vaughan Shirley A of Raymond F and Anna Jan 5 1929........ 29:  3
 Vaughan —— d of Clarence E and Bertha Oct 17 1927.......... 28: 137
 Vauthier Earl V of Earl V and Catherine E Jan 20 1923....... 26:  9
 Vavala Domenico of Salvatore and Maria G Apr 25 1924........ 26: 237
 Vavala Domenico of Salvatore and Maria G Feb 1 1925......... 27: 16
 Vavala Raffaelina of Salvatore and Maria G Aug 31 1928........ 28: 274
 Vaz Albert (c) of Moses and Angelina Nov 11 1921............ 25: 151
 Vaz Antone (c) of Moses and Angelina July 30 1924............ 26: 287
 Vaz Jose (c) of Moses and Angelina Feb 27 1923.............. 26:  27
 Vaz Manuel of Domingos and Maria June 14 1926.............. 27: 250
 Vaznayan Kevoork of Aharon and Flora Jan 31 1922............ 25: 190
 Vecchiarino Clorinda P of Virgilio and Angela Sept 18 1921.... 25: 124
 Vecchiarino Domenico of Giustino and Paolina Nov 28 1923..... 26: 162
 Vecchiarino Emilia of Giustino and Paolina Feb 10 1922....... 25: 197
 Vecchiarino Virgilio D M of Virgilio and Angela Sept 29 1924... 26: 318
 Vecchio Americo of Angelo and Maria June 16 1928............ 28: 239
 Vecchio Angelo of Angelo and Maria Dec 25 1925.............. 27: 167
 Vecchio Anna of Teodoro and Giuseppina Nov 2 1927............ 28: 138
 Vecchio Antonio M of Francesco and Rosa Nov 1 1922............ 25: 328
 Vecchio Antonio of Angelo and Maria Apr 14 1922............. 25: 229
 Vecchio Elisa of Francesco and Rosa Apr 27 1924.............. 26: 238
 Vecchio Emma of Francesco and Rosa Aug 29 1927.............. 28: 108
 Vecchio George O of Francesco and Domenica June 6 1925..... 27:  76
 Vecchio Maria of Francesco and Rosa Dec 30 1925............. 27: 169
 Vecchio Palmino of Angelo and Maria Apr 13 1924............. 26: 231
 Vecchio Potito of Teodoro and Giuseppina May 5 1925......... 27:  61
 Vedder Barbara D of Newell D and Frances E Sept 1 1929..... 29: 106
 Vedder Muriel E of Arthur F and Laura S Sept 19 1927...... 28: 117
 Vedder Newell D of Newell D and Frances E Feb 10 1927...... 28:  18
 Vedder —— d of Newell D and Frances E Aug 3 1925............ 27: 117
 Veever Ruth D of Arthur and Mabel G L Sept 1 1924........... 26: 306
 Veglard —— d of Wilfred and Lillian F May 27 1923......... 26: 73a
 Veillette Edmond of Donat and Adrienne Aug 3 1926......... 27: 274
 Veillette Lucien of Donat and Adrienne June 9 1925......... 27:  77
 Veitch Janet of William and Janet Feb 13 1923............... 26:  21
 Veitch Robert A of Raymond W and Maud S June 4 1921...... 25:  67
 Vehveous Merilyn D A of John R A and Elsie M Nov 7 1925.... 27: 147
 Vela Frances I of Attilio and Marguerite Dec 22 1926....... 27: 333
 Velardi Concetta E of Letterio and Concetta June 1 1923.... 26:  74
 Velardi Letterio of Letterio and Concetta Nov 3 1921....... 25: 149
 Veleno Angela of Peter and Mary Mar 22 1921................. 25:  34
 Velino Florence II of Charles and Florence May 4 1924...... 26: 243
 Velino Francesco of Pietro and Maria Feb 13 1923........... 26:  21
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Velleca Anna of Vincenzo and Rosa Oct 13 1927........... 28: 129
Velleco Carlo D of Domenico and Angelina May 31 1925..... 27: 71
Velleco James of Raffaele and Giuseppina May 22 1928..... 28: 227
Velleco Rosa T of Agostino and Elvira Apr 30 1927......... 28: 53
Velleco Teresa A of Domenico and Angelina Jan 27 1927.... 28: 10
Vellela Pasquale R of Louis G and Vivian June 28 1922..... 25: 265
Velletri Agostino R of Rocco and Emma Jan 1 1929......... 29: 1
Velletri Frederick of Luigi and Contelina Apr 13 1922..... 25: 229
Velletri Inis of Luigi and Contolina Aug 4 1927............ 28: 98
Velletri Rodolfo M of Luigi and Contolina A Sept 29 1925... 27: 129
Vellone Pasqualina of Michele and Teresa Dec 6 1922...... 25: 342
Vellucci Antimina of Andimo and Lucia Dec 2 1924......... 26: 350
Vellucci Antimo of Sabatino and Concetta Dec 12 1926..... 27: 330
Vellucci Aquilo of Sabatino and Concetta Oct 3 1922....... 25: 314
Vellucci Enrico of Sabatino and Concetta Jan 20 1929...... 20: 9
Vellucci Floria T of Remigio and Vincenzina Jan 11 1924... 26: 187
Vellucci Giovanni of Sabatino and Concetta Mar 10 1921.... 25: 38
Vellucci Giuseppina M of Ernesto and Nicolina Mar 18 1928.. 28: 200
Vellucci Luigi of Ernesto and Nicolina Mar 21 1927........ 28: 35
Vellucci Rosa of Sabatino and Concetta Nov 18 1924........ 26: 343
Velora Albert G of George Z and Eda A June 27 1928....... 28: 244
Veltri Elisa G of Nicola and Angela Oct 23 1921............ 25: 142
Vendetti Alfredo of Filippo and Maria Oct 22 1924......... 26: 330
Vendetti Anna I of Pietro and Letizia Dec 12 1930......... 29: 300
Vendetti Giuseppina of Pietro and Letizia Mar 19 1923..... 26: 37
Vendetti John of Giovanni and Mary Aug 8 1924............. 26: 294
Vendetti —— d of Marciano and Josephine Oct 4 1926....... 27: 301
Vendettuoli James A of James A and Corinne P Feb 28 1928.. 28: 191
Vendettuoli Marjorie H of James A and Corinne P Dec 23...
1924........... 28: 358
Vendettuoli Pasquale A of Pasquale and Maria Aug 13 1927.. 28: 102
Vendettuoli Richard W of James A and Corinne P July 10...
1930........... 29: 237
Vendettuoli Virginia C of James A and Corinne P Feb 21 1923.26: 24
Vendettuoli —— s of James A and Corinne P Jan 30 1922..... 25: 192
Vendettuoli —— d of Pasquale and Maria Apr 28 1926........ 27: 228
Vendettuoli —— s of Pasquale and Maria Jan 31 1930....... 29: 168
Vendetuolo Alberto M of Alberto and Vittoria Apr 12 1926... 27: 219
Venditelli Alfredo of Antonio and Luisa Mar 6 1926........ 27: 202
Venditelli Anna V of Umberto and Filomena Feb 27 1925.... 27: 25
Venditelli Camillo V of Antonio and Luisa Dec 28 1924..... 26: 360
Venditelli Felice of Antonio and Gelsomina May 26 1930..... 29: 216
Venditelli Giorgio T of Umberto and Filomena Feb 22 1922... 25: 203
Venditelli Ida of Umberto and Filomena Dec 7 1926.......... 27: 328
Venditelli Mario M of Mario and Alessandrina June 26 1929.. 29: 74
Venditelli Rosa F of Umberto and Filomena Aug 17 1923..... 26: 112
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Venditelli Thomas A of Umberto and Filomena June 6 1930... 29: 222
Venditelli Vincent J of James and Rita Aug 3 1926...... 27: 274
Vendittelli Anna R E of Vincenzo and Concetta Oct 14 1922. 25: 318
Vendittelli Olga V of Vincenzo and Concetta Nov 5 1924.... 26: 337
Vendittelli Veneranda A of Vincenzo and Alessandrina July 4
1928. .............................................. 28: 248
Venditti Albert J of Giovanni and Mary June 30 1922..... 25: 266
Venditti Americo of Pietro and Letizia Aug 20 1921.... 25: 108
Venditti Armando U G of Donato and Filomena June 1 1925. 27: 74
Venditti Arturo C of Donato and Filomena Jan 13 1924.... 26: 188
Venditti Dorothy F of Francesco and Imaaocolata July 10
1921. .............................................. 25: 89
Venditti Filippo of Filippo and Maria July 23 1926....... 27: 268
Venditti Gennaro E of Enrico and Adelina A Oct 26 1929... 29: 126
Venditti Giovanni G of Nicola and Lucia Aug 2 1923.... 26: 104
Venditti Madeline of Filippo and Maria Feb 2 1923.... 26: 17
Venditti Maria of Donato and Filomena Sept 5 1921... 25: 118
Venditti Maria of Pietro and Letizia June 7 1925........ 27: 76
Venditti Mary L of Pietro and Letizia Aug 17 1928.... 28: 268
Venditti Michele A G of Nicola and Lucia Nov 17 1925.... 27: 151
Venditti Nicandro P of Francesco and Filomena Jan 6 1925... 27: 3
Venditti Nicola C of Pasquale and Michelina Oct 23 1923.... 26: 146
Venditti Raimondo L of Pasquale and Michelina June 22 1927. 28: 77
Venditti Rosa of Francesco and Filomena Sept 30 1921... 25: 129
Venditti — d of Filippo and Maria Jan 31 1922........ 25: 192
Venditti — s of Filippo and Maria Feb 24 1928.......... 28: 193
Venditto Giuseppina of Giuseppe and Teresa June 15 1929... 29: 70
Venditto — d of Alfred P and Mary M Jan 26 1930... 29: 166
Vendittore — d of Pasquale and Maria Feb 9 1929.... 29: 26
Vendittore — d of Pasquale and Maria Dec 11 1930..... 29: 308
Vendituolo Rosa of Antonio and Maria Nov 8 1923.... 26: 155
Vendresca Pietro of Domenico and Rosina Apr 19 1921.... 25: 46
Venezia — s of Giro and Lucia Sept 21 1928........ 28: 287
Vennberg Lillian F of George V and Florence July 20 1926... 27: 267
Vemnerbeck Richard S of Stanley T and Mildred E Apr 18
1925. .............................................. 27: 52
Venter Arline V (c) of Nelson F and Mary V Aug 2 1927.... 28: 97
Venter Charles R (c) of Nelson F and Mary V Apr 7 1929... 29: 42
Venter Nelson F (c) of Nelson F and Mary V Aug 11 1925... 27: 108
Venter Pearl E (c) of Armond S and Sarah F Feb 21 1929... 29: 22
Vento Anna of Oreste and Daria July 26 1925............. 27: 99
Vento Antonina of Salvatore and Florence Aug 12 1924.... 26: 295
Vento Armando O of Oreste and Doria May 29 1930...... 29: 217
Vento Cesare (twin) of Oreste and Daria Dec 9 1926.... 27: 327
Vento Concettina C of Oreste and Daria May 12 1923...... 26: 65
Vento Giuseppe (twin) of Oreste and Daria Dec 9 1926.... 27: 329
BIRTHS

Verardo Margaret U of Jose and Margaret June 11 1929. 29: 312
Verardo Virginia R of John J and Theresa D June 5 1924. 26: 261
Verardo Caterina A of Giovanni and Fosca July 14 1928. 28: 252
Verardo Dante of Angelo and Giovanna July 12 1925. 27: 92
Verardo Giovanni M of Giovanni and Fosca Nov 19 1926. 27: 320
Verardo Maria of Angelo and Giovanna Dec 31 1922. 25: 352
Verde Emily R of Michele and Emilia Dec 1 1928.............. 28: 314
Verde Evelina G of Antonio and Bernardina Nov 5 1923......... 26: 154
Verdecchia Angelina of Massimo and Giuseppina Sept 27 1923... 26: 132
Verdecchia Cristina of Massimo and Giuseppina Sept 21 1925... 27: 126
Verdecchia Maria of Giovanni B and Carlotta Apr 1 1922....... 25: 224
Verdecchia Salvatore of Massimo and Giuseppina Apr 12 1928... 28: 212
Verdecchia Vincenzo of Massimo and Giuseppina Sept 18 1922... 25: 305
Verdecchia —— d of Massimo and Giuseppina Feb 27 1930......... 29: 180
Verdelotti Claire V of Arnoldo and Grace Aug 22 1930.......... 29: 254
Verdelotti William R of Angelo and Dorothy Mar 2 1925........ 27: 29
Verdelotti —— s of Angelo and Theresa F May 22 1927.......... 28: 68
Verdelotti —— s of Angelo and Theresa F Jan 3 1929.......... 29: 14
Verdelotti —— s of Giuseppina Jan 23 1930.................... 29: 168
Verdelotti Filomena of Antonio and Angela Feb 9 1921.......... 25: 16
Verdi Lester of Antonio and Bernardino Nov 12 1921.......... 25: 152
Verdolotti Americo of Francesco and Liberina May 24 1923..... 26: 70
Verdolotti Anna M of Emilio and Carmella July 25 1923......... 26: 98
Verdolotti Paolo N of Francesco and Liberina Sept 25 1921.... 25: 127
Verdolotti Pasqualina of Emilio and Carmela Feb 17 1921....... 25: 20
Verdolotti —— s of Emilio and Carmela Feb 28 1926............ 27: 199
Verdon Clara A of John T and Susan W Dec 24 1925........... 27: 166
Verdone Mariano L of Giovanni and Rosaria Feb 28 1923....... 26: 27
Verdone Mariano L of Giovanni and Rosaria Oct 18 1921....... 25: 140
Verdone Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Beatrice Nov 20 1924....... 26: 344
Verducci Pasquale A of Antonio and Decollia Feb 21 1930...... 29: 176
Verdlich Anacleto C S of Anacleto and Carmela Apr 16 1928... 28: 213
Verdichii Antonetta C of Anacleto and Carmela July 15 1926... 27: 265
Verduchi Benjaminino S of Anacleto and Carmela Apr 1 1923... 26: 46
Verduchi Francesca A A of Anacleto and Carmela Nov 29 1924.. 26: 347
Verdichii Giovanni P C of Anacleto and Carmela Jan 25 1922... 25: 188
Verett Peter N of Peter and Catherine Feb 1 1923............ 26: 16
Verfaillie Joseph O of Arthur E and Emma A Dec 4 1925...... 27: 159
Verge Eva M of Ernest and Lena Aug 31 1922................. 25: 295
Verhill Virginia M of George J and Florence M May 13 1921.. 25: 57
Verino Antonio of Joseph and Blanche Apr 19 1928............ 28: 214
Verino Joseph of Joseph and Blanche Apr 30 1930............. 29: 205
Verino Thargesia of Giovanni and Filomena Feb 17 1922....... 25: 200
Verino —— d of Giovanni and Filomena July 27 1924........... 26: 290
Verlaque Louis G of William and Elizabeth July 14 1926..... 27: 265
Vermette Marie A J of Joseph V and Marie A A June 4 1929... 29: 66
Vermette Mary E of Norman and Josephine Dec 3 1928......... 28: 314
Vernon Anna D of Hugh A and Bessie Sept 28 1921............ 25: 128
Vernon Bessie A S of Hugh A and Bessie A Nov 23 1923....... 26: 161
Vernon Robert H of Hugh A and Bessie A Oct 9 1922......... 25: 316
Veronean —— d of Ralph and Lucile Aug 22 1930............ 29: 254
Veronean Hope J of Joseph E and Margaret M Apr 25 1921... 25: 49
BIRTHS

Verralla Victoria (c) of Philip and Theresa Jan 9 1924........ 26: 186
Verracchia Annunziata of Ernesto and Maria Sept 19 1924... 26: 314
Verracchia Antonio of Antonio and Antonia Dec 23 1927..... 28: 159
Verracchia Evelina G of Pietro and Giovanna Dec 20 1929... 29: 149
Verracchia Fiorenza of Pietro and Giovanna Feb 18 1922... 25: 201
Verracchia Maria of Michele and Giacondina May 7 1921..... 25: 54
Verracchia —— s of Pietro and Giovanna Oct 13 1926..... 27: 312
Verracchia Andrew R of Antonio and Viola A Mar 11 1927.. 28: 30
Verracchia Emilia A (twin) of Antonio and Maria Oct 28

1927. ......... 28: 135
Verracchia Ermelinda of Carlo and Assunta Mar 16 1925... 27: 35
Verracchia Francesco of Antimo and Rosa Dec 13 1927..... 28: 156
Verracchia Pietro of Antonio and Maria Sept 12 1925...... 27: 122
Verracchia Santa M (twin) of Antonio and Maria Oct 28 1927. 28: 135
Verracchia Vincenzo of Antimo and Rosina June 19 1929..... 29: 72
Verracchia Alvira of Angelo and Maria L Jan 31 1923....... 26: 13
Verracchia Attilio of Angelo and Maria L Oct 6 1924....... 26: 324
Verracchia Dora of Carlo and Assunta Sept 11 1926........ 27: 291
Verracchia Livia D of Angelo and Maria L July 31 1921..... 25: 97
Verracchia Maria of Carlo and Assunta June 2 1922......... 25: 254
Verracchia Francesco of Carlo and Assunta July 31 1923.... 26: 100
Verracchia Eva of Peter and Catherine F May 10 1921....... 25: 56
Verracchia —— s of James M and Sarah L Feb 3 1926....... 27: 189
Verracchia —— d of Antonio and Maria Jan 31 1929......... 29: 14
Verracchia Frank M of Frank M and Ida E Nov 2 1930...... 29: 284
Verracchia Annette E of Louis and Evelina Sept 21 1922.... 25: 306
Verracchia Arthur N of Norman J and Blanche V Aug 27 1921.25: 111
Verracchia Donald C of Norman J and Blanche July 22 1930.. 29: 241
Verracchia Mary of Norman J and Blanche V June 5 1926..... 27: 246
Verracchia Anna V of Loreto and Nicoletta Oct 21 1922.... 25: 321
Verracchia Giuseppe of Loreto and Nicoletta Nov 12 1924... 26: 340
Verracchia Loreto N of Loreto and Nicoletta Sept 8 1927... 28: 113
Verracchia Raimondo D of Loreto and Nicoletta Feb 24 1930. 29: 177
Verracchia Harry N of Nicholas and Mary E July 9 1922..... 25: 271
Verracchia John H of Nicholas and Mary E Feb 6 1924....... 26: 200
Verracchia Donald G of Herbert F and Harriett Dec 13 1929. 29: 146
Verracchia Donald M of William F and Bertha M Jan 24 1925. 27: 10
Verracchia Elmer C of Edwin E and Mildred L Sept 15 1922. 25: 304
Verracchia Florence G of William J and Florence A Dec 19 1921.25: 169
Verracchia Stanley E of Edwin E and Mildred L Oct 19 1925... 27: 139
Verracchia William F of William F and Bertha M Oct 15 1923. 26: 143
Verracchia Mary R E of Arthur L and Enfallie Mar 9 1929.... 29: 30
Verracchia Gladys I of Alpha O and Elsie L May 13 1924....... 26: 247
Verracchia Giuseppina of Francesco and Antonetta Dec 16 1926.27: 331
Verracchia Teresa of Francesco and Antonetta June 19 1924... 26: 267
Verracchia Celestina of Michele and Lena Dec 10 1926........ 27: 329
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Vescera Celestino of Nicola and Domenica May 5 1921...........25: 54
Vescera Filomena A of Vincenzo and Angelina Nov 29 1930.........29: 294
Vescera Francesco of Nicola and Domenica Dec 11 1930...........29: 299
Vescera Giovanni of Michele and Lena Aug 18 1929...............29: 98
Vescera Julia of Celestino and Francesca June 25 1921...........25: 78
Vescera Maria of Michele and Lena Jan 11 1925................27: 5
Vescera Pasquale of Nicola and Domenica Jan 14 1925.............27: 6
Vescera Pietro of Celestino and Francesca May 22 1924............26: 252
Vescera Salvatore F of Celestino and Francesca July 20 1927....28: 91
Vescera Vincenza of Celestino and Francesca Dec 17 1925.......27: 164
Vescera Vittoria of Celestino and Francesca Oct 21 1922......25: 321
Vescera — d of Nicola and Domenica June 1 1923.................26: 87
Vescere Maria of Michele and Lena Dec 24 1921................25: 171
Vesco Dora of Francesco and Angelina May 8 1923.................26: 63
Vessioli Isabella of Giuseppe and Dora Dec 31 1924............26: 361
Vesey John M of Michael J and Annie Sept 16 1921...........25: 123
Vesey Margaret A of Leslie and Mertie Apr 14 1923...........26: 51
Vespuziano Maria of Francesco and Filippa Dec 2 1922...........25: 340
Vespuziano — d of Francesco and Filippa Sept 14 1921...........25: 131
Vespia Alfred J of Charles A and Celia E May 26 1928.........28: 229
Vespia Charles A of Charles A and Celia E Nov 2 1926.........27: 313
Vespia Elvira E of Charles A and Celia E Apr 7 1922...........25: 227
Vespia James of Charles A and Celia E May 1930................29: 209
Vespia Marietta D of Charles A and Celia E Apr 1 1924.......26: 227
Vespia Raimondo A of Domenico and Domenica Oct 18 1922......25: 320
Vespia Thomas R of Giovanni and Florilda June 18 1929........29: 72
Vespia — d of Giovanni and Florilda Feb 27 1926............27: 197
Vessella Anna A of Vincenzo and Maria G Feb 13 1922...........25: 199
Vessella Carmela A of Vincenzo and Maria G July 29 1925......27: 100
Vessella Giorgio G of Antonio and Assunta A M Feb 22 1921....25: 22
Vessella — d of Carlo and Angelina Mar 29 1921................25: 81
Vessella — d of Carlo and Angelina Oct 24 1925...............27: 144
Vessey Donald F of George D and Gladys I Nov 3 1923........26: 153
Vessey George F of George B and Gladys I June 9 1928.......28: 237
Vessey Gladys E of George B and Gladys I Feb 15 1922........25: 199
Vessey Margaret R of George B and Gladys I Apr 1 1927.......28: 41
Vessey Ronald A of George B and Gladys I Sept 4 1930.........29: 260
Vest Albert of Albert and Mary Nov 22 1926................27: 321
Vester Gertrude M of Gustav J and Mildred Jan 26 1921........25: 10
Vestri Adriana L of Giovanni P and Letizia Dec 29 1925.......27: 169
Vestri Armida M of Giovanni P and Letizia Feb 29 1924........26: 299
Vestri Oronzio I of Ernesto and Maris S May 19 1924.........26: 250
Vestri Radames F of Giovanni P and Letizia Mar 2 1922........25: 208
Vetucci Anna of Pasquale and Anna Sept 30 1927..............28: 122
Veyera Albert M of John F and Ethel Sept 10 1929...........29: 108
Veyera Frank A of Frank A and Sarah T Sept 23 1930.........29: 267
BIRTHS

Veyera George W of John F and Ethel Sept 14 1930........................................29: 264
Veyera Louise B of Frank A and Sadie Aug 6 1929........................................29: 94
Veyera Robert of John F and Ethel Feb 26 1928...........................................28: 191
Vezina Marie D of Albert and Mary Dec 30 1921.........................................25: 174
Vezina —— d of Eugene and Bertha Dec 1 1929...........................................29: 154
Vезинbo Edmond E of Manuel and Sarah July 23 1926....................................27: 268
Vial Louis G of Octave I and Amelia June 12 1926.......................................27: 249
Viall Adelaide M of Richmond and Adelaide Nov 11 1929..................................29: 133
Viall Blanche E V of George W and Bertha M June 19 1925................................27: 81
Viall Eileen J of George W and Bertha M Sept 25 1926....................................27: 296
Viall Irene A of George W and Bertha M Nov 14 1923......................................26: 157
Viall John E of Harry T and Florence S Nov 1 1923............................................26: 152
Viall Norman M of Samuel B and Beatrice May 4 1927.....................................28: 56
Viall William A of Richmond and Adelaide Apr 12 1926....................................27: 219
Viall William S of William B and Rebecca Aug 24 1929...................................29: 100
Vialton Gloria of Salvatore and Maria Mar 14 1922......................................25: 213
Vian Catherine E of Camille and Edith B May 22 1923.....................................26: 69
Vian Delcey G of John L and Elmira M Feb 11 1923.........................................26: 20
Vian Lauraine C R of John L and Elmira M Jan 15 1925....................................27: 7
Vian Marcelle T of John L and Elmira M Dec 18 1927.....................................28: 157
Vian Milton J of Leon and Dorilla Feb 24 1922..............................................25: 204
Vian —— (twin) s of Camille and Edith B Aug 1 1921.....................................25: 99
Vian —— (twin) s of Camille and Edith B Aug 1 1921.....................................25: 99
Vian Dora of Andrew and Helen Aug 5 1925.................................................27: 106
Vian Helen of Peter B and Josephine G Nov 7 1922.........................................25: 330
Vian Maria of Peter B and Josephine G Feb 18 1929.......................................29: 21
Vian Mary J of Peter B and Josephine G Sept 10 1923....................................26: 125
Vian —— d of Andrew and Helen June 10 1924..............................................26: 263
Vian —— d of Andrew and Helen Nov 1 1926...................................................27: 313
Vian —— d of Andrew and Helen May 15 1928..............................................28: 225
Vicario Domenico R of Erasmo and Michelina June 21 1930.................................29: 228
Vicario Esther E of Antonio and Giuseppina Mar 31 1922................................25: 221
Vicario Ferdinando of Ferdinando and Maria Feb 20 1925................................27: 23
Vicario Gertrude C of Raphael and Elisabeth E Feb 27 1927..............................28: 24
Vicario Leonardo A of Antonio and Giuseppina Feb 8 1926................................27: 190
Vicario Luigi of Erasmo and Michelina Aug 5 1924.........................................26: 292
Vicario Luigia of Erasmo and Michelina Aug 25 1921......................................25: 111
Vicario Marrewco of Antonio and Giuseppina Feb 24 1928................................28: 190
Vicario Pauline E of Ferdinando and Maria Nov 10 1929..................................29: 133
Vicario Robert J of Ferdinando and Maria Sept 30 1927..................................28: 122
Vicario Romilda G of Antonio and Giuseppina Sept 2 1923...............................26: 121
Vicario Vincenzo F of Ferdinando and Maria June 20 1926................................27: 252
Vicario Vincenzo H of Raphael and Elisabeth E Feb 27 1924..............................26: 317
Viccione Agnes of Giuseppe V and Mary D Sept 27 1923..................................26: 20
Viccione Dorotea M of Giuseppe V and Mary D Dec 7 1925................................27: 160
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Viccione Grace of Antonio and Ersilia Feb 26 1930...29:178
Viccione Rosa M of Antonio and Ersilia Apr 8 1928...28:210
Vicente Herculano of Herculano and Mariana S July 3 1927...28:84
Vicente Manuel of Joao M and Emilia June 5 1921...25:67
Vicente Maria of Herculano and Mariana Feb 18 1923...26:23
Vicente Maria d'A of Joao M and Maria May 5 1921...B-182
Vicente Maria I of Joao M and Emilia Nov 9 1922...25:330
Vicidomine Michele of Biaggio and Carmela Oct 12 1923...26:141
Vick Arthur M of Arthur M and Mabel M F J Aug 5 1922...25:283
Vick William L of William V and Hazel L Oct 17 1921...25:139
Vickers John R of Raymond and Hazel May 26 1928...28:229
Vickers Lottie M of William R and Lillie July 8 1927...28:86
Vickers Mary J of Arthur and Sarah July 23 1924...26:284
Vickers ——s of Raymond W and Hazel June 25 1930...29:229
Vickery Janet A of Walter B and Madeline D Oct 22 1927...28:133
Vickery Rose of Letto and Rose May 20 1924...25:60
Vickery Rose of Letto A and Rose A Nov 18 1922...25:335
Victor Barbara B of Thomas and Esther Mar 26 1924...26:222
Viebert Ernestine of John and Bessie Oct 10 1922...25:316
Viebert Gloria of John and Bessie Sept 10 1924...26:310
Vieira Albertina (twin) of Joao and Carmina G May 17 1927...28:61
Vieira Amelia (c) of Raphael G and Olimpia J July 23 1930...29:241
Vieira America of Manuel and Maria L Nov 20 1928...28:398
Vieira Antone of Joao and Emma Sept 24 1923...26:141
Vieira Antone of Antone and Dora Feb 1 1925...27:16
Vieira Benjamin (c) of Antonio and Justa May 14 1922...25:244
Vieira Carlos of Joao and Carmina G Nov 18 1930...29:289
Vieira Carolina of Joao and Carmina G June 3 1926...27:245
Vieira Edmund of Joao and Carmina G Sept 21 1924...26:315
Vieira Edward of Manuel and Emma Apr 6 1930...29:197
Vieira Elsie C of Jose R and Eva Feb 15 1927...28:19
Vieira Emma of Joao and Emilia Apr 9 1929...29:43
Vieira Ermelinda of Joao and Carmina G Aug 26 1928...28:271
Vieira Hilda (c) of Antonio B and Justa Aug 30 1927...28:109
Vieira Jennie (c) of Antonio and Justa May 21 1926...27:238
Vieira Joao (c) of Antonio B and Justa May 22 1924...26:252
Vieira Joao of Joao and Carmina G Oct 17 1929...29:123
Vieira Joseph of Josephine Feb 9 1929...29:18
Vieira Maria (c) of Charles and Marianna May 31 1923...26:72
Vieira Maria (twin) of Manuel A and Maria Sept 12 1921...25:121
Vieira Maria E of Antonio F and Maria R Jan 1 1924...26:183
Vieira Mary (twin) of Joao and Carmina G May 17 1927...28:61
Vieira Nsdapaz (c) of Raphael and Olimpia Q Jan 24 1928...28:177
Vieira Patrick of Antonio and Maria Mar 17 1926...27:206
Vieira Richard of Manuel and Maria L Mar 7 1930...29:183
Vieira Vittoria (c) of Raphael and Olimpia Q Oct 24 1925...27:141
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Vieira —— s of Manel and Maria L Aug 30 1921..............25:112
Vieira —— d of Manel and Maria L Apr 29 1923.............26:60
Vieira —— d of Manel and Maria L Apr 7 1925.............27:58
Vieira —— s of Manel and Maria L Feb 25 1926.............27:199
Vieira —— s of Manel and Maria L Oct 1 1927.............28:137
Vieira —— s of Manel and Florence June 20 1928...........28:246
Viens Charles J of Charles R and Rose June 22 1925........27:82
Viens Marie L E (twin) of Noc and Melina M Feb 9 1922....25:196
Viens Marie M D of Alix D and Rose June 27 1923...........26:84
Viens Marie R V (twin) of Noc and Melina M Feb 9 1922....25:196
Viens —— s of Alix and Rose June 1 1925..................27:87
Viens —— s of Yvonne Dec 14 1928.......................28:326
Vient Arleen B of William L and Ethel M May 17 1927....28:61
Vient Edmond R of Edmond J and Alice May 11 1925.....27:63
Vient Jeannine M of Noel G and Marjorie S Apr 12 1927...28:46
Vient Noel T of Edmond J and Alice Dec 20 1927.........28:158
Vient Rita of William L and Ethel M Apr 12 1929..........29:44
Vient William L of William L and Ethel M June 8 1926....27:247
Vient William X of Noel and Marjorie July 24 1925.......27:98
Vient —— s of Leo and Irene June 9 1928..................28:246
Viera Edwin of Antone and Mary Apr 20 1928..............28:327
Vieweg Richard A of Richard A and Mary M June 17 1921...25:73
Vigeant Leo P of Leo A and Laura R July 29 1928..........28:258
Vigeant Marie C R of Leo A and Laura R May 17 1925......27:66
Vigliotti Anna G of Alfredo A and Margherita July 26 1929..29:88
Vigliotti Eleanor L of Pasquale and Virginia Aug 24 1929...29:101
Vigliotti Giovanni C of Alfredo and Margherita June 17 1927.28:75
Vigliotti Lucia G of Pasquale and Virginia June 26 1928...28:244
Vigliotti Luigi G of Alfredo and Margherita June 11 1922...25:259
Vigliotti Melba A of Alfredo and Margherita Nov 4 1924....26:337
Vigliotti Rosa V of Pasquale and Virginia Feb 5 1927......28:16
Vigneau Clarence A of Clarence A and Lillian Jan 17 1923...26:7
Vigneau David L of Harry R and Mary A Nov 12 1926........27:347
Vigneau Dolores E of Clarence A and Lillian Oct 22 1927...28:133
Vigneau Edward J of George A and Agnes M June 6 1924.....26:261
Vigneau Estelle T of Frank R and Rose A July 12 1927.....28:88
Vigneau Francois R of Frank R and Rose A Aug 23 1923.....26:114
Vigneau George A of George A and Agnes M Mar 14 1922.....25:213
Vigneau James L of Harry R and Mary A Mar 31 1929........29:38
Vigneau Jane P of Harry R and Mary A May 17 1930.........29:213
Vigneau Lillian M of Clarence A and Lillian May 12 1924...26:247
Vigneau Rita C of Wilfred D and Sarah J Dec 10 1921......25:166
Vigorito Anna M of Antonio and Maria A Jan 24 1930......29:165
Vigorito Francesco of Antonio and Maria A Oct 31 1924......26:333
Vigorito Teresa M of Antonio and Maria A June 15 1928.....28:239
Vigorito Vito of Antonio and Maria A July 11 1923............ 26: 92
Vilches Margaret A of Victor and Raffaela Dec 29 1924........ 26: 360
Vileno Angelina of Pardo and Carmela Oct 27 1922............ 27: 323
Vileno Anna M of Pardo and Carmela Sept 12 1926............ 27: 291
Vileno Anne V of Giuseppe and Mary Oct 22 1930.............. 27: 279
Vileno Frank A of Daniel and Edna Feb 3 1925................. 27: 17
Vileno Lucia A of Giuseppe and Mary Dec 7 1927.............. 28: 153
Vileno Ruth of Daniel and Edna May 20 1926.................... 27: 237
Vileno —— d of Giuseppe and Mary Jan 7 1926................. 27: 187
Villa Archie A C of Archie and Ida Dec 16 1926.............. 27: 331
Villa Dorothy of Silvestro E and Anna Dec 13 1929........... 29: 146
Villa —— d of Archie and Ida Feb 2 1930....................... 29: 180
Villani Carlo of Giuseppe and Rosina Apr 19 1925............. 27: 52
Villani Francesco G of Bernardo and Annita Aug 2 1927...... 28: 97
Villani Giovanni of Alessandro and Carolina July 31 1924... 26: 288
Villani Giovanni of Alessandro and Carolina Nov 4 1925...... 27: 146
Villani Joseph I of Alessandro and Carolina Oct 24 1929.... 29: 128
Villani Lucia R of Giuseppe and Rosina Dec 24 1923......... 26: 174
Villani Maria of Bernardo and Annita Sept 6 1921............ 25: 118
Villani Maria of Bernardo and Annita Dec 9 1922.............. 25: 343
Villani Maria X of Alessandro and Carolina Feb 25 1928...B-1: 64
Villano —— d of Alessandro and Carolina July 15 1923........ 26: 103
Villany Claire E of Benjamin A and Tillie Nov 12 1924....... 26: 340
Villany Philander R of Benjamin A and Tillie May 20 1922... 25: 247
Villari Beatrice R of Carlo and Viola M May 7 1921.......... 25: 54
Villari Carlo G of Carlo and Viola M Feb 13 1925............. 27: 20
Villari Domenico G of Frank A and Maria Oct 20 1930........ 29: 278
Villari Federico G of Carlo and Viola M Sept 26 1922......... 25: 308
Villari George J of Carlo and Viola M Mar 25 1927............ 28: 36
Villari Jennie of Frank J and Nettie Aug 23 1930............... 29: 254
Villari Joseph of Frank L and Lucy July 22 1923.............. 26: 97
Villari Tomaso of Giuseppe and Francesca July 4 1922......... 27: 269
Villarney Almond J of Michael and Blanche Feb 22 1927...... 28: 22
Villarney Teresa M of Michael D and Eva M Feb 3 1923........ 26: 17
Villarney —— d of Michael D and Eva M Sept 5 1921........... 25: 118
Villella Angelina G of Domenico and Angelina Aug 22 1923... 26: 114
Villella Caterina of Francesco and Mary May 17 1927......... 28: 61
Villella Luigi F of Vittorio and Filomena Oct 31 1925...... 27: 143
Villella Maria G of Vittorio and Filomena Jan 13 1924....... 26: 188
Villella Michele of Vittorio and Filomena Aug 18 1921........ 25: 107
Villella Nicola of Pietro and Nicolina Sept 15 1925......... 27: 124
Villella Pietro of Pietro and Nicolina Aug 20 1922............ 25: 290
Villella Rachel L of Vittorio and Filomena Dec 14 1927...... 28: 156
Villella Rosa of Vittorio and Filomena July 13 1930........... 29: 238
Villeneuve Herbert J of Alfred and Beatrice Sept 27 1923... 26: 133
Villeneuve Marie L of Paul W and Mabel June 29 1923........ 26: 85
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Villucci Anthony R of Antonio and Thelma F Mar 12 1930...29:185
Villucci Antonio of Antonio and Lucia Feb 4 1923............26:17
Vinacco Anna of Pietro and Domenica Feb 4 1929............29:16
Vinacco Anna of Cosimo D and Maria C July 7 1929.........29:80
Vinacco Anthony of Cosimo D and Maria C May 30 1925......27:71
Vinacco Antonetta of Vincenzo P and Anna Nov 11 1925....27:149
Vinacco Arthur of Frank C and Margaret L Sept 11 1927....28:115
Vinacco Arturo of Pietro and Domenica Mar 25 1927.........28:36
Vinacco Beatrice of Pietro and Domenica May 17 1930.....29:213
Vinacco Concetta (twin) of Pietro and Domenica Sept 7 1921.25:119
Vinacco Domenico C of Cosimo D and Maria C Dec 15 1927..28:156
Vinacco Dorothy of Frank C and Margaret L Apr 2 1926.....27:215
Vinacco Giuseppe of Vincenzo P and Anna Nov 18 1921....25:154
Vinacco Giuseppe A of Luigi A and Lucrezia July 28 1926...27:270
Vinacco Hope of Luigi A and Lucrezia Oct 13 1924.........26:326
Vinacco John J of Luigi A and Lucrezia Mar 19 1930.......29:188
Vinacco Joseph A of Cosimo D and Maria C Apr 9 1922.....25:227
Vinacco Lucia of Luigi A and Lucrezia June 23 1928.......28:243
Vinacco Luigi of Cosimo D and Maria C Nov 14 1923.......26:157
Vinacco Maria D of Pietro and Domenica Sept 29 1922.....25:309
Vinacco Mary H of Cosimo D and Maria C Nov 6 1926.......27:315
Vinacco Pietro of Cosimo D and Mary C Feb 3 1924.........26:199
Vinacco Speranza (twin) of Pietro and Domenica Sept 7 1921.25:119
Vinacco Speranza of Vincenzo P and Anna Jan 9 1924......26:186
Vinacco Thomas of Frank C and Margaret L Dec 24 1924....26:358
Vinacco Valia A of Pietro and Domenica June 9 1925.......27:77
Vincent Aurora of Manuel and Adeline June 11 1924.......26:263
Vincent Clarence E of Clarence E and Edna Apr 12 1923....26:50
Vincent David of Luiz M and Maria C Aug 18 1929..........29:98
Vincent Donald B of Bernard L and Charlotte L June 27 1925.27:84
Vincent Dorothy of Manuel M and Adeline Nov 18 1922.....25:333
Vincent Dorothy E of Clarence E and Edna H May 9 1921....25:55
Vincent Gloria A of Joseph S and Alice Nov 23 1930.......29:291
Vincent Hilda of Luiz M and Maria C May 31 1926..........27:242
Vincent Homer L of Irene May 10 1930..................29:210
Vincent James R of Robert N and Mary L June 12 1927....28:73
Vincent Jean A of John G and Margaret C Sept 17 1926....27:293
Vincent John G of John G and Margaret C June 8 1928.....28:236
Vincent Mildred M of John G and Margaret C Mar 3 1925....27:30
Vincent Omer R of Emma Aug 6 1925.......................27:106
Vincent Robert A of Albani R and Elmore Sept 28 1929.....29:114
Vincent Robert J of John A and Abbey E June 26 1925.....27:84
Vincent Thomas H of John A and Abbey E Oct 4 1928.......28:289
Vincent Walter of Manoel M and Sarah S June 23 1925......27:83
Vincent —— d of Frank and Matilda Jan 26 1928.............28:180
VINCENTE ALEXANDRINA M of Manoel M and Sarah S Nov 10
1926 .................................................. 27; 316
VINCENTE ALFREDO of Martino and Maria June 13 1924 .................................. 26; 264
VINCENTE WALTER of Manoel M and Sarah S Mar 22 1924 .................................. 26; 221
VINCENTE —— d of Manoel M and Sarah S June 21 1921 .................................. 25; 74
VINCIENZA Angelina of Modesto and Rosa Mar 14 1929 .................................. 29; 31
VINCEZIO Edith of Antonio and Annunziata June 6 1924 .................................. 26; 261
VINCEZIO Giuseppe of Antonio and Annunziata July 6 1921 .................................. 25; 87
VINCI Agnese of Francesco and Giuseppina Mar 17 1921 .................................. 25; 32
VINCI Salvatore of Vincezio and Maria Jan 13 1922 .................................. 25; 185
VINCI —— s of Vincezio and Maria Sept 2 1924 .................................. 26; 321
VINCIORIO Isabella of Tomaso and Maria C Mar 13 1922 .................................. 25; 213
VINCOTTO Dorothy I of John M and Anna May 26 1930 .................................. 29; 216
VINE Leo of Morris and Bessie Aug 7 1930 .................................................. 29; 248
VINE Theresa V of John W and Josephine E Feb 18 1927 .................................. 28; 21
VINE Doris P of Max and Sarah H June 3 1926 .................................................. 27; 245
VINGI Cosimo of Giovanni and Sara C Feb 25 1930 .................................. 29; 178
VINGI Salvatore of Giovanni and Sara C Feb 3 1926 .................................. 27; 189
VINHATEIRO Jose F of Antonio F and Jacintha J Nov 17 1921 .................................. 25; 154
VINHATEIRO Lidia F of Antonio F and Jacintha J Nov 13 1924 .................................. 26; 341
VINICA Patricia H of Howard P and Lilian Dec 17 1929 .................................. 29; 153
VINK Irene of Helen M Jan 30 1924 .................................................. 26; 195
VINHATEIRO Manoel F of Antonio F and Jacintha J Feb 24 1923 .................................. 26; 26
VIOLA Edward of Michael and Elsie May 23 1928 .................................. 28; 231
VIOLA John P of Michael and Elsie Nov 11 1923 .................................. 26; 163
VIOLA Maria of Antonio and Modestina Feb 18 1922 .................................. 25; 206
VIOLA Mary R of Michael and Elsie Jan 20 1925 .................................. 27; 13
VIOLA Michael of Michael and Elsie Oct 5 1926 .................................. 27; 302
VIOLA Richard of Michael and Elsie June 28 1929 .................................. 29; 75
VIOLANTE Angelo M of Francesco and Anna Nov 13 1928 .................................. 28; 306
VIOLANTE Carmela of Angelo and Filomena Nov 6 1925 .................................. 27; 146
VIOLANTE Luigi G of Angelo and Filomena Oct 1 1922 .................................. 25; 313
violette Arthur J of Ida M Nov 29 1923 .................................................. 26; 163
VIOLETTE Harry E of Harry L and Geneva May 10 1923 .................................. 26; 64
VIOLETTE Joseph A of Armand J and Adele May 27 1930 .................................. 29; 216
VIOLETTE Joseph E of Camille J and Marie Y Dec 4 1927 .................................. 28; 152
VILO Giuseppe A of Federico and Concettina June 6 1926 .................................. 27; 246
VIRGILIO Immacolata of Giuseppe and Rosa Oct 30 1925 .................................. 27; 143
VIRGILIO Luigi of Giuseppe and Rosa July 27 1929 .................................. 29; 88
VIRGILIO Matteo of Giuseppe and Rosa Nov 13 1927 .................................. 28; 142
VIRGILIO Pasquale of Giuseppe and Rosa Oct 24 1924 .................................. 26; 331
VIRIAN Charles E of Walter A and Ellen A June 12 1928 .................................. 28; 238
VIRIAN Gladys K of Walter A and Ellen A Jan 26 1930 .................................. 29; 166
VISCIERI Giuseppe of Michele and Lena Mar 21 1923 .................................. 26; 38
VISCOLOSI Alfredo of Luigi and Filomena Aug 26 1921 .................................. 25; 111
Viscolosi Giorgio A of Luigi and Filomena Dec 20 1925...27: 165
Viscolosi Loreto L of Luigi and Filomena Aug 14 1923...26: 117
Viscolosi Virginia M of Luigi and Filomena Apr 20 1928...28: 215
Vicus Sabatina A of Matteo and Anna Aug 22 1926...27: 281
Viselli Angelo of Giuseppe and Dorinda Apr 2 1921...25: 39
Viselli Grazia F of Giuseppe and Dorinda July 1 1923...26: 88
Visneukas Albina of Peter and Petrona July 14 1922...25: 273
Visneukas —— s of Peter and Petronia Aug 17 1925...27: 111
Visneuski John of Joseph and Victoria Nov 10 1926...27: 316
Vispo Angelina of Antonio and Maria Sept 25 1923...26: 132
Vispo Armando of Antonio and Maria Mar 15 1926...27: 206
Vispo Carmela of Antonio and Maria Nov 4 1924...26: 337
Vispo Gelardo A of Antonio and Maria June 9 1922...25: 258
Vispo Mafalda of Antonio and Maria Jan 10 1921...25: 4
Vispo Mario of Antonio and Maria Sept 24 1930...29: 268
Visser Janet McL of Albert and Elizabeth S Feb 23 1927...28: 22
Visser Ruth E of Albert and Elizabeth S May 22 1923...26: 69
Vita Antonio of Giuseppe A and Teresa Oct 28 1930...29: 281
Vita Barbara of Giuseppe A and Teresa Apr 29 1929...29: 49
Vita Giuseppe A of Giuseppe A and Teresa May 14 1924...26: 248
Vita Lucia L of Giuseppe and Antonetta July 15 1927...28: 89
Vita Maria R of Giuseppe A and Teresa June 6 1922...25: 256
Vita Teresa of Giuseppe A and Teresa June 20 1926...27: 252
Vitale Alessandro A V of Raffaele and Erminia Apr 29 1925...27: 56
Vitale Alessandro R V of Raffaele and Erminia Mar 4 1928...28: 195
Vitale Alfredo of Antonio and Vincenza Apr 29 1924...26: 239
Vitale Antonio of Antonio and Maria Dec 23 1930...29: 304
Vitale Edoardo C A of Antonio and Antonetta Sept 28 1924...26: 318
Vitale Esther M A of Giovanni and Maria July 6 1925...27: 90
Vitale Giuseppe of Antonio and Maria Sept 2 1924...26: 306
Vitale Iolanda of Antonio and Vincenza Oct 3 1927...28: 125
Vitale Iolanda of Antonio and Vincenza July 31 1929...29: 90
Vitale Pasquale A of Giovanni and Maria Sept 14 1922...25: 306
Vitale Raffaele of Antonio and Vincenza Aug 24 1925...27: 114
Vitale Rosa E of Gennaro and Raffaela Sept 3 1927...28: 112
Vitale Vincenzo of Antonio and Maria Apr 7 1921...25: 41
Vitali —— of Anselmo and Esterina Apr 16 1924...26: 233
Viti Evelyn H of Alfredo and Elisabetta Apr 22 1930...29: 203
Viti Fiorenza M of Michele and Amelia May 21 1930...29: 214
Viti Helen of Luigi and Restituta Mar 12 1926...27: 204
Viticente Angelo G of Giovanni and Assunta A Feb 18 1930...29: 175
Vito Caterina of Luigi and Vesta Oct 15 1921...25: 139
Vito Caterina of Luigi and Vesta Apr 6 1923...26: 48
Vito Eda V of Giuseppe and Antonetta Jan 29 1929...29: 12
Vito Elena M of Pasquale and Carmela July 11 1921...25: 89
Vito Genoveffa of Francesco and Donata Mar 9 1924...26: 215
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Vito Luigi of Luigi and Vesta Oct 15 1924.......................... 26:327
Vittorio Agostina M of Antonio and Anna June 11 1928........ 28:237
Vittorio Evelina of Antonio and Antonetta Mar 14 1922.... 25:213
Vittorioso Angelina of Vincenzo and Rosina May 3 1924.... 26:243
Vittorioso Emanuele of Vincenzo and Rosina Aug 14 1926... 27:278
Vittorioso Maria of Vincenzo and Rosina Jan 27 1923...... 26:11
Vitucci Pasqualina of Angelina Sept 17 1928.................. 28:281
Vitucci —— d of Pasquale and Anna Sept 16 1922............. 25:312
Vitucci —— s of Pasquale and Anna Jan 4 1925.................. 27:15
Vitulli John J of Liberato and Concetta June 27 1927.... 28:79
Vitulli Rosa M of Liberato and Concetta June 2 1928...... 28:234
Vitullo Anna of Nicola and Clarice Dec 17 1922............. 25:346
Vitullo Antonio of Carmela Jan 12 1926....................... 27:179
Vitullo Carmela (twin) of Giovanni A and Antonia A July 16 1925................. 27:94
Vitullo Eldora L A of Giovanni A and Antonia A June 3 1924.26:260
Vitullo Evelyn Y of Giovanni and Natalina Oct 11 1930.... 29:275
Vitullo Giuseppina C of Nicola and Clarice Nov 6 1928.... 28:303
Vitullo Gloria R of Nicola and Clarice Oct 30 1930......... 29:282
Vitullo Isabella A of Nicola and Clarice Feb 22 1921.... 25:22
Vitullo Maria of Nicola and Clarice Apr 19 1925............. 27:52
Vitullo Maria (twin) of Giovanni A and Antonia A July 16 1925................. 27:94
Vitullo Marion B of John and Lillian Apr 26 1929........... 29:48
Vitullo Nancy A of John and Lillian Oct 3 1930.............. 29:272
Viveiros Caterina of Joao C and Delvina Jan 10 1926.... 27:178
Vivequìn Lucien E of Emile and Athala M June 3 1926.... 27:245
Vivier Arthur J G of Emery and Alma Feb 5 1925............ 27:18
Vivier Francis L of Hormisdas and Rose A Feb 10 1924.... 26:201
Vivier Joseph C of Emery and Alma Dec 20 1921.............. 23:170
Vivier Marie B R of Emery and Alma Sept 11 1927........... 28:115
Vivier Marie J A of Joseph E and Alma Nov 4 1923........ 26:153
Vivier Mary E of Ovila J and Gladys May 11 1925......... 27:63
Vivier Mary T of Emery and Alma Jan 26 1929............... 29:11
Voccia Anna I of Gennaro and Anna Dec 10 1928............ 28:317
Voccio Alfonso of Carmine and Angiolina Dec 2 1926....... 27:326
Voccio Anna G of Giuseppe and Fortunata Aug 6 1929...... 29:94
Voccio Charles of Pasquale and Louise July 11 1930...... 29:237
Voccio Louis P of Peter and Mary Feb 25 1929.............. 29:24
Voccio Lucia of Carmine and Angiolina Dec 13 1924........ 26:354
Voccio Paul A of Peter and Mary Sept 5 1930............... 29:260
Voccio Vito of Carlo and Julia Jan 29 1929............... 29:12
Voci —— s of Peter and Mary Oct 3 1927.................... 28:137
Voccella Assunta of Ernesto and Teresa Apr 19 1924... 26:234
Voccella Eduardino E of Ernesto and Teresa Jan 11 1929.... 29:5
Voccella Giovanni M of Ernesto and Teresa Sept 5 1921... 25:118
Voccola Ida of Ernesto and Teresa June 29 1926.............27: 256
Voccola Mary A of Giuseppe and Maria Aug 29 1930........29: 256
Vogel Claire N of Francis T and Cecilia B Nov 28 1930.....29: 293
Vogel Dolores V of James H and Elizabeth G Oct 24 1929...29: 125
Vogelaar Frederick J of Herman S and Theresa Feb 2 1926...27: 188
Vogelaar Shirley H of Herman S and Theresa Dec 16 1928...28: 319
Voiciekenas Anthony P of Adam and Appolonia Aug 6 1927..B-1: 57
Voight Jean R of Fredrick C and Sara June 1 1922.........25: 254
Voisinet Alfred R J of Alfred and Ombeline June 7 1921...25: 68
Volande Rosalia L of Giulio and Giovannina May 6 1922....25: 241
Volino Domenick T of Domenick T and Ida Jan 23 1930.....29: 164
Volino Giacomo G of Joseph P and Maria L Sept 13 1928...28: 280
Volker Virginia S of Herman and Mildred J Jan 30 1928...28: 179
Volkeryck Margaret C of Paul and Della M Dec 25 1921...25: 172
Volkmann Dorothy S of Eric and Dorothy L Aug 8 1925......27: 107
Voller Francis M of James and Mary Sept 7 1922............25: 300
Voller James J of James P and Mary F Dec 21 1926.........27: 333
Volonski Stanislav of Roman and Michalina June 9 1921...25: 69
Volpe Alfredo E of Elviro and Antonetta Feb 7 1923.......27: 18
Volpe Angelo of Rosario A and Marinta June 22 1926......27: 253
Volpe Angelo of Rosario A and Marinta Aug 5 1928.........28: 263
Volpe Angelo of Rosario A and Marinta July 30 1930.......29: 244
Volpe Armando A of Ermelindo and Dorotea Sept 19 1925...27: 125
Volpe Arturo G of Arturo and Flavia Nov 23 1930.........29: 291
Volpe Carmela L of Giovanni M and Maria C Oct 7 1923....26: 139
Volpe Edward of Gennaro and Albina Dec 30 1928..........28: 324
Volpe Elena C of Gaetano and Vincenzina Apr 18 1927.....28: 48
Volpe Elena D of Giovanni M and Maria C Nov 19 1926.....27: 320
Volpe Elvira E of Elviro and Antonetta July 17 1921......25: 91
Volpe Enrichetta F of Almerindo and Dorotea June 8 1923..26: 77
Volpe Giovanni of Almerindo and Dorotea May 26 1921.....25: 62
Volpe Giusepppe of Giuseppe and Lucia Nov 13 1921........25: 152
Volpe Gloria M of Gaetano and Vincenzina Mar 16 1922.....25: 214
Volpe Herculean A of Giovanni M and Maria C July 10 1928..28: 251
Volpe Lillian G of Giovanni M and Maria C Apr 27 1925.....27: 56
Volpe Matteo M of Giovanni M and Maria C Jan 24 1921.....25: 9
Volpe Violet A of Rosario A and Marinta July 6 1927.......28: 85
Volpe Violetta R of Gaetano and Vincenzina Feb 14 1926....27: 193
Volpe —— d of Samuel and Ida Aug 13 1921.................25: 104
Volpi Antonetta of Giuseppe and Giulia T May 28 1924......26: 255
Volpi Ruggiero A of Giuseppe and Giulia T Dec 1 1928.....28: 314
Volpicelli Anna C M of Luigi and Immacolata Dec 26 1928..28: 323
Volpicelli Caterina of Luigi and Immacolata Nov 16 1923..26: 158
Volpicelli Francesco of Luigi and Immacolata Nov 15 1924..26: 341
Volpicelli Pellegrino V of Luigi and Immacolata Feb 7 1926..27: 190
Volpigno Antonetta of Mario and Maria C Feb 1 1924.......26: 198
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Volpigno Lucia R of Mario and Maria Apr 11 1921............. 25: 43
Volpigno Maria of Attilio and Eugenia July 5 1924............. 26: 276
Vona Antonio T of Tommaso and Mariannina Aug 27 1925... 27: 115
Vona Edmondo of Vincenzo and Morina S May 24 1921............. 25: 62
Vona Eliadoro M of Tomaso and Mariannina May 19 1921............. 25: 59
Vona Estelle of George D and Victoria V Aug 14 1928............. 28: 266
Vona Giuseppina A of Vincenzo and Morina S Dec 15 1929... 29: 147
Vona Isabella of Vincenzo and Morina S Aug 29 1923............. 26: 116
Vona Maria of Vincenzo and Benedetta June 19 1921............. 25: 73
Vona Michele E of Vincenzo and Benedetta Nov 30 1922............. 25: 337
Vona —— d of George D and Victoria V Jan 5 1926............. 27: 176
Vondell Donald A of George S and Arlena Oct 6 1929............. 29: 119
Vorole Pietro of Pietro and Mary July 17 1927............. 28: 89
Vosburgh Robert V of Harold R and Elsie June 28 1923... 26: 85
Vose Vera of Clyde E and Alice G Nov 15 1922............. 25: 332
Vosganian Vazken of Nerees and Payloom May 6 1922............. 25: 241
Vosilins Biruta F of Michael R and Michelea July 24 1925............. 27: 98
Vosseler Ralph K W of Karl H and Erna Feb 28 1928............. 28: 191
Vota Antonio G of Antonio and Elisa Feb 25 1929............. 29: 24
Votolato Anna M of Nicola G and Livia Apr 1 1930............. 29: 195
Votolato Arnold A of Vincent and Ester F May 14 1928............. 28: 225
Votolato Arthur X of Arthur and Mary Aug 20 1930............. 29: 253
Votolato Dante A of Nicola G and Livia Mar 25 1922............. 27: 219
Votolato Edwin L of Fioravante and Josephine M Apr 21 1924............. 26: 235
Votolato Robert P of Vincent and Ester F June 28 1930............. 29: 231
Votta Antonio G of Antonio and Angelina Jan 24 1921............. 25: 10
Votta Evelina of Raffaele and Pasqualina June 26 1921............. 25: 76
Votta Florence V of Fred and Amelia Apr 27 1923............. R-1: 56
Votta Giovanni D of Gaetano and Antonetta Feb 27 1922............. 25: 205
Votta Jane R of Ferdinando and Amelia R Mar 13 1922............. 25: 213
Votta Luigi G of Gaetano and Antonetta Sept 29 1928............. 28: 286
Votta Rosa 1 of Gaetano and Antonetta June 12 1924............. 26: 264
Votta —— s of Sabatino and Luisa Dec 7 1927............. 28: 163
Votto Giuseppe S of Sabatino and Luisa Sept 9 1921............. 25: 120
Votto Mary of Timoteo and Beatrice Nov 15 1922............. 25: 332
Votto Pasquale A of Anthony C and Albina Aug 14 1924............. 26: 296
Votto Raymond L of Anthony C and Albina Mar 27 1926............. 27: 212
Votto Timoteo of Timoteo and Beatrice July 24 1925............. 27: 98
Votto Timothy of Timoteo and Beatrice Sept 20 1928............. 28: 282
Vowles Evelyn A of George H and Alice A Nov 5 1929............. 29: 131
Vowles George H of George H and Alice A July 8 1928............. 28: 250
Voyer Alice M of Joseph E and Mary M Oct 6 1926............. 27: 302
Voyer Dorothy M of Oliver J and Evangeline M Mar 14 1925............. 27: 34
Voyer Eleanor C of Frank J and Josephine A Mar 9 1924............. 26: 215
Voyer Mildred Y of Frank J and Josephine A Sept 15 1921............. 25: 122
Voyer Olive Y of Oliver J and Evangeline M Sept 9 1926............. 27: 290
Voyer Robert J of Joseph E and Mabel G Jan 26 1925........27: 11
Vrelos — d of George and Katherine Aug 13 1922...........25: 287
Vrooman Wilma N of Harry R and Laura E Mar 20 1925....27: 37
Vuocolo Antonio A of Leone and Anna Apr 21 1928........28: 215
Vuocolo Luigi V of Leone and Anna Apr 18 1926............27: 221
Vzdavins Annie of Stanley and Amilia June 9 1929........29: 68

Wachenheimer Caroline E of Harry and Cordie Oct 2 1921....25: 132
Wacker Arlene A of Robert W and Christine A Dec 26 1923..26: 175
Wacker Irma N of Robert W and Christine A Mar 13 1928...28: 198
Waddell — s of George and Edith I June 8 1927..............28: 82
Waddington David L of George A and Mary V Aug 30 1921..25: 112
Waddington Elaine E of George S and Elizabeth Nov 21 1925.27: 152
Waddington Elizabeth F of George S and Elizabeth Nov 15
1923..........................................................26: 157
Waddington Evaline G of James and Annie E Jan 13 1923...26: 6
Waddington Frederick LeR of Frederick J and Rose Nov 12
1922............................................................25: 331
Waddington Geraldine A of James and Annie E Oct 5 1925..27: 134
Waddington Harold A of Arthur J and Edna Nov 15 1926....27: 318
Waddington Herbert F of George S and Elizabeth Nov 21 1921.25: 155
Waddington Jeanne of George A and Mary V Oct 12 1922....25: 317
Waddington Katherine Van D of George A and Mary V Nov 18
1924............................................................26: 343
Waddington Kenneth F of George S and Elizabeth Nov 17
1927............................................................28: 143
Waddington Nathan of Nathan and Nettie M Aug 25 1927....28: 107
Waddington Roberta T of Frederick and Rose A July 23 1928.28: 256
Waddington Ruth E of Leonard L and Rhoda M Apr 16 1924..26: 233
Waddington Thelma M of William and Myleta M Nov 23 1927.28: 146
Waddington — s of James and Annie E Feb 16 1927...........28: 25
Wade Arthur R of Walter H and Madeline F Aug 28 1924....26: 302
Wade Beverly J of Ervin S and Elizabeth Aug 3 1930........29: 247
Wade Carol J (e) of William H and Daisy July 16 1929.....29: 84
Wade Catherine M of Arthur and Rose R Mar 26 1924........26: 222
Wade Charles L (e) of William H and Daisy Sept 22 1925..27: 127
Wade David B (c) of William H and Daisy Oct 6 1927.......28: 126
Wade Earl E of Walter and Madeline Aug 16 1922............25: 288
Wade June E o' Harold W and Evelyn M June 17 1928.......28: 240
Wade Louis E of Walter H and Madeline F July 29 1928......28: 258
Wade Norman J of Walter H and Madeline F May 11 1926....27: 233
Wade Rosemary S (e) of Herbert and Abigail E Nov 9 1929...29: 132
Wadlin Evelyn E of Grafton and Delia E Jan 27 1925........27: 12
Wadsworth Barbara C of Milton S and Amey Mar 18 1924....26: 219
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Wadsworth John L of John W and Thelma May 22 1930....29:215
Wadsworth Ruth A of Leon and Agnes Apr 9 1930....29:399
Wagner Ruth V of Frank C and Margaret A Apr 23 1926....27:224
Wagman Charlotte P of Benjamin and Rose July 16 1927....28:89
Wagner Eleanor of Edward J and Mary E Aug 11 1922....25:286
Wagner Harold E of Alma June 2 1923.....................26:74
Wagner Margaret E of Edward J and Mary E Jan 3 1921....25:2
Wagner Morris M of Charles H and Ida Jan 16 1923....26:7
Wahl Albert G of Albert G and Esther C Feb 24 1922....25:204
Wahl Alice E of George W and Arshalogee Dec 22 1929....29:149
Wahl Charles H E of Emil and Bessie Feb 5 1925........27:18
Wahl Doris E of Albert G and Esther C Oct 9 1928....28:391
Wahl Earl E of George W and Ellen Apr 20 1922....25:231
Wahl Ellen E of Howlen and Amelia F June 28 1926....27:236
Wahl Florence E of Howlen and Amelia F Nov 27 1923....26:161
Wahl Howard E of Albert G and Esther C May 12 1926....27:233
Wahl Louisa A of Howlen and Amelia F Jan 22 1925....27:9
Wahl Michael H of Albert A and Mary A May 4 1930....29:208
Wahl Robert R of Albert G and Esther C Aug 1 1923....26:104
Wahl —— s of George W and Alice Nov 6 1926........27:315
Wahl —— d of Albert A and Mary A Sept 18 1928....28:287
Wahl —— s of George and Alice Sept 30 1928........28:287
Wahlberg Arlene M of Per A and Mary G Mar 12 1930....29:185
Wahlberg Gilbert L of Ralph G and Ingeborg M June 22 1928....28:242
Wahlberg John R of John R and Esther Mar 19 1928....28:201
Waite Arnold W of Ray H and Ruth E Aug 31 1922....25:295
Waite Benjamin of Clive D and Eula G Jan 5 1925....27:3
Waite Emilie J of Frank E and Jeanne Dec 24 1923....26:174
Waite Helen M of Clive D and Eula July 28 1923........26:99
Waite Norman C of Clive and Eula Sept 4 1921....25:117
Waite Ruth M of Ray H and Ruth E June 22 1921....25:75
Waite William H of Frank E and Jeanne May 23 1925....27:68
Waitkus Calvin J of Joseph D and Lena July 10 1924....26:278
Waitonis Elenor of Andrew and Louise Apr 21 1924....26:235
Wakefield Robert C of Fred and Dorothy Sept 14 1925....27:123
Wakeford Roger D of William T and Amy Jan 9 1927....28:4
Wakeley Gene R of Howard J and Kathryn Nov 7 1928....28:303
Wakeling Norman of Norman and Hilda Mar 20 1922....25:216
Wakin John of Wakin M and Nahiah M Nov 24 1921....25:137
Waksler Alvin of Israel and Eva Feb 3 1925........27:17
Waksler Harvey R of Israel and Eva July 11 1926....27:263
Waksler —— s of Israel and Eva Jan 24 1923....26:10
Walacka Reta A of Adam and Malwina Nov 3 1927....28:138
Walacki John of Adam and Malwina Aug 29 1925....27:115
Walander Anne M of Edwin O and Anne M Mar 18 1925........27:36
Walander Barbara (twin) of Edwin O and Anne M Oct 24
1926........................................27:309
Walander Bernice (twin) of Edwin O and Anne M Oct 24
1926........................................27:309
Walander Doris of Edwin O and Anne M Nov 12 1930........29:287
Walander Mary M of Edwin O and Anna June 20 1929.......29:72
Walberg Ruth C of Nelson F and Grace May 25 1928.........28:229
Walch Charles L of Charles L and Ruth A Dec 1 1925....27:158
Walch Doris E of Elisha O E and Hazel I Aug 3 1924.....26:202
Walch Howard C of Elisha O E and Hazel I Aug 21 1923..26:113
Walch Thomas E of Thomas and Rose Jan 9 1926..............27:338
Walch William T of Charles L and Ruth A Oct 25 1921......26:143
Walch Willis I of Willis I and Elsie L Aug 23 1926........27:282
Walcott Phyllis I of Roger S and Edna Apr 23 1923......26:55
Walcott —— d of Frank D and Florence M Apr 4 1925.....27:45
Walczak Helen A of Walter and Agnes June 17 1924......26:206
Walden Dorothea S and Dorothy M May 2 1925..............27:16
Walden Gertrude E of Charles M and Grace F July 14 1922.25:273
Walden Richard I of George A and Clara Jan 4 1923......26:2
Walden Arthur S of George and Lillian Jan 30 1922......25:190
Walden Lawrence P of Morris S and Dorothy Dec 5 1929..29:143
Waldman Leonard A of Joseph and Lena Dec 30 1924....26:361
Waldman Nathan A of Warren S and Dorothy M May 2 1925..28:307
Waldman Nelson F of Samuel W and Jeanette C Dec 18 1921.25:169
Waldman Sandra A of Joseph and Prudence Apr 23 1928....28:216
Waldo Barton A of Frank A and Lorde J Sept 13 1923......26:426
Waldraff Anna of Frederick J and Anna A Aug 14 1925....27:109
Waldrep Eleanor W of Henry E and Isabel A Feb 2 1926....27:188
Waldrep Ennace I of Henry E and Isabel A Dec 21 1928....28:321
Waldron Albert W (c) of William and Leonore Sept 12 1928.B-1:65
Waldron George of John and Mary Nov 23 1924.............26:345
Waldron John of Francis J and Mary A Jan 9 1923.........26:4
Waldron Leo of Francis J and Mary A May 12 1930.........29:211
Waldron Margarette E of Patrick J and Annie Jan 24 1924..26:192
Waldron Orville V (c) of William H and Lenora Nov 30 1922.25:337
Waldron Patrick J of Patrick J and Annie Dec 28 1922....25:350
Waldron Pearl E of Thomas J and Mae Sept 21 1929........29:112
Waldron Sarah L (c) of William H and Lenora Apr 10 1929..29:43
Waldron Thomas J of Thomas J and Winnifred L Oct 16 1927.28:130
Waldron Winifred of Patrick J and Annie B Mar 6 1925....27:31
Waldron —— s of Raymond E and Ruth W July 14 1924......26:290
Waldron —— d of Patrick J and Annie B Mar 3 1927........28:27
Waldrop Lilyan M of Wayne C and Lucie P May 18 1927......28:165
Walecki Adam of Adam and Malvina Oct 11 1923..............26:141
Walecki Stella of Adam and Malvina May 25 1922.............25:246
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Walker Mildred of Joseph and Mary June 17 1921............. 25: 73
Wales Byron G of Irving F and Susan L May 27 1922........... 25: 249
Wales Clifford C of Clifford C and Julia D June 2 1925........ 27: 74
Walker Alden K of Gerald A and Lillian Mar 22 1926........... 27: 208
Walker Allan B of Edward L and Bessie G Jan 7 1921........... 25: 3
Walker Alvin H of James and Sarah July 18 1930.............. 29: 239
Walker Barbara C of George J and Elsie M June 4 1924........ 26: 260
Walker Carolyn R of William R and Jessie M July 14 1926...... 27: 265
Walker Daniel M of James and Sarah Dec 19 1924.............. 26: 356
Walker Doris L of Edward J and Olga C June 9 1921............ 25: 69
Walker Dorothy L of Charles F and Barbara E Nov 27 1923..... 26: 162
Walker Gail P of Leslie A and Lillian P Mar 5 1925............ 27: 41
Walker Gavin (twin) of Gavin and Florence July 23 1925..... 27: 97
Walker Grace of Thompson A and Florence A Sept 17 1928..... 28: 281
Walker Harold C of Harold C and Mildred H Nov 1 1924...... 26: 336
Walker Harry R of Marion E Feb 11 1930....................... 29: 173
Walker Helen R of Henry and Alice Sept 22 1927.............. 28: 119
Walker Howard B of Frank H and Mary L Feb 23 1922........... 25: 203
Walker Howard E of Carl E and Gladys M May 20 1924........ 26: 251
Walker James (twin) of Gavin and Florence July 23 1925..... 27: 97
Walker James E of Robert W and Catharine Apr 27 1930...... 29: 204
Walker James R of Robert and Vera July 12 1925.............. 27: 92
Walker Jane of Edward S and Vera M Mar 20 1925.............. 27: 37
Walker Joan of Herbert L and Lillian G July 2 1929.......... 29: 78
Walker Leroy E of Marion E Apr 6 1928....................... 28: 327
Walker Lester A of Nathan E and Lena Nov 24 1929............ 29: 138
Walker Muriel L of Charles A and Mary E May 28 1929......... 29: 61
Walker Nancy of George W and Ruth V Mar 17 1921............. 25: 38
Walker Nancy E of Edward F and Josephine Aug 27 1925....... 27: 115
Walker Richard of Richard and Anna E Oct 4 1922............. 25: 314
Walker Robert M S of Edward F and Josephine Apr 22 1922.... 25: 232
Walker Ruth L of Lawrence D and Ruby P Sept 2 1922......... 25: 298
Walker Sara MacL of Donald Mac L and Sara Oct 16 1930...... 29: 277
Walker Shirley A (c) of Jonathan X and Althea F Jan 27 1924.. 26: 194
Walker Thomas L of Charles H and Margaret L July 10 1924... 26: 278
Walker Thompson A of Thompson A and Florence A Feb 21 1926.. 27: 195
Walker Vernice M E of Arthur ST and Lora G July 11 1924.... 26: 279
Walker Virginia H of James and Florence July 16 1926....... 27: 266
Walker Virginia M of Churchill A and Dorothy V Mar 9 1921.. 25: 29
Walker William of John H and Zeita Sept 11 1924............. 26: 310
Walker William W of William W and Hazel M Jan 14 1929..... 29: 6
Walker Wilma W of Euclid H and Viola Nov 8 1930............ 29: 286
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Walker —— d of Fred T and Katherine V July 26 1922 ... 25: 281
Walker —— (c) d of Ella M V Aug 4 1924 .................. 26: 305
Walker —— d of John H and Zita V Nov 20 1925 .. 27: 157
Walker —— d of Gavin and Florence Dec 20 1926 .. 27: 322
Walker —— d of James and Florence Aug 4 1927 .. 28: 166
Walker —— s of Gerald and Lillian May 11 1928 .. 28: 224
Wall Agnes M of James L and Esther E Oct 4 1922 .. 25: 314
Wall Alexander H of Ashbel T and Mary Sept 3 1921 .. 25: 117
Wall Alice D of William and Catherine E July 18 1924 .. 26: 282
Wall Geraldine of William and Catherine E Dec 15 1928 .. 28: 319
Wall James F of George E and Winifred C May 14 1923 .. 26: 66
Wall John of John and Margaret Mar 21 1924 .. 26: 220
Wall John A of John A and Alice V June 15 1922 .. 25: 260
Wall John W of Ashbel T and Mary Dec 24 1924 .. 26: 358
Wall Joseph of John A and Alice V Feb 16 1925 .. 27: 21
Wall Laura A of John F and Charlotte M June 23 1924 .. 26: 269
Wall Louise (twin) of John F and Margaret V Aug 25 1929 .. 29: 101
Wall Lucille (twin) of John F and Margaret V Aug 25 1929 .. 29: 101
Wall Margaret H of William and Catherine E Dec 1 1927 .. 28: 151
Wall Mary of John F and Margaret V May 4 1926 .. 27: 230
Wall Mary C of William and Catherine E Aug 28 1922 .. 25: 294
Wall Mary K of William J and Helen July 8 1930 .. 29: 236
Wall Philip of John A and Alice V Aug 2 1923 .. 26: 104
Wall Robert of John F and Margaret V May 27 1927 .. 28: 65
Wall Robert F of Robert P and Ruth C Nov 21 1929 .. 29: 136
Wall Ruth C of Robert P and Ruth C Jan 2 1928 .. 28: 168
Wall Ruth P of Frank A and Ruth N Jan 4 1930 .. 29: 158
Wall —— s of Joseph J and Marie A June 22 1929 .. 29: 77
Wallace Arthur G of Ralph M and Gwendolyn H Mar 24 1923 .. 26: 40
Wallace Eleanor M (c) of Anson A and Mildred Dec 3 1926 .. 29: 326
Wallace Emerson D of Richard S and Hazel Sept 27 1927 .. 28: 121
Wallace John B of William O and Mary M June 24 1925 .. 27: 83
Wallace Joyce M (c) of Annie Apr 6 1923 .. 26: 48
Wallace Kenneth J of John and Isabel Dec 6 1926 .. 27: 328
Wallace Letitia P of Joseph T and Agnes Nov 3 1929 .. 29: 131
Wallace Ralph S of Ralph M and Gwendolyn H Feb 8 1925 .. 27: 19
Wallace Rita of Joseph A and Mary F May 23 1921 .. 25: 61
Wallace Susan R of George and Charlotte May 28 1927 .. 28: 65
Wallace Thomas J of Thomas J and Ann Nov 22 1923 .. 26: 160
Wallace William J of Thomas J and Ann E Feb 2 1926 .. 27: 188
Wallace —— s of Joseph and Laurette Mar 15 1929 .. 29: 32
Wallander Henry L of Helge L and Ina M Nov 26 1924 .. 26: 316
Wallander Herbert E of Gustav A and Ellen M Apr 29 1929 .. 29: 49
Wallander Nancy I of Helge L and Ina Jan 31 1928 .. 28: 179
Wallander Phyllis B J of Gustav A and Ellen June 11 1926 .. 27: 248
Wallberg Althea S of Walter R and Lillian B Aug 30 1929 ..29: 103
Wallter Eleanor M of Jerdine and Mary A Oct 9 1922 ..25: 316
Walley Virginia G of George L and Grace M Mar 9 1924 ..26: 215
Walley ---- d of Edward S and Corinne July 19 1927 ..28: 99
Wallack Melvyn of Herman and Sofia May 20 1929 ..29: 58
Wallack Muriel of Herman and Sofia Oct 31 1930 ..29: 282
Wallack Ruth C of Herman and Sofia July 3 1925 ..27: 89
Walling Elizabeth C of Ellwood and Edna Mar 19 1928 ..28: 201
Walling Stratton of Lester S and Edith Jan 1 1921 ..25: 1
Wallock Louis of Louis and Alice Aug 3 1921 ..25: 100
Wallock ---- s of Samuel J and Sarah Mar 11 1925 ..27: 33
Walls Eileen M of Leo J and Grace June 15 1925 ..27: 79
Walmsey Charles H of George H and Ethel M Apr 24 1927 ..28: 50
Walmsey Frederick L of Walter M and Ellen Nov 19 1927 ..28: 141
Walmsey Irene E of Robert C and Mildred H Dec 1 1922 ..25: 340
Walmsey Norma J of George H and Ethel M Mar 22 1928 ..28: 202
Walmsey Robert C of Robert C and Mildred H Feb 27 1921 ..25: 24
Walmsey ---- s of Robert C and Mildred H June 9 1924 ..26: 262
Walpole Charles C of Charles C and Mary June 5 1930 ..29: 222
Walpole Charles R of Charles R and Jane E July 3 1927 ..28: 84
Walpole Julia M of Charles and Mary Sept 29 1928 ..28: 286
Walpole Velma J of Charles R and Jane E Mar 15 1929 ..29: 32
Walsh Albert of William J and Margaret A Jan 10 1924 ..26: 135
Walsh Albert F of Frank J and Juliette M June 18 1925 ..27: 80
Walsh Albert J of Albert J and Elizabeth A June 24 1930 ..29: 229
Walsh Albina of Lawrence M and Albina T Apr 15 1924 ..26: 232
Walsh Alfred V of Alfred V and Veronica F Mar 25 1926 ..27: 210
Walsh Alfred W of John J and Charlotte Oct 6 1928 ..28: 290
Walsh Anita M of Henry and Victoria J Feb 3 1923 ..26: 17
Walsh Ann B of Wilbur R and Rachel Feb 8 1923 ..26: 19
Walsh Ann J of Alice M Jan 14 1927 ..28: 5
Walsh Ann T of Stephen and Florence July 30 1927 ..28: 94
Walsh Anne of Irene May 29 1929 ..29: 62
Walsh Anne P of William J and Margaret Dec 4 1928 ..28: 315
Walsh Arthur J of Raymond A and Doris A Oct 3 1925 ..27: 133
Walsh Barbara M of Edward Mck and Elizabeth L Feb 1
1930 ..29: 169
Walsh Bruce of Thomas D and Laura Sept 18 1926 ..27: 293
Walsh Catherine E of Luke F and Catherine J July 3 1925 ..27: 89
Walsh Charles S of Edward F and Ruth M June 24 1928 ..28: 243
Walsh Claire F of William F and Elizabeth Oct 26 1923 ..26: 147
Walsh Daniel J of Stephen P and Florence Dec 29 1930 ..29: 366
Walsh David of James F and Margaret M Oct 5 1929 ..29: 118
Walsh David E of Thomas and Lottie Oct 13 1923 ..26: 142
Walsh Donald F of Richard and Mary Apr 24 1927 ..28: 50

FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.
Walsh Donald P of George T and Ruth P Feb 13 1923....26: 21
Walsh Dorothy A of John F and Catherine I Dec 2 1927....28:151
Walsh Dorothy F of Alfred V and Veronica F Dec 30 1922....25:351
Walsh Dorothy M of Edward V and Agnes C Feb 22 1927....28: 22
Walsh Edna M of Edward W and Anna V May 29 1924....26:255
Walsh Edward of Laurence and Anna C June 20 1923.....26: 81
Walsh Edward of Joseph H and Marcella Oct 6 1924....26:324
Walsh Edward F of Thomas F and Mabel V Apr 11 1928....28:212
Walsh Edward F of Edward F and Ruth M July 3 1930....29:234
Walsh Edward V of Edward V and Agnes C Sept 4 1929....29:106
Walsh Eileen of Laurence and Anna C June 4 1926....27:245
Walsh Eleanor C of Raymond J and Helen G Apr 23 1928....28:216
Walsh Elizabeth A of Edward F and Ruth M Dec 7 1925....27:160
Walsh Elizabeth M of William F and Elizabeth M Mar 18 1926....27:207
Walsh Esther F of Hugh and Ester C Sept 12 1930....29:263
Walsh Evelyn I of John F and Catherine I Sept 15 1921....25:122
Walsh Frederick C of Francis and Harriet E Dec 24 1929....29:150
Walsh Frederick L of Frederick L and Marguerite M Jan 31 1922....25:190
Walsh Genevieve M of John J and Mary E May 16 1924....26:249
Walsh Gladys M of Roger and Gladys A Sept 17 1924....26:313
Walsh Helen M of Lawrence M and Albina T Jan 24 1927....28: 9
Walsh Helen M of William F and Elizabeth Jan 16 1928....28:173
Walsh Helen M of John F and Margaret H July 9 1930....29:236
Walsh Helen R of John F and Catherine I Nov 10 1922....25:331
Walsh Helen R of James A and Margaret J July 6 1927....28: 85
Walsh Irene M of Leo A and Mabel V June 6 1923....26: 76
Walsh James F of James F and Margaret Aug 11 1927....28: 87
Walsh James J of James J and Anna A Dec 28 1926....27:335
Walsh James L of James L and Lilian M May 28 1925....27: 70
Walsh James R of Maurice H and Catherine J Apr 21 1921....25: 84
Walsh Jane E of Edwin L and Alice Sept 5 1926....27:288
Walsh Joan A of Leo A and Laura June 2 1930....29:220
Walsh John F of Joseph H and Marcella Sept 5 1927....28:112
Walsh John F of John F and Margaret H Oct 11 1928....28:292
Walsh John J of John J and Annie M Apr 21 1930....29:202
Walsh Joseph L of Joseph L and Etta Aug 18 1922....25:289
Walsh Julia L of Mortimer and Laura Nov 20 1930....29:290
Walsh Katherine L of Edward McK and Elizabeth L Sept 1 1927....28:111
Walsh Kathleen T of James P and Cecelia Apr 1 1927....28: 41
Walsh Laura A of Thomas and Laura July 24 1924....26:285
Walsh Lauretta of Michael E and Annie Nov 14 1922....25:332
Walsh Lawrence C of Lawrence M and Albina T July 17 1921....25: 98
Walsh Leo of William J and Margaret A May 24 1925....27: 69
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Walsh  Louise C of Anthony and Catherine May 27 1925......... 27:  70
Walsh  Margaret of John and Margaret M Feb 16 1921......... 25:  19
Walsh  Margaret of William J and Margaret Aug 7 1927......... 28:  99
Walsh  Margaret E of Michael J and Sybil M Mar 28 1923......... 26:  41
Walsh  Margaret M of Edward M and Elizabeth L Aug 4 1923. 26: 106
Walsh  Margaret M of James A and Margaret J Nov 20 1928. 28: 308
Walsh  Marie V of James S and Mirilda M July 20 1922......... 25: 276
Walsh  Marian E of James H and Marion E July 8 1922......... 25: 271
Walsh  Marion L of John and Ruth M May 29 1923............. 26:  71
Walsh  Martha L of Christopher and Alice M Nov 7 1927......... 28: 140
Walsh  Mary A of Christopher and Alice M June 18 1925......... 27:  80
Walsh  Mary E of Anthony and Catherine July 8 1921......... 25:  88
Walsh  Mary E of Raymond A and Doris A June 23 1922......... 25: 263
Walsh  Mary L of Mildred Sept 20 1928.............. 28: 282
Walsh  Mary M of Frank A and Lillian G Nov 18 1921......... 25: 154
Walsh  Maurice H of Maurice H and Catherine J Jan 9 1925..... 27:  4
Walsh  May E of Mildred A Apr 14 1923............. 26:  51
Walsh  Mildred of Lawrence M and Albina T July 20 1929..... 29:  86
Walsh  Patricia M of Frank T and Minnie A Mar 13 1925..... 27:  34
Walsh  Quentin M of Frank A and Lillian G Apr 30 1924...... 26: 239
Walsh  Raymond of John F and Julia Dec 5 1923.............. 26: 167
Walsh  Raymond of William J and Rita M May 22 1927......... 28:  63
Walsh  Raymond F of William P and Mary C Dec 19 1923...... 26: 172
Walsh  Raymond N of William J and Margaret A Oct 16 1921. 25: 139
Walsh  Regina M of Richard A and Madeline G June 7 1927.... 28:  71
Walsh  Richard A of James J and Anna A Dec 21 1925......... 27: 165
Walsh  Robert of James J and Anna A Dec 19 1929........... 29: 148
Walsh  Roland E of Edward F and Alma Apr 14 1924........... 26: 232
Walsh  Rosalie M of Joseph L and Etta June 22 1924........... 26: 268
Walsh  Ruth M of Edward F and Ruth M Mar 22 1927........... 28:  35
Walsh  Shirley C of Ronald and Christine May 23 1927........ 28:  63
Walsh  Stephen of Joseph and Alice Apr 1 1930.............. 29: 195
Walsh  Stephen R of Stephen and Florence Apr 10 1925...... 27:  48
Walsh  Virginia M of John F and Margaret H Sept 1 1925.... 27: 119
Walsh  William of William and Tillie Aug 16 1930........... 29: 251
Walsh  William J of William J and Rita M Mar 10 1923....... 26:  34
Walsh  William J of James P and Cecilia L Jan 30 1925...... 27:  13
Walsh  d of Richard and Margaret M Feb 4 1921.............. 25:  14
Walsh  s of George T and Ruth P Mar 25 1921.............. 25:  81
Walsh  s of Helen M July 22 1923.............................. 26: 103
Walsh  s of James S and Merilda Sept 4 1923............... 26: 136
Walsh  d of Daniel L and Mary Jan 9 1924................... 26: 197
Walsh  d of Marion May 7 1925............................... 27: 172
Walsh  d of John F and Margaret H Jan 3 1927.............. 28:  2
Walsh  d of John J and Annie M July 7 1928.................. 28: 250
Walsh  s of Laurence and Anna C Sept 24 1928.............. 28: 287
Walsh —— s of Joseph H and Marcella July 18 1930.............. 29: 239
Walshon Jerome H of Benjamin R and Frieda Feb 4 1922......... 25: 194
Walter Margaret of Clovis R and Enphemia Aug 30 1921........ 25: 112
Walters Charles R of Charles A and Anna E Apr 14 1923....... 26: 51
Walters Dorothy L C of Clifford and Salvatorda Dec 18 1926... 27: 331
Walters Gladys E of Clifford and Salvatorda June 20 1930...... 29: 228
Walters Inez of Frank X and Frances M Apr 20 1926............ 27: 222
Walters James J of Robert L and Mary T Nov 30 1924.......... 26: 348
Walton Betty A of Edward F and Grace H June 21 1921........... 25: 74
Walton Helen of Milton H and Cissie Dec 21 1924................. 26: 366
Walton Russell A of Edward and Alice Apr 18 1924.............. 26: 239
Wamboldt Aubrey W of Morris W and Elizabeth Dec 3 1930...... 29: 296
Wanamaker Ernest F of William E and Hope W June 22 1923.. 26: 82
Warburton Doris M of William and Sarah M July 11 1926.... 27: 263
Warburton James R of Lewis J and Christina J Mar 13 1925... 27: 34
Warburton Joseph E of John G and Laura M Sept 22 1923.... 26: 130
Warchol Lillian F of Walter and Frances A Feb 5 1930......... 29: 170
Ward Albert of William P and Catherine V June 18 1929...... 29: 72
Ward Beverly E of Thomas B and Melvina E Nov 29 1924...... 26: 347
Ward Christine of Michael and Theresa L Oct 12 1926........ 27: 305
Ward David G F of David G F and Julia July 29 1922........... 25: 279
Ward David H of Robert and Mildred Aug 31 1925.............. 27: 116
Ward Donald W F of George F and Esther M Aug 9 1923......... 26: 108
Ward Doris M of Robert E and Sarah J May 28 1924............. 26: 255
Ward Dorothy E of Michael E and Mary A Mar 28 1924......... 26: 223
Ward Dorothy M of Thomas B and Melvina E July 15 1930..... 29: 238
Ward Edgar L of Robert and Margaret May 2 1923............ 26: 61
Ward Elizabeth of Frederick J and Marguerite V Aug 24 1928... 28: 270
Ward Elizabeth C of Patrick J and Elizabeth July 15 1922... 25: 273
Ward Ethel of Charles H and Sarah Jan 17 1925.............. 27: 8
Ward Ethel M of William and Annie M May 30 1927............ 28: 66
Ward Ethel M of Louis and Ethel M Apr 27 1930................. 29: 204
Ward Evelyn of Robert and Margaret May 9 1921.............. 25: 55
Ward Francis J of Thomas B and Melvina E July 14 1929..... 29: 83
Ward Frederick O of Frederick J and Marguerite V Aug 28 1926, ..................................................... 27: 284
Ward George H of William and Annie M May 11 1929........... 29: 55
Ward Helen E of George E and Pauline M Mar 19 1928........ 28: 201
Ward Helen R of John H and Catherine E Mar 24 1922........ 25: 218
Ward Hope L of George F and Esther M May 15 1926......... 27: 234
Ward Irene F of William J and Annie M Aug 3 1923............ 26: 105
Ward Irene M of Thomas and Ida May 3 1922................... 25: 240
Ward James F of Joseph V and Jane B Dec 25 1923............. 26: 174
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Ward Jane of Michael F and Theresa Nov 14 1929.............29: 134
Ward John M of John H and Catherine E June 13 1923........26: 78
Ward Loraine V of Michael E and Mary A Nov 5 1921........25: 149
Ward Marion G of George and Edna Dec 15 1924..............26: 355
Ward Marjorie B of John F and Mary B Mar 8 1930............29: 184
Ward Mary of Michael and Mary Feb 26 1922..................25: 205
Ward Mary E of William H and Edith E Apr 14 1927...........28: 47
Ward Mary J (twin) of William J and Sarah Feb 1 1922.......25: 194
Ward Mary L of Francis J and Anna E Feb 22 1930............29: 177
Ward Michael E of Michael E and Mary A July 9 1929........29: 81
Ward Patricia of William H and Elizabeth M July 23 1930...29: 241
Ward Paul A of William H and Elizabeth M Apr 1 1927......28: 41
Ward Paul D of Paul T and Wilda S Mar 3 1927..............28: 27
Ward Reginald J of Richard J and Helen Apr 14 1924........26: 282
Ward Robert F of John H and Catherine E Nov 12 1925......27: 149
Ward Ruth L of Charles H and Sarah Sept 2 1927.............28: 111
Ward Ruth V of Michael E and Mary A Feb 14 1927............28: 19
Ward Thomas H of Robert E and Sarah F Mar 20 1925.........27: 37
Ward William H of William H and Elizabeth M Nov 9 1922...25: 331
Ward William J (twin) of William J and Sarah Feb 4 1922...25: 194
Ward William R of Mathew F and Theresa Apr 29 1924.......26: 239
Ward ——- d of Edwin M H and Margaret M July 2 1921.......25: 98
Ward ——- d of Daniel J and Elizabeth A June 14 1924......26: 274
Wardle Raymond E of Walter R and Emma R June 16 1923....26: 79
Wardle Russell A of John J and Ethel L Apr 23 1926.......27: 224
Wardle William E of Walter R and Emma R Feb 22 1926......27: 196
Ware Calvin E of Franklin E and Ellen C Dec 27 1926.......27: 334
Ware Charles E of Franklin E and Ellen C Dec 9 1921.......25: 165
Ware Ollie B of Richard S and Nancy Oct 27 1923..........26: 148
Waring Ralph E of Leon E and Julia S Jan 21 1927...........28: 8
Warfield Everett W of Arthur H and Esther M Jan 13 1922...25: 183
Wargal Winifred H of Michael and Winnie June 20 1929......29: 72
Warner Audrey A (c) of Ethel P Sept 30 1925..............27: 130
Warner Daniel F of Daniel S and Ethel M G June 30 1923....26: 85
Warner Dolores J (c) of Robert E and Minnie Mar 4 1930....29: 182
Warner George F of George F and Pearl M Aug 7 1926.......27: 275
Warner George W of Hazel M Sept 30 1924.................26: 319
Warner Helen M of Iola May 1 1922.........................25: 239
Warner James A (c) of James A and Elsie H June 20 1922...25: 262
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>DOB and Family Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Warner John H</td>
<td>Sherman C and Mildred July 17 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warner Leslie L</td>
<td>Leslie L and Agnes T Oct 10 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warner Raymond T</td>
<td>Margaret E July 21 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warner Robert A</td>
<td>George F and Pearl Feb 11 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warner Robert F</td>
<td>Robert F and Mary E Nov 2 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warner Sherman C</td>
<td>Sherman C and Mildred May 4 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warner Theodore P</td>
<td>Sherman V and Genevie M Mar 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warner Viola B</td>
<td>George F and Pearl Apr 28 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warnick ——</td>
<td>d of George H and Gretchen July 11 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warnock Gladys G</td>
<td>Richard M and Mary C Sept 29 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warnock Ruth E</td>
<td>William J and Carrie E Feb 28 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren Barbara L</td>
<td>Lloyd and Helena June 16 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren Beverly</td>
<td>Joseph A and Louise Apr 19 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren Charles E</td>
<td>Earle and Mary Oct 24 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren David D</td>
<td>James B and Hannah V May 19 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren Dorothy M</td>
<td>Frank L and Mary T May 22 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren Elizabeth A</td>
<td>John W and Lillian E July 5 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren Frances C</td>
<td>Byron M and Mary L Apr 16 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren Jean M</td>
<td>John W and Margaret L July 31 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren Jeremiah G</td>
<td>Herbert D and Hope F Sept 2 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren John F</td>
<td>John W and Lillian E Oct 5 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren John J</td>
<td>James B and Hannah V Oct 12 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren Joseph W</td>
<td>Joseph W and Dorothy Mar 15 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren Patricia A</td>
<td>Joseph W and Dorothy Sept 12 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren Paul of</td>
<td>Benjamin and Jennie Dec 10 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warnrender Duncan A</td>
<td>Clarence A and Olive J Dec 5 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warrender Richard O</td>
<td>Clarence A and Olive J Jan 5 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wascila ——</td>
<td>s of Michael and Sophie June 2 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washburn Clayton L</td>
<td>Louise A Sept 20 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washburn Edward K</td>
<td>Stanley C and Imelda Sept 11 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washburn Harold E</td>
<td>Harold C and Alice M May 24 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washburn Knight H</td>
<td>Walter B C and Helen M June 2 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washburn Marguerite A</td>
<td>William R and Marguerite M Sept 3 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washburn Whitney M</td>
<td>Walter B C and Helen M Mar 7 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washburn ——</td>
<td>s of Walter B S and Helen M Nov 11 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Arnold J</td>
<td>(c) of Milton F and Mildred H Aug 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Clarence L</td>
<td>(c) of Milton F and Mildred H June 7 1924</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Washington Earl T (c) of George H and Ada E May 5 1921. 25: 54
2. Washington Edith E (c) of Gladys Nov 20 1928. 28: 308
3. Washington Elizabeth M (c) of Milton F and Mildred H Dec 1 1928. 28: 314
4. Washington Elma E (c) of Milton F and Mildred H Oct 20 1922. 25: 320
5. Washington Ethel P (c) of Charles O and Mary F Oct 9 1921. 25: 136
6. Washington Fillmore (c) of Marie M Sept 23 1926. 27: 295
7. Washington Frances M (c) of Irene B July 8 1929. 28: 81
8. Washington Harriett W (c) of Milton F and Mildred H May 11 1930. 29: 210
9. Washington Harry B (c) of Harry B and Elizabeth M Apr 10 1928. 28: 211
10. Washington Irvin E (c) of George H and Ada E July 10 1924. 26: 278
11. Washington Lawrence E (c) of George H and Ada E Jan 13 1923. 26: 6
12. Washington Lois A (c) of Andrew W and Christine C June 11 1927. 28: 73
13. Washington Lois A (c) of Harry B and Elizabeth M Dec 24 1929. 29: 150
14. Washington Mary E of John E and Mary E Apr 24 1925. 27: 54
15. Washington Milton F (c) of Milton F and Mildred June 17 1921. 25: 73
16. Washington Robert O (c) of Robert O and Marion D June 24 1928. 28: 243
17. Washington Vivian J (c) of Beatrice I Feb 24 1923. 26: 26
18. Washington —— (c) d of Benjamin and Susetta Mar 16 1929. 29: 32
19. Wasilewska Mary S of Stanislaw and Sophie M Aug 5 1926. 27: 275
20. Wasilewskas Mildred F of Wadlawas and Eva Nov 7 1927. 28: 140
21. Wasilewskas Ralph of Wadlawas and Eva Dec 15 1929. 29: 147
22. Wasilewski Joseph S of Stanislaw and Sophie M Mar 19 1925. 27: 36
23. Wasilewski Leon L of Wladyslaw and Anna Oct 17 1927. 28: 131
24. Wasilewski Leonard of Boleslaus and Sophia Apr 24 1923. 26: 55
25. Wasilewski —— (twin) d of Stanislaw and Sophie M May 31 1930. 29: 218
26. Wasilewski —— (twin) s of Stanislaw and Sophie M May 31 1930. 29: 218
27. Wasser Raymond of Solomon and Ruzza Oct 6 1923. 26: 139
28. Wasserman Pearl of Samuel and Ethel I Sept 3 1921. 25: 117
29. Wasserstein Julins of Morris and Dora O May 16 1924. 26: 249
30. Wasserstein Leonard of Morris and Dora O Jan 13 1923. 26: 6
31. Waterfield Doris H of John R and Bessie C Sept 15 1921. 25: 122
32. Waterfield Doris L of Herbert L and Doris M Oct 9 1929. 29: 120
33. Waterhouse Shirley M of Webster G and Marion B Nov 14 1928. 28: 306
Waterman Andrew S of Andrew S and Florence A E Feb 3
1924..........................26:199
Waterman Anna I of Frederick W and Anna V Mar 23 1921. 25:35
Waterman Anna M of Anna Apr 27 1928.................28:217
Waterman Arthur A of Byron H and Arleen K May 31 1926. 27:242
Waterman Clinton F of Clinton J and Mildred Apr 15 1925. 27:50
Waterman Doris M of Clarence E and Philbia A June 28 1922.25:265
Waterman Dorothy M of Harold A and Dorothy M Dec 16
1923..........................26:171
Waterman Elizabeth M of James A and Elizabeth Aug 2 1921.25:100
Waterman Everett A of Everett A and Bridget June 1 1930. 29:220
Waterman Everett L of Clarence and Philbia Mar 9 1921. 25:29
Waterman Frederick of Clarence E and Philbia A Apr 1 1926. 27:215
Waterman George A of Francis L and Marion H May 6 1927. 28:57
Waterman George W of George W and Helen Oct 28 1929. 29:127
Waterman Harold of Harold and Dorothy Mar 29 1921. 25:37
Waterman John of John O and Louise H Mar 6 1929.......29:29
Waterman Margaret D of John O and Louise H Apr 15 1921.25:41
Waterman Nora V of Allen and Ruth M June 13 1928. ....28:238
Waterman Raymond of Clarence E and Philbia A Dec 4 1923.26:167
Waterman Robert D of Clinton J and Mildred Aug 19 1923. 26:112
Waterman Veronica of Clarence E and Philbia Dec 17 1929.29:147
Waterman — s of Clinton J and Mildred I Feb 9 1922. ....25:207
Waterman — s of Andrew S and Ruth F June 25 1922. ....25:267
Waterman — d of Charles and Vivian Oct 31 1923........26:151
Waters Allen (c) of Allen and Adele Mar 4 1930........29:182
Waters Arthur L of Robert R and Delia Mar 29 1928. ....28:205
Waters Barbara M of Robert R and Delia Sept 18 1929...29:111
Waters Bernard J of Bernard J and Florida M Jan 10 1925.27:5
Waters Bernard J of Christopher J and Lillian M July 25
1926..........................27:269
Waters Carolyn of Herbert J and Eva B Dec 31 1927. ....28:161
Waters Christopher J of Christopher J and Lillian M Jan
12 1925................................27:5
Waters Edwin P of Edwin P and Diana R Mar 24 1923. ....26:40
Waters Elizabeth L of Ralph E and Ruby M Nov 30 1927. 28:148
Waters Francis E of James M and Laura May 10 1929. ....29:55
Waters George E of Robert R and Delia Feb 11 1927.....28:18
Waters Herbert G of Herbert J and Eva B June 23 1926. ....27:254
Waters Joseph of Joseph F and Mary C Mar 1 1928........28:194
Waters Joseph H of Joseph H and Lillian M Sept 14 1924. 26:312
Waters Lillian M of Christopher J and Lillian M Feb 11 1928.28:185
Waters Margaret M of James F and Mary A Jan 6 1926.....27:177
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Waters Ralph E of Ralph E and Ruby M July 24 1923....26: 98
Waters Robert J of Robert R and Delia June 29 1925....27: 85
Waters Shirley A of James M and Laura L Sept 27 1930....29: 269
Waters Shirley F of Frank W and Mary S Aug 11 1921....25: 104
Waters Shirley M of Edwin P and Diana R May 24 1926....27: 239
Waters William B of Robert R and Delia Mar 6 1924....26: 214
Waters Winifred F of James F and Mary A Jan 17 1930....29: 162
Waterworth Garnett F of Garnett and Dorothy Oct 1 1923...26: 137
Watkins John (twin) of John M and May 29 1925....27: 71
Watkins Mary L (c) of Robert L and Harriett M May 14 1926.27: 234
Watkins Walter of John M and Mary Jan 9 1924.........26: 186
Watkins William (twin) of John M and Mary May 29 1925...27: 71
Watkins — (c) d of Robert L and Harriett M June 8 1927...28: 71
Watling Millicent F of Alfred G and Elsie Oct 6 1921....26: 324
Watmough Ada I (twin) of James and Janet Oct 25 1928...28: 297
Watmough Gladys of James T and Catherine Nov 6 1921...25: 150
Watmough Janet M (twin) of James and Janet Oct 25 1928...28: 297
Watmough Joseph of Joseph and Evelyn B Nov 14 1930...29: 288
Watrous Everett DeV of Everett DeV and Eva M Feb 4 1925...27: 17
Watson Barbara R of Louis A and Doris June 18 1922....25: 261
Watson Betty S (twin) of William E and Gladys Aug 26 1924...26: 301
Watson Catherine L of William J and Florence L Oct 10 1926...27: 304
Watson Charlotte E of William and Lydia A Sept 13 1929...29: 109
Watson Edward J of Edward J and Clara E June 19 1924...26: 267
Watson Edward S of Edward S and Gertrude M July 7 1926...27: 261
Watson George H of George H and Emma B June 5 1930....29: 222
Watson George W of Elizabeth Nov 22 1923...........26: 160
Watson Gilbert J of Edward J and Clara E Mar 18 1930...29: 188
Watson Harold E of Edward G and Nellie M Dec 16 1923....26: 171
Watson Harriet B of Edward G and Nellie M May 4 1926...27: 230
Watson Irene O of Edward G and Nellie M Apr 7 1925....27: 46
Watson Jane B (twin) of William E and Gladys Aug 26 1924...26: 301
Watson John E of Bruce and Bessie P Feb 18 1922....25: 201
Watson Joseph of George and Anna Dec 8 1921........25: 174
Watson Joyce of William E and Alice W Nov 16 1926....27: 319
Watson Louise M of Edward G and Nellie M Feb 1 1921....25: 13
Watson Marian E of Louis H and Jennie E Feb 7 1930....29: 171
Watson Muriel B of William A and Genevieve F May 19 1926...27: 236
Watson Nancy D of Everett L and Evelyn Jan 13 1928...28: 172
Watson Norman R of David E S and Marian L Mar 7 1930...29: 193
Watson Patricia M of William S and Josephine M Mar 1 1926.27: 201
Watson Philip S of Philip S and Genevieve Mar 31 1926...27: 212
Watson Robert E of Robert E and Winifred Dec 4 1930....29: 297
Watson Robert J of William S and Josephine M Oct 16 1928...28: 294
Watson Robert W of William J and Florence L Jan 1 1929...29: 1
Watson Ruth P of Edward G and Nellie M Feb 28 1928....28: 191
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Watson Samuel of Elizabeth May 20 1925. ............................ 27:172
Watson Shirley (c) of George and Harriet Mar 17 1922. .......... 25:222
Watson Shirley A of Henry W and Rosella Apr 4 1928. ........... 28:209
Watson William A of William L and Genevieve F Feb 17 1924. .. 26:204
Watson William E of William E and Alice W Nov 3 1924. ....... 26:336
Watson William J of William S and Josephine M May 26 1923. .. 26:70
Watson —— s of Edward G and Nellie M June 5 1922. .......... 25:256
Watson —— (c) s of Marion Nov 6 1923. .............................. 26:165
Watt Albert J B of Albert B and Marie L Sept 16 1927. ......... 28:116
Watt Dorothy L of Robert T and Loretta F Nov 19 1926. ....... 27:320
Watt Douglas G of Albert B and Marie L Sept 1 1930. .......... 29:259
Watt Eileen M of Robert and Sadie Aug 27 1923. ................. 26:115
Watt James D of Donald and Janet S June 6 1922. ............ 25:256
Watt Lillian of Robert and Elizabeth S May 27 1926. .......... 27:240
Watt Marion F of Robert and Elizabeth S Feb 15 1928. ....... 28:186
Watt Mary T of Donald and Janet S Nov 12 1923. .............. 26:156
Watt Mildred F of Robert T and Loretta F Mar 20 1924. ....... 26:220
Watt Norman R of Albert B and Marie L Oct 29 1928. ........ 28:298
Watt Robert J of Robert and Sadie June 12 1921. ............. 25:70
Watt —— s of Andrew R and Marguerite S Sept 13 1926. ...... 27:291
Watters Ann E of John A and Madeline F Oct 28 1929. ....... 29:127
Watters Beverly A of Willis E and Agnes Apr 11 1930. ....... 29:199
Watters John A of John A and Madeline F July 20 1927. ...... 28:91
Wattman Edwin Z of Lewis and Rebecca Sept 25 1923. ......... 26:132
Watts Andrew J (c) of Andrew and Mattie July 20 1925. ....... 27:96
Watts Barbara A of Harry E and Ethel Apr 3 1922. ........... 25:225
Watts Barbara S (c) of Carlyle E and Nellie F Sept 27 1930. .. 29:269
Watts Betty V of Howard M and Sara July 6 1925. .............. 27:90
Watts Dorothy M (c) of Andrew and Mattie M Dec 27 1923. .... 26:175
Watts Florence (c) of Andrew and Mattie Mar 14 1929. ....... 29:31
Watts Mattie E (c) of Andrew and Mattie Nov 30 1930. ....... 29:294
Watts Virginia (c) of Andrew and Mattie Apr 2 1927. ......... 28:41
Waugh Freeman E of Frederick M and Edith M Sept 3 1927. .. 28:112
Waugh Warner M of Frederick M and Edith M Apr 8 1925. ....... 27:47
Waxman Sydney of Harry and Rebecca Nov 13 1923. ........... 26:156
Wayner Joyce M of John E and Ellen Mar 28 1927. ............. 28:38
Wayner —— d of Clifton H and Flora E Apr 28 1927. .......... 28:54
Wayss Doris M of Harold C A and Mary A Sept 7 1927. ........ 28:113
Wayss Harold C A of Harold C A and Mary A Sept 28 1923. .. 26:133
Wayss Paul R of Paul C and Florence M Dec 18 1930. .......... 29:302
Wayss —— s of Charles H and Catherine G May 28 1922. ...... 25:253
Weakley Dorothy M of Vincent H and Mary E June 16 1924. ... 26:265
Weakley Frances A of Vincent H and Mary E Sept 30 1927. .. 28:122
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Weakley John E of Vincent H and Mary E Nov 11 1930......29:287
Weakley Raymond G of Vincent H and Mary E Apr 15 1929......29:45
Weakley Robert V of Vincent H and Mary E Apr 1 1926......27:215
Weatherbee Gilbert P of Roger C and Anna J Aug 10 1921......25:103
Weathers Thomas of Bernard W and Margaret June 16 1921......25:72
Weaver Marion L of George A and Viola Feb 18 1924......26:205
Weaver Thomas of Glenard W and Marion G July 14 1922......25:273
Webb Arline E of Victor K and Mary H June 19 1923......26:80
Webb Charles E of Charles E and Mary S Jan 30 1928......28:179
Webb Charles R of Charles R and Alma H May 11 1925......27:63
Webb Donald R of Walter H and Althea Dec 17 1925......27:164
Webb Esther of George W and Mary C May 12 1926......27:233
Webb Evelyn M of John and Delia A Feb 19 1921......25:21
Webb Frank E of Thomas J and Greeta M E Dec 8 1922......25:343
Webb George E of John P and Delia A Jan 10 1923......26:5
Webb John of William J and Mary I Aug 2 1923......26:104
Webb John F of James F and Theresa V Dec 14 1923......26:171
Webb John M of William J and Mary I Sept 4 1924......26:307
Webb Richard F of Thomas F and Catherine T Dec 17 1928......28:320
Webb Robert L R E of George A and Mildred L Sept 6 1928......28:278
Webb Ruth H of Victor K and Mary H July 17 1921......25:91
Webb Thomas M of Thomas F and Catherine T Apr 21 1927......28:49
Webb Victor K of Victor K and Mary H June 18 1925......27:80
Webb William B of William B and Madeleine F Apr 6 1929......29:42
Webb William J of William J and Mary I Feb 24 1922......25:204
Webber Banice M of Joseph B and Clara S June 26 1925......27:84
Webber Jndith L of Joseph B and Clara S July 31 1928......28:259
Weber Albert of John X and Julia J May 14 1927......28:60
Weber Eleanor of John X and Julia J Jan 8 1922......25:180
Weber Elsie M of Albert and Elsie Apr 24 1926......27:224
Weber Harold S of Myer and Raye Feb 6 1924......26:200
Weber John X of John X and Julia J Jan 19 1925......27:8
Weber Marshall L of Myer and Raye July 1 1925......27:88
Weber Mary E of John X and Julia J Dec 19 1930......29:302
Weber Noel E of William E and Helen J Dec 25 1927......28:159
Webster Annie M of Charles M and Annie L Aug 28 1923......26:116
Webster Archie R of Archie R and Alice L Nov 1 1923......26:152
Webster Claire L of Eugene H and Clara L Dec 27 1925......27:168
Webster Clifford H of Clifford H and Eleanor Dec 21 1930......29:303
Webster Earl H of Eugene H and Clara Nov 21 1924......26:344
Webster Edward R of Eugene H and Clara L June 10 1923......26:77
Webster Florence I of George and Mabel Nov 28 1928......28:311
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Webster Florence L of Charles M and Annie L Mar 2 1925...27: 29
Webster George W of George W and Edna July 27 1929.....29: 88
Webster Grace E of John E and Grace E July 16 1924.....26: 281
Webster John A of William H and Dymphia A Apr 26 1922...25: 234
Webster John E of John E and Grace E Aug 21 1927......28: 105
Webster Lois O of Leroy O and Helen L Sept 29 1929.....29: 113
Webster Marion D of Joseph S W and Annie E Mar 18 1928...28: 200
Webster Marion O of Edgar A and Ethel Mar 26 1926......27: 210
Webster Marjorie W of George W and Kathryn V July 25

1930.................................................29: 242
Webster Shirley E of John E and Grace E Nov 30 1929....29: 140
Webster Violet A of John E and Grace E May 19 1925.....27: 66
Webster Wallace A of William H and Ruth E Nov 4 1929...29: 131
Webster —— d of Eugene H and Clara L Aug 1 1921......25: 115
Wecher Donna L of Teodor and Domina Sept 7 1928......28: 278
Wecher Olga of Teodor and Domina Mar 23 1930........29: 190
Weddell James H of James H and Martha A Sept 22 1921...25: 125
Weed Edna L of Edward L and Louise I Nov 30 1925.....27: 155
Weed Edward L of Edward L and Louise I Dec 26 1928....28: 323
Weed Ruth E of Edward L and Louise I Mar 28 1922......25: 220
Weeden Barbara J of Amos M and Margaret Feb 27 1929...29: 25
Weeden Claire J of Henry M and Anna J June 23 1923.....26: 82
Weeden Dorothy H of Amos M and Margaret Apr 13 1925..27: 49
Weeden Evelyn of Raymer B and Gertrude B Oct 17 1922....25: 319
Weeden Fannie I (c) of James H and Fannie I Aug 22 1923..26: 114
Weeden Frances L of Frank P and Lois N May 3 1924......26: 243
Weeden Harley S (c) of Frederick H and Lillian B Oct 16

1922.................................................25: 319
Weeden Harold L (c) of Otis E and Esther L Nov 8 1922...25: 339
Weeden Iva A of Alvin H and Iva S June 20 1930.........29: 228
Weeden James E of Robert H and Mary C Mar 6 1922.....25: 210
Weeden Joan B of Raymer B and Gertrude B July 29 1929...29: 89
Weeden Joan C of Amos M and Margaret Sept 3 1930......29: 269
Weeden June D (c) of Clarence O and Louise H Oct 12 1930..29: 276
Weeden Marilyn C (c) of James H and Fannie I Mar 18 1927..28: 34
Weeden Richard C of Amos M and Margaret F Mar 5 1926....27: 202
Weeden William B of Raymer B and Gertrude B May 23 1924..26: 252
Weeden Winifred G of James F and Helen E June 10 1925....27: 77
Weeklund Thelma J of Reuben M and Jean M R June 15 1921..25: 72
Weeks Donald W of Howard B and Louise G Aug 30 1922....25: 295
Weeks Estelle H of Frank A and Helen C July 7 1928......28: 250
Weeks James T of James H and Margaret May 4 1921......25: 53
Weeks Lloyd M of Howard B and Louise G July 1 1921......25: 85
Weeks Shirley B of Courtland B and Hjordis A Apr 25 1927..28: 51
Weeks —— s of John J and Margaret D May 2 1928.......28: 232
Weidensdorfer Hildegard M of Karl W E and Helene R July 19 1929 ...................................................... 29: 85
Weigert Barbara A of Frank L and Mary E Mar 21 1923 .................. 26: 38
Weigler Lois E of Arthur C and Helena B Nov 19 1921 ............... 25: 155
Weigold Miriam F of Charles W and Viola C Aug 21 1922 ........... 25: 355
Weinbaum Muriel of John M and Edith Feb 8 1924 ...................... 26: 200
Weinberg David B of William and Minnie Apr 19 1927 ................. 28: 48
Weinberg Eugene G of Hyman and Annie June 11 1927 ................. 28: 73
Weinberg Gussie of Samuel and Rose May 23 1924 ....................... 26: 252
Weinberg Marcus L of Harry and Dobi Nov 27 1921 ...................... 25: 158
Weinberg Norman of Harry and Eva July 1 1923 .......................... 26: 88
Weinberg Pearl of Max and Celia Mar 7 1922 .............................. 25: 210
Weinberg Russell of Harry and Eva July 22 1926 ......................... 27: 268
Weinberg Samuel of Max and Celia Mar 18 1928 .......................... 28: 200
Weinberg Shirley of Hyman and Annie Mar 27 1921 ....................... 25: 36
Weinberg Walter H of Hyman and Annie Feb 6 1923 ...................... 26: 18
Weindel Robert L of Leonard and Elizabeth July 21 1925 .......... 27: 97
Weiner Alfred I of Israel and Sara Feb 28 1928 ......................... 28: 327
Weiner Edward of Samuel and Gussie Dec 29 1926 ....................... 27: 335
Weiner Erma L of Leo and Pauline C Oct 28 1922 ......................... 25: 324
Weiner Gloria of Max and Sophie Sept 23 1930 ......................... 29: 267
Weiner Harold I of Morris and Rose May 1 1922 ......................... 25: 239
Weiner Irwin J (twin) of Sam and Eva R Apr 15 1923 .................. 26: 51
Weiner Lloyd M of Alexander and Nettie Nov 2 1923 .................. 26: 133
Weiner Lucille A of Albert and Esther Nov 16 1924 .................... 26: 342
Weiner Melvin N of Isadore and Tillie Oct 19 1922 .................... 25: 320
Weiner Philip of Morris L and Lena Dec 28 1922 ....................... 25: 350
Weiner Ruth G of Sam and Eva R Mar 17 1921 ............................. 25: 32
Weiner Sylvia (twin) of Sam and Eva R Apr 15 1923 .................. 26: 51
Weinerter Frank S (twin) of Joseph and Esther E Dec 13 1925 ..... 27: 163
Weinert Sanford D (twin) of Joseph and Esther E Dec 13 1925. 27: 163
Weinshal Samuel L of George and Sadie Apr 1 1921 ................. 25: 39
Weinstein Beatrice of Samuel and Rose Jan 18 1923 ..................... 26: 8
Weinstein Gloria M of Samuel and Rose G Mar 23 1924 ................. 26: 221
Weinstein Jacob M of Isaac M B and Fannie Mar 24 1925 ............ 27: 39
Weinstein Lewis E of Harry and Florence J June 21 1930 ........... 29: 228
Weinstein — d of Philip and Sophie Oct 11 1927 ...................... 28: 128
Weintraub Albert of David and Leah Oct 27 1924 ....................... 26: 332
Weintraub Harvey J of Joseph and Lena May 21 1929 ................. 29: 59
Weintraub Herman of David and Leah July 12 1930 ..................... 29: 237
Weintraub Morris of David and Leah May 21 1922 ..................... 25: 247
Weintraub Rose of Joseph and Lena Mar 25 1921 ....................... 25: 35
Weintraub Shirley I of Joseph and Lena Nov 9 1925 .................. 27: 148
Weir Jeanne M of George A and Agnes T Apr 2 1921 .................. 25: 39
Weis Margery L L of Robert L and Mary L Oct 28 1926 .............. 27: 310
Weisberg Alfred M of Mark and Rosalind M July 13 1926 ............ 27: 264
Weiser Florence H of Philip and Rose Mar 22 1926...... 27: 208
Weisinger Gussie of Louis and Pauline Mar 26 1922........ 25: 219
Weisman Benjamin of Max and Selia Nov 16 1921........ 25: 153
Weisman Daniel of David and Annie Aug 17 1926........ 27: 279
Weisman Jacob N of David T and Rose Jan 2 1930........ 29: 157
Weisman Mary of Sam and Esther June 15 1928........ 28: 239
Weisman Samuel of David and Annie Sept 20 1923........ 26: 129
Weisman Shirley F of Julius and Esther Nov 22 1923........ 26: 160
Weisman Sophie of James and Pauline Apr 25 1921........ 25: 49
Weisman Walter of Louis and Sarah Aug 17 1921........ 25: 106
Weiss Charles of Morris and Hannah Oct 4 1928........ 28: 289
Weiss David of Morris and Hannah June 10 1927........ 28: 72
Weiss Doris M of Elmer M and Edna M Nov 5 1924........ 26: 337
Weiss Ernest W of Elmer M and Edna M July 10 1921........ 25: 89
Weiss Florence C of Jacob H and Lena July 13 1926........ 27: 264
Weiss Friedrich A W of Friedrich and Hedwig Sept 10 1928, 28: 279
Weiss James of Morris and Helen Oct 4 1930........ 29: 273
Weiss Marie J of Frederick and Hedwig July 4 1922........ 25: 280
Weiss Marshall D of Jacob and Rosa Nov 21 1925........ 27: 152
Weiss Norton M of Samuel and Florence E Apr 8 1930........ 29: 198
Weiss Samuel H of Emanuel M and Lillian Sept 14 1926........ 27: 292
Weiss Selma of Emanuel M and Lillian May 23 1929........ 29: 59
Weiss Shirley of Jacob H and Lena Mar 8 1921........ 25: 29
Weissblum Herbert of Jacob and Matilda T Dec 21 1928........ 28: 321
Weitlich Marilyn J of Harry O and Marie Aug 7 1924........ 26: 293
Weitzel Mary E of Harry W and Katherine July 29 1921........ 25: 96
Welch Alice E of Edwin K and Grace E Dec 3 1926........ 27: 326
Welch Alice I of Lloyd J and Alice M Apr 25 1929........ 29: 48
Welch Barbara A of John A and Mary E Jan 13 1928........ 28: 172
Welch Claire M of John A and Mary E July 29 1926........ 27: 270
Welch David K of David T and Ethel M Sept 26 1926........ 27: 297
Welch Donald J of David T and Ethel M June 20 1929........ 29: 72
Welch Doris A of Joseph W and Emma June 11 1930........ 29: 224
Welch Ellen I of James B and Abbie I Oct 5 1925........ 27: 134
Welch Everett H of William H and Anna F Nov 15 1927........ 28: 142
Welch Harold J of Frederick B and Mary J July 12 1921........ 25: 89
Welch James B of Frederick B and Mary J Aug 22 1925........ 27: 113
Welch James H of Chesley J and Emma L May 2 1924........ 26: 242
Welch James R of David T and Ethel M Dec 13 1930........ 29: 300
Welch John A of John A and Alice I July 30 1926........ 27: 271
Welch Kenneth L of Lloyd J and Alice M June 3 1924........ 26: 260
Welch Lillian M of John J and Rosalina M Nov 23 1928........ 28: 309
Welch Margaret (twin) of William W and Margaret M Aug 6 1923........ 26: 107
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Welch Marjorie of James J and Marjorie Jan 2 1923......26: 1
Welch Mary of Bernard J and Agnes L May 19 1925......27: 66
Welch Mary of William W and Margaret May 27 1926......27: 240
Welch Mary L of William and Avis Nov 13 1926...........27: 318
Welch Mildred E of George T and Eleanor A Apr 10 1929...29: 43
Welch Nancy of Francis E and Marion H July 7 1930......29: 235
Welch Nancy E of Sedgwick X and Bertha May 28 1923......26: 71
Welch Norma I of Lloyd J and Alice M June 23 1923......26: 82
Welch Norma M of James B and Abbie 1 Apr 12 1929......29: 44
Welch Robert J of David T and Ethel M Sept 20 1924......26: 315
Welch Stephen T of George T and Mildred May 10 1926......27: 232
Welch William (twin) of William W and Margaret M Aug 6 1923. ........................................26: 107
Welch William of William W and Margaret M Jan 20 1925...27: 9
Welch William H of William H and Anna F Jan 22 1926....27: 183
Welch William J of Patrick J and Winifred V Apr 2 1926...27: 215
Welchman George W of Charles and Elizabeth M July 3 1927.28: 84
Welchman Mary E of Charles and Elizabeth Nov 3 1925.....27: 146
Weldon Elizabeth of John J and Elizabeth L Apr 3 1926....27: 215
Weldon William A of Francis and Lily Sept 18 1923......26: 128
Wellen Mary E of Robert G and Leona July 16 1929......29: 84
Weller Reginald H of Horace and Margaret Oct 20 1929....29: 124
Wellman Joyce L of Otto F and Charlotte Sept 23 1930....29: 267
Wells Allison of Charles H and Gladys Mar 3 1924........26: 212
Wells Catherine E of Peter E and Anna May 22 1925......27: 68
Wells Dorothy I of Cyril L D and Catherine A Feb 26 1922...25: 205
Wells Dorothy R of Wendell P and Margaret T Nov 9 1921...25: 151
Wells Elmer F of Clarence L and Emma I Dec 8 1925......27: 161
Wells Eugene T of William J and Ethel M Apr 20 1926.....27: 227
Wells Florence M of Thomas C and Christina Jan 24 1930...29: 165
Wells George P of George P and Helen M May 5 1927......28: 56
Wells Guy J of Guy W and Ruth July 3 1930................29: 234
Wells Leroy A of Leroy A and Mary E Jan 6 1929..........29: 3
Wells Muriel A of Wendell P and Margaret T Apr 30 1923...26: 58
Wells Paul of Guy W and Ruth Aug 16 1925................27: 110
Wells Richard K of John and Gertrude E Jan 24 1930.....29: 165
Wells Richard L of Lawrence A and Anna I May 7 1928....28: 222
Wells Robert A of George S and Beatrice Nov 24 1926......27: 322
Wells Ruth S of Charles H and Gladys July 6 1922........25: 270
Wells Vera M of Lawrence A and Anna I Dec 9 1924........26: 353
Wells Wilbur of Charles and Gladys Jan 22 1921.............25: 9
Wells — d of Maurice C and Florence Oct 9 1925...........27: 144
Welsh Douglas H of James and Margaret C May 13 1922.....25: 244
Welshman Alice of Charles and Elizabeth M Apr 13 1924... 26:231
Welshman Barbara L (twin) of Charles H and Laura S Nov 29 1929
26:27:25
Welshman Donald of Charles H and Laura S May 5 1921... 25:54
Welshman Elizabeth A (twin) of Charles H and Laura S Nov 29 1929
26:27:25
Welshman —— s of Charles and Elizabeth July 20 1922... 25:281
Welt Marjorie of Jesse W and Florence Aug 19 1928... 26:269
Wemple Suzanne W of Harry D and Bessie E Sept 17 1921... 25:123
Wendelschaefer Franklin E of Felix R and Ada S Nov 19 1921... 25:155
Wendelschaefer Martha H of Felix R and Ada S Oct 31 1924... 26:333
Wendelschaefer William F of William F and Celena M Aug 4 1921... 25:100
Wendoloski Evelyn M of William F and Margaret M Aug 6 1927... 28:99
Wendoloski Margaret M of William F and Margaret M Oct 25 1928... 28:297
Wendoloski William of William F and Margaret M Feb 27 1926... 27:197
Wenhammouth Donald R of Edward A and Elsie L May 31 1921... 26:236
Wennberg Russell A of Elmer L and Bertha L Mar 22 1928... 28:202
Wennerstrand Barbara L of Walter and Rosalie Mar 25 1930... 29:191
Wennerstrom Ernest G of John W and Anna J Feb 6 1921... 25:15
Wentworth Charles L of Lester B and Anna L Sept 29 1921... 25:129
Wentworth Charlotte E of Wilbur A and Alice R Nov 15 1922... 25:332
Wentworth Edwin W of Edwin W and Mary G Oct 23 1930... 29:282
Wentworth Harold E of Harold E and Gladys A Oct 10 1930... 29:275
Wentworth Maurice J of Maurice J and Marie R May 6 1928... 28:222
Wentworth Patricia A of John F and Dixie Dec 24 1926... 27:334
Wentworth Stanley L of Percy and Mildred L Jan 14 1922... 25:183
Werbieckie Marie of Adam and Mary Feb 1 1921... 25:13
Werenmay Hope M A of Peter A and Bertha Nov 11 1924... 26:340
Werenmay Peter D and Peter A and Bertha Feb 20 1928... 28:189
Wereszko Albina of Joseph and Anna Feb 2 1925... 27:16
Wereszko Anna of Joseph and Anna July 6 1923... 26:90
Wereszko Peter of Joseph and Anna Feb 17 1927... 28:20
Werfelman Robert J of Joseph A and Mary T Nov 24 1926... 27:322
Werker Beatrice E of Matthew J and Deborah M Nov 24 1927... 28:148
Werner Gilbert A of Albin M and Emma Dec 2 1930... 29:296
Wertis Lawrence S of Simon and Catherine Aug 17 1921... 25:106
Wescott Leslie A of Leslie A and Marion Feb 26 1924... 26:208
Wesling Doris R of Leo P and Irene Dec 29 1928... 28:324
Wesolosucki Stanley of Anthony and Mary Jan 19 1924... 26:190
West Allen H of Allen J and Sadie G Sept 21 1926... 27:295
West Carl O of Carl O and Florence C July 19 1929... 29:85
West Charlotte M of Harry A and Maria M July 28 1930. 29:243

RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

PROVIDENCE
West Donald F of Raymond S and Bessie Nov 16 1923.... 26:158
West Donald K of Adelbert K and Ruth T May 14 1929.... 29: 56
West Elizabeth M of Charles E and Annie E Sept 16 1927.... 28:116
West Florence C of Carl O and Florence C Mar 6 1928.... 28:196
West Florence E of Herbert and Florida July 15 1928.... 28:233
West Hallie T of Hallis L and Olga M Sept 10 1930.... 29:262
West Harry A of Harry A and Maria M July 9 1928.... 28:250
West Helen S of William E and Antonina Dec 3 1930.... 29:296
West John R of John R and Margaret May 26 1923.... 26: 70
West John W of John W and Jessie Aug 4 1925.... 27:105
West Kenneth F of Kenneth F and Sarah R Dec 20 1930.... 29:303
West Lewis R of Lewis E and Maria T Aug 5 1924.... 26:292
West Mae M of John W and Jessie Apr 16 1921.... 25: 45
West Olga M of Hallis L and Olga M Sept 9 1926.... 27:290
West Patricia of Joseph V and Isabel Feb 15 1922.... 25:199
West Ralph E of Herbert and Florida July 30 1929.... 29: 90
West Raymond M of Raymond M and Mildred G Apr 30 1926.... 27:226
West Robert L of Raymond M and Mildred G Mar 2 1929.... 29: 27
West Thomas H of Thomas H and Priscilla Apr 15 1926.... 27:220
West —— s of Herbert and Florida Feb 27 1927.... 28: 24
West —— d of Alice May 28 1930.... 29:217
Westberg Dorothy P of Carl A and Pearl E June 11 1927.... 28: 73
Westberg Norma A of Arthur O and Maria G May 4 1930.... 29:208
Westborn Albin C of Albin C and Olga M F Oct 1 1923.... 26:137
Westbury Elminor M of Joseph C and Mabel F June 24 1928.... 28:243
Westbury Marilyn of Joseph C and Mabel F July 28 1925.... 27:100
Westcott Harry S of Ernest R and Mildred J Sept 14 1924.... 26:312
Westell Barbara V of Franklin R and Ethel F Dec 19 1923.... 26:172
Westell Franklin R of Franklin R and Ethel F June 21 1925.... 27: 82
Wester —— d of Sixtus E and Engenia H Mar 14 1922.... 25:223
Westerberg George R of Carl G and Catherine E Mar 3 1921.... 25: 27
Westeren Cyrus R of Cyrus W and Helga L May 24 1921.... 25: 65
Westeren Helen L of Cyrus W and Helga L Mar 6 1924.... 26:214
Westergren Donald P of Paul T and Hazel M May 28 1927.... 28: 65
Westerman Joseph of John J and Mary I Aug 21 1924.... 26:299
Westerman Mary C of George and Susan E May 28 1924.... 26:255
Westgate Gladys L of Joseph K and Hilda L Oct 5 1921.... 25:134
Westlake Mary M of Henry G and Mary M July 3 1921.... 25: 86
Westmoreland John T of Tom and Doris E Oct 26 1926.... 27:339
Westnedge Herbert of Ralph and Theresa J Jan 12 1926.... 27:179
Westnedge Ralph of Ralph and Theresa J Nov 11 1923.... 26:156
Weston Allison P of Franklin S and Corinne T Sept 13 1927.... 28:115
Weston Franklin H of Franklin S and Corinne T Apr 20 1925.... 27:172
Weston Fredrick J of Fredrick J and Mary Feb 21 1928.... 28:189
Weston Marceline of Fredrick J and Mary Sept 20 1929.... 29:112
Weston Ralph H of Ralph H and Christine Apr 2 1925.... 27: 44
Weston William G of George L and Anna June 10 1921... 25: 69
Weston —— s of Ralph and Coloumba July 25 1930... 29: 245
Weszewicz Edward of Jozef and Myrja Feb 11 1921... 25: 17
Wetherald Joyce of George and Ada M Apr 20 1926... 27: 222
Wetton John F of Frank T and Florence E June 30 1922... 25: 266
Wetzel Dorothy M of Albert J and Mary M Apr 17 1922... 25: 230
Wetzel Helen V of Albert J and Mary W Dec 2 1927... 28: 151
Wetzel John J of Albert J and Mary W Dec 5 1923... 26: 167
Wetzel Wilbur R of William B and Margaret July 28 1928... 28: 257
Wetzlær —— s of Peter J and Grace M Sept 23 1925... 27: 131
Wexler Harold S of William and Tobie Aug 30 1927... 28: 109
Wexler Irving A of Samuel H and Anna Dec 3 1928... 28: 314
Wexler Jeanne P of Abraham and Anne M May 15 1927... 28: 60
Wexler Paul W of Philip and Lena Feb 8 1925... 27: 19
WexlerSaal D of Philip and Lena Nov 17 1921... 25: 154
Weyman Lewis H of Charles and Ida M Mar 12 1930... 29: 185
Weymouth Leon J of Leon J and Marjory Sept 21 1926... 27: 295
Whalan Mary P of Warren M J and Mary May 6 1929... 29: 53
Whalan Warren M J of Warren M J and Mary July 7 1927... 28: 85
Whalen Alfred of Thomas J and Edna M Feb 26 1929... 29: 24
Whalen Barbara A of William C and Antonine R Aug 4 1925... 27: 105
Whalen Barbara A of James S and Macie L Oct 14 1930... 29: 276
Whalen Christina G of Thomas J and Edna M Mar 29 1927... 28: 38
Whalen Clorinthe L of William C and Antonine R May 14
1927. ........................................... 28: 60
Whalen Evelyn M of John T and Mary C F June 7 1921... 25: 68
Whalen Francis H of Francis M and Anne L Mar 30 1922... 25: 221
Whalen Francis L of James S and Macie L Mar 26 1925... 27: 39
Whalen Georginna W of William C and Antonine R July 4
1924. ........................................... 26: 276
Whalen Hannah B of John T and Mary C F Nov 2 1930... 29: 284
Whalen James of William and Katherine Sept 27 1922... 25: 309
Whalen James F of William F and Mildred E May 2 1929... 29: 52
Whalen Joseph of Thomas A and Catherine Apr 16 1929... 29: 45
Whalen Margaret of Thomas H and Henrietta Apr 4 1922... 25: 226
Whalen Margaret S of Charles E and Mary C Mar 9 1930... 29: 184
Whalen Mary of John T and Mary C F Jan 18 1925... 27: 8
Whalen Mary of James and Doris May 4 1930... 29: 208
Whalen Mary E of Thomas J and Edna M Jan 17 1925... 27: 8
Whalen Paul R of James S and Macie Dec 16 1927... 28: 157
Whalen Raymond of Charles H and Sarah V Jan 28 1922... 27: 189
Whalen Raymond of William J and Catherine Mar 24 1925... 27: 39
Whalen Thomas of Arthur F and Mary A Jan 10 1921... 25: 4
Whalen Thomas H of Thomas J and Edna M July 23 1923... 26: 97
Whalen Thomas H of Thomas H and Henrietta Aug 22 1923... 26: 117
Whalen Thomas V of James S and Macie L Feb 12 1923... 26: 21
Whalen Vincent of Joseph V and Florence June 30 1923...26:25
Whalen William C of William C and Antonine R Dec 20 1922...25:342
Whaley Chester C of Chester C and Elizabeth F Dec 30 1926...27:336
Whaley Veronica F of Chester C and Elizabeth Oct 2 1925...27:132
Whaley Vilma B of Arthur and Margaret Oct 2 1927...28:124
Whaley —— (twin) d of Chester C and Elizabeth F Dec 23 1927...28:159
Whaley —— (twin) d of Chester C and Elizabeth F Dec 23 1927...28:159
Whalley Kenneth of Thomas and Ivy Jan 26 1929...29:11
Wharram Beatrice M of Claude and Marie Aug 14 1922...25:287
Wheat Marion L of Raymond C and Florence Sept 3 1922...25:299
Wheatley Albert D of Joseph H and Annie Jan 25 1929...29:10
Wheatley Doris E of George W and Elsie J July 6 1925...27:90
Wheatley Eleanor B of Joseph H and Annie Apr 7 1927...28:43
Wheatley Robert E of Elsie E Oct 16 1930...29:277
Wheaton James L of James L and Doris M Apr 6 1930...29:197
Wheeler Ann W of Richard E and Wilhelmina C Feb 26 1928...28:191
Wheeler Arthur J of Arthur L and Mary A July 8 1929...29:81
Wheeler Bertram A of Bertram A and Sarah B Feb 15 1922...25:199
Wheeler Clinton F of Clinton F and Catherine Mar 1 1925...27:29
Wheeler Gale D of Bertram A and Emma L Dec 4 1928...28:315
Wheeler Grace E of Charles A and Nora D June 21 1924...26:268
Wheeler Herbert C of James H and Eva N Apr 23 1923...26:55
Wheeler Irvin L of Irvin L and Winifred M June 11 1925...27:78
Wheeler Jacqueline R of Robert and Mary L Aug 1 1930...29:246
Wheeler Joan of Chauncey E and Alletta K July 27 1923...26:101
Wheeler Margaret E of John F and Margaret E Mar 17 1925...27:35
Wheeler Mary A of Clinton F and Catherine May 5 1924...26:244
Wheeler Norman M of Arthur L and Mary A Mar 27 1926...27:241
Wheeler Norman R of Clinton F and Catherine Aug 9 1927...28:100
Wheeler Robert C of Clifford G and Gladys M Apr 2 1921...25:39
Wheeler Robert L of Robert L and Lucia Feb 27 1930...29:179
Wheeler Robert O of Clinton F and Catherine Aug 8 1926...27:276
Wheeler Thomas H of Edward M and Helen A June 3 1921...25:67
Wheeler Thomas W (c) of Thomas W and Martha E P Nov 17 1929...29:135
Wheeler Wilhelmina C of Richard E and Wilhelmina C Aug 3 1924...26:292
Wheeler —— d of Charles A and Nora Feb 9 1921...25:80
Wheeler —— d of George H and Rhoda M Jan 16 1922...25:192
Wheelock Mary of Henry B and Mary L Sept 8 1921...25:120
Wheelock —— s of Warren and Etta June 2 1921...25:66
Wheelwright Ann of Elizabeth June 13 1924 ................. 26: 264
Wheelwright Janice W of George F and Vera I Dec 7 1923 .... 26: 168
Wheelwright Phyllis of George F and Vera I Apr 6 1927 .... 28: 43
Wheatman David A of Reginald A and Ruth E July 1 1930 ... 29: 233
Wheatman Ronald V of Reginald A and Ruth E May 13 1929 ... 29: 56
Whelan David of David E and Alice G July 21 1925 ............ 27: 97
Whelan Dorothy M of Albert V and Rosa Mar 28 1921 ........ 25: 37
Whelan Shirley A of David E and Alice G July 5 1928 .......... 28: 249
Whelpley Ethel L of Aubrey and Christine Oct 4 1930 ..... 29: 273
Whetstone Albert E of Albert and Gwendolyn L June 16 1925, 25: 72
Whetstone Elmer E of Albert and Gwendolyn L Aug 19 1925, 27: 111
Whetstone William F of Albert and Gwendolyn L Jan 21 1923, 26: 9
Whichelo Marion D of Florence D Oct 8 1922 ................. 25: 316
Whipple Alan F of Earle and Gertrude Oct 31 1929 .......... 29: 128
Whipple Barbara F of Stanley P and Helen L July 31 1925, 27: 101
Whipple Bernard F of Charles X and Catherine M Nov 30 1930, 29: 294
Whipple Beverley H of Charles H and Emma A Aug 1 1930, 29: 246
Whipple Elizabeth B of Stanley P and Helen L Nov 5 1928, 28: 302
Whipple Frederick W of Walter L and Mildred V Feb 1 1926, 27: 188
Whipple George A of John V and Josephine June 2 1929 ... 29: 65
Whipple Harvey A of Harvey A and Marion W July 5 1928, 28: 249
Whipple Marcia P of Walter L and Mildred V Mar 30 1922, 25: 221
Whipple Marie R of Thomas N and Rose D May 20 1926 .... 27: 237
Whipple Pauline N of Eliott C and Nettie M Sept 6 1923, 26: 123
Whipple Phyllis C of Russell A and Marjorie V May 23 1921, 26: 252
Whipple Richard R of Harvey A and Marion W May 5 1924, 26: 244
Whipple Sarah M of Irving E and Mabel Aug 28 1921 ........ 25: 112
Whipple Shirley V of Harvey A and Marion W Apr 9 1927 .... 28: 44
Whipple Virginia of William D and Mildred V Dec 18 1921, 25: 169
Whipple Wilfred J of Wilfred J and Alice May 13 1930, 29: 211
Whitaker Betty of Alfred D and Lorine Dec 29 1923, 26: 176
Whitaker Grace J of Henry T and Catherine L Nov 18 1921, 26: 343
Whitaker Helen L of Richard and Clara R Feb 24 1927 .... 28: 23
Whitaker Herbert F of Herbert F and Mary K Aug 26 1924, 26: 301
Whitaker Herbert J of Herbert J and Miriam Aug 17 1926, 27: 279
Whitaker Howard B of Albert H and Olive J Aug 5 1930, 29: 248
Whitaker Howard L of Richard and Clara R May 13 1921, 25: 57
Whitaker Jean of Alfred D and Lorine July 29 1926 ........... 27: 271
Whitaker Joseph A of William F and Josephine F Sept 6 1924, 26: 308
Whitaker Robert R of Robert and Margaret July 12 1923, 26: 101
Whitaker Ruth E of Milton and Doris Aug 30 1930 ......... 29: 256
Whitaker Ruth W of Alfred D and Lorine Feb 24 1922 ......... 25: 204
Whitaker Virginia L of Henry T and Catherine Aug 7 1923, 26: 107
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Whitaker William T of William F and Josephine F July 23 1922.

Whitaker —— s of Joachim and Nellie Aug 2 1921.

Whitaker —— s of William and Ethel M Sept 26 1921.

Whitcomb Robert M of Myron E and Mary E Nov 1 1930.

Whitcomb Shirley A of Henry A and Mabel Sept 4 1929.

White Aaron X (c) of Octavus and Elizabeth M Aug 3 1921.

White Agnes F of James and Rosaleen July 25 1929.

White Alfred of Francis A and Clara Mar 20 1923.

White Anna of Benjamin and Nora May 2 1924.

White Anna H of Austin and Lida M Dec 30 1926.


White Austin B of Frank E and Agnes S Apr 20 1921.


White Barbara C of Arnold C and Helen M Oct 2 1929.

White Barbara J of Waldo E and Mabel Mar 9 1929.

White Barbara P of Clifford L and Margaret V Aug 24 1923.


White Beatrice C of James E and Celina Feb 18 1929.

White Beverly S of William and Fay Dec 3 1929.


White Brayton H of Francis B and Alma Sept 11 1921.

White Caroline M of Elmer E and Hazel M Dec 26 1921.

White Catherine E of George R and Rose Mar 6 1924.

White Charles E of John A and Mary F Oct 13 1924.

White Charles W of Joseph I and Mildred Nov 17 1929.

White Clyde T (c) of James W and Nora M W Nov 26 1922.

White Constance of Dorothy Jan 7 1921.

White Courtland W (c) of James W and Nora M W Apr 5 1924.

White Daniel J of John A and Mary F Aug 4 1923.

White David S of Vernon and Frances July 30 1925.

White Deborah B of Edward A and Ruth D Dec 8 1930.

White Dolores E of Samuel M and Ida Feb 17 1926.

White Donald F of Clifford L and Margaret V Sept 1 1926.

White Doris E of LeRoy and Miriam Oct 9 1929.

White Dorothy I of Wilfred J and Eva E July 26 1929.

White Dorothy L (c) of Oliver L and Alice E Oct 15 1925.

White Dorothy M of Clifford R and Annie E May 4 1924.

White Earl J of George F and Mary E Nov 26 1927.

White Edmund of Edmund and Ethel Sept 13 1930.

White Edward of Walter E and Mary T June 30 1922.

White Edwin F of Wesley X and Bertha C Feb 21 1930.

White Eleanor of William F and Marion U Feb 4 1930.

White Eleanor F of Ralph E and Viola F June 28 1923.

White Elizabeth A of Clifford R and Annie E Apr 15 1923.
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

White Elliot A of Frank E and Agnes S Mar 17 1924........... 26: 219
White Elsie A of Cecil R and Jessie A Nov 14 1924........... 26: 341
White Ethel E of Clifford R and Anna E Mar 12 1926........... 27: 204
White Eugene R of Ralph E and Viola F May 23 1925........... 27: 68
White Eva A of Joseph O and Lottie D July 13 1923........... 26: 93
White Eva E of Wilfred J and Eva E Aug 7 1926........... 27: 275
White Francis J of Jeremiah F and Jennie V Nov 4 1926........... 27: 314
White Frank H of Frank H and Bertha Nov 22 1922........... 25: 334
White Frank O of Frank O and Helen G Sept 14 1923........... 26: 127
White George A of Albert T and Rose A Nov 22 1928........... 28: 309
White George F of George F and Mary E Aug 24 1922........... 25: 277
White Gladys E (c) of William T and Eliza A Nov 10 1926........... 27: 316
White Harold B of Samuel M and Ida May 23 1921........... 25: 61
White Helen of Patrick J and Mary A Dec 17 1921........... 25: 169
White Henry C of Austin and Lida July 1 1925........... 27: 88
White Henry T of Henry T and Marjorie C Feb 19 1928........... 28: 188
White Herbert of William and Fay Apr 20 1924........... 26: 235
White Herbert T of Joseph J and Charlotte July 30 1923........... 26: 103
White Irene C of Ralph E and Viola F Sept 21 1921........... 25: 125
White James of Patrick J and Mary A July 13 1924........... 26: 280
White James E of Clifford R and Annie E Mar 26 1922........... 25: 219
White James F of Clifford R and Annie E Dec 25 1929........... 29: 150
White James O’H of John F and Madeline Jan 9 1923........... 26: 4
White Jennifer A of Lewis R and Jeanette Mar 31 1929........... 29: 38
White Joan C of Thomas J and Ina V Aug 5 1930........... 29: 248
White John C of John C and Elizabeth E Sept 14 1930........... 29: 264
White John J of John J and Rose A July 8 1922........... 25: 271
White John J of Michael A and Anna M Sept 8 1924........... 26: 309
White Joseph of Wilfred J and Eva E Feb 27 1925........... 27: 25
White Joseph of Benjamin A and Nora A Oct 23 1925........... 27: 140
White Joseph A of James E and Celina May 24 1923........... 26: 70
White June M of Charles E and Esther M Apr 9 1927........... 28: 44
White Lois N (c) of James W and Nora M W Aug 9 1921........... 25: 103
White Louise C of Anthony and Adeline July 15 1924........... 26: 280
White Madeline of Vincent T and Annie C Mar 6 1927........... 28: 28
White Madeline M of George F and Mary E Sept 16 1929........... 29: 110
White Marjorie C of Henry T and Marjorie C Oct 26 1924........... 26: 332
White Mary J of John J and Rose A Dec 28 1923........... 26: 175
White Mathew H of William and Fay Oct 2 1921........... 25: 132
White Maude M of Clifford R and Annie E Apr 26 1927........... 28: 51
White Miles N of Nathan and Jennie May 18 1925........... 27: 65
White Miriam C of Abraham and Etta June 13 1921........... 25: 71
White Muriel E of George F and Mary E Mar 6 1926........... 27: 202
White Nancy D of John R and Marion L Mar 3 1922........... 25: 299
White Nora V of John J and Rose A Feb 14 1929........... 29: 19
White Patricia of John R and Marion L Dec 4 1925........... 27: 159
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

White Pauline C of Alfred J and Mabel G June 30 1927......28: 81
White Phyllis A of Otis F and Anna E July 6 1930.........29: 235
White Priscilla S of Edward A and Ruth D Aug 19 1924....26: 208
White Raymond of George F and Mary E Jan 26 1924......26: 193
White Raymond H of Walter E and Mary T Feb 15 1926.....27: 193
White Rebecca A of Austin and Alice June 16 1922......25: 266
White Richard of John and Theresa June 2 1924........26: 259
White Richard A of David J and Mary A May 1 1930......29: 207
White Richard C of Jeremiah F and Christina L Nov 17 1926..27: 319
White Richard M of Samuel M and Virginia B Dec 14 1928..28: 319
White Robert C of Reginald J and Geneva Dec 28 1929......29: 151
White Robert E of John J and Rose A Apr 7 1925.........27: 46
White Robert W of John A and Mary F Feb 29 1922......25: 202
White Roland E of Wesley N and Bertha C July 12 1927...28: 88
White Rose M of Albert and Rose Aug 19 1926........27: 338
White Russell K of David and Anna G Feb 13 1921.........25: 18
White Russell T of Norman E and Olive Feb 13 1922......25: 199
White Shirley H of Frank E and Agnes S Aug 3 1925......27: 105
White Stanley of William and Fay Dec 5 1927........28: 153
White Thelma of Walter E and Mary T Nov 15 1924......26: 341
White Thomas of John J and Theresa May 24 1925........27: 69
White Thomas C of Raymond T and Lillian G Feb 13 1921..25: 18
White Vincent of Esther E May 17 1927..................28: 61
White Viola J of William K and Antonetta July 21 1928...28: 255
White Virginia G of Samuel M and Virginia B Dec 28 1930,29: 305
White Virginia L of Roland E and Alfreda W Feb 16 1929...29: 20
White Virginia N (c) of William T and Eliza A Aug 4 1921..25: 101
White Walter H of Howard and Emily L July 30 1922......25: 280
White Wesley N of Wesley N and Bertha C Oct 23 1924...26: 330
White William F of William F and Marion U May 2 1928...28: 220
White William G of James J and Beatrice Apr 1 1923......26: 47
White William G of George A and Gertrude P June 9 1924...26: 262
White William G of Arnold C and Helen M Sept 6 1930....29: 261
White William K of William K and Antonetta June 24 1930..29: 229
White Winifred M (c) of Oliver L and Alice E Dec 5 1926..27: 327
White —— s of Lawrence A and Vera Feb 26 1921........25: 24
White —— s of George R and Rose Feb 12 1926........27: 192
White —— s of Louise Dec 28 1926................27: 337
White —— d of William and Anna Mar 26 1927........28: 37
Whitecross Russell A of Brinton A S and Albina Nov 3 1923,26: 153
Whitehead Bertha H of Thomas A and Irene H Dec 2 1924..26: 350
Whitehead Dorothy L of Thomas A and Irene H Mar 31 1926..27: 212
Whitehead Earl H L of Harold A and Alice Nov 10 1925...27: 148
Whitehead Edward J of Thomas A and Irene H Oct 24 1922...25: 322
Whitehead Gladys M of Arthur and Lillian June 20 1921...25: 74
Whitehead Gladys M of Harry and Agnes Mar 5 1930........ 29: 182
Whitehead Harold A of Harold and Alice June 22 1927....... 28: 77
Whitehead John C of Harry E and Constance C Aug 30 1925... 27: 116
Whitehead John H of John H and Elizabeth N July 31 1924. 26: 288
Whitehead Mary of Thomas A and Irene H Feb 5 1921......... 25: 25
Whitehead Mary E of Norman H and Elsie Jan 24 1925...... 27: 10
Whitehead Nancy C of Philip K and Wilhelmina Jan 12 1929... 29: 5
Whitehead Norman W of Norman and Geraldine Jan 23 1927.... 28: 9
Whitehead Phyllis K of Philip K and Wilhelmina July 3 1930. 29: 234
Whitehead Richard T of Wilfred and Rose A May 12 1924..... 26: 247
Whitehead Robert H of Wilfred II and Hilda Sept 14 1928.... 28: 280
Whitehead Sylvia D of Elmer and Ivy Aug 13 1927........... 28: 102
Whitehead Wilfred of Wilfred and Rose-Anna Dec 6 1921..... 25: 164
Whitehead William C of Norman and Geraldine Dec 26 1929.... 29: 151
Whitehead -- s of James C and Celia W Mar 27 1924......... 26: 223
Whitehead -- d of William H and Susan A Sept 4 1927..... 28: 165
Whiteside Christine D of Frederic H and Christina R Nov 14
1921. .................................................................. 25: 153
Whitfield Grace H of Harry and Agnes B July 11 1928...... 28: 251
Whitfield Harry A of Harry and Agnes B Mar 4 1923........ 26: 31
Whitfield Kenneth H of Herbert and Ethel M July 29 1921... 25: 96
Whitfield Norman E of Herbert and Ethel M Feb 1 1925...... 27: 16
Whitford Jessie M of Howard and Grace V May 27 1927...... 28: 65
Whitford John V of George W and Annie G Sept 30 1922..... 25: 310
Whitford Robert F of Howard L and Amanda H Nov 21 1922... 25: 334
Whiting Hope E of Leslie A and Lena B Dec 29 1921....... 25: 173
Whiting Nancy E of Elbridge C and Margaret Jan 14 1930... 29: 161
Whiting Virginia L (c) of Gilman A and Elizabeth Oct 15
1921. .................................................................. 25: 139
Whitley Raymond of Raymond J and Catheryn M Jan 10 1927.. 28: 4
Whitman Alice of Gerald and Eleanor Nov 11 1924......... 26: 340
Whitman Beatrice M of Ralph G and Glendelia I June 6 1926. 27: 246
Whitman Elsie G of Harry D and Elsie Nov 26 1927.......... 28: 147
Whitman Ernest G of Ralph G and Glendelia I Jan 15 1922... 25: 184
Whitman Frederick G of Gerald and Eleanor June 13 1922.... 25: 266
Whitman Henry E of Harry and Elsie Jan 9 1926............. 27: 178
Whitman Isabella M of Levi and Mary July 12 1922......... 25: 272
Whitman James W of Harry D and Elsie Aug 30 1923........ 26: 117
Whitman John C of Joseph G and Eleanor J Apr 5 1921...... 25: 40
Whitman Kenneth B of Prescott A and Marilla L Nov 25 1927.. 28: 146
Whitman Prescott A of Prescott A and Marilla Mar 17 1923... 26: 180
Whitman Wallace W of Andrew C and Hazel I Apr 12 1921.... 25: 43
Whitmore John W of John W and Margaret May 31 1923...... 26: 72
Whitmore Robert C of John W and Margaret Feb 7 1925...... 27: 26
Whitney Anna of Anna E Nov 12 1928.......................... 28: 305
Whitney Donald E of William P and Mabel A May 5 1927... 28: 56
Whitney Evelyn J of Elder C and Verona Aug 7 1930........ 29: 248
Whitney John T of William P and Mabel A Dec 22 1923...... 26: 173
Whitney Mary G of Grover W and Margaret A I Mar 9 1923... 26: 34
Whitney —— d of William P and Mabel A Sept 28 1922....... 25: 312
Whittaker Carolyn M of Earle R and Florence E May 19 1926.. 27: 236
Whittaker Earle R of Earle R and Florence E Dec 11 1923... 26: 170
Whittaker Edith M of Fred L and Mabel Dec 9 1925........... 27: 161
Whittaker Edmund S of George L and Sarah A July 17 1924... 26: 281
Whittaker George J of George C and Mary J Aug 12 1930..... 29: 257
Whittaker George L of George L and Sarah May 18 1923...... 26: 67
Whittaker Henry B of Earle R and Florence E June 25 1930.. 29: 230
Whittaker Lillian E of Richard and Clara R June 20 1925.... 27: 81
Whittaker Marguerite M of George and May Jan 16 1929..... 29: 8
Whittaker Mary of George L and Mary E Apr 25 1930.......... 29: 204
Whittaker Philip A of Lloyd B and Mabel E May 30 1924...... 26: 256
Whittaker Richard D of William A and A Louise May 21 1924.. 26: 251
Whittaker Richmond B of Earle R and Florence E Nov 3 1927.. 28: 138
Whittaker Robert B of William A and A Louise July 28 1921.. 25: 96
Whittaker Robert L of Lloyd B and Mabel E July 19 1922.... 25: 275
Whittaker Vernon of Vernon and Dorothy M July 15 1930..... 29: 238
Whittaker —— d of Fred and Gladys A Mar 21 1924............. 26: 220
Whitten Franklin of Cyrus and Jennie Feb 1 1921............. 25: 13
Whitten Maurice M of Albert E and Caroline A Oct 1 1923.... 26: 137
Whittet John D of Robert A and Alice F Sept 4 1925.......... 27: 119
Whittet Robert J of Robert A and Alice F Nov 25 1923....... 26: 161
Whittet Shirley A of Robert A and Alice F May 3 1928....... 28: 221
Whittier Carl H of Carl H and Hilda Oct 15 1929.............. 29: 122
Whittington Barbara of Joseph C and Cecilia K June 7 1925.. 27: 76
Whittington Homer H of Homer and Helen Nov 18 1927....... 28: 144
Whittle Frederick of Frederick and Elizabeth June 17 1922... 25: 261
Whittren Margaret I of Edwin A and Margaret I Mar 2 1927... 28: 26
Whittum Leonard N of Arthur F and Elizabeth D Feb 2 1929... 29: 15
Whitwam Ernest of Ernest and Winifred II May 3 1923....... 26: 62
Whitwam Lucile of George and Annie May 27 1923............. 26: 71
Whitwan Herbert F of Francis E and Bernadet E Dec 30 1925.. 27: 169
Whitworth —— s of Francis M and Ethel J Mar 10 1929....... 29: 39
Wholey Ambrose J of John A and Catherine Nov 30 1922...... 25: 337
Wholey Edgar J of Edgar J and Ruth Sept 19 1930............ 29: 266
Wholey Harold V of Harold V and Margaret R Dec 9 1930..... 29: 299
Wholey Rita M of John A and Catherine July 18 1928......... 28: 254
Wholey —— s of John A and Catherine Aug 21 1924............ 26: 305
Wholey ——s of John H and Katherine J July 23 1927........ 28: 96
Whyte Elizabeth A of Harold P and Elizabeth Jan 2 1929..... 29: 1
Whyte Harold P of Harold P and Elizabeth May 13 1927... .28: 59
Whyte Jean MacL of James and Margaret R Jan 18 1924... .26: 190
Wiberg Arlene F of Earl and Agnes Nov 20 1927........... .28: 144
Wiberg Barbara L of Earl G D and Agnes Apr 28 1929.... .29: 49
Wiberg Frances E of Albert and Frances Oct 1 1926.... .27: 300
Wickham Edwin V of Raymond and Roseanna M Dec 23 1925.. .27: 166
Wickham Mary J of Raymond and Roseanna M Nov 13 1923... .26: 157
Wicklund Bertha M H of Milton E and Mildred R Oct 15 1926.. .27: 305
Wicklund Donald A of Nils and Adele Oct 13 1928........ .28: 293
Wicklund Dorothy E of Nils and Adele Sept 27 1924........ .26: 317
Wicklund Edward A of Nils and Adele June 17 1923........ .26: 89
Wicklund Leonard C of Carl L and Ellen L June 3 1929.... .29: 66
Wicks Louise G of Harold and Florence Nov 5 1926........ .27: 314
Wicks William F of Delbert S and Anna M Feb 4 1927..... .28: 15
Wida Ronald S of Andrew and Anna Aug 9 1930............ .29: 249
Widgren Helen F of Eric E and Hellen F Oct 21 1923.... .26: 145
Widman Elfriede L of Christian F and Louise Nov 17 1928... .28: 307
Wiechert Richard D of Grace Mar 22 1926.................. .27: 208
Wiechert —— d of Frederich and Bertha May 10 1930........ .29: 219
Wieckiewicz Peter of Thomas and Tekla Oct 10 1925....... .27: 135
Wienckiewicz Annie of Thomas and Teklia June 29 1922.... .25: 265
Wiener George W of George W and Rosalind Jan 4 1922.... .25: 179
Wiener Stephen N of Henry and Mildred Feb 26 1927....... .28: 23
Wienkiewicz Anthony of Thomas and Tekla Jan 10 1921..... .25: 4
Wierbicki Margaret D of William and Luok Apr 21 1923.... .26: 54
Wiesbauer —— d of Frank and Marie A June 11 1921...... .25: 70
Wiesel Charles A of Morris and Julia Nov 20 1922........ .25: 334
Wiesel Dorothy of Victor L and Bessie May 8 1924........ .26: 245
Wiesel Harold J of Israel and Bessie Feb 1 1928......... .28: 181
Wiesel Harriett M of Israel and Bessie Dec 27 1923....... .26: 175
Wiesner Eleanor L of Albert F and Anna L Nov 25 1921.... .25: 157
Wiesner Esther E of Albert F and Anna L Feb 9 1923....... .26: 20
Wiesner Dorothy S of Christian A and Esther L Oct 12 1925.. .27: 136
Wiesnner Mary of Christian A and Esther L June 15 1922.... .25: 260
Wigglesworth John N of Norman and Dorothy June 4 1929... .29: 66
Wigham William M of William P and Frances L May 10 1928... .28: 223
Wight Eugene E of Marshall A and Ruth B June 25 1924..... .26: 270
Wight Everett E of Everett E and Edith M Aug 16 1930..... .29: 251
Wight Frances E of Everett E and Edith M June 27 1923..... .26: 84
Wight Nancy B of Marshall A and Ruth B Feb 27 1922....... .25: 205
Wightman George of Thomas H and Lillian Apr 17 1921..... .25: 45
Wightman Joyce N of Elton G and Helen L Feb 12 1927...... .28: 18
Wightman Shirley B of Elton G and Helen L Aug 27 1924.... .26: 392
Wightman Walter T of Elton G and Helen L Aug 28 1925.... .27: 115
Wightman — (twin) s of Thomas II and Lillian Mar 26 1922. .................................................. 25: 219
Wightman — (twin) s of Thomas II and Lillian Mar 26 1922. .................................................. 25: 219
Wigley Marjorie B of Leonard and Barbara Nov 1 1926. ........................................ 27: 313
Wilkinson Wiktor R of Victor W and Alma I July 1 1921. ........................................ 25: 87
Wiktovicz Helen M of Adolf and Stella Dec 8 1924. .................................................. 26: 353
Wilber Frederick R of Fred R and Laura I Nov 4 1930. ........................................ 29: 285
Wilber John T of Frederick R and Laura July 22 1928. ........................................ 28: 275
Wilbikas Aldona K of Valentina and Kazimira May 31 1929. ........................................ 29: 63
Wilbikas Biruta of Valentina and Kazimira Sept 20 1922. ........................................ 25: 306
Wilbikas Vintantia of Valentina and Kazimira Feb 1 1924. ........................................ 26: 198
Wilbour Benjamin F of Benjamin F and Caroline Feb 16 1922. ........................................ 25: 200
Wilbour Isaac C of Lincoln R and Victoria M Sept 15 1923. ........................................ 26: 127
Wilbour Waldo L of Lincoln R and Victoria M June 21 1929. ........................................ 29: 73
Wilbur Clifford K of Clifford K and Ruth E June 21 1923. ........................................ 26: 81
Wilbur Elwood C of Elmer C and Helen M June 6 1923. ........................................ 26: 76
Wilbur Howard G of Howard G and Helen C June 5 1925. ........................................ 27: 76
Wilbur Jane B of Ernest E and Maybelle 1 May 29 1928. ........................................ 28: 230
Wilbur Janet R of Clifford K and Ruth E June 29 1930. ........................................ 29: 231
Wilbur Mary L of Charles F and Irene E Sept 17 1926. ........................................ 27: 293
Wilbur Ruth M of Everett and Margaret May 9 1925. ........................................ 27: 72
Wilbur Stafford W of Clifford K and Ruth E Aug 30 1925. ........................................ 27: 116
Wilby Arthur of Arthur and Aldea A Feb 2 1922. ........................................ 25: 193
Wilby Dorothy I of Frank and Lotta A Jan 16 1921. ........................................ 25: 6
Wilby Frank of Frank and Lotta A Apr 29 1926. ........................................ 27: 226
Wilby Helen of William and Louise May 22 1929. ........................................ 29: 59
Wilby Marion F of Frank and Lotta A Dec 29 1922. ........................................ 25: 351
Wilby Norma of Frank and Lotta A Mar 5 1930. ........................................ 29: 182
Wilby Thomas of Arthur and Aldea A Jan 29 1928. ........................................ 28: 178
Wilby — d of William and Louise Sept 15 1930. ........................................ 29: 264
Wilcox Barbara (c) of Joseph and Fannie E Dec 8 1929. ........................................ 29: 144
Wilcox Byron S of Byron S and Anna C Oct 1 1927. ........................................ 28: 124
Wilcox Catherine E of Frank E and Ruth M Nov 19 1923. ........................................ 26: 159
Wilcox Charles F of Charles F and Ella M July 20 1930. ........................................ 29: 240
Wilcox Edward H of Riley A and Carrie A Dec 15 1928. ........................................ 28: 319
Wilcox Elizabeth J of Perry N and Lena R July 20 1923. ........................................ 26: 96
Wilcox Evelyn A of Byron S and Anna C Jan 30 1926. ........................................ 27: 186
Wilcox Frederick M of Frederick G and Fannie May 8 1928. ........................................ 28: 223
Wilcox George D of George D and Maybelle A Sept 13 1922. ........................................ 25: 303
Wilcox George H (c) of George E and Olive M May 11 1921. ........................................ 25: 56
Wilcox Gloria C of Charles O and Lillian M Dec 12 1921. ........................................ 25: 166
Wilcox John C of Frank E and Ruth M May 18 1925. ........................................ 27: 66
Wilcox John E of Riley A and Carrie A Jan 6 1927. ........................................ 28: 3
Wilcox John M of John M and Janice M Feb 3 1924. ........................................ 26: 199
Wilcox Joseph (c) of Joseph and Fannie E June 18 1924... 26: 266
Wilcox Joseph A of Riley A and Carrie A Sept 9 1923... 26: 124
Wilcox Linton G of Harry L and Doris L July 28 1929... 29: 89
Wilcox Malcolm G of Gertrude Nov 6 1927.................. 28: 139
Wilcox Mary of Riley A and Carrie A Apr 18 1921...... 25: 46
Wilcox Nancy G of Frederick B and Clara L Mar 6 1921... 25: 28
Wilcox Ralph I of Charles O and Lilllian M Nov 9 1923... 26: 153
Wilcox Robert D of Howard R and Clara L Feb 28 1922... 25: 206
Wilcox Robert T of Byron V and Alice C July 28 1927... 28: 94
Wilcox Robert T of Byron S and Anna C Jan 31 1930... 29: 167
Wilcox Teresa E of Frederick G and Fannie Sept 17 1929... 29: 110
Wilcox Theodore H (c) of Joseph and Fannie E June 4 1928... 28: 235
Wilcox Virginia A of Ralph S and Alice F Aug 24 1921... 25: 110
Wilcox William H of Henry A and Eva M June 14 1924... 26: 265
Wild Betty R of Frederic H and Elieanne M Oct 26 1925... 27: 141
Wild Ellen of Albert and Hannah Aug 21 1923............ 26: 113
Wild Walter P of George H and Beatrice H Dec 12 1924... 26: 354
Wilde James of James and Eleanor Oct 8 1922.............. 25: 316
Wilde Lena of Alfred and Florence Jan 2 1927............. 28: 1
Wilde Pearl M of Alfred and Florence Mar 2 1921......... 25: 26
Wilde Theresa of William J and Della E May 23 1922... 25: 248
Wildenhain Frank L of Frank W and Mabel W Mar 20 1927... 28: 34
Wildenhain Letitia N of William L and Hazel R Nov 17 1924... 26: 342
Wildenhain Mabel E of Frank W and Mabel W Apr 13 1922... 25: 229
Wilden Roger D of Samuel A and Mildred L Jan 10 1929... 29: 5
Wildes Nathaniel E of William O and May L May 29 1927... 28: 66
Wildgoose Albert of Harold and Gertrude Nov 11 1928... 28: 305
Wildgoose Joseph P of Herbert J and Alice Mar 17 1929... 29: 32
Wilding Beverly A of Gilbert and Dorothy Apr 21 1929... 29: 47
Wilding Edward C of George H and Edith E May 13 1925... 27: 64
Wilding Ethel M of Frederick and Emily Mar 8 1922... 25: 211
Wilding Everett R of Everett F and Mary C Mar 2 1930... 29: 309
Wilding - s of Gilbert and Dorothy Jan 20 1928........... 28: 180
Wiley Lucille O (c) of William D and Olive F Feb 21 1926... 27: 195
Wilhelm Robert E of William and Rose Aug 7 1923....... 26: 107
Wilhelm William L of William L and Phyllis R Mar 15 1922... 25: 214
Wilhelm - d of William L and Phyllis R Jan 14 1925... 27: 15
Wilk Elizabeth of Joseph and Rose July 6 1922............. 25: 270
Wilk Florence R of Joseph and Rose Oct 20 1926........... 27: 307
Wilk Miriam I of Morris and Eva Aug 20 1925............. 27: 112
Wilk - s of Morris and Eva Apr 19 1923................. 26: 53
Wilker - d of Joseph and Jennie Sept 28 1922............. 25: 309
Wilkes David of Morris and Sarah Oct 27 1922............ 25: 323
Wilkes Jacob of Morris and Sarah July 7 1924............. 26: 277
Wilkicki Bertha of Adam and Julia May 1 1930........... 29: 207
Wilkicki Charles of Adam and Julia Nov 1 1923........... 26: 152
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Name 1</th>
<th>Name 2</th>
<th>Name 3</th>
<th>Name 4</th>
<th>Name 5</th>
<th>Name 6</th>
<th>Name 7</th>
<th>Name 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>From 1921 to 1930 inclusive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wilkinson Joseph (twin) of Adam and Julia Apr 30 1928
Wilkinson Stanley of Adam and Julia Dec 28 1925
Wilkinson Walter (twin) of Adam and Julia Apr 30 1928
Wilkins Charles L (c) of Charles W and Marion E M Mar 31 1924
Wilkins Elizabeth B of Guy S and Eloise Feb 18 1921
Wilkins Elizabeth M (c) of Charles W and Marion E Apr 30 1928
Wilkins John J (c) of Charles W and Marion E M Jan 21 1925
Wilkins June E of Ralph W and Estelle G June 1 1927
Wilkins Monica M (c) of Charles W and Marion E M June 5 1927
Wilkins Shirley of Guy S and Louise Sept 22 1923
Wilkins William F (c) of Charles W and Marion E M July 3 1930
Wilkinson Andre of Adelbert and Nettie Aug 25 1930
Wilkinson Barbara E of Percy C and Gladys M Apr 23 1928
Wilkinson Barbara E (twin) of John T and Evelyn E Dec 27 1928
Wilkinson Doris of Roland S and Edith O Nov 28 1926
Wilkinson Dorothy M of Fred and Gertrude Mar 14 1930
Wilkinson Douglas S of Daniel and Mary Jan 26 1928
Wilkinson Edward B of Fred W and Eleanor G Sept 11 1924
Wilkinson Eleanor J of Lester and Alice Apr 28 1923
Wilkinson Ernest R of Raymond and Velma May 31 1927
Wilkinson Jane E of Arthur and Isabelle Mar 12 1927
Wilkinson John T (twin) of John T and Evelyn E Dec 27 1928
Wilkinson Marcia B of Fred W and Eleanor G Apr 5 1923
Wilkinson Marjorie E of Herbert E and Lillian M July 24 1930
Wilkinson Melba M of Arthur and Isabelle Apr 9 1930
Wilkinson Raymond A of Raymond and Velma Apr 19 1929
Wilkinson Robert E of Harry and Edna M Nov 28 1921
Wilkinson Stanley of Stanley and Florence May 4 1924
Wilkinson William S of William H and Florence A July 2 1930
Wilkinson —— d of Sybil July 23 1922
Wilkinson —— s of Percy C and Grace M Feb 14 1923
Wilkinson —— d of Roland S and Edith May 20 1929
Willard Douglas S of Frederick H and Hazel R July 11 1926
Willard Eleanor J of Frank V and Hope Apr 10 1921
Willard Gates of Bradford and Elise Feb 1 1930
Willard Harvey H of Howard L and Myrtle E July 4 1925
Willard Kenneth R of Edwin H and Olive H Jan 2 1923
Willard Robert B of Milton and Marion Jan 28 1926
Willard Virginia M of Howard L and Myrtle E Apr 27 1927...28: 52
Willbuckey Jadwiga of Adam and Ulia Oct 31 1921...........25: 145
Willemir Harriet E of Louis P and Mary L Nov 25 1921....25: 157
Willemir Richard J (twin) of Louis P and Mary L June 26

1925. ..............................................................................27: 84
Willemir Robert D (twin) of Louis P and Mary L June 26

1925. ..............................................................................27: 84
Willenberg Arthur of Samuel and Jennie July 8 1923.....26: 91
Willenberg Irwin H of Samuel and Jennie May 12 1926....27: 233
Willett Bernice T of Ernest E and Eleanor M Apr 11 1929...29: 43
Willett Estelle M of Warren and Irene Jan 20 1929....29: 155
Willett Francis M of Francis M and Mary L May 19 1923..26: 67
Willett Irma L of Warren C and Irene Dec 10 1927........28: 162
Willett Jeanne Y of Warren and Irene June 20 1930......29: 310
Willey Ruth E of Bertley M and Hazel M May 30 1930....29: 218
Willey William C of Cortez W and Dorothy H Feb 13 1921..25: 18
Willey —— s of Grafton H and Anne B Oct 14 1921.......25: 138
Willhanck Mary U of Edmund G and Imelda R May 28 1930.29: 217
Williamelli Maddalena R of Nicola and Sarah Jan 20 1926..27: 182
Williams Alice of Roy A and Margaret M June 13 1930.....29: 225
Williams Alvera E (c) of Joseph and Melinda E Oct 4 1924..26: 323
Williams Alvin J of James F and Harriet A Dec 19 1922...25: 347
Williams Andrew J of Prescott J and Mabel K May 25 1926..27: 239
Williams Annie of Frank and Annie Oct 17 1921.............25: 177
Williams Arthur M of Horace M and Ada V Apr 1 1922....25: 224
Williams Arthur N of James F and Harriet A Oct 9 1924....26: 325
Williams Barbara E of Roger and Nathalie Dec 14 1926....27: 330
Williams Bernice D (c) of Wilson S and Dora A July 5 1926..27: 261
Williams Berris of Berris and Marjorie D Nov 12 1929....29: 133
Williams Betsy A of Mary June 18 1930..........................29: 227
Williams Catherine M of Charles H and Sarah A Sept 2 1928..28: 276
Williams Cecelia J (c) of Robert and Grace M June 22 1926..27: 253
Williams Charles K of Charles R and Loretta Nov 7 1922....25: 330
Williams Charles W of Charles W and Portia Apr 1 1921.....25: 39
Williams Charlotte A of Roy A and Margaret M Jan 2 1929..29: 1
Williams Charlotte R of James L and Catherine M Apr 28

1924. ..............................................................................26: 239
Williams Dana R of Alfon A and Bertha M May 23 1927...28: 63
Williams Donald F of Charles R and Loretta Mar 27 1924...26: 223
Williams Doris M of Ira T and Ethel M May 28 1924.........26: 255
Williams Dorothy E of Lloyd R and Susan Sept 14 1925....27: 123
Williams Dorothy J of William R and Doris I July 15 1930..29: 239
Williams Dorothy M of John T and Kate Mar 20 1922.......25: 216
Williams Earle R of John H and Edith M Oct 29 1925.......27: 143
Williams Edgar F of Lloyd P and Mary A Mar 14 1921.....25: 31
Williams Edna P of Emily Sept 1 1929.........................29: 155
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Williams Edward A of John H and Edith M Apr 18 1923...26:53
Williams Edythe M of John H and Edith M Sept 23 1928...28:283
Williams Eileen M of Alvin N and Evelyn M Dec 11 1924...26:354
Williams Elizabeth M of Francis B and Catherine F V June 19
1928........................28:241
Williams Ellsworth A (c) of Wilson S and Dora A Jan 16
1929..........................29:8
Williams Emeline K G of Ernest V and Emily Jan 13 1926...27:179
Williams Ernest T of Ernest V and Emily May 16 1922...25:245
Williams Eugene E of Thomas J and Lulu M Apr 28 1921...25:50
Williams Francis E of Jane A Mar 19 1921...25:33
Williams Frank H of Baylie M and Frances May 28 1925...27:70
Williams Frank J of Frank J and Elsie M Mar 31 1928...28:327
Williams Frederick A (c) of Emmie C June 13 1921...25:71
Williams George B of Frank W and Hazel Feb 16 1924...26:204
Williams George W of Edward B and Mabel E Dec 15 1921...25:168
Williams Geraldine I of William T and Mary Feb 25 1923...26:26
Williams Harold C of Emily Mar 28 1928...28:265
Williams Harold O of Harold O and Dorothy Nov 30 1929...29:140
Williams Hazel (c) of Moses and Nora June 9 1926...27:247
Williams Hazel M of John F R and Mary Mar 15 1930...29:187
Williams Helen A X of Clarence F and Bertha G May 1 1923...26:61
Williams Helen K of Roger and Florris X Mar 21 1925...27:37
Williams Henry F of Henry E and Rose B Jan 27 1927...28:10
Williams Hilda (c) of William H and Evelyn L May 12 1928...28:224
Williams Honora (c) of Robert W and Ada Apr 1 1921...25:39
Williams Howard A (c) of Robert B and Grace Oct 30 1927...28:136
Williams Irene of Robert and Mary Feb 11 1922...25:197
Williams James F (c) of James F and Pearl B Oct 23 1922...25:322
Williams James H of J Harold and Charlotte E May 11 1924...26:246
Williams James H of Thomas H and Marie E May 29 1928...28:230
Williams James L of Thomas J and Lula M Apr 24 1925...27:54
Williams James R (c) of James E D and Hazel A Aug 20 1923...26:113
Williams James R About Jan 15 1925...27:13
Williams Jane of John H and Winifred V Oct 18 1927...28:131
Williams Jane C of John F and Gladys Jan 4 1928...28:169
Williams Jean of Roy B and May B Sept 2 1927...28:111
Williams John J of Samuel and Mary E Aug 18 1924...26:298
Williams John T of Francis B and Catherine F V Dec 21 1926...27:333
Williams Juanita R of Harold and Lillian July 8 1928...29:81
Williams Julie E of William T and Mary June 25 1930...29:230
Williams Kathryn F of Francis B and Catherine F V Aug 22
1921..........................25:109
Williams Lawrence W of Bernard H and Margaret Feb 19
1930..........................29:175
Williams Leon B of Roy B and May Sept 28 1924...26:318
Williams Madeline E of Henry E and Rose B May 15 1924...26: 248
Williams Madeline M of Harry P and Florence Oct 18 1927...28: 131
Williams Margaret V (c) of Annie Jan 2 1922...........25: 178
Williams Marie F of Olney H and Jeannette M July 1 1925...27: 88
Williams Marjorie E of Frank S and Hazel May 20 1924...26: 251
Williams Marland C of Raymond G and Lucile C Apr 10 1924...26: 230
Williams Martha of Frederick and Annie May 23 1928....28: 228
Williams Mary B of Leo T and Marie A Mar 24 1926.....27: 209
Williams Mason B of Alonzo B and Lesley M Dec 14 1928...28: 319
Williams Mildred I of Roger and Irene T Aug 19 1923....26: 112
Williams Mildred I (c) of Fidel DeR and Emily A Sept 12
1929..............................................29: 109
Williams Muriel A of Leo T and Marie A Dec 17 1928....28: 320
Williams Muriel M of James F and Harriet A June 28 1928...28: 244
Williams Nancy E of John H and Winifred V Aug 24 1926...27: 282
Williams Nancy S of Allen and Simonetta Apr 10 1926.....27: 218
Williams Paul of Raymond A and Catherine Oct 3 1922....25: 314
Williams Prescott J of Prescott J and Mabel K July 24 1927..28: 92
Williams Raymond J of John and Gladys Dec 8 1923.......26: 168
Williams Richard of Raymond A and Margaret C Sept 7 1926...27: 289
Williams Richard B of George E and Janet Oct 5 1930.....29: 273
Williams Richard F of John T and Catherine M Apr 11 1929...29: 43
Williams Rita M of Ira T and Ethel M May 30 1921.......25: 64
Williams Robert of Samuel and Mary E Jan 18 1921......25: 7
Williams Robert of Marian Nov 22 1928..................28: 309
Williams Robert J of Robert J and Catherine May 2 1929...29: 52
Williams Robert M of Horace M and Ada V July 28 1925.....27: 100
Williams Robert T of Robert J and Arline Feb 13 1926....27: 192
Williams Robert W (c) of Robert W and Ada July 3 1923...26: 89
Williams Roger of Roger and Irene T Oct 13 1925.........27: 137
Williams Rufus (c) of Rufus and Alberta Mar 21 1929....29: 34
Williams Ruth H of Milton F and Inza E Mar 6 1922......25: 210
Williams Shirley of Charles W and Portia May 26 1924.....26: 254
Williams Shirley A of John S and Florence A July 30 1929...29: 90
Williams Shirley C (c) of Robert W and Ada June 20 1922...25: 262
Williams Shirley C of Herbert W and Minnie C Oct 21 1926...27: 308
Williams Shirley E of Irving M and Ethel E June 16 1924...26: 266
Williams Shirley M of George H and Grace Aug 17 1927....28: 104
Williams Shirley M (c) of Fidel DeR and Emily A Sept 18
1930..............................................29: 265
Williams Veronica I of John T and Catherine M Oct 4 1925..27: 133
Williams Virginia of Leo and Marie Feb 6 1924............26: 200
Williams Virginia of Arthur and Antonietta Jan 2 1927....28: 1
Williams Wilson S (c) of Wilson S and Dora A Aug 21 1927...28: 105
Williams —— d of Thomas and Ellen Jan 22 1922.........25: 192
Williams —— d of John and Mary Feb 11 1922............25: 197
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Williams</td>
<td>d of George W and Mabel J</td>
<td>Sept 21, 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s of Robert and Mary</td>
<td>Feb 27, 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s of John L and Eva G</td>
<td>June 1, 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s of Prescott J and Mabel K</td>
<td>Aug 16, 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(c) s of Reed and Margaret P</td>
<td>June 12, 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williamson</td>
<td>Albert L (c) of Albert L and Rebecca</td>
<td>Mar 3, 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marion H of Robert B and Grace</td>
<td>July 22, 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary A of Henry B and Elizabeth P</td>
<td>Apr 11, 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(c) of Arnold and Gilbertina</td>
<td>Dec 30, 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of Robert B and Grace</td>
<td>Sept 14, 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M of Lovell A and Ethel</td>
<td>June 20, 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dorothy A of Edgar G and Ester L</td>
<td>Nov 10, 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elsie M of William H and Lucy B</td>
<td>Nov 25, 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>George C of George C and Evelyn</td>
<td>Nov 17, 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>George L of Lovell A and Ethel</td>
<td>Feb 20, 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Herbert F of Herbert F and Janet</td>
<td>June 22, 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>James A of James A and Elsie H</td>
<td>Oct 22, 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph W of Joseph W and Alice G</td>
<td>Jan 7, 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raymond B of William H and Lucy B</td>
<td>May 16, 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert A of George C and Evelyn</td>
<td>Sept 26, 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert R of Lovell A and Ethel</td>
<td>Mar 10, 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s of Lovell A and Ethel</td>
<td>Mar 28, 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of Lovell A and Ethel</td>
<td>Dec 14, 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frank S of Frank S and Vinnie E</td>
<td>Dec 19, 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert S of Frank S and Vinnie E</td>
<td>Dec 22, 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of Frank S and Vinnie E</td>
<td>July 21, 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dorothy K of Daniel L and Gladys</td>
<td>Dec 2 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marion E of Anna M</td>
<td>Apr 30, 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matthew F of Matthew F and Sarah</td>
<td>Feb 16, 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Albert M (c) of Albert L and Mable</td>
<td>May 21, 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew (c) of John F and Serena</td>
<td>July 25, 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Curtis W of William and Johanna</td>
<td>Nov 29, 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harry E (c) of Albert L and Mable</td>
<td>Feb 18, 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph E (c) of Albert L and Mable</td>
<td>May 22, 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leroy O (c) of Gladys</td>
<td>Nov 23, 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Louis (c) of Hope</td>
<td>Sept 2, 1928</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wills Mary B of William and Johanna May 13 1923..............26: 65
Wills (c) d of Alfred and Dorothy Nov 30 1927..............28: 150
Wilmarth John B of Frank L and Edith S Nov 14 1921........25: 153
Wilmore Audrey H of May Mar 24 1929.........................29: 35
Wilmot Marilyn of Frederick A and Miriam H Nov 30 1928...28: 312
Wilmot Virginia L of Bernard J and Florence Jan 18 1929...29: 8
Wilson Alden G of Bernard J and Fanny Dec 7 1921............25: 164
Wilson Alice H of Ernest and Gladys E Aug 13 1924..........26: 296
Wilson Andrew J of John F and Winifred M Feb 20 1922......25: 202
Wilson Anna E of Robert W and Nellie Jan 5 1922..............25: 179
Wilson Barbara S of Charles R and Mary Apr 20 1923........26: 53
Wilson Bryce S of Thurston B and Dorothy M Apr 16 1924....26: 233
Wilson Catherine R of Thomas P and Margaret H Oct 1 1922..25: 313
Wilson Cecil J (c) of Cecil J and Ethel G Apr 29 1927......28: 52
Wilson Charlotte R of George L and Charlotte R Feb 17 1930..29: 175
Wilson Clara E of Ernest and Gladys E June 4 1922............25: 255
Wilson Daniel P of Daniel A and Bertha June 30 1930........29: 231
Wilson David D of Gilbert H and Alice S May 31 1926........27: 242
Wilson Dorothy M of Ronald and Lillian M Feb 2 1928........28: 181
Wilson Edward D of Edward C and Ethel M Nov 6 1925.........27: 147
Wilson Elaine I of Lloyd C and Irene B Apr 21 1930..........29: 202
Wilson Florence M (c) of Harry L and Mabel June 24 1925....27: 83
Wilson Florence S of Frederick A and Elizabeth Oct 29 1921..25: 144
Wilson Frances H of James T and Ruth W Feb 21 1921..........25: 22
Wilson George E of George E and Margaret J Oct 10 1925....27: 135
Wilson Gordon A of Francis J and Charlotte I Oct 10 1924..26: 325
Wilson Gordon C of Gordon H and Anna L Jan 20 1926........27: 182
Wilson Helen of John F and Winifred M Apr 29 1924..........26: 299
Wilson James A of James A and Laura June 3 1928............28: 234
Wilson Jeanne (c) of Ida Mar 27 1927...........................28: 37
Wilson John A of Archibald and Margaret Apr 12 1921........25: 43
Wilson John E of John E and Virginia Mar 22 1929............29: 34
Wilson John P of Edward C and Ethel M Nov 12 1929..........29: 133
Wilson Kent G (c) of Cecil J and Miriam G Aug 1 1930.......29: 246
Wilson Lawrence E of Lawrence E and Mildred V June 21......27: 253

1926........................................27: 96
Wilson Madeline E of Emil H and Mary E July 20 1925........27: 96
Wilson Marion H of William T and Janie July 29 1925.......27: 160
Wilson Marion L of Ronald and Lillian M June 9 1930........29: 223
Wilson Marjorie R of Ernest and Gladys E Dec 5 1926........27: 327
Wilson Mary H of Ellery L and Fanny E May 10 1924...........26: 246
Wilson Mary J of George E and Margaret Apr 27 1922........25: 235
Wilson Merrill D of Percy J and Margaret Aug 5 1928........28: 263
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Wilson Milton V of Howarth F and Anna Feb 7 1929........... 29: 17
Wilson Muriel M of Frederick R and Laurina Aug 29 1926. 27: 284
Wilson Norma E of Albert E and Ida M Jan 21 1924........ 26: 364
Wilson Norma V of Oluf W and Bergljot K June 8 1924...... 26: 262
Wilson Olive of Milton and Mary V Jan 24 1930............ 29: 165
Wilson Oluf W of Oluf W and Bergljot K May 12 1922........ 25: 243
Wilson Ralph E of Gustav and Anna E July 4 1927........ 28: 84
Wilson Raymond E of Raymond E and Helen Mar 20 1926..... 27: 207
Wilson Richard A of Richard A and Marion B Jan 26 1927.... 28: 10
Wilson Richard E of Leroy E and Estelle L June 2 1928.... 28: 234
Wilson Robert J of James A and Ethel Mar 14 1926........... 27: 205
Wilson Robert L of Lloyd C and Irene July 11 1924........ 26: 279
Wilson Robert W of Robert W and Xellie Sept 12 1924...... 26: 311
Wilson Roger B of Ellery L and Fanny E Sept 21 1927...... 28: 118
Wilson Ruth E (e) of Cecil J and Ethel G Apr 22 1923.... 26: 54
Wilson Ruth M of Emil H and Mary E June 5 1929.......... 29: 66
Wilson Thomas N of Thomas P and Margaret H Dec 22 1926... 27: 333
Wilson Vernon K of Vernon K and Elizabeth Nov 30 1930... 29: 294
Wilson Virginia D of John E and Virginia Sept 13 1930.... 29: 263
Wilson Virginia M of Raymond E and Helen Oct 1 1924...... 26: 322
Wilson Warren A of Ellery L and Fanny E June 7 1921...... 25: 68
Wilson William D of Thomas F and Florence Sept 29 1926... 27: 298
Wilson William T of William T and Jennie Nov 9 1926..... 27: 316
Wilson —— d of Victor N and Marion Aug 26 1930........... 29: 255
Wilsoncroft George H of Harold and Esther June 21 1924... 26: 268
Winchell Charles F of Wilfred B and Hazel Nov 2 1924..... 26: 365
Winchell Wilford B of Wilford B and Hazel Aug 30 1928.... 28: 273
Windle Louise M of John and Mary July 23 1921............ 25: 94
Wine Anita M of Rudolph J and Jennie F Dec 23 1929...... 29: 150
Wine Esther M of Leo and Dora Jan 2 1923.................. 26: 2
Wine Harvey of David S and Rose Aug 22 1923............... 26: 114
Wine Jordan H of Leo and Dora Nov 26 1925................ 27: 154
Wine Maurice A of Louis H and Julia Oct 6 1927........... 28: 126
Wine Rosaline L of Louis H and Julia Sept 8 1929......... 29: 107
Winfield Patricia K of Joseph A and Helen M May 23 1924... 26: 252
Winfield William I (e) of William and Ruth E July 22 1921.. 25: 93
Wing Eldred G of Fred E and Ruth H Sept 20 1921.......... 25: 177
Wing Elihu S of Elihu S and Marguerite D Aug 15 1921.... 25: 105
Wing Gilbert B of William A and Lilian M M Dec 16 1924... 26: 355
Wing Leo F of Thurza E June 12 1921....................... 25: 70
Wing Marjorie of Elihu S and Marguerite D Mar 12 1924.... 26: 216
Wing Norma B of William A and Lilian M M Aug 16 1926..... 27: 279
Wing Richard E of Elihu S and Marguerite D Nov 13 1926... 27: 318
Wing Sally A of Wilson G and Marjorie June 3 1921........25: 67
Wing Wilson G of Wilson G and Marjorie Apr 23 1925........27: 54
Wing —— s of William A and Lillian M M May 31 1921........25: 65
Winkler Miriam E of William and Minnie Oct 6 1923........26: 139
Wink Clare L of Clarence H and Mary M July 7 1927........28: 85
Wink Clarence H of Clarence H and Mary M Oct 22 1925........27: 140
Wink Helen M of Clarence H and Mary M Apr 26 1930........29: 204
Wink Marilyn G of Clarence H and Mary M Jan 12 1929........29: 5
Winkleman Harold N of Harry and Sarah Apr 10 1926........27: 218
Winkleman Selma of Harry and Sarah Dec 10 1924........26: 353
Winkler Clare T of Eli and Pearl Nov 14 1922........25: 332
Winkler John W of Harold and Eleanor Dec 11 1925........27: 162
Winkler Lois L of Harry and Bessie S May 28 1925........27: 70
Winkler Milton H of Eli and Pearl June 14 1926........27: 250
Winkler Neville E of Harry and Bessie S Feb 20 1922........25: 202
Winman Charles D of Charles O and Irene Feb 27 1925........27: 25
Winn Dorothy R of Max and Pearl June 7 1930........29: 222
Winn Helen L of Thomas and Ette C Nov 29 1921........25: 153
Winn James R of Mathew F and Annie W Oct 24 1927........28: 134
Winn Marion of Henry M and Ellen M July 4 1927........28: 84
Winn Phyllis of Bernard and Frances Feb 9 1928........28: 184
Winn Ralph of Bernard and Frances Sept 27 1921........29: 128
Winograd Albert N of Maurice W and Etta M Sept 4 1927........28: 112
Winograd Gerald I of Maurice W and Etta M Jan 5 1924........26: 185
Winograd Ruth of Maurice W and Etta M Nov 28 1930........29: 293
Winpenny —— s of Richard C and Marjorie L Apr 4 1923........26: 60
Winslow Barbara of Winthrop and Agnes May 30 1924........26: 256
Winslow Donald L of Lloyd R and Dorothy G July 21 1925........27: 97
Winslow Nancy G of Lloyd R and Dorothy G Feb 28 1929........29: 25
Winslow Willard S of Willard S and Elsie L Dec 7 1922........25: 342
Winslow —— d of Winthrop and Agnes Dec 20 1921........25: 177
Winsor Arthur W of Arthur L and Florence 1 May 14 1923........26: 66
Winsor Audrey B of Andrew DeW and Elizabeth F Jan 17
1930. ................................................29: 162
Winsor David R of William G and Grace G Oct 28 1921........25: 144
Winsor Edward H of Edward H and Hannah H May 6 1921........25: 54
Winsor Edward S of Edward and Mary McD Aug 28 1929........29: 102
Winsor Frances M (twin) of Ralph T and Elizabeth C May 13
1927. ................................................28: 59
Winsor George H of Ralph T and Elizabeth C Feb 20 1930........29: 176
Winsor Gordon DeW of Andrew DeW and Elizabeth F Apr 8
1928. ................................................28: 210
Winsor Mary E of Herbert L and Ethel M Dec 24 1929........29: 150
Winsor Philip of William G and Grace Oct 16 1924........26: 327
Winsor Priscilla A of Andrew B and Jessie July 23 1929........29: 87
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1929. .......................... 29:147

Winters Albert of Albert P and Amie L Jan 23 1926 ................ 27:183
Winters Claire of Vincent B and Agnes E May 1 1922 .............. 25:239
Winters Edna of Edward P and Alice L Apr 2 1923 .................. 26:46
Winters Edward of Edward P and Alice L Oct 7 1926 .............. 27:303
Winters Eva C of Albert P and Amie L Jan 4 1922 .................. 25:179
Winters Gertrude of Sarah Jan 28 1921 ............................. 25:11
Winters Harriet of Albert P and Annie L Dec 8 1928 ............. 28:326
Winters Helen C of Raymond C and Jane R Apr 23 1930 ............ 29:203
Winters Hope of Vincent B and Agnes E Aug 30 1928 .............. 28:273
Winters Jean of Edward P and Alice L Jan 24 1930 ............... 29:165
Winters John J of Albert P and Amie L Feb 11 1927 .............. 28:18
Winters Joseph of Edward P and Alice L May 28 1924 ............. 26:255
Winters Thomas of Albert P and Amie L Apr 2 1930 ................ 29:195
Winters — d of Albert P and Amie L Feb 29 1924 .................. 26:209
Winters — s of Vincent B and Agnes E May 26 1924 ............... 26:254
Winthrop Murray of Harry and Sadye E July 24 1924 ............. 26:285
Winthrop Stanley J of Raymond and Mollie May 12 1928 ......... 28:224
Wintman Annette I (twin) of Samuel H and Katherine Dec 25 .... 27:167

1925. .......................... 27:167

Wintman Selma M (twin) of Samuel H and Katherine Dec 25 ....... 27:167

1925. .......................... 27:167

Winward Earl J of Arthur E and Margaret M July 26 1930 ...... 29:212
Winward Eileen E of Harry R and Claire Nov 17 1929 .......... 29:135
Winward Elizabeth of Arthur E and Margaret Aug 7 1928 ....... 28:264
Winward Ethel of Richard S B and Alice M Jan 19 1923 ......... 26:8
Winward Leonard of Richard S B and Alice M Apr 28 1924 ...... 26:238
Wirblicki Ralph of William and Luok Feb 15 1922 ............... 25:199
Wirth Paul A of Paul A and Ida Dec 6 1928 ....................... 28:316
Wisbey Wayland B of Herbert and Marietta June 11 1924 ....... 26:263
Wischnowsky Harold of Herman W and Helen Dec 8 1925........27: 161
Wischnowsky Helen of Herman W and Helen Aug 9 1923........26: 108
Wischnowsky Herman of Herman W and Helen Sept 3 1924....26: 307
Wischnowsky Marion D of Oscar B and Mary E Sept 30 1924...26: 319
Wischnowsky Richard of Herman W and Helen Feb 8 1929....29: 17
Wischnowsky William of Herman W and Helen Jan 24 1927....28: 12
Wisdom John E of Joseph E and Gladys G May 9 1925.......27: 63
Wise Barbara E of Isaac T and Marion Dec 26 1930........29: 305
Wiseman Barbara T of Charles J and Catherine M June 29
1930. ........................................................................29: 231
Wiseman Cathleen D of Charles J and Catherine July 6 1925.27: 90
Wiseman Charles of Sam and Esther Mar 2 1923.............26: 31
Wiseman Everett F (twin) of Charles J and Catherine Mar 16
1923. ........................................................................26: 36
Wiseman Raymond V (twin) of Charles J and Catherine Mar 16
1923. ........................................................................26: 36
Wishnevsky Aaron of Morris and Ida June 17 1928..........28: 240
Wishnevsky Beverly E of Samuel and Harrietta Apr 19 1930.29: 201
Wisum Elizabeth R of Harold P and Elizabeth M July 9
1928. ........................................................................28: 250
Wisnom Catherine of John J and Mary M Sept 3 1925.....27: 119
Wisnom Catherine V of George F and Nora A June 14 1930.29: 225
Wisnom Francis J of George F and Nora A Aug 14 1926....27: 278
Wisnom George E of George F and Nora A Jan 29 1928.....28: 178
Wisnom Mary A of John J and Mary M Oct 19 1922........25: 320
Withington Joan B of George E and Hope P Dec 24 1930...29: 304
Witkin Edith N of Joseph B and Rose Aug 25 1924........26: 301
Witter Edith E of William II and Hilda Feb 28 1922......25: 206
Wittig Dorothy J of John M and Pearl J Aug 16 1930......29: 251
Wittum Freda of Albert F and Julia L Feb 2 1923...........26: 16
Wneaek Nellie of John and Rose Jan 18 1922.................25: 185
Wocykin Martha M of Adam and Pauline July 29 1922.....25: 280
Wohlleben John D of Arthur G and Alice F Oct 7 1922....25: 315
Wojciechowski Chester L of Nicholas J and Amelia Nov 15
1925. .......................................................................27: 150
Wojciechowski Walter of Nicholas J and Amelia Mar 17
1928. .......................................................................28: 200
Woisard Ethel L of Leonidas M and Sarah A Aug 11 1924..26: 295
Wojciekan John of Adam and Apolonia Mar 22 1921.......25: 34
Wojek Edward of Piotr and Teofila Sept 23 1922..........25: 307
Wojtyna Joseph of Wowrzyniec and Catherine Aug 4 1921.25: 101
Wold Madeline G of Martin and Della July 14 1921........25: 90
Wolf Agnes of Charles R and Bertha Nov 12 1929..........29: 133
Wolf Albert of Herbert C and Alice L Sept 14 1927........28: 116
Wolf Dorothy of Charles R and Bertha Nov 16 1927.......28: 143
Wolf Frederick C of Mabel M June 21 1923..................26: 81
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Wolf Irene M of Herbert C and Alice L May 12 1926 ........... 27:233
Wolf Ruth T of Maurice A and Ruth E Mar 18 1922 ........... 25:355
Wolf Walter J of Jacob and Dora W Dec 1 1928 ........... 28:314
Wolfe Ada of Thomas H and Genevieve Sept 7 1923 ........... 26:123
Wolfe Barbara R of Samuel and Hattie July 3 1928 ........... 28:248
Wolfe David W of Julius S and Ruth Sept 11 1930 ........... 29:262
Wolfe Eleanor G of Samuel and Hattie Apr 28 1923 ........... 26: 57
Wolfe Harold D of Herman and Rose July 3 1921 ........... 25: 86
Wolfe Irvin M of Herman and Rose Dec 28 1922 ........... 25:350
Wolfe James R of James R and Elsie L Sept 15 1921 ........... 25:122
Wolfe Marshall G of Samuel and Hattie Apr 11 1925 ........... 27: 48
Wolfe Mary E of Walter F and Clara B Feb 1 1924 ........... 26:198
Wolfe Mary S B of Frank R and Helen E Apr 29 1921 ........... 25: 50
Wolfe Miriam H of Herman and Rose Nov 25 1924 ........... 26:346
Wolfenden Martha M of William H and Mederise Jan 19

1928. ............. 28: 174
Wolfenden Theodore L of William H and Mederise Sept 18

1929. ............. 29:111
Wolfenden Virginia L of Arthur L and Marjorie Apr 15 1928 ........... 28:213
Wolfenden William B of Harold B and Jessie July 28 1923 ........... 26: 99
Wolfenden ——s of Charles and Edna Apr 11 1930 ........... 29:199
Wolfson Bertram of Samuel and Dora Dec 21 1930 ........... 29:303
Wolfson Everett of Max and Gertrude July 16 1924 ........... 26:281
Wolfson Harold of Samuel and Dora Oct 3 1926 ........... 27:301
Wolk Diane of Lawrence and Elsie Apr 16 1930 ........... 29:200
Wolkoff Phyllis R of William and Julianna Nov 7 1927 ........... 28:140
Woll Barbara A of John A and Christine L July 29 1930 ........... 29:243
Woll John A of John A and Christine L Sept 19 1921 ........... 25:124
Wollenweber Erna of Fred and Emma Sept 29 1922 ........... 25:309
Wolfman Marjorie of Henry M and Esther A Feb 24 1922 ........... 25:204
Woloff Anita M of Benjamin and Celia June 23 1930 ........... 29:229
Woloohojian Elizabeth of Harry and Aghavni May 1 1924 ........... 26:242
Woloohojian Hagop H of Harry and Aghavni Dec 9 1925 ........... 27:161
Wolpert Marsha S of Harry and Isabel R Nov 2 1929 ........... 29:130
Wolstencroft Arthur A of Harold and Esther Aug 5 1926 ........... 27:275
Wolstencroft Thomas H of Harold and Esther L May 26 1922 ........... 25:249
Wong Alice L (chi) of Harry H and Lee June 29 1926 ........... 27:256
Wong Arthur H (chi) of Dick and Alice Oct 1 1927 ........... 28:124
Wong Edward S (chi) of Harry H and Lee Apr 26 1924 ........... 26:237
Wong Henry J (chi) of Harry H and Lee July 29 1927 ........... 28: 94
Wong Margaret (chi) of George and Helen Y Nov 6 1927 ........... 28:139
Wong Richard (chi) of Dick and Alice Nov 12 1922 ........... 25:331
Wong Robert L (chi) of Dick and Alice Dec 20 1930 ........... 29:303
Wood Agnes V of Charles T and Agnes V Aug 1 1924 ........... 26:291
Wood Albert D of Howard D and Edith L June 8 1930 ........... 29:223
Wood Arthur B of Arthur B and Beda Feb 11 1922 ........... 25:197
Wood Arthur E of Alexander A and Ruth I Nov 17 1928....28: 397
Wood Arthur W of Arthur W and Amelia E July 2 1928...28: 247
Wood Barbara A of Charles H and Ellen J Sept 6 1930....29: 261
Wood Barbara J of Arthur D and Viola K Sept 8 1928....28: 278
Wood Barbara M of Joseph C and Ethel H Aug 10 1924....26: 295
Wood Charlotte F of Edgar A and Genevieve S Jan 5 1923...26: 3
Wood Charlotte V of Walter S and Charlotte V June 11 1927.28: 73
Wood Chestina M of Walter W and Margaret R Mar 26 1922.25: 219
Wood Claire C of Clarence and Frances Dec 23 1927....28: 159
Wood Daisy M of Henry and Georgiana Sept 25 1928....28: 284
Wood Donald C of Charles A and Annie E M Feb 25 1927....28: 23
Wood Donald C of Randolph D and Gladys Oct 8 1927....28: 127
Wood Dorothy A of Randolph D and Gladys Aug 20 1925....27: 112
Wood Douglas F of Earl and Helen June 10 1924.........26: 263
Wood Elizabeth M of Robert and Lucy D Dec 22 1923....26: 173
Wood Elmer J of Alexander A and Ruth I Jan 9 1930....29: 160
Wood Ernest R of Raymond A and Ellen M Sept 14 1930....29: 264
Wood Esther M of John and Jennie May 10 1927...........28: 58
Wood Ethel M of Clinton E and Anna E Oct 15 1928......28: 293
Wood Eugene F of Walter W and Margaret R Sept 21 1925..27: 126
Wood Evelyn of Clement and Margaret Nov 30 1921....25: 159
Wood Evelyn M of Alexander A and Ruth I June 17 1927...28: 75
Wood Frances E of Clarence J and Frances C Oct 2 1925...27: 132
Wood Frances J of Irving C and Frances J Sept 27 1929...29: 114
Wood George A of Samuel E and Rose A Aug 11 1922......25: 286
Wood George E of Cyril R and Barbara Sept 13 1928....28: 280
Wood Gilbert M of Arthur L and Katherine E Mar 6 1924...26: 214
Wood Herbert C of Herbert C and Edith Sept 28 1927....28: 121
Wood Hollis C of Hollis C and Theresa Mar 18 1930....29: 188
Wood Hope A of Gordon S and Ethel E Apr 2 1929...........29: 40
Wood Irene G of Walter S and Charlotte V Sept 14 1928...28: 280
Wood Irving of Levi and Emma E Nov 30 1923.............26: 163
Wood Irving C of Irving C and Frances July 25 1928....28: 256
Wood Jeffrey of William M and Ann Nov 17 1926...........27: 319
Wood Joan of Edgar A and Genevieve S May 7 1925....27: 62
Wood John G of John and Jennie Apr 27 1924.............26: 238
Wood Joseph C of Joseph C and Ethel H Feb 12 1926....27: 192
Wood Justin G of Garold B and Leonora C Apr 16 1926....27: 221
Wood Justine L of Clinton R and Julia G Nov 24 1927....28: 146
Wood Kathryn H of Earl F and Helen July 21 1930........29: 241
Wood Marjorie A of Charles A and Annie E M May 26 1925.27: 69
Wood Raymond A of Raymond A and Ellen M Jan 7 1927....28: 3
Wood Raymond I of Lester and Regina July 4 1929........29: 79
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Wood Raymond R of Walter S and Charlotte V Mar 2 1926...27: 200
Wood Richard D of William H and Gertrude Apr 20 1930...29: 202
Wood Richard M of John G and Alice July 11 1930...29: 237
Wood Richard P of Robert P and Louise Feb 6 1929...29: 17
Wood Robert A of Charles A and Annie E M May 15 1922...25: 244
Wood Robert F of Robert F and Helen G May 15 1921...25: 58
Wood Robert G of Robert and Lucy D Jan 7 1922...25: 180
Wood Robert H G of William J and Elizabeth M May 27 1924...26: 254
Wood Robert L of Lawrence B and Edith Apr 21 1923...26: 54
Wood Robert R of Cyril R and Barbara Dec 30 1929...29: 153
Wood Ruth I of Alexander A and Ruth 1 Sept 14 1924...26: 312
Wood Ruth E of Charles R and Martha E Nov 14 1925...27: 150
Wood Samuel of Samuel E and Rose A Feb 8 1928...28: 183
Wood Shirley E of Lester and Regina Oct 23 1927...28: 133
Wood Shirley R of Myrtle Sept 16 1929...29: 110
Wood Thomas K of Charles T and Agnes V July 17 1927...28: 90
Wood Virginia R of Warren A and Amelia J Mar 24 1922...25: 218
Wood Virginia R of Clarence F and Virginia D Feb 28 1928...28: 191
Wood William F of Charles R and Martha E Jan 1 1923...26: 1
Wood William J of William J and Elizabeth M Jan 14 1922...25: 183
Wood William J of Alexander A and Ruth 1 July 17 1922...25: 274
Wood —— s of Harry and Gertrude E Apr 21 1921...25: 47
Wood —— d of Arthur D and Viola K Aug 12 1926...27: 286
Woodard Albert L of Russell E and Rebecca M Apr 21 1925...27: 53
Woodard Betty A of Russell E and Rebecca M Jan 8 1930...29: 159
Woodard Harold C of Clarence A and Hazel F Jan 16 1921...25: 6
Woodard Henrietta A (Ind) of Warren N and Dorothy M Jan
22 1926...27: 183
Woodard Lewis E of Lewis E and Lois Feb 3 1925...27: 17
Woodard Merrill D of Merrill D and Alice 1 June 1 1929...29: 65
Woodard Muriel A of Clarence A and Hazel F Mar 9 1924...26: 216
Woodbine Beverly H of Thomas F and Estelle Sept 28 1925...27: 129
Woodbine Edward R of Edward and Edythe F Dec 2 1927...28: 151
Woodbine George T of Harry G and Bessie M Dec 26 1923...26: 175
Woodbine Gerald of Mitchell and May C May 20 1929...29: 58
Woodbine Harry G of Harry G and Bessie M Dec 10 1922...25: 344
Woodbine Lois E of Thomas F and Estelle July 4 1927...28: 84
Woodbine Richard P of Edward and Edythe F Nov 11 1928...28: 305
Woodbine Warren T of Thomas F and Estelle July 21 1924...26: 283
Woodbine William M of Mitchell and May C Feb 25 1928...28: 190
Woodbury Carolyn of Harry G and Ethel F Jan 7 1925...27: 4
Woodbury Julia M of Kenneth J and Iris Nov 23 1926...27: 322
Woodcock Barbara R of William and Janet Mar 11 1924...26: 216
Woodcock Francis J of William W and Valentine Aug 29 1923...26: 116
Woodcock Gertrude of William W and Valentine Nov 20 1921...25: 155
Woodcock Gloria G of Irene Apr 22 1928...28: 215
Woodcock  Herbert A of Herbert A and Helen  Sept 12 1928......28:280
Woodcock  James E of William W and Valentine  Jan 1 1928......28:168
Woodcock  James J of James J and Mary E  Sept 16 1923......26:128
Woodcock  Mary E of Herbert A and Helen  Feb 8 1930......29:171
Woodcock  Raymond P of William W and Valentine  Nov 1
1929. ______________________________________________________ 29:130
Woodcock  William H of William H and Janet R  Nov 15 1928.28:306
Woodhead  Florence P of Walter and Lillian  Nov 5 1923......26:154
Woodman  Elbert W of True W and Ethel M  May 16 1926......27:233
Woodman  Ethel M of True W and Ethel M  Feb 25 1925......27:  25
Woodman  Ruth of David and Jessie  June 2 1928......28:234
Woodman  Wallace W of True W and Ethel M  Nov 7 1930......29:286
Woodmansee  Betty L of Clinton B and Doris  Sept 23 1923......26:131
Woodmansee  Dorothy M of Walter L and Anna I  Apr 21
1926. ______________________________________________________ 27:223
Woodruff  Spofford of Gerald B and Helen  Oct 19 1930......29:278
Woods  Elizabeth M of Samuel J and Isabella J  Dec 5 1928......28:315
Woods  Henry F of William J and Della M  Jan 24 1923......26:  10
Woods  Joseph E of Mildred  July 4 1930............................29:234
Woods  Mary of Ernest J and Alice I  June 29 1922......25:266
Woods  Patricia of Timothy F and Mary J  Apr 12 1921......25:  43
Woods  Robert A of Timothy F and Mary J  Sept 11 1923......26:125
Woods  Thomas R of Chester J and Gladys E  Dec 10 1923......26:169
Woodthorpe  Raymond of William J and Emma M G  Mar 15
1921. ______________________________________________________ 25:  84
Woodthorpe  William J of William J and Emma M  Aug 21
1922. ______________________________________________________ 25:291
Woodward  Edward of Ellsworth S and Annie W  Aug 30 1921.25:112
Woodward  Elizabeth R of Raymond F and Nellie M  Mar 24
1923. ______________________________________________________ 26:  40
Woodward  Honora C of Warren U and Dorothy M  Feb 12 1928.28:185
Woodward  Mildred C of Ellmer P and Mildred E  May 6
1923. ______________________________________________________ 26:62 and 180
Woodward  Patricia of Albert L and Florence M  June 9 1926.27:247
Woodward  Raymond B of Raymond F and Nellie  Dec 1 1928.28:314
Woodward  Robert H of Robert H and Alice H  Oct 17 1922......25:319
Woodward  Ruth L of Edward and Angelina  June 2 1924......26:259
Woodward  —— s of Roy and Winifred M  Oct 12 1930......29:283
Woodworth  Charles M of Charles M and Mary E  Aug 7 1922.25:284
Woolf  Charles of Rubin and Lena  Jan 15 1926......27:180
Woolf  Earl L of Benjamin M and Fannie  Nov 4 1927......28:139
Woolf  Matilda R of Samuel and Esther  Dec 1 1923......26:166
Woolfall  Dorothy of Henry F and Katherine  Feb 13 1924......26:203
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Woolley Jeanne P of Charles L and Ethelyn C Aug 20 1925. 27: 112
Woolley Mary C of Horace W and Alice L Apr 4 1924. 26: 228
Woolley Ruth C of Charles L and Ethelyn C Mar 31 1922. 25: 221
Worden Audrey G of Reginald K and Harriet I June 7 1928. 28: 236
Worden Dorothy F of Charles C and Dorothy F Aug 7 1927. 28: 100
Worden Virginia of Marcus M and Alice S Jan 31 1921. 25: 12
Wordsman John E of Daniel S and Veronica Dec 31 1926. 27: 336
Worgal Ryszard H of Michael and Winnie Nov 21 1927. 28: 145
Workman Barbara M of John and Annie F July 13 1924. 26: 280
Workman Norman W of William A and Florence G Oct 22
1921. 25: 142
Workman William J of William J and Martha June 4 1923. 26: 75
Works Dorothy M of Harold and Florence M June 7 1927. 28: 71
Wornik Barbara J of Ada L Oct 18 1930. 29: 277
Worrall George S of George A and Sarah E June 24 1930. 29: 229
Worrall Ralph H of Ralph H and Ida M Dec 31 1922. 25: 351
Worrall Virginia of Philip and May Aug 1 1926. 27: 273
Worrell Flora E of George A and Sarah E June 11 1926. 27: 248
Worrell Frederick T of Frederick T and Jessie July 30 1923. 26: 100
Worrell Nancy R of Frederick T and Jessie Jan 19 1926. 27: 181
Worris Stanley J of Stanley J and Mary H July 13 1925. 27: 93
Worsley Robert E of Robert J and Josephine Oct 16 1927. 28: 130
Worth Avis I of Ralph M J and Irene Apr 21 1922. 25: 232
Worthington Ruth B of Earle R and Alice Feb 28 1922. 25: 206
Wotherspoon John A of Alexander W M and Mary J June 13
1926. 27: 249
Wotherspoon June E of Alexander W M and Mary J June 18
1925. 27: 80
Wotton Frederick B of Frederick B and Irene C June 26 1929. 29: 74
Woulfe Helen P of Ralph P and Edith C Mar 17 1930. 29: 188
Woulfe John R of John R and Florence M Jan 7 1925. 27: 4
Woulfe Joseph X of John R and Florence M June 12 1926. 27: 249
Woulfe Mary F of Francis H and Mary E May 23 1925. 27: 68
Woulfe Patricia A of John R and Florence M Dec 31 1929. 29: 152
Wowczuk Aniela A of Basil and Mary Mar 12 1923. 26: 35
Wozniak Edvard of Wicenty and Karolina June 8 1921. 25: 69
Wraithall Donald H of William and Florence E Feb 25 1930. 29: 178
Wraithall Mary E of Vincent D and Mary E Dec 15 1922. 25: 346
Wraithall Robert W of William and Florence E May 6 1928. 28: 222
Wray Sidney W of Sidney W and Georgia M June 23 1923. 26: 82
Wray Thomas of Sidney W and Georgia M Apr 29 1927. 28: 32
Wrazlawsy Hillel E of Aron and Helene Feb 16 1930. 29: 174
Wrazlowski Fanny of Aron and Helena Nov 4 1923. 26: 153
Wrenn Helen of Helen May 2 1929.................................29: 52
Wright Alexander S of William and Mary Sept 27 1928.....28: 285
Wright Bernice R of Herbert K and Grace M Aug 10 1921...25: 163
Wright Betty P of Eugene A and Hope E May 31 1930......29: 218
Wright Charles C of Louis V and Eva M July 25 1926......27: 269
Wright Charles E of John E and Elizabeth Jan 28 1928.....28: 178
Wright Claire A of Joseph L and Martha J July 9 1927......28: 86
Wright Claire C of Arthur J and Evelyn E Apr 9 1927......28: 44
Wright David of David and Dorothy C June 2 1928..........28: 234
Wright Donald C of Chester A and Alice E Apr 1 1924......26: 227
Wright Donald E of Louis V and Eva M Apr 25 1929.........29: 48
Wright Duncan L of Duncan L and Katherine Nov 6 1930....29: 286
Wright Eileen L of Arthur J and Evelyn E Nov 22 1924.....26: 344
Wright Elizabeth V of William S and Winifred F Feb 3 1925.27: 17
Wright Ellen of Thomas and Ellen Apr 29 1926..............27: 226
Wright Ethel M of George and Nellie Jan 30 1922..........25: 190
Wright Frank C of Walter R and Bertha Feb 17 1925.......27: 22
Wright Gladys M of John E S and Elizabeth Dec 11 1930....29: 299
Wright Harold B of George F and Florence E June 29 1927..28: 80
Wright Helen J of James and Joan May 3 1927..............28: 56
Wright Henry E of George F and Florence E Mar 18 1923....26: 180
Wright Henry F of John E and Elizabeth Jan 9 1923........26: 4
Wright Hilma D of David and Dorothy Nov 12 1926.........27: 317
Wright James of James and Joan Apr 3 1925................27: 45
Wright James II of William S and Winifred F Apr 30 1926..27: 226
Wright Janet L of John W and Catherine Feb 27 1925......27: 25
Wright Joan of Frederic W and Mary O Aug 9 1925..........27: 107
Wright Joseph H of Thomas and Ellen Dec 21 1927..........28: 158
Wright June E of Frank and Mary Mar 26 1930..............29: 191
Wright Kathleen of George and Nellie July 8 1924.........26: 278
Wright Kirby W of Kirby W and Janet Aug 26 1929.........29: 101
Wright Lucille F of Benjamin R and Mildred Oct 1 1924.....26: 322
Wright Mahlon G of Nathan M and Hazel B Apr 12 1921.....25: 43
Wright Marion E of William S and Winifred F Mar 13 1930..29: 186
Wright Mathew J of Herbert J and Julia J July 2 1925......27: 88
Wright Nettie A of Leslie A and Alice T Oct 29 1930........29: 281
Wright Phyllis I of Oscar L and Irene G Mar 30 1922......25: 221
Wright Robert F of Florence Apr 23 1923....................26: 55
Wright Robert G of Catherine Nov 15 1926..................27: 318
Wright Ruth B of George F and Florence E Sept 25 1921....25: 127
Wright Sarah A of Joseph H and Constance M Mar 27 1922..25: 220
Wright Shirley A of Chester A and Alice E Mar 16 1925.....27: 35
Wright Sidney R of Frederic W and Mary O Sept 14 1929....29: 109
Wright Thomas E of William S and Winifred F Sept 15 1922.25: 304
Wright Victor (c) of Rosetta Feb 12 1929....................29: 19
Wright Waldo M (twin) of Nathan M and Hazel B June 20

Wright Walter R of Walter R and Bertha Nov 18 1928........26:267
Wright Winifred M of William S and Winifred F Sept 19 1927.28:118
Wright Zella M of William J and Hollie Mar 7 1928..........28:196
Wright — (twin) s of Nathan M and Hazel B June 20

Wright — s of Lucius F E and Elsie M Jan 12 1930.........29:168
Wright — d of John W and Catherine M Jan 28 1930........29:168
Wrigley Millicent L of Fred and Margaret Sept 9 1921.....25:120
Wroblewski Walter of John and Josepha Dec 2 1926........27:326
Wuensch Evelyn of Max E and Alma Jan 15 1921..........25: 6
Wuerker Karl of Fritz A and Margaret C Feb 9 1928.......28:184
Wulff Ada I (twin) of Hans E F and Violet B Nov 26 1925.27:154
Wulff Eileen M of Hans E F and Violet B Mar 31 1927......28: 39
Wulff Ernest F of Hans E F and Violet B June 22 1923.....26: 82
Wulff Violet F (twin) of Hans E F and Violet B Nov 26 1925.27:154
Wunsch Arthur W of Arthur W and Sadie A Sept 6 1921....25:118
Wunsch Lester W of Herman P and Mildred A June 17 1923..26: 80
Wust Carl J of Louis O and Ida July 2 1928.............28:247
Wust Clare A M of Louis A and Ida Aug 12 1923...........26:109
Wust — s of Louis and Ida Jan 24 1927..................28: 13
Wyatt David E of Otis C and Prudence D Sept 14 1928....28:289
Wyatt Donald W of Andrew W and Margaret A Apr 15 1929.29: 45
Wyatt Gerald F of Andrew W and Margaret A Sept 16 1930.29:265
Wyatt Judith F of Otis C and Prudence D Dec 29 1929.....29:152
Wyatt Marion P of Charles R and Clara M Jan 6 1925.....27:  3
Wyatt Marjorie E of Arthur T and Clara A Apr 13 1925....27: 49
Wyatt Mary E of Russell C and Mary E Sept 8 1922........25:301
Wyatt Otis C of Otis C and Prudence D Oct 15 1927.......28:130
Wyatt Richard of Fred C and Florence E June 29 1923.....26: 85
Wyckoff Donald M of Harold M and Marion Apr 11 1924....25: 43
Wyle Betty J of Bernard and Elise Nov 21 1924.........26:344
Wyley Lois H R (c) of Robert F and Rose E June 17 1925....27: 80
Wylie Barbara J of Hugh and Laura June 21 1922........25:262
Wylie Hazel A of William J and Edith M Jan 20 1923.......26:  9
Wylie Herbert G of Hugh and Laura Dec 11 1923........26:170
Wylie Irene M of George H and Mary H Jan 24 1921.......25: 10
Wylie Robert E of Smith R and Margaret June 16 1929.....29: 71
Wyllie Evelyn A of Hugh Y and Agnes D Apr 2 1927........28: 41
Wyllie Hugh Y of Hugh Y and Agnes D Dec 21 1928.........28:321
Wyllie Jeanie Y of William Y and Agnes Apr 27 1923........26: 57
Wyllie Robert R of Hugh Y and Agnes D Oct 5 1923........26:138
Wyllie Ruth E of William Y and Agnes Nov 3 1924..........26:336
Wyly Edward S (c) of Robert F and Rose E Aug 31 1923....26:117
Wyly Robert F (c) of Robert F and Rose E Jan 18 1922....25:185
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Wyman Richard A of William and Ethel Sept 28 1926...........27: 298
Wyman Shirley E of William C and Dorothy A Mar 14 1922..25: 213
Wynn Florence of James V and Florence M Feb 5 1929........29:  16
Wynn Richard F of John and Esther Apr 26 1927.............28:  51
Wyne Dorothy of Walter V and Luella I Nov 11 1921.........25:151
Wynne James of James and Gertrude Mar 6 1926...............27: 202
Wyrostek Vincent W of Vincent W and Anna Oct 28 1928.....28: 298
Wyspianaska Albert of Olga Feb 19 1928......................28: 188
Wytyckav Florence of Karzimis and Victoria Sept 16 1923...26: 128
Wytrwat Walter of Karzimis and Victoria July 15 1925.....27:  94

Xaras —— d of Theodoros and Elena C Aug 24 1922..........25: 277
Xiques Dorothy J of Achille R H and Mildred L Aug 19 1925..27:111
Xiques Joseph R of Achille R H and Mildred L Apr 9 1924....26: 230
Xiques Marjorie of Achille R H and Mildred L Sept 29 1921..25:129

Yabroudy Moussa of Metrey M and Marie G Apr 1 1921.......25:  39
Yaffe Cecelia of Harris J and Bessie Dec 12 1921.........25: 166
Yaffe Howard S of Abe and Ida July 25 1929.................29:  88
Yaffe Marilyn S of Benjamin and Selma Dec 4 1921.........26: 351
Yaffee Barbara E of Maurice and Ida Feb 11 1922............25:197
Yaghjian Nuvart N of Manoog and Arshakoyce Mar 2 1929.....29:  27
Yagielloicz Irena H of Boleslaw and Mary July 22 1922...25: 276
Yahn Helen J of Chester E and Doris I Oct 23 1922........25: 322
Yakaitis Edna M of Joseph and Anna Dec 7 1923..............26: 168
Yandian Joseph of Bab and Susan May 27 1922...............25: 249
Yandian Karan of Bob and Victoria Mar 27 1929..............29:  36
Yandian Mariam of Bob and Victoria Jan 7 1928..............28: 170
Yandian Serop of Babo and Shoushan May 22 1923............26:  69
Yankopoulos Florence of Alexander and Mary July 8 1927...28:  86
Yanku Miriam A of Bernard and Rose Sept 24 1927...........28: 119
Yanku Victor of Abraham and Anna Oct 15 1923...............26:143
Yanku Samuel of Abraham and Anna Jan 8 1925..............27:  4
Yanku —— s of David and Celia Oct 16 1924..................26: 327
Yanyar Winifred of Paul R and Gladys Feb 14 1928..........28:186
Yapp Hazel of Ernest R and Frances E Mar 24 1923..........26:  40
Yapp Roberta E of Ernest R and Frances E Aug 21 1921.....25:109
Yaremchoak George of Peter and Mary July 31 1924.........26:288
Yarlasavetsky Gloria of George and Mildred M June 9 1929..29:  68
Yates Edwin L of William M and Christina R Feb 7 1922....25:196
Yates George T of George and Georgina Feb 13 1921..........25:  18
Yates James F E of James E and Ann E May 16 1925.........27:  65
Yates John H of John A and Margaret H Feb 9 1922........25:196
Yates LeRoy C of Thomas H and Mattie L Jan 23 1927.......28:  9
Yates Margaret of Cyril and Alice Sept 14 1928.............28:280
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Yates Raymond A of James A and Frances L Apr 17 1924...... 26:233
Yates — s of Thomas A and Mary A Jan 2 1927........... 28: 13
Yetman Thomas L of Ellis L and Frances M May 9 1922.... 25:242
Yattaw Barbara E of Charles C and Lena E Feb 29 1928.... 28:192
Yattaw Charles C of Charles C and Lena E Sept 25 1925.... 27:128
Yattaw Charles H of Walter F and Theresa Aug 6 1921..... 25:102
Yattaw Grace A of Charles C and Lena E May 18 1930..... 29:213
Yattaw Hubert W of Charles C and Lena E Sept 6 1921.... 25:118
Yattaw Theresa A of Charles C and Lena E Oct 6 1923..... 26:139
Yattaw — d of William W and Mildred T Feb 17 1923..... 26: 29
Yavorski Jennie of John and Teotilia Sept 15 1922...... 25:304
Yaylaian Sima of Avak and Antaram May 23 1927......... 28: 63
Yecaw Dorothy J of Harold D and Ivy E June 17 1927.... 28: 75
Yecaw Henry L of Earle C and Marjorie G Feb 6 1929..... 29: 17
Yediaris Panagioti of Thomas and Crestina Dec 1 1929.... 29:142
Yediaris — s of George and Theona Dec 17 1929......... 29:147
Yediaris — d of Thomas and Christine Sept 30 1923...... 26:134
Yediaris — s of Thomas and Christine May 14 1926..... 27:234
Yee Soy Gee (chi) of Yee Din Bow and Yee Wong See Sept 26
1926............................................. 27:296
Yehigian Ara of Asadoor and Veronica Feb 19 1925....... 27: 22
Yehigian Arshag of Asadoor and Veronica May 29 1929.... 29: 62
Yehigian Vartouhi of Asadoor and Veronica May 23 1926... 27:238
Yenku Leonard of Bernard and Rose May 27 1926.......... 27:240
Yeolowitzc Alexander of Costanta and Marcelle July 8 1925.27: 91
Yeonmans Mary A of James G and Teresa V Sept 10 1928.... 28:279
Yeranosian Hagop M of Hampartzoom and Mariam Sept 24
1924............................................. 26:316
Yeranosian Paul of Hampartzoom and Mariam Mar 28 1928.. 28:205
Yeremian Engapere of Peter and Havas Apr 9 1925....... 27: 47
Yeremian Hovnan of Peter and Havas Aug 15 1929....... 29: 97
Yeremian Koohar of Peter and Havas July 27 1926....... 27:270
Yerkes Harold W of Arthur W and Margaret Sept 9 1927.... 28:114
Yetman Hope S of William A and Hortense M July 7 1926... 27:261
Yetman William T of William A and Hortense M Apr 17 1925.27: 51
Yidiaris Peter of George and Theona Aug 4 1928.......... 28:262
Yonde Dorothy of Irving H and Bertha M Nov 14 1926.... 27:318
Yorgagian Zable of Peter and Margarid Feb 11 1922...... 25:197
York Charles T of Varian B and Bertha E Nov 2 1922..... 25:328
York Donald A of Alfred E and Esther E Oct 7 1926..... 27:303
York Lillian J of Thomas B and Edith M June 1 1930..... 29:220
York Varian B of Varian B and Bertha E Mar 24 1924...... 26:222
Yorston Andrew M of Andrew and Caroline C Apr 2 1927.. 28: 41
Yosinoff Elaine C of Solomon and Minnie Oct 17 1927... 28:131
Yonde Mary M of Bertha M May 31 1923.................... 26: 72
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Youness John A of John A and Mary S May 24 1925...27: 69
Young Albert F (c) of Levi H and Rose G Nov 17 1929...29: 135
Young Allen N of Everett F and Grace E Apr 15 1923...26: 51
Young Anna B of Ellis E and Lillian M June 4 1925...27: 75
Young Barbara A of Rogers G and Ruth A May 21 1927...28: 62
Young Barbara C of Ralph and Alice May 21 1928...28: 227
Young Bernice of Morris and Mary Dec 26 1923...26: 175
Young Beverly M of Frederick G and Mary E Jan 21 1927...28: 8
Young Catherine A of Albert F and Catherine Sept 7 1929...29: 107
Young Catherine T of George N and Catherine T Jan 11 1930.29: 160
Young Charles R of John and Marie U Apr 29 1929...29: 49
Young Claire L of Frederick W and Mary F Jan 4 1926...27: 176
Young Clarence C (c) of Levi H and Rosie G Aug 13 1927...28: 102
Young Daisy M of Edward R and Gwendolyn A Sept 1 1928...28: 276
Young Dorothea H of Franklin J and Elizabeth J May 23 1924.26: 252
Young Edward A of Earle T and Catherine E Nov 7 1921...25: 150
Young Edward W of Leo E and Agnes Feb 6 1928...28: 183
Young Eleanor M of Samuel and Rebecca Sept 17 1925...27: 125
Young Elizabeth L of William J and Mary L Feb 3 1921...25: 13
Young Ellis E of Ellis E and Lillian H Oct 1 1922...25: 313
Young Ernest E of Ernest E and Isabel W Mar 31 1921...25: 38
Young Eugene H of Albert P and Amy E Dec 3 1928...28: 344
Young Eugene P (twin) of Ellis E and Lillian H Oct 3 1923...26: 138
Young Fairfax M (c) of Albert and Margarette Aug 11 1924...26: 295
Young Florence M of Fred and Mary Apr 24 1922...25: 233
Young Francis E of Benjamin and Mary A May 10 1923...26: 64
Young Frederick W of Frederick W and Mary F Sept 12 1928...28: 280
Young Helen G of Rogers G and Ruth A Jan 18 1929...29: 8
Young Henry of Albert P and Annie E Feb 5 1925...27: 18
Young Herbert C of George H and Alvina E Oct 3 1923...26: 138
Young Howard S of Howard S and Gertrude June 29 1924...26: 271
Young Jacqueline C of John T and Marion July 15 1930...29: 239
Young James E of Albert P and Amy E July 5 1926...27: 261
Young James J of Frederick G and Mary E Jan 13 1930...29: 161
Young Joan F of John A and Ethel M Dec 21 1929...29: 149
Young John of Harry and Rose Mar 30 1921...25: 38
Young John J of Helen Mar 17 1929...29: 32
Young John W of Albert and Bessie H Aug 9 1925...27: 107
Young Joseph J of Joseph J and Anna L Apr 17 1921...25: 45
Young Kenneth E of William and Mabel A Feb 17 1925...27: 22
Young Kenneth H of Earle T and Gladys L Apr 19 1930...29: 201
Young Kenneth L of Albert P and Amy F Nov 27 1930...29: 293
Young Lester L of Harold A F and Alice L May 22 1923...26: 69
Young Lettie S of Albert P and Amy E Apr 19 1922...25: 231
Young Levi (c) of Levi H and Ruth Feb 4 1923...27: 17
Young Levi H (c) of Levi H and Rosie G Apr 29 1926...27: 226
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Young Lillian H (twin) of Ellis E and Lillian H Oct 3 1923...26:138
Young Margaret B of Thomas and Catherine C Dec 12 1927...28:155
Young Marjorie T of Samuel and Rebecca June 2 1923...26:74
Young Mary B of Lewis D and Louise M June 15 1927...28:74
Young Mary L (c) of Raymond P and Mary C Jan 20 1930...29:163
Young Melba F of Joseph and Lena Dec 19 1923...26:172
Young Nancy M of Norman E and Madaline Aug 24 1927...28:106
Young Owen J of Alexis P and Enalila Sept 16 1925...27:124
Young Paul of Inez Oct 1 1928...28:288
Young Pruda L of Frederick L and Pruda A Dec 8 1927...28:134
Young Raymond P (c) of Raymond P and Mary C June 25 1928...28:243
Young Regina E M (c) of Edward R and Gwendolyn A Dec 31 1929...29:152
Young Richard A of Clarence and Ethel Aug 14 1927...28:102
Young Richard W (c) of Carrie B Sept 16 1925...27:124
Young Robert A of Horace and Margaret C Mar 13 1923...26:35
Young Sarah M of Albert P and Amy E Oct 28 1923...26:118
Young Seymour of Morris and Mary June 14 1928...28:299
Young William G of William G and Bertha M Sept 7 1925...27:120
Young William H of Earle T and Catherine E Sept 11 1923...26:125
Young —— s of John and Mary Jan 15 1921...25:80
Young —— (c) s of Samuel and Mary Mar 29 1923...26:42
Young —— (c) s of Samuel and Mary Jan 5 1925...27:3
Youngberg Doris V of Erik R and Ida C Aug 15 1921...25:105
Younger Leonard E (c) of John J and Nettie June 12 1930...29:224
Youngs Charles H F of Charles H F and Ruth May 14 1939...29:211
Youngs Phyllis R of Fred W and Irene M Mar 27 1922...25:220
Ysenbaert Richard A of Robert H and Rose F June 14 1930...29:225
Yuloff Abbott I of I Harry and Celia Nov 12 1927...28:141
Yuppa —— s of Michele and Margherita Jan 19 1924...26:190
Yurgilos Alfred A of Adam and Amelia Aug 10 1921...B-1:14
Yurksina Stanley of Joseph and Annie Apr 9 1928...28:211
Yurkunski James M of Joseph T and Georgia F July 17 1925...27:95

Zabatta Antonetta of Giuseppe and Angelina Sept 29 1926...27:298
Zabatta Antonetta of Giuseppe and Angelina Jan 24 1928...28:177
Zabatta Francesco of Antonio and Vittoria Nov 21 1921...25:135
Zabatta Francesco of Giuseppe and Angelina May 21 1922...25:247
Zabatta Giuseppe P of Giuseppe and Angelina May 17 1924...26:249
Zabatti Pasquale G of Antonio and Vittoria May 25 1923...26:70
Zabbo Agostino of Luigi and Kathrina Aug 3 1924...26:292
Zabbo Alberto of Luigi and Kathrina Nov 26 1922...25:336
Zabbo Aniello of Alberto and Maria G Apr 25 1924...26:237
Zabbo Anna V of Vincenzo and Teresa May 11 1923...26:64
Zabbo Annunziata of Luigi and Kathrina July 29 1921...25:96
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Surname</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zabbo</td>
<td>Fortuna</td>
<td>2 Sept 1924</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>306</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zabbo</td>
<td>Vincenzo</td>
<td>25 July 1926</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>269</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zabbo</td>
<td>Vincenzo</td>
<td>18 Dec 1926</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>332</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zabbo</td>
<td>Vito</td>
<td>19 Oct 1921</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zabbo</td>
<td>——s</td>
<td>18 Oct 1921</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zabileski</td>
<td>Harold</td>
<td>1 Oct 1924</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>322</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zabrowski</td>
<td>Josephine</td>
<td>12 Sept 1925</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>122</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaccagnini</td>
<td>Adalgisa</td>
<td>6 Mar 1921</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaccagnini</td>
<td>Rachela</td>
<td>19 Dec 1922</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>347</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaccaria</td>
<td>Antonio</td>
<td>23 Aug 1921</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaccaria</td>
<td>Egilda</td>
<td>30 Jan 1924</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaccaria</td>
<td>Margherita</td>
<td>3 Sept 1923</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>122</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaccaria</td>
<td>Rosina</td>
<td>25 July 1921</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zacharczyk</td>
<td>Eunice</td>
<td>14 Mar 1925</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zacharczyk</td>
<td>Helen</td>
<td>31 July 1928</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>259</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zacharko</td>
<td>Theodore</td>
<td>20 July 1921</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zackarian</td>
<td>Richard</td>
<td>13 Jan 1924</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>188</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zackarian</td>
<td>Marilyn</td>
<td>4 Oct 1927</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zackarian</td>
<td>Mercedes</td>
<td>12 Oct 1929</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zackarian</td>
<td>Richard</td>
<td>16 Jan 1925</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zackzkwiewicz</td>
<td>Anastazia</td>
<td>of John and Julia</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zackzkwiewicz</td>
<td>Sofia</td>
<td>17 Nov 1927</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>143</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zackzkwiewicz</td>
<td>Wanda</td>
<td>2 Oct 1923</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>137</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zadigian</td>
<td>Alice</td>
<td>19 June 1929</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaidman</td>
<td>Irving</td>
<td>22 Dec 1921</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>171</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zainetti</td>
<td>Irma</td>
<td>2 May 1925</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zainetti</td>
<td>Lidia</td>
<td>12 Nov 1921</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zakarian</td>
<td>Ontronic</td>
<td>5 Mar 1922</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>223</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zakarian</td>
<td>Paul</td>
<td>5 Mar 1922</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>209</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zakoff</td>
<td>Estelle</td>
<td>3 Oct 1921</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>133</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zalinski</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>10 Jan 1923</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zalk</td>
<td>Anna</td>
<td>11 Mar 1929</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zalk</td>
<td>Isabel</td>
<td>17 Oct 1923</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zalk</td>
<td>Leah</td>
<td>4 Oct 1921</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zalk</td>
<td>Milton</td>
<td>20 Oct 1926</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>294</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaman</td>
<td>——s</td>
<td>15 Mar 1922</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>223</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaman</td>
<td>Adeline</td>
<td>17 June 1923</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambano</td>
<td>Claire</td>
<td>28 Feb 1921</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambano</td>
<td>Katherine</td>
<td>18 Oct 1928</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambano</td>
<td>Paula</td>
<td>12 July 1926</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>263</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambruino</td>
<td>Antonetta</td>
<td>7 July 1925</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamboca</td>
<td>Carmela</td>
<td>20 Oct 1923</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>129</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamboca</td>
<td>Gloria</td>
<td>27 Oct 1923</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>133</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamboca</td>
<td>Pasqualina</td>
<td>24 Oct 1926</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>296</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambuco</td>
<td>Antonio</td>
<td>25 Oct 1924</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>331</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Zamgochian Manoog of Stepan and Mariam Feb 4 1923...26: 18
Zammarelli Salvatore of Nicola and Teresa July 20 1923...26: 96
Zammarelli Angelina of Nicola and Teresa May 23 1925...27: 68
Zammarelli Nicola of Francesco and Maria A Mar 18 1927...28: 34
Zampi Alfredo of Carlo and Maria Sept 27 1928...28: 285
Zampiello Antonetta of Eugenio and Maria Jan 24 1922...25: 187
Zampiello Filomena of Pasquale and Concetta June 11 1922...25: 259
Zampini Alfredo P of Domenico and Assunta Dec 9 1928...28: 317
Zampini Lucia M of Domenico and Assunta Jan 3 1927...28: 2
Zampini Luigia of Donato and Angiolina Apr 23 1921...25: 48
Zampini Maria G of Antonio and Lucia Sept 28 1923...26: 133
Zampini Phyllis J of Felice and Angela Aug 28 1927...28: 108
Zampini —— d of Felice and Angela Nov 5 1929...29: 131
Zanella Ronald of Ameclo and Mary May 10 1930...29: 210
Zanfagna Donald M of Emilio and Edith A Apr 19 1929...29: 46
Zanfagna Eduardo B A of Raffaele and Adelina May 26 1929...29: 61
Zanfagna Emilio G of Raffaele and Adelina Nov 13 1925...27: 150
Zanfagna Gertrude L of Filomeno and Marianne June 13
1925...27: 79
Zanfagna Giovanna of Frank and Elena Nov 24 1930...29: 292
Zanfagna Marion H of Filomeno and Marianne Feb 22 1923...26: 23
Zanfagna Raimondo of Filomeno and Marianne Jan 4 1921...25: 2
Zangari Antonio B of Antonio and Serafina Oct 14 1926...27: 305
Zangari Armando of Antonio and Serafina Mar 12 1925...27: 33
Zangari Cristina G of Francesco and Domenica Sept 7 1929...29: 107
Zangari Giuseppe A of Francesco and Domenica May 30 1925...27: 71
Zangari Gloria of Antonio and Serafina Aug 4 1929...29: 93
Zangari Maria C of Mario and Consolata Oct 23 1926...27: 308
Zangari Maria R of Francesco and Maria G May 10 1928...28: 223
Zangari Nicola V of Francesco and Maria G Nov 11 1926...27: 317
Zangari Orlando of Antonio and Serafina Oct 2 1921...25: 133
Zangari Virginia R of Mario and Consolata Jan 22 1929...29: 10
Zanghi Marjorie C of Michael and Kathryn V Sept 24 1927...28: 119
Zanghi Pauline of Michael and Kathryn V Mar 19 1925...27: 36
Zangreys Vincenza of Antonio and Carmela May 22 1928...28: 227
Zangrilli Luisa of Antonio and Carmela Feb 7 1930...29: 171
Zammella Alberto of Alberto and Lucia Mar 3 1924...26: 213
Zammella Giulio of Alberto and Lucia Nov 22 1921...25: 156
Zammella Maria C of Alberto and Lucia Aug 28 1929...29: 102
Zanni Annina of Giuseppe and Raffaela Jan 30 1926...27: 186
Zanni Antonio of Giovanni and Speranza Apr 4 1928...28: 209
Zanni Benedetto of Giuseppe and Raffaela Apr 22 1927...28: 49
Zanni Carmela I of Giovanni and Speranza Dec 3 1926...27: 326
Zanni Egidio of Giovanni and Speranza Oct 25 1929...29: 126
Zanni Francesca of Angelo and Teresa Dec 2 1925...27: 158
Zanni Gaetano of Giuseppe and Raffaela Feb 17 1922...25: 200
Zanni Gennaro of Angelo and Teresa Apr 8 1930.............29:198
Zanni Guglielmo of Pari and Annunziata Feb 11 1926........27:192
Zanni Lorenzo of Pari and Annunziata Feb 12 1921...........25: 17
Zanni Lorenzo of Angelo and Teresa Jan 7 1928..............28:170
Zanni Maria M of Giuseppe and Raffaela Apr 12 1923........26: 50
Zanni Michele S of Pari and Annunziata Sept 28 1922........25:309
Zanni Michelina of Angelo and Teresa Sept 29 1923...........26:133
Zanni Paolina of Pari and Annunziata May 4 1924.............26:243
Zanni Rosina of Giuseppe and Raffaela Dec 20 1928...........28:321
Zannini Alberto of Pasquale and Carmela July 20 1926........27:267
Zannini Benito C V of Carmine and Mary L Sept 25 1925....27:128
Zannini Gaetano of Carmine and Maria Dec 24 1921...........25:172
Zannini Giovanni B of Antonio and Maria Feb 3 1927.......28: 15
Zannini Giuseppina of Pasquale and Carmela June 7 1924......26:261
Zannini Marianna L of Carmine and Maria I Oct 19 1929.....29:123
Zannini Robert J of Elizabeth Aug 8 1930....................29:249
Zannini — s of Vincenzo and Stefania Apr 21 1921..........25: 47
Zannino Anna (twin) of Carmine and Maria July 25 1923.....26: 98
Zannino Antonetta of Matteo and Angelina Oct 12 1922......25:317
Zannino Rosa (twin) of Carmine and Maria July 25 1923.....26: 98
Zaporowicz Irene of Zygmunt and Mary Aug 7 1923..........26:117
Zaporowicz Tadecz F of Zygmunt and Mary Mar 19 1922.....25:216
Zarchen Phyllis H of Samuel and Eva Dec 18 1925............27:165
Zarchen — d of Samuel and Eva Sept 9 1923..................26:136
Zarchen — s of Samuel and Eva Jan 8 1928...................28:171
Zarella Elena E of Vincent and Teresa June 25 1921..........25: 76
Zarlenga Rolando L of Michelangelo and Emma Mar 26 1924...26:222
Zaroogian Asadoor G of Garabed and Arsine Feb 27 1925.....27: 26
Zaroogian Hampartzoom of Vartar and Sarah Aug 5 1929.....29: 93
Zaroogian Harry D of Tavit and Louise July 18 1921........25: 92
Zaroogian Margaret of Vartar and Sarah June 30 1928.......28:245
Zaroogian Mary of David and Harop Apr 10 1926..............27:218
Zarra Giuseppina of Nicola and Nilda Mar 19 1923...........26: 37
Zarra Nicola of Nicola and Nilda Sept 30 1924..............26:319
Zarrella Armando of Pasquale and Maria May 28 1922.........25:250
Zarrella Maria G of Marco V and Teresa July 28 1923........26: 99
Zarrelly Amando of Elliott and Ellen Mar 29 1923............26: 42
Zarski Joseph of John and Lucy May 1 1926..................27:229
Zartarian Harry of Harry and Mary Sept 16 1927.............28:116
Zartarian Marie A of Hasrof and Agavni Nov 18 1928........28:307
Zartarian Varsenig of Mugurdich and Sara July 4 1922.......25:269
Zarnum Sanford of David and Lillian Feb 14 1922.............25:199
Zastrow Paul D of Valentine E and Octavie E Aug 15 1927....28:163
Zatkowsky Bernard M of Louis and Sadie Apr 23 1929.........29: 47
Zavota Anna M of Tomaso and Maria G Jan 21 1924............26:191
Zavota Arturo of Antonio and Matilda Dec 2 1925 27: 158
Zavota Giuseppina of Tomaso and Maria G Feb 20 1926 27: 195
Zavota Luigi of Tomaso and Maria G Apr 15 1928 28: 213
Zavota Pietro P C of Tomaso and Maria G Nov 2 1921 25: 148
Zawasky Rudolph of Stanislaw and Stanisława Mar 5 1924 26: 214
Zawatsky Albert L of Julius and Sara M July 10 1921 25: 89
Zawatsky Gordon of Phillip and Alberta May 11 1923 26: 64
Zawatsky Helen of Michael and Domenica Nov 9 1921 25: 151
Zawatsky Leona of Julius J and Sarah M July 8 1925 27: 91
Zawatsky — s of Philip and Alberta Oct 26 1925 27: 144
Zawatsky — s of Abraham H and Pearl Aug 9 1930 29: 249
Zawisła Mary of Michael and Mary Oct 18 1928 28: 205
Zayone Genka A of John and Agata Apr 19 1923 26: 53
Zebrowski Mathew of Joseph and Antonina May 22 1928 28: 228
Zecha Marjorie R of Rudolph F and Mabelle July 24 1927 28: 92
Zecha — s of Rudolph F and Mabelle V May 15 1924 26: 258
Zeif — d of Jack and Alice Nov 15 1927 28: 142
Zeftel Charles of John S and Sarah Apr 3 1921 25: 40
Zeftel Leo of Isaac and Dora Aug 7 1925 27: 107
Zeftel Marilyn R of John S and Sarah Feb 17 1927 28: 20
Zeidel Bernard of Benjamin and Lena Dec 18 1921 25: 169
Zeißer Robert H of Bruce R and Louise Jan 9 1928 28: 171
Zelano Anthony of Angelo M and Giuseppina Dec 9 1926 27: 329
Zelano Carmela of Angelo M and Giuseppina July 13 1923 26: 93
Zelano Everett F of Angelo and Madeleine E Feb 16 1927 28: 20
Zelano Giovanni L of Luigi and Rosina Oct 5 1922 25: 315
Zelano Lillian A of Luigi and Rosina Aug 19 1927 28: 105
Zelano Margaret J of Angelo and Madeleine E July 15 1921 25: 90
Zelano Roberto C of Luigi and Rosina May 19 1925 27: 66
Zelnicker Albert N of William S and Anna Nov 19 1925 27: 151
Zelnicker Harold of William S and Anna Dec 13 1929 29: 147
Zelnicker Sylvia of William S and Anna July 1 1927 28: 83
Zeltzer Joseph of Abe and Sadie Oct 25 1921 25: 143
Zeltzer Selma B of Abe and Sadie Oct 1 1926 27: 300
Zemba Mary of Ludovic and Kathrine Sept 17 1929 29: 110
Zendlovitz Joseph of Max and Sarah Dec 2 1928 28: 314
Zenga Paolina R of Rocco and Emanuela Feb 28 1923 26: 27
Zenga Richard S of Rocco and Emanuela Mar 14 1926 27: 205
Zenofsky Rosalie C of Isaac and Sabina Dec 11 1929 29: 145
Zeoli Bonanzio of Angelo and Angela June 6 1922 25: 256
Zeoli Elsie of Michele and Margaret Sept 16 1927 28: 116
Zeoli Gennaro A of Giuseppe and Luisea Jan 30 1926 27: 186
Zeoli Gennaro A of Angelo and Margherita July 23 1929 29: 87
Zeoli Giuseppina A of Angelo and Margherita Dec 7 1930 29: 298
Zeoli Giuseppina I of Giuseppe and Luisa May 1 1927..... 28: 55
Zeoli Rosemary of Rose Dec 31 1928.......................... 28: 325
Zeppa Carmine P of Pietro and Gilorma July 16 1928..... 28: 253
Zeppa Nicola of Pietro and Gilorma Sept 22 1921......... 25: 125
Zeppa Rita of Pietro and Gilorma Sept 13 1923.......... 26: 126
Zerra Eduardo A of Nicola and Leonilda Aug 17 1928.... 28: 274
Zerra Olga of Nicola and Leonilda Nov 24 1921........... 25: 157
Zerra Rosa A of Nicola and Leonilda May 7 1930.......... 29: 209
Zerre Helen M of Antonio and Elizabetta Feb 20 1925..... 27: 23
Zettlin Lee D of Benjamin and Rose Mar 11 1929......... 29: 30
Zetterstrom Bernt N of Bernt G V and Charlotte L July 12
1921. .................................................. 25: 89
Zetterstrom Warren R of Bernt G V and Charlotte L Aug 12
1923. .................................................. 26: 109
Zexter Robert H of Abe and Lillian Oct 19 1930.......... 29: 278
Zide Peter of Peter and Margaret Apr 6 1927............. 28: 53
Zide Robert of John P and Rose A Apr 17 1921........... 25: 45
Ziegler —— d of Edward H and Winifred J Sept 15 1921.. 25: 122
Zielinski Helen of Emil R and Stella June 20 1929....... 29: 72
Zielinski Marjia of Andrew and Johanna May 31 1929..... 29: 63
Ziemba John of Ludwik and Katarzyna Oct 2 1926.......... 27: 300
Ziemba Lena of Ludwik and Katie Jan 16 1923.............. 26: 7
Zienawicz Florian of John and Felicia H Nov 5 1921...... 25: 149
Zienowicz Anna (twin) of John and Felicia Aug 4 1923.... 26: 106
Zienowicz Edwin P of Paul and Josephine C Sept 2 1929.. 29: 105
Zienowicz Elenore of John and Felicia Jan 17 1928....... 28: 174
Zienowicz Felicia of John A and Felicia Apr 24 1929..... 29: 48
Zienowicz Irene D of John and Felicia July 11 1930....... 29: 237
Zienowicz Melvina (twin) of John and Felicia Aug 4 1923.. 26: 106
Zienowicz Mitchell of John and Felicia Aug 6 1925........ 27: 106
Zienowicz Raymond of John and Felicia Jan 13 1927....... 28: 5
Zifcak Dorothy M of Anna E Feb 16 1927.................. 28: 20
Zimbra Maria F of Jose P and Evangelina Mar 10 1925.... 27: 33
Zimbra Seraphina P of Jose and Evangelina Sept 26 1927... 28: 120
Zimmerly Arnold of John A and Helena V Aug 11 1924.... 26: 295
Zimmerly Gertrude E of John A and Helena Oct 24 1921... 25: 142
Zimmerman Janet D of Morris D and Frances Sept 16 1923.. 26: 128
Zincona Alice K of Salvatore and Alice M Dec 10 1926..... 27: 329
Zincona Anthony C of Salvatore and Alice M May 5 1925... 27: 61
Zincona Antonio C of Carmello and Rosa May 25 1924...... 26: 253
Zincona Carmela W of Salvatore and Alice M Mar 22 1924.. 26: 221
Zincona Salvatore A of Salvatore and Alice M Oct 30 1928.. 28: 299
Zincona —— d of Salvatore and Alice M Oct 6 1930........ 29: 274
Zinderstein Charles A of Norton and Mary E Feb 16 1925... 27: 21
Zingale Paolo of Antonio and Lena June 5 1924............. 26: 261
Zinkervich Joseph of Joseph and Anna Nov 1 1922......... 25: 328
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Zinkiewicz Edward H of Joseph and Anna Oct 11 1924... 26:326
Zinn Winifred L of Edward and Molly July 29 1924... 26:287
Zinna ——s of Vincenzo and Madeline July 5 1930... 29:245
Zinna Carmine N of Michele and Lucia Jan 27 1927... 28:10
Zinna Domenico A of Michele and Antonetta Aug 20 1928... 28:269
Zinna Elma R D of Michele and Lucia Sept 13 1925... 27:123
Zinna Flora A of Vincenzo E and Filomena Aug 21 1929... 29:99
Zinna Giuseppe A of Michele and Lucia June 14 1930... 29:225
Zinna Luigi of Michele and Lucia Jan 14 1924... 26:188
Zinna Nicholas of Nicholas and Eleanor Apr 5 1926... 27:216
Zinna Nicola D of Michele and Lucia Dec 17 1928... 28:320
Zinna Virginia of Antonio and Lucia July 31 1924... 26:288
Zinno Albert A of Alfredo and Rose F June 25 1929... 29:74
Zinno Anthony of Marcellino and Giulia Oct 24 1921... 25:142
Zinno Bertha of Antonio and Carmela Dec 29 1924... 26:360
Zinno Corrine of Ernesto and Angelina Sept 23 1927... 28:119
Zinno Edward L of Antonio and Carmela May 27 1927... 28:65
Zinno Elena of Antonio and Carmela Aug 30 1928... 28:273
Zinno Giacounda D of Pietro and Maria Apr 28 1928... 28:327
Zinno Giovanni of Antonio and Carmela Dec 23 1922... 25:349
Zinno Giuseppe of Fioravanti and Maria T Nov 17 1923... 26:158
Zinno Giuseppe G of Andimino and Maria S May 21 1922... 25:247
Zinno Lucile of Elvira Oct 17 1923... 26:144
Zinno Paolina of Antonio and Carmela July 28 1921... 25:96
Zinno Pasco of Benedetto and Vincenzo Aug 2 1923... 26:104
Zinno Rosina of Gioacchino and Vincenzo Apr 24 1924... 26:236
Zinno —— d of Marcellino and Giulia Nov 23 1924... 26:349
Zinder Richard of Leslie A and Esther L Dec 18 1923... 26:172
Ziroli Amelia M (twin) of Clemente and Angela Apr 13 1928... 28:212
Ziroli Amelia E of Clemente and Angela Apr 5 1929... 29:41
Ziroli Asceno of Asceno and Maria C Sept 20 1924... 28:118
Ziroli Clemente F of Clemente and Angela June 18 1927... 28:76
Ziroli Domenico A of Asceno and Maria C Jan 17 1926... 27:181
Ziroli Elvira A (twin) of Clemente and Angela Apr 13 1928... 28:212
Ziroli Giulio of Clemente and Angela Sept 8 1924... 26:309
Ziroli Giulio of Clemente and Angela Aug 23 1925... 27:113
Ziroli Giuseppe of Asceno and Maria C Feb 20 1924... 26:205
Ziroli Henry A of Asceno and Maria C Jan 17 1929... 29:8
Zisk Stanislawa of Joseph and Antonina Nov 13 1923... 26:157
Zisman Bernard of Nathan and Charlotte Dec 14 1929... 29:146
Zisquit Irene R of Max L and Bessie Jan 15 1926... 27:180
Zitkin Burton of Joseph and Bessie Mar 6 1925... 27:31
Zito Alfonso of Ralph and Elvira Jan 15 1928... 28:173
Zito Alfredo of Giuseppe and Benedetta Feb 17 1927... 28:20
Zito Angelo of Giuseppe and Benedetta Dec 26 1923... 26:175
Zito Felice of Angelo and Mariantonia Apr 27 1921... 25:50
Zito Francesco G of Angelo and Mariantonia Apr 29 1923 26 57
Zito Giovanni of Giuseppe and Benedetta Jan 26 1925 27 13
Zito Giuseppina of Ralph and Elvira Aug 23 1926 27 282
Zito Maria L of Michele L and Antonetta Mar 20 1924 26 220
Zito Rosa of Giuseppe and Benedetta July 28 1928 28 257
Zito Rosa C of Alfonso and Maria July 16 1923 26 94
Zito Vincenzo of Giuseppe and Benedetta Feb 22 1930 29 177
Zito —— s of Giuseppe and Benedetta Dec 24 1921 25 176
Zito —— d of Giuseppe and Benedetta Jan 18 1923 28 15
Zitowitz Beatrice of Joseph and Anna Apr 3 1923 26 47
Zitserman Theodore L of Morris and Toby Sept 23 1929 29 113
Zizzari Vincenzo of Francesco and Angelina Oct 11 1926 27 304
Zlochin Gloria E of Everett L and Dorothy Dec 31 1927 28 161
Znovenko Vera E of Ephraim and Endoxie Aug 10 1925 27 108
Zoccolini Theresa L of Luigi A and Adale M Dec 3 1923 26 167
Zoda Andrew J of Giovanni and Antonina Mar 7 1924 26 214
Zoda Francesco A of Giovanni and Antonina Feb 1 1926 27 188
Zoda Giovanni R of Giovanni and Antonina Oct 6 1928 28 290
Zoglio Antonetta of Raffaele and Maria G May 17 1921 25 59
Zoglio Antonio O of Antonio and Silvia Apr 26 1927 28 51
Zoglio Evelyn of Joseph H and Speranza June 2 1922 25 254
Zoglio Evelyn R of Antonio and Emma F Dec 23 1928 28 322
Zoglio Louise of Antonio and Emma F Mar 31 1927 28 39
Zoglio Luigi of Enrico and Rosa July 4 1926 27 260
Zoglio Luigi A of Enrico and Rosa Jan 17 1923 26 7
Zoglio Maria G of Francesco and Laura Nov 3 1929 29 131
Zoglio Mary of Pietro and Elizabeth M Jan 25 1925 27 11
Zoglio Raimondo P of Pietro and Elizabeth M Apr 11 1922 25 228
Zoglio Theresa E of Pietro and Elizabeth M Jan 18 1929 29 8
Zolaczyk —— d of Roman and Stella Sept 21 1927 28 123
Zoli Angelina G of Lorenzo and Maria Jan 19 1923 26 8
Zompa Alberto A of Orazio and Emilia Mar 14 1922 25 213
Zompa Angela I of Pasquale and Donata Apr 24 1926 27 224
Zompa Angelina of Enrico and Margherita Apr 24 1923 26 55
Zompa Carmine of Bartolomeo and Maria F Apr 15 1925 27 50
Zompa Cesarea of Gaetano and Cesarea Feb 23 1928 28 190
Zompa Enrico of Tomaso and Carmela Feb 11 1922 25 197
Zompa Giovanni of Pasquale and Donata Dec 6 1921 25 164
Zompa Luciano A of Gaetano and Cesarea Jan 7 1924 26 185
Zompa Maria C of Gaetano and Cesarea Mar 30 1921 25 38
Zompa Pasquale of Pasquale and Donata July 29 1924 26 287
Zompa —— d of Enrico and Margherita Feb 15 1930 29 180
Zompa —— s of Carlo and Lena June 28 1930 29 231
Zunfrilli Arnaldo of Salvatore and Ines July 16 1927 28 89
Zunfrilli Dante of Salvatore and Ines June 28 1922 25 265
Zunfrilli Gloria of Salvatore and Ines Apr 2 1925 27 44
FROM 1921 TO 1930 INCLUSIVE.

Zonfrillo Antonetta F of Frank F and Florinda I Nov 25
1928. .................................................. 28: 310
Zonfrillo Carmela L of Ulindo and Palmina L Nov 23 1926... 27: 322
Zonghatti Raimondo G of Renata and Adeline Mar 19 1921... 25: 33
Zonghatti Stanley of Renata and Adelina May 16 1928...... 28: 225
Zooloomian Haroutune of Leon H and Serpoohy G Jan 6 1926... 27: 177
Zooloomian May of Leon H and Serpoohy G May 9 1928...... 28: 223
Zora Frances L of Thomas and Emilia June 9 1922............. 25: 258
Zorabedian Berjouhi of Thomas and Taros June 13 1923...... 26: 78
Zorabedian Dickran of Thomas and Taros Dec 18 1925....... 27: 165
Zorabedian Elizabeth of Jack and Agnes Feb 26 1921........... 25: 24
Zorabedian Manoog of Adam and Katchkatoon Mar 23 1923.... 26: 39
Zorabedian May of Hagop and Haiganoosh May 9 1926....... 27: 232
Zorabedian Zabelle of Thomas and Taros Feb 12 1928....... 28: 185
Zoragian Margaret of Kachadoor and Dzaghig Nov 12 1927... 28: 141
Zorayan Herminia S of Neshan G and Sophie G Dec 15 1929.. 29: 147
Zorra Evelina M of Nicola and Leonilda July 21 1926........... 27: 267
Zorra Francisco S of Francisco S and Emilia A Mar 9 1923.... 26: 34
Zosa John of Martin and Mary Oct 15 1923................. 26: 143
Zotti Richard of Mario and Giovanna Nov 12 1929........... 29: 133
Zotti Roberto M of Mario and Giovanna Nov 11 1925...... 27: 149
Zoyoue Pauline of John and Agnes June 30 1930............. 29: 231
Zuba Edward of John and Mary Mar 27 1927................. 28: 37
Zuba Martin P of John and Mary Aug 7 1923................. 26: 107
Zuba Stanislaw of John and Mary Apr 17 1921.............. 25: 45
Zuba ______ s of John and Mary July 16 1929............. 29: 91
Zubee Lillian M (twin) of Frank B and Lillian Oct 27 1929.. 29: 126
Zubee Rose L (twin) of Frank B and Lillian Oct 27 1929.. 29: 126
Zubiaga Domingo of Domingo and Filomena June 12 1923.... 26: 78
Zubiaga Filomena of Domingo and Filomena Dec 6 1921..... 25: 164
Zubiaga Juanita of Domingo and Filomena Mar 4 1925...... 27: 30
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